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Gener~l  ?r<>.~~i~~~  _ 
Article  1 
I.  The Community -transit  procedure shall  apply  to 
movement  of  the  goods  referred  to  in  paragraphs 2 
and 3 between two points situated in the Community. 
It includes  a  procedure  for  external  Community 
transit  and  a  procedure  for  internal  Community 
transit. 
2.  The  procedure  for  external  Community  transit 
shall  apt:~ly to movement of the following goods: 
I 
(a)  goods  which  do  not  satisfy  the  conditions  laid 
down  in  Articles  9  and  10  of  the  Treaty 
establishing the European Economic Community; 
(b) goods which, though satisfying the conditions laid 
down  in  Articles  9  and  10  of  the  Treaty 
establishing the European Economic Community, 
have  been  subject  to  customs  export  formalit-ies 
for  the  grant  of  refunds  for  export  to  third 
countries  pursuant  to  the  common  agricultural 
policy;  ; 
(c)  goods  coming  under the Treaty  establishing  the 
European  Coal and Steel Community whkh under 
the terms of that Treaty arc not in  free circulation 
in  the Community. 
3.  The  procedure  f~r  internal  Community  transit 
shall  apply  to movement  of ·th[  following  goods,  if 
they  arc  subject  to  customs  tax,  economic  or 
statistical  measures  or  any  ot  er  measures  relating 
to trade: 
(a)  goods  which  satisfy  the  conditions ]aid  down in 
Articles  9  and  10  of  the  Treaty  estabH_s_hing  the 
European  Economic  Community  (hereinafter 
_referred  to  as  'Community  goods'),  except  the 
goods referred to in ·paragraph 2 (b); 
(b)  goods coming under the Treaty establishing the 
European  Coal  and  Steel  Community  which 
under  the  terms  of  that  Treaty  are  in  free 
circulation within the Community, hereinafter 
referred to as "Community goods";. 
'  ',  '  ,.~  -~ -.  ..,, :  .-~  -
4.  For the  purposes of the provisions of the Treaty 
esta-blishing  the  European  Economic  Community 
which  relate  to  the  free  movement  of goods,  and 
subject to the provisions of Artides 2 (2), 7 (3), 8 (b), 
47.  48  (2)  and  49  (2)  of  this  Regulation,  goods 
properly  imported  into  the  territory  of  a  Member 
State  across  an  internal  frontier  shall  be  deemed  to 
be Community goods unless  an external Community 
transit document is  produc~d in respect thereof. 
- -.---w 
'5.  ·The  provisions  o~ the Treaties  establishing 
the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
European  Coal  and Steel  Community relating to 
the free  movement of goods  shall apply to  those 
goods which, in ·accordance with Article  1 (2) (b), 
are  carried  under  the  procedure  for  external 
Community transit and which are not exported to 
a third country, provided their Community status 
is  certified  in  accordance  with  Article  6  (3)  of 
Regulation _(BEq  No  678/85 (1).  The  document 
laid  down  by  this  provision  shall  be  issued  after 
the cancellation of the Customs  export formalities 
relating to the CommUility measures which neces-
sitated  the  exportation  of  the  goods  to  a  third 
country. 
Article 2 
l.  By  way  of  derogation  from  Article  1,  the  Com-
munity  -transit  procedure  shall  not  apply  to  ~ove­
ments  of goods  under  a  temporary  importation  or 
temporary admission procedure. 
'2.  The  provisions  of  the  Treaties  establishing 
the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
European Coal and Steel Community which relate 
to  the  free  movement  of  goods  shall  apply  to 
movements  of  goods  under  an  international 
proced~re for temporary importation or  _.!empora~ 
admission  only  if  the document provided  for  in 
Article  6  (3)  of  Regulation  (EEq No  678/85  is 
produced  to  establish  the  Community  status  of 
those  goods.' 
However,  under conditions  to  be  determined  under 
the  procedure  prescribed  in  Article  57,  such  goods 
may  be  regarded  as  Community goods  without  the 
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-------Article 3 
1.  By  ~  .1y  of  derogation  from  Article  1,  each 
Member State  may apply a national procedure instead 
of  the  cxtanal  or  internal  Community  transit  pro-
cedure in  rrspect of goods referred  to in  Article  1 (2) 
and  (3)  during carriage  within  its  territory,  or from 
one of its  ports to another if carriage is  effected  hy 
sea. 
2:  A  ~~f~-;nber  State  exercising  this  option  shall 
ensure  that  Community  measures  applicable  to  the 
gooJs arc implemented. 
.  ~.  for purposes ot  paragraph  1,  the territory of rhe 
Benelux  Economic  Union  shall  be  considered  to  be 
the territory of one Member S~ate. 
Artide 4 
1.  lf the  subsequent  carriage  of  goods  dealt  with 
under  a  national  procedure  in  accordance  witl1 
Article  2  (  1)  or 3  entails  the  crossing of an  internal 
frontier, such good., are to he placed under the Com-
munity transit procedure before cros&ing that frontier. 
2.  However,  under  conditions  to  he  determined 
under  the  procedure  prescribed  by  Artk·le  57,  the 
provisions  of paragraph  1 need  not  apply  to  goods 
which  are  the  subject  of  temporary  importation  or 
temporary admission. 
Article  S 
This Regulation shall  be without prejudice to agree-
ments  m:tde  between  Member  States  concerning 
frontier traffic. 
Article 6 
Provided  that the implementation of  the Community 
measures applicable to the goods is ensured, Member 
States may, within the Community transit procedure, 
introduce  simplified  procedures  for  certain  types  of 
traffic by  means of bilateral agreements. 
Such  agreements shall be communicated to the Com-
misc;ion  and to the other Member States  . 
A.rticle  7 
'1.  In derogation from Article 1, the Community 
transit procedure shall  not apply to the carriage of 
goods under cover of TIR carnets (TIR Convention) 
or  the  Rhine  Manifest  (Article  9  of the  revised 
Convention  for  the  navigation  of the  Rhine)  on 
condition that the carriage of  goods began or is to end 
outside the Community.' 
2.  In the case of Rhine traffic, carriage of goods may 
be  effected provisionally under the procedure. of the 
Rhine Manifest, even if that carriage of goods began 
and is to end within the Community. Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88 
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· '3.  The  provisions  of  the  Treaties  establishing 
the  European  Economic  Community  and  the 
European Coal and Steel Community which relate 
to  the free  movement of goods  shall apply to the 
movement of goods  under one of the  procedures 
referred  to  in  paragraphs  1  and  2  on  condition 
that they are  accompanied, not only by  the docu-
ment required under the procedure used, but also, 
for  the  purpose  of  establishi~g the  Community 
status  of  those goods, by  the document provided . 
for in Article~ (3) of Regulation (EEC) No 678/85. 
The latter document shall  contain  a reference  to 
the  procedure used and to the document relating 
to  it.' 
Article  8 
In  the  absence  of  an  agreement  between  the  Com-
munity  and  a  thir·d  country  whereby  goods  moving 
between two points in  the Community may be carried 
across  that  country  under  the  Community  transit 
proccJure: 
{a)  the  Comm~nity transit  procedure  shall  apply  to 
goods  c.arned  across  that  third  country  only  if 
the  carnage across  that country is  effected under 
~over of a  single  transport  document  drawn  up 
m  ~  Member  State  and  the  operation  of  that 
pr?cedure  is  suspended  in  the  territory  of  the 
thud country; 
(b) Article  7  (1)  and  (3)  shall  apply to goods  carried 
~hrou~h the  territory  of  the  third  country,  even 
If carnage of the goods began and is to end within 
the Cornmun·ity. 
Article 9 
Where,  in  the cases  provided  for  in  this  Regula-
. tion, the provisions of the Treaties establishing the 
1 European  Economic  Community  and  the  Euro-
: pean ·Coal  and Steel  Community which  relate  to 
the free  movement of gopds are  applied only on 
,  presentation,  for  the  purpose  of establishing  the 
,  Community status  of  those  goods,  of  the  docu-
ment provided  for  in .Article  6 (3)  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  678/85,  the  party  concerned  may,  for 
any  valid  reason,  obtain  that  document  subse-
quently  from  the  competent  a~thorities  of  the 
Member  State  of  departure.' Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page IX•A-6 
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Article  10 
Prohibitions  and  restnctlons  on  importation, expor-
tation and trans·it  issued  by the Member States  s~all 
apply to the extent that they are compatible with the 
three  Treaties  establishing  the  European  Com-
munities. 
Article  11 
For the purposes of this Regulation: 
(a)  'principal' means: 
the  person  who,  in  person  or  through  an 
authorized  representative,  requests  permission,  in 
a  declaration  in  accordance  with  the  required 
customs  formalities,  to  carry  out  a  Community 
transit  operation  and  thereby  makes  himself 
responsible  to  the  competent  authorities  for  the 
execution of the operation in .accordance with the 
rules;  · 
(b) 'means of transport' means, in particular: 
- any road vehicle, trailer, semi-trailer, 
- any railway car or wagon, 
- any boat or ship, 
- any aircr.aft, 
- any  container  within  the  meaning  of  the 
Customs Convention on containers; 
(c)  'office  of  departure'  means  the  customs  offke 
where the Community transit operation begins; 
(d) 'office of transit' means: 
- the  customs office  at the  point of entry  iuto 
a  Member State other than the Member State 
of departure, 
also  the  customs  office  at  the  point  of  exit 
from  the  Community  when  the  consignment 
is  leaving  the  customs  territory  of  the  Com-
munity in the course of a  Community transit 
operation  via  a  frontier  .between  a  Member 
State and a third countrv: 
(e)  'office  of  destination'  means  the  customs  office  · 
where  the  goods  must be produced  tO'  complete 
the Community transit operation; 
(f)  'offil.'c  of  guaratltCl''  means  the  customs  office 
where a comprehensive guar:mtcc is  lodged; 
(g) 'internal  frontier'  mean..;  :1  frontier  comnwn  to 
two Mcmhrr ~t.ltcs. 
Goods lo:h.kd  in  a scapnrt of a  Member State and 
unlo:llicd  in  a  "l':lport  of  another  Member  State 
shall  h~.:  del'lncd  to  hav(.'  crossed  an  internal 
frontic.:r  pro\'idl"d  th.lt  thl.'  scacrossing  i-;  covered 
hy  a singk tr:msport document. 
Coods  coming from  a  ri.ird  country  by  sea  and 
transhipped in  a  seaport of a  Member State with 
a  view  to  unloading  in  a  scapt>rt  of  another 
.t\kmhcr  State  shall  he  deemed  nor  to  have 
crnssl'd an int('rnal frontic:r. 
Tri I.F  II 
Procedure for external Community transit 
~rticle 12 
1.  Any goods  that are  to be carried under the 
procedure for external Col!lmunity transit shall be 
the subject, in accordance with the conditions laid 
down  in this Regulation, of a T.1  declaration. A 
T.l  declaration  means  a  declaration  on  a  form 
corresponding  to  the  specimen single  document 
form COM drawn  up in accordance with Regula-
tion (EEq No 679/85 (
1
). 
2.  The T.l form re!erred to in paragraph 1 may 
be  supplemented, where  appropriate,  by  one  or 
more supplementary forms T.1  bis corresponding 
to  the  specimen  of  the  supplementary  form 
COMic drawn up in accordance with Regulation 
(EEC)  No 679/85. 
3.  The T.l  and T.l  bis forms  shall be printed 
and completed in one of the official languages of 
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rities  of  the  Member State  of  departure.  Where 
necessary,  the  competent  authorities  of  the 
Member  State  concerned  in  the  Community 
transit operatiol')  may require translation into the 
official language or one of the official languages of 
that Member State.  . 
4.  The T.l  declaration  shall  be signed  by the 
person  who  requests  permission  to  effect  an 
external  Community transit  operation  or by  his 
authorized representative, and at least three copies 
of it shall be produced at the office of departure. 
5.  The supplementary documents appended to 
the  T.l  declaration  shall  form  an  integral  part 
thereof. 
6.  The T.l declaration shall be accompanied by 
the  transport  document. 
The office of departure may dispense with produc-
tion "of  this  document at the time of completion 
of the customs formalities. However, the transport 
document  must  be  produced  whenever  required 
by  the  customs  authorities  in  the  course  of 
carriage. 
7.  Where the Community transit procedure in 
the  Member State  of departure  succeeds  another 
customs procedure, reference shall be made on the 
T.l declaration to that procedure or to the corres-
ponding customs  documents. 
Article  13 
The pri1Kipal sh,11l  be responsible for: 
(~i)  tht.:  production  of the  goods  inta.ct  at  ~he  o~fic.e 
of  destination  within  the  prescnbed  tJme  hmlt 
and with due observance of •the  measures adopted 
hy  the  competent  authorities  to  ensure  identifi~ 
Clt!Oll; 
1 h)  the  observance  of  the  provisions  relating  to  the 
Community  transit  procedure  and  to  transit  in 
each  of  the  Member  States  in  the  territory  of 
which carriage of the goods is effected. 
Article  14 
I.  Ea(h  Member  State  may,  subject  :to  conditions 
which  it  may  prescribe,  provide  for· the use  of the 
T  1 document for national procedures. 
2.  The  supplement-ary  details  included  on  the  T  1 
document  for  that  purpose !by  a  person other than 
the principal shall be the responsibility of the former, 
in  accordance with the national provisions laid down 
hy  law, regulation or administrative action. 
Article 15  is deleted. 
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Article  i6 
1.  The  same  means  of  transport  may  be  used  for 
the  loading  of  goods  at  more  than  one  office  of 
departure and for  unloading at more than one office 
of destination. 
2.  Each T  1 declaration shall include only the goods 
loaded or to be loaded on a single means of transport 
for  carriage  from  one  office  of  departure  to  one 
office of destination. 
For the  purposes of the preceding subparagraph the 
following  shall  he  regarded  as  constituting  a  single 
means  of  transport,  on  condition  that  the  goods 
carried are to be dispatched together: 
(a)  a  road  vehicle  ,accompanied  by  its  trailer(s)  or 
semi-trailer(s); 
(b) a line of coupled railway carriages or wagons; 
(c)  boats constituting a single chain; 
(d) containers loaded on a  means of transport within 
the meaning of this Article. 
Article  17 
1.  The  office  of  departure  shall  register  the  T 1 
declaration,  prescribe  the  period  within  which  the 
goods must be  produced at the office  of destination, 
and  take  such  measures  for  identification  as  it 
considers necessary. 
2.  Having  entered  the  necessary  particulars  on  the 
T 1  declaration,  the  office  of departure shall  retain 
its  copy and  return the other to the principal or his 
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Article  18 
1.  As  a general rule, identification of the goods shall 
he ensured by sealing. 
2.  The following shall be sealed: 
(a)  the space  containing the goods, when the  means 
of  transport  has  already  been  approved  under 
other  customs  regulations  or  recogni7.ed  by  the 
office of departure as suitable for sealing; 
(h) each individual package, in other cases. 
.1.  Means of transport may  be recognized as  suitable 
for scaling on condition that: 
(a)  ~cals can be simply and effectively affixed to them; 
!h) they  arc  so  constructed  that  no  goods  can  be 
removed  or  introduced  without  leaving  visible 
trace" of t:lmpcring or "":ithout breaking the seals; 
(c)  they  contain  no  concealed  spaces  where  goods 
may he hidden; 
(d) the  spaces  reserved  for  the  load  are  readily  .lC· 
ccssihlc for customs inspection. 
4.  The office of departure may dispense with sealing 
if,  having regard to other possible measures for iden-
tification,  the  description  of  the  goods  in  the  T 1 
declaration or in the supplementary documents makes 
them readily identifiable. 
Article  19 
1.  The copies of  the T  1 document delivered to the 
principal  or  to  his  representative  by  the  office  of 
departure must accompany the goods. 
2.  Goods  shall  be  carried  via  the  offices  of transit 
mentioned  in  the  T  1  document.  If  circumstances 
justify it, other offices of transit may be used. 
3.  For supervision purposes, each Member State may 
prescribe tr.ansit routes within its territory. 
4.  Each  Member State shall provide the Commission 
with  a  list  of the  customs offices  authorized to deal 
with  Community  transit  operations,  stating at what 
hours they arc open. 
The  Commision shall  communicate this  information 
to the other Member States. 
Article  20 
Copies  of  the  T  1  document  shall  be  produced  in 
each  Member  State  .as  required ·by  the  customs 
authorities,  who  may  satisfy  themselves  that  the 
seals are unbroken. The goods shall not be inspected 
unless  some  irregularity  is  suspected  which  could 
result in abuse. 
Article 21 
The  consignment  as  well  as  the  copies  of  the  T  1 
document shall be produced at each office of transit. 
I.  The  carrier  shall  give  each  office  of  transit  a 
transit advice  note.  The design  of the  transit  advice 
note shall be determined in  accordance with the  pro~ 
visions of Article 57. 
2.  The offices of transit shall  not inspect  the  goods 
unless  some  irregularity  is  suspected  which  could 
result in  abuse. 
3.  If,  in  accordance  with  the  proviSions  of  Artide 
19 (2),  goods are carried via  an office of transit other 
than that mentioned in  the T 1 .document, that office 
shall  without  delay  send  the tranc;it  advice  note  to 
the office mentioned in  that document. 
Article  23 
Where  gooJs  arc  loaded  or  unloaded  at  any  inter-
mediate  office,  copies  of  the  T  1  document  issued 
by  the office(s) of departure must be produced. 
Article  24 
1.  The  goods  descri·bed  on  a  T  1  document  may, 
without renewal of the declaration, be transferred to 
another means of transport under 'the  supervision  of 
the customs authorities of the Member State in whose 
territory  the  transfer  is  made.  In  such  a  case,  the 
customs .authorities  shall  record  the  relevant  details 
on the T 1 document. 
2.  The  customs  authorities  may,  subject  to  such 
conditions  as  they  shal.l  determine,  authorize  such 
transfer  without  supervision.  In  such  a  case,  the 
carrier  shall  record  the  relevant  details  on  the  T 1 
document  and  inform  the  next  customs  office  at 
which  the  goods  must  be  presented,  so  that  the 
transfer  1s  officially  certified  by  the  customs 
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Article  25 
1.  If  seals  are  broken  in  the  course  of  carriage 
without  the  carrier  so  intending,  he  shall,  as  soon 
as  possible,  request that a  certified  report be  drawn 
up  in  the  Member  State  in  which  the  means  of 
transport is located, by the customs authority if there 
is  one  nearby  or,  if  not,  by  any  other  competent 
authority. The authority concerned shalt,  if  possible, 
affix new seals. 
2.  In  the event of an accident necessitating transfer 
to  another  means  of  transport  the  provisions  of 
Article 24 shall apply. 
If there  is  no  customs  authority  nearby,  any  other 
approved  authority  may  act  in  its  place  under  the 
conditions laid down in Article 24 (1). 
3.  In  the  event  of  imminent  danger  necessitating 
immediate unloading of the whole or part of the load, 
the carrier may take action on his own initiative. He 
shall  record  such  action  on  the T 1 document.  The 
provisions of paragraph 1 shall apply in such case. 
4.  If,  as  a  result  of  accidents  or  other  incidents 
arising in  the course of carriage, the carrier is  not  ~n 
a  po~ition  to  ohscr\'t.:  the  time  limit  referred  to .  m 
Artidc  17,  he  shall  inform  the  competent  authority 
referred  to in  paragr.1ph  I  as  soon  as  possible. That 
.mrhority shall  then record the rc1evant detailc;  on the 
T  I document. 
Article  26 
1.  The  office  of  dcstination  shall  record  on  the 
copies  of  the  T  1  document  the  deta~ls  of  co?trols 
and shall  without delay send a  copy to the  office of 
departure and retain the other copy. 
2.  The  Community  transit  operation  may  be  con-
cluded at an  office other than that mentioned in  the 
T 1 document.  That  other office  <>hall  then  become 
the office of destination 
'3.  Where the goods are produced at the office of 
destination after expiry of the time limit prescribed by 
the  office  of departure  and  where  this  failure  to 
complr with the time limit is  due to circumstances 
which are explained ro the satisfaction of the office of 
destination and which are beyond the control of the 
carrier or the prmcipal, the latter .. h.dl  he deemed to 
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Article  27 
1.  In  ordt•r  to  ensure  collection  of  the  duties  and 
other  taxes  which  each  Member  State  is  authorized 
to  charge  in  respect  of  goods  passing  through  its 
territory  in  the  course  of  Community  transit,  the 
princip;11l  shall  furnish  a  guarantee,  except  as  other-
wise provided in  this Regulation. 
2.  The  guarantee  may  he  comprehensive,  covering 
a number of Community transit operations, or indi-
vidual,  covering  a  single  Community  transit 
operation. 
3.  Subject  to  the  provtstons  of  Article  33  t2),  the 
guarantee  shall  consist  of  the  joint  and  several 
guarantee of a natural or legal third •person establish-
ed  .in  the  Member  State  in  which  the  guarantee  is 
provided  who  is  approved  a·s  guarantor  by  that 
Member State. 
Article  28 
l.  The person standing as  guarantor under the con-
ditions  referred  to in  Article 27  shall he  responsible 
for designating, in  each of the Member States through 
which  the  goods  will  he  carricJ  in  the  <:oursc  of 
Community  transit,  a  !latural  or  legal  third  per-mn 
who also wili stand as  gua~anror ior the priP(ipJI 
Such  guarantor  must  be  cstahli'ihcd  in  the  Mt'IJ1her 
State  in  question  and  must  nmlcrrake.  jointly  .md 
severally  with  the  -principal,  to  pay  thr  duties  ,HH.-1 
other taxes chargeable in that Snare. 
2.  The  application  of  paragraph  1  sh.1ll  hl·  su.h1c~:t 
to a qualified majority decision  of the Council  acting 
on  a  proposal  from  the  Commis•.ion,  as  .1  rl'  .... ult  of 
an  cx.amination  of  the  conditions  under  which  the 
Member States have  been  able to exercise  their  1 ighr 
nf rP•nverv in  accordance with .~_rtige J  ..  ~· 
Artzcle  2'J 
1.  The  guarantee  referred  to in  Ar~iclc  2-:'  r.  ~;  shali 
he  lll  the  form  of  one  of  the  •;ptt:Jmen  guarJntce<. 
shown as  Spcc.:imcn  I or II  anncxc.:c to.thi-; Rcgui.Hio11, 
as  appropriate. (1) 
2.  Where the provisiom. bid .Jov•.:n  by  n~Pional law, 
regubtion  or  aJministrati\'C  action,  or  common 
pracrice  so  require,  each  \1cmbcr  ~t.He  rnay  allow 
the guarJntc:e  ro  be in  a different form, on condition 
that  it  has  the  same  I  ega I  effects  as  the  document~ 
shown as spec.:imens. 
Article  j(; 
1.  A ...:ornprchcmive  guar:mtee shall  be  lodged  111  .u1 
office of guarantee. 
2.  The  office  of  guarantc~  ~hall  determine  the 
amount  of  the  guarantee,  accept  the  guarantor's 
undertakin~ and issue  an authorization  allowing the 
pnncipal  to  carry  out,  within  the  limits  of  the 
guarantee,  any  Community  tran<;it  operation  irres-
pective of the office of departure. 
3.  Each  per~on  who  has  obtained  authorization 
shall,  subject  to  the  conditions  laid  down  by  the 
competent  authorities  of  the  Member  )rates,  he 
issued  wirh  one nr mort.'  copies of a  guar:mtce certi-
ficate.  The  design  of  the  guarantee  certificate  shall 
he  determined  in  accordan\:e  with  the  provisions  of 
Artiole 57. 
4.  Reference to this certificate shall be made in  each 
T  1 declaration. _:  ~!.~~···- --··----v ~·--·--- --- --- ---- -
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Article  31 
1.  The  office  of  guarantee  may  revoke  the 
authorization  if  the  conditions  under  which  it  w:1s 
issued no longer exist. 
2.  E.1ch  Member  State  shall  notify  the  Member 
States concerned of any revocation of authorization-.. 
'A rtide 32  (1) 
I.  Each  Member  State  may  accept  that  the 
natural or legal  third  person standing as guarantor 
under the conditions laid  down  in  Articles  27  and 
28 guarantees, by a  single guarantee and for  a  flat-
rate amount of 7 000 European units of account in 
respect of each declaration, payment of duties and 
other charges which may become chargeable in the 
course  of  a  Community  transit  operation  carried 
out under his  responsibility, whoever the principal 
may be. If carriage of the goods presents increased 
risks,  having regard  in  particular to  the amount of 
duties and other charges to which they are liable in 
one  or  more  Member States,  the  flat-rate  amount 
shall be fixed  by the office of departure at a  higher 
level. 
The guarantee referred  to in the first subparagraph 
shall  conform  to Specimen  III  in  the Annex.(a.,.) 
2.  The exchange values in national currencies of 
the  European unit of account to be applied to the 
provisions  for  Community  transit  shall  be  calcu-
lated  once a  year. 
3.  The following shall be determined under the 
procedure  laid  down  in  Article  57 : 
(a)  movements of goods which may give rise  to an 
increase in the flat-rate amount, and tht: condi-
tions  under  which  such  an  increase  shall 
apply; 
(b)  the  conditions  under  which  the  guarantee 
referred  to  in  paragraph  1  shall  apply  to  any 
particular Community transit operation ; 
(c)  the  detailed  rules  for  applying  the  exchangt> 
values  in  national  currencie~ of  the:  Europc:an 
unit  ot  a~cuunl: 
Artide .n 
I.  An  indi.vidu.l]  guarantee  furnished  for  a  single 
Community  rr  Jn'>it  operation  -.11Jll  he lo,lgcJ  at the 
office ot departure. 
2.  The guarantee  may  he  .1  cash  deposit.  In  such a 
case,  the  amounr  shall  be  fixd  hy  the  competent 
.luthoritics of the  Member  State~. and the guamntcc 
must be renewed at ea.::h  offi(:e  of  transit within  the 
meaning of the first indent of Article J I  (d). 
Article  34 
Without  prejudice  to  national  provtstons  prescribing 
other  cases  of  exemption,  the  principal  !>haH  he  ex-
cmprc  ..  { by  the  ~.:ompcrent authorities of the  \1ember 
Stares  from  payment of duties  Jnd  other  charges  in 
the case of: 
(a)  goods  which  have  been  destroyed  as  a  result  of 
force  m,z;cure  or  unavoidable  accident  duly 
proven; or 
(h) officially  recognized  shortages  arising  from  the 
nature of rhe goods. 
Article  35 
The guarantor shall  he  released  from  his  obligations 
towards  the  Member  States  through  which  goods 
were  carried  in  the  course  of  .1  Communit~' transit 
operation  when  the  T  1  document  has  been  dis-
charged at the offtce of dep~~ure. 
'When the guarantor has not been  notified  by  the 
competent customs authorities of the Member ~tate 
of  departure  of  the  non-disch'\fge  of  the  T 1 
document,  he  .,h,lll  likewise  he  n:ltw1ed  from  h.., 
ohltg.ll ion.,  upon  expiry  of .1  petioli of  I!  11111111 h.., 
lmm  thl·  Jatc  ot  rc:gtstrauon  of  tht:  r I 
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'Where, within the period provided for in the second 
subparagraph, the guarantor has been notified by tht.· 
competent customs authorities of the non-discharge 
of the  T  1  document,  he  must,  in  addition,  be 
informed  that  he  is  or may  be  liable  to  pay  the 
amounts  for  which  he  is  liable  in  respect  of the 
Community  transit  operation  in  question.  This 
notification must reach the guarantor not !mer than 
three years after the date of registration of the T 1 
declaration.  Where  no  such  notification  has  been 
made before the expiry of the aforementioned time 
limit, the guarantor shall likewise be released from his 
obligations.' 
Article  36 
1.  When  it  is  found  that,  in  the  course  of  a 
Community  tmnsit  operation,  an  offence  or  irregu-
larity  has  been committed  in  a  particular  Member 
State,  the  recovery  of duties  or other charges  which 
may be  chargeahle shall be effected  bv  that Member 
State in  acce)fdance  with its  provisions laid down  by 
law,  regulation  or  administmtive  action,  without 
prejudice to the institution of criminal proceedings. 
2.  If  the  place  of  rhc  offence  or irregularity  c.1nnor 
he  determined,  it  shaH  be  deemed  to  have  been 
committed: 
(a)  when,  in  the  course  of  a  Community  transit 
operation,  the  offence  or  irregularity  is  detected 
at  an  office  of  transit  situated  at  an  internal 
frontier:  in  the  Member State  which the  means 
of transport or the goods have just left; 
(b) when,  in  the  course  of  a  Community  transit 
operation,  the  offence  or irregularity  is  detect~d 
at an  office  of transit within  the  meaning  of the 
second  indent  of Article  11  (d):  in  the  Member 
State to which that office belongs; 
(c)  when,  in  the  course  of  a  Community  transit 
operation,  the  offence  or irregularity  is  .detected 
in the territory of a Member State elsewhere th.m 
at  an  office  of transit:  in  the  Member State  in 
which it is  detected; 
(d) when  the consignment has not been  produced  at 
the  office  of  destination:  in  the  last  Member 
State which  the means of tran9porr or the goods 
are  shown  by  the  transit  advice  note  to  have 
entered; 
(e)  when  the  offence  or irregularity is  detected  after 
the  Community  tramit  operation  has  been  con-
cluded:  in  the  Member  State  in  which  it  is 
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Article  37 
1.  The  T  1  documents  issued  in  accordance  wirh 
the  rules,  and  the  identification  measures  taken  b:· 
the  customs  authorities  of one  Member State,  shall 
have  the  same  legal  effects  in  other Member States 
as  the T 1 documents ,issued  in  accordance with the 
rules  and  the  identification  measures  taken  by  the 
customs authorities of each of those Member States. 
2.  The  findings  of  the  competent  authoritil'S  of  a 
Member State made when inspections art: carried out 
under  the  Community  transit  procedure  shall  have 
the  same  force  in  other Member  States  as  findings 
of  the  competent  authorities  of  each  of  those 
Member States. 
Article  38 
Where  necessary,  the  customs  authorities  of  the 
Member  States  shall  communicate  to  one  another 
all  findings,  ,documents,  reports,  records  of 
proceedings  and  information  relating  to  transport 
operations carried out under the Community transit 
procedure  and  to  irregularities  and  offences  in  con-
nection with that procedure. 
TITLE  III 
Procedure for internal Community transit 
'Article  39 
1.  Any  goods  that are  to be  carried  under the 
procedure for int,!rnal Community transit must be 
the  subject  of  the  declaration  referred  to  in 
Articles 4  and 6  of Regulation (EEC)  No 678/85 
aud  hr  C'llfrtr-d  on  a  form  t  ollnJH)u•liu~-t '" thr 
specamen  CUM  form  drawn  up  111  au:on.latu.:e 
with  Regulation  (EEq No  679/85. 
The internal Community transit declaration  shall 
bear the symbol T.2, which must be added to the 
symbol COM, if such a document is  drawn up, or 
to any other symbol when another type of declara-
tion  is  combined with  the said  internal  Commu-
nity  transit  declaration.  In  the  event  of  use  of 
supplementary forms, the symbol T.2 his  must be 
indicated  on  those  forms  for  the  purposes  of 
internal  Community transit. 
2.  Except  where  Articles  40  and  41  specify 
otherwise,  the  provisions  of Title  II  shall  apply 
mutatis  mutandis to  the  procedure  for  internal 
Community transit.' 
Article  40 
No guarJtltl'C  need  he  given  f<,r  the  rJrt of a  tr:msit 
operation  hctwccn  the  ohi..:c  of  departure  and  the 
fir!,t  office  of  tr.msit  t:nlc  ... .,  the  l.tw  of  the  tvlcmbcr 
State  in  the territory of  whid1  the offi..:c  o( departure 
is situated so requires. 
'Article  40a 
1.  Any  person  satisfying  the  conditions  laid  down 
in  paragraph 2  may obtain from  the customs authori-
ties  in  the  Member  State  where  he  is  established, 
subject  to  the  limits  laid  down  in  paragraph  3,  a 
guarantee  waiver  for  internal  Community  transit 
operations  he  carries  out from  any  Member State  of 
departure  and  through  the  territory  of  any  Member 
State. 
2.  The guarantee waiver  referred  to  in  paragraph  1 
shall  be  granted  only  to  persons : 
(a)  who  are  resident  in  the  Member State  where  the 
waiver  is  granted,  and 
(b)  who  are  regular  users  of  the  Community  transit 
system,  and 
(c)  whose  financial  situation  is  such  that  they  can 
meet  their  commitments,  and 
(d)  who have not committed any serious infringement 
of  customs  or fiscal  laws,  and 
(e)  who undertake to pay, upon the first application in 
writing  by  the  competent  authorities  of  the 
Member  States,  any  sums  claimed  in  respect  of 
their transit  operations. 
1.  The guar.mtt-r waivrr P.t.ulrt-•1  in  .11  l  u1.l.m.  r  wirh 
p:;t•-'g'-'1'1'··  I  "n'l  <'  ·.1,"11  nnt  "l'l'lv  '"  lltl_qnal 
Community  transit  operations  involving  goods : 
(a)  whose  total  value  exceeds  50 000  ECU,  or 
(b)  which  present  increased  risks  on  account  of  the 
level of duties and other charges to which they are 
subject  in  one  or  more  Member  States. 
4.  The authorities which grant the waiver shall issue 
to  each  person  obtaining it  one or more  copies  of  a 
guarantee  waiver  certificate.  Where  the  guarantee 
waiver  is  applied, reference  to  the certificate  must be 
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5.  The  customs  authorities  granting  the  guarantee 
waiver  shall  cancel  it : 
(a)  in  the  event  of  serious  irregularity  committed by 
the  beneficiary  as  the  principal  in  a  Community 
transit  operation ; 
(b)  where  any  of  the  conditions  laid  down  iri  para-
graph  2  is  no  longer satisfied ; 
(c)  where  the  beneficiary  has  not  complied  with 
the  undertaking  given  in  accordance  with  para-
graph  2  (e). 
Each  Member  State  shall  notify  the  other  Member 
States  of  any  cancellation  o~ a  guarantee  waiver. 
6.  The following shall .be determined in accordance 
with  the  procedure  laid  down  in  Article  57 : 
(a)  the  specimen  undertaking  to  be  entered  into  by 
the  per!o_n  concerned  in  accordance  with  para-
graph  2  (e); 
(b)  the goods to  which the guarantee waiver does  not 
apply  in  accordance  with  paragraph  3  (b); 
(c)  the  specimen  guarantee  waiver  certificate  referred 
to in paragraph 4 and the conditions for its use.' 
Article  41 
1.  Goods  in  respect  of  which  export/dispatch 
formalities  are  completed  at  a  frontier  customs 
office of the exporting Member State need not be 
dealt with under the Community transit procedure 
at that office  unless  they are  subject to  Commu-
nity  measures  entailing  control  of  their  use  or 
destination. 
In such a case, the only particulars which need be 
given  in the internal Community transit declara-
tion  .... ;re  those  required  for  export/dispatch 
purposes by the provisions laid down by law, regu-
lation  or  administrative  action  in  the  Member 
State  of  departure. 
Thr  nlh!OIItti  offit r  of  npntt/di-.1"*'• I.  -.J.,dt 
endorse a copy of  the mternal ConllllUillty 11aus•t 
document and return it to the exporter/consignor 
or his representative, with the unused copies if he 
so requests. The endorsed copy must be delivered 
to the office of entry in the neighbouring Member 
State.  An  internal  Community  transit  operation 
may begin at that office of entry, which shall then 
become  the  office  of  departure. 
2.  Paragraph  1  shall likewise  apply  to  goods 
crossing an  internal  frontier  within  the  me~ning 
of the  second  subparagraph  of Article  11  (g).' 
TITLE  IV 
Special provisions applying to certain modes 
of transport 
ArticlC'  42 
1.  The  railway  authorities  of  the  Member  States 
shall  be  exempt  from  the  requirement  to  furnish 
a guarantee. 
'2.  The provisions of Articles 19 (2  anJ (  3  ), 21, 
22 and 41  shall not apply to the carriage of goods by 
rail.' 
.3.  For  the  purposes  of ·applying  Article  36  (2)  (d), 
the  records  kept  by  the  railway  authorities  shall  be 
o;ub\titutcd for transit advice notes. 
Artide 43 
1.  No guarantee  need  he  furnished  for  the  c:uriage 
of goods on the Rhine and the Rhine wJtcrwa}s. (1) 
2.  E.11.:h  fvkrnbcr  State  may  dispense  with  the 
furni~hing of  a  gu.uantce  in  rcspcd  uf  the  carriage 
of  good~ on  other  waterways  situated  in  its  terri-
tory.  It  shall  forward  details  of the  measures  taken 
to thJt effect  to the Commis-;ion,  wh1ch  shall  inform 
the other Member States. 
Article  44 
1.  In  _der~}gation from  Article 4, goodo;,  the transport 
of whtch  mvolvcs crossing an  internal  frontier within 
dw  meaning  11£  tht'  '>C'Ullld  '>11hp.1rag1 .1pl1  nf Arti{ Ir 
II  11:!.  lin .1  ""'  l•r  pi,H,··I  tthdq  tlw  l  •lltiii!UIIIty 
tr,lll'>lt prtKcJurc before  cros~ing the sai·d  frontier. 
- ----
'2.  Paragraph 1 shall not .tpply: 
when  the  goods  are  subject  to  Community 
measure'>  entailing  control  of  their  use  or 
destination, 
or 
when the carriage of goods b}  ~ea, under a single 
contract of carriage, is to be followed, bevond the 
port of unloading, by  carriage by land ~r inland 
watenvay under a tr.msit procedure except when 
l:arri.Ige  beyond  th,n  port  is  to  be  effected,  in 
pursuance  of  Article  7  ~:21,  under  the  Rhine 
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3.  When  goods  have  been  placed  under  th~ Com-
munity  transit procedure before crossing the mtcrn.1l 
frontier  the  effect  of  that  procedure  shall  be 
suspended during the crossing of the high seas. 
4.  No guarantee need be  furnished  for  the carriage 
of goods by sea. 
Article  45 
1.  The  Community  transit  pr<>cedure  shall.  not  be 
compulsory  for  the  c:ar6age  o_f  goods -by  atr  u~l.ess 
they  are  subject  to  Commumty  measures  enta1hng 
c:ontrol of their use or destination. 
C  ·  t  sit procedure  '2  In cases where a  ommumty  ran.  . 
·  1  I ·b  ·  no  is used for carriage effected who) y or partY_  y ;ur  '. 
guarantee need be furnished to _cover the aJ~ por~to~ 
of the  journey  of goods  earned  by  undataktngs 
authorized to undertake such carriage by  sc~eduled 
or non-scheduled services in Member States. 
Article  46 
L  The  Community  transit  prcce :ure  ,,hall  n::  he 
compulsory for the carriage of !:;uods h·,r  pipdill. 
2.  In  cases  'vhere  Community  aansit  prn~·edurr  iS 
used  f('f  the  carriage  of  gt'ods  by  t  pt !in(.·  no 
guara,,t  .. l' need be furnished. 
Artide 47 
The  provtstons  of  the  Treaties  establishing  the 
European  Economic  Community  and  tht.•  Euro-
pean  Coal  and Steel  Community which  relate  to 
the  free  movement of goods  shall  not  apply  to 
goods  which,  pursuant  to  Articles  44,  45  (1)  or 
46  (1 ),  are  not  carried  under . the  procedure  for 
internal  Community transit,  unless  the  document 
provided  for  in Article  6  (3)  of  R~gulation (EEq 
No 678/85  is  produced  for  the purpose  of estab-
lishing their Community ·status.'· 
TITLF.  V 
Special provisions applying to postal consignments 
Article  48 
1.  In  dr-rogation  from  th{  wisior.- of  .6.. rticle  1, 
rhc  Community  transit procednre  shal;  not apply  to 
rr-·:tJl  ·onstgnmcnt'i linclu ~inc oostal  p.l~:b.ges). 
2.  ·  :"!t..  pnwi~  ions  , ·f  the  '"reaty  es ·  .J bli<:. hing  the 
fu·Dpt..ln  Economic  Commun:ty which  rebre tn  the 
fp·,  11'1-Wt!OH nt  ,)f  ~-.  •OCh  'ih-1'1  app}y  i:iJ)y  :~>  6•••>ds 
cu. t.Hll•'J  in  ~,.,· ...... ;:·itllew;;  <,e·1t  fruf:·.  ·•n  nr~ 1 -C 
sit.•:lted withi,,  tb· Co··i:np ·  ..  '  'vl, .'!I  i  ,)w  ;.1~ cl 
of  the  type  pr  .. scriber~  ....  accord:1n...:c  \~ith  the 
c.~rmisi(li1S \)t  Ar~id,·  17  i.  ;..[fixe~  ~"•)  tt1•.  ~~ ,,  l<:tP,~s  or 
the  ~·  ::-,,~;;_',i  ,,.;:1{!;  .h._ume:-1!<;  1 ,,  ,  .mpct;:nt 
an'  ~1ori. ie!'.  (~f  tbc  Men:ht-r  S·  c  ('f  ,_l:  t.-1 1  sh:.tll  he 
-:·;:;ron·,iblr  tor  .:~;:l:  .• ng  ·;uJ- bl>d  1,)]  ..  ·Ju.,mg it  t.J 
*1" 'J(fixed tc  ihc  f'.lC:·ka~t.-;  •:,_!  t,  ;.,c  ,,-coup:<;•yi:1g 
d~"<cmn·.'nts  unleso:  rhr  ;!!•·•·.~'  "-••ti>:y  ~:-.c  c.!i'Jitittns 
> J dl wr in Articles  ::  .u:d 10 ot  t h,a 'I  :.ny 
~pe  .. :ial prmi'>tOfiS  ;,;ppf\:b~ tl• gc:!  >rri("d h~· 
·:ran~;k:·: o  .:(·Ilta:•w" ih  ~L~-~ fv  ~gc.~.e 
'Article  49 
1.  The  Community  transit  procedure  shall  not 
be  compulsory  for  the  carriage  of  goods  accom-
panying travellers  or contained in  their luggage,  if 
the goods concerned are  not intended for commer-
cial  use. 
1.  Ttu.·  provisions  of  tiH·  Treaty  c'-fahli-.hing  the 
Europt:;m  Enmomic  Community  wlud1  rdatt."  to 
the  trl'l'  mowment of  good-.  sh.dl  apply  to  goods 
which,  by  virtue  of  paragraph  I,  arc  nor  carried 
under the Community transit  procedure : 
(a)  if  they  are  declared  as  Community goods  and 
there  is  no  doubt  as  to  the  accuracy  of  that 
declaration ; 
'(b)  in other cases, if the document provided for in 
Article 6 (3) of Regulation (EEq No 678/85 is 
produced  to  establish  the  Community status 
of the goods.' Ed i t i on  No  2  of  31.1.88  I  page IX-A-17 
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Tl I'LE  VII 
Provisions relating to statistics 
Article _50 
Where  the  Community transit  procedure  is  applied, 
transit and export statistics shall be based on it. 
Article  S1 
1.  T!1.:  T 1  and T 2  documP.tlts  shall  constitute  the 
source  of  stntistical  inform::ttion  in  respect  of  the 
r.1ovement  C\f  good.;;  ..::arried  under  the  Community 
transit nrocedun.>, 
2.  \'Vhcrt  the  procedun.s  rd~·rrcd tD  "  .'\rticlc 7 (1) 
;1nd  (.~)  arl'  applied.  the  documcms  prcscrih'.J  for 
those  pro< c. lures  shall  he th.::  ·;uurn:  o:  idom1 ··tion 
for transil st.ltistics. 
3.  If  a  •:ingic  movement  of  goods  give<.  rise 
'·!1Cll'9<;ive11'  to the cstablishmmt •1f  ;t  •~~1tion:Il transit 
,1ocumcH  and  tn  a  T 1 or T 2  docum"nt,  only  the 
latter  :ion· ments  shall  constiturr  thl  sou  rcc  of 
statistical :nformation. 
Article  52 
t 1 nrii  the  ~::ouih.:i~,  on  a  prorr•sal  f·.·n  ~he  (·,~.n­
P!  ;~.10n,  ;1,1- }aid  down  f': (Y\'lS:  )Jb  011  lllC 
stand<ttdiz;,tion of tr:1nsit  statl~r;:,· 
(a)  rhe office  of departure shall,  wirho,u  deL1y,  'iend 
<\  copy  of th .. u  tnpy  of  the  ·1  I ot  I } do< lllll('flt 
returned  to it by  the office  of destirution  to the 
department  in  the  Member  State  of  departure 
responsible for external trade statistics; this copy 
shall contain all  the  necessary particulars for the 
statistical  recording  of  the  Community  transit 
·operation  in  all  the  Member  States  involved 
therein; 
(h) the office of destination shall, without delay, send 
a  copy of that copy of the T  1 or T 2  document 
that it  retains to the department in  the  Member 
State of destination responsible for external trade 
statistics; this copy shall  contain all  the necess.1ry 
particulars  for  the  stati~tical  rcc()rding  of  rhe 
Community  transit  operation  in  all  the  Member 
States involved therein; 
(c)  the department in  the Member Stare of departure 
responsible  for  external  trade  statistics  shall, 
without delay, forward the particulars in the copy 
of the T 1 or T 2 document sent to it in  accord-
ance  with  the  provisions  of  (a)  above  to  the 
departments  responsible  for  external  trade 
statistics in  all the other Member States involved 
in the Community transit operation except for the 
Member State of destination. 
Article  53 
The  competent  customs  office  shall  send  without 
delay  to  the  department  in  the  exporting  or  re-
exporting  Member  State  responsible  for  external 
trade  statistics,  the  copy  of the export  or  re-export 
document intended for that department. 
Article  J4 
The principal  or  his  authorized  representative  shall, 
at  the  request  of  the  national  departments 
responsible for  external  trade statistics,  provide  any 
information  relating  to  the  T 1  or  T 2  document 
necessary for the compilation of such statistics. 
TITLE VIII 
'Provisions  relating .  to  the  application  of  this 
Regulation.' 
Arftt lr  JJ 
The  Committee  on  the  Movement  of  Goods 
hereinafter referred to as 'the Committee', set  u~ 
pursuant  to  Article  15  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
678/85 shall  be  responsible  for  the  implementa-
tion  of Articles  56 and  57.' 
Article  56 
The  Committee  may  examine  :-tny  question  relating 
to the  applic.Hion  of  this  Reguhtion  submitted to it 
hy  its  chairman  l.:'ithcr  on  his  own  initi,uivc  or  at 
the request of the reprcs~ntarive of a  Memb~2J.:ae. __ Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page IX-A-18 
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c--- Article  57 
1.  The procedure laid  down  in  paragraph~ 2  Jnd 3 
shall  be  followed  for  the adoption of the provisions 
necess·ary: 
{a)  for the Implementation of this Regulation, with 
the exception of  Articles 1, 5, 6, 20, 21, 22, 26 to 
31, 33, 36, 37 and 40;'. 
{b) for  the  adaptation  of  the  Community  transit 
procedure  so  that  certain  Community  measures 
entailing control  of the use  or destination of the 
goods may be applied; 
{c)  for  the  simplification  of  formalities  under  the 
Community  transit  procedure,  in  particular  in 
internal  Community  transit,  or  for  their 
adaptation  to  requirements  arising  from  the 
particular nature of certain goods  .. 
TITLE  IX 
Final provisions 
Article 58 
In  derogation  from  this  Regulation,  Belgium, 
Luxembourg and the  Netherland5  may  apply  to .rhe 
Community  transit  documents  the  agreements 
concluded  or  to  be  concluded  between  them  with 
a  view  to reducing or abolishing frontier formalities 
at  the  Bel~o-Luxembourg  and  Belgo-Netherlands 
frontiers. 
Article 59 
1.  The  Annexes  to  this  Regulation  shall  form  an 
integral part thereof. 
2.  The  specimens  shown  in  ·the  Annexes  may  be 
adapted, in accordance with the procedure laid down 
in  Article  57,  to  requirements  arising  from  the 
particular  nature  of  certain  goods  or  to  technical 
requirements. 
Article  60 
Each  Member State shall  inform  the Commission of 
the provisions which it adopts for the implementation 
of this Regulation. 
The Commission shall communicate this informatior: 
to ·the other Member States. 
Article  61 
1.  Regulation (EEC) No 542/69 is  hereby repealed. 
,  '"  .•II  {"n"'"''"''  '"'•llllfllrnt,  othn  th.m  thl" 
Regulation in  which  ~efercnce is  made to Regulation 
(EEC)  No  542/69,  to  Anicles  thereof  or  to 
implementing  Regulations  adopted  under  the 
procedure laid down  in Article 58  (2)  and  (3),  such 
references  shall  be  treated  as  references  to  this 
Regulation  or  to  implementing  Regulations  made 
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ANNEX 
SPECIMEN  I 
COMMUNilY TRANSIT 
GUARANTEE 
(Comprehensive guarantet: covering several Communtt) tramit operations) 
I.  UNDERTAKING  BY  THE  GUARANTOR 
I.  The undersigned ..................................  .  .  .(') 
resident at  .......................................  .  .n 
hereby jointly and severally guarantees. at the office of gurantee of 
up to a  maximum amount of.................. . . . .  . ...... in  favour of the  King-
dom of Belgium, the Kingdom of Denmark, the Federal  R~:puhlic of Germany. the Hel-
lenic Republic, the french Republic, Ireland, the llallan Rcpuhlic. the (jrand Du1.'h\  of 
Luxembourg. the Kingdom of the  Netherlands, the  l.inned  ~mgdom of Great  Britain 
and Northern Ireland ( '), 
any  amount  for  which  a  principal  ..............................  (  1)  may  be  or 
become liable to the abovementioned States by rea~on of 1nfnngements or  irreg~laritie  .. 
committed in  the course of a Community tran'\H  nper,HJon  c..1rried  out hy  that  per.,on. 
including duties, taxes, agricultural  lev1es  and other  ch..~r~e' - "'tth  th~.·  t:\ccpt1on  nl 
pecuniary penalties - as regards principal or further  liahtllt1e~. expen!>es and inctdcn-
tals. 
2.  The undersigned undertakes to pay upon the first  ..tppl11.:at10n  in  \\onting by the compe-
tent authorities of the States referred to in  paragraph I  and \\olthout  being ahle to defer 
payment beyond a period of 30 days from the date of apphcation the sums requested up 
to the limit of the ahovemt"ntioned  ma"imum  amount, unJe,,  he or "he or an:-- llther 
person concerned establishc), hefore the expiry of that pcnod. to  th~o:  ~atisfactwn of the 
competent  authorities,  that  the Community  transit  operation  \\o.J)I  conducted  \\orthout 
any infringement or irregularity within the meanrng of  paragraph I. 
The competent authorities may, upon request of the under  ... igned and for any reasons 
recognized to be valid. defer the period within which the under,igncd is  obliged to  pa~ 
the requested sums beyond a  period of 30 days from  the dale of application  for  pay-
ment. The expenses incurred. from granting this additional period. and in panicular any 
interest. must be calculated in such a  way that the amount is  equivalent to that which 
would be charged to that end on the money market or financial market in the State con-
cerned. 
This amount may not be reduced by the sums alread~ paid m pursuance of this under-
taking unless recourse is had to the undersigned in  re~pect of a Community tran~it oper-
ation which began before the receipt of the earlier appllcJ.tiOn for payment or durmg the 
30 days following that receipt. 
3.  This undertaking shall be \alid from the day of it~  ac~.cpt..Jncc hy  the office of gu..tran-
tee. 
This guarantee may be cancelled at any time by  the urH.kr,1gnc.:d.  or h~ the State m  the 
territory of which the office of guarantee is situated. 
The cancellation shall take effect on the 16th da)'  after notdication thereof to  the ntnr.:r 
party. 
(I)  Surname and forenames, or name of firm. 
(:)  Full address. 
(3)  Delete the name of any State or States of which the territory w11l  not be u~ed. 
(4)  Surname and forenames, or name of firm, and full  addres~ of the  pnnl·lp.d 
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The undersigned shall remain responsible for payment of the sums which become pay-
able in respect of Community transit operations covered by this undertaking which began 
before the date on which the cancellation took effect, even if the demand for payment is 
made after that date. 
4.  For the purpose of this undertaking the underc;igned gives his address for service (
1
)  as 
..............................  (2) and, in· each of the other States referred to in  para-
graph I. as care of: 
State  Surname and forenames. or name of finn, and full address 
j: 
••••••••• 0. 0. 0.  0  •••••••••••••  0  ••• 0  ••••••  0  ••••••••••••  0  ••• 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  0  ••••••••••••••• 0  ..........  . 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  0  •••••••• 0  •••••••••••  0  •••••••••••  0  ••••• 0  •• 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  0  •••••••••••• 
,  o  0  o  o  o  0  o  o  0  0  0  •  o  o  o  o  o  0  o  0  0  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  0  I  o  o  o  o 
0 
o  o 
0 
0  0  0  0  0  0  o  o  10  o  o  o  0  o  o  o  0  0  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  o  0  o  o  o  o  0  o  o  o  0  0  o 
0  0 
o  o  o  o  o  o  0  00 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  0  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  0  0  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  ~  •  •  •  • 
..................  '  .......................................  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . .................................  . 
.  I  .................................... 
-1· 
....................................................... 
I  .. 
.  . . 
. . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . ..................................  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " .........................  . 
I 
. .  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ..................................  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . 
The undersigned acknowledges that all correspondence and notices and any formalities 
or procedures relating to this undenak.ing addressed to or effected in  writing at one of 
his addresses for service shall be accepted and duly delivered to him. 
The undersigned acknowledges the jurisdiction of the courts of the places where he has 
an address for service. 
The undersigned  undertakes to maintain his  addresses for service or. if he has to alter 
one or more of those addresses. to inform the office of guarantee in advance. 
Done at  ..  . ...........  ,on  ...................  . 
. .  . .  . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Sianature (3) 
11.  ACCEPTANCE  BY  THE  OFFICE OF GUARANTEE 
Office of  guarante~  .................................................... 
Guarantor's undertaking accepted on  ..............................................  . 
Stamp and signature 
( 11  If. in the law of the State. there is no provision for address for service the guarantor shall appoint, in each 
of the States referred to m  para~raph  _I, an agent authonzed to receive any communications addressed to 
h_1m.  The courts of the  pl~c~s m. wht~h the  addresse~ for  s~rvice of the guarantor or of his  agents are 
satuated  shall  have  JUnsdJcUon  m  d1sputes  concernang  th1s  guarantee.  The acknowledgement  in  the 
second subparagraph and the  undertaking in  the fourth  subparagraph of paragraph 4  must be made to 
correspond. 
(2)  Full address. 
(Jl  The signature mu"t  he preceded by the following in  the signatory's own handwriting: 'Guarantee for the 
amounl of ...............  :. wllh the amount wrmen out m full. --------------------------
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SPlCIML:N  II 
CO~I\1L~ITY TRANSIT 
GLARANTEE 
(Guarantee covering a single Community tram-it operation l 
I.  UNDERTAKING  BY  THE  GUARANTOR 
I.  The undersigned ..................................  . 
resident at  ..... _  I· 
hereby  jointly  and  severall}  guarantees.  at  the  oiTi .. :e  of  depanure  of 
.............................. in  favour of the  Kingdom of lk!l!tum. thl"  King(i•.lm 
of Denmark.  the  Federal  Rc:put">lic  of German}.  the·  Hc:lh:n1 ...  Rl."puhli~..:.  the  Frl·n  .. :h 
Republic. Ireland. the Italian Repuhlic, the (.)rand  Du~h~ of Lu xcmhourg.. the Ktngdl)nl 
of the Netherlands. the United K1ngdom of Ureat Bmam and :-..orthc:m  lre~and ( 't. 
any  amount  for  which  a  principal  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . ... (")  may  he  or 
become liable to the abovementioned States by reason of infnngernenb or irregularitle., 
committed in  the course of a  Communit) transit operation carried out by  that  person 
from the office of departure of  .  . .  . ...............  . 
to the office of destination of  . . . . .  . ........ . 
in respect of the goods designated hereinafter, including-duties. taxes. agriculturalle\-ies 
and other charges - with the exception of pecuniary penalties - a~ regards principal or 
further liabilities, expenses and incidentals. 
2.  The undersigned undertakes to pay upon the first application in  writing by the compe-
tent authorities of the States referred to in paragraph I and without being able to defer 
payment beyond a  period of 30 days from  the date of application the  ~urns reque~ted 
unless he  or she or any other person  concerned establishes hefore the expiry of that 
period, to  the  satisfaction  of the  competent  authorities,  that  the  Community  transit 
operation was conducted without any infringement or irregularity within the meaning of 
paragraph I. 
The competent authorities may upon request of the undersigned and for any reasons 
recognized to be valid defer the period within which the un9ersigned is  obliged to pay 
the requested sums beyond a  period of 30 days from  the date of application for  pay-
ment. The expenses incurred. from granting this additional period, and in particular any 
interest, must be calculated in such a  way that the amount is  equivalent to that which 
would be charged to that end on the money market or financial market in the State con-
cerned. 
3.  This undertaking shall be valid from the day of its acceptan.:l! b) the oflice of depanure. 
4.  For the purposes of this undertaking, the undersigned gives his address for  ~ervice (') a~ 
..............................  nand, in each of the otht.:r States referred to in para-
graph I, as care of: 
(I)  Surname and forenames. or name of firm. 
(2)  Full address. 
(3)  Delete the name of any State or States of which the territory is not to be used. 
(4)  Surname and forenames, or name of firm. and full address of the principal. 
(S)  If, in the law of the State, there is no pro., is ion for address for service. the gu.1rantor 'hall aproint. in  ~a1..h 
of the States referred to in  paragraph I. an agent authorized to recci\e .tnv ..:ommumc;ttwn  ...  addressed 10 
him. The courts of the  places in  which  the addresses for  service  of the  guaramor or  of ht!>  agent"  are 
situated  shall  have  jurisdiction  in  disputes  concerning  this  gudrdntee  The  al·knowledgement  in  the 
second subparagraph and the undertaking in  the fourth  subparagraph of paragraph 4  must  be made to 
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J. 
.  ·I 
:::::::::: .....  ·! 
-1 
i 
.. -1 
•••• 0  0  ••••••••••••••••••  0  ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  0  ••••••• 0.' ••••••••••••••  0  ••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  0.' •••••••••••••••••• '  ••••••••••••••••••• 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  - •••••••••••••••••  0  •••  0  •••••••••••• 
__ _l ____________________  _ 
The under!>igned acknowledges that all correspondence and notices and any formalities 
or procedures relattng to this undertaking addressed to or effected in  writing at one of 
his addresses for '>l!n-·ice shall be accepted as duly delivered to him. 
The undersigned acknowledges the jurisdiction of the courts of the places where he has 
an address for service. 
The undersigned undertakes to maintain his addresses for service. or. if he  has to alter 
one or more of those addresses. to inform the office of guarantee in advance. 
Done at  ....................  , on  ...................  . 
Signature ( t) 
11.  ACCEPTANCE  BY  THE  OFFICE OF DEPARTURE 
Office of departure  . . .  . .........................................................  . 
Guarantor's undertaking accepted on  .....................................  to cover the 
Community transit operation under T I IT 2  (~). issued on .............................  . 
under No .............................  . 
Stamp and signature 
The  "'~nature l'lt;\t "<'  j1r"c-edl·l.! hy the following in the -.i!?n.ttOr} ·~own  handwritin~: 'Guarantee:'. 
(  '  Ddete .1!. apprornate .--------------------- -----
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SPECIMEN  Ill 
COMMlJI'iiTY TRANSIT 
GLARANTEE 
(Flat-rate guarantee system) 
I.  UNDERTAKING BY THE GUARANTOR 
t.  The undersigned ......................................................  ·  .....  (' J 
resident at  ............................................................... (2) 
hereby jointly and severally guarantees. at the office of guarantee of ............  . 
in favour of the Kingdom of Belgium. the Kingdom of Denmark. the Federal Republic 
of Germany, the Hellenic Republic. the French Republic. Ireland. the Italian Republic. 
the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg. the Kingdom of the Netherlands. the l!nited King-
dom of Great  Britain and  Northern  Ireland, any amount for  which  a  principal  may 
become liable to the abovementioned States by reason of infringements or irregularities 
committed in the course of a Community transit operation including duties. taxes, agri-
cultural  Ievie<.  and  other  ~harges - with  the  exception  ot  pe~untary penalties -- a" 
regards  principal  or further liabilities, expenses and  inwiental ch..trges  with  regard  to 
which the  under~igncd ha~ agreed to he re!>pOn!>ibk  hy  the '""uc of guar..tntcc  vouchcr:-. 
up to a maximum amount of 7 000 E:.CU  per guarantee \Oucher. 
2.  The undersigned undertakes to pay upon the first applic.:auon  in  writing by the compe-
tent authorities of the States referred to in paragraph I and wtthout being able to defer 
payment beyond a period of 30 day~ from the date of appltcatinn in the sums requested 
up to 7 000 ECU per guarantee voucher. unless he or she or any other person concerned 
establishes before the expiry of that period, to the satisfaction of the competent auth-
orities, that the Community transit operation was conducted without any infringement 
or irregularity within the meaning of paragraph I. 
The competent authorities may  upon request of the undersigned and for an)  reason!> 
recognized to be valid. defer the period within  which the undersigned should pay  the 
requested sums beyond a  penod of 30 days from the date of application for  pa)'mt:nt. 
The  expenses  incurred,  from  grantmg  thb  additional  pcnod.  and  in  particular  any 
interest, must be calculated m  such a  way that the amount i:- equi\'alent to that  ~h1ch 
would be charged to that end on the money market or tinandal market in the State con· 
cemed. 
3.  This undertaking shall be valid from  the day of its  a~ceptJ.n..:e by the offtce of guaran-
tee. 
This guarantee may be cancelled at any time by the  under~ign~d. or b) the State in  the 
territory of which the office of guarantee is situated. 
The cancellation shall take effect on the 16th day after nuulic.Jtion thercol  to  the other 
party. 
The undersigned shall remain re..,ponsihle for payment (ll  lht' '-Urn' "hich hf't·nme  pay-
able in respect of Community trano.;tt operations covered h~ thl..,  underta~ing whil.'h  he~an 
before the date on which the cancellation took effect. even 1f thc dem..tnd lor payment is 
made after that date. 
4.  For the purpose of this undertaking. the undersigned give-,  hi~ J.ddrc-.!>  for o.;en·ice  j  1 as 
..............................  (-') and, in each of the other States refern:J to in  para-
graph I, as care of: 
( 1)  Surname and forename!>, or name of firm. 
(~)  Full address. 
(J)  ~f. in the law of a State. there is  no_provtsJon for giving addres,es for  ~t!f\ 1..:e.  the gu.tranwr ~h<~!i .tpf'l\llnt. 
1n  each  of the  States  referred  to  m  paragraph I.  an  agent  authorized  to  recerve  any  communtcatnJn' 
addressed to him. The courts of the places in  which the addresses for ,en  ice of the guJr,Jnlor or of hi" 
agents are situated shall have jurisdiction in disputes concerning the  ~u..~rantC'e. The .sckn,,.,.. ieugement 1n 
the second subparagraph and the undertaking in the founh subpara~rarn of rMragr;sph 4 mu't be m.sde to 
correspond. ·--------------------
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St.tte  Surname and foren.tmes. or name of linn. and full  .t.ddress 
o  o  o  o  o  o  o  0  0  0  0  0  0  010  0  0  0  I  0  o  o  0  o  o  0  0  0  0  o  0  0  0  I  o  o  0  0  0  0  0  o  I  I  I  0  o  0  o  o  o  o  o  o  0  0  0  00 
o  1  o  o  o  o  o  0  0  0  0  0  00  0  0  o.  0  0  I  o  0  0  o  0  0  0  0  0  0  o  0  0  0  o  0  o  o  o  0  I  o  o  0  I  o  o  0  I  0  o  o 
0 
0  ..  o  0  0  0 
0  0  0 
o 
0  0  0 
o  0  o  o  10  o  o  0  o  o  oo  0  o  o  o  o  0  o  0  0  I  0  o  0  0  o  o  0  o  o  0  I  0  0  0  I  I  o  o  0  0  I  0  00  I  0  00  O 
••••••••  0  ••••• 0  0  ••• 0  •• 0.  0  •••• 0  •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  0.  0  •••• 
- ••• 0  ••••• '  •••••••  '  ••• 0.  0  ••  0  ••••••••••••  0  •••••••••••• 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  0  •••••••••• 0  ••••••••••  0  ••• 
I 
J ... 
•  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  •  0  ••••• 0.' ••••••••••••••• 0  ••  0  •••••••••• 0  ••  0  •••• 
j  ..........................................................  . 
-1-
~. 
: 
l· 
••••••••••••••••••••••••  0  •••• '.  0  ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•  ..................................................  0  ••• 
••••• 0  .............  - •••••• 0  ...  0  0  .................  0  •••  0  0.  0  •• 
1 
..........  0  ..........................  0. 0.  0  .........  0  ••••• 0  ••  0 
.. :. ~ .. :  .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  .  . . . . . . .  . ..... 
The undersigned acknowledges that all correspondence and notices and any formalities 
or procedure relating to this undenaking addressed to or effected in writing at one of his 
addresses for serv1ce "hall he accepted a~ duly delivered to him. 
The undcr"il!ned ad.nowledges the jurisdiction of the couns of the places where he has 
an addre~s for service. 
The undeNigned undenakes to maintain his addresses for service. or. if he has to alter 
one or more of those addresses. to inform the office of guarantee in advance. 
Done at  ................  , on  ...............  . 
Signature (  1 1 
Jl.  ACCl-.fYfA~Cl  HY  THE  O~FICE OF GUAR-\NTEE 
Oflice of guarantee 
Guarantor's undertaking accepted on  ........ . 
Stamp and signature 
11)  ·n.e sign.uure  mu~t he rn·ccded hy the followintt in the ,.~natory's own handwritintt: 'Guarantee'. ----- ...  -- ~-·· ---------
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Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2793/86 
Laying  down  the  codes  to  be  used  in  the  forms  Laid  down  in  Council  Regulation  (EEC 
No  678/85,  1900/85  and  222/77 
COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 2793/86 
of 22 July 1986 
laying  down  the  codes  to  be  used  in  the  forms  laid  down  in  Council  Regulations  (EEC) 
No 678i85, (EEC) No 1900/85 and (EEC) No 222/77 
- O.J.  No  L  263  of  15  September  1986,  p.  74  -
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COMMISSION  REGULATION  (EEC)  No  1062/87  OF  27  MARCH  1987  - PROVISIONS  FOR  THE  IMPLEMENTATIO 
OF  THE  COMMUNITY  TRANSIT  PROCEDURE  AND  FOR  CERTAIN  SIMPLIFICATIONS  OF  THAT  PROCEDURE 
COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 1062/87 
of 27 March 1987 
on provisions for the implementation of the Community. transit procedure and for certain 
simplifications of that procedure 
- O.J.  No  L 107  of  22  April  1987,  p.  1  -
MODIFICATIONS 
1.  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1469/88  of  26  May  1988 
<O.J.  No  L 132  of  28.05.1988,  p.  67) Ed i t i on  N  °  2  of  31.1.88  j cage  IX-A- 29 
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THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 222177 of 
13  December  1976  on  Community  transit (1 ),  as  last 
amended by the Act concerning the conditions of Accession 
of  Spain  and  Portugal,  and  in  particular  Article  57 
thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 678/85 of 
18 February 1985, simplifying formalities in trade in goods 
within the Community (2), 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 222177 has been amended by 
Regulation (EEC) No 1901/85 (3 )  to allow the use in both 
internal and external Community transit operations of the 
single document form  provided for  in  Council  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  679/85  of  18  February  1985  introducing  a 
specimen declaration form to be used in trade in goods within 
the  Community (4),  amended  by  Commission  Regulation 
(EEC) No 2791/86 (  5), and Commission Regulation (EEC) 
No  2855/85  laying  down  implementing  provisions  for 
Regulations  (EEC)  No  678/85  and  No  679185 (6),  as 
amended by  Regulation (EEC) No 2792/86 (?). 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC) No 223177 (8), as 
last amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3399185 (9),  lays 
down  the  provisions  for  the  implementation  of  the 
Community transit procedure and for certain simplifications 
of that procedure; 
Whereas  the  provisions  of  that  Regulation  have  been 
amended many times in some cases substantially; whereas, 
( 1)  OJ No L 38, 9. 2. 1977, p. 1. 
(2)  OJ No L 79, 21. 3. 1985, p. 1. 
(3)  OJ No L 179, 11. 7. 1985, p. 6. 
( 4 )  OJ No L 79, 21. 3. 1985, p. 7. 
( 5)  OJ No L 263, 15, 9. 1986, p.  1. 
(6 )  OJ No L 274, 15. 10. 1985, p.  1. 
(1)  OJ No L 263, 15. 9. 1986, p. 59. 
( 8}  OJ No L 38, 9. 2. 1977, p. 20. 
( 9}  OJ No L 322, 3. 12. 1985, p.  10. 
on further amending the said Regulation, it is  advisable to 
redraft the legislation applicable in this field; 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 223177 established specimen 
forms for Community transit procedures and laid down their 
technical characteristics and the manner of their use; whereas 
the  necessary  changes  should  accordingly  be  made  to 
Regulation (EEC) No 223177, 
Whereas Article  32  of Regulation  (EEC) No 222177, by 
establishing  a  flat-rate  guarantee  system,  provides  that 
certain implementation measures should be adopted under 
the procedure laid down in Article 57 thereof; 
Whereas  in  some  cases  the  export  of  goods  from  the 
Community is prohibited or subject to restrictions, duties or 
other charges; whereas provision must accordingly be made 
for  procedures whereby such  measures may be applied in 
regard to Community transit; 
Whereas  the  railway  authorities  have  set  up  accounting 
centres at which customs authorities are able to carry out 
customs control of Community transit operations; whereas 
this  makes  it  possible  to simplify  the  Community transit 
procedure in international rail transport; 
Whereas it  has been found that such simplification may be 
extended  to  cover  rail  carriage  by  means  of  large 
containers; 
Whereas  to  facilitate  the  movement  of goods  within  the 
Community each Member State should be granted the right 
to simplify formalities to be carried out at offices of  departure 
and  destination  within  its  territory  by  persons  who 
frequently send or receive consignments, allowing them to 
place  their  goods  under  a  Comrimnity  transit  procedure 
without having to produce either the goods or the relevant -------------- -------- .... 
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T 1 or T 2  at the office of departure and  to have goods 
delivered to them without prior production thereof at the 
office of destination; 
Whereas this facility may be extended to the completion of 
the internal Community transit document  T  2 L used 
to certify  the Community status of goods  for  which  the 
internal  Community  transit procedure  is  not obligatory, 
whatever the mode of transport; 
Whereas in  the event of use of loading lists attached to a 
T 2 L document, the number of  lists should be given in 
box  4  of  the  said  T 2 L  document;  whereas  the 
specimen single document form used for this purpose should 
therefore he amended to this effect, together with the rules 
for the use of this form; 
Whereas it has been found possible to simplify substantially 
the clearance through customs and transit of motor vehicles 
and the clearance through customs of railway wagons; 
Whereas  the e.tse  of  iJcnrifi~;ttion of p;Kbging returned 
empty after use  makes it. possible ro  simplify the relevant 
Community transit formalities; 
Whereas the measures provided for in this Regulation are in 
accordance  with  the  opinion  of  the  Committee  on  the 
Movement of Goods. 
HAS ADOPTED THI~ REGULATIO~: 
TITLE I 
PROVISIONS  RELATING  TO  FORMS  AND  THEIR  USE  IN  COMMUNITY  TRANSIT 
PROCEDURE 
CHAPTER I 
FORMS 
Enumeration of the forms 
Article  1 
1.  The forms on which Community transit declaration~ 
are made shall conform to the specimens in Annexes I to IV to 
Regulation (EEC) No 679185. 
Such declarations shall be drawn up in accordance with the 
rules laid down by Regulation (EEC) No 2855/85 and by 
Articles 3  and 4  of this Regulation.  They shall  be used  in 
accordance with Regulation (EEC) No 222177 and, where 
relevant, Regulation (EEC) No 678  I 85. 
2.  Loading lists based on the specimen in  Annex I may, 
subject to the conditions laid down in  Articles 5 to 9  and 
Article 85,  be  used  as the descriptive part of Communit)' 
transit declarations. The use thereof  shall in no way affect the 
obligations in  respect of formalities for dispJtch, export or 
any procedure in the Member State of destination depending 
on  the  case,  or  in  respect  of the  forms  used  for  such 
formalities. 
3.  The form to be completed as the transit advic~_note for 
the purposes of Article 22 of Regulation (EEC) No 222177 
shall conform to the specimen in Annex II. 
4.  The form to be completed as the rt·ceipt, to certify that 
the  Community  transit  document  and  the  relevant 
consignment have been producc.>d at the offil..:t· of destination, 
shall conform to rhc  ~pecimcn in  Annex  Ill.  However, as 
regards the Community transit document, the receipt on the 
statistical copy  thereof may be used.  The receipt shall  be 
issued and used in accordance with Article  10. 
5.  The guarantee certificate for \Vhich  provision is made 
under Article 30 (3) of Regulation (EEC) No 222177 shall 
conform to the specimen in Annex IV. The certificate shall be 
issued and used in  accordam:e wnh Art1cles  12  to 15. 
'Sa.  The  guarantee  waiver  certificate  for  which 
provision  is  made under Article 40a (4)  of Regulation 
(EEC)  No 222/77 shall  conform  to  the  specimen  in 
Annex XII. The guarantee waiver certificate shall  be 
issued  and  used  in  accordance  with  Article  t9c.' 
6.  The flat-rate guarantee voucher shall conform to the 
specimen in Annex V. The entries on the ba~k of this form 
may, however, be shown on the front •.  1hove the p.trticulars 
of the mdividual or tirm issumg the voucher, thc following 
cntric'  remaining  unchangl·d.  The  flat-rate  ~uarantee 
voucher shall be issued and used in accordance with Articles 
16  to 19. 
7.  The document referred to in Article 6 (  3) of  Regulation 
(EEC) No 678  I 85, which certifies the Community status of 
goods  which  are  nor  being  moved  under  the  internal 
Community transit procedure, shall be drawn up on a form 
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Regulation (EEC) No 679185 or to copy 4/5 of  the  spe~imen 
in Annex II to the said Regulation. 
That form shall be supplemented, where necessary, by one or 
more forms which conform to copy 4 or to copy 4/5 of the 
specimen in Annexes Ill and IV  respectively to Regulation 
(EEC) No 679/85. 
Where the provisions laid down at the end of Artkle 1 (  2) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 679185 are applied, that form shall he 
supplemented by one or more forms which conform to copy 4 
or  to  copy  4/5  of  the  specimen  in  Annexes  I  and  II 
respectively to the said Regulation. 
The person concerned shall enter the symbol 'T 2 L', in the 
right-hand subdivision in box 1 of the form conforming to 
copy 4 or to copy 4/  5 of the specimen in Annexes I and II 
respectively  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No  679/85.  If 
supplementary forms are used, the person concerned shall 
enter the symbol 'T 2 L bis' in the right-hand subdivision of 
box 1 of the form conforming to copy 4 or to copy 415 of the 
specimen in Annexes I and III or II and IV respectively to the 
said Regulation. 
For the purposes of this Regulation such document shall be 
referred to as a'  T 2 L document'; it shall be issued and 
used in  accordance with Title V. 
8.  The yellow label for which provision is made in Article 
48 (2) of Regulation (EEC) No 222177 shall be as shown in 
the specimen in Annex VI. 
Printing of the forms and their completion 
Article 2 
1.  The paper used for the forms for loading lists, tramit 
advice  notes  and  receipts  shall  be  dressed  for  writing 
purposes and weigh at least 40 g/  m 2;  its strength shall  he 
such that in  normal usc it  does not easily tear or crease. 
2.  The  paper  ll'it'd  for  the  flat-r.llt'  guar.tni!T  'vOitliH"r 
shall be tree of ml'dWtllcal pulp, drcs~cd tor wnt1n~  purpo'-l'~ 
and weigh  at lc.1st  55  gl m 2•  The paper shall  have  .1  red 
printt·d  guilloche  p.lttern  h.tckground  ~o  :l~  to  rcvl'al  any 
fal~ification by  me~hanical or chemical mean-;. 
'3.  The paper used for the guarantee certificate and 
the guarantee waiver certificate forms shall be free  of 
mechanical pulp and weigh not less than 100 g/m2• It 
shall  have  a  guilloche  pattern  background  on  both 
sides so as  to  reveal any falsification by mechanical or 
chemical  means.  Printing of such  background  shall 
be  in: 
- green  for  guarantee  certificates, 
- pale  blue  for  guarantee  waiver  certificates.' 
4.  The paper referred to in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 shall be 
white, except for the loading lists referred to in Article 1 (2), 
for which the colour of the paper may be left to the choice of 
the user. 
5.  The sizes of the forms shall be: 
(a)  210 x 297 mm for  the loading list,  a  tolerance in the 
length of -5 or + 8 mm being allowed; 
'(b)  210  x  148  mm  for  the  transit  advice  note,  the 
guarantee  certificate  and  the  guarantee  waiver 
certificate ;' 
(c)  148 x 105  mm  for the receipt and flat-rate guarantee 
voucher; 
6.  The declarations and documents shall be drawn up in 
one of the offical  languages of the Community which  is 
acceptable to the competent authorities of the Member State 
of departure.  This  provision  shall  not  apply  to  flat-rate 
guarantee vouchers. 
The competent authorities of another Member State in which 
the declarations and the documents must be presented may, 
as necessary, require a translation into the language, or one 
of th~ official languages, of that Member State. 
The language to be used for the guarantee certificate shall be 
designated by the competent authorities of the Member State 
responsible for the guarantee office. 
'The  language  to  be  used  for  the  guarantee  waiver 
certificate  shall  be  designated  by  the  competent 
authorities  of  the  Member  State  in  which  the 
guarantee  waiver  is  granted.' 
7.  The flat-rate guarantee vouchers shall show the name 
and address of  the printer or a mark enabling the printer to be 
identified. The flat-rate guarantee vouchers shall be serially 
numbered as a means of identification. 
'8.  Member  States  shall  be  responsible  for  the 
printing  of  the  guarantee  ct·rtificatcs  and  the 
guarantee waivt:r  u."rtifirares.  Each  ccrrtficatc  must be 
numbered  for  purposes  of  idcntitication.' 
'9.  Forms  for  guarantee  certificates,  guarantee 
waiwr  certificates  and  flat-rate  guarantee  vouchers 
shall  be  completed  using  a  typewriter  or  other 
mechanographical  or  similar  process.' 
Loading  lists,  transit  advice  notes  and  receipts  may  be 
completed using a typewriter or other mechanographical or 
similar process, or legibly in manuscript; in the latter case 
they shall be completed in  ink and in  block letters. 
No erasures or alterations shall he made. Amendments shall 
be made by striking out the incorrect particulars and, where 
appropriate, adding those required. Any such amendments 
shall be initialled by the person making the amendment and 
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CHAPTER II 
USE  OF FORMS 
Declarations T  1 and T 2 
Description and use 
Mixed consignments 
Article 3 
1.  The  copies  constituting  the  forms  on  which 
Community transit declarations are made are described in 
Annex III  Regulation (EEC) No 2855185. 
2.  Where  goods  are  to - move  under  the  external 
Community transit procedure, the principal shall enter the 
symbol 'T 1' in the right-hand subdivision of box 1 of  a form 
which  conforms to the  specimen  in  Annexes  I  and II to 
Regulation (EEC) No 679 I 85. Where supplementary forms 
are used, the principal shall enter the symbol 'T 1 his' in the 
right-hand  subdivision  of box  1  of one  or  more  forms 
conforming to the specimen in Annexes III and IV to the same 
Regulation. 
Where, pursuant to the provisions laid down at the end of 
Article  1 (2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  679185,  the 
supplementary  forms  used  conform  to  the  specimen  in 
Annexes I or II to the said Regulation, the symbol 'T 1 his' 
shall be entered in the right-hand subdivision of box 1 of the 
said forms. 
Where goods are to move under the  internal Community 
transit procedure, the principal shall enter the symbol'T 2' in 
the  right-hand  subdivision  of  box  1  of  a  form  which 
conforms to the specimen in Annexes I and II  to Regul.ltion 
(EEC) No 679 I 85. Where supplementary forms are used, 
the principal shall enter the symbol 'T 2 his' in the right-hand 
subdivision of box 1 of one or more forms conforming to the 
specimen in Annexes III  and IV  to the same Regulation. 
Where, pursuant to the provision-; laid down ;If tht·  t"IHI of 
Artidc·  I(})  of  Rq~ui.Jtloll  (1-'FC)  No  h7ti/S'I,  lht· 
l>upplcmentary  torms  used  contorm  to  the  speumcn  111 
Annexes I or II to the said Regulation, the symbol 'T 2 his' 
shall be entered in the right-hand subdivision of box 1 of the 
said forms. 
3.  In the case of  consignments containing at the same time 
goods of the types  referred to in Article  1 (  2)  and (  3)  of 
Regulation (EEC) No 222177, supplementary documents 
which conform to the specimen in Annexes III  and IV  or, 
where appropriate, Annexes I and II to Regulation (EEC) No 
679  I 85  and which bear the symbols 'T 1 his' or 'T 2 his' 
respectively may be attached to a single form which conforms 
to the specimen in Annexes I and II to Regulation (EEC) No 
679185. In this case, the symbol 'T' shall be entered in the 
right-hand subdivision in box 1 of the said form; the blank 
space after the symbol 'T' should be crossed out; m addition, 
the boxes 32 'Item No', 33 'Commodity code', 35 'Gross 
mass  (kg)',  38  'Net  mass  (kg)'  and  44  'Additional 
information,  Documents  produced,  Certificates  and 
authorizations'  must  be  barred.  A  reference  to  the  serial 
numbers  of  the  supplementary  documents  bearing  the 
symbol 'T 1 his' and the supplementary documents bearing 
the symbol 'T 2 his' shall be entered in box 31 'Packages and 
description of  goods' of the form conforming to the specimen 
in Annexes I and II to Regulation (EEC) No 679185. 
4.  When one of the symbols referred to in paragraph 2 has 
been omitted from the right-hand subdivision in box 1 of the 
form used or when, in the case of  consignments containing at 
the same time goods of the types referred to in Article 1 (2) 
and (3) of Regulation (EEC) No 222/77, the provisions of 
paragraph 3 and of Article  5 (7)  have not been  complied 
with, goods under cover of such documents shall be deemed 
to  be  moving  under  the  external  Community  transit 
procedure. 
'However,  for  the  application  of  export duties  or of 
the  measures  prescribed  in  respect  of  exports  under 
the common commercial  policy, such goods shall be 
deemed to be moving under the internal Community 
transit  procedure.' 
Production  of  the  dispatch  or  export  dedaration 
with the Community transit declaration 
Article 4 
Without  prejudice  to  any  measures  of  simplification 
applicable,  the  customs  document  for  the  dispatch  or 
redisparch of goods to another Member State or the customs 
document for the exportation or re-exportation of goods out 
of the customs territory of the Community or any document 
having equivalent effect shall be presented to the office of 
departure together with the Community transit declaration 
to which it  relates. 
for  the  purposes  of  the  preceding  ~ubparagr;1ph,  the 
declaration  of  dispatch  or  rcdispatch  or  the  export  or 
re-export declaration on the one hand, and the Community 
transit declaration on the other, may be combined on a single 
form. 
Loading Lists 
Use of loading lists 
Mixed consignments 
Article 5 
1.  Where  the  principal  uses  loading  lists  for  a 
...:onsignment  comprising two or more types of goods, the 
boxes  15  'Country  of dispatch I export',  33  'Commodity 
code', 35 'Gross mass (kg)', 38 'Net mass (kg)' and, where 
necessary,  44  'Additional  information,  Documents --------~  --- ~---- ~  -- ------"'~---- - ------
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produced, Certificates and authorizations' of the form  used 
for the purposes of Community transit shall be barred and 
box 31 'Packages and description of good-;' of that form shall 
not be used to show the marks and numbers, number and 
kind of the packages and descnption of goods. In  this case, 
supplementary forms must not be used. 
2.  The loading list referred to in  Article 1 (2) mc.m~ any 
commercial docunwllt which  complie~ with  thc  ~.-nndition~ 
laid  down  in  Article  2 (1),  (5) (a),  (6)  fir~t  .111d  -;<.·cond 
subparagraphs,  (9)  second  and  third  subparagraphs  and 
Articles 6 to 9. 
3.  The loading list shall be produced in the same number 
of  copies as the form used for Community transit purposes to 
which it relates 
4.  When  the  declaration  is  registered,  the  loading  list 
must bear the same registration number a!. the form used for 
Community  transit  purposes  to  which  it  relates.  That 
number  must  be  printed  either  by  means  of  a  stamp 
incorporating the name of the office of departure or by hand. 
In  the  latter  case  it  must  be  accompanied  by  the  office 
stamp. 
The signature of an official of the office of departure ~hall be 
optional. 
5.  Where two or more loading lists .Kcompany a single 
form used for Community transit purpose<>, each must bear a 
serial  number  allotted  by  the  principaL  the  number  of 
accompanying  loading  lists  shall  be  shown  in  rhc  box  4 
'Loading lists' of the said form. 
6.  A  declaration  on  ~  form  which  conforms  to  the 
specimen  in  Annexes  I  and  II  to  Regulation  (  EEC)  No 
679 IRS, bearing the symbol 'T I' or 'T 2' in  the right-hand 
subdivision  of box  1  and  accompanied  PY  one or more 
loading lists  complying with  the condittono;  laid  down  in 
Articles 6 to 9 shall, as appropnate, be treated a~ equivalent 
to an external Community tran~it declaration or an internal 
Community transit declaration for the purposes of Article 12 
or Article 39 of Regulation (EEC) No 222177. 
7.  In the case of  consignments containing at the same time 
goods referred to in Article 1 (2) and (3) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 222/77, separate loading lists  must be completed and 
may be attached to a single form conforming to the specimen 
in  Annexes I and II  ro  Regulation (EEC) No 679  I 85. 
In that case, the symbol 'T' shall be entered in the right-hand 
subdivision of box 1 of the said form. The blank space after 
the symbol 'T' should be crossed out; in addition, the boxes 
15  'Country  of  dispatch/export',  32  'Item  No',  33 
'Commodity code', 35 'Gross mass (kg)', 38 'Net mass (kg)' 
and,  where  necessary,  44  'Additional  information, 
Documents produced, Certificates and authonzations' must 
be barred. A reference to the serial numbers of the loading 
lists relating to each of  the two types of goods must be entered 
in  box 31  'Packages and description of good~· of the form 
used. 
hmn uf loading li'>l!> 
Article 6 
The loading list shall include: 
(a)  the heading 'Loading list'~ 
(b)  a box, 70 x 55 mm, divided into a top part 70 x 15 mm 
for the insertion of the symbol 'T' followed by one of the 
endorsement~ referred to in  Article  3 (2) and a lower 
part 70 x 40 mm for the references referred to in Article 
5 (4); 
(c)  columns,  m  the  following  order  and  headed  as 
shown: 
Item No, 
Marks,  numbers,  number  and  kind  of  package; 
description of goods, 
Country of dispatch I export, 
Gro~s mass (in  kilograms), 
Reserved for customs. 
The width  of the  columns  may  be  adapted  as  necessary, 
except that the width of the column he.1ded  'Reserved for 
customs' shall be not less than 30 mm. Spaces not reserved for 
a  particular  purpose  under  (a)  to  (c)  above  may  also  be 
used. 
Completion 
1.  Only the front of the forms may be used as a loading 
list. 
2.  Each item ~hown  on a loading list must be preceded by 
a serial number. 
3.  Each item must be followed, when appropriate, by any 
special  reference  required  by  Community  Regulations,  in 
particular  in  regard  to  the  common  agricultural  policy, 
documents produced, certificates and author11:ations. 
4.  A horizontal line must be drawn after the last entry and 
the remaining unused spaces barred so that any subsequent 
addition is  impossible. ------------------- ---------~-·-----
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Simplified procedures 
Article 8 
1.  The customs authorities of each Member State may 
allow firms established in that State and whose records are 
based on an electronic or automatic data processing system 
to use  loading lists  as referred to in  Article  1 (2)  which, 
although not complying with all the conditions of Article 
2 (1 ), (S) (a) and 9, last two subparagraphs, and of Article 6, 
arc designed and completed in such a way that they can be 
used  without  difficulty  by  the  customs  and  statistical 
authorities in question. 
2.  For each item such loading lists must always include 
the number, kind and marks and numbers of packages, the 
description  of  goods,  gross  mass  in  kilograms  and  the 
country of dispatch I export. 
Consignment by  rail 
Article 9 
'1.  Where Articles  29  to  61  operate,  Article  5  (2) 
and Articles 6  to 8 shall apply to loading lists which 
accompany  the  International  consignment  note  or 
the Community transit transfer note. The number of 
such  lists  shall  be  shown  in  the  box  reserved  for 
particulars  of  accompanying  documents  on  the 
International  consignment  note  or  the  Community 
transit  transfer  note, whichever  is  produced. 
In addition, the loading list shall  include the wagon 
number to which the International consignment note 
refers  or,  where  appropriate,  the  number  of  the 
container containing  the  goods. 
2.  For transports beginning within the Community 
comprising  at  the  same  time  goods  referred  to  in 
Article  I (2)  and (3)  of Regulation (EEC)  No 222/77, 
~cp.u·.uc..·  loading  lists  shall  be  used ;  in  the  case  of 
goods  carried  in  large  containers  under  cover  of 
Community transit transfer notes, such separate  lists 
shall  be  completed  for  each  large  container  which 
contains  both  categories  of goods. 
The.:  serial  numbers of  the loading lists  relating to  the 
goods  referred  to  in  Article  1  (2)  of  the  said 
Regulation  shall  be  inserted  in  the  box  reserved  for 
the  description  of goods on  either the  International 
consignment note or the Community transit transfer 
note,  whichever  is  produced.' 
3.  In the circumstances referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 
and  for  the  purposes  of the  procedures  provided  for  in 
Articles  29  to  61,  the  loading  lists  accompanying  the 
lnternation.tl Consignment Note c·,,.  the Community Transit 
Tr.uhfcr Note shall form  .111  1111egr.tl  part thereof and shall 
h.tvc the same legal effects. 
The original of such loading lists shall bear the stamp of the 
station of dispatch. 
'Time-limit for  the  production of goods 
Artidt·  9u 
The time-limit  prescribed  by the  office  of departure 
by which the goods must be produced at the office of 
destination  shall  be  binding  on  the  customs 
authorities of the countries whose tl'rritory is  entt'red 
during a  Community transit operation  and  shall  not 
be  altered  by  those  authorities.' 
Receipt 
Use of the Receipt 
Article  10 
1.  Any person, who deliver~ to the office of destination a 
Community transit document together with the consignment 
to which  that document  relate<;  may obtain  a  receipt on 
request. 
2.  The  receipt  shall  first  be  completed  by  the  person 
concerned and may contain other particulars relating to the 
consignment, except in the space reserved for customs, but 
the cusroms n·rtification sh;tll he valtd only in  respect of the 
particulars contained in that sp.lCe. 
Return of the document'> 
Central offices 
!\rtzd,·  II 
Each Member State.· shall h;tve lhe n~ht to designate one or 
more central offiCe' to which documents shall be returned by 
the  competent  customs  office  in  the  Member  State  of 
destination.  Member  States  shall,  after  appointing  such 
offices for that purpose, inform the Commission and specify 
the  category  of documents  to  be  returned  thereto.  The 
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TITLE Il 
PROVISIONS RELATING TO GUARANTEES 
COMPREHENSIVE GUARANTEE 
Certificate of guarantee 
Authorized persom. 
Article 12 
1.  The  principal  shall,  on  issue  of  the  cenific.1te  of 
guarantee  or  at  any  time  during  the  validity  thereof, 
nominate on his  own responsibility on the reverse of the 
certificate,  the  person,  or  persons,  authorized  to  sign 
Community  transit  declarations  on  his  behalf.  The 
particulars shall include the surname and forename of each 
authorized person followed by the signatun.: of that person. 
Each  nomination  of  an  authorized  person  mu~t  be 
acknowledged  by  the  signature  of  the  principal.  The 
principal shall be entitled at his discretion to eros-; through 
the unused boxes. 
2.  The principal may at any time delete the n.1me  of an 
authorized person from the reverse of the certific.tte. 
Authorized agents 
Article 13 
Any person named on the reverse of a guarantee certificate 
presented at an office of departure shall be cons1dered the 
authorized agent of the principal. 
Period of validity; extension 
Article 14 
The period of validity of a  guarantee certificate  n1.1y  not 
exceed two years. However, this period may be extended by 
the guarantee office for one further period not exceeding two 
years. 
Cancellation 
Arttcle 15 
If the guarantee is cancelled the principal shall be responsible 
for  returning  to  the  guarantee  office  forthwith  all  the 
guarantee certificates issued to him. 
Flat-rate guarantee 
Guarantee document 
Arttcle 16 
I.  When  a  natural  or  legal  person  propo.,cs  to  stand 
surety under the conditions referred to in Articles 27 and 28 
of,  and  on  the  terms  laid  dovm  in  Article  3 2 (1)  of, 
Regulation (EEC) No 222177, the guarantee shall be given in 
the  form  as  shown  in  Specimen  Ill  annexed  to  that 
Regulation. 
2.  Where  national  law,  administrative  practice  or 
accepted usage so requires, each Member State may require 
the use of a different form of guarantee provided it has the 
same  legal  effect  as  the  guarantee  referred  to  in  para-
graph 1. 
Guarantee voucher 
Article 17 
1.  The acceptance of the guarantee referred to in Article 
16 by the customs office where it is given (hereinafter referred 
to a~ 'the guarantee office') shall be the guarantor's authority 
to  issue,  under  the  terms  of  the  guarantee,  a  flat-rate 
guarantee voucher or vouchers to persons who intend to act 
as principal in a Community transit operation from an office 
of departure of their choice. 
The guarantor may issue flat-rate guarantee vouchers: 
which are not valid for a Community transit operation in 
respect of goods which are listed in  Annex VII, and 
which may  be used in multiples of up to seven vouchers 
per me  am of transport as referred to in Artide 16 (  2) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 222177 for goods other than those 
referred to in the previous indent. 
For  this  purpose  the  guarantor shall  mark such  flat-rate 
guarantee vocuhers di.1gonally in capital letters with one of 
the following statements: 
VALIDEZ  LIMIT ADA;  APLICACIO!\  DEL  PARRAFO 
Sl-:.GU!'.;DO  DEL  APART ADO  1 DEL  ARTiCLLO  17  DEL 
REGLAMENTO (CEE) N° 1062/87 
BEGR!ENSET  GL YDIGHED  - AR TIKEL  17,  STK.  I, 
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- BESCHRANKTE  GEL  TUNG  - ANWENDlJNG  VON 
AR  TIKEL 17 ABSA TZ 1  ZWEITER UNTERABSA  TZ DER 
VERORDNUNG (EWG) Nr. 1062/87 
- fiEPIOPII:MENH II:XYI:: E<I»APMOrH TOY AP0POY 17 
fiAPArPA<I»OI: 1L\EYTEPO EL\A<I»IO TOY KANONII:MOY 
(EOK) apt9.  1062/87 
- LIMITED  VALIDITY  APPLICATION  OF  SECOND 
SUBPARAGRAPH OF ARTICLE  17 (1)  OF REGUI ATION 
(EEC) No 1062/87 
- VALIDITE LIMITEE- APPLICATION DE  L'ARTICI.E  17 
PRAGRAPHE  1  DEUXIEME  ALINEA  DU  RU~LEMENT 
(CEE) N° 1062/87 
- V AUDIT  A  LIMIT  AT  A  APPLICAZIONE 
DELL'ARTICOLO  17,  PARAGRAFO  1,  SECONDO 
COMMA DEL REGOLAMENTO (CEE) N. 1062/87 
- BEPERKTE GELDIGHEID- TOEPASSING VAN AR TIKEL 
17,LID 1, TWEEDEALINEA, VANVERORDENING(EEG) 
nr. 1062/87 
- V ALIDADE  LIMIT  ADA;  APLICACAO  DO  SEGUNDO 
PARAGRAFO  DO  N'?  1  DO  ARTIGO  17°  DO 
REGULAMENTO (CEE) N? 1062/87 
The cancellation of a guarantee shall be notified forthwith to 
the other Member States by the Member State in  which the 
relevant guarantee office is located. 
2.  The guarantor shall be liable up to an amount of 7 000 
ECU in respect of each flat-rate guarantee voucher. 
3.  Without prejudice to the provisions in the -.econd and 
third subparagraphs of paragraph 1 and in  Artide 18, the 
principal may carry out one Community transit operation 
under each flat-rate guarantee voucher. The voucher shall be 
delivered  to  the  office  of  departure,  where  it  ~hall  be 
retained. 
Increase in the guarantee; conversion of the ECU 
Article 18 
1.  Except in the cases referred to in paragraphs 2 and 3, 
the office of departure may not require a guarantee in excess 
of the flat-rate amount of 7 000 ECU for each Community 
transit declaration, irrespective of the amount of the duties 
and other charges to which the goods covered by a particular 
declaration may be liable. 
2.  When,  because  of circumstances  peculiar  to  it,  a 
transport operation involves increased risks and the office of 
departure therefore considers that the guarantee of 7 000 
ECU  is  clearly  insufficient, it  may  exceptionally require a 
guarantee of greater amount in multiples of 7 000 ECU. 
3.  The carriage of goods listed in Annex VII shall give rise 
to an increase in the amount of the flat-rate guarantee when 
the  quantity  of  goods  carried  exceeds  the  quantity 
corresponding to the flat-rate amount of 7 OliO  ECU. 
In  that case, the flat-rate amount shall  be  increased to the 
multiple of? 000 ECU necessary to guarantee the quantity of 
goods to be dispatched. 
4.  The  principal  shall,  in  the  cases  referred  to  in 
paragraphs 2 and 3, deliver to the office of departure flat-rate 
guarantee vouchers corresponding to the required multiple of 
7 000 ECU. 
5.  The  exchange  value  in  a  national  currency  of the 
amounts expressed  in  ECU  referred  to  in  this Regulation 
shall be calculated hy using the exchange rate in force on the 
first  working day  of the  month of October, and  shaH  be 
applied from 1 January of the following year. 
If  a rate is not available for a particular national currency, the 
rate to be applied for that currency shall be that obtaining on 
the  last  day  for  which  a  rate  was  published.  For  the 
application  of this  provision,  the  rates  published  in  the 
Official journal  of the  European  Communzties  shall  be 
used. 
The exchange value of the ECU to be used in  applying the 
first subparagraph shall be that which was applicable on the 
date on which the Community transit declar.uion covered 
by  the  flat-rate  guarantee  voucher  or  vouchers  was 
registered. 
Consignment comprising both sensitive and non-sensitive goods 
Arttcle 19 
1.  When  the  Community  transit  declaration  includes 
other goods  beside~ those shown  in  the  list  referred to in 
Article  18 (3 ),  the  flat-rate  guarantee  provi-.ions  shall  be 
applied as  if the two categorie" of good" were covered  by 
separate dedarations. 
2.  By way of derogation from paragraph 1, account shall 
not be taken of the presence of goods of either category if the 
quantity or value thereof is  relatively insignificant. Edition  N"  3  of  31.12.1988  I  page IX-A- 36.1 
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Guarantee  waiver 
Undertaking  by  the  person  concerned 
Article  19a 
1.  For  the  purposes  of  granting  thL'  guarantL'c 
waiver for  internal Community transit  operation~. the 
undertaking to  be signed by the  person concerned in 
accordance  with  Article  40a (2) (e)  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No 222/77 shall  be  drawn  up  in  thl..'  form  of 
the  specimen  shown  in  Annex  XI. 
2.  Where the provisions laid down by national law, 
regulation  or  administrative  action  or  common 
practice so require, each Member State may have  thL' 
undertaking by the person concerned drawn  up in  a 
different form, on condition that it  has the same legal 
effects  as  those  obtained  from  the  undertaking 
provided  for  in  the  specimen. 
Goods  presenting  increased  risks,  to  which  the 
guarantee waiver does  not apply 
Article  J9b 
Goods  which  present  increased  risks  and  to  which 
the  guarantee  waiver  does  not  apply  in  accordance 
with  Article  40a  (3)  (b)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
222/77  are  listed  in  Annex  VII. 
Guarantee  waiver certificate 
Article  19t-
I.  The  principal  shall,  on  issue  of  the  guarantCI.: 
waiver  certificte  or  at  any  other  time  during  the 
validity  thereof,  nominate on  his  own  responsibility. 
on the. reverse of the certificate, the person or persons 
authorized to sign Community transit declarations on 
his  behalf. The particulars shall  include the surname 
and forename of each authorized  person  followed  by 
the signature of that person.  Each  nomination of  Jn 
authorized  person  shall  be  acknowledged  by  the 
signature  of  the  principal.  The  principal  shall  be 
entitled at his discretion  to cross through the unused 
boxes. 
The principal may at any time delete the name of an 
authorized person from  the reverse of the certificate. 
2.  Any person named on the reverse of a guarantee 
waiver  certificate  presented  at  an  office  of  departure 
shall  be  considered  the  authorized  agent  of  the 
princtpal. 
3.  The  period  of  validity  of  a  guarantee  waiver 
certificate  shall  not  exceed  two  years.  However,  this 
1x:riod  may  be  extL'nded  by  the  authorities  granting 
the  waiver  for  one  further  period  not exceeding two 
years. 
4.  If the guarantee waiver is  revoked  the  principal 
shall  be  responsible  for  returning  forthwith  to  the 
authorities  who  have  granted  the  waiver  all  the 
guarantee waiver certificates issued  to  him which are 
still  valid.' I  Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88  1 :._a.;;e  IX-A-37 
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TITLE Ill 
USE OF COMMUNITY TRANSIT DOCUMENTS FOR IMPLEMENTING MEASURES 
ON THE EXPORTATION OF CERTAIN GOODS 
General 
Article 20 
1.  This  Title  sets  out  the  conditions  applicable  to 
movements  of  goods  within  the  Community  when 
exportation thereof from the Community is prohibited or is 
subject to restrictions, duties or other charges. 
2.  These provisions shall, however, apply only in so far as 
the measure introducing the prohibition, restriction, duty or 
other charge has provided for them to apply, and they shall 
be  without prejudice to any special  provisions which that 
measure may comprise. 
3.  This Title shall not apply when the transport of goods 
within the Community is  confined  to the  territory  of one 
Member State. 
Formalities  to  be  completed  when  a  Community  transit 
procedure is  used 
Article 21 
When goods referred to in Article 20 (  1) are placed under a 
Community transit procedure, the principal shall complete 
the space headed 'Description of goods' on the Community 
transit document with one of the following statements: 
Salida de Ia  Comunidad sometida a restricciones 
Udf0rsel fra Frellesskabet undergivet restriktioner 
Ausgang  aus  der  Gemeinschaft  -- Beschrankungen 
unterworfen 
'EI;oooc;  <l1t0  'tl\V  KOtVO'tl\'t<l  U1tOKElllEVT\  OE 
7tEptOpHJIJ.OUc; 
Export from the Community subject to restrictions 
Sortie de Ia  Communaute soumise a  des restrictions 
Uscita dalla Comunita assoggettata a restrizioni 
Verlaten  van  de  Gemeenschap  aan  beperkingen 
onderworpen 
Saida da Comunidade sujeita a restrit;oes 
Salida de Ia  Comunidad sujeta a pago de derechos 
Udf0rsel fra Frellesskabet betinget af afgiftsbetaling 
Ausgang aus der Gemeinschaft - Abgabenerhebungen 
unterworfen 
'EI;o8oc;  a1t6  tl\V  Kmv6tTtt«  U1tOKEtllEVT\  OE 
~::mj3apuva11 
Export from the Community subject to duty 
Sortie de Ia  Communaute soumise a  impo~ition 
Uscita della Comunitit assoggettata a tassazione 
Verlaten  van  de  Gemeenschap  aan  belastingheffing 
onderworpen 
Saida  da  Comunidade  sujeita  a  pagamento  de 
imposic;:oes 
Formalities  to  be  completed  when  other  procedures  are 
used 
Article 22 
1.  When the goods referred to in  Article 20 (  1)  are not 
placed under a Community transit procedure, the customs 
office  at which  departure formalities  are carried out shall 
require completion of Control Copy T No 5 provided for in 
Article 10 of Regulation (EEC) No 223177. Box 104 of the 
Control Copy T  No 5 shall be  completed with one of the 
statements, as appropriate, set out in  Article 21. 
2.  The customs office  referred  to in  paragraph 1 shall 
insert in  the customs document under cover of which  the 
goods are to be earned one of the statements, as appropriate, 
set out in  Article 21. 
Exportation without further formalities 
Artrcle 23 
Articles 21 and 22 shall not apply when, on declaration of  the 
goods for exportation from the Community, proof is given to 
the customs office at which export formalities are carried out 
that  an  administrative  measure  freeing  the  goods  from 
restriction has been  taken, that any duties or charges due 
have been paid or that, in the circumstances obtaining, the 
goods may leave the Community territory without further 
formalities. 
Giving of a guarantee 
Article 24 
1.  When the measure referred to in Article 20 (2) provides 
for  the  giving  of  a  guarantee,  such  guarantee  shall  be 
provided  in  cases  when,  according  to  the  information Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  IX-A- 38 
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contained in the customs document, goods as referred to in 
Article  20 ( 1)  moving  between  two  points  within  the 
Community are, during their transport, to leave the territory 
of the Community otherwise than by air. 
2.  The guarantee shall  be  given  either  at the  customs 
office at which the formalities required on departure of the 
goods have been completed or to any other body designated 
for that purpose by the Member State in which that customs 
office is located and on the terms laid down by the competent 
authorities of that Member State. In  the case of measures 
imposing a duty or other charge, the guarantee need not be 
provided where the goods are carried under the Community 
transit procedure and a guarantee otherwise than in cash has 
been given or there is provision for exemption from the giving 
of a guarantee by reason of the identity of the principal. 
Goods crossing the territory of Austria or Switzerland 
Article 25 
1.  Article 22 shall apply equally to goods referred to in 
Article 20 (  1) which in the course of transport hetween two 
points within the Community cross the territory of Austria or 
Switzerland  and  are  reconsigned  from  one  of  those 
territories. 
By way of derogation from Article 12 of Regulation (EEC) 
No 223177, the original of the Control Copy T No 5 shall 
accompany the goods to the competent customs office of the 
Member State of destination. 
The otfice of departure ~hall specify the period within which 
the goods must be reimported into the Community. 
2.  If  the measure referred ro in Article 20 (  2) provides for 
the lodging of a guarantee, then notwithstanding Article 24 
such guarantee shall be furnished for all transactions covered 
by paragraph 1 of this Article. 
Formalities at the office of destination 
Article 26 
The office of destination shall  take the necessary steps to 
implement  the  measures  referred  ro  in  Article  20 (2)  in 
respect  of  goods  which  are  not  entered  for  home  use 
immediately following their arrival at that office. 
Goods not reimported into the Community 
Article 27 
When goods referred to m Article 20 (  1  ) move as described in 
Article 24, whether or not by air. and are not reimported into 
the Community within the prescribed period, they shall be 
treated as having been irregularly exported to a third country 
from the Member State whence they were comigned unless it 
can be established that they were lost through force majeure 
or accidental circumstances. 
TITLE IV 
SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURES 
Rules not affected by this Title 
Article 28 
The provisions of this Title 
(a)  shall  be  without  prejudice  to  application  of  the 
provisions of Articles  10 to 14 of Regulation  (EEC) 
No 223/77; 
(b)  shall  in  no  way  affect  the  obligations  in  respect  of 
formalities for dispatch, export or any procedure in the 
Member State of destination, depending on the case. 
CHAPTER I 
COMMUNITY TRANSIT PROCEDURE 1:0R THE CARRIAGE 
OF GOODS BY RAIL 
General provisions relating to carriage by rail 
General 
Article 29 
Formalities under the Community transit procedure shall be 
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for  the  carriage  of  goods  by  railway  authorities  under 
cover  of  an  International  Consignment  Note  (UM)  or 
International Express Parcels Consignment Note (TIEx). 
Legal value of documents used 
Article 30 
The International Consignment Note or the International 
Express  Parcels  Consignment  Note  shall  be  treated  as 
equivalent to: 
(a)  a T 1 declaration or document as the case may be for 
goods referred to in Article 1 (2) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 222/77; 
(b)  a T 2 declaration or document as the case may be for 
goods referred to in Article 1 (  3) of the abovementioned 
Regulation. 
Control of records 
Article 31 
The railway authorities of each  Member State shall  make 
available  to  the  customs  authorities  of their  country  for 
purposes of control  the  records  held  at  their  accounting 
offices. 
The principal 
Article 32 
1.  The railway  authorities which  accept  the goods for 
carriage  accompanied  by  an  International  Consignment 
Note or International Express  Parcels  Consignment  Note 
shall  be  the  principal  as  regards  the  transit  procedure 
concerned. 
2.  The railway authorities of the Member State through 
whose territory the goods enter the Community ~hall be the 
principal as regards the transit procedure in respect of goods 
accepted for  carriage by the railway authorities of a third 
country. 
Label 
Article  13 
The  r;tdV\.1)'  authonttc~  shall  cii'>IIH'  th.H  ~..·on-.l~llllll'llt~ 
carried under the Community transit procedure are tdentified 
by labels bearing a pictogram a specimen of which is shown 
in Annex VIII. 
The labels shall be affixed to the International Consignment 
Note or to the International Express Parcels Consignment 
Note and to the relevant railway wagon in the case of a full 
load or in other cases, to the package or packages. 
Modification of the contract of carriage 
Article 34 
When the contract of carriage is  modified so that: 
a  carriage  operation  which  was  to  end  outside  the 
Community ends within the Community, 
a  carriage  operation  which  was  to  end  within  the 
Community ends outside the Community, 
the  railway  authorities  shall  not  carry  out  the  modified 
contract except with  the prior agreement of the office of 
departure. 
When the contract of  carriage is modified so that the carriage 
operation is ended within the Member State of  departure, the 
modified contract shall be carried out subject to conditions to 
be determined hy  the customs authorities of that Member 
State. 
In all other cases. the railway authorities may carry out the 
modified contract; they shall forthwith inform the office of 
departure of the modification made. 
Movement of goods between Member States 
Customs  status of goods;  use  of the  International  Consignment 
Note 
Article 35 
1.  The  International  Consignment  Note  shall  be 
produced at the office of departure in respect of a carriage 
operation  which  starts  and  is  to  end  within  the 
Community. 
'2.  With  respect  to  goods  referred  co  in  Article  1 
(2)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  222/77,  the  office  of 
departure  shall  indicate on  sheets  I,  2  and  3  of the 
International  consignment  note  that  the  goods  to 
which  that  document  refers  are  moving  under  the 
external  Community  transit  procedure.  The  symbol 
"Tl" shall  accordingly  be  clearly  shown  in  the ·box 
reserved  for  customs.' 
3.  All copies of the International Consignment Note shall 
be returned to the party concerned. 
4.  Each Member State may provide that goods referred to 
in Article 1 (  .1) of Regulation (EEC) No 222/77 m;n-. under 
l..'onduiou-.  \durh  11  .. h.tll  Ln  down,  h(·  pl.ll'<'~l  undt·r thl' 
mtnnal <  :ommututy tr.tn!.it prol:eJurc \Vithout production at 
the  office  of departure of the  International  Consignment 
Note in  respect of the goods. Production thereof may not, 
however, be waived in respect of International Consignment 
Notes drawn  up  for  goods  covered  by  the  provisions  in 
Title III. 
5.  The customs office for the station of destination shall 
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entered for home use or placed, under some othn customs 
procedure  at  an  intermediate  station,  the  customs  office 
responsible  for  that  station  shall  act  as  the  office  of 
destination. 
Identification measures 
Article 36 
As  a  general  rule  and  having  regard  to  identification 
measures applied by the railway authorities, the office of 
departure  shall  not  seal  the  means  of  transport  or  the 
packages. 
Use of sheets of the International Con!>i~nmcnh Nutc 
Article 37 
1.  The  railway  authorities  of  the  Member  State 
responsible for the office of destination shall forward to the 
latter  sheets  2  and  3  of  the  International  Consignment 
Note. 
2.  The office of destination shall forthwith return sheet 2 
to the railway authorities after stamping it and shall retain 
sheet 3. 
Carriage of goods to or from third countries 
Carriage to third countrie!o 
Article 38 
1.  Articles 35 and 36 shall apply to a c.trriagc operation 
which starts within the Community and is to end outside the 
Community. 
2.  The customs office  for  the  frontier  station  through 
which  the  goods  in  transit  leave  the  territory  of  the 
Community shall act as office of destination. 
3.  No formalities  need  be  carried  out  at  the  office  of 
destination. 
Carriage from third countries 
Article 39 
1.  The customs office  for  the frontier  station  through 
which the goods enter the Community shall act a~ office of 
departure for a carriage operation which starts outside the 
Community and is to end within the Community. 
No  formalities  need  be  carried  out  at  the  office  of 
departure. 
2.  The customs office for the station of dc.,tlnation shall 
act as office of destmation. If, however, tht· good-. ;trc entered 
for home u~e or placed under another customs procedure at 
an intermediate station, the customs office for that station 
shall act as the office of destination. 
The formalities prescribed by Article 37 shall be carried out 
at the office of destination. 
Carriage in  transit through the Community 
Article 40 
1.  The  customs  offices  which  are  to  act  as  office  of 
departure and office of dt·.,tin:uion for a ctrri.lge operation 
whtl·h .,t;lJ'ts .md '"to end outsidt: the Commun11 y sh.tll he .1-. 
laid down in  Article~ 39 ( 1) and 38 (2) re-;pecuvely. 
2.  No  formalitie~ need  be  carried out at the offices  of 
departure or destination. 
Customs status of goods from third countries or in transit 
Article 41 
Good~ which  are  carried  under  the  prons10ns  of Article 
39 ( 1)  or 40 ( 1)  ~hall  be  considered  as  moving under the 
external  Community  transit  procedure  unless  an  internal 
Community transit document  T 2 L establishing the 
Community status of the goods concerned is  .,ubmitted in 
respect thereof. 
Provisions relating to express packages 
Provisions applicable 
Article 42 
Subject  to the provisions of Article  43.  rhe  provi!'lions  of 
Artide 35 to 41  shall also apply to carriage under cover of an 
International Express Parcels Consignment Note. 
Customs status of goods; use of sheets of the TIEx document 
Article 43 
With respect to carriage operations effected under cover of an 
International Express Parcels Consignment Note: 
(a)  the symbol requued under Article 35 (2) shall be entered 
on sheets 2, 3 and 4 of the International Express Parcels 
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(b)  sheets  2  and  4  of the  International  Expre~" Parcels 
Consignment Note shall, as laid down in Article 37, be 
forwarded  to  the  office  of destination,  which  shall 
forthwith return sheet 2 to the railway .mthoritics after 
stamping it and shall retain sheet 4. 
Provisions relating to goods carried in large containers 
General 
Article 44 
Formalities under the Community transit procedure shall be 
simplified in accordance with Articles 45 to 60 and Article 
61  (3) and (4) for the carriage of goods which the railway 
authorities  effect  by  means  of  large  containers,  using 
transport undertakings as intermediaries and making use of 
Transfer Notes of a type specially devised to be  used as  a 
Community  transit  document  and  referred  to  for  the 
purposes of this Regulation as 'Community Transit Transfer 
Note'.  These operations  include,  where  appropriate,  the 
dispatch of consignments by transport undertakings using 
modes  of  transport  other  than  rail,  in  the  country  of 
consignment  to  the  railway  station  of departure  in  that 
country and in the country of destination from the railway 
station of arrival in that country and any transport by sea in 
the course of the movement between these two stations. 
Definitions 
Article 45 
For  the purposes of Articles  44 to  60 and  Article  61  (  3) 
and (4): 
1.  'transport  undertaking'  means  an  undertaking 
constituted  by  the  railway  authorities  as  a  corporate 
entity of which they are members, such undertak mg being 
set up for the purpose of  carrying goods by me am of large 
containers under cover of Transfer Note"; 
2.  'l.1rgc container' means a dcviu· lor tht"  ~.1rnag(' of good1o. 
that is: 
permanent in  nature, 
specially designed to facilitate the carriage of goods, 
without intermediate reloading by one or more modes 
of transport, 
designed for easy attachment and/  or handling, 
designed in such a way that it can be properly sealed 
when the application of Article 53 requires this, 
of a size such that the area bounded by the four lower 
external angles is  not less than 7 m
2
• 
3.  'Community Transit Transfer Note' means the document 
which comprises the contract of carriage  b~  which the 
transport  undertaking arranges  for  one or more  large 
containers to he carried from a consignor to a consignee in 
international  transport.  The  Community  Transit 
Transfer  Note  shall  be  serially  numbered  in  the  top 
right-hand  corner  to  enable  it  to  be  identified.  This 
number shall  be  made up of six  digits,  three of which 
precede and three of which follow the letters TR. 
The Community Transit Transfer Note shall consist of 
the following sheets, in  numerical order: 
1 :  sheet  for  the  head  office  of  the  transport 
undertaking; 
- 2:  sheet  for  the  national  representative  of  the 
transport  undertaking  in  the  station  of 
destination; 
3 A: sheet for the customs; 
3 B: sheet for the consignee; 
4:  sheet  for  the  head  office  of  the  transport 
undertaking; 
- 5:  sheet  for  the  national  representative  of  the 
transport  undertaking  in  the  station  of 
departure; 
- 6:  sheet for the consignor. 
Each  sheet of the  Community Transit Transfer Note, 
with the exception of sheet No 3 A, shall have a green 
band  approximately  four  centimetres  wide  along  its 
right-hand edge. 
4.  'List of large containers', hereinafter referred to as 'list', 
means the document attached to a Community Transit 
Transfer Note, of which it forms an integral part which is 
intended  to  cover  the  consignment  of  several  large 
containers from the same station of departure to the same 
station  of destination,  at  which  stations  the  customs 
formalities are carried out. 
The list  shall  be  produced  in  the  same  number of 
copies  as  the  Community  transit  transfer  note  to 
which  it  relates.' 
The number of lists shall be shown in  the hox used for 
the  description  of  the  documents  accopanying  the 
Community Transit Transfer Note. Moreover, the serial 
number of the appropriate Community Transit Transfer 
Note shall he entered in the top right-hand corner of each  ,.,  .. 
Legal value of document used 
Article 46 
The Community Transit Transfer Note used by the transport 
undertaking shall be treated as equivalent to: 
(a)  aT 1 declaration or document, as the case may be, for 
goods referred to in Article 1 (2) of Regulation (EEC) 
No 222/77; 
(b)  aT 2 declaration or document, as the case may be, for 
goods referred to in Article 1 (  3) of the aforementioned 
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Control of records; information to be supplied 
Article 47 
1.  In each Member State the transport undert.1king shall, 
for  purposes  of control,  make  available  to  the  customs 
authorities through the medium of  its national representative 
or representatives the records held at its accounting office or 
office  or  at  those  of  its  national  representative  or 
representatives. 
2.  At the request of  the customs authorities, the transport 
undertaking or its national representative or representatives 
shall  communicate  to  them  forthwith  any  documents, 
accounting  records  or  information  relating  to  carriage 
operations already completed or still  being undertaken of 
which those authorities consider they should be informed. 
3.  The  transport  undertaking  or  its  national 
representative or representatives shall inform: 
(a)  the customs office of destination of any  Community 
Transit Transfer Note, sheet 1 of which has heen sent to 
it without a customs stamp; 
(b)  the  customs  office  of departure  of  any  Community 
Transit Transfer Note, sheet 1 of which has not been 
returned to it and in respect of which it has been unable 
to  ascertain  that  the  consignment  has  either  been 
correctly presented to the customs office of destination 
or  been  exported  from  the  Community  to  a  third 
country under Article 55. 
The principal 
Article 48 
1.  For the carriage of goods as referred to in  Article 44 
accepted by the transport undertaking in a Membtr State, the 
railway administration of that Member State shall  be  the 
principal. 
2.  For the carriage of goods as referred to in  Article 44 
accepted by the transport undertaking in a third country, the 
railway administration of  the Member State by way of which 
the goods enter the Community shall be the principal. 
Customs formalities during carriage by  tnl".tm othn 1han  r;lil 
Article 49 
Where customs formalities  have to be carried out during 
carriage by means oth~r than rail to the stat1on of departure 
or from the station of destination, only one large container 
may  be  covered  by  each  Community  Transit  Transfer 
Note. 
Label 
Article 50 
The transport undertaking shall ensure that consignments 
carried under the Community transit procedure are Identified 
by labels bearing a pictogram, a specimen of which is shown 
in Annex VIII. The labels shall be affixed to the Community 
Transit  Transfer  Note  and  to  the  large  container  or 
containers concerned. 
Modification of the contract of carriage 
Article 51 
Where a contract of carriage is  modified so that: 
a  carriage  operation  which  was  to  end  outside  the 
Community ends within the Community, 
a  carriage  operation  which  was  to  end  within  the 
Community ends out~ide the Community, 
the transport undertaking shall not carry out the modified 
contract except with the prior agreement of the office of 
departure. 
Where the contract of  carriage is modified so that the carriage 
operation ends within the Member State of departure, the 
modified contract shall be carried out subject to conditions to 
be determined by  the customs authorities of that Member 
State. 
In all other cases, the transport undertaking may carry out 
rhe modified contract~ it shall forthwith mform the office of 
departure of the modification made. 
Movemement of goods between Member States 
cu~toms status of goods; lists;  waiver of requirement to produce 
Transfer Note at office of departure 
Article S2 
1.  Where a carriage operation starts and is 10 end within 
the Community, rhe Community 1 r.tnstt Tramtcr Note shall 
be produced at the otfice of dep;lrture. 
2.  In  the  case  of  goods  referred  to  111  Article  1 (2)  of 
Regulation (EEC:) No 222177, the office of departure shall 
indicate on sheets 2, 3A and 3B of the Community Transit 
Transfer Note th,H the goods to which it  refers are carried 
under the external Community transit procedure. 
The symbol T  1 shall accordingly be clearly shown in the box 
for customs use of sheets 2, 3A and 3B of the Community 
Transit Transfer Note. ------·  ----- - ---·------------
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3.  Where one or more of the  large  containers  carried 
under cover of a Community Transit Transfer Note contain 
goods referred to in Article 1 (2) of Regubtion (EEC) No 
222177 and where the other large container or containers 
contain  only  goods  referred  to  in  Article  1 (  J)  of that 
Regulation, a reference to the large container or .:ontainers 
containing the goods referred to in Article  l (2) of the said 
Regulation shall be made by the office of departure in the box 
for customs use of sheets 2, 3A and 3B of the Community 
Transit Transfer Note, opposite the symbol T  I. 
4.  When in the case provided for in paragraph 3 lists of 
large containers are used, separate lists must be completed 
for containers containing goods referred to in Article 1 (2) of 
Regulation (EEC) No 222177 and for containers containing 
only goods referred to in Article 1 (3) of that Regulation. 
These lists must bear a  serial number so  that they can he 
identified. A reference to the serial number(~) of the list(~) of 
large containers containing the goods referred to in  Article 
1 (2) of Regulation (EEC) No 222177 is to he entered b) the 
office of departure in the space reserved for customs use on 
sheets 2, 3A and 3B  of the Community Transit Transfer 
Note, opposite the symbol T 1. 
5.  All  sheets of the Community Transit Transfer Note 
shall be returned to the party concerned. 
6.  Each Member State may provide that goods referred to 
in Article 1 (3) of Regulation (EEC) No 222177 may, under 
conditions  which  it shall  lay  down,  be  pl.1ced  under  the 
internal  Community  transit  procedure  without  it  being 
necessary  to  produce  to  the  office  of  departure  the 
Community Transit Transfer Note relating to tho~e goods. 
Production of the said Transfer Note may not, however, be 
waived in  the case of goods covered by  the  provi~ions of 
Title Ill. 
7.  The  Community  Transit  Transfer  Note  ~hall  be 
produced to the customs office - hereinafter referred to as 
the office of destination - at which a declaration is  made 
with a view to the goods in question being entered for home 
usc or placed under some other custom~ procedure. 
Identification measures 
Article 53 
Identification of goods shall be ensured in  accord,mce with 
Article 18  of Regulation (EEC) No 222177.  However, in 
cases where, under Article 52 (6), the Community Transit 
Transfer Note is not produced to the office of departure, the 
customs, having regard to the identification mea..,ures taken 
by the railway authorities, shall not normally ..,eal  the large 
containers. If  customs seals are affixed, the space reserved for 
customs use on sheets 3A and 3B of the Community Transit 
Transfer Note shall be endorsed accordingly. 
Use of sheets of Transfer Note 
Article 54 
1.  The  transport  undertaking  shall  forward  to  the 
customs office  ot destination  sheets  1,  2  and  3A  of the 
Community Transit Transfer Note. 
2.  The office of  destination shall forthwith rt>turn sheets l 
and 2 to the transport undertaking after stampmg them and 
shall retain sheet 3A. 
Carriage of goods to or from third countries 
Carriage to third countries 
Article 55 
1.  Where  a  carriage  operation  starts  within  the 
Community and is to end outside the Community, Article 52 
(1) to (6) and Article 53 shall apply. 
2.  The customs office responsible for the frontier station 
through  which  the  goods  leave  the  terrirory  of  the 
Community shall act as the office of destmation. 
3.  No formalities  need  be  carried  out  at  the  office  of 
destination. 
C;uriagt: from  third t:ountrin 
Article  56 
1.  Where  a  carriage  operation  starts  outc;ide  the 
Community  and  is  to  end  within  the  Community,  the 
customs office responsible for  the frontier station through 
which the goods enter the Communit~· shall act as the office 
of departure. No formalities need be earned out at the office 
of departure. 
2.  The custom~ office to which the gotJds are presented 
shall act as the office of destination. 
The formalities provided for in Article 54 shall be carried out 
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Carriage in  transit through the Community 
Article 57 
1.  Where a carriage operation starts and is to end outside 
the Community, the customs offices which are to act as the 
office of  departure and the office of  destination shall be those 
referred  to  m  Article  56 (  1 )  and  Article  55 (  2) 
respectively. 
2.  No formalities  need  be  carried out at the offices of 
departure or of destination. 
Customs status of goods from third countries or in  transit 
Article 58 
Goods which are carried under Articles 56 (  1) or 57 (  1) shall 
be  considered  as  moving  under  the  external  Community 
transit  procedure  unless  an  internal  Community  transit 
document  T 2 L establishing the Community status 
of the goods concerned is submitted in respect thereof. 
Statistical provisions 
Article 59 
1.  The  railway  authorities  shall,  for  the  purpose  of 
compiling  transit  statistics,  supply  the  department 
responsible for the external trade statistics in the Member 
State of departure with the necessary information regarding 
each Community transit operation in respect of which they 
have acted as principals by virtue of Articles 32 and 48. 
2.  Until such time as a Community procedure has been 
introduced  for  the  purposes  of  the  implementation  of 
paragraph  1 and transmissions of the  information  to  the 
departments responsible for external trade statistic<>  in the 
Member States, other than the Member State of departure, 
whose territory is  crossed  during any  Community  transit 
operation, each Member State shall determine the method 
whereby the national railway authorities are to <>upply  the 
necessary  information  to  the  r<'~pon~ihk  national 
department. 
3.  In the case of carriage operations effected by means of 
large  containers as  referred to in  Articles  44  to  58, each 
,Member  State  may  stipulate  that  the  information ~to  be 
fl'rovided by virtue of paragraphs 1 and 2 sha,ll  relate also to 
carriage by road within the said Member State, to the station 
of  departure  or  from  the  station  of  destination;  such 
information should include mention of any  tr;.mshipments 
carried out  in_  c~:mnection with such carriage operations. 
4.  The railway authorities may  not, for the purpose of 
applying paragraphs 1, 2  and 3, require the consignor to 
supply  any  further  information  in  addition  to  the 
information shown on the International Consignment Note, 
the International Express Parcels Consignment Note or the 
Community Transit Transfer Note except for the names of 
the countries of dispatch I export and of destination of the 
goods carried. 
Other provisions 
Provisions of Regulation (EEC) No 222/77 not applicable 
Article 60 
The provisions of Titles II  and Ill of Regulation (EEC) No 
222177 rendered  negatory  by  this  Chapter,  in  particular 
Article 12 (  3) to (  6). Articles 17 and 23. Article 26 (  1) and 
Article 41  thereof, shall not apply. 
Scope of the normal procedure and of the simplified procedures 
Article 61 
1.  The provisions of Articles 29 to 43 shall not preclude 
the use of the procedure' provided for in  Regulation (EEC) 
No  222177,  in  which  case  Articles  31  :md  33  shall 
nevertheless apply. 
'In the. case  referred to  in  paragraph  1, a reference .to 
2. the Community transit document or documents used 
shall  be  clearly  entered  in  the  box  reserved  for 
particulars  of  accompanying documents  at  the  time 
when  the  Intern.ational  cotlsignment  note  or  the 
International  express  parcels  consignment  note  is 
filled  in.  That reference shall  specify  the type,  office 
of  issul'.  datl'  and  registration  numbl'r  of  each 
document  used.' 
In  addition, sheet 2 of the International Consignment Note 
or of the International Express Parcels Consignment Note 
shall be stamped by the railway authority responsible for the 
la~t  railway  station  involved  in  the  Community  tramit 
operation.  Tht·  .authority  shall  <,tamp  the  dnlUilH'Ill  aftt'r 
ascertaining  that carriagt•  of the  good~ 1s  covered  by  the 
Community transit document or documents referred to. 
3.  When Articles 44 to 58 are applied, the procedure laid 
down in  Regulation (EEC) No 222177 may not be used. 
'4.  Where a Community transit operation is  effected 
under cover  of  a  Community  transit  transfer  note  in 
accordance  with  Articles  44  to  58,  the  International 
consignment  note  used  for  the  operation  shall  be 
excluded  from  the scope  of  Articles  29  to  43,  59,  60 
and 61  ( 1) and (2). The lnte~national consignment note 
shall  bear a clear reference  to  the Community transit 
transfer  note  in  the  box  reserved  for  particulars  of 
accompanying documents. That reference shall include 
the  words  "Transfer  note"  followed  by  the  serial 
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CHAPTER II 
SIMPLIFICATION OF FORMALITIES TO BE  CARRIED OUT 
AT OFFICES OF DEPARTURE AND DESTINATION 
General 
Article 62 
Each Member State may simplify the formalitie~ relating to 
Community transit procedures to be carried out at offices of 
departure and destination within its territory in accordance 
with the following provisions. 
This Chapter shall not, however, apply to goods to which 
Title III applies. 
Formalities at the office of departure 
The authorized consignor 
Article 63 
The customs authorities of  each Member State mav authorize 
any person who fulfils the conditions laid down in Article 63 
and who intends to carry out Community transit operations 
(hereinafter referred  as  'the authorized consignor')  not to 
produce at. the office of  departure either the goods concerned 
or the Community transit declaration in  respect thereof. 
Conditions of the authorization 
Article 64 
1.  The authorization provided for in  Article fl3  ~hall be 
granted only to persons: 
(a)  who frequently consign goods; 
(b)  whose records enable the customs authorities to verify 
their operations; and 
(c)  who, when a guarantee is  required under Community 
transit  procedure,  provide  a  comprehensive 
guarantee. 
2.  Customs authorities may withhold authorization from 
persons  unable  to  offer  the  safeguards  they  consider 
necessary. 
3.  The authorities  may  withdraw the  authorization  in 
particular when an authorized consignor no longer fulfils the 
conditions of paragraph 1 or is  no longer able to offer the 
safeguards referred to in  paragraph 2. 
Content of the authorization 
Article 65 
The authorization  issued  by  the customs authorities shall 
specify  in  particular: 
(a)  the customs office or offices whiCh are authorized offices 
of departure for consignments; 
(b)  the period within which, and the procedure by which, 
the  authorized  consignor  is  to  inform  the  office  of 
departure of the consignments to be sent, in order that 
the office may carry out any necessary controls before 
the departure of the goods; 
(c)  the period within which goods must be produced at the 
office of destination; and 
(d)  the identification measures to be taken. To this end the 
customs authorities may prescribe that the means of 
transport or the package or packages shall bear special 
seals, accepted by the customs authorities and affixed by 
•the authorized consignor. 
Authentication in advance 
Article 66 
1.  The authorization shall stipulate that the box reserved 
for the office of departure on the front of the Community 
transit declaration form: 
(a)  be  stamped in  advance with the stamp of the office of 
departure and be signed by an official of that office; 
or 
(b)  be  stamped by  the approved consignor with a special 
metal stamp approved by  the customs authorities and 
conforming to the specimen in Annex IX. The imprint of 
the stamp may  be preprinted on the forms where the 
printing  is  entrusted  to  a  printer  approved  for  that 
purpose. 
The  authorized  consignor  shall  complete  that  box  by 
indicating the date of consignment of the goods and shall 
allocate to the declaration a number in accordance with the 
rules laid down to that effect in the authorization. 
2.  Customs authorities may prescribe the use  of forms 
bearing a distinctive mark as a means of identification. 
Formalities upon departure of goods 
Article 67 
1.  The authorized consignor shall, not later than the time 
of dispatching the goods, enter on the front of  copies 1, 4 
of  the duly completed Community transit declaration in the 
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within which the goods must be produced at the office of 
destination and of the identification measures applied and 
one of the following endorsements: 
Procedimiento simplificado 
Forenklet procedure 
Vereinfachtes Verfahren 
A7tA.ouot&Uj..I.EVTJ  BtaBucaoia 
Simplified procedure 
Procedure simplifiee 
Procedura semplificata 
Vereenvoudigde regeling 
Procedimento simplificado 
2.  After  dispatch  of the  goods,  copy  I  shall  he  sent 
without  delay  to  the  office  of departure.  The  customs 
authorities may provide, in the authorization, that copy 1 be 
sent to the office of departure as  soon as  the Community 
transit  declaration  is  completed.  The  other  copies  shall 
accompany the goods in accordance with the provisions of 
Regulation (EEC) No 222/77. 
3.  Where the customs authorities of the Member State of 
departure  carry  out  a  control  on  the  departure  of  a 
consignment, they shall record the fact in the box 'Control by 
office of departure' on the front of copies 1 , 4 and 5 of the 
Community transit declaration. 
The principal 
Article 68 
The Community transit  declaration,  duly  completed  and 
endorsed  ciS  specified  in Article 67 (1 ), shall be treated as 
equivalent ro an external Community transit document or an 
internal Community transit document as  the case may be, 
and  the authorized consignor who signed  the declaration 
shall be the principal. 
Waiver of signature 
Article 69 
1.  The customs authorities may authorize the authorized 
consignor  not  to  sign  Community  transit  declarations 
bearing the special stamp referred to in Annex IX and drawn 
up  hy  an electronic or automatic data-processing system. 
Such authorization shall be subject to the conditions that the 
authorized consignor has previously given those authorities a 
written undertaking acknowledging that he is the principal 
for all Community transit operations effected under cover of 
Community transit documents bearing the speci.1l  stamp. 
2.  Community  transit  documents  drawn  up  in 
accordance  with  paragraph  1  shall  contain  in  the  box 
reserved for the principal's singature one of the following 
forms of wording: 
Dispensa de firma 
Frit.tget for underskrift 
Freistellung von der Unterschriftsleistung 
~Ev anartEitm unoypaq>ft 
Signature waived 
Dispense de  ~ignature 
Dispensa dalb firma 
Van ondertekening vriigesteld 
Dispensada a assinatura 
Liability of the authorized consignor 
Article 70 
1.  The authorized consignor shall: 
(a)  comply with the provisions of this Chapter and of the 
conditions of the authorization; and 
(b)  take all necessary measures to ensure the safekeeping of 
the special stamp or of the forms bearing the imprint of 
the stamp of the office of  departure or the imprint of the 
special stamp. 
2.  In  the event of the  misuse  by  any  person of forms 
stamped  in  advance  with  the  stamp  of  the  responsible 
customs office  or with  the  special  stamp, the  authorized 
consignor shall be liable, without prejudice to any criminal 
proceedings, for the payment of duties and other charges 
payable in  a  particular Member State in  respect of goods 
carried under cover of such forms unless he can satisfy the 
customs authorities by whom he was authorized that he took 
the measures required of him under paragraph 1 (b). 
Formalities at the office for destination 
The authorized consignee 
Article 71 
1.  The customs authorities of each Member State may 
dispense with production at the office of  destination of  goods 
transported  under  .1  Community  transit  procedure  when 
goods are intended for  a person who fulfils  the conditions 
laid  down  in  Article  72  (hereinafter  referred  to  as  'the 
authorized consignee') previously authorized by the customs 
authorities of the Member State responsible for the office of 
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2.  In  the case referred to in  paragraph 1, the principal 
shall have  fulfilled  his obligations under the provi-.ions of 
Article  U  (a)  of Regulation (EEC)  No 222/T:' when  the 
copies  of  the  Community  transit  document  which 
accompanied  the  consignment,  together  with  the  goods 
intact, have been delivered within the prescribed period to 
the  authorized consignee at his  premises or at  the  places 
specified  in  the authorization, the identification  measure~ 
having been duly observed. 
3.  The authorized consignee shall at the request of the 
carrier  issue  a  receipt  in  respect  of  each  consignment 
delivered under the conditions of paragraph 2 stating that the 
document and the goods have been delivered. 
Conditions of the authorization 
Article 72 
1.  The authorization referred to in  Article  71  shall  be 
granted only to persons: 
(a)  who frequently receive consignment~  subject to customs 
control; 
and 
(b)  whose records enable the customs authorities to verify 
the operations. 
2.  The customs authorities may withhold authorization 
from  persons unable to offer the safeguards they consider 
necessary. 
3.  The authorization may  be  withdrawn, in  particular 
when an authorized consignee no longer fulfils the conditions 
of paragraph 1 or is  no longer able to offer the safeguards 
referred to in paragraph 2. 
4.  The authorized consignee must comply  wtth  all  the 
conditions  provided  for  in  this  Chapter  and  in  the 
authorization. 
Contents of the authorization 
Article 73 
1.  The authorization issued  by  the cu'>toms  authorities 
shall specify in particular: 
(a)  the customs office or offices which are authorized offices 
of destination for consignments which  the  authorized 
consignee receives; and 
(b)  the period within which, and the prm:edures by which, 
the  authorized  consignee  is  to  inform  the  office  of 
destination of the arrival of the goods, so that thJt office 
may carry out any necessary controls upon arrival of  the 
goods. 
2.  Without prejudice to Article 76, cu!>Loms  authonties 
shall specify in the authorization whether any action by the 
office  of  destination  is  required  before  the  authorized 
consignee may dispose of goods received. 
Obligations of the authorized consignee 
Article 74 
1.  The  authorized  consignee  shall  in  respect  of 
consignments  arriving  at  his  premise~  or  at  the  places 
specified in  the authorization: 
(a)  immediately  inform  the  office  of  destination  in 
accordance  with  the  procedure  laid  down  in  the 
authorization  of  any  excess  quantitie-.,  shortages, 
substitutions or other irregularities such as broken seals; 
and 
(b)  send  without  delay  to  the  office  of destination  the 
copies  of  the  Community  transit  document  which 
accompanied the consignment, indicating the date of 
arrival and the condition of any seals affixed. 
2.  The office of destination shall annotate appropriately 
such copies of the Community transit document. 
Other provisions 
Controls 
Article 75 
Customs  authorities  may  carry  out  upon  authorized 
consignors  and  authorized  consignees  any  controls  they 
consider necessary. The said consignors and consignees shall 
provide all the necessary information and factlities for this 
purpose. 
Exclusion of certain goods 
Article 76 
The customs authorities of the Member State of departure or 
destination may exclude certain categories of goods from the 
facilities provided for in Articles 63  and 71. 
Special case of consignments hy  rail 
Arttcle 77 
1.  When  production  of  the  Community  transit 
declaration at the office of  departure  i~ not required in respect 
of goods referred to in Article 1 (2) of Regulation (EEC) No 
222177  which  are  to  be  dispatched  under  cover  of an 
International Consignment Note, an International Express 
Parcels  Consignment  Note,  or  a  Community  Transit 
Transfer Note, in  accordance with  Articles  2  9 to  61, the 
customs  authorities  shall  take  the  necessary  measures  to 
ensure  that  sheets  1,  2  and  3  of  the  International 
Consignment Note, sheets 2, 3  and 4 of the International 
Express Parcels Consignment Note or sheets 2, 3A and 3B of 
the  Community  Transit  Transfer  Note  bear  the  symbol 
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2.  When  goods  carried  under  Articles  29  to  61  are 
intended  for  an  authorized  consignee,  the  customs 
authorities may provide that, by  way of derogation  from 
Article 71  (2)  and Article 74 (1) (b), sheets 2 and J  of the 
International  Consignment  Note,  sheets  2  and  4  of the 
International Express Parcels Consignment Note or sheets 1, 
2 and 3A of the Community Transit Transfer Note are to be 
delivered direct by the railway authorities or by the transport 
undertaking to the office of destination. 
CHAPTER Ill 
SIMPLIFICATION OF FORMALITIES APPLICABLE TO 
CERTAIN GOODS 
Provisions relating to motorized road vehicles 
Proof of Community status 
Article 78 
Without prejudice to the provisions applicable to temporary 
import  of  road  vehicles,  the  provisions  of  the  Treaty 
regarding  the  free  movement of goods  shall  apply  to  all 
motorized road vehicles registered in a Member State of the 
Community: 
(a)  provided that they are accompanied by their registration 
plates  and  documents  and  that  the  registration 
particulars shown on the registration documents and 
plates  clearly  establish  the  Community status of the 
goods; 
(b)  in  other  cases,  if  an  internal  Community  transit 
document is produced. 
Community transit procedure not compulsory 
Article 79 
The formalities of  the Community transit procedure shall not 
be compulsory for the dispatch of a motorized road vehicle 
registered in  a Member State of the Community which  is 
returned to this Member State by means other than its own 
power provided that it satisfies the conditiom laid down in 
subparagraph (a) of Article 78. 
Provisions relating to certain packings 
Article 80 
1.  The formalities of the Communit}  transit procedure 
shall  not be  compulsory  for  the  dispat~h of the  packings 
defined in paragraph 3 which can be identified as belonging 
to a person established in  a Member State and which  are 
being returned empty after use from another Member State, 
provided that they are declared as Community goods and 
that  there  is  no  doubt  as  to  the  accuracy  of  that 
declaration. 
2.  The provisions of the Treaty establishing theE  uropean 
Economic  Community  relating  to  the  free  movement  of 
goods shall apply to packings which, pursuant to paragraph 
1,  are  carried  without the  formalities  of the  Community 
transit procedure. 
3.  The simplification provided for in paragraph 1 shall be 
granted for receptacles, packings, pallets and other similar 
equipment used for the carriage of goods cons1gned within 
the  Community,  excluding  those  container"  which  are 
defined in Article 1 (b) of the Geneva Customs Convention 
on Containers of 18  May 1956. 
Provisions relating to railway wagons 
Article 81 
Without  prejudice  to  the  provisions  applicable  to  the 
temporary import of railway wagons, the provisions of the 
Treaty regarding the free movement of goods shall apply to 
all  goods  wagons  belonging  to  a  railway  company of a 
Member State of the Community: 
(a)  provided that the  code  number and  ownership  mark 
(distinguishing letters) displayed on them establish their 
Community status beyond all doubt; or 
(b)  in  other  cases,  if  an  internal  Community  transit 
document is  produced. --------------- --------- ---
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TITLE V 
PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE DOCUMENT CERTIFYING THE COMMUNITY STATUS 
OF  GOODS  NOT  MOVING  UNDER  THE  INTERNAL  COMMUNITY  TRANSIT 
PROCEDURE (  T 2 L DOCUMENT) 
CHAPTER 1 
ISSUE  AND USE OF THE DOCUMENT 
Scope 
Article 82 
Document  T 2 L  shall  be  issued  for  goods  falling 
within  Article  1 (3) (a)  and (b)  of Regulation  (EEC)  No 
222177, except for goods: 
(a)  which are intended for export outside the Community; 
or 
(b)  in respect of  which customs export formalities have been 
carried out with a view to the granting of refunds on 
exportation  to  third  countries  under  the  common 
agricultural policy; or 
(c)  in  packagings  which  do  not  fall  within  any  of the 
categories  specified  in  Article  1 (3) (a)  and  (b)  of 
Regulation (EEC) No 222177. 
Condition of direct carriage 
Article 83 
Document  T 2 L  may  be  used  for  the  purpose  of 
certifying the Community status of the goods to which  it 
refers only if such goods are directly transported from one 
Member State to another. 
The following shall be regarded as directly transported from 
one Member State to another: 
(a)  good!; transported without passing through the territory 
of a non-member country; 
(b)  goods transported through the territory of one or more 
non-member countries provided that carriage through 
such countries is covered by a single transport document 
made out in a Member State. 
Conditions of issue; retroactive issue 
Article 84 
1.  Document  T 2 L  shall,  save  as  provided  in 
Articles 88 and 93, be  made out in a single copy. 
2.  Document  T 2 L  and,  where  necessary 
document(s)  T 2 L bis shall he  authenttcated by  the 
customs authorities of the Member State of  departure in box 
C (Office of departure) on these documents, on application 
by the person concerned. The documents shall be returned to 
the  person  concerned  as  soon as  the customs formalities 
connected with the dispatch of  the goods to the Member State 
of destination have been completed. 
3.  When document  T 2 L is  issued  retroactively 
there shall  be entered upon it in  red one of the following 
phrases: 
Expedido a posteriori 
Udstedt efterfolgende 
Nachtraglich ausgestellt 
EKooetv eK  nov ucntprov 
Issued retroactively 
Delivre a posteriori 
Rilasciato a posteriori 
Achteraf afgegeven 
Emitido a posteriori 
Use of loading lists 
Article 85 
1.  Where a  T 2 L document is  to be drawn up in 
respect of a consignment comprising two or more kinds of 
goods, the particulars relating to those goods may be entered 
on one or more loading lists within the meaning of Article 
5 (2), instead of in  boxes 31  'Packages and description of 
goods', 32 'Item No', 33 'Commodity code', 35 'Gross mass 
(kg)',  38  'Net  mass  (kg)'  and,  where  applicable,  44 
'Additional information/ Documents produced/ Certificates 
and authorizations' of the form needed to draw up the 
T 2 L document. 
Where loading lists are used, the boxes in  que'>tion  on the 
T 2 L document shall be barred. 
2.  The upper part of the box referred to in Article 6 (b) is 
intended for the symbol T 2 L; the lower part of that box is 
intended for the customs stamp. 
The column 'Country of dispatch I export' of the loading list 
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3.  The loading list shall be produced in the same number 
of copies as the  T 2 L document to which it relates; 
4.  Where two or more loading lists are attached to one 
T 2 L document, such loading lists shall bear a serial 
number assigned by  the person concerned; the number of 
loading lists attached shall be entered in box 4 'loading lists', 
of the form used to draw up the  T 2 L document. 
Production of document  T  2 L at destination 
Article 86 
1.  Document  T 2 L  shall  be  produced  at  the 
customs office in the Member State of destination where the 
goods are to be placed under a customs procedure other than 
that under which they were carried. 
2.  When the goods have been transported by sea, air or 
pipeline  document  T 2 L shall  be  produced  at the 
customs office at which the goods are placed under a customs 
procedure. 
Control of document  T2L 
Article 87 
Member States shall render one another mutual assistance in 
checking the authenticity of documents  T 2 L and the 
accuracy of the information which they contain. 
Document  T 2 L in triplicate 
Article 88 
1.  Document  T 2 L shall be made out in tnplicate 
in  respect of goods eligible for a refund on exportation to 
third countries under the common agricultural policv which 
arc routed to the  Member State of destination, otherwise 
than by air, in such a way that part of the journey is outside 
the customs territory of the Community. The original and 
one copy shall be returned to the person concerned and the 
second copy  sh~ll be retained by the issuing office. 
A customs office issuing a  T 2 L document in triplicate 
shall  enter on  each  copy  one of the  following  forms  of 
wording: 
Expedido por triplicado 
Udstedt i tre eksemplarer 
In  drei Exemplaren ausgestellt 
EK&tc56J.1Evo  aE -rpi.a  av-rt-ru1ta 
Issued in triplicate 
Delivre en trois exemplaires 
Rilasciato in  tre esemplari 
Afgegeven in drie exemplaren 
Emitido em  tre~ exemplares 
For the purposes of the first subparagraph, goods lo.aded in a 
seaport of a  Member State for  unloading in  a  seaport of 
another Member State shall be deemed not to have left the 
customs  territory  of  the  Community  provided  that  sea 
crossing is covered by  a single  tran~port document. 
2.  The  original  and  the  copy  returned  to  the  person 
concerned  shall  be  produced  to  the  office  referred  to  in 
Article 86. This office shall stamp the copy and return it to 
the  issuing  office  for  verification  purpose!'>;  it  shall  be 
informed  of the  result  thereof  only  if  an  irregularity  is 
established. 
CHAPTER II 
SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURE FOR THE ISSUE 
OF THE DOCUMENT 
The authorized consignor 
Article 89 
The  Customs  authorities  of  each  Member  State  may 
authorize  any  person,  hereinafter  referred  to  as  'the 
authorized consignor', who meets the condiuons set out in 
Article 90 and who intends dispatchmg goods under a 
T 2 L document, to use this document without observing the 
provisions of Article 84 (2). 
Conditions of the authori7.ation 
Articli' 90 
1.  The authorization provided for in  Article 89 shall be 
granted only to persons: 
(a)  who frequently consign goods; 
(b)  who~e records enable the customs authonties to verify 
their operations; 
2.  Customs authorities may withhold authorization from 
persons  unable  to  offer  the  safeguards  they  consider 
necessary. 
3.  The authorities may  withdraw the authorization, in 
particular when an authorized consignor no longer fulfils the 
conditions of paragraph 1 or is  no longer able to offer the 
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Contents of the authorization 
Article 91 
1.  The authorization issued  by the customs authorities 
shall specify in particular: 
(a)  the  customs  office  assigned  to  pre-authenticate  the 
forms used in drawing up  T 2 L  documents as 
prescribed in Article 92 (1) (a); and 
(b)  the manner in which  the authorized consignor shall 
establish that those forms have been properly used. 
2.  The customs authorities shall specify the period within 
which and the manner in which the authorized consignor 
shall notify the responsible customs office so that such office 
may carry out any necessary controls before departure of the 
goods. 
Authentication in advance and formalities upon departure 
Article 92 
1.  The authorization shall stipulate that box C (Office of 
departure) on the front of the forms used in drawing up the 
T 2 L document and, if applicable, document(s) 
T 2 L bis must: 
(a)  be stamped in advance with the stamp of the customs 
office referred to in subparagraph (a) of Article 91  (  1) 
and be signed by an official of that office; 
or 
(b)  be stamped by the authorized consignor with a special 
metal stamp approved by the customs authorities and 
conforming to the specimen in Annex IX. The imprint of 
the stamp may be preprinted on the forms if the printing 
is  entrusted  to  a  printing  works  approved  for  that 
purpose. 
2.  Not  later  than  on  consignment  of the  goods,  the 
authorized consignor shall complete and sign the form.  In 
addition, he shall enter in the box reserved for control by the 
office  of departure the name of the  responsible  customs 
office,  the  date  of  completion  of  the  document,  such 
particulars of export documentation as are required hy  the 
Member  State  of  departure  and  one  of  the  following 
endorsements: 
Procedimiento simplificado 
Forenklet procedure 
V  ereinfachtes Verfahren 
AnA.ouotEUJJ.EVTt  cStacStKaoia 
Simplified procedure 
Procedure simplifiee 
Procedura semplificata 
Vereenvoudigde regeling 
Procedimento simplificado 
3.  The  form,  properly  completed  and  endorsed  as 
specified  in  paragraph  2  and  signed  hy  the  authorized 
consignor,  shall  he  treated  as  equivalent  to  a  document 
certifying the Community status of the goods. 
Obligation to make a copy 
Article 93 
The  authorized  consignor  shall  make  a  copy  of  each 
document  T 2 L  issued  under  this  L"hapter.  The 
customs authorities shall specify the conditions under which 
the copy document shall be produced for purposes of control 
and retained for not less than two years. 
Controls upon the authorized consignor 
rlrtide  94 
Customs  authorities  may  carry  out  upon  author.ized 
consignors  any  controls  they  consider  necessary.  The 
said  consignors  shall  furnish  all  the  necessary 
information  and  facilities  for  this  purpose.' 
Liability of the authorized consignor 
Article 95 
1.  The authorized consignor shall: 
(a)  comply with the provisions of this Chapter and of the 
authorization; and 
(b)  take all necessary measures to ensure the safekeeping of 
the special stamp or of the forms bearing the imprint of 
the stamp of the authenticating office.,, as referred to m 
subparagraph  (a)  of Article  91  (  1  ),  or of the special 
stamp. 
2.  In the event of the misuse by any person of forms which 
are intended for use in drawing up  T 2 I  documents 
and which bear the imprint of the stamp of the custom.-. office 
referred to in  subparagraph (a) of Article 91  :I) or of the 
special  stamp,  then,  without  prejudice  to  .my  nimin.tl 
proceedings, and unle.-,s he can satisfy rhe cu.-,tom'> authoritie'> 
by  whom  he  was  authorized  that  he  took  the  measures 
required  of  him  under  paragraph  1 (b),  the  authorized 
consignor shall be liable for the amount payable in respect of 
duties and other charges which are unpaid in :my .Member 
State in consequence of such misuse. 
Exclusion of certain goods 
Arttcle 96 
The customs authorities of the exporting Member State may 
exclude certain categories of goods and types of traffic from 
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TITLE VI 
FINAL PROVISIONS 
Repeal of certain provisions of Regulation (EEC) 
No 223/77; table of equivalence 
Article 97 
1.  Regulation (EEC) No 223/77 is hereby repealed with 
the exception of Article 1 (3), Article 2 (1), (5) (a) and (d), 
(  6), (9) and ( 10), Article 2a, Articles 10 to 14, Article 15 (2), 
Articles 56 and 57, Articles 61 to 61f and Annexes VI, VI A 
and VI  B. 
2.  References  to  the  prov1s1ons  repealed  shall  be 
construed as references to this Regulation. 
References to the Articles of Regulation (EEC) No 223177 
shall  be  interpreted  in  accordance  with  the  table  of 
equivalence in Annex X. 
Transitional measures 
Article 98 
Procedures  begun,  in  accordance  with  the  prov1s1ons  of 
Regulation (EEC) No 223/77, on 31  December 19S7 at the 
latest will be continued after that date under the conditions 
laid down in that Regulation. 
Article 99 
1.  Guarantors  who,  by  application  of  the  second 
subparagraph  of Article  17 ( 1),  issue  flat-rate  guarantee 
vouchers with limited validity and who at the date of entry 
into force of this Regulation are in possession of vouchers of 
this type bearing the indication provided for before that date, 
may continue to issue these vouchers while stocks last. 
2.  Interested parties who, at the date of entry into force of 
this Regulation, use the transit advice note and the receipt of 
the specimens in force before that date may continue to use 
these forms while stocks last. 
3.  Guarantors who, at the date of entry into force of this 
Regulation issue flat-rate guarantee vouchers of  the specimen 
which was in  force  before that date, may continue to issue 
these vouchers while stocks last. 
4.  Authorized consignors who, at the date of entry into 
force  of  this  Regulation,  use  the  special  stamp  of  the 
specimen which was in force before that date, may continue 
to use this special stamp until 31  December 1992. 
Amendments 
Article 100 
1.  Regulation  (EEC)  No  679185,  as  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2791 I 86,  is  hereby  amended  as 
follows:  in  copy 4  of the specimen single document form 
contained in Annex I and in copy 4 I 5 of the specimen single 
document form  given  in Annex II, in  the 'Important Note' 
which appears under boxes 5 and 6. the figure 4 should be 
inserted  after the  words 'where appropriate· in  the list of 
boxes required to be completed. 
2.  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2855/85,  as  amended  by 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2792186,  ts  hereby  amended  as 
follows: in Annex III, Title I, B,  fourth indent, the figure 4 
should be inserted in the appropriate place in numerical order 
in the list of boxes which may be completed. 
Entry into force 
Article 101 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 19  8 8. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  tn  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  m  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 27 March 1987. 
For the Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President ANN.t.X 1  page  !X-A-53 
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AVISO DE PASO 
GR..£NSEOVERGANGSA  TrEST 
GRENZUBERGANGSSCHEIN 
AEA  110 AIEAEY~EO~ 
TRANSIT ADVICE NOTE 
ANNEX II 
COMMUNITY TRANSIT 
AVIS  DE PASSAGE 
AVVISO D1  PASSAGGIO 
KENNISGEVING V  A:'<l  DOORGANG 
AVISO DE PASSAGEM 
Identification of means of transport:  .. .  .  .. .. .  .  .. .  .  .. .. .  .  .  ..  .. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .. . .  .  .  .  .  .  .. .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .............. ·  .. ·  ·  ·  ·  · ·  ·  ·  ·  · ·  ·  ·  · ·  ·  ·  .. 
TRANSIT DOCUMENT 
Type  (T 1, T 2, T 2 ES 
T  2 PT) and number  Offke of departure 
OFFICE OF TRANSIT Ir\ fE~DED 
(AND  COU~TR  y I; 
r- -----------
I  Date of transit: 
I 
I 
I 
I  ...... . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L  ---
FOR OFFICIAL U':lE 
'l1gnarure 
-------
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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ANNEX III 
COMMUNITY TRANSIT 
RECIBO 
ANKOMSTBEVIS 
EINGANGSBESCHEINIGUNG 
ADOAEI:EH DAPAAABHl: 
RECEIPT 
RECEPISSE 
RICEVUTA 
ONTVANGSTBEWIJS 
RECIBO 
The customs office at  ........................................................................................................ . 
hereby certifies that document T 1, T 2, T 2 ES, T 2 PT (  1) 
Control Copy T No 5 (I) 
registered on  ........  ·  ............................................. under No ............................................... . 
by the office at  ................................................................................................................  . 
has been lodged and that no irregularity has been observed to date concerning the consignment to which 
this document refers. 
Official 
stamp 
( 1 )  Delete as necessary. 
At  ...................................  , on  ......................  19 ........  . 
(Place)  (  D.ue) 
(  ~~~n.ltUrt') 11.1 
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COMMUNITY TRANSIT 
1.  Valid until 
3.  Principal 
(Surname and forename, or name 
of company, and complete address 
and country) 
4.  Guarantor 
(Surname and forename, or name 
of company, and complete address 
and country) 
5.  Guarantee office 
(Complete address and country) 
6.  Guarantee cover 
(in national currency) 
CERTIFICATE OF GUARANTEE 
(recto) 
1  Day 
1 Month 
1  Year 
1 
I  I  I  I  12.  No 
(in figures)  I (in words) 
7.  The guarantee office certifies that the above-named principal is authorized to carry out Community transit operations in the following countries 
(except where deleted): 
BELGIUM 
IRELAND 
8.  Validity extended until 
DENMARK 
ITALY 
I  Day  I Month I  Year  I 
I  I  I  I  inclusive 
GERMANY 
LUXEMBOURG 
At  .................................................... , on ............................................... . 
(Place of signature)  (Date) 
(Signature and stamp) 
GREECE 
NETHERLANDS 
SPAIN 
PORTUGAL 
At  ...................................................  on ......... . 
(Place of signature) 
(Signature and <,tamp) 
FRANCE 
l'NITED 
KINGDOM 
(Date) 
9.  Persons authorized to sign Community transit declarations on behalf of the principal  (verso) 
10.  Surname, forename and  11.  Signature of principal ( *)  10.  Surname, forename and  11.  Signature of principal (,.) 
specimen signature of  specimen signature of 
authorized person  authorized person 
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COMMUNITY 
TRANSIT 
Issued by: 
ANNEX V 
A 000 000 
FLAT-RATE GUARANTEE VOUCHER 
·························t-·································································································--·······--
(Name and address of individual or firm) 
(Undertaking of the guarantor accepted on  ............................................................................  . 
by  the office of guarantee of ..............................................................................................  )  . 
This voucher is valid for an amount of up to 7 000 ECU for one Community transit operauon beginnmg 
not later than  ..................................................................................................................  . 
and in  respect of which  the principal is  ................................................................................  .. 
(Name and address of indtvidual or firm) 
(Signature of princtpal (1 ))  (Signa[ure .md stamp of guaramor) 
( 1 )  Signature optional. 
To be completed by office of departure 
Community  transit  operation  effected  under  document  T 1/  T 2/  T 2 ES IT 2 PT,  registered  on 
................................................  under No .............................................................. by  the 
office at ..........................................................................................................................  . 
(Official stamp)  (Stgnature) 
(recto1 
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ANNEX VI 
YELLOW LABEL 
Goods not fulfilling the conditions laid down in  Articles 9 and 10 of the Treaty establishing 
the European Economic Community 
~--------------------------49mm--------------------------~ 
E 
E 
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,\NNI:X VII 
LIST OF GOODS WHICH WHEN TRANSPORTED GIVE RISE TO AN INCREASE IN THE FLAT-RATE 
GUARANTEE 
Harmomzed 
system 
headmg No 
02.01 
02.02 
ex 02.10 
04.02 
04.05 
04.06 
ex 09.01 
ex 09.01 
09.02 
ex 16.01 
ex 16.02 
ex 16.02 
ex 21.01 
ex 21.01 
ex 21.06 
22.04 
22.05 
ex 22.07 
ex 22.08 
ex 22.08 
ex 24.02 
ex 24.02 
ex 24.02 
ex 24.03 
ex 27.10 
33.03 
2 
-------------------------t-··---- ---
Dt:~cnprion 
.  Quanr1ry 
; Cl)frt:•,pondtng to the 
·  \taml.trd .1mounr 
'  of 7  oon  ECC 
-------------_______________  ___..__ ________ --
Meat of bovine ammal  ... , fresh or chilled 
Meat of bovine animals, frozen 
Meat of bmine animal  ... , salted, in  brine, dned or -.moked 
Milk  and  cream, concentrated or contaming  added  sug.1r  or other 
sweetening matter 
Butter and other fats and oils denved from milk 
Cheese .tnd curd 
Coffee, not roasted, whether or not decaffein.ncd 
Coffee,  ro.t~rcd, whether or not decaffemated 
Tea 
Sausages and similar products of meat, meat offal or blood, of domestiC 
swine 
Other prepared or preserved meat, meat offal or blood, of domestic 
swine 
Other prepared or pre!.erved  meat,  meat offal  or  blood, of bovme 
animals 
Extracts, e~sence and concentrates, of coffee 
Extracts, e~sences and concentrates, of tea 
Food prepar.ltlons not eJ..,cwhere specified or included, contaamng 18% 
or more by  weight of nnlkfats 
Wine of fre-.h  grape.,, including fortifacd wmes; grape must other th.m 
that of head1ng No 20.09 
Vermouth  and other "''ne of fresh  grapes flavoured  with  plants or 
aromati\: <,uostances 
Undenatured  ethyl  alcohol  of an  alcoholic  !>trength  by  volume  of 
80% vol or higher 
Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength br volume of le~s 
than 80% \ol 
Spirits, liqueurs and other ~pirituous beverage~ 
Cigarettes 
Cigarillos 
Cigars 
Smokmg tobacco 
1 
I 
3 000 kg 
3 000 kg 
3 000 kg 
5 000 kg 
3 000 kg 
3  'iOO  kg 
3 000 kg 
2 llOU  kg 
3 000 kg 
4 000 kg 
4 000 kg 
3 000 kg 
1 000 kg' 
1 000 kg 
1 (J00  kg 
15  hl 
15  hi 
3  hl 
~ hi 
'i  hi 
70 ()()()  itl'lll~ 
60 000 items 
25  000 items 
100 kg 
Light and medium petroleum oils and gas oils  l  200 hi 
Perfumes and toilet w.ners  i  5 hi 
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ANNEX Vlll 
LABEL (Articles 33 and 50) 
Colour:  black on green. 
ANNEX IX 
SPECIAL STAMP 
4-----55  mm ----______,..,. 
'I. Coat  of  arms  or  any  other signs  or  letters  characte-
rizing  the  Member State.' 
2.  Customs office 
3.  Number of document 
4.  Date 
5.  Authorized consignor 
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ANNEX X 
TABLE OF EQUIVALENCE 
Regulation (EEC) No 223/77 
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'ANNEX XI 
GUARANTEE WAIVER - UNDERTAKING  BY  THE  PERSON  CONCERNED 
(Article  19a) 
For the purposes of obtaining the guarantee waiver for  internal Community transit operations which he/she 
carries  out  in  his/her capacity  as  principal,  the  undersigned  undertakes,  with  regard  to  the  Community 
transit operations in  respect of which he/she is  in  fact  granted the guarantee waiver  provided  for  in  Article 
40a of Regulation (EEC)  No 222/77, to  pay, upon the first  application in writing by  the competent authori-
ties of the Member States and without being able to defer payment beyond a period of 30 days  from.the date 
of application, any sums requested by reason of  infringements or irregularities commited in the course of or 
in  connection with such Community transit operations, including duties, taxes, agricultural levies and other 
charges as  resards principal or further liabilities, expenses and incidental charges, unless he/she or any other 
person concerned establishes, before the expiry of that period, to the satisfaction of the competent authori-
ties, that the Community transit operation was conducted without any infringement or irregularity as  referred 
to  above. 
The competent authorities may, upon request of the undersigned, and for any reasons recognized to be valid, 
defer the period within which the undersigned is  obliged  to pay  the  requested sums beyond a period of  30 
days  from  the date of application for  payment. The expenses incurred, from granting this additional period, 
and in  particular any interest, must be calculated in such a way  that the amount is  equivalent to  that which 
would  be  charged  to  that  end  on  the  money  market  or  financial  market  in  the  State  concerne~. 
Done  in  duplicate  at  .....................................  ,  on .................................... . 
Signature  of  the  person  concerned 
ACCEPTANCE  BY  CUSTOMS 
Signature  and  stamp ..• - ----·---
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'ANNEX XII 
COMMUNITY TRANSIT - GUARANTEE  WAIVER  CERTIFICATE 
1.  Valid  unttl 
3.  Principal 
(Surname and forename.  or name ot company. 
· lull address and country) 
4.  Customs authorities granting the 
guarantee watver 
(Name. full address and  country) 
Day  I Month  I  Yaar  12.  Number 
5.  It is  hereby certified that  the  above-named principal  has  been  granted a  guarantee watver for  the  mternal  Community transit operations whtch he/sne  cames 
out from  any  Member State  of departure. 
The guarantee waiver does  not apply to  Communtly transtt operattons  tnvolvtng  goods 
a)  the total value  of which  exceeds 50000 ECUs. 
or 
b)  whtch are listed in Annex VII  to  Regulation  (EEC)  N° 1062/8 7. 
6.  Period  of validity extended unttl 
I  "''  I .... I ''" I tnclustve. 
Place and  date: 
Signature and  stamp  of Customs: 
Place  and  date: 
Signature  and stamp of Customs: Edition  N•  3  of  31.12.1988  I  page  IX-A-65 .4 
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7  Persons authorized  to  sign  internal  Community  transit declarations  on  behalf  of  the  princtpal. 
8  •. Surname. forename  and specimen  1.  Signature  of. principal (•)  8.  Surname. forename  and spectmen  9.  Stgnature  of principal  (•)  I  signature  of authorized parson  stgnature  of authorized person 
. 
_j -·------·---
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of 18  Septe~ber 1987 
on  the  docu~ents to  be used  for  the  purpose of  i~ple~enting Co~~unity 
~easures entailing verification of the use and/or destination of goods 
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THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having regard to  Council Regulation (EEC) No 222/77 of 
13  December  1976  on  Community  transit (1),  as  last 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1674/87 (2),  and  in 
particular  Article  57  thereof, 
Whereas Commission Regulation (EEC)  No 223/77 of 22 
December 1976 on provisions for  the implementation of 
the Community transit procedure and for certain simplifi-
cations of  that procedure (3),  as  last amended by Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  3399/85 (4),  introduced  a special  copy of 
the Community transit document referred  to  as  'Control 
Copy  T 5'  which,  when  duly  endorsed  by  the  customs 
authorities,  furnishes  proof that the  conditions  provided 
for or prescribed as to the use and/or destination of goods 
have  been  complied  with ; 
Whereas  the provisions  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  223/77 
on  Control  Copy  T 5  have  been  supplemented  several 
times; 
Whereas, in the context of the consolidation of the provi-
sions  for  the  implementation  of  the  Community transit 
procedure  and  certain  simplifications  of  that  procedure, 
the  provisions  of Regulation  (EEC)  No 223/77 with  the 
exception of those concerning the Control Copy T 5 have 
been  repealed  by- Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
1  062/87 (5) ; 
Whereas,  in  view  of  their specific  nature,  it  has  proved 
necessary to incorporate the provisions relating to Control 
Copy T 5 in a Regulation separate from  the consolidating 
Regulation ; 
Whereas  the  abovementioned  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
222/77  was  amended  by  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
( 1)  OJ  No  L 38,  9.  2.  1977,  p.  L 
(2)  OJ  No  L  157,  17.  6.  1987,  p.  1. 
(3)  OJ No  L 38,  9.  2.  1977,  p.  20. 
(4)  OJ No L 322,  3.  12.  1985,  p.  10. 
(")  OJ  No  L  1~7, 22.  4.  1987,  p.  1. 
1901/85 (')  so  as  to  provide  for  the use  both  in  external 
and internal Community transit procedures of  the single 
document form  introduced by Council Regulations (EEC) 
No  678/85 f) and  (EEC)  No  679/85 (8),  as  amended  by 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2791/86 (
9
); 
Whereas the Control Copy T 5 form should be aligned as 
closely  as  possible  on  the  specimen  single  document 
form; 
Whereas it is  therefore appropriate, in view of the present 
Regulation,  to  repeal  the provisions  of  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  223/77  which  remain  applicable ; 
Whereas the measures provided for  in this Regulation are 
in accordance with  the opinion of  the Committee on the 
Movement  of  Goods, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
Where  implementation  of  a  Community  measure  is 
subject  to  proof  that  the  conditions  prescribed  by  that 
measure  as  to  the  use  and/or  destination  of  goods 
imported  into,  exported  from,  or  moving  within  the 
Community have been complied with, such proof shall be 
furnished by  production of Control Copy T 5.  A Control 
Copy T 5  is  a completed form  T 5,  accompanied, where 
appropriate, by one or more forms T 5 his, in the circum-
stances referred to in Article 7, or by one or more loading 
lists T 5, in the circumstances referred to  in Article 8 and 
9. 
.  2.  Any  person  who  signs  a  Control  Copy  T 5 within 
the meaning of  paragraph  1 shall  be  required  to  put the 
goods  described  in  that  document  to  the  declared  use 
and/or dispatch  the  goods  to  the  declared  destination. 
(')OJ No  L  179,  11.  7.  1985,  p.  6. 
f) OJ  No  L 79,  21.  3.  1985,  p.  1. 
(')  OJ  No  L 79,  21.  3.  1985,  p.  7. 
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Article  2 
The forms  on which Control Copy T 5 is drawn  up shall 
correspond  to  the specimens contained  in Annexes  I,  II 
and  Ill. 
Control Copy T 5 shall be issued and used in accordance 
with  the  provisions  of  Articles  5 to  14. 
Article 3 
1.  The  paper  used  shall  be  pale  blue,  dressed  for 
writing purposes and weight at least 40  g/m
2
•  It shall be 
sufficiently opaque for the information on one side not to 
affect  the legibility of  the information on the other side. 
Its  strength shall  be  such that in normal  use  it does  not 
easily  tear  or  crease. 
2.  The  sizes  of  the  forms  shall  be : 
(a)  210  x  297 mm for form T 5 (Annex  I)  and form  T 5 
bis (Annex II), a tolerance in the length of  - 5 or + 
8  mm being  allowed. 
(b)  297  x  420  mm  for  loading  lists  T 5  (Annex  III),  a 
tolerance  in  the  length  of  - 5 or  +  8  mm  being 
allowed. 
Article 4 
The Member  States  may  require  that  Control  Copy T 5 
forms  show  the  name  and  address  of  the  printer,  or a 
symbol  enabling  the  printer to  be  identified. 
Article  5 
Control Copy T 5 shall be drawn up in one of the official 
languages  of  the Community which  is  acceptable  to  the 
competent authorities of the Member State of departure. 
The  competent  authorities  of  another  Member  State  in 
which  such  a document  is  presented  may,  as  necessary, 
require  a translation into the official  language, or one of 
the  official  languages,  of  that  Member  State. 
Article  6 
1.  Control Copy T 5 shall be completed by  typewriter 
or by a mechanographical or similar process. It may also 
be filled in legibly by hand, in ink and in block capitals. 
The  form  shall  contain  no  erasures  or overwriting.  Any 
alterations  shall  be  made  by  crossing  out  the  incorrect 
particulars and, where appropriate, adding those required. 
Any alterations made in this way shall be initialled by the 
person  making them and expressly authenticated by  the 
competent  authorities. 
2.  In  addition,  Control  Copy  T 5  may  be  completed 
using an  automatic reproduction process instead of any of 
the  processes  referred  to  in  paragraph  1.  It may  also  be 
produced  and  completed  simultaneously  by  this  means 
provided that the provisions as  regards the specimens, the 
paper,  the  size,  the  language  used,  the  legibility,  the 
prohibition  of  erasures  and  overwriting  and  as  regards 
amendments  are  strictly  obs~rved. 
Article  7 
1.  The competent customs authorities of each Member 
State may allow undertakings established in their territory 
to  supplement  a  Control  Copy  T 5  with  one  or  more 
continuation sheets T 5 his  in  cases  where  all  the forms 
relate to a single consignment of goods, which are  loaded 
on one single  means of  transport,  and are  destined  for  a 
single  consignee  and  a  single  use  and/or destination. 
2.  The  number  of  continuation  sheets  T 5  his  used 
shall be shown  in box 3 of  the Control Copy T 5 which 
they accompany. The registration  number of the Control 
Copy T 5 shall be shown in the box for  registration parti-
culars  of  each  continuation  sheet  T 5  his.  The  total 
number of packages covered by the Control Copy T 5 and 
the T 5 his continuation sheets shall be shown in box 6 of 
the  Control  Copy T 5. 
Article  8 
1.  The competent customs authorities of each Member 
State may allow undertakings established in their territory 
to  supplement,.a  Control  Copy  T 5  with  one  or .more 
loading lists T 5 giving the particulars normally shown in 
boxes  31,  33,  35,  38,  100,  103  and  105  of  form  T 5, 
provided that all  the forms  relate  to a single consignment 
of goods which are loaded on a single means of transport 
and are  destined  for  a single  consignee  and  a single  use 
and/or destination. 
2.  Only the front of the loading list T 5 form  may  be 
used.  Each  item  shown  on  loading  list  T 5  shall  be 
preceded by a serial  number and all  the  particulars indi-
cated  in  the  column  headings  shall  be  supplied. 
A horizontal  line shall be  drawn  after the  last entry and 
the remaining unused spaces  crossed  through  so  that no 
subsequent additions can  be  made. The total  number o.f 
packages  containing the goods  listed  and  the  total  gross 
and net mass of those goods shall be shown at the foot of 
the  appropriate  columns. 
3.  Where loading lists  T 5 are  used,  boxes  31, 33, 35, 
38,  100,  103  and  105  of  the Control  Copy T 5 to  which 
they refer shall be crossed through and the Control Copy 
may  not  be  accompanied  by  a  form  T 5  his. 
4.  The number of loading lists T 5 used shall be shown 
in box 4 of Control Copy T 5. The registration number of 
the Control Copy T 5 shall be shown in  the box for regis-
tration  particulars  of  each  loading  list  T 5.  The  total 
number of  packages  covered  by  the various  loading lists 
shall  be  shown  in  box  6  of  the  Control  Copy  T 5. ------------ ------- - ------··--
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Article  9 
1.  The  authorization  referred  to  in  Article  8  (1)  may 
allow  undertakings whose  records  are  based  on an  elec-
tronic or automatic data-processing system to use loading 
lists T 5 completed by such data-processing system which, 
although  they include  all  the  particulars  provided  for  in 
the  list as  printed in Annex III, do  not comply with all 
the conditions of Articles 2, 3, 4 and 6 and that of Article 
8 (2)  as  regards the requirement that each item shown on 
the  list  must  be  preceded  by  a  serial  number.  · 
These lists must, however, be designed and completed in 
such a way that they can be used without difficulty by the 
customs  and  other  authorities  in  question. 
2.  The  authorization  shall  be  granted  only  to  those 
undertakings  which  offer  the  safeguards  considered 
appropriate  by  the  customs  authorities. 
The undertaking to which the authorization is given shall 
be liable in the event of any fraudulent use by any person 
of  loading  lists  which  it  draws  up. 
1.  Control Copy T 5 and, where appropriate, continua-
tion sheets T 5 his  or loading lists T 5 shall be  made out 
by  the person concerned in one original and at least one 
copy,  each  of  which  must bear the  original  signature of 
the  person  concerned. 
2.  Control Copy T 5 and, where appropriate, continua-
tion sheets T 5 his or loading lists T 5 shall, as  regards the 
description of goods and any additional information, show 
all  the  particulars  required  by  the  provisions  relating  to 
the  Community  measure  imposing  the  control. 
3.  When goods  are  not entered  under a  Community 
transit  procedure,  the  Control  Copy  T 5  must  bear  a 
reference to the document relating to the procedure used. 
4.  The Community transit document or the document 
relating to  the  procedure  used  must  bear a  reference  to 
the  Control  Copy  or Copies  T 5  issued. 
Article  11 
1.  When the Community transit procedure is  used, the 
Control  Copy T 5 shall  be  issued  by  the office  of depar-
ture. The competent customs office  of  the Member State 
of  destination  shall  carry out, or cause  to  be  carried  out 
under its  reponsibility,  the  control  as  to  the  use  and/or 
destination  provided  for  or  prescribed. 
2.  The office of departure shall keep a co·py of Control 
Copy  T 5. 
3.  The original  of  Control  Copy T 5  shall  accompany 
the goods  under the same  conditions  as  the  documents 
relating  to  the  procedure  used. 
4.  Without  prejudice  to  the  application  of  the  provi-
sions  of  Article  26  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  222/77,  the 
original  of  Control  Copy  T 5  shall,  after  appropriate 
endorsement  by  the  competent  customs  office  in  the 
Member  State  of  destination,  be  sent  forthwith  to  the 
address  shown  under the  heading  'Return  to'. 
Article  12 
Where goods subject to  control as  to  use  and/or destina-
tion are not placed under a Community transit procedure, 
a Control Copy T 5 shall  be  prepared in respect of such 
goods in addition to  the document relating to  the proce-
dure  used.  The  control  copy  shall  be  issued  and  used 
subject  to  the  conditions  laid  down  in  Article  11. 
Article  13 
Any  person  who  delivers  a  Control  Copy  T 5  and  the 
consignment  to  which  that  document  related  to  the 
competent customs office of the Member State of destina-
tion may, on request, obtain a receipt drawn up on a form 
corresponding  to  the  specimen  provided  for  in  Article 
1 (4)  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1062/87. 
The  receipt  may  not  replace  Control  Copy  T 5. 
Article  14 
1.  In the case  of a consignment of goods  accompanied 
by  a  Control  Copy  T 5,  the  customs  authorities  of  the 
Member  States  may,  as  an  exceptional  measure,  permit 
such  consignment  and  the  Control  Copy  T 5  to  be 
divided before completion of the procedure for which the 
form  was  issued.  Consignments resulting from  such divi-
sion  may  not  themselves  be  further  divided. 
2.  The  provisions  of  paragraph  1  shall  be  without 
prejudice  to  the  application  of  Community measures  to 
products from  intervention which  are  to  be  subjected  to 
control of use and/or destination and which are  processed 
in  another Member State  before  being put  to  their final 
use  or reaching  their  final  destination. 
3.  The  division  referred  to  in  paragraph  1  shall  be 
carried  out under the  conditions set out in  paragraphs  4 
to  7  below.  Member States  need  not apply  these  condi-
tions  in  cases  where  all  the  consignments  which  result 
from  the division are to be put to  their final  use  or are  to 
reach  their final  destination  in  the  Member  State  where 
the  division  takes  place. 
4.  The  office  at  which  the  division  takes  place  shall 
issue,  in  accordance with  the provisions of Article  10,  an 
extract  Control  Copy  T 5  for  each  part  of  the  divided 
consignment, using for this purpose a Control Copy T 5. --------------------------
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Each  extract  shall  contain  the  additional  information 
shown on the initial Control Copy T 5 and give, amongst 
those particulars, the net mass of the goods to which that 
extract  applies.  Each  extract  shall  show  in  box  1  06  the 
registration  number, date and office and  country of  issue 
,  of  the  initial  Control  Copy T 5,  using one of  the  follo-
wing  forms  of  wording : 
- Extracto  del  ejemplar de  control:  ............................ . 
(numero,  fecha,  aduana  y  pais  de  expedicion) 
- Udskrift  af  kontroleksemplar :  ................................... . 
(nummer,  dato,  udstedende  toldsted  og  land) 
- Auszug  aus  dem  Kontrollexemplar :  ......................... . 
(Nummer,  Datum,  ausstellende  Zollstelle  und  Land) 
- An6crna.crJ.La.  'tOU  a.vttn'>nou  Eltyxou:  ................... . 
(apt8J16~ TlJJ.EpoJJ.TlVW,  'tMroVeiO  Kat  xropa  EK86aerog 
- Extract  of  control  copy :  ............................................  . 
(Number,  date,  office  and  country  of  issue) 
- Extrait  de  I' exemplaire  de  controle :  ........................ . 
(numero,  date,  bureau  et pays  de  delivrance) 
- Estratto  dell'esemplare  di  controllo:  .........................  . 
(numero,  data,  ufficio  e  paese  di  emissione) 
- Uittreksel  uit  controle-exemplaar :  ............................ . 
(nummer,  datum,  kantoor  en  land  van  afgifte) 
- Extracto  do  exemplar  de  controlo :  .......................... . 
(numero,  data,  estancia  aduaneira,  pais  de  emissao) 
5.  The office where  the division takes place shall state 
on  the  initial  Control  Copy T 5 that the form  has  been 
divided. It shall do  this by entering one of the following 
statements in the 'control of use and/or destination' box: 
- ... (numero)  extractos  expedidos  - copias  adjuntas 
- ... (antal)  udstedte  udskrifter - kopier  vedfsjet 
- . . . (Anzahl)  Ausziige  ausgestellt  - Durchschriften 
liegen  bei 
- . . . (  apt.8J.L6~) eKoo8l:vta.  a.nocr1tacrJ.La'ta.  - OUVTJJ.L-
J.Ll:va  a.vtiypa.<pa. 
- . . . (number)  extracts  issued  - copies  attached 
- . . . (nombre)  extraits  delivres  - copies  ci-jointes 
- ... (numero)  estratti  rilasciati  - copie  allegate 
- ... (aantal)  uittreksels  afgegeven  - kopieen  bijge-
voegd 
- ... (quantidade)  extractos  emitidos  - c6pias  juntas 
The  initial  Control  Copy T 5  shall  be  returned  without 
delay to  the address shown under the heading 'Return to', 
accompanied  by  the  copies  of  the  extracts  issued. 
6.  The originals of the extract Control Copies T 5 shall, 
together  with  the  documents  relating  to  the  procedure 
used, accompany each part of the divided consignment. 
7.  The competent customs office  in  the Member State 
of  destination  of  the  parts  of  the  divided  consignment 
shall carry out, or cause to be carried out under its respon-
sibility,  the,  control  as  to  the  use  and/or  destination 
provided  for  or  prescribed.  It  shall  return  the  extracts 
endorsed in accordance with Article  11  (4)  to  the address 
shown  under  the  heading  'Return  to'. 
Article  15 
1.  Control  Copy  T 5  may  be  issued  retroactively  on 
condition  that: 
- the person concerned is not responsible. for the failure 
to apply for or to issue that document when the goods 
were  dispatched, 
- the person concerned furnished proof that the Control 
Copy T 5 relates to  the goods in respect of which the 
dispatch  or export  formalities  were  completed, 
- the  person  concerned  produced  the  documents 
required  for  the  issue  of  the  Control  Copy  T 5, 
- it  is  established  to  the  satisfaction  of  the  competent 
customs  authorities  that  the  retroactive  issue  of 
Control Copy T 5 cannot give  rise  to  the securing of 
financial benefits which would not be due considering 
the transit procedure which  may have  been used,  the 
customs status of the goods and their use and/or desti-
nation. 
2.  Where  Control  Copy  T 5  is  issued  retroactively,  it 
shall bear in red one of the following forms of wording : 
- Expedido  a  posteriori 
- Udstedt  efterfelgende 
- Nachtraglich  ausgestellt 
- EKoo8l:v  EK  nov  ucr'ttprov 
- Issued  retroactively 
- Delivre  a  posteriori 
- Rilasciato  a  posteriori 
- Achteraf  afgegeven 
- Emitido  a posteriori 
Moreover,  the  person  concerned  shall  enter  on  such 
Control Copy T 5 the identity of  the means  of  transport 
by which the goods were dispatched, the date of departure 
and,  if  appropriate,  the  date  on  which  the  goods  were 
produced  at  the  office  of  destination. 
3.  A  Control  r.opy  T 5  issued  retroactively  may  be 
endorsed by the competent customs office of the Member 
State of destination only where that office establishes that 
the  goods  covered  by  the  document  in  question  have 
been used for  the purpose and/or have  reached the desti-
nation  provided  for  or  prescribed  by  the  Community 
measure  on  the  importation,  exportation  or  movement 
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Article  16 
By way of derogation from Article 1 and unless otherwise 
stipulated  in  the  provisions  relating  to  the  relevant 
Community measure,  each  Member State  shall  have  the 
right to require that proof that the goods have  been used 
for  the  purpose  and/or  have  reached  the  destination 
provided  for  or  prescribed  be  furnished  in  accordance 
with a national procedure provided that the goods do not 
leave  its  territory before  they have  been  used  as,  and/or 
have  reached  the  destination,  prescribed. 
Article  17 
The customs authorities of each Member State may autho-
rize  persons complying with the conditions laid down  in 
Article  19,  hereinafter  referred  to  as  'authorized  consig-
nors' who intend to consign goods in respect of which a 
Control  Copy T 5 must be  made  out,  not to  produce .at 
the office of departure either the goods concerned or the 
Control  Copy T 5  in  respect  thereof. 
Article  18 
The authorized consignor shall bear all the consequences, 
in  particular  the  financial  consequences,  of  any  errors, 
omissions or other faults in the Control Copies T 5 which 
he  draws  up and in  the  performance  of  the  procedures 
incumbent upon  him  under the  authorization  provided 
for  in  Article  17. 
Article  19 
1.  The authorization proyided for in Article 17 shall be 
granted  only  to  persons: 
(a)  who  frequently  consign  goods ;  and 
(b)  whose records enable the customs authorities to verify 
their operations. 
2.  Customs  authorities  may  withhold  authorization 
from  persons unable to offer the safeguards they consider 
necessary. 
3.  The authorities  may withdraw the authorization, in 
particular, when an authorized consignor no longer fulfils 
the conditions laid down in paragraph  1 or is  no longer 
able  to  offer  the  safeguards  referred  to  in  paragraph  2. 
4.  Where the issue of Control Copy T 5 is  conditional 
upon  a  guarantee  being  provided,  Member  States  shall 
take appropriate measures to ensure that such guarantee is 
provided. 
Article  20 
The authorization issued by the customs authorities shall 
specify  in  particular : 
(a)  the  customs  office  or  offices  which  are.  authorized 
offices  of departure  for  consignments; 
(b)  the period within which, and the procedure by which, 
the  authorized  consignor  is  to  inform  the  office  of 
departure  of  the  consignments  to  be  sent,  in  order 
that  the  office  may  carry  out any  necessary  controls 
before  the  departure  of  the goods ; 
(c)  the  period within which goods  must  be  produced  at 
the  office  of  destination ;  and 
(d)  the  identification  measures  to  be  taken. To this  end 
the customs authorities may prescribe that the means 
of  transport  or the  packages  shall  bear special  seals, 
accepted by the customs authorities and affixed by the 
authorized  consignor. 
Article  21 
1.  In addition to the particulars specified in Article 20, 
the authorization  referred  to  in Article  17  shall  stipulate 
that the box reserved for the use of the office of departure 
on  the  front  of  Control  Copy T 5  shall : 
(a)  be stamped in advance with the stamp of  the office of 
departure and be signed by an official  of  that office ; 
or 
(b)  be stamped by the authorized consignor with a special 
metal stamp approved by the customs authorities and 
corresponding to  the specimen shown  in Annex IV ; 
the imprint of the stamp may be  pre-printed on the 
forms  where  the  printing  is  entrusted  to  a  printing 
works  approved  for  that  purpose. 
The authorized consignor shall complete the said box by 
stating  the  date  of  consignment of  the  goods. 
2.  Customs authorities may prescribe the use  of forms 
bearing a distinctive mark as a means of identification. 
Article  22 
1.  The  authorized  consignor  shall,  not  later  than  the 
time of consigning the goods, enter on the front  of  the 
duly  completed  Control  Copy  T 5,  in  the  box  headed 
'Control  by  office  of  departure',  the  identification 
measure~ applied and the references  to  the export docu-
ment as  required by the  Member State  of  consignment, 
together with, in so  far  as  is  necessary,  particulars of  the 
time limit for  production of the goods at  the competent 
customs  office  in  the  Member  State  of  destination,  and 
one  of  the  following  endorsements : 
- Procedimiento  simplificado 
- Forenklet  procedure 
- Vereinfachtes  Verfahren 
- AnA.ouo'tEUflEVTJ  otaotKaoia 
- Simplified  procedure 
- Procedure  simplifiee 
- Procedura  sem  plificata 
- Vereenvoudigde  regeling 
- Procedimento  simplificado. 
2.  After  consignment,  the  authorized  consignor  shall 
forthwith send a copy of Control Copy T 5,  together with 
any special document on the basis of which Control Copy 
T 5 was  drawn  up,  to  the  office  of  departure. Ed i t i on  No  2  of  .  "'  31.1.88  I  page  IX-A-74 
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3.  When the customs authorities of  the Member State 
of  departure  carry  out  a  control  on  the  departure  of  a 
consignment, they shall endorse the 'Control by office of 
departure'  box  on  the  front  of  the  Control  Copy T 5. 
4.  A Control Copy T 5 duly completed and containing 
the particulars specified in paragraph  1 and signed by the 
authorized consignor shall be deemed to  have  been isued 
by  the  office  of  departure  which  carried  out  the  prior 
authentication  of  the  form  in  accordance  with  Article 
21  (1)(a), or which is  named in the imprint of the special 
stamp referred  to  in Article  21  (1) (b),  for  the  purpose of 
providing  proof that  the goods  referred  to  therein  have 
been  used  for  the  purpose specified  and/or reached  the 
destination  prescribed. 
Article  23 
1.  The authorization  consignor shall : 
(a)  comply with the conditions laid down in this Regula-
tion  and  the  authorization ; and 
(b)  take all  necessary measures  ~o ensure the safekeeping 
of  the  special  stamp  or  of  the  forms  bearing  the 
imprint of the stamp of the office of departure or the 
imprint of  the  special  stamp. 
2.  In  the  event  of  misuse  by any  person  of  Control 
Copy T 5  forms  stamped in advance  with  the stamp of 
the  office  of  departure  or with  the  special  stamp,  the 
authorized consignor shall be liable, without prejudice to 
any criminal proceedings, for  the payment of duties and 
other  charges  which  have· not  been  paid  and  for  the 
repayment  of  any  financial  benefits  which  have  been 
wrongly  obtained  following  such  misuse  unless  he  can 
satisfy  the  customs  authorities  by whom  he was  autho-
rized  that he took  the  measures  required  of  him  under 
paragraph  1 (b). 
Article  24 
1.  The  customs  authorities  may  authorize  the  autho-
rized  consignor  not  to  sign  Control  Copy  T 5  forms 
bearing  the  imprint of  the  special  stamp  referred  to  in 
Article  21  (1) (b)  which  have  been drawn  up by  an  elec-
tronic or automatic data-processing system. This authori-
zation  shall  be subject  to  the condition  that  the  autho-
rized  consignor has  previously given  those  authorities  a 
written  undertaking  acknowledging  that  he  is  liable, 
without  prejudice  to  any  criminal  proceedings,  for  the 
payment of any duties and other charges which have not 
been paid and for the repayment of any financial benefits 
which  have  been  wrongly obtained following  the  use  of 
Control  Copy  T 5  forms  bearing  the  imprint  of  the 
special  stamp. 
2.  Control  Copy  T 5  forms  drawn  up  in  accordance 
with paragraph 1 shall contain, in the box reserved for the 
signature  of  the  declarant,  one  of  the  following  state-
ments: 
- Dispensa  de  firma 
- Fritaget  for  underskrift 
- Freistellung von  der  Unterschriftsleistung 
- 6.&v  a1tat  -r&h'at  U1toypaq>'li 
- Signature  waived 
- Dispense  de  signature 
- Dispensa  della  firma 
- Van  ondertekening vrijgesteld 
- Dispensada  a  assinatura 
Article  25 
A table of equivalence between the Articles and Annexes 
of this Regulation and those of repealed Regulation (EEC) 
No 223/77  is  given  in  Annex  V. 
In  all  Community . instruments  in  which  reference  is 
made  to  the  relevant Articles  or Annexes. of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No 223/77, such references shall be deemed to be 
references  to  the  corresponding Articles  or  Annexes  of 
this  Regulation. 
Article  26 
Authorized consignors using a special  stamp of the type 
referred to in Annex XV  to  Regulation (EEC)  No 223/77 
at  the  time when  this  Regulation  comes into  force  may 
continue  to  use  that  special  stamp  until  31  December 
1992. 
Article  27 
Control Copies T 5 issued in conformity with the provi-
sions  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  223/77  on  or  before  31 
December  1987  shall  continue  to  be  effective  after  that 
date. 
Article  28 
Regulation  (BE C)  No  1062/87  is  hereby  amended  as 
follows: 
1.  Article  22  (1)  is  replaced  by  the  following : 
'1.  When the goods referred  to  in Article 20 (1)  are 
not placed under a Community transit procedure, the 
customs  office  at  which  the  formalities  required  for 
dispatching  them  were  completed  shall  require  the 
Control Copy T 5 provided for in Article  1 of Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No 2823/87 to  be  drawn  up.  The person 
concerned shall enter in box  104 of  that copy one of 
the  statements  provided  for  in Article  21,  depending 
on  the  case.' 
(1)  OJ  No  L  270,  23.  9.  1987,  p.  1' 
2.  The second subparagraph of Article  25 (1)  is  replaced 
by the  following : 
'By way of derogation from the provisions of Article 11 
of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 2823/87,  the  original  of  the 
Control  Cop]  T  5 shall  accompany  the goods  to  the 
competent office of the Member State of destination.' 
3.  Article  28  (a)  is  replaced  by  the  following : 
'(a)  shall be without prejudice to the application of the 
provisions of Articles  1 to  16  of Regulation (EEC) 
No  2823/87 ;'. .-.------
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4.  Article  97  is  replaced  by  the  following : 
'Repeal of Regulation (EEC)  No 223/77 ; table of 
equivalence 
Article  97 
1.  Regulation (EEC) No 223/77 is hereby repealed. 
2.  References  to  the  repealed  Regulation  shall  be 
construed as  references to this Regulation or to  Regu-
lation  (EEC)  No  2823/87 
References  to  the  Articles  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
223/77  shall  be  interpreted  in  accordance  with  the 
tables of equivalence in Annex X hereto and in Annex 
V  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2823/87'. 
Article  29 
This Regulation shall enter into force on 1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  18  September  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President ANNEX I  page  IX-A-77 
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31  Packages 
and 
description 
of goods 
2 Consignor/Exporter 
0 
No 
8  Consignee 
14  Declarant/Representative  No 
IMPORJANT  NOTE 
This original must accompany ltle goods and be lodged 
- in the  case of goods to  be  exported, with the  Customs office of exit from ltle customs 
territory of ltle Community, 
- in  oltler  cases,  wilt!  ltle  competent  Customs  office  in  the  Member  State  of  destination. 
Marks and numbers -Container No(s) -Number and kind 
r----------------
1 
I  T5 
3  Forms  4  loading listsl 
I  I 
5  Items  6  Total packages  7  Reference  number 
1
--------
NOTES  CONCERNING 
Box  104:  Enter  [~where  applicable 
Box  105:  Enter type, senal number,  date of issue  and  name of 1ssumg aultlority. 
Box  109:  Enter type, number,  date of registration  and  name of Customs office 
15  Country of dispatch/export 
Tilbagesendes  111 
tmorpcnto ci<;: 
Renvoyer a: 
Terugzenden  aan 
17  Country  of  destmallon 
Zurucksenden an. 
Return to 
Rinviare a: 
Oevolver a: 
l
32  Item  33  Commodity  Code  I  ~X  X 
J  No  1  ~~~ 
XXXXXXXXX 35  Gross mass  (kg)  ><XXX 
XXXXXXXXX  ><XXX  xxxxxxxxx  xxxx 
XXXX XX  XXXX;r-38-Ne-t  m-a-ss-(k-g)---k;x XX  X  xxxxxxxx  xxxx  xxxxxxxxx  xxxx 
40  Previous document 
--------+----------------------------------------~----.... 41  Supplementary units  ~
xxxxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxxx  ADDITIONAL  INFORMATION 
1  05  Licences  I 
106  Further 
particulars 
100  (For national use) 
104  USE  AND/OR  DESTINATION 
0  Exit from ltle customs territory of ltle CommunitY 
0  Supply to the following international organisation : 
0  Oltler (specify): 
107  legislation applicable 
D  CONTROl  BY  OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE 
Result: 
Seals affixed : Number: 
identity· 
T1me limit (date): 
Signature: 
1  08  Attached documents 
1  03  Net quantity (kg or litres) in words 
0  Supply for victualling 
0  Supply to  the  ............................................... ..  .. ....  (natim 
forces  in ........................................................................................................  (Member. 
1  09  Administrative or customs document 
Stamp:  11 0 Place and  date 
Signature and name of declarant/representative. ---------- --
E FOR  USE  BY MEMBER  STATE  OF  DEPARTURE 
~  CONTROL OF  USE  AND/OR  DESTINATION 
Doodshav:::n~b:.~ra: ~  =~a:::)on  ............................................................................... . 
(date) 
D  have not received 118 use and/or deslina1lon declarad overleaf. 
D  have received the use and/or destination declared OV8fle8f only as regards the quantities entered below: 
Remarks: 
Place and date:  Signature: 
---- --------------------
page  IX-A•78 
r 
Returned aftllr registration under 
No 
S1amp: EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY 
>  A. 
Q 
u  .... 
Q 
a:  ... 
2 Consignor/Exporter 
D 
8 Consignee 
No 
I A  OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE 
P---------------
15 
page  IX-A-79 
3  Forms  4  Loading listsl 
I  I 
5 Items  6 Total paciages  11iielerence number- - - - - -
NOTES  CONCERNING 
Box  104:  Enter IX] where applicable. 
Box 105:  Enter type, serial  number, date of 1ssue and name  of issumg authority. 
Box  109:  Enter type,  number,  date of registratiOn  and name  of Customs office. 
3E~------------------------------------------~--------------------~ 
0  14  Declarant/Representative 
u  .... 
Q 
> 
No  15  CountJy of dispatch/export 
17  CountJy  of destination 
A. ~----------------------------------------------~  Q 
u 
31  Packages 
and 
description 
of goods 
Marks and numbers · Container No(s) · Number and kind  l
32  Item  33  Commodity  Code  I  ~X  X  X  X 
J
No  I  XXXX 
xxxx 
------+x-x_x  __  x_x_x  __  x_x_:~+-35--Gr-os~sm-a-ss-(k-g)~--~x~x~xxxx 
xxxxxxxx~  xxxxxx 
XXXXXXXX~r------------LXXXXXX 
xxxxxxxx~  38  Net mass  (kg)  xxxxxx 
xxxxxxxx~  xxxxxx 
xxxxxxxx~  xxxxxx 
40  Previous document 
-----t--------------------------------------------__,..  41  Supplementary units  ~
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxx  ADDITIONAL  INFORMATION 
1  D5  licences I 
106  Further 
particulars 
100  (For national use) 
104  USE  AND/OR  DESTINATION 
D  Exit from the customs territory of the Community 
D  Supply to the following international organisation: 
0  Other (specify): 
1  07  Legislation applicable 
D  CONTROL  BY  OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE 
Result: 
Seals affixed:  Number: 
identity: 
Time limit (date): 
Signature: 
1  08  Attached documents 
1  03  Net quantity (kg or litres) in words 
D  Supply lor victualling 
D  Supply to the  ...................... ........... ..........  ........... .  .  ........ .  .  ......................................... (nationality) 
forces in .................................................................................................................... (Member State) 
1  09  Administrative  or customs document 
Stamp:  11 0 Place and date: 
Signature and name of declarant I  representative : page  IX-A-80 
E  FOR  USE  BY MEMBER  STATE  OF  DEPARTURE ANNEX II  I A  OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY  I 
2 Consignor/Exporter  No  T  5  BIS 
page  IX-A-81 
D  I 
3 Forms  ~XX  XXXI  I.  XXX~~  xxxx  ---------
IMPORTANT  NOTE  ORIGINAL  OF  CONTROL  COPY 
The  goods  shown  on  this  form  must  rece1ve  the  use  an/or  destmat1on  declared  in  box  104 
NOTE  CONCERNING  BOX  105 
of the form T  5 to which this form  must be  attached. 
Enter type,  serial  number.  date  of 1ssue and  name  of  1ssumg authonty 
31  Packages  Marks and numbers · Container No(s) · Number and  kind  l32 Item  33  Commodity  Code 
I 
~xxxx 
and  J  No  I  xxxx 
descriptiOn  xxxx 
of goods  .  fXXXXXXXXX  35  Gross mass  (kg)  XXX XXX 
fXXXXXXXXX  XXX XXX 
f><xxxxxxxx  XXX XXX 
f><xxxxxxxx  38  Net mass  (kg)  XXX XXX 
fxXXXXXXXX  XXX XXX 
P<xxxxxxxx  XXX XXX 
40  Previous document 
41  Supplementary  umts  ~xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
A D D I T I· 0 N A L  INFORMATION  xxxxxxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
100  (For natiOnal  use)  103  Net quantity  (kg  or htres) m  words 
1  05  L1cences 
31  Packages  Marks and  numbers · Container No(s) · Number and kind  l32  Item  33  Commodity  Code 
I 
~xxxx 
and  J  No  _j  xxxx 
descnpiiOn  xxxx 
of goods  i><XXXXXXXX  35  Gross mass (kg)  ~xxxxx 
fxXXXXXXXX  !XXX XXX 
f><XXXXXXXX  P<xxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx 38  Net mass  (kg)  XXX XXX 
xxxxxxxxx  xxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx  xxxxxx 
40  Prev10us  document 
41  Supplementary  umts  ~xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
ADDITIONAL  xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
INFORMATION  xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
100  (For nat1onal  use)  1  03  Net quantity  (kg  or l1tres) m  words 
105  L1cences 
31  Packages  Marks and numbers · Container No(s) · Number and  kind  ~32 Item  33  Commodity  Code 
I 
~xxxx 
and  J  No  I  xxxx 
description  xxxx 
of goods  ~xxxxxxxx  35  Gross  mass  (kg)  XXX XXX 
xxxxxxxxx  XXX XXX 
xxxxxxxxx  xxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx 38  Net mass  (kg)  XXX XXX 
xxxxxxxxx  XXX XXX 
xxxxxxxxx  XXX XXX 
40  Previous  document 
41  Supplementary unns  ~xxxxxxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
ADDITIONAL  INFORMATION  xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
100  (For national  use)  103  Net quantity  (kg  or htres) m  words 
105  Licences 
110  Place and  date 
Signature  and name of declarant I representative: I A OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY  I 
2 Consignor/Exporter  No  T  5  BIS 
page  IX-A-83 
D  I 
3 Forms  ~XXX~~  I 
xxxx  xxxx  ---------
COPY  OF  CONTROL  COPY 
IMPORTANT NOTE 
The  goods  shown  on  this  form  must rece1ve  the  use  an I  or  destmat1on  declared  in  box  104 
NOTE  CONCERNING  BOX  1  05 
of the form T  5  to which this form  must be  attached. 
Enter type, serial  number.  date of issue and name ohssuing authority. 
31  Packages  Marks and numbers · Container No(s) · Number and kind  l32  Item  33  Commodity  Code 
I 
~XXX>< 
and  J  No  I  XXX>< 
description  XXX>< 
of goods  xxxxxxxxx 35  Gross mass (kg)  XXX XX>< 
xxxxxxxxx  XXX XX>< 
xxxxxxxxx  XXXXX>< 
xxxxxxxxx 38  Net mass  (kg)  XX XXX>< 
xxxxxxxxx  XX XXX>< 
xxxxxxxxx  XX XXX>< 
40  Previous document 
41  Supplementary units  sxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
ADDITIONAL  INFORMATION  xxxxxxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
100  (For national use)  1  03  Net quantity  (kg  or fitres)  in words 
105  licences 
31  Packages  Marks and numbers · Container No(s) · Number and kind  132  Item  33  Commodity  Code 
I  txxxx 
and  J  No  I  xxxx 
description  xxxx 
of goods  ~xxxxxx~~  35  Gross mass  (kg)  ~xxxxx 
~xxxxxxx  XX XXX 
P<xxxxxxx.x  ~xxxxx 
P<xxxxxxx><  38  Net mass  (kg)  P<XXXXX 
~XXXXXXX><  P<xxxxx 
P<xxxxxxx.x  ~xxxxx 
40  Previous document 
41  Supplementary units  ~xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
ADDITIONAL  INFORMATION  xxxxxxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
100  (For national  use)  103  Net quantity (kg  or litres) m  words 
105  licences 
31  Packages  Marks and numbers -Container No(s) · Number and kind  e2 Item  33  Commodity  Code 
I 
~xxxx 
and  J  No  I  xxxx 
description  xxxx 
of goods  xxxxxxxxx 35  Gross mass  (kg)  XXX XXX 
xxxxxxxxx  XXX XXX 
xxxxxxxxx  XXX XXX 
xxxxxxxxx 38  Net mass  (kg)  xxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx  XXX XXX 
xxxxxxxxx  XXX XXX 
40  Previous  document 
41  Supplementary units  ~xxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
ADDITIONAL  INFORMATION  xxxxxxxxxxxxxx  xxxxxxxxxxx><xx 
100  (For national use)  1  03  Net quantity (kg  or litres) in words 
105  Licences 
11 0 Place  and date· 
Signature and name of declarant/representative: page  IX-A-85 E
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 15 June 1987 
concerning the conclusion of  a Convention between theE  uropean Community, the Republic of 
Austria,  the  Republic of Finland,  the  Republic of ·Iceland,  the  Kingdom of Norway, the 
Kingdom of Sweden and the Swiss Confederation on a common transit procedure 
(87/415/EEC) 
- O.J.  No  L 226  of  13  August  1987,  p.  1  -
MODIFICATIONS 
1.  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1811/88  of  23  June  1988 
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THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIFS, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Artide  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commi.,sion, 
Whereas  the  conclusion  of a  Convention  with  Austria, 
Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland with a 
view to introducing a  common transit procedure in  trade 
between  the  Community  ans  those  countries,  as  well  as 
between those countries themselves, must enable the carriage 
of  goods in the context of  such trade to be simplifted; whereas 
it  is  therefore appropriate to approve such a Convention; 
Whereas  this  Convention  falls  within  the  framework  of 
follow-up  action  to  the  Joint  Declaration  made  in 
Luxembourg on 9 April1984 by the Ministers of  the Member 
States  of  the  Community,  the  European  Free  Trade 
Association (EFT  A)  and the Commission expressing their 
political will to extend cooperation between the Community 
and those countries 'with the  aim  of creating  a  dynamic 
European economic space of benefit to their countries', 
HAS  DECIDED AS  1-jLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The  Convention  between  the  European  Economic 
Community,  the  Republic  of  Austria,  the  Republic  of 
Finland, the Republic of Iceland, the Kingdom of Norway, 
the Kingdom of 5weden and the Swiss  Confederation on a 
common transit procedure is  hereby approved on behalf of 
the Community. 
The text of the Convention is  attacheJ to thi.;;  Decision. 
Article 2 
The Community shall be represented in the jomt committee 
provided  for  in  Article  14  of  the  Convention  by  the 
Commission, assisted by the representatives o!  the Member 
States. 
Article 3 
The President of the Council is hereby authori1ed to deposit 
the instrument of acceptance provided for in Article 22 of the 
Convention. 
Done at Luxembourg, 15 June 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
P.  DE  KEEk.SMAEKER ---,....,.,~------ -----··--------- ---· -· 
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CONVENTION ON A COMMON TRANSIT PROCEDURE 
THE  REPUBLIC  OF AUSTRIA,  rill  REPUBLIC  OF rJNI AND, TfiF  Rl:PUBLIC  OF ICI LAND.  I Ht 
KINGDOM Ol·  NORWA't', HIL KJI'\(;DOM  OJ-.  ~WEDEl\:, II IE  ~WI~~ CONFEDERATION, 
hereinafter called the EFT  A countries, 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, 
hereinafter called the Community, 
CONSIDERING the Free Trade Agreements between the Community and each of the EFT  A countries, 
CONSIDERING the Joint Declaration  calling  for  the  creation  of a  European economic space,  adopte,i  b) 
Ministers of the EFT  A countries and the Member States of the Community and the Commtssion of the European 
Communities in Luxembourg on 9 April 1984, especially wtth regard to simplification of border formalities and 
rules of origin, 
CONSIDERING the Convention on the simplification of formalities in trade in  goods, concluded between the 
EFT  A countries and the Community, introducing a single administrative document for use in  such trade, 
CONSIDERING that the use of  thi!> single document within the framework of a common transit procedure for the 
carriage of goods between the Community and the EFT  A countries and between the EFT  A countries them~ekes 
would lead to simplification, 
CONSIDERING that the mo~t appropri.1te way of achieving this aim would be to extend to those EFTA countries 
which do not apply it the transit procedure which currently applies to the carnage of goods within the Community, 
between the Community and Austrra and Switzerland, and between Austna and Switzerland, 
CONSIDERING also the Nordic transit order applied between Finland, Norway and Sweden. 
HAVE DECIDED to conclude the tollowing Convention: 
General provisions 
Article 1 
1.  This Convention lays down measures for the carriage 
of goods in transit between the Community and the EFT  A 
countries as well as between the EFTA countries themselves, 
including, where applicable, goods transhipped, reconsigned 
or warehoused, by introducing a common transit procedure 
regardless of the kind and origin of the good  .... 
2.  Without prejudice to the provisions of this Convention 
and  in  particular  those  concerning  guarantees,  goods 
circulating within the Community are deemed to be placed 
under the Community transit procedure. 
3.  Subject to the provisions of Articles 7 to 12 he low, the 
rules governing the common transit procedure are set out in 
Appendices I and II to this Convention. 
4.  Transit declarations  and  transit documents  for  the 
purposes of the common transit procedure shall conform to 
and be made out in accordance with Appendix Ifl. 
Article 2 
1.  The common  transit  procedure shall  hereinafter  be 
described as the T 1 procedure or the T 2 procedure, a~ the 
case may be. 
2.  The T 1 procedure may be applied to any goods carried 
in  accordance with Article  1. paragraph 1. 
3.  The  T 2  procedure  shall  apply..lo  goods  carried  in 
accordance with Article 1, paragraph 1': 
(a)  in  the  Community, only  when  the  goods  satisfy  the 
conditions laid down in Articles 9 and 10 of the Treaty 
establishing the European Economic Community and 
have not been subject to customs export formalities for 
the grant of  refunds for export to countnes, not Member 
States  of the  Community,  pursuant  to  the  common 
agricultural policy or when the goods wme under the 
Treaty  establishing  the  European  Coal  and  Steel 
Community and are, under the terms of that Treaty, in 
free  circulation  within  the  Community  (Community 
goods); r--~--~~--- ---~~-
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(b)  in an EFTA country, only when the good  ...  have .1rrived 
in that EFT  A country under the T 2 proc•_ dure .md are 
reconsigned under the special conditions laid down in 
Article 9 below. 
4.  The special conditions laid down in this ( onvemion in 
respect of placing goods under the T 2 pron·dwe shail .1pply 
also  to  the  issue  of  T 2 L  document~  c-_Ttifying  the 
Community status of goods and goods coveP·d  by  1 T 2 L 
document shall be treated in the same way as goods ..:arried 
under the T 2 procedure, except that the T 2 L dtlcument need 
not accompany the goods. 
Article 3 
1.  For the purposes of this Convention, the term: 
(a)  'transit' shall mean a customs procedure under which 
goods  are  carried,  under  customs  control,  from  a 
customs office in one country to a custom~ office in the 
same or another country over at least one fronrier; 
(b)  'country',  shall  mean  any  EFT  A  country  and  any 
Member State of the Community~ 
(c)  'third country' shall mean any Statt· which  j., neither an 
EFT  A  country  nor  a  Member  State  of  the 
Community. 
2.  In  the  application  of  the  rules  laiJ  down  in  this 
Convention  for  the  T 1  or  T 2  procedure,  the  EFTA 
countries, and the Community and its Member States, shall 
have the same rights and obligations. 
Article 4 
1.  This  Convention  shall  be  without  prejudice  to  the 
application of any other international agreement ~.-oncerning 
a transit procedure, in particular the TIR procedure or the 
Rhine manifest, subject to any limitations to such application 
in  respect of the carriage of goods from  one point in  the 
Community to another point in the Community and to any 
limitations  to the  issue  of T 2 L documents certifying  the 
Community status of goods. 
2.  This Convention shall be  without prejudice abo to: 
(a)  movements  of  goods  under  a  temporary  admission 
procedure; and 
(b)  agreements concerning frontier traffic. 
Article 5 
In  the  absence of an  agreement  between  the  Contracting 
Parties and a third country whereby goods moving between 
the  Contracting Parties  may  be carried  across  that  third 
country under the T 1 or T 2 procedure, such  ;l  procedure 
shall apply to goods carried across that third country tmly if 
the carriage across that country is effected unJer cover of a 
single  transport document drawn up  in  the  territory of a 
Contracting Party and the operation of that  procedure is 
suspended in  the territory of the th1rd countn. 
Article 6 
Provided that the implementation of any measures applicable 
to the goods is ensured, countries may, within the T 1 or T 2 
procedure, mtroduce simplified procedures for certain types 
of traffic by means of bilateral or multilateral agreements. 
Such agreements shall be notified to the Commission of the 
European  Communities  which  shall  inform  the  other 
countries. 
Implementation of the transit procedure 
Article 7 
1.  Subject to any special provisions of this Convention, 
the competent customs offices of the  EFT  A countries are 
empowered to assume the functions of offices of departure, 
offices  of  transit,  offices  of  destination  and  offices  of 
guarantee. 
2.  The competent customs offices of  the Member States of 
the  Community  shall  be  empowered  to  issue  T 1  or T 2 
documents for transit to an office of destination situated in an 
EFTA  countr).  SubJeCt  to  any  special  provi-;ions  of this 
Convention,  they  shall  also  be  empowered to issue  T 2 L 
documents for goods consigned to an EFTA country. 
~  ... 
3.  ·where  several  consignments  of goods  are  grouped 
together and loaded on a single means of transport, within 
the meaning of Article 16, paragraph 2, of Appendix I, and 
are dispatched as a groupage load by one principal in a single 
T 1 or T 2 operation, from  one o(fice of departure to one 
office  of  destination  for  delivery  to  one  consignee,  a 
Cohtracting Party may require that those consignments shall, 
save in  exceptional, duly justified cases, be included in one 
single T 1 or T 2 declaration with the corresponding loading 
lists. 
4.  Notwithstanding the requirement for thl' Community 
status of good~ to he  certified  where applicahle, a  person 
completing export formalities at the frontier customs office 
of a  Contracting Party shall  not be  required  to place the 
goods  consigned  under  the  T 1  or  the  T 2  procedure, 
irrespective of the customs procedure under which the goods 
will  be placed at the neighbouring frontier customs office. 
5.  Notwithstanding the requirement for the Community 
status of goods to he certified vo.-"here  applicable. the frontier 
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formalities  are  completed may  refuse  to  place  the  goods 
under the T 1 or T 2 procedure if that procedure is to end at 
the neighbouring frontier customs office. 
Article 8 
No addition, removal or substitution may be made in the case 
of goods forwarded under cover of aT  1 or T 2 document, in 
particular when consignments are split up, transhipped or 
bulked. 
Article 9 
1.  Goods which are brought into an EFT  A country under 
the  T 2  procedure  and  may  be  reconsigned  under  that 
procedure shall remain at all times under the control of the 
customs authorities of that country to ensure that there is no 
change in their identity or state. 
2.  Where  such  goods  are  reconsigned  from  an  EFTA 
country after having been placed,  in  that EFTA country, 
under  a  customs  procedure  other  than  a  transit  or  a 
warehousing  procedure,  no  T 2  procedure  may  be 
applied. 
This provision shall, however, not apply to good-. \Vhich are 
admitted temporarily to be shown at an exhibition, fair or 
similar public display and which have received no treatment 
other than that needed for their preservation in their original 
state or for splitting up consignments. 
3.  Where goods are reconsigned from an EFT  A country 
after  storage  under  a  warehousing  procedure,  the  T 2 
procedure  may  be  applied  only  on  the  following 
conditions: 
that the goods have·not been warehoused over a period 
exceeding five  years; however, as regards goods falling 
within  Chapters 1 to 24 of the Nomenclature for  the 
Classification of  Goods in Customs Tariffs {International 
Convention on the Harmonized Commodity Description 
and Coding System of 14 June 1983 ), that period shall be 
limited to six months, 
that the goods have been stored in special spaces and have 
received  no treatment other than that needed for their 
preservation in  their original state, or for  splitting up 
consignments without replacing the packaging. 
that  any  treatment  has  taken  place  under  customs 
supervision. 
4.  Any T 2 otT  2 L document issued by a customs office of 
an EFT  A country shall bear a reference to the corresponding 
T 2 or T 2 L document under which the goods arrived in that 
EFT  A  country and shall  include  all  special  endorsements 
appearing thereon. 
Article 10 
1.  Except where otherwise provided for in  paragraph 2 
below or in the Appendices, any T 1 or T 2 operation shall be 
covered by a guarantee valid for all countries involved in that 
operation. 
2.  The provisions of paragraph 1 shall not prejudice the 
right: 
(a)  of Contracting Parties to agree among themselves that 
the guarantee shall be waived for T 1 or T 2 operations 
involving only their territories; 
(b)  of a Contracting Party not to require a gu.1rantee for the 
part of a  T 1 or T 2  operation  between  the office  of 
departure and the first office of transit. 
3.  For the purposes of the flat-rate guarantee as provided 
for in Appendices I and II to this Convention, the ECU means 
the total of the following amounts: 
0,719  German mark, 
0,0878  Pound sterling, 
1,31  French franc, 
140  Italian lire, 
0,256  Dutch guilder, 
3,71  Belgian franc, 
0,14  Luxembourg franc, 
0,219  Danish krone, 
0,00871  Irish pound, 
1,15  Greek drachma. 
The value of the ECU in a given currency shall be equal to the 
sum of the exchange values in that currency of the amounts 
set out above. 
Article 11 
1.  As  a general rule, identification of the goods shall be 
ensured by  sealing. 
2.  The following shall be sealed: 
(a)  the  space  containing  the  goods,  \'l.'hen  the  means  of 
transport  has  already  been  approved  under  other 
customs  regulations  or  recognized  by  the  office  of 
departure as  suitable for sealing; 
(b)  each individual package in  other cases. 
3.  Mean-; of transport may be recognized a-.  suitable for 
scaling on condition that: 
(a)  seals can be simply and effectively affixed to them; 
(b)  they are so constructed that no goods can be removed or 
introduced without leaving visible traces of tampering 
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(c)  they contain no concealed spaces where goods may be 
hidden; 
(d)  the spaces reserved for the load are readily accessible for 
customs inspection. 
4.  The office of departure may dispense with sealing if, 
having regard to other possible measures for identification, 
the description of  the goods in the T 1 or T 2 declaration or in 
the  supplementary  documents  makes  them  readily 
identifiable. 
Article 12 
1.  Until a procedure has been agreed for the exchange of 
statistical informatien to ensure that the EFTA countries and 
the Member States of  the Community have the dat  .1 necessary 
for the preparation of their transit statistics, an additional 
copy of the copy No 4 of the T 1 and T 2 documents shall be 
supplied  for  statistical  purposes unless  not  required  by  a 
Contracting Party: 
(a)  to the first office of transit in each EFT  A country; 
(b)  to the first office of transit in the Community in the case 
of goods which are the subject of a T 1 or T 2 operation 
commencing in  an EFT  A country. 
2.  However, the additional copy referred to above shall 
not  be  required  when  the  goods  are  carried  under  the 
conditions laid down in  Chapter I of Title IV  of Appen-
dix II. 
3.  The principal or his authorized representati'>e sh.tll, at 
the  request  of the  national  departments  responsible  for 
transit statistics, provide any information relating to T 1 or 
T 2 documents necessary for the compilation of statistics. 
Administrative assistance 
Article 13 
1.  The customs authorities of the countries concerned 
:,hall  furnish  each  other  with  any  information  at  their 
disposal which is of importance in order to verify the proper 
application of this Convention. 
2.  Where  necessary,  the  customs  authoritie'>  of  the 
countries concerned shall communicate to one another all 
findings,  documents,  reports,  records of proceedings  and 
information  relating  to  transport  operations  carried  out 
under the T 1 or T 2 procedure as well as to irregularities or 
infringements in  connection with such operations. 
Furthermore, where necessary, they  shall  communicate to 
one another all findings relating to goods in respect of which 
mutual  assistance  is  provided  for  and  which  have  been 
subject to a customs warehousing procedure. 
3.  Where irregularities or infringements are suspected in 
connection with goods which have been  brought into one 
country  from  another country or have  passed  through  a 
country or have been stored under a warehousing procedure, 
the customs authorities of the countries concerned shall on 
request  communicate  to  one  another  all  information 
concerning: 
a)  the conditions under which those goods were carried: 
whatever the way  in  which they were reconsigned, 
where they arrived under cover of a T 1. T 2 or T 2 L 
document  in  the  country to  which  the  request  is 
addressed, or 
whatever the way in which they arrived, where they 
were reconsigned under cover of a T 1 , T 2 or T 2 L 
document from the country to which the request is 
addressed: 
b)  the conditions of any warehousing of those goods where 
the~  arrived  in  the  country  to  which  the  request  is 
addressed  under cover of a  T 2  or T 2 L document or 
where they were reconsigned from  that country under 
cover of a T 2 or T 2 L document. 
4.  Any request made under paragraphs 1 to 3 shall specify 
the case or cases to which it  refers. 
5.  If  the  customs  authority  of  a  country  requests 
assistance which it would not be able to give if requested, it 
will draw attention to that fact in the request. Compliance 
with  such  a  request  will  be  within  the  discretion  of the 
customs authority to whom the request is  made. 
6.  Information obtained in accordance with paragraphs 1 
to 3 shall be used solely for the purposes of this Convention 
and shall  be  accorded the same protection by  a  receiving 
country as is afforded to information of like nature under the 
national law of that country. Such information may be used 
for  other  purposes  only  with  the  written  consent  of the 
customs authorit}  which  furnished  it  and  subject  to  any 
restrictions laid down by that authority. 
The Joint Committee 
Article 14 
I.  A Joint Committee is hcr<'by esLthlishcd in  wh1ch each 
Contracting Party to this Convention shall  be  rl'presented. 
2.  The Joint Committee shall act by  mutual agreement. 
3.  The Joint Committee shall  met't whenever necessary 
but at least once a year. Any Contracting Party may request 
that a meeting be held. 
4.  The Joint  Committee  shall  adopt  its  ov. n  rules  of 
procedure  which  shall,  inter alia,  contain  provisions  for 
convening meetings and for the designation of the chairman 
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5.  The  Joint  Committee_ may  decide  to  set  up  any 
sub-committee or working party that can assist it in carrying 
out its duties. 
Article 15 
1.  It shall be the responsibility of the Joint Committee to 
administer  this  Convention  and  ensure  ib  proper 
implementation.  For  this  purpose,  it  shall  be  regularly 
informed by the Contracting Parties on the experiences of  the 
application of this Convention and make recommendations, 
and in the cases provided for in paragraph 3, it  shall take 
decisions. 
2.  In particular it shall recommend: 
(a)  amendments  to  this  Convention,  other  than  those 
referred to in paragraph 3; 
(b)  any other measure required for its application. 
3.  It shall adopt by decision: 
(a)  amendments to the Appendices; 
(b)  amendments of the definition of the ECU as  -;et out in 
Article 10 (3); 
(c)  other amendments to this Convention made necessary 
by amendments to the Appendices; 
(d)  measures  to  be  taken  under  Article  28  (2)  of 
Appendix I; 
(e)  transitional  measures  required  in  the  cast·  of  the 
accession of new Member States to the Community. 
Such  decisions shall  be put into effect  hy  the Contracting 
Parties in accordance with their own legislation. 
4.  If,  in  the  Joint  Committee,  a  representative  of  a 
Contracting Party has aq::epted  a  decision  subject  to  the 
fulfilment of constitutional requirements, the deci~ion shall 
enter into force, if no date is contained therein, on the first 
day of the second month after the lifting of the reservation is 
notified. 
Mi!tcellaneous and final provision.. 
Article 16 
Each Contracting Party shall take appropriate mensurt.·s  w 
ensure that the provisions of this Convemion ;Jre effectively 
and harmoniously applied, taking into account the need to 
reduce as far as possible the formalities imposed on operators 
and the need to achieve mutually satisfactory solutions of  any 
dtfficulties  arising  out  of  the  operation  of  those 
provisions. 
Article 17 
·The Contracting Parties shall keep each other inform(:d of the 
provisions which they adopt for the implementation of this 
Convention. 
Artzcle  18 
The  provi~ion~  of  tlw;  Convctlllon  .,h.1!i  not  preclude 
prohibitions or resrnctions on the tmrortatllln, exportation 
or transit of goods enacted by the Contracting Parties or by 
Member States of the Communit} and JUStifi(d on grounds of 
public  morality,  public  poliq  or  pub  It,_:  security,  the 
protection of health and life of humans, an; mals or plants, 
the  protection  of  national  trea'>ures  pos~essmg  artistic, 
historical  or  archaeological  value,  or  tht  protection  of 
industrial or commercial property. 
Artzc/p  19 
The  Append  ice'>  and  the  Additwn.ll  Pr· Jto..:ol  to  this 
Convention shall form an integral pan ther \:Of. 
Artzc:le  20 
1.  This Convention shall  appl~. on the •  ,•Je  hand, to the 
territories  in  which  the Treaty  c<;tablt<;hin~  the  European 
Economic Community is  applied cmd  under the conditions 
laid  down  in  that Treaty and, on the otht·r  hand, to the 
territories of the EFT  A countries. 
2.  This Con\'ention shall also appl~ to the Pnncipality of 
Liechtenstein for as long as that Principality remains bound 
to the Swiss Confederation  h~· a customs union treaty. 
Article 21 
Any Contracting Party rna}  wirhdrJw trom t '1is Convention 
prm ided  it  gi\"C'>  12  months'  noti~.:e  in  writing  to  rhe 
dcpo.,itar},  which  shall  notify  all  otht..  Contracting 
Parties. 
Article 22 
1.  This Convention shall enter mto foret  on  1 January 
1988,  provided  that  the  Contracting  Parnes.  before  l 
November  19R7,  h,Ive  depositl·d  their  t'l'>trumcnt'>  rJf 
acceptarKc  with  the  ~ecrctartat  of  rhc  (  •HII1l il  of  the 
European Communitie'>, which '>h.dl  ;H:t  as ,iepmitar). 
2.  If  this  Convention  does  not  enter  nto  force  on 
1 January 1988, it shall enter into force on thL  fir~t Jay of the 
second month folJ<n,:ing the depO'>It oft  he b'>!  in'>trument of 
,JCcept.tnn:. 
3.  The depositar)  shall notify the date of the deposit of 
the imtrument of acceptance of each ContraL rmg  Parr~· and 
the date of the entry into force of this Conn·ntion. 
Article 23 
1.  With  the  entry  into  force  of  this  C(onvention.  the 
Agreements of 30 November 1972 and 23  N.wember 197 2 
on  rhe  application  of  the  rules  on  Comrrunity  transit, 
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Community, as well as the Agreement of 12July 1977 on the 
extension  of the application  of the  rules  on Community 
transit concluded by  these countries and the  Community, 
shall cease to apply. 
2.  The  Agreements  mentioned  in  paragraph  1  shall, 
however, continue to apply to T 1 or T 2 operations '>tarted 
before the entry into force of this Convention. 
3.  The Nordic transit order applied  between  Fmland, 
Norway and Sweden will be terminated as from the date of 
the entry into force of this Convention. 
Article 24 
This Convention, which is drawn up in a single copy in the 
Danish, Dutch, English, French 1  German, Greek,  Italian, 
Portuguese,  Spanish,  Finnish,  Icelandic,  Norwegian  and 
Swedish languages, all texts being equally authentic, shall be 
deposited in the archives of the Secretariat of the Council of 
the European Communities, which shall deliver a certified 
copy thereof to each Contracting Party. 
Done at Interlaken, 20 May 1987. -------- --------- ·-
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APPL:NJJIX I 
TITLE I 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Article 1 
1.  The transit procedure laid down in  this Convention 
shall  be  applicable to the carriage of goods in  accordance 
with Article 1 (1), of the Convention. 
2.  It shall be the T 1 or T 2 procedure subject to Article 2 
of the Convention. 
Articles 2 to  10 
(This Appendix does not contain Articles 2 to 10.) 
Article 11 
For the purposes of this Convention 
(a) 'principal' means: 
the  person  who,  in  person  or  through  an  <lllthorized 
representative, requests permission,  in  a declaration in 
accordance  with  the  required  customs  formalities,  to 
carry out a transit operation and thereby makes himself 
responsible to the competent authorities for the execution 
of the operation in accordance with the rules; 
(b) 'means of transport' means, in  particular: 
any road vehicle, trailer, semi-trailer, 
any railway car or wagon, 
any boat or ship, 
any aircraft, 
any  container within  the  meaning  of the  Customs 
Convention on containers; 
(..:)'office of departure' means the customs office ·where the 
transit operation begins; 
(d) 'office of transit' means: 
the customs office at the point of entry into a country 
other than the country of departure, 
also the customs office at the point of exit  from  a 
Contracting Party when the consignment is  leaving 
the customs territory of that Contracting Party in the 
course of a transit operation via a frontier between a 
Contracting Party and a third country; 
(c) 'office of destination' 
means  the  customs  office  where  the  goods  must  be 
produced to complete the transit operation: 
(f) 'office of guarantee' 
means  the  customs  office  where  a  comprehensive 
guarantee is lodged; 
(g) 'internal frontier' 
means a frontier common to two ContrJcting Parties. 
Goods loaded in  a seaport of a Contra.:ting Party and 
unloaded in a seaport of another Contracting Party shall 
be deemed to have crossed an internal frontier provided 
that the  sea  crossing  is  covered  by  a  ... ingle  transport 
document. 
Goods  coming  from  a  third  countr:  by  sea  and 
transhipped in  a seaport of a Contracting Party with a 
view  to unloading in  a seaport of another Contracting 
Party shall  be  deemed not to  have  crossed  an internal 
frontier. 
TITLE II 
Tl PROCEDURE 
Article 12 
1  .  Any  goods  that  are  to  be  carried  under  the  T 1 
procedure  shall  be  the  subject,  in  accordance  with  the 
conditions  laid  down  in  this  Convention,  of  a  T 1 
declaration. AT 1 declaration means a declaration on a form 
corresponding  to  the  specimen  forms  contained  in 
Appendix III. 
2.  The  T 1  form  referred  to  in  paragraph  1  may  be 
supplemented,  where  appropriate,  by  one  or  more 
supplementary T 1 his forms corresponding to the specimen 
supplementary forms contained in  Appendix III. 
3.  The  T 1  and  T 1  bis  forms  shall  be  printed  and 
completed in one of the official languages of the Contracting 
Parties which is  acceptable to the competent authorities of 
the country of departure. Where nece'isary, the competent 
authorities of  the country concerned in the T l operation may 
require translation into the official  language or one of the 
official languages of that country. 
4.  The T 1 declaration shall be signed by the person who 
requests  permission  to  effect  a  T 1  operation  or  by  his 
authorized representative and at least three copies of it shall 
be produced at the office of departure. 
5.  The supplementary documents appended to the T 1 
declaration shall form  an integral part thereof. 
6.  The  T 1  declaration  shall  be  accompanied  by  the 
tr  .msport document. 
The office of departure may dispense with production of this 
document  at  the  time  of  completion  of  the  customs 
fo·rmalities.  However,  the  transport  document  must  be 
produced whenever required by the customs authorities in 
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7.  Where the T 1 procedure in the country of departure 
succeeds another customs procedure, reference shall be made 
on  the  T 1  declaration  to  that  procedure  or  to  the 
corresponding customs documents. 
Article 13 
The principal shall be responsible for: 
(a)  the  production  of the  goods  intact  at  the  uffice  of 
destination within the prescribed time limit :md with due 
observance of the measures adopted by  thr competent 
authorities to ensure identification; 
(b)  the  observance of the  provisions  relating  to the  T 1 
procedure and to transit in each of the countries in the 
territory of which carriage of the goods is effected. 
Article 14 
1.  Each country may, subject to conditions \\ hich it may 
prescribe,  provide  for  the  use  of the  T 1  document  for 
national procedures. 
2.  The  supplementary  details  included  on  the  T 1 
document  for  that  purpose  by  a  per:o.on  other  than  the 
principal  shall  be  the  responsibility  of  the  former,  in 
accordance with the national provisions laid dmvn by  law, 
regulation or administrative action. 
Article 15 
(This Appendix does not contain an Article 1 ).) 
Article 16 
1.  The same  means  of tramport may  be  u~ed for  the 
loading of  goods at more than one office of departure and for 
unloading at more than one office of de-;tination. 
2.  Eac;h  T 1  declaration  shall  include  only  the  goods 
loaded or to be loaded on a single means of tr.1nsport for 
carriage  from  one  office  of  departure  to  one  office  of 
destination. 
For  the  purposes  of  the  preceding  subparagraph  the 
following shall be regarded as constituting a single means of 
transport,  on condition that the  goods  carried  arr to  be 
dispatched together: 
(a)  a  road  vehicle  accompanied  by  its  trailer(s)  or 
semi-trailer(s); 
(b)  a line of coupled railway carriages or wagons; 
(c)  boats constituting a single chain; 
(d)  containers loaded on a means of transport within the 
meaning of this Article. 
Article 17 
1.  The  office  of  departure  shall  register  the  T 1 
declaration,  prescribe  the  period  within  which  the goods 
must be produced at the office of destination, and take such 
measures for identification as it considers necessary. 
2.  Having entered the necessary  particulars on the T 1 
declaration, the office of departure shall retain its copy and 
return the others to the principal or his representative. 
Article 18 
(This Appendix does not contain an Article 18.) 
Article 19 
1.  The  copies  of  the  T 1  document  delivered  to  the 
principal or to his  representative .by the office of departure 
must accompany the goods. 
2.  Goods  shall  be  carried  via  the  offices  of  transit 
mentioned in  the T 1 document. If circumstances justify it, 
other offices of transit may be used. 
3.  For supervision purposes, each country may prescribe 
transit routes within its territory. 
4.  Each  country  shall  provide  the  Commission of the 
European  Communities  with  a  list  ~f  cu<.toms  offices 
authorized to deal with T 1 operations, stating Llt what hours 
they arc open. 
The Commission shall communicate this information to the 
other countries. 
Article 20 
Copic..,  of  the  T 1  document  shall  he  prodt1ced  in  each 
country  as  required  by  the custom'>  authoritieS, who may 
satisfy  themselves that the seals  are  unbroken.  The goods 
shall not be  inspected unless some irregularity is  suspected 
which could result in abuse. 
Article 21 
The consignment as well as the copies of the T 1 document 
shall be produced at each office of transit. 
Article 22 
1.  The carrier shall give  each office of transit a  transit 
advice note. The design of the transit advice note is laid down 
in  Appendix II. .,.-----------·----------------·--
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2.  The offices of transit shall not impect the goods unless 
some irregularity is suspected which could re!>ult  in abuse. 
3.  If, in accordance with the provisions of Article 19 (2), 
goods are carried via an office of transit other than that 
mentioned in the T 1 document, that office shall  without 
delay send the transit advice note to the office mentioned in 
that document. 
Article 23 
Where goods are loaded or unloaded at any  int<:rmediate 
office, copies of the T 1 document issued by the office(s) of 
departure must be produced. 
Article 24 
1.  The goods described on aT 1 document nuy. without 
renewal of the declaration, be transferred to another means 
of transport under the supervision of the customs authorities 
of the country in whose territory the transfer is made. In such 
a  case,  the  customs  authorities  shatl  record  the  relevant 
details on the T 1 document. 
2.  The  customs  authorities  may,  subject  ro  such 
conditions as they shall determine, authorize such  transfer 
without supervision. In such a case the carrier shall record the 
relevant details on the T 1 document and inform the next 
customs office at which the goods must be presented, so that 
the  transfer  is  officially  certified  by  the  customs 
authorities. 
Article 25 
1.  If  seals are broken in the course of carriage without the 
carrier so intending, he shall, as soon as possible. request that 
a certified report be drawn up in the country m  \\ hich the 
means of transport is  located, by  the custom..,  authority if 
there  is  one  nearby  or,  if  uut,  by  .111y  other  competent 
authority. The authority concerned sh3ll, if po-.sihle,  affix 
new seals. 
2.  In  the event of an accident  nccc'>'>ltatmg  tr.m~fer to 
another means of transport the provisions of An  ~ek 24 shall 
apply. 
If  there is no customs authority nearby, any other :1pproved 
authority may act in its place under the conditions l.1id down 
in  Article 24 (  1  ). 
3.  In  the  event  of  imminent  danger  nece-;sitating 
immediate unloading of the whole or part of the load, the 
<.:arrier may take action on his own initiative. He shall record 
such  action  on  the  T 1  document.  The  provi~ions  of 
paragraph 1 shall apply in such case. 
4.  If, as a result of accidents or other incidents arising in 
the course of carriage, the carrier is  not in  a  po~ition to 
observe the time limit referred  to in  Article  17.  he  shall 
inform the competent authority referred to in paragraph l as 
soon  as  possible.  That  authority  shall  then  record  the 
relevant details on the T 1 document. 
Article 26 
1 .  The office of destination shall record on the copies of 
the T 1 document the details of controls and shall without 
delay send a copy to the office of depJrturc and retain the 
other copr. 
2.  (This Article does not cont.lm paragraph 2.) 
3.  Where  the  goods  are  produced  at  the  office  of 
destmation after expiry of the time limit prc:scribed by the 
office of departure and where this failure to cnmply with the 
time limit is due to orcumstances which are explained to the 
satisf.!ction of the office of destination and wh1ch are beyond 
the control of the carrier or the principal, tht· latter shall be 
deemed to have complied with the time limn prescribed. 
4.  Without prejudice ro Articles 34 and 51  of Appendix II 
aT 1 operation may be terminated at an office other than that 
specified  in  the T 1 document, provided th.lt both offices 
bdong to the same Contracting Party. That office shall then 
become the offiCe of destination. 
If, exceptionally, tt  <;hould  prove necessary ro produce the 
goods with the Intention of terminating their transport at an 
office other than that specified in the T 1 document and the 
two  offices  belong  to  different  Contracting  Parties,  the 
customs  authorities  at  the  office  where  the  goods  are 
produced may authorize the change in office of destination. 
The new office of destination shall enter in the 'Control by 
office  of destination'  box  of the  return  copy of the  T 1 
document, in  addition to the usual  statements vvhich  it is 
obliged to enter, one of the following statements: 
Dtferencias: mercancias presentadas en Ia  aduana 
(nombre y pais) 
For~kdle: Jet toldsted, hvor varernc blev frembudt 
(navn og land) 
llmtimmigkc:itcn:  Zoll.,tt'lk  dn  (;c.,tcllung 
(Name und L111d) 
~tacpoptc;:  q.tnop&UJ  .  .tata  npooKOf.J.t<JStvra  oto 
n:A(l)VELO ...  (OVOJ,J.a  Kat xropa) 
Differences:  office  where good.,  \\ere presented 
(name and country) 
Differences:  marchandises presentees au  bureau  .... 
(nom et pays) 
Diffen:nze:  ufficio  al  quale  sono  state  presentate  le 
merci  .... (nome e paese) 
Verschillen: kamoor waar de goederen zijn aangebracht 
.... (naam en land) 
Diferen~as: mercadorias apresentadas na e'>tanua 
(nome e pais) ·-· ------ ---·-----~  --- ··-
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Muutos:  toimipaikka,  jossa  tavarat  e~ttetty 
(nimi ja maa) 
Breying:  Tollstj6raskrifstofa  ear  sem  vorum  var 
framvisad ....  (Nafn og land) 
Forskjell:  det  tollsted  hvor  varene  ble  fremLtgt .... 
(navn og land) 
Avvikelse:  tullanstalt  dar  varorna  anmaldes .... 
(namn och land) 
However, no such change of office of destination shall  be 
authorized in  respect of a T 1 document bearing one of the 
following endorsements: 
Salida de Ia Comunidad sometida a restricciones 
Udfmsel fra Fa:llesskabet undergivet restriktioner 
Ausgang  aus  der  Gemeinschaft  Beschrankungen 
unterworfen 
'El;oooc;  a.1t6  TTIV  KmvoTnta.  u7toKdJ.u:vn  a£ 
7t£PlOPlOJ  .  .tOUc; 
Export from the Community subject  to restrict tons 
Sortie de Ia Communaute soumise a des restrictions 
Uscita dalla Comunidt assoggettata a restriziom 
V  erlaten  van  de  Gemeenschap  a an  bepcrkingen 
onderworpen 
Saida da Comunidade sujeit<~ a restris;oes 
Salida de Ia  Comunidad sujeta a pago de derechos 
Udfersel fra Fa:llesskabet betinget af afgiftsbetaling 
Ausgang  aus  der  Gemeinschaft  Abgabenerhebung 
unterworfen 
'El;oooc;  a.1t6  tnv  KmvoTnta  u7toK£iJ..l£Vll  a£ 
E7ttf3apuvan 
Export from the Community subject to dut\ 
Sortie de Ia  Conununaute soumise a imposition 
Uscita dalla Comunita assoggettata a tassazione 
Verlaten  van  de  Gemeenschap  aan  belastingheffing 
onderworpen 
Saida  da  Comunidade  sujeita  a  pagc1mento  de 
imposis:oes 
The office of departure shall not discharge the T l document 
until all the obligations arising from the change m office of 
de<.tination have been complied with. Where appropriate, it 
shall inform the guarantor of the non-discharge. 
Article 27 
1.  In order to ensure collection of the duties and other 
charges which each country is authorized to charge in respect 
of goods passing through its territory in  the course of a T 1 
operation the principal shall furnish a guarantee, except as 
otherwise provided in this Appendix. 
2.  The  guarantee  may  be  comprehensi' e,  covering  a 
number ofT 1 operations, or individual, covermg a singleT 1 
operation. 
3.  Subject  to  the  provlSlons  of  Articlt'  33  (2),  the 
guarantee shall consist of the joint and several guarantee of a 
natural or legal  third person established in  the country in 
which  the  guarantee  is  provided  who  is  approved  as 
guarantor by that country. 
Article 28 
1.  The person standing as guarantor under the conditions 
referred to in Article 27 shall be responsible for designating, 
in  each  of the  countries through which  the goods will  be 
carried in  the course of a T l  operation, a n.ttural or legal 
third  pt·r-.on  who  .tlso  will  stand  a-.  guar.tntor  for  the 
pnncipal. 
Such guarantor must be established in the country in question 
and must undertake, jointly and severally with the principal, 
to  pay  the  duties  and  other  charges  chargeable  in  that 
country. 
2.  The application of paragraph 1 shall be subject to a 
decision by the Joint Committee as a result of  an examination 
of the conditions under which the Contracting Parties have 
been able to exercise their right of recovery  in  accordance 
with Article 36. 
Article 29 
1.  The guarantee referred to in Article 27 (3), shall be in 
the  form  of one  of  the  specimen  guarantees  shown  as 
Specimen  I  or  II  annexed  to  this  Appendix,  as 
appropriate. 
2.  When  the  provisions  laid  down  by  national  law, 
regulation or administrative action, or common practice so 
require, each country may allow the guarantee to be  in  a 
different form, on condition that it has the same legal effects 
as the documents shown as specimens. 
Article 30 
1.  A comprehensive guarantee shall  be  lodged  with  an 
office of guarantee. 
2.  The office of guarantee shall determine the amount of 
the guarantee, accept the guarantor's undertakmg and issue 
an authorization allowing the principal to carry out, within 
the limits of the guarantee, any T 1 operation irrespective of 
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3.  Each person who has obtained  authorization  shall, 
subject  to  the  conditions  laid  down  by  the  competent 
authorities of the countries concerned, be issued with one or 
more copies of a certificate of guarantee. The de..,ign  of the 
certificate of guarantee is  laid down in  Appendi~ II. 
4.  Reference to this certificate shall be made in  each T 1 
declaration. 
Article 31 
1.  The office of  guarantee may revoke the authorization if 
the conditions under which it was issued no longer exist. 
2.  Each  country  shall  notify  the  Commission  of  the 
European  Communities  of  any  revocation  of 
authorization. 
The Commission shall communicate this information to the 
other countries. 
Article 32 
1.  Each country may accept that the natural or legal third 
person standing as guarantor under the conditions laid down 
in Articles 27 and 28 guarantees, by a !lingle guarantee and 
for  a  flat-rate  amount of 7 000  ECU  in  respect  of each 
declaration, payment of duties and other charges which may 
become chargeable in the course of a T 1 operation carried 
out under his responsibility, whoever the principal may be. If 
carriage of the goods presents increased risks, having regard 
in particular to the amount of duties and other charges to 
which they are liable in one or more countries, the flat-rate 
shall be fixed by the office of departure at a higher level. 
The guarantee referred  to in  rhe  first  subparagraph  shall 
conform to Specimen III  annexed to this Appendix. 
2.  The exchange values in national currencies of the ECU 
to be applied under this Convention shall be calculated once a 
year. 
3.  The following is laid down in Appendix II: 
(a)  movements of goods which may give rise to an increase 
in the flat-rate amount, and the condition-; under which 
such an increase shall apply; 
(b)  the conditions under which the guarantee referred  to 
in  paragraph  1  shall  apply  to  any  particular  T 1 
operation; 
(c)  the detailed rules for applying the exchange values  in 
national currencies of the ECU. 
Article 33 
1.  An  individual  guarantee  furnished  for  a  single  T 1 
operation shall be  lodged at the office of departure. 
1  The guarantee may be a  ca~h deposit. In  such a case, 
the amount shall be fixed by the competent authorities of the 
countries concerned and the guarantee mmt be  renewed at 
each office of transit within the meaning of the fir.;,t indent of 
Article 11  (d). 
Article 34 
Without prejudice to national provisions prescribing other 
cases of exemption, the principal shall be exempted by the 
competent  authorities  of  the  countries  concerned  from 
payment of duties and other charges in the case of: 
(a)  goods which have been destroyed as a result of jorce 
majeure or unavoidable accident duly proven; or 
(b)  officially recognized shortages ansing from the nature of 
the goods. 
Article 35 
The guarantor shall be released from his obligations towards 
the country through which goods were carried in the course 
of  a  T 1  operation  when  the  T 1  document  has  been 
discharged at the office of departure. 
When the guarantor has not been notified by the competent 
cu!>toms  authorities  of  the  country  of departure  of  the 
non-discharge  of the  T 1  document.  he  shall  likewise  be 
released  from  his  obligations  upon expiry of a  period of 
12  months  from  the  date  of  registration  of  the  T 1 
declaration. 
Where,  withm  the  period  provided  for  in  the  second 
subparagraph,  the  guarantor  has  been  notified  by  the 
competent customs authorities of the non-discharge of the 
T 1 document, he must, in addition, be informed that he is or 
may  be  liable to pay the amounts for which he  i!>  liable in 
re!>pect  of the T 1 operation in  question.  This notification 
must reach the guarantor not later than three years after the 
date of registration of the T 1 declaration. Where no such 
notification  has  been  made  before  the  expiry  of  the 
aforementioned time limit, the guarantor shall likewise be 
released from his obligations. 
Article 36 
1.  When it is found that, in the course of ,l T 1 operation, 
an offence or irregularity has been committtJ in a particular 
country, the recovery of  duties or other charges which may be 
chargeable shall  be effected by  that countr~ in  accordance 
with  its  provisions  laid  down  by  law,  regulation  or 
administrative action, without prejudice to the institution of 
criminal proceedings. 
2.  If the place of the offence or irregularity cannot be 
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(a)  when, in the course of a T 1 operation, the offence or 
irregularity is detected at an office of transit sitll<lted at 
an internal frontier: in the country which the means of 
transport or the goods have just left; 
(b)  when, in the course of a T 1 operation, the offence or 
irregularity is detected at an office of transn within the 
meaning of the second indent of Article 11  (di:  in  the 
country to which that office belongs; 
(c)  when, in the course of a T 1 operation, the offence or 
irregularity  is  detected  in  the  territory  of a  country 
elsewhere than at an office of transit: in  the country in 
which it is detected; 
(d)  when the consignment has not been produced at the 
office of  destination: in the last country which the means 
of  transport or the goods are shown by the transit advice 
note to have entered; 
(e)  when the offence or irregularity is detected after the T 1 
operation has been concluded: in the countr} in which it 
is detected. 
Article 37 
1.  The T 1 documents issued in accordance with the rules, 
and  the  identification  measures  taken  by  the  customs 
authorities of one country, shall have the same legal effects in 
other countries as the T 1 documents issued in accordance 
with the rules and the identification measures taken by the 
customs authorities of each of those countries. 
2.  The findings of the competent authorities of a country 
made  when  inspections  are  carried  out  under  the  T 1 
procedure shall have the same force  in  other countries as 
findings  of  the  competent  authorities  of  each  of  those 
countries. 
Article 38 
(This Appendix does not contain an Article 38.) 
TITLE III 
T 2 PROCEDURE 
Article 39 
1.  Any  goods  that  are  to  be  carried  under  the  T 2 
procedure  shall  be  the  subject,  in  accordance  with  the 
conditions laid down in this Convention, of aT  2 declaration 
to be entered on a form corresponding to the specimen forms 
contained in Appendix III. 
The declaration referred to in subparagraph 1 shall bear the 
symbol 'T  2'. In the event of use of supplementary forms, the 
symbol T 2 bis' must be indicated on those forms. 
2.  The provisions of Title II shall apply mutatis mutandis 
to the T 2 procedure. 
~_Articles  40,  40a  and 41 
(fhis Appendix does not contain Articles 40, 40a and 
41.)' 
TITLE IV 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS APPLYING TO CERTAIN MODES OF 
TRANSPORT 
Article 42 
1.  The  railway  authorities of the  countries  concerned 
shall  be  exempt  from  the  requirement  to  furnish  a 
guarantee. 
2.  The provisions of Articles 19 (2) and (3), Articles 21 
and 22 shall not apply to the carriage of goods by rail. 
3.  For the purposes of applying Article 36 (2)  (d),  the 
records kept by the railway authorities shall be substituted 
for transit advice notes. 
Article 43 
1.  No guarantee need  be furnished  for the carriage of 
goods on the Rhine and the Rhine waterways. 
2.  Each country may dispense with the furnishing of a 
guarantee  in  respect  of  the  carriage  of goods  on  other 
waterways situated in its territory. It shall forward details of 
the measures taken to that effect to the Commission of the 
European  Communities  which  shall  inform  the  other 
countries. 
Article 44 
1.  Goods, the transport of which  involves  crossing an 
internal  frontier  within  the  meaning  of  the  -,econd 
subp,uagraph of Article 11  (g), need not he placed under the 
T 1 or T 2 procedure before crossing the said frontier. 
2.  Paragraph I shall not apply when the carriage of  goods 
by sea, under a single contract of carriage, is to be followed, 
beyond the port of unloading, by carriage by land or inland 
waterway under a  transit procedure except when carriage 
beyond that port is  to be effected under the Rhine Manifest 
procedure. 
3.  When goods have  been placed  under the T 1 or T 2 
procedure before crossing the internal frontier, the effect of 
that procedure shall be suspended during the crossing of the 
high seas. 
4.  No guarantee need  be furnished  for  the carriage of 
goods by  sea. ~----~~~---~  --- ~--- --- ~--··---- r-------
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Article 45 
1.  The T 1 or T 2 procedure shall not be compulsory for 
the  carriage  of goods  by  air  unless  they  are  subject  to 
measures entailing control of their use or destination. 
2.  In  cases  where  a  T 1  or T 2  procedure  is  u~ed for 
carriage effected wholly or partly by air, no guarantee need 
be furnished to cover the air portion of the journey of goods 
carried  by  undertakings  authorized  to  undertake  such 
carriage by scheduled or non-scheduled services in countries 
concerned. 
Article 46 
1.  The T 1 or T 2 procedure shall not be compulsory for 
the carriage of goods by pipeline. 
2.  In cases where such procedure is  u~ed for the carriage 
of goods by pipeline no guarantee need be furnished. 
Article 47 
(This Appendix does not contain an Article 47.) 
TITLE V 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS API'L YING TO POSTAL 
CONSIGNMENTS 
Article 48 
1.  In derogation from the provisions of Article 1 the T 1 
or T 2  procedure  shall  not apply  to  postal  consignments 
(including postal packages). 
2.  (This Article does not contain paragraph 2.) 
TITLE VI 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS APPLYING TO GOODS <  :ARRIED BY 
TRA  YELLERS OR CONTAINED IN THEIR LUGGAGE 
Article 49 
1.  The T 1 or T 2 procedure shall not be compulsory for 
the carriage of goods accompanying travellers t)r contained 
in their luggage, if the goods concerned are not mtended for 
commercial use. 
2.  (This Article does not contain paragraph 2.) 
Articles 50 to 61 
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This Annex contains the specimens for the different guarantee systems applicable under the Common Transit 
Procedure .md the Communit} Transit 
SPECIMEN I 
COMMON TRANS! f  PROCEDURE/COMMUNITY TRANSIT 
COMPREHENSIVE GUARANTEE 
(Comprehenszve guarantee cotwrmg seua,d tr,msll  o{>('r,lftuw  unJ1•r  the  Cum•entton on  <1  Common  Tr<Inszr 
Pro,·edurelscveral Commumty o·,wsit opa,lftolt:' under th· rl'lcz•<Jnt  Cummumty Regu/atw11s) 
I.  Undertaking by the Guarantor 
1  .  The undersigned (  1) 
resident at (  2 ) 
hereby jointly and severally gu.lr:mtces, at the office of guarantee of . 
up to a maximum anwunt of 
in favour of the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, the 
Hellenic Republic, the Kingdom of \pam, the French Republic, Ireland, the Italian Repubhc, the Grand 
Duchy of Luxembourg. the Kingdom of the Netherlands. the Portuguese Republic, the United Kmgdom ol 
Great Britain and Northern IreLllld, the Republic of Austna, the Republic bf Finland, the Republic of 
Iceland, the Kingdom ul Norway, the Kmgdom of  ~weden  and the Swiss Confederation ( 
3 J, any amount for 
-..vhich  a  principal (  4 )  _ ....... _  .. __  _ 
may  be  or  become lubk to  the  :lhl\cmenuoncd St.lte'>  by  rc.Json  of mfringemcnts  or  1rreguL1ritlc'> 
committed  111  the  cnur~e  of  .1  tr.m~it  operatiOn  under  Lhe  Comcnuon  on  a  Common  Transn 
Procedure/Commumt~ tr.msit curi~ d out by that person, includmg dutie-;. taxes, .Igricultur.d lencs and 
other charge'>  - with Lhc  exceptiOn of pecum.1q  penaltic<;  - a~ regard'> pnncipal or further liabilities. 
expenses and  incident.d~. 
2.  The undersigned under; .Ike'> 10 p.n upun the fir., I .lpplic.Hion 111  \\Titing by the competent .tuthontie-. of the 
St.Ites referred to in paugraph 1 .md \\'Jthout be1ng .lhle to dckr p.1vment beyond a period of 30 d.1~., from 
the date of application the sums rcqu, qed up to thl· !Jmn of the abO\ emennoned maximum .I mount, unles~ 
he or she or :my other pt:rson concerned establishc., before the expiry ot that period, to the S.ltlsfaction ot 
the  competent  authonties,  that  rht  transit  operauon  under  the  Comention on  a  Common  Transit 
Procedure/Communit; tramit w.1 ... '-( mducted without  .u1~ mfnngcment or irregularity \\ilthin the muning 
of paragraph 1 . 
The competent authoritie'> may. up(ln  rcqueM of Lhe  under'>Jgned and tor .my  rea-;om rt'uJgnited to he 
valid, defer the period withm which the unders1gncd i'> obhged to p.1y the reque'ited sums beyond .1 pcnod ot 
30 days from the date of .1pplication for payment. The expenses mcurn:d, from granting thl'>  .tddn10nal 
period, and in particul.1r .my interest, must be cJ.lculated 111  such a way th.n the amount is equi\ .dent ro that 
which would be charged to that end on the money market or financtal market in the State wncerned. 
This amount may not be reduced h~· the sums .llready patd m pursuance of thi., undertaking unit:'-'> rt•course 
ts  had to the undersigned 111  re!-.pecr  qf a rramit operation under the Convention on J.  Comnltlll 1 ransn 
Procedure/Communin  tr.tnstt \\ htc!'  began hctorc rhc rccetpt of the earlier ..1pplication for payment or 
during the 30 days follnwing that n c:eipt. 
( 1 \  Surn.unt• and foren.tme,,  t>r  n.lllll' of hrm. 
(' \  Full  .tddre~~-
( 1\  Delett  the n.tme ot .HI)  ~t.Jtc u1  St.ue' oi \\ n,, it  the terrnnn  11 til  nm be  u~ed. 
( 4 )  Surname .1nd  forename~. or n.1mc ot hrm ..  md full  addre~' ot the princ1p.il. ,---------·---~----------------------
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3.  Thts undert.tking  ~h.tll he  val1d  f1om  the J.ty of it~ an:epta1Ke hy  the office of guarantee. 
This guarantee may be cancelled at any time b}  the under!>igned, or by the State in the territory of which the 
office of guarantee  i~ situated. 
The cancellation sh.tll take effect on the 16th day after notification thereof to the other party. 
The undersigned shall remain responsible for payment of the sums which become payable in respect of 
transit operations under the Convention on a Common Transit Procedure/Community transit covered by 
this undertaking which began before the date on which the cancellation took effect, even if the demand for 
payment is  made after that date. 
4.  For the purpose of this undertakmg the undersigned gives his address for service ( 
1 
), as i 
1
) 
and, in each of the other States referred to in  paragraph 1, as care of: 
State  Surn.tme and  foren.tme~. or n.tme of firm, and full  address 
I .. 
The undersigned acknowledges that all  correspondence and notice'>  and any formalities or procedures 
relating to this undertaking addrc">sed to or effected in  writing at one of his addresses for !>ervice shall be 
accepted as  duly delivered to him. 
The undersigned acknowledges the jurisdiction of the courts of the places where he has an  address for 
service. 
The undersigned undertakes to maintain his addresses for service or, if he has to alter one or more of those 
addresses, to inform the office of guarantee in  advance. 
Done at  ....... on  ..... 
·.Signature) (  3 ) 
II.  Acceptance by the office of guarantee 
Office of guarantee .......................... . 
Guarantor's undertaking accepted on 
!Stamp and sign.lture) 
(I l  If, in the law of  the State, thert' is no prov1s1on for address for service the guarantor  ~hall appoint, in each of the '>rates referred to 
in paragraph 1, an agent aurhonzed to receove any  communication~ addressed to h1m.  The courts of the places in which the 
addresses for service of the guarantor or of hrs agents are situated ~h.1ll have junsdtction in disputes concernmg this guarantee. 
The acknowledgement in the second subpar.1graph and the undert.1kin~ in the fourth subparagraph of paragraph 4 must be 
made to correspond. 
( 2 )  Full  address. 
( 3)  The signature  must  be  preceded  by  the  following  in  the  signatory\ own  handwriting:  'Guarantee  for  the  amount  of 
...................................  .', w1th  the amount written out in full. r------- -----------
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SPECIMEN II 
COMMON TRANSIT PROCEDURE/COMMUNITY TRANSIT 
GUARANTEE FOR A SINGLE OPERATION 
(Guarantee covertng 1.1  smgle tr.znsil opaatton under th,· Convent!(''' on u Common Transit Proadure/,1  ~zn?.ll' 
Community transzt operatwn under the relet·,mt Commumty Regulations) 
I.  Undertaking by the guarantor 
1.  The undersigned (1)  ...............................................................................................................................  . 
······································· ...................... ································ ............................................................ . 
resident at (2)  ..................................  . 
.................................. ••  0  ......................................................  . 
...................................... .............. ·-· ...........................................................................................  . 
hereby jointly and sevt.,rally  guarantees, at the office of dep.uture of 
in favour of the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, the 
Hellenic Republic, The Kingdom of ~pam,  the French Republic, Ireland, the Italian Republic, the Grand 
Duchy of Luxembourg, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, the Portuguese Republic, the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Republic of Austna, the Republic of Finland, the Republic of 
Iceland, the Kingdom of Norway, the Kingdom of Sweden and the Swiss Confederation ( 
3 
), any amount for 
which a principal (4 )  .........................................................................................................................  .. 
may  be  or become  li:.~ble  to the  abovementioned States  by  reason  of infringements  or irregularities 
committed  in  the  course  of  a  transit  operation  under  the  Convention  on  a  Common  Transit 
Procedure/Communit}  transit carried out by that person from the office of departure of .......  .. 
to the office of destination of ............................................................................................................. . 
in respect of the goods designated hereinafter, including duties, agricultural levies and other charges -
with  the exception of pecuniary penalties - as  regards  principal or further liabilities, expenses  and 
incidentals. 
2.  The undersigned undertakes to pay upon the first application in writing by the competent authoritie!> of the 
States referred to in paragraph 1 and without being able to defer payment beyond a period of 30 days from 
the date of application the sums requested unless he or she or .my other person concerned establishes before 
the expiry of that period, to the satisfaction of the competent authorities, that the transit operation under 
the  Convention  on  a  Common  Transit  Procedure/Community  transit  was  conducted  Without  any 
infringement or irregularity within the meaning of paragraph 1. 
The competent authonties may, upon request of the undersigned and for any reasons recognized to be valid 
defer the period within which the undersigned is obliged to pay the requested sums beyond a period of 30 
days from the date of application for  payment. The expenses incurred, from granting this  additional 
period, and in particular any interest, must be calculated in such a war that the amount is equivalent to that 
which would be charged to that end on the money marker or financial market in the State concerned. 
3.  This undertaking shall be  valid from the day of its acceptance by the office of departure. 
( 1 )  Surname and forenames, or n.1me of firm. 
(2)  Full  addre~~. 
( 3)  Delete the name of any State or St.Hes uf \\hach the terraorv will not be  used. 
(•)  Surname and foren.tmes, or n.tme of firm, an,!  full  addre~~ .of the prmCipal. Ed i t ion  No  2  of  31.1.88  lpage  IX-A-116 
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4.  For the purposes of this undertakmg, the undersigned give!>  his address for service (  1)  as (  2 )  .... 
and, in each of the other States referred to in  paragraph 1, as care of: 
State  Surname and foren.tmes, or name of firm, and full  address 
The undersigned acknowledges thJt all  correspondence .md notices and any formalities or procedures 
relating to this undertaking addre!>sed to or effected in writing .u one of his addresses for service shall he 
accepted as duly delivered to him. 
The undersigned acknowledges the jurisdiction of the courts of the places where he has an address for 
service. 
The undersigned undertakes to mamtain his addresses for service or, if he has to alter one or more of tho'>e 
addresses, to inform the office of guarantee in  advance. 
Done at  ............................................................. on .......................................................  . 
(Signature) (1) 
II.  Acceptance by the office of departure 
Office of departure ............................ . 
Guarantor's undertaking accepted on ........................ to cover the T 1 IT  2 (  4 ) transit operation, issued on 
under No  .................................................................................................................................................................... . 
(~tamp and signature) 
(
1
)  If. in the law of  the Sr.tte, there~~ no provision t,,r .tddress for serviCe the gu.tranror shall appoint, in each of  the States referred to 
in par.tgraph 1, an agent authorized to receht· any commumc.ttions addressed to him. The courts of the place' in wh1ch tht 
addresses for service of the guarantor or of has ..1gents are satuated shall have jurisdiction in  d1~putes concermng this guarantee. 
The acknowledgement in the second subparagraph and the undertakmg in the fourth subparagraph of paragraph 4 must bt 
made to correspond. 
( 2)  Full  address. 
( 
1
)  The signature must be preceded by  the folio\\ mg in the signatory's own handwriting: 'Guarantee'. 
(
4
)  Delete as appropriate. ;·--·--
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SPECIMEN If 
COMMON TRANSIT PROCEDURE/COMMUNITY TRANSIT 
GUARANTEE FOR A SINGLE OPERATION 
(Guarantee covering u smgle trunstt opaatwn under rh,·  Com.Jentron on u Common Transit Pruc:edure/.1  _,znl{lt· 
Community transit operatwn under the releL·.mt  Cummumty Regulations) 
I.  Undertaking by the guarantor 
1.  The undersigned (1)  ............................................................................................................................  .. 
······························································ ................................ . 
resident at (  2)  ..................................  . 
····································· .......................................................... ·················· .......................... ········· 
hereby jointly and severally guarantees, at the oftice of departure of 
in favour of the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, the 
Hellenic Republic, The Kingdom of ">pain, the french Republic, Ireland, the Italian Republic, the Grand 
Duchy of luxembourg, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, the Portuguese Republic, the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Republic of Austna, the Republic of Finland, the Republic of 
Iceland, the Kingdom of  Norway, the Kingdom of Sweden and the Swiss Confederation ( 
3
), any amount for 
which a principal (4 )  .  ...................  .. .......................................................  . 
may  be  or become  li,tble  to  the  abovementioned  States  by  reason  of infringements  or irregularities 
committed  in  the  course  of  a  transit  oper  .  .ttion  under  the  Convention  on  a  Common  Transit 
Procedure/Communit~ transit carri~d out by that person from the office of departure of .. 
to the office of destination of ...  ····- .......................................................................................................  . 
in respect of the good5 designated hereinafter, including duties, agricultural levies and other charges -
with  the exception of pecuniary  penalties - as  regards  principal or further liabilitie$,  expenses  and 
incidentals. 
2.  The undersigned undertakes to pay upon the first application in writing by the competent authoritie'> of the 
States referred to in paragraph 1 and without being able to defer payment beyond a period of 30 days from 
the date of application the sums requested unless he or she or .my other person concerned establishes before 
the expiry of that period, to the satisfaction of the competent authorities, that the transit operation under 
the  Convention  on  a  Common  Tr.msit  Procedure/Community  transit  was  conducted  without  an) 
infringement or irregularity within the meaning of paragraph 1. 
The competent authonties may, upon request of the undersigned and for any reasons recognized to be valid 
defer the period within which the undersigned is obliged to pay the requested sums beyond a period of 30 
days from  the date of application for payment.  The expenses incurred, from  granting this additional 
period, and in particuiar any interest, must be calculated in such a way that the amount is equivalent to that 
which would be charged to that end on the money market or financial market in the State concerned. 
3.  This undertaking shall be valid fror.1  the day of its acceptance by the office of departure. 
( 1)  Surname and forenames, or n:~me of firm. 
( 2)  Full  addr6~. 
( 3)  Delete the name of am· State or States uf wlu<h  the territurv wtll  nor be  used. 
( 4 )  Surname and forenam~s, or name of firm,  an,l full  addre~s .of the principdl. Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  IX-A-116 
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4.  For the purposes of this undertaking, the undersigned give!>  his address for service ( 
1
)  as (2)  .... 
and, in each of the other States referred to in paragraph 1, as care of: 
State  Surname and foren.1mes, or name of firm, and full  address 
The undersigned acknowledges th.lt all  correspondence and notices and any formalities or procedures 
relating to this undertaking addre!>'ied to or effected in  writing at one of his addresses for service shall be 
accepted as duly delivered to him. 
The undersigned acknowledges the jurisdiction of the courts of the places where he has an address for 
service. 
The undersigned undertakes to mamtain his addresses for service or, if he has to alter one or more of those 
addresses, to inform the office of guarantee in  advance. 
Done at  ............................................................ on ......................................................  . 
(Signature) (1) 
II.  Acceptance by the office of departure 
Office of departure ............................. . 
Guarantor's undertaking accepted on ........................ to cover the T 1 IT  2 (
4
) transit operation, issued on 
under No  ............................................ .. 
(Stamp and signature) 
( 1)  If. in the law of  the State. there •~ no provision tor address for service the gu.trantor shall appoint, in each of  the  State~ referred to 
in paragraph 1, an agent authorized to receiH· any communic.ttions addressed to him. The courts of the  place~ in wh1ch  tht· 
addresses for service of  the guarantor or of h1s ..tgents are Situated shall ha\ e jurisdiction in d1~putes concernmg this guarantee. 
The acknowledgement in the second subparagraph and the undertaking m the fourth subparagraph of paragraph 4 must bt· 
made to correspond. 
( 2)  Full  address. 
(l)  The signature must be preceded by the followmg in  the signatory's own handwriting: 'Guarantee'. 
(
4
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SPECIMEN Ill 
COMMON TRANSIT PROCEDURE/COMMUNITY TRANSIT 
FLAT-RATE GUARANTEE 
(Flat-rate guarantee system) 
I.  Undertaking by the guarantor 
1.  The undersigned (  1)  .......................................................................................................................................  _  .....  . 
resident at (2 )  ..................................................................................................................................................  . 
hereby jointly and severally guarantees, at the office of guarantee of .................................................. .. 
in favour of the Kingdom of Belgium, the Kingdom of Denmark, the Federal Republic of Germany, the 
Hellenic Republic, the Kingdom of Spain, the French Republic, Ireland, the Italian Republic, the Grand 
Duchy of Luxembourg, the Kingdom of the Netherlands, the Portuguese Republic, the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Republic of Austria, the Republic of Finland, the Republic of 
Iceland, the Kingdom of Norway, the Kingdom of Sweden and the Swiss Confederation, any amount for 
which  a  principal  may  become  liable  to the  abovementioned  States  by  reason  of infringements  or 
irregularities committed in the course of a transit operation under the Convention on a Common Transit 
Procedure/Community transtt operation including dutit.·s, taxes, agricultural levies and other charges-
with  the exception  of pecumary  penalties  - as  regards principal  or further  liabilities,  expenses  and 
incidental charges with regard to which  the  undersigned  has agreed to be  responsible by  the issue of 
guarantee vouchers up to a maxtmum amount of 7 000 ECU per guarantee voucher. 
2.  The undersigned undertakes to pay upon the first application in writing by the competent authorities of the 
States referred to in paragraph 1 and without being able to defer payment beyond a period of 30 days from 
the date of application the sums requested up to 7 000 ECU per guarantee voucher, unless he or she or any 
other person concerned establishes before the expiry of that period, to the satisfaction of the competent 
authorities, that the transit operation under the Convention on a Common Transit Procedure/Community 
transit was conducted without any infringement or irregularity within the meaning of paragraph 1. 
The competent authorities may upon request of  the undersigned and for any reasons recogmzed to be valid, 
defer the period within which the undersigned should pay the requested sums beyond a period of 30 days 
from the date of application for payment. The expenses incurred, from granting this additional period, and 
in particular any interest, must be calculated in such a way that the amount is equivalent to that which 
would be charged to that end on the money market or financial market in the State concerned. 
3.  This undertaking shall be valid from the day of its acceptance by the office of guarantee. 
This guarantee may be cancelled at any time by the undersigned, or by the State in the territory of which the 
office of guarantee ts  situated. 
The cancellation shall take effect on the 16th day after notification thereof to the other party. 
The undersigned shall remain  re~ponsible for payment of the sums which become payable in respect of 
transit operations under the Com ention on a Common Transit Procedure I Community transit covered by 
this undertaking whtch began bti1 ,re the date on which rhe cancellation took effect, even if the demand for 
·  payment is  made after that date. 
( 1)  Surname and forenames, or name of firm. 
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4.  For the purposes of this undertaking, the undersigned gives his address for service (1 ), as (2 ) 
and, in each of the other States referred to in paragraph 1, as care of: 
State  Surname and forenames, or name of firm, and full  address 
The undersigned acknowledges that all  correspondence and notices and any formalities or procedures 
relating to this undertaking addressed to or effected in writing at one of his addresses for service shall be 
accepted as duly delivered to him. 
The undersigned acknowledges the jurisdiction of the courts of the places where he  has an  addreso;  for 
service. 
The undersigned undertakes to maintain his addresses for service or, if he has to alter one or more of  those 
addresses, to inform the office of guarantee in  advance. 
Done at  ........................................................ on ....................................... . 
(Signature) (1) 
II.  Acceptance by the office of guarantee 
Office of guarantee ..................................................................................................................................................... . 
Guarantor's undertaking accepted on  ..................................................................................................................... . 
(Stamp and Signature) 
I 
(1) If, in the law of the State, there is no prov1sion for giving addresses for service, the guarantor shall appoint, in each of the States 
referred to in paragraph 1, an agent authorized to receive any communications addressed to him. The courts of the places m 
which the addresses for service of the guarantor or of his agents are situated shall have jurisdiction in disputes concerning thts 
guarantee. The acknowledgement in the second subparagraph and the undertaking in the fourth subparagraph of paragraph 4 
must be made to correspond.  ' 
(2)  Full address. 
(l)  The signature must be preceded by the following in  the signatory's own handwriting: 'Guarantee'. Edition  N•  3  of  31.12.1988  I  page  I X-A  -119 
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APPENDIX II 
TITLE I 
PROVISION RELATING TO FORMS AND THEIR USE IN PROCEDURE 
CHAPTER I 
FORMS 
Enumeration of the forms 
Article 1 
1.  The forms on which T 1 or T 2 declarations are made 
shall  conform  to  the  specimens  in  Annexes  I  to  IV  to 
Appendix III. 
Such declarations shall be drawn up in accordance with the 
rules laid down in this Convention. 
2.  Loading lists based on the specimen in Annex I to this 
Appendix  may,  subject  to  the  conditions  laid  down  in 
Articles 5 to 9 and Article 85, be used as the descriptive part 
of transit  declarations.  The use  thereof shall  be  without 
prejudice to formalities for dispatch, export or for placing the 
goods under any procedure in the country of  destination and 
the forms used for such formalities. 
3.  The form to be completed as the transit advice note for 
the purposes of Article 22 of Appendix I shall conform to the 
specimen in Annex II  to this Appendix. 
4.  The form to be completed as the receipt, to certify that 
the T 1 or T 2 document and the relevant consignment have 
been produced at the office of destination, shall conform to 
the specimen in  Annex Ill to this Appendix.  However, as 
regards the T 1 or T 2 document, the receipt on the back of 
the copy for return thereof may be used. The receipt shall be 
issued and used in accordance with Article 10. 
5.  The certificate  of guarantee for  which  provision  is 
made under Article 30 (3), of  Appendix I shall conform to the 
specimen in Annex IV to this Appendix. The certificate shall 
be issued and used in acoordance with Articles l 2 to 15. 
'Sa.  (fhis Article  does  not  contain  paragraph  Sa.)' 
6.  The flat-rate guarantee voucher shall conform to the 
specimen in Annex V to this Appendix. The entries on the 
back of  this form may, however, be shown on the front above 
the particulars of the individual or firm issuing the voucher, 
the following  entries  remaining  unchanged.  The flat-rate 
guarantee voucher shall be issued and used in  acoordance 
with Articles 16 to 19. 
7.  The document certifying the Community status of the 
goods - called 'T 2 L document' - !)hall be drawn up on a 
form which conforms to copy 4 of the specimen contained in 
Annex I to Appendix III  or to copy 4/5 of the specimen 
contained in Annex II  to that Appendix. 
That form shall be supplemented, where necessary by one or 
more forms which conform to copy 4 or to copy 415 of the 
specimen contained in  Annexes  III  and IV  respectively to 
Appendix III. 
When,  in  the  event of use  of a  computerized system  tor 
processing declarations which issues such declarations, the 
forms  contained  in  Annexes  III  and  IV  respectively  to 
Appendix III are not used as supplementary forms, the T 2L 
document shall be supplemented by one or more forms which 
conform to copy 4 or to copy 4/  5 of the specimen contained 
in Annexes I and II  respectively to Appendix III.  -
The person concerned shall enter the symbol 'T 2 L', in the 
right-hand section in box 1 of  the form conforming to copy 4 
or to copy 415 of the specimen contained in Annexes I and II 
respectively  to Appendix  III.  If  supplementary  forms  are 
used, the person concerned shall enter the symbol 'T 2L' in 
the right-hand section of box 1 of the form conforming to 
copy 4 or to copy 415 of the specimen contained in Annexes I 
and Ill or II  and IV, respectively, to Appendix III. 
For the purposes of this Convention such document shall be 
referred to as a 'T  2 L document'; it shall be issued and used in 
accordance with Title V of this Appendix. 
Printing of the forms and their completion 
Article 2 
1.  The paper used for the forms for loading lists, transit 
advice  notes  and  receipts  shall  be  dressed  for  writing 
purposes and weigh  at least 40 glm2;  its  strength shall be 
such  that in normal use it does not easily tear or crease. 
2.  The paper used  for  the  flat-rate  guarantee voucher 
shall be free of mechanical pulp, dressed for writing purposes 
and weigh a least 55 g/  m2• The paper shall have a red printed 
guilloche pattern background so as to reveal any falsification 
by mechanical or chemical means. 
3.  The paper used for the guarantee certificate form shall 
be free of mechanical pulp and weigh not less than 100 g/m2 • ---- ------------
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It shall have a guilloche pattern background, printed in green 
on both sides, so as to reveal any falsification by mechanical 
or chemical means. 
4.  The paper referred to in paragraphs 1, 2 and 3 shall be 
white, except for the loading lists referred to in Article 1 (  2), 
for which the colour of the paper may be left to the choice of 
the user. 
5.  The sizes of the forms shall be: 
(a)  210  x  297 mm for the loading list, a tolerance in the 
length of - 5 or + 8 mm being allowed; 
(b)  210  x  148  mm for the transit advice  note and the 
guarantee certificate; 
(c)  148  x  105 mm for the receipt anJ flat-rate guarantee 
voucher; 
6.  The declarations and documents shall be drawn up in 
one of  the official languages of  the Contracting Parties which 
is acceptable to the competent authorities of the country of 
departure.  This  provision  shall  not  apply  to  flat-rate 
guarantee vouchers. 
The competent authorities of another country in which the 
declarations and the documents must be presented may, as 
necessary, require a translation into the language, or one of 
the official languages, of that country. 
The language to be used for the guarantee certificate shall be 
designated  by  the  competent  authorities  of the  country 
responsible for the office of guarantee. 
7.  The flat-rate guarantee vouchers shall show the name 
and address of  the printer or a mark enabling the printer to be 
identified. The flat-rate guarantee vouchers shall be serially 
numbered as a means of identification. 
8.  The Contracting Parties shall be  responsible  for  the 
printing  of  the  forms  of  the  certificate  of  guarantee. 
Each  certificate  must  be  numbered  for  purposes  of 
identification. 
9.  The forms of the certificate of guarantee and flat-rate 
guarantee vouchers shall be completed using a typewriter or a 
mechanical or similar process. 
Loading  lists,  transit  advice  notes  and  receipts  may  be 
completed  using  a  typewriter or a  mechanical  or o.;imilar 
process, or legibly in manuscript; in the latter case they shall 
be completed in ink and in block letters. 
No erasures or alterations shall be made. Amendments shall 
be made by striking out the incorrect particulars anJ. where 
appropriate, adding those required. Any such amendments 
shall be initialled by the person making the amendment and 
authenticated by the competent authorities. 
CHAPTER  II 
USE OF FORMS 
T 1 and T 2 declarations 
Description and use 
Mixed consignments 
Article 3 
1.  The copies constituting the forms on which T 1 or T 2 
declarations are made are described in the explanatory note 
contained  in  Annex  VII  to  Appendix  III.  and  shall  be 
completed in  accordance with that expl.matory note. 
Where any of the particulars to be given in those forms must 
appear in code form, the codes in question shall comply with 
the details given in Annex IX to Appendix Ill. 
2.  Where goods are to move under the T 1 procedure, the 
principal shall enter the symbol 'T 1' in the right-hand section 
of box 1 of  a form which conforms to the specimen contained 
in Annexes I and II  to Appendix III. Where supplementary 
forms are used, the principal shall enter the symbol 'T 1 his' in 
the  right-hand  section  of box  1  of one  or  more  forms 
conforming to the specimen contained in Annexes Ill and IV 
to Appendix III. 
When,  in  the event of use  of a  computerized system  for 
processing declarations which issues such declarations, the 
supplementary  forms  used  conform  to  the  specimen 
contained in Annexes I or II to Appendix III the symbol 'T 1 
his' shall be entered in the right-hand section of box 1 of the 
said forms. 
Where  goods  are  to  move  under  the  T 2  procedure,  the 
principal shall enter the symboi'T 2' in the right-hand section 
of box 1 of  a form which conforms to the specimen contained 
in  Annexes I and II  to Appendix III.  Where supplementary 
forms are used, the principal shall enter the symbol 'T 2 his' in 
the  right-hand  section  of box  1  of one  or  more  forms 
conforming to the specimen contained in Annexes III and IV 
to Appendix III. 
When,  in  the event of use  of a  computerized  system  for 
processing declarations which issues such declarations, the 
supplementary  forms  used  conform  to  the  specimen 
contained in Annexes I or II to Appendix III, the symbol 'T 2 
his' shall be entered in the right-hand o.;ection of box 1 of the 
said forms. 
3.  In the case of  consignments containing at the same time 
goods moving under the T 1 procedure and goods moving 
under the T 2 procedure, supplementary documents which 
conform to tht: specimen contained in Annexes Ill and IV or, 
where appropriate, Annexes I and II  to Appendix III  and 
which bear the symbols 'T 1 his' or 'T 2 his', respectively, may 
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specimen contained in Annexes I and II  to Appendix Ill. In 
this case, the symbol 'T' shall  be entered in  the right-hand 
section in box 1 of the said form; the blank space following 
the symbol 'T' should be crossed out; in addition, the boxes 
32 'Item No', 33 'Commodity code', 35 'Gross mass (kg)', 38 
'Net mass (kg)' and 44 'Additional information/Documents 
produced/  Certificates and authorizations' shall be barred. A 
reference  to  the  serial  numbers  of  the  supplementary 
documents  bearing  the  symbol  'T 1  bis'  and  the 
supplementary documents bearing the symbol 'T  2 bis' shall 
be entered in the box 31 'Packages and description of goods' 
of  the  form  conforming  to  the  specimen  contamed  in 
Annexes I and II  to Appendix III. 
4.  When one of  the symbols referred to in paragraph 2 has 
been omitted from the right-hand section in box 1 of  the form 
used or when, in the case of consignments containing at the 
same time goods moving under the T 1 procedure and goods 
moving under the T 2 procedure, the provisions of paragraph 
3 and of  Article 5, paragraph 7, have not been complied with, 
goods under cover of such documents shall be deemed to be 
moving under the T 1 procedure. 
Production of the dispatch or export declaration with tht·  transit 
declaration 
Article 4 
Without  prejudice  to  any  measures  of  simplification 
applicable,  the  customs  document  for  the  dispatch  or 
redispatch  of  goods  or  the  customs  document  for  the 
exportation or re-exportation of goods  or any  document 
having equivalent effect shall be  presented to the office of 
departure together with the transit decl.uation to \'\'hich  it 
relates. 
For the purposes of the preceding subparagraph and without 
prejudice to Article 7 (3 ), of the Convention, the decl.uation 
of  dispatch  or  redispatch  or  the  export  or  re-export 
declaration on the one hand, and the transit declaration on 
the other, may be combined on a single form. 
Loading Lists 
Use of loading lists 
Mixed consignments 
Article 5 
1.  Where  the  principal  uses  loading  lists  for  a 
consignment comprising two or more types of goods, the 
boxes 15 'Country of dispatch/export', 32 'Item No', 33 
'Commodity  code',  35  Gross  mas~  (kg)',  3X  'Net 
mass  (kg)'  and  where  necessary,  44  'Additional 
information/  Documents  produced  I Certificates  and 
authon1ations' of the form used for the purpo<ies of transit 
shall be barred and the box 31  'Packages cmd description of 
goods' of that form shall not be used to show the marks and 
numbers, number and kind of the packages and description 
of goods.  In  this case,  supplementary furms  must  not be 
used. 
2.  The loading list referred to in  Article 1 (2) means any 
commercial document which complies with the conditions 
laid  down  in  Article  2  ( 1 )  ,  (  5) (a),  (  6),  first  and  second 
subparagraphs, (9),  second  and third  subparagraphs  and 
Articles 6 and 7. 
3.  The loading list shall be produced in the same number 
of copies as the form used for transit purposes to which it 
relates. 
4.  When  the  declaration  is  registered,  the  loading list 
must bear the same registration number as the form used for 
transit purposes to which it related. That number must be 
printed either by means of a stamp incorporating the name of 
the office of departure or by hand. In the latter case it must be 
accompanied by  the office stamp. 
The signature of an official of the office of departure shall be 
optional. 
5.  Where two or more loading lists accompany a single 
form  used  for  transit  purposes,  each  must  bear  a  serial 
number  allotted  by  the  principal;  the  number  of 
accompanying  loading  lists  shall  be  shown  in  the  box 
'Loading lists' of the said form. 
6.  A  declaration  on  a  form  which  conforms  to  the 
specimen in  Annexes I and II  to Appendix III.  bearing the 
symbol 'T 1' or 'T 2' in  the right-hand space of box 1 and 
accompanied by one or more loading lists complying with the 
conditions laid down in Articles 6 to 9 sh,lll, as appropriate, 
be  treated  as  equivalent  to  a  T 1  declaratirm  or  a  T 2 
declaration for the purposes of Article  12 or Article 39 of 
Appendix I. 
7.  In case of consignments contained at the same time 
goods moving under the T 1 procedure and goods moving 
under  the  T 2  procedure,  separate  loading  lists  must  be 
completed and may be attached to a single form conforming 
to the specimen in Annexes I or II  to Appendix III. 
In that case, the symbol 'T' shall be entered in the right-hand 
space of box 1 of the said form. The blank space behind the 
symbol 'T' should be crossed our; in addition, the boxes 15 
'Country of dispatch/export', 32 'Item No', 33 'Commodity 
code', 35 'Gross mass (kg)', 38 'Net mass (kg.', and where 
necessary,  44  'Additional  information I Documents 
produced/Certificates and authorizations' shall be barred. A 
reference to the serial numbers of the loading li:-.ts relating to 
each of the two types of goods shall  be entered in  box 31 
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Forms of loading li~ts 
Article 6 
The loading list shall include: 
(a)  the heading 'Loading list'; 
(b)  a box, 70 x 55 mm, divided into a top part 70 x 15 mm 
for the insertion of  the symbol 'T' followed by one of the 
endorsements referred to in Article 3, paragraph 2, and 
a lower part 70 x  40 mm for the references referred to in 
Article 5, paragraph 4; 
(c)  columns,  in  the  following  order  and  headed  as 
shown: 
Item No; 
Marks, numbers, number and kind of package; 
description of goods; 
Country of dispatch/  export; 
Gross mass (in kilograms); 
Reserved for customs. 
The width of the columns may be  adapted as  necessary, 
except that the width of the column headed 'Reserved for 
customs' shall be not less than 30 mm. Spaces not reserved for 
a particular purpose under subparagraphs (a) to (c)  above 
may also be used. 
Completion 
Article 7 
1.  Only the front of the form may be used as a loading 
list. 
2.  Each item shown on the loading list must be preceded 
by a serial number. 
J.  ('I Ills  Artidc docs not t:ontain  p.tr.1~r.1ph  L) 
4.  A horizontal line must be drawn after the last entry and 
1  the remaining unused spaces barred so that any subsequent 
addition is impossible. 
Simplified procedures 
Article 8 
1.  The customs authorities of each country may allow 
firms established in their country whose records are based on 
an electronic or automatic data-processing system  to use 
loading lists as referred to in Article 1 (2), which, although 
not complying with all the conditions of Article 2 (  1 ), (5) (a) 
and  (9),  last  two  subparagraphs,  and  of  Article  6,  are 
designed and completed in such a way that they can be used 
without difficulty by the customs and statistical authorities in 
question. 
2.  For each item such loading lists must always include 
the number, kind and marks and numbers of packages, the 
description  of  goods,  gross  mass  in  kilograms  and  the 
country of dispatch I export. 
Consignment by rail 
Article 9 
'1.  ~here Articles  29  to  61  operate, Article  5 (2), 
and Articles 6  to  8 shall apply to  loading lists which 
accompany  the  International  Consignment  Note  or 
TR  Transfer Note. The number of such lists shall be 
shown in the box reserved for particulars of accompa-
nying documents of either the International Consign-
ment  Note  or  the  TR  Transfer  Note,  whichever  is 
produced. 
In addition, the loading list shall  include the wagon 
number  to  which  the  International  Consignment 
Note refers or, where appropriate, the number of the 
container  containing  the  goods. 
2.  For transports beginning within the territory of 
the Contracting Parties comprising at  the same time 
goods  moving  under  the  T  1  procedure  and  goods 
moving  under  the  T 2  procedure,  separate  loading 
lis~ shall  be  used ;  in  the  case  of  goods  earned in 
large  containers  under cover  of TR  Transfer  Notes, 
such separate  lists  shall  be completed for  each large 
container  which  contains  both  categories  of  goods. 
For  transports  beginning  in  the  Community  a 
reference  to  the  serial  numbers  of  the  loading  lists 
relating to the goods moving under rhe T 1 procedure 
shall be inserted in the box reserved for  the descrip-
tion of the goods of either the International Consign-
ment  Note  or  TR  Transfer  Nort",  whichever  is 
produced. 
For  transports  beginning  in  an  EFTA  Country,  a 
reference  to  the  serial  numbers  of  the  loading  lists 
relating to the goods moving under the T 2 procedure 
shall be inserted in the box  reserved  for  the descrip-
tion of the goods of either the International Consign-
ment  Note  or  TR  Transfer  Note,  whichever  is 
produced. 
3.  In the circumstances referred to in paragraphs 1 and 2 
and  for  the  purposes  of the  procedures  provided  for  in 
Articles  29  to  61,  the  loading  lists  accompanying  the 
International Consignment Note or the TR Transfer Note 
shall form an integral part thereof and shall have the same 
legal effects. --------..  - -
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The original of such loading lists ~hall bear the ~ramp of the 
station of dispatch. 
'Time limit for  the  production of goods 
Article  9a 
The time limit prescribed by the office of departure 
by which the goods must be produced at the office of 
destination shall  be binding on the customs authori-
ties of the countries whose territory is  entered during 
the T 1 or T 2 operation ans shall  not be altered  by 
those  authorities.' 
Receipt 
Use of the receipt 
Article 10 
1  .  Any person who delivers to the office of destination a 
T 1 or T 2 document together with the consignment to v. hich 
that document relates may obtain a receipt on requeo;t. 
2.  The  receipt  shall  first  be  completed  by  the  person 
concerned and may i.:Ontain orher p.lrtictdar-; relating to the 
consignment, except in  the o;p,tt:c  rc-;crvl d for customs, but 
the custom" cerrific.1tton  ~hJII he valtd <l!'ly in  respect of the 
particular'> contained in that space. 
Return of the documents 
Central offtces 
Article 11 
Each country shall have the right to de~:  ~nate one or more 
central offices to which dochments "hall be returned by the 
competent  customs  office  in  the  country  of destination. 
Countries  shall,  after  appointing  such  offices  for  that 
purpo~e,  inform  the  Commission  (  ,f  the  European 
Communities and specify the category ot- documents to be 
returned thereto. The Commission shall  111  turn notify the 
other countries. 
TITLE II 
PROVISIONS RELATING TO GUARANTEES 
COMPREHENSIVE GUARANTEE 
Certificate of guarantee 
Authorized persons 
Article  12 
1.  The  principal  shall,  on  issue  o!  the  rerttftcate  of 
guarantee  or  at  any  time  during  the  validitv  thereof, 
designate on his own responsibility on  the reverse  of the 
certificate, the person, or persons, authorized to sign T 1 or 
T 2 declarations on his behalf. The particul:.Irs shall include 
the  surname  and  forename  of  each  .lUthorized  person 
followed by the signature of that person. E::tch nommation of 
an authorized person must be acknowledged by the lilgnature 
of  the  principal.  The  principal  shall  he  entitied  at  his 
discretion to cross through the unused boxes. 
2.  The principal may at any tillll' dcll"lc  the n.lllll' of an 
authoriLeJ  per~on from  the reH·r-;c of the rcrttfic.ltc. 
Authorized agent-. 
Article 13 
Any person named on the reverse of  ,1 certtfic.ltc of guarantee 
presented at an office of departure shall  be  considered the 
authorized agent of the principal. 
Period of validity; extensinn 
Articfl'  14 
The period of validity of a certificate of guarantee may not 
exceed two year'>. However, thili penod may~  •. extended by 
the office of guarantee for one further period not exceeding 
two ye,trs. 
Cancellation 
Article 15 
If  the guarantee i~ cancelled the principal .,hall he responsible 
for  returning to  the office of guarantee  fort~1vvirh  all  the 
certificates  of  guarantee  issued  to  him  v.·h tch  are  sull 
valid. 
flat-rate gu.uantec 
Cu.trantee documen( 
Article 16 
1.  When  a  n.ttural  or legal  per-.on  propo..,es  to  stand 
surety under the conditions referred to in Articl.:s 27 and 28 
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Appendix I, the guarantee shall be given in the form as shown 
in Specimen III annexed to Appendix I. 
2.  Where  national  law,  administrative  practice  or 
accepted usage so requires, each country may require the use 
of  a different form of  guarantee provided it has the same legal 
effect as the guarantee referred to in paragraph 1. 
Guarantee voucher 
Article 17 
1.  The acceptance of the guarantee referred to in  Article 
16 by the customs office where it is given (hereinafter referred 
to  as  'the  office  of guarantee')  shall  be  the  guarantor's 
athority to issue, under the terms of the guarantee, a tlat-rate 
guarantee voucher or vouchers to persons who intend to act 
as  principal  in  a  T 1  or T 2  operation  from  an  office  of 
departure of their choice. 
The guarantor may issue flat-rate guarantee vouchers: 
which are not valid for a T 1 or T 2 operation in respect of 
goods which are listed in Annex VII  to this Appendix, 
and 
which may be used in multiples of up to seven vouchers 
per means of transport as referred tom Article 16 (2), of 
Appendix I for goods other than those referred to in the 
previous indent. 
For this  purpose the  guarantor shall  mark  such  flat-rate 
guarantee  vouchers diagonally  in  capital  letters  with  one 
of  the  following  statements,  adding  a  reference  to  this 
subparagraph: 
VALIDEZ LIMITADA 
BEGRJENSET GYLDIGHED 
BESCHRANKTE GEL  TUNG 
llEPIOPD:MENH I'EXY  · 
LIMITED VALIDITY 
V  ALIDITE LIMITEE 
VALIDITA LIMITATA 
BEPERKTE GELDIGHEID 
VALIDADE LIMITADA 
VOIMASSA RAJOITETUSTI 
T AKMARKAD GILDISSVID 
BEGRENSET GYLDIGHET 
BEGRANSAD GIL TIGHET 
The cancellation of a guarantee shall be notified forthwith to 
the other countries by the country in which the relevant office 
of guarantee is located. 
2.  The guarantor shall be liable up to an antount of 7 000 
ECU in  respect of each flat-rate guarantee voucher. 
3.  Without prejudice to the provisions in the second and 
third subparagraphs of paragraph 1 and in  Arncle 18, the 
principal may carry out one T 1 or T 2 operatiun under each 
flat-rate guarantee voucher. The voucher shall be delivered 
to the office of departure, where it  shall  be retained. 
I n c r e a s e  1 n  t h e  g u a r a n t c e ;  c o n \. e r s i o n 
of the ECU 
Artzc/e 18 
1.  Except in the cases referred tom p.tragLlphs 2 and 3, 
the office of departure may not require a guarantee in excess 
of the flat-rate amount of 7 000 ECU for eaL·h  T 1 or T 2 
declaration, irrespective  of the  amount of the duties  and 
other charges to  which  the goods covered  b~  a  particular 
declaration may be liable. 
2.  When,  because  of  circumstances  peculiar  to  it,  a 
transport operation involves increased risks and the office of 
departure therefore considers that the guarantee of 7 000 
ECU is  clearly  insufficient, it  may exceptionally require a 
guarantee of greater amount in multiples of 7 000 ECU. 
3.  The carriage  of goods  listed  in  Annex  VII  to  this 
Appendix shall give rise to an increase in the amount of the 
flat-rate  guarantee  when  the  quantitiy  of gnods  carried 
exceeds the quantity corresponding to the flat-rate amount of 
7 000 ECU. 
In that case, the flat-rate amount shall  be  increased to the 
multiple of? 000 ECU necessary to guarantee the quantity of 
goods to be dispatched. 
4.  The  principal  shall,  in  the  cases  referred  to  in 
paragraphs 2 and 3, deliver to the office of  departure flat-rate 
guarantee vouchers corresponding to the required multiple of 
7 000 ECU. 
5.  The  exchange  value  in  a  national  curn.:ncy  of the 
amount~  expressed in ECU referred to in this Appendix shall 
be calculated by  U'iing the exchange r.ue in fon:t  on the  fir~t 
working d<1~ of the month of October, and shall be .tpplied 
from  1 January of the fo1lowing  year. 
If a rate ~~not available for a particular national currency the 
rate to be applied for that currency shall be that obtaining on 
the !.tst day for which a rate was published. 
The exchange value of the ECU to be used in applying the 
first subparagraph shaH be that which was applicable on the 
date on which  the T 1 or T 2  declaration covered  by  the 
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Consignment  comprtstng  both  sensitive  and 
non-sensitive goods 
Article 19 
1.  When the T 1 or T 2 declaration includes other goods 
besides  those shown in the list  referred  to in  Article  18, 
paragraph  3,  the  flat-rate  guarantee  provisions  shall  be 
applied as  if the two categories of goods were covered by 
separate declarations. 
2.  By way of derogation from paragraph 1, account shall 
not be taken of the presence of goods of either category if the 
quantity or value thereof is relatively insignificant. 
lA_rticles  19  a  to  19c 
(This Appendix does not contain Articles 19a to  19c.)' 
TITLE Ill 
Articles 20 to 27 
(This Appendix does not contain Articles 20 to 27.) 
TITLE IV 
SIMPLIFIED PROCEDURES 
Rules not affected by this Title 
Article 28 
This Title shall be without prejudice to obligations in respect 
of the formalities  for  dispatch, export or for  placing the 
goods under any procedure in the country of destination. 
CHAPTER I 
TRANSIT PROCEDURE FOR THE CARRIAGE OF GOODS BY 
RAIL 
General provisions relating to carriage by rail 
General 
Article 29 
Formalitie!. under the T 1 or T 2 procedure shall be .:;implified 
in  accordance with Articles 30 to 43  and 59 to 61  for  the 
carriage of goods by  railway authorities under cover of an 
International  Consignment  Note  (CIM)  or  Intern.ttional 
Express Parcels Consignment Note (TIEx). 
Legal value of documents used 
Article 30 
The International Consignment Note or the lntern,ttional 
Express  Parcels  Consignment  Note  shall  be  treated  as 
equivalent to a  T 1  or a  T 2  declaration  as  the ca'>e  may 
be. 
Control of records 
Article 31 
The railway authorities of each country shall make available 
to the customs authorities of their country for purposes of 
control the records held at their accounting offices. 
The principal 
Article 32 
1.  The railway authorities which  accept the goods for 
carriage  accompanied  by  an  International  Consignment 
Note or International  Express Parcels  Consignment Note 
shall  be  the principal as regards the T 1 or T 2 procedure 
concerned. 
2.  The railway authorities of the country through whose 
territory  the goods enter the  territory of the  Contracting 
Parties  shall  be  the  principal  as  regards  the  T 1  or  T 2 
procedure in respect of goods accepted for carriage by the 
railway authorities of a third country. 
Label 
Article 33 
The  railway  authorities  shall  ensure  that  consignments 
carried under the T 1 or T 2 procedure are identified by labels 
bearing a pictogram, a specimen of which is shown in Annex 
VIII  to this Appendix. 
The labels shall be affixed to the International Consignment 
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Note and to the n:lcvant railway wagon  111  the c.t ... c ol a full 
load or in  other cases, to the package or package  .... 
Modification of the contract of carriage 
Article 34 
When the contract of carriage is  modified so that: 
a  carriage  operation  which  was  to  end  outside  the 
territory of a Contracting Party ends within the territory 
of that Contracting Party, 
a carriage operation which was to end within the territory 
of a Contracting Party ends outsidt' the terntm  \- of that 
Contracting Party, 
the  railway  authorities  shall  nut  carr)  out  the:  modified 
contract except with the prior agreement of the  office  of 
departure. 
When the contract of carriage is modified so that tht. carriage: 
operation  is  ended  within  the  country  of departure,  the 
modified contract shall be carried out subject to conditions to 
be determined by the customs authorities of that country. 
In all other cases, the railway authorities may carr~ out the 
modified contract; they shall forthwith inform the office of 
departure of the modification made. 
Movement of goods between Contracting Parties 
Customs  status  of  goods;  use  of  the 
International Consignment Note 
Article 35 
1.  The  International  Consignment  Note  ~hall  be 
produced at the office of departure in  respect oi a -:arriage 
which  starts  and  is  to  end  within  the  territory  of the 
Contracting Parties. 
'2.  Goods,  the  carriage  of  which  begins  in  the 
Community, shall be deemed to be moving under the 
T 2  procedure.  If,  however,  the  goods  are  to  move 
qnder the T 1  procedure~ the office of departure shall 
indicate  on  sheets  1,  2  and  3  of  the  International 
Gonsignment  Note  that  the  goods  to  which  that 
document  refers  are  moving  under  the  T 1  proce-
dure ;  the  symbol "T 1"  shall  accordingly  be  clearly 
shown in the box reserved for customs. In the case of 
goods  moving under the T 2  procedure  the  symbol 
"T 2"  need  not be  entered  on  the  document. 
3.  Goods, the carriage of which begins in an EFTA 
country shall be deemed to be moving under the T 1 
procedure. If, however, the goods are  to move under 
the T 2  procedure in accordance with the provisions 
of Article  2  (3)  (b)  of the  Convention, the office  of 
departure  shall  indicate  ori  sheet  3  of  the  Interna-
tional Consignment Note that the goods to which the 
document  refers  are  moving  under  the  T 2  proce-
dure; the  symbol "T r  shall  accordingly  be clearly 
shown in the box reserved for customs, together with 
the stamp of the customs office of departure and the 
signature  of  the  responsible  official.  In  the  case  of 
goods  moving under the T 1  procedure  the  symbol 
"T 1"  need  not be  entered  on  the  document.' 
4.  All copies of the International Consignment Note shall 
be returned to the party concerned. 
5.  Each  Member State of the Communi  tv  may provide 
that goods movin~ under the T 2 procedure may, under the 
l:ond1t10ns  and  \\'lth  the  exceptions  wh1ch  It  or  the 
Community  shall  lay  down,  be  placed  under  the  T 2 
procedure without production at the office <  )f departure of 
the  International  Consignment  Note  in  respect  of  the 
good~. 
Each EFT  A country may provide that goods moving under 
the T 1 procedure be carried under the T 1 procedure without 
requiring  the  International  Consignment  Note  to  be 
presented at the office of depar:ure. 
6.  The customs office for the station of destination shall 
act  a~ the office of destination. If, however, the goods are 
entered for home use or placed under some other customs 
procedure  at  an  intermediate  station,  the  customs  office 
responsible  for  that  station  shall  act  as  the  office  of 
destination. 
Identification measures 
Article 36 
As  a  general  rule  and  having  regard  to  identification 
measure~ applied  by  the railway authorities,  the office of 
departure  shall  not  seal  the  means  of  transport  or  the 
packages. 
Use of sheets·of the International Consignment 
Note 
Article 37 
1.  fhe railway authorities of the country responsible for 
the office of destination shall forward to the latter sheets 2 
and 3 of the International Consignment Note. 
2.  The office of destination shall forthwith return sheet 2 
to the railway authorities after stamping it and shall retain 
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Carriage of goods to or from third countries 
Carriage to third countries 
Article 38 
1.  Articles 35 and 36 shall apply to a carriage operation 
which starts within the territory of the Contracting Parties 
and  is  to  end  outside  the  territory  of  the  Contracting 
Parties. 
2.  The customs office  for  the  frontter  station  ti1rough 
which  the  goods  in  transit  leave  the  territory  of  the 
Contracting Parties shall act as office of destination. 
3.  No formalities need to be carried out at the ot fice  of 
destination. 
Carriage from third countries 
ArticlP 39 
1.  The customs  office  for  the  frontier  station  through 
which the goods enter the territory of the Contracting Parties 
shall act as office of departure for a carri~1ge operation which 
starts outside the territory of  the Contracting Parties and is to 
end within the territory of the Contracting Parties. 
No  formalities  need  be  carried  out  at  the  office  of 
departure. 
2.  The customs office for the station of destin~Hi(!n shall 
act as office of destination. If, however, the goods Jre entered 
for home use or placed under another customs pw..:edure at 
an intermediate station, the customs office for that station 
shall act as the office of destination. 
The formalities prescribed by Article 37 shall be earned out 
at the office of destination. 
Carriage in transit through the territory 
of the Contracting Parties 
Article 40 
1.  The  customs  offices  which  are  to  act  as  office  of 
departure and office of destination for a carriage operation 
which  starts  and  is  to  end  outside  the  territory  of the 
Contracting Parties shall be as laid down in Articles 39 (1), 
and 38 (2), respectively. 
2.  No formalities  need  be  carried out at the offices of 
departure or destination. 
Customs status of goods from  third countries 
or in transit 
Article 41 
Goods  which  are  carried  under the  provisions  of Article 
39 (  1), or 40 (  1), shall be considered as  moving under the 
T 1  procedure  unless  a  T 2l  document  certifying  the 
Community status of the goods concerned is  .... ubmitted in 
respect thereof. 
Provisions relating to express packages 
Provisions applicable 
Article 42 
Subject  to the provisions of Article  43, the  provisions of 
Articles 35 to 41 shall also apply to carriage under cover of an 
International Express Parcels Consignment Note. 
Customs status of goods; use of sheets 
of the TIEx document 
Article 43 
With respect to carriage operations effected under cover of an 
International Express Parcels Consignment Note: 
(a)  the symbols required under: 
Article 35 (2), shall be entered on sheets 2, 3 and 4 of 
the  lnternatwnal  Express  Parcels  Consignment 
Note, 
Article  35  (3 ),  shall  be  entered on sheet  4  of the 
International Express Parcels Consignment ~ote; 
(b)  sheets  2  and  4  of the  International  Express  Parcels 
Consignment Note shall, as laid down in Article 37, be 
forwarded  to  the  office  of destination,  which  shall 
forthwith return sheet 2 to the railway authorities after 
stamping it and shall retain sheet 4. 
Provisions relating to goods carried in large containers 
General 
Article 44 
Forma!Jttes under the T 1 or T 2 procedure shall be '>implified 
in accordance with Articles 45 to 60 and Article 61  (  3) and 
(  4 ),  for  the  carriage  of  good.,  whtch  rhe  railway 
admumtrations effect  by  means of large conuiners, using 
transport undertakings as intermediaries and making use of 
Tr.msfer Notes of a type specially devised to  be  used  as  a 
transit document and  referred to for  the purposes of this 
Appendix as 'TR Transfer Note'. These operanons include, 
as the case may be, the dispatch of consignments by transport 
undertakings using modes of transport other them rail, in the 
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that country and  in  the country of destination  from  the 
railway station of  arrival in that country  .and any transport by 
sea  in  the  course  of  the  movement  between  the~e  two 
stations. 
Definitions 
Article 45 
For the purposes of Articles 44 to 60 and Article  61  (  3) 
and (4): 
1.  'transport  undertaking'  means  an  undertaking 
constituted by the railway administrations as a corporate 
entity of  which they are members, such undertaking being 
set up for the purpose of  carrying goods by means of large 
containers under cover of Transfer Notes; 
2.  'large container' means a device for the carri;1ge of goods 
that is: 
permanent in nature, 
specially designed to facilitate the carriage of goods, 
without break of load,  by  one or more  modes of 
transport, 
designed for easy attachment and/  or handling, 
designed in such a way that it can be properly "ealed 
when the application of Article 53 requires th1s, 
of a size such that the area bounded by the four lower 
external angles is not less than 7 m 2• 
3.  'TR Transfer Note' means the document which comprises 
the  contract  of  carriage  by  which  the  transport 
undertaking arranges for one or more large containers 
to  be  carried  from  a  consignor  to  a  consignee  in 
international transport. The TR Tramfer Note shall be 
serially numbered in the top right-hand corner so that it 
can be identified. This number shall be made up of six 
digits, three of which precede and three of which follow 
the letters 'TR'. 
The TR Transfer Note shall  consist of the  following 
sheets, in numerical order: 
1:  sheet  for  the  head  office  of  the  tramport 
undertaking, 
2:  sheet  for  the  national  representative  of  the 
transport  undertaking  at  the  station  of 
destination, 
3 A: 
3 B: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
sheet for the customs, 
sheet for the consignee, 
sheet  for  the  head  office  of  the  transport 
undertaking, 
sheet  for  the  national  representative  of  the 
transport  undertaking  at  the  station  of 
departure, 
sheet for the consignor. 
Each sheet of  the TR Transfer Note, with the exception of 
sheet 3 A,  shall  have a green  band approximately four 
centimetres wide along its right-hand edge. 
4.  'List of large containers', hereinafter referred to as 
1list', 
means the document attached to a TR Transfer Note, of 
which it forms an integral part which is intended to cover 
the consignment of several large containers from the same 
station of departure to the same station of destination, at 
which stations the customs formalities are carried out. 
'The  list  shall  be  produced  in  the  same  number of 
copies as  the TR Transfer Note to which it relates.' 
The number of lists shall be shown in the box used for the 
description  of  the  documents  accompanying  the  TR 
Transfer  Note.  Moreover,  the  serial  number  of  the 
appropriate TR Transfer Note shall be entered in the top 
right-hand corner of each list. 
Legal value of document used 
Article 46 
The TR Transfer Note used by the transport undertaking 
shall be treated as equivalent to a T 1 or T 2 declaration, as 
the case may be. 
Control of records; information to be 
supplied 
Article 47 
1.  In  each country the transport undertaking shall, for 
purposes  of  control,  make  available  to  the  customs 
authorities through the medium of  its national representative 
or representatives the records held at its accounting office or 
offices  or  at  those  of  its  national  representative  or 
representatives. 
2.  At the request of the customs authorities, the transport 
undertaking or its national representative or representatives 
shall  communicate  to  them  forthwith  any  documents, 
accounting  records  or  information  relating  to  carriage 
operations already completed or still  being undertaken of 
which those authorities consider they should be informed. 
3.  The  transport  undertaking  or  its  national 
representative or representatives shall inform: 
(a)  the customs office of destination of any TR Transfer 
Note, sheet 1 of which has been  sent to it  without a 
customs stamp; 
(b)  the customs office  of departure of any  TR Transfer 
Note, sheet 1 of  which has not been returned to it and in 
respect of which it has been unable to ascertain that the 
consignment has either been correctly presented to the 
customs office of destination or been exported from the 
Contracting Parties to  a  third  country under  Article 
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The principal 
Article 48 
1.  For the carriage of goods as referred to in  Artick 44 
accepted  by  the  transport  undertaking  in  a  country,  the 
railway  administration  of  that  country  shall  be  the 
principal. 
2.  For the carriage of goods as referred to in Article 44 
accepted by the transport undertaking in a third country, the 
railway administration of the country by way of which the 
goods enter the territory of the Contracting Parties shall be 
the principal. 
Customs formalities during carriage by meJns 
other than rail 
Article 49 
Where customs formalities  have  to  be  carried out during 
carriage by means other than rail to the station of departure 
or from the station of destination, only one large container 
may be covered by each TR Transfer Note. 
Label 
Article 50 
The transport undertaking shall ensure that consignments 
carried under the transit procedure are identified by  labels 
bearing a pictogram, a specimen of which is shown in annex 
VIII to this Appendix. The labels shall be affixed to the TR 
Transfer  Note  and  to  the  large  container  or  containers 
concerned. 
Modification of the contract of carriage 
Article 51 
Where a contract of carriage is  modified so that: 
a  carriage  operation  which  was  to  end  outside  the 
territory of a Contracting Party ends within the territory 
of that Contracting Party, 
a carriage operation which was to end within the termory 
of a Contracting Party ends outside the territory of that 
Contracting Party, 
the transport undertaking shall not carry out the mod1fied 
contract except  with  the prior agreement  of the offi<. e of 
departure. 
Where the contract of  carriage is modified so that the carriage 
operation ends within the country of departure, the modtfied 
contract  shall  be  carried  out subject  to  conditions  to  be 
determined by  the customs authorities of that country. 
In  all  other cases, the transport undertaking rna~ carry out 
the modified contract; it shall forthwith inform the office of 
departure of the modification made. 
Movement of goods between contracting parties 
Customs  status  of  goods;  lists;  waiver  of 
requirement  to  produce  Transfer  r\ote  at 
office of departure 
Article 52 
1.  Where a carriage operation starts and is to end within 
the  territory of the Contracting Parties, the TR Transfer 
Note shall be produced at the office of departure. 
2.  Goods, the carriage of which begins in the Community 
shall be considered as moving under the T 2 procedure. If, 
however, the goods are to move under the T 1 procedure the 
office of departure shall indicate on sheets 2, 3 A and 3 B of 
the TR Transfer Note that the goods to which the document 
refers are carried under the T 1 procedure; the symbol 'T 1' 
shall accordingly be clearly shown in the box for customs use 
of sheets 2, 3 A and 3 B of the TR Transfer Note. In the case 
of goods moving under the T 2 procedure the symbol 'T  2' 
need not be entered on the document. 
3.  Goods,  the  carriage  of  which  begins  in  an  EFT  A 
country  shall  be  considered  as  moving  under  the  T 1 
procedure. If, however, the goods are to move under the T 2 
procedure in  accordance with  the provisions of Article  2 
(3) (b) of  the Convention the office of  departure shall indicate 
on sheet 3 A of the TR Transfer Note that the goods to which 
the document refers are carried under the T 2 procedure; the 
symbol 'T 2' shall accordingly be clearly shown in the box for 
customs use of sheet 3 A of the TR Transfer Note together 
with the stamp of the office of departure and the signature of 
the responsible official. In the case of  goods moving under the 
T 1 procedure the symbol 'T 1' need not be entered on the 
document. 
4.  Where,  in  the  case  of a  carriage  beginnmg  in  the 
Community, one or more of the  large  containns carried 
under cover of a TR Transfer Note contain goods moving 
under the T 1 procedure and the other large  container or 
containers  contain  only  goods  moving  under  the  T 2 
procedure, a reference to the large container or containers 
containing the goods moving under the T 1 procedure shall 
be made by the office of departure in  the box reserved for -- -------
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customs use  of sheets 2, 3 A and 3 B of the TR  fransfer 
Note, opposite the symbol 'T 1'. 
5.  Where in the case of a carriage bq!;innmg m ,, n EFT  A 
country one or more of the large containers c,trricd under 
cover of a TR Transfer Note contain goods movmg under the 
T 1 procedure and the other large container or o •ntainers 
contain  only  goods  moving  under  the  T 2  procedure  in 
accordance with the provisions of Arncle 2  (  3)  (h)  of the 
Convention, a reference to the large container or containers 
containing the goods moving under the T 2 procedure shall 
be made by the office of departure in  the box reserved for 
customs use of sheet 3 A of the TR Transfer Note, opposite 
the symbol 'T 2', together with the stamp of the  office of 
departure and the signature of the responsible offiCial. 
6.  Where in the case provided for in paragraphs 4 and 5 
hsts  of large  containers  are  used,  separate  lists  must  be 
completed for containers containing goods moving under the 
T 1  procedure  and  for  contamers ,containing  only  goods 
moving under the T 2  procedure.  The~e lists  must  bear a 
serial number so that they can be identified. 
In  the  case  of a  carriage  beginning  in  the  Community  a 
reference  to  the  serial  number(s)  of  the  list!<;)  of  large 
containers containing goods moving under the T I procedure 
i'i to be entered by the office of departure in the hox !Tserved 
for customs use on sheets 2, 3 A and 3 g of the 1 R  [-ransfer 
Note, opposite the symbol 'T 1  '. 
In the case of a carriage beginning in an EFTA COillltry,  a 
reference  to  the  serial  number(s)  of  the  lisnsj  ,>f  large 
containers containing goods moving under the T 2 procedure 
in accordance with Article 2 (3) (b) of the Convent  lOll 1s to be 
entered by  the office of departure in  the  box  reserved  for 
customs use on sheet 3 A of the TR Transfer Note. (  •pposite 
the  symbol 'T  2', together with  the stamp of the •  office  of 
departure and the signature of the responsible offiltal. 
7.  All sheets of the TR Transfer Note shall be returned to 
the party concerned. 
8.  Each Member State of the Community may  provide 
that goods  moving  under  the  T 2  procedure  rna},  under 
conditions and with exceptions which it  or the Community 
shall lay down, be placed under the T 2 procedure w:thout it 
being necessary to produce to the office flf depanurl' the TR 
Transfer Note relating to those goods. 
Each EFTA country may provide that goods movmv; under 
the T 1 procedure be carried under the T l procedure without 
requiring the TR Transfer Note to be presented at the office 
of departure. 
9.  The  TR  Transfer  Note  shall  be  produced  to  the 
customs  office  - hereinafter  referred  to  as  the  office  of 
destination - at which a declaration is made with a view to 
the goods in question being entered for home use or placed 
under some other customs procedure. 
Identification measure'> 
Article 53 
Identtficatton of goods shall be ensured m aL-:ordance w1th 
Article 11  of the Convention. However, in  case~ where, in 
conformity with the provisions applicable in the Contractmg 
Partie<>, the TR Transfer Note IS not produced to the office of 
departure, the customs, having regard to the identification 
measures  taken  by  the railway  admimstratHms,  shall  not 
normally  seal  the  large  containers.  If customs  seals  are 
affixed, the space reserved for customs me on sheets 3 A and 
3 B  of  the  TR  Transfer  Note  shall  be  endorsed 
accordingly. 
Use of sheets of Transter l\ote 
Article 54 
1.  The  transport  undertaking  shall  forward  to  the 
customs office of destination sheets 1, 2 and  3 A of the TR 
Transfer Note. 
2.  The office of destination shall forthwith return sheets 
1 and 2 to the transport undertaking after stamping them and 
shall  retain sheet 3 A. 
Carriage of goods to or from third countries 
Carriage to third countries 
Article 55 
1.  Where a carnage operation starts within the territory 
of the Contracting Parties and is to end outside the territory 
of the Contractmg Parties, Articles 52 and 53 shall apply. 
2.  The customs  office  for  the  frontter  sution through 
whic.h the goods leave the territory of the Contracting Parties 
shall act as the office of destination. 
3.  No  formalities  need  be  carried  out at  the  office  of 
destin.nion. 
Carriage from third countr1es 
Article 56 
1.  Where a carriage operation starts outside the territory 
of the Contracting Parties and is to end within the territory of 
the the Contracting Parties, the customs office tor the frontier 
station  through  which  the  goods  enter  the  Contracting 
Parties shall act as  the office of departure. 1\o formalities 
need be carried out at the office of departure. 
2.  The customs office to which the goods are presented 
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The formalities provided for in Article 54 shall be carried out 
at the office of destination. 
Carriage  in  transit  through  the  territory  of 
the Contracting Parties 
Article 57 
1.  Where a carriage operation starts and is to end outside 
the territory of the Contracting Parties, the customs offices 
which are to act as the office of departure and the office of 
destination shall be those referred to in Articles 56 (  1)  and 
55 (2) respectively. 
2.  No formalities  need  be  carried out at the offices of 
departure or of destination. 
Customs status of goods from third countries 
or in transit 
~rticle 58 
Goods which are carried under Article 56 (  1) or 57 (1) shall 
be considered as  moving under the T 1 procedure unless a 
T 2 L document certifying the Community status of  the goods 
concerned is submitted in respect thereof. 
Statistical provisions 
Article 59 
(This Appendix does not contain an Article 59.) 
Other provisions 
Provisions of Appendix I not applicable 
Article 60 
The provisions of Titles  II  and III  of Appendix  I  to  the 
Convention  rendered  nugatory  by  the application  of this 
Chapter in particular Article 12 (  3) to (  6), Articles 17 and 23, 
Article 26 ( 1) and Article 41  thereof, shall not apply. 
Scope  of  the  normal  procedure  and  of  the 
simplified procedure 
Article 61 
1.  The provisions of Articles 29 to 43 shall not preclude 
the use of the procedure provided for in Appendix I, in which 
case Articles 31  and 33 shall nevertheless apply. 
'2.  In  the  case  referred  to  in  paragraph  1,  a 
reference to  the transit document or documents used 
shall be clearly entered in the box reserved for  parti-
culars of accompanying documents at  the time when 
the International  Consignment Note or the  Interna-
tional  Express Parcels Consignment Note is  filled  in. 
That reference shall specify  the  type,  office  of issue, 
date and registration number of each document used.' 
In addition, sheet 2 of the International Consignment Note 
or of the International Express Parcels Consignment Note 
shall be stamped by the railway authority responsible for the 
last railway station involved in  the transit operation. The 
authority shall stamp the document after ascertaining that 
carriage of the goods is covered by the transit document or 
documents referred to. 
Where the transit operations referred to in paragraph 1 and 
in the first subparagraph of this paragraph end in an EFT  A 
country,  that  country  may  stipulate  that ·sheet  2  of the 
International  Consignment  Note  or  of  the  International 
Express Parcels Consignment Note shall be produced at the 
customs office responsible for the last station involved in the 
transit operation. That customs office shall stamp the sheet 
after ascertaining that carriage of the goods is covered by the 
transit document or documents referred to. 
3.  The procedure laid down in  Appendix I may not be 
used when Articles 44 to 58 are applied. 
'4.  Where  a  transit  operation  is  effected  under 
cover  of  a  TR  Transfer  Note  in  accordance  with 
Articles  44  to  58,  the  International  Consignment 
Note used  for  the operation shall  be  excluded  from 
the scope of Articles 29  to 43, 59, 60  and 61  (1)  and 
(2). The International Consignment Note shall bear a 
clear reference  to  the TR Transfer  Note in  the  box 
reserved  for  particulars of accompanying documents. 
That  reference  shall  comprise  the  words  "Transfer 
Note"  followed  by  the  serial  number.' 
CHAPTER II 
SIMPLIFICATION OF FORMALITIES TO BE  CARRIED OUT 
AT OFFICES OF DEPARTURE AND DESTI:'\ATION 
General 
Article 62 
Each country may simplify the formalities relating to transit 
procedures  to  be  carried  out at offices  of departure and 
destination  within  its  territory  in  accordance  with  the 
following provisions. ---------- ~-·------- ------· --------
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Formalities at the office of departure 
The authorized consignor 
Article 63 
The customs authorities of each country may authorize any 
person who fulfils the conditions laid down in Article 64 and 
who  intends  to  carry  out transit  operations  (hereinafter 
referred to as 'the authorized consignor') not to produce at 
the office of departure either the goods concerned or the 
transit declaration in respect thereof. 
Conditions of the authorization 
Article 64 
1.  The authorization provided for in Article 63 shall be 
granted to persons: 
(a).  who frequently consign goods; 
(b)  whose records enable the customs authorities to verify 
their operations; and 
(c)  who, when a guarantee is  required under a T 1 or T 2 
procedure, provide a comprehensive guarantee. 
2.  Customs authorities may withhold authorization from 
persons  ,unable  to  offer  the  safeguards  they  consider 
necessary. 
3.  The authorities  may withdraw the authori7ation  in 
particular when an authorized consignor no longer fulfils the 
conditions of paragraph 1 or is no longer able to offer the 
safeguards referred to in paragraph 2. 
Contents of the authorization 
Article 65 
The authorization issued by the customs authorities shall 
specify in  particular: 
(a)  the wstoms office or offices whirh arc authorized offices 
of departure for consignments; 
(b)  the period within which, and the procedure by which, 
the  authorized  consignor  is  to  inform  the  office  of 
departure of the consignments to be sent, in order that 
the office may carry out any necessary controls before 
the departure of the goods; 
(c)  the period within which goods must be produced at the 
office of destination; and 
(d)  the identifica_tion measures to be taken. To this end the 
customs authorities may prescribe that the means of 
transport or the package or packages shall bear special 
seals, accepted by the customs authorities and affixed by 
the authorized consignor. 
Authentication in advance 
Article 66 
1.  The authorization shall stipulate that the box reserved 
for the office of departure on the front of the  T 1 or T 2 
declaration form: 
(a)  be stamped in advance with the stamp of the office of 
departure and be signed  by an official of that office; 
or 
(b)  be stamped by  the approved consignor with a special 
metal stamp approved by the customs authorities and 
conforming  to  the  specimen  in  Annex  IX  to  this 
Appendix. The imprint of the stamp may be preprinted 
on the forms where the printing is entrusted to a printer 
approved for that purpose. 
The  authorized  consignor  shall  complete  that  box  by 
indicating the date of consignment of the goods and shall 
allocate to the declaration a number in accordance with the 
rules laid down to that effect in the authorization. 
2.  Customs authorities may prescribe the use  of forms 
bearing a distinctive mark as a means of identification. 
Formalities upon departure of goods 
Article 67 
1.  The authorized consignor shall, not later than the time 
of  dispatching the goods, enter on the front of copies 1, 4 
of  the duly completed T 1 or T 2 declaration in the 'Control 
by office of departure' box particulars of the period within 
which the goods must be produced at the office of  destination 
and of the identification measures applied and one of the 
following endorsements: 
Procedimiento simplificado 
Forenklet procedure 
V  ereinfachtes V  erfahren 
AnA.ouot&UJ.lCVT)  OtaOtKaoia 
Simplified procedure 
Procedure simplifiee 
Procedura semplificata 
Vereenvoudigde regeling 
Procedimento simplificado 
Yksinkertaistettu menettely 
EinfOldun afgreidslu 
Forenklet prosedyre 
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2.  After  dispatch  of the  goods,  copy  1  shall  be  sent 
without  delay  to  the  office  of departure.  The  customs 
authorities may provide, in the authorization, that copy 1 be 
sent to the office of departure as  soon  as  the  T 1 or T 2 
declaration is completed. The other copies shall .1ccompany 
the goods in accordance with the provisions laid down in 
Appendix I. 
3.  Where  the  customs  authorities  of  the  country  of 
departure  carry  out  a  control  on  the  departure  of  a 
consignment, they shall record the fact in  the box 'Control 
by office of  departure' on the front of copies 1, 4  of the 
T 1 or T 2 declaration. 
The principal 
Article 68 
The T 1 or T 2 declaration, duly completed and endorsed as 
specified in Article 67 (  1), shall be treated as equivalent to a 
T 1 document or aT  2 document as the case may be, and the 
authorized consignor who signed the declaration shall be the 
principal. 
Waiver of signature 
Article 69 
1.  The customs authorities may authorize the authorized 
consignor not to sign  T 1 or T 2  declarations bearing the 
special stamp referred to in Annex IX to this Appendix when 
such declarations and stamp are produced by an electronic or 
automatic data-processing system. Such authorization shall 
be subject to the conditions that the authorized consignor has 
previously  given  those  authorities  a  written  undertaking 
acknowledging that he  is  the principal  for  all  T 1 or T 2 
operations affected  under cover of T 1 or T 2  documents 
bearing the special stamp. 
2.  T 1 or T 2 documents drawn up  in  accordance with 
paragraph  1  shall  contain  in  the  box  reserved  for  the 
principal's  signature  one  of  the  following  forms  of 
wording: 
Dispensa de firma 
Fritaget for underskrift 
Freistellung von der Unterschriftsleistung 
.::lEv a7tarrEit(ll u7toypaq>fl 
Signature waived 
Dispense de signature 
Dispensa dalla firma 
Van ondertekening vrijgesteld 
Dispensada a assinatura 
Vapautettu allekirjoituksesta 
Fratekid fyrir undirskrift 
Fritatt for underskrift 
Befriad fran underskrift. 
Liability of the authorized consignor 
Article 70 
1.  The authorized consignor shall: 
{a)  comply with the provisions of this Chapter and of the 
conditions of the authorization; and  · 
(b)  take the necessary measures to ensure the safekeeping of 
the special stamp or of the forms bearing the imprint of 
the stamp of the office of  departure or the imprint of the 
special stamp. 
2.  In  the event  of the misuse  by  any person of forms 
stamped  in  advance  with  the  stamp  of  the  responsible 
customs office  or with  the  special  stamp,  the authorized 
consignor shaH  be liable, without prejudice to any criminal 
proceedings, for the payment of duties and other charges 
payable in  <i  particular country in respect of goods carried 
under cover of such forms unless he can satisfy the customs 
authorities by  whom he  was  authorized that he  took the 
measures required of him under paragraph 1 (b). 
Formalities at the office of destination 
The authorized consignee 
Article 71 
1.  The customs authorities of each country may dispense 
with  production  at  the  office  of  destination  of  goods 
transported under a T 1 or T 2 procedure when goods are 
intended for a person who fulfils the conditions laid down in 
Article  72  (hereinafter  referred  to  as  'the  authorized 
consignee') previously authorized by the customs authorities 
of the country responsible for the office of destination. 
2.  In  such  a  case,  the principal  shall  have  fulfilled  his 
obligations  under  the  provisions  of  Article  13  (a)  of 
Appendix I when the copies of  the T 1 or T 2 document which 
accompanied  the  consignment,  together  with  the  goods 
intact, have been delivered within the prescribed period to 
the  authorized  consignee  at his  premises  or at  the places 
specified  in  the authorization, the identification measures 
having been duly observed. 
3.  The authorized consignee shall  at the request of the 
carrier  issue  a  receipt  in  respect  of  each  consignment 
delivered under the conditions of  paragraph 2 stating that the 
document and the goods have been delivered. .... ·---·-------
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Conditions of the authorization 
Article 72 
1,  The authorization referred  to in  Article  71  shall  be 
granted only to persons: 
(a)  who frequently receive consignments subject to customs 
control; and 
(b)  whose records enable the customs authorities to verify 
the operations. 
2.  The customs authorities may withhold authorization 
from  persons unable to offer the safeguards they consider 
necessary. 
3.  The authorization may  be  withdrawn, in particular 
when an authorized consignee no longer fulfils the conditions 
of paragraph 1 or is no longer able to offer the safeguards 
referred to in paragraph 2. 
4.  The authorized consignee must comply with all  the 
conditions  provided  for  in  this  Chapter  and  in  the 
authorization. 
Contents of the authorization 
Article 73 
1.  The authorization issued  by the customs authorities 
shall specify in particular: 
(a)  the customs office or offices which are authorized offices 
of destination for consignments which the authorized 
consignee receives; and 
(b)  the period within which, and the procedures by which, 
the  authorized  consignee  is  to  inform  the  office  of 
destination of  the arrival of the goods, so that that office 
may carry out any necessary controls upon arrival of the 
goods. 
2.  Without prejudice to Article 76, customs authorities 
' shall specify in the authorization whether any action by the 
office  of  destination  is  required  before  the  authorized 
consignee may dispose of arrived goods. 
Obligations of the authorized consignee 
Article 74 
1.  The  authorized  consignee  shall  in  respect  of 
consignments  arriving  at  his  premises  or  at  the  places 
specified in the authorization: 
(a)  immediately  inform  the  office  of  destination  in 
accordance  with  the  procedure  laid  down  in  the 
authorization  of  any  excess  quantities,  shortages, 
substitutions or other irregularities such as broken seals; 
and 
(b)  send without delay to the office of destination the copies 
of the  T 1 or T 2  document which  accompanied the 
consignment,  indicating  the  date  of arrival  and  the 
condition of any seals affixed. 
2.  The office of destination shall annotate appropriately 
such copies of the T 1 or T 2 document. 
Other provisions 
Controls 
Article 75 
Customs  authorities  may  carry  out  upon  authorized 
consignors  and  authorized  consignees  any  controls  they 
consider necessary. The said consignors and consignees shall 
provide all  the necessary information and facilities for this 
purpose. 
Exclusion of certain goods 
Article 76 
The customs authorities of the country of departure or of 
destination may exclude certain categories of goods from the 
facilities provided for in Articles 63 and 71. 
Special case of consignments by rail 
Article 77 
1.  (This Article does not contain paragraph 1.) 
2.  When  goods  carried  under  Articles  29  to  61  are 
intended  for  an  authorized  consignee,  the  customs 
authorities may  provide that, by  way  of derogation from 
Article 71  (  2), and Article 7  4 (1) (b), sheets 2 and 3 of the 
International  Consignment  Note,  sheets  2  and  4  of the 
International Express Parcels Consignment Note or sheets 1, 
2 and 3 A of the TR Transfer Note are to be delivered direct 
by the railway or by the transport undertaking to the office of 
destination. 
CHAPTER Ill 
Articles 78 to 81 
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TITI£V 
PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE DOCUMENT CERTIFYING THE COMMUNITY STATUS 
OF GOODS NOT MOVING UNDER THE T 2 PROCEDURE 
(T2L DOCUMENT) 
CHAPTER I 
ISSUE  AND USE  OF THE DOCUMEN:r 
Forms - Scope 
Article 82 
1.  The T 2 L document shall be drawn up using the forms 
referred to in Article 1 (7) of this Appendix. 
2.  These forms shall be completed in accordance with the 
explanatory note contained in Annex VIII to Appendix III. 
3.  The T 2 L document shall be  issued for goods having 
Community status but not moving under the T 2 procedure 
except for goods: 
(a)  which are intended for export outside the territory of  the 
Contracting Parties; or 
(b). in  packagings which are not of Community status; or 
(c)  carried  under  the  procedure  for  the  international 
4. 
transport of goods under cover of TIR carnets unless: 
goods  to  be  unloaded  in  the  territory  of  one 
Contracting Party are carried together with goods to 
be unloaded in a third country; or 
goods  are  carried  from  the  territory  of  one 
Contracting Party to another via  a third country. 
The T 2 L document may also be  i~sueJ in  respect of: 
postal consignments (including postal packages) which 
are sent from a post office of one Contracting Party to a 
post office of another Contracting Party, 
goods, which in view of Article 49 of Appendix I, are not 
carried under the T 2 procedure. 
Condition of direct carriage 
Article 83 
The T 2 L document may be used for the purpose of  certifying 
the Community status of the goods to which it refers only if 
such  goods  are  carried  direct  from  one  country  to 
another. 
The following shall be regarded as carried direct from one 
country to another: 
(a)  goods transported without passing through the territory 
of a third country; 
(b)  goods transported through the territory of one or more 
third  countries  provided  that  carriage  through  such 
countries  is  covered  by  a  single  transport document 
made out in  a Contracting Party. 
Conditions of issue; retroactive issue 
Article 84 
1.  The T 2L document shall, save as provided in Article 
92, be made out in  a single copy. 
2.  The T 2 L document and, where necessary, T 2 L bis 
document(s)  shall  be  authenticated  in  box  C  'Office  of 
departure' of these documents by the customs authorities of 
the  country  of departure  on  application  by  the  person 
concerned. The documents shall be  returned to the person 
concerned as soon as the customs formalities connected with 
the dispatch of the goods to the country of destination have 
been completed. 
3.  For any valid reason the person concerned may have a 
T 2 L  document  from  the  competent  authorities  of  the 
country of  departure issued retroactively; in such a case there 
shall  be  entered  upon  it  in  red  one  of  the  following 
phrases: 
Expedido a posteriori 
Udsted efterfolgende 
N ach traglich a usgestell t 
EKoo9tv EK  nov ucntprov 
Issued retroactively 
Delivre a posteriori 
Rilasciato a posteriori 
Achteraf afgegeven 
Emitido a posteriori 
Annettu jalkikateen 
(J tgefid eftira 
Utstedt i etterhand 
Utfardat i efterhand - - -- ----·----- . -- - - ----·  ---------- .. ------·---
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Use of loading lists 
Article 85 
1.  WhereaT  2 L document is to be drawn up in respect of 
a consignment comprising two or more kinds of goods, the 
paniculars relating to those goods may be entered on one or 
more loading lists within the meaning of Article 5 (2), instead 
of in boxes 31 'Packages and description of goods', 32 'Item 
No',  33  'Commodity  code',  35  'Gross  mass  (kg)',  38 
'Net  mass  (kg)',  and,  where  applicable,  44  'Additional 
information/Documents  produced/Certificates  and 
authorizations' of the forms  needed  to draw up the T 2 L 
document. 
Where loading lists are used, the boxes in question on the 
T 2 L document shall be barred. 
2.  The upper pan of the box referred to in Anicle 6 (b) is 
intended for the symbol 'T  2 L'; the lower part of that box is 
intended for the customs stamp. 
The column 'Country of dispatch I export' of the loading list 
is not to be completed. 
3.  The loading list shall be produced in the same number 
of copies as the T 2 L document to which it relates  .. 
4.  Where two or more loading lists are attached to one 
T 2 L document, such loading lists shall bear a serial number 
assigned by the person concerned; the number of loading lists 
attached shall be entered in the 'loading lists' box of the form 
used to draw up the T 2 L document. 
Production of T 2 L documents at destination 
Article 86 
1.  T 2 L documents  shall  be  produced  at  the  customs 
office where the goods are to be placed under a  customs 
procedure other than that under which they were carried. 
2.  When the goods have been transported by sea, air or 
pipeline T 2 L documents shall be produced at the customs 
office  at  which  the  goods  are  placed  under  a  customs 
procedure. 
Control of T 2 L documents 
Article 87 
The countries shall render one another mutual assi'itance in 
checking  the  authenticity  of  T 2 L  documents  and  the 
accuracy of the information which they contain. 
T 2 L documents in triplicate 
Article 88 
(This Appendix does not contain an Article 88.) 
CHAPTER II 
SIMPLIFIED  PROCEDURE  FOR  THE  l~SUE OF THE  T 2 L 
DOCUMENT 
The authorized consignor 
Article 89 
The customs authorities of each country may authorize any 
person hereinafter referred to as 'the authori;red consignor', 
who meets  the conditions set  out in  Article  90  and who 
intends dispatching goods under a T 2 L document, to use 
this document without observing the provisions of Article 84 
(2). 
Conditions of the authorization 
Article 90 
1.  The authorization provided for in Article 89 shall be 
granted only to persons: 
(a)  who frequently consign goods; 
(b)  whose records enable the customs authorities to verify 
their operations. 
2.  Customs authorities may withhold authorization from 
persons  unable  to  offer  the  safeguards  they  consider 
necessary. 
3.  The authorities may withdraw the authorization, in 
particular when an authorized consignor no longer fulfils the 
conditions of paragraph 1 or is no longer able to offer the 
safeguards referred to in paragraph 2. 
Contents of the authorization 
Article 91 
1.  The authorization issued  by  the customs authorities 
shall specify in particular: 
(a)  the  customs  office  assigned  to  pre-authenticate  the 
forms used in drawing up T 2 L documents as prescribed 
in Article 92 (1) (a); and 
(b)  the  manner  in  which  the  authorized consignor  shall 
establish that those forms have been properly used. Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  IX-A-137 
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2.  The customs authorities shall specify the period within 
which and the manner in which the authorized consignor 
shall notify the responsible customs office so that such office 
may carry out any necessary controls before departure of the 
goods. 
Authentication in advance and formalities upon departure 
Article 92 
1.  The authorization shall stipulate that box C 'Office of 
departure' on the front of the form used in drawing up the 
T 2 L  document  and,  where  necessary,  T 2 L  bis 
document(  s): 
(a)  be stamped in advance with the stamp of the customs 
office referred to in Article 91 (  1 ) (a), and be signed by an 
official of that office; or 
(b)  be stamped by the authorized consignor with a special 
metal stamp approved by the customs authorities and 
conforming  to  the  specimen  in  Annex  IX  to  this 
Appendix. The imprint of the stamp may be preprinted 
on the forms  if the printing is  entrusted to a  printer 
approved for that purpose. 
2.  Not  later  than  on  consignment  of  the  good-;,  the 
authorized consignor shall complete the form and sign it. In 
addition, he shall enter in the box reserved for control by the 
office of  departure the name of  the responsible custom~  office 
the date of completion of the document, such particulars of 
export documentation  as  are  required  by  the  country  of 
departure and one of the following endorsements: 
Procedimiento simplificado 
Forenklet procedure 
Vereinfachtes V erfahren 
A7tAOU<HEUIJ.EV11  &ta&tKaaia 
Simplified procedure 
Procedure simplifiee 
Procedura semplificata 
V ereenvoudigde regeling 
Procedimento simplificado 
Yksinkertaistettu menettely 
Einfoldun afgreidslu 
Forenklet prosedyre 
Forenklat forfarande 
3.  The  form,  properly  completed  and  endorsed  as 
specified  in  paragraph  2  and  signed  by  the  authorized 
consignor,  shall  be  treated  as  eqUivalent  to  a  document 
certifying the Community status of the goods. 
Obligation to make a copy 
Article 93 
The authorized consignor shall make a  copy of each T 2 L 
document issued under this chapter. The customs authorities 
shall specify the conditions under which the copy document 
shall be produced for purposes of  control and retained for not 
less than two years. 
Controls upon the authorized consignor 
Article 94 
Customs  authorities  may  carry  out  upon  authorized 
consignors any controls they consider necessary.  The said 
consignors shall furnish  all  the necessary  information and 
facilities for this purpose. 
Liability of the authorized consignor 
Article 95 
1.  The authorized consignor shall: 
(a)  comply with the provisions of this chapter and of the 
authorization; and 
(b)  take all necessary measures to ensure the safekeeping of 
the special stamp or of the forms bearing the imprint of 
the stamp of the authenticating offices, as referred to in 
Art  ide 91  (  1)  (a), or of the special stamp. 
2.  In the event of the misuse by any person of forms which 
are intended for  use  in  drawing up  T 2 L documents and 
which bear the imprint of the stamp of the customs office 
referred to in Article 91  ( 1) (a) or of the special stamp, then, 
without prejudice to an~· criminal proceedings, :md unless he 
can  satisfy  the  customs  authoritie~  by  whom  he  was 
authorized that he took the measures required of him under 
paragraph 1 (b), the authorized consignor '>hall  be liable for 
the amount payable in respect of duties and other charges 
which  are unpaid in  any country in  consequence of such 
misuse. 
Exclusion of certain goods 
Article 96 
The  customs  authorities  of  the  exporting  country  may 
exclude certain categories of goods and types of traffic from 
the facilities provided for in this chapter. ANNEX I  page  IX-A-139 
LOADING LIST 
Item  Marks, numbers, number and kind of packages; descnption of goods  Country of dispatch I  Gross mass  Reserved for customs  No  export  (kg) 
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ANNEX II 
COMMON TRANSIT /COMMUNITY TRANSIT 
AVISO DE PASO 
GR.t£NSEOVERGANGSA  TIEST 
GRENZOBERGANGSSCHEIN 
AEA  DO AIEAEYI:Eru: 
TRANSIT ADVICE NOTE 
A  VIS  DE PASSAGE 
AVVISO DI PASSAGGIO 
KENNISGEVING VA~  DOORGANG 
AVISO DE PASSAGEM 
(•) 
Identification of means of transport:  .  .. .  .  .  .  .. .  .  .  ... .  .. .. .  .  .  .  .. .... ... .. .  .  ... .  .. .  .  .. .. .. .. .  .. .. ............... ... .  .. .. .  .. .. .. .  .  .  .  .. .  .. .  .. .. .  .  .  .. .  .  .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .  .. .. .. .. .  .  .  ... .. .. .  .  .  .. .. .  ..  .. ........................ .. 
TRANSIT DOCUMENT 
Type (Tl, T2, T2 ES 
T 2 PT) and number  Office of departure 
( *)  Corresponding expressions in Finnish, Icelandic, Norwegian and Swedish to be inserted. 
OFFICE OF TRANSIT INTENDED 
(AND COUNTRY): 
r------------ ...  FOR OFFICIAL USE 
I  Date of transit: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  ........................................................... .............................  I 
I  I 
I  .........................................................................................  I 
Signature 
I 
I 
I 
I 
L ---
Official 
scamp 
················ 
-------
I 
I 
I 
I 
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ANNEX lil 
COMMON TRANSIT /COMMUNITY TRANSIT 
RECIBO 
ANKOMSTBEVIS 
EINGANGSBESCHEINIGUNG 
AD0l1EI:EH DAPAAABHI: 
RECEIPT 
RECEPISSE 
RICEVUTA 
ONTVANGSTBEWIJS 
RECIBO 
(•) 
The customs office at ........................................................................................................  . 
hereby certifies that document T 1, T 2, T 2 ES, T 2 PT (  1) 
Control Copy T No 5 (  1) 
registered on  ..................................................... under No ............................................... . 
by the office at  ................................................................................................................  . 
has been lodged and that no irregularity has been obsen·ed to date concerning the consignment to which 
this document refers . 
...................  .  . 
I ~:!:;~  I 
:. I  0  I  0  o  0  o  o  o  o  o  o  0  o  o  0  I  ~ 
( 1)  Delete as  necessary. 
At  ...................................  , on  ......................  19 ........  . 
(Place)  \Date) 
(Signature) 
(•)  Corresponding expressions in  Finmsh, Icelandic, Norwegian and Swedish  to be inserted. ~  -s 
0 
c:: 
0  ·c 
(IS 
=5 
u  c: 
~ 
u 
c 
0 
~ 
u 
:£ 
0 
~ 
~  c: 
:::! 
(IS 
::s 
01) 
~ 
-E 
.... 
;.., 
(IS 
Qj 
-o 
5 
0 
-E 
·~ 
-o 
~ 
E  a 
~ 
cu 
..1:l 
.... 
<II 
::s 
E 
<IJ 
:1 
u 
'E 
q) 
cu 
cu  c  u 
:::!  <II 
:2 
(IS 
:1  f--.  01) 
cci  z 
"  c 
"'l 
11.1 
E 
'"l 
c: 
cu 
.2 
~ 
E 
(IS 
E 
:1 
<J> 
"'  ..a 
cu 
>  'So 
.... 
"'  ::s 
E 
...... 
...... 
X 
0 
..1:l 
.s 
c 
01) 
'<il 
0  ..c 
::: 
c 
~ 
<IJ 
0.. 
11.1 
-5 
~ 
c 
"') 
0.. 
E  ...... 
0  c  u  ('l 
"' 
0.. 
~ § 
~ ::J 
0..11.1  u...c:  c:  .... 
;::  c:  o..·;;; 
cu  2  -5 
::::  ~ 
::... 
COMMON TRANSIT  I 
COMMUNITY TRANSIT 
1.  Valid until 
3.  Principal 
(Surname and forename, or name 
of company, and complete address 
and country) 
4.  Guarantor 
(Surname and forename, or name 
of company, and complete address 
and country) 
5.  Guarantee office 
(Complete address and country) 
6. Guarantee cover 
(in  national currency) 
ANNEX TV 
1 
Day 
1 
Month 
1 
Year 
1  ,l.  No 
I  I  I  I 
(in figures):  I (in words): 
page  IX-A-145 
CERTIFICATE OF GUARANTEE 
(recto) 
7.  The guarantee office certifies that the above-named principal is authorized to carry out T 1 or T 2 operations m th~ followmg countries (except 
where deleted): 
BELGIUM  DENMARK  GERMANY  GREECE  SPAIN  FRANCE  IRELAND  ITALY 
LUXEMBOURG  NETHERLANDS  PORTUGAL  UNITED 
KINGDOM 
FINLAND  ICELAND  NORWAY  AUSTRIA  SWEDEN  ~WITZERLAND 
8.  Validity extended until  At  ....  ..  on 
I  Day  I Month I  Year 
I  (Place ot ,.gnature)  D.ltt' 
I  I  I  I  inclusive 
At  .......................................... .  . .  on 
(Place of signature)  (Date) 
(Signature .md stamp)  (  S1gnature and stamp! 
9.  Persom authorized to sign T 1 or T 2 declarations on behalf of the principal  (verso) 
10  \urn  arne. forename and  11.  Signature of principal ( 
1
)  10.  Surname, forename and  11.  Signature of principal (  1) 
'peumen !>Ignature of  specimen signature of 
.Juthon1ed person  authonzed person 
-- ----
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COMMON TRANSIT  I 
COMMUNITY TRANSIT 
ANNEX V 
FLAT-RATE GUARANTEE VOUCHER 
Issued by: 
(Name and address of individual or firm) 
A 000 000 
(Undertaking of the guarantor accepted on ............................................................................  . 
by the office of guarantee of ..............................................................................................  ). 
This voucher is valid for an amount of up to 7 000 ECU for one T 1 or T 2 operation beginning 
not later than  ..................................................................................................................  . 
and in respect of which the principal is  ................................................................................. . 
(Name and address of indivtdual or firm) 
(Signature of principal (  1))  (Signature and stamp of guarantor) 
( 1)  Signature optional. 
To be completed by office of departure 
Transit  operation  effected  under  document  T 1 IT  2 IT  2 E  SIT 2 PT  registered  on 
................................................  under No .............................................................. by the 
office at .......................................................................................................................... . 
(Official stamp)  (Signature) 
(recto) 
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ANNEX VI 
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ANNEX VII 
LIST OF GOODS WHICH WHEN TRANSPORTED' GIVE RISE TO AN INCREASE IN THE FLAT·RATE 
GUARANTEE 
Harmonized 
system 
heading No 
02.01 
02.02 
ex 02.10 
04.02 
04.05 
04.06 
ex 09.01 
ex 09.01 
09.02 
ex 16.01 
ex 16.02 
ex 16.02 
ex 21.01 
ex 21.01 
ex 21.06 
22.04 
22.05 
ex 22.07 
ex 22.08 
ex 22.08 
ex 24.02 
ex 24.02 
ex 24.02 
ex 24.03 
ex 27.10 
33.03 
2 
Description 
Meat of bovine animals, fresh or chilled 
Meat of bovine animals, frozen 
Meat of bovine animals, salted, in brine, dried or smoked 
Milk  and cream, concentrated or containing added sugar or other 
sweetening matter 
Buner and other fats and oil., derived from milk 
Cheese and curd 
Coffee, not roasted, whether or not decaffeinated 
Coffee, roasted, whether or not decaffeinated 
Tea 
Sausages and similar products of meat, meat offal or blood, of domestic 
swine 
Other prepared or preserved meat, meat offal or blood, of domestic 
swine 
Other prepared or preserved  meat, meat offal  or blood, of bovine 
animals 
Extracts, essence and concentrates, of coffee 
Extracts, essences and concentrate!>, of tea 
Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included, containing 18% 
or more by  weight of milk fats 
Wine of fresh grapes, including fortified wines; grape must other than 
that of heading No 20.09 
Vermouth and other wine of fresh  grapes flavoured with  plants or 
aromatic substances 
Undenatured  ethyl  alcohol  of an  alcoholic  strength  by  volume  of 
80% vol or higher 
Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by  volume of less 
than 80% vol 
Spirits, liqueurs and other spirituous beverages 
Cigarettes 
Cigarillos 
Cigars 
Smoking tobacco 
Light and medium petroleum oils ,md gas oils 
Perfumes and toilet waters 
3 
Quantity 
corresponding to the 
standard amount 
of 7 000 ECU 
3 000 kg 
3 000 kg 
3 000 kg 
5 000 kg 
3 (}()()  k~ 
3 500 kg 
3 000 kg 
2 000 kg 
3 000 kg 
4 000 kg 
4 000 kg 
3 000 kg 
1 000 kg 
1 000 kg 
3 000 kg 
15 hi 
15  hi 
3 hi 
3 hl 
5 hi 
70 000 items 
60 000 items 
25 000 items 
100 kg 
200 hi 
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ANNEX VIII 
LABEL  (Arricles 33 and  'iO' 
Colour: black on green. 
Al\'.\'EX IX 
SPECIAL STAMP 
4--------" mm -----• 
~3  .,--2  _4  "-----ll { 
'1.  The coat for  arms  or any other signs or letters 
characterizing  the  country'. 
2.  Custom' office 
~- Numhl'r of doLUIIIl'llt 
4.  D~ttl' 
5.  Authonzcd consignor 
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APPENDIX Ill 
Article 1 
1.  The forms on which T 1 or T 2 declarations are made 
shall conform to Annexes I to IV to this Appendix. 
2.  The particulars contained in the forms must appear by 
a self-copying process: 
(a)  in the case of Annexes I and III on the copies given in 
Annex V; 
(b)  in the case of Annexes II and IV on the copies given in 
Annex VI. 
3.  The forms shall be filled  in  and used: 
(a)  as  T 1  or  T 2  declarations  in  conformity  with  the 
explanatory note in Annex VII; 
(b)  as T2L documents in conformity with the explanatory 
note contained in Annex VIII. 
In both cases use should be made, where appropriate. of the 
notes given in Annex IX. 
Article 2 
1.  Forms shall be  printed on self-copying paper dressed 
for  writing purposes and weighing  at  least  40 grams per 
square metre. The paper must be sufficiently opaque for the 
information on one side  not to affect  the legibility of the 
information on the other side and its strength should be such 
that in normal use it does not easily tear or crease. The paper 
shall be white for all copies. However, on the copies used for 
transit  (  1 ,  4, 5  and  7),  boxes  Nos  1 (except  the  middle 
subdivision), 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 25, 27, 31, 
32.33 (first subdivision on the left), 35, 38, 40, 44, 50, 51, 
52, 53,55 and 56 shall have a green background. The forms 
shall be printed in green ink. 
2.  The  format  of  the  forms  shall  be  210  by  297 
millimetres with a maximum tolerance of 5 millimetres less 
and 8 millimetres more with regard to their length. 
3.  Contracting Parties may require that the forms must 
also show the name and address of the  printer or a mark 
enabling the printer to be identified. 
4.  In the top left-hand corner of the form the Contracting 
Parties may print an indication identifying the Contracting 
Party concerned. They may also print the words 'COMMON 
TRANSIT'  in  place·  of  the  words  'COMMUNITY 
TRANSIT'.  Documents bearing such  indication or either 
expression  shall  be  accepted  when  presented  in  another 
Contracting Party. 
Article 3 
1.  When formalities are completed using public or private 
computer systems, the competent authorities shall authorize 
persons who request it to replace the handwritten signature 
with  a  comparable  technical  device,  which  may,  where 
applicable, be based on the use of codes, and which has the 
same legal  consequences as a handwritten signature. This 
facility  shall  be  granted  only  if  the  technical  and 
administrative  conditions  laid  down  by  the  competent 
authorities are met. 
2.  When formalities are completed using public or private 
computers  which  also  print  out  the  declarations,  the 
competent authorities may provide for direct authentication 
by those systems of the declarations thus produced, in place 
of  the manual or mechanical application of the customs office 
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ANNEX I 
SPECIMEN FORM FOR THE Tl OR T2 DECLARATION 
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ANNEX J1 
SPECIMEN ALTERNATIVE FORM FOR THE T 1 OR T 2 DECLARATION 
(Please  refer to  Regulation  <EEC)  No  679/85,  p.  IX-F-27> Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  IX-A-155 
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ANNEX III 
SPECIMEN CONTINUATION SHEET FORM TO BE USED TOGETHER WITH THE SPECIMEN FORM 
CONTAINED IN ANNEX I 
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ANNEX TV 
SPECIMEN CONTINUATION SHEET FORM TO BE USED TOGETHER WITH THE SPECIMEN FORM 
CONTAINED IN ANNEX II 
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ANNEX V 
INDICATION OF THE COPIES OF THE FORMS GIVEN IN ANNEXES I AND III ON WHICH THE 
PARTICULARS CONTAINED THEREIN MUST APPEAR BY  A SELF-COPYING PROCESS 
Box 
No 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
15 
17 
18 
19 
21 
25 
27 
31 
c 
D 
E 
F 
(counting copy 1) 
Copies  II  t: 
Copies 
I.  BOXES FOR COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS 
1 to 8 
except middle sub-division: 
1to3 
1 to 5 (1) 
1 to 8 
1 to 8 
1 to 8 
1 to 8 
1 to 5 (1 ) 
1 to 8 
Ito8 
1 ro 5 (1) 
1 to 5 (1) 
1 to 5 (1 ) 
1 to 5 (1) 
1 to 5 (1) 
1 to 8 
32 
33 
35 
38 
40 
44 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
II.  ADMINISTRATIVE BOXES 
1 to 8 (2) 
lto4 
1 to 8 
First sub-division 
on the left 
1 to 8 
remainder: 
1 to 3 
1 to 8 
1 to 8 
1 to 5 (1 ) 
1 to 5 (1) 
1 to 8 
1 to 8 
1 to 8 
1 to 8 
1 to 4 
( 1)  In  no c.1se  may operators be  obliged to complete these boxes for  transit purposes on coptes 5 and 7. 
( 2)  The country of export can choose whether these particulars appear on the copies specified. Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  IX-A-160 
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ANNEX VI 
INDICATION OF THE COPIES OF THE FORMS GIVEN IN ANNEXES II  AND IV ON WHICH THE 
PARTICULARS CONTAINED THEREIN MUST APPEAR BY  A SELF-COPYING PROCESS 
Box 
No 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
15 
17 
18 
19 
21 
25 
27 
31 
·C 
Dlj 
Etj 
F 
(counting copy  l) 
t  opie~ 
I.  BOXE~  FOR COMMERCIAL OPERA  TIO~S 
1 to 4  32  1 to 4 
except middle sub-division:  33  First sub-d1vi'>10n  on the left 
1 to 3 
1 to 4 
lto4 
1 to 4 
I  to 4 
lto4 
lto4 
lto4 
I  to 4 
I  to 4 
lto4 
lto4 
lto4 
lto4 
lto4 
lto4 
35 
38 
40 
44 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
lto4 
remainder 
1 to 3 
1 to 4 
1to4 
1 to 4 
1 to 4 
lto4 
1 to 4 
lto4 
1to4 
1 to 4 
----------------
II.  ADMINISTRATIVE  BOXES  - j-~~---
H 
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ANNEX VJJ 
EXPLANATORY NOTE ON THE USE  OF FORMS FOR MAKING OUT Tl AND T2 
DECLARATIONS 
TITLE I 
General remarks 
A.  General description 
The forms referr<:d to in Annexes I to IV to this Appendix are to be 
used  for the movement of goods under the T 1 or T 2  procedure 
between the countries concerned (except under the simplified transit 
procedures  for  the  carriage  of  goods  by  certain  modes  of 
transport). 
In  the case  of the forms  referred to in  Annexes  I and Ill  to  thi!> 
Appendix, only copies 1, 4, 5 and 7 are to be  used: 
copy 1 which is to be retained by the authorities of the country of 
dispatch/  export (dispatch and transit formalities), 
copy 4 which is  to be kept by the office of destination (transit 
formalities and evidence of Community status of the good<;), 
copy 5 which is  the return copy for the transit procedure, 
copy  7  which  is  to  be  used  for  statio;;tics  by  the  country  of 
destination (for transit and arrival/import formalities). 
(Copy 7 may be used for other administrative purposes according to 
the requirements of the Contracting Parties.) 
The forms referred to in Annexes II and IV to thi~ Appendix may also 
be  used,  particularly  where  declarations  are  processed  by  a 
computerized  system.  Two sets, each  compn~ing at least  copies 
1 I 6, 217 and 4/5, should be  used in  such  instances, the first  set 
would  then  correspond,  as  regards  the  particulars  to  be  given 
therein,  to  copies  1  and  4  above,  and  the  second  tu  copies  5 
and 7. 
In th1s case, in each set, the numbers of the copie" being mcJ must be 
shown by deleting the numbers, in the margin of the form, referring 
to the copies not being used. 
Each set thus defined is designed so that the information which has to 
be reproduced on the various copies will be reproduced by means of a 
chemical treatment of the paper. 
There  are  situations in  which  it  is  essenti.tl  to  provide  proof at 
destination  of the  Community  status  of the  goods  in  question 
although use has not been made of the T I or T 2 procedure. In such 
cases 1t will be necessary to use a form which conforms to copy 4 of 
the specimen contained in Annex I to this Appendtx or to copy 4/5 of 
the specimen contained  in  Annex II  to this Appendix.  That form 
shall be supplemented where necessary, by one or more forms which 
conform to copy 4 or to copy 4 I 5  of the specimen contained in 
Annexes III and IV to this Appendix respectively or of the specimen 
contained in Annexes I and II to this Appendix re~pectively, when, in 
the event of use of a computerized system for pn,.:essing decLtratiom 
which 1s.,ues  ~uch decl.trations, the forms m Annexe., III  .wd IV  to 
this Appendix are not u.,ed as supplementary ltlrms. 
Traders may also, if they wish, use private!} pnllted '>t:tS of the kmd 
corresponding to the1r choice as long as the form used conforms to 
the official specimen. 
B.  Particulars required 
The forms concerned contain all the details wh11.:h  mav be required 
by the various countries. It is  compulsory for ..:ertain  boxes to be 
filled in, whereas others have ro be filled in  on!~ 1f requested by the 
country in which the formalities are completed. In  th1s  respect the 
section of this explanatory note dealing With  the use of the various 
boxes should be closely followed. 
The max1mum/number of boxes  which  need  be  filled  in  are  a!> 
follows: 
boxes I (except second sub-di..-ision), 2, 3, 4, 5, <i, 8, 15, 17, 18, 19, 
21, 25, 27, 31. 32,33 (first sub-division), .H, 38. 40, 44, 50, 51, 52, 
53, 55, 56 (boxes wtth a green background). 
c.  J,structzons for usc of the form 
The forms shall be completed using a typewriter or a mechanical or 
o;imilar process. They may also be filled in legibly by hand, in ink and 
in  block  capitals.  For ease of completion  by  typewnter the  form 
should be inserted in the machine in such a way that the first letter of 
the particulars to be entered in box 2 is placed m the position box in 
the top left-hand corner. 
rhe forms must contam no cr.1sures or overwritmg. Any alterations 
must be made by crossing out the mcorrect particular!> and, where 
.1ppropriate, adding those required.  Any  Jlter.mons made in  this 
way must be initialled by  the  person makmg them  <lnd  expressly 
authenticated by  the competent aurhoritle'>.  The latter may where 
neces:.ary, require a new declaration to be lodged. 
In  addition,  the  forms  may  be  completed  U'-lng  an  automatic 
reproduction process instead  of any of the procedures mentioned 
above.  They may also be  produced and completed b\  thts means 
provided  that  the  provtstons  as  regards  spe.::anes,  paper,  size, 
language used, legibility, prohibition of erasures .md alterations and 
as regards amendments are strictly observed. 
Only numbered boxes are, where necessary, to be completed. The 
other boxes, indicated by a capital letter, are reserved exclusively for 
internal use by  the administrations. 
The copy which is to renum at the office of departure must bear the 
origin.tl sign.tture of the pnncipal. The !>ign.lture of the principal or, 
where  applicable, hi.,  authorized respresentatnc, commits him  a'i 
regards  all  of  the  paruculars  relating  to  the  trans1t  operation 
pursuant to Appendix I to the Convention and as described in section 
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TITLE II 
Particulars to be entered in the different boxeo; 
I.  Formalities in the country of departure 
Box 1:  Declaration 
The particulars to be included in the third subdivision of this box are 
as follows: 
1 )  Goods dispatched or redispatched under the T 2 procedure from 
one Member State of the Community to another 
T2 
2)  Goods exported from a Member State of the Community to an 
EFT  A country or reconsigned in an EFT  A country, under the 
T 2 procedure 
T2 
3)  Goods dispatched or exported under the T 1 procedure 
Tl 
4)  Mixed consignment of Community and non-Community goods 
specified in separate additional forms or loading lists for each 
type of goods 
T 
5)  Dispatch or redispatch I re-export of  goods without use of the T 2 
procedure  but  with  proof of the  Community  status  of the 
goods 
T2L 
Box 2:  Cons!gnor/Exporter 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties. 
Enter  the  full  name  and  address  of  the  person  or  company 
concerned.  As  far  as the identification number is  concerned, the 
notice can be completed by the Contracting Parties (identification 
number  allocated  to  the  person  concerned  by  the  competent 
authorities for fiscal, statistical or other purposes). 
In the case of groupage loads, the Contracting Parties may provide 
that the word 'various' be entered in this  box and that the list of 
consignors be attached to the declaration. 
Box 3:  Forms 
Enter the serial number of the set and the total number of sets of 
forms and continuation sheers used (for example, if there is one form 
and two continuation sheets, enter 1/3 on the form, 213 on the first 
continuation sheet and 3/3 on the second continuation sheet). 
When  the declaration covers  only one item  (i.e.  when  only  one 
'description of the goods' box has to be completed) do not enter 
anything in box 3 but enter the figure  1 in  box 5. 
When two sets of  4 copies are used instead of one set of 8 copies, the 
two sets are to be treated as one. 
Box 4:  Numher oj loading lists 
Enter m figure'>  the number of any  loadmg lt~t.,  att~•-:hnl '>r of any 
,descriptive  commercial  lists  authoriLed  by  the  -.ompetcnt 
authority. 
Box 5:  Items 
Enter the total number of items declared by thl' person concerned m 
the total number of forms and continuation sheets (or loddmg list'> or 
commercial lists) med. The number of items must correspond to the 
number of 'description of the goods' boxes t<'  be completed. 
Box 6:  Total packages 
This box is  optional  for  the Contracting Parties.  Enter the  total 
number of packages making up the consignment in  question. 
Box 8:  Consignee 
Enter the full name and address of the person s) or .:.ompany(ies: to 
whom the goods are to be  delivered. 
The identification number need not be shown at th1s  stage. 
Box 15: Countr'}' of dtspatchlexpurt 
Enter  the  name  on  the  country  from  v.·hich  the  goods  are 
dispatched I exported. 
Box 17:  Country of destmatto11 
Enter the name of the country concerned. 
Box  18:  Identity  and  nationaltty  of  me.ms  ol  tr  .. msport  ut 
departure 
Enter the identity. e.g. registration number(!>; or name of the means 
of transport  (!orr},  ship,  railway  wagon,  aircraft  on  \.,·hich  the 
goods are directly loaded on presentation at th~ customs office where 
the dispatch/export or transit formalities are completed, follm..-ed 
by  the nationality code of the means of transport :.or  that of the 
vehicle propelling the others if there are several means of transport} 
in  accordance  with  the  codes  laid  down  for  thl'  purpose.  For 
example, in  the case of use  of a tractor and trailer with different 
licence numbers. enter the registration numb(:rs of both the tractor 
and the trailer, together with the nationality {lf the tractor. 
In  the case of postal consignments or c.1rriage  by  ftxed  transport 
installations, nothing should be entered in  thi~ box 111  respect of the 
registration number or nationality. In the case uf carnage by rail, the 
nationality should not be entered. 
In  other cases,  declar  ..1tion  of the  nationality  is  optional  for  the 
Contracting Parties. 
Box 19:  Container (Ctr) 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parries. 
Enter in  accordance with the codes laid down in Annex IX  to th1s 
Appendix  the  necessary  particulars with  regard  to the  presumed 
situation at the border of the country of dispatch/  export, as known 
at  the  time  of  completion  of  the  dispatch I export  or  transit 
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Box 21: Identtty and nationality of the actiue mt•ans ol transport 
crossin!{ the border 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parnc~ with regard to the 
identity. 
This box is  obligatory as regards the nationality. 
However, in  the case of postal consignmencs or carriage by  rail or 
fixed transport installation nothing should be entered in  respect of 
the registration number or nationality. 
Enter the type (lorry, ship, railway wagon, aircraft, etc.), followed 
by the identity, e.g. registration number or name of  the active means 
of transport (i.e.  the propelling means  of transport)  which  it  is 
presumed will be used at the frontier crossing point on exit from the 
country of dispatch/export, followed by the code corresponding to 
its  nationality,  as  known  at  the  time  of  completion  of  the 
dispatch/  export or transit  formalities,  by  using  the  appropriate 
code. 
In  the case of combined transport or if there arc several means of 
transport, the active means of transport is the one which propels the 
whole combination. For example, if it is a lorry on sea-going vessel, 
the active means of transport is the ship, if it is a tractor and trailer, 
the active means of transport is  the tractor, etc. 
Box 25: Mode of transport at the border 
This box is  optional for the Contracting Parties. 
Enter,  accordmg  to  the  codes  laid  down  in  Annex  IX  to  this 
Appendix, the mode of transport corresponding to the active means 
of transport which it is  presumed will  be  used  on exit  from  the 
territory of the country of dispatch/  export. 
Box 27: Place of  loading 
This box is optional for the Concracting Parties. Enter, if applicable 
in code form, where provided for, the place of loadmg of the goods 
onto the active means of transport on which they are to cross the 
border of the country of dispatch/  export, as known at the time of 
completion of the dispatch I export or transit formalities. 
Box 31: Packages and description of  goods - Marks and numbers 
- Container No(s)- Number and kind 
Enter the marks, numbers, quantity and kind of packages or, in the 
case of unpackaged goods, tht· number of such good<; covered by the 
decbr:ltion, or the  word 'hulk', .Is appropri.llc.  togt·t~wr w11h  the 
parw.:ulars necessary  to idemify the goods. Tht· Jcscriptum of  the 
good'>  means the normal trade description cxpn·..,scd in  ~uffi~._·•ently 
precise  terms to allow their idcntific.Hton  and dassifi<...atJon.  This 
box must also show the particulars required by  any speCific  rules 
(excise duties, etc.). If  containers arc used, the identifying marks of 
the container should also be entered in  this box. 
Box 32: Item number 
Enter the serial number of the item in question in relation to the total 
number of articles declared in the forms used, as defined in the note 
on box 5. 
When the declaration covers only one item, the Contracting Parties 
need not reqUire this hox to be completed, the figure 1 havmg been 
entered in  box .5. 
Box 33: Commodity code 
This box is  optional  for  the  Contracting  Partie~. Enter the code 
provided for in  Annex IX. 
This box must be completed on T 2  declaration~ made out in  an 
EFT  A country only where the preccdmg T 2 document contains an 
indication of the commodity code; the code number on the preceding 
T 2 document shall be inserted. 
Box 35: Gross mass 
Enter the gross mass of the goods described in the corresponding box 
31, expressed in kilograms. The gross mass IS the aggregated mass of 
the goods  with all  their packing, excluding containers and other 
transport equipment. 
Box 38: Net mass 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties. Enter the net mass 
of the goods described  111  the corresponding box 31, expressed in 
kilograms. The net mass is the mass of the goods themselves without 
any packaging. 
This box must be  completed on T 2 declarations made out in  an 
EFTA country only where the preceding T 2 document contains an 
indication of the net mass. 
Box 40: Summary declarattanlprevtous document 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties (reference numbers 
of documents  relating  to  the  administrati\'e procedure preceding 
dispatch/export to another country). 
Box 44: Additional mformation, documents produced, certzficates 
and authorizations 
Enter the details required under any specific rules apphcable 10 the 
country of dispatch I export together w1th  the  retcrenc~.: numbers of 
the documents produced in  support of the declaration. (Thi!>  may 
include  serial  Nos  of  Control  Copie~  (T 5;  No  of  export 
licence/ permit;  data  concerning  veterinary  and  phytosanitary 
regulations; bill of lading No etc.). In  the c,ub-d1\·ision  'Additional 
information  (!\.I)  code',  enter  a'  nen·.,..,.try  the  ~._·ode  numher, 
provided for thi.., purpn\l' lor tht· .tddition.tlmforrn.ltJor• w~11ch n1.1y 
he rcqlllred for tr.Jmll  purpose~. Th1~ !>Ub-dJvtsion  mu~t not he used 
until a computeriJ.Cd sy .. tem for d1scharging tram11 oper.ttiom come~ 
mto effect. 
Box 50:  Prtnctpal and authortzed representattl'(',  place,  date and 
szgnature 
Enter  the  full  name  (pcr~on  or  company)  and  addres~  of  the 
princtpal, and the identification number, tf an}, allm.atcd  by  the 
competent authorities. If  appropriate, enter the full name (person or 
company) of the authorized representative sigmng on behalf of the 
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Subject to specific provisions to be adopted with regard to the use of 
computerized systems, the original of the handwritten signature of 
the person concerned must be given on the copy which is to remain at 
the office of departure. When the person concerned is a ll·gal person, 
the  <oignatory  should  add  after  hi-.  'iignature  hi~  full  name  and 
status. 
Box S1:  Intended offices of transit (and countries) 
Enter the intended office of entry into each country the territory of 
which it is intended to cross in the course of transport or, when the 
transport is  to cross territory other than that of the Contracting 
Parties, the office of exit by which the means of transport will leave 
the territory of the Contracting Parties. The transit offices are listed 
in the list of customs offices competent for transit operations. After 
the  name  of the  office,  enter  the  code  relating  to  the  country 
concerned. 
Box 52: Guarantee 
Enter in accordance with the codes laid down for this purpose the 
type  of guarantee used  for  the  operation concerned  followed,  if 
necessary,  by the number of the guarantee certifi-.:ate  or voucher 
concerned and the office of guarantee. 
If a comprehensive or individual guarantee is  not valid for  all  the 
countries or if  the  principal excludes cert.1in  countries  from  the 
application of the comprehensive guarantee, add after 'not v.tlid for' 
the country(ies) concerned in accordance with the l:ode~ laid down 
for this purpose. 
Box 53:  Office of  destination (and country) 
Enter the name of the office where the goods are to be presented in 
order to complete the transit operation. The offices of destination 
are  listed  in  the  'list  of customs  offices  wmpetent  for  transit 
operations'. 
After the namt' of the offtce, enter the code r dating to the -.:ountry 
concerned. 
II.  Formalities en route 
Between the time when the goods leave the office of export and/or 
departure, and the time when they arrive at the offtce of destination, 
it is possible that certain details may need to be added on the copies of 
the  transit document which  accompany the goods.  These details 
concern the transport operation and must be added to the document 
by  the carrier responsible for the means of transport on which the 
goods are directly loaded, as and when the transport operations take 
place. These particulars may be added legibly by hand; in this case, 
the form should be completed in ink and in  block capit.tls. 
These details concern the following boxes (cop1es 4 and 5 only): 
Transhipment: use box 55 
Box 55  (trJnshzpmcms): 
hrst three line!. of tht-. hox to he complctl·d h  the l  trnn when 111 
the course of the 11per.ttion in que!.Uon the g< HJd!t .trc tr.tn,htprwd 
from one means of transport to another or frum one container to 
another. 
It should be noted th.lt when goods are transhipped the earner 
must approach the competent authorities, 1r1  partKular when it 
proves necessary to affix new seals, in  order to ha\ e the tranm 
document certified. 
When the customs service has authorized tr:mshipment without 
supervision,  the  carrier  must  himself  annotate  the  transit 
document  according!~ and, for certificanon purposes, inform the 
next customs office at which the goods must be  produced, 
Other incidents: use box 56 
Box .56  (other inczdmts during carriage): 
Box to be completed in accordance with eXI'>ting nbligations for 
transit. 
In addition, when the goods were loaded on a semi-trailer and 
only the tractor vehicle is changed during the journey (without 
the goods being handled or transhipped) emer in  this box the 
registration number and the nationality of the nev.·  tractor. In 
such  ca~es certification  b)  the  competem  authorittes  is  not 
necessary. 
TITLE III 
Remarks concerning the continuation sheets 
A.  Contmuation  !theer..  should  only  be  used  if  the  declaration 
covers more than one item (cf. box 5).  The~ must be presented 
together with a form  contained in Annexe-. I and II. 
B.  The remarks set our m Titles I and II  abo\ e apply also to the 
continuation sheets. 
However: 
the symbol  'T 1 bis' or 'T 2  bis'  'ihall  .tppear in  the  third 
subdivision of box 1, 
box 2 and box 8 of the specimen continuation sheet form 
contained  in  Annex  III  and  box  21 R  of  the  specimen 
contmuation  sheet  form  contained  in  Annex  IV  are  for 
optional  use  by  the Contracting Parnes and  .. hould show 
only  the  name  and  identification  number,  if  any, of the 
person concerned. 
C.  If conunuation sheets are used, the boxes 'description of goods' 
which have not been used must be crossed through to prevent 
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ANNEX Vlll 
EXPLANATORY NOTE ON THE USE OF FORMS FOR DRAWING UP DOCUMENTS CERTIFYING THE 
COMMUNITY STATUS OF GOODS NOT CARRIED UNDER THE T2 PROCEDURE 
(T 2 L DOCUMENT) 
A.  General description 
1.  The T 2 L  document certifying  the  Community  'iUtu~ of the 
goods to which it refers shall be drawn up in  accordance with 
Article 1 (7), of Appendix II. 
2.  Only the boxes indicated at the top of  the form under the heading 
'Important note' should be completed by the declar.mt. 
3.  The form must be completed using a typewriter or .l mechanical 
or similar process, or legibly in manuscript; in the l.mer case it 
shall be completed in ink and in block letters. 
4.  No erasures or alterations shall be m.1de.  Amendment~ ,hall be 
made  by  striking  out  the  incorrect  particulars  .mJ  where 
applicable, adding those required. Any  ~uch amendments shall 
be  initialled  by  the  person  making  the  ameJhlments  and 
authenticated by the competent authorit}. The latter may where 
necessary, require a new declaration to be  lodged. 
5.  T 2 L document!> must be completed in the language ~pe~  1fied by 
the competent authorities of the country of depanure. 
6.  Any unused spaces in the boxes to be completed hy the dcd,lf,lllt 
must be  struck through so  that no subseqm·nt enrries can  be 
made. 
7.  T 2 L documents !>hall  be used  in  accord.111cc  wnh Title  V of 
Appendix II. 
B.  Details concerning specific boxes 
Box  I: Declaratzon 
Enter the  ~ymbol 'T 2 L' in  the third  ~ubdivi~1on. 
If any contmuation sheets are used, box  l  ot the  reJe, .mt form(s) 
must show the symbol 'T  2 L bis' in  the third  ~ubdivisinn. 
Bo>.  2: Conszgnor/Exporter 
Th1s box is optional for the Contracting Panic'>. Enter the full  name 
and  address of the person or company corKcrned.  A'  fa~ as  the 
identification number is concerned, the notice nl<lY be completed by 
the  countries  concerned  (identification  number  allooteJ  to  the 
person concerned by  the competent authontJe<; for fiscal, st.ttistical 
or other purposes). In the case of groupage loads, the countries may 
provide that the word 'various' be entered in thts box and that the list 
of consignors be attached to the declaration. 
Box 3:  Forms 
Enter the serial number of the form among the total number of forms 
used. 
Examples: if the T 2 L document is made out on a smgle form, enter 
1 I 1; if the T 2 L document comprises a continu Jtion ~heet T 2 L bis, 
enter 1 I 2 on the T 2 L document and 2/2 on the contmuation sheet; 
if the T 2 L document comprises two continuation sheets T 2 L bis, 
enter 1  I 3 on the T 2 L document, 2/3 on the fir'>t T 2 L bis document 
and 3/3 on the second T 2 L bis document. 
Box 4:  Lo.;drn~ lists 
Enter the number of loading lists attached to the T 2 L document. 
Box 5: /tons 
Enter the total number of  ttem~ declared by the person concerned 111 
all the declaration forms (T 2L and supplement,1ry forms or loading 
lists) used. The number of items must corresp1'nd to the number of 
'description of the good< boxes to be completed. 
Box  14:  Decl,lrant  Representatiue 
Enter the full name .l!1d address of the person or company concerned 
in accordance with the provisions in  force.  If the declarant and the 
consignor are the same person, enter the word ·consignor'. As far as 
the identification number is concerned, the nonce rna\· be completed 
by the countries concerned (identification number ailocated to the 
person concerned by the competent authoritie-. for fi'>cal.  statistical 
or other purposes). 
Box J I: PtHku~es  a111i descriptwn oj goods- nurks and numbers-
Contamer l'\o 
Enter the marks, number'>, quantity and kind of package~ or, 111  the 
cao;;e of unpackaged goods, the number of such good~ covered by the 
declaration, or the word 'bulk', ..1s  appropriate, together with the 
particulars necessar) to tdentif}  the good-..  De~cription of the goods 
means the normal trade description exprc.,sed m sufficiently precise 
terms to allow their identification and cla-.-.ific.nion. This box must 
also sho\\ the particulars reqUired by any '>pecific rule  ... (excise duues. 
etc). If contamers are used, the Identifymg m.1rks of the container 
should al'io be  entered in  this box. 
Box 32: Item number 
Enter the ~enal number of the Item in  que~tion  111 relatton to the total 
number  of  arncle~ declared  111  the  T 2 L  document  and  in  the 
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Box 33: Commodity code 
This box must be completed in  an EFT  A country only  where the 
preceding T 2 document contains an indication of the commodity 
code;  the  code  number on the preceding T 2 document shall  be 
inserted. 
Box 35: Gross mass 
Enter the gross mass of  the goods described in the corresponding box 
31, expressed in kilograms. The gross mass is the aggregate mass of 
the goods with all  their packing, excluding containers and other 
transport equipment. 
Box 38: Net mass 
This box must be completed in an EFT  A country only where the 
preceding T 2 document contains an indication of the net mass. 
Enter the net mass of the goods described in the corresponding box 
31, expressed in kilograms. The net mass is the mass of the goods 
themselves without any packaging. 
Box 40: Summary declaration/previous document 
For goods carried under TIR or Rhine Manifest procedures or under 
cover of an ATA carnet, enter 'TIR', 'Rhine M.mifesr' or 'ATA' as 
appropriate, followed by the date of issue and reference number of 
the document corresponding co  the procedure used. 
Box 44: Additional mformationldocuments produced/Certificates 
and authorizations 
This box must be  completed in  an EFT  A country only where the 
preceding T 2 document contains details in  thi~ box; these details 
must be reproduced on the T 2 L document. 
Box 54: Place and date, szgnature and name of the declarant or hts 
representative 
Subject to specific provisions to be adopted with regard to the use of 
computerized systems, the signature of  the person concerned must be 
given  on  the T 2 L document, followed  by  the  full  name of that 
person. When the person concerned is a legal person, the signatory 
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ANNEX IX 
CODES TO BE  USED IN THE FORMS FOR MAKING OUT T 1 AND T 2 DECLARATIONS 
Box 1:  Declaration 
(See Annex VII) 
Box 19:  Container 
The codes applicable are given below: 
0: goods not transported in containers; 
1: goods transported in containers. 
Box 25: Mode of transport at the border 
The list of codes applicable is given below: 
Code for modes of transport, post and other consignments 
A.  1-figure code (obligatory); 
B.  2-figure  code  (second  digit  optional  for  the  Contracting 
Parties) 
----r---r----------------------------------------
A  B  Denomination 
10  Sea transport 
12  Railway wagon on sea-going vessel 
16  Powered road vehicle on sea-going vessel 
17  Trailer or semi-trailer on sea-going vessel 
18  Inland waterway vessel on sea-going vessel 
2  20  Rail transport 
23  Road vehicle on rail-wagon 
3  30  Road transport 
4  40  Air transport 
5  50  Mail 
7  70  Fixed transport installations 
8  80  Inland waterway transport 
9  90  Own propulsion 
Box 27: Place of loading/unloading 
Codes to be adopted by the Contracting Parties. 
Box 33: Commodity code 
First sub-division 
In  the  Community  indicate  the  eight  digits  of  the  Integrated 
Nomenclature. In the EFT  A countries indicate in  the left-hand side 
of this sub-division the six digits of the Harmonized Commodity 
Description  and  Coding  System,  subject  to  any  additional 
requirements for T 2 or T 2 L documents. 
Other sub-divisions 
To be completed using any other specific codes of the Contracting 
Parties (such codes should be inserted starting immediately after the 
first sub-division). 
Box 51:  Intended transit offices 
Indication of countries 
A list of the codes applicable is given below: 
Belgium 
Denmark 
Germany 
Greece 
France 
Ireland 
Italy 
Luxembourg 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Switzerland 
Austria 
Spain 
Portugal 
Norway 
Sweden 
Finland 
Iceland 
Box 52:  Guarantee 
Type of guarantee 
A list of the codes applicable is given below: 
B or BE 
OK 
D or DE 
EL or GR 
FR 
IRL or IE 
IT 
LU 
NL 
GB 
CH 
A or AT 
ES 
PT 
NO 
SE 
FI 
IS 
Situation  Code 
Other 
indications necessary 
For comprehensive 
guarantee 
For individual guarantee 
For cash deposit guarantee 
For flat-rate guarantee 
For guarantee not required 
(Title IV of Appendix I) 
Guarantee not required for 
the  journey  between  the 
office of departure and the 
office of transit 
(Article  10  (2)  (b)  of  the 
Convention) 
Guarantee not required for 
certain public bodies 
Indication of countries: 
2 
3 
4 
6 
7 
8 
number of certificate 
office of guarantee 
The code~ adopted for  box 51  are apphc.1ble. 
Box 33:  Office of  destination (and country) 
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COUNCIL  DECISION  NO  87/415/EEC  OF  15  JUNE  1987: 
CONVENTION  ON  A COMMON  TRANSIT  PROCEDURE 
ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL ES-PT 
on special procedures implementing the Convention on a Common Tramit Procedure following the 
accession of the Kingdom of Spain and the Portuguese Republic to the Community 
Article 1 
In this Protocol the Community as  constituted before the 
accession  of  Spain  and  Portugal,  hereinafter  called 
'Community of Ten', shall mean the Kingdom of Belgium, 
the Kingdom of Denmark, the Federal Republic of  Germany, 
the  Hellenic  Republic,  the  French  Republic,  Ireland,  the 
Italian  Republic  the  Grand  Duchy  of  Luxembourg,  the 
Kingdom of the Netherlands and the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 
Article 2 
Save  as  provided in Articles 3  and 6 of this Protocol, the 
provisions of the Convention expressly referring to transit 
forms, declarations and T 2 or T 2 L documents shall apply 
equally to transit forms, declarations and documents T 2 ES, 
T2 PT, T2L ES or T2L PT. 
Article 3 
1.  The issue by an office of  departure in .111 EFT  A country 
of a T 2  ES  or T 2 L ES  document shall  be  subject to the 
presentation  at  that  office  of  a  T 2  ES  or  T 2 L  ES 
document. 
2.  The issue by an office of departure in an EFTA country 
of a T 2 PT or T 2 L PT document shall be subject to the 
presentation  at  that  office  of  a  T 2  PT  or  T 2 L  PT 
document. 
Article 4 
1.  AT  2 ES or T 2 PT declaration is a declaration made on 
a form corresponding to the specimen shown in  Annex I or 
Annex II  to Appendix III  to the Convention, accompanied 
where appropriate by one or more forms corresponding to 
the  specimens  shown  in  Annex  III  or  Annex  IV  to  that 
Appendix. 
2.  The  principal  shall  indicate  whether  the  transit 
declaration  is  made  on  a  form  T 2  ES  or  T 2  PT, 
accompanied,  where  appropriate,  by  one  or  more 
continuation  sheets,  by  inserting  either  in  typescript  or 
legible and indelible handwriting, in the third subdivision of 
box 1 of these forms,  the symbols 'T 2 ES'  or 'T 2  PT' as 
appropriate. 
Article 5 
1.  The  forms  on  which  the  T 2 L  ES  and  T 2L  PT 
documents are drawn up must conform to copy 4  of the 
specimen contained in Annex I to Appendix Ill, or to copy 
4/5 of the specimen contained in Annex II  ro th.tt Appendix 
on which the symbol 'T 2 L ES' or 'T 2 L Pl', as appropriate, 
must be inserted either in typescript or legible .md indelible 
handwriting  in  the  third  subdivision  oi box  1  of these 
forms. 
2.  The provisions of Article 1 (7) and T 1tle V of Append1x 
II  shall apply to the T 2 L ES  and T 2 L P T documents. 
Article 6 
1.  For the purpose of implementing the pro  vi ~ions ofT  itle 
IV,  Chapter I of Appendix II  to the Com ention 
(a)  - the  International  Consignment  Note  or  the 
International  Express  Parcels  Consignment  Note 
drawn up in respect of goods accepted for transport 
by one of the railway authorities of the Community 
of Ten, or 
the TR Transfer Note drawn up for go()ds accepted 
for transport by one of the national representatives 
of the transport undertaking in  the Community of 
Ten, 
shall have equivalent effect to a declar.1tion or document 
T 2, provided it does not bear the symbol 'T 1  ', 'T 2 ES' 
or 'T 2 PT'; 
(b)  - the  International  Consignmem  I\ote  or  the 
International  Express  Parcels  ( nnstgnment  Note 
drawn up in respect of good., accepted for rramport 
by  the Spani.,h  railway authoritlc", or 
(c) 
the TR Transfer Note drawn up for goods accepted 
for transport by the Spanish national representative 
of the transport undertaking, 
shall have equivalent effect to a declaration or document 
T 2 ES, provided it does not bear the symbol 'T 1  ', 'T 2' 
or  'T 2  PT',  the  symbol  'T 2'  or  'T 2  PT'  being 
authenticated by the stamp of the otfice of departure; 
the  International  Consignment  I\ote  or  the 
International  Express  Parcels  ( onsignment  Note 
drawn up in respect of goods accepted for transport 
by the Portuguese railway authorities, or 
the TR Transfer Note drawn up for goods accepted 
for  transport  by  the  Portuguese  national 
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shall have equivalent effect to a T 2 PT declaration or 
document, provided it does not bear the symbol 'T 1  ', 
'T 2'  or 'T 2  ES',  the  symbol  'T 2'  or 'T 2  ES'  being 
authenticated by the stamp of the office of departure. 
2.  For  the  implementation  of Articles  35  and  52  of 
Appendix II to the Convention by an EFTA country; 
(a)  the document must clearly  show the  symbol 'T 2 ES' 
when the goods concerned have arrived in that EFT  A 
country under cover of: 
aT  2 ES document, 
an  International  Consignment  Note,  an 
International Express Parcels Con~ignment Note or 
TR Transfer Note equivalent to aT 2 ES document, 
or 
- a T 2 L ES  document; 
(b)  the document must clearly show the  symbol  'T 2  PT' 
when the goods concerned have arrived in  that EFT  A 
country under cover of: 
a T 2 PT document, 
an  International  Consignment  Note,  an 
International Express Parcels Consignment Note or 
TR Transfer Note equivalent to aT 2 PT document, 
or 
T 2 L PT document. Edition  N°  J  page  IX-B-1  J 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No  137/79 
of 19  I>ece~ber 1978 
on  the  institution  of  a  special  ~ethod  of  ad~inistrative  cooperation  for 
applying  intra-Co~~unity  treat~ent  to  the  fishery  catches  of  vessels  of 
Me~ber States 
- OJ  n°  L 20  of  27.1.1979, p.  1  -
MODIFICATIONS  (within the  text) 
1.  Art.  14a  added  by  Regulation  <EEC)  No  3415/85  of  04.12.1985 
(O.J.  No  L 324  of  05.12.1985,  p.  12) 
2.  Art.  14  modified  by  Regulation  <EEC)  No  804/86  of  18.03.1986 
(O.J.  No  L75  of  20.03.1986,  p.  14) Edition  N° 
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Art~·cle  I 
There  is  hereby  introduced, by  way  of  administrative 
cooperation as  referred to in the first  subparagraph of 
Article  10  (2)  of  the  Treaty,  a  document  T2M.  The 
purpose  of  this  document  shall  be  to  prove  that 
fishery catches made by  vessels of Member States and 
imported into the Community, either in  their natural 
state  or  after  being  subjected  on  board  vessels  of 
Member States  to  a  process  which  does  not  remove 
the resulting products from  the scope of Chapter 3 or 
heading No  15.04 or 23.01  of the Common Customs 
Tariff satisfy the conditions laid down by Article  9 (2) 
of  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic 
Community. 
Article 2 
The catches or resulting products referred to in Article 
1 shall  be the subject of  a T2M document completed 
in  accordance  with  Articles  5  to  9  whenever : 
(a)  the vessel which made the catch and, where appro-
priate,  processed  it  on  board  carries  it  direct  to  a 
Member State  other than  that of  the  said  vessel ; 
(b)  a  vessel,  being a  vessel  of a  Member State,  on  to 
which  the  catch  was  transhipped  from  the  vessel 
specified  in  (a)  processes  the  catch  on  board  and 
carries the resulting products direct to the Commu-
nity; 
(c)  a vessel other than that specified in (a)  or (b),  being 
a vessel  of a Member State, on to  which the catch 
or  resulting  products  have  been  transhipped 
carries  it  or them  direct  to  the  Community ; 
(d)  one of the vessels  specified in (a),  (b)  or (c)  carries 
the catch or resulting products direct to  a country 
or  territory  outside  the  Community, whence  they 
are  transported  to  the Community. 
Ar1ide 3 
I.  The form  on whid1  thl·  T2M  duuuncnt  •~  111adl' 
out  shall  conform  to  the  specimen  shown  in  Annex 
A. 
2.  The paper used  for  the ·original  shall  be  free  of 
mechanical  pulp,  dressed  for  writing  purposes  and 
weigh  at  least  55 g/m2•  It shall  have  printed on both 
back  and  front  a green guilloche  pattern  background 
so as to reveal any falsification by mechanical or chem-
ical  means. 
3.  The size  of the T2M  forms  shall  be 210  x  297 
mm ; a tolerance of - 5 or +  8  being allowed  in the 
length. 
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4.  The form  shall  be  printed  in  one of  the official 
Community  languages  specified  by  the  competent 
authorities  of  the  Member State  to  which  the  vessel 
belongs. 
5.  The  T2M  forms  shall  be  bound  in  booklets  of 
10,  there being one detachable original and one non-
detachable  carbon  copy  of  each  form.  Page  2  of  the 
cover of the booklet shall contain the notes shown  in 
Annex  B. 
6.  Each  T2M  form  shall  have  an  individual  serial 
number. This number shall be the same for both orig-
inal  and  copy. 
7.  Member  States  may  themselves  print  the  T2M 
forms  and assemble  them  in  booklets,  or entrust  the 
work to printers appointed by them. In the latter case, 
reference  to  the appointment must appear on  page  1 
of  the  cover  of  each  booklet  and  on  the  original  of 
each  form.  Furthermore, the  page  l  in  question  and 
the  original  of  each  form  must  bear  the  name  and 
address  of  the  printer or a mark by  which  he  can  be 
identified. 
8.  The T2M form  shall be completed in one of the 
official  Community  languages  either in  typescript  or 
legibly  in  manuscript;  if  the  latter,  in  ink  and  in 
printed  characters.  No erasures  or alterations  may  be 
made. Amendments shall be  made by striking out the 
incorrect  particulars  and,  where  appropriate,  adding 
those required. Any such amendments must be initia-
lled  by  the  person  who  signed  the  declaration 
containing them. 
Article 4 
A booklet of T2M forms shall be  issued, at the request 
of the shipowner or his representative by the customs 
authorities of  the port of registry or home port of the 
vessel.  It  shall  be  issued  only when  the shipowner or 
his  representative  has  completed,  in  the  language  of 
the form,  boxes  Nos  1 and 2  of all  the originals and 
copies  of  the  forms  contained  in  the  hooklet.  Wht·n 
•~'>IIIIIJ.:  tlw  hooklt"l,  lht"">t'  tll',ftllll·.  aurhollllt"s  sh.tll 
nuupktc box  No  l  ot .dl  the  •mg111ab  and  <.:opics  of 
the forms  in  the  booklet. 
Article  5 
The  master  of  the  vessel  making  a  catch  shall 
complete boxes Nos 4, 5 and 8 of the original and the 
copy of one of  the  forms  m  the  booklet : 
(a)  whenever  catches  are  landed  in  a  Member  State 
other than  that to  which  his  vessel  belongs ; 
(b)  wh('ncver  catches  are  transhippt:d  on  to  another 
vessel  belonging to  a  Member State; 
(c)  whenever catches are  landed  in  a country or terri-
tory  outside  the  Community. ---- ~-------------
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Article  6 
Where  the  catch  has  been  processed  on  board  the 
vessel  which caught it and the resulting products fall 
within  heading  No  15.04  or  23.0 I  of  the  Common 
Customs  Tariff,  the  master  of  the  said  vessel  shall 
complete  boxes  Nos  4  to  8  of the  original  and  the 
copy  of  the  T2M  document  concerned  and  shall 
record  the  processing  in  the  log  book  of  his  vessel. 
Article  7 
In the case of transhipment of the catch referred to in 
Art~cle 5 (b) or of the resulting products referred to in 
Arttcle  6,  box  No 9  of the  original  and  copy of the 
T~M document shall also be completed and the tran-
shipment  declaration  shall  be  signed  by  the  two 
masters  concerned.  The  original  of  the  T2M  docu-
ment shall  be given to  the master of the vessel  on to 
which the catch or resulting products are transhipped, 
the transhipment operation being recorded in the log 
book of each  vessel. 
Article 8 
Where  the  processing  referred  to  in  Article  6  is 
carried  out  on  board  another  vessel,  belonging  to  a 
Member State, on  to which  the catch  has  been  tran-
shipped, the master of this vessel shall complete boxes 
Nos 6,  7 and  I 0  of the original of the T2M document 
given  to  him  when  the  catch  was  transhipped  and 
shall  record  the  processing  in  the  log  book  of  his 
vessel. 
Article  9 
In  the  case  of  a  second  transhipment  of  the  catch 
referred  to  in  Article  5  (b)  or the  resulting  products 
referred to in Article 6, or in the case of transhipment 
of the  resulting products referred  to  in Article 8,  box 
No II of the original of the T2M document shall also 
be completed and  the  transhipment dedaration  shall 
he signed  by  the  two  masters  cotH.:nncd. 
The original  of  the T2M document shall  be given  to 
the master of the vessel on to which the catch or the 
resulting  products  are  transhipped,  the  transhipment 
operation  being  recorded  in  the  log  book  of  each 
vessel. 
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Article  10 
I.  The original of the T2M document completed as 
provided  for  in  Article  S  and,  where  appropriate,  in 
Articles 6 to 9 shall be presented to the customs office 
where the catch or resulting products as  referred to in 
Article  1  to  which  it  relates  are  declared  for  the 
purpose  of  being  entered  to  a  customs  procedure. 
These  authorities  shall  have  the  right  to  require  a 
translation.  They  may  further  require,  in  order  to 
check the entries on the T2M document, the produc-
tion  of  all  relevant  documents,  and  in  particular  the 
ship's papers of the vessels  referred  to  in  Article 2 (a), 
(b)  and (c). 
2.  Where the catch or resulting products referred to 
in Article  I  and to  which  the T2M  document relates 
have been landed in a country or territory outside the 
Community,  that  document  shall  be  valid  only  if 
accompanied by a certificate from the customs authori-
ties of that country or territory. Th1s  certificate shall : 
(a)  contain  a  statement  that  the  catch  or  resulting 
products to which  the said  document relates  have 
been under customs control  throughout their stay 
in  the  country  or  territory  in  question  and  have 
undergone  no  handling or  processing  there other 
than  that  necessary  for  their preservation ; 
(b)  specify  the  dates  of  arrival  and  departure  of  the 
catch or resulting products and the means of trans-
port  used  for  the  re-exportation  thereof  to  the 
Community. 
In the absence of this certificate, the customs authori-
ties of the Member State into which  the fishery catch 
or  resulting  products  are  brought  may  accept  any 
other document recognized by them as having equiva-
lent effect. 
Article  11 
Packings  presented  at  the  same  time  as  the  catch  or 
resulting products referred to in Article  1 to which the 
T2M  document  relates  shall  be  ae<::orded  intra-
Community  treatment  only  if  a  document  proving 
their  Community  nature  is  supplied  to  the  customs 
aut hori tit:s. 
Article  12 
Each  time  the  fishing  vessel  returns  to  its  port  of 
registry or home  port, if  use  has  been  made since  its 
departure of the booklet of T2M forms,  the owner or 
his  representative  shall  be  required  to  produce  the 
booklet at the customs office of issue so that the dupli-
cate  copies  may be examined. 
He  shall  also  produce  the  booklet  whenever  so 
lequired  by  the  customs authorities. 
The booklet shall be returned to the holder after eact\ 
examination  until  all  the  forms  have  been  used. Edition  N° 
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Article  13 
When  a  vessel  to  which  a  booklet  of  T2M  forms  as 
referred  to  in  Article  3  has  been  issued  ceases  to 
satisfy  all  the  requisite  conditions  for  according  its 
catch  intra-Community  treatment  in  other  Member 
States before all  the forms have been used, the booklet 
shall be  returned immediately to the customs office of 
issue. 
Artide 14 
In order that the provisions of this Regulation may be 
properly  applied,  Member  States  shall  afford  each 
other assistance  in  verifying  the  authenticity  of  T2M 
documents  and  the  accuracy  of  the  entries  thereon. 
Article  14a 
'1.  For  the  purposes  of  Articles  1  and  2  of  this 
Regulation, vessels definitively entered in  the registers 
of the competent authorities at local level (registros de 
base) of the Canary Islands, Ceuta or Melilla shall not 
be  considered  as  vessels  of  a  Member State. 
2.  The customs authorities at the port of registry or 
home  port of  a  fishing  vessel  definitively  entered  in 
the registers of the competent authorities at local level 
(registros  de  base)  of  the  Canary  Islands,  Ceuta  and 
Melilla shall  not be entitled to  issue  booklets of T2M 
forms  to  such  a  vessel.' 
3.  Article  10  (2)  of  this  Regulation  shall  apply  to 
fishery  catches  and  products  derived  therefrom  as 
referred to  in Article 1 which are landed under a T2M 
document at  a  port  in  the  Canary  Islands  or  Ceuta 
and  Melilla  for  transhipment  and  onward  consign-
ment  to  the  customs  territory  of  the  Community. 
In  aqdition,  special  quays  shall  be  set  aside  for  the 
landing,  storage  and  transhipment  of  such  products, 
which  are  separate  from  those  for  products  for 
consignment  to  another destination.' 
--- ------ ----------
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Article  15 
Decision  64/  503/EEC  is  hereby  repealed. 
However, its  provisions shall continue to be applicable 
to  movement  certificate  forms  DDS  conforming  to 
the  specimen  annexed  to  that  Decision  which  have 
been  countersigned  by  the  customs authorities  before 
the  date  on  which  this  Regulation  enters  into  force. 
Articlt  16 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on  1 July 1979. EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY  I  page  I X  -e- 7  r  A ,\'.\'EX A 
1 Shipowner  (full name  and  address) 
2  Name and type of vessel 
Registered number 
Port of registry or home port 
3  CUSTOMS CERTIFICATE 
T2M 
No  A  000000 
ORIGINAL 
DOCUMENT 
PROVIDING EVIDENCE THAT CATCHES 
MADE BY VESSELS OF MEMBER STATES SATISFY 
THE CONDITIONS OF ARTICLE 9(2) OF THE EEC TREATY 
See the notes on page 2 of the cover of the booklet 
before filling in the form 
The  undersigned  Customs  officer hereby  certifies that  catch~s made by- the vessel  shown  in  box  no  2 and,  where  appli-
cable, processed on  board that vessel  or on  board the vessel shown in  box no 9 and,  where applicable, transhipped at sea 
onto the vessels shown in boxes nos 9 and  11  satisfy the conditions of article 9(2)  of the EEC Treaty. 
Customs office: ................................................................................ . 
Member  State:  ................................................................................... . 
Date:  .......................................................................................................  . 
(Signature)  (Stamp) 
4  Number and kind of packages (1)  - Description of catch  5 Gross weight (kg; 
6  Number and  kind of packages  (1)  - Description of products resulting from processing of catch  7  Gross weight (kg) 
8  DECLARATION BY THE MASTER OF THE VESSEL WHICH MADE THE CATCH 
I  the  undersigned,  ..............................................................................................................  (full name), Master of the vessel  shown  in  box  no 2  de-
clare that the catch described in boxes nos 4 and  5 of this document  ' 
- has  been  made  by my  vessel  and  that the  preparation of this  document has  been  recorded  on  page  of the  ships 
logbook 
- has  undergone on  board my vessel  processing which  has  been  recorded on  page  .....  of the ships  logbook and  that the 
products resulting from  this processing are  shown  in boxes nos 6 and 7 of this document (2) 
Date:  .................................................................. .. 
(Signature) 
9  DECLARATION  IN THE  EVENT OF A FIRST TRANSHIPMENT AT SEA ONTO ANOTHER VESSEL OF A MEMBER STATE 
The  catch  or resulting products referred to in this document have been transhipped at sea onto the following vessel: 
a)  name  and type  b)  registered number 
c)  port of registry or home port 
The transhipment has been  recorded on  page  . of the 
logbook of the vessel which made the catch 
Date: 
........  ....  ...  ......  - ·-·  ,..  .. ...... 
(Signature of the  Master of the  vessel  which  made  the  catch) 
d)  full name of Master 
The  transhipment  has  been  recorded  on  page  ...  . of the  log-
book  of the vessel  onto  which  the  catch  or  resulting  products 
have been transhipped 
'....  . .. 
(Signature of the  Master of the  vessel  onto which  the  catch  or the 
resulting  products have  been  transhipped) 
10  DECLARATION WHEN  PROCESSING TAKES  PLACE ON  BOARD THE  VESSEL ONTO WHICH THE  CATCH HAS BEEN 
TRANSHIPPED 
The catch  referred to in boxes nos 4 and  5 of this document has  undergone on  board my  vessel processing which  has  been 
recorded on  page ..... of the ships logbook and  the products resulting  from  this processing are shown  in  boxes  nos  6 and 
7 of this document. 
Date:  .........................  -·· 
(Signature of Master) 
Co:-~tinued overleaf - --------------
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11  DECLARATION IN THE  EVENT OF A  SECOND TRANSHIPMENT AT SEA ONTO ANOTHER VESSEL OF A  MEMBER 
STATE 
The catch or resulting products referred to in this document have been transhipped at sea onto the following vessel: 
a)  name and type 
c)  port of registry or home port 
The transhipment has been recorded on  page  of the 
logbook of the vessel  from  which  the catch  or resulting 
products have been transhipped 
Date: 
. .....  .  .....  ........................................  . .....................................  .. 
NOTES 
(Signature of the  Master of the  vessel  from which  the catch  or 
resulting  products have  been  transhipped) 
b)  registered number 
c)  full name of Master 
The transhipment has  been recorded on  page  of the log-
book of the vessel  onto which  the catch  or resulting  products 
have been transhipped 
(Sig~-~t~re  .. of  ..  th~- M~~~~~.  ~~ th~ v~~-~~1  ~n-to wh·i·;;h· the···~atd,. ~~ 
resulting products have  been  transhipped) 
A.  When the catch  undergoes processing on  board the vessel  onto which  it has  been  transhipped  and  the  resulting  products 
fall within heading no 15.04  (fats and  oils of fish and  marine mammals) or 23.01  (flours and  meals of fish, crustaceans or mol· 
!uses) of the Common Customs Tariff, the Master of this vessel  must  complete boxes  nos  6,  7 and  10  of the original of the 
form given to him when the transhipment took place. 
B.  When  the  catch  or resulting  products are  transhipped  for a  second  time  or when  the  resulting  products  referred  to  in  A 
above  are  transhipped,  box  no  11  of the  original of the form  must  be  completed.  This  box  must  be  signed  by  the  two 
Masters  concerned  and  the form  given  to  the  Master of the  vessel  onto  which  the catch  or resulting products have  been 
transhipped. 
C.  The boxes referred to in A and  B above must be completed in  one of the official Community languages, either in typescript 
or legibly in  manuscript, if the latter, in ink and  in printed characters. No erasures or alterations may be made. Amendmends 
must be  made  by striking out the incorrect particulars and,  where  appropriate,  adding  those  required.  Any  such  amend· 
ments must be initialled by the person who signed the declaration containing them. 
D.  The original of the form used must be given to the Customs authorities of the Member State in which the catch or resulting 
products to which  it relates are  declared for the purpose of being entered to a Customs procedure. 
!12 REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION  I  Verification of the authenticity of this document and  the 
accuracy of the information contained therein is required. 
At  ............................................................. ,  on ....... .. 
(Place of signature)  (Date) 
(Signature)  (Stamp) 
13  RESULT OF VERIFICATION (1) 
Verification carried out shows that this document 
D 
was  issued  by  the Customs office indicated and  that 
the information contained therein is accurate. 
D 
does not meet the  requirements as  to authenticity and 
regularity (See remarks below) 
At ...............  ..  .,  on. 
(Place of signature)  (Date) 
(Signature)  (Stamp) 
(1)  Place an  X  where  applicable 
REMARKS 1 Shipowner  (full name  and  address) 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY 
T2M 
l  page  IX-B- 9 
No A 
COPY 
DOCUMENT 
000000 
PROVIDING EVIDENCE THAT CATCHES 
I 
2 Name and type of vessel 
Registered number 
MADE BY VESSELS OF MEMBER STATES SATISFY 
THE CONDITIONS OF ARTICLE 9(2) OF THE EEC TREATY 
Port of registry or home port 
3 CUSTOMS CERTIFICATE 
See the notes on page 2 of the cover of the booklet 
before filling in the form 
The  undersigned  Customs  officer hereby  certifies that catches made  by  the vessel  shown  in  box  no  2 and,  where  appli-
cable,  processed on  board that vessel  or on  board the vessel shown in box no 9 and, where applicable, transhipped at sea 
onto the vessels  shown  in boxes nos 9 and  11  satisfy the conditions of article 9(2)  of the EEC Treaty. 
Customs office: ........................................... . 
Member  State:  .......................................................................... _ 
Date:  .................................................................. . 
(Signature)  (Stamp) 
4  Number and  kind of packages (1)  - Description of catch  5  Gross weight (kg) 
6  Number and  kind of packages  (1)  - Description of products resulting from processing of catch  7  Gross weight (kg) 
8  DECLARATION BY THE MASTER OF THE VESSEL WHICH MADE THE CATCH 
I  the  undersigned,  .................................................  ............. .....  ................. ..........  (full name),  Master of the vessel  shown  in  box  no  2,  de-
clare that the catch  described in  boxes  nos 4 and  5 of this document 
- has  been  made by my  vessel  and  that the  preparation of this  document  has  been  recorded  on  page  of the  ships 
logbook 
- has undergone on  board my  vessel processing which  has  been  recorded  on  page  .. of the  ships  logbook and  that the 
products resulting from this processing  are  shown  in  boxes nos 6 and  7 of this document (2) 
Date: 
(Signature) 
9  DECLARATION  INTHE EVENTOFAFIRSTTRANSHIPMENT AT SEA ONTO ANOTHER VESSEL OF A MEMBER STATE 
The catch or resulting products referred to in  this document have been transhipped at sea onto the following vessel: 
a)  name and type  b)  registered number 
c)  port of registry or home port 
The transhipment has  been recorded on·  page 
logbook of the vessel which made the catch 
Date: 
.............  . ...... 
d)  full name of Master 
of the  The  transhipment  has  been  recorded  on  page  of  the  log-
book  of the  vessel  onto  which  the  catch  or  resulting  products 
have been transhipped 
(Signature of the  Master of the  vessel  which  made  the catch)  (Signature or  the  Master of the  vessel  onto which  the  catch  or the 
resulting  products have  been  transhipped) Edition  N°  Jpage IX-B-·t1  J 
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ANNEX B 
NOTES 
(to  appear on  page  2  of  the cover of  the  booklet) 
1.  This booklet contains  I 0  forms,  each  consisting of an  original  and  a  copy. 
2.  The forms  must be completed in typescript or legibly in manuscript ; if  the latter, in ink and  in 
printed  characters.  No erasures  or alterations  may  be  made.  Amendments  must  be  made  by 
striking out the  incorrect  particulars  and  adding  those  required  where  appropriate.  Any  such 
amendments must be  initialled  by  the  person  who signed the declaration  containing them. 
3.  - Boxes  Nos  1 and  2  of the  form  must be completed in  the language  in  which  the  form  is 
printed. 
- Boxes  Nos  4  to  11  of  the  form  must  be  completed  in  one  of  the  official  Community 
languages. 
4.  The master of the vessel  which  has  made the catch must complete boxes  Nos 4, 5 and 8 of the 
original  and  copy of  a  form : 
(a)  whenever he lands the catch in a Member State other than that to which  his vessel  belongs ; 
(b)  whenever  he  tranships  the  catch  on  to  another vessel  of  a  Member State ; 
(c)  whenever  he  lands  the catch  in  a  country or territory  outside  the  Community. 
5.  When  the  catch  undergoes  processing  on  board  the  vessel  which  made  the  catch  and  the 
resulting  products  fall  within  heading No 15.04 (fats  and oils  of fish  and marine mammals) or 
23.01  (flours  and  meals  of  fish,  crustaceans  or molluscs)  of  the  Common  Customs Tariff,  the 
master of the vessel  must complete boxes Nos 4 to 8 of the original and of the copy of the form. 
6.  When the catch or resulting products referred to in 5 above are  transhipped at sea,  box No 9 of 
the original and of the copy of the form  must be completed. This box must be signed by the two 
masters concerned and the original given  to  the master of the vessel  on to  which the catch or 
resulting  products  have  been  transhipped. 
7.  When the catch undergoes the processing referred to in 5 above on board the vessel on to whkh 
it  has  been  transhipped, the master of this vessel  must complete boxes  Nos 6,  7 and  10  of the 
original  of  the  form  gJYen  to  him  by  the  master of  the  vessel  which  made  the catch. 
8.  When the catch or resulting products referred to in 5 above are  transhipped for a second time or 
when the resulting prcducts referred to in 7 above are transhipped, box No 11  of the original of 
the  form  must be  completed. This box must be signed by  the  two  masters concerned and  the 
form given to the master of the vessel on to which the catch or resulting products have been tran-
shipped. 
9.  The original of the form  used  must be given  to the customs authorities of the Member State  in 
which  the catch or resulting products to  which it relates are  declared  for  the  purpose of  being 
entered to a customs procedure. :n the case of transhipment, it must be  given  to  the master of 
the vessel  on  to  which  the  catch  or resulting  products  have  been  transhipped. 
10.  The booklet must be  produced to the customs authorities whenever the fishing vessel  returns  to 
its  port of registry or home port,  if  the booklet has  been  used  since its departure. The booklet 
must  also  be submitted whenever so  required  by  the customs authorities. 
11.  The booklet must be  returned  to the customs authorities by which it  was  issud  when  the vessel 
to  which  the  booklet  relates  ceases  to  fulfil  the  conditions  laid  down  or when  all  the  copies 
contained  in  the booklet  have  been  used. Edition  NO  Jpage  IX-C-1  J 
TRADE  ARRANGEMENTS  WITH  ASSOCIATED  COUNTRIES  EEC- TURKEY  AGREEMENT 
AGREEMENT 
Creating  an  Association  between  the 
European  ~conomic Community  and 
Turkey 
-OJ  n°  L 217  of  20.12.1964 
Additional  Protocol  to  the  Agreement 
-OJ  n°  L 293  of  29.12.1972 
Entry  into  force  :  1.1.1973 
Interim  Protocol  to  the  Agreement 
-OJ  n°  L  277  of  3.10.1973 
Entry  into  force  :  1.1.1974 
-OJ  n°  L 348  of  18.12.1973 
Supplementary  Protocol  to  the  Agreement 
-OJ  n°  L 361  of  31.12~1977 
Not  yet  in  force Edition  N°  lpage IX-C-3  l 
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EXTRACT  FROM  THE 
ADDITIO~AL PROTOCOL 
Artide 2 
1.  Cll.tptc:r f,  St·dinn I, and Chapll r II of rhis Title 
shall apply: 
(a)  to  goods  produced  in  the  Community  or  in 
Tur~cy,  including  those  wholly  or  partially 
ohtatne~i  or  produc:ed  from  products  uuning 
from thtrd countries which are in free circulation 
in the Community or in Turkey; 
(h)  to goods ..:omin~ from third l'Ollntrk'i and in  free 
circulation in tht· Community or in Turkey. 
2.  Products  coming  from  third  countries shall  be 
..:on~idered to b~ in  fre~ circulation in the Community 
or  m  Turkey  •f  the  1mport  formalities  have  been 
co~plil'd  ~ith  and  any  customs  duties  or  charges 
havmg cqtuvalent effect which arl' payable haw been 
levied  in  the  ~ommunity or in  Turkey, and  if  they 
have not  benefited from  a  total or partial drawback 
of such duties or charges. 
3.  Goods  imported  from  third  l'ountrics  into  the 
Community  or  into  Turkt·y  anJ  accorded  special 
cu:t~mts  tre.ttmcnt  h_y  reason  of  thl·ir  country  of 
ong1.n  or of t·xport:ttlon, shall  not  be considered  to 
h~c  Ill  f.rn·  ..:ircul.lfinn  in  the  t':rritory  of  one 
<: 1 "Hra~  ~~~~~ Pany if  tla·y arc re-t·xportcd to the other 
Contrac:tm~ P.trty.  The Counc:il  of Assodation may, 
however,  make  cxrcptions  to  this  rule  under 
conditions which it shall lay down. 
4.  Paragraphs  1  and  2  shall  apply only to goods 
e.xportt·d from the Community on or after the date of 
Signature of this Protocol. 
Article 3 
1.  ~hap~cr I,  Section I,  and Chapter II  of this Title 
shall ltkcw1sc apply to ~oods obtained or produced in 
the. Community or in  Turkey, in  the manufacture of 
wh1ch .  were  used .  products  coming  from  third 
countries  and  not  m  free  circulation  either  in  the 
Community  or  in  Turkl·y.  Tht·"t'  prm i<.,rnrl'.  ..  1~.~11, 
howt·vcr, apply  to thn"t'  goo,!..,  only  if  thl'  ,.,!"'"'111: 
C.,t.tlt'  th.tq~t·'i  :1  UHIIIICI'V.liliiiJ',  )ny, tlu:  f.lll' 11l  Wllll IJ 
is  ;t  pt·rct·nt.tgc  of  the  duties  !.tid  down  tn  the 
Common Cthtoms Tariff for third c:ountry  prodw;•s 
use<.f  in  their manufacture. This pcrccnt.1gc,  fixed  hy 
the  Counc:il  of  As~ociation for  cach of  ... u  ... h  pcnolls 
as  it  may  dctt·rmine,  shall  he  based  on  the  tariff 
reduction  granted  on  thosc  goods  in  the  importing 
State. The Council of Association shall also by down 
the  ruks  for  the  countcrv.tiling  levy,  t;1king  into 
.H ·ount tht·  n·kvant rull's in  forL"l'  bdort' 1 July 1  ''t,R 
in  trade hctw<'cn  Mcmht·r St;ltl'"· 
2.  The  countervailing levy  sh.dl  not,  however,  be 
charged  on  exports  from  the  Community  or  from 
Turkey  of  goods  obt:tined  or  produced  under  the 
..:onditions  mentioned  in  this  Article  while  the 
reduction of customs duties on the majority of goods 
imported  into the territory  of the other Contracting 
Party does not exceed 20 %, t:tking into account the 
various timetables  for  tariff reductions  f1xed  by  this 
Protocol. 
Article  4 
The  Council  of  Association  sh.t 11  dctl·rtnint·  the 
mt·thods of  admini!-.tr~ttivc coopt•r.tt Jon  tu he  tl'.nl  111 
implt·mcnting  Articles  2  anJ  J,  t.tkm~ into  .JL"\.·ount 
the  methods  laid  down  by  the  Community  with 
regard to trade between Mcmher St.Hcs. 
Article 9 
On  the  entry  into  force  of  this  Protocol,  the 
Community shall abolish customs duties and charges 
. having equivalent effect on imports from Turkey. Edition  N°  I  page  I X-C-4  I 
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Artide  10 
1.  For  each  product,  the  basic  duty  on  which 
Turkey is to app1y  the successive  reductions shaH  be 
the  duty  actua11y  applied  in  respect  of  the 
Community at the date of signature of this Protocol. 
2.  The timetable for  the  reductions to he effected 
by  Turkey  shall  be  as  follows:  the  first  reduction 
shall be made on the entry into force of this Protocol. 
The second and third shall he applied three years and 
five  vcars  later.  Tlw  fnnrth  and  suh~(·qucnt 
n·ducr.ions sha11  hl·  madl· t.•.u:h  ycar in  MKh  a w.1y  that 
the  final  rcdm:rion  i!-t  madt.•  at  the  t.'tHI  of  tht.· 
tran:.itional· stage. 
3.  E;u:h  reduction  shall  be made by  lowering the 
basic duty tm each product by 10 %. 
Extract  from  the  Additional  Protocol 
Article  11 
Notwithstanding Article  10  (2)  and (3), Turkey shall 
progressively  abolish,  over  a  period  of  twenty-two 
years, in accordance wirh the following timct.tble, the 
hasir  dutit"s  in  respect  of  the  Community  on  the 
products  listed  in  Annex  J:  a  reduction  of 5%  on 
t';l!.:h  duty  shall  he  m;tdt•  on the  entry  into  force  of 
rhi~ Protocol. Three further reductions, t.•ach  of 5 %, 
shall he made three, six and ten years l.ttl'r. 
Eight further rcJuctions, each of to %, shall be made 
twelve,  thirteen,  fifteen,  scveutcl'll,  eighteen,  twenty, 
twenty-one  and  twmty·two  )'Caro;  rcspt.·ctivdy  after 
the entry into force of this Protocol. 
Annex  n°  6  - Chapter  1 
Artidl' 16 
The Council of Association  shall  lay  down  the  definition  of the  concept 'originating 
products' for the purposes of the application of this Chapter. Edition  N°  lpage  IX-C  5  J 
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•.••  t  ~  4 •I  • lll  \',',(I(  1·\ II• ;', ( 41( ,, II 
,,1  :L~·  ~., 11 ~,,,, 1  of  · 01 :~11\.11111\!  proJu"t•.'  from  I urL.n  tor  unpkrn  ... n  un  d•~·  ,L ·.n t:.··;  1  "  1  "  l 
I  I 't  \ ·,111." 'o  6  of the AJdation.ll Proto.H.:ol  to t1c nnt..U.l  ·""~rnm"·n  t.~tadn ot l  h.tpt~ r  ~ .. 
-OJ  no  L 59  of  5.,3.1973,  p.,  73 
MODIFICATIONS  (within  the  text) 
1.,  Article 1  (f)  modified  by  Decision  n°  1/75  of  the  Association  Council 
(OJ  no  L 142  of  4.6.  1975,  p.  2) 
'(f)  gooJs  pf>t.tlllt"d  111  TtH~o·  hv  ...  ~.•dun~  or 
}  I  ';·  tll  {.  l• ~ II 1' t  ) ·,"  .....  (  J!  li.l;- ,,  <:~~t·~,~  ~  •IL 
pro~.e  .. •>~nt-:  the  i.,,,,!,:, !•  •t ·\·rrt·d  to l:rdcr (.1)  to 
(t'),  t"'H'Il  II  ('!ht ~  rr •d ".  arc  U'l'cl  Jn  thC'If 
m.ulUfJdllfl.  ~,r~  ,,•!•,! :11•:,  thJt  pr~.,duds 
ObtJiflc:d  ()lJbhk  h;:  ~l  \  l_lf  thC'  (  ''!~H11U!1lt}' 
art·  on~\  u~~.·,l  vn  .m  J,~.n~'l"\'  ~J~1s  1n  the 
m.u1U!.t, tur~.· 
\:ollc \  '1  t·  "!  th,  \.  :.1  ''  ,,,i,:,.\.  ..  1!. 1• 
J.  pH•~Illd'>  ul'!.lil!l"J  h~ 
... ,.,,dt:  .. ll',l  111  lttrk~.·y,  I h,:  r';1lt.utor~  nort:~ form  .1n  :ntcgral  p.nr  of rh" 
f)l,  1'•11111. 
,l'  lll.\.1 .. ;'  prn~lu.r-.  rJl..·.n  irnm  rlh  '•(  .l  h~  i :t•k·-.h 
\'l'  ... ">l' 1  .... 
I  \1'1.\~:\ I ( 1R'  :\Of I·\ 
I:•:·  ···r~  :n  rurke\' ''1·: .tl"'' •'.(r fcrnto•r .  .!  \\.l~lr' ····J  \C,'\\t'1'  •':'<'."•":: ...  ,  !~'('  l.  •.  '-Ll'. 
n.~  ~.·\~·  f.J ... tnr\  l'lj."'  "::  \\ il!t,,.)  T
11c  ttt-.h  "'1l:~~~.- 1'  \\(tf~Cd tlr  r·""-\''  .. :  .. ~.  f"•rl\  ,;l,J  ~:  .. '-' 
't•:,tl .1;  d:c  ~nn,ltti<ll'  '<''  11tH  ...  ·  \f'l.t•t.lt"~'  ">  •tc.·  4. 
~otc: 2 
In  ••r·.'·  r  t••  l~t'tt"r:•::nt·  ..  : · :ht·r :· .....  ,!~ '"'t:lll.lll' 111  I'urkev.  If ,f·.tll  r··•!  bt•  ncu···.l'.  :.~  ,., ..  ~·  ,:, 
"\!.1 ,· ,.,..  ~hl"  po\\<..;  .''h'  ,(:,~-I tr1!  .ltt,J  c: ... ,u'J'"1C',t  .lth.i  fll.h:h·:ll' .l!''"l  f.\  ..  ·,  u,.,:d  t••  •1~,.;"  ,,:~,~ 
L  ~ • '' •l I" c  J r 1  L' ' , l.J t r  ;  1  :  t !  ' ·  r, •  ..  · ·  · ;  1 • . ·  •  • '·..  ~ ••  ~ • • 
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Decision  no  4/7'? 
Note 4 
Th~  t~rm 'Turkish vessel!t'  ~h.11l ·•rr h  only  to  v~.._o;cl": 
- whh.:h  arc registered or  rccortlt·~t m  Turk~~-; 
- wt-.,,'h  \.111  under the TurJ..,,h  fl.t~: 
\\ h,,_+.  .tre  .ar  l~.t  .. r  ~11 " ..  ~''' rll'J  ~.,  n.ttltm.tl,  ,~f lurkcv or t-tv  a ,·uw:'.l't\ "tth 1t" heJJ  ,.!~··.,·C' 
m  I url-n, of \\ht  .. b  the.:  n .ut.tgt·'  or n•.m.lgt·r,, \'h.urn,,tn ot' ~he hu.l  ,l  ,,f ,l!reo.t~>r<o .•r  <>!  dw 
H1J't'r\1'>0t~· ro.1rd  Jlld  f~'('  lli.IJI•"ll\  nt the tn."'l"'('!'' tl!  ~lh.h  i'-P.H~!,  lrl' :u:·····.!', ••!  -j  ,:• -._,,, 
J!1d  <•f  \\ht,h, In Jti,f  ::.·~•.  Ill tiH  l  hl' of r.t:; ,,.r,}•l!'' t>f  lun:!l•1 ,,  .• .,:, ....  ,,, .1:  \  .l•: !..1.:  rl-.t• 
~o.Jpt!Jii>~.·long., tu  J  ur~n, or to puhli~ hod1C:\ or n.tth•n.tl, ,,f  lur~, .. 
-of  \\htlh rh~ I.Jpt.un .wJ ptlh.t'r' .lrt' .t!!  n.monJJ, ,,f  J'url..~.~~ 
- of \\ h  tdl Jt kJ't ~i ··"  of the  l.'tt \\  .m: n.ttlonJI'!> uf TurL..c~. 
NoteS 
ProJu~."a m a  quJnm~ nor  t'\..c:eJm~ tn "·•  uf rh.tt of the rwJuct"  ref('·~t·\!  ~,~  t!1  "u~r.trJ~·  ·'t'"" 
:J,  to  c.- of Arth.lc 1 of the  l>n·"aor1 ,h.1ll  b~ '-'on-..iJc:rcJ  J'l  ~ct::~  lll~''ri'•''.t'c'J \,.,  .an  .t"'l'" ·r~ 
ba''' tn the1r manufl,ture-. 
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Decision  n°  2/78 
COUNCIL OF ASSOCIATION  DECISION No 2/78 
of 30 October 1978 
relating to proof of origin for certain textile products exported by Turkey 
-OJ  ~ 0  L 309  of  1.11.1978,  p.  2 
Article  1 
On entering the Community, textile products listed in 
the Annex and originating in Turkey or in free circula-
tion  in  Turkey  must be  accompanied  by  evidence  of 
their origin  according to  the following  rules : 
I.  For  products  originating  in  Turkey,  movement 
certificate A.TR.I  or A.TR.3, issued in Turkey, shall 
contain  a certification  of  origin.  This  certification 
shall  consist  of  the  words  'Turkish  origin'  in  the 
'Remarks' box on these certificates, validated by the 
stamp  and  signature  of  the  competent  authority. 
The  origin  thus  certified  must  comply  with  the 
criteria  for  the  determination  of  origin  laid  down 
by  the  Community. 
2.  As  regards  the  import  of  textile  products  in  free 
circulation  in  Turkey  not  originating  in  Turkey, 
evidence  of origin  shall  be  subject  to  the  rules  in 
force  in  the  Community. 
Article  2 
The Community may submit the products referred  to 
in  Article  I (2)  to  the import arrangements applicable 
in  respect of their country of origin, without prejudice 
to  the  application  of  the  tariff  arrangements  of  the · 
Association  Agreement. 
Article 3 
The verification  procedure laid  down  in Article  II  of 
Decision  No 5/72 of the Council of Association shall 
apply  to  the certification  mentioned  in  Article  1 (1 ). 
Article 4 
Thi~ Dct·isiou  :-.h.11l  enter into  forl:c  011  l  November 
197H. 
Textile  products  exported  from  Turkey  befo~e  that 
date  shall  not  be  affected  by  the  provisions  of  this 
Decision; 
This Decision shall  be applicable for  a period of one 
year.  It  shall  be  renewed  by  tacit  agreement  for 
periods  of  one  year  unless  this  is  opposed  by  either 
party one month before  its  expiry. ------------------
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ANNEX 
The textile  products  falling  within  the  following  Common  Customs Tariff  heading  Nos  are  those 
referred  to  in  Article  1 : 
Heading  No 
51.01 
03 
04 
53.05 
06 
07 
08 
10 
II 
54.03 
04 
05 
55.04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
56.04 
OS 
06 
07 
Heading No 
58.01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
09 
10 
59.01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
08 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
H~.zding 
60.01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
61.01 
02 
03 
04 
05 
06 
07 
09 
10 
II 
62.01 
02 
03 
04 
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METHODS  OF  ADMINISTRATIVE  COOPERATION 
A.  EEC-TURKEY  AGREEMENT  application of  Articles  2  and  3 of  the  Additional 
Protocol- Decision  of the  Association  Council 
n°  5/72 
(OJ  n°  L 59  of  5.3.1973,  p.  73) 
MODIFICATIONS  (within the  text) 
1.  Decision of the  Association  Council  n°  2/73 
(OJ  n°  L 359  of  28.12.1973,p.  1) 
Addition of  Articles  14  and  15,  modification  of  Annexes 
(A.TR.1  and  A.TR.3) 
2.  Decision of the  Association  Council  n°  1/76 
(  OJ  n°  L 265  of  29.9.1976,  p.  3) 
Addition of Title III  A 
3.  Decision of  the  Association  Council  n°  1/78 
(  OJ  n°  L 253  of  15.9.1978,  p.  1) 
Replacing  Annexes  A.TR.1  and  A.TR.3  and  modifying 
4.  Decision of  the  Association  Council  no  1/83 
<O.J.  no  L112  of  18.04.1983,  p.  2 
Adjustment  of  art.  10(a) 
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TITLF.  I 
Genrral 
Article  1 
(.6,,
1-J!;  sati\fying  the  nece  .. sJrv  conditi(ln"  for 
Jmplt:mt:ntatlon  of  the  prm. 1\Jon~· of  the  Addrtitmal 
Prt,tocol on tht•  ~radual aooiJtiOn, hetv.t•cn th· c(ln1· 
n,unrt~  .mJ  Turkey, of cu,tom-,  durrt·,,  qu.ttttJt.tti\'l' 
rntrh.:tton' .mJ J!l  ntCJ,un:'i  hJ\'IIl~ l'f..JUI\ Jkllf dtt·d 
,h.dl  h:ndH  fr"m  tht:'l"  pro\ "lOll'>  111  the  l\l,:mht•r 
\t.Hn or 111  Turkey, upon ~uhmr''>HJil of do\.'u'ncnt.ln 
l'\ ,Jnt~t·  l''ucJ  at  the  l'Xportt•r\  rl'~juc'r  '''  tlw 
Ul\f111lh  .lL~hortflt'" 11f  Turkey or of .1  \ll·ml't:r \f.lfl'. 
Artide 2 
L  When  the  W"'ltfs  arc  tran.;portcJ  Jin.·..:r  from  1 
.\f<.·r~~er  Sr.He  to  Turkey·  or  from  Turkcy  rn  .1 
~kmb~r  ~l.l!t',  the  dt'Cllmt•m.l~,.  C'\·i~!t·nce rekrr('d tP 
'" .\rth.:lt•  I  .. h.11l  ht•  nhwt·nwnr "'t'rTih:.l:t•  \. TR.  J. 
In  orht·r  ~ .1,,.,,  rlw  \! ..  ~ un•nt:.H'  n  1 ,ln 1 "~·  .,1 •. 1!!  ,,, 
nlOVt'OlC.'nt  \.l'ftltl\.,ltl'  ..\.  'J  K. J. 
~  1  ~.or  tht·,,  ,ll~rk.lfi~·n  of  r.tr.l~~.lj:>h  1.  the: 
~o.!o\\ lnE:  '-h.t.:  1--t·  ~,.pn,t~..!rrt'J  ·''  tr.ll'.'j:"PrteJ  d:n:,·t 
trom the  ~It m:•,:r  ~Lltl'. tP  l'mk.~,·\  <'r  ~~('·, 1 Tud  ... ,,. t'l 
.1  \  kmhn '~ Ht':  · 
.  ·:.1'  ~ooJ,  t h.lf  .He  tr  .tn~pnrrt·J  \\ 1t hnut 
through  tnn~,  .,,  odwr  th.tn  th.lt 
Communi!~ or~·~· Turl.t'\; 
p.h  .. in).: 
••t  rht· 
h)  gooJ~;  tr.lll,portt·~  th•u·:~h  tt•rriron·  (\fhn  rh.tn 
th.tt  of  rht•  r Plllllllll'l~\  or  ,,f  Turkn  \)r 
If  Jn  .. hlppt·~l  tn  ,u  ... h tnntnn  f'rtl\ ,,Jt.J  rh.tr  th<'\' 
,rt,,s  ,u  .. h  tl·rr·tl'n  (\r  .IH'  rr.u•,!':l'rl·~f  t:~hJt··r 
tO\ er of a  ''n~k tr l!bJ'• >t t  J, ,, umrnr rtt.hlt' ... It  111 
rlw  Cnml!tlllllf\ or 111  l'url..t•\. 
NOTES 
EEC-TURKEY  AGREEMENT 
\\'hen  mo\·emt·nt  et·n dtc  .ue  :\.  TR.  t  or :\.  TR.  3 
rd.lte'  to  ~ood'  P~t.l!lw"i  '"  the  (\,mmunin·  unJt•r 
thl'  tPndttton"  wt nut  Ill  -\'1h.:lt- ~  ,,t  tht•  :\~..Ulth'f1.11 
Proro~ol, It  ,!J..~l ht·.tr  ..1  't~Hl'tl'1.'"f rn  t~.lf <''tr  .. :t. 
TITl F  II 
"  Sl'\·cial rrovi,ion' on mmemc-nr CC'nific:att'  A.  l'R. 1 
t. 
lw  the  CU~lom~  JUthortt:t''  of  ~h('  (''rMtin~  5-tJ~C' 
"':hen  ~<wJ..; to "hi  ... h  it  rt·~.ttt'"  Jn.·  c>'r''nt·J. It  .. h.1;1 
~c.·  m.tdl'  .n·.lll.tl,;  ....  t<l  thr  t.'\:'•'r~rr  .~'  ''l''n .h  .t..:r~:J! 
l''r(lrt.Htnn h.,, hn·n  t·~~l .. :,,:J  n!'  l·n~t -,·J. 
In  t·,~t·rtrnn.ll  ~..H"'"'ti!~~'f.llh:,'  ·~'~'''- ·•;c:·~  l'l'r~·~·..:.tt~· 
:\.  ·1 R.  t  m.1~  .1~'\'  !·~..·  ~···, 1 ·.·r._,,:  .1:~,- ~·'·'•'·:.:·  ''1  ,,• 
rh~6  !-!t'•'"'~'  f<l  ,,}.,,"}'  "":..-:J~t·'~  .- :  \\ ,,  H  ·r  :' ... ,  .. :  :-..·~  ~: 
!'~...H  .t  'i'•·,r.t!  ...  ·.-·.~·:' 
".h t  :~ ... l11r,nl. 
~luH·mc..·nt ... t·rl!!,  ... .ltc: .\. TK.  1  :~1.n  h· t'it,! •• r .. "'J 
\\hc..·re  it  ".1n  .. c..·n·t·  .h rht·  J,.,,.l:it..'I~Li:\  c.·\·,Jcn  .. :e 
"·'1· :rcJ  tor  the  rurpt.)'"'  ()f  lfl',t'kl11t'llllllg  rhc 
J'rdacnU.l) tn:.1tm(:nt prunJc:J tor 111  the  :\grcem~nt. 
\t,.1 •11 1•·1f  '''il!t, If\'.\  II{  I  lllll'~  l't  qrhnt.dc,l 
\\o~i,,,.  rhru·  m •. ;.dJ,  ot  dh  ~,1.11 ...  r  u 1,f,.r,,·1acu  h): 
ch,  .. u,hlllh  Juth.•nlt.'  of  tiK  ~  'P••rfill~  \!Jt{·,  tu 
dw .. u,rnm'  .l~o.:h,.n!lt..'~  ,,:  th~..·  lll.p.)rt.nh  ~t.ttc  \o\hc:rc: 
th~.·  ).!1'1\~~ .1rc cnt<:rc:J. Edition  NO  Jpage  IX-C-14 l 
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1111 i  Ill 
\t,•H'Ilh.:nt  ~,·rr:th  ..  lt.:  :\. ·1  R.  ~  -.!u::  ~·~  '"uc.·J  h~  rhc.· 
'-'ll't(lm'  Juth.•r:ri~·' 1lt  tht•  c,p  ..  r::::..:  ':.lt~o.'  \\h'-·n  the.· 
):ooJ,  h>  \\  h1~h  i:  :--_.:.th''  .HI."  1  'j<~rtt  ~!.  It  l'loh.lll  be 
mJJ\.·  J\ .uLthlc:  tu  d-.\.·  '''l'"rt.-r  .h  .. oon  .1'\  J,:tu.ll 
c:'\:r,•n.Hion h." ~\.·.:n drc.· ...  ·h:J ur .< .... urL"d. 
l'th~~o:r  th'  ~lr  .. ,l:thl.l:h  .... ,  nu'  mo~,,·n\, nt  .:crt:tt,:.1h: 
.\. TR.  ~ t'(  i~~uc.·J Jtrrr thL'  ~lltl.h h.l\l' l't'Cil nruncJ. 
\toh·nwnr .:crtltJ, .uc.:  A. lR ·' ,h.;11  l--,·  m.t.k· out'"  .l~ 
hl .1l!,,,,  hi. n::t·, .Hl<  ·:~  ,,,  ~!,~·  io!•" •,i, tn "ht  ... h ir  n:!.ltc'' 
\\h  .. n  th,:~  .lr(  ;m;'''r:,·,i.  I !i\.'  ~,.;,,tt~nh  .wtl:onttt.'' ot 
the:  c.''J'tlftill~  "\ut~ .. tull  .• ~ ..  ~~  l.tl..,  Jll'  mt·.l-.ure~ tht.') 
~oon  .. 1~kr n  .. ·  .. c,,.ar~ ,,, t.h..l :,it\' .. u  ... h ,J  .. ·nttii  .. Jtlun .lnJ 
.. h  •• t!  rd..-r to th-.·-.c.·  ,.n t! ........ n;n  ...  u~ lt,\.·:i. 
\l,>h'l1h'l1t  u·rtttt,.l!~·  \.  I R.  ~  ... lull  bl·  ,lll'l:lHl\.'1.1. 
''  &th•n  'L' 11\\)nth, ,,t  th.- .. Luc- ,,,  "'ih·. 1n  th~o·  d:~ttlllh 
,\uth<~nttl'~  llt  tlw  '"'P••nu~~  ':.it~.·.  It  -.lull  onl~  he.· 
\',thJ  t1.lr  th"·  ~u.u•ottcs  ul  r:,u,,,l,  \.'nh:rin~  th~ 
imr,•rtin~  ~t.lt( Junng lhJt P'-'rioJ. 
'TITI.E  Ill  A 
Special  provtsaons  for  the  use  of  movement 
certificate  A.TR.l  for goods  forwarded  from 
Austria 
\\'IH·n  ~ootl' .1ft.'  fortA.udrd  hom,'\., llt.Pl  htr·•··r-v 
.ah,·r,  ;t\  appropri.lll',  unlo.ul111p  .m.l  rei• •  .  ..!"'"  or 
warc.·hom.ang  in  a hondnJ w.trdlflll"l'. tht·  .f, •t ll'lH'O· 
tary  evtdcnn~ referred co  in  :\rll' It·  I  ... h.tll  1-t>  mo-.c.--
menl  ,·c.-rtificate  A.TR.I  pro  .. ukd  th.tt  the·  lt•nd•· 
tions  set  out  in  Artidt"s  7h  and  :'\:  art'  tuhtllt·d. 
EEC-TURKEY  AGREEMENT 
\\'ht"n  thl·  ~··nd  ..  ..,,.  fof'tll..ardt d  .1ht r  rh.  '''"  ··V.rt· 
nwnr  h.1~  bn:n  ~rlu  in  :\ll'trt.l,  the.·  1 "'nr• ,·t:nl 
1\u"t rt.Hl  dbfom  ...  ,,tfin·  '"  .11 d h. •r 1 .'t d  t•.'  1111 It,_ 111 1• 
c.·Jtt',  on  prrHiu-.rton  ot  !Tt·l\t'n~<·nt  tc·rrd, •.  1 k 
ATH l  ,,,u, ,f  111  a  Member  ~!.tit·  ,  •r  111  T111 io.t,.  a 
phnt••u'p)' ot "-lll h c.c.·rttfu .Itt·  t•  ~,  ,·.tt :;  J'·H'  , , ,~,.  ~···· 
m• nt  Thc.•  fl)p  of  c.' a'- h  _r!wt~>l. 'I'"  ,lt.ti i  'bl· 
t·nd,l'"' d  "Tc.·tl..,cndun~"  tn  ~t·J  ar. k  LH h 
pl_h•to, ~~p~  "llJII  dc:arly  md•l ·•fl'  thl·  ,t:nod,  to 
Wli;,h  at  rcft:r!\.  Thcs(.'  pJrtu.ul.u' -..b,,JI  bt·  ,uu:·1·  nt1• 
t..th:d  hv  tht·  c.:u~toms  ottac.c.·  "'···np  and  ; he  .i;,rc.·. 
,-!ltld,  7( 
Tl1(·  l!''od'  rdc.-rrcll  to  in  Art I\  It>  7  a  an.!  the  relt'-
\,tttl  m"'''nH·nf  \.t·rtlfilate  ATR.l  or.  wtwn  the 
,  l'''''~·ll!llt'l  ·  • ;•l.f,  th~.·  ph(:l\)\.l'l'v  <'I  tht•  "·"'-' 
,  ,  tT&IL•  .111  illli  t  !llll·••nt  b)  the  'nmpdt·nt 
·\··  tll.ttt  111  ·. "!1'  olt!\.t',  mu~t he  produ. nl t•)  ''" 
'· ,,  :\•m·  .111'~1u: :!  tl'~  ot  the.•  tmporung  St.tfl'  wlth11
1
1 
'-IX  11'· •t·f!l'>  t,, .:••  dH·  (b:t·  ~>!  J•,tiC  Clf  ~~'  tll 1(' 111 •
1
' 
rno-.~.·nll · •t  1.' JL• ''• .. ,,. 
TITLE  IV 
Pro,·i)ion• common 10 mov'-'mc:nc  ccnifi(;.iCe A. TR. 1 
anJ A. TR.J 
Arridr R 
\loH'Illt'fl( ,,rfiiJdh:s ·\.'I R.  I  .n.l  .\. ·r  I{  '  .. L.a!l  h,· 
m.hlc our on the  •Prn•rr>.Ht  tl)rm.  •.p(·.,u~.. t.·  •• ,t "h.,h 
.Ire:  .tlllll'~l·J to t!11,  lk,!,tull, 111  nJtt' of tla·  !.11  •'•I•~~"' 
Ill  \\llldl tlw  \).:i,l'lll(.'ll{  ot  :\,.,,,..,i,Hloll  ,, Jr.t'-\fl  up 
.md nt  .h:•:ord.llh~.: wtth rht' pro\ "loTh ot rile J  :~1, ,r;.., 
l.tw  of  t.hc  l''P"rr:r~g  \t.H\.'.  \\ hc:n  ~nr:f,..:.l:l·~  .Hl 
m.ldt.·  our  111  Turl.. :  .. t, rhe\  !>ll.l!l  Ji~o he.:  :nJ..:~  c,t.r  m 
Hill.'  of  rh\.·  uii~.  ... J  l.in~·UJ~n  ot  rhe  (  IJ:lim,u::~\. 
Tht·y  !>h.d  be  t~ r'"·J  ur hanJ" rmcn m hlo.:l.. ll·trt·r\  ~n 
ink. ·' 
' 
,. 
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L1o..h  (<.'rtlfl  ... .lh:  ... iuil  lll~.l,urt·  21()  ·  !I.J ..  mr::.  Th~ 
p.1pa  lh~-J  mt"r  l,,.  "hill'  "11eJ  "rirm~ p.1rer  not 
·  ... unt.lllllllg  llll  ... h.lill•.ll  pulp  .llhl  \\nghm~ n• •l  In, 
tll.ill  h4  ;:l.lllllllt'' pa  '•1\l.ln:  lllL'trc:.  lt  ... h.JII  J,,,t  .  .1 
pnlltl·d  ~I u'll  gudJ, ,,-h'-·  p.Hh·rn  b.l\. l..ground  :• .  .ikillg 
.111y  t.d-.1th  ..  ll1on  1"  nll'  ... h.uu  .... tl  or  ... hem•  ... al  mt·.ln" 
.lpp.Hcllf to rhe eye. 
·1  hl·  ,'\kn·,l'n '-turl-, .md Turkl'  111.1\  rl 'l·nc thl  ~ .. :hr 
to pnllf thl·  d:rtlt~>.:.lh-'' thun,t-hl-. t•r  Pl...t\  !..1''  ,:  , rn 
prmtn.l  h~  .1pprmeJ prmtcr,.  In  thl.'  !.1rtn  .... hl-.  l.l  ... h 
'-\.'rtltl  ... -.llt'  ... lull  m...luJc:  .1  rdt"rcn~t· t•1  -.u ... h J.p;--r.;\ Jl. 
l- .h.h  ......  ·rrdt~..tt  ... ·  ,h.1!1  hc:.u  th~ n.tml'  .111J  .h.iJr, ,..,  ..( 
rh...- rrmtn or  .1  m.uk  by  whh  .. h  tht:  rnntcr  \.Jil  hl· 
iJl·ntitll·J.  h  ~h.tll  o~J,o bear .1  ~l.'T·.ll  m.mha b>  v. h1 ... h 
It ...:.m  h"·  ~J"·ntiticJ. 
\1nH'Ilh.l.t  ...  -crtltl~..lfn  ... lull ht·  .. u!'n:·ttlJ t"  ,.;.'"':~' 
.mthorui,·-.  111  rh  ... ·  ;mpttnlrl~ l..,t  Ill' m  .1~.:~~rJ •:  ,  '-' .th 
t h~·  pr' )\ .. ~tun.·,  l.11...l  Jo\\ 11  "'  t h 1!  \u  r  t  1 
1
;, "·: 
.luthollllt' 11\,l\  r•~luit.  .1  tu:."~-1('••11  •·t  .1  ~~ :-:  :.~ .• rc 
i'lll-,  lll.t·,  .d-.u  a·~rnr...- thl·  :ll•i"•'rt  ,!t,l.H.ltll•:,  t'•  hl· 
.l...-d;llll'.lllll'~.t h'  .1  ,t.llt'mc..nt  tr,•tll dtl'  .mr••rhr :o rh,.-
dtcd 1  h.1,  rh,·  g' u  .... f, n:n·t rlll.·  .._, •ll\l1t :"n" r  ... ·"--u;r, J tu1 
the i111pll  ·'''-&\LillOll of dw  .\J~huon.al l'rutm.ol. 
ITIU. V 
.-\rtide  10 
I hl  fol: .. \\ 111h  ,Jull hnH iJt  ftt•lll  rlH  prn\ l'-.11111\ ol dll· 
Ad,J,,, .. ,,  d  l'r .. roc..ol  un  tilt'  ~:'  ,,hul  ,l)l,,jltlPII, 
I -\  i'  . 'I \I .. i I'  ill  .I  i ... i  - I  • d  ' .  I -I.  '"" 
il 
.I. 'I,  . II" I  I•  I"'' ltl'  '"· 
of  a  moH'llll'llt  lt:rtltt,  .t~c  .\.  i R.  I  or 
.-\.  ·r K.  1. 
\ 
J,  tll<l~o:  tht:y  h..1h  been  JedJ.rcd  a~  ml'l·Unj:,  the 
.._o;,Jtt:"n\  n:"--UlreJ  for  the  appli(.Hion  of  rhc:sc 
prm·r,ron~ and v.here there is  no Jouhr  .1\  to thl· 
Jl~ ur.tq:  of  such  Jcd.u.Hrotl,  JutJ.lhl,·  ohn.t\ 
.~~~··!:tl',lnyutg, tr.l\dlc:r\ or formrng  p.lrt  uf thl'ir 
;,  .:.  ·~l'.  pro\11.kJ  they  Jre  not  nh~o:d, l'lllfldnt 
:,,r  ..... :nml'r.u!  purpo~e._,  .111J  thllf  tut.d  \,tlul· 
~2·5  ECU. 
'Up to  and including 30 April  1985,  the value  of 
the  ECU  in  national  currency  in  a  given country 
shall be the value calculated as at 1 October 1982. 
For each successive period of two years thereafter it 
shall be the equivalent in that national currency of 
the ECU as  at the first working day in October in 
the  year  immediately  preceding  that  two-year 
period. 
The amount in the national currency of the export-
ing country equivalent to the amount expressed in 
this Article shall be fixed by the exporting country 
and  communicated  to  the  Customs  Cooperation 
Committee  no  later  than  one  month  prior  to  its 
entry  into  force. 
When this amount is  more than the corresponding 
amount fixed  by the importing country, the impor-
ting country shall accept it if the goods are invoiced 
in  the  currency  of  the  exporting country. 
If the goods are invoiced in the currency of another 
Member  State  of  the  Community,  the  importing 
country shall  recognize the amount notified by the 
State  concernl'd.' 
'h·  1'"~:  .• :  ._othi..:llllll.'llh  'lll...luJ111g  pt•-.t.ll  p.l~.ok.tge~) 
tr lt''l"  -:tl'J dlr<.·..t  from tht·  ~'\porrlllg ~t.lr~ to rh(' 
1mpu~t1llg  ~t.ltt." prov1JeJ there,., Ill•  llhl~o.  .. ltiPn on 
t1:c  ;' ''  ~~n~·.  11r  •!l  tlw  J .... o:llJ'.lll\ ·tlg  ,J.,,unwnr... 
tl: ,!  cl,,  V.'"  .. !·.  'ttJII.Uil('tf  rJ,,  I•  111  ,!u  11<>1  li•IIIJ'IV 
·'  -1,,  I,' I  ·.l.•t~•ll'•  '"' Pill  'tl  \ltl,  :, ••  '  "'  \··I 
_1  .'  l'll•l···••l  ! 1--,  '!\.l. 1\h•q  ..  •:1'"'" 
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EEC-TURKEY  AGREEMENT 
ANNEX 
MOVEMENT  CERTIFICATES 
A.TR.1  and  A.TR.3 (1)  Insert the 
Member 
State or 
Turkey 
MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE  !page  IX-C-19  1 
1.  Exporter  (Name, full address, country) 
3.  Consignee  (Name, full address,  country) (Optional) 
A.TR.  1  No. A  3i~Q882 
See notes overleaf before completing this form 
2.  Transport document 
No 
(OptiOnal) 
date 
4.  ASSOCIATION 
between the 
EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  COMMUNITY 
and 
TURKEY 
5.  Country of exportation  6.  Country of destination (1) ; 
(2)  Insert  7.  Transport details  (Opt1onal) ·  8.  Remarks (2) 
where ap-
propriate 
"Compen-
satory Levy 
Turkey" 
9.  Item 
num-
ber 
10.  Marks and numbers; number and kind of packages (for goods in bulk, indicate the name of the 
ship or the number of the railway wagon or road vehicle); description of goods 
11.Gross 
weight (kg) 
or other 
measure 
(hi, mJ, etc.) 
{3)  Complete  12.  CUSTOMS  ENDORSEMENT  13.  DECLARATION  BY  THE  EXPORTER 
only where 
the export-
ang  coun-
try re-
qu1res 
Declaration certified 
Export document (3): 
Form 
Customs  office: 
Issuing  country: 
Date 
(Signature) 
Stamp 
No 
I.  the  undersigned,  declare  that  the  goods 
described  above  meet  the  conditions 
required for the issue  of th•s certificate. 
Place  and  date 
(Signature l 14.  REQUEST  FOR  VERIFICATION, to 
Verification  of  the  authenticity  and  accuracy  of  this  certificate 
is requested. 
(Place and date) 
Stamp 
(Signature) 
Full address of office making the request 
I  page  IX-C-20  I 
15.  RESULT  OF  VERIFICATION 
Verification carried out shows that this certificate (1) 
D 
was  issued  by  the  Customs  Office  ind1cated  and  that 
the information contained therein is accurate. 
D 
does  not  meet  the  requirements  as  to  authenticity  and 
accuracy (see remarks appended). 
(Place and date) 
(Signature) 
(1) Insert X m the appropriate box. 
Stamp 
I.  GOODS  FOR  WHICH  A  MOVEMENT  CERTIFICATE  A.  TR.1  MAY  BE  ENDORSED 
1.  A  movement  certificate  A.  TR.  1  may  be  endorsed  only  for  goods  which. 
in the exporting State, fall within one of the following categories: 
(a)  goods  produced  in  the  exporting  State,  mcluding  those  obtamed  or 
produced  wholly  or  partly  from  products  on  wh1ch  the  applicable 
customs  duties  or  charges  havmg  equivalent  effect  have  been  levied 
and  which  have  not benefited from  a total or partial  drawback of such 
duties or charges; 
(b)  goods  in  free  circulation  m  the  exporting  State  (goods  coming  from 
a third country, in respect of which import formalities have been complied 
with  and  any  customs  duties or charges  having  eqUivalent effect have 
been levied, and which have not benefited from a total or partial drawback 
of such duties or charges); 
(c)  goods  obtained  or  produced  within  the  exporting  State,  and  m  the 
manufacture of which have been  used  products on wh1ch  the applicable 
customs duties or charges  having equivalent effect have  not been  levied 
or wh1ch  have  benefited from a total or partial drawback of such  duties 
or  charges,  subject  to  the  collection,  where  appropr~ate,  of  the  com-
pensatory levy prescribed for them; 
Note:  The  statement  "Compensatory  Levy  Turkey"  must  appear  on 
all  movement  certifiCates  A.  TR.  1  for  goods  obtamed  or  produced 
in  the  Community  from  products  coming  from  a  th1rd  country  on 
which  the  apphcable  customs  duties  and  charges  havmg  eqUivalent 
effect have not been lev1ed in either the Community or Turkey. 
(d)  goods  originally  imported  from  a  State  party  to  the  Agreement  and 
which on  exportation  fall  within  one  of the  categories  (a),  (b)  or  (c) 
above. 
Note:  In  the  case  of goods originally 1mported 1nto  the  exporting  State 
under  the  cover  of  a  movement  cert1f1cate  bearing  the  statement 
"Compensatory  Levy  Turkey",  the  movement  certificate  or  certificates 
A. TR.  1 issued  in heu  of the latter must also  bear the statement "Com-
pensatory Levy Turkey". 
2.  Agr~cultural  products  must  also  comply  with  the  add1t1onal  conditions  la1d 
down m respect thereof. 
3.  Movement  certificates  A.  TR.  1  may  not be  endorsed  for  goods  originally 
imported from  a  third country under a preferential  customs  system  because 
of their country of origin or of consignment and  which accordmgly  may  not 
be regarded as in free circulat1on Within the meaning of the Agreement. 
II.  SCOPE  OF  THE  USE  OF  MOVEMENT  CERTIFICATE  A.  TR.1 
The  movement  certificate  A.  TR.  1  may  be  used  only  if the  goods to  which 
it  relates  are  transported  direct  from  the  exportmg  State  to  the  importing 
State. 
The  followmg  shall  be  considered  as  transported  d1rect  from  the  exporting 
State to the importing State: 
(a)  goods  transported  without passing  through  territones  other than  those 
of the Community or Turkey, 
(b)  goods transported through territories other than those of the  Community 
or Turkey or with transhipment m  such  temtones provided that carriage 
through such terntones or transhipment is  covered  by a  single transport 
document made out m  the Community or Turkey. 
Note:  Before  requestmg  endorsement of movement cert1f1cate  A.  TR. 
by  the  customs  authont1es  of  the  exporting  State,  the  exporter  must 
satisfy  h1mself  that  the  goods  will  in  fact  be  transported  dtrect  to  the 
importmg State.  Goods not transported direct are  eligible for preferential 
treatment only 1f a movement certificate A.  TR. 3 is produced. 
Ill.  RULES  FOR  COMPLETING  MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE  A.  TR.1 
1.  The movement cert1f1cate A.  TR.  1 must be completed in one of the languages 
1n  wh1ch  the Agreement is drawn up and shall comply w•th the internal laws 
of the exporting  State.  When  the certificate is  completed  in Turkish.  it shall 
<~lso be completed tn  one of the off1c1al  languages of the Commun1ty 
Tho  movement cert1f1Cdle  A  TR  1  must be typed or h,lfldwrttlen; 1f  the  l<~tter 
1t  must be  completed  m  tnk in block letters.  It must not contam any  erasure 
or  superimposed  correction.  Any  alterat1on  must  be· made  by  deletmg  the 
incorrect particulars and adding any necessary corrections. Any such alteration 
must be initialled by the person who completed the certificate and be endorsed 
by the customs authorities. 
3.  Each  item hsted  m  the movement certificate A.  TR.  1  must be  preceded  by 
an  item  number.  A  honzontal ltne  must be  drawn immediately  after the  last 
entry. Unused space must be  struck through so as  to make  any later add1t1on 
ImpOSSible 
4.  Goods  must  be  descnhed  m  accordance  with  comrnerc1i.ll  us<tge  and  1n 
suff1c1ent detail to enable them to be 1dent1fled. 
5.  The exporter or the earner may enter in box No. 2 of the cert1f1cate  a reference 
to the transport document.  It IS  also  recommended  that the  exporter or  the 
carrier should show on the transport document covenng the despatch of the 
goods the senal number of the movement certificate A. TR. 1. 
IV.  EFFECT  OF  THE  MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE  A.  TR.  1 
When  properly used  movement certificate A. TR.  1 enables the goods described 
therein  to  benefit  in  the  importing  State  from  the  progress1ve  elimination  of 
customs duties, quant1tat1ve restrict1ons and all other measures having eqUivalent 
effect.  However,  when  the  movement  certificate  bears  the  statement  "Com-
pensatory  Levy  Turkey",  the  goods described  therein  shall  not  be  eligible  for 
this preferential treatment m the Member States of the E. E. C. 
The  customs  authorities  of the importing  State  may,  if they  consider  it to  be 
necessary,  requtre  any  other documentary evidence  and  in  particular transport 
documents under cover of which the goods were despatched. 
V.  TIME  LIMIT  FOR  SUBMISSION  OF  MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE  A.  TR.  1 
The  movement  certificate  A.  TR.  1  must  be  produced  at  the  customs  office 
of the importmg State where the goods are  presented,  within a period of three 
Dd  528626 52-1529100M 11/77 JHL. 
months from the date of endorsement. 
240 1.  Exporter  (Name, full address, country) 
3.  Consignee  (Name, full address, country)  (Optional) 
(1)  Insert  7.  Transport details  (Optional) 
where ap-
propriate 
"Compen-
satory Levy 
Turkey" 
MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE  page  IX-C-21 
A.TR. 3  No.A  208 880 
See notes overleaf before completing this form 
2.  Transport document (Optional) 
4. 
No.  .  ... date. 
ASSOCIATION 
between the 
EUROPEAN  ECONOMIC  COMMUNITY 
and 
TURKEY 
I 
5.  Country of exportation  6.  Country of destination 
at the time of export 
8.  Remarks (1) 
9.  Item  10. Marks and numbers; number and kind of packages (for goods in bulk,  11. Tariff  12. Gross  13.Net 
num- indicate the name of the ship or the number of the railway wagon or  number  weight (kg)  weight (kg) 
or other 
measure 
(hi. m 3, etc. 
ber  road vehicle); description of goods 
(2)  See note 
overleaf 
(3)  Complete 
only where 
the export-
ing coun-
try re-
qu•res 
14. CUSTOMS ENDORSEMENT 
Result of customs examination and  indication of means of identification (2) 
Declaration certified 
Export document (3): 
Form ... 
Customs  office: 
Issuing  country: 
Date 
(Signature) 
Stamp 
No 
15. DECLARATION BY THE EXPORTER 
I,  the  undersigned,  declare  that  the  goods 
described  above  meet  the  conditions 
required for the issue of this certificate. 
Place of loading:. 
Place  and  date  ....  ...  .....  ...  . ... 
(Signi'tture) I 
I  page  IX-C-22  I 
16.  REQUEST FOR VERIFICATION, to  17.  RESULT OF VERIFICATION 
Verification carried out shows that this certificate (1) 
D was  issued  by  the  Customs  Office  indicated  and  that 
the information contained therein is accurate. 
Verification  of  the  authenticity  and  accuracy  of  this  certificate 
D 
does  not  meet  the  requirements  as  to  authenticity  and  is requested. 
accuracy (see remarks appended). 
(Place and date)  (Place and date) 
Stamp  Stamp 
.. 
(Signature) 
Full address of office making the request 
(S1gnature) 
(1) Insert X m the appropriate box 
I.  GOODS FOR  WHICH A  MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A. TR. 3  MAY BE  ISSUED 
1.  A  movement certificate A. TR. 3  may  be  issued  only for goods which. m  the 
exporting State, fall within one of the following categones. 
(a)  goods  produced  m  the  exporting  State,  mcludmg  those  obtamed  or 
produced  wholly  or  partly  from  products  on  wh1ch  the  applicable 
customs  duties  or  charges  having  equivalent  effect  have  been  lev1ed 
and  which  have  not benefited from  a total  or partial  drawback of such 
duties or charges; 
(b)  goods  in  free  Circulation  in  the  exporting  State  (goods  commg  from 
a third country, in respect of which import formaht1es have been complied 
w1th  and  any  customs  duties or charges  having  eqUivalent  effect  have 
been levied, and which have not benefited from a total or partial drawback 
of such duties or charges). 
(c)  goods  obtained  or  produced  within  the  exporting  Stat~::.  and  m  the 
manufacture of which have been  used products on which the applicable 
customs duties or charges  having equivalent effect have  not been  levied 
or wh1ch  have benefited from  a total or partial drawback of such  duties 
or charges,  subject to the collection, where appropnate. of the compen-
satory levy prescribed for them; 
Note:  The  statement  "Compensatory  Levy  Turkey"  must  appear  on 
all  movement  certificates  A. TR. 3  for  goods  obtamed  or  produced 
m  the  Commun1ty  from  products  coming  from  a  th1rd  country  on 
which  the  applicable  customs  dut1es  and  charges  hav1ng  equivalent 
effect have not been  lev1ed  m enher the Commumtv or Turkey 
(d)  goods  ongmally  1mported  from  a  State  party  to  the  Agreement  and 
wh1ch  on  exportation  fall  Wtthm  one  of the  categones  (a),  (b)  or  (c) 
above. 
Note:  In  the  case  of  goods  ong1nally  tmported  1nto  the  exportmg 
State  under  the  cover  of  a  movement  cert1f1cate  beanng  the  statement 
"Compensatory  Levy  Turkey",  the  movement  certtf1cate  or  certificates 
A. TR. 3  1ssued  1n  lteu  of  the  latter  must  also  bear  the  statement 
"Compensatory Levy Turkey··. 
2.  Agricultural  products  must  also  comply  With  the  add:t1onal  cond1t1ons  laid 
down 1n  respect thereof 
3.  Movement certificates A. TR. 3 may not be  1ssued for goods: 
(a)  wh1ch.  m  accordance  w1th  the  prOVISions  applicable  to  them,  must 
be  transported direct from the exporttng State to  the  importmg State; 
(b)  which were ongmally 1mported  from  a th1rd  country under a preferential 
customs  system  because  of  their  country  of  ongtn  or  of  con,;1gnment 
and  which accordmgly may  not be  regarded  as  tn  free  c1rculat1on  with1n 
the mean1ng of the Agreement 
II.  SCOPE OF THE USE OF  MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A. TR. 3 
A  movement certificate  A. TR. 3  may  be  used  in  all  cases  where  a  movement 
cert1f1cate  A. TR. 1  cannot  be  used  owing  to  the  fact  that  the  goods  are  not 
transported dtrect from the exporting State to the Importing State. 
The  follo,JV.r.y  sh<Jil  be  constdered  as  transported  dlfect  from  the  exportmg 
State to the 1mportmg State: 
(a)  goods transported  without  passing  through  territones  other  than  those 
of the Community or Turkey, 
(b)  goods transported through terntones other than those of the Commun1ty 
or  Turkey  or  With  transhipment in  such  temtor1es  prov1ded  that carriage 
through such terntones or  transhipment IS  covered  by  a stngle  transport 
document made out 1n  the Commun1ty or Turkey. 
In  particular,  the  movement cert1f1cate  A.  TR. 3  may  be  used  for goods 
exported  from  a  State  party  to  the  Agreement  to  a  country  not party 
to  the  Agreement,  from  wh1ch  they  are  l1able  to  be  re-exported  sub-
sequently to a State party to the Agreement. 
Ill.  RULES  FOR  COMPLETING  MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A. TR. 3 
The movement certiftcate A. TR. 3 must be  completed 1n  one of the languages 
111  which the  A~Feement ts  drawn up and  shall  comply w1th  the internal laws 
of the  f.jXporung  State.  When the certificate is  completed  1n  Turk1sh.  1t  shall 
also  be  completed in one of the off1cial languages of the Commumty 
The  mov()111ent  certtftcate  A. TR  .3  must  be  typed  or  handwntten.  1f  the 
latter  1t  musl  be  completed  in  ink  in  block letters.  It must not contatn  any 
erasure  or !:Uperimposed correct1on.  Any alterat1on  must be  made  by  deleting 
the  incorrect  particulars  and  addmg  any  necessary  corrections.  Any  such 
alteration  ml!s·  be  lnttialled  by  the  person  who  completed  the  cert1ftcate 
and be endorsed by the customs authorities. 
3.  The  movement certtftcate  A. TR. 3  must be  completed  1n  full.  In  particular. 
the  place  of  loading,  the  date  of  despatch  and  the  country  of destination 
at the time of export must be stated. 
4.  Each  1tem  listed  tn  the  movement  cert1f1cate  A  TR.  3  must  be  preceded 
by  an  1tem  number  A  homontal  line  must  be  drawn  1mmed1ately  after the 
last  entry.  Unused  space  must  be  struck  through  so  as  to  make  any  later 
addit1on 1mposs1ble 
5.  Goods  must  be  descrtbed  1n  accordance  w1th  commercial  usage  and  tn 
great deta1l  so  as  to  en~ure that they can  be  1dent1f1ed  eastly  The  descnpt1on 
of  the  goods  must  1nclude  the  number  of  the  tartff  head1ng  applicable  to 
each 1tem. 
The  exporter  must  include  w1th  the  movement  certif1cate  A  TR. 3  all 
documents such as plans.  drawmgs, photographs or commerc1al  prospectuses, 
etc.,  which may help tdent1f1cation.  If they cons1der  it necessary  the customs 
authorities  of  the  exporting  country  shall  annex  these  documents  to  the 
movement cert1f1cate A. TR. 3 
IV.  EFFECT  OF  THE  MOVEMENT CERTIFICATE A. TR. 3 
;  n.o • ..:·  .  .  ·;no·  ~~·;·: .f:  A  I R  3  enables  the goods descrtbed  therein to benefit 
ffl'n1  it,,.  ·. :·  -.,re~"·ve 1'1hmmation  of customs duties, quant1tat1ve  restnct1ons  and 
all  other  •·"<1·.u1~s  having  equivalent  effect,  where  there  1s  no  doubt that  the 
goods actuv.·Y iro1r·n·  .. ::l  r•·e those descnbed in that movement certificate A  TR  3. 
:,.well€  .  ,.,·  •.  :  -~·e r"OVOin•:m<  ce•<1f1cate  A. TR. 3 bears the statement "Campen-
: .;tory  L  t:<·.  · urK.:>J  Q00d>s  described  therein  shall  not  be  eligible  for  this 
preferent1al treatment in the Member States of the  E. E C.  The customs authorit1es 
of the  importing  State  may  requ1re  subm1ss1on  of  any  supportmg  ev1dence  1f 
they  cons1der  there  1S  doubt as  to  the  1dent1ty  of  the  goods and  may  exclude 
the  goods  from  the  progress1ve  elimination  of  customs  dut1es.  quantttattve 
restrictions  and  all  measures  having  eqUivalent  effect  tf  sattsfactory  evidence 
cannot be produced. 
V.  TIME LIMIT FOR  SUBMISSION OF MOVEMENT CERTir:~-~TE A. TR. 3 
"I  e rnc>'·Jrm:r-t  ;:c··ulo·  ~:··~A. H1. 3  n1ust  be  submitted to the customs authorities 
c,;  t~ttl ,,n;J'JI .... ,~  -.ta:~ .-,;:;.1::- .1  pu· tc:] of !>;x  months from the date of issue. It shall 
be  vahd  only for the  quant1tres  of goods presented  in  that State during those 
six months. 
-~ote {2)  l)on ••; it· tht;,; ,..,ace  (;It: customs authonties of the place of exportation should gtve the result of their examination with any details wh1ch may fac11ttate ident-
Ification of t~JijC>•Jrl~  Th£-'> rr 1Jst a~so indicate any special identification measures such as sealing, stamping, etc., which they have taken.  Where supporting 1tems of the type 
'ererred to rn  Note !II  (5)  (photographs, plans, samples of woven fabric,  etc.)  are  attached, the customs office must stamp them in such a way that a part of the official 
stamp IS  improilt('cl on the actual certificate A. TR.  3. 
Spaces not use'.:!  must be  struck through in order to prevent later additions. 
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COMMON  RULES  FOR  THE  UNIFORM  APPLICATION  OF  THE  TRADE  ARRANGEMENTS  WITHIN  THE 
EEC-TURKEY  ASSOCIATION  AGREEMENT 
Clarification 
A.  EEC-TURKEY  AGREEMENT 
Customs  Cooperation  Commm~ttee, 5th  meeting  27  June  1973 Edition  N° 
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CHAPTER  1 
CONDITIONS  FOR  THE  ISSUE  AND  USE  OF 
CERTIFICATES  A.TR.1  AND  A.TR.3 
Section  1  - General  Rules 
1.  Responsibility of  the exporter 
The  exporter or  a  representative duly authorized  by  him  to  sign  the  export 
declaration must  apply  for  issue of  a  movement  certificate. The  application 
must  be  made  on  an  A.TR.1  or A.TR.3  form  properly  completed  in  accordance  with 
the  relevent  requirements  and  the  rules  printed on  the  back  of  the  forms. 
It  is  the  sole  responsibility of  the  export~r.to determine,  in  each  case, 
whether  the certificate to be  completed  is  an  A.TR.1  or  an  A.TR.3. 
The  Customs  authorities,  will  of  course,  refuse  to  issue  a  certificate 
A.TR.1  if it appears  from  the  export  documents  submitted  to the  Latter  that  the 
goods  concerned  are  to be  exported  to a  country outside  the  Association. 
2.  Responsibility of  the  Customs  authorities 
(a)  Verification of  forms 
The  Customs  authorities of  the  exporting State are  responsible  for 
ensuring that  the  A.TR.1  and  A.TR.3  forms  are  properly  completed.  In 
particular the  space  reserved  for  the description  Of  the  goods  must  be 
checked  to ensure  that  it has  been  completed  in  such  a  manner  as  to exclude 
any  possibility of  fraudulent  additions.  Thus  no  spaces  must  be  Left  between 
the  lines  of  the  text.  Where  the  space  is not  completely filled,  a 
horizontal  line must  be  drawn  below  the  last  line of  text  and  the  empty 
space  crossed  through. 
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(b)  Verification of  the  goods 
Since  the  movement  certificates constitute the documentary  evidence  for  the 
implementation  of  the  preferential  system  provided  by  the  Additional 
Protocol,  the  Customs  authorities of  the  exporting State  should,  in  the 
interests of  proper  administrative  cooperation,  check  the particulars on  such 
certificates before  examining  the  goods  or at  least  a  representative  sample 
of  the  goods  to  which  the  documents  refer.  The  Customs  authorrities  of  the 
exporting State must  carefully check  the origin of  products  coming  under 
Chapter  1  of  Annex  N°  6  of  the  Additional  Protocol.  The  Customs  have  the 
power  to  require  any  supporting documents  or  to carry out  any  verification 
considered necessary  to ascertain whether  the  conditions  for  the  issue  of  a 
movement  certificate for  the  goods  in question  are fulfilled. 
Goods  exported on  an  A.TR.3  certificate should  be  verified  in  the  same  way 
as  national  goods  temporarily exported  under  cover  of  a  descriptive permit. 
As  far  as  possible,  special  identification measures  must  be  taken  in  order  to 
facilitate  the  recognition  of  the  goods  (stamping,taking of  samples,  etc.). 
The  results  of  such  verification and  details of  special  identification 
measures  or  any  other partjculars  in addition  to  those  included  in  the 
exporter's detailed declaration must  be  entered  in  the  space  reserved  for 
customs  use.  Unused  space  remaining  in  the  section  reserved  for  the  results  of 
verification must  be  crossed  in  such  a  manner  as  to prevent  any  subsequent 
addition.  In  no  circumstances  may  Customs  cross  only  the  upper  part  of  the 
space  reserved for  their use. Edition  N°  JpageiX-C-26  J 
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(c)  Reference  to  the  type  of  export  document  used 
Reference  must  be  made  in  the part  of  the certificate  reserved  for  customs 
use  to  the date  and  type,  or to  the serial  number,  of  the  export  document  in 
respect  of  the  goods  on  the basis of  which  the exporter's declaration  has 
been  certified as  true. 
(d)  Office  stamp 
The  Customs  office stamp  must  be  applied  by  means  of  a  metal,  preferably 
steel, stamp.  Countries  who  are contracting parties to the  Agreement  shall 
provide  each  other,  through  t~~e  r.crar.l·L<· ·. •  ·r·,.  !."~ t I  spec  ill  en  impressions  of  the 
stamps  used  by  their  respective offices. 
Section  II  - Special  cases 
Replacement  of  A.TR.1  or  A.TR.3  certificates  by  certificates of  the  sa~e type 
The  replacement  of  one  or  more  A.TR.1  or  A.TR.3  certificates  by  one  or  more 
A.TR.1  orA.TR.3  certificates may  be  allowed,  provided  application  is  made  to 
the  Customs  office where  the  goods  are  Located. 
On  the other  hand,  the  replacement  of  one  or  more  A.TR.1  or  A.TR.3  certificates 
by  one  or  more  T2L  or  DD3  certificates  may  not  be  allowed. 
One  or  more  T2L  or  DD3  certificates may  be  replaced  by  one  or  more  A.TR.1 
orA.TR.3  certificates  where  the  Customs  office  issuing  the  new  certificate 
or  certificates  is  satisfied, either  in  view  of  the  nature of  the  goods 
submitted or  the  evidence  submitted,  that  the  goods  in  question  ful·fil  the 
conditions  required  for  the  issue of  an  A.TR.1  or  A.TR.3  certificate. 
Where  A.TR.1  or  A.TR.3  certificates  ~re re;Laced  by  other  certificates of  the 
same  type,  any  remarks  about  the  particular  status of  the  goods  Cin  particular 
the  remark  "Compensatory  Levy-Turkey"  shown  as  appropriate  on  the  old 
certificates)  must  be  included  on  the  new  certificates. Edition  N°  JpageiX-C-27  J 
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2.  Retrospective  issue of  A.TR.1  movement  certificates  (1) 
Where  accidentally  no  application  for  a  movement  certificate was  Lodged  at 
the  time of  actual  exportation of  the goods- the  A.TR.1  certificate  may  be 
issued  retrospectively. 
In  this case,  the  exporter  must  : 
(a)  Lodge  a  written application  for  a  certificate,  giving  the details of  the 
nature,  quantity,  kind  of  packing  and  markings  of  the  goods,  and  of  the 
place  and  date of  dispatch; 
(b)  declare that  no  A.TR.1  movement  certificate was  issued  when  the  goods  in 
question  were  exported,  and  give  the  reasons; 
(c)  attach  an  A.TR.1  certificate  form  duly  completed  and  signed. 
The  Customs  authorities  may  issue  an  A.TR.1  movement  certificate  retrosoectivel~ 
only  after verification  that  the  particulars  supplied  in  the exporter's 
application  agree  with  those  on  the  appropriate  export  documents.  A.TR.1 
movement  certificates  issued  retrospectively  must  bear  one  of  the  following 
markings  in  red  : 
"ISSUED  RETROSPECTIVELY",  "DELIVRE  A POSTERIORI",  "UDSTEDT  EFTERF0LGENDE", 
"NACHTRAGLICH  AUSGESTELLT",  "RILASCIATO  A POSTERIORI",  "ACHTERAF  AFGEGEVEN", 
SONRADAN  VERILMISTRIR". 
The  Customs  authorities  may  not  issue  an  A.TR.1  movement  certificate 
retrospectively  where  the  goods  concerned  are  not  consigned  to  a  country  party 
to  the Association  until  after  their actual  exportation 
NOTES 
(1)  The  effect  of  the  prov1s1ons  concerning  the  use  of  movement  certificates  for 
goods  means  that  only  the  A.TR.1  certificate  may  be  issued  retrospectively. Edition  N°  lpage IX-C-28  l 
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3.  Issue of  duplicates 
In  the  event  of theft,  Loss  or  destruction  of  an  A.TR.1  or  A.TR.3 
movement  certificate, the  exporter  may  apply  to  the  issuing  Customs  office  for 
a  duplicate  to  be  made  out  on  the basis  of  the  export  documents  in their 
possession.  Any  duplicate  issued  in this  way  must  be  noted  in  red  with  one  of 
the  following  words  : 
"DUPLICATE",  "DUPLICATA",  "DUPLIKAT",  "DUPLICATO",  ''DUPLICAAT",  "SURET". 
The  duplicates  take  effect on  the date  which  the  A.TR.1  or  A.TR.3  certificate 
was  used. 
Section  III 
CONDITIONS  FOR  USE  OF  A.TR.1  OR  A.TR.3  MOVEMENT  CERTIFICATES 
1.  Direct  transport  of  goods 
Transhipment  resulting  from  force  majeure  or  emergencies  at  sea  in  ports 
Located  neither  in the  Community  nor  in  Turkey  is  not  reguarded  as  a  breach 
of  direct transport. Edition  N°  fpage IX-C-29  ] 
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2.  Time-Limit  for  the  presentation of  movement  certificates 
A.TR.1  or  A.TR.3  movement  certificates delivered to  the  Customs  authorities 
of  the  importing  State after  the  time-Limit  for  their delivery  has  expired  may  be 
accepted  for  the  implementation  of  the  preferential  system  provided  the  failure 
to  observe  the  time-Limit  has  resulted  from  force  majeure  or  exceptional 
circumstances. 
In  addition,  the  Customs  oftbe  importing  State  may  accept  the  movement 
certificate provided  the  goods  have  been  presented  to  them  before  the  expiry  of 
the  time-Lim~t referred  to. 
3.  Discrepancies  between  particulars  on  the  movement  certificate and  the  goods 
imported 
Slight discrepancies  between  the  statements  made  in  the  A.TR.1  or  A.TR~3 
movement  certificates and  those  made  in  the  document  delivered  to  the  Customs 
authorities  for  the  purpose  of  carrying  out  the  import  formalities  for  the 
goods  will  not  ipso  facto  render  the  certificates null  and  void,  provided  it  is 
duly  established that  the  certificates  respond  to  the  goods  presented. 
CHAPTER  II 
SPECIFIC  PROVISIONS  CONCERNING  PRODUCTS 
COMING  UNDER  THE  EUROPEAN  COAL  AND 
STEEL  COMMUNITY 
Goods  obtained  in  Turkey,  in  the  manufacture  of  which  have  been  incorporated 
products  coming  under  the  ECSC  previously  imported  from  one  of  the  Member 
States of the  Community  where  they  were  in  free  circulation,  may  be  imported 
into  an  EEC  Member  State  under  the  preferential  system  provided  by  the 
Additional  Protocol,  without  collection of  the  compensatory  Levy  referred 
to  in  Article  3  thereof. Edition  N°  fpage IX-C-30  J 
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In order  to  allow  the Turkish  Customs  authorities  to  verify that  the 
"ECSC  products"  used  were  in  fact  in  free  circulation  in  the  exporting  State, 
the  Customs  authorities  of  the  Latter State will  issue  at  the  request  of  the 
exporter,  an  A.TR.1  or  A.TR.3  certificate noted  as  follows: 
"ESCS  goods"  ) 
or  "Marchandises  CECA"  ) 
or  "EKSF-Varer"  )  according  to  the 
or  "EGKS-Varen"  )  exporting  State 
or  "Merci  CECA"  ) 
or  "EGKS-Goederen"  ) 
This  entry  should  be  made  in  red  ink  in the  "Remarks"  box  on  the  front  of 
the  certificate. 
CHAPTER  III 
RETROSPECTIVE  VERIFICATION  OF  MOVEMENT  CERTIFICATES 
1.  Retrospective  v~rific2tion of  A~TR.1 or  A.TR.3  moveMent  certificates 
will  be  on  a  randum  basis  of  selection or  whenever  the  Customs  of  an 
importing  State  have  reason to  doubt  the  authenticity  of  the  document  or 
the  ~ccuracy of  the  information  given  thereon. 
2.  For  the  implementation  of  paragraph  1  above,  the  Customs  authorities  of 
the  importing  State  will  return  the  A.TR.1  or  A.TR.3  movement  certificate 
to  the  customs  authorities of  the  exporting  State giving  the  reasons  for 
the  enquiry. Edition  N°  lpage IX-C-31  J 
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If the  importing  Customs  authority decides  to  suspend  the  implementation 
of  the  provisions  of  Title  I  of  the  Additional  Protocol  pending  the  results 
of  the  verification,  release of  the  goods  to  the  importer  shall  be  offered, 
subject  to  any  measures  deemed  necessary  to  secure  the  unpaid  amount~ 
3~  The  Customs  authorities  of  the  importing  State  should  be  informed  of  the 
results of  the verification  as  soon  as  possible.  these  results  shall  be  such 
as  to  make  it possible  to  determine  whether  the  A.TR.1  or  A.TR.3  movement 
certificate applies  to  the  goods  actually  imported,  and  whether  the  goods 
qualify for  the  application  of  the  preferential  system. 
When  such  matters  at  issue  cannot  be  settled between  Customs  authorities 
of  the  importing  and  exporting  States,  or  when  a  problem  as  to  the 
interpretation of  the  decision  is  raised  the matter  shall  be  submitted  to 
the  Customs  Cooperation  Committee. 
For  purposes  of  subsequent  verification of  A.TR.1  or  A.TR.3  movement 
certificates, the  Customs  authorities of  the  exporting  State  must  keep  the 
export  documents,  or  copies  of  movement  certificates  used  in  place thereof 
for  not  Less  than  two  years. 
CHAPTER  IV 
APPLICATION  OF  THE  PROVISIONS  OF  ARTICLE  3 
OF  THE  ADDITIONAL  PROTOCOL 
Products  imported  from  third  countries  and  which  have  undergone  in  the 
State  into  which  they  have  been  imported  under  an  arrangement  under  which 
duties  are  suspended  (or  an  arrangement  granting  full  or  partial  drawback 
of  these  duties)  only  insignificant  treatment  cannot  qualify  for  the 
system  Laid  down  in  Article  3  of  the  Additional  Protocol. Edition  NO  JpageiX-C-32  J 
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The  following  operations  cannot  be  considered  as  manufacturing  for 
the  purposes  of  Article  3 
1.  Operations  to  ensure  the  preservation of  imported  merchandise  in  good 
condition  during  transport  and  storage  (ventilation,  spreading  out,  chilling, 
removal  of  damaged  parts,  and  Like  operations). 
2.  Simple  operations  consisting  of  removal  of  dust,  sifting  or  screening, 
sorting,  classifying,  matching  (including  the  making  up  of  sets  of 
articles),  washing,  painting, etc.  for  the  sole  purpose  of  improving 
the  commercial  presentation or  marketable  quality of  the  imported  products~ 
3.  (a)  Repacking  and  the  breaking  up  and  assembly  of  consignments; 
(b)  Filling  of  bottles,  flasks,  bags,  cases,  boxes,  fixing  on  cards 
or  boards,  etc.  and  all other  simple  packing  operations; 
(c)  Cutting  up  of  fabrics,  paper,etc ••••••••  imported  in  one  piece 
or  in rolls  without  producing  finished articles. 
4.  Affixing  marks,  Labels  or  other  Like  distinctive  signs  on  third 
country  products  or  their  packaging. 
s.  Simple  mixing  of  Like  products,  even  if certain  components  of  the 
mixture  are  Community  products. 
6.  Simple  assembly  of  parts  of articles,  mainly  imported  from  third 
countries,  to  constitute a  complete  article. 
Where  a  product  undergoes  two  or  more  of  these operations,  the total 
treatment  will still normally  be  considered  as  insignificant. 
It  is  agreed  that  the  above  List  is  not  exhaustive. Edition  N°  Jpage  IX-C-33  J 
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CHAPTER  V 
TRADE  THROUGH  FREE  ZONES 
The  countries  party  to  the  Agreement  shall  take  all  necessary  steps 
to  ensure  that  goods  traded  within  the  Association  under  cover  of  an  A~TR-1 
movement  certificate,  which  in  the  course  of transport  use  a  free  zone 
<including  free  ports,  bonded  warehouses)  situated  in  their territory, 
are  not  substituted by  other  goods  and  that  they  do  not  undergo  handling 
other  than  normal  operations  designed  to  prevent  their  deterioration_ 
Special  rules  relating  to  goods  transported  under  an  A-TR.1  movement 
certificate  in the  event  of  their  reconsignment  in  Austria 
1- Customs  office  stamps 
The  Commission  of  the  European  Communities  shall  provide: 
- the  Customs  authorities  of  the  Member  States  and  Turkey  with 
specimen  impressions  of  the  stamps  used  in  Austrian  Customs  offices 
for  the authentication of  annotated  A.TR.1  movement  certificates 
and  photocopies; 
the  Austrian  Customs  authorities  with  specimen  impressions  of  the 
stamps  used  in  the  Customs  offices  of  the  Member  Stqtes  and  Turkey  for 
the  issue of  movement  certificates. 
2.  Replacement  of  A.TR.1  movement  certificates 
The  replacement  of  one  or  more  A.TR.1  movement  certificates  by  one 
or  more  certificates of  the  same  type  may  not  be  carried out  in  an 
Austrian  Customs  office. Edition  No  J  page  I x-c-34  1 
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3.  Retrospective  authentication 
Where  a  consignment  is  reconsigned  in  Austria  without  being  split  up,  and 
through  error,  accidental  omission or special  circumstances  the  reference 
"Direkte  Weiterleitung  EWG"  has  not  been  entered  and  authenticated on  the 
A.TR.1  movement  certificate,  the  Customs  office where  the goods  have  been 
reconsigned  may,  on  a  duly  substantiated  application  from  the  party  concerned, 
authenticate  the  reference  retrospectively.  Likewise,  where  a  consignment 
is  reconsigned  in  Austria  without  being  split  up,  the  authentication  by  the 
Austrian  customs  office of the  photocopies  of  the  A.TR.,1  movement 
certificate  may  also  be  carried out  retrospectively. 
A.TR.1  movement  certificates  and  photocopies  which  are authenticated 
retrospectively must  bear  the  reference  "NACHTR)\GLICH  BESTATIG~"  .. 
4.  Issue of duplicates 
If movement  certificate  A.TR.1  authenticated by  an  Austrian  Customs 
office  is  stolen,  lost_or  destroyed,  the  interested party  may  deliver 
to  that  office for  re-authentification  a  copy  of  the  certificate  from  the 
Customs  authorities  which  issued  the original. 
In  the  case of  theft,  Loss  or  destruction of  a  photocopy  authenticated 
by  an  Austrian  Custom9  office of  movement  certificate A.TR.1  the  interested 
party  may  ask  that  office  for  a  duplicate  of  the original  document  held 
there.  "DUPLIKAT"  must  be  added  to  the  reference  "TEILSENDUNG"  at  the 
top  of  the duplicate. 
5.  Retrospective verification 
a)  Retrospective  verification of  movement  certificates A.TR.1  requested 
by  the  Turkish  Customs  authorities  in  respect  of  goods  which  remain 
and  are  reconsigned  in  Austria  shall  be  carried out  by  the  Customs 
authorities of  the  Member  State  which  stamped  the  movement  certificate. Edition  N°  Jpage  IX-C-35  J 
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The  Customs  authorities of  that  State  shall  make  available  to  the 
Turkish  Customs  authorities  any  statements,  documents,  reports,  records 
and  information  in  respect  of  goods  produced  in  Turkey  as  reconsigned  in 
Austria  and  to  irregularities and  offences  in  connection  with  goods  traded 
under  the  EEC-Austria  Agreement. 
b)  The  Austrian  Customs  authorities  should  draw  to  the  attention  of  the 
Customs  office of  the  importing  State at  which  the  goods  and  movement 
certificate A.TR.1  or  the  authenticated  photocopy,  are  produced  any  case 
of  doubt  as  to  the  authenticity  of  the  movement  certificate  A-TR~1 
presented  to  them  or  as  to  the  identity  between  the  goods  reconsigned  and 
those  for  which  movement  certificate A.TR.1  was  issued.  The  reference 
"Artikel  6"  should  be  added  to  the notation  on  the  document. Edition  No 
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TRADE  :  EEC-TURKEY 
AGREEMENT 
between  t~~ European  f<.·onomi<.·  Comnlllnity and  the  Rq'u~! 1 c  of  Au'!na on 
the  !>l~lpllfacatJOn of  f<'rmalitic,  in  rt·,rcct of  ~oo<.h tr.ldl·,;  h. !'\n  n  t~~e  fun'~­
pean  Econom1c  Cornmunity  on  tiH·  ont·  hand  ·'~HI  lurl..n  ._,,  the 
other hand  v. ht·n  tl11e  ~.11d good, are  forv. ardcd  fr· •m  :\uqna · 
-OJ  n°  L 188  of  19.7.1975,  p.  1 
Entry  into  force  1.,5.,1976  (OJ  n°  L 98  of  13.4.1976,  p.,10) 
Applicable  from  1.,1.1977  (OJ  n°  L 53  of  25 .. 2.1977,  p.,29) 
NB.  The  present  Agreement  is  administered  by  the  EEC-Austria  Joint 
Committee  instituted  in  accordance  with  Article  15  of  the  EEC-Austria 
Agreement  on  Community  Transit. 
MODIFICATIONS  (within  the  text) 
1.,  Decision  n°  3/78 of  the  EEC-Austria  Joint  Committee 
Replacing  Annex  II  (OJ  n°  L 276  of  30.9.1978,  p.  2) 
2.  Agreement  in the form  of an  exchan~ of letters 
(O.J.  n° L 107  of 18.4.1981) 
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TRADE  ARRANGEMENTS  WITH  ASSOCIATED  COUNTRIES 
TRADE  EEC-TURKEY 
In  th•~ A_£rl"t:mcnt  the expressiom set out hlow ,h.dl 
h~:  und<:r,tood  a~  follow~ : 
(  o~)  Cc>nHnunJty :  the  Europt:.tn  b.:onomtt  Cot>1 nHI-
,,: It • 
n 'r" • 
(.._)  :\t•r•:cmuH  on  tr.III'>JI:  the  l\~rtcmt:nt  ot  \0 
~  .•\cml•n  I '17.!  bt·tlo'.tTil  tht'  Eu!•'l"- .tn  E, on· ·•n''-
{_,,rnmunttv  Jnd  •ht·  Rr.:pul'll.._  of  :\q,t~ta  ('"  tht· 
tm~'krnul'.I(IPP l't  Communt:~ tr.t:l,lf  rq~ul.n''"" 
.-1 t/ttlt  } 
I.  W1thout  pn:jud1u:  tc'  p.rr.t.<'r.tph  ,  r·~,..,  !\prt'l'-
mcnt  ~hall :tpply  to w>nd- Ill  fl"·:·nt l11 \\l':th  !1'\l\('-
nll'nt  n·rtifilatl·~ lonf<>rttllllj?  to :he 'I''  \·tnH·n..,  ..,lJ,w. n 
in  Annl'x  I  or  Annex  II  havt  hnn  ulf1tl'kr.·d  rn 
re'>pnt  of  good-,  traded  hetwn:n  thl·  C•.•'ll'l1111lt'\  ··:1 
the  one  hand  or  ·r l!rkr.:"  t'n  tltt·  , rl:, r 
hand, b<:ing  good~ wh11.:h  arc  forw~udnl trt>m  Athtr  1.1:1 
territory afrl'r,  a~ appropri.1tc, unlo.t\ltn}?  <~nd  rt·lu.hitng 
or  wardwu~ing in  bonded  war~hou~c:. 
2  Thl·  pro\l~ton:- ot this Agrct·mt·nr  ~h.di not api'IY 
ru  tht·  good"  lt~rnl  111  Anno Ill 
.·!I  I Ill( 
I.  A mO\t'nlt,,''1[  H'r!rtl~ .l!t' '''ll('d In ,t  "-kmt'o(:r  ~f.ltt' 
or in  or  1 u::..n  t,•r  ~'.'t'd'  rc•nr.·,i  r~·  rn  :\r~tt  ~~-· 
2  (J)  mu~t  b  ...  l'!••,!u\n!  r:,  t 1 ~l  u'l''t'dt•1f  .-\u,:rt.rll 
<.·u~t<.'OlS  ,lll!ih'lltll'  r•,,·  "'··''t"'t '1!  ,,  r:·•  ,.!:l'  ~'~:.,[ 
lx•  pnntt·d  .111d  •·"1';  .,~,,!  Ill  ,.  ,•!  t!•t  l.t•~.(: ,,.,., 
rdt.·rrnl  to  111  :\:··  .  l4  ··r  r·t  (rrt<k  <'r  'lurl..t- 1 t 
\X-h  t· n  C, rt.·t·l..  t • r  1 t, : '  -
1 
·  1,  u 't',!. ·  r :  1' .. ; , •  J : , , '  !~t·  d  1 1 \" ! l 
up  tn  01\t.'  t>t  th,·  '"'>.'  .•;_:,,  rt·'_r;,.{  k  I"  .-\rtt~k  l4 
2  The~'''"'",,,,.,  '·•  •:"  ,,.  !.  1  ·\·•-l:1.rn '" 
t  "llf~<JI  t••  l  ,,.,,,,,  ·'  ' .•  ,.  •  ,:._!  , , .. ,,
1
.!,: 
rht r•  '-''· 
Th:  f''''d' 
h.l\l'  tl",kr.-
nt·~.c  ... :-..•r'l  t•'  ;· 
:O.J']l(  fht•  U'f1·.1,'1 
EEC-AUSTRIA  AGREEMENT 
.t'l:, ·,  ...: 
1.  \X  ht·n  f!\" .. ,J,  rd~ rr•:,l  h'  tn  :·\;::c;e  2  1 ll  .u  .. : 
forw;lr,lnl.  tiH:  n1P\t 111t ·H  u:rr:t11  ..  ltt.'  ... h.1ll  111~: .ak  .1 
st.1tt.'nH:nt  rh.~r  r>.  ,,,.,,~lth'll'  -.d  l't.: :·:  Ar:·  ... lt  ~  h.l\t' 
been  t.Pilll'llt',l  \l1rh 
2  F  ''  r  r hI' I'"  r r·· ''l'. .. IK  11  r I 
-. II h,'  U t  'J'  l1 II . ':  .0::  t!h·  \. P tl, .•  · 
.\11'tt:.1n  ~,u,r,>r~h ,,ftl,l' ,h,,:i  "' 
\\ ,  1 t. r ll 1 r  1111 ~ I'\\ { , ·  111  r h,  · · l >. 
,111  rh ...... ,tl!h  ..  lf•  .1nd  .... :h, ,,:  . 
l  I ; 't  l •  11 h  '  I tf I'  ('  'Lt  I l ' t'  ,II\\  I  I !. { 
\\ h  l·n  .1  ..  ~.•n, .... ·:: r  n, 11 r.  , l :  .r  ,  ·, 
th,  1~1<'\lllh:lt  ,.-,r.!;, .. r  ..  r· 
:\u,t; :  .  .r1  t..  u't'-'r~1'  ,,~~~  ...  t  ...  ~,  ~:; 
f'.lff·"'n'h!tH~h  r  I ht·  :.  p  ,,r 
bl·  ,._,r .. ,!  'lilt  :--i  ':;~ ''-'. 
l  •  :,  .1:1  lt•:-v. .• rclt"J 
...  rhr.:  ~oc;plfnH 
d ..  ,.,,_\.,  'Dtrt·kr~..· 
. :,, n  '" ,._,),,,j,·  IH>) 
:h,- rh•t  .• :ton  by  tht.· 
. -rr r 1,  ''  t,,r.~..udc,l, 
:  r,'  1  h~.·  ,,)111 pdc:nt 
,  •.•t,>,opt.J  tor ca'-h 
,  ., !1  ;•lll'f••tOf"'  mu't 
1:1  lr.:d  1nl..  L.h.h 
I'h,v,,"'i'' mu< ,-,,:, ... ,:,  ,  . .  :~ ..  :~,,- ~-.)(_,,b  ro -.h,  ... h  11 
r,t,:'  lh-,t· ':  .. r,;;~.n:  ...  n·"·' i··c  ,nlrll<."nti,.•tcJ  by  the: 
,  \. ~t\,:~"1'  ,)r~t" c.  ..... r  .•  :~~t"'  ,,t~\i  th-..  .L.rt~. 
llll'  •'rl,&:lll.tl  m,,,l nh·nr "' ~:  ~l,.l(l'  r,H,,I  be  nPtni 
\l..:h  ::;,  p.lltl,<l!•r  ...  r,:,,_,·~:  (,l  :h,·  'rltt:tn~  llt  thl' 
•l':,,!,_:•:nhnt  I;  ...  ~ •. ,:;  l'l  r ..  ,.:  t~,  tlh:  ..  omrt·~t:nt 
-\ .. -::  .• n  , l.,:,•;·, ,  ·~,"·  t··  .tr  ,  r  r-.. ,)  ''  ,,r.,  .trhl  t•n 
:"J,,,q  ..... -nt  t...1  ::;.- .... ·:.·--,  .1\::~·.;n .... rr.tt.<~n  ut  the: 
\1-n~i  ..... ·r  St.tll.'  m.,;.,•n.~  .t  fl.,"  :  ,;n.:a  the  .1rr..1n_a::e-
n:, t':h  t~o.'f  .h.irl11r~;,trJ.Il\t.'  .._,,, ·;-., l.o!illll  rl·krrt>d  to  10 
:\rt1"k  ~-
_·fr!:,,·, 
, ·'"' r·::  •(, ~  ''~''  ,,,  :h~.·  ,  .  , 
tlh·  ,,·rn;•d.-nt  -\~.-:1  ' 
r~\)\L  ,~.d  r,)  tLl  "'u~r,~: 
~!-~r"'  ~:thu' 'i' nh\;~~h,  r:,·;~~ 
•. !, \ .IIH  !1h'\t'Olt'nt 
·.r  ....  ~pi1t.  tht·  rl·lt>-
. ·,·  .llttlh Ill h ..  lk,l b\ 
••ltl~ot',  llHI'(  bt· 
. : ,, '  d  llil'  1mpurt1n~ 
;h  ....  J.i!l'  ot  ''::-.u<:  of the 
1·: ..  ,  r. 
\\ !•,  It  :•t 
t!:,·  \1. 111; 'l J  .': 
1 1 : I,  ,,,  ·\,,,,; '.1 
... , 
r\,·,  \'ll 
''fl  rh,· 
t!h 
tht  l  ,., 
,·r 1·,,r  \. 
·''! rn "'' r '·'  r  I' •II,  , •  I 
.1  .1rhl  .._,,  the  l<t·pu-
.:  ,!, ,;J  ~o.P:nmunJ,,ltt' 
'  ,.,,,  .i11·''''ll  ;··  ·  ·  '· ..  ,,  ,  ''·  •'II  ;-,·q1u  -t .•  dl  fin,! 
11  .'-'·  J,,,,l!;:,:~:'.  1\i'•',  ;,,,,;I  Ill  j 1ll'\l1jlll_l!'  ,lfhl 
1111  ',1:  •ll•'"  fl : ••  :.r·.~.·  :,•  l';,.._,,lf,d  111  rhv 
1•1·.:··  I' .  .:  ': .· •.  1,  h...  ;.,  ,,  '.>r.~.,,:,k,!  tron1 
\11'!'. 1.:  ,kr ;·,., :\_..;·,,,.  ,,:  ''  .r·:,r:  t••  trrt· .  ..::ul.lrt· 
t•.'  .·n.i  l'.~.::"'  "·n1:11:rr •.  :  111  rl'J'l'd  ot  ~ood  ... 
!1 ... fv!  Ull I,  r  d,,,  \~Itt  :•1, 1.t Edition  N°  J  page I X-C-40  J 
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TRADE  EEC-TURKEY 
~r.tr~' .Hl'  .1  .:1\,,,,;ld r,,  ,n,,i ,t_,,,,nll':lh .1nd  ant~)rtllJ-
1•·~~~  ,lb!.l:lh'J  un,kr  !~h·  .Hr.•n.~.:. :::, nr..  h1r  .t,lnlini~tra­
!.H'  '"0\)p(.·ur•~~n  r~..h'rr~o·,i  r,)  1n  p.n.•.l.!r.tph  I  to  rh~ 
lor~..· .. l  anJ  Turll~h  dl~(l'\flh  .~,lmol~i~tr.lti00S. 
Thl·  pn.>•t~h.)lh ot  tlw.  :\,~!ro.c.:n:.-nr  -.1~.1:.  ll1.)(  pn:du,h: 
pr,llubttlvth  or  r~.·~tnd"''h  on  •mp,_:.rt'.  ~o'XJX>fh  ..  )r 
.C'-lO<.J...  111  rr.~n~H  ~.·nalf~.·d  by  tht- Rcpubht  of  .A.:;·  :n.J 
.tnd Jlh!illl,l on  ~wund:-. of  pubL~.  r•vh~.v. puhk  'c~ u 
nt\  llf  pub!,,  mor.t11ty.  rhe  pr•Hntll'n  of  hl· .. :rt:  .uHf 
Jtlt·  oil  dll•lll.lll'o,  .lf1alli.JJ..,  <1r  p!.111h,  the.·  prnft\l••·!l  of 
O.lflllll.d  (fl'.hllll'"  p~l'"t"\<.,JO~ :lrtl,fH., lli'>{UrJI.  or .or,! .tt'-
vk>t:ll..d  "·•lut.·;  or  the  protc:UH>n  ot  andu,rn  .. l  .. nd 
commt·,-~,  i.1l  propc:rty. 
I.  TLc:  J('lllf  Cnmm1rtn:  ~et  t;p undt·r  :\rri~.k  I' of 
tht· A,cr:cnwnr ,,n rr.ln,,r  .. h .  .ll  cn..,urt·  the:  1:~· ri, n;, nt.1-
IH'n nt 1h1'  :\,~otrn:rnt·rH  f-or  tht  purp• ,.,c  11  ...,,.,:!  :r .. ake 
Tl'Hllllll ll"lld.t!Hlll.,  ,JOd,  Ill  the  tiTI. Ulli',(.Jih t'~  pr• ¥1(kd 
tor  1n  p.1r.1_cr.1ph  ~.  ,h.dl  t.tke  Dl'o~aon~ 
(.l)  .lilh'i1•lnanh  10  th1.,  Af!rn·mlnt. 
(b)  clll\- otht:r  nw.hure  tor  the  purpo  ... e 
Oll' n  r  .tt ll  111. 
(.1)  .Jmt·rlllm~.·nh  to  Arr1de  l.  ot  rlu-.  :\~rt  l  rT~1. n:  v. r:l·n 
tlw  llll.l\l'n11.'tH  l.'l'rtdti.·Jtes  ann~o·xt:d  ro  •L;"  ·\,::•  l"-
nh:cf  .lrl·  .lmt·rHkd; 
(h)  .llllt'Jldnwnr' r.-..  Arradt·.,  \, 4.  li  .llld  ~ r.t  t 1  ,,  -\,  .. ,  <·-
nh·l:r. 
TJil  .  ..,l.  I >t· .. ,..,wn-.  ~h.11l 
C•lntr.ldlnft  P  .• rtlt'~  10 
,·uk:-. 
he  11npkn1l  ·,;,,!  !.-, 
ac,:ordJrH.~o'  w•tlt  tih u  '  ... n 
:\nnnn  I.  II  and  Ill  form  ;an  1ntcp.a!  ; .. trt  lJI  n.,~ 
:\~11.'1.'01l'llt.  ( 1  ) 
NOTES 
(1)  See  "Guarantee  Systems" 
I  II  ,l'  c(11Jlflllllli(Y  .. h  .  .! I  lliHicrr ,J..x  'L  •:  td 
,HJ.q,r  t hl·  mt·tlh'ds  ot  .idTnlllbtr 1fi'H  ...  • '.r  ,n 
,C•l\l flllllg  tf,,·  l:llpknh'I1Llliilrl  t)t  the  f :.  rc :.·. ,j 
~•,rnn  .... lu,h  rt,,  ComnHIIllf\  on  t111.'  C"Hh·:  .. ·•d  .•. -.,s 
Tur:..d  on  rlw  orht·r  h  .. n,t  •  ,~_h  ··t'rl•  to 
good~ t,.Jf\A .n.l, ,I  tr,Jm  .'\1"rn.t 
.'\u  ... rn.•  .1~ 
llll.'ll[  rltl~ 
With 
..,,.,.:1  .•  ~  rh~.·  l.urhlitl<lf·"  n• .. t:·,.  .. :--.  r0  1m1  ;c-
Agr,· .. :nh.nt .trt·  prc: ... t:nt  Jn  the:  r11:IJ  ot  rr.ad,· 
Turkn 
Artid~ 11 
Th:'  A,;>'t't.n'(:nt  o..h.,:·  t·r•tn  lf~:o  !·  •,  t  l,n  thl' 
• ., ........  _.t  rht:  "'·•"'"cl  m·  ··~·~:  f ,:;._'\\lll,l:!  !  11·  d.ttt~ en 
'h  ·:. !1  th,·  Cc·•tr.•._t:!!,i!  P.lr!H:'- 11~·t•!\  t',l\'  utht·r  th.tt 
d  i ~  'l  f  •  .. l"'  ....  ~• f\  ~  l  r  ~ '\. •  !  l'  r  \  ...  h  .t \ l"  l  \..  t~ n  '- 0 r'  1 r :  l  !  «,  1...! . 
.!.  n~t'  rft)\ i'i'  •n-.  ot  th·'  -\_l:f•TI1H nt  ..,,~.\I  .1prJv  10 
,,  r ·. r •. t  tr,,,! .. · "'i'h  Tur :..,,."  .t~  fn.,m 
r: ..  •  .:.~>  <·t  t!,  'n<•·hl n·  ·nth  h,~:,,  ....... ,r,  rht·  rl\.1ttll· 
,  .!IJ· ,.,  r~. krrnl  tt•  10  Art I\ It- I  0  '2) 
Pa:  (  •HI(I.II.fln~  P.tr!ll.,  ~hJ!I  l...n·p  t•;rth  otht"r 
nr!·  rP~··d  of  rf,,·  !"!·.·~~,~~··:..,  ....  tn~h  tf·,·v  ,1,:upt  for  tht: 
lll!J':' !llt'llf.IIIU!l  nl  till~  :\_l!rlTilll'llf. 
Ettht·r  of  thl'  (,w".~o  .. :: .. c:  f' 
thss  :'\~rt·t·n1<.. ·::  .,  _.::,·: ...  .: 
.td•anl.'c.' 
This Agrn'OH'Pt  .. ~  .• n l•t•  dr.l\lo n  ur '" durl:I..Ht"  10  t!.l' 
Dani~h. Dur,l•.  I  t~~1~  .. !1.  I,, •1., h.  (;t"r·n.tn  .tnd  lr.d•.nl 
!.ln~u.t~c:-..  <  .• ,,h ,,t  !i  ,·,~·  k'\h  !'>lll1.~  .•ufhtl1'l' Edition  N°  fpage  IX-C-41  J 
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f\~ u\.'C:\ 
J'o.,  ::·(""1, :.,~·,,rc 
hc:.h.l•n~t  :-.;,> 
'·-''  tv.Ol 
Ill  t1~ 
e'  1' o~ 
A~'XFX Ill 
(Awde 2 (2)) 
~-·----------------------------------
\\ :h .n  .1 :11i  me\lm  (m1xed  \\ he.H  Jnd 
(\(' 
I'\ I(' 
t· ... ,"  ·' hc.H,  millet, canary \eed  Jnd gra111 
"·!  ,._·h,·n  , nther ccrc.1l~: 
I ned q:gct.Jt->lc  od,, flu1d  or o;oi1J,  cruJ,. 
f('~ll\(',jt •r  p!!TIIIC'J  · 
\ l:,,e otl  (lfhC'r  th.m  rh.lt  h.l\ lrl~  llll 
~!cn.;  ..  ne .1  rd:n1llj;  pro~·l·~s 
Country  1ssu.n~ rhc  moH'mcnt 
CC'rl•i•..:~rc 
Turkey 
Turkey 
Turkey 
Turkey Edition  N°  I 
MOVEMENT  OF  GOODS  WITHIN  THE  COMMUNITY:  Regulation  3/84 
COUNCIL REGULATION  (EEC)  No 3/84 
of 19  I>ecenaber  1983 
introducing arrangenaents for naovenaent within the Conanaunity of goods sent 
frona one Menaber State for tenaporary use in one or naore other Menaber States 
O.J.  No  L 2  of  04.01.1984,  p.  1 
Annexe  III supplemented  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1568/84 
(O.J.  L 151  of  07.06.1984,  p.  5 
MODIFICATIONS  (within  the  text) 
1.  Art.  15  para.  2  modified  by  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and  Portu0al 
of  12. 06. 1985 
(O.J.  No  L 302  of  15.11.1985,  p.  139) Edition  N°  fpageiX-D-2  I 
MOVEMENT  OF  GOODS  WITHIN  THE  COMMUNITY:  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3/84 
TITLE  I 
General  provisions 
Article  1 
I.  Without  prejudice  to  other  Community  provi-
sions,  the  arrangements  governing  the  movement  of 
goods within  the  Community,  hereinafter  referred  to 
as  the 'arrangements', shall apply to the goods listed in 
the Annex, sent 01  ~~:->,sported from one Member State 
for  the  purposes  of  temporary  usc  in  one  or  more 
other Member States,  which, pursuant  to  the Treaties 
and  the  rules  deriving  therefrom,  arc  not  subject  to Edition  N°  fpagerx-o-3  1 
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~-------------------------------------------------------------------------------.-. 
prohibitions or restrictions and which are  intended tO 
be re-entered without alteration  to  the territory of the 
Member  State  of  departure. 
2.  In  order  to  benefit  from  the  arrangements,  the 
goods  referred  to  in  Article  1  must : 
(a)  satisfy  the  conditions laid  down  in  Articles  9  and 
10  of  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community  or,  in  the  case  of  goods 
within  the  province of the Treaty establishing the 
European  Coal  and  Steel  Community,  be  in  free 
circulation ;  and 
(b)  have  complied with the provisions in the Member 
State of departure, relating to turnover taxes, excise 
duties  and  any  other  tax  on  consumption ;  and 
(c)  have  not benefited, by virtue  of  their exportation, 
from  any  exemption  from  turnover  tax,  excise 
duties  or any  other  tax  on  consumption. 
Article  2 
For  the  purposes  of  this  Regulation : 
(a)  'beneficiary' means the natural or legal person who, 
whether or not through a representative, carries out 
an  intra-Community  movement  operation ; 
(b)  'Member  State  of  departure'  means· the  Member 
State  in whose territory the goods are  produced at 
the  customs  office,  referred  to  in  (c); 
(c)  'office  of  departure'  means  the  customs  office 
where  the  intra-Community  movement  operation 
starts ; 
(d)  'office of entry' means the customs office  at which 
the goods enter the  territory of  the Member State 
where they are  to  be temporarily used,  hereinafter 
referred to as  the 'Member State of temporary use'; 
(e)  'office  of  exit'  means  the  customs  office  at  which 
the goods leave  the territory of a  Member State  in 
which  they  have  been  temporarily  used; 
(f)  'office  of  transit'  means : 
the customs office_ at which the goods enter the 
territory of a Member State for  the purpose of a 
transit  operation  proper  or  leave  it  following 
such  an  operation, 
the customs office at  the point of exit from  the 
Community  for  goods  leaving  the  territory  of 
the  Community  in  the  course  of  a  transit 
operation proper by crossing a frontier between 
a  Member  State  and  third  country. 
Artidl' 3 
This  Regulation  shall  not  preclude : 
the use, at the discretion of the person concerned, 
of  the  procedure  introduced  by  the  Customs 
Convention on the ATA carnet for  the temporary 
admission  of  goods  (ATA  Convention)  done  at 
Brussels  on  6  December  1961, 
arrangements  between  Member States  introducing 
simpler  procedures  applicable  to  frontier  zone 
traffic, 
the  application  of simpler  procedures,  used  parti-
cularly for  the temporary importation of travellers' 
personal  effects,  packages,  private  cars  and  other 
means  of  transport, 
the use, at the request of the person concerned, of 
a national  procedure in  the event of production to 
the office of entry of goods not covered by  :~n ATA 
carnet  or  by  the  Community  movement  carnet, 
referred  to  in  Article  5. 
Articlt  4 
1.  Only  natural  or  legal  persons  established  in  the 
Member  State  of  departure  shall  be  eligible  for  the 
arrangements. 
However,  the  competent  authorities  of  the  Member 
State  of  departure  shall  in  principle  disqualify  from 
benefit under the arrangements persons who,  to  their 
knowledge, have committed a  serious  infringement of 
customs  or  fiscal  legislation. 
The  competent  authorities  of  the  Member  State  of 
temporary use  may  revoke  benefit under the arrange-
ments  in  the  instances  referred  to  in  the  second 
subparagraph. They shall inform the competent autho-
rities of the Member State of departure of  the grounds 
for  such  revocation. 
2.  Persons benefiting under the arrangements shall : 
(a)  ensure that the  procedure referred  to  in Title II is 
correctly carried out and that the arrangements are 
settled before expiry of the period of validity of the 
carnet  referred  to  in  Article  5 ; 
(b)  if  failure  to comply with the conditions laid  down 
in  this  Regulation  is  ascertained  or  suspected, 
supply  the  competent  authorities  of  the  Member 
States, whose territory the goods have entered, with 
any  necessary  document  or  information  con-
cerning  the  goods  subject  to  the  movement 
arrangements; 
(c)  at the first written request of the competent autho-
rities,  pay  any  charges  which  have  fallen  due 
following an irregularity or infringement, unless he 
can  prove  that  this  request  is  unfounded. 
TITLE  II 
Procedure 
Artidl'  5 
1.  For  the  purposes  of  movement  under  the 
arrangements, goods shall be covered by a Community 
movement  carnct,  hereinafter  referred  to  as  'carnet', 
issued  by  the  competent  authorities  of  the  Member 
State  of  departure. I 
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2.  The carnet shall be so designed as  to enable the 
competent  authorities  in  the  Member  States  whose 
territory  is  to be entered during an  intra-Community 
movement operation to control, in particular by means 
of transit, entry and  exit sheets, the  dispatch, transit, 
entry,  temporary  use,  return  to  and  re-entry  of  the 
goods  into  the  Member State of departure, and  must 
include  the commitment entered  into  by the  benefi-
ciary  to  make  the  payment  provided  for  in  Article 
4  (2)  (c). 
3.  The specimen  of the  movement carnet shall  be 
drawn up in accordance with the procedure laid down 
in  Article  15. 
4.  Issue of the said carnet shall not give rise  to the 
payment of any  fees  other than  those  resulting from 
the  cost  of  its  production. 
Article  6 
1.  The  carnet,  duly  completed  and  signed  by  the 
beneficiary, shall  be  produced  at the office  of depar-
ture at the same time as  the goods it  covers so that a 
check can  be  made  that the goods  match  the details 
on the sheet constituting a temporary clearance certifi-
cate  and  the  carnet  can  be  validated. 
This carnet constitutes an internal Community transit 
document, testifying to the Community nature of the 
goods  to  which  it  applies. 
2.  The competent authorities  of  the  Member State 
of  departure  shall : 
take such measures for identification as  they deem 
necessary, 
fix  the period of validity of the carnet, which may 
not  exceed  12  months, 
retain the sheet constituting a  temporary clearance 
certificate. 
3.  The competent authorities of the Member States 
whose territory is  entered during the intra-Community 
movement operation may at the request of the benefi-
ciary extend the period of validity of the carnet on the 
basis  of  the  expected  duration  and  nature  of  the 
temporary  use  operation  planned. 
Article  7 
I.  When goods covered by a carnct merely cross the 
territory of a  Member State without being temporarily 
used there, the beneficiary shall deliver a 'transit' sheet 
of  the  carnet  to  the  offices  of  transit. 
2.  Paragraph  1  above  shall  not  apply  to  goods : 
transported  under  cover 
Consignment  Note,  an 
of  an  International 
International  Express 
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Parcels  Con~ignment  Note,  or  a  Community 
Transit  Transfer  Note, 
transported by air under cover of an ,1irwaybill, or 
sent  through  the  post. 
3.  The duration of the transit operation shall be laid 
down in accordance with the rules relating to Commu-
nity  transit. 
Artidt 8 
1.  When  goods  covered  by  a  carnet  are  to  be 
temporarily  used  on  the  territory of a  Member State, 
the  beneficiary shall  produce them  and  the  carnet at 
the offices of entry and exit of the Member State and 
deliver to the said offices, as  appropriate, the entry or 
exit sheet, after completing the  boxes  relating  to  the 
places where temporary use  is  planned and the dura-
tion  and  nature  of  such  use. 
2.  By  way  of  derogation  from  paragraph  1,  goods 
transported  or  dispatched  under  the  conditions 
described  in  Article  7  (2)  must  be  produced,  as  is 
appropriate,  to  the  customs  offices  with  jurisdiction 
over the station of arrival or of departure, the airport of 
arrival or of departure, or the post office of arrival or of 
departure  of  the  Member  State  on  the  territory  of 
which  the  goods  will  be  or  have  been  used  tem-
porarily. 
The  entry  and  exit  sheets  must  be  returned  to  the 
respective  offices. 
3.  The office of entry shall determine the period for 
which  the  goods  may  remain  in  the  territory  of  the 
Member State within which it operates on the basis of 
the length of stay planned by the beneficiary, although 
this  period  may  not  exceed  the  period  of validity  of 
the carnet, unless the said period has been extended in 
accordance  with  Article  6  (3). 
The  competent  authorities  of  the  Member  State  of 
temporary use  shall  take every  measure  to  ensure  the 
control of the usc  of the goods on the krritory of that 
Member State and of their exit before the expiry of the 
period  laid  down  in  the  first  subparagraph. 
Artidt  9 
1.  The  carnet  must  be  produced  in  each  Member 
State  concerned  whenever  the  competent  authorities 
so  request. 
2.  Entry  and  exit  operations  may  be  carried  out 
through any office within the limits of its competence 
during  its  opening  hours. 
3.  When  goods  need  to  enter  the  territory  of  a 
Member State without temporary-use operations occur-
ring there, the transit sheets may  be  deposited at  any 
office  which  is  open  as  an  office  of  transit. 
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Artide  10 
The  competent  authorities  of  the  Member  State  in 
whose territory the goods are  temporarily used may, at 
the  request  of  the  beneficiary : 
(a)  extend  the  period  during  which  the  goods  may 
remain  in  their  territory,  within  the  period  of 
validity  of  the  carnet ; 
(b)  allow the goods to be temporarily in their territory 
at  one  or  more  places  other  than  that  or  those 
stated  on  the  carnet ; 
(c)  by way  of derogation  from  Article  1 (1 ),  authorize 
repairs,  including  the  replacement  of  defective 
parts,  to  the equipment temporarily used  in  their 
territory. 
To this end, they shall enter the  necessary  particulars 
on  the  carnet. 
TITLE  III 
Termination and administrative collaboration 
Artich  11 
1.  The  arrangements  shall  terminate  when  the 
goods  have  been  produced  again  with  the  carnet 
before expiry of its period of validity at any competent 
customs  office  in  the  Member  State  of  departure. 
2.  The arrangements shall  also  terminate when  the 
goods: 
(a)  have  been  totally destroyed or irretrievably  lost  by 
reason  of  the  nature  of  the  goods  themselves  or 
because  of  unforeseeable  circumstances  or  .fora 
nw;m  re ; or 
(b)  have been exported to  a third country or placed in 
a free zone or under a customs warehousing proce-
dure ;  or 
(c)  have  been  destroyed  under  the  control  of  the 
competent  authorities;  or 
(d)  have  been  released  for  home  use,  in  so  far  as 
Community  or  national  provisions  so  allow. 
Article  12 
1.  Where  it  is  found  that,  in  the  course  of  or  in 
connection with a movement operation, an irregularity 
has  been  committed  in  a  particular  Member  State, 
recovery  of  any  charges  payable  shall  be  effe<-·ted  by 
that  Member  State. 
2.  When a Member State on whose territory an  irre-
gularity  has  been  committed  in  the  <-ourse  of  or  in 
connection with a movement operation cannot recover 
the  charges  due,  the  competent  authorities  of  the 
Member State  of departure shall  recover  on  behalf of 
the other Member State the amount which the benefi-
ciary is  obliged to  pay in  accordance with Article 4 (2) 
(c).  Such recovery shall be carried out by the Member 
State  in  accordance  with  its  laws,  regulations  or 
administrative  practices  relating  to  the  recovery  of 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3/84 
fiscal  debts.  If  the  beneficiary  contests  the  claim 
against  him,  he  must  address  his  appeal  in  the 
Member  State  which  has  made  the  request  for  re-
covery. No action for  recovery shall be taken until the 
appeal  proceedings  have  been  concluded. 
Alternatively the Member State which is  recovering the 
debt  may  apply  the  provisions  of  Directive 
76/  308/EEC (1),  as  last  amended  by  Directive 
79/1071/EEC (2). 
3.  Where  at  any  moment  during  a  movement 
operation the office of departure of the carnet notes an 
irregularity,  it  shall  without delay  inform  tht.:  compe-
tent authorities of the Member State or Member States 
concerned  thereof  and  communicate  to  them  the 
documents  and  information  relating  to  that  irregula-
rity. 
TITLE  IV 
Provisions on the Committee on Arrangements 
for  the Temporary  Movement of Goods 
Article  13 
1.  A  Committee on Arrangements  for  the Tempo-
rary  Movement  of  Goods  within  the  Community 
(hereinafter  referred  to  as  'the  Committee')  is  hereby 
set  up,  consisting  of  representatives  of  the  Member 
States  with  a  representative  of  the  Commission  as 
chairman. 
2.  The  Committee  shall  adopt  its  own  rules  of 
procedure. 
Artidc  /4 
The Committee may examine any question rdating to 
the  application  of  this  Regulation  submitted  to  it  by 
its  chairman  either  on  his  own  initiative  or  at  the 
request  of  the  representative  of  a  Member State. 
Article  15 
I.  The  necessary  provisions  for  implementing  this 
Regulation  and  in  particualr  for  the  specimen  of  the 
carnet shall  be adopted in  accordance with  the proce-
dure  defined  in  paragraphs  2  and  3. 
2.  The  representative  of  the  Commission  shall 
submit to  the Committee a  draft of  the  provisions  to 
be  adopted. The  Committee  shall  deliver  an  opinion 
on  the draft within  a  time limit set  by  the chairman, 
having regard  to  the urgency of the  matter. Decisions 
shall  be  taken  by  a  majority of 54 vote~. the  votes  of 
the  Member States  being weighted  as  provi<kd  for  in 
Article  148  (2)  of the Treaty. The chairman  ~hall  not 
vote. 
3.  (a)  The  Commission  shall  adopt  the  provisions 
envisaged  if  they  are  in  accordance  with  the 
opinion  of  the  Committee. 
(')OJ  No  L  73,  1'1.  J.  1976,  p.  18. 
(1)  OJ  No  L  331,  27.  12.  1979,  p.  10. ~ 
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{b)  If the  prov1s1ons  envisaged  are  not  in  accord-
ance with the opinion of the Commttee or if no 
opinion  is  delivered,  the  Commission  shall 
without delay submit to  the Council a  proposal 
with regard to the provisions to be adopted. The 
Council  shall  act  by  a  qualified  majority. 
(c)  If,  within  three  months  of  the  proposal  being 
submitted to  it,  the Council  has  not acted,  the 
proposed  provisions  shall  be  adopted  by  the 
Commission. 
TITLE V 
Final  provisions 
Article  16 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following its publication in the Ojfidal Journal of the 
European  Communities. 
It  shall  apply  from  I  July  1985. 
It shall be ·applicable for an initial experimental period 
until  30  June  1988  unless  extended  for  a  limited 
period  to  be  decided  upon,  on  a  proposal  from  the 
Commission,  by  the  Council  acting  by  a  qualified 
majority. 
Artide  17 
1.  Before  the  expiry  of  a  period  of  three  years  as 
from  the  date  of entry  into  force  of  this  Regulation, 
the Commission shall  submit a  report to the Council 
on  the  application  of  the  arrangements,  based  on 
information  supplied  by  the  Member  States. 
2.  On  the  basis  of  the  report  referred  to  in  para-
graph 1, the Council, acting in accordance with Article 
235 of the Treaty, shall decide on the definitive appli-
cation of this  Regulation and on any  amendments to 
be made to its provisions, in particular for  the purpose 
of  simplifying  the  arrangements  or  modifying  the 
Annex. 
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ANNEX 
LIST OF GOODS  ELIGIBLE  UNDER THE  ARRANGEMENTS 
I.  GOODS  INTENDED  FOR  DISPLAY  OR  USE  AT  AN  EXHIBITION,  TRADE  FAIR, 
CONGRESS  OR  SIMILAR  EVENT 
A.  The  following  are  eligible  under  the  arrangements : 
(a)  goods intended for display or demonstration at an  event, provided that the beneficiary of the 
carnet  is  a  public  body ; 
(b)  goods  intended  for  use  in  connection  with  the  display  of  products  at  an  event  such  as : 
1.  goods  necessary  for  demonstration  of  machinery  or apparatus  to  be  displayed ; 
2.  construction and decoration material, including electrical fittings, for  the temporary stands 
of  exhibitors ; 
3.  advertising and demonstration material intended for  use in publicizing the goods displayed, 
such as sound recordings, films and lantern slides as  well  as  apparatus for use therewith ; 
provided  that  the  beneficiary  of  the  carnet  is  a  public  body ; 
(c)  equipment  including  interpretation  apparatus,  sound  recording  apparatus  and  films  of  an 
educational,  scientific  or  cultural  character  intended  for  use  at  international  meetings, 
conferences  or  congresses. 
B.  'Exhibition  or  similar  event'  means : 
(a)  exhibitions, fairs, salons and similar events connected with trade, industry, agriculture and craft 
trades; 
(b)  exhibitions  or events  which  are  organized  primarily  for  a  charitable  purpose ; 
(c)  exhibitions  or  events  organized  for  scientific,  technical,  handicraft,  artistic,  educational  or 
cultural,  sporting,  religious  purposes  or for  the  purpose  of  religion,  worship  or in  order  to 
promote  international  understanding ; 
(d)  meetings  of  representatives  of  international  organizations  or groups ; 
(e)  official  or  commemorative  ceremonies  or gatherings ; 
except exhibitions organized for  private purposes in shops or business premises with a view to the 
sale  of goods. 
The  following  are  excluded :  alcoholic  beverages,  perfume,  tobacco  and  fuel. 
C.  The  benefit  of  the  arrangement~ shall  be  granted  provided  that : 
(a)  the  goods  are  capable  of  identification  on  re-exportation; 
(b)  the  number  or  quantity  of  identical  articles  is  reasonable  having  regard  to  the  purpose  of 
importation ; 
(c)  the  goods  are  not  lent  or  used  in  any  way  for  hire  or  reward ; 
(d)  the  goods  are  not  removed  from  the  place  of  the  event 
II.  PROFESSIONAL  EQUIPMENT 
A.  Equipment for  the  press or for sound or  television  broadcasting 
Definition 
For the purposes of this Annex 'equipment for  the press or for sound or television  broadcasting' 
means equipment necessary for  representatives of the press or of broadcasting or television organ-
izations visiting another Member State for  purposes of reporting or in order to transmit or record 
material  for  specified  programmes. 
(a)  Equipment  for  the  press,  such  as  : 
1.  typewriters ; 
2.  photographic  or  cinematographic  cameras; 
3.  sound  or  image  transmitting,  recordmg or  reproducmg  apparatus; 
4.  blank  sound  or  image  recording  media. 
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(b)  Sound  broadcasting  equipment  imported  by  official  or  approved  bodies,  such  as : 
1.  transmission  and  communication  apparatus; 
2.  sound  recording  or  reproducing  apparatus; 
3.  testing  and  measuring  instruments  and  apparatus; 
4.  operational  accessories  (clocks,  stop-watches,  compasses,  generating  sets,  transformers, 
batteries  and  accumulators,  heating and  ventilating  app~ratus, etc.); 
5.  blank  sound  recording  media. 
(c)  Television  broadcasting  equipment  imported  by  official  or approved  bodies,  su.ch  as: 
1.  television  cameras ; 
2.  telekinema ; 
3.  testing  and  measuring  instruments  and  apparatus; 
4.  transmission  and  retransmission  apparatus ; 
5.  communication  apparatus ; 
6.  sound  or  image  recording  or  reproducing  apparatus ; 
7.  lighting equipment; 
8.  operational  accessories  (clocks,  stop-watches,  compasses,  generating  sets,  transformers, 
batteries  and  accumulators,  heating and  ventilating  apparatus,  etc.) ; 
9.  blank  sound  or  image  recording  media; 
10.  film  'rushes'; 
11.  musical  instruments,  costumes,  scenery,  and  other stage  properties. 
(d).  Vehicles designed or specially adapted for the purposes specified above, imported by official or 
approved  bodies. 
In  order  to  be  eligible  for  the  arrangt.'lllL'llts,  the  abovementioned  equipment  must : 
(a)  be owned by a  natural or legal  pcr~on established  in  a  Member State other than  the State of 
temporary  use; 
(b)  be imported by a natural or legal  person established in  a Member State other than the State of 
temporary  use; 
(c)  be  capable  of  identification  on  return,  provided  that  in  the  case  of  blank  sound  or  image 
recording  media  the  most  flexible  means  of  identification  shall  be  applied ; 
(d)  be used solely by or under the supervision of the person visiting the State of temporary use ; 
(e)  not be  the subject of a  hire  contract  or similar arrangement  to  which  a  person  resident  or 
established  in  the State  of  temporary  use  is  a  party,  provided  that  this  condition  shall  not 
apply  in  the  case  of  joint  sound  or  television  broadcasting  programmes. 
B.  Cinematographic equipment 
Definition 
For the purposes of this Annex, 'cinematographic equipment' means equipment necessary  for  a 
person  visiting  another  Member State  in  order  to  make  a  specified  film  or  films. 
(a)  Equipment  such  as : 
1.  cameras  of  all  kinds ; 
2.  testing  and  measuring  instruments  and  apparatus ; 
3.  camera  'dollies'  and  booms ; 
4.  lighting  equipment; 
5.  sound  recording  or  reproducing  apparatus; 
6.  blank  image  or  ~0und recording  media ; 
7.  film  'rushes' ; 
8.  operational  accessories  (c.·locks,  stop-waches,  compasses,  generating  sets,  transformers, 
batteries  and  accumulacor-;,  heating  and  ventilating  apparatus,  etc.); 
9.  musical  instruments,  costumes,  scenery,  and  other stage  properties. Edition  No  lpage  IX-D-9  l 
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(b)  Vehicles  designed  or  specially  adapted  for  the  purposes  specified  above. 
In  order  to  be  eligible  for  the  arrangements,  the  abovementioned  equipment  must : 
(a)  be owned by a  natural or legal  person  established in a  Member State other than the State of 
temporary  use; 
(b)  be imported by a natural or legal  person established in  a Member State other than the State of 
temporary  use ; 
(c)  be  capable  of  identification  on  return,  provided  that  in  the  case  of  blank  image  or  sound 
recording  media  the  most  flexible  means.  of  identification  shall  be  applied ; 
(d)  be used solely by or under the personal supervision of the person visiting the Member State of 
temporary use, provided that this condition shall not apply in the case of equipment imported 
for the production of a film under a co-production contract to which a person resident or esta-
blished in the Member State of temporary use is  a party and which is  approved by the compe-
tent  authorities  of  that  Member  State  under  an  inter-governmental  agreement  concerning 
cinematographic  co-production ; 
(e)  not  be  the  subject  of  a  hire  contract or similar arrangement  to  which  a  person  resident  or 
established  in  the  Member  State  of  temporary  use  is  a  party. 
C.  Other  professional  equipment 
(a)  Defi'n it  ion 
For the purposes of this Annex 'other professional equipment' means equipment of a kind not 
referred to in sections I and II  necessary for the exercise of the calling, trade or profession of a 
person  visiting  another  Member State  to  perform  a  specified  task. 
It does not include equipment which is  to be used for  transport within a Member State or for 
the industrial manufacture or packaging of goods or (except in the case of hand-tools) for  the 
exploitation of natural  resources,  for  the construction, repair or maintenance of buildings or 
for  earth  moving  and  like  projects. 
(b)  List  f~f equipment  njt rn,/ to  111  point  (,1) 
1.  equipment for erection, testing, commissioning, checking, control, maintenance or repair of 
machinery, plant, means of transport, etc., such  as  : tools ; measuring, checking or testing 
equipment  and  instruments  (temperature,  pressure,  distance,  height,  surface,  speed,  etc.) 
including  electrical  instruments  (voltmeters,  ammeters,  measuring  cables,  comparators, 
transformers,  recording  instruments,  etc.)  and  jigs;  apparatus  and  equipment  for  taking 
photographs of machines and plant during or after erection ; apparatus for survey of ships ; 
2.  equipment necessary for  businessmen, business efficiem. y consultants, productivity experts. 
accountants and members of similar professions, such as: typewriters; sound transmitting, 
recording  or  reproducing  apparatus ;  calculating  instruments  and  apparatus ; 
3.  equipment  necessary  for  experts  undertaking  topographical  ~urveys  or  geophysical 
prospecting  work,  such  as:  measuring  instrument~  and  apparatus;  drilling  equipment; 
transmission  and  communication  equipment; 
4.  instruments  and  apparatus  necessary  for  doctors, surgeons, veterinary  surgeons,  midwive.. 
and  members  of  similar  professions ; 
5.  equipment necessary  for  archaeologists,  paleontologists, geographers,  zoologists  and  other 
scientists ; 
6.  equipment  necessary  for  entertainers,  theatre  companies  and  orchestras,  including  all 
articles  used  for  pubiil  or  private  performances (musical  instruml·nts,  costumes,  scenery, 
animals,  etc.) ; 
7.  equipment  nece~~ary  for  lecturers  to  illustratl:  their  lectures ; 
8.  vehicles  designed  or  specially  adapted  for  the  purpose~ specified  above,  such  as  mobile 
inspection  units,  travelling  workshops  and  travelling  laboratories,  etc. Edition  N°  Jpage  IX-D-10  J 
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In  order  to  be  eligible  for  the  arrangements,  the  abovementioned  equipment  must : 
(a)  be owned by a  natural or legal  person established in a  Member State other than the State of 
temporary  use ; 
(b)  be imported by a  natural or legal  person established in a Member State other than the State of 
temporary use and be accompanied by its owner if  a natural person or by an authorized repre-
sentative  in  the  case  of  a  legal  person ; 
(c)  be  capable  of  identification  on  return ; 
(d)  be used solely by the natural person or authorized representative in question for the purposes 
of  his  calling,  trade  or  profession. 
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ANNEX 
III.  COMMERCIAL  SAMPLES 
(a)  Definition 
For the purposes of this Annex 'commercial samples  means articles, except for  articles in solid 
precious metals as  listed below, which are  representative of a  particular category of goods already 
produced, or are examples of good~ the production of which i"  contemplated, on condition that : 
1.  they are  imported into  the  Member State of temporary  usc  by  a  person  in  the course of his 
business  solely  for  the  purpose  of  being shown  or demonstrated  there  for  the  soliciting of 
orders  for  goods  to  be  ~upplied  from  another  Member State; 
2.  they are not sold or put to normal  use except for purposes of d~monstration, nor used in any 
way  for  hire  or  reward  while  they  are  in  the  Member State  of  temporary  use ; 
3.  identical articles are not brought in  by the same person in such quantity that, taken as  a whole, 
they  no  longer  constitute  samples  under  ordinary  commercial  practices ; 
4.  in  the  case  of sets  of  porcelain  tahlew:ue,  crystalware  and  cutlery, spoons and  forks  in  base 
metals plated or rolled i'l  pre..:iou~ metals, they are merely <~rticles representative of those set5; 
5.  thev are owned by a  pcrson established in a  Member State other than the State of temporary 
use; 
6.  they  are  capable  of  identification  on  reconsignment ; 
7.  even where the  article~ arl' consumable, they are reconsigned in the same state without preju-
dice  to  Article  11  (2). 
(b)  List of commercial Jtlmj,fc.,  nfernJ to  in point  (d) 
I. Varnishes,  lacquers,  di;;kmpers,  paints  and  similar  articles ; 
2.  Putty,  mastics,  sealanb,  glues  and  similar  products; 
3.  Upkeep,  cleaning  and  household  products ; 
4.  Pyrotechnic  articles ; 
S.  Photographic  or  cinematographic  plates,  film~.  p:qwr  and  card~.  and  chemical-;  tor 
photographi<.  usc ; 
6.  Saddlery and trawl xood~. bags, >oatl hcls,  bricka~l'S and  ~rlllilar article:-.,  footwear, ot leather or 
other  materials ; 
7.  Household  utensils  and  similar anrclcs; 
8.  Basketware  and  wichr  "'-UI k  .urrdl'~'. 
9.  Articles  made  of  paper or cardboard,  whether or  not  surface-coated; 
l 0.  Books,  stationery  and  booksell<.·rs  articles ; Edition  N°  fpage  IX-D-11  J 
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II.  Clothing  and  accessories,  including  t.1sluon  collection:.,  but  excluding  furs  and  jewellery ; 
12.  Haberdashery ; 
I 3.  Gloves; 
14.  Stockings,  socks,  tights  and  underwear; 
15.  Household  linen ; 
16.  Tent&  and  other article:,  of  camping  equipment  in  all  materials; 
17.  Headgear; 
18.  Umbrellas,  sunshades,  walktng-sticks,  canes,  whips  and  crops; 
19.  Tiles  and  paving  stones; 
20.  Sanitary  ware; 
21.  Tableware  and  articles  used  tor  domesttc  or  toilet  purpo~es; 
22.  Glassware,  crystalwan:  and  mirrors ; 
23.  Handtools ; 
24.  Cutlery,  spoons  and  forks : 
25.  Locks,  plates,  fittings  and  stmilar  metal  articles; 
26.  Lamps  and  light-fittings ; 
27.  Optical  instruments  and  apparatus ; 
28.  Medical, surgical, dental and veterinary instruments, appliances and equipment, including for 
para-medical  uses ; 
29.  Toys, games  and  sports  requisites ; 
30.  Decorations  and  furnishings,  wallcoverings; 
31.  Domestic  electrical  appliances ; 
32.  Gardening equipment; 
33.  Security  systems  (fire,  theft) ; 
34.  Musical  instruments; 
35.  Domestic  furniture; 
36.  Accessories  for  pets ; 
37.  Accessories  for  the  care  of  babies; 
38.  Bicycles  and  accessories; 
39.  Clocks  and  watches; 
40.  Artists'  materials ; 
41.  Printing  plates  for  use  with  lithographic  and  flexograph  presses; 
42.  Accessories  for  cars  and  other  means  of  transport ; 
43.  Smokers'  req~isites ; 
44.  Articles  for  hairdressers. Edition  N°  fpage IX-D-13  l 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION  (EEC)  No 2364/84 
of 31  July 1984 
laying down detailed implementing provisions for the arrangements for movement within 
the Community of goods sent from one Member State for temporary use in  one or more 
other Member States 
O.J.  L 222  of  20.08.1984,  p.  1 
Entry into force 
on  I July 1985. 
MODIFICATIONS  (within  the  text) 
1.  Annex  II modified  by  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal  of  12.06.1985 
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Article I 
Principles 
This  Regulation  lays  down  detailed  provtsJOns  for 
implementing  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3/84,  herein-
after referred to as the 'basic Regulation'. 
CHAPTl:-.R  I 
THE CARNET 
Article 2 
Scope of the carnet 
The Community movement carnet  provided  for  in 
Article 5  of  the  basic  Regulation,  hereinafter 
referred to as 'the carnet', shall be valid for as  many 
operations as are necessary within the period of its 
validity. 
Article 3 
Characteristics of the ca rnet 
1.  The  carnet  shall  conform  to  the  specimen  in 
Annex I and shall comply with the technic.tl provi-
sions set out in  Annex II. The number of entry and 
exit sheets which it contains shall be determined by 
the beneficiary before he produces it at the office of 
departure. 
2.  The  carnet shall  be  printed  and  completed  in 
one  of the  official  languages  of  the  Community 
specified by the competent authorities of the  Mem-
ber States of departure. 
The  competent  authorities  of a  Mcmhcr  State  in 
which the carnet is  produced may, where necessary, 
require the information in column 2 of the ..,beets  to 
be translated into the official language, or l·ne of the 
official languages, of that Member State. 
3.  The  carnet  shall  he  completed  either  111  type-
script or legibly in manuscript; in  the latter case, it 
shall be completed in  ink and in  printed characters. 
It may also be completed by a  technical  reproduc-
tion process. 
There may be no erasures or superimposed correc-
tions.  Amendments  shall  he  made  by  stnking out 
the  incorrect  particulars  and,  where  appropriate, 
adding those required. Any such amendments must 
be initialled by the person  making the amendment 
and authenticated by the competent authoritie-.. 
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Article 4 
Loading-lists 
l.  Where a carnet is completed in respect of .1  con-
signment composed of several  kind"  of goods,  the 
particulars which must he given in columns I to 4 of 
the various sheets of the carnet apart from the sheet 
reserved for the competent authorities may be  pro-
vided  on  one  or  more  loading-list-- bearing  those 
same columns as  well  as  column  A  which  appears 
on those sheets. 
2.  Where  paragraph 1  applies,  column 2  on  the 
front of each sheet of the carnet a pan from the sheet 
reserved  for  the  competent  authonties  shall  bear 
the  words  'see  attached  loading-list(s)  No(s)  .. :. 
together with  an indication of the  number of such 
lists, which shall be numbered by the beneficiary. 
A  copy  of each  loading-list  shall  be  attached  to 
every  sheet  apart  from  the  sheet  resen ed  for  the 
competent authorities. 
3.  Loading-lists  shall  be  completed  according  to 
the  provisions  of  Article 3 (3)  and  signed  by  the 
beneficiary. Edition  N°  lpage IX-D-16  J 
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CHAPTER  II 
FORMALITIES 
Article 5 
Competent offices 
I.  All  customs offices which are competent to  act 
as  offices  of transit  within  the  framework  of the 
Community transit procedure shall be competent to 
act  as  offices of transit,  entry and exit  during  the 
hours  in  which  they  are  open,  including  for  the 
movement of travellers. 
Member States may extend this competence to off-
ices  other than  those  referred  to  in  the  preceding 
subparagraph. 
2.  No charge may be made by the offices referred 
to in  paragraph I  in  return  for performing the  for-
malities carried out there for the implementation of 
these arrangements. 
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Article 6 
Formalities at the office of departure 
I.  The carnet, duly  completed and  :-igned  b~  the 
beneficiary, shall be produced at the office of dt.:>par-
ture together with the goods it covers. 
2.  The office of departure shall: 
check  that  the  carnet  has  been  correctly  com-
pleted  and  signed  and that  the  particulars  re-
lating  to  the  goods  correspond  to  the  goods 
presented, 
determine, at the request of the benefiL:iary. the 
period of validity of the carnet, within the limit 
of a  maximum of 12  months, according to  the 
nature and number of operations planned and 
the expected duration of each of them, 
enter the  la~t day of validity of the carnet in the 
box reserved for that purpose on the front cover, 
take  such  identification  measures  a:;  it  may 
deem necessary, 
complete boxes  A,  B,  C  and  D  of the  control 
sheet and of the sheet intended for the office of 
departure, 
stamp box E of all these sheets, 
remove and retain the sheets, 
remove  and  retain  the  sheet  intended  for  the 
office of departure, and 
return the carnet to the beneficiar). Edition  N° 
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Article 7  of those sheets  before  the carnet and  the good"  it 
covers are  produced at the office of entry into  the 
Member State concerned. 
Transit formalities 
I.  Where  goods  pass  through  the  territory  of a 
Member State in  which  their temporary use  is  not 
intended, the beneficiary shall strike out the words 
'TEMPORARY  USE' in box 6 of the relevant entry 
and exit sheets of the carnet, draw  a  line  through 
boxes 7 to 9 of those sheets and produce the carnet 
and the goods it  covers  at the office of transit  on 
entry into the Member State concerned. 
2.  The office of  transit on entry shall determine, on 
the basis of the distance to be covered and the mode 
of transport used, the period within which the carnet 
and the goods it covers must be produced at an off-
ice of transit on exit from  the same Member State, 
complete accordingly  box  B of the entry  and  exit 
sheets concerned, remove the entrv sheet for  reten-
tion by the office designated for th;t purpose, stamp 
the first relevant unused box on the hack cover and 
return the carnet to the beneficiary. 
3.  The  carnet  and  the  goods  it  covers  shall  be 
produced  at  an  office  of transit  on  exit  from  the 
Member State concerned no later than the last  day 
of the  period  of stay  determined  by  the  office  of 
transit on entry, subject to applicdtion of Anicle 15. 
4.  The office of transit on exit shall complete box 
C of the exit sheet, remove that sheet, stamp the box 
on  the  back  cover  which  corresponds  to  the  box 
stamped by the office of transit on entry  into  that 
same  Member  State  and  return  the  carnet  to  the 
beneficiary. The exit sheet shall  be returned to  the 
office designated for that purpose. 
5.  Offices of transit  ~hall not inspect goods unless 
some irregularity is  suspected which could result in 
abuse. 
Article 8 
Temporary use formalities 
I.  Where goods are intended for temporary use in 
a  Member State the beneficiary shall  strike out the 
word 'TRANSIT' in box 6 of the relevant entry and 
exit sheets of the carnet and complete boxes 7 to 9 
2.  The office of entry shall determine. L1n  the ba..,is 
of the operations to be carried out, the period of stay 
during which the goods may remain in  the Member 
State in  question, complete accordingly box B of the 
entry  and  exit sheets  concerned, remO\ e  the  entry 
sheet for retention by  the office designated for  that 
purpose, stamp the first relevant unused box on the 
back cover and return the carnet to  the beneficiary 
or his representative. 
J.  The  carnet  and  the  goods  it  covers  shall  be 
produced  at  the  office  of exit  from  the  Member 
State  concerned  no  later  than  the  last  dav  of the 
period  of stay  determined  by  the  office  ~f entry, 
subject to application of Article 15. 
4.  The office of exit  shall complete box C  of the 
exit sheet, remove that sheet, stamp the box on the 
back cover which  corresponds to  the  box stamped 
hy the office of entry into that same Member State, 
and  return  the  carnet  to  the  beneficiary.  The  exit 
sheet  shall  be  returned  hy  that  office  t~ the  office 
designated for that purpose. 
Article 9 
Transport by rail 
I.  Where entry into or exit from a Member State is 
made by passenger train, the carnet and the goods it 
covers shall be presented in  the train to any author-
ized officers of the  customs authorities  concerned. 
Such  presentation  shall  be  equivalent to  presenta-
tion at an office of exit, entry or transit. as the case 
may he. The officers of the customs authorities con-
cerned  shall  apply  the  provisions  laid  down  in 
Article 7 or 8,  as  appropriate, and  ~hall indicate in 
box C of the exit sheet or box  B of the entrv sheet 
the offices to which they are attached.  -
2.  In  the  case  referred  to  in  paragraph  I,  if no 
authorized officer of the customs authority is  pres-
ent in  the train on entry  into a  Member State, the 
beneficiary shall present the carnet and the good~ it 
covers as soon as possible at a customs office of that 
Member  State.  That  office  shall  act  as  office  of 
transit or of entry and shall apply the provisions set 
out in Article 7 or 8 as appropriate. 
Article 10 
Termination of arrangements 
I.  When  the  arrangements  terminate  on  produc-
tion  of the  carnet  and  the  goods  it  covers  at  an Edition  N° 
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office in the Member State of departure in accord-
ance with Article II (I) of the basic Regulation, the 
beneficiary shall complete box 6 of the final re-entry 
sheet. The office shall check that the goods corres-
pond  to  those  temporarily  exported,  taking  into 
account any details recorded on the sheet reserved 
for the competent authorities. 
The  office  shall  complete  the  final  re-entry  sheet 
accordingly,  remove  that  sheet  a~  well  as  any 
unused  entry and exit sheets, stamp the  carnet  in 
box B on the back cover and return it to the benefi-
ciary. 
2.  Where  the  arrangements  terminate  in  accord-
ance with Article  II (2) of the basic Regulation, the 
competent authorities  of the  Member State  where 
the arrangements terminate shall make a note to that 
effect on the sheet in  the carnet reserved  for  their 
use, remove the entry, exit and final  re-entry sheets 
still  in  the carnet, stamp box  B on the back cover 
and return the carnet to the beneficiary. 
3.  Where only part of the goods has been used in 
one of the ways  referred  to in  Article  II  (2) of the 
basic  Regulation,  the  competent  authorities  shall 
make a note to that effect on the sheet in the carnet 
reserved for their use and in column A of the entry, 
exit and final re-entry sheets still  in  the carnet and 
rt:turn the carnet to the beneficiary. 
CHAPTER  Ill 
SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
Article 11 
Exit from and re-entry into the Member State of 
departure 
Apart  from  the formalities  to he carried out at  the 
office of departure and the final re-entry formalities, 
the  exit  of the  goods  from  the  Member  State  of 
departure and their re-entry into that Member State 
shall not, except where an irregularity is  suspected, 
give rise to the completion of any formalities other 
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than the presentation, at the request of the compe-
tent authorities, of the carnet and the goods it  CO\ ers 
at the offices by  which  they leave and re-enter the 
Member State concerned. 
Article 12 
Consignment of part of the goods 
Where  part  of  the  goods  entered  on  the  carnet 
remains behind in  the  Member State of departure, 
the beneficiary shall  point this out to the office of 
entry or to the office of transit on entry into each 
Member State whose territory is  crossed during the 
movement operation  in  question. That office shall 
make an appropriate note in column A of the entry 
and exit sheets. 
Article 13 
Extension of time limits 
I.  Where, in implementation of Article 6 (.3)  of the 
basic  Regulation,  the  competent  authorities  of  a 
Member State extend  the  period of validit)  of the 
carnet,  they  shall  complete  box  F  of the  l..'ontrul 
sheet and the box provided for this purpose on the 
front  cover and  inform  the  office  of departure  as 
soon as possible. 
2.  Where,  in  implementation  of point  (a)  of the 
first subparagraph of Article I 0 of the basic Regula-
tion, the competent authorities of the Member State 
of temporary use extend the  period of stay of the 
goods  in  the  territory  of that  Member  State,  they 
shall endorse  box B  on  the  back of the  exit  sheet 
concerned accordingly and inform the  offic~ de~ig­
nated to retain entry sheets in that Member State as 
soon as possible. 
Article J.l 
Failure to complete exit formalities 
Where the office of entry or the office of transit on 
entry  into  a  Member State  discovers  that  the  exit 
sheet relating to the  Member State that the  good~ 
have just left has not been removed, and/or that the 
back cover has not heen  stamped hy the  office  of 
exit or the office of transit on exit from that fvlember 
State, the office o.·  c~~ry or the office of transit  on 
entry  shall,  except  where  an  irregularity  is  sus-
pected: 
stamp box C of the exit sheet, adding the words 
'application  of  Article 14',  remove  that  sheet Edition  N°  Jpage  IX-D-19  I 
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and  send  it  to  the  office  indicated  in  hox B, 
and/or 
stamp the relevant box on the back cover, as the 
case  may be, adding the words 'application of 
Article 14'. 
Article 15 
Accidents and incidents during the operation 
l.  Where, as a result of accidents or other incidents 
occurring  in  the  course of a  movement  operation, 
the period of stay determined by the office of entry 
or the office of transit on entry cannot be observed, 
the beneficiary shall inform the customs authorities 
as soon  as  possible if they  are  close hy  or.  failing 
that, any other competent authority. The customs or 
other authorities shall record the relevant details on 
the back of the sheet of the carnet reserved  for the 
use of the competent authorities. 
2.  Where  the  carnet  and  the  goods  it  covers  are 
produced  at  the  office  of exit  or  at  an  office  of 
transit on exit after the final  day of the  period  of 
stay determined by the office of entry or the office 
of transit  on  entry,  and the  failure  to  observe  the 
time limit is due to circumstances beyond the con-
trol  of the  beneficiary, the  period of stay  shall  be 
deemed  to  have  been  observed.  The  office  con-
cerned shall endorse box B on the hack of the exit 
sheet accordingly. 
Article /6 
Respect of identification measurt>s 
Where  an  identification  measure  is  taken  hy  the 
competent authorities of a  Member State or under 
their supervision,  it  may  not  be tampered  with  in 
any way during the course of the operation. 
Where such measure consists of affixing a -.eal,  this 
may be removed only by the competent authorities 
or with their permission. 
Article I 7 
Failure to produce goods 
Where, in the event of an inspection, the beneficiary 
is unable to produce all of the goods, the competent 
authorities shall  make a  note on the carnet to that 
effect in accordance with Article 10 (2) and (3). 
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Article /8 
Withdrawal of right to benefit 
I.  Where the  competent  authorities,  acting  under 
the third subparagraph of Article 4 ( l) of the hasic 
Regulation,  withdraw  a  person's  right  to  benefit 
under the arrangements, they shall  make a  note  to 
that effect in box A on the back cover of the carnet, 
which shall be sent back to the office of departure. 
2.  The goods in respect of which the right to bene-
fit  under  the  arrangements  has  been  withdrawn 
shall, according to the wish of the beneficiar}, forth-
with be: 
reconsigned  to  the  Member State of departure 
in  accordance with  the Community transit pro-
cedure, or 
used in one of the ways referred to in  Article  II 
(2) (b),  (c)  and (d) of the  basic  Regulation.  In 
that  case~ the authorities  withdrawing the right 
to benefit under the arrangements shall return to 
the  office  of departure the final  re-entry  sheet 
and the sheet reserved for  the competent auth-
orities, duly endorsed, or 
put under a national procedure. 
.1 rticle I 9 · 
Duplicates 
In the event of loss  or theft of the carnet the office 
of departure may issue a duplicate. For this rurpo-.e 
the  beneficiary  ~hall  complete  a  ne\\  carnet  and 
shall  put on  the  front  and back  covers  and all  the 
sheets,  in  prominent  letters  and  in  red,  the  words 
'DUPLICATE  of .Carnet  No .. .'.  The  ofrice  of 
departure shall compare the copy with  the sheet of 
the  original  carnet  reserved  for  itself and  validate 
the new carnet in accordance with Article 6 (2 ). 
Article 20 
Special case of Benelux 
By  way  of derogation  from  the  provisions nf Arti-
cles 7 (4)  and 8 (4),  Belgium,  Luxembourg and the 
Netherlands  may  apply  to  carnets  the  agreements 
concluded or to be concluded between them with a 
view to reducing or abolishing frontier formalities at 
the Belgo-Luxembourg and Belgo-Netherlands fron-
tiers. Edition  N°  lpage IX-D-20  I 
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CHAPTER  IV 
RECOVERY  AND  ADMINISTRATIVE 
COLLABORATION 
Article 2 I 
Recol'ery by the Member State where an irregularity 
has been committed 
Where, pursuant to Article 12 (I) of the  ba~ic: Regu-
lation,  the  competent  authorities  of the  Member 
State in  which  an  irregularity  has  been committed 
recover charges due, they shall inform the office of 
departure  thereof and  shall  make  a  note  to  that 
effect on the sheet reserved for the competent auth-
orities. 
Article 22 
Recol'ery by the Member State of departure 
I.  Where,  pursuant  to  Article 12 (2)  of the  basic 
Regulation, the competent authorities of the  Mem-
ber State in  which an irregularity has been ·:ommit-
ted request the competent authorities of the \1emher 
State  of  departure  to  recover  charge~  due,  the 
request for recovery shall be accompanied h\ a copy 
of the request for payment previously  addn:~sed to 
the  beneficiary  and  shall  indicate  the  name  and 
address of the latter, the number of the carnet and 
the amount to be recovered, both in  the currency of 
the State making the request and in  the currency of 
the·  Member State of departure. The exchange rate 
to  be  u~ed for  the  purpose of applying  this  para-
graph shall he the latest selling rate recorded on the 
most representative exchange market or markets  in 
the Member State making the request on the date on 
which that request is  made. 
2.  The competent authorities of the  Member State 
of departure  shall  forthwith  inform  the  competent 
authorities of the Member State making the request 
for  recovery  of the  action  they  have  taken  in  res-
ponse to that request. 
3.  Where all  or part of the amount due cannot be 
recovered  within  a  reasonable  period of time,  the 
competent authorities in the Member State of depar-
ture  shall  inform  the  competent  authorities  in  the 
Member State which made the request an shall indi-
cate the reasons for that situation. In the light of the 
information  given  them, the  latter authorities  may 
request that further efforts be  made to  recover the 
amount due. 
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4.  Any  amount  recovered  under  this  Regulation 
shall be transferred to the competent authorities of 
the  Member  State  making  the  request  within  one 
month of the date on which the amount was recov-
ered. 
5.  The  prov1s1ons  of  Article 12 (2)  of  the  basic 
Regulation shall not apply where the amount to he 
recovered is less than 200 ECU. 
6.  The  recovery  and  transfer  referred  to  in  this 
Article  shall  be carried  out  in  the  currency  of the 
Member State of departure. 
Article 23 
Costs of recol'ery 
Member States shall renounce all claims upon each 
other for the reimbursement of costs resulting from 
administrative collaboration which  they  grant each 
other pursuant to this Regulation. 
Article 24 
Preferential treatment 
The charges to be recoverd shall not he given prefer-
ential  treatment  in  the  Member State in  which  the 
requested authority is situated. 
Article 25 
Authorities empowered with respect to administrathe 
collaboration 
Member States shall provide the Commi-.;sion with a 
list of the authorities empowered to make or receive 
requests  for  administrative  collaboration.  The 
Commission shall  inform  the other Member States 
thereof. 
Article 26 
Extension of administratil'e collaboration 
The provisions of this Regulation shall not prevent a 
greater  measure  ul·  administrative  collaboration 
being afforded either now or in  the future by  parti-
cular  Member  States  under  any  agreements  or 
arrangements, including those for the notification of 
legal or extra-legal acts. PAGE  IX-D-21 
ANNEX I 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY  COMMUNITY  MOVEMENT  CARNET No  UK I 000000 
This carnet may be used for an un/1mited number of operat1ons provided these  take place durmg its peflod of validity 
lAST DAY  OF VALIDITY  OF  THE  CARNET  PERIOD  OF  VALIDITY  OF  CARNET EXTENDED UNTil 
I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I 
Day  Month  Year  Day  Month  Year 
NOTES 
A.  Composition and completion ·of the camet 
1.  The  beneficiary  must  determme  the  number  of  entry  and  exit  sheets  according  to  the  number  of  operations  required  and  must  enter  on  these  sheets  the  senal  number  pnnted 
on  the front  cover of the  carnet. 
The  covers  and  sheets must  be  joined together at the top edge. 
2.  The  beneficiary must complete  in  typescript or,  where  manuscnpt is  used,  legibly,  in  ink  and  in  pnnted characters 
a)  boxes  1  to 6 of the  control  sheet  and  of the sheet mtended for the  offtce  of departure, 
b)  boxes  1 to 5 of all the  entry and  exit sheets and  of the  final  re-entry sheet. 
These  sheets  must  contain  no  erasures  or  superimposed  correctiOns  Any  amendments  must  be  made  by  strikmg  out  the  incorrect  particulars  and.  where  appropriate.  adding 
those  requ1red.  Any  such  amendment  must  be  initialled  by  the  person  making  the  amendment  and  approved  by  the  office  of  departure  The  goods  must  be  descnbed  m 
accordance  with  usual  commercial  practice  w1th  sufficient  detail  to  enable  them  to  be  1dentif1ed.  A general  descnpt10n  such  as  "trade  samples·  ts  not  allowed.  A horizontal 
line must be  drawn immediately below the  last entry  in  columns  1  to 4 of  the  above  sheets so  as  to  make  any  later addllton  1mposs1ble 
The  Signature  of the  beneficiary must not be a  carbon  copy. 
3.  Where  loading  lists  are  used,  a copy  of  each  list  must  be  securely  attached,  at  the  level  of  the  headings  of  columns  1 to  4,  on  the  reverse  of  every  sheet  except  the  one 
reserved for the  competent authorities,  and  the following  must  be  wntten m  column 2  on  the front  of  each  sheet: 
"SEE  ATIACHED  lOADING  LIST(S)  NO(S)  1  TO  ............ . 
loading lists must be  completed  as  prescribed  at 2 above  and  s1gned  by  the  beneficiary. 
B.  Formalities at the office of departure 
4.  The  carne!,  duly  completed  and  signed  by  the  beneficiary,  and  the  goods  must  be  produced  to  a customs  offtce  of  the  Member  State  tn  whose  terntory  the  benefictary  ts 
est'Eiblished. 
C.  Respect for identification measures 
5.  Any  identification  measures  taken  by  the  competent  authonttes  of  a Member  State  or  under  their  superviSion  must  not  tle  tampered  w1th  1n  any  way  dunng  the  course  of  the 
operation  and  any seals affixed  must  be removed  only by  the  competent authorities  or with  the1r  permiSSion. 
D.  Formalities In the event of transit via a Member State 
6.  The  words  "TEMPORARY  USE"  must  be  deleted  from  box  6 of  the  relevant  entry  and  ex1t  sheets  and  boxes  7 to  9 of  these  two  sheets  must  be  struck  through!  before  the 
carnet  and  the  goods  are  produced  at  an  office  of entry into the  MemtJer State  concerned. 
If  the  beneficiary  ha5  dec1ded  to  carry  only  part  of  the  goods  covered  by  the  carne!  he  must  1nform  the  office  of  entry  and  specify  to  the  latter  wh1ch  goods  are  m1ssmg. 
The  carne!  and  the  goods  must be  produced  at  an  office  of exit from  the  Member State  concerned  not later than  the  last  day fixed  by  the  office  of  entry 
It  1s  in  the  benef1c1ary's  own  interest  to  check  that  the  off1ces  of  entry  and  exit  have  stamped  the  boxes  provtded  for  thelf  use  and  removed  the  sheets  mtended  for  them. 
formalities in the event of temporary use 
The  word  "TRANSIT"  must  be  deleted  from  box  6 of  the  relevant  entry  and  exit  sheets  and  boxes  7 to  9 of  these  two  sheets  must  be  completed  before  the  carnet  and  the 
goods  are  produced  at an  office  of entry into the  Member State  concerned. 
If  the  beneficiary  has  decided  to  carry  only  part  of  the  goods  covered  by  the  carnet  he  must  mform  the  office  of  entry  and  specify  to  the  latter  which  goods  are  missmg. 
In  box 9 it should  be  mdicated whether the  goods involved  are: 
- goods intended for display or demonstration  at  an  exhibition,  fair,  conference  or s1m1lar  event,  or 
- professiOnal  eqUipment,  or 
- trade  samples 
The  carnet and  the  goods  must  be  produced  at  an  office  of  ex1t  from  the  Member State  concerned  not later than the  last  day  fixed  by  the  off1ce  of  entry 
It  is  in  the  beneficiary's  own  mterest  to  check  that  the  offices  of  entry  and  exit  have  stamped  the  boxes  proVIded  for  thelf  use  and  removed  the  sheets  mtended  for  them. 
(contmued overleaf) PAGE  IX-D-22 
F.  Fomalities In the Member State of departure during tile period of vaBdlty of the camet 
8.  Re-entry  into  and  exit  from  the  Member  State  of  departure  dunng  the  period  of  validity  of  the  carnet  shall  not  give  rise  to  any  formalities  other  than  the  production  of  the 
carnet and  the  goods  at the  relevant offices of entry  and  exit of the  Member State  of departure. 
G.  lamination of the arrangements by production of the camet and the goods in the Member State of departure 
9.  Box 6 of  the  final  re-entry  sheet must be  completed  and  signed  before the  camet  and the  goods  are  produced  at a  competent  customs  off1ce  of  the  Member State  of departure. 
The  camel and goods must  be produced not  later than  the  last day  of validity  of the  carnet. 
The  camel,  which must be  stamped by the  office concerned in box B  on  the final  s1de  of  the  cover,  must be  kept for  at  least 3 years from  the  last  day  of  vahd1ty. 
H.  Other ways of temlnatlng the arrangements 
1  0.  Where  the  arrangements  are  terminated  under  the  conditions  referred  to  at  the  top  of  the  sheet  reserved  for  the  competent  authont1es.  the  carnet  must  be  produced  to 
those authonties. 
Accidents and incidents during transit or temporary use 
11.  The  benef1c1ary  must inform the  customs  authorities  as  soon  as  possible  1f they are  close  by,  or, failing that,  any  other competent authonlies PAGE  IX-D-23 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY  COMMUNITY MOVEMENT CARNET No  UK I 000000 
SHEET  FOR  THE 
COMPETENT  AUTHORITIES  ,.-------------------------------------------------------------
This  sheet is  to be  filled in  when all or part of the  goods  have  been  totally destroyed or irretrievably  lost by  reason  of their nature  or because  of unforseeable  circumstances or 
force  majeure,  have  been  exported  to  a third  country,  have  been  placed  in  a free  zone,  have  been  placed  under  warehousing  arrangements,  have  been  destroyed  under  the 
control of the competent authorities or have been entered tor home use. 
D 
D 
D 
have  been totally destroyed or irretrievably lost by reason  of their nature  or 
because  of unforseeable  circumstances  or force  majeure 
have  been  placed  in a  free  zone 
have  been exported to a  third  country 
Document: kind:  No: 
Remarks: 
Place:  Date: 
I  I  I 
Day  Month  Year 
D 
D 
D 
have  been totally destroyed  or irretrievably lost  by  reason  of their nature  or 
because of unforseeable circumstances  or force  majeure 
have  been  placed m  a  free  zone 
have  been  exported to a  third country 
Document: kind:  No: 
Remarks: 
Place:  Date: 
I  I  I 
Day  Month  Year 
D 
D 
D 
have  been totally destroyed  or irretrievably lost by  reason  of their nature  or 
because  of unforseeable  circumstances  or force  majeure 
have  been  placed  in a  free  zone 
have  been exported to a  third  country 
Document: kmd:  No: 
Remarks: 
Place:  Date: 
I  I  I 
Day  Month  Year 
D 
D 
D 
have  been totally destroyed  or irretrievably lost  by  reason  of  the1r nature  or 
because  of unforseeable  Circumstances  or force  majeure 
have been  placed  in a  free  zone 
have  been  exported to a  third  country 
Document: kind:  No: 
Remarks: 
Place:  Date: 
I  I  I 
Day  Month  Year 
(1) Insert [8] in  the relevant box. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
D 
[] 
have  been destroyed under control  of the  competent authorities 
have  been placed under warehousing  arrangements 
have  been entered for home  use 
Stamp 
have  been  destroyed  under control  of the  competent authorities 
have been placed  under warehousing  arrangements 
have  been entered for home  use 
Stamp· 
have  been  destroyed  under control  of  the  competent authorities 
have  been  placed under warehousmg  arrangements 
have  been entered for home  use 
Stamp: 
have  been  destroyed  under control  of  the  competent  authonties 
have  been  placed under warehousing  arrangements 
have  been entered for home  use 
Stamp: PAGE  IX-D-24 
ACCIDENTS  AND  INCIDENTS  DURING  TRANSIT  OR  TEMPORARY USE 
Details and measures taken  Endorsement by the competent authorities 
__________________________________  ..__ _______________  .....J PAGE  IX-D-25 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY  COMMUNITY  MOVEMENT CARNET No UK I 000000  CONTROL SHEEl 
11  Item No  2 Commercial description, marks and numbers, if any,  of goods  3 Quantity  4 Commercial value  A  IDENTIFICATION 
MEASURES 
(continued overleaf) 
5  Beneficiary (name and full  address)  B OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE  (name  and full  address) 
6  Undertaking by the  beneficiary  C LAST  DAY  OF  VALIDITY  OF  THE  CARNET 
I the  undersigned hereby undertake to comply with the  provisions  of Regulation  (EEC)  No 3/84 and the  measures  J  I  I  I 
taken  for  its  implementation,  and  in  particular to  pay  at  the  first  written  request  from  the  competent  authorities 
any  charges  which  have  become  due. I further  undertake,  where  applicable,  to  pay to  the  competent authorities 
of  the  Member  State  of  departure  under  the  same  conditions  an  amount  equivalent  to  any  charges  which 
remain unpaid. 
Place:  Date:  Signature: 
I  I 
Day  Month  Year 
D CARNET VALIDATED  ON 
I  I  I 
Day  Month  Year 
under No  (1) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~-~-Y~_M_oo_~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~E  S~MP~~RUOFOCMRruRE 
F  PERIOD  OF VALIDITY OF  CARNET EXTENDED  UNTIL 
I  I  I  I  Stamp: 
Day  Mooth  Year  Signature: 
(1) Optional. 
Signature: -------------------- ----- ----·------
PAGE  IX-D-26 
11  Item No  2 Commercial description, marts and numbers, if any, of goods  3 Quantity  4 Commercial value  A  IDENTIFICATION 
MEASURES 
I 
I 
I 
I  -PAGE  IX-D-27 
EUIIIPEAI COIIIIUNITY  COMMUNITY MOVEMENT CARNET No UK I 000000 
11  lt&m No  2 Commercial description, marks and numbers, if any, of goods  3 Quantity  4 Commercial value 
{continued overleaf} 
5  Beneficiary (name and full address)  8  OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE (name  and full  address) 
SHEET FOR THE 
OFFICE OF DEPARTURE 
A IDENTIFICATION 
MEASURES 
8  Undertaking by the beneficiary  C lAST DAY  OF  VALIDITY  OF  THE  CAR NET 
I the  undersigned hereby undertake to comply with the  provisions  of Regulation  (EEC)  No 3/84 and the  measures  I  I  I  I 
taken  for its implementation,  and  in  particular to  pay  at  the  first  written  request from  the  competent  authorities  Day  Month  Year 
any  charges  which  have  become  due. I further undertake, where  applicable, to  pay to the  competent authorities  D CARNET VALIDATED  ON 
of  the  Member  State  of  departure  under  the  same  conditions  an  amount  equivalent  to  any  charges  which  I  I  I  I  Signature : 
remain unpaid.  Day  Month  Year 
under No  (1) 
Place:  Date:  Signature: 
I  I 
Day  Month  Year  E STAMP  OF  OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE 
~------------------------------------------------------~ 
(  1) Optional. 
The office of departure must remove this sheet. 
The office of departure must not omit to put its stamp in box E  of every sheet containing such box. ----------
PAGE  IX-D-28 
[1 Item No  2 Commercial description, marts and numbers, if  any, of goods  3 Quantity  4 Commercial value  A  IDENTIFICATION 
MEASURES 
! 
L-"--- I PAGE  IX-D-29 
EUIIPEAN COIIIIUNITY  COMMUNITY  MOVEMENT CARNEY No UK I 000000  ENTRYSHHT 
11  Item No  2 Commercial description, marts and numbers, if any,  of goods 
5  Beneficiary (name and full address) 
(continued overleaf) 
6  Sheet for (1) 
TRANSIT 
TEMPORARY  USE 
3 Quantity  4 Commercial value  A  RESERVED  FOR  COM· 
PETENT AUTHORITIES 
7  Planned period  of stay  (2) 
8  location(s)  pla~ned for temporary use (2) 
I  ENDORSEMENT BY  OFFICE  OF  ENTRY 
last day of period of stay: 
I  I  I  I 
Day  Month  Year 
Stamp: 
Signature: 
(1)  Delete the words  "TEMPORARY USE" in the case  or transit and the  word  "TRANSIT" m  the  case of temporary use. 
(2)  Box to be struck through in the case  or transit. 
The  office of entry must remove this sheet. 
The office of entry must not omit to fill in also box 8 on the following exit sheet. 
9  Nature of temporary use  planned  (2) 
E STAMP OF  OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE ------------------
PAGE  IX-D-30 
111tem No  2 Commercial description, marks and numbers, it any,  of goods  3 Quantity  4 Commercial value  A RESERVED  FOR  COM· 
PETENT AUTHORrnES  :,-~ 
' 
I 
i 
J,  B ENDORSEMENT, IF ANY,  BY COMPETENT AUTHORITIES 
~ 
~ 
I 
l  ~ --=-""'= _  ;:-,.-"""'T-""'• PAGE  IX-D-31 
EUIGPEAI COIIIIUNITY  COMMUNITY MOVEMENT CARNET No UK I 000000  EXIT SHEET 
11  Item No  2 Commercial description, marks and numbers, if any, of goods 
I  Beneficiary (name and full address) 
3 Quantity  4 Commercial value  A  RESERVED  FOR  COM-
PETENT AUTHORITIES 
(continued overleaf) 
6  Sheet for 
TRANSIT 
TEMPORARY  USE 
8  Location(s) planned for temporary use 
7  Planned period  of stay 
k-____________________  ,__ _____  ~----------------··-·--
8  ENDORSEMENT BY  OFFICE  OF  ENTRY 
last day of period of stay: 
I  I  I  I 
Day  Month  Year 
C ENDORSEMENT  BY  OFFICE  OF  EXIT 
Goods represented  on 
I  I  I 
Day  Month  Year 
The office of exit must rsmove this sheet. 
9  Nature of temporary  use  planned 
Stamp: 
Signature: 
Stamp:  E STAMP  OF  OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE 
Signature: PAGE  IX-D-32 
[1 Item No  t Commercial description, marts and numbers, if any, of goods  3 Quantity  4 Commercial value  A RESERVED  FOR  COM-
PETENT AUTHORITIES 
.-
I  ENDORSEMENT, IF AN'f, BY  COMPETENT AUTHORITIES 
1:.  ."'7.:~__,.,  t: :~ - ;....-...-~  ------- -------------
PAGE  IX-D-33 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY  COMMUNITY  MOVEMENT CARNEY No UK I 000000  FINAL  RE - ENTRY SHEET 
I  t  Item No  2 Commercial description, marts and numbers, if any,  of goods 
5  Beneficiary (name and full  address) 
8  ENDORSEMENT  BY  COMPETENT  OFFICE  OF  MEMBER  STATE  OF  DEPARTURE 
Goods represented  on 
I  I  I  I 
Day  Month  Year 
Remarks: 
Signature: 
The competent office must remove this sheet. 
a  Quantity  4 Commercial value 
(continued overleaf) 
6  End  of the  arrangements 
I the undersigned request the ending  of the arrangements. 
Date:  Signature: 
I  I  I  I 
Day  Month  Year 
Stamp: 
A  RESERVED  FOR  COM-
PETENT  AUTHORmES 
E STAMP  OF  OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE ---------- ---· ---- --------------- ------------- ·----
PAGE  IX-D-34 
j1 Item No  2 Commercial description, marts and numbers, if any,  of goods  3 Quantity  4 Commercial value  A RESERVED  FOR  COM· 
PETENT AUTHORITIES PAGE  IX-D-35 
STAMPS  OF CUSTOMS  OFFICES  USED 
ON  ENTRY  ON  EXIT 
--
1  2 
3  4 
I 
I 
I 
5  6 
I 
I 
--
7  8 
9  10 
--·------ ----~~-.  '*' 
11  12 
·----
13  14 
I 
I EUROPEAN COMMUNITY  COMMUNITY  MOVEMENT CARNET No UK I 000000 
~S  OF  CUSTOMS  OFFICES ·uSED 
ON  ENTRY  ON  EXIT 
15  16 
---
17  18 
19  20 
21  22 
23  24 
A WITHDRAWAL  OF  THE  RIGHT  TO  BENEFIT FROM  THE  ARRANGEMENTS 
The  right to benefit from the arrangements has been withdrawn for the following reasons: 
Stamp: 
Place:  Signature: 
Date: 
I 
Day  Month  Year 
PAGE  IX-D-36 
·-
I  STAMP  OF  CUSTOMS  OFFICE  WHERE  THE 
ARRANGEMENTS  HAVE  BEEN  TERMINATED 
FOR  ALL  THE  GOODS Edition  N°  lpage  IX-D-37  J 
MOVEMENT  OF  GOODS  WITHIN  THE  COMMUNITY:  Implementing  provisions 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  2364/84 
ANNEX II 
TECHNICAL PROVISIONS RELATING TO THE COMMUNJTI' MOVEMENT CAR NET 
1.  The carnet shall consist of, in order: 
a front cover, 
a sheet reserved for the competent authorities, 
a control sheet, 
a sheet intended for the office of departure, 
an equal number of entry and exit sheets, 
a final re-entry sheet, 
a back cover. 
2.  The paper used shall be dressed for writing purposes and weigh at least: 
130 g/m2 for the covers, 
50 g/mZ for the sheets. 
This paper shall be coloured: 
yellow for the covers, the sheet reserved for the competent authorities and the control 
sheet, 
green for the sheet intended for the office of departure and the final re-entry sheet, 
pink for the entry sheets, 
white for the exit sheets. 
3.  The carnet shall measure 210 x 297 mm. The entry, exit and final re-entry sheets shall be per-
forated  horizontally  20 mm  from  the top edge. The covers and the  sheets shall  be joined 
together at the top. 
4.  Member States shall be responsible for printing carnets. Carnets may also be printed by prin-
ters appointed for the purpose by  the Member State in which they are established, in  which 
case each carnet shall make reference to the appointment. Each carnet shall bear the name 
and address or sign of the printer. 
5.  The  covers,  the sheet  reserved  for  the  competent authorities, the  control  sheet,  the  sheet 
intended for  the  office of departure and the final  re-entry sheet shall  bear the same serial 
number. 
'This  number shall  be  preceded  by  the  following 
letters  depending on  the  1\temher State nf depar-
ture:  BE  for  Belgium,  OK  for  Denmark.  OL  for 
Germany,  ES  for  Spain,  FR  for  France,  GR  for 
Greece, IE for Ireland, IT for Italy, LU for  Luxem-
bourg,  NL  for  the  Netherlands,  PT  for  Portugal 
and UK for the United Kingdom.' 
6.  The entry and exit sheets shalt  bear the letters referred  to in  point 5:  the  beneficiary must 
complete these sheets by adding the serial number shown on the cover and the other sheets. 
7.  Carnets shall be printed in one of the Community's official languages specified by the com-
petent authorities of the Member State of departure. Edition  N•  3  of  31. 12.1988  I  page  IX-D-39 
MOVEMENT  OF  GOODS  WITHIN  THE  COMMUNITY:  Council  Regulation  CEEC)  No  1227/88 
COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 1227/88 
of 3  May 1988 
extending  the  date  of  validity  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3/84  introducing 
arrangements  for  movement within  the Community of goods sent from  one 
Member State for  temporary use  in one or more other Member States 
- O.J.  No  L 118  of  6.5.1988,  p.  1  -Ed i t i on  N  •  3  of  31 •  12 • 1988  I  page  IX-D-41 
MOVEMENT  OF  GOODS  WITHIN  THE  COMMUNITY: 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic,. Community, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3/84 of 
19  December  1983  introducing  arrangements  for 
n::tovement within the Community of goods sent from one 
Member  State  for  temporary  use  in  one  or  more  other 
Member States (1),  as  supplemented by Regulation  (EEC) 
No 1568/84 (2),  and  in  particular the  third  subparagraph 
of  Article  16  thereof, 
) 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3/84 has  been  applicable 
since 1 July 1985 ; whereas, in accordance with Article 17 
of that Regulation, the Commission must submit a report 
to  the Council on  the application of the arrangements for 
movement within  the  Community based  on information 
supplied  by  the  Member  States,  before  the  expiry  of  a 
period  of  three  years  from  the  aforementioned  date; 
Whereas,  on  the  basis  of  that  report,  which  the. 
Commission presented to the Council on  16 March  1988, 
Council  Regulation  CEEC)  No  1227/88 
the  Commission  has  expressed  to  the  Council  its 
intention of sending the latter a  proposal  to  extend the 
facilities  granted by Regulation  (EEC)  No 3/84; whereas 
it  seems  appropriate,  pending  the  adoption  of  that 
proposal,  to  extend  the  period  of  validity  of  the  said 
Regulation  until  30  June  1989, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
In  Article  16  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3/84,  the  third 
subparagraph  is  replaced  by  the  following : 
'It shall  be  applicable  until  30  June  1989.' 
Article  2 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  third  day 
following  its  publication  in  the  0/fidal journal of the 
European  Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  3  May  1988. 
(I)  OJ  No  L 2,  4.  l.  1984,  p.  I. 
(Z)  OJ No  L  151,  7.  6.  1984,  p.  5. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
M.  BANGEMANN Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88  I  page IX-E-1 
FACILITATION  OF  INSPECTIONS  BETWEEN  MEMBER  STATES 
Council  Directive  No  83/643/EEC 
COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
of 1 December 1983 
on the facilitation  of physical  inspections  and administrative formalities  in  respect of the 
carriage of goods between Member States 
(83/ 643/EEC) 
- O.J.  No  L 359  of  22.12.1983,  p. 
Modified  by: 
-Council  Directive  No  87/53/EEC  of  15  December  1986-
CO.J.  No  L 24  of  27.01.87,  p.  33) 
Corrigendum:  O.J.  No  L 46  of  14.2.87,  p.  55 Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88  I  page IX-E- 3 
FACILITATION  OF  INSPECTIONS  BETWEEN  MEMBER  STATES 
Council  Directive  No  83/643/EEC 
Article  1 
1.  Without preJudice w  individual provtsions in  force 
in  the  framework  of  general  or  specifu.:  Commumty 
rules,  this  Directive shall  apply to phys•cal  inspecuons 
and administrative formalities, hereinafter referred co  as 
'inspections  and  formalities',  concerning  the  transport  of 
goods which have to cross: 
an internal frontier within the Community, or 
an  external  frontier,  where  carriage  between 
Member States involves crossing a third coumry. 
2.  This  Directive  shall  not  apply  to  inspections  or 
formalities for ships and aircraft as means of tran&port; 
however, it  shall apply to vehicles and goods earned by 
the said means of transpon. 
Article  2 
J.  Member  States  shall  take  the  necessary  measures  to 
ensure that in  the course of any carriage operat1un the 
various inspections and formalities are earned out wah 
the minimum of delay necessary and: 
as  far  a~ possible, in  one place, 
with the  mspections being earned out by  meam of 
spot checks, except in  duly  jusufied  cin.:umstancc~. 
'2.  Member States  shall  facilitate,  in  circumstances 
which  they deem _appropriate,  the  use  of  simplified 
procedures, such aS  those laid down by the regulations 
for the despatch, distribution and release for consump-
tion of goods, at the place of origin or destination of 
the goods. 
3.  Member States shall endeavour to deploy customs 
offices in such a way, including in the interior of their 
territory, as best to take account of the requirements of 
commercial operators.' 
Article  3 
1 .  For the purposes of implementing this Dire'-=tive and 
without prejudice ro the  pos~•bility of carrymg out sput 
checks,  the  importing  Member States  or the  Member 
States  through  which  the  goods  are  passing  in  tr<Ul!llt 
shall  recognize  the  impecuuns  carried  out  and  the 
documents drawn  up  by  the  competent  authorities  of 
another  Member  State  wh1ch  show  that  the  goud~ 
comply  with  the  requiremt:ntll of the  Member State  ot 
import or tr.all'tll. 
Member  States  shaH  cooperate  ro  combat  fraudulent 
practices .md the forgery uf  l.C:Wftcate~. 
2.  Member  States  shall  send  each  other  and  the 
Commission the informauon nece~sary m order to carry 
out  the  inspections  and  drdw  up  the  documents 
required.  In  ~:uoperauun wnh  the  Member  Stare~, the 
Commis~1on  shall  prepJre  .1  m.mual  containmg  the 
salient pumts regarding rhe  methods of in!!pection  and 
analysis applied in  each  Member )rate. 
!Article  4 
1.  In · order  to  seek  appropriate  solutions  to 
problems arising at common frontiers, Member States 
shall  take  the  measures  necessary  to  extend  bilateral 
cooperation betWeen the various departments carrying 
out inspections and formalities on either side of these 
frontiers. 
2.  The cooperation referred to in paragraph 1 shall 
cover  in  particular : 
' 
- the  arrangement  of  frontier  posts, 
- the conversion of frontier offices into juxtaposed or 
combined inspection  offices,  where  possible. 
3. ·  Member States shall cooperate in order to harmo-
nize  the  busipess  hours  of  the  various  departments 
carrying out inspections and formalities on either side 
of each  frontier  post. Should  any difficulties  arise  in 
attaining  such  harmonization,  Member  States  shall 
bring them  to  the  Commission's  attention  so  that it 
may  suggest  to  the  Member  States  concerned  such 
solutions  as  it deems  appropriate  to  resolve  them. 
4.'  Member States shall provide for the possibility of 
informal  consultation  at  local  and,  if  appropriate, 
national  level  between  representatives  of  the  various 
departments  involved  an  inspections  and  formalities 
and  of  carriers,  customs  agents,  persons  engaged  in 
services  ancillary  to  transport  and  transport  users.' 
'Article  5 
1.  Member States  shall  see  to  it  that : 
(a)  where  the  volume  of  traffic  so  warrants,  frontier 
posts are open, except when traffic is  prohibited, so 
that: 
frontiers  can  be  crossed  24  hours  a  day,  with 
the  corresponding inspections and  formalities, 
in  the  case  of  goods  placed  under a  customs 
transit procedure, their means of transport and 
vehicles travelling unladen, save where frontier 
inspection is necessary to prevent the spread of 
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- inspections  and  formalities  relating  to  the 
movement  of  means .  of  transport  and  goods 
which  are  not being carried  under a  customs 
transit  procedure  may  be  performed  from 
Monday  to  Friday  during  an  uninterrupted 
period  of  at  least  10  hours,  and  on  Saturday 
during an uninterrupted  period  of  at least six 
hours,  unless  those  days  are  public  holidays ; 
(b)  as  regards  vehicles  and goods  transported  by  air, 
. the  hours  referred  to  in  the  second  indent  of 
subparagraph  (a)  are  adapted  in such  a way  as  to 
meet  actual  needs  and  for  that  purpose  may  be 
split in  accordance  with  the  flow  of  traffic; 
(c)  transhipments  which,  under  existing  regulations, 
customs  services  allow  to  be  carried  out without 
their immediate supervision can be effected at any 
time in  such  a  way  as  to  meet actual  needs. 
' 
2.  Where  general  compliance  with  the  periods 
referred  to  in paragraph  1  (a),  second indent, and (b) 
poses problems for  veterinary services, Member States 
shall see  to it that, with at least  12  hours' notice from 
the carrier, a veterinary expert is  available during those 
periods : in the case  of the transport of live  animals, 
however,  this  notic~ may  be increased  to  18  hours. 
3.  Where several  frontier  posts  are  situated  in  the 
same port or airport zone. Member States may derogate 
frOm  paragraph 1, provided that the other posts in that 
zone are able to clear goods and vehicles effectively in 
accordance  with  that paragraph. 
4.  For  the  frontier  posts  and  customs  services 
referred  to  in  paragraph  1,  and under the conditions 
laid down by Member States, the competent authorities 
of  the  Member  States·  shall  provide,  if  specifically 
requested during business hours and for sound reasons, 
for inspections and formalities to be carried out, as  an 
exception,  outside  business  hours,  on  condition  that, 
where  relevant,  payment  be  made  for  services  so 
rendered.' 
·'Article  6 · 
Member  States  shall  take  the  measures  necessary  to 
ensure that waiting time caused by the various inspec-
tions  and  formalities  does  not  exceed  ·the  time 
.required for their proper completion. To that end, they 
shall  organize  the  business  hours  of the departments 
which are to carry out inspections and formalities, the 
staff  available  and  the  practical  arrangements  for 
processing goods  and documents  associated  with  the 
carrying out of the inspections and formalities in such 
,a way as to reduce waiting time in t\le flow of traffic to  . .  , 
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'Article  6a 
Member States shall as  far  as· possible see to it that, by 
express  delegation  by  the  competent authorities  and 
on their behalf, one of  the other services  represented, 
and  preferably  the  customs  service,  may  carry  out 
certain  tasks  for  which  those  authorities  are  respon-
sible, relating in particular to requirements to carry the 
necessary  documents,  checking  the  validity  and 
authentiCity thereof and making a summary check on 
the identity of the goods declared in such documents. 
In that event the  authorities  concerned shall  seek  to 
ensure  that  the  means  required  for  accomplishing 
those  tasks  are  made  available.' 
'Article  7 
Member States shall endeavour to establish  at frontier 
posts, where  technically  possible  and justified  by  the 
volume  of  traffic,  express  lanes  reserved  for  goods 
placed  under  a  customs  transit  procedure,  for  their 
means of transport and for·vehicles travelling unladen.' 
'Article  la 
Member States shall see to  it that any sums payable in 
respect  of  the  inspections  and  formalities  applied  to 
trade  between  Member  States  can  also  be  paid  by 
means of guaranteed or certified international cheques, 
expressed  in  the  currency  of  the  Member  State  in 
which  the  debt  is  due.' 
'Article  8 
1.  Member States  and the Commission shall see  to 
it  that  persons  .involved  in  trade  between  Member 
States can rapidly infoim the competent national and 
Community  ~uthorities of any  problems  encountered 
when  crossing  frontiers.  The  competent  authorities 
shall  eamine  those . problems  and,  if  they  are  not 
resolved,  the ·Commission  shall  propose -solutions  to 
the  Member States  concerned. 
2.  With a view  to  resolving difficulties with inspec-
tions or formalities within the meaning of this  Direc-
tive.  a  Member  State  may  request  consultations  with 
another  Member State.  If those  consultations  do  not 
make it possible to resolve these difficulties, a Member 
State  may  inform  the  Commission  so  that the  latter 
can submit such solutions as  it deems  appropriate  to 
resolve  the.  difficulties  in question.' 
'Article  8a 
Member States  shall  supply the  Commission in good 
time  with  up-to-date  information  on  insepection 
posts.' 
Article  9 
Where,  in  exceptional  and  justified  cases,  a  Member 
State intends to introduce a new inspection or formality, 
it  shall inform the Commission thereof. 
The  Member  State  concerned  shall  ensure  that  the 
measures taken to facilitate the crossing of frontiers  ar~ 
not  rendered  inoperative  through  the  application  of 
such  new inspections or formalities. 
Article  10 
For  the  first  time  before  1 July  1986,  and  thereafter 
every  two  years,  Member  States  shall  forward  to the 
Commission the particulars covered by  a questionnaire 
from  the  Commission  concerning  any  provisions  and 
practical measures found  necessary in  the course of the 
preceding  two  years  with  a  vtew  to  ensuring  more 
efficient  organization  of  the  inspections  and 
formalities. 
On the basis of these particulars, the Commission shall 
report  every  two  years  to  the  Council  on  the 
implementation of this Directive. 
Article  11 
1.  Member  States  shall,  after  consulting  the 
Commi~sion, bring into force the laws, regulations and 
administrative provisions necessary to comply with this 
Directive by  31  December 1984 at the latest. 
2.  However, Member States may, after consulting the 
Commission,  postpone  application  of Article  5  until 
31  December 1986. 
3.  Each  Member  State  shall  communicate  to  the 
Commission  rhe  texts  of  tht·  provisions  it  ;tdopts  in 
order to impkment this Directive. Edition  N° 
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Article  1 
Without prejudice to other Community provisions, this 
Regulation lays down measures to simplify  formaliti~s 
in  trade  in  goods  between  the  Member  States,  m 
particular by introducing a single document to be used 
for the dispatch, Community transit and entry for home 
use of Community goods or for  their entry under any 
other procedure in the Member State of destination. 
TITLE I 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Article  2 
Scope 
This Regulation shall apply to goods: 
which satisfy the requirements of Article 9 (2) of t~e 
Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economtc 
Community, 
which  are  covered  by  the  Treaty  establishing  the 
European Coal and Steel Community and are in free 
circulation  in  the  Community  in  accordance  with 
that Treaty, 
hereinafter  referred  to  as  'Community  goods',  and 
which  are  the  subject  of trade  between  two  Member 
States. 
Article  3 
Definition 
For the purposes of this  Regulation,  'dispatch'  means 
the  procedure  by  which  Community  goods  are 
consigned from one Member State to another Member 
State. 
Article  4 
Characteristics of the single document 
1.  Where Community  goods  are  the  subject  of trade 
between two Member States, the formalities connected 
with  such  trade  shall  be  completed  using  a  single 
document,  based  on  a  declaration  on  a  form,  the 
specimen  for  which  is  to  be  adopted  by  the  Council, 
acting unanimously on a proposal from the Commission 
and  after  consulting  the  European  Parliament.  This 
document  or  declaration  shall,  depending  on  the 
circumstances, serve as the document or declaration of 
dispatch,  of internal  Community  transit,  of entry  for 
home  use  or of entry  of the  goods  under  any  other 
procedure in  the Member State of destination. 
2.  Apart  from  the  document  referred  to  in  para-
graph 1, Member States may  not require any  adminis-
trative documents other than those which are: 
expressly  created  by  Community  acts  or provided 
for  by such acts, 
required  under  the  terms  of  international 
conventions compatible with the Treaty, 
required, with due regard for  the provisions of the 
Treaty and in  particular Articles 30 e  t seq. , for  the 
implementation of national regulations which  have 
not  been  harmonized  and  for  the  application  of 
which  the  use  of  the  document  referred  to  in 
paragraph 1 alone would not suffice, 
required from  operators to enable them to qualify, 
at  their  request,  for  an  advantage  or  a  specific 
facility. 
3.  The declaration  must  be  drawn  up  in  one of the 
official languages of the Community which is acceptable 
to  the  competent  authorities  of the  Member  State  in 
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necessary, the customs authority of the Member State of 
destination  may  require  from  the  declarant  or  his 
representative in that Member State a translation of the 
said declaration into the official language or one of the 
official  languages  of the latter.  This  translation  shall 
replace the corresponding particulars in the declaration 
in question. 
By  way of derogation from  the first subparagraph, the 
declaration shall be drawn up in the official language or 
one of the  official  languages  of the  Member State  of 
destination  in  all  cases  where  the  declaration  in  the 
latter Member State is made on copies of the declaration 
form other than those initially presented to the customs 
authority of the Member State of dispatch. 
TITLE II 
FORMALITIES 
A.  Principles 
Article  5 
Dispatch 
Without prejudice to Articles 12 and 14, dispatch shall 
be conditional on the lodging with a competent customs 
office of the copies of the declaration necessary for the 
purposes  of dispatch,  duly  completed  to that end, to 
which  must  be  attached  the  copies  of the  declaration 
which will  be used to complete the formalities: 
for Community transit, where appropriate, and 
for  entry  for  home  use  or entry  under  any  other 
procedure in the Member State of destination. 
The declaration used  for  dispatch  formalities  must be 
signed  by  the  declarant  or  his  representative  in 
accordance with the provisions in force in the Member 
State of dispatch. 
Article  6 
Transit 
1.  Without prejudice to the simplification provided for 
in  respect  of certain  modes  of transport,  an  internal 
Community  transit  declaration  shall  consist  of  the 
copies of the declaration duly completed to that end ~nd 
signed by  the principal, as defined  in  Article  11  (a) of 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 222/77 of 13  De~ember 
1976 on Community transit (1 ). 
( 1)  OJ No L 38, 9. 2. 1977, p.  1. 
2.  The  transit  of  Community  goods  within  the 
Community  shall  be  effected  in  accordance  with  the 
provisions  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  222/77.  In 
particular,  the  principal's  responsibility  shall  only  be 
engaged in respect of the particulars required under the 
said Regulation (EEC) No 222/77. 
3.  Where  goods  are  not  being  moved  under  the 
internal Community transit procedure, the Community 
character of the goods shall  be  certified  by  the single 
document  provided  for  in  Article  4,  stamped  by  the 
customs authority of the Member State of dispatch. 
Article  7 
Arrival 
Without prejudice to Articles 12 and 14, entry for home 
use  or entry under  any  other procedure in a  Member 
State  of destination  of Community  goods  dispatched 
from another Member State shall  be conditional upon 
the  lodging  with  a  competent  customs  office  of the 
copies  of  the  declaration  necessary  for  the  entry  of 
goods under the procedure in question. 
These copies shall: 
indicate the procedure applied for, 
be  duly  completed and more especially  contain all 
the  particulars  necessary  for  entry  of  the  goods 
under that procedure, 
be  signed  by  the declarant or his  representative in 
accordance  with  the  provisions  in  force  in  the 
Member State of destination. 
B.  COMMON PROVISIONS 
Article  8 
Lodging of the declaration 
1.  The declarations must be accompanied, within the 
limits  laid  down  in  Article  4  (2),  by  the  documents 
necessary for entry of the goods in  question under the 
procedure requested. 
2.  The lodging with a customs office of a declaration 
signed  by  the  declarant  or  his  representative  shall 
indicate  that  the  person  concerned  is  declaring  the 
goods  in  question  for  the  procedure  applied  for  and, 
without prejudice  to the  possible  application  of penal 
provisions,  shall  be  equivalent  to  the  engagement  of 
responsibility,  under  the  provisions  in  force  in  the 
Member States, in  respect of: 
the  accuracy  of  the  information  given  in  the 
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the authenticity of the documents attached, and 
the observance of all the obligations inherent in the 
entry of the goods in question under the procedure 
concerned. 
Article  9 
Acceptance of the declaration 
1.  Declarations  which  satisfy  the  requirements  laid 
down  in  Articles  5,  7  and  8  (  1 )  shall  be  accepted 
forthwith  by  the customs authority when the  relevant 
goods are presented to it. 
The date of acceptance of each declaration shall be the 
date to be  taken into consideration for the application 
of measures governing, respectively, the dispatch of the 
goods  in  question,  their  entry  for  home  use  or their 
entry  for  any  other  procedure  applied  for  in  the 
Member State of destination. 
2.  By way of derogation from paragraph 1, and at the 
request  of  the  declarant  or  his  representative,  the 
customs  authority  may,  and in  particular in  order to 
protect trade secrets,  accept a  declaration which  does 
not contain all the particulars required or which  is  not 
accompanied  by  some of the  documents that have  to 
be produced. The customs authority shall lay down the 
conditions  under  which  the  missing  particulars  and 
documents must be produc< ..:. 
In  any  case,  the details  nel.essary  for  identification of 
the  goods  to  which  the  declaration  relates  must  be 
included in the latter. Similarly, at least the documents 
to  the  presentation  of  which  entry  of  the  goods  in 
question under the procedure concerned is subject must 
be  attached. 
Acceptance  of such  a  declaration  may  not  have  the 
effect  of  preventing  or  delaying  authorization  to 
dispatch or dispose of the goods in question where there 
is  no other objection to that being done. 
Article  10 
Cancellation or correction of the declaration 
1.  The declarant or his  representative may  cancel  or 
correct  the  declaration  under  the  conditions  set  in 
paragraphs  2  and  3.  In  all  cases,  cancellation  or 
correction  of  the  declaration  shall  be  subject  to 
authorization by the customs authority. 
2.  In respect of cancellation, the authorization referred 
to in paragraph 1 shall be granted: 
(a)  for dispatch formalities, only if: 
the person concerned proves, to the satisfaction 
of the competent authorities, that the goods  in 
question  have  not  left  the  territory  of  the 
Member State concerned, 
if  necessary,  the  person  concerned  fulfils,  in 
accordance  with  current  provtstons,  the 
obligations which  may be  required to regularize 
the situation of the goods; 
(b)  for formalities at the destination, only if the customs 
authority  has  not  yet  authorized  release  of  the 
goods. 
In  all  cases,  where  the customs authority has  notified 
the person concerned of its intention of carrying out an 
examination of the goods which  are the subject of the 
declaration,  the  request  for  cancellation  may  not  be 
taken  into  account  until  such  examination  has  taken 
place. 
3.  In  respect of correction, the authorization referred 
to in  paragraph  1 shall  be granted only subject to the 
following conditions: 
(a)  the correction must have been requested: 
in  the  case  of dispatch  formalities,  before  the 
goods left the customs office, unless the request 
concerns  factors  whose  accuracy  the  customs 
authority is able to check even in the absence of 
the goods, 
in  the  case  of  formalities  at  the  destination, 
before  the  customs  authority  has  authorized 
release of the goods; 
(b) the correction may not be allowed when the request 
is  made after the customs authority has notified the 
person concerned of its intention of carrying out an 
examination  of  the  goods  or  has  ascertained  the 
inaccuracy of the particulars concerned; 
(c)  the correction must not have  the effect  of making 
the  declaration  refer  to  goods  other  than  those 
which were initially its subject. 
The customs authority  may  allow  or require  that the 
corrections referred to in paragraph 1 be carried out by 
lodging  a  new  declaration  intended  to  replace  the 
original declaration. 
4.  The  cancellation  or correction  of the  declaration 
shall  not  hamper  in  any  way  the  implementation  of 
penal  provisions  in  force  in  the  event  of any  offence 
having been committed by  the person concerned. Edition  N°  Jpage  IX-F-5  j 
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Article  11 
Conclusive force of the findings 
The findings of the competent authorities of a Member 
State in the course of application of this Regubtion may 
be  invoked  by  the  competent authorities  of the  other 
Member States.  In  such cases, they shall have the same 
conclusive  force  as  the  findings  of  the  competent 
authorities of each of those Member States. 
Article  12 
Separation of formalities 
1.  By  way of derogation from  the first  paragraph of 
Article  5  and  the  first  paragraph  of  Article  7,  the 
persons concerned may, for each stage of an operation 
involving trade in  goods between two Member States, 
use  the  copies  of  the  declaration  nece~sary  for 
completion  of  the  formalities  relating  to  that  stage 
alone,  to which  may  be  attached,  where  appropriate, 
the copies  necessary  for  completion  of the  formalities 
relating to one or other of the subsequent stages of that 
operation. 
2.  The benefit of the provisions of paragraph  1 shall 
not be subject to compliance with any special condition 
imposed by the competent authorities. 
However,  the  authorities  referred  to  in  the  first 
paragraph  may  lay  down  that  formalities  relating  to 
dispatch  and Community transit operations  ~hould be 
completed  on  the  same  form  by  means  of  copies 
corresponding to these formalities. 
Article  13 
Agreement 
In  the  cases  referred  to  in  Article  12,  the  competent 
authorities shall  satisfy  themselves  that the p.!rticulars 
given in  the copies of the declaration drawn  up  in  the 
course  of  the  various  stages  of  the  operations  in 
question all  agree. 
Article  14 
Simplification and computerized procedures 
1.  The  benefit  of simplified  procedures,  whether  or 
not based on the use of computers, may be gr;mted to a 
consignor or a consignee, in particular to allow him not 
to  have  to  present  to  a  customs  office  either  the 
Community  goods  in  question  or  the  declaration 
relating  to  them,  or  to  allow  him  to  draw  up  an 
incomplete  declaration.  In  such  cases,  a  declaration, 
which,  if  the  competent  authorities  agree,  may  be  a 
general  periodic  declaration,  must  be  submitted 
subsequently within the time limits laid down by  those 
authorities. 
In  the cases  referred  to  in  the first  subparagraph,  the 
customs authority may authorize the persons concerned 
to use commercial documents in  the place of the single 
document provided for in  Article 4 ( 1). 
Where  the  single  document  is  used,  the  persons 
concerned  may,  on  authorization  by  the  competent 
authorities, attach to it commercial schedules describing 
the goods, for the purpose of completing formalities for 
dispatch, entry for  home use or entry under any other 
procedure in the Member State of destination. 
2.  This Regulation shall not preclude: 
the  possibility  for  Member  States  of  dtspensing 
with the single document referred to in Article 4 (  1) 
in  the event of application of the special provisions 
laid down with regard to consignments by  letter or 
parcel-post, 
the written declaration laid down in certain cases for 
the dispatch or entry for  home use  being dispensed 
with, 
the  possibility  for  Member  States  of  dispensing 
with the single document referred to in Article 4 (  1) 
in the case of agreements or arrangements concluded 
or to  be  concluded  between  two or more Member 
States  with  a  view  to  greater  simplification  of 
formalities in all  or part of the trade between those 
States, 
the  possibility  for  the  persons  concerned  of using 
loading  lists  for  the  completion  of  Community 
transit  formalities  in  the  case  of  consignments 
composed of several kinds of Community goods, 
the  making of declarations,  where  appropriate  on 
plain  paper,  by  means  of  public  or  private 
computers  on  conditions  fixed  by  the  Member 
States, 
the  po~sibility  for  the  Member  State'i  of 
requiring  the  data  necessary  for  completing  the 
formalities  in  question  to  be  entered  m  their 
computerized declaration-processing systems, where 
necessary  without  a  written  declaration  being 
required by  the Member State concerned, 
the  possibility  for  the  Member  States,  ~hould  a 
computerized  declaration-processing  system  be 
used,  of providing  that the declaration  within  the 
meaning of Article  4  ( 1)  shall  be  constituted either 
by  the single document produced by  that system or Edition  N°  (pageix-F-6  J 
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by  entry  of the  data  in  the  computer  if  such  a 
document is not produced. 
3.  Facilities  supplementary  to  those  provided  for  in 
this Regulation may be adopted in accordance with the 
procedure laid down in Anicle 17 (2)  and (3). 
TITLE III 
FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article  15 
1.  A  Committee  on  the  Movement  of  Goods 
· (hereinafter referred to as 'the Committee') is hereby set 
up, composed of representatives of the Member States 
with a representative of the Commission as chairman. 
2.  The  Committee  shall  adopt  its  own  rules  of 
procedure. 
Article  16 
The Committee may examine any  question relating to 
the application of this Regulation submitted to it by  its 
chairman either on his own initiative or at the request of 
a representative of a Member State. 
Article  17 
1.  The provisions necessary for the application of this 
Regulation  shall  be  adopted  in  accordance  with  the 
procedure laid down in  paragraphs 2 and 3. 
2.  The Commission representative shall submit to the 
Committee a draft of the measures to be adopted. The 
Committee shall deliver its opinion on the draft within a 
time limit which the chairman may lay down according 
to  the  urgency  of the  matter.  The  opinion  shall  be 
adopted by a 45-vote majority, the votes of the Member 
States  being  weighted  as  provided  for  in 
Anicle  148 (2)  of the Treaty.  The chairman shall  not 
vote. 
3.  The Commission shall adopt the intended measures 
when  they  are  in  accordance  with  the  Committee's 
opinion. 
When the intended measures are not in accordance with 
the Committee's opinion or in the  absence of such  an 
opinion, the Commission shall forthwith submit to the 
Council a proposal relating to the measures to be taken. 
The Council shall act by  a qualified majority. 
If, within three months following the date on which the 
matter was referred to it, the Council has not acted, the 
Commission shall adopt the proposed measures. 
Article  18 
Each Member State shall inform the Commission of the 
measures it takes to apply this Regulation. 
The Commission shall communicate this information to 
the other Member States. 
Article  19 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following  its  publication in the  Official Journal of the 
European Communities. 
It shall apply from  1 january 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 18 February 1985. 
For the Council 
The President 
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Article  1 
1.  Without prejudice  to the  possibility  of separation 
provided  for  in  Article  12  of Regulation  (EEC)  No 
678185, the declarations referred to in Article 4 (1) of 
that Regulation must be entered on COM forms made 
up: 
either as  a set  of eight copies,  in  accordance with 
the specimen contained in Annex I, 
or, particularly in the event of issue by  means of a 
computerized system for processing declarations, of 
two  successive  sets  of four  copies,  in  accordance 
with the specimen contained in Annex II. 
2.  The  COM  forms  may,  if  necessary,  be 
supplemented  by  one  or  more  COMic  forms  made 
up: 
either as  a set of eight copies, in  accordance with 
the specimen contained in Annex Ill, 
or of two sets of four copies, in accordance with the 
specimen contained in Annex IV. 
By  way  of  derogation  from  the  first  subparagraph, 
Member States shall have the option of not authorizing 
the  use  of COM/  c  forms  in  the  event  of use  of  a 
computerized system for processing declarations which 
issues such declarations. 
Article  2 
1.  The  forms  referred  to  in  Article  1  must  be 
completed in  accordance with the explanatory note. 
2.  Member States  shall  ensure  that users  have  ready 
access to copies of the note referred to in  paragraph 1. 
Article  3 
The  provtstons  for  applying  this  Regulation,  and  in 
particular those relating to: 
the  formulation  of  the  codes  to  be  used  in 
connection with the single document, 
the quality of the paper, the size  of the forms  and 
the colour of the copies, 
the adaptation, as  necessary, of the specimen  form 
to the technical constraints inherent in the use of the 
form, the formulation of the codes or the processing 
of  the  declarations  by  means  of  a  computerized 
system, 
the note referred to in  Article 2, 
shall  be  adopted  in  accordance  with  the  procedure 
referred  to  in  Article  17  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
678/85. 
Article  4 
Each  Member State shall  inform the  Commission not 
later then 30 June 1987 of the information which it will 
require, within the limits of the information included in 
the  COM  form,  for  completion  of the  formalities  at 
dispatch, on the one hand, and at destination, on the 
other hand. 
Any subsequent amendment shall also be communicated 
beforehand to the Commission. 
The Commission shall ensure that the information thus 
obtained  is  published  in  the  'C' series  of the  Official 
journal of the European Communities. 
Article  5 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the third day 
following  its publication in  the Official journal of the 
European Communities. 
It shall apply from  1 January 1988. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 18  February  1985. 
For the Council 
The President 
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34 Country origin Code  35  Gross mass (kg)  36 
a  I  lb I 
~7 P  R  0 C  E  0 U  R  E  38  Net mass (kg)  39 
I 
40  Summary declaration/Previous document 
l 
i  41  Supplementary units  42  l  -«--~-~~-~~o-~a-~n-,~------------------------------------------------------------~ 
~  ~~~:~f  ·· · · ·- ·· ·· · ··· · ··· ·· · ···· ···· · · ··· · · · ···· · ········· ···· ··· · ·~-A-_'-_coo_e  ...  l_45  ______  _ 
t
- Certificates  48  Statistical value 
·  and  authori-
-- 47  Calculation  Type  Tax base  Rate  Amount  MP  48  Deferred  payment 
of~es  ~=--4~~~------~------------+-------------+~ 
49  Identification of warehouse  ~
-_ - ._  zations 
~----------------------~-----------------------
I 
51  Intended 
offices 
of transit 
and country) 
52  Guarantee 
not valid lor 
50  Principal 
represented by 
Place and date : 
J  CONTROL  BY  OFFICE  OF  DESTINATION 
L-----~ 
B  ACCOUNTING  DETAILS 
Total:  - - - - - - - - -
No  Signature:  I c OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE 
I 
I 
I 
1  - - - - - -- - -
Code  53  Office  of destination (and country) 
54  Place and  date : 
S1gnature  and name  of declarant/representative: 
-------- - - - --- ------·-.. .....  _ .. -- . -- --· .  ' ' -·----- ----- ------·--------- -----
;! 
;: 
)  -
j. 
l  ~ 
!  ' 
'. 
J  CONTROl  BY  OFFICE  OF  OESTINAnON 
page  IX-F-22 
-l 
\ 
~ 
j 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY 
1  Q  Consignor/Exporter 
~ 
8  Consignee 
No 
No 
14  Declarant/Representative  No 
11  ldeotity and natiooality of IIBII1S of transport on arrival 
. r, . )  ·:.-"~;:;:  . .  2 
25  Mode_  of tra_ nsport  l26  Inland mode  J at 1he border  J  of transport 
7 
29  Office  of entry  30  location of  goods 
31  Packages  Mallcs and numbers •  Cootainer No(s} • Number and kind 
and 
descnption 
of goods 
I 
t 
-,·  l 
A  OFFICE  OF  DESTINATION 
r---------------~  DECLARATION 
I 
page  IX-F-23 
J  Forms 
l 
5 Items  8 Tarat pactages ,  17  Reference  number 
9  Per.>on  responsible for  fmancial settlement  No 
13 
15  C,  disp/ exp.  Code  111  Country destin. Code 
at  lb1  lar  lbt 
16  Country  of ongin 
22  Currency and  total amount invoiced  23  Exchange rate 
I 
28  Financial  and  banking  data 
l
32  Item  33  Commatfity  Code___  I 
j  No  .  1 
34  Country origin Code  35  Gross mass (kg) 
a  1  l  b1  · 
37  P  R  0 C  E  0 U  R  E  38  Net mafl(kg)  I  .  :';  ·. c 
40  Summary declall!tion/Previous doCIInent 
~~  - - ~ 
.41  Supplementary  units  42 
L 
124  Nature  of 
L  1  _)  transaction 
I 
36 
.. 39  . 
--------~--------------------------------------~--------------------~  44  t,dd1\10nal 
mtormationl 
Documents 
produced/ 
Certificates 
and  authon-
zatiOns 
47  Calculation  Type  Tax  base  Rate  Amount  MP  48  Deferred  payment 
of taxes  ~:..;._-+----------+---------+---------+--;  I  49  Identification  of warehouse 
51  Intended 
offices 
of  transit 
50  Principal 
represented by 
Place and data: 
(and country) 1· 
52  Guarantee 
not valid for 
·.' 
CONTROL  BY  OFFICE  OF  DESTINATION 
Total: 
No 
I 
.. 
I  ·,; 
... 
8  ACCOUNTING  OET.A.ILS 
Signature:  I C  OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Code  53  Office of destination (~  country) 
54  Place  and  date: 
Signature  and  n~me of  declarant/representative: EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY 
8 
~ 
CD 
CD  =  CID  us  =  0  u 
CD  =  ...  .s 
~ 
0 
c.,) 
8 
31  Packages 
and 
descnption 
of  goods 
44  Additional 
information/ 
Documents 
produced/ 
Certificates 
and authori· 
zations 
47  Calculation 
of taxes 
51  Intended 
offices 
of  transit 
(and coonlly) 
52  Guarantee 
not valid  for 
2 Consignor/Exporter  No 
0 
8 Consignee  No 
14  Declarant/Representative  No 
18  Identity  and nationality of means of transport on  arrival 
21  lilentity and nationality of active  means of transport crossing  the bonier 
25  Mode of transport  l26  Inland mode  27  Place  of unloadmg 
J  at the bonier  J  of lransport 
29  Office of entry  30  Location of  goods 
Marts and numbers · Container No{s) · Number and kind 
Type  Tax base  Rate  Amount 
I 
Total: 
50  Pnncipal  No 
represented  by 
Place and  date . 
J  CONTROL  BY  OFFICE  OF  DESTINATION 
I 
119 Ctr. 
I 
I 
! 
MP 
A  OFF!CE  Of  GES11NATION 
1  DEClARATION 
I 
page  IX-F-25 
3 Forms  4 Loadmg.lists 
t 
5 Items  6 Total packages  17  Reference  number 
9 Peffion  respons1ble  for financial settlement  No 
10  [11  112  13 
I  J 
15  Country  of d1spatch/ export  15  C.  disp./ exp. Code  117  Country destin. Code 
a  1  lb 1  a  1  lb 1 
16  Country  of ongin  17  Country of destin a  !JOn 
20  Delivery terms 
I  l 
22  Currency  and total amount invoiced  23  Exchange rats  124  Nature  of 
I  1  1  transaction 
28  Financial  and banking data 
......................................................................................................................................................................... - ......... _ 
132  Item  33  Commodity  Code  I  I  J  No  I 
34  Country origin Code  35  Gross  mass  (kg)  36 
a  I  jb_l 
37  P  R  0 C  E  D  U  R  E  38  Net  ma~(kg)  39 
I 
40  Summary declaration/PreviOus document 
41  Supplementary umts  42  143J 
A.  I.  Code J  45 
........................................  .................• 
46  Statistlcal value 
48  Deferred payment  49  Identification  :Jf  warehouse 
B  ACCOUNTING  DETAILS 
- - - - - - - - -
Signature.  I c OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE 
I 
I 
I 
j  - - - - - - - -
Code  53  Office of destination (and country) 
54  Place and date. 
Signature  and  name  cf declarant/representative: 
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SIMPLIFYING  FORMALITIES  IN  TRADE  IN  GOODS  WITHIN  THE  COMMUNITY  (single document) 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  678/85 
ANNEX II 
Specimen referred to in the second indent of Anicle 1 (  1) ·-------------
A OFFICE  CF  UISP:.TCH.  EXPOR7"  DES~  .NATION 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY  1 D E c  lARA T I 0 N 
...---.-----.,---------~  I 
1  S O  Consignor!Exponer  .No  page  IX-F-29 
~-..... -+-----4 
3 Fonns  4 Loading lists 
I 
t:: 
5 Items  6 Total packages  17  Reference  number 
Q  a.  c  8  Consignee  No  9  Person  responsrble  for hnancral  senlement  No 
><  Q 
Q)  ~  - "'  ..c  ~  u  -
en 
"' 
Cl)  ca.  "CC  en  c;  :s  13 
c;  ?!"  - ~  c  =  c  Q  s 
u 
Cl) 
15  C disp.! exp.  Code  117  Country desbn. Code 
a  I  lb I  a  I  lb I 
14  Declarant/Representallve  No 
u  ..c 
Q)  -
16  Country  of  ongm 
..c  ...  - .e  ... 
.E  >- ca. 
>-
Q 
ca.  (.) 
Q  .119 Ctr.  20  Delivery  tenms 
I 
18  Identity and nationality of means of transport at departure/on anival  . 
I  L 
~ '.:' ~  ' 
(.) 
·'•  22  Currency  and  total  amount rnvorced  23  Exchange  rate 
I  I  1
24  Nature  of 
1  1 transaction 
28  Financ1al  and bankmg  data 
I  I 
I 
: 
25  Mode of transport  126  Inland mode  27  Place of loading/unloading  1  at the border  1  of transport  ·  ..  · 
1--+--t--.L------JL..---L----+---------=----i....  ............  .. 
30  location of  goods 
1  6 
Jescnptron 
01  goods 
29  Office  of exrt/entry 
Malb anti numbefs • Container No(s) •  Numb8r and kind  l
32  Item.  33  CmmiOifity Code-
j~  ' 
34  Country ongrn Code 
...  a  I  jb I 
I  I  l 
36 
37  P  R  0 C  E  0 U  R  E  :  .~  39 
I 
____  ..L.,_ __________________  .. _____________  --1 41  Supplementary unrts  42 
44  ~dd!IJUnal  I 
rn:cr:nat!On/ 
Documents 
produced/ 
Certrfrcates 
and  authon· 
:abOns 
.  _A.I.·~I45 
J•,.•-~·--·•••-·---••  .. -P-••-- i  46  Statrst·cal  value 
! 
i 
47  Calculation  Type  Tax  base  Rate  Amount  MP  48  Deferred  payment  49  lden~hcat10n c:  warehouse 
of taxes  ~C.:....--If.-=.:...:.::.=------F;.::_-----+=~------+~ 
50  Principal 
represented  tJy 
PIBj;e  and  date : 
Total 
No 
l D/J  CONTROL  BY  OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE/DESTINATION 
Result 
Seals  aHrxed  Number. 
rdentrty 
Trme  limrt (date) 
Srgnature 
B  ACCOUNTING  DETAiLS 
Signature: 
Stamp: 
Srgnature  and  name  of  declaranUrepre:,entatrve 
•. page  IX-F-30 
E/J  CONTROL  BY  OFFICE  OF  DISPATCH /EXPORT I  DESTINATION 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I EUROPEAN  COMMUNilY 
.-~ Consignor/Expolter  No 
2  7  i  ! 
~-' 
t:  =  =- 5  )(  8  Consignee  No 
Q,)  =  -
ftS 
.c  c 
~ 
;: 
en 
ftS  Q,)  =- "CC  en  c;  :s 
c;  ~ 
~ =  =  c  Q  14  Declarant/Representative  No  = 
(.)  = 
I 
(.)  >-
I  =- >- =  a.  '"'  Q  co  u  u  co  ~  18  Identity and nationality of means of transport at departure/on arrival  '"' 
~  =  I 
C"a  -
Cl') 
C"a  21  Identity and nationality of active means of transport crossing the border  u; 
•,.-
25  Mode  of transport  126  Inland  mode  27  Place of loading/unloading 
J  at lhe  border  1  of transport 
2  7 
29  Office  of exll/entry  30  LocaiJOn  of  goods 
31  Packages  Marks and numbers -Container No(s) -Number and kind 
and 
descnpt1on 
of  goods 
44  ;.dd:tiOnJi  1 
1!1ftrnl.1li'mi 
Uocurnents 
producecl 
Cert111cal~~ 
Jnd  author1 
Z3t1L;lS 
47  Cal~ula!1on 
of  taxes 
----
51  Intended 
:Jfflces 
of  tr3n~ll 
(and countr( 
'  52  Gu~rantee 
not valid  for 
Type  Tax  b?.se 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Total· 
50  Princ1pal  No 
represented  by 
Place  and date. 
D/J  CONTROL  BY  OFFICE  OF  OEPARTURE/DESTINAliON 
Result 
Seais  at11xed  Number 
1dent1ty 
T:me  lnn1t  (date) 
~IQIJdt~re 
Amou11t 
{ 
119 Ctr. 
I 
I . 
i 
IMP 
: 
A  OFF!CE  C!=  DISPATCH/ EXPCR7"i ~·ESTiNATION 
1  DECLARATION  IX-F-3.1 
I 
page 
3 Forms  4  loading lists 
I 
5 Items  6 Total packages  ·  J  7 Reference  numoer 
9  Person  responsible  for  1111~nJ:ml :iettlement  N11 
10 
l11  112  13 
J  J 
15  Country of dispatch/export  15  C disp I  exp  Code  117  Country destin. Code 
a_1  lb1  a1  Jb1 
16  Counirt  of  or.gm  17  Counl!y, of destination  ·  : 
·- ...  '  ...  -......  · 
..  ~---:  .. 
20  Delivery terms 
I  L 
22  Currency  and  tala!  amount  mvmced  23  Exchange  ra:~  l24  Nature  of 
I  1 J  transacllon 
28  Fmanc1al  and  bankmg  data 
····-··  ...........  ..  ...  ·············  ..  ................... -- .........  ....  ......................................... 
l32 Item  33  Commodity Code 
J  I  1  No  l 
35  Gmss ma8s ~ 
.,.·. 
34  Country oAgm Code  36 
lb I 
.-·  :  ~.; .  ..  .  -
al  .. 
37  P  R  0 C  E  D U  R  E  31 NetllJiss(kg)  ·- 39 
1 
.- .. 
,. 
'. 
40  SumniafY  declaratioo/Previ~  dclcument 
t' ~.- : 
~·~:f~~L/f  '.  .. 
,.  -·-
41  Supplementary  un•ts  42 
l43J 
A.  1:  ~o~e j  45 
,"• 
.............. _  ....... _  ......  .. .................... 
46  Stat.:::1c.,1  value 
48  Defened  payment  49  IdentificatiOn  :Jf  warehouse 
B  AC~OlJNTING DE; '·ILS 
- - - - - - - - -
S1gnature:  I c OFFICE  QF  DEPARTJt\E 
-
l 
I 
.I 
J  - - - - - - - - -
Cooe  53  Office of destinanon  (and· country) 
Stamp  54  Place  and  date 
S1gnature  anc  name  1Jf  ~ectaralltlrepw:entctive A  OFFICE  OF  DISPATCH/fXPCr!DESiiNATION 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY  1 D E c LARA T I 0 N 
----------------~  I 
3  B i  ~ Consignor/Exporter  No  page  IX-F-33 
t--......j~-i -.  ,_  _  _...._+-__  ___, 
3  Forms  4  Loadrng hsts 
_j__~  ___  ..__--.-________ ---------
5 Items  6  rota!  packaqes  17  Refcn~uce number 
~ 
8. 
)( 
Cl.l 
Cl.l 
Cl.l  c  = 
8  Cons1gnee  No  9 Person responsible  for tmanc1al  settlement  No 
- ..  =  c  =  ·us 
c 
·us 
~~----------------------------------~1-0_j~--~r_l_J~--~~-12--~------~~~----- =  14  Declarant/Representative  No  15  Country  of  dispatch/ export  15  C.  d1sp I exp  Code  111  Countr1 destin. Code 
13 
=  '"'  Cl.l  .c  .5!  a,  lb,  Ia,  lbt  - .. 
.E 
>- a.  =  ~ 
~  16  Country  of  ongrn  17  Country of destmat10n  =  ~ 
18  Identity and  natiOnality  of  means  of  transport  at  departure/on arnval  20  Delivery  terms 
I  I  L 
21  Identity and  nat10nahty  of act1ve  means ol transport crossing the border  124  Nature  of 
L  J  J transact1on 
22  Currency  and total  amount invOiced 
I 
23  Exchange  rate 
I 
27  Place of loadmg/uni:Jading  28  Financial and banking  data  25  Mode  of transport  [26 Inland mode  J  at the  border  J  of  transport 
._-1--t--.__  ______  ...._ ___  -+  _________  -'------j···  .. ····· .. ··· ................................................................................................................................  _  ............  . 
29  Office  of exit! entry  30  locabon  of  goods  3  8 
31  Packages 
and 
descnpt10n 
of goods 
Marks and  numbers · Contamer No(s) -Number and kind 
[
32  Item  33  Commodity  Code 
J  No  I  I 
34  Country ongm Code  35  Gross  mass  (k~) 
3t  jb 1 
37  P  R  0 C  E  D  U  R  E  38  Net mass (kgj 
I 
40  Summary declaratiDn/Piivious docqment 
41  Supplementary umts  42 
--------~------------------------------------------------------------~ 
44  AdditiOnal 
mtormahon/ 
Documents 
produced/ 
Cert1f1cates 
and  authon· 
zabons 
.............. A I  Code J  45 
46  Statisttcal valtre 
47  Calculabon  Type  Tax base  Rate  Amount  MP  48  Deferred  payment 
of taxes  ~:..._---ll-----------+--------+--------+--i 
49  Identification  ni  warehouse 
51  Intended 
offices 
of transit 
(and country) I 
52  Guarantee 
not valid for 
50  Pnncrpal 
represented  by 
Place  and date: 
Total: 
No 
I 
1  0/J  CONTROL  BY  OFFICE  OF  OEPARTURE/OESTINATION 
Result· 
Seals affixed  Number· 
1dent1ty· 
T1me  hm1t  (date) 
Stgnature 
I 
B  ACCOUNTING  DETAILS 
Stgnature. 
Stamp: 
I C  OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Code  53  Office  of destination  (and  country) 
54  Place and date· 
S1gnature  and name of declarant/representative: 
I 
36 
39 EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY 
~~~--r-------------------------------------------------------
4  5 
2 Constgnor/ Exporter  No 
8  Constgnee  No  - c  "Cij 
~ 
c 
m 
m  =  c 
1!'  7;; 
Q)  ·c:  -=  = 
Q  E 
E 
Q)  Cl 
(.)  c.,:)  = 
I 
=  E  Q)  =  ;:  e  ... 
14  Declarant/ReprP.sentattve  No 
.s  ... 
>- .s 
c.  >-
Cl  c. 
c.,:)  Cl  18  Identity and natiOnality of means of transport at departure 
c.,:) 
21  Identity and nationality of active means of transport crossmg the bordet 
4  5 
25  Mode of transport  I  J  at the border  127  Place of loading 
31  Packages  Marks and numbers· Contamer No(s) ·Number and kind 
and 
descnpt10n 
of  goods 
44  Ad01t10nai 
mtormatmn: 
Documents 
produce rtf 
Certtl:cates 
and  ~uthon­
zatians 
55  Transhtp 
ments 
Place  and  countly: 
111ent and nat new means transp.: 
CIT.  L ]  (1)  Identity of new container: 
(1) Enter 1  if YES  or 0 if NO. 
F  CERliFI  New seals  Numbet 
C.AfiON  SY 
Stgnature  COMPE-
lENT  A.U 
THORillf:S 
---
50  Principal 
51  lntendP.d  represented by 
olft::~s  Place and date . 
of  t:anstt 
(and countty) I 
52  Guarantee 
·o 
not valid  for 
CONTROL  BY  OFFICE  OF  DEPARTURE 
Resul! 
Seals  a~txea  Number 
tdenltty. 
Ttme  hmtt (date)· 
Stgnature 
tdenltty 
I 
Stamp 
No 
I 
I 
I 
A  OFFICE  OF  ~:SPATC~ EXPOP:-
1  DECLARATION 
I 
page  IX-F-35 
3  ror:f\S  4  Loadrnq hst:; 
I 
5  Items  6 Total  packages  J 
IMPORTANT  NOTE 
Whe~t:  thts  Vipv  ~~  u:,ed  eACit;;;vely  for  e~~-i!J:.~hmq  the  ~OMMLJ:  .' fY  Si :  .. ~US OF  GOODS  NOT 
MO'JI~JG  ( 1 ~JiJFR  1HE  CDt,H,lL'NITY  TRANSI'  JfiQCEDURE.  only  'rte  1r,::w·;at10n  1n  boxes  1,  2, 
3,  5.  1l ~li  :J2  35.  5~ and  Nnere  appropr,.ite.  33.  38.  40  and  :4  ·~  ~~~ded tor  that  purpose 
15  Country of dtspatch/ export 
17  Cotmhy at destmation 
~:itcscsena~s ;,; 
~morpento  ei~ 
Z..:rtdsen~~., a~ 
Rett:rn  io 
R.::.v~dre  ~ 
l
32  Item  33  Commodity  Code 
J  No 
38 Net mass (kg) 
40  Summary declarat!On/PrBViu dGcument 
Place  and country : 
I  dent and nat  new means transp. · 
Ctr.  [  ]  (  1)  Identity of new contamer: 
(1)  Enter 1  if  YES or 0 if NO. 
New seals  NurnUP.r  tdenttty 
Stgnature  Star.1p 
- - - - -
Signature·  I c  OFFICE  0F  DEPARTURE 
I 
I 
I 
1  - - - -
I 
Code  53  Office of destination (and country) 
Stamp  54  Place  and  date 
-
-
-' 
S1gnature  and na:ne  o!  declarant/representaitve 
-
-
.. 
-_·_,'-·.;· 
:~~'?:~;~ 
- -
-
'  ... 
'  . 
.  ~  ,•", ....  ·~ 
}~~-- :··:: --------------------------------------------------
page  IX-F-36 
"  ~  incidents during  carriage 
:_,>  ·o~  and meilsures taken 
G  CERTIFICATION  BY  CCW\ TEN!  ALJIHORITIE: 
~~-,~ ·.' r>: .. 
:,  ;  ';"{ 
·-··  ..  -· 
H A  POSTERIORI  CONTROL  (Where  th1s  copy is used for establishing the  Community status of the  goods) 
REQUEST  FOR  VERIFICATION  RESULT  OF VERIFICATION 
This  document (  1  )  Verification  of  the  authenticity  of  this  document  and  the  accuracy  of  the  mformat10n  contained 
therein is requested.  D 
was  certified  by  the  Customs  office  ind1catec  and  the  mfarmat10n  conta1ned  therem  1s 
accurate. 
D does  not  meet  the  reQUirements  as  to  auther.ll.:.1ty  and  regulanty  (~ee  remar1<s  below) 
Place and date: 
Signature: 
Remarks: 
(1) Enter[!] where applicable. 
CONTROL  BY  OFFICE  OF  DESTINATION  (COMMUNilY TRANSIT) 
Date  of arrival: 
Examinallon  of seals. 
Remarks 
Stamp. 
Place  and date · 
S1gnature · 
COMMUNilY TRANSIT • RECEIPT  (To be  completed  by  the  person  concerned  b~iare presentallon  to  the  office  of destination) 
Copy no 5 returned 
on 
alter registration  under 
No 
Signature: 
This  is  to·  certify  that  the  document  ............................ ................  .  ....  ....  1sued  by  the  Customs  office  at 
..  (na1r  ~  a  lid  country)  unde~ No  ....................... . 
has been lodged  and that no irregulanty has been  observed  to  date  concernmg  the  ;,~nsignment to whtcr  th:s  document refers. 
Date:  Signature. 
Stamp 
Stamp. 
Stamp  :~f 
off1ce  of  deshn<.liOn. ---------
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SIMPLIFYING  FORMALITIES  IN  TRADE  IN  GOODS  WITHIN  THE  COMMUNITY  (single  document) 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  678/85 
ANNEX III 
Specimen referred to in the first indent of Anicle 1 (  2) ----------------- ---------- --------- --------------
.l 
A  OFF:Ct  JF  D:SPA 7CH/ EXPc;n 
No  Q  Coosignor 1  Expotter  page  IX-F-39 
r-EU_R_O_P_EA_N_C_O_M_M_U_N_IlY  _________  --& 1 0 E c l  A R AT I 0 N 
cJ 
31  Packages 
and 
descnpiiOn 
of goods 
Marks and numbers · Container NO(s) · Number and kind  l
32  Item 
1  No 
BIS 
33  Commodity Code 
I 
34  Country ongm Code  35  Gross mass (Kg) 
lb I 
37  P  R  0 C  E  0 U  A  E  38  Net ms  (kg) 
I 
40  SllfiiiTI8IY declarafioo/PnMous document 
-:-:--:-:-:-:----:-...__ ___________  ' --------------------141  Supplementary  un1ts 
44  A!id1t1onal 
mformat10n/ 
Documents 
• 
I  l 
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SIMPLIFYING  FORMALITIES  IN  TRADE  IN  GOODS  WITHIN  THE  COMMUNITY 
Regulation  CEEC)  No  2855/85 
THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to  the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic  Comunity, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 678/85 
of 18  February 1985 simplifying formalities in trade in 
goods, within  the  Community ('),  and  in  particular 
Article  17  thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 679/85 
of  18  February  1985 introducing a specimen declara  ... 
tion  form  to  be  used  in  trade  in  goods  within  the 
Community (2),  and  in  particular Article  3  thereof, 
Whereas  it is  necessary  to  adopt implementing rules 
for  Regulations  (EEC)  No  678/85  and  (EEC)  No 
679/85  for  the  introduction,  with  effect  from  I 
January 1988, of a single administrative document for 
intra-Community trade in Community goods ; whereas 
this reform falls  within the framework  of an action to 
strengthen  the  internal  market  of  the  Community; 
whereas  the  necessary  measures  should  therefore  be 
taken  to  attain  this  objective  progressively ; 
Whereas the simplification of formalities  in  the trade 
in  question  for  the  benefit  of  commercial  operators 
must be complemented by the introduction of a well-
developed  system  of  mutual  assistance  between  the 
competent authorities of  the  Member States; whereas 
the  rules  on  this  subject,  as  an  anti-fraud  measure, 
create  the  conditions  for  a  further  stage  towards  the 
achievement of  the  internal  market; 
(')  OJ  No  L 79,  21.  3.  1985,  p.  l. 
(2)  OJ  No ·L  79,  21.  3.  1985,  p.  7. 
Whereas  specific  simplification  measures  should  be 
laid down  ~hich, when certain conditions required of 
commercial operators are fulfilled,  allow formalities  to 
be eased, particularly when the parties concerned have 
a  level  of  economic  activity  which  requires  frequent 
declarations to be drawn  up ; whereas it is  appropriate 
also  to  take  account  of  technical  developments 
allowing  handwritten  signatures  to  be  replaced  by 
other  identification  measures  providing  the  same 
guarantees  and  based,  in  particular,  on  the  use  of 
computers; 
Whereas  it  is  important  to  specify  the  technical 
characteristics which the single document forms must 
satisfy; 
Whereas it is necessary to draw up an explanatory ,note 
on the u~e of the single document in order to enable it 
to  be used as  uniformly as  possible ; whereas. this note 
must be  supplemented, as  necessary,  in  particular by 
the  Community  codes  corresponding  to  the  various 
boxes  on  the  form  and  by  the  items  falling  under 
headings  for  optional  use  by  the  Member States ; 
Whereas the measures provided for  in  this Regulation 
are  in accordance with the opinion of the Committee 
on  the  Movement  of  Goods, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
This  Regulation  lays  down  detailed  rules  for  the 
implementation  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  678/85, 
h~reinafter  referred  to  as  the  basic  Regulation,  and 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  679/85. --------------------
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TITLE  I 
Procedure 
Article  2 
Where Articles 5, 7,  8 and 10  of the basic Regulation 
refer  to  the  customs  office,  this  concept  also  covers 
any  _other  place  designated  for  this  purpose  by  the 
customs service, in  particular in the context of arran-
gements  between  it and  the  person  concerned. 
Article 3 
In  cases  where  supplementary  copies  of  the  single 
document or declaration referred  to  in Article 4 (1)  of 
the  basic  Regulation  are  required,  the  persons 
concerned may use additional sheets or photocopies of 
that  document  or  declaration  for  this  purpose,  as 
necessart. 
These additional sheets or photocopies must be signed 
by the person concerned, presented to the competent 
customs service and authenticated by the latter under 
the  same  conditions  as  the  single  document  itself. 
They shall be accepted by the competent authorities as 
if  they were  original  documents  provided  that  their 
quality and legibility are considered satisfactory by the 
authorities. 
Article  4 
1.  When a single document set is  used successively 
for  completion  of  dispatch  formalities,  Community 
transit  formalities  and/or  formalities  at  destination, 
each  person  intervening  in  the  operation  shall  be 
liable  only with  respect  to  the  particulars  relating  to 
the  procedure which  he requested  as  declarant,  prin-
cipal  or representative  of  the  declarant  or principal. 
2.  For the purposes of applying paragraph  I, when 
the person concerned uses a single document issued in 
an earlier phase of the trade operation in question, he 
shall  be  required,  prior to  lodging  his  declaration,  to 
verify  the  accuracy  of  the existing  particulars  for  the 
~.ioxes  for  which  he  is  responsible  and  their applica-
,  'Wrty  to  d,,'t  ;~oods in question  and to  the  procedure 
~,'4tttz~e:J, s.s  ~'eH as  to supplement them where neces-
::;ar.y. 
'n  ~:h,e;  caz..es  referred  to  in  the first  subparagraph, the 
~-erson  c:.:mcemed  must  immediately  inform  the 
customs  service  of  any  discrepancy  established 
between th.::  goods in question and  the existing parti-
culars.  In  this  case  the  person  concerned  must  then 
draw up his  declaration  on  fresh  copies of the single 
·iocument form. 
Article  5 
The provisions of Article 9 (2)  of  the  basic  Regulation 
shall also apply when a document produced in support 
of  the  declaration  is  found  to  be  incomplete  for  the 
purposes of  the  procedure  requ~sted, notwithstanding 
which,  the  applicability  or authenticity  of  the  docu-
ment cannot be  brought  into  question. 
Article  6 
1.  The customs service  shall  authorize  cancellation 
of a  declaration  for  dispatch  only  if  the  declarant  or 
his  representative : 
(a)  returns  to  the  competent authorities  the copies  of 
the  dispatch  document and  any  other documents 
which  were  handed  over  to  him  following  accep-
tance  of  the  declaration ; 
(b)  where applicable, provides the competent authori-
ties  with  proof  that  the  amounts  granted  on  the 
basis  of the declaration  for  dispatch  of  the goods 
have  been repaid by the person concerned or that 
the  necessary  measures  have  been  taken  by  the 
department concerned to prevent them being paid. 
2.  The  c~ncellation of a declaration for  placing the 
goods under a procedure at destination shall be autho-
rized: 
- if  the  goods  were  erroneously  qeclared  for  the 
procedure  requested. or 
- if  as  a  result  of  particular  circumstances,  the 
placing  of  the goods  under  that  procedure  is  no 
longer  justified. 
3.  ·when, in the cases referred to  in Article 1  0 (3) of 
the basic  Regulation, a new declaration  is  lodged,  the 
date  to  be  taken  ir.to  account  for  the  application  of 
measures governing the procedure for which the goods 
were  declared  shall  be  the  date  of  acceptance  of  the 
original  declaration. 
Article  7 
1  ,./f"',#-
1'~ · <Provided  that  there  are  no  grounds  for  refusal, 
the  customs  service  shall  give  its  authorization  to 
dispatch  or to  dispose  of  the goods  as  soon  as  it has 
finished  verifying  the  declaration  and  the  documents 
presented  with  it  and,  if  applicable,  examining  the 
goods. When it  decides  not to  carry  out this verifica-
tion  or this  examination,  it  shall  give  the  aforemen-
tioned  authorization  immediately  after  taking such  a 
decision. 
2.  Paragraph  1 sha!!  rtot  prevent the Member States 
from  subjecting  the  granting  of  the  authorization  to 
dispatch or dispose of the goods to the payment of any 
taxes  due,  or  to  the  payment of  security  therefor,  or, 
where  this  possibility  exists  in  the  Member States  to 
inclusion  of  the  taxes  due  in  the  accounts  of  the 
person  concerned. .  --------.--.. -----------
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Article  8 
1.  When  it  has  not  proved  possible,  for  reasons 
attributable  to  the  declarant  or his  representative,  to 
authorize the dispatch or disposal of goods which have 
been covered respectively by a declaration for dispatch 
or for  er;ttry  for  home  use  or for  placing  the  goods 
under any other procedure at destination, in particular 
when documents required to  be  produced for  placing 
the goods  in question under the  procedure  requested 
have  not  been  presented  within  the  time  limit 
imposed  by  the  customs  service,  the  declaration  in 
question  shall  be  considered  null  and  void  and  the 
customs  service  shall  cancel  it. 
2.  Cancellation  of  the  declaration  in  the  circum-
stances laid down in paragraph  1 shall not prevent the 
application of the penal provisions in force  in  the case 
of  an  infringement  committed  by  the  person 
concerned. 
TITLE  II 
Mutual  assistance 
Article  9 
Where  necessary,  the  competent  authorities  of  the 
Member States  shall  communicate  to  one another all 
findings,  documents,  reports,  records  of  proceedings 
and information, relating to intra-Community trade in 
Community  goods,  whenever  it  appears  that  such 
information is  likely to  be of assistance in uncovering 
irregularities  arising  in  formalities  carried  out  under 
the  competence  of  the  authorities  to  be  informed. 
TITLE  III 
Specific simplification  measures 
Arttcle  10 
Without prejudice to the existence of simplified proce-
dures  pursuant to  Article  14  of  the  basic  Regulation, 
the  Member States  may,  as  a  matter of general  prin-
ciple for  the purpose of  completing dispatch  formali-
ties, dispense with the requirement to produce copy 1 
of  the  single  document  intended  for  the  competent 
authorities  of  the  Member State  of  dispatch. 
Article  11 
Where,  in  a  Member  State : 
- goods  which  have  been  put  into  free  circulation 
only 
- are  placed  under  a  warehousing  procedure 
before  being  dispatched  to  another  Member 
State,  or 
- are  immediately  forwarded  under  a  transit 
procedure  to  another Member State,  or 
- Community  goods  consigned  from  another 
Member:  State 
- are placed under a warehousing procedure only 
before  being  dispatched  to  another  Member 
State,  or 
- are  immediately  redispatched  under  a  transit 
procedure  to  another  Member State, 
the  competent authorities  may  authorize  the comple-
tion of  formalities on exit from  the warehouse and for 
dispatch of the goods on the basis of the lodging of a 
transit declaration only, accompanied if appropriate by 
the copies of the single document to  be  used  for  the 
completion  of  formalities  at  destination. 
Article  12 
When  formalities  are  completed  using  public  or 
private  computer  systems,  the  competent  authorities 
shall  authorize  persons who  request  it  to  replace  the 
handwritten  signature  with  a  comparable  technical 
device,  which may, where applicable, be  based on the 
use  of  codes,  and  which  has  the  same  legal  conse-
quences  as  a  handwritten  signature. 
This facility shall be granted only if the technital and 
administrative conditions laid down by  the competent 
authorities  are  met. 
'Article  12a 
When formalities are completed using public or private 
computers  which  also  prim out the  declarations,  the 
Member States' competent authorities may provide for 
direct  authentication  by  those  systems  of  the 
declarations thus produced, in place of the manual or 
mechanical applicatidii of the customs office stamp and 
the signature of the competent official.' 
Article  13 
The benefit of the simplified procedures referred to  in 
Article  14  (I) of the  b~sic Regulation  may be  granted 
at the request of the persons concerned whenever their 
regular  economic  activities  require  frequent  declara-
tions for dispatch or at destination to be drawn up and 
they  meet all  the conditions considered  necessary  by 
the competent authorities, in  particular as  regards  the 
keeping  of  records  enabling  the  latter  to  check  the 
operations  carried  out. 
Authorization to use  the procedures referred  to  in the 
first  paragraph  may  be  restricted  to  certain goods  for 
each beneficiary. It shall  be subject to  cancellation by 
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Article  14 
In the case of undertakings which are situated in diffe-
rent  Member  States  and  between  which  there  are 
_  continuous and substantial trade flows,  the competent 
authorities  of  the  Member States  concerned  may,  at 
the  request  of  the  persqns  concerned  and  provided 
that they meet all the conditions considered. necessary 
by  the authorities, make bilateral  agreements  permit-
ting  the  simultaneous  simplification  of  dispatch  and 
destination  formalities  by  introducing  simplified 
procedures  for  the  traffic  concerned. 
The procedures mentioned in the first  para~ph ~ay 
provide  in  particular,  in  so  far  as  the  admmtstrauve 
organization of the Member States  concerned allows, 
for: 
- the use of commercial documents in which, where 
appropriate,  the  goods  are  mentioned  merely  in 
code form or in the form of commercial references, 
and which are accepted by the competent authori-
ties  of  the  partner Member States, 
- partial  or complete use  of computers  linki~~ the 
consignor dir.ectly  to the competent authonttes of 
the  Member  State  of  dispatch,  to  that  of  the 
Member State of destination and to the consignee, 
and involving the use of no paper support except 
that  required,  where  appropriate,  for  ·transit 
purposes. 
TITLE IV 
·Provisions on forms 
Article  15 
1.  COM and COM/c forms shall be printed on self-
copying  paper  dressed  for  writing  purposes  and 
weighing  at  least  40  grams  per  square  metre.  The 
paper must be sufficiently opaque for the information 
on one side not to affect the legibility of the informa-
tion on the other side and its strength should be such 
that  in  normal  use  it  does  not easily  tear  or crease. 
The  paper  shall  be  white  for  all  copies. 
However, on the coptes used for Community transit ( 1, 
4,  5  and  7),  boxes  Nos  1  (except  the  middle 
subdivision) 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 15, 17, 18, 19, 21, 25, 27, 
31, 32, 33 (first subdivision on the left), 35, 38, 40, 44, 
50,  51,  52,  53,  55  and  56  shall  have  a  green 
ba~kgr_gM_m:l~.  _ 
The forms  shall  be  printed  in  green  ink. 
2.  The indication of the copies on which the parti-
..:dars  cor.~ined in the forms given in Annexes I and 
III to  Regulation (EEC)  No 679/85 must appear by a 
self-copying  process_  is  given  in  Annex I. 
An indication of the copies on which  the particulars 
contained in the forms given in Annexes II and IV  to 
Regulation  (EEC)  No 679/85  must appear  by  a  self-
copying  process  is  given  in  Annex  II. 
3.  .  The format of the COM and COM/c forms shall 
be 210 by 297 millimetres with a maximum tolerance 
of  5.  millimetres  less  and  8  millimetres  more  with 
regard  to  their length. 
4.  Member States  may  require  that  the  COM  and 
COMic forms must also show the name and address of 
the printer or a mark enabling the printer to be identi-
fied. 
Article  16 
The explanatory note for the COM and COM/c forms 
referred to in Article 2 of Regulation (EEq No 679/85 
is given in Annex III. Each Member State shall supple-
ment  this  notice  as  necessary. 
TITLE V 
Final  provisions 
Article  17 
Each  Member State  shall  inform  the  Commission  of 
the  measures  it  takes  to  implement this  Regulation. 
The  Commission  shall  transmit  this  information  to 
the  other Member States. 
Article  18 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on the third day 
following its publication in the Official Journal of the 
European  Communities. 
It shall  apply  from  1  January  1988. .. ··- ----··----------------------=--==-
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ANNEX I 
INDICATION OF THE COPIES OF THE COM AND COMic FORMS GIVEN IN  ANNEXES I AND III 
TO  REGULATION  {EEC)  No  679/85  ON  WHICH  THE  PARTICULARS  CONTAINED  THEREIN 
SHOULD APPEAR BY  A SELF-COPYING PROCESS 
(counting copy 1} 
Box  Co  pie~ 
Box  Copies 
number  number 
I.  Boxes for Commercial operations 
33  First subdivision on the left 
1 to 8  1 to 8 
except middle  Jcmainder 
subdivision:  1 to 3 
1 ro 3  34a  1 ro  3 
2  1 to 5 (1)  34b  1 to 3 
3  1 to 8  35  1 ro 8 
4  1 to 8  37  1 to 3 
5  1 to 8  38  1 to 8 
·~  6  1 to 8  39  1 to 8 
7  1 to 3  40  1to5(1) 
8  1 to5(1 )  41  1 to 3 
9  1 to 3  44  1 to 5 (1) 
14  1 to 4  .  46  1to3 
15  1 to 8  47  1 to 3 
15a  1 to 3  48  1 ro 3 
15b  1 to 3  49  1 to 3 
16  1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8  5{)  1 to 8 
17  1 to 8  51  1 to 8 
17a  1 to 3  52  1 tO 8 
17b  1 to·::,  53  1 to 8 
18  1 to 5 (1)  54  1to4 
19  1 to 5 (1 )  55 
20  1 to 3  56 
21  1 to 5 (1) 
22  1 to 3  II.  Administrative boxes 
23  1 to 3  A  1 to 4 (2) 
24  1 to 3  B  1 to 3 
25  1 to 5 (1)  c  1 to 8 (2} 
26  1 ro  3  D  1 to  4 
27  1 to 5 (1)  E 
28  lto3  F 
29  1 ro  3  G 
30  1 to 3  H 
31  1 to 8  I 
32  1 to 8  1 
( 1)  In no case may operators be obliged to complete these boxes for Community transit purposes on  copies 5 
and 7. 
(2)  The Member Stare of dispatch can choose ·whether these particulars appear on the copies specified. -------·-------- ~---
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ANNEX II 
INDICATION OF THE COPIES OF THE COM AND COM/  c FORMS GIVEN IN ANNEXES II  AND IV 
TO  REGULATION  (EEC)  No  679185  ON  WHICH  THE  PARTICULARS  CONTAINED  THEREIN 
SHOULD APPEAR BY A SELF-COPYING PROCESS 
(counting copy 1) 
Box 
Copies  Box 
Copies 
number  number 
I.  Boxes for commercial operators 
1 to 4  33  First subdivision on the left 
except middle  1 to 4 
subdivision:  remainder: 
1 to 3  1 to 3 
2  1 to 4  34a  1to3 
3  1 to 4  34b  1 to 3 
4  1 to 4  35  1 to 4 
5  1 to 4  37 ..  1 tO  3 
6  1 to 4  38  1 to 4 
7  1 to 3  40  1 tO  4 
8  1 to 4  41  1 to 3 
9  1 to 3  44  1 tO  4 
14  1 to 4  46  1 to 3 
15  1 to 4  47  1 to 3 
15a  1to3  48  1 to 3 
15b  1 to 3  49  1 to 3 
16  1 to 3  50  1 to 4 
17  1 to 4  51  1 to 4 
17a  l  ro  3  52  1 to 4 
17b  1 to 4  53  1 to 3 
18  1 to 4  54  1 to 4 
19  1 to 4  55 
20  1 to 3  56 
21  1 to 4 
22  1 to 3  II.  Administrative boxes 
23  1 to 3 
24  1 to 3  A  1 to 4 (1) 
25  1 to 4  B  1 to 3 
26  1 to 3  c  1 to 4 
27  1 to 4  DIJ  lto4 
28  1 to 3  EIJ 
29  1 to 3  F 
30  1 to 3  G 
31  1 to 4  H 
32  1 to 4  I 
(1)  The Member State of dispatch can choose whether these particulars appear on the copies specified. ------·~----- ~-----·---------------
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ANNEX Ill 
EXPLANATORY NOTE ON THE USE  OF COM AND COMic FORMS 
TITLE  I 
General remarks 
A.  General description 
The COM form and the supplementary COMIc forms are to be used, in trade between two Member States 
of the Community, for the dispatch, transit (except under the simplified Community transit procedures for 
the carriage of goods by certain modes of transport) and entry for home use of Community goods (goods of 
Community origin or which have been released for free circulation) or for putting such goods under any 
other procedure in the Member State of destination. 
There are various possible ways of using the forms and these may be grouped under rwo headings: 
full  use of the system, or 
split use. 
1.  Full use 
This refers  to cases  in  which,  ar  the  time  when  the dispatch  formalities  are carried our, the person 
concerned  uses  a  form  containing the  copies  needed  for  the  formalities  relating  to dispatch  and to 
internal Community transit as  well  as those to be carried out in the Member State of destination. 
The form used for this purpose contains eight copies: 
copy 1 which is  to be  retained  by  the  authorities of rhe  Member State of dispatch (dispatch  and 
transit formalities); 
copy 2 which is  ro  be  used  for -.ratistics by  the Member State of dispatch; 
copy 3 which is  returned to the consignor after being stamped by the customs authorities; 
copy 4 which is  to be kept by the office of destination (Community transit formalities and evidence 
of Community status of the goods); 
copy 5 which is  the return copy for the Community transit procedure; 
copy 6  which  is  to  be  retained  by  the authorities of the Member Stare of destination (for arrival 
formalities); 
copy 7 which is  to be  u~ed for statistics by the Member State of destination (for Community transit 
and arrival formalities); 
copy 8 which is  returned to the consignee after being stamped by the customs authorities. 
The form  is  thus  composed  uf a  set  of eight copies,  of which  the  first  three  have  to do  with  the 
formalities  to  be  carried  out  in  the  Member State  of dispatch  and  the  following  five  concern  the 
formalities to be carried our in  the Member State of destination. 
Each set of eight copies is  designed in  such a way that where boxes must contam identical information 
in the two Member States involved it may be entered directly by the consignor or the principal on copy 1 
and will then appear, by means of a chemical treatment of the paper, on all the copies. Where, however, 
for any reason (protection of trade secrets, content of information different as  between  the Member 
State of dispatch and that of destination, ...  ) information is  not to be forwarded  from  one Member 
State  to  another,  the  desensitization  of the  self-copying  paper  restricts  reproduction  to  the  copies 
intended for the Member State of dispatch. 
If the same box is  to be used  bur wirh  a different content in  the Member State of destination, carbon 
paper will  then have to be  used to reproduce these additional particulars on copies 6 to 8. 
However,  particularly  in  cases  where  use  is  made of computerized  processing of declarations,  it  is 
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have a dual function:  116,217, 3.!8, 415; the first set would then  corre~pond, as regards the particulars 
to be given therein, to copies 1 to 4 above, and the second to copies 5 to 8. In this case, in each 4-copy 
set, the numbers of the copies being used must be shown by deleting the numbers, in the margin of the 
form, referrin& to the copies nor being used. 
Each set of  '4 copies thus defined is desipted so that the information which has to be reproduced on the 
various copies will  be reproduced by  means of a chemical treatment of the paper. 
2.  Split use 
This refers to cases where, by  application of Article 12 of Council  Regulation (EEC) No 678185, the 
person concerned does not wish to use a complete set as  outlined in  paragraph 1 above.  He may then 
use  for each  of the stages  (dispatch, transit or destination) of an  operation involving trade in  goods 
between cwo Member Stares the copies of the declaration needed to carry out the formalities relating to 
this stace alone. He may, in addition, attach to these copies, in so far as he wishes to, rhe copies needed 
to carry out the formalities relating to one or mher of the following stages of the operation. 
Various different combinations arc therefore possible in  cases of split  use,  the numbers of the copies 
listed being the same as those already mentioned in  paragraph 1 above. 
By  way of example, the following combinations are possible: 
dispatch alone : copies 1  , 2 and 3 
dispatch  +  transit : copies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7 
dispatch  + destination : copies 1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8 
community transit alone : copies 1, 4, 5 and 7 
community transit  + destination : copies 1, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 
destination alone : copies 6, 7 and 8. 
In addition, there are situations in which it is essential to provide proof at destmation of the Community 
status of the goods in question although use has not been made of the Community transit procedure. In 
such cases it will  be necessary to use the copy provided for this purpose (copy No 4), either on its own 
or in  combination with one or other of the sets described above.  When, under Community rules, the 
document proving the Community status of the goods must be produced in  3 copies, additional copies 
or photocopies of copy No 4 must be produced. 
When dispatch formalities are carried out at a frontier customs office of the dispatching Member State 
without the _goods  being placed  under the Community transit procedure (application of Article 41  of 
Council Regulation (EEC) No 222/77 of 13 December 1976 (1)  on Community Transit) the consignor 
must  also  present in  support of his  declaration  a  copy  No 4  which  will  be  returned  to him  after 
endorsement by the customs office of dispatch. This copy must then be delivered to the office of entry in 
the neighbouring Member State. 
Traders may also, if they wish, use  privately printed sets of the kind corresponding to their choice as 
regards split use, as long as the form used is in accordance with the official specimen. 
B.  Particulars required 
The forms  concerned contain all  the details which may  be  required  by  the various  Member Stares.  It  is 
compulsory for certain boxes to be  filled  in, whereas others have to be filled  in  only if requested by  the 
Member State in which the formalities are completed. In this respect the section of this notice dealing with 
the use of the various boxes should be  closely  followed. 
In  any case, without prejudice to the application of simplified procedures, the respective maximum lists of 
the boxes which may be completed at each stage of a trading operation within the Community, mduding 
those required only in  the event of the application of specific legislation, are as follows: 
dispatch formalities: 
boxcsl, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 15a, 15b, 16. 17, 17a, 18, 19, 20, 21. 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 
21, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34a, 34b, 35, 37, 38. 41, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49, 54, 
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internal Community transit form.tlities: 
boxes 1 (except second subdivision), 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 15,  17,  18, 19, 21, 25, 27, 31, 32, 33  (first 
subdivision), 35, 38, 40, 44, 50, 51, 52, 53, 55, 56 (boxes with a green  background), 
destination formalities: 
boxes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 14, 15, 15a, 16, 17, 17a, 17b, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 
28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34a, 35, 37, 38, 40, 41, 44, 46, 47, 48, 49, 54, 
proof of community character of rhe goods (T 2 L): 
boxes 1 (except second subdivision), 2, 3, 5, 14, 31, 32, 33, 35, 38, 40, 44, 54. 
C.  Instructions for use of the form 
In all cases where the kind of set used contains at least one copy which may be used in a Member State other 
than  the  one  in  which  it  was  first  completed,  the  forms  must  be  completed  by  typewriter  or  by  a 
mechanographical or similar process.  For ease of completion by  typewriter the form  should be  inserted in 
the machine in  such  a way  that the  first  letter of the particulars to be, entered in  box  2  is  placed  m the 
position box in  the top left-hand cover.  · 
Where all the copies of the set used are intended for use in the same Member State and provided that this 
option is provided for by that Member State, they may also be filled in legibly by hand, in ink and in  block 
capitals. The same applies with regard to the particulars to be given on the copies used  for the purposes of 
the application of the Community transit procedure. 
The form  must contain  no  erasures  or overwrmng.  Any  alterations must  be  made  by  crossing out the 
incorrect particulars and, where appropriate, adding those required. Any alteranons made in this way must 
be initialled  by  the  person  making them  and  expressly  authenticated  by  the  competent authorities.  The 
latter may, where necessary, require a new declaration to be  lodged. 
In  addition, the forms  may  be  completed using an  automatic reproduction process instead of any  of rhe 
procedures mentioned above. They may also be produced and completed by  this means provided that the 
provisions as  regarc-1"  the specimens, the paper, the size, the language used, the legibility, the prohibirion of 
erasures and alterations and as  regard<;  amendments are strictly observed. 
Only numbered boxes are, where neceo;;sary, to be completed. The ocher boxes, indicated by a capiralletter, 
are reserved exclusively for internal use  by  the administrations. 
The copies which are to remain at the office of dispatch and/  or departure must bear the original signature 
of  the  persons  concerned.  The  signature  of  the  principal  or,  where  applicable,  of  his  authorized 
representative, commits him  to all  of the particulars relating to the Communtiy transit operation as  rhese 
result  from  the  implementation  of Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  222177  of 13  December  1976  on 
Community transit and as described in  section B above. 
The copies wh1ch  are to remain at the office of destination must bear the original signature of the person 
concerned. It should be remembered that under the dispatch and destination formalities, the signature of rhe 
person concerned is equivalent to a commitment, in accordance with the legislation in  force in the Member 
States, to: 
the  accuracy  of the  mformation  given  in  the  declaration  relating  to  the  formalities  for  which  he  is 
responsible, 
the authenticity of the documents attached, and 
the observance of all  the obligations inherent in  the entry of the goods in  question under the procedure 
concerned. 
As  regards Community transit formalmes and formalities at destination it should be  noted that 1t  is  in  the 
interests of each person intervening in  the operation to check the contents of his declaration. In  particular, 
any  discrepancy  found  by  the  person  concerned  berween  the  goods  wh1ch  he  must  declare  and  the 
particulars  already  shown, If applicable,  in  the  forms  being  used  must  immediately  be  notified  by  that 
person to the customs authonry. In  ~t!Lh cases the declaration must then  be  made on  fresh  forms. 
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.J., 
TITLE II 
Paniculars to be entered in  the different boxes 
I.  Formalities in the Member Stare of Dispatch 
I.  'Declaration : enter the symbol "COM"  in  the  first  subdivision ; leave  blank if the  form  is 
used for  Community transit purposes only or where, in  the event of the Community transit 
procedure not being used, the form  is· used  to  prove  the Community status of the goods; in 
the second  subdivision,  enter the  type  of declaration  in  accordance  with  .the  Community 
Code provided for that purpose ; in  the third subdivision, enter the symbol "T2" in  the event 
of use of the Community transit procedure or the symbol "T2L" when the Community transit 
procedure  is  not  used  but  the  Community status  of  the  goods  must  be  proved." 
As  far as the type of declaration is concerned this item  is  optional for the Member States. 
2.  Consignor:  Enter  the  full  name  and  address  of  the  person  or  company  concerned.  As  far  as  the 
identification  number is  concerned,  the  notice can  be  completed  by  the  Member States  (identification 
number allocated  to  the  person  concerned  by  the  competent  authomies for  fiscal,  statistical  or other 
purposes). 
In  the case of groupage consignments, the Member States may provide that the word 'various' be entered 
in  this box and that the list of consignors be  attached to the declaration. 
For Community transit purposes this box is optional for  the Member States. 
3.  Fonns:  Enter the serial number of the set among the total number of sets of COM and COMic forms used 
(for example, if there is one COM form and two COMic forms, indicate on the COM form  1/3, on the 
first COMic form  213 and on the second COMic form  313). 
When the declaration covers only one item (i.e. when only one 'description of the goods' box has to be 
completed) do not enter anything in  box 3 but enter the figure  1 in  box 5. 
When  two sets of four copies are used  im.tead  of one  ~et of 8 copies,  the two sets are to be  treated as 
one. 
4.  Number of loading lists:  Enter in  figures  the number of .my  loading  li•;rs  attached or of any descriptive 
commercial lists authorized by  the competent authority. This box is  optional for  the Member States for 
dispatch formalities. 
5.  Items:  Enter the total number of items decl.tred by the person mnLcrnc:J  an  the total number of COM and 
COMic forms  (or loading lists or commercial lists)  used.  The number of items must correspond to the 
number of 'description of the goods' boxe~ to be completed.) 
6.  Total packages: This box is optional for the Member States. Enter the total number of packages making 
up the consignment in  question. 
7.  Reference  number:  Optional  item  for  users,  to  contain  a  reference  number  allocated  by  the  person 
concerned to the consignment in  question. 
H.  Consrgnee:  Enter the full  name and  addre~., of the person(s) or company(ies) ll. ..  ,hom the goods are to be 
delivered. 
This box is optional for the Member State:. as far as dispatch formalities are concerned but obligatory for 
Community transit. The identification number need  not be  shown at  this stage. 
9.  Person responsible for financial settlement: This box is optional for the Member States (the person who is 
responsible for either the transfer or repatriation of the funds relating to the transaction). -------- ---- ---------- ------·-------- ------ ---·---------
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14.  Declarant or representative of the consignor:  Enter the full  name and address of the person or company 
concerned in  accordance with  the  provisions in  force.  If the declarant and the consignor are  the  same 
person, enter the word 'consignor'.  As  far as  the  identification  number is  concerned, the notice can be 
completed  by  ~he  Member  States  (identification  number  allocated  ro  the  person  concerned  by  the 
competetent authorities for fiscal, statistical or other purposes). 
15.  Country of dispatch:  This  box  is  optional  for  the  Member  States  as  far  as  dispatch  formalities  are 
concerned but obligatory when the Community transit procedure is  applied. 
Enter the name of the Member State from which the goods are dispatched or Austria or Switzerland if the 
goods are being reconsigned from  there. 
In  box 15a enter the code for the Member State or country concerned in accordance with the Community 
codes laid down for this purpose. Box 15b is for optional use by the Member States (region from which the 
goods are dispatched). 
Boxes 15a and 15b must not be used  for  Community purposes. 
16.  Country of origin:  The Member  States  may  request  that  this  item  be  supplied,  but cannot  make  it 
obligatory for commercial operators. If the declaration covers a number of items of different origin, enter 
the word 'various' in  this box. 
17.  Country of  destination: Enter the name of the Member State concerned. In  box 17a enter the code for the 
Member State concerned in  accordance with the Community codes laid down for this purpose.  Box  17b 
need  nor. be completed at  thi~ stage. 
Boxes 17a and 17b must nor  be  used for Community transit purposes. 
18.  Identity and nationality of means of tra1zsport at departure: This box is optional for the Member States as 
far  as  dispatch  formalities  are  concerned  but  obligatory  in  the  case  of use  of the  Community  transit 
procedure. Enter the identity, e.g. registration number(s) or name of the means of transport (lorry, ship, 
railway  wagon, aircr:":) on  .,.. hich  the  goods  arc  directly  loaded on  presentation  at  the 'ustoms office 
where  the  dispatch  or transit  formalities  are  completed,  followed  by  the  nationality  of the  means  of 
transport (or that of the vehicle propelling the others if there are several means of transport) in accordance 
with the Community codes laid down for this purpose. For example, in  the case of use  of a tractor and 
trailer with different licence number._,  enter the licence No of the tractor and that of the trailer, together 
with the nationality of the tractor. 
In the case of postal consignments or carriage by fixed transport installations, nothing should be entered in 
this box in respect of the registration number or nationality. In  the case of carriage by  rail, the item  on 
nationalicy should not be  completed. 
In  other cases, declaration of the na:1onaliry is  optional for the Member States. 
19.  Contazner (Ctr):  Enter in  accordance with the Community codes laid down for rhis purpo.,e the nt:LC'i\ary 
particulars with regard to the presumed c,iruation at the border of the Member State of dl'>patch, a.,  known 
at the time of completion of the disp.uch or transit formalities. 
For Community transit  purpose~ thi~ hox is  optional for the Member States. 
20.  Delivery terms: This box is  optional for the Member States (indication of certain terms of the commercial 
contract).  In  the Member States concerned the headings and the codes contained in  the Community list 
laid down for this  purpo~e must  be  used. 
21.  Identity and nation,l/zty of the ad11·c  mearzs of transport crossmg the border: This box is  optional for the 
Member States with regard to the identity. 
This box is  obligatory as  regards the nanonalirr. 
- However, in  the case of postal· consignments or carriage- by  rail  or fixed  transport installai:ion  nothing 
should be entered in  respect of the registration number or nationality. --- -------.---- - ----· ---- ------
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Enter the type (lorry, ship, railway wagon, aircraft ...  ). followed by the identity, e.g. registratiOn number 
or name of the active means of transport (i.e. the propelling means of transport) which it is presumed will 
be  used  at the  frontier  crossing  point  on  exit  from  the  Member  State  of dispatch,  followed  by  its 
nationality, as known at the time of completion of the dispatch or rrJn-.it formalities, in  accordance with 
Community codes laid down for this purpose. 
In  the case of combined transport or if there are several means of transport, the active means of transport 
is  the one which propels the whole combination.  For example, if it  is  a lorry on a sea-going vessel, the 
active  means of transport is  the ship, if it is  a tractor and  trailer,  rhe  active  means of transport is  the 
tractor, .... 
22.  Invoice  currency  and  t~tal amount invoiced:  This  box  is  optional  for  the  Member  States  (enter,  in 
accordance with the Community codes laid down for this purpose, the code for the currency in  which the 
invoice was drawn up, followed  by  the invoiced price for the total amount of the goods declared). 
23.  Exchange rate:  This box is  optional for  the Member States (exchange rare in  force  between the invoice 
currency and the currency of the Member State concerned). 
24.  Nature of the transaction:  This box  is  optional for  the  Member States  (indicating certain  terms of the 
commercia] contract). 
In the Member States concerned the headings and the codes contained in  a Communiry list laid down for 
this purpose must be used. 
25.  Mode of  transport at the border: Enter, accqrding to the Community codes laid down for this purpose, the 
mode of transport corresponding to the active means of transport which it is presumed will be used on exit 
from  the territory of the Member State of dispatch. 
For Community transit purposes, this box is  optional for the Member States. 
26.  Mode of  transport inland: This box is optional for the Member Stares (indicating, in  accordance with the 
Community codes laid down for this purpose, the nature of the mode of transport used within the Member 
State concerned). 
27.  Place  of loading:  This box is  optional  for  the Member Stares.  Enter if applicable in  code form, where. 
provided for, the place of loading of the goods onro  rhe  active means of transport on which  they are to 
cross the border of the Member State of dispatch, as far as this is known at the time of completion of the 
dispatch or transit formalities. 
28.  Financial and banking data:  This box is optional for rhe Member States (transfer of funds relating to the 
operation in question -information on financial  formalities and  procedure and on bank references). 
29.  Office of exit: This box  is  optional for  the Member States (indicating the  customs office  by  which  it  is 
intended that the goods should leave the territory of the Member Scare concerned).  · 
30.  Location of  the goods: This box ist optional for the Member States (indicating the precise location where 
the goods may be examined). 
31.  Packages and description of  goods- Marks and numbers- Container No(s)- Number and kind: Enter 
the marks, numbers, quantity and kind of packages or, in the case of unpackaged goods, enter the number 
of such goods covered by the declaration, or the word 'bulk', as appropriate, together with the particulars 
necessary to identify the goods. The description of the goods means the normal trade description expressed 
in  sufficiently precise terms to allow their identification and classification. This box must also show the 
particulars required by any specific rules (excise duties ...  ).  If  containers are used, the identifying marks 
of the container should also be entered in  this box. 
When the person concerned has entered the word 'various' in  box 16, the Member States may request that 
the name of the country of origin of the goods in  question  be  entered  in  this  box, but cannot make it 
obligatory. 
32.  Item number: Encer the number of the item in question in relation ro the total number of articles declared 
in  the COM and COMic forms used, as defined in the note to box 5. 
When the declaration covers only one item of goods, rhe Member Scates need  not require this  box to be 
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33.  Commodity code:  Enter the code number corre!>ponding  to the item  in  question.  As  far  as  Community 
transit is  concerned, this should be given  only where the Community rules require it. 
34.  Code,  country of  origin:  The Member States may request, but cannot make it obligatory for commercial 
operators, that box 34a be completed (code corresponding to the country given in box 16, in  accordance 
with Community codes laid down for this purpose. When the word 'various' is given in  box 16, enter the 
code corresponding to  the  country  of origin  of the  item  in  question);  box  34b is  for  optional  use  by 
Member States (region of production of the goods in  question). 
35.  Gross mass kg:  This box is optional for the Member States as far as dispatch formalities are concerned but 
obligatory  in  the  case  of use  of the  Community transit procedure.  Enter the gross  mass  of the  goods 
described in the corresponding box 31, expressed in  kilograms. The gross mass is the aggregated mass of 
the goods with all  their packing, excluding containers and other transport equipment. 
37.  Procedure:  Enter the  procedure  for  which  the  goods  are  declared  on  dispatch  m  accordance  with  the 
Community codes laid down for this purpose. 
38.  Net mass  kg:  Enter  the  net  mass  of the  goods  described  in  the  corresponding  box  31, expressed  in 
kilograms. The net mass is  the mass of the goods themselves without any packaging. 
As far as Community transit is concerned this information should be given only where Community rules 
require it. 
40.  Summary  declaration/pret'ious  document:  This  box  is  optional  for  the  Member States  (references  of 
documents relating to the administrative procedure  pr~ceding dispatch to another Member State). 
41.  Supplementary units: For use as necessary in accordance with the goods nomenclature. Enter the quanti[}.· 
of the item in question, expressed in  the unit laid down in  the goods nomenclature. 
44.  Additional informar,un,  documents produced,  certzfzcates  and authorizations:  Enter the details required 
together with the references of the documents produced in  support of the declaration including the serial 
numbers  of any  control  copies  TS.  In  the  subdivision  'Additional  information  (A-1)  code',  enter  as 
necessary  the  code  number,  provided  for  this  purpose  for  the  additional  information  which  may  be 
required under the Community transit procedure. This subdivision must not be used until a computerized 
system for discharging Community Transit operations comes into effect. 
46.  Statistical value:  Enter the amount, expressed in  the currency stipulated by the Member State of dispatch, 
of the statistical value in  accordance with the Community provisions in  force. 
47.  Calculation  of taxes:  The  Member States  may  require  the  type  of tax  and  tax  base,  the  rare  of tax 
applicable and the payment method selected  to be shown, as well  as, for information  purpose~ only, the 
amount of each type of tax payable and the total tax for the item in  question, as calculated by  the person 
concerned.  The  following  should  be  shown,  where  appropriate,  on  each  line,  using  the  relevant 
Communiry codes laid down for th1s  purpose. 
the type of tax (excise duties, .....  ), 
the tax base, 
the rate of tax applicable, 
the amount of the tax thus calculated, 
the method of payment chosen  (MP). 
48.  Deferred payment: Box for optional use  by the Member States (reference to the authorization in  question, 
whether this  applies  to  the  fiscal  system  of postponed  accounting  or to  the  tax  credit  i.e.  deferment 
system). 
--49.  Identification of u;arehouse:  Box  for  optional use  by  the Member States. ----------------- ---------
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50.  Principal  and  authorized  representative,  place,  date  and  signature:  Enter  the  full  name  (person  or 
company) and address of the principal, together with  the identification number, if any, allocated by  the 
competent  authorities.  If appropriate,  enter  the  full  name  (person  of  company)  of  the  authorized 
representative signing on behalf of rhe  principal. 
Subject to specific provisions to be adopted with regard to the use of computerized systems, the original of 
the  handwritten signature of the person concerned must be  given  on the copy which  is  to remain at the 
office  of departure.  When  the  person  concerned  is  a  legal  person,  the  signatory  should  add  after his 
signature his full  name and status. 
51.  Intended offices of transit (and countries):  Enter the intended office of entry into each country (Member 
State, Austria or Switzerland) the territory of which it is  intended to cross in  the course of transport or, 
when  the transport is  to cross territory other than that of the  Community, Austria or Switzerland, the 
office  of exit  by  which  the  means  of transport  leaves  the  territory  of the  Community,  Austria  or 
Switzerland. The transit offices are listed in the list of customs offices competent for  Community transit 
operations.  After  the name of the office,  enter the  Community code for  the Member State or country 
concerned. 
52.  Guarantee: Emer, in  accordance Wl{h Community codes laid down for this purpose the type of guarantee 
used  for  the operation concerned  followed,  if necessary, by  the  number of the  guarantee certificate or 
voucher concerned and the guarantee office. 
If  the  comprehensive  or individual  guarantee  is  not  valid  for  all  Member  States  plus  Austria  and 
Switzerland or if the principal excludes certain Member States from the application of the comprehensive 
guarantee, add after 'not valid for' the Member State(s) or country (countries) concerned in  accordance 
with the Community codes laid down for this purpose. 
53.  Office of  destination (and country): Enter the name of the office where the goods are to  be  presented in 
order to complete the Community transit movement.  The offices of destination  are listed  in  the 'list of 
customs offices competent for Community transit operations'. 
After the name of the office, enter the Community code for  the Member State or country concerned. 
54.  Piau and date, signature and name of  the declarant or his representative: Subject to specific provisions to 
be adopted with regard to the use of computerized systems, the original of the handwritten signature of the 
person concerned must be given on the copy which is  to remain at the office of departure followed by the 
full name of that person. When the person concerned is a legal person, the signatory should add his status 
after this signature and name. 
II.  Formalities en route 
Between the time when the goods leave the office of dispatch and/or departure, and the time when they arrive 
at the office of destination, it is  possible that certain details may need to be added on the copies of the single 
document which accompany the goods. These details concern the transport operation and must be added to the 
document by  the carrier responsible for the means of transport on which the goods are directly loaded, as  and 
when  the transport operations take place.  These particulars may be  added legibly  by  hand; in  this case, the 
form  should be completed in  ink and in  block capitals. 
These details concern the following boxes only (copies 4 and 5): 
Transhipment: use  box 55 
Box 55 (transhipments) 
First three lines  of this  box are to be  completed  by  rhe  carrier when  in  the course of the operation  in 
question  the goods  are transhipped  from  one means  of transport to  another or from  one container to 
another. 
It should be noted that when goods are transhipped the carrier must appro~~!, the competent authorities, in 
particular when it proves necessary to affix new seals, in  order to have the Community transit document 
certified. 
When  the  customs  service  has  authorized  transhipment  without  superviSIOn,  the  carrier  must  himself 
annotate the  Community transit document accordingly  and,  for  certification purposes,  inform  the  next 
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Other incidents: use  box 56 
Box 56 (other incidents during carriage): 
Box to be completed in  accordance with existing obligations under Community transit procedure. 
In addition, when the goods were loaded on a semi-trailer and only the tractor vehicle is changed during the 
journey (without the goods being handled or transhipped) enter in this box the registration number and the 
nationality of the new tractor. In  such cases certification by the competent authorities is not necessary. 
III.  Formalities in the Member State of destination 
1.  Declaration:  Enter the  indication  'COM', followed  by  the  type  of declaration  in  accordance  with  the 
Community codes laid down for this purpose. 
As  far as the type of declaration is concerned, this item is optional for the Member States. 
The right-hand (third) subdivision must not be used  for destination formalities. 
t 
2.  Consignor:  Box for optional use by the Member States. Enter the full  name and address of the consignor 
or seller of the goods. 
3.  Forms: Enter the serial number of the set among the total number of sets of COM and COM/  c. forms used 
(for example, if there is one COM form  and two COMic forms, indicate on the COM Form 1  I 3, on the 
first COMic form 2/3 and on the second COMic form 3/3). 
When the declaration ·COvers  only one item  (i.e. when only one 'desription of the goods' box has  to be 
completed) do not enter anything in  box 3 but enter the figure  1 in  box 5. 
4.  Number of loading  lists:  Enter in  figures  the  number of any  loading  lists  attached, or of descriptive 
commercial  lists  where  these  are  authorized  by  the competent authority.  This  box  is  optional  for  the 
Member States. 
5.  Items: Enter the total number of items declared by the person concerned in the total number of COM and 
COMic forms  (<:>~ loading lists or commercial lists)  used.  The number of items must correspond to the 
number of 'description of the goods' boxes to be completed. 
6.  Total packages: Enter the total number of packages making up the consignment in question (optional item 
for the Member States). 
7.  Reference  number:  Optional  item  for  users,  to  contain  the  reference  number  allocated  by  the  person 
concerned to the consignment in  question. 
8.  Consignee:  Enter the full  name and address of the person or company concerned.  In  the case of groupage 
consignments, the Member States may provide that the word 'various' be entered in  this box, and the list 
of consignees attached to the declaration. As  far as the identification number is concerned, the notice can 
be  completed  by  the  Member States  (identification  number  allocated  to  the  person  concerned  by  the 
competent authorities for  fiscal,  statistical or other purposes). 
9.  Person responsible for financwl settlement: Box for optional use by the Member States (the person who is 
responsible for either the transfer or repatriation of the funds relating to the transaction).  · 
14.  Declarant or representative of the consignee:  Enter the full  name and address of the person or company 
concerned  in  accordance with  the  provisions  in  force.  If the declarant and  the  consignee  are the  same 
person, enter the word 'consignee'. 
As  far  as  the  identification  number  is  concerned,  the  notice  can  be  completed  by  the  Member States 
(identification number allocated to the person concerned by the competenr authorities for fiscal, statistical 
or other purposes). 
15.  Coun~ry of  di~patch:  E~ter the  name  of the  Member Stare  from  which  the goods were dispatched,  or 
Austna or Switzerland  1f  the  goods  were  reconsigned  from  there.  In  box  15a  enter  the  code  for  rhe 
Member  State  or  country  concerned  in  accordance  with  the  Community  codes  laid  down  for  this 
purpose. 
Box  15b must not be  used. ------------ - -----....---~- -__,,..... ______ _ 
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1  r..  Countrv of oriJ.:in:  Rnx for nptimul u.,c.  hy  the Mt'mlwr \rate--. (mlorm.lltoll ro  he·  n·quirrd only wuhin the 
limit authorized by Curnrnuntty bw  ).  II  the dcclar:ltton lOver!>  .1  number  of ucms of Jrfterent origin, enter 
the word 'various' in  this box. 
17.  Country of  destination: Box for optional use  by  the Member States.  Emer the name of the Member State 
concerned. 
In box 17a enter the code for the Member State concerned in accordance with the Community codes laid 
down for this purpose. In  box 17b enter the region of destination of the goods. 
18.  Identity and nationality of means of transport on arrival:  This box  is  optional for  the Member States. 
Enter the  identity e.g.  registration  number(s)  or name of the  means  of transport (lorry,  ship,  railway 
wagon, aircraft) on which the goods were directly loaded on presentation at the customs office where the 
destination formalities are completed, followed by the nationality of the means of transport (or that of the 
vehicle propelling the others if there are several means of transport) according to the Community codes 
laid down for this purpose. For example, in  the case of use of a tractor and trailer with different licence 
numbers, enter the licence No of the tractor and that of the trailer, together with the nationality of the 
tractor. 
In the case of postal consignments or carriage by  fixed  transport installation nothing should be entered in 
this box in  respect of ~he registration number or nationality. 
In  the case of carriage by  rail nothing should be entered in  respect of the nationality. 
19.  Container (Ctr):  Enter the necessary particulars in  accordance  ~ith Community codes laid down for this 
purpose. 
20.  Delivery terms: This box is optional for the Member States (indication of certain terms of the commercial 
contract). In the Member States concerned the headings and the codes contained in  a Community list laid 
down for this purpose must be used. 
21.  Identity and nationality of  the active means of transport crossing the border: This box is optional for the 
Member States with regard to the identity. This box is  obligatory as  regards the nationality. 
However, in  the  case of postal consignments or carriage by  rail  or fixed  transport installation  nothing 
should be entered in respect of the registration number or nationality. 
Enter  the  type  (lorry,  ship,  railway  wagon,  aircraft  ...  ),  followed  by  the  identity,  e.g.  registration 
number or name of the active means  of transport (i.e.  the  propelling means of transport) used  at the 
frontier  crossing  point  on  entry  into  the  Member  State  of destination,  followed  by  its  nationality, 
according to Community codes laid down for this purpose. 
In the case of combined transport or if there are several means of transport, the active means of transport 
is  the one which  propels the whole combination. For example, if  it  is  a lorry on a sea-going vessel,  the 
active means of transport is  the ship,  if  it  is  a  tractor and trailer,  the active  means of transport is  the 
tractor, .... 
22.  Invozce  currency  and  total  amount  invoiced: This  box  is  optional  for  the  Member  States  (enter,  in 
accordance with Community codes laid down for  this  purpose, the  code for  the currency in  which  the 
invoice was drawn up, followed by  the invoiced p_rice  for the total amount of the goods declared). 
23.  Exchange rate:  This box is  optional for  the  Member States (exchange rate in  force  between the invoice 
currency and the currency of the Member States concerned). 
24.  Nature of the  transaction:  This box is  optional for  the  Member States  (indicating certain terms of the 
commercial  contract).  In  the  Member  States  concerned  the  headings  and  the  codes  contained  in  a 
Community list laid down for this purpose must be used. 
25.  Mode of transport at the  border:  Entt:r,  in  accordance  with  the  Community  codes laid down  for  this 
purpose, the mode of transport corresponding to the active means of transport u.~ which the goods entered 
the Member State of destination. 
2€.  Mode of  transport inland: This box is optional for the Member States (indication, in accordance with the 
Community codes laid down for this purpose, of the mode of transport used  within the Member State 
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27.  Place of unloading: This box is optional for the Member States. Enter, if applicable in code form, where 
provided for, the place where the goods are unloaded from  the active means of transport on which they 
crossed the border of the Member State of destination. 
28.  Financial and banking data:  This box is optional for the Member States (transfer of funds relating to the 
operation in question - information on financial  formalities and procedure and on bank references). 
29.  Office of entry:  This box is  optional  for  the  Member States (indicating the customs office by  which the 
goods entered the territory of the Member State concerned). 
30.  Location of the goods: This box is optional for the Member States (indicating the precise location where 
the goods may  be examined). 
31.  Packages and description of  goods- Marks and numbers- Corrtamer No(s)- Number and kind:  Enter 
the marks, numbers, quantity and kmd of packages or, in the case of unpackaged goods, enter the number 
of such goods covered by the declarat1on, or the word 'bulk', as approfriate, together with the particulars 
necessary to identify the goods. The description of the goods means the normal trade description expressed 
in  sufficiently precise terms to enable immediate and unambiguous identification and classification. This 
box must also show the particulars required by any specific rules (VAT, excise duties ...  ).  If containers 
are used, the  identifyi~g marks of the container should also be entered in  this box. 
When the person concerned  has entered  the word 'various' in  box  16, (country of origin), the Member 
State may require the indication here of the name of the country of origin of the goods in question. 
32.  Item number: Enter the number of the item in  question in relation to the total number of articles declared 
in  the COM and COMic forms used, as  defined in  the note to box 5. 
When the declaration covers only one item of goods, the Member States need not require this box to be 
completed, the figure  1 havmg been entered in  box 5. 
33.  Commodity code: Enter the code number corresponding to the item in question. In the final subdinsion on 
the right the Member States may provide for  use  of a specific  nomenclatu~e for exCise  purposes. 
34.  Code,  country of origin:  This  box  is  optional  for  the  Member  States.  Enter  in  box 34a,  the  code 
corresponding to the country given  m box  16, in  accordance with Communiry codes laid down for this 
purpose. When the word 'various' is given in box 16, enter the code corresponding to the country of origin 
of the item in question. (Box  34b must not be used). 
35.  Gross mass: This box is optional fo.r  the Member States. Enter the gross mass of the goods described in  the 
corresponding box 31, exprc~sed in kilograms. The gross mass is the aggregated mass of the goods with all 
their packing, excluding containers and other transport equipment. 
37.  Procedure:  Enter the procedure for  which the goods are declared at destination in  accordance with the 
Communiry codes laid down for this purpose. 
38.  Net mass  kg:  Enter  the  net  mass  of the  goods  described  in  the  corresponding  box  31, expressed  in 
kilograms. The net mass is  the mass of the goods themselves without any packaging. 
40.  Summary declaration/previous document:  This box is optional for the Member States (references of any 
summary declaration used in the Member State of destination or of the documents relating to any previous 
administrative procedure). 
41.  Supplementary units: For use as necessary in accordance with the goods nomenclature. Enter the quantity 
of the item in  question, expressed in  the unit laid down in  the goods nomenclature. 
44.  Additional information, documents produced, certz/icates and authorizatiOns: Emer the details required by 
any specific regulations applicable in  the Member State of destination together with the references of the 
documents produced in  support of the declaration including the serial numbers of any control copies TS. 
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46.  Statistical  value:  Enter  the  amount,  expressed  in  the  currency  stipulated  by  the  Member  State  of 
destination, of the statistical value in  accordance with the Community provisions in  force. 
47.  Calculation  of taxes:  The  Member State  may  require  the  rype  of tax  and  tax  base,  the  rate of tax 
applicable and the payment method selected to be shown, as well  as, for information purposes only, the 
amount of each type of tax payable and the total tax for the item in question, as calculated by the person 
concerned.  The  following  should  be  shown,  where  appropriate,  on  each  line,  using  the  relevant 
· Community codes laid down for this purpose. 
the type of tax (VAT, excise duties, ...  )  , 
the tax base, 
the rate of tax applicable, 
the amount of the tax thus calculated, 
the method of payment chosen (MP). 
48.  Deferred payment: This box is optional for the Member States (reference to the authorization in question, 
whether this  applies  to  the  fiscal  system  of postponed  accounrmg  or to  the  tax credit i.e.  deferment 
system). 
49.  Identification of warehouse: This box is  optional for  the Member States. 
54.  Place and date, signature and name of the declarant or his representative: Subject to specific provisions to 
be adopted with regard to the use of computerized systems, the original of the handwritten signature of the 
person concerned must be given on the copy which is to remain at the office of destination followed by the 
full  name of that person. When the person concerned i-;  a legal person, the signatory should add his status 
after his signature and name.  · 
TITLE Ill 
Remarks concerning the COMic supplementary forms 
A.  Supplementary forms should only be  used if the declaration covers more than one item (cf.  box 5). They 
must be  presented together with a COM form. 
B.  The remarks set out in Titles I and II  above apply also to the COMic supplementary. forms. 
However: 
The first subdivision of box No  I  must <:ontain  th\.·  symbol COM/c; that first  subdivision 
must he  ldt hlauk  II  rlu·  fo1111  ,.,  uw.l  l111  ( :lllllllltllllly  ll.lll'.tl  I''"P'''·t··· o11ly  111  wlrnc,  111 
the  event  of  the  Commumty  ttanstt  proLcdurc  not  bc111g  u~cd,  the  form  IS  used  to 
supplement a declaration  used  to  prove the Community status of the goods. In addition, 
in the case of the use of the Community transit procedure, the symbol T2 BIS should be 
entered  in  the  third  subdivision  of  this  box ;' 
box 2/8 is  for optional use by the Member States and should show onlv the name and identification 
number, if any, of the person concerned;  · 
the 'summary' part of box 47 concerns the final  summary of all  the items covered by the COM and 
COMic forms used. It should therefore be used only on the last of the COMic documents attached to a 
COM document in  order to show the total per type of tax and the grand total (G.T.) of the charges 
payable. 
C.  If supplementary COMic forms are used, the boxes 'description of goods' ,.,hich have not been used must 
be crossed throuch to prevent any subsequent use. Edition  N°  1  of  31.12.1986  jpageiX-F-85  J 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  2793/86 
laying  down  the  codes  to  be  used  in  the  forms  Laid  down  in  Council  Regulation  CEEC~ 
No  678/85,  1900/85  and  222/77 
COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC) No 2793/86 
of 22 July 1986 
laying  down  the  codes  to  be  used  in  the  forms  laid  down  in  Council  Regulations  (EEC) 
No 678/85, (EEC) No 1900/85 and (EEC) No 222/77 
- O.J.  No  L 263  of  15  September  1986,  p.  74  -
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THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
Commission, 
Whereas  the  conclusion  of  a  Convention  with  Austria, 
Finland, Iceland, Norway, Sweden and Switzerland with a 
view to introducing, in trade between the Community and 
those  countries,  as  well  as  between  those  countries 
themselves, a single administrative document repbcing the 
present  declarations,  must  enable  the  formalities  to  be 
completed in such trade to be eased and simplified; whereas it 
is  therefore appropriate to conclude such a Convention; 
Whereas  this  Convention  falls  within  the  framework  of 
follow-up  action  to  the  Joint  Declaration  made  in 
Luxembourg on 9 April1984 by the Ministers of  the Member 
States  of  the  Community,  the  European  Free  Trade 
Association  (EFT  A)  and the Commission expres-;ing  their 
political will to extend cooperation between the Community 
and these countries, 'with the  aim of creating a  dynamic 
European economic space of benefit to their countries', 
HAS DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The  Convention  between  the  European  b:onomic 
Community  and the Republic of Austria, the Republic of 
Finland, the Republic of Iceland, the Kingdom of Norway, 
the Kingdom of Sweden and the Swiss Confederation on the 
simplification  of formalities  in  trade  in  goods  is  hereby 
approved on behalf of the Community. 
The text of the Convention is attached to this Decision. 
Article 2 
The Community shall be represented in the Joint Committee 
provided  for  in  Article  10  of  the  Convention  by  the 
Commission,  assisted  by  representatives  of the  Member 
States. 
Article 3 
The President of the Council shall deposit the acts provided 
for in  Article 17 of the Convention (1 ). 
Done at Luxembourg, 28 April 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
P.  DE  KEERS.\1AEKER 
( 1)  The date of entry into force of the Convention will be published 
in  the  Official Journal of the  European  Communities by  the 
General Secretariat of the Council. -------------· ------------
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CONVENTION 
on the simplification of formalities in  trade in goods 
THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, 
(hereinafter caJied the Community), 
AND THE REPUBLIC OF AUSTRIA, THE REPUBLIC OF FINLAND, THE REPUBLIC OF ICELAND, THE 
KINGDOM OF NORWAY, THE KINGDOM OF SWEDEN AND THE SWISS  CONFEDERATIO~ 
(hereinafter called the EFTA countries) 
CONSIDERING the Free Trade Agreements between the Community and c.tch ofthe EFTA countries; 
CONSIDERING the Joint  Declaration calling  for  the creation of a  European  economic  ~pace, adopted  b~ 
Ministers of the EFTA countries and the Member States of the Community and the Commission of theE urope.m 
Communities in Luxembourg on 9 April1984, especially with regard to simplification of border formalities and 
rules of origin; 
CONSIDERING that, in the framework of  action to strengthen the internal market, the Communit) h.ts decided to 
introduce a single admini•.trative document for  U!>e  in  such trade from  1 Januaq  1988; 
CONSIDERING it appropriate to simplify also formalities in  trade in  goods between the Communit}  and the 
EFT  A  countries  as  well  as  between  the  EFT  A  countries  themselves,  in  parttcular  by  introducing  a  single 
administrative document; 
CONSIDERING that no provision of this Convention may be interpreted as exempting the Contracting Parties 
from their obligations under other international agreements, 
HAVE DECIDED TO CONCLUDE THE FOLLOWING CONVENTION: 
General provisions 
Article 1 
This Convention lays down measure!. to simplii~ formalities 
in trade in  goods between the Community anJ the  EFT  A 
countries, as well as between the EFT  A countrie' themselves, 
in particular by introducing a single administrative document 
(hereinafter referred to as the single document) w be used for 
any procedure at export and  import  and  for  a  common 
transit  procedure  applicable  to  trade  between  the 
Contracting  Parties  (hereinafter  referred  to  as  transit), 
regardless of the kind and origin of the goods. 
Article 2 
Where  goods  are  the  subject  of  trade  between  the 
Contracting  Parties,  the  formalities  connected  with  such 
trade shall be completed using a single document based on a 
declaration form, the specimens of which are to he found in 
Annex  I  to  this  Convention.  The  ~inglc docurnmt shall, 
depending on the circumstances, serve as  a dl·daration or 
document of export, transit or import. 
Article 3 
Administrative documents may be required by a ( :ontracting 
Party in addition to the single document only where: 
expressly required for the implementation of a legislation 
in force in a Contracting Party for which the use of the 
single document would not suffice; 
required under the terms of international agreements to 
which  tt is  .t  party; 
required  from  operators to enable them  to qualify,  at 
their request, for an advantage or a speofic facility. 
Article 4 
1.  Nothing  in  this  Convention  shall  preclude  the 
Contracting Parties  from  applying  simplified  procedures, 
whether or not based on the use of computers. with a view to 
greater simplification for operators. 
2.  Simplified  procedures may,  in  particular, consist  in 
allowing operators not to have to pre~ent to a customs office 
either the goods m question or the declaratiOn  relating to 
them,  or  in  allowing  them  to  draw  up  an  incomplete 
declaration.  In  such  cases,  a  declaration,  which,  if  the 
competent  authorities  agree,  may  be  a  general  periodic 
declaration,  must  be  submitted  subsequently  within  the 
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In the cases referred to in paragraph 1, operators may be 
authorized to use commercial documents in the place of the 
single document. 
Where the single document is  used, the person'> concerned 
may, on authorization by the competent authorities, attach 
to it commercial schedules describing the goods in  lieu  of 
continuation sheets of  the single document for the purpose of 
completing  formalities  for"'\my  procedure  at  export  and 
import. 
3.  Nothing  in  this  Convention  shall  preclude  the 
Contracting Parties from: 
dispensing with the single document with regard to postal 
traffic (by letter or parcel post); 
dispensing  with  the  requirement  of  written 
declarations; 
concluding  between  themselves  agreements  or 
arrangements with  a  view  to greater simplification of 
formalities in all or part of the trade between them; 
allowing the use of loading lists for the completion of 
transit formalities in the case of consignments composed 
of  several kinds of  goods, in lieu of continuation sheets of 
the single document; 
allowing declarations to be made, where appropriate on 
plain paper, by means of public or private computers on 
conditions fixed by the competent authorities; 
enabling the competent authorities to require that data 
necessary for completing the formalities in  question be 
entered  in  their  computerized  declaration-processing 
systems without, where appropriate, requiring a written 
declaration; 
enabling  the  competent  authorities,  ~hould  a 
computerized declaration-processing system he used, to 
provide that the export, transit or import dedaration be 
constituted either by the single document produced by 
that system or by entry of the data in the computer if such 
a document is not produced; 
applying any facility adopted by way of a deusion of the 
Joint Committee, as referred to in Article ll (3). 
Formalities 
Article 5 
1.  Provisions on the completion, by  means of the single 
document, of the formalities needed for the export, transit 
and import of the goods are laid down in  Annex II  to this 
Convention. 
2.  The common codes to be used in the forms L1id down in 
Annex I are to be found in Annex Ill  to this Convention. 
Article 6 
1.  The  declaration  must  be  completed  in  one  of the 
official  languages  of  the  Contracting  Parties  which  is 
acceptable to the competent authorities of the country in 
which the exporr or transit formalities are completed. Where 
necessary,  the  customs  authority  of  the  country  of 
destination or of  transit may require from the declarant or his 
representative  in  that  country  a  translation  of  the  said 
declaration into the official language or one of the official 
languages of that country. 
2.  By  way  of  derogation  from  paragraph  1,  the 
declaration shall be completed in one of  the official languages 
of the country of import in all cases where the declaration in 
that country is made on copies of the declaration from other 
than  those  presented  to  the  customs  authorities  of  the 
country of export or departure. 
Artzcle 7 
1.  The declarant or his representative may, for each stage 
of  an  operation  involving  trade  in  goods  between 
Contracting  Parties,  use  the  copies  of  the  declaration 
necessary for completion of the formalities relating to that 
stage alone, to which may be attached, where appropriate, 
the copies necessary for completion of the formalities relating 
to one or other of the subsequent stages of that operation. 
2.  The benefit of the provisions of paragraph 1 shall not 
be subject to compliance with any special condition imposed 
by the competent authorities. 
However,  without  prejudice  to  specific  provtstons 
concerning groupage traffic, the competent authorities may 
lay  down  that  formalities  relating  to  export  and  transit 
operations should be completed on the same form by means 
of copies corresponding to these formalities. 
Arttcle 8 
In the cases referred to in Article 7, the competent authorities 
shall,  to  the  extent  possible,  satisfy  themselves  that  the 
particulars given in the copies of the declaration drawn up in 
the course of the various stages of the operation in question 
all agree. 
Administrative assistance 
Article 9 
1.  In  order to ensure the smooth functioning of trade 
between  the  Contracting  Parties  and  to  facilitate  the 
detection of any irregularity or infringement, the customs 
authorities of the countries concerned shall, upon request or, 
where they consider that this would  be in  the interest of 
another Contracting Party, on their own initiative, provide ~  --------- ---------~----------
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each  other  with  all  available  information  (including 
administrative reports and findings) of  intereM for the proper 
implemtntation of this Convention. 
2.  Assistance may be withheld or  denied, totally or partly, 
when  the  requested  country considers  that the  assistance 
would  be  prejudicial  to its  security,  public  policy  (ordre 
public)  or other essential  interests,  or would  violate  an 
industrial, commercial or professional secret. 
3.  If  assistance is withheld or denied, the decision and the 
reasons therefor must be notified to the requesting country 
without delay. 
4.  If  the  customs  authority  of  a  country  requests 
assistance which it would not be able to give if requested, it 
shall draw attention to that fact in the request. Compliance 
with such a request shall be at the discretion of the customs 
authority to whom the request is made. 
5.  Information obtained in accordance with paragraph 1 
shall be used solely for the purposes of this Convention and 
shall be accorded the same protection by a receiving country 
as is afforded to information of  like nature under the national 
law of that country. Such information may be ust·d for other 
purposes  only  with  the  written  consent  of the  customs 
authority  which  furnished  them  and  subject  to  any 
restrictions laid down by that authority. 
The Joint Committee 
Article 10 
1.  A Joint Committee is hereby established in which each 
Contractin~ Party to this Convention shall be represented. 
2.  The Joint Committee shall act by  mutw1l  agreement. 
3.  The Joint Committee shall meet whenever necessary 
but at least once a year. Any Contracting Party m.1y  request 
that a meeting be held. 
4.  The Joint Committee  shall  adopt  its  own  rules  of 
procedure  which  shall  contain,  inter alia,  provisions  for 
convening meetings and for the designation of the Chairman 
and his term of office. 
5.  The  Joint  Committee  may  decide  to  ~;et  up  any 
Sub-Committee  or  Working  Pany  that  can  assist  it  in 
carrying out its duties. 
Article 11 
1.  It shall ~  th-e responsibility of the Joint C'ommittee to 
administer- this  Convention  and  ensure  its  proper 
impiementation. For this purpose, the said Committee shall 
be kept regular;ly informed, by the Contracting Parties, of the 
experiences gained from application of the Convt'ntion, shall 
make te(Ommendations, and, in the cases provided for in 
paraiflph 3, sh.aJI take:ilecisions. 
2.  In  particular, the Joint Committee !>hall  recommend: 
(a)  amendments to this Convention; 
(b)  any other measure required for its application. 
3.  The  Joint  Committee  shall  adopt,  by  decision, 
amendments to the Annexes to this Convention and facilities 
referred to in the last indent of Article 4 (  3). Such decisions 
shall put into effect by the Contracting Parties in accordance 
with their own legislation. 
4.  If  a  Contracting Party's  representative  in  the Joint 
Committee has accepted a decision subject to the fulfilment 
of constitutional requirements, the decision shall enter into 
force, if no date is contained therein, on the first day of the 
second month following notification that the reservation has 
been lifted. 
General and final  provisions 
Article 12 
Each Contracting Party shall take appropnate measures to 
ensure that the provisions of this Convention are effectively 
and harmoniously applied taking into account the need to 
reduce as far as possible the formalities imposed on trade and 
the need  to achieve mutually satisfactory solutions of any 
difficulties  arising  out  of  the  operation  of  those 
provisions: 
Article 13 
The Contracting Parties shall keep each other informed of  the 
provisions which rhey adopt for the implementation of this 
Convention. 
Article 14 
The Annexes to this Convention shall form an integral part 
thereof. 
Article 15 
1.  This Convention shall apply, on the one hand, to the 
territories in  which  the  Treaty establishing  the  European 
Economic Community is  applied and under the conditions 
laid down in  that Treaty and, on the other hand, to  the -
territories of the EFTA countries. 
2.  This Convention shall also apply to the Principality of 
Lichtenstein for as long as that Principality remains bound to 
the Swiss Confederation by a customs union treaty. 
Article 16 
Any Contracting Party may withdraw from this Convention 
provided  it  gives  twelve  months' notice  in  writing  to  the 
depositary referred  to in Article  17 which  shall  notify all 
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Article 17 
1.  This Convention shall enter into force on 1 January 
1988,  provided  that,  before  1  November  1987,  the 
Contracting  Parties  have  deposited  their  instruments  of 
acceptance with the General Secretariat of the Council of the 
European Communities, which shall act as depositary. 
2.  If  this  Convention  does  not  enter  into  force  on 
1 January 1988, it shall do so on the first day of the second 
month  following  the  deposit  of  the  last  instrument  of 
acceptance. 
3.  The depositary shall notify the Contracting Parties of 
the date of  the deposit of  the instrument of  acceptan(e of each 
Contracting Party and of  the date of  the entry into force of  the 
Convention. 
Article 18 
This Convention, drawn up in a single original of the Danish, 
Dutch, English, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Icelandic, 
Italian,  Norwegian,  Portuguese,  Spanish  and  Swedish 
languages,  all  texts  being  equally  authentic,  shall  be 
deposited in  the archives of the General Secretariat of the 
Council of the European Communities, which shall transmit 
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ANNEX I 
SPECIMENS REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 2 OF THE CONVENTION ( 
1
) 
This Annex contains at: 
-appendix 1:  the  specimen  single  document  form  referred  to  in  paragraph  1 (a)  of  Arncle  1  of 
Annex II, 
- appendix 2:  the  specimen  single  document  form  referred  to  in  paragraph  1 (b)  of  Article  1  of 
Annex II, 
- appendix 3:  the specimen continu.nion sheet form  rt·ferred to in  p.uagr.tph 2 I a) of !\rude  I  of Annex  II, 
and 
- appendix 4:  the  o;pecimt:n  continuation  sheer  form  referred  to  m  p.1ragr.1ph  2 (b)  of  :\rncle  1  of 
Annex 11. 
(1)  In  all the forms in this Annex, e1ther thl' word\ 'Communit~ tram1t' or the words 'common transit' m.n  be  u<>ed. Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  IX-F-95 
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Appmdix 1 
SPECIMEN SINGLE  DOCUMENT FORM REFERRED TO IN  PARAGRAPH  1 (a)  OF ARTICLE  1 OF 
ANNEX II (1) 
(Please  refer to annexes  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  679/85,  p.  IX-F-9  to  IX-F-63) 
(1)  In the space below boxes  15  and  17  111  copy No 5, a tr.rnslation uf the words 'RETURN TO' into Finnish, 
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Appendix 2 
SPECIMEN SINGLE  DOCUMENT FORM REFERRED TO IN PARAGRAPH  1 (b)  OF ARTICLE  1 OF 
ANNEX II (1) 
(Please  refer to annexes  of  Regulation  CEEC)  No  679/85,  p.  IX-F-9  to  IX-F-63) 
( 
1
)  In the space below boxe~ 15 .md J 7 in (op~ 4 I 5, a tran~l.uwn of  rhe words 'RETURN TO' mro Finnish, Icelandic, Norweg1an 
and Swedish mav be entered. Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  IX-F-99 
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Appendix 3 
SPECIMEN CONTINUATION SHEET FORM REFERRED TO IN PARAGRAPH 2 (a) OF ARTICLE 1 OF 
ANNEX II 
(Please  refer to annexes  of  Regulation  CEEC)  No  679/85,  p.  IX-F-9  to  IX-F-63) --- -------
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Appendix 4 
SPECIMEN CONTINUATION SHEET FORM REFERRED TO IN PARAGRAPH 2 (b) OF ARTICLE 1 OF 
ANNEX II 
(Please  refer to annexes  of  Regulation  (EEC>  No  679/dS,  p.  IX-F-9  to  IX-F-63) Edition  N  •  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  IX-F-103 
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ANNEX 11 
PRINT, COMPLETION AND USE OF THE SINGLE DOCUMENT 
Print of the single document 
Article 1 
1.  Without prejudice to the possibility of split use provided for in 
Appendix  3  to this Annex,  forms  for  the single  document shall 
consist of eight copies: 
(a)  either as a set of  eight consecutive sheets, in accordance with the 
specimen contained in Appendix 1 to Annex I; 
(b)  or, particularly in the event of issue by means of  a computerized 
system  for  processing  declarations,  of  two  ~ds  of  four 
consecutive sheets, in accordance, with the specimen contained 
in Appendix 2 to Annex I. 
2.  The single document may, if necessary, be supplemented by 
continuation sheets: 
(a)  either as a set of  eight consecutive sheets, in accord.mce with the 
specimen contained in Appendix 3 to Annex I; 
(b)  or of two sets of four consecutive sheets, in accordance with the 
specimen contained in Appendix 4 to Annex I. 
3.  By way of derogation from paragraph 2, Contracting Parties 
shall have the option of  not authorizing the use of  continuation sheet 
forms in the event of use of a computerized system for processing 
declarations which issues such declarations. 
4.  Users shall be free to have forms printed, containing only those 
copies of the specimen in Annex I which they  need for completing 
their declarations. 
5.  In the top left-hand corner of the form the Contracting Parties 
may print an indication identifying the Contracting  Part~ concerned. 
Where such documents are presented in another Contr  .tcting Party 
this  indication  shall  not  prevent  the  declaration  from  being 
accepted. 
Article 2 
1.  Forms  shall  be  printed on  self-copying  paper  dressed  for 
writing purposes and weighing at lea:.t 40 grams per ~quare metre. 
The paper must be sufficiently op:lque for the information on one 
side not to affect the legibility of the information on the other side 
and its 'itrl'ngth should he sut:h that m norm.1l IN' it  dot''> not <·a-;ily 
tear or crease. The paper ~hall be white fur all topic\. llowt'Vcr, on 
the copies used for transit ( 1, 4, 5 .md 7), hoxc~ No~ I (c-..ccpt the 
middle sub-division), 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, R,  t 5, 17, 18, 19,2 I, 2.'i, 27,31, 
32,33 (first sub-division on the left), 35, 38, 40, 44, 50, 5 I, 52, 53, 
55 and 56 shall have a green background. The forms sh.tll he printed 
in green ink. 
2.  The  indication  of  the  copies  on  which  the  particulars 
contained in the forms must appear by a self-copying proce~o; i.s given 
in Appendix l. An indication of the copies on which the particulars 
contained in the continuation sheets must appear by a -.elf-copying 
process is given in Appendix 2. 
3.  The format of the forms shall be 210 x 297 millimetrcs with a 
maximum tolerance of 5 millimetres less and 8 millimetres more with 
regard to their length. 
4.  Contracting Parties may require that th~ forms mu~t  .~t~o show 
the name and address of  the printer or a mark enabling the printer to 
be identified. 
Completion of the si~gJe document 
Article 3 
1.  The  forms  shall  be  completed  in  accord.mce  with  the 
explanatory note in Appendix 3. 
2.  When  formalities  are  completed  using  public  or  private 
computer  systems,  the  competent  authorities  shall  authorize 
persons, who so request, to replace the handwritten signature with a 
comparable technical device, which may, where applicable, be based 
on the use of  codes, and which has the same legal consequences as a 
handwritten  signature.  This facility  shall  be granted only  if the 
technic.tl and administrative conditions laid down b~ the competent 
authorities are met. 
3.  When  formalities  are  completed  using  public  or  private 
computers which  also  print out the declarations,  the competent 
authorities may provide for direct authentication by those systems of 
the declarations thus produced, in place of the manual or mechanical 
application of the customs office stamp and the stgnature of the 
competent official. 
Use of the single document 
Article 4 
The provisions for the use of the single document are laid down in 
Appendix 3. 
Article 5 
1.  When a single document set is used successively for completion 
of  export, transit and/  or import formalities, each person intervening 
in the operation shall be liable only with respect to the particulars 
relating to the procedure which he requested as declarant, principal 
or representative of the declarant or principal. 
2.  For the purposes of applying paragraph 1, \\hen the person 
concerned uses a single document issued in  an earlier phase of the 
trade operation in question, he shall be required, prior to lodging his 
declaration, to verify the accuracy of the existing particulars for the 
boxes for which he is re  .. ponsible and their applicabiltty to the goods 
in quc.,tton and tot  he prctl'cdurc n·que'it(•d, .• ., wdl.l'.to .. upplemcnt 
them where neccs  ...  ~ry. 
3.  In the cases referred to in paragraph 2, the person concerned 
must immediately inform the customs  ~ervice of any discrepancy 
established  between  the  goods  in  question  anJ  the  existing 
particulars. 
Article 6 
1.  For the export of goods from  the territory of a Contracting 
Party .the copies 1, 2 und 3 conforming to the specimen contained in 
Appendix 1 to Annex I or  the copies 1  I 6, 217 and 3 I X  conforming to 
the  specimen  contained  in  Appendix  2  to  Annex  I  shall  be 
required. 
2.  For transit the copies 1, 4, 5 and 7 conforming to the specimen 
contamed in Appendix 1 to Annex I or the copies 1/6, 217 and 4 I 5 
(twice) conforming to the specimen contained in  Appendix 2  to 
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3.  For the import of goods into the territory of .1  Contracting 
Party the copies 6, 7 and 8 conforming to the specimen contained in 
Appendix 1 to Annex I or the copies 1/6,  217 and 3/8 conforming to 
the  specimen  contained  in  Appendix  2  to  Annex  I  shall  be 
required. 
Lodging of the declaration 
Article 7 
1.  The declarations must be accompanied, within the limits laid 
down in Article 3 of the Convention, by the documents necessary for 
entry of the goods in  question under the procedure applied for. 
2.  The lodging with a customs office of a declaration signed by 
the declarant or his  representative shall  indicate  th.1t  the person 
concerned  is  declaring  the  good~ in  question  for  the  procedure 
applied for  and, without prejudice to the possible application of 
penal  provisions,  shall  be  equivalenr  to  the  engagement  of 
responsibility,  under  the  provisions  in  force  in  the  Contracting 
Parties, in  respect of: 
the accuracy of the information given in  the declaration, 
the authenticity of the documents attached, and 
the observance of all the obligations inherent in the entry of the 
goods in  question under the procedure concerned. 
Article 8 
In  cases  where  supplementary  copies  of the  single  document  or 
declaration are required, the persons concerned may use additional 
sheets  or  photocopies  of that  document  or declaration  for  this 
purpose, as  necessary.  They shall  be  accepted  b~  the  competent 
authorities as  if they were original documents provided that their 
quality  and  legibility  are  considered  satisbctory  by  the 
authorities. ~---------- ·-. 
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Appendtx 1 
Indication of the copies of the forms given in Appendices 1 and 3 of Annex I on which the particulars contained 
therein must appear by a self-copying process 
(counting copy 1 ) 
Box No  Copies  II 
Box  No  Copies 
I.  BOXES FOR COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS 
--------
lto8  29  lto3 
except middle sub-d1vision  30  1 to 3 
1 to 3  31  1 to 8 
2  1 to 5 (1)  32  1 to 8 
3  1 to 8  33  first sub-division 
4  1 to 8  on the left 
5  1 to 8  1 to 8 
6  1 to 8  remainder 
7  1 to 3  1 to 3 
8  1 to 5 (1)  34a  1 to 3 
9  lto3  34b  1 to 3 
10  1 to 3  35  1 to 8 
11  1 to 3  36 
12  37  1 to 3 
13  1 to 3  38  1 to 8 
14  1to4  39  1 to 3 
15  1 to 8  40  1 to 5 (1) 
15a  1 to 3  41  1 to 3 
15b  lto3  42 
16  1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and 8  43 
17  lto8  44  1 to 5 (1) 
17a  1 to 3  45 
17b  lto3  46  1 to 3 
18  J to 5 (1)  47  1to3 
19  1 to 5 (1)  48  1 to 3 
20  1 to 3  49  1to3 
21  1 to 5 (1)  50  1 to 8 
22  1to3  51  1 to 8 
23  lto3  52  lto8 
24  1 to 3  53  1 to 8 
25  1 to5(1)  54  1 to 4 
26  I to 3  55 
27  I  to 5 (1)  S6 
28  1 to 3 
II.  ADMINISTRATIVE BOXES 
A  1 to 4 (2 )  F 
B  1 to 3  G 
c  1 to 8 (2 )  H 
D  lto4  I 
E  J 
( 
1
)  In  no case may oper.uors be obliged to .:omplete these  boxes for transit purposes on cop1es  5 and  7. 
(1}  The country of export can choose whether rhese particulars appear on the copies spec1fied. ----------------------.- --- -----·----------------
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Appendix 2 
Indication of the copies of the forms given in Appendices 2 and 4 of Annex I on which the particulars contained 
therein must appear by a self-copying process 
Box No 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
15a 
15b 
16 
17 
17a 
17b 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
A 
B 
c 
DIJ 
E/j 
(counting copy  1) 
Copies  II  Box  No 
I.  BOXES FOR COMMERCIAL OPERATIONS 
1 to 4 
except middle sub-division 
1 to 3 
1 to 4 
1 to 4 
lto4 
lto4 
1 to 4 
1 to 3 
1 to 4 
1 to 3 
1 to 3 
1 to  3 
1 to 3 
lto3 
1 to 4 
lto4 
1 to 3 
1 to 3 
1 to 3 
1to4 
lto3 
1 to 3 
lto4 
1 to 4 
1 to 3 
lto4 
1 to 3 
1to3 
lto3 
1to4 
1to3 
lto4 
1 to 3 
29 
30 
31 
32 
.H 
34a 
34b 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
H.  ADMINISTRATIVE BOXES 
1 to 4 (1)  F 
1 to 3  G 
1 to 4  H 
1 to 4 
Copies 
1 to  3 
1 to 3 
1 to 4 
1 to 4 
first 'iUb-division 
on the left 
lto4 
remainder 
1 to 3 
1 to 3 
1 to 3 
1 to 4 
1 to  3 
1to3 
1 to 4 
1 to 3 
1to4 
1 to 3 
1 to  3 
1 to 3 
1to4 
1 to  3 
lto3 
1to3 
1 to 3 
1 to 3 
1to4 
1 to 4 
1 to 4 
1 to 4 
1 to 4 
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Appendix 3 
EXPLANATORY NOTE ON THE USE OF SINGLE DOCUMENT FORMS 
TITLE I 
A.  General description 
There are various possible ways of using the forms and these may be 
grouped under two headings: 
full  use of the system, or 
split use. 
1.  Full use 
This  refers  to cases  in  which,  at the  time  when  the  export 
formalities are carried out, the person concerned  uses  a form 
containing  the  copies  needed  for  the  formalitic<;  relating  to 
export and to transit as well as those to be carried out in the 
country of destination. 
The form used for this purpose contains eight copies: 
copy  1 which  is  to be retained  by  the authorities of the 
country of export (export and transit formalities), 
copy 2 which is  to be used for statistics by  the country of 
export, 
copy 3 which is returned to the exporter after being stamped 
by  the customs authorities, 
copy 4 which is to be kept in a transit operation by the office 
of destination, 
copy 5 which is  the return copy for  the transit. 
copy 6  which  is  to  be  retained  by  the  authorities of the 
country of destination (for import formalities). 
copy 7 which is  to be used for statistics by the country of 
destination (for transit and import formalities), 
copy B  which is returned to the consignee after being stamped 
by the customs authorities. 
(Copies 2 and 7 may be used for other administrative purposes 
according to the requirements of the Contracting Parries). 
The form is thus composed of a set of eight copies, of which the 
first three have to do with the formalities to be carried out in the 
wuntry of export and the following five concern the formalities 
ot be carried out in the country of destination. 
Each set of eight copies is  designed in  such a way  that where 
boxes  must  contain  identical  information  in  the  countries 
involved  it  may  be  entered  directly  by  the  exporter  or the 
principal on copy 1 and will then appear, by means of a chemical 
treatment of the paper, on all the copies. Where, however, for 
any reason (for example, protection of trade secrets, content of 
information different as between the country of  export and that 
of destination) information is  not to be  forwarded  from  one 
country to another, the desensitization of the self-copying paper 
restricts reproduction to the copies intended for the country of 
export. 
If  the same box is to be used but with a different content in  the 
country of  destination, carbon paper will then h,we to be used to 
reproduce these additional particulars on coptes 6 to B. 
However,  particularly  in  cases  where  me  is  made  of 
computerized processing of  declarations, it is possible to use not 
the set of  8 copies referred to above but two sets of four copies, in 
which each copy may have a dual function: 1/6,217, 318,41 5; 
the first set would then correspond, as regards the particulars to 
be given therein, to copies 1 to 4 above, and the <;econd to copies 
5 to 8. In  this case, in each four-copy set, the numbers of the 
copies being used must be shown by deleting the numbers, in the 
margin of the form, referring to the copies nor being used. 
Each set of four  copies  thus defined  is  designed  so  that the 
information which has to be reproduced on the various copies 
will  be  reproduced by  means of a  chemical  treatment of the 
paper. 
2.  Split use 
This refers to case!> where the person concerned does not wish to 
use a complete set as outlined in paragraph 1 above. He may then· 
use  for  each  of the  stages  (export,  transit or  import)  of an 
operation involving trade in goods between Contracting Parties 
the copies of the declaration needed to carry out the formalities 
relating to this stage alone. He may, in addition, attach to these 
copies, in so far as he wishes to, the copies needed to carry out 
the formalities relating to one another of the following stages of 
the operation. 
Various different combinations are therefore po~sible in cases of 
split use, the numbers of the copies listed being the same as tho~e 
already mentioned in  paragraph 1 above. 
By  way of example, the following combinatiom are possible: 
export alone: copies 1, 2 and 3, 
export +  transit: copies 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7, 
export  +  import: copies 1, 2, 3, 6, 7 and X, 
transit alone: copies 1, 4, 5 and 7, 
transit  + import: copies 1, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, 
import alone: copies 6, 7 and 8. 
In addition, there are situations in which it is essential to provide 
proof at destination of the Community status of the goods in 
question although use has not been made of transtt. In such cases 
it  will  be necessary to use the copy provided for  this purpose 
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other of the sets described .1bove. When under< ~unmwmty  rule., 
the document proving the Comnnuut  y '>t:Jtu'> "' the good~ lllll\1 
be produced in three copies, addition.! I l:opie.., nr photocopie~ of 
copy No 4 must be produced. 
B.  Particulars required 
The forms concerned contain all the details which may be required 
by the Contracting Parties. It is compulsory for certain boxes to be 
filled in, whereas others have to be filled in only if requested by the 
country in which the formalities are completed. In  this respect the 
section of  this notice dealing with the use of the vanous boxes should 
be closely followed. 
In  any  case,  without  p·rejudice  to  the  applicatton  of simplified 
procedures, the respective maximum lists of the boxes which may be 
completed  at  each  stage  of  a  trading  operatwn  between  the 
Contracting Parties, including those required only m the event of the 
application of specific legislation, are .l'i follows: 
export formalities: boxes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, X, 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 
1.5,15a,15b,l6,17,17a,l8,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27, 
28,29,30,31,32,33,34a,34b,35,37,38,39,40,41,44,46, 
47, 48, 49, 54, 
transit formalities: boxes 1 (except second sub-Jivi'iion), 2, 3, 4, 
5, 6, 8, 15, 17, 18, 19,21, 25, 27,31, 32,33 (first 'iub-division), 
35, 38, 40, 44, 50, 51, 52, 53, 55, 56 (boxes  with  a  green 
background), 
import formalities: boxes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,11, 12, 13, 
14,15,15a,16,17,17a,l7b,l8,19,20,21,22,2J,24,25,26, 
27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34a,35,36,37,38,J9,40,41,42, 
43,44,45,46,47,48,49, 54, 
proof of Community character of the  goods  IT  2L):  boxes  1 
(except second sub-division), 2, 3, 4, 5, 14, 31, 32, 33, 35, 38, 
40, 44, 54. 
C.  Instructions for use of the form 
In  all cases  where the kind of set  used contains at  least one copy 
which may be used in  a country other than the one 111  which it was 
first completed, the forms must be completed by typewriter or by a 
mechanographical or similar process.  For ease  ot completion  by 
typewriter the form should be inserted in the machine in such a way 
that the first letter of  the particulars to be entered in box 2 is placed in 
the position box in the top left-hand corner. 
Where all the copies of the set uc,ed are intended for  u~e in the same 
country and provided that this option ic, provided for hy that country 
they may also be filled in legibly by hand, in ink and in block capita b. 
The same applies with regard to the particulars to be given on the 
copies used for the purposes of the application of tramtt. 
The form must contain no erasures or overwriting. Any  alterations 
must be made by crossing out the incorrect particuLm  •.  md, where 
appropriate, adding those required.  Any  alteratiom made in  this 
way must be initialled by the person making them  and expressly 
authenticated by the competent authorities. The latter may, where 
necessary, require a new declaration to be lodged. 
In  addition,  the  forms  may  be  completed  using  an  automatic 
reproducti~n process instead of any of the procedures mentioned 
,1bovc.  They  may also be  produced and completed by  thi.,  means 
prov1ded that the provisions as regards the speumens, the paper, the 
size, the language used, the legibility, the proh1 hJtion of erasures abd 
alterations and JS regards  amendment~ are stnctly observed. 
Only numbered boxes are, where necessary,  t<~ be complett'd. Tbe 
other boxes, indicated by a capital letter, are re-,erved exclusively for 
internal use  by the administration. 
The copies  which  are  to remain  at the  office  of export and/or 
departure must bear the original signature of tht: persons concernetl. 
The signature of  the principal, or where applicable, of  his authorized 
representative, commits him to all of the particulars relating to the 
transit operation  as  these  result from  the  implementation of the 
relevant provisions including those described in  section B above. 
The copies which are to remain at the office of dt:c,tmation must bear 
the  original  signature  of  the  person  concerned.  It  should  6e 
remembered  that  under  the  export  and  import  formalities,  the 
signature of the person concerned is equivalent to a commitment, in 
accordance with the legislation in force in the Contracting Parties, 
to: 
the accuraq of the inform.won given in the dedaration relating 
to the formalities for  which he 1s  responsible, 
the authenticity of the documents attached, and 
the observance of all the obligations inherent in  the entry of  th~ 
goods in  question under the procedure concerned. 
As regards transit and import formalities it shouiJ be noted that it i~ 
in the interests of each person mtervening in the operation to check 
the contents of his declaration. In particular, an~ discrepancy found 
by the person concerned between the goods wh11.:h  he must declare 
and the particulars already shown, if applicable. in the forms being 
used must immediately be  notified by  that per,un to the customs 
authority. In such cases the declaration must then be made on fresh 
forms. 
Subject to Title Ill, where a box is not to be uc,ed,  it should be left 
blank. 
TITLE  II 
PARTICULARS  TO  BE  ENTERED  IN  THE  DIFFERENT 
BOXES 
I.  Formalities in the country of export 
Box 1:  Declaration 
In  the first  sub-d1vision  enter the code laid down in  Annex III, as 
applicable. 
As far as the type of declaration (second sub-divi'>ion) is concerned 
this item is  optional for the Contracting Parties. 
In addition, where transit is used, the appropriate symbol should be 
shown in the right-hand (third) sub-division of this box. 
Box 2:  Exporter 
Enter  the  full  name  and  address  of  the  per'ion  or  company 
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notice may be completed hy  the Contracnng Parties  (~<kntification 
number  allocated  ro  the  person  concerned  by  the  ollnpt•tt·m 
authorities for fiscal, statistical or other purposes). 
In the case of groupage loads, the Contracting Parties fila} provide 
that the word 'various' be entered in  this box and that the list of 
consignors be attached to the declaration. 
For  transit  purposes  this  box  is  optional  for  the  Contracting 
Parties. 
Box 3: Forms 
Enter the serial number of  the set among the total numher of sets of 
forms and continuation sheets used (for example, if then· is one form 
and two continuation sheets, indicate on the form  1  I 3, on the first 
continuation  sheet  2/3  and  on  the  second  continuation  sheet 
3/3). 
When  the declaration  covers  only  one item  (i.e.  when  only  one 
'description  of the goods' box has to  be completed) Jo not enter 
anything in  box 3 but enter the figure  1 in  box 5. 
When two sets of four copies are used in:-.tc.Id  of one .,et  of eight 
copies, the two sets are to be treated as  one. 
Box 4:  Number of  loading lists 
Enter in figures the number of any loading  !J.,t~ ,machcJ or of any 
descriptive commercial lists authori7ed by the competent .wrhority. 
This  box  •~  optional  for  the  Contracting  P·1rties  for  export 
formalities. 
Box 5:  Items 
Enter the roral number of items declared by the pt·rson concerned in 
the total number of forms and continuation sheet'- (or lo.1dmg lists or 
commercial lists) used. The number of items mu~t  correspond to the 
number of 'description of the goods' boxes to be completed. 
Box 6:  Total packages 
This box is  optional  for  the  Contracting Partie'-.  Entcr the  total 
number of packages making up the consignment in  quc-;tion. 
Box 7:  Reference number 
Optional item for users, to contain any reference number allocated 
by the person concerned ro the consignment 10 question. 
Box 8:  Consignee 
Enter the full  name and address of the person(s) or comp.my(ies) to 
whom the goods are to be delivered. 
This box is  optional for  the Contra..:ting Parties as  far  a~ export 
formalities  are  concerned  but  obligatory  for  transit.  The 
identification number need not be shown at this stage. 
Box 9:  Person  responstble for fmancial settlement 
Th1!>  box is optional for the Contracting Parties (the per~on who is 
responsible for either the transfer or repatriation of  the funds relating 
to the transaction). 
Box 10: Country of  fzrst destination 
This box is optional for the Contracnng Parties for u~c: in .H.:wrdance 
with their requirements. 
Box 11: Trading country 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties for use in accordance 
with their requirements. 
Box 13:  CAP 
• 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties (information relating 
to the application of an agricultural policy). 
Box 14:  Declarant or representaftve of the exporter 
Enter the full name and address of  the person or company concerned 
in accordance with the provisions in force. If the declarant and the 
exporter are the same person, enter the word 'exporter'. As far as the 
identification number is concerned, the notice can be completed by 
the  Contracting  Partie!.  (identification  number  allocated  to  the 
person concerned by  the competent authorities for  t.~cal. statistical 
or other purposes). 
Box 15:  Country of export 
This box  1s  option.d  for  rtle  Contracting Parties as  far  as  export 
formalities are concerned but obligatory when tramtt is  applied. 
Enter  the  name  of  the  country  from  which  the  goods  are 
exported. 
In  box  15 a enter the code for the countr; concerned. 
Box  I Sb is for optional u!>e  by the Contracting Partie, (reg1on from 
which the goods are exported). 
Boxes 15a und 15b must not be used for transit purpmes. 
Box 16:  Country oj origm 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties. If the declaration 
cover'> a number of items of  different origin, enter the word 'various' 
in  this box. 
Box 17:  Country of destmation 
Enter the name of the counrry concerned. In box 17a enter the code 
for the country concerned. Box 17b need not be completed at this 
stage. 
Boxes 17  a and 17b must not be used for transit purposes. .. ---· - --------- -------------------
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Box  18:  lndentity  and  nattonality  o( means  of transport  at 
drparture 
This box is  optional for the Contracting  Partie~ as  far  as  export 
formalities are concerned but obligatory in the ca!>e of use of transit. 
Enter the identify, e.g. registration number(s) or n.tmc of the means 
of transport (lorry,  ship,  railway  wagon, aircraft)  on which  the 
goods are directly loaded on presentation at the customs office where 
the  export or transit formalities  are  completed, followed  by  the 
nationality  of  the  means  of  transport  (or  that  of  the  vehicle 
propelling  the  others if there are  several  means of transport)  in 
accordance with the codes laid down for this purpose. For example, 
in  the case  of use  of a  tractor and  trailor with  different  licence 
numbers, enter the licence number of the tractor and that of the 
trailer, together with the nationality of the tractor. 
In  the case of postal consignments or carriage b}  fixed  rransport 
installarions, nothing should be entered in this box in respect of the 
registration number or nationality. 
In rhe case of carriage by rail, the item on nationality should nor be 
completed. 
In  other cases, declararion  of the  nationality  is  optional  for  the 
Contracting Parties. 
Box 19:  Container (Ctr) 
Enter in  accordance with  the  codes laid  down in  Annex  III  the 
necessary particulars with regard to the presumed siruarion at the 
border of the country of  export, as known at rhe time of completion 
of the export or transit formaliries. 
For  transit  purposes  rhis  box  is  optional  for  the  Contracring 
Parties. 
Box 20: Delivery terms 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties (indication of  certain 
terms of the commercial contract). 
Box 21: Identity and nationality of the actrve means of transport 
crossing the border 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties with regard to the 
identity. 
This box is  obligatory as  regard~ the nationality. 
However, in the case of postal consignments or carnage by rail or 
fixed transport installation, nothing should be entered in respect of 
the registration number or nationality. 
Enter the type (lorry, ship, railway wagon, aircraft), tollowed by the 
identity, e.g. registration number or name of the active  means of 
transport  (i.e.  the  propelling  means  of  transport)  which  it  is 
presumed will be used at the frontier crossing point on exit from the 
country of export, followed by its nationality, as known at the time 
of completion of the  expon or transit formalities,  by  using  the 
appropriate code. 
In the case of combined transport or if there are several means of 
transport, the active means of transport is the one which propels the 
whole combination. For example, if lorry on 'ea-going ves<>el,  the 
active mt:am.of tran<;port is th<.· shtp, 1f tractor .111d tr.uler, the active 
lllt.'.lll., ot tram-port  is  the tractor. 
Box 22: lnvotce currency and total amount im·oiced 
This box is optional for the Contracting Partie~ (enter the code fpr 
the currency in  which the invoice was drawn up, followed  by the 
invoiced price for the total amount of the goods declared). 
Box 23: Exchange rate 
This box is  optional for the Contracting Partie-, (exchange rate in 
force between the invoice currency and the currency of the countcy 
concerned). 
Box 24: Nature of the transaction 
This box is optional for the Contractmg Partie~ (indicating certain 
terms of the commercial contract). 
Box 25:  Mode oj transport at the border 
Enter, according to the codes laid down in Annex III, the mode Q[ 
transport corresponding to the active means of transport which it is 
presumed will  be used on exit from the territor:· of the country of 
export. 
For  transit  purpo~es, this  box  is  optional  for  the  Contracting 
Parties. 
Box 26:  Mode of transport inland 
This  box  is  optional  for  the  Contracting Parties  (indicating,  in 
accordance with the codes laid down in Annex III, the nature of the 
mode of transport used within the country concerned). 
Box 27: Place of  loading 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties. Enter, if applicable 
in code form, where provided for, the place of lo.1ding of the goods 
on to the active means of transport on which they are to cross the 
border of the country of export, as far as this is known at the time of 
completion of the expon or transit formalities. 
Box 28:  Financial and banking data 
This box is  optional for the Contracting Partie~ ~tran<>fer of funds 
relating to the operation in  question  - inform,aion on financial 
formalities and procedure and on bank references). 
Box 29: Office of  exit 
This box  is  optional  for  the  Contracting Parties  (indicating the 
customs office by which it is intended that the goods should leave the 
territory of the country concerned). 
Box 30: Location of the goods 
This  box  is  optional  for  the  Contracting Parties  (indicating  the 
precise location where the goods may be examined). ----------------
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Box 31: Packages and description of  goods  - Marks and numbers 
-Container No(s)- Number and kind 
Enter the marks, numbers, quantity and kind of pack.tges or, in the 
case of unpackaged goods, enter the number of such goods covered 
by the declaration, or the word 'bulk', as appropriate, together with 
the particulars necessary to identify the goods. The description of the 
goods means the normal trade description expres~ed in sufficiently 
precise terms to allow their identificatiOn  and classification.  This 
box must also show the particulars required by  any  specific rules 
(e. g. excise duties). If containers are used, the identifying marks of 
the container should also be entered in  this box. 
When the person concerned has entered the word 'various' in box 16, 
the Contracting Parties may request that the name of the country of 
origin of the goods in  question be entered in this box, but cannot 
make it obligatory. 
Box 32: Item number 
Enter the number of the item  in  question in  relarion  to  the total 
number of articles declared in the forms used, as defined in the note 
to box 5. 
When the declaration covers only one item of  goods, the Contracting 
Parties need not require this box to be completed, the figure 1 having 
been entered in  box 5. 
Box 33: Commodity code 
Enter the code number corresponding to the item in question. As far 
as  transit is  concerned,  this  box is  optional for  the  Contracting 
Parties. 
Box 34: Code, country of  origin 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties: 
box 34a (code corresponding to the country gtven  in  box 16. 
When  the  word 'various'  is  given  in  box  16, enter the  code 
corre!>ponding  to  the  country  of  origin  of  the  item  in 
question), 
box 34b (region of production of the goods in  que~tion). 
Box 35: Gross mass 
This box is  optional for  the Contracting Parties  a'>  far  as export 
formalities are concerned but obligatory in the case of transit. Enter 
the gross mass of the goods described in the corresponding box 31, 
expressed in kilograms. The gross mass is the aggregated mass of the 
goods  with  all  their  packing,  excluding  containers  and  other 
transport equipment. 
Box 3 7:  Procedure 
Enter, in accordance with the codes laid down for this purpose, the 
procedure for which the goods are declared on export. 
Box 38: Net mass 
Enter the net mass of the goods described in the corresponding box 
31 , expressed in kilograms. The net mass is the ma!>s of the goods 
themselves without any packaging. 
As far as transit is concerned this box is optional for the Contracting 
Parties. 
Box 39: Quota 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties (where necessary for 
the application of quota legislation). 
Box 40:  Summary declaration/previous document 
This  box  is  optional  for  the  Contracting Parties  (references  of 
documents relating to the administrative procedure preceding export 
to another country}. 
Box 41: Supplementary units 
For use as  necessary in  accordance with the goods nomenclature. 
Enter the quantity of the item in question, expre-.sed in the unit laid 
down in the goods nomenclature. 
Box 44:  Additional information, documents produced, certiftcates 
and authorizations 
Enter the details required by any specific regulations applicable in 
the country of export, together with the references of the documents 
produced in support of  the declaration. (This may include serial Nos 
of Control Copies T 5, No of  export licence I perm tt; data concerning 
veterinary and phytosanitary regulations; bill of lading No etc.). In 
the  sub-division  'Additional  information  (A.l1  code',  enter  as 
necessary  the  code  number,  provided  for  this  purpose  for  the 
additional information which may be required for transit purposes. 
This sub-division must not be used until a computerized system for 
discharging transit operations comes into effect. 
Box 46: Statistical value 
Enter  the  amount,  expressed  in  the  currency  ~tipulated  by  the 
Contracting Party of the statistical  value  in  accordance with  the 
provisions in  force. 
Box 47: Calculatton of taxes 
The Contracting Parries  may  require the followmg  to  be  shown, 
where appropriate, on each line, using the relevant codes laid down 
for this purpose: 
the type of tax (export duties), 
the tax base, 
the rare of tax applicable, 
the amount of the tax thus calculated, 
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Box 48: Deferred payment 
This box is  optional for the Contracting Parties (reference to the 
authorization in question). 
Box 49:  Identification of  warehouse 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties. 
Box 50:  Principal and authorized representative,  plaa, date and 
signature 
Enter  the  full  name  (person  or  company)  and  adJress  of  the 
principal, together with the identification number, tf any, allocated 
by  the competent authorities. If appropri,tte, enter the full  name 
(person  or company) of the authorized  represent.tttve  signing  on 
behalf of the principal. 
Subject to specific provisions to be adopted with reg<trd to the use of 
computerized systems, the original of the handwritten signature of 
the person concerned must be given on the copy which is to remain at 
the office of  departure. When the person concerned is a legal person, 
the  signatory  should  add  after  his  signature  his  full  name  and 
status. 
Box 51: Intended offices of transit (and countries1 
Enter the intended office of entry into each country. the territory of 
which it is intended to cross in the course of transport or, when the 
transport is  to cross territory other than  rhat of the  Contracting 
Parties, the office of exit by which the means of tramport leaves the 
territory of the Contracting Parties. The transit offJCes are listed in 
the list of customs offices competent for transit oper.uions. After the 
name  of  the  office,  enter  the  code  relating  to  the  country 
concerned. 
Box 52: Guarantee 
Enter any appropriate information relating to the type of guarantee 
used for the operation concerned. 
Box 53: Office of  destination (and country) 
Enter the name of the office where the goods are to be presented in 
order to complete the transit operation. The office'> of destination 
are  listed  in  the  'list  of customs  offices  competent  for  transit 
operations'. 
After the name of the office, enter the code relating to the country 
concerned. 
Box 54: Place and date, signature and name of  the decL1rant or his 
representative 
Subject to specific provisions to be adopted with reg<1rd to the use of 
computerized systems, the original of the h<mdwritten  ~ignature of 
the person concerned must be given on the copy which is to remain at 
the office of departure followed  by  the  full  name of that per!>on. 
When the person concerned is a legal person, the signatory should 
add his  status after his  signature and name, if so required by  the 
Contracting Parties. 
II.  Formalities en route 
Between the time when the goods leave the office of export and/or 
departure, and the time when they arrive at the office of destination, 
it is possible that certain details may need to be added on the copies of 
the  single  document  which  accompany  the goods.  These  details 
concern the transport operation and must be added to the document 
by the carrier responsible for the means of tramport on which the 
goods are directly loaded, as and when the transport operations rake 
place. These particulars may be added legibly b)  hand; in this case, 
the form should be completed in  ink and in  block capitals. 
These details concern the following boxes only :copies 4 and 5 ): 
Transhipment: use box 55 
Box  55 (transhipments): 
ftrst three lines of this box to be completed by  the carrier when in 
the course of the operation in question the goods are transhipped 
from one means of transport to another or from one container to 
another. 
It should be noted that when goods are tramhipped the carrier 
must approach the competent authorities, in  particular when it 
proves  necessary  to  affix  new  seals,  in  order  to  have  the 
document relating to transit certified. 
When the customs service has authorized transhipment without 
supervision,  the  carrier  must  himself  annotate  the  transit 
document accordingly and, for certification purposes, inform the 
next customs office at which the goods must be produced. 
Other incidents:  use  box 56 
Box 56 (other incidents during carriage): 
Box to be completed in accordance with existmg obligations for 
transit. 
In  addition, when the goods were loaded on a semi-trailer and 
only the tractor vehicle is changed during the journey (without 
the goods being handled or transhipped) enter in  this box the 
registration number and the nationality of the new tractor. In 
such  cases,  certification  by  the  competent  authorities  is  not 
necessary. 
III.  Formalities in the country of destination 
Box 1:  Declaration 
Enter the codes laid down in Annex III  as applicable. 
As far as the type of decl.aration (second subdivis10n) is concerned, 
this item is optional for the Contracting Parties. 
The right-hand  (third) subdivision  must nor. be  used  for  import 
formalities. 
Box 2:  Exporter 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties. Enter the full name 
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Box 3:  Forms 
Enter the serial number of the set among the total number of sets of 
forms  and continuation sheets used  (for example, if there are one 
form and two continuation sheets, indicate on the form 1/3, on the 
first continuation sheet 2/3 and on the second continuation sheet 
3/3). 
When  the declaration covers  only one ttem  (i.  c.  when  only  one 
'description of the goods' box has  to be completed) do  not enter 
anything in box 3 but enter the figure  1 in  box 5. 
Box 4:  Number of loading lists 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties. 
Enter in figures  the number of any loading lists  attached,  or of 
descriptive  commercial  lists  where  these  are  authorized  by  the 
competent authority. 
Box 5:  Items 
Enter the total number of items declared by the per,on concerned in 
the total number of  forms and continuation sheets (or loading lists or 
commercial lists) used. The number of items must correspond to the 
number of 'description of the goods' boxes to be completed. 
Box 6:  Total packages 
This  box  is  optional  for the  Contracting Parties.  Enter the total 
number of packages making up the cons•gnment in  question. 
Box 7:  Reference number 
Optional item for users, to contain the rekrencc number .dlocated by 
the person concerned to the comignment in  question. 
Box 8:  Consignee 
Enter  the  full  name  and  address  of  the  person  or  company 
concerned.  In  the case of groupage load!>,  the Contractmg Parties 
may provide that the word 'various' be entered in tht> box, and the 
list  of  consignees  attached  to  the  declaration.  As  tar  as  the 
identification number is concerned, the notice can be completed by 
the  Contracting  Parties  (identification  number  allocated  to  the 
person concerned by the competent authorities for  fi~cal, statistical 
or other purposes). 
Box 9:  Person responsible for finuncial settlement 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties (the person who is 
responsible for either the transfer or repatriation of  the funds relating 
to the transaction). 
Box 10: Country of  last consignment 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties for use m accordance 
with their requirements. 
Box 11:  Trading country/country of productwn 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties for use in accordance 
with their requirements. 
Box 12:  Value details 
This box is optional for·the Contracting Parties (detail'> necessary for 
determining the dutiable, statistical or taxable value). 
Box 13: CAP 
This box is· optional for the Contracting Parties (information relating 
to the application of an agricultural policy). 
Box 14: Declarant or representative of the conszgnee 
Enter the full name and address of the person or company concerned 
in accordance with the provisions in force. If  the declarant and the 
consignee are the same person, enter the word 'consignee'. 
As far as the identification number is concerned, the notice can be 
completed  by  the  Contracting  Parties  (identification  number 
allocated to the person concerned by the competent authorities for 
fiscal, statistical or other purposes). 
Box 15: Country of  export 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties. Enter the name of 
the country from which the goods were exported. In box lSa enter 
the code for the country concerned. 
Box  15b must not be used. 
Box 16: Country of origin 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties. If the declaration 
cover., a number of items of  different origin, enter the word 'various' 
in  this box. 
Box 17: Country of  destination 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties. Enter the name of 
the country concerned. 
In  Box  17a enter the code for the country concerned. 
In  Box  17b enter the region of destination of the goods. 
Box 18: Identity and nationality of  means of  transport on arrival 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties. Enter the identity, 
e. g. registration number(s) or name of  the means of rransport (lorry, 
ship,  railway wagon, aircraft) on which  the goods were directly 
loaded  on  presentation  at the  customs  office  where  the  import 
formalities are completed, followed by the national tty of the means 
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several means of transport) according to the codes la1J down for this 
purpose. For example, in the case of use of a tractor .tnd trailer with 
different licence numbers, enter the licence number ot  the tractor and 
that of the trailer, together with the nationality of the tractor. 
In  the case of postal consignments or carriage by  fixed  transport 
installation nothing should be entered in  this box  111  re~pect of the 
registration number or nationality. 
In the case of carriage by rail nothing should be entered in respect of 
the nationality. 
Box 19:  Container (Ctr) 
Enter the necessary particulars in  accordance with  the codes laid 
down in Annex III. 
Box 20: Delivery terms 
This box is optional for the Contracting  Partie~ (indiution of certain 
terms of the commercial contract). 
Box 21: Identity and nationality of the active means of transport 
crossing the border 
This  box  is  optional  for  the  Contracting  Parties  \\ irh  regard  to 
identity. This box is obligatory as regards the nationality. 
However, in the case of postal consignments or carri.1ge  by rail or 
fixed transport installation nothing should be entered in  respect of 
the registration number or nationality. 
Enter the type (for example, lorry, ship, railway w.1gon,  aircraft), 
followed  by the identity, e.g. registration number or name of the 
active means of transport (i.e.  the propelling meam of transport) 
used  at the  frontier crossing point on  entry  into  the  country of 
destination, followed  by its  nationality, by  using  the appropriate 
code. 
In the case of combined transport or if there are Se\ era I means of 
transport, the active means of transport is the one whteh propels the 
whole combination. For example, if lorry on sea-gomg vessel, the 
active means of transport is the ship, if tractor and trader, the active 
means of transport is  the tractor. 
Box 22: Invoice currency and total amount inuoiced 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties (enter tht: code for 
the currency in which the invoice was drawn up, followed  by  the 
invoiced price for the total amount of the goods decl.1red). 
Box 23: Exchange rate 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties (exchange rare in 
force between the invoice currency and the currency Pt the country 
concerned). 
Box 24: Nature of the transaction 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties (indicating certain 
terms of the commercial contract). 
Box 25: Mode of transport at the border 
Enter, in accordance with the codes laid down in Annex III, the mode 
of  transport corresponding to the active means of transport on which 
the goods entered the country of destination. 
Box 26:  Mode of transport inland 
This  box  is  optional  for  the  Contracting  Parues  (indication,  in 
accordance with the codes laid down in Annex Ill, of the mode of 
transport used within the country concerned). 
Box 2 7:  Place of unloading 
This hox is optional for the Contracting Parties. Enter, Jf applicable 
in  code form, where provided for, the place where the goods are 
unloaded from the active means of transport on which they crossed 
the border of the country of destination. 
Box 28: Fmanczal and banking data 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties (transfer of funds 
relating to the operation in  question  - information on financial 
formalities and procedure and- on bank reference~\. 
Box 2 9:  Office of  entry 
This  box is  optional  for  the Contracting  Partie~ (indicating  the 
customs  office  by  which  the  goods  entered  the  territory  of the 
country concerned). 
Box 30: Location of  the goods 
This  box is  optional  for  the Contracting  Partie~ (indicating  the 
precise location where the goods may be  examined). 
Box 31: Packages and description of  goods  - Marks and numbers 
- Container No(s)  - Number and kind 
Enter the marks, numbers, quantity and kind of pa..:kages or, in the 
case of unpackaged good~, enter the number of such goods covered 
by the declaration, or the word 'bulk', as appropriate, together with 
the particulars necessary to identify the goods. The description of  the 
goods means the normal trade description expressed in sufficiently 
precise terms to enable immediate and unambiguous identification 
and classification. This box must also show the particulars required 
by any specific rules (such as VAT or excise duties). If containers are 
used, the identifying marks of  the container should also be entered in 
this box. 
When the person concerned has entered the word 'various' in box 16, 
(country  of  origin),  the  Contracting  Parties  m.1y  require  the 
indication here of the name of the country of origin of the goods in 
question. 
Box 32: Item number 
Enter the number of the item in  question in  relanon to the total 
number of articles declared in the forms used, as defmed in the note 
to box 5. ---------- ·----··------
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When the declaration covers only one item of good.,, the Contracting 
Parties need not require this box to be completed, the figure 1 having 
been entered in box 5. 
Box 33: Commodity code 
Enter the code number corresponding to the item in  que~tion. In the 
second  and  following  sub-divisions  the  Contrawng Parties  may 
provide for use of a nomenclature for specific  purpose~. 
Box 34: Code, country of  origin 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties. Enter in box 34a the 
code corresponding to the country given in box 16. When the word 
'various' is  given in  box 16, enter the code  corre~ponding to the 
country of origin of the item in  question.  (Box  34b must not be 
used.) 
Box 35: Gross mass 
This box is optional for the Contracting  Partie~. Enter the gross mdss 
of the goods described in  the corresponding hox  3 I, e\pressed in 
kilograms. The gross mass is the aggregated mass of the goods with 
all  their  packing,  excluding  containers  and  other  transport 
equipment. 
Box 36: Preference 
This box is  optional for the Contracting Parties (reference to any 
preferential rate of duty which should be applied). 
Box 3 7:  Procedure 
Enter the procedure for which the goods are dedared :tt destination 
in  accordance with the codes laid down for thts purpose. 
Box 38: Net mass 
Enter the net mass of the goods described in the corr{·~p<mding box 
31, expre~sed in  kilograms. The net mass is  the  mas~ of the goods 
themselves without any packaging. 
Box 39: Quota 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties (where necessary for 
the application of quota legislation). 
Box 40: Summary declaration/preuious document 
This box is  optional for the Contracting Parties (reference of any 
summary declaration used  in  the country of destination or of the 
documents relating to any previous administrative procedure). 
Box 41:  Supplementary umts 
For use  as  necessary in  accordance with the goods nomenclature. 
Enter the quantity of the item in que~tion, expressed in  the unit laid 
down in  the goods nomenclature. 
Box 42: Item price 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties (enter the portion of 
the price shown in box 22 relating to the price of this item). 
Box 43:  Valuation method 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties (details necessary for 
determining the dutiable, statistical or taxable \'aJue). 
Box 44: Additional in/ormation, documents produced, certificates 
and authorizations 
Enter the details required by any specific reguJanons applicable in 
the  country  of destination  together  with  the  references  of the 
documents  produced  in  support  of the  dedar.nion.  (This  may 
include  Serial  Nos  of  Control  Copies  T5;  No  of  import 
licence/permit;  data  concerning  veterinary  and  phytosanitary 
regulations;  bill  of  Jading  No).  The  sub-diVIsion  'Additional 
information (A.  1.) code' must not be used. 
Box 45:  Adjustment 
This box is optional for the Contracting Parties (  detdils necessary for 
determining the dutiable, statistical or taxable value). 
Box 46: Statistical value 
Enter  the  amount,  expressed  in  the  currency  snpulated  by  the 
country of destination, of  the statistical value in accordance with the 
provisions in force. 
Box 47:  Calculation of  taxes 
The Contracting Parties may require the  foJiowmg  to be  shown, 
where appropriate, on each line, using the relevant ..:odes laid down 
for this  purpos~: 
the type of tax (import duties), 
the tax base, 
the rate of tax applicable, 
the amount of the tax thus calculated, 
the method of payment chosen (MP). 
Box 48:  Deferred payment 
This box is  optional for the Contracting Parties (reference to the 
authorization in  question). 
Box 49: Identification of warehouse 
This box is  optional for the Contracting Parties. 
Box 50: Place and date,  signature and name of  the J,,c/arant or his 
representative 
Subject to specific provisions to be adopted with regard to the use of 
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the person concerned must be given on the copy which is to remain at 
the office of destination followed by the full  name of that person. 
When the person concerned is a legal person, the signatory should, if 
so  required  by  the  Contracting Parties,  add  his  status  after  his 
signature and name. 
TITLE Ill 
Remarks concerning the continuation sheets 
A.  Continuation  sheets  should  only  be  used  if the  declaration 
covers more than one item (see box 5). They must be presented 
together with a form. 
B.  The remarks set out in Titles I and II  above  appl~ also to the 
continuation sheets. 
However: 
Box 2/8 is for optional use by the Contractmg Parties and 
should show only the name and identification number, if 
any, of the person concerned, 
the 'summary' part of box 47 concerns the final summary of 
all the items covered by the forms used. It should therefore be 
used only on the last of the continuation sheets attached to a 
single document form in order to show the total per type of 
tax and the grand total (GT) of the charges payable. 
C.  If  continuation sheets are used, the boxes 'description of goods' 
which have not been used must be crossed  throu~h to prevent 
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ANNEX III 
CODES TO BE  USED IN THE SINGLE DOCUMENT 
Box 1:  Declaration 
First sub-division: 
The symbol EU must be used  for: 
declaration for export to another Contracting Party, 
- declaration for import from another Contracting Party. 
Third sub-division: 
This sub-division must be completed only when the form  is  to be used  for transit purposes. 
Box 19: Container 
The codes applicable are given below: 
0: goods not transported in containers, 
1: goods transported in  containers. 
Box 25: Mode of transport at the bordt'r 
The list of codes applicable is  given below: 
Code for modes of transport, post and other consignments 
A.  1-figure code (obligatory). 
B.  2-figure code (2nd digit optwnal for the Contracting Parties) 
A 
2 
3 
4 
5 
7 
8 
9 
B  Denomination 
10  Sea  tr  .msport 
12  Rathvay wagon on sea-going vessel 
16  Pmvered road vehicle on sea-going vessel 
17 
18 
20 
23 
30 
40 
50 
70 
80 
90 
Trailer or semi-trailer on sea-going vessel 
Inland waterway vessel on sea-going vessel 
Rail  tramport 
Ro.td  vehicle on rail-wagon 
Road transport 
Air tr  .msport 
Mail 
Fixed  transport installations 
Inland waterway transport 
Own propulsion 
Box 26: Inland mode of transport 
The codes adopted for box 25 are applicable. 
Box 33: Commodity code 
First sub-division 
In the Community mdicate the eight digtts of the Integrated Nomenclature. In the EFTA countries indicate in the 
left-hand  side  of this  sub-division  the  six  digits  of the  Harmonized  Commodity  Description  and  Coding 
System. 
Other sub-divisions 
To be completed in accordance with an}  other specific codes of the Contracting Parties (this should be indicated 
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THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  100 a 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the  Commi~sion ( 
1 
), 
In cooperation with the European Parliament (
2
), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic .md  Social 
Committee (  1) 
Whereas those crossing the Community's internal frontiers 
are subject. to transit formalities both on leaving the Member 
State of exit and on entering the Member State in  whose 
territory the journey is to continue; whereas these formalities 
and  controls  are  often  of the  same  kind  and  repetitive; 
whereas this situation results in loss of time and considerable 
expense arising from  immobilization; 
Whereas, at the European Council meeting in Milan on 28 
and 29 June 1985, the Commission presented a White Paper 
on completing the Internal Market of the Community which 
set  the  end  of  1992  as  the  deadline  for  ach1eving  this 
objective;  whereas  the  European  Council  endorsed  this 
aim; 
Whereas the said White Paper, echoing an idea  set out in 
the  conclusions  of  the  European  Council  meeting  in 
Fontainebleau on 25 and 26 June 1984, provided inter alia 
that,  as  an  intermediate  step,  additional  simplification 
measures should be introduced at ~he Community's internal 
frontiers through the introduction of common border posts 
so as to end the duplication of controls on both sides of the 
said  frontiers;  whereas  for  this  purpose  only  one 
administrative control should be retained; whereas it seems 
that a single check at the office of  entry into the Member State 
( 1)  OJ No C 282, 9.  11.  1986, p.  13. 
(2)  OJ  No  C  156,  15.  6.  1987,  p.  25  and  OJ  No  C  326, 
19. 12. 1988. 
( 1)  OJ No C 150, 9. 6.  1987, p.  15. 
concerned  is  the most  appropriate solution;  whereas this 
approach has already been adopted under the Community 
transit and TIR transit systems and it is therefore desirable to 
extend  it  to the  AT  A  earner,  the  Community  movement 
earner and the NATO form 302 procedures; 
Whereas it is important to ensure uniform implementation of 
the provisions of this Regulation; whereas it is necessary for 
this purpose for provision to be made for a committee. 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
1.  This Regulation lays down the formalities and controls 
required  for  goods  that  cross  internal  frontiers  of  the 
Community accompanied by an AT  A earner, a Community 
movement  earner  or the  form  302  laid  down  under  the 
Convention between the Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty 
on the Status of their Forces, signed in London on 19 June 
1951. 
2.  For the purposes of this Regulation: 
'internal frontier' means a common land frontier between 
two Member States. 
'office of exit' means the customs office  by  which  the 
goods leave the territory of the Member Stare, referred to 
as the 'Member State of exit', 
'office of entry' means the customs office  by  which the 
goods enter the territory of the Member Stare, referred to 
as the 'Member State of entry'. 
Article 2 
1.  Where the goods referred to in  Article 1 ( 1) cross an 
internal frontier, they need to be presented, for purposes of 
the formalities and controls to be carried out a r the office of 
exit under the AT  A earner, the Communitv movement earner 
or the form 302 procedure, only at the office of entry unless ·-------------------------------------
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the  office  of  exit  is  at  the  same  time  the  office  of 
departure. 
2.  Prohibitions  and  restncnons  on  importation, 
exportation and transit issued by  the Member States shall 
apply to the extent that they are compatible with the three 
Treaties establishing the European Communities. 
3.  In addition to the formalities  incumbent upon  it  as 
such, the office of entry shall complete the formalities and 
controls that are incumbent upon the office of exit and shall 
immediately inform the latter thereof. 
Article 3 
1.  Findings  made  pursuant  to  this  Regulation  by  the 
authorities at the office of entry in a Member State shall, in 
the Member State which the goods have just left, have the 
same evidential force as findings made by the authorities of 
that Member State. 
2.  The competent authorities of  the Member States shall, 
if  necessary,  communicate  to  one  another  all  findings, 
documents, reports, records of proceedings and information 
relating to the goods referred to in Article 1 (  1). 
Article 4 
Irregularities  discovered  in  the  circumstances  specified  in 
Article 3 (1) shall be deemed to have been discovered in the 
Member State which the goods have just left. 
However, where the irregularity observed is only in breach of 
the laws, regulations and administrative provisions in  force 
in the Member State of  entry or where an excess is observed in 
the Member State of entry, the findings shall be deemed to 
have been made in  that Member State. 
Without prejudice to criminal proceedings, customs duties 
and other taxes shall be charged in accordance with the laws, 
regulations  and administrative  provisions of the  Member 
States  in  which  the  findings  are  deemed  to  have  been 
made. 
Article 5 
The provisions of this Regulation shall be without prejudice 
to agreements concluded or to be concluded between two or 
more Member States relating to the reduction or abolition of 
formalities at frontiers between them. 
Article 6 
Notwithstanding the provisions of Title IV  of Regulation 
(EEC) No 3/84 (1 ), as  last amended by  Regulation (EEC) 
No  1227/88 (2).  the  committee  on  the  movement  of 
goods  provided  for  in  Article  55  of  Regulation  (EEC) 
No 222/87 (  3),  as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC) 
No 1674/87 ('4), may examine any question concerning the 
application of this Regulation raised by the chairman of the 
committee either on his own initiative or at the request of the 
representative of a Member State. 
Article 7 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  third ·day 
following  its  publication  in  the  Official Journal  of the 
European Communities. 
It shall apply with effect from  1 July 1989. 
This  Regulation  shall  he  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  m  all  Mcmhcr 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 21  December 1988. 
For the Council 
The  Prt>~zdnzt 
V.  PAPANDRHHJ 
( 1)  OJ NoLl, 4.  I. II.JS4,  p.  1. 
( 2 )  OJ No L 118. 6. 5.  198H, p.  1. 
( 1)  OJ No L 38, 9.  2.  1977. p.  1. 
{
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N.B.  THE  COMPENDIUM  ONLY  CONTAINS  THE  BODY  OF  THE  CONVENTION,  --.-
ANNEX  1  AND  THE  EXPLANATORY  NOTES  (from  Annex  6) 
f{ntry  huo  forn·  uf  the  Cuttotttll  C~onvendon bn cht  inttrnetional trutport of 
goods under cover of TIR  eal'ftets mR Convention). 
O.J.  N•  L31  of 02.02.1983,  p.  13  . 
By  Regulation  (EEC)  No 2112/78 (')  the Council authorized its  President to deposit on 
behalf  of  the  European  Economic  Community  the  instrument  of  ratification  of  the 
Customs Convention on the international transport of goods under cover of TIR carnets 
(TIR  Convention) of  14  November 1975  at  Geneva. Since all  the formalities  have now 
been completed, the Convention will  enter into force  as  regards the Community on 20 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 2112/78 
of 25 july 1978 
concerning  the conclusion  of the  Customs  Convention on the international transport of 
goods under cover of TIR camets (TIR Convention) of 14 November 1975 at ~ 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard  to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having regard  to the recommendation from  the Com-
mission, 
Whereas the conclusion of the Customs Convention on 
the international transport of goods under cover of TIR 
earners  (TIR  Convention)  of  14  November  1975  at 
Geneva  introduces  new  provisions  into the  system  of 
international  transport  of  goods  by  road  vehicles; 
whereas  the nature of the provisions is  such as  to con-
tribute to the harmonious development of international 
trade in accordance with the objectives of the European 
Economic Community; 
Whereas  it  is  therefore  appropriate  that  the  TIR 
Convention  should  be  approved  on  behalf  of  the 
Community, 
HAS ADOPTED TillS REGULATION: 
Artide  1 
The Customs Convention on the international transport 
of goods under cover of TIR earners (TIR Convention) 
of 14 November 197  5 at Geneva is hereby approved on 
behalf of the European Economic Community. 
The text of the Convention and the Annexes thereto is 
annexed to this Regulation. 
Article  2 
The  President  of the  Council  is  hereby  authorized to 
deposit the instrument of ratification on _bdlalf of· the 
Community  in  accordance  with  Article Sl (1)  (b)  of 
the Convention (1). 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done at Brussels, 25 July 1978. 
For the Council 
The Presidertt 
K. von DOHNANYI Edition  No  lpage  X-A-4  I 
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N.B.  - When  goods,  circulating  in  the  scope  of  an  international  procedure  of 
temporary  importation,  temporary  admission  or  under  the  system  of  TIR 
carnets  (TIR  Convention),  transported  all or  part  of  the distance that 
it performed  inside  the  Community  under  the  benefit  of  the  application 
of  a  simplified procedure  of  Community  transit,  applicable  to goods 
transported  by  rail  or  means  of  Large  containers,  the  international 
procedure  for  temporary  importation or  temporary  admission  where  the 
TIR  operation  is suspended  during  the distance to the point  of  which 
the  simplified procedure  of  Community  Transit  is used. 
Entry  into  force  01.07.1981. Edition  N°  fpage X-A-5  l 
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CUSTOMS CONVENTION 
ON THE. INTERNATIONAL  TRANSPORT  OF  GOODS  UNDER  COVER  CfF  11R 
,  CARNETS 
(TIR CONVENTION) 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
DESIRING to facilitate the international carriage of goods by road vehicle, 
CONSIDERING  that the improvement of the conditions of transport <:onstitutes  one of 'the  fact()ft. · 
, essential to the development of cooperation among them,  ·'  ' 
DECLARING  themselves  in  favour  of a  simplification  and a  harmonization  of administrative  for-
malities in the field of international transport, in particular at  .frontiers, 
HAVE AGREED AS FOLLOWS: 
CHAPTER  I 
GENERAL 
(a)  Definitions 
Article  1 
For the purposes of this Convention: 
(a)  the term 'TIR operation' shall mean the transport of 
goods from  a customs office of departure to a cus-
toms  office  of  destination  under  the  procedure, 
called the 'TIR procedure', laid  down in  this  Con-
vention; 
(b)  the  term  'import or export duties  and  taxc~' shall 
mean customs duties and all other duties, taxes, fees 
and  other  charges  which  are  collected  on,  or  in 
connectior  ·,  ;~h, the import or export of goods, but 
not including fees  and charges limited in  amount to 
the approximate cost of services  rendered; 
(c)  the  term  'road  vehicle'  shall  mean  not  only  any 
power-driven  road  vehicle  but  also  any  trailer  or 
'iemi-trailer designed to be coupled thereto; 
(d)  the  tt>rm  'combination  of  vehicles'  shall  mean 
coupled vehicles which travel on the road as  a unit; 
(e)  the term  'container' shall  mean  an  article of trans-
port equipment (lift-van, movahle tank or other simi-
lar structure): 
(i)  fully  or partially enclosed to constitute a com-
parnnent intended for containing goods,  · 
(ii)  of a permanent character and accordingly strong 
enough to be suitable for repeated use, 
(iii) specially  designed  to facilitate  the transport of 
goods by one or more modes of transport with-
out intermediate reloading, 
(iv)designed  for  ready  handling, particularly when 
being transferred from one mode of transport to 
another, 
(v)  designed to be easy to fill  and to empty, and 
(vi) ha'ving an internal volume of one cubic metre or 
more. 
'Demountable  bodies'  are  to  be  treated  as  con-
tainers; 
(f)  the  term  'customs  office  of departure'  shall  mean 
any customs office of a Contracting Party where thl· 
international  transport  of a  load  or  part-load  of 
goods under the TIR procedure begins; 
(g)  the term  'customs office of destination' shall  mean 
any customs office of a Contracting Parry where the 
international  transport  of a  load  or  pan-load  of 
goods under the TIR procedure ends; 
(h)  the  term  'customs office en  route'  shall  mean  any 
customs office of a Contracting Party through which 
a road vehicle, combination of vehicles or container 
is imported or exported in the course of a TIR oper-
ation; Edition  N°  Jpage X-A-6  J 
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(j)  the term 'person' shall mean both natural and legal 
persons; 
(k)  the  term  'heavy  or  bulky  goods'  shall  mean  any 
heavy or bulky object which  because of its weight, 
size  or  nature is  not normally  carried  in  a  dosed 
road vehicle or closed container; 
(I)  the  term  'guaranteeing  association'  shall  mean  an 
association approved by the customs authorities of a 
Contracting Party to act as surety for persons using 
the TIR procedure. 
(b)  Scope 
Article 2 
This  Convention shall apply to the transport of goods 
without intermediate reloading,  in  road vehicles,  com-
binations  of vehicles  or  in  containers,  across  one  or 
more frontiers between a customs office of departure of 
JOe  Contracting  Party  and  a  customs  office  of desti-
nation  of another  or of the  same  Contracting Party, 
provided that some portion of the journey between the 
beginning and the end of the TIR operation is made by 
road. 
Article 3 
For the provisions of this Convention to become appli-
cable: 
(a)  the transport operations must be performed: 
(i)  by  means  of  road  vehicles,  combinations  of 
vehicles  or  containers  previously  approved 
under the conditions set fonh in Chapter lli (a), 
or 
(ii)  by  means  of other road vehicles,  other combi-
nations of vehicles or other containers under the 
conditions set fonh in Chapter III (c); 
(b)  the  transport  operations  must  be  guaranteed  by 
associations  approved in  accordance with  the pro-
visions  of Anicle  6  and  must  be  performed  under 
cover of a  TIR  earner,  which  shall conform to the 
model reproduced in Annex  1 to this Convention. 
(c)  Principl~ 
Article  4 
Goods  carried  under  the  TIR  procedure shall  not be 
subjected to the payment or deposit of impon or export 
duties and taxes at customs offices en route. 
Article  5 
. 1.  Goods  carried  under the 11R  procedure in sealed 
road  vehicles,  combinations  of vehicles- or containers 
shall not as  a general rule be subjected- to examillation 
at Customs offices en route. 
2.  However, . to  prevent  abuses,  custOmS  authorities 
may in exceptional cases, and particularly when ittegu-
larity  is  suspected,  carry  out  an  examination  o£  the 
goods at such offices. 
CHAPTER  II 
ISSUE OF TIR CARNETS 
Liability of guaranteeing associations 
Article  6 
1.  Subject to such conditions and guarantees as it shall 
determine,  each  Contracting  Party  may  authorize 
associations  to  issue  TIR  camets,  either  directly  or 
through  corresponding  associations,  and  to  -act  as 
guarantors. 
2.  An association shall not be approved in any country 
unless its guarantee also covers the liabilities incurred in 
that country in connection with operations under cover 
of TIR carnets issued  by  foreign associations affiliated 
to the same international organization as that to which 
it is itself affiliated. 
Article  7 
TIR carnet forms sent to the guaranteeing associations 
by  the  corresponding foreign  associations or by  inter-
national organizations shall not -be liable to import and 
export duties and taxes and shaD. be free of import and 
expon prohibitions and restrictions. 
Article  8 
1.  The guaranteeing association shall undertake to pay 
the import or export duties and taxes, together with any 
default interest, due under the customs law$  and regu-
lations of the country in which an irregularity has been 
noted  in  connection  with  a TIR operation. It shall  be 
liable, joindy and severally with the persons from whom 
the sums mentioned above are due, for payment of such 
sums. 
2.  In  cases where the laws and regwations of a  Con~ 
tracting Party do not provide for payment of import or Edition  N°  lpage  X-A-7  l 
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export duties and taxes as provided for in paragraph 1 
above,  the guaranteeing association  shall  undertake to 
pay,  under  the  same  conditions,  a  sum  equal  to  the 
amount of the import or export duties  and taxes  and 
any default interest. 
3.  Each  Contracting Party  shall  determine  the  maxi-
mum  sum per TIR earner, which  may be claimed from 
the  guaranteeing  association  on  the  basis  of the  pro-
visions of paragraphs 1 and 2 above. 
4.  The liability of the guaranteeing association to the 
authorities of the country where the customs office  of 
departure is  situated shall  commence at the time when 
the TIR earner is accepted by the customs office. In the 
succeeding  countries  through  which  goods  are  trans-
ported  under  the  TIR  procedure,  this  liability  shall 
commence at the time when the goods are imported or, 
where  the  TIR  operation  has  been  suspended  under 
Article 26 (1)  and (2),  at the time when the TIR earner 
is  accepted  by  the customs office  where the TIR oper-
ation is resumed. 
5.  The  liability  of the  guaranteeing  association  shall 
cover not only  the goods  which are enumerated in  the 
TIR  carnet  but  also  any  goods  which,  though  not 
enumerated therein, may  be contained in the sealed sec-
tion  of the  road  vehicle  or  in  the  sealed  container.  It 
shall not extend to any other goods. 
6.  For the purpose of determining the duties and taxes 
mentioned  in  paragraphs  1 and  2  of this  Article,  the 
particulars of the  goods  as  entered  in  the TIR  earner 
shall,  in  the  absence  of evidence  to  the  contrary,  be 
assumed to be correct. 
7.  When payment of sums mentioned in paragraphs 1 
and 2 of this Article becomes due, the competent auth-
orities shall so far as possible require payment from the 
person or persons directly liable before making a claim 
against the guaranteeing association. 
Article  9 
1.  The guaranteeing association shall fix  the period of 
validity of the TIR earner by  specifyi~g a final  date of 
validity after which the earner may not be presented for 
acceptance at the customs office of departure. 
2.  Provided  that it has  been  accepted  by  the customs 
office  of departure on  or before  the final  date of val-
idity, as provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article, the 
carntt shall  remain  valid  until the temU.nation  of the 
TIR operation at the customs office of ~arion. 
Artide 10 
1.  The TIR carnet may be discharged unconditionally 
or  conditionally;  where  discharge  is  conditional  this 
shall  be  on account of facts  Connected  with  the TIR 
operation itself. These facts shall be clearly indicated in 
the TIR camet.  · 
2.  When  the  customs  authorities  of a  country  have 
discharged  a  TIR  camet unconditionally they  can  no 
longer claim from the guaranteeing association payment 
of the sums mentioned  in  Article 8  (1) and (2)  unless. 
the certificate of discharge was obtained in. an improper 
or fraudulent manner. 
Artide 11 
1.  Where a TIR earner has not been discharged or has 
been  discharged  conditionally,  the  competent  aurh.: 
orities shall not have the right to claim payment of the 
sums  mentioned  in  Article  8  (1)  and  (2)  from  the 
guaranteeing association unless, within a period of one 
year from the date of acceptance of the TIR earner by 
those authorities, they have notified the  association  in 
writing of the  non-discharge or conditional discharge. 
The same provision shall apply where the certificate of 
discharge  was  obtained in  an· improper or fraudulent 
manner, save that the period shall be two years. 
2.  The  claim  for  payment of the sums  referred  to in 
Article 8 (l)and (2)  shall be made to the guaranteeing 
association at the earliest three months after the date on 
which the association was informed that the camet had 
not  been  discharged  or  had  been  discharged  con-
ditionally or that the certificate of discharge had been 
obtained in  an improper or fraudulent  manner and at 
the  latest  not  more  than  two  years  aher  that  date. 
However,  in  cases  which,  during  the  abovementioned 
period of two years,  become the subject of legal  pro-
ceedings,  any claim for  payment shall  be made within 
one year of the date on which the decision of the court 
becomes enforceable. 
3.  The guaranteeing association shall have a period of 
three months, from  the date when a claim for payment 
is  made upon it, in which to pay the amounts claimed. 
The sums paid shall be reimbursed to the association if, 
within the  two yean following the date on which  the 
claim for payment was made, it has been established to 
the  satisfaction of the  customs authorities  that no ir-
regularity was committed in connection with the trans-
port operation in question. Edition  N°  lpage  X-A- 8.  J 
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CHAPTER  III 
TRANSPORT OF GOODS UNDER TIR CARNET 
(a)  Approval of vehicles and containers 
Article  12 
In  order to fall  within the provisions of (a}  and (b)  of 
this  Chapter,  every  road  vehicle  must  as  regards  its 
construction and equipment fulfil the conditions set out 
in  Annex  2  to this  Convention  and  must have  been 
approved  according  to  the  procedure  laid  down  in 
Annex 3 hereto. The certificate of approval shall con-
form to the specimen reproduced in Annex 4. 
Article  13 
1.  To fall  within the provisions of (a)  and (b)  of. this 
Chapter, containers must be constructed in  conformity 
with the conditions laid down in Part I of Annex 7 and 
must  have  been  approved  according to the procedure 
laid down in Part II of that Annex. 
2.  Containers  approved  for  the  transport  of  goods 
under  customs  seal  in  accordance  with  the  Customs 
Convention on containers, 19  56, the agreements arising 
therefrom concluded under the auspices of the United 
Nations, the Customs Convention on containers, 1972, 
or any international instruments that may supersede or 
modify  the  latter Convention,  shall  be  considered  as 
complying  with  the provisions  of paragraph  1  above 
and must be accepted for transport under the TIR pro-
cedure without further approval. 
Article  14 
l.  Each Contracting Party reserves  the right to refuse 
to recognize the validity of the approval of road vehicles 
or containers which do not meet the conditions set forth 
in  Articles  12 and 13 above. Nevertheless, Contracting 
Parties  shall  avoid  delaying  traffic  when  rhe  defects 
found are of minor importance and do not involve any 
risk of smuggling. 
2.  Before  it  is  used  again  for  the transport of goods 
under customs seal, any road vehide or container which 
no  longer  meets  the  conditions  which  justified  its 
approval, shall be either restored to its original state, or 
presented for re-approval. 
(b}  Proc~ure  for transport under cover of a 11R carnet 
;'.',' 
Article  15 
1.  No special customs document shall be  required  in 
respect of the temporary importation of a road vehicle, 
combination of vehicles  or container  carrying goods 
under cover of the TIR procedure. No guarantee shall 
be  required  for  the  road  vehicle  or  combination  of 
vehicles or container. 
2.  The provisions of paragraph 1 of this  Article shall 
not  prevent  a  Contracting  Party  from  requiring .  the . 
fulfilment  at the customs office  of destination  of for· 
malities laid down by its national regulations to ensure 
that, once the TIR operation has  been· completed, the 
road vehicle,  the combination of vehicles or the am-
tainer will be re-exported.  · 
Article  16 
When a road vehicle or combination of vehicles is carry-
ing out a TIR  operation, one rectan~ular plate bearing 
the  inscription  'TIR'  and  conforming  to  the  specifi-
cations  given  in  Annex S  to this Convention shall ·be 
affixed to the front and another to the rear of the ·road 
vehicle or combination of vehicles. These plates shall be 
so placed as to be clearly visible and shall be removable. 
Artide 17 
1.  A single TIR ·carnet shall be made out in respett of 
each road vehicle or container. However, a single TIR 
carnet may be made out in respect of a combination of 
vehicles or for several containers loaded on to a single 
road vehicle or on to a combination of vehides. In that 
case the TIR manifest of the goods covered by the TIR 
carnet shall list separately the content of  each vehicle in 
the combination of vehicles or of each container. 
2.  The TIR camet shall be valid.ior one journey only. 
It  shall  contain  at  least  the  number  of  detachable 
vouchers  for  customs  acceptance  and  for  discharge 
which are necessary for the transport operation in ques-
tion. 
Article  18 
A TIR operation may involve several customs offices of 
departure and destination, but, save as may  otherwise 
be authorized by the Contracting Party or Parties con· 
cerned: 
(a)  the customs offices of departure shall be situated in 
only one country; ------ - -----·-----
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(b)  the customs offices of destination shall be situated in 
not more than two countries; 
(~) the total number of customs offices of departure and 
destination shall not exceed four. 
Article  19 
The  goods  and  the  road  vehicle,  the  combination  of 
vehicles or the container shall be produced with the TIR 
carnet at the customs office of departure. The customs 
authorities  of the country of departure shall take such 
measures as are necessary for satisfying themselves as to 
the  accuracy  of the  goods  manifest  and/or for  affix· 
ing  the  customs  seals  or for  checking  customs  seals 
affixed  under  the  responsiblity  of the  said  customs 
authorities by duly authorized persons. 
Article  20 
For journeys in  the territory of their country, the cus-
toms  authorities  may  fix  a  time limit  and  require the 
road  vehicle,  the  combination  of vehicles  or the con-
tainer to follow a prescribed route. 
Article  21 
At  each  customs office en  route and at customs offices 
of destination,  the  road  vehicle,  the  combination  of 
vehicles or the container shall be produced for purposes 
of control to the  customs authorities together with the 
load and the TIR carnet relating thereto. 
Article  22 
1.  As a general rule and except when they examine the 
goods  in  accordance  with  Article  5  (2),  the  customs 
authorities of the customs offices en route of each of the 
Contral.'ting  Parties  shall  accept  the  customs  seals  of 
other Contra\..'ting Parties, provided that they are intact. 
The said  cu~toms authorities  may, however,  if control 
requirements make it necessary, add their own seals. 
2.  The customs  seals  thus  accepted  by  a Contracting 
Party  shall  have  in  the  territory  of that  Contral.'ting 
Party  the  benefit  of the  same  legal  protection  as  is 
accorded to the national seals. 
Article  23 
The  customs  authorities  shall  not,  except  in  special 
cases: 
require  road  vehicles,  combinations of vehicles  or 
containers to be escorted at the carriers' expense on 
the territory of their country, 
- require  examination  en  route  of  road  vehicles, 
combinations  of vehicles  or containers  and  their 
loads. 
Article  24 
If  the  customs  authorities  conduct  an examination of 
the load of a  road vehicle,  combination of vehicles  or 
container in the course of the journey or at a customs 
office  en  route,  they  shall  record  on the  TIR  earner 
vouchers  used  in  their country, on  the corresponding 
counterfoils, and on the vouchers remainiag in the TIR 
carnet, particulars of the new seals  affixed and of the 
controls carried out. 
Article  25 
If the customs seals are broken en route otherwise than 
in  the  circumstances of Articles  24 and 35, or if any 
goods  are destroyed  or damaged  without breaking of 
such seals, the procedure laid down in Annex 1 to this 
Convention for the use of the TIR carnet shall, without 
prejudice to the possible application of the provisions of 
national law, be followed, and the certified report in the 
TIR carnet shall be completed. 
Article  26 
1.  When transport under cover of a TIR carnet takes 
place in  part in the territory of a State which is  not a 
Contracting  Party  to this  Convention,  the  TIR  oper-
ation shall be suspended during that part of the journey. 
In  that case, the customs authorities of the Contracting 
Party  on  whose  territory  the  journey  continues  shall 
accept  the  TIR  camet for  the  resumption  of the  TIR 
operation,  provided  that  the  customs  seals  and/or 
identifying marks have remained intact. 
2.  The same shaJI apply where for a part of  the journey 
the TIR carnet is not used by the holder of  the carnet in 
the territory of a Contracting Party because of the exist-
ence of simpler customs transit procedures or when the 
use of a customs transit regime is not necessary. 
3.  In  such  cases  the  customs  offices  where  the  TIR 
operation is  suspended or resumed shall be deemed to 
be customs offices of exit en route and customs offices 
of entry en route respectiveiy. 
Article  27 
Subject  to  the  provisions  of this  Convention,  and  in 
particular Article  18,  another customs  office  of desti· 
nation may be substituted for a customs office of dati· 
nation originally indicated. Edition  No  Jpage  X-A-1 0  I 
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Article  28 
On arrival  of the  load  at the customs office  of desti-
nation,  and  provided  that the  goods  are  then  placed 
under another system of 1..""\lstoms  control or are cleared 
for  home  use,  discharge  of the  TIR  earner  shall  take 
place without delay. 
(c)  Provisions concerning transport 
of heavy or bulky goods 
Article  29 
1.  The  provtsions  of this  section  apply  only  to  the 
transport of heavy or bulky goods as  defined in Article 
1 (k}  of this Convention. 
2.  Where the provisions of this section apply, heavy or 
bulky goods may, if the authorities at the customs office 
of departure  so  decide,  be  carried  by  means  of non-
sealed vehicles or containers. 
3.  The provisions of this section shall apply only if,  in 
the opinion of the  authorities at the customs office of 
departure,  the heavy  or bulky  goods  carried  and  any 
accessories carried with them can be easily identified by 
reference  to the  description given,  or can  be  provided 
with  customs  seals  and/or identifying  marks  so  as  to 
prevent  any  substitution,  or  removal  of  the  goods, 
without its being obvious. 
Article  30 
All  the  provisions  of this  Convention,  save  those  to 
which  the  special  provisions  of this  section  make  an 
exception, shall apply to the transport of heavy or bulky 
goods under the TIR procedure. 
Article  31 
The liability of the guaranteeing association shall cover 
not only  the goods enumerated in  the TIR  earner, but 
also  any  goods  which,  though  not enumerated  in  the 
carnet,  are  on  the load  platform or among  the  goods 
enumerated in the TIR earner. 
Article  32 
The cover and all  vouchers of the TIR earner shall bear 
tLe  endorsement 'heavy or bulky goods' in  bold letters 
in English or in French. 
Article  33 
The authorities at the customs -office of departure may 
require such packing  lists~ photographs, drawin~ etc., 
as  are  necessary  for  the  identification  of the  goods 
carried to be appended to the TIR camet. In- this  case 
they shall endorse these documents~ one copy of  the said 
documents shall  be attached to the inside ~f the cover 
page of the TIR camet, and all the manifests of the TIR 
carnet shall inciude a reference to such documents. 
Article  34 
The authorities at the customs offices en route of each 
of the Contracting Parties shall accept the customs seals 
and/or  identifying  marks  affixed  by  the  competent 
authorities  of other  Contracting  Parties.  They  may, 
however,  affix  additional  seals  and/or  identifying 
marks;  they  shall  record  particulars  of the  neVI  seals 
and/or identifying  marks  on the  vouchers  of the TIR 
camet  used  in  their  country,  on  the  corresponding 
counterfoils and on the vouchers remaining in  the TIR 
carnet. 
Article  35 
If  customs authorities conducting an examination of the 
load at a customs office en route or in the ~se  of the 
journey are obliged to break seals andlor.remove ident~ 
ifying  marks,  they  shall  record  the  new  seals  and/or 
identifying  marks  on the vouchers  of the TIR carnet, 
used in their country, on the corresponding counterfoils 
and on the vouchers remaining in the TIR camet. 
CHAPTER IV 
IRREGUl.ARlllES 
Article 36 
Any  breach of the  provisions of this  Convention shall 
render  the  offender  liable,  in  the  country where  the 
offence was  committed, to the penalties prescribed  by 
the law of that country. 
Article 37 
When it is not possible to establish in which territory an 
irregularity was committed it shall be  deemed  to have 
been committed in the territory of the Contracting Party 
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Article 38 
1.  Each of the Contracting Parties shall have the right 
to exclude temporarily or permanently from  the  oper-
ation of this Convention any person guilty of a serious 
offence against  the customs  laws or regulations  appli-
cable to the international transport of goods. 
2.  This  exclusion  shall  be  notified  immediately to the 
customs authorities of the Contracting Parry on whose 
territory the person concerned is established or resident, 
and  also  to  the  guaranteeing  association(s)  in  the 
country where the offence has been committed. 
Article 39 
When TIR operations are accepted as being otherwise in 
order: 
1.  The  Contracting Parties  shall  disregard  minor dis-
crepancies in the observance of time limits or routes 
prescribed. 
2.  Likewise,. discrepancies  between  the  particulars on 
the goods manifest of the TIR earner and the actual 
contents  of a road vehicle,  combination of vehicles 
or  container  shall  not  be  considered  as  infringe-
ments of the Convention by  the  holder of the TIR 
earner when evidence is  produced to the satisfaction 
of the competent authorities that these discrepancies 
were  not due  to mistakes  committed  knowingly or 
through negligence at the time when the goods were 
ll)aded  or  dispatched  or  when  the  manifest  was 
made out. 
Article 40 
The customs administrations of the countries of depar-
ture and of destination shall  not consider the holder of 
the TIR carnet  responsible  for  the discrepancies which 
may  be  discoverl·d  in  those  countries,  when  the  dis-
crepancies  in  her  relate  to  the  customs  procedures 
which  preceded  or  followed  a  TIR  operation  and  in 
which the holder was  not involved. 
Article 41 
When it  is  established to the satisfaction of the customs 
authorities that goods specified on the manifest of a TIR 
earner have  been destroyed  or have been irrecoverably 
lost by  accident or force  majeure or that they arc short 
by  reason  of their  nature,  payment of the duties  and 
taxes normally due shall be waived. 
Article 42 
On receipt from  a Contracting Party of a request giving 
the  relevant  reasons,  the  competent  autorities  of the 
Contracting Parties concerned in  a TIR operation shall 
furnish  that Contracting Party with all  available infor-
mation needed for implementation of the provisions of 
Articles 39, 40 and 41 above. 
CHAPTER V 
EXPLANATORY NOTES 
Article 43 
The Explanatory Notes set out in Annex 6 and in  Part 
III  of  Annex  7  interpret  certain  provisions  of  this 
Convention and its Annexes. They also describe cenain 
recommended practices.  • 
CHAPTER VI 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIQNS 
Article.44 
Each  Contracting Party shall provide the guaranteeing 
associations concerned with facilities for: 
(a)  the transfer of the currency necessary for the sums 
claimed by the authorities of Contracting Parties by 
virtue of the provisions of Article 8 of this Conven-
tion;and 
(b)  the transfer of currency for payment for TIR earner 
forms  sent to the guaranteeing  association  by  the 
corresponding foreign  associations or by  th~ inter-
national organizations. 
Article 45 
Each  Contracting Party shall cause to be  published rhe 
list of customs offices of departure, customs offices en 
route and customs offices of destination approved by it 
for  accomplishing  TIR  operations.  The  Contracting 
Parties of adjacent territories shall consult each other to 
agree  upon  corresponding  frontier  offices  and  upon 
their opening hours. 
Article 46 
1.  No charge shall be made for customs attendance in 
connection  with  the  customs  operations  mentioned  in 
this Convention, save where it is provided on days or at 
times or places other than those normally appointed for 
such operations. ----·------· 
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2.  Contracting  Parties  shall  arrange  to  the  fullest 
extent  possible  for  customs  operations  concerning 
perishable goods at customs offices to be facilitated. 
Article 47 
1.  The  provtstons  of this  Convention  shall  preclude 
neither  the  application  of  restrictions  and  controls 
imposed under national regulations on grounds of pub-
lic morality, public security, hygiene or· public health, or 
for  veterinary  or  phytopathological  reasons,  nor  the 
levy of dues chargeable by virtue of such regulations. 
2.  The provisions of this Convention shall not preclude 
the  application  of other provisions  either national  or 
international governing transport. 
Article 48 
Nothing in  this  Convention shall  prevent Contracting 
Parties which form a customs or economic union from 
enacting special provisions in  respect of transport oper-
ations  commencing  or  terminating  in,  or  passing 
through, their territories, provided that such provisions 
do  not  attenuate  the  facilities  provided  for  by  this 
Convention. 
Article 49 
This  Convention  shall  not prevent  the  application  of 
greater facilities which Contracting Parties grant or may 
wish to grant either by unilateral provisions or by virtue 
of  bilateral  or  multilateral  agreements  provided  that 
such facilities do not impede the application of the pro-
visions of this Convention and, in particular, TIR oper-
ations. 
Article 50 
The.  Contracting  Parties  shall  communicate  to  one 
another,  on  request,  information  necessary  for  im-
plementing the provisions of this Convention, and par-
ticularly  information  rdating to the  approval  of road 
vehicles  or containers and to the technical characteris-
tics of their design. 
Article 51 
The Annexes to this  Convention form  an integral part 
thereof. 
CHAPTER VII 
FINAL CLAUSES 
Article SZ 
Signature, ratification, acceptance, ~aJ  and 
accession 
1.  All States which are members of the United Nations 
or members of any of the specialized agencies or of the 
International Atomic Energy Agency ot parries to the 
Statute of the International Court of justice, and any 
other  State  invited  by  the  Geoeral  Assembly  of the 
United Nations, may become Contracting Parties t9 this 
Convention: 
{a)  by  signing  it  without  reservation  of  ratification, 
acceptan<:e or approval; 
(b)  by depositing an instru~~ of ratification, accept-
ance or approval after signing  it subject to ratifi-
cation, acceptance or approval; or 
(c)  by depositing an instrument of accession. 
2.  This Convention shall be open from 1 january until 
31 December 1976 inclusive for signature at the Office 
of the United Nations at Geneva by the States referred 
to in paragraph 1 of this Article. Thereafter it shall be 
open for their accession. 
3.  Customs or economic unions may, together with all 
their  member  States  or  at  any  time  after  all  their 
member States have become Contracting Parries to this 
Convention,  also  become  Contracting  Parties  to  this 
Convention in accordance with the provisions of para-
graphs 1 and 2 of this Article. However, these unions 
shall not have the right to vote. 
4.  The  instruments  of  ratifieation,  acceptance,  ap-
proval  or accession  shall  be  deposited  with  the Sec-
retary-General of the United Nations. 
Article 53 
Entry into force 
1.  This  Convention shall enter into force six months 
after the date on· which five States referred to in Article 
52 (1)  have signed it without reservation of ratification, 
acceptance or approval or have deposited their instru-
ments of ratification, acceptance, approval or accession. 
2.  After five  States  referred to in Article 52  (1)  have 
signed it without reservation of ratification, acceptance 
or  approval,  or  have  deposited  their  instruments  of 
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Convention shall enter into force for further Contract-
ing Parties  six  months after the date of the deposit of 
their  instruments  of ratification,  acceptance,  approval 
or accession. 
3.  Any instrument of ratification, acceptance, approval 
or accession  deposited after the entry  into force  of an 
amendment to this Convention shall be deemed to apply 
to this Convention as amended. 
4.  Any such instrument deposited after an amendment 
has  been accepted  but before it has  entered into force 
shall be deemed to apply to this Convention as amended 
on the date when the amendment enters into force. 
Article 54 
Denunciation 
1.  Any  Contral:ting Party may denounce this Conven-
tion by so notifying the Secretary-General of the United 
Nations. 
2.  Denunciation shall  take effect  15  months after the 
date of receipt  by  the  Secretary-General  of the notifi- . 
cation of denunciation. 
3.  The validity of TIR earners accepted by the customs 
office  of departure before  the  date  when  the  denunci-
ation takes  effect shall  not be  effected  thereby and the 
guarantee  of the  guaranteeing  association  shall  hold 
good in  accordance with the provisions of this Conven-
tion. 
Article 55 
Termination 
If,  after  the  entry  into  force  of this  Convention,  the 
number of State'>  which  are Contracting Parties  is  for 
any  period of 12  consecutive  months,  reduced  to  less 
than five,  the Convention shall cease to have effect from 
the end of the 12 month period. 
Article 56 
Termination  of the operation of the TIR Convention, 
1959 
1.  Upon  its  entry  into  force,  this  Convention  shall 
termin.1te  and  replace,  in  relations  between  the  Con-
tracting Parties to this Convention, the TIR Convention, 
1959. 
2.  Certificates  of approval  issued  in  respect  of road 
vehicles and containers under the conditions of the TIR 
Convention, 1959, shall be accepted during the period 
of their validity or any exten:;ion  thereof for the trans-
port of goods under customs seal by Contracting Parties 
to  this  Convention,  provided  that  such  vehicles  and 
containers continue to fulfil the conditions under which 
they were originally approved. 
Article 57 
Settlement of disputes 
1 ..  Any  dispute  between  two  or  more  Contracting 
Parties  concerning the interpretation or application  of 
this  Convention shall, so  far as  possi.We, ·be  settled by 
negotiation between them or other means of settlement. 
2.  Any  dispute  b~tween  two  or  more  Contracting 
Parties  concerning the interpretation or application of 
this Convention which cannot be settled by the means 
indicated  in  paragraph  1  of this  Article  shall,  at  the 
request  of one of them,  be  referred to an arbitration 
tribunal composed as follows: each party to the dispute 
shall  appoint an arbitrator and these  arbitrators ·shaH 
appoint another arbitrator, who shall be chairman.  If, 
three months after receipt of a request, one of the par-
ties  has  failed  to appoint an arbitrator or if the arbit-
rators have failed to elect the chairman, any of the par-
ties  may  request  the  Secretary-General  of the  United 
Nations to appoint an arbitrator or the chairman of the 
arbitration tribunal. 
3.  The decision of the arbitration tribunal established 
under the provisions of paragraph 2 shall be binding on 
the parties to the dispute. 
4.  The  arbitration  tribunal  shall  determine  its  own 
rules of procedure. 
5.  Decisions of the arbitration tribunal shaiJ  be taken 
by  majority vote. 
6.  Any  controversy  which  may  arise  between  the 
parties to the dispute as  regards the interpretation and 
execution of the award may be submitted by any of the 
parties  for  judgment to the arbitration tribunal  which 
made the award. 
Article 58 
Resefvations 
1.  Any  State may, at the time of signing,  ratifying or 
acceding  to  this  Convention,  declare  that it does  nor 
consider  itself  bound  by  Article  57  (2)  to (6)  of this ---. ----------
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Convention.  Other  Contracting  Parties  shall  not  be 
bound by  these paragraphs in respect of any Contract-
ing Party which has entered such a reservation. 
2.  Any  Contracting Party having entered a reservation 
as  provided  for  in  paragraph 1 of this  Article  may  at 
any  time  withdraw  such. reservation  by  notifying  the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations. 
3.  Apart from  the  reservations  provided  for  in  para-
graph  1 of this  Article,  no reservation  to this  Conven-
tion shall be permitted. 
Article 59 
Procedure for amending this Convention 
1.  This  Convention,  including  its  Annexes,  may  be 
amended upon the proposal of a Contracting Party by 
the procedure specified in this Article. 
2.  Any proposed amendment to this Convention shall 
be  considered  by  an  Administrative  Committee  com-
posed of all  the Contracting Parties in  accordance with 
the  Rules  of Procedure set out in  Annex  8.  Any  such 
amendment considered or prepared during the meeting 
of the Administrative Committee and adopted by it by a 
two-thirds majority of the members present and voting 
shall  be communicated by  the Secretary-General of the 
United  Nations  to  the  Contracting  Parties  for  their 
acceptance. 
3.  Except as  provided  for  under Article  60,  any pro-
posed  amendment  communicated  in  accordance  with 
the  preceding  paragraph  shall  come  into  force  with 
respect to all  Contracting Parties three months after the 
expiry  of a period of 12 months following  the date of 
communication  of  the  proposed  amendment  during 
which  period no objection to the proposed amendment 
has  been communicated to the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations by a State which is a Contracting Party. 
4.  If  an objection to the proposed amendment has been 
communicated in accordance with  paragraph 3 of this 
Article,  the  amendment  shall  be  deemed  not to have 
been accepted and shall have no effect whatsoever. 
Article 60 
Special procedure for amending Annexes  1 to 7 
1.  Any  proposed amendment to Annexes  1 to 7 con-
sidered in  accordance with Article 59 (1)  and (2)  shall 
come  into  force  on  a  date  to  be  determined  by  the 
Administrative  Committee at the time of its  adoption 
unless, by a prior date determined by the Administrative 
Committee  at the same  time,  one fifth  or five  of the 
States which are Contracting Parties, whichever number 
is  less,  notify  the  Secretary-General  of  the  United 
Nations of their objection to the  ~endment. Determi-
nation  by  the  Administrative  Committee of the  dates 
referred to in this paragraph shall be by a two thirds ma-
jority of those present and voting. 
2.  On entry  into  force,  any  amendment  adopted  in 
accordance with the procedures set out in paragraph 1 
above  shall  for  all  Contra~ Parties · replace  and 
supersede any previous provisiOns to which the amend-
ment refers. 
Article 61 
Requests, communications and objections 
The Secretary-General of .the  United  Nations shall  in-
form all Contracting Parties and all States referred to in 
Article 52 (1)  of this Convention of any request, com-
munication or objection under Articles 59 and 60 above 
and of the date on which  any amendment enters  into 
force. 
Artide 62 
Review conference 
1.  Any  State  which  is  a  Contracting  Party  may,  by 
notification  to  the  Secretary-General  of  the  United 
Nations, request that a conference be convened for the 
purpose of reviewing this Convention. 
2.  A  review  conference,  to  which  all  Contracting 
Parties and all States  referred to in Article 52 (1)  shall 
be  invited, shall  be  convened  by  the Secretary-General 
of the United Nations if, within a period of six months 
following the date of notification by the Secretary-Gen-
eral,  not less  than one fourth  of the States  which  are 
Contracting Parties notify him of their concurrence with 
the request. 
3.  A  review  conference,  to  which  all  Contracting 
Parties and  aU  States referred to in Article 52 (1) shall 
be invited, shall also be convened by the Seaerary-Gen-
eral  of the  United  Nations  upon  notification of a  re-
quest by  the Administrative Committee. The Adminis-
trative Committee shall make a request if  agreed to by a 
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"f.  If a conference  is  convened  in  pursuance of para-
graph 1 or 3 of this Article, the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations shall so advise all the Contracting Par-
ries and invite them to submit, within a period of three 
months, the proposals which  they  wish  the conference 
to  consider.  The  Secretary-General  of  the  United 
Nations  shall  circulate  to  all  Contracting  Parties  the 
provisional agenda for the conference, together with the 
texts of such proposals, at least three months before the 
date on which the conference is to meet. 
Article 63 
Notifications 
In  addition  to the  notifications  and  communications 
provided  for  in  Articles  61  and  62,  the  Secretary-
General of the United Nations shall notify alJ  the States 
referred to in Article 52 of the following: 
(a)  signatures, ratifications, acceptances, approvals and 
accessions under Article 52; 
(b)  the 9ates of entry into force of this Convention in 
accordance with Article 53; 
(c)  denunciations under Article 54; 
(d)  the  termination  of this  Convention  under  Article 
55; 
(e)  reservations under Article 58. 
Article 64 
Authentic text 
After 31  December 1976, the original of this  Conven-
tion shaJI be deposited with the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations, who shall transmit certified true copies 
to each of the Contracting Parties and to t;he States re-
ferred  to in Article 52  (1)  which are  D.ofContracring 
Parties. 
In  witness whereof, the  undersigned, being duly  authorized thereto, have signed this Con-
vention. 
Don'e at Geneva, this fourteenth day of November one thousand nine hundred an seventy-
five,  in  a single copy in  the English,  French and Russian languages,  the three texts being 
equally authentic. 
ANNEX 1 
SPECIMEN TIR CARNET 
The TIR camet is printed in French except for page 1 of the cover where the items are also printed in 
English. The 'rules regarding the use of the TIR earner' given in given in French on page 2 of the cover 
are also printed in English on page 3 of the cover. TIR  CONVENTION  1975  Jpage  X-A-17  I 
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(Nom de I' organisme international) 
CARNET TIR. 
1.  Valable pour pnse en charge par fe bureau de douane de depart jusqu'au ..................... :  ................................................... inc.fus 
Valid for the acceptance of  goods by the customs office of  departure up to and including 
2.  Delivre par 
Issued by 
(Nom de l'assocoatoon emettnce/ Neme of issumg aiSOCietionl 
3.  T1tulaire 
Holder 
(Nom. edre~se, pays 1 Name. address. country) 
4.  Signature du delegue de I'  association 
emettrice 
et cachet de cette association : 
Signature of  authonzsd official of  the 
issuing association and stamp of  that 
association: 
c::~::: .. 
5.  Signature du secretaire 
de I'  organism& international: 
Signature of  the secretary of  the inttNIIIItioMI 
organization: 
!A  remphr  avant  l'utihsallon  par  le  totulatre  du  carne!  I  To  be  completed  before  use  by  the  holder  of  the  carnet) 
6.  Pays de depart 
Country of departure 
7.  Pays de destination 
Country/Countries of  destination (' ) 
8.  Numero(s) d'1mmatriculation du (des) vl!h1cule(s)  routier(s) I') 
Registration No(sJ of  road vehicle(s) ( 
1
) 
9.  Cert•ficat(s) d'agrement du (des)  vehicule(s) routier(s) (numero et date) (') 
Certtficate(sJ of  spprovsl of  roed vehicle(s) (No end date) (  1 ) 
10.  Numero(s) d'identification du (des)  conteneur(s) (') 
Identification No(s) of  contsiner(sJ (' ) 
11.  Observations d1verses 
Remarks 
('I  B1ffer Ia ment1on inutile. 
Strike out whichever does not apply. 
12.  Signature du titulaire du carnet : 
Signeture of the csrnet holder: 
!,  •  Voir annexe 1 de Ia convention  TIR.  1975.  elaboree  sous  les  auspices  de  Ia  Commission  economique des  Nations  unies 
i  : 
i 
c 
l 
i 
pour !'Europe. 
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REGLES RELATIVES A L'UTILISATION DU CARNET TIR 
A. Generalites 
1  Emission: le carnet TIR  sera  em1s  dans le pays de depart ou dans le pays ou le titulaire est etabli ou domicilie. 
2  Langue:  le carnet  TIR  est  impnme  en  franca1s,  a I' exception  de  Ia  page  1  de  Ia  couverture  dont  les  rubriques  sont 
egalement  1mpnmees  en  anglais;  les  regles  relatives  a I' utilisation  du  carne!  TIR  sont  reproduites  en  version  anglaise 
a  Ia  page  3  de  ladite  couverture.  Par  a1lleurs.  des  feuillets  supplementaires  donnant  une  traduction  en  d'autres  langues 
du  texte impnme peuvent  eire BJOUtes. 
3.  Validite: le carnet  TIR  demeure  valable  jusqu·a  l'achevement  de  !'operation  TIR  au  bureau  de  douane  de  destination, 
pour  autant  qu'1l  a1t  ete  pns  en  charge  au  bureau  de  douane  de  depart  dans  le  delai  fixe  par  !'association  ~trice 
(rubrique  1 de Ia page  1 de Ia  couverture et rubnque 4 des volets). 
4.  Nombre de  carnets:  II  pourra  6tre  etabli  un  seul  carnet  TIR  pour un  ensemble  de vehicules  (vehicules couples) ou 
pour plusieurs conteneurs charges  s01t  sur  un  seul  vehicule soit sur un ensemble de vehicules (voir egalement Ia  regie 
10 sous d) Cl·dessous]. 
5.  Nombre" de bureaux de douane de d6part et de destination: Les  transports effectu6s sous  le couvert d'un carnet TIR 
peuvent comporter plusieurs bureaux de douane de depart et de destination, mais. sauf autorisation: 
a)  les  bureaux  de douane de depart devront 6tre situ6s dans le m6me pays; 
b)  les  bureaux  de douane de destination ne  pourront pas Atre situ6s dans plus de deux pays; 
c)  le  nombre total  des  bureaux  de  douane de depart et de destination ne pourra d6passer quatre (voir egalement Ia  regie 
10  sous  e)  c1  dessous] 
6  Nombre de feuillets:  S1  le  transport  comporte  un  seul  bureau  de douane de d6part  et  un  seul  bureau  de douane  de 
destmation,  le  carnet  TIR  devra  comporter au  moms  2  feuillets pour le  pays de d6part.  3  feuillets pour le pays  de desti· 
nat•on.  pUis  2  feuillets  pour chaque autre pays  dont le  territoire est  emprunt6.  Pour chaque bureau  de douane de dt)part 
ou  de  destmation  supph!mentaire.  2  autres  feuillets.  respect1vement  3  autres  feuillets.  seront  n6cessaires;  en  outre,  il 
faudra  a1outer  2  feUIIIets  si  les  bureaux  de douane de  destination sont situ6s dans deux pays differents. 
Presentation  aux bureaux de douane:  Le  carnet  TIR  sera  presente  avec  le  vehicule  routier,  I' ensemble  de  v6hicules, 
le  ou  les  conteneurs  a chacun  des  bureaux  de  douane  de  d6part.  de  passage  et  de  destination.  Au  dernier  bureau  de 
douane  de  depart,  Ia  s1gnature  de  !'agent  et  le  timbre a date  du  bureau  de  douane  doivent  ttre apposits  au  bas  du 
mamfeste de tous les  volets a utihser pour Ia  suite du transport (rubrique 19). 
B. Maniere de remplir le carnet TIR 
8  Grattage.  surcharge:  le carnet  TIR  ne  comportera  ni  grattage  ni  surcharge.  Toute  rectification  devra  ttre  effectu6e 
en  biffant les  md1cat1ons  erronees  et  en  &Joutant,  le  cas  echeant  les  indications voulues.  Toute  modification devra  6tre 
approuvee par son auteur et  v1see  par les autontes douameres. 
9.  Indication relative i  l'immatriculation: Lorsque  les  dispositions nationales  ne  prevoient pas  l'immatriculation des remor-
ques  et  semi-remorques,  on  mdiquera.  en  lieu  et  place  du  numero  d'immatriculation,  le  numero  d'identification  ou  de 
fabncat1on. 
10  Manifest&: 
a)  le manifeste  sera  rempli  dans  Ia  langue  du  pays  de depart, a moins  que  les autorit6s douani41res n'autorisent rusage 
d'une  autre  langue.  les  autorit6s  douameres  des  autres  pays  emprunt6s  se  reservent  le  droit  cfen  exiger  une  tra-
ductiOn  dans  leur  langue.  En  vue  d'eviter  des  retards  qui  pourraient  r6sulter  de  cette  exigence,  if  est  conseille  au 
transporteur de se  munir des  traductions necessaires 
b)  les  indications  portees  sur  le  mamfeste  devraient  ~tre  dactylographiees  ou  polveopiees  de  maniere  qu'elles  soient 
nettement hs1bles sur tous les feuillets. les feuillets ilhs1bles seront refus6s par les autorites douani8res. 
c)  lorsqu'tl  n'y  a  pas  assez  d'espace  pour  mscrire  sur  le  manifeste  toutes  les  marchandises  transportees,  des  feuilles-
annexes.  du  m~me modele  que  le  manifeste, ou  des  documents  commerciaux  comportant  toutes  les  mdicat10ns  du 
r_nan1feste  peuvent  etre  attaches  aux  volets  Dans  ce  cas.  tous  les  volets  devront  porter  les  indications  suivantes: 
i)  nombre des  feuilles-annexes  (case  1  0), 
11)  nombre  et  nature  des  colis  ou  des  obJets  ains1  que  le  poids  brut  total  des  merchandises  6numerees  sur  ces 
feullles-annexes  (cases  11  a 13). 
d)  Lorsque  le  carnet  TIR  couvre  un  ensemble  de  veh1cules  ou  plusieurs  conteneurs,  le  contenu  de cheque  v6hicule  ou 
de chaque  conteneur  sera  mdique  separement  sur  le  manifeste.  Cette mdication devra  ttre pr6ctd8e du numero d'im-
matriculatlon du  vehtcule ou  du  numero d'1dentif1cation  du conteneur (rubrique 11  du manifestel. 
e)  De mime, s'1l  y a plus1eurs  bureaux  de douane de depart ou de destination, les  inscriptions relatives aux merchandises 
prises en  charge ou destmees a  chaque l;lu,reau de douane seront nettement s6parees les unes des autres sur le manifaste. 
11  Listes de colisage, photos, plans, etc.: lorsque. pour l'tdentthcation des merchandises pondereuses ou volumineuses. les 
autontes  douameres  ex1geront  que  de  tels  documents  soient  annexes  au  carnet  TIR,  ces  derniers  seront  vises  par  les 
autorites  douan1eres  et  attaches a Ia  page  2  de  Ia  couverture  du  carnet.  Au  surplus,  une  mention  de  ces  documents 
sera  faite  dans  Ia  case  1  0  de tous les  volets. 
12.  Signature: Tous  les  volets  (rubriques  16 et  17)  seront  dat6s  et  s1gn6s  par le  t1tulaire  du carnet  TIR  ou  par son  repre-
sentant 
C.  Incidents ou accidents 
13  S'tl  arnve  en  cours  de  route.  pour  une  cause  fortUit&,  qu'un  scellement  douamer  soit  rompu  ou  que des  rnarchandiS8S 
penssent  ou  s01ent  endommagees,  le  transporteur  s'adressera  1mm8diatement  aux  autorit6s  douanieres  s'il  s'en  trouve 
a prox1m1te ou, a defaut, a d'  autres autont6s competentes du pays ou il  se  trouve. Ces  dernieres ttabliront dans le plus bref 
delat  le  proces-verbal  de  constat  f1gurant  dans  le camet TIR. 
14  En  cas  d'acc1dent  necess1tant  le  transbordement  sur  un  autre  vehicule  ou  dans  un  autre conteneur,  ce  transbordement 
ne peut s'effectuer qu'en  presence  de  l'une  des  autorit6s  d6s1Qn8es  a Ia  regie  13  ci-dessus.  Ladite  autorit6  6tablira 
le  proces-verbal  de  constat.  A moms  que  le  carne!  ne  porte  Ia  mention  <<merchandises  pond6reuses  ou volumineuses». 
le  veh1cule  ou  conteneur  de  substttution  devra  titre  agree pour le transport de  merchandises  sous  scellements douaniers. 
En  plus,  II  sera  scene  et  le  scellement  appose  sera  indique  dans  le  proces-verbel  de  constat  Toutefols.  si  aucun 
veh1cule ou conteneur agree  n'est dispontble.  le transbordement pourra  6tre effectue sur un vehicule ou dans un conteneur 
non  agree.  pour  autant  qu'il  offre  des  garant1es  suffisantes.  Dans  ce  dernier  cas.  les  autorit6s  douanieres  des  pays 
sutvants  apprecieront  s1  elles  peuvent.  elles  aussi,  la•sser  continuer  dans  ce  vehicule  ou  conteneur  le  transport  sous  le 
couvert du carnet TIR 
15.  En  cas  de  penl  1mmment  necessitant  le  d6chargement  imm8d1at,  partie!  ou  total,  le transporteur  peut prendre des me-
sures  de  son  propre  chef  sans  demander  ou  sans  attendre  rintervention  des  autorit6s  visiles  a Ia  regie  13 ci-dessus. 
II  aura  alors a prouver qU:fl  a  du  ag~r ainsi  dans  !'interet  du  v6hicule  ou  conteneur  ou  de  son  chargement  et.  aussitc)t 
apres  avoir  pns  les  mesures  preventives  de premiere  urgence,  avertira  une des  autorit6s  visees  a Ia  ~·  13 ci-dessus 
pour faire constater  les  faits,  vertfier  le  chargement  sceller  le  v6hicule  ou  conteneur  et  ittablir  le  proces-verbel  de constat 
16.  Le  proces-verbal  de  co.nstat  restera  JOint  au  carnet  TIR  Jusqu'au  bureau  de douane de destination. 
17.  II  est  recommande aux  associations  de  fournir  aux  transporteurs,  outre  le  modele  ins6r6  dans  le  camet  TIR  lui-m6m• 
un certain nombre de formules de  proces-verbaux de constat redigees dans Ia ou les langues des pays •  traverser. 
................... -............................. -........................ ·-- ....................... -........ -.............................................................................. -·· .........................................................  ... COUNTERFOIL No 1!odd-numberedpaues.whitel  of the TIR CARNET 
1  Accepted by the customs offrce at 
2  Undm No 
Seals or rrlentrfrcallon marks apphed 
4  0  Seals or rdenhhcation rnarks found to be rntact 
6.  Customs offteer's signature 
and custom& office date stamp 
.. ········  .·•· 
Miscellaneous (route prescribed, customs offrce at whrch the load must be produced, etc.) 
1  VOUCHER No 1 
i-------
'  2  Customs offrc~s) of departure 
For offrcral use 
... ·· 
1.  TIR CARNET 
3.  Issued by (name of issuing association) 
4.  Valid for the acceptance of goods by the customs office of departure 
up to and including 
5.  Holder of the carnet (name. address and country) 
6  Country of departure  7.  Country/countries 
of destination 
1------------------------+  ~ ~  ---------------i---------------i 
Regrstratron No(s) of road vehrcle(s)  10  Documents attached to the manifest 
9  Certifrcate(s) of approval (No and date) 
GOODS MANIFEST 
11  (a)  load cornpartment(s) 
or contarner(s) 
12  Number and type of packages or articles; description of goods  13. Gross vveight 
(in kg) 
(b)  Marks and Nos of 
packages or artrcles 
14  Total number of packages 
entered on the manifest. 
__  Dest!~tion· 
1  Customs offrce 
2  Customs offrce 
3  Customs offrce 
Number  15  I declare the information 
rn items 1 to 14 to be 
correct and complete 
16  Place and date 
17  Signature of holder or agent 
20  Certrlrcate of acceptance of goods (customs offrce of departure 
or of entry en route) 
!p  21  Seals or IdentifiCatiOn  r -22  -rl~e  limitfo~-t;an~~t ------
marks found to be rntact  .  . j 
~- 2 3  Regrstered by the custom~  offrce dt  --i  under No 
24  Mrscellaneous (route prescnbed, customs office at whrch the load 
must be produced, etc.) 
25  Customs officer's s1gnature 
and customs offrce date stamp 
19.  Customs office of departure, 
customs officer's signature and 
customs office elate stamp 
18. Seals or 
identification  1 
marks applied I 
(number. 
identification)  1 
! 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
-------~--------_j 
L---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ TIR  CONVENTION  1975  lpage  X-A-21  l  --------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------
COUNTERFOIL No 2 (even-numberedpaaes.areenlofthe TIR CARNEr 
1  Arnval cert1fled by the customs off1ce at 
[]  Seals or ident1f1cation marks found to be intact 
Discharged .  .... ... packages or art1cles (as spec1f1ed in the manifest) 
4  New seals affixed .. 
Cond1t10ns of d1scharge (If any)  ..... 
6.  Customs officer's signature 
and customsofficedateSiamp 
/  .... 
............ 
·  ... 
I  ---------------------------------------------, 
VOUCHER No 2 
Customs off1ce(s) of departure 
3 
For official use 
8  Reg1strat1on No(s) of road vehicle(s) 
, TIR CARNET 
3.  Issued by (name of issuing association) 
----------------------·-----1 
4  Valid for the acceptence of goods by  the customs office of departure 
up to and mclud•ng 
Holder of the carnet (name.  address and country) 
----------,-----------------i 
6  Country of departure 
10  Documents attached to  the mamfest 
7.  Country/countries 
of destination 
9  Cert1flcate(s) of approval (No and date) 
GOODS MANIFEST 
11  (a)  Load compartment{s) 
or cuntamer(s) 
(b)  Marks and Nos of 
packages or articles 
14  Total number of packages 
entered on the mamfest. 
.  J;>~tl_n~~IO!l: __ ·-
1  Customs office 
12.  Number and type of packages or articles; description of  goods  13.GitlSIIweight 
(in~ 
1  Number  15  I declare the mformation 
/  ~!~
8 a~!:'  ~~~lt;e  'l 
16  Place and date 
17  Signature of holder or  agent 
•, 
Customs off1ce of departure. 
customs office!'  s signature and 
customs office date stemp 
18. Seals or 
identification 
mertcs applied 
(number, 
identification• 
.... ····  I  Customs off1ce  - T 
r  - - - ---~---- I  , 
i  ..  -- .  ·····  .......  -··  ...........  .  ..........  ··  I 
1  3  Customs off1ce  l' 
,-----L -------- ----------- ---- ----·---- ------- ------------------------+----; 
0 
2 
~  w 
2 
a: 
<l 
u 
a: 
~ 
:>0  Clll11f1cate of acceptance of goods (customs ott1ce of departure 
or of entry en route!  T  i2- -Timei•m•ttO~tr~n5~­ ' 
1 21  Seals or •dent•flcat1on 
marks found to be mtact  l 
L 
2 3  Reg1$1ered by the customs office at 
r·. :?4  M;scellaneous (route prescr~bec£  ~ustoms  office at WhiCh-the load--
must be produced. etc 1 
2 5  Customs off1ce•' s s1gnature 
and customs off1ce date stamp 
26. Certificate of discharge (customs office of exit en route  ~·  : 
_  or of destination) 
1 
0  27. Seals or identification marks round to be Intact  I  I 
28. Number of packages discharged 
29. Conditions of discharge (if any) 
30. Customs officer's signature 
and customs office date stamp 
'•, 
----t 
':)I 
... ·· 
~----------------------·----------------------------------------------------------------------~ J1R_C91i\l~t-JJ_l_Q~  __ 1<2Z5 _____________________________________________________  lg~_g_~_L<~-~:Z~------J 
r--
i 
VOUCHER INTENDED EXCLUSIVELY 
for the customs office of destination 
if so. required 
VOUCHER No 2  (pink)  TIR CARNET 
Customs ott1celsl of departure 
For off1C1al use 
3  Issued by (name of issuing association) 
4  Valid for the  acceptance of goods by the customs office of departure 
up to and including 
5.  Holder of the carnet (name.  address and country) 
i 
I 
I 
I 
I  -- --------- ---------- ___ T  ___ -------------..., 
Country of  departure  1
7 _  Country/countries  ~-
of destinatiOn 
--- ---~ ----------- -----------
8  Regtstratlon No(s) of road veh1cle(s)  10  Documents attached to the man1fest 
Certthcate(s) of approval (No and date) 
GOODS MANIFEST 
11  (a)  Load compartment(s)  - l  12  Number and type of packages or art1cles; description of goods  13. Gross waght 
(in kg) 
18.  Sealsor 
identification 
marks applied 
(number, 
identification) 
or contamer(s)  I 
(bl  Markh and Nos of  I 
pac~ages  or art1cles 
14  Total number of package~ 
entered on the mamfest, 
Destmatton 
1  Cu&toms ofttce 
2  Customs oft1ce 
Customs oft1ce 
Number  15  I declare the mformat1on 
in ttems 1 to 14 to be 
correct and complete 
16  Place and date 
17  S1gnature of holder or agent 
19.  Customs office of departure, 
customs off1cer' s signature and 
customs offtce date stamp 
20  Cert1f1o:.ate of a~.;ceptance of goods (customs off1ce of departure  26.  Certificate of discharge (customs office of exit en route 
__  or of destination)  ----~~~-entr!:_~ll__t:Oute) _  __  _ 
I 
'  1  1  21  Seals or 1dentlflcat1on  22  Ttmelimttfortrans•t  0  27.  Seals or identification marks found to be 1ntact 
marks found to be mtact 
2 3  Reg1stered by the customs office at  under No 
74  Miscellaneous (route prescnbed, customs ofttce at which the load 
must be produced. et<.;  ) 
2  ~  Customs otf1< er's s1gnature 
dnd customs ottoce date stamp 
28. Number of packa-ges--,d-ischa-:--rg-ed-:------------j 
~  29.  ConditiOns of d1scharge (If any) 
30.  Customs officer's signature 
and customs office date stamp 
/  ....... ·············-.. _ 
.........  ·· 
--------- --------------~----
I .~~~-~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~----------------------------------------lP~~~-~~~~~~----1 
I 
I 
--------------------------------------------------------------------4 
Certified report (yenowJ  : 
Drawn up m accordance with Article 25 of the TIR  Convention  I 
(See also rules 13 to 17 regarding the use of the TIR camet)  I 
2.  TIR CARNET 
3.  Issued by 
l_4:-Regl;t;~tion No(s) of road  v~ht~l~(;-- ---------t-5-.-H-o-ld-er-of-t-he_ca_rn_et  _______________  --4 
['...,'""'""  N<><•l of roolah'"''' 
~6  Tho,;,;;;;;~,""''' ,  •  .,;~~~--- intact  not intact 
0 
8  Remarks 
0 
~-- -------------------------------------.; 
i  7.  The load compartment(s) or  intact  not intact 
I  contamer(s) is( are  0  0 
19. O No good-; appeared to-~~i;smg  ______  O  Th;  goods ind1cated in items 10 to 13 are missing (M)  L  or have been destroyed (D) as indicated in column 12 
I 10  (a)  Load compartment(&)  11.  Number and type of packages or art1cles;  12.  13.  Remarks (give particulars of 
or contamer(s)  description of goods  M or D  quantities missing or destroyed) 
(b)  Marks and Nos of 
packages or artiCles 
f-- --------- ------- --- --- --------------------..1.--.---'------------------..j 
14  Date, place and circumstances of the accident 
~ -· ·----------------------·  ------~------------------------1 
15.  Measures taken to enable the TIR operat1on to contmue 
i 
I 
0  aff1xmg of  new seals: number  .  description . 
I  0  transfer of load (see 1tem 16 below) 
I  C  other 
~f  theg~~  h~-~;-b;e~  .trans-ferred. description of road vehicle{s)lcontamer(s) substituted 
I  Reg1stration No  Approved  No of certificate  I  Yes  No  of approval 
I  (a)  veh1cle  0  0 
I  0  0 
I  ldent1f1cation No 
I
I  (b)  contamer 
I 
f--------------- ·-- --------
0 
0 
0 
0 
Number and particulars 
of seals affixed 
I  ... 
I 
.  I 
I 
i  17  Authontv wh1ch drew up th1s certified report  18.  Endorsement of next customs office reached by the TIR tnlnsport 
[ 
I 
!  (:···· 
.. ·· 
1  Place/Date/Stamp  S1gnature  Signal~~.  : 
'---------- ----------·--------- ________  .L_ ___________________________  ___,~ 
[] Mark the appropnate boxes w1th a cross.  I 
-------- -------------------------------------------------~ TIR  ...........................................................  J.~~~-~--~~~~-~-~  .......... ...! 
.  :  Page 3 
CONVENTION  1975 
RULES REGARDING THE USE OF THE TIR CARNET 
A.  General 
1  .  Issue:  The  TIR  carnet  may  be  1ssued  e1ther  m  the  country  of  departure  or  m  the  country  10  wh1ch  the  holder  1s 
established  or  res1dent. 
2  Language:  The  TIR  carne!  1s  pnnted  1n  French  except  for  page  1  of  the  cover  where  the  items  are  also  printed  in 
English;  th1s  page  1s  a  translat•on  of  the  'Rules  regardmg  the  use  of  the  TIR  carnet'  given  in  French  on  page  2  of 
the cover  Add1t1onal  sheets g1vmg  a  translation of the pnnted text may also be 10serted. 
3.  Validity:  The  TIR  carnet  remams  vahd  until  the  completion  of  the  TIR  operation  at  the  customs  off1ce  of  destination, 
prov1ded  that  it  has  been  taken  under  customs  control  at  the  customs office of  departure  withm  the t1me  limit  set  by 
the 1ssumg  assoc1at1on  (1tem  1 of page  1 of the cover and  1tem  4  of the vouchers). 
4  Number  of  carnets:  Only  one  TIR  carnet  need  be  reqUired  for  a  combmation  of  vehicles  (coupled  vehicles)  or  for 
several  contamers loaded  e1ther  on a smgle veh•cle  or on a combination of veh1cles  (see  also rule 10  (d)  below). 
Number of customs offices of departure and customs offices of destination: Transport  under cover of a  TIR  carnet 
may involve several  customs off•ces of departure and destinat1on.  but, unless otherwise authonzed : 
(a)  the customs off1ces of departure must be Situated in the same country; 
(b)  the  customs off1ces of destmat1on may not be Situated 10  more than two countries; 
(c)  the  total  number  of  customs  off1ces  of  departure  and  destinat1on  may  not exceed  four (see  also  rule  10 (e)  below). 
6.  Number of forms:  Where  there  1s  only one  customs  off1ce  of departure,  and  one  customs office of destination,  the TIR 
carne!  must  contam  at  least  two  sheets  for  the  country  of  departure,  three  sheets  for  the  country  of destination  and 
two  sheets  for  each  country  traversed.  For  each  additional  customs  office of departure  two  extra  sheets  and  for each 
add1tlonal  customs  off1ce  of destination three  extra  sheets  shall  be  required;  in  addition,  there must be two more sheets 
1f  the customs  off1ces  of destination  are  s1tuated  in  two different countnes. 
7.  Presentation  at  customs  offices:  The  TIR  carnet  shall  be  presented  w1th  the  road  vehicle,  combination  of  vehicles, 
or  contamer(s)  at  each  customs  off1ce  of  departure,  customs  office en  route  and  customs  office of  destination.  At the 
last customs off1ce  of departure.  the customs off1cer  shall  s1gn  and  date stamp item  19 below the manifest on all vouchers 
to be used on the remaonder of the JOurney 
B.  How to fill in the TIR  carnet 
8  Erasures.  over-writing:  No  era::.ures  or over-wntmg shall  be  made on  the TIR  carnet.  Any  correct1ons  shall  be  made by 
c:rossmg  out  the  mcorrect  part1culars  and  addmg,  1f  necessary,  the  required  particulars.  Any  change  shall  be  mit1alled 
by the person  makmg  11  and  endorsed  by the customs authorities. 
9  Information  concerning  registration:  When  national  leg•slat1on  does  not  provide  for  registration  of  trailers  and  semi-
trailers.  the ident•f•cat1on  of manufacturer's number snail be shown instead of the registration number. 
10  The manifest: 
(a)  The  man1fest  must  be  completed  in  the  language  of  the country  of departure,  unless  the customs  authont1es  allow 
anottwr  language  to  be  used.  The  customs  authorities  of  the  other  countries  traversed  reserve  the  right  to  require 
1b  tr<Jn::.lation  onto  the1r  own  language.  In  order  to  av01d  delays  which  might  ensue  from  this  requirement,  earners 
ar~ aJv1sed  to  supply the dnver of the veh1cle  with the requistte translat1ons. 
(bl The  mformation on  the  manifest should  be typed or multicopied in such a  way as to be clearly  legible on  all the 
sheets. Illegible sheets will not be accepted by the customs authorities. 
(c)  When  there  1s  not  enough  space  in  the  mamfest  to  enter  all  the  goods  earned,  separate  sheets  of  the  same 
model  as  the  mamfest  or  commercial  documents  provtding  all  the  10formation  reqUired  by  the  manifest  may  be 
attached  to  the  vouchers  In  such  cases,  all  the  vouchers  must contain  the following particulars. 
(1)  the number of sheets attached (box 10), 
(11)  the  number  and  type  of  packages  or  art1cles  and  the  total  gross  weight  of  the  goods  hsted  on  the  attached 
sheets  (boxe::.  11  to 13). 
(d)  When  the  TIR  carnet  covers  a  combmat1on  of  veh1cles  or  several  contamers,  the  contents  of  each  vehicle  or  each 
contamer  shall  be  md1cated  separately  on  the mamfest.  Thts  10format1on  shall  be  preceded  by the registration  number 
of the  veh1cle  or  the  1denhf•catron  number  of the  container  (item  11  of the manifest). 
(e)  l•kew•se.  1f  there  are  several  customs  off1ces  of  departure  or of desttnation,  the  entnes  concernmg  the  goods taken 
under customs control at. or mtended for.  each customs off•ce shall be clearly separated from eachother on the manifest. 
11  Packing  lists, photographs, plans, etc. :  When such  documents are  required  by  the  customs  authorittes  for the identifi-
cation  of  heavy  or  bulky  goods,  they  shall  be  endorsed  by  the  customs  authorities and  attached  to  page  2  of the cover 
of  the  carnet.  In  ddd1t1on,  a  reference  shall  be  made  to  these  documents  in  box  10  of all  vouchers. 
12.  Signature:  All  vouchers  (1tems  16  and  17)  must  be  dated  and  stgned  by  the  holder  of  the  TIR  carnet  or  his  agent. 
C.  Incidents or accidents 
13.  In  the  event  of  customs  seals  t..e•ng  broken  or  goods  be10g  destroyed  or  damaged  by  accident  en  route  the  carrier 
shall  1r>1med•ately  contact  the  customs  authonties,  1f  there  are  any  near  at  hand,  or,  tf  not.  any  other  competent 
authont1es  of  the  country  he  •s  m  The  authorities  concerned  shall  draw  up  with  the  mmimum  delay  the  cert1fied 
report  wh1ch  IS  contamed  m  the TIR  carne! 
14.  In  the  event  of  an  acctdent  necess1ta11ng  transfer  of  the  load  to  another  vehic~ ~~~ther contamer,  this  transfer may 
be  earned  out only  m  the  presence  of one  of the authonttes  mentioned  in  rufe  13 above.  The  sa1d  authority shall  draw 
up  the  cert1f1ed  report  Unle::.s  the  carnet  cames  the  words  'Heavy  or  bulky goods'.  the  veh•cle  or container  substituted 
must be one approved for the transport of goods under customs seals.  Furthermore, it shall be sealed and details of the seal 
aff1xed  shall  be  md•cated  tn  the  certified  report.  However,  if  no  approved  vehicle  or  contamer  is  available,  the  goods 
may  be  transferred  to  an  unapproved  veh•cle  or  conta1ner.  provided  tt  affords  adequate  safeguards.  In  the  latter  event. 
the  customs  authonlles  of  succeedmg  countnes  shall  JUdge  whether  they,  too,  can  allow  the  transport  under  cover 
of the TIR  carne!  to  contmue m that  veh1cle  or contamer. 
15  In  the  Pvent  of  •mmment  danger  necess1tat1ng  tmmedtate  unloadmg  of  the  whole  or  of  part  of  the  load,  the  carrier 
mdy  take  act1on  on  h•s  own  m111at•ve  without  requestmg,  or  wait10g  for  act1on  by the authont1es  mentioned  in  rule  13 
above  It  ~hall  then  be  tor  h1m  to  furmsh  proof  that  he was  compelled  to take such  act•on  m the interests of the vehicle 
or  cont<ufler  or  of  the  load  and.  as  soon  as  he  has  taken  such  prevent1ve  measures  as  the emergency  may  requ~re,  he 
shall  not1fy  one  of the  authonlles  mentiOned  in  rule  13 above  tn  order  that  the facts  may be  verified,  the load checked, 
the veh1cle  or  \:Onlalfler  sealed  and  the cert1f1ed  report drawn up. 
16  The  cert1f1ed  report  shall  remam  attached  to  the TIR  carnet  until  the customs  offtce of dest10at1on  is  reached. 
17  In  addotoon  to  the  model  form  1nserted  111  the  TIR  carne!  otself,  associations  are  recommended  to  furmsh  carriers  with 
a supply  of  cert1f1ed  report  forms  m  the  language or languages of the countnes of transit. 
i  of cover 
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ANNEX 6 
EXPLANATORY  NOTES 
INTRODUCTION 
(i)  In accordance with the provisions of Article 43  of this Convention, the Explanatory Notes 
interpret  certain  provisions  of  this  Convention  and  of  its  Annexes.  They  also describe 
certain recommended practices. 
(ii)  The Explanatory Notes do not modify the provisions of this Convention or of its Annexes 
but mercl? mah their contents, meaning and scope more precise. 
(iii)  In  particular,  having  regard  to  the  provisions  of  Article  12  of  this  Convention  and  of 
Annex  2 relating to the technical conditions for the approval of road vehicles for transport 
under  customs  seal,  the  Explanatory  Notes  specify,  where  appropriate,  the  construction 
techniques to be  accepted  by  the Contracting Parties as  complying with those provisions. 
The  Explanatory  Notes  also  specify,  where  appropriate,  which  construction  techniques 
do not comply with those provisions. 
(iv)  The  Explanatory  Notes  provide  a  means  of  applying  the  provtstons  of  this  Convention 
and of its Annexes so as  to take into account the development of technology and economic 
requirements. 
0. 
0.1. 
0.1. (b) 
MAIN TEXT OF THE CONVENTION 
Article 
The fees and charges excepted in Article 1 (b) mean all sums, other than import or export 
duties and taxes, levied  by  Contracting Parties on or in connection with importation or 
exportation. These sums shall  be  limited in amount to the approximate cost of the ser-
vices  rendered and shall  not represent an indirect protection to domestic products or a 
tax on  imports or exports for  fiscal  purposes. Such  fees  and charges include inter alia 
payments relating to : 
- certificates of origin if they are required for transit, 
- analyses carried out by customs  ~aborat_ories for control purposes, 
( 
- customs inspections and other clearance operations carried out outside normal work-
ing hours or away from  customs offices, 
- inspe~.:tions for sanitary, veterinary or phytopathological reasons. Edition  N°  Jpage X-A-30  J 
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0.1. {e) 
0.1. {e) (i) 
0.2. 
0.2-1. 
0.2-2. 
0.5. 
The  tenn  'demountable  body'  means  a  load  companment which  has  no  means  of 
locomotion and which is  designed to be transported upon a road vehicle, the chassis of 
which, together with the under-framing of the body, is specially adapted for this purpose. 
The term 'partially enclosed•,  as  applied to equipment in Article  1  (e) (i),  relates  to 
equipment generally consisting of a  floor and  a  superstructure marking off a:  loading 
space equivalent to that of a closed container. The superstructure is generally made up of 
metal members forming the frame of a container. Containers of this type may also com-
prise one or more lateral or frontal walls. In some cases there is only a roof attached to 
the floor by uprights. This  type of container is  used in particular for the transport of 
bulky goods (motor cars, for example). 
Article  2 
Article 2 provides that a transport operation under cover of a l1R camet may begin and 
end in the same country on condition that part of the journey is  pedormed in foreign 
territory. In such cases there is nothing to prevent the customs authorities of the country 
of departure from  requiring,  in  addition  to the TIR camet, a  national  document, in-
tended to ensure duty-free re-importation of the goods. It is  nevertheless recommended 
that customs authorities should not insist on the use of such a document but accept in-
stead an appropriate endorsement on the TIR carnet. 
The provisions of this  Article allow goods to be carried under cover of a  TIR camet 
when only part of the journey is  made by road. They do not specify what part of the 
journey has to be made by road and it is sufficient that this should occur at some point 
between the beginning and the end of the l1R operation. However, it may happen that, 
for unforeseen reasons of a commercial or accidental nature, no part of the journey can 
be made by road, despite the intentions of the sender at the start of the journey. In these 
exceptional cases the Contracting Parties shall nevertheless accept the TIR camet and the 
liability of the guaranteeing associations shall remain in force. 
Article  5 
This Article does not exclude the right to carry out spot checks on the goods but stresses 
that these checks should be very limited in number. The.international TIR camet pro-
cedure, in fact, provides protection greater than that given by national procedures. Firstly 
the partiL-ulars  on the TIR carnct relating to the goods must agree  with the  partiad.&rs 
given on the customs do<.·umcnts  whidl may be required in  the country of departure. Jn 
addition  the countries  of transit  and  destination  are given  protection by  the controls 
which are carried out at departure and which are certified by the customs authorities at 
the office of departure (see note to Article 19). 
0.6.2.  Article  6  (2) 
Under  the  provisions  of this  paragraph,  the  customs  authorities  of a  country  may 
approve more than one association, each of which may incur liability arising from the 
operations undertaken under cover of the camets issued  by it or by its corresponding 
associations. 
0.8.3.  Article  8  (3) 
Customs authorities are recommended to limit to a sum equal to $ US  50 000 per TIR 
carnet the maximum amount which may be claimed from the guaranteeing association. 
0.8.6.  Article  8  (6) 
1.  In the absence in the TIR carnet of particulars detailed enough to enable charges on 
the goods to be determined, the parties concerned may produce evidence of their precise . 
nature. __  _.._.,_  ________  ~-~ --------
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2.  If no evidence is  furnished, duties and taxes will be charged, not at a flat rate unre-
lated to the nature of the goods, but at the highest rate applicable to the kind of goods 
covered by  the particulars in the TIR carnet. 
0.10.  Article  1  0 
0.11. 
0.11-1. 
0.11-2. 
0.15. 
0.17. 
0.17-1. 
0.17-2. 
0.18. 
0.18-1. 
The certificate of discharge of the TIR carnet shall be regarded as having been obtained 
in an improper or fraudulent manner when the TIR operation has been carried out by 
means of load compartments or containers adapted for  fraudul~t purposes, .or  when 
such malpractices as the use of false or inaccurate documents, the substitution of goods, 
tampering with customs seals, etc., have been discovered, or when the certificate has been 
obtained by other illicit means. 
Article  11 
In  deciding whether or not to release the goods or vehicle,  customs authorities should 
not, when they have other means in law of protecting the interests for which they are 
responsible, be  influenced by the fact that the guataot.eejnc association is  liable for the 
payment of duties, taxes and default interest payable by the holder of the carnet. 
If a guaranteeing association is asked, in accordance with the procedure set out in Artide 
11, to pay the sums referred to in Article 8 (1)  and .(2) and fails to do so within .the time 
limit of three months prescribed by the Convention, the competent authorities may rely 
on  national regulations  in  requiring payment of the sums in  qu~tion because what is 
involved in such cases is a failure to carry out a contract of guarantee entered into by the 
guaranteeing association under national law. 
Article  15 
Certain difficulties may arise in the case of vehicles not subject to registration, such as in 
some countries, trailers or semi-trailers,  when  customs documents are not required for 
temporary admission.  In  that case,  the provisions of Article 15 may be observed, while 
assuring  adequate  protection  for  the  customs  authorities,  by  recording  particulars of 
these vehicles  (make and numbers) on vouchers 1 and 2 of the TIR carnet used by the 
countries concerned and on the corresponding counterfoils. 
Article  17 
The provision that the manifest of the goods covered by the TIR carnet shall show sep-
arately the contents of each vehicle of a combination of vehicles, Qr of eadl container, is 
only intended to simplify customs inspection of the contents of each vehicle or container. 
This provision shall not therefore be  interpreted so rigidly  that each variation between 
the actUal contents of a vehicle or container and the contents of that vehide or container 
as  shown on the manifest is considered a breach of the provisions of the Convention. If 
the carrier can satisfy the relevant authorities that, notwithstanding such a variation, all 
the goods shown on the manifest agree with the total of goods loaded in the combination 
of vehicles or in all the containers covered by the TIR carnet, this shall not nonnally be 
considered a breach of customs requirements. 
In  the case of household removals,  the procedure laid down in paragraph 10 (c)  of the 
rules  for the use  of the ,ifiR camet can be applied, the list of articles concerned being 
reasonably condensed.  ! 
Article  18 
It is essential for the smooth operation of the TIR procedure that the customs authorities 
of one country should refuse to designate a customs office of exit as a customs office of Edition  NO  )page  X-A-32  I 
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0.18-2. 
destination for a transport operation which is going on to a neighbouring country when 
that country is also a Contracting Party to this Convention, unless there are some special 
circumstances to justify the request. 
1.  Goods should be so loaded that the consignment to be unloaded at the first unload-
ing point can be taken out of the vehicle or the container without it being n~  to 
unload the other consignment or consignments of goods due to be unloaded at the other 
unloading points. 
2.  Where a transport operation involves unloading at more than one office it is necess-
ary that, after a partial unloading, a  record of it should be made in box 12 on all the 
remaining manifests of the TJR carnet, and at the same time another record should be 
made on the remaining vouchers and the corresponding counterfoils to the effect that 
new seals have been affixed. 
0.19.  Article  19 
The requirement that the customs office of departure should check the accuracy of the 
goods manifest implies the need to verify at least that the particulars in the goods man-
ifest tally with those in  the export documents and in the transport or other commercial 
documents relating to the goods; the customs office of departure may also have to ex-
amine the goods. The customs office of departure must also, before affixing seals, ch~ 
the condition of the road vehicle or container and, in the case of sheeted vehicles or con-
tainers, the condition of the sheets and sheet fastenings, as this equipment is not included 
in the certificate of approval. 
0.20.  Article  20 
0.21. 
0.21-l. 
0.21-2. 
0.21-3. 
0.28. 
When fixing time limits for the transport of goods within their territory, customs auth-
orities must likewise take into account inter alia  any special regulations to which carriers  · 
are  subject,  particularly  regulations  concerning  working  hours  and  mandatory  rest 
periods for drivers of road vehicles. It is recommended that these authorities should exer-
cise their right to prescribe a route only when they consider it essential. 
Article  21 
The provisions of this Article do not restrict the right of customs authorities to examine 
all parts of a vehicle other than th~ sealed load compartment. 
The customs office of entry may turn back the carrier to the customs offi.::eof exit of the 
adjacent country if it finds that no clearance has been given by that office or that clear-
ance has not been given in due form.  In  such cases the customs office of entry inserts a 
note in the TIR earner for the customs office of exit concerned. 
If in the course of an examination, customs authorities draw samples of goods, a note 
recording full  particulars of the goods taken must be made by those authorities on the 
goods manifest of the TIR carnet. 
Article  28 
1.  Article 28 provides that discharge of the TIR carnet at the office of destination shall 
take place without delay, on condition that the goods are placed under another customs 
procedure or cleared for home use. 
2.  The use of the TIR camet must be restricted to the function which it was intended to 
cover, namely the transit operation. The TIR carnet must not, for example, be used to 
cover the storage of goods under customs control at destination. Where no irregularity 
has taken place, the office of destination must discharge the TIR carnet as soon as  the 
goods covered by  the carnet have come under another customs procedure or have been 
cleared for home use. In practice discharge must he given as soon as the goods have been Edition  N°  lpage  X-A-33  ) 
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directly re-exported (as, for example, when they are shipped on arrival at a port), or as 
soon as a declaration for customs purposes has been made at the place of  dcs~tion,  or 
as soon as the goods have been received into a place approved for storage while awaitin& 
a declaration for customs purposes (for example, a transit shed), in accordance with the 
regulations in force in the country of destination. 
0.29.  Article  29 
0.38.1. 
0.38.2. 
No cenificate of approval is  required for road vehides or containers transporting heavy 
or bulky goods. It is, nevertheless, the responsibility of the customs office of departure to 
make sure that the other conditions laid down in this Article for this type of uansport 
operation are met. Customs offices of other Contracting Parties shall accept the decision 
of the customs office of departure unless in their opinion it is dearly in conflict with the 
provisions of Article 29.  · 
Article 38  (1) 
A business enterprise should not be excluded from the TIR system because of offences 
committed by one of its drivers without the knowledge of the management. 
Article  38  (2) 
Where a Contracting Party has been notified that a person established or resident in its 
territory has committed an offence on the territory of a foreign country, it need not cease. 
to allow the issue of TIR carnets to that person. 
0.39.  Article 39 
The expression  'mi~takes committed through  negligence'  is  to be  taken to mean acts 
which, although not committed deliberately and in full knowledge of the facts, are due to 
a failure to take reasonable and necessary steps to ensure the accuracy of the facts in any 
panicular case.  · 
0.45.  Article  45 
Contracting Parties are recommended to make the largest possible number of customs 
offices, both inland and at the frontier, available for dealing with TIR operations. ----------
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Article  1 
I.  Without prejudice to the other provisions of the TIR 
Convention,  the  following  special  provisions  shall  apply. 
in  respect of operations for  the transport of goods under·' 
cover  of  TIR  carnets  commencing or  terminating in  or 
passing  through  Community territory. 
2.  For  the  purposes  of  this  Regulation : 
- "TIR  Convention' means the Customs Convention on 
the  international  transport  of  goods  under  cover  of 
TIR carnets (IlR Convention), done at Geneva on  14 
November  1975,  · 
- "TIR  consignment'  means  any  consignment  under 
cover  of  a TIR  carnet,  .  . 
- 'internal  frontier'  means  a  land  frontier  between  two 
Member  States, 
- 'office  of  departure'  means  any  customs  office  in  a 
Member State  at  which  the international transport of 
all  or part of a consignment under the TIR procedure 
commences, 
- 'office  of exit'  means  the customs  office  by  which  a 
TIR consignment leaves  the territory of the Member 
State  through  which  it  has  passed, 
- 'office  of  entry' means the customs office  by which a 
TIR consignment enters  the  territory of the  Member 
State  through  which  it  is  to  pass. 
Article  2 
1.  Where a TIR consignment crosses an internal fron-
tier,  it  need  be  presented, for  purposes of the formalities 
referred  to  in Articles  21  and 22  of the TIR Convention, 
only at the office of entry unless the corresponding office 
of  exit  is  at  the  same  time  the  office  of  departure. 
2.  In addition to  the formalities  incumbent upon it as 
such,  the  office  of  entry  shall  complete  the  formalities 
referred  to  in  paragraph  1 that are  incumbent upon  the 
corresponding office of exit and shall immediately inform 
the  latter  thereof. 
Article 3 
1.  Findings  made  pursuant 'to  this  Regulation  by  the 
authorities at the office of entry in a Member State shall, 
in the Member· State which the TIR consignment has just 
left,  have  the same evidential  force  as  findings  made  by 
the  authorities  of  that  Member  State. 
2.  The  competent  authorities  of  the  Member  States 
shall,  where  necessary,  communicate  to  one  another all 
findings,  documents,  reports,  records  of proceedings and 
information relating to TIR consignments and to irregula-
rities  discovered. 
Article 4 
Irregularities discovered in the circumsta?ces specified in 
Article 3 (1) shall, for the purposes of Art1cle 8 of the TIR 
Convention, be  deemed to  have  been  discovered  in  the 
Member State which the TIR consignment has just left. 
However, where the irregularity observed is only in breach 
of the laws  and regulations in force  in the Member State 
of entry or where  an excess  is  observed  in  the  Member 
State of entry, the findings shall be deemed to  have been 
made  in that Member State. 
Without  prejudice  to  criminal  proceedings,  action  to 
recover duties and other taxes chargeable shall be taken in 
accordance with  the laws,  regulations and administrative 
provisions of the Member States in which the findings are 
deemed  to  have  been  made.  , 
Article  ' 
The provisions of this Regulation shall be without preju-
dice to agreements concluded or to be concluded between 
two  or more Member States  relating to the .  reduction  or 
abolition  of  formalities  at  frontiers  between  them. 
Article 6 
1.  The  Committee  on  the  Movement  of  Goods 
established pursuant to Article 55 of Regulation (EEC) No 
2221n { 11 as  last  amended  by  Regulation  (EEq  No 
1901/85 (2),  may  examine  any  question  relating  to  the 
implementation of this Regulation that is placed before it 
by  its  chairman  either on  his  own  initiative  or at  the 
request  of a  representative  of a  Member State. 
2.  The provisions for the implementation of this Regu-
lation shall be adopted in accordance with the procedure 
laid  down  in Article  57  (2)  and (3)  of  R~gulation (EEq 
No 222/n. 
Article  7 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  the  third  day 
following  its  publication  in  the  Official journal of the 
European  Communities. 
It shall  apply with  effect  from  1 July  1987. Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-A-39 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No  1544/87 
of 3 June  1987 
laying down detailed rules for the application of Council Regulation (EEC)  No 
3690/86 concerning the abolition within the framework of the TIR Convention of 
customs  formalities  on exit from  a  Member State at a  frontier between  two 
Member States 
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THE  COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having regard  to  Council  Regulation (EEC)  No 3690/86 
of 1 December 1986 concerning the abolition within the 
framework of the TIR Convention of customs formalities 
on exit  from  a  Member State  at  a  frontier  between  two 
Member States('),  and  in  particular Article  6  thereof, 
Whereas detailed rules should be  laid down according to 
which the office of entry should discharge the TIR camet 
on behalf of the office  of exit, inform that office  thereof 
and,  where  necessary,  notify  it  of  any  irregularities 
discovered ; 
Whereas it is  necessary to define the methods of coopera-
tion to be employed by the customs offices concerned for 
the purpose of implementing those provisions of Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  3690/86  which  determine  in  which 
Member State any irregularities should be deemed to have 
been  discovered ; 
Whereas account should be taken of specific situations in 
which  TIR  operations  are  suspended  for  part  of  the 
journey; 
Whereas the measures provided for in this Regulation are 
in accordance with the opinion of the Committee on the 
Movement  of  Goods, 
HAS  ADOPTED  THIS  REGULATION: 
Article  1 
·  This  Regulation  lays  down  the  detailed  rules  for  the 
implementation  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  369d!86, 
hereinafter  referred  to  as  'the  basic  Regulation'. 
Article  2 
Where, in  accordance with Article 2 of the basic Regula-
tion,  the  road  vehicle,  combination  of  road  vehicles,  or 
container is presented together with the load and relevant 
TIR  carnet  to  the  customs  authorities  at  the  office  of 
entry, those authorities shall in the first instance discharge 
·the TIR carnet on behalf of the Member State which the 
TIR  consignment  has  just  left. 
(')  OJ No  L  341,  4.  12.  1986,  p.  1. 
To this end, the said authorities shall enter the followin& 
particulars  on  the  voucher  No  2  (green  voucher) 
containing  the  certificate  of  acceptance  in  the  latter 
Member State: 
A  Goods  ma~ifest 
- Box  24 :  indication of the office of entry (name) 
- Box  25 :  mark with a cross if the seals are found 
to  be  intact 
- Box:  28:  customs officer's signature and office of 
entry stamp 
B.  Counterfoil 
-Box 1: 
-Box 2: 
-Box 4: 
-Box 5: 
indication of the office of entry (nam~) 
matk with a cross if the seals are found 
to  be  intact 
to  be completed as  necessary 
enter the words : cDischarged on behalf 
of .. .'  (Member State  which  the nR 
consignment has  just  left) 
- Box  6 :  customs officer's signature and office of 
entry stamp 
Artick J 
Following  completion  of  the  formalities  referred  to  in 
Article 2,  the office of entry shall detach voucher No 2, 
thus completed, from counterfoil No 2 of the TIR cameL 
It shall then carry out the nR camet acceptance formali  .. 
ties  for  which  it is  responsibl' as  the office  of  entry. 
Article 4 
Subject  to  the  provisions  of  Article  5,  vouchers  No  2 
which the office of entry has completed and detached in 
the course of one day shall be sent to the correspondin& 
office  of exit within a  reasonable period of time, in any 
case  not exceeding one week. 
The office of exit shall deal with those vouchers No 2 as 
appropriate,  in  accordance  with  its  own  administrative 
rules. 
Article  .5 
1.  Any  irregularity  discovered  by  the  office  of  entry 
shall  in  all  cases  be  indicated  on voucher  No  2. 
2.  For  the  purposes  of paragraph  1,  the  office  of  entry 
shall  proceed  as  follows : --------- --------------------------------------
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(a)  in  the  case  of  an  irregularity  concerning  only  the 
integrity of the seals or other identification marks, the 
office  of entry shall  refrain  from  marking a  cross  in 
box 25 and shall, where appropriate, indicate  in that 
box any new  seals  affixed ; 
(b)  any other irregularity shall be indicated in box 27 and, 
should  the  space  in  that box be  insufficient,  those 
particulars shall be continued on the back of voucher 
No 2.  · 
The particulars referred to under (b) above shall, in so far 
as  possible, be given in the form of one of the following 
endorsements,  as  appropriate : 
- Diferencias :  so  bra : .....  . 
falta:  .....  . 
clase  de  mercandas :  .....  . 
- Uoverensstemmelse :  overtallig : .....  . 
manko: .....  . 
indhold: ....  .. 
- Unstimmigkeiten:  Mehrmenge: .....  . 
Fehlmenge :  .....  . 
Art  der Waren : ...... 
0A£6vaOJW.:  ..... . 
'EIJ..&L~J.Ul: ..... . 
OtpLYp«Cfrll  £~1tOpEO~ltt(I)V: 
- Differences :  excess:  .....  . 
shortage:  ....  .. 
description  of goods: .....  . 
- Differences :  excedent: ....  .. 
manquant: ....  .. 
nature  des  marchandises : 
- Differenze :  eccedenza : .....  . 
deficienza : .....  . 
natura : delle  me  rei : .....  . 
- Verschillen :  teveel:  .....  . 
tekort: .....  . 
soort  goederen: .....  . 
- Diferen~as :  para  mais: ....  .. 
para  me  nos :  .....  . 
natureza  das  mercadorias : .....  . 
3.  The voucher No 2, completed as  provided for  under 
paragraphs 1 and 2 must be handed in the office  of exit 
no  later  than  ~e first  working  day  following. 
Article  6 
'  In  cases  of  the  type  referred  to  in  Article  5  (2)  (a)  the 
office of entry shall refrain from  marking a cross in box 2 
of the counterfoil No 2 co~ponding  to the voucher No 
2 which it has detached and shall  indicate in box 4 of 
that counterfoil  any  new  seals  affixed. 
In  cases  of the  type  referred  to in ~cle 5  (2)  (b)  the 
office of entry shall indicate in· box S of the said counter-
foil  any irregularities discovered. 
1.  Except in cases where .  the irregularity consists of 1ft 
excess,  the ·office  of entry shall, where appropriate, indi-
cate on voucher No 2 whether 'the irregularity constitutes 
an infringement of its national laws and regulations that 
is  liable  to give  rise  to the recovery of duties and other 
charges. 
2.  If the indication referred to in paragraph 1 has been 
entered on the voucher No 2 which is sent to it, the office 
of exit shall  examine whether the irregularity concerned 
also  constitutes an infringement of its own  national laws 
and regulations that is liable to give rise to the recovery of 
duties  and other charges. 
3.  As  soon  as  the office  of  exit has  the  results  of the 
examination referred to in paragraph 2. it shall immedia-
tely  inform  the  office  of  entry : 
- that no infringement within the meaning of paragraph 
2  has  taken  place  in  the country of  exit,  or  · 
- that an infringement within the meaning of paragraph 
2 has taken place in .the country of exit and shall givt 
details of the action which has been or is  to be taken 
in  that  connection. 
Article 8 
The  provisions  of  Articles  2  to  7  shall  apply  whateVer 
mode of transport is  used by the TIR.  consignment at the 
time  when  it  crosses  the  internal  frontier  within  the 
meaning of the third indent of Article  1 (2)  of  the basic 
Regulation. 
However, those provisions 'shall not apply where, pursuant 
to  Article 26 (2)  of the TIR Convention, the TIR opera-
tion is suspended during a part of the journey carried out 
under a simpler customs transit procedure or where the 
use  of  a  customs  transit  procedure  is  not  necessary. 
Article  9 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  1  July  1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binqing in  its  entirety ·and directly  applicable  in all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  3  June  1987. 
For  the  Commission 
COCKFIELD 
Vice-President Edition  N°  lpage X-B-1  I 
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 8 May 1979 
on  the  conclusion  of the Protocol  to the Agreement on the  importation of educational, 
scientific and cultural materials 
(79/505/EEC) 
-OJ  No  134  of 31.5.1979, p.  13 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
Commission, 
Whereas  the  Agreement  on  the  importation  of 
educational, scientific and cultural materials, known as 
the Florence Agreement,  drawn up  on the initiative of 
Unesco,  is  intended to facilitate the free  flow  of books, 
publications  and  educational,  scientific  and  cultural 
materials;  whereas  for  this  purpose  the  Agreement 
includes inter alia  provision  for· the  non-application of 
customs duties on the importation of such articles; 
Whereas  on  26  November  1976  the  19th  General 
Conference  of  Unesco  adopted  a  Protocol  to  the 
Florence  Agreement  in  order  to  extend  relief  from 
customs duties to a number of articles hitherto excluded 
from  such  relief;  whereas  this  Protocol,  although 
constituting  an  act  complementing  the  Agreement, 
should  nevertheless  be  considered  a  separate 
instrument; 
Whereas, subject to recourse to the possibilities afforded 
by  paragraph 16  (a)  of the Protocol, the provisjons of 
the  Protocol  are  in  conformity  with  the  aims  of the 
European Economic Community; whereas it is therefore 
desirable to conclude this Protocol and at the same time 
make the declarations referred to in paragraph 16  (a). 
. 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 
1.  The  Protocol  of  26  November  1976  to  the 
Agreement on the importation of educational, scientific 
and cultural materials is  hereby approved on behalf of 
the European Economic Community. 
The text of the Protocol is  annexed to this Decision. 
2.  When the Protocol is signed it shall be declared that 
the Community: 
- shall not be bound by Parts II and IV, 
- shall not be bound by  Annexes C.  1, F,  G and H. 
Article  2 
The  President  of the  Council  is  hereby  authorized  to 
designate the person empowered to sign the Protocol in 
order to bind the Community. 
Article  3 
The  President  of the  Council  shall  deposit  the  act of 
acceptance  provided  for  in  paragraph  14  (c)  of  the 
Protocol. 
Done at Brussels, 8 May 1979. 
For the Council 
The President 
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ANNEX 
PROTOCOL TO THE AGREEMENT ON THE IMPORTATION OF EDUCATIONAL, 
SCIENTIFIC AND CULTURAL MATERIALS { 1) 
THE CONTRACTING STATES parties to the Agreement on the importation of educational, scientific 
and cultural materials, adopted by the General Conference of the United Nations Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Organization at its fifth  session held in Florence in 1950, 
REAFFIRMING the principles on which the Agreement, hereinafter called 'the Agreement', is  based. 
CONSIDERING  that this  Agreement has  proved  to be  an  effective  instrument in  lowering customs 
barriers and reducing other economic restrictions that impede the exchange of ideas and knowledge, 
CONSIDERING,  nevertheless,  that  in  the  quarter  of  a  century  following  the  adoption  of  the 
Agreement,  technical  progress  has  changed  the  ways  and  means  of transmitting  information  and 
knowledge, which is  the fundamental objective of that Agreement, 
CONSIDERING, further, that the developments that have taken place in the field of international trade 
during this period have, in general, been reflected in greater freedom of exchanges, 
CONSIDERING  that since  the  adoption of the  Agreement,  the international situation has  changed 
radically owing to the development of the international community, in particular through the accession 
of many States to independence, 
CONSIDERING  that  the  needs  and  concerns  of  the  developing  countries  should  be  taken  into 
con!>ideration, with a view to giving them easier and less costly access to education, science, technology 
and culture, 
RECALLING  the provisions of the Convention on the means of prohibiting and preventing the illicit 
import, export and tran!>fer  of ownership of cultural property, adopted by  the General Conference of 
Unesco  in  1970,  and  those of the  Convention  concerning  the  protection of the world cultural  and 
natural heritage, adopted by the General Conference in 1972, 
RECALLING,  moreover,  the  customs  conventions  concluded  under  the  auspices  of the  Customs 
Cooperation  Council,  in  consultation  with  the  United  Nations  Educational,  Scientific  and Cultural 
Organization, concerning the temporary importation of educational, scientific and cultural materials, 
CONVINCED that new arrangements should be made and that such arrangements will contribute even 
more effectively  to  the development of education,  science  and culture  which  constitute the  essential 
bases of economic and social progress, 
RECALLING  resolution 4.112 adopted by the General Conference of Unesco at its 18th session, 
HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: 
1.  The contracting States  undertake to extend to the 
materials  listed  in  Annexes  A,  B,  D  and  E  and  also, 
( 1)  Protocol  adopted  on  the  Report  of 
Commission  II  at  the  34th  plenary 
26  November 1976. 
Programme 
meeting  on 
where  the  Annexes  in  question  have  not  been  the 
subject of a declaration under paragraph 16 {a)  below, 
Annexes  C.  1,  F,  G  and  H,  to  the  present  Protocol 
exemption from  customs duties and other charges on, 
or in  connection with,  their importation, as set out in 
Article I {1)  of the Agreement, provided such materials 
fulfil  the conditions laid down in these Annexes and are 
the products of another contracting State. Edition  N°  lpage  X-B-4  1 
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2.  The provisions of paragraph 1 of this Protocol shall 
not  prevent  any  contracting  State  from  levying  on 
imported materials: 
(a)  internal taxes or any other internal charges of any 
kind,  imposed  at  the  time  of  importation  or 
subsequently, not exceeding those applied directly or 
indirectly to like domestic products; 
(b)  fees  and  charges,  other  than  customs  duties, 
imposed  by  governmental  or  administrative 
authorities on, or in connection with, importation, 
limited  in  amount to the  approximate cost of the 
services  rendered,  and  representing  neither  an 
indirect  protection  to  domestic  products  nor  a 
taxation of imports for revenue purposes. 
II 
3.  Notwithstanding paragraph 2  (a)  of this  Protocol, 
the  contracting  StateS  undertake  not  to  levy  on  the 
materials  listed  below  any  internal  taxes  or  other 
internal  charges  of any  kind,  imposed  at· the  time  of 
importation or subsequently: 
(a)  books  and  publications  consigned  to the  libraries 
referred to in paragraph 5 of this Protocol; 
(b)  official,  parliamentary  .  and  administrative 
documents published in their country of origin; 
(c)  books and publications of the United Nations or any 
of its specialized agencies; 
(d)  books  and  publications  received  by  the  United 
Nations  Educational,  Scientific  and  Cultural 
Organization and distributed free of charge by it or 
under its supervision; 
(e)  publications  intended  to  promote  tourist  travel 
outside  thr  country  of  importation,  sent  and 
distributed free  of charge; 
.(f)  articles  for  the  blind  and  other  physically  and 
mentally handicapped persons: 
(i)  books, publications and documents of all kinds 
in raised characters for the blind; 
(ii) other  articles.  specially  designed  for  the 
educational,  scientific  or cultural  advancement 
of the  blind  and  other physically  or mentally 
handicapped  persons  which  are  imported 
directly  by  institutions  or  organizations 
concerned with  the education of, or assistance 
to the  blind  and  other physically  or mentally 
handicapped  persons  approved  by  the 
.  ~ompetent authorities of the importing country 
for the purpose of duty-free entry of these types 
of articles. 
III 
4  1he  ~ontracting States undertake not to levy on the 
~ .  '·  :·.' ::::.  :md materials referred to in the Annexes to this 
Pr  ... ~ocot any  customs  du..ies,  export duties  or  duties 
levied on goods leaving the country, or other internal 
taxes of any kind, levied,  on such articles aDd materials 
when they are intended for expoit to other< contracting 
States.  . 
IV 
5.  The  contracting  States  undertake  to extend  the 
grantin&  of  the  necessary  licences  and/or  foreign 
exchange provided for in Article II, para$faph 1, of the 
Agreement,  to  the  importation  of  the  following 
· materials: 
(a)  books  and  publications  consigned  to  libraries 
serving the public interest, includina the-Blowing:  ., 
(i) national  libraries  and  ocher  major  research 
libraries; 
(ii) general  and- specialized  academic  libraries, 
including university libraries,  college  libraries, 
institute  libraries  and  university  extra-mural 
libraries; · 
(iii) public libraries; 
(iv) school libraries; 
(v) special libraries serving a ·group of readers who 
form  an  entity,  having  particular  and 
identifiable  subjects  of  interest,.  such  as 
government libraries, public authority libraries, 
industrial libraries and libtaries of professional 
bodies; 
(vi) libraries  for  the handicapped and for readers 
who·  are  unable  to  move  around,  such  as 
libraries  for  the  blind,  hospital  libraries  and 
prison libraries; 
(vii) music libraries, including record libraries; 
(b)  books  adopted  or  recommended  as  textbooks  in 
higher educational establishments and imported by 
such establishments; 
(c)  books in foreign  languages, with  the exception  of 
books in the principal native language or languages 
of the importing country; 
(d)  films, slides, video-tapes and sound recordings of an 
educational,  scientific or cultural  DatUft, imported 
by  organizations  approved  by  the  competent 
authorities of the importing counUJ  .. for the purpose 
of duty-free entry of these typeS of articles  . 
v 
6.  The  contracting  States  undertake  to  extend  the 
granting of the facilities provided for in Article III of the 
Agreement  · to  materials  and  furniture  imported Edition  N°  lpage  X-B-5  ] 
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exclusively for showing at a public exhibition of objects 
of an educational, scientific or cultural nature approved 
by the competent authorities of the importing country 
and for subsequent re-exportation. 
7.  ·Nothing in  the  foregoing  paragraph  shall  prevent 
the  authorities  of  an importing  country  from  taking 
such  steps  as  may  be  necessary  to  ensure  that  the 
materials  and  furniture  in  question  will  in  fact  be 
re-exported at the close of the exhibition. 
VI 
8.  The contracting States undertake: 
(a)  to extend to the importation of the articles covered 
by the present Protocol the provisions of Article IV 
_of the Agreement; 
(b)  to encourage through appropriate measures the free 
flow  and distribution of educational, scientific and 
cultural  objects  and  materials  produced  in  the 
developing countries. 
VII 
9.  Nothing  in  this  Protocol  shall  affect  the  ri~t of 
contracting States to take measures, in conformity with 
their legislation, to prohibit or limit the importation of 
articles,  or  their  circulation  after  importation,  on 
grounds  relating  directly  to  national  security,  public 
order or public morals. 
10.  Notwithstanding other provisions of this Protocol, 
a developing country, which ·is  defined as  such by the 
practice  established  by  the  General  Assembly  of the 
United  Nations and which  is  a  Party  to the Protocol, 
may suspend or limit the obligations under this Protocol 
relating to importation of any object or material if such 
importation causes  or threatens to cause serious injury 
to  the  nascent indigenous  industry  in  that developing 
country.  The country  concerned  shall  implement such 
action  in  a  non-discriminatory  manner. It shall  notify 
the Director-General of the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization of any such action, 
as far as practicable in advance of implementation, and 
the Director-General of the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific  and  Cultural  Organization  shall  notify  all 
Parties to the Protocol. 
11.  This  Protocol shall not modify or affect the laws 
and  regulations  of any contracting State or any of its 
international  n:eaties,  conventions, . agreements  or 
proclamation$,  with respect to copyriaht, trade. marks 
or patents. 
12.  Subject  to  the  provisions  of  any  previous 
conventions to which they nuiy have subscribed for the 
settlement of disputes, the contracting States undertake 
to have recourse to negotiation or conciliation with a 
view  to  settlement  of  any  disputes  regarding  the 
interpretation or the application of thi$ Protocol. 
13.  In  case  of a  dispute  between  contracting States 
relating  to  the  educational,  scientific  or  cultural 
character of imported materials,  the interested panies 
may,  by  common  agreement  refer  it  to  the 
Director-General  of the  United  Nations  Educational, 
Scientific  and  Cultural  Organization  for  an  advisory 
opinion. 
VIII 
14.  (a)  This Protocol, of which the English and French 
texts  are equally authentic, shall bear today's 
date and shall be open to signature by all States 
Parties to the Agreement, as well as by customs 
or  economic  unions,  provided  that  aU  the 
Member  States  constituting  them  are  also 
Parnes to the Protocol. 
The term  'State'  or 'country' as  used  in  this 
Protocol,  or  in  the  Protocol  referred  to  in 
paragraph 18,  shall be taken to refer also, as 
the  context  may  require,  to  the  customs  or 
economic unions and, in all matters which fall 
within  their  competence  with  regard  to  the 
scope  of this  Protocol,  to  the  whole  of the 
territories  of  the  Member  States  which 
constitute them, and not to the territory of each 
of these States. 
It  is  understood  that,  in  becoming  a 
Contracting  Party  to  this  Protocol,  such 
customs or economic unions will also apply the 
provisions of the Agreement on the same basis 
as is provided in the preceding paragraph with 
· respect to the Protocol. 
(b)  This Protocol shall be subject to ratification or 
acceptance  by  the  signatory  States  in 
accordance  with  their  respective 
constitutional procedures. 
(c)  The  instruments  of ratification  or acceptance 
shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of 
the United Nations. 
15.  (a)  The  States  referred·1to  in  paragraph  14  (a) 
which are not signatories of this  Protocol may 
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fb) Accession shall be effected  by  the deposit of a 
formal  instrument with  the  Secretary-General 
of the United Nations. 
1C.  (a)  The  States  referred  to  in  paragraph  14  (a)  of 
this  Protocol  may,  at the  time  of signature, 
ratification,  acceptance  or  accession,  declare 
that they wiU not be bound by Part II, Part IV, 
Annex C.  1, Annex F, Annex G and Annex H, 
or by any of these Parts or Annexes. They may 
also declare that they will  be bound by Annex 
C. 1 only in respect of contracting States which 
have themselves accepted that Annex. 
(b)  Any  contracting State which has  made such a 
declaration  may  withdraw it,  in  whole  or in 
part,  at  any  time  by  notification  to  the 
Secretary-General  of  the  United  Nations, 
specifying the date on which such withdrawal 
takes effect. 
(c)  States which have declared, in accordance with 
subparagraph  (a)  of this  paragraph, that they 
will  not  be  bound  by  Annex  C.  1,  shall 
necessarily  be  bound  by  Annex  C.  2.  Those 
which have declared that they will be bound by 
Annex C.  1 only in respect of contracting States 
which  have  themselves  accepted  that  Annex 
shall  necessarily  be  bound by  Annex  C.  2  in 
respect  of contracting  States  which  have  not 
: accepted Annex C.  1. 
17.  (a)  This Protocol shall come into force six months 
after the date of deposit of the fifth instrument 
of ratification, acceptance or accession with the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations. 
(b)  It shall come into force for every other State six 
months  after  the  date  of  the  deposit  of  its 
instrument  of  ratification,  acceptance  or 
accession. 
(c)  Within one month following  the expiration of 
the  periods  mentioned  in  subparagraphs  (a} 
and  (b)  of  this  paragraph,  the  contracting 
States to this  Protocol shall submit a report to 
the United  Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural  Organization on  the measures  which 
they  have  taken  to  give  full  effect  to  the 
Protocol. 
(d)  The United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural  Organiza-tion  shall  transmit  these 
reports to all States Parties to this Protocol. 
18.  The Protocol annexed to the Agreement, and made 
an integral part thereof, as provided for in Article XVII 
of the  Agreement,  is  hereby  made  an integral part of 
this  Protocol  and  shall  apply  to obligations  incurred 
under  this  protocol  and  to  products  covered  by  this 
Protocol.  · 
19.  (a}  Two  years  after  the .date  of me· coming into 
force  of this  Protocol,  any  contracting  State 
may denounce  this  Protocol by an instrument 
in writing deposited widt the Secretary-General 
of the United Nations. 
(b}  The  denunciation . shall  take ·c:ffeCt  one  year 
a~r  the  receipt  of  the  instrument  of 
denunciation. 
(c)  Denunciation  of  the  Agreement  pursuant  to 
Article  XIV  thereof shall  automatically imply 
denunciation of this Protocol. 
20.  The Secretary~General of the United Nations shall 
inform the States referred to in paragraph 14 (a), as well 
as  the  United  Nations  Educational,  Scientific  and 
Cultural  Organization,  of  the  deposit  of  all  the 
instruments  of  ratification,  acceptance  or  accession 
referred  to in paragraphs  14  and  15;  of declarations 
made and withdrawn under paragraph 16 of the dates 
of entry into force  of this Protocol· in accordance with 
paragraph  17  (a)  and  (b);  and of the  denunciations 
provided for in paragraph 19. 
21.  (a)  This  Protocol  may  be  revised  by  the  General 
Conference of the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization. Any such 
revision,  however, shall be  binding only upon 
States  that  become  Parties  to  the  revising 
Protocol. 
(b}  Should  the  General  Conference  adopt a  new 
Protocol revising this Protocol either totally or 
in part, and unless  the new Protocol provides 
otherwise,  the present Protocol  shall  cease  to 
be  open  to  signature,  ratification,  acceptance 
or accession  as  from  the  date of the  coming . 
into force of the new revising Protocol. 
22.  This  Protocol  shall  not  change  or  modify  the 
Agreement. 
23.  Annexes  A,  B,  C.  1, C.  2, D,  E,  F,  G and H are 
hereby made an integral part of this Protocol. 
24.  In  accordance with Article 102 of the Charter of 
the United Nations, this Protocol shall be registered by 
the Secretary  ..General of the United Nations on the date 
of its coming into force. 
In  faith  whereof the undersigned, duly  authorized, have signed this Protocol on behalf of 
their respective governments.  · 
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ANNEX A 
Books, publications and documents 
(i) Printed books, irrespective of the language in which they are printed and whatever the amount of 
space given  over to illustrations, including the following: 
(a)  luxury editions; 
(b)  books printed abroad from  the manuscript of an author resident in the importing country; 
(c)  children's drawing and painting books; 
(d)  sch.ool  exercise books (workbooks)  with  printed texts and blank spaces to be 6Ued in by the 
pupils; 
(e)  crossword puzzle books containing printed texts; 
(f)  loose  illustrations and printed pages  in the form of loose or bound sheets and reproduction 
proofs or reproduction films to be  used  for the production of books. 
(ii)  Printed documents or reports of a non-commercial character. 
(iii) Microforms of the articles  listed  under items  (i)  and (ii)  of this  Annex, as well as  of those listed 
under items (i) to (vi)  of Annex A to the Agreement. 
(iv) Catalogues of films,  recordings or other visual and auditory material of an educational, scientific 
or cultural character. 
(v) Maps and  charts  of interest  in  scientific  fields  such  as  geology,  zoology,  botany,  mineralogy, 
palaeontology,  archaeology,  ethnology,  meteorology,  climatology  and  geophysics,  and  also  · 
meteorological and geophysical diagrams. 
(vi)  Architectural, industrial or engineering plans and designs and reproductions thereof. 
(vii) Bibliographical information material for distribution free of charge. 
ANNEX B 
Works of art and collectors' pieces of an educational, scientific or cuJtural character 
(i) Paintings and drawings, whatever the nature of the materials on which they have been executed 
entirely by hand, including copies executed by hand, but excluding manufactured decorated wares. 
(ii) Ceramics and mosaics on wood, heing original works of art. 
(iii) Collectors'  pieces  and  objects  of art  consigned  to  galleries,  museunis  and  other  institutions 
approved by the competent authorities of the importing country for the purpose of duty-,&ee entry 
of those types of materials, on condition they are not resold. Edition  No  (page  x-a-8  I 
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ANNEX C.l 
Visual and auditory matdials 
. (i) Films (1)  filmstrips, microforms and slides. 
ll) Sound recordings. 
(iiiJ Patterns,  models  and  waU  charts of an  educational,  scientific or cultural  character, except  toy 
models. 
(iv) Other visual and auditory materials, such as: 
(a)  video-tapes,  kinescopes,  video-discs,  videograms  and  other  forms  of  visual  and  sound 
recordings; 
(b)  microcards,  microfiches  and  magnetic  or  other  information  storage  media  required  in 
computerized information and documentation services; 
(c)  materials  for  programmed  instruction,  which  may  be  presented  in  kit  form,  with  the 
corresponding printed materials, including video-cassettes and audio-cassettes; 
(d)  transparencies, including those intended for direct projection or for  viewing throuah optical 
devices; 
(e)  holograms for laser projection; 
(f)  mock-ups or visoalizadons nf abttrll"t l"On"-eptl ncb aa  molt"11hu SUUCNrcl ur mathomatJcal 
formulae: 
(g)  multi-media kits; 
(h)  materials  for  the  promotion  of tourism,  including  those  produced  by  private  concerns, 
designed to encourage the public to travel outside the country of importation. 
(The exemptions provided for in the present Annex C.l shall not apply to: 
(a)  unused  microform  stock  and  unused  visual  and  auditory  recording  media  and  tht!ir  specific 
packaging such as cassettes, cartridges, reels; 
(b)  visual and auditory recordings with the exception of materials for the promotion of tourism covered 
by paragraph (iv)  (h), produced by or for a private commercial enterprise, essentially for advertising 
purposes; 
(c)  visual and auditory  recording~ in  whkh the advertising matter is  in excess of 25% by timt. In  the 
case of the  materials for the promotion of tourism covered by paragraph (iv)  (h), this  percentaae 
applies only to private commercial publicity.) 
ANNEX C. 2 
Visual and auditory materials of an educational, scieacifk or cultural charact« 
Visual  and  auditory  materials of an  educational, scientific or cultural  character,  when  imported  by 
organizations  {including,  at  the  discretion  of  the  importing  country,  broadcasting  and  television 
organizations) or by any other public or private institution ·or association, approved by the competent 
authorities of the importing country for the purpose of duty-free admission of these typeS of materials 
or when produced by the United Nations or any of its specialized aaencies and indudinl the following: 
( 1)  The  ~uty-~  ~try of exposed and  ~velop~ cinematographic:- films  for public  rommercial  exhibition  or lillie may  be  limited  to 
neganves,  It being understood that th•s  hnutatJon  shall  not apply  to films  (induding newsreela)  when  admitted  dur,-&ee  under rhe 
provisions of Annex  C.  2 to this Protocol. Edition  NO  I  page  X-B-9  I 
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(i}  films,  filmstrips, microfilms and slides; 
(ii) newsreels  (with  or without sound  track)  depicting  events  of current news  value  at the time of 
importation,  and  imported  in  either  negative  form,  exposed  and developed,  or positive form, 
printed and developed, it being understood that duty-free entry may be limited to two <npies of 
each subject for copying purposes; 
(iii) archival film  material (with or without sound track) intended for use in connection with newsreel 
films; 
1 
· 
(iv) recreational films particularly suited for children and youth; 
(v} sound recordings; 
(vi} video-tapes, kinescopes, video-discs, videograms an4 other forms of visual and sound recordings; 
(vii}  microcards,  microfiches  and  magnetic  or  other  information  storage  media  reCpured  in 
computerized information and documentation services; 
(viii} materials for programmed instruction, which may be presented in kit form, with the corresponding 
printed materials, including video-cassettes and audio-cassettes; 
(ix) transparencies,  including  those  intended  for  direct  projection  ~r for  viewing  through  optical 
devices; 
(x} holograms for laser projection; 
(xi) mock-ups  or visualizations  of abstract concepts  such  as  molecular  structures or mathematical 
formulae;  ·  · 
(xii}  multi-m~a kits. 
ANNEX D 
Scientific instruments or apparatus 
(i) Scientific instruments or apparatus, provided: 
(a)  that they are consigned to public or private scientific or educational institutions approved by 
the competent authorities of the importing country for the purpose of duty-free entry of these 
types of articles, and used for non-commercial purposes under the control and responsibility of 
these institutions; 
(b)  that instruments or apparatus of equivalent scientific value are not being manufactured in the 
country of importation. 
(ii) Spare parts, components or accessories specifically matching scientific instruments or apparatus, 
provided these  spare  parts,  components  or accessories  are imported at the  same time  as  such 
instruments and apparatus, or if imported subsequently, that they are identifiable as intended fof 
instruments or apparatus previously admitted duty free or entided to duty-free entry. 
(iii) Tools  to  be  used  for  the  maintenance,  checking,  gauging  or repair  of scientific  instruments, 
provided  these  tools  are  imported  at the same time  as  such  instruments  and apparatus  or, if 
imported  subsequently,  that  they  are  identifiable  as  intended  for  the specific  instruments  or 
apparatus previously admitted duty free  or entitled to duty-free entry,· and further prorided that 
tools of equivalent scientific value are not being manufactured in the country of importation. Edition  N°  Jpage  X-B-10  J 
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ANNEX E 
Articles for the blind and other handicapped persons 
(i) All  articles specially designed for the educational, scientific or cultucal advancement of the bliacl 
which are imported directly by institutions or organizations co~ed  with the education of, or 
assistance to, the blind, approved by the competent authorities of the importiDg country for tbe 
purpose of duty-free entry of these types of articles, including: 
(a)  talking books (discs, cassettes or other sound reproductions) and large-print boob; 
(b)  phonographs  and  cassette  players,  specially  designed  or adapted  for  the  blind  and  other 
handicapped persons and required to.play the talking books; 
(c)  equipment for the reading of normal print by the blind and partially sighted, such as electronic 
reading machines, television enlargers and optical aids; 
(d)  equipment for the mechanical or computerized production of braille and rec:orded material, 
such  as  stereo-typing  machines,  electronic  braille,  transfer  and pressing  mac:bines;  braille 
computer terminals and displays; 
(e)  braille paper, magnetic tapes and cassettes for the production of braille and talking boob; 
(f)  aids  for  improving  the  mobility  of the  blind,  such  as  electronic  orientation  and  obstade 
detection appliances and white canes; 
(g)  technical  aids  for  the education,  rehabilitation,  vocational training and employment of the · 
blind, such as  braille watches, braille typewriters, teaching and learning aids, games and other 
instruments specifically adapted for the use of the blind. 
(ii) All  materials specially designed for the education, employment and social advancement of other 
physically  or mentally  handicapped persons,  directly  imported by  institutions or organizations 
concerned  with  the education,  of or assistance  to,  such  persons,  approved  by  the  competent 
authorities of the importing country for the purpose of duty-free entry of these typeS of articles, 
provided that equivalent objects are not beiJ?-g manufactUred in the importing country. 
ANNEX F 
Sports equipmeat 
Sports  equipment  intended exclusively  for  amateur sports  associations or groups  approved by  the 
competent authorities  of the importing country for  the purpose of duty-free entry of these  types of 
articles, provided that equival~t materials are not being manufa~red  in the importing country. Edition  N°  I  page X-B-11  l 
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ANNEX G 
Musical instruments and other musical equipment 
Musical  instruments  and  other musical  equipment intended solely  for  cultural  institutions or music 
schools approved by  the competent authorities of the importing country for the purpose of duty-free 
entry of these types of articles, provided that equivalent instrumen~ and other equipment are not being 
manufactured in the importing country  .. 
ANNEX H 
Material ~nd machines used for the production of books, publications and documents 
(i) Material  used  for  the production of books,  publications  and  documents  (paper pulp,  recycled 
paper, newsprint and other types of paper used for printing, printing inks, glue, etc.).  · 
(ii) Machines  for  the  processing of paper pulp and paper and also printing and binding machines, 
provided  that  machines  of equivalent  technical  quality  are  not  being  manufactured  in  the 
importing country. Edition  N°  Jpage  X-C-1  J 
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COt:SCil DECISION 
of 18 March 1975 
conduJing  an  intcr1a.uional  convention  on  the  simplification  aod  harmoaizacioD  of 
abtoms procedures aod acuptina the  Annex thereeo  CODCCI'DiDa  aa&oaiS wanhoasa 
(151199t EEC) 
- O.J.  N°  L 100  of 21.4.1975,  p.  1  -
·; Hf <  nt·~< ll.  l)J- THF fl'R(WI.\' COMMUNITIES, 
lf.nw..;  rq.:.1.J  to  rhc  TrcJry  ntablidling 
t·u:-o!Y  .. :~  E-.,momk;  Comn1..1u~); 
l i.n ,;l..:  rc:~.aJ  t.•  the  rt·~.·. •mnwnJ.uion  from  the 
l  ••il·:nt,\hlO~ 
\.\ l. rch  the  int.-r·1lth•n.ll  ~.onvention  on  the 
-.. nri' ..  tt1on  JnJ  h.mnoni;.Hion  of  customs 
i",·u  Jur~-..  ·· .  ..:!-!• •t.  .• reJ  "ithin  the  Customs 
l·· ·  •.'c.:r.u- n  l..  · .n,:J  ~.·.1n  <.·!f .. ·(tndy (Ontrabute to the 
,·  __  '~·lor .1Kilt or  1:'  t"rn.lt"  m.tl  ruJ,·~ 
\\ . > · · l  • .-..  1r.  ..... '•: .. l.m~.<.·  "1th  Artide  11  of  thal 
\~" :hiL' •n,  ,  .. :  .. h  ~ •'nlr.h.tlng  PJrt\'  muM  when 
",  .... ~,h.im~  :he  "l'mcnti,m,  a1so  a"c~t one' of the 
,,  .. _.,,.,  th. n.·tr:•;  "h~n:.1~  th~  Community  should 
.,._.,_  .l  ....  ·C'rr  &he:  ·-'·mC''II.  ''m"C'rnina  custom• 
'\.d •.  '''~J ... ,  -..; 
,.  ;·  .•  :··.l-;  th.tt  .. onvcntion  should  therefore  be 
"· 1. !t..>.! JnJ ,:.J; Annex thereto he  a~~~pted, 
•  -'\r;,. !..- 1 
·- ·:~l~  :.-.--:  1!  .;,•m·c'l!i  ..  n  c.)n  the  simr:ific.uion 
11.iimor.iJ..OthW  •  ·-f  ~.-u .. :om-.  pr~Jur~s ~nd the 
Annex  th  ..  'rt:to  r:on~erning customs  warchou~ are 
hereby  rcspecti\'dy  concluded  and  acuptcd  .)n 
behalf of the Community. 
The texts of the  convention  and of the  Annex  arc 
'ontaincd in the AnMx to this Decision. 
Article 2 
The Prl·si<.lcnt of the Council is  hereby authorit<'J t:) 
designate  the  persons  empowered  ro  ~ign  the 
convention referred to in Anide 1 and to accerr the.: 
Annex  al~o referred to in Anicle 1 and to C()nfer  on 
tht:m the powen required to bind the CtJmmun1r-.-. 
Th,·.-.c  per'>on~ ~hall also inform rhc Secretary-General 
uf  rh'-·  Cusroms  Cooperation  Cnun..:il  thJt.  tor  dw 
appli'"·.ation  of  the  aforc\aiJ  Annc:x,  the  l"·l'::.rn.., 
territories  of  the  Afemher  ~cates  of  the  bir<.•;'<"..ln 
Ec.:onomic  Communiry  are  to  be  const.iercJ  .a  a 
single  territory. 
Done ar Brussels, J  8 March 19"' <  . 
for the Cmt'k.: 
The PusiJt·n: 
R..RYAS -----------------------------
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Al\:NE.X 
L'ITEIL~ATIONAL  CONVENTIOS ON THE SIMPUF1C-'TIO:--l A.'"D 
HA~\t0!\.1ZA  TION OF (":'JSTOMS  PROCEDl'RES 
TM COl'ilRAcnNG PARTIES  to the present convention, established under tM ausp;,--cs  of 
th~ Cu5toms Cooperation Council. 
~OliNG rhJt  d1nrg~n'es  ~twten national  c:ustoms  procedurn  can  h.amrcr  •nft"rn.tthmtW 
tr.tJC'  ~nd od.er intemJttonal nchanges, 
C0!'4SIOFRING that 1t  is  in the inreresn of all countries to promote such trade and ex~hanccs 
anJ to fo!lter  intemo~uon.al cooperation, 
(  O~SIDERING that  simplification  and  harmonization  of  their  custom~  pr~(~Uffl "" 
effectJvdy  contrabute  to  the  development  of  anternarional  trade  and  of  other  inttt!ta~oriJ.I 
e~changes. 
CONVINCED thar .:n  international in!itrumcnt proposing provisions whtch  rountrtC'!>  unJcnake 
to apply  as  500ft  as  they  art  able  to  do  so  would  lead  prog~ssi,·dy  t('  a  h1gh  Jc"g•«  ol 
stmphficauon  and  harm~"lnizauon of customs  proc:Nures. ""·hich  is  one of  the  ~r:.al ~:m~ 
of  the  Cu!ltums  Coorcr.uion Council, 
HAVE  AGRI.:.ED  AS  FOUOWS: 
CHAPTER  I 
Ddin.itioos 
Artick l 
fot the purposes of this convention: 
· aj  rhe term 'the Council' means the organization set 
up  by  the  convention  establishing  a  Customs 
Coo~ration  Council,  done  at  Brussels  on  1S 
Ot'(t·mb<-r  1950; 
·~·  the  tc:rm  'Permanent  Technical  Committee' 
r;;can\  the  Pumanent  Tcchnica!  Committee  of 
•he  Council; 
'c !he  term  'ratification'  mearu  ratification, 
a.:.:cptance  or  approval. 
CHAPTER n 
Scope of the convention and !"tructure 
of the Aucxa 
Artick2 
F.ach  Contractina  Party  undertakes  to  promote the 
~mtr~+(ation  and  harmoniution  of  customs 
pi"CXC<fures  a~ to  that  mJ.  to  cN!fC'--m.  in 
accordance with the rrovi,.ions of thas  conu::-:ta,,:~. t" 
the  Standards  anJ  ft"(OmmenJcJ  rra~o."ti  ..  "(''  in  th<' 
Annexes  to  thi~ (t.m\·cnr1on.  Hc·~·cvcr.  "''~h,··~ "'ull 
preVC"nt  a  Contr.a  ..  "ting  r  .. rr,·  fwm  ~rar.tin~  hd::~;~·~ 
greater  than  th<..'~  rrm iJc-J  f,\r  therein.  anJ  (".h" 
Contr;h:ting  P.lft~·  is  rc:'"···mmcnJ~J  ft'  gr.,~t  'ilh  h 
~~:rcater f.1\:iliric~ 3S cxten,1vdy a'S  i""''t-tl~. 
The provi~ions of this  CC'n\"('n~i<'ln shall noc  rrc  ..  ~  ~:.J,_, 
the  arplicarion  (\f  r~r-hi~:~il·ms  or  rt"~tri  ... ·•  (  '"'" 
imroscd under national  !c~i~;Jrion. 
Each Annex to thi' C<'lrlH'ntion  c:onsists.  in  rrin\.';;'1~.: 
of: 
{a)  an introduction summMizinc the various mart<"n 
ckalt With .n  the :\nnex; 
(b;  definiti(\ns  (\f  the  main  customs tams u~  in 
the  Anm:x; Edition  N°  lpage  x-c-4  I 
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(')  sur.  .. bn:!(,  be-ing  thn!ooe  pr,wl(i,,ns  the  ger1eral 
arrli  ..  ·ation  <'f  whi~h is  f'C'O:OJ:nizcd  at n«rss.uy 
for  rhe  .1(hievtmcnr  of  harmonization  and 
simrlifkarion of rust\'ms  p~tdurcs; 
;J)  f(\."0mm'-·nJt"J  ru~o'"'ti.:C'!;,  being  those  prOVISIORS 
wf-11 .. h  art"  rt""o~ns,,·  .. !  .u  ..:unMiruring  prc:gr~ 
row.1rJ-.  ~~lC~  turm. nit t:son and the s1mplifkuion 
of  (ll\ft•ms  rn"l..-.·Jur~s,  rile  widest  possible 
lr~·!l\  .. lfi,,n  ol  v•hi,:h  is  considered  ro  be 
J'"'r.ahlc; 
\&.·)  n.,:c~ in,ll\..lfi!.J.!  '''"'~ of  the:  ro~sahlc ccM.nes of 
a~th'll ro  t"' to:: ..  """'~ m applying the uaDCiard or 
rt·"ommtnd.:-J  pu..:ti.:e  C'OnCCI'Ded. 
Arrick s 
.  .e.ny  ComrJ,'fing !'arty  ~·hi..:h  ~~~trts an Annex 
~~·dl  ~(.·  ~e,·:·,cJ  to  a~..:c.·rt  an  the  stan&ards  and 
r"· ... r.  :~o.T.k ..  rr.l. rh.c.' ..  rh,·rc.·in  unk"'"  .1r  the  time  of 
.1"'( ;··  n~  lh,·  :\n.lt'X  ~~r  J;  .3;1\·  t.mt"  thc:rc.·.tftl'r  it 
~~. ·~ ·  · . •  rh("  \c,  rct.<i~·-C,·n~·ra.l  l•t  the  Coun..:il  of the 
,·.~·h! .~.J , ..  1:1J  rt·..:omnwn,!\•d  r•~.:ti  .... C'~S)  in  fC\pcct 
, ··  '' 
1
•.  !\  1t  "~~tt'\ rc·or.cn  .~: J<~n\, '>t .1tin~ 1hc  tliffer~n.:~ 
·· ..  :·.·.  ~t\\·.(!l  the  rrd\'l!ll\lm  of  its  national 
ll >'  .· .l •n  Jfh~  tho~  of  thC'  ~tanJarJ(s)  and 
fl ".:  .. r l.T~tJ  ru""ti.:c ·~)  con.:emtJ.  Any 
C  r.~r ;,  ~ .r:;::  P.t rt\  "ht,  h  h.lS  enrc:n:J  rc~rv~tions 
,..,  ·.~  ".:hJr.&w  thtm,  in  wholt"  or in  part,  at  any 
:: ··:,·.  ~~  n,mri  .. .&ti,)n  to  the  S«rct.uy-Gcn~ral 
·:· .. if,  .:1~  rhc  JJre on  whi..:h  su..:h  \\'ithdr:awal  ukcs 
I ..... ~  Cc.:·.;r~t..~ing  r.uty  ~nund by  an  Annex 
h ·.· '.  J~  lc;to.r  fl:.  .. e  t"\·cry  thrce  years,  r~view the 
'{.11...i.:r~~:.  anj  n.·  .. :omml·nJ  .. :J  rracrkcs  therein  in 
·l  I'''· · ()f ~  J. i..:h  it  hJs c~H<:rcd rC"s.cn·ations, compare 
!
1:.-.n  ',\ i•h  the  rrn\ isi(lrl$  of  ib national  le&islarion 
·nJ  nt)!,:)' th"  Sccl't'ury-General  of the  Council  ol 
rhc rc:)1.lrs of thlt review. 
CHAPTF.R  Ill 
Role oi Coun-:il anJ of the Pcnaaaeat 
T  «hni,al C  .om mince 
The  Cou:--.,l:  sh3ll,  in  a.:corJJnce  with  the 
r:-.wi-ions  of  t!~ .i  C'\)n\'tntion,  supcrvi.e  the 
J,imu: ,,trJri,•u  a  a  .. !  ;~,·  ... ·l,·rm\·nt  of this  convention. 
lr  5~.1:1.  in  r.urk l.lJl", "i.:, jJc  up· ·n  rhe  incorporation 
ot (\(,'\\  AnM:~~oc.-s n;  the..:~ .wc:nr ...  n. 
2.  ,.  tht·~  c·  ... : I  t!i~  ram.;: -.nt  T~chni..:al 
C<)r1rr..ac~ ~hJtl,  ltn~:..:r  tht Jurlh)fity o! th~ C0uncil. 
anJ  sn  .l.:..:orJ.m~c: wuh  an .  .- .'tn·..:l.\J05 1iven  by  the 
\..••:;n..-:1. t.nc the fvllowing fun.::taons: 
(a)  to prepare new  Annexes  and to pro~  to the 
Council  their  adoption  with  a  Yinr  ro  their 
incorporation  in  the con•enrion; 
(b)  to  submit  to  the  Couna1  proposals  for  such 
am~ndments to this convention or ro its  Ann~xes 
as  it  may  consider  necessary  and,  in  particu:ar, 
proposals  for  amendments  ro  the  te1.:cs  of  the 
standards and recommended practices and for the 
urgrading  ol  recommended  praaices  to 
standards; 
(c)  to  furnish  optmons  on  any  mattcn  ..:c>O«rning 
the application of the convention; 
(d)  to perform such usks as the CouDcilmay direct 
io relation to the p_rovisions of dae CODYeDCioa. 
Artick7 
For the purposes of Yoting in the Council and  iD  the 
Permanent Technical Committee cac:b Annex lhall be 
taken to be a separate convention. 
CHAPTER  IV 
MisceDaaeoas proYisioal 
AnickB 
For  the  purposes  of this  convention,  any  Annex  or 
Annexes to which a Contracting Party is bound sh.tll 
be  construed  to  be  an  integral  pan  of  the 
convention, and in relation to that Contracting Party 
any reference to the convention shall  be  deemed  ro 
:dude a reference to such Annex or Anoexet 
Artick9 
Contracting  Panics  which  form  a  cust·)ms  or 
economic  union  may  state  by  notification  to  rhe 
Sccretary-G~ncral  of  the  Council  that  for  r~e 
·•rplication of a gi\·en  Annex to this convent.r,n thc·ir 
territories  arc  to be  tak~n as  a  single  rerritc•ry.  In 
('ach instance "here, as  a result of st:ch  noti f. ... ltit  .n, 
Jiffercnccs  exist  between  the  provisio:-o;  (Jf  r~ ar 
Annex  and those of the  legislation  applic.-h!~  ~-)  rhe 
territories  of  the  Contracting  Panies,  rh~  ~tares 
concerned shall enter a reservation to the sunJard or 
recommended praaice in  question UDder Atticlc S  <~i 
the  conventioD. 
CHAPTER V 
Fmal provisioas 
Artkk 10 
1.  Ary dispute between two or more Contr.,,ti;:! 
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of thi\ convention shall so  far as  possible be  settled 
h) llq.;otiJtion betwC'tn them. 
2.  Any dispute which is  not settled by negotiation 
~h.t!l  he  rderred  by  the  Contracting  Parties  in 
d"f'U~C  to  the  rcrmJill'llt  Tct.:hni,al  Committee 
whi .. h sh.tll  thereupon consider the dispute and make 
rt.:o~1mcndations for its  settlement. 
3.  If  the  Permanent  Technical  Committee  is 
unJbl"=  to settle  the."  di ... putt·. it  shall  refer the maner 
to  rht"  Council,  whi""h  \h.1ll  make  re...:ommenJ:uions 
in  a\.'~ordancc with  Artide Ill  (e)  of the convention 
:·'>tJbli  ... hJ:lg  th~  Council. 
4.  The Conrra,ting Panic~ in di!>pute  may agree in 
aJ~  .tnl"C  ro  acct'pt  the  re  .. ommendations  of  the 
Permanc:nt  Technical  Committee  or  Council  as 
1:-! :1di.1g. 
Article 11 
l.  Any  Mem~r Stare  of  the  Council  and  any 
~t'!"rn~r  State  of  the  United  Nations  or  its 
~r<."<:iJ!n~ed agencies may ~come  a Contracting Party 
f'J  this  convention: 
f:1"  by .,igning it without reservation of ratification; 
(b)  by  d, jlf)Siting an instrument of ratification aher 
signir.g it subject to ratification; or 
(c)  by  alceding  to  it. 
1.  T11is  convention  shall  be  open  until  30 June 
1974 fnr '-ignature at the headquarten of the Council 
in  Bru~\cls by the States referred  to in paragrarh  t 
~::.f  !,_,i~  Article.  Thereafter, it shall  be  open for thdr 
.tc  ~e  .. sion. 
l.  Any  Sratc,  not  ~ing  a  member  of  the 
or~Jf'liTations  rderred  to  in  paragraph  1  of  this 
A  rti~.  !~  to  whi~.:h an invitation to that effect has been 
:ddr:  ~··nt 1--y  the Secretary-General of the Council at 
th·.:  (.  .....  ,  ... Ts  rcque)t  may  hccome  a  CnntrJctiniZ 
P.1 -t:•  t•_,  t~is <:nnvenrion  by  acceding rhc-rcro  aftrr it-. 
t~try i~1:o force. 
4.  F:1~.h  St.Jte  referred  to  in  par:1graph  1 or 3 of 
this  _\~·.de  ~hall at the time of  ~igr1i'1g,  r.1rif~ ing or 
.t..-..t·\!:n~  to  thi~  conventJtln  srl·~.:rh  tht'  :\nrlt·:-.  or 
Annn<:~ it  accepts,  it  being  nccc""Jry  to  :1(\.'c.:rr  at 
l··:to,t  one  Annex.  It  may  sul:--.cquently  notify  the 
S.... ... n:t.Hy-Gcnt·rJI  of the Cound that it  Ju.<.·prs  <Hle 
or rnnrc further Annexes. 
5.  The  instruments  of  ratification  or  a..:\:ession 
-.ha:1 ~  deposited with the Secman·-General of the 
Council.  ' 
6.  The Secrctary-~nC'ral of the Council shalf notify 
the  Contacting P-arties  to this convention, the other 
signatory Stat~  th·'~ \tC'mNr St:ttc:s of the  C·,u~  .. ·it 
that  are  not  ("('r~tr~·  .....  ,...~  PJ:-tin  tt' the  \7onn·nt .. ,n. 
and the  Sc.-crt··  .. n-G\r.n.1l <'t  the  l'nite.i  ~.,~hlll., of 
any  new  Annex  t :1.o:  :he  c,,undl  m.ty  Jc~.·iJ~  h" 
in..:orporJtC'  in  thi ..  (0!  -r·ion.  Cont~.l\."tm~  r.H:i~-, 
ac..:epting  s~11.:h  a  new  :\nno~  ~h.1l;  r·'~ify  the 
Secrc:tary-Gc:ncral of the  Coun~.il in a..:  .... orJJn~e with 
paragraph 4 of this Ankle. 
7.  The  prm·isions of  pJra~urh t  of this  ·'"id: 
shall also arrlr to the  cu~tom~;  ··~  ~onon,i.:  un~·'ll\ 
referred to in Artkle 9 of this 'onwr·ri '" in  ~o f.u  a~ 
the  ol-tli~Jtions  ansm~  from  th~  in,trumrnt, 
establishing  such  CU!'Itom\  or  t"\:c:1or1i..:  untdn~ 
~quire the competent  ~,!iC'S thell:'Of  t•l  ,,,nrr.t..·!  in 
their  own  name.  Huw1. ,·c:-r,  'u..:h  bodtc~  !>lui'  not 
have the right to votC'. 
Article 12 
t.  this  conYmrion  sh3JI  mtn'  into  force  rh!ft 
months  aftn  fi•e  of  the  Starn  ~fert"eJ  t-~  in 
paragraph  t  of Artide  11  tht"m:,f  have  ,j~~C"J  th.: 
convention  "·ithout  ft'5('rv.ation  of  ratifi  ... -J.t('n  or 
have  deposih:·J  th~ 1r  in,trum~nt\ vf  ut.~J  .. J!hln  ~'r 
a"es.sion. 
2.  For  any  State  si~ning  without  ~C'f'Y3t1on  of 
ratin~arion, ratifying or a" ... cJin~ tt:'  :his  . ,,,,c-nti<'!" 
aftC'r  fi\c St.ut"S  hJ\'C  s1~~t'J 1t  "1thl'U~ rt'"l'r\'.lfh  ·n  ·'' 
ratification  or  h:a,•e  dc-r<'..-.itt·J  their  instrur. <'r'f"  o 
ratifkation or ac("sion,  thi~ (on\cnti('ln  ~h.~ll  en\ .'r 
inro  force  thrC'C  m(\nth~  .:aftt'r  the  s.tiJ  ~! ·rr  ~ "' 
si~C'J  wirhout  rC"~f'\  J~:on  of  r.ltifi, Jtl•':l  "r 
depo~iteJ irs imtrumt"nr •..>t  r.anti~Jfll.ln or :.:I.'C''-"h'~ 
3.  Anv Annex to thi' C<.'·wenti\'n  sh.til  cn•cr  i:~~"., 
force  th.rec  mPnths  afte-r  five  Cc:mrra,"ting  r:artl\.~ 
have acccptc-J thJt Anncx. 
4.  For any State whkh accc-rn .an  Ann<:'x  a~o.·r fiw· 
States have  •"~:rrtc-,f  it,  rh.1t  Annt""t  .. ~Jrf  C':-TC"r  l!"'.f, 
force  three mor.rns  afte-r  th~  ~.,iJ  ~:Jtt"  ~  ....  ,,.~i~.(,+ 
its ac~tance. 
1.  Any  State  m.1V.  Jt  rl,c- r·;,e  of  ~i 1 ::-:.  !.  t'-" 
convention  \\'irhour  ~. '· ~\ .1•·  ·~ "f  r,~tfi,.Hll''l  , r  ,t 
depositing its  in,tr;:•~.t:~r <·{  r.l:;f;,,,~; .•  ,~  t•r  '"'<"'' ..  ,, 
or  at  an,·  timc  r':c!'r.lt  ·~·r.  J,., :.Pc  f:.,.  r.l,ti! ., .lt.\ ,n 
giH·n  to  rhe  St",r<·i.ln··< :r  ... aJl  ~f rhe  Ct'U!h:t!  t~ •t 
this  convention  ,!·-1;~  c'tcnJ  to  .a:l  or  .tnv  of  th" 
territorics  for  \'. h(''>C  irtcm.Hi\'~J!  rd.1ti1~n~  it  j, 
rcsronsihle.  5u.J·:  nNifk.ltl<'n  ~h.tfl  t.ake  effc\"'t  thr('(' 
months  Jfrcr  t~• JJte ot  ~he rt\."t'irt  th~rtCtt'  ~v th  ... · 
Secretary-GC'il{'Tll  of  th.·  c~,U~\7il.  H\'IW('\'C"r:  tht" 
com·ention  ,h.lll  n{\f  arr!  ...  f(l  the  ttrrirori~ nJm<'J 
in the notifi\.".lti<m  h'~'re the ..:on,·ention  h.ts  enrr~d 
into for.:e for the St.nc •.:on(C'meJ. Jpage x-c-6 
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'  :\n,· Sr.ue  "hi~h hlS  m.lJc a  n(lufi~J·;on under 
l'.l~.tp.:;·~  1 ot  t~n .o\rti  ... :c  C).tC't~.3ii'~ th:, (l)OVt"ntion 
!\)  .111~  t.:rr;wry iM "ho  .. c  H rcrn.H'I•n.ll  rcl.Jrions It is 
rc'll~,.,,tl•le  m.a~  n~•tdy thr  ~  ·~:-..-ury-Ct·nc:r:cl of the 
('uun  .. ,!.  ur~J  ..  ·r  ;h('  f"'r•"'-o.Juzc  of Artide  14  of thit 
"'mcnr~t•n. dut  the  r~.·:r1tor)  .a  Qlie)tton  wiU  no 
lun.,~r .1rply tht- ''m\'('Othm. 
I.  Thi!o  .. o.· vrr.r:un  ;)I  ,,f  m1!lmitcd  duration  but 
.\ll\  C~>r~:r.l.:l.!;~ l'"'"'  r. ,,  ..  ktu•un~e ir  ar  an)'  time 
.tft  .. r tl-w  JJtt  .~i  1ts  cr.tr~  .n~o ior'e unJcr Arrick 12 
th~·rc  ... ·,f 
,  l'1C'  ~.k:~ .r;.-,.ui,  r.  ,h.1!l  ~ notific:J  by  an 
l:>.tr.:t:~. nt  m  "'r:  a~  ...  kr,)•.trc.:J  wirh  the Secretary· 
Get~~  r.: · ,,f the (',,un~·L 
.1.  I: :·  dcn .. -..-:Jr,,.~,  · h 1!!  tJle dfect  six  months 
.tttc ·.  i·~  rc.· ..  ·<:1; .. ~  ,,f ;h.,  ir1-rru:ntnt of denunciation by 
the':~  rrt.l~ -<..c.T..r .tl of the  Coun~il. 
4.  The  r•o\·,-.;( .)\  of r.H:l)!f 1ph!o.  1  .md  3  of this 
:\~ti. 1 :  ,'-ull .t!-.o  ~·i';'\·  in  rC'"i'''-·t  ,')f  the  .\nnexes to 
.Ill'  ,.·n\('llti''"·  ,In\'  (.',mrr.l\t:•'l'  r.lny  being 
,··.:::\ L .u Jn\·  t1mC'  .1'!a ~~-..  ,it:~· of th, ir entry into 
f  .. r, ,.  ,  ..  1 .. kr  :\rt:  .. le  1:!  of  the  con\'ention,  to 
,~ :·: ...  .1w  '!'  J.:~·tT~Jn.:c  uf ,me  or  more  Annexes. 
:\:. ·  Cuntr.t  ..  :~:;;~  P.1:ty  \\ hich  withdraws  its 
.h .•·;·· -.:'1~oc."  oi  .1!!  the  An~~·xl'S  ~h.tll  be  d~  to 
hJ·.( J,·~h,un~cJ rh,· -:-onH'Pt ''"· 
A~i  .. J.·  H 
! .  r: ..  Cou:1d  mJ,.  n·._,,n·,  ~,cr.J  Jmt1dments  to 
:h; ..  "'··~vt"nrinn.  fH·r~  C.>r:tu  .. tinE:  P.trry  shaH  be 
.r· .·  ·.  ;,,  th.  '<'..r-.1 1n  l•l'th ~.tl  of  the  C,mncil  tO 
; .1r:  <' \  .t'  in  thC'  ~L,  .. ·"''H'Il  nt  J'H• •ru!>als  for 
.•rn  ..  1wnr of tlll' 'mwc:;r•,•n. 
·liH  fr'\t  ,f  .tnv  .1:···. Jn"·· r  'n  rclomm<"nJrd 
-.:  :l,  :,  ...  :·': ~11.  .... tc.t  i·  •'h·  'n.i\t.tn (it·ncr.ll  of 
:',  \  tt1  ...~;  r·•  .1ll  l  ,•:Hr:hr.ng  PJn:c-s  to  this 
··'·'·"  '!l,  t ..  t .. ::  ,,rh~·r  .. :t::l.lr,)r"  St.ltl'O:  and  to 
., ..  '.L·rnbc:r  ~ .. res  ot  the.·  (~>;m.:il  thlt  are  not 
\  ..  ·  1,::·1~ PJr!:c, rn  r:11-;  ,.·n\:r.ri''"· 
'·  \\ .:hin  a rcri,)J oi '·' mo:~:h.; fr: •11  the:  date on 
,, '·  ,·h  rhc  ro.·.:.,mm~"~.._LJ  Jm<.':  J.,,~,·.it  is  so 
·  ,  ..  -<~·.&r<.·J •.  ln}·  l'••::r:.l.:ting  PJrty  or,  if  the 
.l:n.·L,:·: .. nt  ...  :~'1'~  ;an  \nnt'x  in  force,  any 
(,  r:- ,,  .•nt::  r.;  '\  :·,lun  .. f  ~~ th.lt  ;\r;~h:X m.ay  inform 
rh.  :"'.._,,.~·tJI')·*(.,c:~ :  ..  ~of the Counc~L 
.,,  th.l.c  :r  has  ;an  "'·' ,: ..  'tion  to  th~  ~comm~nded 
.l:~·.  :'l,!:::~..rt. or 
:1  t!~Jf,  a't':n  .. ~  it  ~~•~nJ:  to  accept  the 
r~:..:~olmmcnJ  .. ·J  J:··  :1..!m;.·nt,  r.~e  .:onditioas 
necessary for such acceptance are nor yet fulfilled 
in its country. 
4.  If  a  Contractin~t  Parry  \~ndt  tht  Sc-crcury· 
G  ..  ·n~rJI of the  ('ouni:il a  ~ummuniCJtiOO a• rrnviJt'J 
for  in  par3~rlph 3 {b)  of this Article, it  may, lO lona 
as  it  has  not  notified  the  St>cretary*~nual of  its 
a~'t'ptance of the  rccommt"nJc:d  amendment,  ~ut-mit 
an  objc"ion to that amendment within  a  ~rioJ of 
nine  months  following  the  ~xpiry of the  Six-month 
period rdt'rred to in paragraph 3 of this Article. 
S.  If an objection to the recommended  amenJmcr~t 
is stated in  accordance with the ttrrns of p.au~ra;'h 3 
or 4 of this Anicle, the amendmt'nt shaH  be."  dc~meJ 
not to have been accepted and shatl be of no dfecr 
6.  ·  If  no  objection  to  the  rc.:oMmt"ndcJ 
amendment in  accordance  with  paragraph 3 or 4 of 
this  Article  h.as  been  stared, the amendment shal:  be 
dl-cmed  to  hJve  hem  accepted  as  from  th~  d.ue 
specifieJ below: 
(a)  if  no  Contracting  Party  has  st-;.t  a 
communication  in  accordance  with  p.1ra~rarh 3 
(h)  of this Anicle, on the expiry of the  ~rird of 
sax  months  rderred to in  p.uagraph 3; 
(b)  if  any  Contracting  Pany  h.u  sent  a 
communication  in  .1ccordance  with  paragra~  h  3 
(b)  of this Ankle, on the earlier of the follnxing · 
rv.·o dates: 
(i)  the JJte hy  wh;..:h  all rhe Contract  in,.!  P:1 :-tits 
which  St>nt  snch  communi(.Jti(ms  '-lave 
norified the Secretary-General of rhe C ·  ... nci~ 
of  their  acceptan~e  of  the  r  .. ,:i;:TIMt r:Je,~ 
amcnJmenr,  provided  that,  if  a  '
1  th,: 
acccpranct's  were  notified  bchre  rhl.'  ~ ~pirv 
of  the  p\.'rioJ  of  MX  IDCinths  r;..·tcrrcd  tt•  in 
p.u.tgraph 3 of rhi.,  Anicle, rhat dare ,h  .. ::  r~ 
taken  to be  the  date  of expiry  of !he  'lid 
six-month rcriod; 
(ii)  chc  d.uc of npiry of the  ni•w  tno!1t!:  p··n.,J 
refcrrcJ to in  paragraph 4 of this  Ar~. l·. 
7.  Any  amt'ndment  deemed  to  be  a.:u.-red  -.hJ!I 
enter  into  force  either six  months  .after  the  ~att.  01, 
\\ hkh it  was Jecmed to he  a  ..... crred or, if a d  E~  rent 
period  is  spe~ified in  the recummended  amtndmc-nt, 
on the expiry of that period aftt-r  the  d  .. rc  o,·  wh:ch 
the amendment was deemc..i to ~e acceptrd. 
8.  Tht' Secrctary-Genc-ral  of the Council  sh:tll,  as 
soon  as  po~sible, notify  the  Contracting  Pan  it-s  to, 
rhis  convention  and  other  sign~tory States  of  any, 
ohjt''-·tion  t.1  the  recommended  amendment  made  in 
a  .. ~.;:-,i:>n.:c  .-.i!"  para~raph  3  (a),  and  of  any· 
,  .. T •  .-•. unicarion  rC"~ivcJ  in  accordance  wirh 
P"l• .tr,raph  3  ~~~;,  of  this  Anicle.  He  sh~ll 
sub:;cqu~.;ntlr  inform  ~he  Contractina  Parties  and -------
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other si~natory States whether the Contracting Pany 
or  pa"ics  which  han smt such  a  communication 
raise  an  objection  to the  recommended  amcndm~nt 
or accept it. 
Article 16 
I.  lndcpen&ntly of the amendment procedure Jaid 
down  in  Article  15  of this  convention  any  Annex, 
excluding  its  ddinition11,  may  be  modified  by  a 
decis:on  of the Council.  Every  Contracting  Parry  to 
rhis  convrntion  sr.11l  be  invited  by  the  Secretary-
General  of  the  Council  to  particip:tte  in  the 
disc~.;s')ion of ;1r1y  rroposal for the amendment of an 
Annt:x. The tnt ot Jny JmenJm<nt so Jt·cided uron 
shall  be  communicated  by  the  ~cr~ary-General of 
rhe  Council  to  the  Contracting  P  JrtiC's  to  this 
convcntron,  the  other  signatory  States  and  tho-;e 
Mcm~r  Stares  of  the  Council  that  are  not 
contr.tcting pa"ies to this convention. 
2.  A:nt"ndments  decided  upon  under paragraph  1 
of thi\ A"icle shall enter into force  ~ix month" aftrr 
their communication by the Se'retary-General of the 
Cou!Kil.  Fach Contracting P3rty hound by  an Annex 
forming  the  \ubjcct  of  such  amendments  shall  be 
dcemeJ ro have acccpted those amendment~ unless it 
entcrs a  reservation under the procedure of Anicle S 
of this convention. 
Anicle 17 
1.  Any  Sure  rarifying  or  acceding  to  this 
conve:1rion  shall  be  deemed  to  have  acccrtcd  any 
amrnJ~.f"nts thcr~o wruch have entered into force at 
the d.lte of deposit of its instrument of ratification or 
accc5~ion. 
2.  Any  State  which  acccptJ  an  Annex  shall  be 
deeme-d,  unless  it mten reservations under Article S 
of  this  convention,  to  have  acc(l'ted  any 
.amendm  .. nts to that Annex which have entered into 
force  at the  d.ue on  which  it  notifies  its  acceptance 
to thc Secretary-General of the Council. 
Article 1B 
The  S«retary-Cmera.l of the Couna1 shall notify the 
Conrr  acting  Pan  in  to  rhi•  convention,  the  other 
signatory States,  rh~  Mt"mf,u States of the  Council 
that are  not  Contr  Jc;tirts Pania to this  convmtion. 
and the Sccmary-GC'ncral of the Uniuod Nations of: 
(a)  signatures,  ratificat'ons  aDd  accasions  under 
Article 11 of this co:-~vcntion; 
(b)  the  date of  rntry  into  force  of this  conftntion 
and of each of the  :\nnt~M in accord.t'Ke with 
Anicle 12: 
(c)  notifications rttdvtd in  accord.tf'ct with Articles 
9 and l3i 
(d)  notifications  and  communic:ni(\ns  rt"ttiftd  in 
accord.tn'e ''  ith Artid  ..  -, 5.  1C.  .1nJ  t  .. ; 
(c)  denunciations und('f Artidt 14; 
(f)  any amendmrnt d«mrd to have tun a«t'rttd in 
accord.1ncc  with  Anidc  15  and  rhc  ~btt of  itJ 
entry inro force; 
(J)  any amendment to the  A.nrx-u-s  adortt'd by  the 
Council  in  accorJ.m~c "ith Art ide  16  anJ the 
date of its entry into for~. 
In accordance with Aniclc 102 of tM O.artt'f of the 
United  Nations, this  com·cntion  shall  be  ~Tglsttrt"d 
with  the  Sccmari.at  of  the  United  Sations  at  the 
rc:qunt of the  S<\.:rc.-t.u~·-(.cntral ,,f the Coundl. 
In  witness  whcm»f  the  un<k"igncd.  ~ins duly 
authorized thereto, have signed this convention  . 
Done at Kyoto, this cightemth day of ~b~ ni~ 
hundred  and  KVcntT·thrt"C.  in  the  Fnglish  and 
French languages. both  te'(t\ hcin~ e<;uJt!y  authcnti~ 
in  a single original whkh sh.tlJ  be dq'ositcd with the 
Stcretary-~neral of the Coun..:il  who shaJJ  tran\mit 
cenificd  copies  to  al1  the  Sutes  rderrcd  to  in 
paraguph 1 of An  ide 1  1 of this convention. --------- ------------- ---- ·------------------
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A~NEX CONC£R.NINC  CUSTOMS  WAREHOUSES 
rsnoovcnos 
It is  in  the nlrute of ir.tern.ttional trade rracrice that in a 
~re.lt  m.tm·  C.l"<"'S  it  as  not  known  at  the  rime  of 
ll!11,'~":.it;,)n  hCiw  !:":1~)n~·-~  ~r'<'ds will  finally  be  disposed 
of.  & :1i)  mr.1ns  tlllt the  itr.j'~'rtcrs are obliged to &tore the 
E:\'~<.~s for  more or  !~.~ lo~,; ;'C'r:oJs. 
\"t h·re it  is  intC"nJed  to re-nport the  goods,  it ia  in rhc 
imt'<'rter's  interest  to  rl.tce  them  under  •  customa 
rrn~c.!urc •ruch obviata the ~  to pay  import dutia 
anJ ta\:ts.. 
'lrhat ttoods  a~ .nrmJt"d  fur  outright  imponarioft, it is 
ltt;tin  in  the- lmf'Oner's  int<'rnt  to  ~  able  to  delay 
p.l~ mcnt  of  th~ im('Ort  JutiCS  and tun Until  eM  aoocfl 
an a(tu.a !ly ulm into home use. 
In  MJcr  ro  m.1h  rh~ f.J, diU<"\  avaibblc  to  importen, 
m1UI  H'llnfw•l h.nt rnl\hft<f In lhfet n,trioaaJ lepsJadoftt 
fur  the ll•'t.'m' w.uehou""tl rro\."tJure. 
Hownn. lnlJ'C'rted  goods  are  not me  oaJy  aoocft  whidl 
m.ay  qu.t~:~· for cunoms w.an-housing. 
For eumrle. some .:mmrrit't  allow  ~~  that are  liable 
tl'l,  or hne horne,  intrm.al  durin and  raxn (whether of 
n.uiono~l  on,::in  or  rrc,·iou-;ly  imrorted  against  p.1yment 
of  imr")rt  Jut1c-s  a~d  tnt's)  to  he  stored  in  cu-.roms 
w:uc-hf•tl~ in  order thn they ma)'  qualify for txtmprion 
from, or rcp.aymt'nt of. mch  an~mal duties and taxes. 
1\mulJ:I~·.  the  Jero-.,r  in  .a  cu,.toms  warchou-.e  of goods 
rh:u  hav~  rre' 1om•lr  he-m  dealt  with  under  another 
fll"t••m•  rrcx·dLire  or  rhu  may  qualify,  upon 
c~rorurion, f(lr  rero~~mtnr of  import  duties  and  taxes, 
mllcs  it  possl~le  for  the  'ust..,ms  authorities  to  grant 
di~chJr~e of Sth:-h  other  customs  procedure  or to repay 
the  imron  Jur1~ and  f3xes,  as  the cue may  be.  before 
the g\X)Js are acru.all)· re--exroned.. 
The rrnvi.,ions ,)f dm Annex do not apply to: 
-- th  st••ragc  of  goods  in  temporary  store  (locked 
rremi'-C's  and  mdoscJ or unendo-;ed spaces  approved 
ttr  the  ~-u  .. roms.  in  •·hkh  goods  may  be  stored 
r~:nJin~ dt.tran.-e); 
- tht ,roragc of  ~"")ds in frtt ports and free zones; 
- the  r~·cssing  or  lnJnuf.tcruring,  under  CUstOm5 
surervisi••n,  of  goods  condiw"nllly  relieved  from 
impon duties and uxn in  prcrr iscs  approved by the 
customs (in-..·ud p~g  -.·.uehouses). 
DEfiNmONS 
For the purposes of dUi Annex: 
(a)  the  term 'customs warehousing procedure' means  the 
customs  procedure  under  which  imponcJ  goods  are 
stored under customs control in a  dcsignat~d place  c~ 
customs warehouse) without payment of impon cbtia 
and taxes; 
{b)  the  term  'import  duties  and  taxes•  means  customs 
duties  and  all  OthC'r  duties,  tax~  fees  or  other 
charges  which are collected on or in connection  with 
the imrorcarion of goods, bur not induding fen and 
charges  which  are  limited  in  amount  to  me 
approximate cost of wmc:a rcndaecl; 
(c)  the  term  •customs  conttoJ•  mean~ measures  applied 
to  ensure  compliance  with  the  laws  and  rcgulanoos 
whkh the customs are rapon.&ible for enforcinc~ 
Cd)  rhe  term  'lt'curiry'  muns thlt whach  enaurn. to dae 
salisfacrion  of the customs, char  an obligat1on  to  che 
customt  will  be  fulfilled.  Security  is  described  11 
'general'  when  it ensures  rhat the obliptions arisinc 
from  several operations will be fulfiUed; 
(e)  the  term  'penoa'  IDeaDI  boda  aatural  &Del  ltpl 
pcnons, uaJca dac amrat  odaerwiac nqaira. 
1. 
The cuatoma warehousiDs proc:edme shaD be ~  by 
the proviaiona of dUa Almcx. 
<1ASSES  OF  WAI.EH<XJSES 
l. 
National legislation shaD  proYide for custom1 warehouses 
open ro all imponcn {pflblie QUI(nru ~~H~nhot&ul}. 
Note 
In  accordance with the provisions of national  legi~'a. on, 
puhlic customs warehoutcs may ~  managed either h  rhe 
customs authorities or by other authorities or by  n.-rural 
or legal persoDI. 
3. 
The  righr  to  store  importC'd  goods  ia  publie  cu•coms 
warehouses  shall  not ~  rntriaed on!v  10  imponcn but 
shall be extaded 10 anr other periOIU mterated. Edition  N°  I  page X-C-1 0  J 
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4.  Scandard 
National lqjslation shall proYide for customs warehouses 
to  be  used  ~ldy by  specified  pertons {privati  custom.r 
,,,.arehouus)  when  chis  is  necessary  to  men the  apC'..:ial 
~qui~mmts  of trade or industry. 
£STABUSHMENT Of WAilEHOUSES 
J. 
The requirements u  regards me  conmuction and layout 
of customs warrhouses ed the arrangements for customs 
control shall be laid dowa by the customs authorities. 
for 1M purpoiC of CIODUol,  the  CIIIIOtDI  authorities may, 
in paniadar: 
- require  that  custotlll  wuchouiCI  be  double-locked 
(secured  by  the  lock  ol the penon coacemed and  by 
the customs lock); 
- keep  the  pmnisa  under  penDIDftlt  or  intermittent 
supervision; 
- keep,  or  require  liD  be  bpr.  accounts  of  sood• 
,_,.arC'housed  (by  usina  either  special  rqjscen  or  the 
relennr declarations)i 
- take  stock  of the pods iD  the  wafthoule from  time 
to time. 
MANAGEMENT Of WA&DIOUSES 
'· 
National  JesjslarioD  shall  specify  the  penon or persons 
hdd  mponsible  for  the  payment  of any  import  durifl 
and  tHe' char~table on good• placed  undt'r tht cu~toms 
"·Jrrh  ·u'm~ rroctdure that  are not 3Ccounted for to the 
,.,~,  \f.t.. ;ion of the customs authorities. 
7.  Standard 
When  KC\)riry  is  required  to  ensure that the  o~ligatiPns 
ari\in~  from  several  operations  will  be  fulfillc:d,  the 
cu\:'  Jms authorities shaD accept a IC'ntral wcurity. 
I.  R41CC*mC"nckd  practice 
The  &IIIOUial  of ur IICUritr  lhould  he  eet  11  low  as 
pos~ihle hams reprd  110  the  import  duria  and  tues 
potentially c:hafJ'Hble. 
'· 
The  cutlomt audtoritiea ahoalcl  waiwe  ICCUrih·  whe~e thco 
1urehousc  it  under  ldequate  customs  IUpCrYision,  in 
particular wlaere il il  a&IIOIU-Iocbcl. 
10. 
The customs authorities shJU  l.1y  doWil  the  noquir:·mr:1:~ 
as I"C'Sards  the  man.lgrn-acnt  of customs  w~hou-<s. J!lJ 
arran~nnmts for storage of goo..ls in aHit'ms \UrC'ht'll~~ 
and  for stock-keering :li'J accounting  sh.aU  N  subj~t ttl 
the approval of the customs authoritin. 
COODS  ALLO.'ED TO IE 'S'AilfHOUSfD 
u. 
Srorqe in  public:  customs  wa~h<'u\C"S should  ~  a!l.n,·ed 
for  all  kiads  of imrorted  JOOds  lt.1!'-!e  to  irnron Jutif'l 
and  taxes  or to  restri,~ion' or  rn•hi~itions other  th.ln 
those  imposed  on  ~rounJ.s <tf  rut-h~ mor.al.ry  ur  ,,r~'('r, 
public security,  ru~lic hygiene or he.lhh. or f,,r  ~rin.uy 
or  phytopatholo~tical  cuns1JC"r .ui''""  or  reht  m~t  tn  rhe 
prot«tion  of  p~tr-nB.  tude  marls  ard  Ct•ru·~hts. 
irrcsrc-ctive  of  qu.mtity,  countrv  tlf  or~in,  cuunny 
whence arri•ecl or country of de-stination. 
Goods  which  constitute  a  hazard,  which  are  li\.el~  to 
afkc:t  other goods  or •hich  ~uire trtcial insul1Jt1ons 
should be  accepted  on1)·  by  'uscoms wuchou~  src~1llly 
daiped to recciYC thC'm. 
12. 
ne kinds  of  sooch  which  may  1-e  stored  in  rrh·a!(' 
customs  warehou~ shall  ~  sr«if1td  b~ tb~ C'\'mrcttnf 
aurhoritin in  the  auth<'rity  ttnntin~ the  benefit  <'f  the 
CUstoms  warehousing  p~U.I'e or  ia  aD  arrcorr:.ltc 
provision. 
u. 
Storage  in  CUIIOmS  warch<tusa  sh'-'ulJ  ~  alit.,WN  fN 
goods  which  are atritkd to  rcra~·JM:lt ('If  imt'-'" ,h.t!t'S 
and  taxes  when  t:\romd.  so  th.u  r!w,  m.ar  ~u.ahfy for 
such  repa,·mmt  immC"diatC'I~. on condition  th.at  they  •re 
to be expomd subKqumdy. 
14. 
Stora~  in  customs  wa~hou'"- wirh  a  Y~ to 
subttquent  t:q"'rtation  or  othfor  auth<'riiN  d:•i" "l!. 
should  be  allowed  for  ~'I.•Js  unc.kr  the  f('~·rw.trv 
admi"ion  rro«dure.  the- ot-1·~t.atl<\ns  tn~Jtr  '"'"'' 
rrocNurc mcre~y  bein~ Ji,d1.lfJ't'J. 
15.  Rc\7ommcnJcJ  rt'  Jet  i'-"C' 
Stora~ in  C'Ustoms  w:arehou-.N  ~~··~o:lJ  he  .a:·,,"'·C"J  fllf 
~ood~ intendC'd  for  t\;-orur:.~., thlf .art'  :;_,f:.1C'  tt•. r-r  M.JVf" 
borne.  internal  dutiC'~  or  t.l\{'~.  m  ,ln,lrr  th.tr  c:1._.,  :•:.t· 
qualify  for  eum;-rit"'n  fwm·.  (\f  ft'ra,·mt>nt  <>f,  Sl :d1 
internal dutiC'S  and ta-.:N. on conditi\'n th.ar  thC"V  arc to ~ 
exported sub~uC"nrly.  · 
AD~USSION INTO '"ARfJfOt:'SES 
16. 
N.Jtional  leJrislatioo  shaD  sr«ify  the  condition•  un,trr 
which  JOOds  for  warfllousin' lhall  be  prod~  111  :hC' 
comrctmt aastorm office  and  a  aoods  dKI.Ir~tM>n  'Soh.tt! 
belod~ Edition  N°  I  page  x-c-11  J 
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AlTIHOIUZ£0 OPl:.RA TIONS 
17. 
Any  ~Nln t'ntitled 10 dispose of the  warchouled  soocb 
shall  ~  .~n,,wt"J: 
(a)  to insr«e them; 
1l'-)  to raL.~ umrlcs, agair.st payment of the import duties 
anJ tn:n ~·here appropnate; 
;.d  to  carry  out  opnatiou  necaa&f)'  for  their 
rrt'S('fY ar 1on. 
JR. 
W.~rThou<;C"J  J:•l<'h.fa  shall  be  allowed  ro  undergo  usual 
h'rm'  ,lf  l'lln.'!.ng  to  improve  their  packagin1  or 
nLarL.C"t.al-k  ~l  ••  elm  or to prC'pare  chcm  for shipment, such 
as  l'-re.alung  t-ulk.  grouping  of  pad.aaa.  aon:i.na  aod 
guJing. and l'tl'~.;:king. 
OUR.~  TION OF  WAREHOUSING 
19. 
The  aurhorizc-d  maximum  duration  of  norage  in  a 
custor.·.,  "'Jrehouse shall  be  fixed  with due rqard to me 
n«ds of tt.aJc anJ sh.Ul be not less than one year. 
TRASSFER Of OWNERSHIP 
20. 
The transfer of ownchhip of warehoused aoods  shall  be 
23. 
At the request of the  person entitled to dispose  of them, 
any wlrehoused goods shall be allowed to be  abandoned, 
in whole or in put, to the Revenue or to be ckstroyed or 
rendered  commercially  v.~lueless  under  customs  control, 
as  the  customs  authontin  may  deade.  Such 
abandonment or destruction lhaJJ  not entail any COlt  110 
the Revenue. 
Any  waste or scrap remaining ~r  desuuctioa  shall  be 
liable, if taken into home use, to the import dutia aacl 
taxes that would be  applicable to such  Wasfe and  acrap 
imponcd in that stale. 
REMOVAL  FROM  WAREHOUSE 
24. 
Any  person  entitled  to  dispose  of  the  goods  sh.aU  be 
authorized to remove all or pan of them from warehouse 
for re-exportation, home use, removal to another customs 
warehouse  or  assignment  ro  any  other  customt 
procedure, subject to compliance with me cooditiona aod 
formalities applicable in each case. 
COODS  TAJCEN  INTO HOME  USE 
25.  Sundard 
N3tional  legislation shall  specify  the point in  rime  to be 
taken  into consideration  for  the  purpose of deterrr.ining 
the value  and quantity of goods  removed from  customs 
warehouse  for  home  UIC  and  the  nta of the  import 
duties and taxa applicable to lhem. 
.al!  .. JweJ.  COODS  NOT REMOVW FROM  WAREHOUSE 
DETUUORA  TION,  LOSS  OR  DESTRUCfJON 
OF  GOODS 
2  t .  Staadard 
G<lOJs  JC"ten~)r  ..ttt"d  or  spoiled  by  accident  or  force 
m.;:,·ur~ hd\'>: .- k l\  in~ t~.~  w.· .1rehouse shall be  allowed ro 
~  dur{J for  ht-.me  ~~ as u they h.ad  been imponed in 
their dereriora~ or qxHleJ sute. 
2!. 
\l" .trt"hou..N  ~· ., 'h.b  dntrn!feJ  or  i~cm·erahly  lost  by 
~c~  ,,ic-nt  C'lr  f(lr, ~  m<J;n.r~  •h.:art  not  be  1uhjecred  to 
ln1j~• •rf  ,J.HIC'\  .an  J  U  \("'l,  rro\o· j,~c-J  that  ~uch dC'!>truction 
nr  lnu  11  Julv  r""t.1l--l.sheJ  to  the  satisfaction  of  the 
(U'I• '"" .:authnrlllt',. 
Anv  \\ .l•te  or k'r.:tp  rl"m.tining  aftC'r  d~truction shall  be 
1,.11-!e,  af  t.1L.en  inro  h,>me  Ul.C',  to the  impon duties and 
ta:\~ th.at  9o·oulJ  be  arpJicabJe  tO  aucb  Waste and scrap 
importe-d in Wt ttare. 
26.  StaDdard 
National  legislation  shall  specify  the  procedure  to  be 
followed  where  goods  are  not  remo•ecl  from  customs 
warehouse within the period laid clowa. 
27.  RCCOIIUIIeDdcd  practice 
When  goods  not  removed  from  customs  wanhou  ~ are 
sold  by  the  custom~  the  proce-eds  of  the  sale.  after 
deJuctiC'In  of the  ampon  duties  and  taxes  and  all  other 
charges  and  expentes  incurred,  should  either  be  made 
over to the penon(s} entitled to ruei.e ~  when  this 
ia  possible, or be  held  ar  their  disposal  for  a  specified 
period. 
INFORMATION CONCERNINC WAJlEHOOSf.S 
28. 
The  customs  authorities  shall  ensure  that  all  rckunt 
information  regarding  the  customs  warehousina 
procedure is readily a•aJable ro aay pcrtoD iotaatcd. Edition  N°  jpage X-C-13  J 
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COli~Cil DECISION 
of J  Jun~ 19n 
~on  bch.alf ollh~ Community KV~r  .tl  Ann~  xes co &he  lncaaaliollal C..cal'iM 
oa &he limpliic.UO. and harmonizacicMa of cu.,.,  procedura 
(77/41S/EEQ 
- O.J.  n°  L 166  of  4.7.1977,  p.  1 -
THl COl'SCll OF THE  El'ROPEAN 
C\.)M .\tl'SITIES. 
Hnm~t  rt'~.ud ro  rht- T~ary nr.abli,hina rhc  Euro-
('('ln  f~ollOllmt( Community, 
Hnm~t r()t.arJ  to  the  rc,ommtndarion  from  the 
<.  (•mm•~'''ln, 
\fhcrrJ~. m  ,a((orJ.m'c  ~  1th  Council  Dc,i,ion '751 
t~~ FFC  of  1S  MJr..:h  1~-;  (1),  tht  Community 
,, a  rJrty  rC~  thr  lntcrn.ltlonal  Convention on  rhc 
sanir!.ri~..lth,n  .1nJ  h.umomz.arion  of  cu~oms rro-
..:t"Jurc'; 
\\ hcrl'.l' thr  .A.nnc't'~ ro th<'  ~>.lid  Con\·rntiun con-
arnin~ nail·,  of  t'~'~'"·  Jo(Umt'nt.H)'  C\·iJt'n(c  of 
(''  !~.Jn.  (d't.'m'  ~~ .1n,1t.  urnr(•r.1ry  aJmj,.-.i.on  f,)r 
lfl"  .HJ  rrn.:t·"m'"'  .1nJ  tt·mroury  cxport.HIOn  for 
lOll['.\, .HJ  r:  ·~·c  .... lnj:  .H('  .~. .. .:cru~lc to the  Cllmmu-
r'.lfl;  "'hcrcJ'  at  ,, nc,cnhdc,  ...  JJ\·,,.,~Ic  to  makr 
.,~ .. trt.>:h:c  t)f  the  Annl",C\  "''n.:crnin~  rulc:s  of 
orq.:. 1:-.  ,~, .... umcnury C'\"JJl·n'e  ot  t.lrigm.  umporary 
.aJrm"llln  for  '""'uJ  ru-...:tssinfo',  and  temporary 
c'rortlthm for  outwJr.-i  rr<Xc,smg  subi<''--r  to cer-
t.ltn  rc~r\'.3tlon,  in  orJcr  to  r.ake  account of  the 
... pc-~a.al  rc~uirtmcnt\ of  ~~ custom' union. 
HAS  DECIDED  AS  FOLLOWS: 
Artie/~  l 
The  following  Annexes  to the  lnrrrnational  Con-
Vt'ntion  on  the  simplification  and  h.armonrunon 
of  customs  procedures  are  accepted  on  behalf  of 
the  Community: 
- Annex  D.l  concerning  rules  of  origin,  excepr 
for  stand.uds  7 and 8  and rccommrnded prac-
fl(c  10, 
Annrx 0.1 concerning documentary evidence of 
origin,  rxcepr  for  recommended  practices  3. 
10  and  12, 
Annex  E. 1  concerning cu,toms tran\it, 
Anntx  E  .t.  4."onctrnina  rtn1pcu .uy  admtuu.•n 
for  inward proces\ang, cx-:tpf for standards  19 
and  34  and  rccomrMnded  practices  S,  16,  II 
and  27, 
- Annex  E.8  concerning  temporary  exponarioa 
for ourward processing. except for standard 20 
and  recommended  practices l. 9  and  10. 
The texts of the above ADDCXCI arc aDDCxcd to thil 
Decision. 
Arti'k 2 
The  Commission shall inform the Secretariat of the 
Customs Cooperation Council of the acceptance by 
the  Community of  the  Annex concerning customs 
transit and, subject to the  reservations  rderrcd to 
in  Anicle  1,  of the  Annexes  concerning  rules  of 
origin, documentary evidence  of origin, temporary 
admission  for  inward  procc\~tnlt  and  tcmr,,rary 
exponation  for  ourwud  rroc~sma  . 
Done  ar  Brussels, 3 June 19/. 
Fo,  tM  eo.,,,·;/ 
Th,:  r'r~s,Jt'nt 
n.  OWEN Edition  N°  lpage X-C-15  I 
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ANNEX D.J 
ANNEX  CONCE~NINC RULES OF ORIGIN 
1 he \OO,crf c\t  the UflitiR Of  a•lO\f~ C'nft"R  tnfO the implc• 
mcnro~r11•n  ,_,t  m.an•  mc.uurc~  whu~ arrllcauon  as  tM 
fC'P""''"''"'"  ut  the  ("Ufthlm'\,  ThC'  rul~  arrlu~d  to 
Jcrc-rmiOC'  OfiJtln  cmrluv  IY<O  dtttcrcnl  ~.Uh.:  critt'ria: 
rhc  .:JIIefH~n  ut  Jt>4.J'III  '•holly  rrl>Ju,·C'J'  in  a  JIYen 
..:olmtr~·. •  here  onl,- nne ("uunrry  C'nrcr~ tnto 'onsaJera-
tt•>n  an  .attnt-uuntt onttm. anJ the  ~rucnon of 'subnan-
ttal tr.tn\t,•rm.tfh)n ', whert' t-.·o or more countncs have 
r .li.cn r.1rt  tn the  rroJu~nun of the good•.  The ·wholly 
rh•Ju"cJ' "ntcnnn arrlto m.atnl)  to 'natural' rroducn 
.anJ  hl  ~~'\o.ld\  m.aJc  enurciy  from  them, so  th.at  good& 
~nnt.at~t'1~ .any  r.art\ ''' m.ncnJ!  .. •mrnned or of undeter-
tntnc:J  t>oar,tn  .He  generally  c'll.duJ,·J  from  its  field  of 
.&r:-!;.: .. Uhln.  The  '~u~  .. unta.al  rran  .. tormation' critcrion 
..:.1.1  N  cxrrnle'd by  a  numNr of ddtcn:nt  me1hods  of 
.lrrh  .. auon. 
In  rud'"'' the  ftut.t.unnal  run.formarion crtrerion c .. 
be  urrc,~J 
~)  a  rule  rc~uannc a  ch.angc  of tariff  hcadtnl in  a 
'P'-·  .. •hcJ  nomend.uurc=,  -.uh  11,11  of  excertion5, 
anJ \lf 
l--y  a  1,~,  of  m~nuf~  .. ·tunnc oa·  proc.:n\&n&  operations 
"h'"h  ~~·nfcr.  or  do  nor  confer,  upon  the  aoods 
the  ort~t•n nf  thc  ~ountry an  which thOIC  opcrarions 
wcr~ ,.arnt>J  out. 
and·or 
t-y  the .,J • Jl\Jrtwt  rcrt:cnr~ge rule, where C'ithcr  the 
pc-r,rnt.a~tc '.aluc of the  m.atcn~l' utah zed or thc  per-
t:cnUJC'  of the value  aJJcd ru,hcl a  •pct:ificd level. 
The  .aJunl.IJo  ~nJ  dauJuntagn  of  rhne  variou• 
mcthoJs  of  exrr~~•on. from  tM  poant  of vicw  of  the 
cu~t\>ms ~nd of thc uscr, m.ay  be 1ummed up as follows: 
A.  l·H.~~<...E  OF  TARIFF  HEADING 
1 he  '''uo~1 mcthoJ ot ~rrlt~  .ar•nn  Ito  to lay down a general 
IUic  \\ 'lc-rchy  th~ rrtldu~l uht.alneJ II 'On'itJrrcJ tO  havc 
unJcrJI,,~nc  ,uftt  .. lt"nt  m.anuf.adurtniJl  or  rroce!>SIOJ  af  it 
t&llll  an  a  hc.aJan&  of  ~  to)llh:m.-ta'  ~,..oJ, nomenclature 
d•rtcrcnt  from  the  headlnp  appl&ublc  ro  each  ol rhc 
matcn.al•  utihuJ. 
Thi•  ac:neral  rule  is  u&ually  accompanaccl  by  l11ts  of 
cxcc:prion1 based on the 1y1tematic aoods nomenclature; 
rhnc  •pccify  the casa  in  which  a  chance  of hcadina 
is  no«  decilivc or cloa  DOC  impose furthcr coodlnoctt. 
Advanuacs 
This method  pcrmirs  the precisc and objective formula-
tion of  the condttions dctcrminin&  orig~n.  If requarc:.J 
to  produce  evidence,  the  manufacturer  will  norm.11ly 
have no difficulty in fumishina data e5tablilhina dut the 
aood• do in  fact  mecc  the conditions laid clowa. 
Diudvanraau 
The  pr~raration of lisn of cxccptaon1  is  ohcn dtfficuh 
and  moreover  ~u-:h  lisn  must  normaHy  be  constantly 
updated to kccp tht'm ahrca  .. t  of technacal dcvdormcnrs 
and economic  condmun~.  Any  dt'~rtpllons  of  manu-
facturing  or  qualtfyma  procn!>CI  must  no«  be  unduly 
complicated. since othcrwiw rhcy mtahr lead manufactw-
rcn to commit  crron in  aood  faith. 
In adduion, a  prcrequisne for  usc of the structurc of a 
systematic  aoods  nomcnclaturc  for  dctcrmanina  orig1n 
is that both rhc country of exportation and the country 
of Importation havc adopted the same DOIDcndarurc as 
a  basis for their rnpccrivc tariffs and appiJ ic uaiformly. 
B.  LISTS  Of  MANUFACTURING  OR 
PROCESSING  OPERATIONS 
This merhod is  generally cxprnKd by usinaacncralliltl 
dncribing for each product rhc tcclanical  manufacturina 
or prcx:nsing operations rq,ardecl  as tufticicadJ iaapor· 
tanr ('qualifyina proc:cNCI•). 
Advanuau 
Thc advanraan  are rhe  same  11 ..._. tlncribefl  ia  A 
abovc. 
Duadvanuau 
Apart  from  shariftl  the  disadvantaaa  rcfcrred  to  ia 
A  ~bove, thc ccncral ltltl arc lonaer aDd  aaore dccailecl. 
10  their  pr~ar  ation  is  CVCD  .aorc  diliaak. Edition N°  Jpage X-C-16  J 
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C.  AD  VALOREM  PERCENT  AGE  IHlU:: 
In or«r to determine origin  by  this method, rqard i• 
h.ad  to  the  extent  of the  manuf.acturinc or proceuinc 
under1one in a 4:ountry, by rderence to the value thereby 
added to the  good~.  When  thl'>  added value t"qu.als  or 
exceeds a  specified percentage, the goods acquire origin 
the country where the manufacturing or processing was 
earned out. 
The ulue added may also be  calculated by  reference to 
the m.aterials or components of foreign or undetermined 
origin  u~d in  manufacturing or  producing  the  goods. 
The goods retain origin 10  .a  spc\:lhc country only 1f  the 
matcnals or components do not cxcc:cd  a  !>pecified  per-
ccnrace of the  value of the  finished  product. 
In  practice, therefore,  this  method  involves  wmparison 
of rhc  value of the materials imported or of undetermined 
ori~Jn With  the value of the finished  product. 
The value of constituents imponcd or of undetermined 
or1g1n  is  cencrally established from the import value or 
the purchase price.  The value of the coods as cxponcd 
11  nnrm•lly  ulcul.ncd  usintt  thC'  c:osr  of  manufacture, 
the  u·works  prh.:e  or  the  price  at  cxponation. 
This method  may  be  applied; 
elfhcr in combin.ation  with  the two other  methods, 
by  means of the lists of exceptions referred to in A 
above  or  the  '"ncral  lists  referred  to  in  B,  or 
by  a  ccncral  rule  prncr~binc a  unaform  percentqe, 
without  re-ference  to  a  lise  of  Individual  products. 
Advanucu 
The main advantacn of this tncthoclate its precision and 
si m  pi icity. 
The ulue of constituent  materials  imported or of  un-
dctermaned  origin  un  be  ntab1tthed  from  available 
'ommcrctal  recorda or documents. 
~·here: the value of rhc exported goods is based on the 
ex-work• price or the pncc ~t exportation, as a rule both 
... nee:'  .arc:  rcaJ,Jy  a\Cenaaned  and can  be  supported  by 
'-ommrrca.d invo•n·' and the commt"n:ial  rc:corJ"  ut  the 
uadc:n  "oncernc:d. 
Duad•antagcs 
Diffic'.1lt1n  are  likely  to arise  especially  in  border-line 
ca-.n  •n  which  a  slight  difference  above  of  below  the 
prc:"r1b<-J  pcrcC'nrage  causes a  product to meet,  or fail 
to  meet.  the  ongin requirements. 
Simtluly.  the origin  attributed depends  larttcly  on  the 
Ru,tu.utng  world  market  prices  for  raw  materials ;and 
al•o on currency  Ructuar~ons.  There  fluctuations may 
at t1mn be  so  marked that the application of ruiC's  of 
OriJift formulated on this basis is appreciably distorred. 
Another  major  diudvant~Je.  ·i;  t-h-arsuch  cfc:mc:tH'  l~­
cost  of  manufacture  or  total  cost  of  pro'-hKts  \N:J. 
which  ma~· ~  uL..c-n  a"  the:  basis for cakul.mntt '.1L,,. 
adJtd,  lr&'  often  "~-ffi,ult  to  c:subla\h  an  ... i  ,..,.ay  ~  ..-·• 
have a different m.alo.c:-ur JnJ tntt'rpfC'Utiun an  t~tc.- ~uu  111~· 
of expurt.auun ..anJ  the ,,.,mtr~ of tmrurtatmn.  ll1-.rurc' 
may  arise  as  to  "hcthcr  'crt.un  f.t-:ror  ...  r.artt  ..  ·tl.ul~­
overh~~Js. arc ro be  ~11(-..:.ared to ""O!ot  t~ m~nuf.a~turc: or, 
for cx.1mple, to scllmg. Jt  .. mt'outtvn, ere.  cu~r\. 
While these various ruin for dcterminin& orittin all h.n-e, 
in one decree or ~norher. ad,·..ant..tgC"  .and d1uJunut:c:s, 
it  must  be  strcsKd  rh.at  rhc  abscn~c: of common  rul« 
of origm. at both 1mport.ataon .1nJ c:'r-'rt.a!h•n. nor t•r.ly 
complt,,.Un the  ta!!>k  ol  ~u~oms  ~Jmemstutt''"" ..anJ  of 
the bodies empo"·c:rc-d tu 1\~uc J,"umcnt..ary C'\IJC'n'-"C'  of 
oricin  bur  o~lso causes  J:ni~ulun for  rh,·~c '""'hc:J in 
intern.ational rraJc.  Th.,  rutnb to  rhc  Jc,•••t'osluv  ot 
moving  rrOJfCUivc:)y  toward~  h.1rmoRIUlh•n  1ft  thl\ 
field.  Even where d1fterc:nt method  ..  hJH~  ~n  tntr"Ju..:ed 
to retle"r  c:conum1c  conJuwns or  nc~,,ra,umg t.a'-'''h  10 
prcfcrcnr1al  tantf arrangement"• It  ~""" 'c:r~  Jc,rr  .a.,le 
rhat  rhcy  shouiJ  cx11t  "lfhtn  a  ~ommon or  ,t  .. nJ.ud 
framework,  for  enc:  of  unJcnr~nJ•nc by  tudc:n  •nJ 
ease of  application  hy  the  (Uthtmi. 
H.avinc re,ard to the foregomg "-onsaJeuhons. thC'  Anne:< 
proposes.  followanc  the  dcrinations  ,,f  ~rt.ain  tc.:hnt..:~l 
terms. those rules for the:  JctcrmtnJtt''" ,,f  ori~tin  "·h11.:h 
it i1  felt c.an  be  most e.a,dv  .1.prhcJ  .~.nJ ""nr-:-,.!lc-J.  v. uh 
leur risk  of  misun~~t..anJmc and  fr..auJ  anJ the  lent 
interference  wirh commcr..:t.al  ,a,-rnmn. 
The provisions con"crninJ thnc rul4:1  arc  .~~~omranic-d 
by other provisioM tteneraiJy  acr~d to be  CSS<"ntial  for 
the practical applic~tion of a system of oricin Jcotc.rmina-
tion. 
The  Annex  deals  solely  •·ith  the  cul'tom~  ISJ'C'"t~  of 
rules  of  oriJan.  It  d~  not,  for  c:x~mrlc. utt'nd  to 
mc.asurn  r.alc.t"n  ro  prore""t  JnJu,tnAI  or  ~ommch  ••I 
property  Of  tO  ('ft,ure  ft"'('C't  f,,,  UrtJin  anJt~AtiUftl or 
other trade  de~nprwns an  forc:c. 
Definitions 
For the purpose of this  Annex: 
(a)  the  tC'nn  •counu-y  of  oragin  ot  ttoodA"  mc-.ans  rhC' 
counrry in wha'h the JooJs hue been rr·tdu..:c.-J  \:r 
manuf~cturc:d  •  .accorJ:ng  to  tht'  "1tc:-ru  l.uJ d,•wn 
for the purposes t'f .arrh\:.anun of the 'ushlms t.amt, Edition  NO  I  page X-C-17  I 
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of qu.&ntiUt•v~ rnrrknom or ol any O«hcr  IBCUW'C 
rcl.&tC'J  to  tr  .&~  i 
Notc 
In rh'' Jchnmon rhc word 'country • may include 
a gr.lur  ~lf  countnn. a  r~ion or a  pan of  a 
country. 
(b)  rhe  term  'ruin of ongin  •  mc.ans  rhc  spe,ific  provi-
saons,  dcvcJ,lped  from  pnncaples  nt.abllshcd  by 
n.1non1l  l<'g•si.Anon  or  mrcrn.nional  a&reemcnn 
('  ort~•n cntrna '}, arrhC"d  t-y  a country to cktcrminc 
thC'  Of!Jin  of  (l(~ft, 
(c)  the  tcrm  '•u~t.tntt.&l  uanlformarion  criccraon' 
mun'  rhc  cntcrwn  ac..:nrdtnl  to  wht'h  ori&an  i1 
dctC"rm•ncJ  by  r~uJ•n~t u  thc  country  of  ongin 
thC'  ~ountry an  •  ht~h rhc  J,~,, aubsrantial manufaccur-
ina or  rr~C'"Ing, ~cmC"J sufrie~cnt to &•vc  the com-
moJ.ry  ·~ cucntaal ch.aucrcr. hat been carried our; 
(J) the  term  • custom•  conuol"  mean&  the  measures 
arrhcJ  to  cMurc  comph.tncc  wirh  rbc  laws  and 
rqubtaons  whtch  rhc  cu.roms  arc  rupoas.iblc  for 
enforcina-
l. 
The ruin of  Ofl(lln  n«nury for the implementation of 
the  mu,urn  'Wha..:h  the  cut.tom•  arc  rnponsable  for 
arrl~'"ll both  .a1  amronauon  and  11  exponarion ahall 
be  latd do,.m in a"cordancc  with rhc  provi.aons ol this 
Annex. 
2. 
GooJs  proJuccd  wholly  an  a  Jinn country  1hall  be 
t.1k~n  a~  ,m~anaunc an  rh.u  country.  The  followin& 
only  ~h.all  b<  uk~n ro  be  produced  wholly  in a  pvaa 
country: 
(a)  m1ncul  proJu-:n  utr.&,tcd  from  in  soil,  from  ics 
r~rmortal warcn or from in sea-bed; 
(b)  \'C~~UbJc  rrodueb  harvested  or  &athert:d  in  that 
'ounrry  ~ 
(,j  l1vc  .anamals  born  anJ  rai~ in  rhat  country; 
{d)  pwJu~o.'U obuan~J trom lave animal• in thar country; 
(c)  pu•Ju,ts obt.&incJ from hunrina or fishana conducccd 
tn  th.ar  counrry i 
(f)  rn-J,~~.:u  obutncd  by  mariram~  fi•hin&  and  ocher 
rn,Jud'  t.&k~n  from  lhe  'Ca  by  I  vessel  of  that 
cutonrr,, 
(a)  prnJ  11\.f'  u~t  .11 nt"d  a~oarJ  a  factory  •hap  of  thar 
'l\unrry  •oldv  from  pruJults  ol  the  kand  covered 
by  ru.tgrarh  ,t)  above. 
(h)  rrvJu.:t~  ClUU(tcd  from  manne  soal  or  &ub"oil 
our~,Je  rh.at  ~'>untry  ·,  rcrriron.al  ~  aters.  provtJC'd 
tlut the country has sole rtjrht'l  to work thar &oal  or 
subso•l• 
operations,  and  used  aniclct,  collccred  in  that 
country and fit only for rbe recovery of raw marcn.&lt; 
(k)  &oodl produced ia ~ar counur tolcly  from the pr~ 
ducr•  referred  10  ia  par..,apt..  (a)  ro  (ii)  aboYe. 
.1. 
Where  two or more countries  have takn pan in  the 
production of lhc aoods. rhc oripa of rbc &ooch  dWJ 
be  dc~rmirwcl acxordina  ro rile •ublcanrial uaDifOf"'ll .. 
rioa crircrion. 
4. 
Notu 
1.  In  practice  the tubsrantial rransformatton cntc-
rion can be  cxprnwd: 
- by a rule rcquinn& a chanae ol tariff hcadan& •n a 
specified  nomenclarurc  with li•  of  excep~toM, 
and/or 
by  a  list of manufaccurin1 or processin& opera-
tions  which  confer, or do not confer. upon the 
aoods rhe  origin of rhc country in which thow 
operations were carried our, 
and/or 
- by  the ad valor"" pcrcmraae rule. where  e~rhct 
rhc percenlaJc ulue of rhc  marcrio~l• urtlazcd  Of 
the  percentage  of  me  value  added  rcachn  a 
specified  level. 
2.  In  order  to  determine  whether  rhc  condmont 
relating to aubstantial  rransformauon  .are  mer.  u'e 
may be  made of the .rructure of a tariff d.&'n•ii~.at1on 
system such as rhe  Brussels Nomenclarure ~  bvana 
down a &cneral  rule accompanied by  lists of ex,cp-
tions. 
Under  this  general  rule  the  product  obuined  11 
considered  to  have  undergone  1ufficimr  m~nu­
f~crurina or proccssin& if it fall• in a  hcadtn& of the 
tariff classification system dafferent from the hcadinp 
applicable  to each of the  materials  urih.zcd. 
The  I  its of cxcC"prions  may  eire: 
(a)  the  manubcturang  or  proccssins  operations 
which,  although  the-y  entail  a  chance  in  rhc 
tariff  classification  headina.  arc  not  rq.o~rdcd 
as  subsr~nraal  or  arc  regarded  as  subsunrial 
only  under  ce-rtain  condmons; 
(b)  the  manufacturin&  or  proccuana  opcr.araons 
which, although they do nor entail a  change ia 
the  tariff  clauificarion  hcadina.  are  rq  .  .arded 
as  1ubstantial under ccrtaan  condition•. 
The condirions referred to en  (a)  and (b)  may relate 
eirhu  to  a  type  of  treatment  undergone  by  the 
&O<>ds  or to an  ad  valor,.,  perccnta~te rule. 
l. The ad v.Iornrt  perccnUJc rc-quirC'menr  may  be 
cxprnscd in the form of a general rule laying dowa 
a uniform rare, wirhour ali.r of individual product•. 
In applyin& rhc substantial rran&formarion critcrioa, 11M 
should be  made oi the  Bruswls Nomaadanare .u pro-
vided  for ia Norc l  ro studard .J. Edition N°  Jpage X-C-18  I 
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Where  the  tubstanrial  transformation  criterion  is  n· 
prnscd in terms of the IMl  vtl/ornftl percentage rule, the 
valu" to be  taken into consideration should be: 
- for  the  materials  imported,  the  dutiable  value  at 
importation or, in the cue of  materials  of  undcter-
m•ncd  ontvn,  rhe  lirr.r  uccrt.unable  price  paid  for 
them in the termory of the country in -.·hkh manu• 
facture  took  place,  and 
- for  rhc  aoods  produ~cd, either  the  cx·works  price 
or the  pra~c at cxporuuoa, accordin&  to the provi-
lions of naflonal  lca•~lauon. 
Opuarions which do noc contribute or which conrributc 
to only  a small extent ro the nwntial characteristics or 
propcrtin  of  the  aoods,  and  in  particular  o~rations 
confined to one or more of those listed brlow, sh.all  nor 
h:  rcg  .  .ar~d  .u  con~titutin&  aubfttanrial  manufacrurins 
vr pnxcuina : 
(a)  opcrauons  necnaary  for  the  prescrntion of  aooda 
dunn&  transportation or srouae; 
(b)  operations to improve the packa&ins or the markc· 
table  quality  of  the aoods  or to·  prepare  them  for 
shirmenr, such as brukini bulk, aroupina of  pack· 
aga, sorring  and  arad~na, rcpackina; 
(c)  11mple  asscmbl)·  opcutions; 
(d)  n-ux•na  of  goods  ol  d•fferent  oriCJn,  provided  that 
the  char a'-ttr"un of  rhc  rcsuluna  product arc  nor 
n~ntiallv  dtff~r~nt  from  the  ~hara~rcri!lotic:a  of the 
aood•  wh•~h haYe  been  mixed. 
7. 
Acxetsorin, spare parts and tools for ute with a machine, 
applian~c, apparatus or Ychidc shall be  deemed to have 
rhc  tame  origtn  u  the  machine,  .arpliar.ce,  apparatus 
or vehicle, proveded that they arc •mroncd and norm.ally 
.. old thcrcwtth and corrctpond.. en  lund and num bc:r,  to 
the  normal cqutpment  thereof. 
R. 
An  un,n~mblcd or 4ita.HCih.,led arrict. *ltkh i• imror· 
ted  rn  more  than  OM  co"''Jnmcnt  hcau\C  ir  is  nor 
fca"blc, for  tran!tpon or prWuctton rcat•-'n"•  to imron 
•t  u\  a  single  'omtgnmcnr •hall, if ''c imrurrer so  rc-
qut"1ots,  be rtC'atcd as onto arfklt for tM purpose of deter· 
mrn~ng origin. 
'· 
St.m.I.JrJ 
For  rhc  purpose of  clct«minina oftcin.  racltin~s  ~hall 
be  drcmcd to have tM same  ori'in as  the  ttOO\is  rhey 
contain  unlcs•  the  national  ICJislarion  of  the  country 
of importation rcqllircs  thcm  to be  ck.;l.a~J Kpar  .udy 
for  tartff  purro~"· in  ~  hi,h case  rhctr  ori~t•n  !Eh.;ll  be 
determined scpu.arcly  from  that ot rhc  lt'M~'· 
JO. 
For  the  purpose  of  dncrminina  the  oria•n  of  J«M•~.h. 
whcrC'  pa~ltina• arc deemed ro  h.t\'C'  rhc  umc tm~t•n a' 
the JtX»ds,  account •houiJ M  taken, an  p.ane,ul.ar •here 
8  pcr\:cntolle  lllC'tf\od  i•  aprhed.  onl~  ol  r.adURJi  In 
which  the  aoodl  are  orJan•rily  toiJ  by  rcutl. 
II. 
for r~ pur-pow of ckterminina the ori&in  of J,tiJ('IIdt,  no 
accoun' shall be taken of dw oriJin of the ent'riY· rlant, 
machinery and tools uwd in tlw manuf.ac."tunng  ur pro· 
ccuina of the aoods. 
u  .. 
Where provisioM requinna the chrn:t nan,ron of "'IJ(~' 
from  the country  of ortKtft  arc laaJ  down.  dC'rntt.tflnn~ 
thC'rcfrom  should  ~  .tllowcJ. in  r.A"'~uJ.ar for  ltCt•Jtr.l• 
phical  reason•  (for  rumple, 1ft  the .:uc of l.anJI,"t..c:-d 
countren) and 1n  the ~.a~ of p-.ds .-h"h rcma1n  unJ,·r 
customs &:onrrol  in thard ""unrnn (ft,r  c~an,rr,  .•  an  thC' 
cue ol goods daiplaycd at faan or nha~uaon" or rl.a  ... cd 
ia customs  warehuuMS). 
u. 
T1lc  competent  authormn  s~l ensure  that  the  rut~ 
of oftain. includi"' any ch.an,a and •accrrr~utt~ tnrnt· 
marion, an: readaly ....  .aalo~~lc to any rcnon tntcrc'tt'J 
14. 
Changes in  the rulo of  m.:tn  C'r  an  rhc  rn"-cJurc.-~ fm 
their  arpfiUt"()ft  shall  C'OfCr  lnf\l  f•'fl.:C  l'lll\·  J~fcr  \ll~­
cient notice h.n  ~en  ~ttvcn rn  eno~l:-lc the  tntrtt",trJ  t'~o.r· 
sons, hoth in t':l•-")''  m.1ri..~o.·t'  .J!1J  an  'urrh·tnjo: ,,)un: rlt·\. 
to take account of the new  provt\h>nt. Edition  N°  I  page  X-C-19  J 
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ANNEX CONCERNING DOCUMENTARY  EVIDENCE OF ORICIN 
lacrodu.:tioe 
1 he  .applt""'"llafy of man\ (U\fom~ m".I'\Uft'l, 10 r.1niculu 
lhu  .. c  r. Lll•na.t  ru  ro~ran  .. ,  Jq,t·nJ~ '.ln  rhc  on~an of  rh~ 
i'''''J'.  (.  ,·rt•h..:o~tn  .&nd  t)fhcr Jn  ..  :umcnur~· e\u.Jence of 
on.,:ln  rr.•Ju.:cJ .u  •mrono~rs.m .nc mtcnJcd to  f~.:tht.acc 
"unrr  ..  l ut tHit!ln ..1nJ  1ho..1• c"\.rcJate dcar.an..:e orcr.ltlon,. 
Do~ul • "1(.&ry  ~\IJt•n"·c of OriJtiO  m.ty  be  rro\·idt'd  by  a 
'"nrlc ,,  .:Tcmcnl  !!oh,•• n  ''"  thc  ,,mtmc-r'"a.ll  anvoice  or 
S''"'~  ••rh·r  ..in,un\f."Of  ~y  the  m.anut.adurcr,  rroducer, 
suprl•\.r,  ,·,p.•rtcr  'H  uthc-r  ..:nmrcrcnr  rcr,un. 
!r.  ~H•mc  ... hl''•  hnw.c,·cr.  tht"C  \Utcmenu  mu5t  ~ 
.wlhtHfl, .,,J nr 'urrlcmcallt·J  ~.,  mc.1n' uf  (crfltl(aflun 
l-\  Jll  .It  • ···rlfy  ur  ~-Jv .. t\1, h  ., nnro•aC'J for  rh  .. 
I''"•'•···  '"'" ln.lq't·nJcnl ••'  h-•lh  lh<'  r "\.porrt·r .1nd rhc 
11\'i'•·''d  In  ,,,h,r  •-A~'  pr""''"n  m.ay  ~  nuJc  for 
'I''· ..  d !"'"'"'  i',cr~:n,.arc  ..  ••t  <lfl.,:_an'  ,,n whh.h the body 
t·m  •· '"', !(J r., h  .. uc  rlh m .crtlh<'' rhc.on~an of the goods 
.ll·.!  "~  ... h  nu~ .11-...  m  ... luJ<- "'  •urcmcnr bt  rhe  manu-
f.~ ..  ucr. rr·  >Jut"cr.  ct(. 
( 'n  th~  ••!h,:r  l·.tr  .. 
1
•  rhcrt  .uc  or~.~.m  .. unt"cs  where  ir 
It~.,  1--c  r··"·f'ic T••  .i.';'<'O'-C •trh the rcquarcment of .any 
.l  .:lm~:;ttr\·  ,.,,J,·rhc ,.r  nn~tn. 
I~'" r,  O:C'  of P''"'t'-lt form' nt Jn,·umcnury cv1Jcnce of 
····~·"'  _:',,"'' "'"'unt to  1--c  t..i.4·n "'the \'.Jrtcuas  dc.·~tren 
o:  'il'l'' r:.;r;,c ,·,f  onttln  Jt·fl·rnlln.:&t~<•n,  h.J\"101(  rC'Jtard  ro 
rh,  '"'It"  .•  ~t  1ntcr~ts ln,uhc.·J. 
Pru.l'~  n:ln  .arc.· ........  cH·r,  nc"C''·HY  ftO  rh.lf  cxrorren 
.JnJ  ltr i'o:trr'  nu~·  J..n,,"  c. '-J..th·  v. h.H  the ,u  .. roms  re· 
l}lltrrm  ... ,t, .H,·  an  th1.,  ric:!J  ~r.J  nlJ~ rhus  r~kc o~J\·ant,.ge 
of  rhl.'  • ..  1lr:,ti,.u;.m  ,,:  tormJ~Iflc'  mo~Jc  po!ioslhlc  an 
.. omc  -.J'cs.  The~ ruln  o~l .. u  l.1y  Jc.>wn  thc  conJitaon~ 
of  ,."'J,J:h·  h>  ~  mer by  the- v.arious forms of Jocumcn-
t.u\·  c.",.,Jcn  .. c. 
Dt6niaiorn 
rh~ goods  to  whach  the certificate  relates oraginatc 
an  a  s~cific country.  This certi6ure may  also in-
clude a  dcduarion by  the- manuflcrurrr, producer. 
aupplier,  upon~r or other  compct~r penon; 
Note 
In this definition the word •country' aaay eaclude 
a  group of counrrin. a  reg~on or a  pan of a 
country. 
(c)  the  term  •  cc:rti6c:d  dcdar~rion of  ori&in •  mean•  a 
ded.1ration  of  ongin  ccrufied  by  an  author.ry  or 
body empowered  ro do w; 
(d)  the  term  • deduarion of  origin'  mean'  an  arrro-
priJcc:  tfattmc:nr ''  ru  rhc:  Ort&m  nf the gcHxl•  m  .. Jt, 
1n  4-0nnecrion  w1th  rhc1r  c:xpon~raun. by  the manu· 
fa,rurer,  pmJucer,  •upplac:r,  CllJM•rtcr  or  other 
c:onapl'tc:Rf  pc:rwn on the commcraal in•oicc or any 
other  document  rel.at•na  ro  the cood'  i 
Note 
The  ~tatement may  be  worded  "  foiJ,.w,: 
The  country  of  on~m of  the  guod'  dt'~nbcJ 
hcrc:in  i1  .  .  .  ( wurrtry of ""IC"' ). 
(c)  the  term  • rc:g1onal  arpcllauon  ccrtahcarc'  mc.&r.\  a 
("Crtlhcare  drawn  up  m  ac~ordancc  w•th  lhC'  ~ .. 1  ..  -. 
laiJ Jown by  .an  .authority or .Jrpro\·cJ h  •.•  h  • <rf; 
fy1ng  rh.at  the  goods  Jc,cnhcd  rhcrcan  qu.1:-rv  tor 
a  dcMgnarion spc..:1tic  to rhc gavc:n  rc:g10n  (c 1- l.h.tm· 
pagnc, port  wme.  Parmcs.an  cheese); 
(f)  the  rerm  'penon'  means  both  natural  and  lc:&al 
pcnon1,  unlas  the  context  otherwise  requltn. 
Principle 
1. 
The  requirement.  ~tablishmc:nt and  assue  of documen-
tary  evidence  rclatang  to  the oripn of  goods  'ball  be 
coverned  by  the  provisions of  dua  Annex. 
(a)  the  rcrm  'J,,("umcnt.ary c,;J'-nce of  origin' means  .t  Requirement  of  documcntU'J  eftclcacc  of  oricin 
.:crt  h.:.uc  of ,ma:rn, a  ccrnr.ni Jedar.uion of ongin 
or  .1  Jed.H  .uion of onttm. 
(b)  the tc.>rm  ·c('rtari~.atc: of ongm' means a  s~~•tic form 
tJc.·ntlt) lnJ  the  ~(·oJ~.  1n  wh"h  the  authority  or 
boJy  cmpov.·crcJ  tu  a~uc ir  ccnatia cxpra•ly chat 
2.  Stll1fd.m~ 
Documentary evtdcncc of ori&in  may  be  ~uircd <mly 
when it  i&  n~cc"ary for 1bc  applicaaoa of JKcfcrcr.r.al Edition N°  Jpage  x-c-20  J 
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customs duties, of economic or trade measures adopted 
unilaterally or undn bilateral or multilat~ral aareementt 
or of  mcasur~ adopted for reasons  of health or public 
order. 
l. 
( 1)  Documentary evidence of ori&in should not be rcqui· 
red in  the following cases: 
(a)  &oc,.J,  sent in  small consignments addressed to pri· 
ware  tndiVaduals  or  carried  tn  tr~vellers•  baqagc, 
pru"adcd  that su'h importartons  arc of a  non-com• 
mcr"ul narurc and the agr~arc value of the impor-
uraon  docs  nut ex  .. ced an  amount  which  sh~ll  n<K 
be:  lc\\  tho~n  US  S  100; 
(b)  commcrctal  con-.ignments  the  agrqatc  value  ol 
wha'h  does  nor exceed an amount which shall  nor 
be  leu than  liS S60; 
(c)  soods 1fanrcd temporary  admission; 
{d)  coods carried  in  cusroms transit; 
(c)  &ood'S  accompanied  by  a  rqional appellation certi· 
6cate  as  wdl  as  certain  specific  goods.  where  the 
conJuion~  to  be  met  by  rhc  supplying  countries 
under bilarcral or multtlateral aarccments relating to 
thow  goods  arc  such  that  dtXumcntary  evidence 
need  noc  be  reQuired. 
(2)  Where  several  consignments  of  the  kind  referred 
to in puagraph 1 (a) or (b) arc sent at the same rime, by 
the  um~ muns, to  the  same  con\ignc:c,  by  the  same 
COn\Jgnor,  the  ilg)tregate  value shall  be  taken to be  the 
total  ".1lue  of  those  constgnmcnrs. 
4. 
When rules relarina to dac  rcq~aircmcnt of documentary 
nidcnc:e of origin have been laid down unilaterally, rhcy 
should be:  reviewed at leur every rhrcc years to ascertain 
whether they arc still appropriate in  rhe light of changes 
in  rhe  economtc  and  commercial  conditions  under 
whach  they  were  imposed. 
5. 
Documentary nidcnce from  tile  competent  authorities 
of the country of oriain  may be  required whenever  rhc 
cu-.rams aurhortttn of rhe country of importation have 
re .  .uon to \uspcct fraud. 
Appliutioas _. fo1111  of  dtc  •arious  types 
of documentary evidence of ori&in 
(a)  Cntt{ktJU of orip11  ...... _ 
6.  lt~COIJI,mJN pr•ctiu 
U)  When rnisina pracnt forms or prcparina new forms 
of urriicatn of oriain, Contracting Parries should  usc 
the model form in Appendix I to this .A.nMx.  in  "'"~r  ..  -' 
dance with the notes in  Ar~ndix II, and having r~.ari
1 
to the  rules in  Ar~nJix Ill. 
(2)  Contr.acting  Parties  which  have ali&nN  their forms 
of cerflfit;ate of origin on the model form in ArrenJ.,c I 
to  this  Annex  'hQuld  nonfy  tbc  ~rerary·Gcner.d of 
the Coulkil accordingly. 
~  ....... 
7. 
Certificate  ol ona•n  forms  should  be  printcod  in  the 
languagc(s) selected by the country of exportation and, 
if these  langua~es arc nctthcr Engltsh nor  FrcrKh,  .dso 
in Enclish or  French. 
I. 
Wltcrc the certificate of oripn is made out in a  la~u.a(te 
that it llO( a lanauap: of the country of imrorrarton. the 
customs authorities of that countr,  should nor re~uirc, 
as  a  matter of course, a  translauon ol  thC'  r.arth:ulart 
aavcn  in the  c.:crttfi~ate  of ortgtn. 
~  ...... .....  ....  ~---~  .. .... 
'· 
CoMracti ..  Parries accqKina this Annn shall indicate, 
either ia their notification of acceptance or suhsct,~uC'ntly. 
rhc authorities or bodies empowered ro issue  'crnti~a~n 
ol Ofi&in. 
10. 
Note 
Certificates  ol ori1in  may  ~  issued  not  only  by 
customs  or  other  aurhoririct.  but  altO  itv  tk..dat' 
(for  cx.ample.  ch.am~n ol  commC'r.:C'}  rruiously 
arrroved (\y  the comrctCilt  authonttC't. 
Wlkre coods are not imported dir«tlv from  th~  coo..~nrry 
of oricin but are  forward~d throu~th the  t~mtory c,f  • 
third  counrry. cenihcatn of  ors.,:.•n  sh"uiJ  ~  alh'" C'd 
tO  be drawn ur by  the authllfnt('S Or  ~'JU~\ (nl;'\lY.Cr('J 
to assuc  such  ccrtth~.ttC"S  1n  tho~r  th•rJ  Ctlunrr,·  ..  un  the 
basis  of  a  ccruti.:.a:e  of  ora~tn  prcvaou~ly  •~~ucJ an  the 
country of  origtn  of the goo4,h. 
tt  . 
Authorities or bodin cmpowei'N ro issue CC'rta6catc'!l  of 
origin 1hould retain for n<K Ins th.1n two yea" thC'  arrl•· 
cations for, or control cor•n of. the certali,ate" .>t  or1~111 
wucd by  them. Edition  N°  (page  X-C-21  ] 
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12. 
(1)  u·hcr~ J  ..  xumcntary  cvaJcn~c ol origin is  required, 
a  Jcd~utaon of onf.•n •houlJ ~  accepted an  the follow· 
ing  (UC$: 
(~)  ~ttw..-..1.;.  sent  an  ~mall consattnmcnr. aJJrcsscd to pri· 
"~rc  mJ•"Ju~l  ..  ur  cuncJ  an  tu~cllcr.'  haqacc. 
rnn  1JcJ  rh.u  .. u  .. h  •mroruuons .arc  of  a  non-com· 
mt'r  .. ul n.arurc .anJ the ""rcaarc value of the impor· 
ur•ua  doc·~  not  t''lt.:ccd  an  amount which  shall  nof 
~  lcu th.an  l'~  s~l)()i 
(h)  ,,lmmC'r..:i.al  'on~•ttnmc-nts  the  agl'qlatc  value  of 
,.  ha~. h doc' nor c'.:cc4  an  amount which  •hall  no1 
be  Ins than  l'~ S\00. 
(.!)  '\X here  scv~u.l  'on~•ttnm~nrs of the  kind referred to 
m  par  .attr .a ph  l  (.&}  or tb)  .arc  Knt at the:  umc rime, by 
the  ~me  ~ne&M, ro dw .amc ~.  by  the  same 
consicnor, rhc  agrcprc nluc sWJ ltc calrea 10 be the 
roral  value  ol rt.o.c coaU&nmcnu. 
u. 
Provision shall be  made fot sancrioM a&ainst any pcnoa 
who  prt'parcs, or  cau~e~ to  be  prepared, a  4ocumcDI 
conrainin&  false  information  with  a  Yicw  to obuiai• 
documentary  evidence  of  oriain. 
lnforatarioe conccmiaa nquire8NIIU 
with  respect  to  doalmcfttary  CYidcnce  of  oripa 
.... 
The competent authoririet shall eMUrc  that all  relevant 
information rqardanc the requarcmcnh wirh  re~pca "' 
documentary evidence  ol oripa il rcadilr  aYailablc  ro 
any pcrwa inrcratcd. KYOTO  CONVENTION  :  ANNEX  D 2 
APrf..NDIX  I  jpage  X-C-22 
1.  Exporter  (name.  lddrna.  country) 
Exportateur  (nom.  8dresM.  pay.) 
·-----------------------
3.  Consignee  (name,  eddtwl. countty) 
Oestinataire  (nom.  8dresse.  pays) 
·-------------------------· 
4.  P-'iculars of  transport  (where Nquired) 
Renseignements relatifs .u transpcwt  (le c•  6ch61nt) 
2. 
CERnFICATE. OF  ORIGIN 
CERTIFICAT  D'ORIGINE 
Number 
Nurn6ro 
·------------------------------------------
5.  Mattts  and  numbeN; Number and kind of packages; Delcription oA goods 
Marques et nu1Mr01;  nOI'ftbre et n.aure d" eolia; d6signation del marchande.le 
i  ----------------------------------·----- -- --
Stamp 
Timtn 
............................. , 
i  i 
!  i 
~  ~  :  : 
i·-··-·-·········i 
h ie hereby certttt.d that the abovementtOMCI fOOds cwiO•nat• 
in: 
II est certifif par Ia pt6sente que les ~MFChanclises menteonn6et 
ci -dessus sont originatres de : 
Certifying  body 
Orgenisme event cNiivrt le certlftcet 
,,.,..liM/ ..  ., ...  } 
(LIH e1 .,_ fie  MllwMift} 
(A~IH  llg'Yrvr.} 
(Sign«.,.  •uto~t6HJ -------------------- ---
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A11fNDIX II 
NOTES 
(1) ~  siu of r~  cerrific.ate should be the international ISO size A4 (210  x  291 mm, 1·27  x 
1 H•il m~hcs).  The form should~  provided wirh a 10  mm top margin and a 20 mm ldt-
hanJ hhntt mug1n.  Line sracmg should be  based on multiples of 4·24 mm (116 inch) and 
w1Jth·sr.1.:mg on mulripln of 2· 54  mm (1110  inch).  The layout should be  in conformaty 
wnh the ECE l.tyour key, 11 allu\tr.Jted in Appendix I. Minor deviations in the cxaa siu of 
t..oxn. cr..:.  uc permauable if required for particular reasons in the issuing counrry, such as 
the na~ren..:e of non-metric menurement sysrems, features of national ah&ned  sysc~  of 
~umcnts, ~c. 
(2)  "'"he~ it I\ necnsary  to provide for  applications for  certificates of oriJin. the form of 
•rrhcanon .1nd rhe f,,m of (t'rtificare should be compatible to permit completioll ia one nan. 
(l) Countnes may cktt'rmine standards conccmin& the weighc per square metre ol rile paper. 
and  &he  Uie  of a  moi~hine-rurncd bacltaround  to prevent falsification. 
(4)  For the au•d.tncc of U\Cn, ruin for  the ntablishmnlt of the ccrri6care of ori&in  naay  be 
pr•nred  on  rhe  bad. of  the ccrttficare. 
(J)  '\l"he~ rcquC"~f\ for post /•cto connol may ~  submincd under a mutual adminisrtatiwe auit-
t.ana .t&rc.:mcnc, a s.p.tce  may be provided for that purpose on the back ol rbc ccni6cacc. 
(6)  Th~ followina commeora refer to the boxes in the model form: 
Box  I 
'Consignor\ 'producer', 'supplier', etc.  may  be  substituted for •exporter'. 
Boxl 
The-re sh\luiJ l'C' only one on~inal certificate of origin, identified by the word 'original' adia· 
cent  ro  th~ d()to:UntC'nt  mk. If a  certaticarc of origin is issued in  repl.tccmcnr of an ori1inal 
'crttr\"·are  rh.ar  has  bn-n  lo\r. rhc  replacement certificate shall  be  identified  by the  word 
'Jt.rk.arc  • .aJ1J.:cnt ro the do"umenr ritle.  Copies of an original or of a duplicate certificate 
sh.all  bcu rhe  worJ •  copy • adjacent to the ririe.  This box is  also intended for the name 
(!~lgurypc, cmblt'm, Cfc.) ot chc iuuinc awhoriry and should leave space for otber oHic:ial 
rurpusn. 
Box  J 
ThC'  p.articul.trs provided for in this hox may be  replaced by "to order' and, pouibly, rhc 
counrry  of  Jc.srin.arion. 
Bo•• 
Th" hox can be  used for add•rion.&l  information on means of transport, route, etc. which 
(.tn  bc  inserted  af  'k>  desared  by, for  eumplc, the  issuing authority. 
Boll  s 
It an  mJ1~.1tt.1n of '1rcm  No' is  reqUired  rha\  can he  inserted, rrderably, in the m.u1in 
fl) rh., t-.mc, or .. r rhc  ht:~mmnF, of ta'h line"  •n  the box. • Marks and numbcn • can be sepa· 
rarcJ from • number and kand  of  pa~k.agc~' and 'description of goods' by  a  vertical line. 
It a  lane  is  n~~r used, these  p.artaculars shouiJ he  dasunguished by adequate spacang.  The 
JcS\:npuon of govJs can be  supported by  adJmg the number of the applicable  Brusacls 
Nomcnd~tuu  headinc. preferably in the ngbt hand part ol the column.  Partic.dan of rhe Edition  NO  fpage  X-C-24  I 
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Ofisjn criteria, if required, should be sivcn in this box aDd lhould be separated from  the 
ocher  information by  a  nrtiu! line. 
lox6 
Normally post weiaht should suffice for the idcftti&cation of the coock. 
lox7 
This column is ldt blank for any additional details that micht be required. tact. u  mea_. 
rcmcnts, or for reference to other documents (e.a- commercial invoices). 
loxn 6 aacl  7 
Olhcr quantities which the exporter may state in order ro facilitate idcnri6carioe caa be 
entered in either box 6 or 7, as  appropriate. 
lox I 
This area is rncrvcd for the cktaals of the ~crtifKatiOII by dw comret~t ~y  (..:nti6cataoa 
&qcnd, stamps, sicnaturn, 4ate and place of issue, etc.).  The prcca~ worJ•RJ uf rues. etc. 
is left to the discretion of the issuina authority, the wordin& usccl in the moJd form ~rvina 
only as an example.  This box may also be  used for a 11pccl dcdarataon by  the uportcr 
(or  the  aupplier  or  manufacturer). 
Art£NDIX Ill 
&ULIS  FO& THI lrf  AILISHMENT OP CUnFICATU OF ORICIN 
T1tc  rulct for the ntablidl•mr of ceni6uta of oricin (and where applicable. ol aprhc..,_ 
for such cenificarn) are left ro the diKretion of national authorities, due ~h;,ount ~•Ill taken 
of the notn tct out above.  However, it may be ncccuary to ensure complialk:e wath """  .li4 
the followin&  provitions: 
(1) The forlftl may  be  completed by  any  proccu. proftded that the CftlnC'I arc in4chblc and 
lq.Jble. 
(l)  N~trhcr eruur• nor tupcrimpositions should be •llowccl on the certificate'S (or appiKMioal). 
Any  alterations should be  made by  urikina out the erroneous marcrt.tl  and aakana aay 
adduions required.  Such alterations should be  approved by  the penon who m.dc them 
and ccnificatecl by  rhc  appropriate authority or body. 
(l)  Any  unused spacn ahould be crossed out to prevcDI  any avbscqueftt adJatioa. 
(4) If warranted by  cxpon uadc rcquircman. oac or 80fe copies ..  ,  be  4rawa ..  ia 
addnioa to the on&inal. Edition  N°  (page  X-C-25  J 
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ANNE.X  £.1 
ANNEX CONCERNING CUSTOMS TRANSIT 
For  a  und'y of rcuons  at  is  fr~quenrly Mcaury for 
aooJs  whadll  arc potcnra.dly  hable 10 impon or npon 
dura~~ and uxn ro  move  from  one  customs  office  to 
a nor her. 
Tht  ICJtt~lnhln  nf  m~r (ountran  conuins  prov1s1ons 
unJc:r  ~·hh:h  ~u.:h  m.ntmcnu.  m.lv  uke rbcc  without 
r.n mcnr  of the  am"'•rt  or c•rort dune<  and uxn, the 
go,lJ\ ~•ng run'"'lrtcJ under customs 'onrrol ro msure 
comrl•.an't  •·uh  the  requar~mcnrs  l~id  down.  The 
rr<xcJure  un~r •·he'h  su~h  mo,·emenrs  arc  made  is 
rcrmt"J  •  cushlms  u .an'''·. 
To f.&(ll.tarc  rhc  mrt'rnaunn.al transpon of goods  which 
h.HC  hl  r.1u  thr. uath  .t  num~r of  CUt.loms  IC'friiOriCi 
..atrJn.,:. mc-nh  h.t\C  ~en  nude  unJcr  enrrrn•uon•l 
attrcTn·~·nh for  lhc  ~urn "u"'crncd to  apply  standard 
pu~cJurcs fur rhc trulmcnf of (tll04JI curicd in CUitotnl 
tun~at thrt)utth  rhc•r  rcrnroon. 
Thes  .o\nnu n-iun to  both  national  and inrcraational 
'unoms tun~:.  It don not apply ro  &oocli  carried b, 
1>0"  or  io  ruvdlcr5  b.Att&-'IC· 
For 1 1c  pu~ti  uf that  Ann~JC: 
(a)  th.:  rl"rm  •  Ol'itom-. rran  .. u • mc.ans  the customs pro-
(cJur~  unJ.-r  ~  ht(h  fE~>oJs  .1rc  traMporttd  under 
• cu,toma '''"t  :· ..  1 trom ont" cu  .. rnms office ro another; 
\b)  the  term  ·,u  .. roms  tran-.u  opcr.uion •  mc~ns  the 
tun,~•n of  ftl)(~S  from  ~n  uffi~c of  dcp~nurc ro 
ln  ,,ffi~·c  of  Jcsrm~ta•ln  unJcr  \7usrom'  rran\lt; 
(')  tbc tnm 'offi,c uf loaJmg' mun  ..  .any customs office 
unJ('r "'h,,-.c .\Uih,nuy ccrUin rrdamm.ary measures 
arc  t.1L.~n to fa..:1ltutc  \7ommcn~.cm~nr of a  (Utifom' 
tr an"t  op.:raraon  ~~  an  offi'c  of  Jcranurc; 
(J)  the  r~rn1  ·,,fri.:c  of  deranur~' means  any  cuaroms 
otn..:c  Jt  "htdt  "'  cu~oms tr.ansar  opcunon com-
men'"~ 
(<)  the term  •ofti..:c  ~  rnuu'  mun"io  any cusroma offi'c 
WMrc &oods  .uc 1mponcJ or c:xponcd ia the counc 
of a  c~o~  tranut  opcrati.;)a; 
(f)  the term •  office ol dcsbnarion • IIIICaM UJ customs 
office  at whicla  a  cusco.e rransir  opcrariota  is  rer· 
minar~, 
the  term  • coods  declaration  •  means  a  ".ucmenr 
made  in  the  form  prCKribed  by  the  customs  bJ 
which  rh~ pcnons  interested  indicate  the  customs 
procedure  to  be  applied ro the coods and furnadll 
rhc  p~niculan which  rhc  cusromt  requarc  10  be 
declared  for  rhe  application of that procedure; 
(h)  rhe term 'declarant" means the  pcnoa who .tcns a 
aoods  declaration or  in  wh<Kc  name  ir  is  lipcd; 
(ij)  rhc  rerm  • transport  unit  •  means: 
(i)  contaiMn  ha¥ina  an  i111crul  nolumc  of oae 
cubic  metre  or  more. 
(ii)  road  nhida,  includins  rrailen  and  knai• 
ruilcn, 
(1i1)  railway  •~aons, and 
(iv)  lighters,  b.argn  and other  Yntels  suirable  for 
usc on  anl~nd waterways; 
(k)  the  rtrm  ·amron  and  export  duflct  and  ru~. 
means  custom~ dutie5  and  all  other  durec\,  tU.C"$, 
fees  or other  \:har~cs whh:h  arc collccrcd on c.r  an 
connection  with  rhe  importation or  cxporr~tior: of 
J04)Js  but  nor  including  fees  and  charges  wh1ch 
arc  limited  in  .amount  to the approximate coar  of 
services  rendered; 
(I)  the term •  cusroms control" mean• measure\ arrl•cd 
to em.urc comrliancc with t~  laws and rcttul.allun\ 
whi'h  rhe  (Ustoms  are  rcspon"hlc  for  enfuh.m~; 
(m)  tht term 'security' means thar which cn,urc\ to the 
satisf~~tion  of  the  customs,  that  an  ohli~~:arion  to 
the  cu~1oms will  be  fulfilled.  Sccunry  1s  dc~crr:"\Cd 
as  'general'  when  it  ensurn  that  the  obb~at  ..  ms 
ariaing  from  ~everal opcranons  will  ~  fu:t1lled; 
(a)  rhe  rerm  •penon'  means  borh  narural  and  iqal 
pcrsotat.  uakM  rhe  contnt odactwite  ftquirn. 
1. 
Cu5toma rransif slull be  acnerned b, rt.e  provisions of 
this  Annex. 
2. 
National  legi•lation  shall  spcci.fJ  the  condirion5  to  be 
fulfilled  and rbe formalirics ro  be  acaapliaMcl f« tbe 
parpoHS of cusr01a1  crauic. -----------------------------
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J. 
The  customs authorities shall  allow aoods to be rrans-
pon~d unckr customs  tran~ir in their territory: 
(a)  from an office of entry to an office of exit  i 
(b)  from  an office  of cnrry  to an inland customs office; 
(c)  from  an inland custom. office  to an office  of exit; 
(d)  from  one  inland  customs  offic;e  to  anodwr  inland 
customs  office. 
Note  I 
Cuatoms  transit  movcrncats  as  cletcribcd  in  (a)  lo 
(c)  above are termed "international cusr(\m• rransil' 
when  they  raltt  place  11  part of a  single  cuaroma 
rran•u  o~rauon durtng  which  one or  more fron· 
t1cn  arc crossed in accordance  w11h  a  bilareral  or 
mululareral  agr«mcnr. 
Note  2 
The  followina cxprCMioas •ay be  used  to clacribc 
rhc  customs  transit  movements  rdcrrcd to above: 
(a)  rhrouah  rransi1  (office  of  cnh'J  lo  ofticc  ol 
exit); 
(b)  anward lranlit (office of carry to inland CUIICMM 
(\ffice); 
(c)  outward rraMir  (inland CUIIomt  office  lo ofticc 
of extt); 
(d)  interior  lransit  (oec  ialancl  customs  oflicc  to 
anothn). 
Goock t.dna carried under customs transit shall nor be 
tubjca to the paymcat of import or export duties and 
u us prowiclect the condillont laid clown by the customs 
aurhormn arc complied wirh. 
s. 
Any  Pft'SOft  bavtna the ript 10 cbsposc  of the aoods, 
for  uamplc  the  owner,  the  carrier,  the  forwarcbns 
agent.  the  consignee  or  an  authorized  agent  approved 
by  the  customs should be  entitled to dedare the goods 
for  c ust(•ms  tran~ir. 
Norc 
The  customs  audaorirics  m.y require d.c clcdarant 
to  nrablt~h hit risht  to clispoac  of the coods. 
The dedu_, IIWI be rcsponliWe to the customs autho-
rities for COIDpliaacc with the obliprions incurred under 
customs  transit; in  panicular he  shall  ensure  that  the 
&oods  are produced Intact at the  offk~ of dcsflr..&th•n  in 
accordance  with  the:  condarions imrowd  t-y  t~('"~ cu,. 
roms authorities. 
1. 
The  custofDI  authoritict  shall  .tnicnate  the  cu,roms 
of&cn  wlaich  arc  competent  te perform  rhc  fu~uom 
laid down fo_r  the  purpo~e~ ol cusro"" transit. 
•• 
Where  corrcspondi,. cu•toms ofti,n arC'  l~.tlcd on a 
common  frontier,  rbc  cu,tums  authuru•cs  (It  thr  twu 
counrrin con,~rncd should correl.ltc the bu"•'"'"' huun 
and  the  cont~tcnce of thow offk:cs  fur  the  rurJ".·~• 
ol customs tranwr 
9. 
At the  ~ucst  ol the pcrtOft conamC'd. and for rust'ns 
deemed  valid  by  the  canroms  aur~orir•n.  the  l.1tter 
should. so far  as  admini  ... rrariwc  (tr.;;umstan~·e;  rcrmlt, 
perform  the  fun,"tions  la•J  dc.l•n  t~}f  the  ru'J"-'~'  of 
cu"oms lransit  outHdc  rhc  "u,•ne"s hourt anJ ''uh1Jc 
the  premi!'n of the  CU\h)ms  utft  .. e. •t  ~•na unJcr  .. hlOJ 
that rhe e ..  ~nsn  mraalcd m.ty  he  ~hUJC'd to the rcuon 
concerned. 
10. 
Priority tlaall be p~  to the ctlltoiM OJ'"arions r't'brina 
to  live  animals.  ~rishablc  aoocfs  aDd  CM~ UfJcnr 
consipmcnrs which  arc under aattofDI ttaasit and for 
which  rapid u ansport it a.Kntaal. 
f.,.alilia ac lk  oficc of ...,._,. 
11. 
Unlcsa  this formality  is  wah•fd br rM custom' auth(\-
ritics  a  written  coods  dcd.ararion  for  customs  rran,it 
shall  be  prcwnred ar  th~ office  of dcrarture 
Note 
In  urious  countries  s.i~nphhc-d  procedurn  c11i1r 
under  which  certain customs formahrict.  i--.:luJen~ 
the prcwntarion of a aoc:xb d«l.uarioa. arc wa.nJ. 
Thnc  pror~Jurcs arc  arpl•cablc.  for  examriC',  ro 
aoods carracd by rail under COY'C'f of an inrcrnat1nno~l 
consignmntt  note,  and  to  aoods  ato••na.  only  •n 
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ll. 
GPtk.h  J'"·.l.ar.&th.'"  turm• for .;u,tum'  tr~n"'u •h.11l  con-
tnrm "' rh~ ,'ltn~•.al  m,'lodd  prCKribtd by  rhc compc~mr 
aurh,)ru•c.~. 
B. 
1 he  Jcd.u.anr ''  normo~lly  rcquarcd  ro  dcdarc  dac 
h,Jh,"·mg Item': 
n.amt"  anJ  aJJr~• of conwgnor, 
no~mt anJ  .~JJrc-"s of deduanr, 
n.lmc  .anJ  ro.ul .aJJreu ol conucncc. 
m<l\k  uf  c  r  .a nsron. 
•Jcntlh\7.annn  of  meaau  of ttanspon, 
~.ala, e-t..:  o~trixrd. 
rl.a..:t  ol  J,,,.~J,ng, 
ofri..:e  of Jc,rm  .  .atitln, 
rr.an,rort  unn  ifH~.  idcncificauon  No), 
mo~rl..•.  num~"· number and k1nd  of p.tekagcs, 
dc-~nrrion of gooJr., 
- '"''" "'C'Ijtht  per  'on~agnment an  kalogram&. 
'"' of  Jocum~nts ano~chcd. 
- rl.ace,  Jar~ and  uJnarur~ of d«l.arant. 
f',;orc  2 
\1 hen  rhc~ .art" cnn\IJcnng rc\ "Jon of rrc\cnt forms 
Or  rrcru.afh)n C1f  new  £orm\ fnr  go,,J~ Jcd.u,Jrtons 
for  cu,fl•m' tun"u· the  .:umrctcnt .turhonun may 
b.~~,.- the•r forms on tht"  m,,Jd •n  ArrcnJ.,, I to thas 
Anne' h.1''"lt rqt.arJ  to the  otllc' an  AprcnJax  II. 
The m,.Jd as  anrt'ndcd  as  a  bua<S  for tht'  Jt'sagning 
of ..:-u,toms  rransat  Jt".:l.aution  forms  to be  u~d in 
(U,fllmS  U.tftlolt  rnl\:t"Jurcs  whcrt' other forms  h~ve 
O(lf  ~n rrt"Knhcd  hy  btlo~reral  or  mulrilateral 
.a~rt'(mcnt~.  The  moJd  h~s b«n dt'signed  to  be 
u'C'J  for  narl\ln~l  cusroms  trans•t  Opt'rations  bur 
can  .also  be  u~  for  international  customs transit 
orcrations. 
An~  ,,lmmeKtal  or  tunspon  JCKument  scnina  our 
'kul,· the  n~n~ry panh;ul.an tohoulJ  be  a(:ccprcd  as 
lhC'  Jc"'-np(iW ~rt of tbc &ooda d«l.1rarioft for CUMORII 
rr.an"r. 
H. 
The  torm  In  "ha~h SC'\:Uflfy  II  to  ~  rrovaJt'd  for  rhe 
rurroin Of  CU~h•ms  fr.&O~If sh~JI be la1J down in narional 
lc~JSI.anon or Jc-rcrmu1cJ  b~o·  the  customs  .aurhorirics  ia 
a..:.;orJan..·c  wuh  nauonal  lq!ilauon. 
I~-
1 h.:'  ,no•~e  bc'tv.:C'Cil  tbc  unous  acccpublc  fora. of 
"-'·l·r&ty .hould be  &dt  ro  dk: dcdaraat. 
16. 
Th~ customs aurhoririct shall  dercrmiac  rhc  amount in 
whi.;h  ~curiry il  10 be  pro¥i4kd for rhe cUMoma  rran•ir 
operatioa. 
17. 
When security is  rcquiRd to cnsur~ rhat rhc obliaarions 
arising  from  ICVeral  customs  transir  operations  will 
be fulfilled, rhe customs authorities shall accrpt a aeneraJ 
security. 
II. 
The  amount  of  any  security  should  be  set  as  low at 
pouible  having  rqard ro  rhc  import or export duria 
and  laxca  porcnrially  charJeablc. 
19. 
Where  the  customs  aurhoritics  curciw  their  right  to 
examint' goods declared for customs transit, they should 
limir the cxr~nr of the cxammarion to due deemed neces-
sary ro ensure compliance wirh the laws and rqulanona 
which  the customs  a~ rnponYble for  ~nforcinc. 
20. 
Tht' customs authontin ar  rhc office  ol dep~nur~ shaJJ 
ukc all  necessary action to CGabl~ the office ol dntina· 
tion  to  identify  rbe  con,ipmeat  aocl  ro  detect  any 
unauthorized  int~rfcrca«. 
21. 
When  a  consignment  is  conveyed  in  a  transport  unit, 
customs SC"als  shall be  affixed ro rhc  rranspon unit  ir~lf 
provided  thar rhe  transpon unir  is  10 constructed  arwl 
~quipped thar: 
(a)  customs seals  can be  simply  and effectiYCiy  af6~d 
to it; 
(b)  no goods c:an  be  ~moved from  or inrroductd anro, 
rhe  st'aled part of rhe rranspon unit wnhout kavana 
vi"ble rracn of tam.,erina or w1rhouc  brcaku• fht 
cusroms  seal i 
(c)  ir contain• no concealed spaces where aoocls ..  ,  be 
hidden; 
(d)  all spaces capable of holdina &ooclt  •~  readily acces-
sible  for cusroms  inspcctiotl. 
Such  rranspon units  shall  also haYe  been  appmYed  few 
rhc  rranspon  of  soods  under  customs  ~eal. 
Nor~  1 
Transport  units  arc  approv~d for  the.  tran1port ol 
aoods under customs seal punuanr ro various anrcr-
narional  agrcem~nta such  as  th~ Cusroms Conven--
tion on containen, done at Cmeva on 18 M.n  J9~6. 
the  Cusroms  Conwnrioa  on  dac  inrem.uional 
rranspon  oi ~  wader  COJU  ol Tl&  catDCtl. ----------
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u. 
done  at  Genna  011  15  January  19j9,  the  Unite 
technique  cks  chcmans de  fer,  concluded  ar  Berne 
an  May  1186,  1960  edition,  and  the  regulauuns 
(21  Novcm~r 1961  nr,.10n)  of  the  Central  Rhine 
Commission  concerning  ~he sc::l.ng of  Rhine  navi-
gataon  ns,~k  The may be  approved in the future 
pur,uant  to  agrecmenh  whiCh  may  supersede  the 
forc:gotng.  Addational  arrangements  for  approval 
may  be  made:  by  countries  ~y  ~•lateral  or  multi-
l.atc:ral  agreement for tunsport units to be used for 
the  purposes of  customs  tran\it solely  in  their  ter-
moric:s, for example in  rc:~pc:ct of containers which 
h.1vc:  an  anremal  volume  of  lc~'§  than  one  cubic 
mc:tre  but  whu:h  in  all  other  re~pccts quahfy  for 
CU!Itoms  treatment  as  contaancrs. 
Note 
In  ccnain  circumttanc:cs  custom•  authorities  may 
dcc1dc:  to teal ttanspon unirs which have not been 
approved for the rranspon of goods under customs 
w:al  when  they  arc  satisfied  that  the  units,  when 
wal<'d,  ue sufficicnrly  secure. 
"hen rhc  comiprnmr is con•cyecl  in  a  transpon unit 
which cannOf be  cffccti•cly scaled, identification shall be 
.a"S'§ured  and  unaurhoriud  interference  rendered  rudaly 
dC'tc  ... tablr, either hy  affixing customs !eals to indavidual 
padu.Jt.:~. by  affi"'1ng  idcntafic~tion marks. hy  dncnhinJ 
the  ~uod'-.  by  rcfcrcn"~ to  umplc,,  pbn~. skch:hn or 
photco~raphs .. n.h.hcd to the  goods  dcdo~uuon, by  full 
eumanataon  of  the  good~  and  r~~ord10g  the  r~suhs 
thereof on the aoods dcdararion, or by  cu~tums cscon. 
2.3. 
Note 
The  PfCCite  action  which  the  cusroms  authorities 
may decide to rake when goods arc to be transponed 
in a rranspon unat whach cannof be effectively scaled 
w1ll  depend  upon  the  individual  cir~umstancn of 
ea"h  caw,  uluna  ac,ount  of  factors  such  as  the 
nature: of rhc soods  and thear  packang, and the po· 
rcnual impon or upon duucs  and taxes  involved. 
Only when they consider such a  measure to he indispcn-
'a  blc  siull  the  customs  authoritin: 
(a)  require  coods  to follow  a  pracribcd itiocrary; or 
(b)  require  &oodt  to  be  ttaltsponcd  unckf  CU~h,mt 
esc on. 
14. 
Whca  the  custom'  authoririn  rrncriM  a  time  limit 
for the production of the aoods  at  a  sp«i6~d cu'loms 
office  they should tah ''count of the  circum~un\'~ in 
whi~h the custom'  transit  operation  will  rake:  rb\7c. 
Oastoaas  MaJs  and  .tcari6catioe marks 
l.S. 
Customs seals and  fn~nanp used  in rhe  arrh(.thon of 
customs  transit  shall  fulfil  rhc  manamum  rcquar~mcnts 
laid down in  Appcndax  Ill ro  tht"  Annex. 
2'. 
Customs seals and tdamficanoo marh affixed  ~~ for~ign 
customs authonnn should be  accc-rtC'd  for thC'  rur~'~ 
of the customs transit opcr.uaon unlc,, thc' .l'f  ~nr  .. ,J,·rcJ 
not to he  suffi~icnt or sc..:urc  or  th~ "u\h.Hn\ auc h,,nttc' 
proceed to an l'Xanunauon of rhc  ~·~.J...  \1. ht"n  f,,r, ·~n 
customs  seals  anJ  t .... tcmngs  h.nc  he-en  "~'crrcJ  tn  a 
customs t~rrirory rh~, sh,•uld N  aff,,rJcJ the:  ume lq:,.a1 
prot«taoa in that tcrrttory at n.attc..\n .. l ~.al  ..  anJ f.a .. tcn· 
inp. 
27. 
National J.caislation shall not. an  rnpcct ol the tt'rmina-
rion of a  customs tran\11  oprutiun.  tTqui~ mor~ than 
that rtw  Jood'  and  the  rC'IC'unt  J•M''"'  Jedar.atwn  ~ 
prnc-nt~d at  the  office  c,f  dC''hn.tttun  w11htn  an~  1111\C 
ltmu  h.lled,  wathuut  the  ~uvJ,  h.a"'"lt  unJcrg,,nc  .tnY 
chanae and wathout ha"'ntt NoC'ft  u'('d  • .1nJ  w•th -:L:''""" 
sc.Jis  or adcntlth:.ttton  m.arh ant"''-
Note  t· 
The conuols carril'd our for the purpotet mcnuont'cl 
above by  the office of dcstsn.Jtaon may varv  accNJ-
ing to the carcum,un'n of uch individual cush•n•s 
transit  operation.  The  cu,t«'ms  authorataes  ,:.r~c-­
rally.  however.  sau  .. ty  thcn•'IC:,-"  that  .tny  lo('.ll" 
and  fasrcnin~s  or  sdcnrtti~·.ar!~.•n  m.arks  arc  '"'  .td. 
may  vcnfy rh.ar  the:  tr.an .. rort unu. af  any.  •~  (>t!'t r-
wisc  secure  and  m.n  ..:Jrrv  out  C'ithcr  a  ~l:r~··::n.· 
or a  dcu1lc:J  cx.amm·.a~u.m ot the  tt~~,J~ d-.l  . .,,,rh  .". 
The ex.amm.ation  of  the:  flOOJ~ m.ay  ul..c  ri.l..:C',  tl•r 
example, an 'unnc..:tlon wuh the ri.l\.lnjt ,,f rr.c ii-'"''h 
under  .another  cu-.coms  rn~cJurc. 
Note  2 
Nauonal &(l.::.!Jtion  m.ay  prov1dc that ac",Jcnt!> .anJ 
other  unforcwcn  cvcnt1  111  "*"*  2tfC\:tan~  the 
customs u.ansat opuauon be l'q'Ortcd ro. and vcnlicJ Edition  NO  I  page  X-C-29  l 
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28. 
b,...  rhc  CUdOIM  or  ocher  <:om~~nt  authorincs 
d06al ro tk tenc of the acodcot or  ocher  ~vent. 
..  .....  "•"'!""·"\ 
\\'hen  it  h.u b«n naahla~heJ h> tk uri  sf  o~.:taon of  the 
..:um('Ctent  custom~ authoruacs  that  the  penon concer-
r :-J  hu fultilleJ  hn. oblaa.anuna, any security aivcn shall 
be  daKht'JN wathout delay. 
l'.ulure  to  follow  a  pr~~n~d lflneury  or  to  comply 
wnh a  rrc"ra~J tame  lamat  shouiJ noc encaal the coll«-
raon of .anv 1mron or export Junn polenrially cbugeablc 
provaJcd  the  'ustom'  aurhonnn  arc  utis.Wd  rhar  all 
oc~r nquaremcnu lt.avc  b«n ancc. 
.10. 
f. umrulm frnm  che  ravmcnc  of  •he  tmptlrt  or export 
dulac~  AnJ  r.un  norm.1llv  (harJut'lle  sho~ll  ~  &ranted 
"·hen u  I\ r..ul'-l"h~ ro the urtsb"-raon of  rhe customs 
o~uthMlCi~ rh.u  '~'"'~h bcang  rr.tnsponeJ under customs 
runsu  h-ive  b«n  dntroyeJ  or  irrecoverably  losr  by 
a-.·~aJcnt ~lf bv foru  ~~Wjft.n, or arc ihort for I'CUOial due 
to thcar  n.aru~. 
.11. 
Nore 
A' chc  ,-u~rums aurhontin  maJ  require,  rcmaaDtl 
o4  '"'J' h  &('"~' may  be: 
(a)  dc.ar~d f,)r  honw uw in  rhear  exisnn1 scare  as 
if  lky  h~d b«D imported in tbar srare; 01' 
(c)  .th~ndoncJ frft of all  expcn~n ro the revenue; 
or 
(d)  d~rroycd or  r~nJcr~d  commercially  valuelns 
under  'usroms control Without expemc to the 
reve-nue; 
l  ontr.a.;-t•ng  r~mn should  r.•~e  urtful  consideration 
ro  the  r-n,ah•luy  of  .~..:"cJ•na  to: 
rhc  C.ncum, ConHnfhm ,)ft rhc 1ntcrn.auonal transit 
uf  It"'~' 1ITI  Con\'t·ntt•·n),  \'!C~·nna,  7  june 1971, 
- the.'  4.  u'roms Convcnflun on the  antcrnat1onal runt.-
f\'•r!  of  r.ooJ~  unJcr  cover  of  TIR  carncca  0 iR 
L •. nvcnuon), Gcncu, 1  ~  january 1959, 
- the Customs Convention 011  the AT  A umct for  the 
temporary  admtulon  of  aooclt  (ATA  CoAvacioa), 
BruMit 6  December  1Kf,  .... ··•-··  .... --.  ·-~. ·- .:...----~----' 
. ,  ··'· 
and  of  adherinc  to  anJ  interaarioul iasrrumca11  that 
•aJ su~nedc them. 
ll. 
Note 
AT A earners can be accrpted for the tran  ..  r of goods 
under temporary admiswon which have to be  con· 
veycd  to or from  thcar  dnrination  under cu.roms 
control, either in rhc country of temporary admis-
sion  or  throup  a  country  or  counrria  bctweca 
chose  of nponarion ancl  imponari011. 
Contracting Partin which arc not an  a po<iirwn to adhere 
to the  international  instruments  cnum~ratcd 1n  recom· 
mended  practice  31  should,  when drawintt  up  hilareral 
or mulul.atcral  agreements wuh a  wi~w ro s.cttinK  up an 
intern.ariunal  cu,roms  tran,it  procedure,  uk~ .ac-.ount 
therein  of  standards  and  recommended  pra'"'''"«  I  ro 
JO  an  rhc  present  Annex  and,  1n  addmon,  Incorporate 
in the  agreements rhc  followina  •pccific  prova~aons. 
(1)  where  ~clOd'  arc  transported  in  a  transport  umr 
meeting  the  requirements  ser  our  in  sund.ard  21, 
and  where  the  penon  concerned  so  rc'-lunu  and 
a•vcs  the  auurance rhat  the  rranspon  unar  wal!,  at 
a  subsequent  ''age  of  the  transport  orcr  .ataon,  be 
placed  under  a  customs transit  procedure  requanna 
a customs seal, the customs authorities at the office 
ot  loading should: 
- satisfy  rhcm~lvn of the accuracy of the accom-
panyif\1 documents approved by  rhc  bal.treui or 
muh1lateral agreement and dncribina rht' ..:ontc:nu 
of the transron unar, 
- seal  the  transport  unit, 
record  on  the  accompanyinc  documenrs  rhc 
name of the office  of loadang, derat1s  of the cus-
toms  seals  affixed  and of the  dare  of  affixing. 
(l)  when  the goods  are subsequently  declared  for  cui-
toms  transit,  rhe  customs  authoririn  at  the- office 
of  dcp.arrure  should,  unless  in  excrpnon.al  '1rcum· 
M.an~·~s rht'y deem ir  ncccn.uy ro ex.aminc IM J••ud,, 
ac\.':ept  the seals affixed  by  the ofbce of loadJRC  •nd 
the  accompanyin1  documents  referred  to  ia  {I) 
above; 
(l)  common  goods  declauuon  forms  for  cusrorr•l 
tran,it shoulJ be  a~'cpted in uch custom• rermory 
involved; such forms should ~  based on rhc  model 
shown in  Appendix  I to this  Annex takin&  account 
of  the  notes  conramcd  in  AppcndiK  II; 
(4)  se'unty, where required, should be gJ\ien and "'"ere· 
~:"d  '" the form  of a  atuaranrce vai.J .1nd  enforcu"lc 
an  f ach  cu!>tums  terra tory  anvolved. evidence of the 
cx•stcncc  nf  such  guarantee  ~ina provaded  culler 
b)  the  goods  dcclaratioD  fonn  for  CllltOIDI  rr&DSit 
c.r  by  anorbcr documca1; --- -- ------~-----------___  ....;;..... ____________ _ 
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(S)  without prejudice to their ri&ht to examine the aooda. 
the customs authorities should, u  a  rule, limit rhe 
txtcnc of the formalities ro be  carried our at offices 
tn r011te  to the folio  wins: 
- at  offices  where  aoods  are  imroned  into  the 
cu1toms terriwt)' the customs aurhornic\ should 
tata~.fy  rhcm"Civcs  rhat  rhc  goods  dcduarion  is 
in order, that  any cu\toms seals  and  fa,tcnings 
or  idcntati~ation  marks  prcviou~ly  affixed  arc 
intact and, where appropriate, that the tran'f")rt 
unit is  secure, and that, where  required, a  gua· 
rantcc is in  force;  they  should then endorse the 
aoods  declaration  accordangly. 
at offices where soods &cave rhc: customs territory, 
tM CU!>tomt  aurhoruics should utisfy themselves 
that any  cu1roms  sc.als  and  fa~rc:nings or identi-
fication  marks  arc:  intact  and,  where  nccns.ary, 
that the trantpon unu is se<;urc:; they should then 
endorse  chc  aoodt  dcdarawJn  accordingly; 
(6)  whcn  an  offi~e nt rotlle  removes a  cu~toms M:al  or 
idcnufiurion mark, for uample, in order to examine 
rhc aoocb,  it thould record ckrails of the new cua· 
toms  Kala  or  idc-nrificari011  marks  Oft  the  IW' ,Js · 
d«lararioa  accomranyinJ  the- ~t10ds; 
(1)  formalitin  ar  ott;  .. c-,  ,.,.  ,....,.,r ...  thoulJ  t'C'  furt}.~ · 
rcJu~cd. or  cor.t;!ccd~  a~-ii- '·<'J.  thc  d''""h.ar~c  \,f 
th(:  obligation\ 1;1.;urrcd unJ..-r  "·u\1:"-.~' ''"'"''' ~  1:1~ 
~i,·cn by  the (of"!rc-tcnt  Juthm~u<"" in  I'C"'~-r ,-.f  fht' 
enr•rc  custom~ ruoMt  ('r<'r.&rh•n~ 
(I)  arra11acmenrs  sht,uld  t'C  m.1dc  f.-.r  m"" J'urn  of 
mutual  assasr.ancc  bct•·ccn  the  (U\ft•m~ .aJ ·ntni,rr  .&· 
rions  of  the  counrracs  (OR\:crncJ  •·uh  rc~t.arJ  to 
nrifie.:.uion of the a''ura  .. Y  of r!\c J,,un\C'nt' J,~n~ 
inc  Kt~  luntptlrt~  u.ndn  cuJtiJms  run  .. lt  .and 
of  the  aurhcnu  .. try  of  customs  wals. 
ll. 
11ae  CUIIo• authorilica shall eee.re that  aU  rdn.ant 
informatioe conccmina CtKtoms tr&Mit it  ~adat, aual-
ablc to ,., penon inccrnrcJ. KYOTO  CONVENTION  ANNEX  E 1 
ArrE.NDIX I 
GOODS  DECLARATION  (CUSTOMS TRANSrn 
I '-,_ - ~~  Ollice  ... ---
1  page  x-c-31 
o. 
No 
1--------------------~---------~----------
CofWgnH  (netne .cl ,_..a ......  )  Oeca..nt (MIM Mel ......  ) 
I  v  .. 
! 
ModeMCI_of..,.. 
port 
--------------..:'----------1 
I 
1-----··-·---
---·-----·------------------------------: 
8/L No  Transpott  unet  (type. I  Number •nd kind of pechg•; Delcrip-
ldentsflc.tttOn No); MarU 
1 
non of gooda 
and numbers ol pKUges 
or it..-
Commod· 
ityNo 
-
-
-
"  .. 
- -
.. 
-
Total •a. weigM  (kg) 
1.  the  undersigned,  declare that the '*'icularl g•ven 
in  this  declaration •• true  and  correct  and  accept 
responsibility for  fulfilment of the obligationl incurred 
under  this  customs  transit  operation  ift  accordance 
with  the  conditione  prwcribed  bf 1M  compew4 
euthoriti• bt 
TRANSIT 
COUNTRY 
2nd 
T"ANStT 
COUNTRY 
3nd 
TRANSIT 
COUNTRY 
KYOTO  CONVENTION  :  ANNEX  E\1 
t M¥e verifi41d tNt t"- pacbgea etc  . ..,,cified In t'* 
dec'-ation conform to the description given and thlt 
they .,. undamagecl. 
s.. 
page  x-c-32 
MeaN  of  INtiiPOit/pacbgea ~  wrtb ..... 
intact. 
NattOMt nnart requnmenta utisfiecl. 
=r Oft ,..,.  o1 ··-- 0  intKt 
I • ~U9H  ~~-~~-----·~-----------------------------------
0... lignature 
Office of entry  Offtoe of alt  Stamp 
....,. ot  tra~IIPCJft/p :' •• ~~npottec~  ...,. .-.  .....,. "' •'IPG'V.-...e•• ....,....  with ... 
intKt.  inllct. 
"-tioNI ..... ~  Mtiatied. 
AdditioNI ..... 
-(No  QY• 
--~-----~--~-~----------------------··--------------------·~--·-----------1 
Office of entrt  Office of exit 
MNna  of  ~PKkagn ~  .-_.  M.- ol ...  ..,_.,PK't•u•  -.DI'tld  wtth .. 
tnt.ct.  iftt8ct. 
Nahonlll ...................... 
Office of entry  OHice of flMI deetinetioft  Starns» 
Meana  of  transpolt/,.:Qgel  imported  witta  ...a.  Means  of  transpott/P«Ups  recefwd  ~:th  seats  I  intact. 
I  Documents checked. 
intK1.  1.' 
COUNTRY  I 
OF 
Documents checked. 
1 
DESTI- --, T......,erred to office of final destination 
NATION 
·-----------------------------------1-------~------------------~----~ Edition  N°  (page  x-c-33  I 
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APPE.NDIX  II 
NOTES 
(1) The t.rzc oi the  mo&l aoods declaration for customs transit is the international ISO size 
A4  (!10  '(  l97 mm, 8·l7  ..  11·69 inches).  The form should be  provided with a  10 mm 
top marc•n and a 20 mm ldthand filing mugin.  Line spacing should be based on multiples 
ol 4·!4 mm  , 1 6 anch)  and waJrh-spaCin& on multiples of 2·54 mm (l/10 inch).  The layout 
5h\)uld be  an  'onformlfy with the ECE layout key, as illustrated in Appendix I.  Minoc 
*"'afh>n~ an  the exact size of boxes, ere. are permissible if required for parriaalar reuoas 
Ia the '"".n' country, such as the exiscmcc of  non-meh'ic mea~  ~  fahanl 
oi DahOA.II  ahpcd 'Y51CIU of  document~, etc. 
(l) Countries may dtrermine srandards concerninc the weight per square metre of chc  paper, 
1nd the UK of a machine-turned back&round to prevent falsification. 
(l) The (ttHJanll word, andud~  an the modelaoods declaration for customs transit are intended 
to mJ  •  .:uc rN- nature of rhc 1nformauon which should appear in a &iven  place.  In cases 
•here nath.no~l IC'Jh.l.ltaon  m.tkn ir necnury, each country remains free to replace these 
wnrJs an '''  nanono~l form by such word•ns u  ir considers more appropriate pro¥1ded rut 
1ha worJanat doet. noc  affect rhc nature of the information as indicaled in the aaoclcl pods 
~IAr1non for customs ttanlit. 
(4;  In  adJahOft u it open to adminiuranons to omit from rheir forms ircms whd  rlaey 4o DOC 
rcquarc.  The  a~cc which thus becomes vacant may be  used for of6cial purpota. 
(S) The moJd '' .o dn•ancd that paniculan rclatinc only to international customs rrUiir a. 
pb~cJ on lh~ rncrvc r.ide of rhc fona and thus can be onained for orbcr applicalioM. 
(6) The follow Ina comment• refn ro the boxes in the model for•: 
C.Dtt .. ipor (nAate  and  ..Wrcu) 
Th•-.  htlx n  antenJcJ to •how the name and addrcu of the sender of &oocla.  U aooda from 
..cH.·r.al  .:nn~•llnon arc  covered  by a  ainaJc  declaration  reference i. Made 10 appmdecl 
J~-.. umcnr~. 
Con  .. ip« , nu.c and  postAl  addre11) 
The urrcr rut of rh11  box i• intended to show the m~il addrcu of the conlisnec of aoods; 
'~  Jo,.er put of n under rhe hcadin& "delivery addren' is intended to specify the addras 
•·!\ere the,,  ...  ~, uc to ~delivered, if dlffninc from the mail addrcu. 
Ocd.vaat  (noac and  addrn1) 
Th•a  term  mcana  rhe  narur.1l  or lqal penon who sip the  cusr~  rraasir cledaratioe 
<•r  in  wh,~ n.tmc  at  is  signed. 
C:O.nrry  wh'-,.CC  COIUiped 
lhas box i, •nccnded to daow dac COUMI'J fro. whicla the aooclt an ICIW,  wia.  dae Cxpoft 
country. 
Couauy of tkum.atioa 
This ~DUm  dac '-owntry ol 6aaJ dat.aMtion oi &ooda. alccr dac  cusc~  ttaaair opaarion. ----------· 
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Place  of loediq (') 
This means the place of dcpanure where the &oods Me actUaliJ loaded ODtO me IDC&DI of 
lraAiport. 
Pier, warcbouc, ccc. (1) 
Thit box il  inr~lkkd ro ahow - when dcsarablc - the place where rbc coocls arc tcorcd 
before bcin&  loaded. which i. of panicular iDICI'aC if aooda  arc c..,oncd from cuacoms 
warcboutc, etc. 
Via  (') 
Under •  via • arc mentioned the places where cUIIOms frolllicn are croaccl. the places wMre 
a chaaac in mode or means of transpon occun, etc. 
Mode  - ....  of &r•spon (
1
) 
loformation sltould be &iven  of tltc  mode and mea• of IUIIIpOd .-ed for ada part of 
the transpon. b7 indicatinc ship•• name, rccistrarioa n•mbcr of railway •aaoa or I"'M 
wctuclc, ccc. as rcknnt. In intcrmod.al transpon, thac clala •isM have 10 be cncaed """• 
the  course of the crantport. 
Of&cc  ol dclliaac-. (1) 
Thit means the ume of the cuatoma of6cc ac wlaida me CYit.,.. traMit opcrMioa it ---
aarcd. 
Doc.Maa •KW 
The declarant sbouW lilc ia tltia  box aucla ~  c.a. ceni6c.- of oriPa _.  of 
sanita17 control, aooda IHftifCSCS.  wla.ida  an: actacW to dllc ciKlualioa. 
Oficialuc 
nis box is iatnrclcd for UJ informarioa rclate.t •  dac coaaol of me~  etc. 
Sealt, cu:. alix..t by cattOMIIdcdara.c 
nu. space il  intended for indtcatina the number of .....  etc. af&xcd ...  their .....  ben -
o«her  identification  details.  The appr<'f'liate  box sltall  be  marked to indicate whet._ 
the seals, etc. were affixed by the customs thcmsciYCI or bJ the cleclarut. 
Tr•spon -.ia (type, W.tificacioll No), marb _.  numbers of pecltaaa •  -... 
Thit area it intended for identification paniculan for uanspon units (c.a. coac.tiaert)'J'C aacl 
identification No) or for the coods. such  as  shippina  marks,  lcadana  "umbert and cnn. 
tecutivc  numhc11,  or addrc:s.s  markina. 
Nlllllbcr  MCI  kind of packacesldcsc.ription ol IC*h 
This area is intended for paNiculan of the- number and kind of the packacC'S and a dnaip-
tion of tbc goods eithe-r in common tr.aJc terms or, if pouiblc. usinc the terminol.oJ1 of r~e 
customs or freight  tariff~  appli,able. 
Commodity  No 
When poss-ible the rclcnnt number of the applicable statistical commodity list or customs 
ranff should be pvea, u  in mo--1  cases thnc numbers. or ram of them. arc u~d  worlda'"dc-• 
and rhis would aid iD idcntifyin• the commodiry. Edition  No  lpage  X-C-35  l 
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Cro~t Wti&hl  (k&) 
The &roM  •ciabt of  IM aoods should be  pYCD ill kilop  ..... 
NarKM~ill  adMiaiscracivc  rcquirftDcall 
Thas box is set uide co provide space for any additional dctaila rcquirccl by adminiscrarioal, 
w..:h  u  name of dnvcr, pr~rabcd itinerary or time limit.  1111\af also be used for of6cial 
inJaurion• rclari"' to the  office  of  dcilinarion. 
SecwicJ  dcaaas 
Deta•ls  ~olk:cmina rhc security provided, e.J. case dcpotic.auaranree. should be p,.  ia 
dus box. 
Pl.cc, clare  ancl  sipaaarc of clcdaraa1 
The tut of  the dcd.aution 1n this box can be chanacd, as appropriate, 10 rdlect national 
lct.hl.ltl~n.  b&lo~rcr  .&I  or mult&l.ucu.l  .t~reemcnts. 
As  rcJ.arJ~ the box~  on the  ba~:k of the customs transit dcdararion, tbac arc inrcndeclu 
cx~mrJes only anJ w&ll  h.avc co be adjusccd accordiaa to rbc procedure carieapd UDder a 
btlan:ral  or mwularcral CU5(oml u&lllir apcciDCDL 
APrE.NDIX  Ill 
MISIMUM REQUIREMENTS TO BE MET BY CUSTOMS SEALS AND FASTENINGS 
Cu..toms  ~.&ls and  fur~mnas shall  meet  the  followina  minimWD  rcquircaac..,: 
(1)  Gennal  r~uircmmu in  rcs~ct of seals  and fas&caiap 
The  .e.1l'  and  f  .&\fcntn~s. tottcthcr, a  hall 
(a)  br scwna anJ Jur.ahlc; 
;h)  br  ;;.apa~lc of  ~ma  1ffixcd easily  and quickly; 
{')  be  c.&r.&hle  of  bcina  re.adtly  checked and idcnti6cd; 
(d)  not ~rmlt removal or undoina without brcaki• or tampcri• wimour JaW.  lniCCI; 
(c)  not  ~rmir u~ more chan  once; 
(f)  be  made  11  dtfficult  11  po51iblc  to copJ or cowaterfcit. 
(2)  Pltniul sp«ilicatiolt of seals 
(a)  the  sha~ and siu ol the  seal shall  ~  such that any  idcnrifyin1  marks are readily 
lqtl'>lc; 
(b)  ca.:h  C'Ydct in  a seal  sh.ill  be of size corr~pondina to that of the fastenina used, and 
shall  l"C  ~lflllncd 10 that the fastcnin& will be  held firmly in place when the seal it 
clowd; 
(~)  the  matcn.d  used  ahatl  be  sufficiently  1tron1 to  prevent  accidental  breakap. early 
~cnorauon (due ro  weather condnions, chemi-.:al  action, etc.) or unclcleCiable tua-
pcrinc; 
(d) dac .werial used .UU be scle<ud br n:fcrcac:c to rbc ~alia&  1J1CC18 asecL ---------·----------
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tl> ,.,.a.a .,.a&c.uo. of fasaeaiap 
(a)  the fastmina shall be suonaand durable ancl resitraat 10 weatltcr aDcl cortOiioa; 
(b)  rhc lcnarh of th~ fastcnin& UKd shall not mabl~  a sealed apertu~  to~  opened or pant, 
opened  without  the seal  or fastcnin&  bcina  br~ea or otherwise shuw•na  obwious 
damaac; 
(c)  the material uwd shall be selected by  rdCRnc~  to the scaliq system uHCL 
The seal or fastcninc, a  appropriat~. shall be  marked: 
(a)  to show that it is  a customs teal, by  application of the word •  customs • preferably iD 
one of the official  langu~gcs of the Council ( Enalish or FftftCh) ; 
(b)  to show the country which applied th~ seal, preferably by  muns of tM NJn u.ted. 10 
indicate the country of  rcg•~trauon of  motor vchidcs ia intern.atloftal traftk:; 
(c)  ro enable the customs offkc by whh:h the seal was affixed, or unJcr whole' authority 
ic was affixed, to be idenalicd, for example, by means of code lcrten or nuttlbcn. 
;,.>Dr>,_,..._ ______________  _.J -
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ANSE.X  COSCERNING TEMPORARY ADMISSION  FOR  INWARD  PROCESSING 
lnrrodumoa 
Tkc  nJth\i~JI IC'Jt;,J.uron ..  nt  mcl\r  (ounrran contain pro-
\hhln)  .al:,n~~orntt  (onJur.•n.al  rdr«.·f  from  •mrt>n  duracs 
JnJ r.nn ro  ~  Jtr.tnrcJ  tn  rnpccr of  goo~h rh.at  arc ro 
h<  rC'-C'\f")tfC"J  .after  h.a ... ~ng  unJcr~onC" SJ'«aticd  m.anu-
f.a,·runn~.  rr~-f'\'n& or  r~.:rJir.  ThC'  CUstom~; proct'dure 
Yo h  1, h  rcflt'~h  th(',~  rrt'\ "Inn\  I~  fhU  of  fC'mJ'()r.ary 
.aJmh'lolt\n  fur  In,. .arJ  rr·~'"'"lnt:. 
-~he- nlAtn rurro't" nf th1._  """''""'' rru'-<'Jurc  1\ fO  nuJcc 
"  ~  .... , .... ,('  fur  n.&tl ..  n.tl cnrcrrn...-..  "'otter rhcrr proJua. 
ur 'en  h.n ''" furcr~n m.ulrh .ar  ~·t•mpcutn;c pnccs .and 
rhC'rt·t-,  ro  hc:lr  hl rro\rJc  morc  t'mplo~mt'nr orronu-
nrrtn  t~>r  n.arron.tl  l.ah"ur 
H''""C'\t"r,  tcmr-•r.&n  .1Jnu,... ..  1n  for  1nw.arJ  pH~-~''nl 
FIUY  ~  mJJ\.  'I.U~!Cd f\) thc '-'•lOJiflno th,U thc rrnposcd 
,.r-:rJr;,.n  ..  'h-11l  ~c  ~·nc  ti,-,,~f  to  rhc  n.naun.al  economy 
.lnJ \hJU "''' (onrlrd  ~l!h rh~ anr"·rc  ... r,.  of n.Jtlorul pro-
J\j'-·cr,  nt  JtuoJs  •Jcnfl.:.li  or  .. •m•l.u to  rho~ an  rnprcr 
nt  ,. h•~ h  ~Jmt~"un "  rcquc'fC'd 
A  ..  .&  tll'nt'r.ll  rul,·.  rcm.,.  .. r  ,H\  .lJnll\'i.h\n for  anw.ud rro-
~~·"'nii  tn\,,j,C'- f,•r.&l  .. unJu:.1n.al  rdad  from  impon 
J.Jtr,-..  JnJ  t.l"'·~- Huwr\·C"r.  •mrurr  Juracs  and  raxn 
"'·'Y  he  ... h.aq:cJ  nn  "-·"'~  Jcrl\111~ from  rhr rrocnsina 
, •  .- m.an..t.o~.:runn.: ,,f  th('  Jl•-,..J ... 
!\,H.,In.JI  tC'J'l\l.&thlft'S  usu.aJI,_- ft'\.IUtrC'  rh.ar  thr  &oods 
~ \r,>rrcJ  1oh.all  hnc  be-rn  obt.u~d  from  rhr  &oods 
llllf"•rhJ. 
, ..  \t•nJ('  .. .~~,. hoY.('\'('", lurhunry ffi.J)'  br giv~n for rhc: 
~r  •.  l.H~<·n  ot  lC•"•  ... f..  c~ur\  .1i~·nr  ro  thu<~r  temporarily 
h
1
·11H~cJ  f,u  •n" HJ  pruu'""'"Jt  (C'qtuv.aknrs). 
\\ rrhrn  rhc  ~••mc-.r  c•f  rcn1rc1r.uy  .aJmJSMon  for  anward 
rrnu·\  .. lnJt,  c"cmpc  .•. n  fr··m  •mron  duun  .and  r.alln 
n1.n  he  ~r.lnr,·J rn  h'~J't"d of tzocld,  u~d up Jurina rhe 
r:,,Ju  .. tr.•n  of  the  nponed  gooJ,  without  aau.ally 
~-an~ "-oru.aulc·J  an  rhrnt. 
Odinerions 
fur  the- rurl"4~ of  '"''"  Anne.'•: 
{.1}  rhc  r  ·.n  'tcmrt>rJr\  .lJm;,,h)ft f,,,  IOW.lrJ  rrO(('SS-
In~· m,.F~ th(' '-'·'h'ffi\ rr••  ... c-JUf('  unJrr  \llo'hl(h  (C'f· 
'J•n  ji:uo\!,  ~·.&n  :-.r  hrou~hr anto  .1  l'U\toms rcrnrory 
HlO~o!il~tln.J'h  rcltC'\\.·j  i  .>m  r.Hmc.H •H  tmpurt dunes 
.:nJ  t .n.r~;  h•-''  ~·x~,.  rr .. 1~r  ~ w:cnJ,·J  fnr  rc-
C'XP•lrt,.tJun  wuh·n  a  t.f'\,dbc  pcnoJ  •her  ha~•o& 
unJcrgone  m.an~h,;unn~. J"Not.:C"\w~ or rcp.aar; 
(b)  rhr  rrrm  • impon durin and taxes • mun\ rhc:  C'UJ· 
roms duri~s and all  other durin, ralln, ft'n or orhc:r 
ch.arges which are collccr~d on or in connccraon warh 
rhc:  imporr~raon of  &ood\,  bur  nor  indudinc  feet 
and  ch.arges  which  arc  limirrd  in  amount  ro  the 
approxim.uc  cost of  St"rvices  rerwkred i 
(c)  the: tt'rm •  compensating producr,  • means rhc: rroducrs 
obtainrd dunng or as  a rnulr of rhc:  manufactunn~:  • 
proc~5\ing or  rt-p.air  of  rhc  ttood'  temporarily  ad-
mirtC"d  fnr  inward  procc:uins; 
(d)  the  rerm  'customs  conrrol'  mcan1  the  me  .a, urn 
•rrlird  ro  ensure:  compliarKc  warh  rhe  laws  and 
rt'~ul.arions  whach  rhc  custom'  are  rnpon\ablr  for 
cnforcinR; 
(C')  thC"  rrrm • \Ccurirv • muns th.ar  which  c:nsur~ ~o rhc 
uta!ofacrion  of  the  cu\tom'  rhu  an  oblagarton  ro 
rhc  cu~roms will  be:  fulfilled.  Security  is  dc~nhcd 
as 'general" when ir rnsurc:s thar rhc oh!i~tations ari\-
ing from  SCVt'ral  opcranons  wall  be:  fulfilled; 
(f)  The:  r~rm •  ~non  •  muns  both  n.arural  and  ~I 
penon•,  unless  rhe  conrcxr  otherwise  requira. 
l. 
T  t'mporuy  admission  for  inward  proccssina  ~I  be 
&ovc:rncd  by  rhc provisions of dais  Annex. 
Ficici  ol .,aicer.. 
2. 
".arumal  le~t•si.Jflon  •h•ll  •rcc•fy  tlac  cu,um~r.a"'c:• '" 
•·ha"h tcmporuy admi'lion for iaward procrnma may 
be:  1r.anrrd and shall l.ay  down rhc rrquiremcaca  which 
must be  mct. 
No res 
I.  Thr circumsrancn in wh•ch remporary admiuion 
for inward  pro~t\Sinl as  allowed m.1y  be  1ft our in 
scnc:ro~l trrms .Jndlor in derail. 
2.  Exrmprion  from  impon  dur1e1  and  taxn  may 
be:  accorded  in  rcspc:cr  of soods  such  as  car.alysr1 
and  accelerators or rerardcrs of chemical  reacraons 
which, on  being used to obfain compcnsarinc pro-
dum,  disappear  enrirely  or  paniall,.  durina  such 
U5C  .-idaour actuaJI, bcina coatained ia tM.c pro-Edition N°  (page  x-c-38  J 
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J. 
du~n.  The exemption  may  be  r.rantcd  only  in  ~o 
far  at  rh~:  'ompcnsaunr.  produ..:ts  obtained  .arc 
urortcd.  Howcvn, it  d~s not  normc~lly  c'\tcnd 
tu  mere  a1d\ to  manufc~..:turc. \lH:h  n  lu"ri..:anh. 
3.  The  riatht  lo import  gcK,J,  tc.-mror .uily  fur  tn· 
_,ard  pw~:~.,,ing may be  mo~dc subiccl to the ..:onc.b· 
tion  rhar  th(  propo-.cJ  prcx:c,o;ing  op~r  .  .uion!;  ue 
regarde-d  i:ly  the comrcrt·nt authnritin as  bcndicial 
,.,  the:  n.uwn.1l  economy. 
4.  1 he:  nght "' amrurt  goud  ..  rcmrurarlfy  fur  1ft· 
1111 .arJ  rrt~C:\"ttng  m.ay  be  rncn·cd to rcnons esta• 
blt  ... ht:J  In  the  Ul'\tum'  t~rritory. 
S.  Orcr.ations allowed under the  temporary  admts-
~on for  inward procc  ..  ~nc proccd·urc  may  be  car· 
ned out an  prt:<mlKS  dc~•ano~rcd  .as  warehou~ for 
an~~~o·ahl  pro..:c  .... ina. 
The  mam  fc.atures  of these  arranaements  may  be: 
the  rcqueremenrs  as  ro the  ltM:ation  and layout 
of  inward  proccssinc  warehou\Ct  wiJI  be  laid 
down  by  the  competent  authoraties, 
dedu  uiun for home usc of a  specified propor· 
tion  of  the  compcnuring products  obtained  is 
01 ut he' r  au  J. 
- c"am•nataun  of  the  goods  to  be  u  .. cd.  and  of 
th£ cumpcnutanc products to be  removed from 
thc  •.archouw, w1tl  gcMrally br carried nut  in 
the  ,...trchouw. 
c~  tcmporanly admincd for inward procnsina shall 
~  afforc:kd  roral  conditional  rclid from  import  duta~s 
~.,d taxn.  Howcvcr. import dut1n and  ux~  m_,~  be 
J'\<"'"<d on  W.t~te dcravan~ from thc rroctnlnJt or mJnU· 
f~~.:tunn~  of  gcM.aJ,  tcmpouralv  admtrtrd  fur  anw:ud 
r  .. •Kc'"'"' rhar  "  not  rc-<"1lJ'C,rtcd  nr  trc:ah:J  an  such  a 
way  a\ to render It Commc:f(tally  ulucle,S. 
... 
Notes 
I. Nauonal  lqjdation  may  provide  that  waste 
h.avenc  comrM«ial  waJuc  1h.all  be  .swued either 
on rhc  ba,is of itt own rartft dncrirrion or on rhe 
f,a-.is  of  the  unft  c:k\Criptaon  of  the  ~ood• from 
•·hu;h  ir  11  dcnvcd. 
l.  N~rional  lc:J"Iatton  may  provuk  that  imrort 
Juri"  and  uxcs  .. hall  not  be  charJcJ  on  w-'''c 
wnhin 'crurn rt·rc.:cnra.:e  lim1ts or on w,nrc rh.1t  ;, 
trrt"c:ovcuhlc  or  unuuttlc. 
T cm.,or_,.  a4missiotl  for  inwa... proceuina  shall  not 
br J.mircd  to coods imported directly from  abroad but 
ehaJI  aJso  M  1rantd for 1oocJs  U  CUUOIIIS  transit.  CJC 
cuU"oms  warehouse or from a  hce port or a  free zone. 
S. 
Trmpor.ar~·  admi,~on 1m  inward rf'«C'Yntr. .. ~  .• ulJ  n1,t 
fo-e  rdu!lcd !klldv on the ~r·~unds ,,.f  the .:'~)Untr~· ,,f ,w  _~Ill 
of the _Jif.'k•J,.  rhc: (ountry ""hen((' 'u"''~1cJ or th,, (\H:t• · 
uy of  J£~1ft.Jtinn. 
6. 
The  rt~ht ro imron gooJ, tcmrc'ranl~· for  '"""'.arJ  ru'· 
CC''in~ \h~ll nor t't" hnurC'd ru the uwn«:r of the ,,,r••rh·J 
JtKMh. 
7. 
Whcft9 in  rhc  C'llC'\:Urion  ..,.,  •  .;t,.nrra~t c-nkrc-J  :'\hi ""'lth 
a  penon· esrat-h~hcJ  o~bruo~J. the  ~,,._-J,  to  i:lc- u-.<J  .arc 
surphed by that J'(r~Oft, tc:m~'flry aJmhShlft f,,r tRWII.Ud 
Jtrt..:C\§lftfl should not be  mo\Jc  W~~"t to I~  ,,,nJallull 
that ll'",J.r.  ~qun.1lcnt tu thnw to ~  an1rortcJ  .arc  nut 
avaal.ablt'  an  th~  ~'"tomt. t('rrllnry  ,,f  •ml"lf'tJttun. 
I. 
The  possabiliry  of  dctcrminana the  rrCSC'n~c of  the  lnl-
poncd aoods in the COmJ'Cft'-ltlftt' rrt,Ju,  h  ,.h.,uiJ  'lOt 
be  1mpo~d  u  a  nc~n~a~ ,unJift,,n ul '""'l"'f.l'~ a,f,nh· 
s1on for inward pu"-·~''"lt ""hnt the a.knru" 11f  the Jt~>•,J, 
can  ~  C\ta~h,tk-J durm~t the  p~t~C!I''"~  '•rcr.af1on~  ~y 
custom'  conrrul  or  wh4:n  the  "''"cJure '' h.t nun  .  .u~ J 
by the urortataon ot pruJ\k:b oN.aancd  from the nut· 
ment of goods. aJcnu,al '" .k'knrrh'"· qu.,ln' .anJ tc:..:h· 
nk.JI  ..:h.ua~tC'fl)fl''  to  thot.e  rcmror  .tnly  aJnuncJ  h,r 
inwarJ  rra-:n~n,. 
TcmporM"Y  ..tnai~ti• of ..... 
for  ilaward  procc'Mina 
(a) ~.  ,rror  to , .. ,.,_.,,.,ry .tJ...,JIIOff  f«w  irac·.ml 
proc~un., 
'· 
National  Jcaidauon  t.hall  sJ"C':afy  rhc  cirum"'.a"'c'  an 
which  prior authority  as  r~uucd for tcmrorary aJmt'· 
Ston  for  anward  rn~·c'""lt  .tnJ  the  authnrtUC''  em· 
J'C'Werrd  ro  ~rJnf "u"h  authnnr•. 
10. 
Pcnont  who carry on  l.tr~c-~al~  ~nJ Cl.ll\tlnuou  ..  tt<m· 
por  aty  adm  i\!UUft  for  lR  W ~rJ  rro~;C'"t"l nJ  upcr  .UI •' 0\ 
shouiJ bc  ~rantcd a JC'ncral  o~uthunuuon ..:u,cnn~ \u  .. h 
orrrartons  . 
II. 
Where aoocfs  rcmporaraly  ad•med feN iaward rro..~·1"· 
ina  arc  10  unclerao  m.anufac'I'U,...._  OC'  rro«'"'"1l·  the Edition  N°  )page  X-C-39  I 
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\.llmj'X·rcnr  ~uth.)rlfln sh.1ll  ti11.  the  r~re of  yield  eC  rhc 
'lJ'CTJtt,ln  b~  rdcrc"'c  co  chc  ~~'1u~l  conJ•tions  under 
wha .. h  .t  ...  cn~'"tcJ.  The JC!o("npnon, qu.alary  and quan-
m,· of rhc  unou\ (ompcnurin& produc:ta shall bt spcd-
ficJ  uron tixma  rh~r rare. 
12. 
'\l'hcrc  the  anward  rmcnsana opct"arions: 
- rdarc  ro  ~')(~s whose  chua~o."!Vi~ remain  rc__,. 
n~bly con'i.tanr, 
- arc  cu\rnmanly  carncJ  our  under  clearly  defined 
rc .. hnh:~l  \:onJnhln~. and 
- ga,·c  com~nunna proJ'k'1\ of consunr quahry, 
rhc  'omf'('rc-nr  aurhonna  should  lay  clowft  staDdanl 
r.un  of  yaciJ  arpli,ahk  (()  rhc  ~rations. 
(b)  n,  ... ,.,,.,,"J-" lor ,~,..,.., JJ,.,sSIOa /ot ilrw•rJ ,,. 
c,  •• ,,.l 
1.\. 
N .Hmnal  lc-Jtl!~latton  •h.all  ~rc  .. atv  the  conditions  unde-r 
"'h1 .. h gooJ~ remroranh· .aJnuttc-J for mwud procnsina 
shJtl  he  rroducc-J  at rhc  comrc-rcnr  cusroms office  and 
a  e~xlds Jn-lJraraoa .t.an  ~  loJ~C"d. 
14. 
The  n.Hwn.al  forms  ut.C"J  on  tcmroury  admission  for 
iav.o~rJ rro.:euir.tt shoulJ ~  h.armomud with those used 
for  the  tt~--.Js  ~l.ar.lfk)n tor h,,mc  usc. 
The  fMm~  1n  v.·tH-.:h  sc"·unr~· 1s  ro be- rrovaJcJ on temfk>• 
f.lf}  ~~mt,,l()n hlf tnW~rJ pr\'h;C~~ang sh~IJ be  l~id down 
an  n.arH.,nal  ictt"l.uion  or  dctcrmm~J by  rhe  cusrom1 
aurhorancs  an  a~~ord.anu watb  n~raon~l  kgislarion. 
lb. 
1 he  'ht-.e..:c  bcotwC"t"n  rhc  various  accepuhlc  fonaa  of 
M:"Curtt)  should  be  left  to  rhc  clrdaranc. 
P'. 
fh'-'  "\1\f\)mS .aurhorlfln  ~h.aJI, In accordance with nario-
t;.ti  iq: 'l.mun. dc:crmanc  the amount in which sccuriry 
I\  fO  i'-c- pro\·aJcd  Yo hen Joodl .lfC temporarily admined 
for  ln\\ard  rr~·nunc. 
1¥. 
Tk amount of rhc I«VV'ny  ro be  provided when aoods 
arc  rcmror~nly adnwttcd for inwMd procnsina sbould 
nor exceed rhe amount of the impon dutid and cues 
&o.n  which  rhc  aoods  arc  cOftditiouiiJ  relencd. 
19. 
Nore 
This  recommended  practice  docs  no1  prcwent  dw 
amounr of the sccuriry  from  bcina  dctennincd oa 
the basis of  a sincJe  race  whc~  the aoods fall  ia a 
wide ranp of  tariff hcacliap. 
Persons who regularly  usc rhe temporary admis,aon for 
inward  proceuin&  procedure at  one or  more  cu,ronat 
officn in  a  &iven  cu.coma  rcrrirory  shall  be  aurhonzc4 
10 provide ameraJ l«uriry. 
20. 
Cu.roms  aurhornin  should  waive  me  rcquircnwnr  fM  ~ 
a«unry  where  rhcy  arc  urisficd that  paymaar  of  any · 
auma rhat miahr fall due can be ensured by ocher ~nuM. 
(d)  lx.,iru~tiofl of 1M flOOtl.s 
ll. 
At  rhe  request of the importer, and for  reasons deeme-d 
ulid by  the  customs  authorities,  the  laner  shouiJ, so 
far  as  pouiblc=, allow  goods rhar  arc ro be  rcmporanly 
admnrcJ for  inward procnsin& to be cumincd on pri· 
vatc premises, the expenses encailcd by auch cumiuaoa 
bcinc  horne  by  rhc  importer. 
(c)  ldna~ific•IIOII ""..,,,.. 
22. 
The  requirement~ rclarana ro rhc  adenrificar•on  of guod1 
t~mrorarily  admincd  for  anward  processmtt  shall  be 
laid down by  the cu~toms authomin, due account bcina 
taken of the  narurc of  the  aoods,  of  the  ope-ration  ro 
be  urric:d  out  and  of  chc  mqnirude  of  rhe  inrc-rcsu 
involved. 
23. 
Nore 
For the adcnrificarion of aoods remporar•ly admtt:cd 
for  inward  procn'>an~. rhc  cusroms authonUc\ mJy 
rely  on fore1gn  seals affiJCcd to rhc IO<Kh, on mul..a. 
numbcn  or  orhcr  indacartons  permanently  atr.~~:cd 
ro  rhem,  on  the  dncriptaon of  rhe  aoodi or  '-~.liC" 
plans or phorograrhs, or have recourse ro umrlang. 
ro  rhe  affixing  of  customs  marks  {sc.ll,,  sramps, 
perforations,  etc.).  The  customs  authoriraes ••1 
also  have  recourse co  the  importers  •  recorda. 
The  time  limir  for  temporary  admission  for  anward 
procnsinc \hall be ~  ia each cue. b, rdctcacc co Edition  N°  lpage  X-C-40  I 
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the  riaw  necessary  to comrkfe  the  proc~''ing c-pcra· 
ttons. up to the  maximum  ~riod, tf  any, laid dvwn in 
n.triunal  lqi~larion. 
24. 
At the requat of the person concerned, and for  reasons 
dc:emtd  valid  by  th~  cu~toms  authoriti~s.  rhe  l.arter 
~hould r:JCtend  the  ~riod initially  fixed. 
2~. 
Ar  rhc  requnt of  rhe  cu~roms aurhoririn, rhe  ~nons 
concerned •hall kHp rt'cotd• from  wh1ch  rhe use  of the 
1oc.xl•  remporaraly  admitted for  inward  processina can 
be  'h«ked. 
l6. 
The  ~u,ronH authorities shall hawe  the rich«  to require 
rhar  any  penon accorded the benefit of this  procedure 
shall allow  th~m to check on his  pr~mises, at any time, 
the  ~oods  r~mporarily admined for  1nward  proc~ssing 
and  .1l~ the compensating products. 
21. 
The (."umpetent aurhonrin ~hould ~llow parr of the pro· 
(t"~""~  o~rations pro"ided for  to be  carried out  ~y a 
~r\un orher  than  the  ~nun au:ordrd  rrmpor.ary  ad· 
"''"\'''"  f,,r  mw~rd  prO\:c•.,tn~  f~(lltttt'S,  without  the 
l.1rrcr  hJVmg to rran,fcr owner\hip of the gnud  ..  tempn· 
r ... ·  ly  .tdmartcJ for 1nw.ud  prck:C,\InJ  but on condmnn 
t 1aar, fur the enure durallun uf the opcrauun  .. , he rcnlain 
rnr-m,al-tlc lo rhc cu,roms for 4:0mplt.tn4:e  wtrh the 4:on· 
dmon' under  wha'h proce'''"l fa(alm~ wrrc allowed 
21. 
Pruvtwm  'hould  be  made  for  'ont1numg  temporary 
;~Jm..,,•on for tnward procc:\\lftlln the event of transfer 
~  ~  o~nC'r..hrr of the impc,rtcd Jotxh and the (ompenu-
ru,n  pruducrs  to  a  thud  penon,  provtdcd  that  rh  .. r 
pc '\on  a ...  umn the  obltg.;lltlon'  of  the  anlpurrcr. 
29. 
Tft'Diinarion of ranporaiJ ...,.i"ion 
for  inward procnsin1 
'-'r•(m.1l  ICltt"l.ataon  •hall  !!opec1fy  the  condition'  under 
'NhH.h  rhC'  tompocn  .. .artng  produ((S  •h.11J  be  proJU4:Cd  at 
rhc- '-"mpctenr  '-u'roms  uffi<:e  and  a  goods  dc:duataon 
l\tull  l'C'  lodged. 
·"·HIOnal  l~t~larion  may  prn<ribr  that  the  '~'oJs 
Jed.u.Jtion shall contain the particulars  needed  to 
pcrmn  da\4hartte  of  the  temporary  admission  for 
!~"' ard  proc:ns•na  declaration  With  rcs~cr to  the 
~r~..ds  rhat  have  been  Utlhted. 
JO. 
Provisi(ln  ~h.1:l  be  ma<k to rcrmir  'om~nur•"tt  ~~,,,,h 
ro be exported rhrt>ugh  a  cuuoms o~'"r ochf'r  tho~n •h.lt 
rhrou~h  which  the  '"~' temf")r.arily  aJmtucJ  f,•r 
inward  pr~nsing were 1n1fl\•rtcd. 
ll. 
Proviwon 1hall be  made ro pcrm1t temporary aJ:n•w••n 
for  inward proce"ing to ~  tt'rnlln.at~ by  Ur"l""'~'''" 
of  the comrcnutan1 rroJu('h an  ~'I'IC'  Of  m"rc '·''"":,n· 
mentl. 
ll. 
At  rhco  rcqunc of the C'llrortct. and fOf  rca,ons JHmcd 
valid  by  the CU'ltom'  authorinn, dw  l.aH~r ,h,,ulJ.  tO 
far  as  possible.  ..now  comrc'ft'ltln,  rruJu\;"1\  for  r~· 
cxponation  to  be  Clt.&miMJ  Oft  rrt\  AIC  rrc:n11'<"•  th~ 
upen~  c:ntatled  by  1uch cum1n.1fH.ln  hcmg  .,_urn<  by 
the exporter. 
JJ. 
Upoa  rcquat  by  rhe  pcn4.•n  .o~crnc-J tbc  ,omrcrcnt 
authormn  sh.1ll  authorize  the  rr~"J."'rUrtun  ul  t~ 
aoods  in the ume 'Ute ''  amrnrrcJ.  With  tcrman.Utvft 
of tcmpoury  admt~'iOft fnr  an•  .arJ  rr~~UiftC 
.M. 
Provauon  sh.all  be  m.adc  for  ternun.atan'  tC'mrvury 
admission for anward  prcx~wnc b, rl.a''"' the  -:o~nrcn· 
sarina products 1n  a  ffft port Of  frt't'  zone. 
Prowision  should  be  Me&  fot>  lftmuurin,  t~mrc.~ury 
admission for •nw.ard  ~"'''"'  ~  rl.a''"' tht' (umrc-n· 
sattng rrodU4'tS  10  a  ,U,IUm\  WUC'hou"  WHh  .t  \IC'"''  to 
subscqu~nt  e•rorro~uon or  other  .aurh,•rtzC'J  ~t 'r•  .,_.! 
.)(,. 
Provt~ion.,  should  ~  m.aJt"  fur  tc-rm•n.H!nlt  r.· 'T•H J! ,. 
aJmi~Si(lft for  inw,uJ  rr{~C'"IO~ tw  rl.h. 11'!!  :'~;  J.:P  '~oh 
unJcr I  custum'\  tr.Hl"'t  pr••,;c,hJ~r  "'::J,  .I  '''"'  f,>  '  •r 
su~~quent export.tllun  ur  other  .Judh•f11.C"J  ••  ..... ;''''  ~ ·. 
37.  .\t.;n.i :rJ 
Provi"on sh.aii  ~-.: .,.tJe for ternun.Jtins tcmroru~ aJnm-
:.ion  for  inward  ru"<"''"'  boy  dc·dann~ thC'  ampor·~J 
(toadS Or the COmf'('r.,Jttng rroJUd\ for home U  ..  (', Su!:--
J«l  tO  Comrlt.IO~C •·tth the .;onJJUons  and  f,H:n.Aitfl('t 
arp:i,a~lt' tn  sudl usc. Edition  N°  Jpage  X-C-41  I 
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31. 
!'.umn.al lctti .. lo~tton r.hall  ~l"'\7lfy the ro•nt in tame ro be 
t.1~cn tnto ~onwdcunon for rhc  purpose of  ddcrminina 
the uluc .tiki  qu~nriry of &<><lds  ~l.trcd fur home uac 
.tnJ .1lM>  the  r.tiC"S  of dw ampon dut•n and raxn appli· 
cahk ro rhcm. 
\9. 
In  the C\'cnr nt ckd.ar.tnon for home use of compen-
ut•ntt  rrl.JU(f'  th.lt  hnc  ~n  sent  abroad  for 
surrlcmcnur~  rr<kC'!-"'"lt·  account  may  be  raken 
in \7.1kul.lrtntt  the •mrorr dunn and run, bcsidn 
rho~ .arrh~o..a~le to rhc  aoods •n•••ally  used, of rhc 
dlnercrKe  ~~~·een: 
(a}  the amount uf tht' •mrorr duun and raxn thar 
woulJ be  ,h.arJu~lc on rtw rrnJlKts rcimponcd 
.1hcr  'urrlcmC'nury  prO\.nsantt  ~  and 
(b)  the  am,\unr ot  rhc  tmpnrt dunes anJ t.axn rhac 
wouiJ be  ,h.art:u~lc ,ln rhc rruJuch tcmporanly 
UJ'Uttcd  f,,r  \Uprlcmcnt,.&ry  rrOCC\iiOJ  if  rbcy 
Weft  •mportcd  JarC'\.-rly  from  the  counrry  ie 
which  tu.=h  pro.;~"' haJ rakftl  place. 
N  .ithln.al  lt'Jt"l.anon  'houiJ  pro"ade  rho~t  the  amount 
of  •mf"•rt  JunC',  .and r.nn  o~rrh<C.a~lc: an  the:  case where 
the  ,·nmr·cn.ar· ~~  rrudu<Ct\  .. re  ~"}(  exported  r.hall  noe 
c'\O:l""!'J  th~ an-·  ~nt ot tm("ln duun and caxn applacablc 
to the  ,,~  tcm(",r.anly  adman~ for  inward  pro.:n~­
snc. 
40. 
Pro'  a'ol(ln  dh11~lJ  t'C'  m.aJc  for  rcrmananng  temporary 
aJml.,,.hlO  for  ~n..., .arJ rrt)\:rs  ..  ng an  respect of Joodl lost 
a~ a  ''}"'<'~'u.  n~o.t  ,)f  the  n.aturc  of the  ttoods, in 10 f.lr 
.1'- thC'  (("'mrcn~~lln~  rroJucts  ane  cxrortcd,  provided 
th.u  11u~h lou as  July esubla.hed ro rhe  urisfacrion of 
th~ '· u"oms  aurh,lranes. 
41. 
Note 
:".~n,lnal  IC'~tt.laraon  may  lay  down  standard  lou 
pcr.:C'nt.a(lC'\  tor tJ-«thed  CIIC'JOrtC'S  of  &ooch  ICat• 
por.tnly  aJnu~  fOf  inwud procnunc. 
rru\ ... wn  •h.all  he  m.aJc  hlr  tcmror  uy  admission  for 
tn•.arJ rrnu"'"''"lt f(· ~  tcrman  .. ttd whc:rr, at the  rcquc~t 
of  t~t" p<n•on .:\ln,crncJ, the ,,>OJ, tcmruranly adnutrcd 
,,,r  ·ll"'-.trJ  rhM;C\!~>In(t  l•f  the  (umrcnUtiO(t  proJu,tS 
.arc  .1t-and  tnc~ to the rcHnuc or Jcstr1  vcd  or rendered 
,,)mm  ..  ·rd.allv  uluclns  under  cu"om• ·,ontrC\1,  a1  the 
'~s  .. H ms  autiNnttn may  dc~o.1dc.  Such  abandonment or 
dcstru  ..  '"tlOil .b.AU  DOC  mraal uy '06f ro tbc revenue. 
Any  waste or scrap rnnainiD& alt.cr darrucnon .a~n be 
liable, if  rakcn into t.omc  usc, 10 the U.pon dunn ancl 
taxa that would  be  applicable to llldl watec or taap 
imported in chat  scare. 
42. 
Goods  rcmpor.arily  admmcd  for  inward  proccssins. 
and  compensating  produets,  which  arc  dcuroyed  or 
irrecoverably lost by  accident or foru ,..;n,,, shall noc 
be subjected to impon durin and taxes, proYided  that 
such destruction or Joss it duly ntablilhccl 10 me utidac-
rion  of the customs authoritia. 
Any  wute or scrap  rcma•n•na  after  dnrrucrioa  shall 
be liable, if  takea inro home usc, to rhe import duties 
and taxes tbat  would  be  applicable  to euch  wascc  or 
tcrap imported ia thac ~  • 
41. 
The  products obrained from  the treatment ol 1mpo"~ 
or domestic good•  identical  in dncnpuon, quahry  and 
techmcal  characrcrisrics  co  those  temporarily  admmcd 
for inward procnsi"l thould M deemed  to IN  com~­
aatin&  producrs for rhc  purposn ol rhit Annn (tctuna· 
off  with equivalent aoods). 
..... 
Note 
Where  seninc-off  with  equivalent aoods occun in 
circum"tan~cs  rhat  10  warunr,  rhe  com~ent 
authorities  may  allow.  as  compcmarinc  producu. 
aoods  exported  before  imponatioa  of  tbe  aoods 
whicb  benc6r  from  rhe  tempot:UJ  INI•islioa  for 
inward procnsina procedure. 
Any  Kcuriry  furnished  .hall M  clitcharaed  a  100ft  u 
possible  after temporary  admiuioa for inwarcl proccu-
Uta  Alas  been tcrminatecl 
45. 
lnfor.aaoo coeurninc IC8p0fary ••i  ..  ._ 
for illward  proussiaa 
The  customs  authorities  shall  ensure  that  all  rclcunr 
information  tf<~ardin& tcmpotat'J admiu.on for  an'Nud 
proccuina it readily anilablc ro IAJ pcnoe illktCICcd. Edition  N°  I  page  X-C-43  I 
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ANNEX  E..l 
ANNEX CONCERNING TEMPORARY  EXPORTATION 
fOR  Ot.rTW ARD  PROCESSING 
lntrodtKtion 
Most Sutes have made provision in their nariort.tllc-gisla· 
rion  for  total or partial  UC'mrtu.>n  from  imrort durin 
and tax" whtn Kood' whach arr rr·•mporttd afrrr m.anu-
f.acturant~:.  rroctS4itng  or rcrair  abro  .. d  arc dedarc\J  for 
homr usc.  The  'u~toms procedure  which  pruv1dcs  for 
th11  uempuun  ts  rh.u  of  trmpor;~ry  exportation  for 
outwud proce,-.•ng. 
The .arrllcation of  rhti procedure may  be  m.tdc:  subaect 
ro rhe 'onJJt10n that the pro~euing opcutinm envi!>JJed 
arc  rc:gJrded  by  thr competent auth<>ritin as  not Jerri· 
menul to narion.al  anrercsh. 
The  exempuon  granted  on  the  rc-importation  of  the 
good\  proccs~d .tbroad  is  usually  partial;  however,  it 
may  be  total, •n  panacular where  rrpairs ha\c bern c.u· 
ricd  our  ahroad frrc of charJc. 
fOI'  the  purp<HCS  ol th1s  Annex: 
(a)  the  term  'temporary  upurrataon for outward  pro--
Ct\\1 ng' means the  CU\toms procrdurc under which 
Joods which arc in free ctrcul.atton in a cu\toms ter· 
nrory  may  t'IC  tempounly exported for  manufactu· 
ring,  procc~'in~t,  or  rcpatr  abroad  and  thrn  r~­
importcd wuh total or partt.al exemption from imrort 
duun and tdxcs; 
(b)  the  rc:rm  'goods  tn  free  ~trcularion  •  means  soods 
which  m.ty  be  d.J~poscd of  without custom'i  re'itric· 
tion• 
(c)  rhe term 'import durin and taxes • means the customs 
duttn and all other dunes, taxes, free of other ch.u~tr:s 
whh.h  arc  collected  on  or  in  c.:onnection  wtth  the 
•mrurtanon  of  Jtow.h,  but  not  anclud•n~t  fee\  and 
\hJr~<:\ vd11"h  arc luntrc.:J 1n  amounr to the apprn'(t· 
m~~c- <:osr  of  ~·rvh:c~ rendered; 
(d)  the trrm • "'>mpcmattng proJu,ts' means the proJuc.:t\ 
obt.llnt:d .abroaJ Junng or as  a  rc,ult of  the m.anu· 
fa~:turlnJt, proc;c,'>tng  or  rcpatr of the Jt(•ods  tc.-mpo-
r.udy nportcd for ourw.ard  rro,cssmg; 
(c)  the  term  • cu,rums  control'  means  the  measure:' 
arpf.cJ  to  CO\UfC  comriJancc  with  the  Jaw\  .tnJ 
rc=gulartons  v.·h"h  the  customs  arc  respons1blc  for 
enfor"ng; 
(f)  the  term  'pcr'<)n'  means  both  natural  and  •qal 
pcnons, unlns the context otherwise requirn. 
I. 
T~mporary  ~xporurion for ourward ~"I  t.hall  ~ 
&oYcmcd by  the proYit.ions of  this  AaMx. 
1. 
Narional  kcisl.arioa  shall  specify  tM  circumtu~ •n 
which  kmporary  exportation  for  OutWard  J'~"CS'-1!\g 
mn ~  allowed  and  ihal1  lay  down  the  rrqu~rcmcnts 
wh~ch must  be  met. 
l. 
Nntcl 
1.  The carcumuancn en  w~h  ~mror.:r}' nptut.t· 
non for outward pr(KnatnJ ••  ~lluwcd ma~ be  tel 
OUf  In aenruJ tcrmt anJ or lft \ktatl. 
2.  Tempoun  "'f'OI"t.lrt\lR  for  tlutward  rrcxruan~t 
m.av  he  m .. Jc .. u~.("~( to the ..:tlnJ&thtft  tt- lt  t~c rht· 
cc,~tng opcr.uaun' cnvh.aJc-d .uc nut  JC'f  ,,.,cru.al  to 
n.Jttonal  tntere'"· 
l. The  cu~um• authortttC't  maw  rcquatc  .a  J'f;r'or' 
cxportang  Juc,.J•  tempur.anly  fvr  u.acw.uJ  rr•"-C''· 
sing  to  •pc..:if,- the  prt.""nstllt  or  m.a:,.,.• •· .. ruontt 
opcrauon whach  the JuoJI arc ro  unJc:-r~w  l~w.aJ. 
Temporary  ~xportarion for  out•ard rn.Kcuinll  ,.h.'uld 
DOC  be  refused  soldy  on  the  'ruunds th  .. t  t~ , ...  ~s 
arc  to  ~  processed  in  a  1••~ .;••untry. 
4. 
Temporary ~xrortaflon of ttcl<>ds  h>r ourward rrt"'"C'"'II'ft 
shall not  ~  re'\trtctc-d ''' the o•·"'  .. ·r  of  the- ~,,,.,h 
(a)  Formaltti#s  pnor  to  tnrrpor  11ry  ~xport.ttl(,,,.  of  tht 
~$ 
s. 
Where  temporary  ~~portarion for  outward  rr\:\\."C'"  1·.: 
is  subj«t to  pnor  authority,  national  ~'''"''''"  .. h,:! Edition  N°  J  page  X-C-44  J 
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"''"'."'·~  the  (  r~um~.an~~ •n  wt.t,·h  such  authonr'  is 
f(:'"'U .. <:J  and  r~ aurhor.nes  C"lftP'lwcrcd  lo arant ;t. 
b. 
Pa-..(\"' •ho carry on l.arJC'·"'"k .. nJ conrinuuus rc-mro· 
~.If"  '"'J"lR.IfH>R  t()r  OUf"' .&rJ  rroct','\ln(t  ope-rations 
-~"•~•hang cht  UrM type- ot  (tOt~~ •hould be  aranrcd a 
t!'-·nc:r .at  authotiz.ack)A  cove  raftS  ""·h ope-rations 
1, 
"'ht"rc ,.u,h  ""'l~<•n  "''II  f.h•ht.uc  a  temrorary  ~llpona­
fl.•n  fur ouf-.uJ rr•"C'"\tl fljo:  '\rt'Utlon or I he COIIlpt'fC"nt 
.a urh••rtfl<'  Jccm  •r  ft<'  ..  ·c..,.H~,  thew:  aurhonrin •hould 
ri,  ..  r Jtc  ni , :dJ tur th.u  •l~r.tflnn.  T~  c:ktcnprion, 
~·ul11'"  AnJ  ~u.int•n· of  ah"  vartt"'U'  ~ompcnsari  ..  pro-
Jt.d,.  ... h.all  he  "~•tk-J uron li1una 1har  rare. 
1.  In  '"rJcr  ro  ti, rh"'  r.atc  '"f  ,·add,  rhe  cusrom• 
aurh.":nc  ..  m.n.  ukc ... ,  .a  to-.. ,,, rhc conJmons un.k-r 
"'h  .. h the  <~~rJt~<•n ,  ..  ~.arricJ .tta, •n "''far as these 
.He  ""''"'ft.  1'!-k·~  m.l\  fl''iUlfC  rrtlJlktiUft  of  tM 
~···.'t..h:~  "'''~  th~  t••rtt):n  unJc.rrJI..an~t  which as  to 
~· ll;  ~- •'Uf  the  rr.  'll.t'''  .1,:  ~'r  Rl.lnui  .h:turm~.  Th~y 
:l'.n  .a'•c.'  U._C'  J~>  .a  h.a .....  th~ r.un of  )'tciJ  fixed  by 
(l,· .. u,f<'nH .Jud'h•nt;c, 1n  rhc \:nunrry  ;n which thc-
rr,.._c,  .. •n~  ••~r.llh'n'  Arc.  fn  bt  ,,trrtcd  OUt. 
.:  "': ...... J.HJ  r  .u~ nt  '  '.J mn he  6"~d wlwn  rhC 
tl,lfWJrJ  ;'<•  ... ~·,  .. ;n~  1  ;'<"<.HI•IO~: 
·,' .  e  r. •  t:• ·• -.J,  "'  ~  •  •-<  "h.ar  .h:rerisri,·s  remain 
.arc  ..:u .. h'm.o~nlv .. .o~rr•cd out under cle-arly dctincd 
tc..hnt ...  i  .. vnJtO• -n ....  AnJ 
t:n  ~ C• •m ~-n,;&tlnat i'roJu,·n of  consto~nt quo~lity 
"~l~<•r1~l  :, ~h!.uann  ;.tu::  .. p,  .... ,h  rhC'  .:nndiawns  und~r 
"''!'  !- _,.: ..... ...;, tn her,  ~!i'··· .u,:-. c.<i'•'rr.:J for ourw.arJ pro-
.," · i- ,;-.;j he  rr,··Ju, II.'J  ,H  th~o·  ""lTlJ"Cf~llf C:U\foms  ofti~e 
.lrai  ..  ~·~,Js  ~!.or.Jth>O  .·•utwuJ,)  sho~ll  he  lodged. 
C.  ~  .r;  ·  .l:.ch.•rafln ,h,•uiJ  ~.!.  w  the:  ~c)(kh JH.I.Ar.aflon 
·., •• v.  ~  .!..'  f,•rm ''' ~  u,,.J h•r rn.alunll out rlk dcd.ara-
fi,,  fcmr-,ro~ry C"%pon.ar ..  m  nf gcK.Js for ourw.Jrd 
.  r~~..," "''  '··~ 
: l. 
~~  ';''\• ..• ! 1  r"'" ll't'  "''~ fur  r.~ H.  •. !,~  <"•ur  the Jcd.Juuon 
1.  r  ,,C'  h···•r•'r  .uy  ''t'''  ~· .  .rhm  ,.r  guoJs  for  our  ...  ud 
N•  ..... ,,ng.  rl1._.,  !oh\lulJ  b~ lurm, n  •.. ~d ...,.,rh  rhc  form 
~'~c:lol  tor  the- ~·'M  ~I.U4ltOA (OUr1N.ardsi. 
(C)  £%•........,. of * JOOtls 
11. 
Ar  the requnr of the ckduant and for reasons ckcmed 
valid  by_  rhc- customs aurhoririn, rhc  lanc-r  should,  so 
f;~r  as  possibl~. allow aoocb  dur arc ro be  remporanly 
exported  for  outward  procnsina  to  be  examined  on 
private  premises,  the  cxpcosa entailed  by  soda  eDID· 
inadon  may  be  charaecl  ro  ct.c  dcdaraM.. 
u . 
Tlae  requirements  relo~rina ro the idcnrtfic.arion of I'"'~" 
ro be  temporarily exported for ourward pn)('n~tntt •h~ll 
be  l.teJ  down  by  rhe  cusroms  aurhonrics, due  a~counr 
bcina  uken, for  example,  of rhe  nature  of rhe  aooda 
and of the operation ro be carried out. 
u. 
Notes 
1.  For the idc-ntificanon of coods ro be te.mpounly 
uportcd for ourwud proccssanc, rh~ cuatoms autho-
rities  m.ay  affix  cusroms marks  (se-als,  sumrs. per· 
foration•, etc.), or rely  on marks, numbrr' or OT\er 
indh:.attons  permanently  affixed  ro  the  ,,JOJ,  or 
on rhe dncr•rrton of rhe cooda,teale plana or ph•.ro-
&rarh\, or rake  samples  . 
2.  The customs authoriracs  m.av  al\0  allow  &dt'ntt-
fk. .  .mon of  rhe g(Klds  to be  en,~  red  by  prr.Jut.rJc.n, 
ar  rhe  rime  uf  importarion  of  rhc  comrcn,.wna 
proJucrs, of a  written dcdaranon by  the ur.r· •rrc:r 
cun~crning rhc- idcnmy of rhc  aoud~ conumc·!  1n 
rho!>C  products  •upponcd, as  appropnatc,  •·~·  the 
commercial documcnrs rclarina to rhc oper.nitJn  in 
qucsrioft. 
~·here no  other  identification  measure  as  fu'~Hc, the 
CL,!tfoms  .aurhoriri~~ .. hould  make  U'\C  of  an  mforrn.Jf1on 
do,:umcnt conformmg  to  the  model  '"  ArpcnJ,,  I  to 
thl) Annex pro\'tded char  rhc  pr04.cn•nc or m.H  ... f.a(fur· 
ing ;, to  be  carried  our  m  rlw  CU!otoms  termor..  of  a 
Contra~ring P.arry  rhar  hu aarecd to  rake  pan in rhc 
usc- of  mformarion  documents  in  accord.ln~t with  the 
principia scr out in  Ap~ndix I to rh•s  AM~x. 
Duratioe ol temporary ·~ 
14. 
"«''he-re  cuuom~ •uthoritin impose a rime limir for rem· 
por~ry  e1eponuion  for  outward  proccuing.  rhJ'\  umc 
ltmit ihltl be  fixeJ  by  rdcrcnce to rhe came  ne~CS\UY to 
complete  the  pi"'CCSiinc  operaliom.  up  to  rbc  maJU· 
mum period, if uy.laid dowa i8 .._ Ulioaallepslaaon. Edition  N°  lpage  X-C-45  ] 
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H. 
At the request of the penon conccmed, and for reasons 
deemed valid by the customs authontics, the latter should 
extefld  the  period  initially  fixed. 
lmponarion of compensating products 
16. 
National  lql\larion shall  specafy  the  conditions  under 
•·hich the compcnsatinc products shall  be  produced at 
the  competent customs office  and  a  goods  dcdaration 
ahall  be  lodged. 
11. 
Notct 
J.  Nauonallqislauon may prescribe that the goods 
ckdar~rion  shall contain the particulan needed to 
permit  di~harge of the  temporary exportation for 
outward  proccssina  declaration  concerning  the 
good'  ut•l•zc:d. 
2.  National  lc:g1slat10n  may  provide  that  the:  pro-
ducts obuancd abroad from the treatment of goods 
adcntlc.tl  an  dc'-4:r1pt10n,  quality  and  tC'~o.hnical  cha-
ractcristh.:s  to  those  temporarily  exported  for  out-
wuJ proces.,•ng shall be deemed to be compensating 
prnJu~o.u  for  the  purposes  of  rhas  Annex  (setting-
off  •'rh c:qu1valc:nr  gooJs). 
Pro..-1s1on  should be  mack to permit  ~o.om~nsating pro-
due~, to be imported through a competent customs office: 
oth·r than that through whach rhc: goods were remporaraly 
c:xpon~d for  outward processing. 
18. 
Porovis1on  shall  be  made  to  permit compensating  pro-
ducts to be imponcd in one or more consignments. 
19. 
At the  r~qunt of  rhc importer, and for reasons deemed 
ul1d  by  tM customs  authonun,  the  latter  should,  so 
fu a"  ~~.._  .. ,hie, allow tmported compcn,arin~ products ro 
t-e  ~xam•ncd on pn..-are  prcmt  .. c\;  the  e'<pc:n'>'-."  enr.uled 
by  \u~o.h cu~•natton ma) be ~o.h.argcd to the tmporter. 
20. 
At  the rcquc.·,r  of rhc  person concerned, the competent 
aurhonrtn  \hall,  under  the  condttions  laid  down  by 
nar10nal  1~1\lauon, .allow  goods  temporarily  exported 
for  outw.ard  proccss1ng  to  be  re-tmported  with  total 
eumpuon fr:)m import duties and t.1xcs if they could not 
undergo  the  manufacturing,  proces,1ng  or  repair  for 
wh•ch  they  were  sent  abro.td  and  arc:  returned  ro  rhc: 
exporter 1n  rhe  ume sure. 
This exemption  shall  not  arpl~ to import  J•  .• ttC'1  ~"J 
taxes whtch h.nc been  ~ra1d or ~mittcd '" ,,lnnc,.,,,H 
With  the  tcm~\(.ltary  C:XPQr!.lthlO  of  the  gooJ~ for  \.•ut· 
ward  procC"umg. 
21. 
Unless  national  l~islarion  n:quarn  the  rc-imrortO!tll\n 
of goods remporar•ly  C1lportcd  for  <-urw.arJ  rrc"-·r  .... , ·t. 
provisaon  ~hall  he  m.tJc  for  rc.·rr.1•n.ltU"Ijot  ''-.,.T, '  j  r~ 
exportation  for  o•Hw.;arJ  rr<~C'""'"~  ..,.,.  Jc,  l.an·~~t  the 
goods  for  outntthr  c1lpc•rt .  .nwn  \uhtc  ... t  ro  , •. mp!JJTh.c 
wuh  the conJntHn'  anJ  tvrm~lmn .apph  ... .at-lc  1n  tu  ... h 
case. 
a..pon  chn~ _. tant 
tpplicablc  10 compnasaring ~~ 
Nationallcgislanon shallsl)«tfy dw extdt of tlw Cllc."m~ 
tion from import duti~ anJ tax~  &ranted when con-rcn· 
urine products a~  u.km 1nto home uw, and the m~t  hod 
ol cakularion of that c:XC'mpnon. 
Note 
In the case of partial excmprioft_ the uscssmcnt ol 
import dutte"S  and tau~ may  ~  bawd on the Hluc 
added  by  dw  proc;n!>lnl  of the &cxlds  ~~r"aJ.  lr 
may  also  ~  made  ~, Jcdlk'"ttf\1 from  rh~ am,•unt 
of  the:  amrort  duuH  and  tu.n  .arrlh.:.at-le  to  the 
compc:n,.auna  rruJu~f\  th~ .anu•unr  of  the  '"'run 
dutad  .anJ  tuet  th.at  would  b<  ,hJ•ttcJ  on  tlw 
gooJs tC'n,rourth  txpo•rttJ fur Put• .uJ J•ru,c'''"l 
th.at  were:  U\C"J  to oht.atn the 'omrcn\.ltll'fC rf\.Jih.lt 
1f  th"e  g\Xld\  WUt'  tmporttJ  hnm  tht  ~"~'''HY 
where: the, Wete prO\."KJ tn th.: 'UtC: 10  v.h,,h they 
were  c:"ported  to  th~t  ~ountn.  The  rate."~  uu·d 
to .. :.akul.ue the  dc."Ju,""tion  arc:  th~'5< in h,r..C'  .at  t~ 
time:  dC'tc:rmmcJ h•r the  ru~~\C" ~  ulontr, thc ,·,,m-
pcn\aflng  rrodu~ts lf\to homt  U~  o ho•  t"'C'r •  Yo hC'tC 
the utr\ to he  "'"en toto  ~un  .. •Jcr .A!i••n  l'nJ...-:  rhtt 
rule arc hqthrr rh.an  rho  .. c .arrl! .. .a~·lc to thc '''l''rcn· 
uung pruJu\.h, the JcJudh>n m.ar  be'  .~ ..  :l..rc .  .f  ,If 
the  rates -'rrh..:.ahle  fn  tho~ pr~u.:n. 
The  exemption from  u'nr,~rt  J~t!t·' .tnJ  U"'~ pr••' ·.1  .I 
for in rc  .. rcct of  ... umf'("r.,Jr·n~  r!··J~  ... t ...  ,!-:..1'1  'l.>f 
tO duties and UXc."\  whi..;h  h.l\c.'  N"cn  tcr.liJ •lf  rcn 'tnt 
in  connectwn  w1th  the  t=:-,Jr,~~.ar~  ,.,,  ..... ,rt.t:t  n  ,,;  the 
goods for  uut>A·.trd  pr<Xc·'''"'· 
24. 
Where  Joods  t~mroraril~ exporkd  tor  cutw.ad  jr •· 
cnsina h•vc  bcm  rq'.a'r~ abroad fRC  ol ch.ar-Jc.  r: .•. l 
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, '"on .t.oulJ be  m~Jc tCK  rMm ro  be  rc-importecl  wida 
h)Ul cxemrnon from  amport  Jur'ft and  ta&C'I  oa dac 
conJ1non•  Saad  down ia  aanon~l kJ•slallon. 
l,S_ 
The cHmrrioD from  impon dutia and taxes should be 
&r .tntcd  1f  rbc compc""rin& producn wen placccl  in  a 
,u,r()ms ••uclaousc or a free lODe bcfon bciaa dcclarecl 
for  home usc. 
26. 
1 he cumruon from import  dur~e~ and taxes sbould be 
,r  antC'J  If rhc compcnurina produeh were placed under 
a temporary  adma•uoa pr«edurc before beina declared 
tnr home use. 
27. 
Tht' nempc•oa from •mron duties and  taxes ,t.o.aW  be 
&rantcJ if the Oa"Defthap of die c:olapcMaUftl prodac:D ia 
transferred before they arc taken inco horne IIIC, provtdecl 
that they arc taken into home ute in rhc aamc or for the 
account of  rhc penon who placecl chc  J00C1t  under the 
ICIIlporary  aponarioll for_...,.~  procc-
dun. 
Note 
Ccnain  iatm~al  taxa  mar ~  clwpablc 
becaac al me rrusfcr of owocnhip of me pock. 
.......... coeccniaa  lctapOI'.,  • .,....-
,_ --proccuilla 
11.  SliiiiiUM 
The  cu11oms  authoriria shall  catute that  all  relevant 
information  rqardina renaponay  cxpotraeioa  for  our-
ward  proccu&aa  it aadilr  aftilaWc  to _, pcnoe 
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APPE.NDIX  I 
INFORMATION DOCUMENT TO FACILITATE THE TEMPORARY  EXPORTATION OF GOODS  SENT 
FROM ONE COUSTR Y  FOR  MANUFACTURE. PROCESSING  0& &EPAI&  IN ANOTHER 
TO  BE  COMPLETED  AT  EXPORTATION (1) 
s,fo,  umrplnirrg thU fo,. 
pk~  rUMI1101• CM P•l' 4. 
--------------------~-~-------------------------------------------------------------------
1  Customs .._.,m•n•strat•on  -~ The goods descrsbed below. intended fOf manufectuM 1 ~no  ,,.....  (')in 
I  of 
I 
I 
! 
Customs office of 
.  {  by  (2)  have  been  entered  for  exportat•on  on  behalf of 
(,.,. ., ...,.,  ilt 6lod ..,..) 
of 
I  (Add,.u tn  bloek ~~ 
--------------------~-----------------------------------------------------------------1  [B  Speclfac.tion  of  goods 
. ---- --------------------------------------------
~u~':"··!"..-.  •\;  ...  l  ,., .. ,.~ 
ar-4  n.,mt..•• 
of ~  .. ~  ! ,.t~;;,rw:. I 
i 
1-==·~--:~-2 ,--,  --1 
i  I 
'  I 
i 
I 
I 
l  !  I 
I  . 
I  c-,--~  ••  ~,~ -;,f ~~  ~~.;_ 
i 
Dl 
Particulan of eaaminationa cenied out 
---
Gru~& 
-..ght 
--
• 
!  1  '  •  J  '  '  •'-~  ,.,__..  lftu..(  be  !lfN.~ u. .. :  .A ~  word ·,.,,. wnn.e MJ'OII !km. 
,•,  ''<!<:i~  I  .;\.,.~  ....  ~. 
----·------------------
'  QuantitY 
Net _.tght. 
Value  "-'-
numt..f. votume. 
......  Nifteft  ...  etc. 
----
I  • 
7 
~  Certified  to  correspond  With 
the parttcul.,. shown on 
(C..,.,. ,__,_,I 
No  .... 
(""--J  (O..J 
(~) 
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II 
TO IE COMPLETED  AT  IMPORTATION (1) 
Customs edministrl'tion 
of 
Custome office of 
- Aj  The goods deteribed  I  in  P.n t 
I  below 
weN entered  (  ~  bett.lf of  (
2
) 
(
2
)  intended  for  tNnufeeture I protetSiftt /._~Mit (')l 
(,_..,.,...,.,..,"'  MJd ~~ 
_________  __, __  o~  ____________  f._~_- __  .. _  ...  ___  ~-·----------------1 
~  ......... ..... 
----------------:------------------------· 
<Mnt"Y  I  I 
Teriff 
.-..nc.  C.  4  oill dlecalptlon  Net ...  M.  v....  !  ~  , 
No  =  nume.t. ~.  I  I 
, _____  , ____  2  _  __:·~~~~~~~~~~~~-~--~-·-_-_-_-_-_-_-:_-~.:..·-:_-_-._-_-_-~,_-- ........  _-_- ___  '_  ..  _  ...  _._-~-~~  ..  ~~-.~~~~~-·--_-_-_-;l,_-_-_-_-_~--==~~l 
--------------------~------------------------~----------------I 
I'  I 
LJ Cenif*l  to  COfftiPOPMt  •ith 
(')  Un...t ..... or boa~- a. ...  ..., •  me ...  ••• wriaeft .,_  ..._ 
r1  once. " .....,K..., 
ttw I*'Culers  shown on 
No 
,,.,.,.,  tO..J 
~) 
__ ............ ) KYOTO  CONVENTION  ANNEX  E 8  (page  x-c-49 
Ill 
TO BE  COMPLETED AT RE-EXPORTATION (') 
A  ------------------------------------..., 
f  below 
The  goods  descnbed  I  •n  Part  II  (2) 
1  result•no trom the manufacture 01 proceuino of the goode deecribed in PM  11  (2  1  wh•ch Mve been repa1red  ) 
Customs offtce of  w.,.  entered for  ,..exponat•on  {  ~  behalf of (2) 
of 
(Addreu in blod  api~Ma} 
! I  SpecifiCatiOn  of goode 
"-u"'t••  ··~ 
"'•'"'  •n<~  nwm~" 
ol  ~  .. ~·· 
----·----·- . --------------
i 
Teroff  I  ....  ,~ 
IIIIo  . 
Ouentity 
-----------------1 
G  Net  we'lhl. 
ron  number,  volume. 
I .  •  wetght  I  .  ,...,~-.. 
1-----~- .  -·-: --2--l--·------------l--.--l----,---·l---.---l----,---
,_  -·--------:----
c 
0 
E ! 
Nature of OSMrat•ons  (Include patt•cuiMI  of any pwu Mlded and/Otany manu-
ta  ... tunng watu) 
It  :  ~:: n·-,~  (~)  ~en  establrshed tMtthe re-exported goods 
1  are  t"'.._•sd  ~~~ol"  .-.h  w•re  emport~ 
I  ~-~"'t' ttten m.1de  01  obta•ned from the goods unpotted  (<1) 
MNr.a of identification uaed 
'I  l'ouw-J lmn ,,.  to.  U'll ~be~  o.tt  Ult  dac  wont  •-.J• wrtdla aauM diica. 
.• ,  l'lo:lctc  11  •  .-.~;>pU.;.I*. 
~I 
1..!..1 
---·---------
Split re-exportation No 
No 
(CusttHM  I 
docfiiMnt)  , 
dated  \ 
(CultOIN  oil~} 
Patti 
culars  n 
in  Part  1. 
t·Oll  F 
Cef11fted  to  catrespo~  wr1"1 
the paf1•culara thown on 
No 
(----} 
(~) 
r-----
i I  page x-c-so  I 
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-------·--------------
For  official  UM only 
-------·  -·--- .. 
Note for  che  asc of die informacion docamcnc 
1.  The e~porter must ensure that. subject to any conditions they may lay down, the cusrom authontics of t~  ""(luntr:' 
of  temporary importation are in  a pos1tion  to establish the identity of  the &oods. 
2.  The duly  completed anformation document  (10)  must  be  presented to the customs aurhorittn •henc'WCf  rhc  goods 
are  deart'd. 
3.  If the cooJs are to be  re-imported in split consicnments the followina procNu~  aprlt~ 
{a)  ·r  '""PM"" 'xport4ftiorc 
The c!!poncr proJuct's the ID in duplicate.  The customs certify both cc.,pin lPan 11  and ~um  them to the t'"'~'rtcr 
wh(,  ..  cnJ~ the original  ID to the importer who keeps It  until the lut splu rc-e,rort.ttaon.  Tlw upc..,  .. tcr .. t'cps 
the  J.Jph,ate  10. 
~b)  Tempor.Jry  importation 
The importer produ'n the  ori&~nal ID to the customs who certify  Part II and mum the I D  to hun. 
{c)  Split  re-expvrt.alsotl 
Tht' re-cxrortcr wmpletcs an additional Part Ill (includina box G) and produas •t to the cu~:....,ms tc.,erhn w1th 
the  or1gan.1!  ID.  The customs ccrt1fy  the additioul Part Ill after ch«ldftl at  against the 10.  The  ~-C'"tf'()rtt'r 
~nds the  otddltlonal  Part  Ill  to  ~e-tmportcr. 
(d)  Split  re-import.aliOfl 
The rc ·importer producn the additional Part Ill and bia copy of rhe  ID ''J dw c~tom.s  f<K ih«una ac~•nsr. each 
other. 
(c)  U.st  split  re-exportatwN 
The rc·exportcr completes Part Ill of the original JD (includinc box G).  The customs (C'fttfy the: ontt•n.al  H> and 
rc:rurn  ir to  the  re-exporter  who  sends  it  to the  rc-imporur. 
(f)  Lut spltt  re-impwt.ltiort 
The  re-1mporter  producn  both copies  of  the  10 to the customs. Edition  N°  lpage  X-C-51  J 
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APPENDIX  II 
PRINCIPLES COVERNINC THE USE OF THE INFORMATION DOCUMENT 
(J) The anfurm~uon  J<Xum~nr may be used  ~A·h~n it would nor be possible to identify the cooch 
on rc-•mr<'rurion by  the usual means ot control (seals, marks, samples, etc.) or to accep~ 
a  wran~n d~lauuon by  the re-importer concerninc the identity of the coods. 
(2)  Th~ txr<'rrcr ~hould  ~nsure rhar, subject to any condition they may lay down, the cu5toms 
aurh.mun of  the:  country  of temporary  importarion  are in  a  poairioa  to establish the 
ad<nnry  of the  &•~>ds. 
(l} \l'hC'n an intorm•tJOn d~umc:nr has been certified by the customs authorities of rhe country 
of  rcmrtlU~  C'"rnrt.ation, the:  ~ustomt aurhornaes of the country of temporary importation 
'houiJ  1n·~  th~  rc:quir~d ceniticarion. 
(4) Cu'h)m' ~urhorn  :,·-. of the counrry of r~mporary importation should ende.avour to complete 
tht enfc)rnuu.,n  J,~umcnt whcn~v~r rcqunted to do 10, even if the Joodi an  quntton lfC 
nut 1mrurrcJ unJcr .1  t~mporary admiuaon pr~edure (e.a.  because they are aot liable to 
amron Juttct anJ uxn). 
(S)  It "'·ould ~  o~n  ro rbc cu.roms admini•rrarions of the countries coacemed to reach a&J'CC'" 
m~nt oa modl6,,jt!ona in rhe form or use the information document to cover can where 
exceptional diftKulry  in the  idcDtiicarioD of &oods  on their  rHIDpon:atioo rawlcn dais 
accca&rJ· Edition  NO  lpage X-C-53  l 
KYOTO  CONVENTION  COUNCIL  DECISION  No  78/528/EEC 
COUNCIL DEOSION 
of 6 juM 1978 
a«epCina oa beiWf of chc Community three Annexes to the IDtcnaatioaal CoavCMi• •  die 
simpli&aaoa ADii batmooiuaoa of CUJUJIDI  procedure~ 
(78/S28tEEC1 
- O.J.  N°  L 160  of 17.6.1978,  p. 13-
H.1'  -=-~ rC):..,N  :.1  rhc  Trc~~ nuhh~ing  the European 
l·,·u.h";"'" l  ocnmunt~-. 
l tJ\  ,,,~  r('"pni ro  t\'W"  r«ltremend.naun from  tht Com-
~nt~:o.t.ln. 
\\ ''t·rr.''· h  t)(·~l'"'" -~  1"'~ ff{'  .•  the Community 
"''  ,;,,j,J tnc lnranJthln.ai Con\<."Otlon on  the simphfi-
'-·'· •.  n  .• PJ  'l.lrr  ..  tn&Z.Hhm  tll  "--u3otoms  prc~cJurcs and 
.h  ....  ·p!c·J  : ~  :\nne~  1  ht>rc.·to  "'"tm"·C'ming  ~"Ustomi 
\\"'a·h,,l:-.t"'; 
\X  h·~c1' th~ :\nn<"'\(  ....  tu the  ... uJ Con..-enrinn  concern-
an~ 'u,t,\m' t\lr"tl.l .. 'l{  ...  rnur to thC'  k.Jgcmc:nt of the 
~··  ... ;  ...  Jt·.:.:··J, .. ,  t~e tt·mr"r.l~  .. rnrJ~c of goods and 
tr~'t·  .~dn<...,  ~.m ~''-'  .;~~~-rtc:J  t-,~  tht·  l  .m;munity~ 
\\ ~~ r.-.t,  1t  :  ...  n  ..  ·H~rthc:,.,, .JJ\Il>.thlC' to m.1kc the  ac,~t­
_.  ·~- ".  , : ,  hc.-..c  :\nn'''-<"  ,ul--•~.·  .. t  to ~c:rt.l&n  r~·rvarion:. an 
, ..  ~ ..  ~,·:  hl t.l"-~ .l,  .. ·,)unt of the  ~pe\."1.11 rcquiremcnu of th.: 
._•.-:,,,n, un.-)1". 
l"h<'  ~n!l,,,. mtt ."-nncxn t.l t'-1.:  lmem.1uon.ll Convenoon 
,,n  lh~  ~~mrhtt.:.mon  ar"J  h.:.-rnomunon  of customs 
procalurcs  arc  hereby  accepted  on  behalf  of  ~ 
Community: 
- Annt:x  A.l concnning cu .. toms formalities pnor to 
the  1oJg~ment of th~ goods dedaranon, with ran-
,. auons rt'garding stanJ.udi I 1 and 21; 
- Annt"X  A.2  concemin~ the  etmporary  ttoralf  ut 
gooJs,  wlth  rescrvanons  reprdin&  reco~d 
pra'-"tices  10, 13 and 21; 
Annex f .l concmting free zona. with a raervation 
regarding standard 21. 
The texts of the aboYCmenrioned Annexes arc anaaed 
to this Decision. 
Articlt' 2 
The Commisslon shall inform the General Seacuno~t ,f 
the Cu!>toms C..oorcrarion Council of tbc acccptJnc.c of 
the  Annexes  referred  to  in  Article  1  sub~ to  the 
rocrvations m~rioned  in wt  ArtiJc. 
Done at Luxemboufl. 6 June 1971. 
For tht' Cm. "rd 
The Presulnrt 
K. B.  M1>i.R)f..~ Edition  N°  (page  x-c-55  J 
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ANNEX  A.J 
A.'\a'NEX  CONCD.NINC  CUSTOMS  fOilMAli11ES PR.IOil 10 THE  LODCEMENT OF tHE 
GOODS OECLARATk>N 
INTRODUCTJON 
~  may be  introduced into a country by  many dif-
ft'rt"nt  modes  of transport.  In  or<kr to  saf~ard tht' 
rt"'r·l"'llut'  and  msurt'  comph.mcc  ~rith  national  lcogis· 
l.ltHm.  the  carrier  havang  introdu'cd  good~ mto  the 
cu,Wm\ terntory must proJu~c them, and the mc.ms of 
tr.m'~'rt by  "''htd1  they  arc  "arrtcd,  to  the  \."Ustoms 
auth« 'nun at the carhnt ~~tblc  ti~. The provistons 
ncH,,J~· to control the introdu'"-rion of goods inro tht" 
ru.,r, •rno,  tt"rrttory  Jt'pt"nd,  to a  large extent,  upon  the 
g~~~r  1rh- of the '"ounrry and other cm:urn  ... t.m('es  su~.:h 
a~  ~he prmdpal modn of transport brmgmg ~ooJs into 
tht L•  •Untr~. 
In r.uny cases t~  customs office at whid\ the goods are 
to  t-e  prudu~cd and  the  goods  declaration  is  to  bC' 
kxJgcJ  h  ~:tuated at the place where the goods art' In· 
trrdu"cJ tnto the CU\tom-. territory; however, in  other 
~.:,!":'-.  t~..,,,  \.U~tum~ offt-.:e ts  situated some JhtJrKe fn.lm 
th,;: r' l.t". Jt  1\  C">'>Cntl.ll  that the \."\J\tom~ authorttll..._ be 
m  ..  ;''>"l~ton to ~.:ontrol  th~ 'on"ey.tn~o:e of goods to the 
C"..i'~.,~l'> t>tf11.:e at '1.\hKh  the g<x.>J.,  are tol--e rr•1dU(t"J tO 
the \.t:,to"Tl-.. 
The  tntcrnts of the  (."\JStoms  may  bC'  safct,.;u .  .udcJ  by 
pl.1":ng  obligations on  the carrier through  rcgulat1nn~ 
and ~y means of physical  surveillan~.:e hy the \."UStom~ of 
me.1 n~ of tran~  and goods introJu(ed into the:  cus-
tom' territory. 
It ts important that these measures caUK a minimum of 
inconvcnacnce  to international  trade.  To this end  all 
formalities to he accomplished by cbe carrift' ih<'UIJ  t'C 
as simpk as  poo;si~ anJ informanon 4-orhX'mintt  tht·m 
should be  ~adily avaalo~blc to all  mtc~ttd  J~'f'idn,. 
This Annex~  nnt covC"r ~  wlu..:h  ,arrwe unJ<"r" 
customs prtx"C'Jure,  e.g.  in~I'I\Att"n.al  ~u~tc,m~  trJn~at. 
JOOds  ~ITIN by  ~..,., or an  lra\clkn:  b.t~Jltt" ''' ttw 
rnnrorary stor.lgt' of t!'".Js.  ftOt' ~~  it  ""'\C'f  \.l·t:.un 
other form.alltln  ~  ht,h nl.l\ C'f' arrh..:.a}\lc an th(' .. -.h,. uf 
p.trti""Ul.u  modes  of  tr.m'f"l"· e.g.  prncnutt'"' (.)f  a 
report on thC"  .arn".al ot a  ~h•r· 
For the purposa of this Anne'": 
(a)  the ~rm  "customs fonn~h~  rrior to thr loJ~t  ,"<'Df 
of the goods Jcdnatt(.ln. rMJtb .all~  OJ'C"f.lt:•m'  ro 
be  ~rracd our by  tht"  rc~m  (t;~~m<'\1 .1~\~  t-~  thC' 
cu~toms from thc ttmt" guoJ!"t  .1~ mtwJu,·<"J lr.hl the 
4"UStoms terrttory tO th(' rl..a\.'lt'!=- nt thC'  ~\l>I,J, U~,kr  ~ 
customs rn"'-·C\JurC'; 
Note: 
TC'mporary  stor.l~t' may he con)i  .. !crt"J ,a.;  .. 1 .-u!lh'm' 
procedure. 
(b) the tC'rm  'customs tc-rritory"  mtans the  tcmto~· in 
which the custom40  l.lW oE a  Su~  arrlie an  full: 
(c)  the term  ·~.nner·  ~.ans the  ~"'  .1\.'tU.lll~·  tuns· 
porting gooJ~ or in  ~.it.tfl!t' of or l'nJ"'llflSl~le tor thC' 
o~ratton of the means of rr.tn~ron• Edition  N°  lpage  x-c-56  l 
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(d)  the  term 'tmf"'"" dunn anJ uxn' me.1ns  custom' 
dun~ .anJ  .111  odwr  dunn.  uxn. fe-n  or  other 
~h.arJ:n •h•""h  a~  rolle~'tt"J on or m connc~.--raon with 
the:  •mf'l"-'tllm ot p'ki~. but nor mdudang ~  and 
~h.ug~  •·h·~h  a~  hmar~  in  oimol>nt  to  the 
arrn,xirn.Ut' 1."05t of Kf\'icn mlJC'rtd; 
(r)  the term'.,:nnJ~ Jfihuunn'mc.ans a •t.itcmrnr made 
m th(' lnrm  rr('~flN-J ~\ the  ~-u  ... tums. by  wha~h the 
J"<'"'lns  tntC'm.ltJ  ,nJ,,.att  the  p.1rticul.u  customs 
prl"-·c:-duf'C' to ~  .1rrl•t"J to rht"  ~,k,Js and furnish the 
p.tna,-ul.us •·h  ..  .-h  tht" ,-u,t,,m, require to be dedared 
for  the- arrlh:ittdft ol th.u pr·~'C'\lurr; 
{f'  thC'  ft'rm  ·~-u~om:i "'"''ntrol'  mc.t~ meo~surn applied 
tu C'n,ur~ ""'fl'lrh.l"'-"C  v. 1th  the l.nn and rt"gUiariona 
\\ ha, h tht- I."U'h  \m\ .Jf'C' rnron  ... t-lt"  tor mforcina; 
~~- the  tcnn ·~..,·~.ln  ..  hoch  rurural and lepl per· 
son. unlo• rhc  axa~xt orherwl.c rcquirC'5. 
PRJS( IP\.F~ 
I. 
cu~tllm) torm.tlan~ prior to the loJgcmcnt of the goods 
JedJr  .uaon  slull ~  goyemc.J  by  rhc  prov~&ons of this 
Ah~x. 
.!.  Sund.trd 
~.lthm.ll :cttJ .. lJt •'"  ~h.1ll  'J'C'.,~'  the  'unJmon~ to be 
fu!tdi~·J  ~nJ d~  torm.&lm~ to bt"  .ac..:ompl.:..hC'd  an  re-
spc.~'l ,)t  guoJ~ •·hid\  ar~ mrroJu..:t\1  inro tht"  customs 
t~mtor  ~:. 
J.  Standard 
.\  ~!  ~,k,J, v.-h~o  ... h .uc inrmJu  .. eJ  u~:.• the  cu,toms tcrri-
tt~l')·.  rc:g.JrJlos  ot •·hnht"r  they  .Jre  h.thle  to impon 
Jutac.~ .1nJ ta ''"' sh.all  ~  su~te'-"t to ~-ustom' control. 
... 
('u,t.  •nh t..:mn.thtlc."!oo rn,tr to th~ loJ~C'mt•nt ot rht" (tot'M.is 
Jcd.H .nt.'n sh.1:l  he  rt"\Ju .. c-J  tO the ;nm1mum  n~c~s.uy 
to  ::-.hurc  ,..._~mrh.u~.:r  v. ah  tht"- l.1ws  and  rrgulations 
"'h1,h tht"  C\1:\tnm• art' rnponaablc for  cnfor~ng. 
~.  Standard 
l  u  .. ~.ol." lorm.l:.:ll"' r·•ur ro :h(' :."t~emC'nt of the goods 
Jt·~·!Jr n:.m •lull  .-r~·l~  ,.,il'.l:ly,  r.-~.uJicu of dlt' coun-
try  ol nnt:;n oi  ;..~c  g'  "-~"' vr uac.  ..:ounay  wheoa they 
.1::--'veJ. 
INlltODUCTJON  Of  GOODS  J!'loa70  1M£  QJSTOMS 
Tf.RRITORY 
Placet at wllict. pods IIUI)' be iDaoclac:ed ialo the CU .. 
101111 territory 
6. 
National  kgislarion  shall  spe'dfy  the  places  at  wh,~h 
goods may be introduced anro rhe customs ~mtory. In 
dett"rmining  these  places  d~ faaors  ro be  uken into 
account  shaH  include  the  partiaalar  requir~ts of 
trade, industry and rranspon. 
Not1: 
Countries  may  speafy  for  this  puropose  the  CU\tom• 
routes, that is  to uy, the roads. railwal' wat~nuys 
and any  otMr routes  \pi~li~ etc.)  whada  muu  he 
used for dw impon~tlon of gooda. 
Obliplions of the anicr 
1.  Stancbrd 
The fact of havmg  introduc~ goods mto tht"  c.-u~roms 
territory shall carry wtth it the obliganon upon the ,.~r­
rier  to convey  them dirtaly to a  ~gn~rtd  cu~tom~ 
office or other place specified by the customs aurhon~lt'\ 
without altering their uture or their padaging. 
8.  Sundard 
. 'X'hrrC'  the conn·yance of thr goods from  ~~ r:.l-:c:·  of 
thrir introdu~.-rion mto th~ customs tern  tor"'  to .1  j,  .... ;g-
n~trd custnms ofb:,  or other 'P'l""lfll"d  rb~·c· '' l•>.i· 
rupte"J'by  ~Kd~tcnt or f·''t·t• WW/t'urc•,  the '-arnt·r .. h.a::  ''<' 
rrquireJ to take pu'-aunon\ to pttvC'nt  the f: ..... ~~  !~  •• m 
entering into unauthorized circul.ation  ~nJ ro  adv1~ the 
CUitoms or otht"r competent authorines ot the n.arurc .,f 
the  accident  or other  cirCWMUn(Z  whh:h  h.u  antcr-
napred me joumcoy. 
9. 
Customs control in rapra of imported aoodi 1lu1l  ~ 
r~uced to the minimum. 
Not~s: 
1.  <..:u\toms  control  may  ind-* die  bo.ardmg  and 
searching ~1f means of trampon. 
2.  The customs authorities may havt' tlw power to rake 
spr~ial  control  m~asurn which  art"  aprhcd  onl~·  m 
spc:cafied  areas. for example. in the tronner zone. 
.l.  As a rule it is nor ne<:ts\.lf}' to r.1kc control mc.l'-;J!"~ 
which  mvolve unloading gOt.Kk.  arfnunR seat  ..  or  1Jt·n· 
ufat,;o~tion  marks  to  mcans  of rran:.pon  or  gooJ~ ,;r 
..  -onvcpnce of goods under  rusroms escort.  How('"\·er, 
where  dk  C!J5COIDI  authoritie5  consider  lllda  c:ont:-ol Edition  N° 
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meao;urc=s  to be  indis~s.1ble, r:'k'l  would  appl~ tho'C' 
whKh  would  cau~ the  lea.~t inc'JnH'T!lencc  to both th\· 
\:U,tom' .md  the 1.:.uricr  whslc  ,rj';  prov1Jmg  .tdc:~\J.ltC' 
uicgu:trd!l.  Cu')tom~  R"al•.  anJ  ttkntlft('atton  m  .  .trk~ 
afftxcJ  ~y forc:•gn  ('Ustom~t authontt~ would norm.llly 
~  ac,cptcd unln-, they were  «.:on~tdcred not ro  ~c: !>uffj. 
uc:nt or ~'-"Ure. 
PROOUCJlON OF GOODS TO 1lfE OJSTOMS 
Docummtatioa 
10.  Recommended  practice 
'\\1lc-re the customs offitt at wh1ch  the goods arc to ~ 
proJucc-d is not loatcd at thc place where the goods arc 
inrroJu~t-d  into  the  customs  terntorv,  no  document 
shou!J  ~  required  to  be  lodged  w.1th  the- customs 
authomi~  .tt that place. 
l\iott'. 
For the  !'Ur~)SC' of adenrifymg  the goods. the t-ustoms 
.authonri.:s may  rcqutrc the pr~ntauon of commc.·r('tal. 
r· .;no-port or uther a'companying do....,unen~. 
11.  Standard 
\t'h._; t:  the.· custom., .luthorihc-s requirt' documentation in 
Jt""JX'(\ of tk pr-,Ju..:tir)n of the goods to the- CU\toms, 
th1, '"Jll not be..  rr<4utrcd  to contam mort than the in-
f·.•·r  .1t1on  ncc~'ar~· to uJcnufy the ~oods and the mc.m~ 
vt ::-<\mpon. 
Note: 
The mfoma~rion is  normally obtained from commcrcial 
.an..t  tr.tO\port dcx:urncn".  the  rontrnts of which  may 
van·  fron1  one modc of rran\port to another. The  "'U"" 
t..m, .1uthont1M- "A'uuld  not  norm.JII~ rC't.JUtre  .my  mort' 
th.1n  J  dt"<K:TipUun  uf  thc goods  .1nJ  of the  packJgC'S 
· m.  rk'  .anJ  numher'l,  nur~,hcr .md  kinJ.  we1ght)  anJ 
idc.-··::h  .•  •tton  of the  mean~ of  trJn,rort.  ~omc intt·r· 
nat '·n-i  J~r~mcnt-~  l.!y  Jown  the  m.lxtmum  infor-
..... mon ~  h1,h  ma~· he rcqutrcd :e.g. the country mJy ~ 
a Comr  .1\."tmg  P  .1rty  to Annex  Y to rhe  Comt.·ntion on 
lntt•mJtlonJI  Canl  :\\·i.Jnon  or  the  Conn~ntion  on 
f.h1~,t.ltton of Imcnuuonal  ~!.Jnt1me TrJffh.:l. 
12.  Recommmded  pr.1cticc 
\t'hrre  fhe  J.k. ummts  proJuced  to  the  cu,tom•  art 
m.oh.k  uut.  an  a  l.tnguagc which  is  not 4ipectfaed  for  this 
purj"t ''<"  or an  a Ll;,guagc whu.:h  is  not a  l.tn~lugc of the 
,;ountr•  mto wht,·h  thc gooJ.,.  arc intrudu  ... :ed.  a  tr.ms-
l~tHJO  of  the  p.lrtH:Ui.ln  gnen  In  thoM'  Jocumt•nts 
~huulJ not be  rct.Jutred as a  m.ltter of cour'>t'. 
13.  StanJ.arJ 
The  customs  .euthorit1C'S  ~.lll  dnaJtn.a~ the  "-u't''"'~ 
offi~ at which ~ooJ.\ may N  rwJu~al  ro tht"  ''U~tum" 
In ddcrmining thC'  ~or~;-··:tcn~c nf th~·  otft(C'S .anJ tht·tr 
houn of bu~tncs). thC'  t.h:ton to t-<- u~en anro  .~,·"')l' ·: 
sh.1Jl  tndUOe  the rJrtKUI..U  rt\IUl!'t"m(;lfS  of tr,;Jc- .l!1J 
industry and tran'pt,n. 
Nott-s: 
I.  In  some  countries the- --~  of me  ~.-ustt  W"'\ 
offi~-n  is  &k-rmtnt"d  with  rdt'rrtk.~  to ~  .:u~tom'!i 
routes anJ tMir impon.1n  ..  ~. 
2.  Where ~ry  rh~ "-ompcuncc of t.."'Crt.lm  4."\\!t-ttn•,s 
offkcs may be  ~tn\."tt'\.l to 'rn.tll1 modt's of trJn'f"'" 
or to .:cnJin catqwnC'!It ot ~~".Js or .l,  ~-lt.b \.l,,~,:~:·l.J 
to spn.'lficd areas l('.g.  th(' fronn('r I<'""" or an mJu,triJl 
zonc). 
14. 
\l'h~ corrupondins custonu otft\."t'  .uc.- ltx.arcJ ''" a 
common  frontier,  thc cu  .. ron"  o~utht'ntlt'\ ot  the:  ~"' \) 
countrin .:on'-"t'mrd  ~hnulJ corrrl.ut dw  t-u!\tnt'~ h~'~:r\ 
and t~  com('t"terk."t' of tht~ offh.-n. 
Nott-: 
In  somc casrs  jomt  control~  h~-ve Mtl tst.arh~~i .n 
common  fronncn  with  \."Ustoms  otts""ft  t"f  ;he  tv.·o 
countrie-s  inst.lllt.J at thf'  s.l~ pl~a anJ llomctunn in 
thc same huildmg. 
15.  Sund.ard 
Thc CUStomS authorittn ~h.all ~1h  d~ rft\ .lUfhtZ'' f•t 
be takm by the t:otfMC'f to rl"('\('111 the J:'",.js trt•·H  C'fH•. r 
ing into unauthontc-J ",r""Ul.ttttWt  '" the  ,u,tnm' CtT :· 
tory ~·hcn they arrivc at .1  ,'U,t\'fTl~ ''tt"-'C' ouhiJt' "'''; k· 
In~ hours. 
Not~: 
The  arrit"r  m~y ~  ~uart'd to kC"C'p  the  tt  .......  ~h at  a 
spcofic platt ar or in the  ..  ,_..~,ey of th(' custt"ln" tlfficr. 
16. 
At  t~ l't'qUCSt of thc  'arrier  .•  mJ tt'r  rc.ason,.  ,i«m~o·J 
vahJ hy rhc '-"U~tomt aurhnr1ttC'. th< IJner W\uu!~!. M' t.~r 
as ~  .. ihlc:.  allow  r~  \.'\!)f(tm  ..  ft\rn'.llltl<"S  rntlr to ti-c 
lodJ!cment nf the  ~tltl\h Jt·  .. IJr  .atum  to ~  .t\.·,·,,mrJ.,h,-J 
Clut,ldc  rhe  ~ll'lnt...,,  hc•ur~ tlt rhc- ,·u)fums ,.rft,·c.";  .1"'' 
ex~n~  \\ha,J, rh1,  t"tH.ul~ ma~ l"t'  d\.a~c-J to tnt' cJ;· 
ncr. ~ --- -~ ~----- -----------------------------------------
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17.  Scaadard 
N1t1on.ll  ~Lmon  ihaU ~  cftC'  placn which  arc 
arrrO\·t'd for  unlo.adang. 
18.  R«<OIUnaadcd  practice 
At  thC'  rl·~u~r ,)t rhc  J"CT'tlO "·on,:f'mt-d, anJ for reasons 
d('('ml"'J  ,,.hJ  "'.  rhc- ,"Lht.>m\  authontin.  rhc  1.1nC'r 
.. r...,JJ .lJl,,..,_  ~,.,._-J!o h) he unl,•.ldcJ at a  pla~e other than 
!~\' ,lnt·  .1r"roH"\J  i,w  un!u.1Jm~; any npcmn which 
du-. rot.ub. m.l~· be ,-1\aq!C'd  ro the pn-son corw:emed. 
(;,".._f,  mn  hc  unl,..-Jc:J.  ,a~,ordmg to  rhe  circum· 
~~.m  •  .-'-'  .u  th~ rrnmscs  ot rht  rer\dn concerned.  at 
f rem  a~  V. 1th  arrnlJ't"i.lf('  CtoiUirmc-nr  Of  &I  any pia« 
v. tthan  th< ,"U\otoms  'l>Un·call.m~C' zone. 
Commcaccmcur of unloadu• 
Ra::ommmdcd  praaiec 
-~ h('  ~\)mmC'I\,"t'mfflt ot unlo.~Jm~ shouiJ  be  rcrmirted 
...  ,  .... 'k'!t  .b  r-."ow~lc attt'r  rht'  un\al of the  means of 
tr.m'"')" ar  thC'  rla,~ ot unlo.JJtn~. 
1.•.  R('C(IIIlmmdcd  prACiice 
\t th.r  a:-JU("o.t  '·'' the rc'"' '" ~on.:ernt'J. anJ for rc-a sons 
Jt"l."f,H.-J  V.llij  r\  tht  \..lhtOin\  ,HJthonti('S,  tht  i.lncr 
,hoL.i,l.  ..o  t.H  .l'Jo  .l  .. ir.unhtr.Ht\"C'  '",r~um\tan-:es permit, 
.llJ.>v.  unk"\.1Jm~ t•l rr,lot't.•,J  OUhiJC' tht'  bUSIIle$5 hours 
ot  the  ... usrom!!t  ,lfii'-C';  .1m  ~xpcn~ "·hich  dUa  entails 
m.1y  be- durg,-J ro the pcNm ~o-onccmed. 
GOODS lH~l\GEn.  DF.STROYFD OR LOST 
.H.  Swadard 
Tot.JI  ,..,r  p.arti.ll  n.c<nrnon.  a~ rhe  -:a~ may be, from 
p.tymmt ot unpon J\lh(' .md ux~  sh.UJ be cranccd in 
resp«t of aoods damaged, destroyed or inccover  .lhly 
lost  hy  accicL-nt  or  fore'  mlllftl'e  during  ~  a~· 
compli!thment of the  CUSIOIIK  fomulities  pnor to rhe 
lodgement  of dw  goods  dedararion  provided mar  the 
facu  a~  duly esublisbed to che ucisfaaioaof the aa-
rorn. authorities. 
Note: 
Ar  the  requnt of the  ~non ~med.  rcmnana of 
aoods coveml by rhis standard may be: 
(a) de.ucd for home usc in rhftr exisftna tlrate •  if r~ 
had hem imported in that scare; or 
(b) re·exponed; or 
(c)  rendered  commerdally  val~lnt  under  C~Atoma 
control, without expcn\«' to ~  ~nue;  or 
(d)  with the consent of the cusronu  authori~ aban-
doned free of all cxpetUCS ro the revenue. 
RESPO'NSIBIUTY  FOR  niE  PAYMENT  OF  IMPORT 
DUtlf..S  ~'1>  TAXES 
22.  SunJ.ud 
Nation.ll lrgislation shall  41pecify  the- penon or pt'~mt 
rrspon~ible for  the payment of any imron dun~ and 
taxes  in  rt-Sf'C'."t  of good~ antroducrd  anro the cu  .. r(.r.·.s 
territory whicll  have nor h«n produced to the cu"roms 
in compliance with the conditiOftl and formahrics ro be 
fulfilled prior to the lodgement of the coods dccbr.ation. 
INFORMATION  COSCER."'llNG  OJSTOMS  fOR· 
MAUTIES  PlliOR  TO  TiiE  LODGEMENT  Of  THE 
GOODS DECLUATION 
23.  ~ndard 
The  customs authorities shall  ensure that all  relevant 
information regardina aasroms form.alatics  pnor to the 
lodgement of the aoods cledanM:ioD il rcaddy available 
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ANNEX <.:ONCERNING nu: TEMPORARY S'I'ORACE Of GOODS 
INTRODUCllOS 
It  1s  1mty.•rtant that. on arnval. goods may be  ~nnittcd 
to ~  unloac:kd from  rhc  means of transpon as soon as 
p<·,~thi~.  In  rt·...:oplltlon  of this  fa~'t  customs admim'i-
tr.m• •n..,  h.:avc:  introdu~..cd arrangements under wh1ch  the 
J,,.._h.trgc  uf  I.."Jr~o  m.ay  'ommc:n\.e  .as  )oon as pt•'''ble 
attn Jrn"·al  ""'th  .1  mmtmum of formaht1e)  !'ubjt"l.."t  to 
the rnt·nul' hl·Jn~ ,.lfcgu.udt..J. 
For .a  v.a~ety of re~ns  some rime may  elapse between 
the .lrrt\dl ,,f the goods .and  the lodgement of the  rd· 
"'·'m  ).:'~,J~ dcdaratton. In  th~  ~irt.."Umstam:~ customs 
autho~1r,c., requarc:  thr  gooJ~ to be  kept  und~r t..·ustoms 
~ontr• ; .wJ fnr  th1~ purpo~ they arc usu.11ly  pbl.."ed in a 
spt'-.1'  n.i  .Hl"3  where  the.'~  ,uc !ltOrt'J  penJm~  loJ~t.·mc.:nt 
ot thr ~<1C1•d\ dcd  .  .~r.ltlnn.  ~u  ... h are.1s  J.re tenn(.·J rc:mpor-
ar~·  '>tor~ and may  cuma't of butldm~ or may  be  en-
d. Md or  ·Jnendo~c:J sp•h:n. 
Th~ pro"·  )Ktfls  of  this  Annex  do  not  apply  to  the 
!>tor .•ge  of goods  tn  customs  warehouses  or  in  fr~ 
zu~"-
DEFI::-.lmONS 
For the purposes of this Anna: 
a)  ~~ tenn  'temporary  swragc  of goods'  means  the 
\t,,ring of gooJ~ under <."U\toms  control in  premi~ 
anJ cndo~  or unC'ndc~d ~Jpaccs specified  by  the 
cu,rcm'  t,crctnJftcr  ~.11led temporary  storf'S~ pend-
mg  ioJ~t:n~<. nt of the:  g1)(xJs  ckd.H.tflon; 
_h
1  th~ term  "tmr<'rt dunn. and taxes'  mC'.ans  '-"Ustoms 
..  lt~rtc"  .mJ  ~ll  other  Jutlt"Jo,  tJxo,  ft'l"'  or  other 
1.  !•~·<·' "h''"h .trt' ,_,,lk...rcJ on or Ill c:onnec1ion \\<:'··. 
!~~.  "''P'····.,:I•tn of ,.:c .. ,J,, hut not ·n'" lu  •  .!111~ fn-..  .Ul...; 
.. ·  ... · .:''  "!'~o..h  are  iJP.llll·J  '"  .~·. <•unt  rn  tht> 
',~·  thC'  term  ·gooJ,  Jc:~.llrarion•  m~.ms  a  statem~nt 
.,...  .\\.~t·  m  the  fonn  prt..,~n~~d  by  the  <."Ustoms.  by 
-,,: ,.._I,  the  per~ons tntt.·rl''h:d  inJi~.Jtt'  the  CU'ito•n' 
rr···-~  .~ure to~  apriied to the gooJ, anJ furni  .. h the 
;-- ...  ~·~..-.l.t!"\  v.ht~h  the  cu,tom~  re~uirt:s  to  he  de-
~ i.:. ··:·J  tor the arph  ... auon of that rrou:Jure; 
1d;  tht- tc:rm  \:u~tonu .. umrol' mean~ mca..urt\ applif..'d 
to e~hure \:ompli.an'"·c  wath tht- l.aws  anJ regul.ltton~ 
v. ~tt.h the cu'tums arc re-sponsible for  t·nfor~ing; 
(c)  the  t~nn ''tiC''-'Uritv'  mt·~~~' th.tt whi,-h  emu~  to t~ 
satisfaction <'f  t~  l"lM' ,m(o  th.n an obli!!.1t1nn to thr 
t.."llstoms  w1ll  ix"  fulttllo.J.  ~e\.'Un~·  "  J,...,,r,b,·,!  ·'" 
•gcnC"r.ll' "ht'n tt cnsur,.., th.n  th~ ,~h~.tUvtb .\l'l'mg 
from  ~vcral orn.auon~ v•atl  ~  fulhilt..J~ 
(f)  ~  tC'nn 'pcr.on' ~afb  boch n.uur.alanJ  1<"~.11 rt:r· 
son~  Wll~s the ''-'"le"'t ,~rhc-rv.a~ ft'qutr<.'. 
1.  Stancbrd 
The  tftnpora!'Y stor• of goods sh.tll  be f.'O"emcJ  ~)· 
the provisions of this Aruw-x. 
2. 
National  ~slarion sh.a!l  sr«ify the- c.llkia:won'  to  No 
fulfilled  and the  formahnn tc ~  ~4:omrhhcJ il"  t('-
spect of goods pl.tt.."Cd  in tcmpoury !U~. 
3.  ~tand.ud 
lbc customs authorities  ~all autftorize ~  ~t.J!•f;,l,­
mcnt of trmror  .try ~tor~  ~·hc:-nnff they  ~irt-!'1 n ftC'\..,,\. 
ary to mm tM rc-qu•r~cnt~ of tude .tnJ mJu,t::. 
Nutn: 
1.  In  .a''onLan"~ wnh the  pro·n~mns of n.u"~.,Jl k•.:.• · 
lation,  u-mrclr.l~ o,tor("'l  m.ty  be- m.t~'~n! ~y tht' , u" 
tomo,.  authnriUC". r' otht"r  Ju•h,·r·~:,-,. or  t-~  n.,t·.•ul  ·•r 
1~.11~-r-.tm  ... 
2..  Tcmpc.,ur~· "h'rt-.. n  .. :  :•  ~t:  l'f('f' tv .1!!  u··~'''"~·~..  ·\t 
other  ('t.·r~on~  t.·n~:th-0  [t•  ~·'P'~ ,_,f  ~, ,J,  ~  •.  ·.: 
rorteJ. or u~ of thl·rn  m.t~ be  r~~t.,  .. :~·J  :,,  '~"''' 
perwns. 
4.  SunJ.ud 
Ttmporary  stora~ shall  I:'IC  aUov.cd  m  r"nf'·  ... ·t  tlf aH 
kmds of ~O('l\1§  :rr~rc"-"tt\·~ of ~u.1ntt~. \.l..'Hlntf'\' "'t •'rt-
gm or  ~..·nuntry \\hr:tK:." am,c-J. Hnv.<'\·a.  ~~",J' \\  ~."h 
'on,mutc  a  h.11.utl.  v.h~o.h  ~rc'  llldv  to Jtkd  ,.!hl·r 
It'\(.,),  or  wh1~o.h  rr~un~ 'rn.ul  m't~liJuon~  ,1-,.sll  ~ 
aJm~~tcJ onh  ,n~o tcmpoury """'n src''-l.llly  Jc...I.O:r>t·J 
IO rC\:el\ f:'  thc:m. ------- --------------
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Scand.Jrd 
·n1c  onlv  J,k."Um<nt  to lx  r'""'um:·J  wh~·n l(oods  arc 
rl.h:aJ  an  tcmror  .uy It  OR' ,h.lll be th.lt u~  to desaibc 
r~  ~~  ~hen rhtoy  an" proJ~  to the customs. 
h.  Srudard 
Th('  rt·-imrcmt'r.ts  .u  ~.uJ~ ~~  ~'"Onstr\1'-'"tlon.  layout 
.u.~i  nun  t~,·n"W."r.c  •• t  tC'mrur.uy stures  ~nd t~  arran~ 
mcnr-.  tor thr .. ror  .lttC'  ot  ~ooJ~ for  ~to...--k-kecpin& and 
~':"uuntm~ .1:·.J  tur -."U ..  tonu "-onuol .h.all be laid down 
b~· thr.- .. u .. tums ~uthonr.n. 
1.  Fnr  the  ru~~  ol ..  untrol  r~ cur.toms  may,  m 
r.lm  ..  ~tl.H: 
~'"'·r.  tlr  rc:'lmrf'  to  ~  ktTt.  ~""oun~ ot  goods 
riJ-.ni  1n  the  tcm~·r.uv  :O,(t•f('  ,hy  us.mg  either 
.-.rc·" .  .l!  trg~'t(·r.. ,)r the rdc\ J.nr  J,,umcm.uaon); 
l,'C.·r  the !t'mrd  .lf'  ~tore un&r p<nn.uxnt or intu-
m:~t,·r.t 'u('t·n l'h•n; 
rt·..,~:t:-~:  dl.lt  th,- t~o.·n~r-•r.lf)'  ~oturc he  Joublc:-l<~krJ 
'-""'·,tlrn!  ~~ the ;,,1,. nt thC'  ~·r")" \."l.llh:cmcd .anJ by 
"'U 'II  , ..  1, J,,._·i.  ; 
-- t.1i...·  .. t .... "- ,,t tht•  K«"'"!'  ,., th.:·  tcm~•r.ary store from 
r1  l,c:"  to tiO.C". 
(ul<-..!"  .l!'C'  •hl,,;:..,_  ~t-~Ulii-J  to~  ~f,\rt•J  m  lo~ked 
l'•.·r.l•·•·'· Ji,,v.,·\tr, t--u:\..~  ,,r  hcJ.\~  .-=•"~" Jn.ilow-Jury 
~\·~,J.., ''  h! .. h  (t\IW.'ttut~ lmk r('\·cnuc  m.k  .m.·  £requrndy 
~r,.r  ..  ·..i  1r  unc.-nd.~ a.r.l'"--n  undn- "'\hfom:. su~rvision. 
Scandard 
'_,.  ~.>tul  ., .~·~,J.HhlO .. h.all  'p<"dh'  thl'  rc'n><lO or ('C'""-lnS 
h.  -1  r,-,l""lf'•IHc  tnr the.·  r.n:ncnt ot  .1~"':•  tmpon dutacs 
.;t·.J t.l'o , h.H~e~"~~ on  tt•"~~ pl.a'-'cJ  m a  temporary 
,t  ..  rc '"'h .. t  ~r('  r~> lf  ...... '-"ountt>J  tur to the s.ltl\t.a'"Tion of 
the ..  -L. .. r  u~  .. ILlti·'h,nttc.". 
... 
''·  Standard 
\\  h~ n  ~--un~- 1s  r~utrc.J trtlm the authonty or pci'\On 
m.~nJi-:.ng a  tc.·m~')ury  stl)rc.  the  cu-.roms  authoriti<.'S 
)h.& II  o~ •. .-"."'"P'  a  ~C't'k'ul !IIC'  ..  :urity. 
Tllc.·  .lm,mnt nt  .10\  !1<\."Uriry  shou!J  ~  'tt't  as  low  as 
r"""-~lc h.1-.1r.,.:  rc.-,:.1rJ  to the 1mport Jutio.  ~nd raxn 
~'fC'I' :1.Jlh- d\.1r.:C'.ahlc. 
10. 
The  CUSIOrrui  authorities. should  wave security  where 
the  temporary store- is  under adequ.tre custonu lUpe-r· 
viWan, iA panicular where it is customs locked. 
11.  Standard 
Any  person mtitlrd to dispose of coodt in  temporary 
stores  shall,  for  the  pul'pOid of prepari• the  JOOds 
dc-dararion, be allowed to: 
(a)  inspect them; 
{b)  weigh tht'l1\; 
(c)  take sampla, .apnst payment of che  &mpon  dutae"' 
and taxes ~  appropriate. 
12.  Standard 
Goods in  temporary store shall be allowed to undc:rgo 
·normal operations n«aury for their  praavation  an 
their un~ltercd state  • 
Not~: 
The normal operations necessary for 1M prC$Crv ation of 
the goods in their unaltered state may include cleanmg. 
bc~ting, rt'l1\m•al  of dUll, IOI'tina and repaar or .:h.angc 
of f.aulry  p.ackinp. 
u.  Recommended  practice 
Goods in temporary store ~hould be  ~llowcJ unJer 'u'h 
conditions a1  may be  laiJ down by  the cuMonu  ~urh­
oritacs,  to  undergo  normal  oper~tions  nea:u.ary  to 
facilitate  theic  removal  trona  lf(ft aDd  thrir  funher 
r~ansport. 
Not~: 
These- operations m~y indudf' sortrng.  ptlm~ "'-"ll:hi:,g.. 
marking.  labelling.  They  may  al\0 anvoh·e the  ~on').{•lt­
d.lflon of Jaftermt consagnmcna. of good~ mrmJt-J i' ,, 
funhcr  tr.an-.pon  under  a  ••nak  uan'JKJft  document 
and/or a single aastorm document (poupagc,i. 
DURATION Of TEMPORARY STORAGE 
14.  Scandarcl 
\t'hcre national  kgi\lanon lays  dov.-n  a  time limn  ,(,r 
ttmpor.lry  ~tor~gt>. the time .allowed  shall  be  suftsn~. nt 
ro e'1.1bte  the  ir.lporter ro  complnc rbe  n«cu.lT)'  tc •r· 
m.lirics to plaa: dx fOOds under a customs ~urc. Edition  N°  lpage  X-C-61  J 
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The  rime  limit  laid  down may nry accordmg to  th~ 
mode  of transport used.  and in  the case of goods  im-
ported by  SC'a  may wdl ~  of con~iderahle dur  Jtion. 
H.  Recommended  practice 
A  r the request of the person concerned, and for reasons 
Jt:emed  valid  by  the  customs  authorities,  the  lattt·r 
should exh.·nd  th~ pe-riod inmally fixed. 
Dffi  RIORATIOS, DAMA(..[, LOSS,  OESTRUCllON  OR 
ABA!':DONME~i  Of GOODS 
16.  Standard 
Goods deteriorated. spoiled or damaged by  accident or 
{oru m~;n~re before leaving the temporary store shall 
be allowed to be  de~red as if they had been imported in 
their dc:tr:norated. spoaled or damaged state. 
17.  Standard 
GO<Kh  in  kmporary store whid1  arc destroyed  or ir-
rc~..oH·rahly lo\t by  a~cidcnt or {oru majn4re shall not 
be  !>ui--}n1d to nnport dutan and  tax~. prO\·aded  that 
~u  .. h  Jc:"">!ru,:taon  or loss  as  duly  cstabli~hed to the satis-
{JI."i• '" ot the "-u~tums authonties. 
:\n~  ~  J!>tc or ~rap remammg after dcstn.u.:rion  shall be 
l1.1rlc.  af  taken anto home:  usc, to the import dutit'S  and 
u·u-')  th.u "ouiJ be  appli~ablc: to such  y,·ao;te  and scrap 
import~d m that o;tate. 
18.  Standard 
At tht: request of the penon mtttkd to disr< ,sc of them. 
gooJ, in  tempor  .1ry  srore shall  be  allowed tn ~  ah.m-
doncJ, tn  wh. 1k  or an  part. to the  ~ennt" or to be de-
'ltro~ t:J  or  rcnJ·:I"cd  commt:rd.1lly  vJiuck..,,  under  ~.-u~­
rom.,  ~untml. a-.  rhe  ~..-u,tom~ authontaes  may  deddc:. 
'u1.h  JL&nJo:1mcnl or dt-..tnh.:tion  ~hJit not t'ntJil  any 
(("t '•>  the rc,•cnue. 
Any  wa.;rc or scrJp n-mlin:ng attcr "k .tructtf'fi  ·  \ :  r-~· 
hable. if takm i:Ho  home u~. to the  1m~,rt J'.l.  ~-,.  .1n.i 
t3XC'S that woulJ ~  arrl:..:.l~lC' tO  ~i.!~h  ~  .IStt" anJ !>.,."r.tr 
imported in th.u !otate. 
REMOVAL FRO\t ·n.~tPORARY STORE 
19.  SunJ.ud 
Any  penon ha,·mg tht  ri~t to  Jt~J'(KC of  the  ~l'~~~'J' 
thall bt- c:ntitlt"d  fl) r<mt)Vt' the-m  fr,,m  trmrc•r.lr\  't""" 
suhje~:t  to  ~:umpl·.m,e  wath  the  "onJmun~  ..1· ... 1 rur· 
malittn an ead1  '~~. 
Not~: 
The  customs authontics may  reqw~ the ~m  t.:on-
cuned to estabhsh his right to ~  of tht- ~l'Od1. 
GOODS NOT  Rf~\IOVED FROM TI  .. MI'ORA.RY STOR£ 
20.  Stand.ard 
National  l~l.ltion slull  'r«'"'~ 1M  rn~utC' tu  he 
followed  wht-n  goods  a~ "''' rc:~fd  from  t~:mrc .H)' 
store within tht- pcnod laaJ  ~·wn. 
21. 
WMn goods not remove-d from  tC'mrc.•ro~~· ''''rt  ~f( )t-Id 
by me custom\. the  rn.x~\  C.\t  thC' -..ilt' • .attt"r Jnhh::•on 
of tht- imron dune.  ... .anJ t.l'\C"a .anj ~u othC'r  "'h.tr~~ .1nd 
ex~n~  in""UrrtJ.  'houlJ ettht"f  ~  m.aJc.- "'\C'r  '" :hC' 
person(s) mml-.·J tv rc:~c-tn· them, 'lloht·n  th~ ""'f"P.t"'""le, 
or be MIJ at  th~tr J,.,l"-)1!>.11  ior a  ~~,ti~  ~~",J. 
INFORMATlOS CONCf.JlSlSG n..\tPOil.\R,. ~T\lR.\GF. 
22.  Stan~.ard 
l"be  customs authorinn sh.tU  rm.u~ that .,n  rriC'' .tnt 
information rt'goln!tng th<" tc-mror  .a~ totur J,:C' ,,! ):"' ...,!, as 
rcaJaly  a,·ail;a~le to an~ rcnon mtC'~tc.·J. Edition  N°  I  page X-C-63  J 
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·"·'·~f..X f.l 
A.'lSEX CO.~CERNING  FREE ZONES 
(cn.un  Sur~ h.a'c  Inn~  ~·on  .. td.:rC'd  tt  n~"n\ary to 
t'th.tH:r.t~C' tht J,·,d~\rmc-m nf th("1r  txtem.JI tuM. and 
nt mrl'rn.lfh)n.l) ,,•mmcr  .. t  ;fl .:('tlt•r.JI,  it~· gunnng mJt· 
hrll!r rc:ld twm  1m~'" J.1flt'  ~nJ taxes  an  r'npt\.'t of 
)o!t"~!,  tntwJu,'t'J  10ft>  .1  f.•n  of thtir ttTntory  whtre 
:~c' .1rc .:cOC'rJlh  rq!.uJcJ J~ bftng OUbide the customs 
ternt.  ·~. G  •  .,.,"h  "")  mrroJu,-ed are not subiC(t to me 
Ul'oU.tl  "-u'tums cuntrul. 
In  th  ..  ''rt"'t·nt ,,nne'\ rtu,. rln ol the.- trrritory is rdtrred 
tu .a'  .1  'trt"t" Ztmc'  .-lthuu~ an  ""-•mt '-·ountncs it i5 also 
l..nu"n  unJc-r  v.&noula  01ha n~.  su~h u  •free pon', 
'tn.'\·  "'.uch,lUsc:·. 
\  ,!, .. rm .. lh\0  m.J~  ~  m.h.k  N·t"' :"('n  ,·umrncr";al  .1nJ 
m,lu .. rn.ll  trt"C'  "'  ..  :~  In  ,·,,mm,·r,:ul  tr~ zones,  the 
rnnl:r~·J  \)~r  ;::. •fl'  .lf('  ;.::c;)t·~.l:  .•  hmtted  to  rhost 
n~  .. ~''·H'\  t,or  t~(  ;'~-~:"\.l:.,,n  u!  the  g(Ml\J!!o  and  the 
u,u.1l  ft•im!) of hJ,: .::lng  t~.l  1;"!1rrm"·  thl·•r  p.ldtaging or 
m.l!"l..~·t.ll--lc  ~u.&llt)' or to rn.·r.l~C rh,-m  for  ~ipmcnt. In 
, · tl:,trul  tr«  :t.n.~.  prO\.·c-.,mg  t)ptrations  are auth-
··r:t,·J. 
.\'rh· ·•·.:.h  ~,-..,J., ,,,:r,hh•  .. c·\!  lllh, trc·c  ron~  arr t:cncrally 
'•  ~ n.: ..  :.  ,,)  '0 l.H  ..  ..,  l nr·•rt Jutu  .....  lnJ taXes are COO· 
~·::J;.·.L  J,  ~tn!o! \>,lt\l.k  \he ,·u,t,Hlh t(rruory,  ~trt.un 
1 ,-, .. ,l,h•n•  l.uJ ,l''"" f\\  :h\·  ~t.ltc ..-,•n(cmcJ  may  re-
,., ..  l'£1  't'r':l  ....  i~k. l' i'!·  rr·)h,!'-:thllh .mJ rotrl\.'tions dcnv-
,n~ tr. ·nl  n  ... r1o:1.1~  lq:;  ... l.tt~<m.  The:  ~u~toms al~ carry 
t'L't  ~.-rr.un ,om:,ll~ "'·nhm rhc  ira:  zc>ne  to ensure that 
ch.:  t•1"\·r.ltwn.;  ,.lrnC'J  our  ..1rc  tn  .-~j,:orJan~e with  rht 
H'~lll~t·n~·nr-. I.11J  Juv. n. 
(., "hh  antn  ~u,  t•J  1nt1,  .1  tn"<'  tont from  the  customs 
h.·rnttlr~·  n.,:-m~:t~  ~u.1:.r"  :  .. r  chc  cxcmpnon from  or 
r, ;·-.t~ q:,·:·.:  ot ·r.:ft'•n J.,;ti<-''  Jn.~  r.&\.l~ or mtcnul duues 
.H;...i  u '<' ~r  .Hltc·.J .n C"f"•rt .uum. 
\'~Ill'  C1\t~j,  \\~  .... h  h~,,·  Otlf  ~l"l'n  rf()('~'t'd in  a frte 
1 . •  ,~r  .He:  .1ll'l"' eJ hl f  ...  ! n·  ~  ~h..:l'd '•lto the  ~ ::,tt>ms tcr-
i  :. ,n fl•r  h'lm~ u~·. tnl"\  r .... ··nc lt.,t--k to impon Juues 
,li:.i  t.l,~·-.  J ..  it  ·h~·,·  l'l.lJ  :•,·. r·  :Plr,•nt•J  J•rt·-."t  from 
.tl'r .•. tJ.  Ho~,-,·cr. 'f't"".'·;l  j,,~·,. r~ ..  ·r·~ rulo,IJaJ Jown 10 
n.Hh•n.&ll,·,.-:t,:.auor ••.  ,r,· .t'"rk .. ·, , i  chr  t:Ol\l' of fore-ign 
~'k)\.j,  "h:,·h h.n-e  ~n  prou  .,  .. ~  ·~  rht'  trrc  t.ont'  or 
~  h,·r(' the gooJ:.  utdazcJ wcrc- . ·i r. .. nvn.a! ongm or had 
been  import~d against  payment of  import duties and 
taxn and had b«n granted exempbon from or repay-
ment  of Juries and taxa when  they were introduced 
inro the free zonr. 
In some ~ountrics customs facihrin comparahk to tho~ 
dlJra""tc:risn"-s of frre zones are gt¥tcd 1hroughout the 
ttrritory,  in  the  cont~xt of Olhtr Customs  procedure~ 
suc.:h  as  customs  warehouwna.  drawback,  temporary 
admission for inward ~or  CUIIOIDI rranUL 
Df.fiNnlONS 
For th~ purposes of thi' Anntx: 
(a)  tht" term 'fret zont  • means a pan of tht ttrritory of a 
State  where  any  gooJs  introduced  art  gmtraily 
regJrdt.-d,  in so far »  import duties  and taxes art 
con.:emed,  a~ btang out5k.ic  the  "-usroms  etnitory 
and are not subject co rhe usual customs control. 
Note>: 
A d"ttnction m.ay  ~  made ~·~n  'ommerc•al .1nd 
inJu~tri.al  fr~  zonn.  In  cummen.:aal  frtt  zunt"t, 
goods  art  admitted  ptnding  !>U~qumt dt!IJW..-..11 
and  processing  or  manufaaure  is  nonnall)  pro-
hibittd.  Goods  41dmitted  to  industrial  free  zon~ 
may  he  subtcetcd  to authorized  proasaing optr· 
arions; 
(b) rht ttrm  \.-usrom~ trrritory' mtans the wrrirory  in 
whi'-"h  the 4"UStom\  l~w of a  St~re appltt"S in full; 
(~) the  tt·rm  'import duties  and  tax~· l'n('.Jns  CU'-toms 
duties  and  all  other  dunes.  taxes.  fccs  or  orhcr 
~harges which art collected on or •n conn«'tton \\J~h 
the imponation of good~  • .,ut not indudmg fees JnJ 
ch.ugcs  which  are  llm•tcd  in  amount  to  tht 
approximatt cosr of sc:n·•cea rendered; 
(d)  the:  tt-rm  •customs control' means the  mtasurn .lJ"-
plicd to ensure  ~omplianct \\1th rhe laws and l't'gU-
Iations  which  the  aasroms  are  re.ponsible for en-
fon:mg; 
(e)  the term ·person• mcalb both .urural and lqaJ pet· 
sons, unless the conrexr or:bcrw&w requires. -·-·-.  ----------------------
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PR~CIPLE 
1.  Standard 
1M customs regulations applicable in  free  zonC'S  shall 
~  go,·c.-~ by the provisi<'ns of this Annex. 
f5TABUSHMEST OF FREE ZONF.S 
2.  Scandard 
!'anonal tcpslation shall specify the requirnnents relat-
ing  to  the  ntablishmcnt  of  fr~ zones.  the  kinds  of 
goods  adma~\i~le to such zonn and the  n.uure of the 
optlataon~ to whach goods may~  subie'-"'tcd in them. 
Nous: 
I.  F  r~ zones  are  gmually  csublished  at  seaports. 
river ports, airports, and  p~cn  with similar grographi--
cal ad-v anugn. 
2.  In  accor~ncc with the provisions of nation31  lc.-gi~· 
l.ltlnn,  fr~ zones  nuy  he  managed  by  tM  cu .. roms 
Juthonnn, by  other authormn or by  natural or ll"g.d 
pcr'.loCm~ 
1. 
The rcquimncnts as regards the construcnon and layout 
nf frtt Zl~  and the arrangnncnts for customs cuntrol 
~  ..  11  M bid down by  the '-'11\toms .authorittcs. 
Notn: 
l.  'The custorm authorines may require that frtt zones 
~  en.Joscd; thC"Y  may also impose I'C'Stricrion4i on means 
of a~  ... l-...~ and cstabhsh the.- houn. of businc.-ss. 
.!.  •or the purJ'O'C ol C()ntml.  the.·  ~-u~tomr. authoritits 
m.a ~. an  panJt:ul.u: 
kn·r  th~ means of  a~u:~s to the  frtt zone  un4kr 
pcrmJncnt or imcrmittc.-nt  ~upc·n·a\lon; 
- H·qu1rc J'Cr\4Jn\  tntroJu~ang gouJ'I lflto frt'C l<'lln to 
kct1'  a'-'-"oum\  ~~ thJt the  ..:m.:ul.mon  ()t  the  ~t'<)ds 
4. 
"·'" ~  ~ontrolled; 
n·.lke 'put ~hc..:ks on  th~ good-.  admitted to ~n.,urc 
t!  .~r  th,:y  h.J\'(  been  \U~1e~1cJ to aurhPrizrJ  opcr-
atton~ (mly  and  that  no un.luthorill·d  good~ hJve 
been  antrodu~ed. 
Stand.ud 
Cu!ttoms  authorities thaU  havt the  nght  to carry  out 
checks at any time of the goods stoi'N on the prcmi!tn 
of any ~non  tntroducang goocH into a frff zone.-. 
{  .OQOS ADMrtTf.D 
s. 
Admission  to a  frc.e  zone shouiJ  n,~, be  su~~"t to the: 
condition that the cooJ, are tnrrvJ~eJ anto or Mt.,rcJ 
in the zone in sr«-af•cd  qu.tnm~n. 
6. 
Admission  ro a fr« zurw:  ,h.tlt l"<'  .autoonlN nut o,,!,· 
for  ~(~  tmrurtc-d  Jar-at  trom  ahro.aJ  ~ut ·''"'  •,., 
goods  brouahr  from tht "'"U'tUd\'  tc-mtor~ of tht"  \r.Hc 
conamcd. 
Nou: 
Goods brought from dv <"Uttoms trrrirorv of tht Sutt 
conamed may  'x good\ in  frtt arail.anon or ~  ,Js 
pla«d under  •  rnx~urc- J.ffor-.!mg conJitt('fl.tl  \"f:":  ,_.t 
from import duties anJ  t<l"~ Of .1  rf'O\.T'Slllg prc.  ....  ~:..:c 
7.  Sund.ard 
Goods  admissible to a frtt lone' v.hk.-h  .11t'  rntul~o.·~  ~·· 
excmrtion  from  or  ~.l\'meftt of 'm('t•rt  Jm;~  .....  ll  . 
taxn •·hen tll(rom:d  d\o~li 'iu.llt~· t<'r ~h  ~cmr!h  ·  ,,  • 
«payment immc-da~t~ly .attcr ~·  h~vt' ~  tntr,.,J  .... c..J 
anto the fr« tone. 
8. 
Goods admi"ablC'  to a  frtt 110nt •-ha-.-h  art' tnmic-J  !·' 
txemption  from  or  ftt'.&~mmr of  •n~e>nW Jun~ .1n,f 
uxn when txpurtf'd. '£h.all  qualaf)  fur'  w~:h C'~C'mrt"'" 
or rc.-r.ayment  ~ftrr th<"Y  h.J\'C'  bftn anft'tlJ\k:C'\1 '""' tM 
free z.ont. 
Not~: 
Exemption or rtparmmf is  ~ull~  gr2n""-'  un~i­
ately  .aftc.-r intrt'Jidu,"'lon of the.- J'",J'!o "*'  thC'  fff'C'  ro!'W.' . 
In  tf'C''i;.al  can, C':\Mnrrum nr frt'J\mcnt m.t\  t-r  m. 1"" 
~U~Jt"~"t  to  the  ~~J"'N't.lfl•'f'  •A  the.- ft'"".J"  lr..r11  ~:1· 
n.arum.al  tt'rrnory.  ['\'-cT:"•n.!ll\. "'tJc.'th  .•  · vt  ur•\ .tl  '·t 
the- guc  .  .dt  1ft  tht'  ('oum~  v&  ...  ~tt,.t"h  \fl  n· .~ \  .:  '>4  t'C' 
rcqutrc.-J. 
~c.anJ.uJ 
Admi~sion to a fr« zonC'  'h.1ll  nor ~  tt!o. ..c:-J  "-';t-i\  1'"' 
tht grounJ~ of :ht'  ~'t'U".t~  (lf on~m  ~·i th: t:,,,J,.  t ••• 
country  whC'n~t'  the~· Jrm  ('J  or thcar  "''ur~try ,,t  Jc.·,, t-
n.ation. 
10. 
Admis'ioa to a frft zone oi pJd, bfouahr frN1,  Jr.r.,.ad 
shall not be'  ~fu~  §Ok-1~ on the.- ~ds  th.ar the:  ~·"  .J, 
arC'  liab~ to rt"tn,·nons or rroh•hmona CMhn dun thP'I>C' -------------------------
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tm{'lsc:J  \"ln  ~f\.lunJs ot ru~tt~ mor  .t!in· or orJer. public 
~  ..  :un~. ru~la-.:  h\·ltJ~ or he.alth,  ,·.r  tor V('tc:-nn.ary  Of 
rh~h.~.uhol\.lp\."..11  ..:l1mtJcr.au~)n~.  or  fl"bnng  ro  the 
rrotC\."ttOO ot p.atcn~ ttaJC'  m~rks .mJ ~op~·nghts. 
lt. 
c,)t~\ v.ht .. h ""'"mut(' .1  h.iro~rd,  v.·h ...  -h  arc- lakdy  to 
.tttt',1 dthcr ~,)t,J, ,,.,.  "'h,  .. J  . .-,:~uarc:  '~""-''.11 in,t.lll~raon~ 
~h""lUIJ b<" .1JmmcJ onl) tv tree zone."' ipca.ally da.ipcd 
to r~C'I\'C' the-m. 
·~-
Scandard 
\\. :-\'fr J  ._i,..., ;.m-:c-nt  mt.-.r  ~- pt,c-ntcJ hl rhc  ~"U,toms tn 
r•'l'<',1  ot  ~'"''h  tntr,l!Ju  •.  x~l  .nro  .1  tr,-c  lone  Jtre~"tly 
tr~H~l  Jr-~,,JJ.  v.1:~n"t hJ,:rll! tu  ~r"'' thr  ~u.-.toms tn--
r::,IC'\  ,.t rhc  St •  .rc  dm,xm<·J.  th...- .. u  ... rom  ...  ~uthonucs 
,h  .•  !  "'1\)t  rrqum~· i'"!)••re  thJr:  thC'  pro,L,"thlO of a  com· 
nh;r,  .~I  or  ''tt~o.;.tl  J"-.."Umc-nt  ,.:ommer1.1al  invoi~ 
".1\ :..,::1,  J1,p.u..-h  ~·rc. tt~.  \  g~vmg the- main particulars 
t)t t':f  ~\-,Jlt .;t'rk.'('meJ. 
1\. 
Htr  ,!Jm,,h•n c,,  .a  :·r« 7••llc  "f )!P•..._i,  ~r,lu~ht trom th~ 
••  :-.t• ,,~,.  t~.:·rrtt• •n  lll  thC'  \t.JU  ~o.UIIH·rn<·J or ~  ht~-h havt' 
~r,,  ..... ~-~  thJr tt-ir•h)f'\  m tr.m,;t  ·~~"ulJ n<lt  tm.oh·c  th~ 
'"''n~;'i. :;,)n ,.f .1  ~i~>\.'wncnt o.lthc.-r  th.1n the  ~nod!!> dedar· 
.ltlot ..  ~orm  .. lh  n:oiu•rc.-J  10  th.lt  rcrntor)  to  ~ove-r rhe 
c'l"''rr  .. won. 1\'~X~):'l.ltlvn ,)f tr.ln,,t of gooJs. 
Sundard 
rh(."  ~--~..l'tums  Juth  .. mnn '1-hJll  n\)(  require i«Urity for 
the  .~..lmh~aon ot gooJs tc.>  .t frtt zone'. 
Su!Mhrd 
\\ l, .. ,l.  the  .. u  ... ,  •. m,  ~~.:h~~•·tlt"'  ~.. .• ~r"  our  .1  control  of 
._::oo.J:.  lf'.tdt.~c.J  t.,r  antr  .....  ~,. ''l'fl  ;:  :o a  tr~ zunc-.  they 
~h~'  i  rJi...- ,,nl.  ~u'h .1 ..  1:.  •n  J\ j, Jc."t:'mc-J  esst'lltial  to 
cn~,;rr  ,·,·rr.~ ·a.m  •• :C'  with  lhc."  !Jv.·s  J.nJ  r~lation5 whach 
the ..  ~r""'' .lN' ~rorN~Ic  f,)r  cnfor..:mg. 
'  ./(_ 
In r.t ... n  ..  -~ILH. t!:.:.·  ~•:':'l)ffi'  m.l~  ~··-.  ... ur~ th.lt the gooJs are 
,,t  .1  ~,:,J .ali')"'ai r.  !--. ..  -:  .... ,,-cJ  i:,to  t~ tree  :one 
o~n~1 th.u .an\·  rci("'..UU pron.  ,  .,, .fl, ;t;,J  r~rna.oru. b.awc 
~~  ~n  ..-on~phcd ~  uh. 
AUTHORIZED OPERATIONS 
16.  Scaodard 
In  addition  to  loading.  unloading.  transhipmmt  and 
storage. goods admirt~ to a commercial free zont' shall 
be  Jllow~ to undt-rgo  operations  OC'Cftsary  for  Wir 
prcservauon  and  u~ual forms of handlin1 to improvt' 
thc;-•r  pa..;k.agmg  or  marke"table  quality  or  to prepare 
them for  shipment~ such  as  breakirt~ bulk, poupi• ol 
packages. soning and padina. and ~ 
11.  Standard 
ThC'  prtH.:C"Ssing operations to whi'--h  goods admtnc-J  to 
an  inJu~trial  free  zone  may  bC'  subtectrd  shall  bt' 
spa.;fied by  tht' competent authorities an  gcncr.ll  rcrms 
and/or in  dt'tatl  in  a  rt'gul..ttion  applicable through<tut 
t~ free  zone or in  d\C'  authority aranr.cd  co  the cntC'r-
prise carrying out tbeK operatioM. 
Note: 
The right  to carry  out processing operations nuy be 
m.l~ subject to the condition mat  dac  propo~Cd opn· 
ariom  are  regarded  by  ti\C'  competent  authorina  as 
advantageout to the nation~ economy. 
GOODS CONSUMID W1THJN THE FRif ZOSE 
18.  Sund.lrd 
N  .. nional  legi~lanon shall mumcrate tht' cases in wt. tt:h 
g<.)(.ds  to be  consum~ inside tht' free  ZOM nuy be  ad-
mitted free  of duties anJ uxcs and \hall lay down  ;.he 
requirements which must be met. 
l\.'ot~s: 
1.  h~  admi\Mon  may be  allowed nor only an  rt"\p«"t 
of am ron dutiM and taxes but alto an  respc-~,.t of a:a't rn.aJ 
duuc-~ .1nd uxn  . 
1.  Free admission of equipment to be used solely .m  :de 
the free  zone for the transport. sroraF and p~na 
of goods may also be allowed. 
TRANSFER OF OWNERSHJP 
19.  Standard 
Th~  tun~icr of ownership of goods admirtcd to a tree 
"/(1M  sh~ll t.oe  allowed. Edition  N°  Jpage  X-C-66  I 
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1.  Rl·t.~il ules wathin ~  1ones m.ay  be  prohibit~. 
2.  Gooch admmC'd  to fr« zones may  ~  used for pro-
\'1\IOntng  ~htp!t and airc.Taft. 
DESTRUcnoN 
20.  Standard 
<;.~  admitted to a fru zone shall  be  allowed  to he 
dC'tro~C'd  or  rn1Jcrcd  <:omrnercially  valudc:ss  under 
"-uM omo; control. 
DURATION OF STAY IN  FREE ZONE 
21.  Standard 
No limits shall  be imposed on tM duration of the stay 
of goods in a free  zone. 
RL\fOV  AL FROM f1lf.E ZONE 
22.  Srandard 
\\  1-lffe a docummt must be  produ~ed to the customs in 
rr -pt'l"t of good\ which on rC'moval from a  f~  lone a~ 
\t"nt  dire""tl~·  abroad  wtthuut  hJ-.1ng  to  cro~'i  the 
cu,rnm!t  tcrr;tof}  of the'  ~t.UC' "on"'crnc.-J.  the  \."ll,toms 
aL!' h· ·nucs o,h.tll  not rcqutrl·  morC'  th.m tht:  rwdu~..-uo'l 
of  a  l'ommc:n.:~.d or offKtal  du~"\Jmc:nr  (comm~rl·t.l! m-
'\'111~~.  wl~  bill, dt-.pJtch  notC',  etc.) gh·rng thC'  m.tin  par-
th:ul.&n uf the gc..c,J,  4-on~..c:mcd. 
2 J.  Standard 
The  c.mly  d-:darataon  rcquii'N  for  goods  that  arc  al-
lowt:d to be  antrodu~cd mro thC'  CU\toms tf'rritorv of the 
~Ute ~onu·rnc:d on fC'mo\'.tl  from  a  frtt zune  ~h.tll  he 
tht"  ~,,.,J, dedarar1on normally rcquarC'd for thC'  4.'\htoms 
: • ,nfurc to wh1~h tho~  good~ are  .assagn~. 
24.  Recommende-d  pra"-rice 
(,. ,..,Js  wh1~h .are  allowed  to  he:  rcmov~ twm  .t  fr~ 
''  ··1~  to  the  CU\tom\  terriro~ of  the:  ~~J~<.'  ,:on..:"·mc.·J 
\~1/.,:.j h: dt~;,hle for thC' condu on.tl rdid llf rrou-,,lll~ 
pro~..c:,!:.HC"'  m  foru~  unJ~r thC'  "·ondmon~ Jppltl.';.tl--lc  ro 
~·  ~  ~  ..  :mr >rtn! .J, rC'1..'t  trorn  J~ro.1d. 
2~. 
r\ational ktti\IJric.•n  ~~.1ll  "r~,r:v th< roint in  r1··a·,  · ~· 
t.lken into 'un~ll..lc·-.mon f,,r  !~c.  rurt"o~ ()t Jl·tc:~m  ;·!lt; 
thC'  valuC"  ~nd ~u.tatfty .,f  t:,.,...J~  \\ht~h m.a~  ~  t.ik,·n 
into  home  u~ on  rc.·nw,·.,:  frnm  .1  fr« '''0('  .1n~i  the.· 
rates of the impon Jur1c.~ and t.t'\n .arrh,.a~lc.· tt' ti·~·m. 
26.  St.and.lrd 
National kgislatic•n 'h.all  "f'<".,~· the- ruin arrl1 ..  tl'-h.  ~ .• r 
detC"rmining the .1mvunt t'f the"  tmpon dune" .an,l t."'"' 
charguhle on  guo~J~ uil.m  '"''' hnmf'  uw aht"r  mA-
nipulation or p~~ng  m a htt zc.~. 
Notn: 
I.  The amount of rht- import Junn and taxes d\.ugc-
able on goods takrn antt>  httme usc ahn  p~-r..,:r.,: '" a 
free  zone  may  he  lmutt·J  lo 1M .1mnunt ot  ~ht  u-l~tn 
durin and tax~  ,.rrlt..:..tl'-lC" to th  ... · forc1~n  ~,  .....  t  .. utthlc.'-d. 
in  th~ sr.ate in v.h,"h the\  \\('r~: 1nt:uJu"n! antt• the- trx 
zon~. plus,  whC"re  i='l(,J~  ,,f  n.atH•n.a;  ont:ln  or  t:'".J"' 
imponeJ  ag3in~t  r.a~·m<nt of  lffiJ't•rt  ~bu~  .u~J  ~.: \~ 
WC're.  utilized,  tht"  amt,unt  d  ..on~  ""'''"'rtt~•n  tr\•rn  or 
r~.aymt'nt of lnlt"m.&J  J:tt!'' nr U\n or  •~run Juuc."S 
and taxes  graniC'd  v.·ht:n  tho~ ~~'1(-h  v.·("f('  lm .. ,,Ju,t..J 
into the free zone  .. 
2.  A  ~pet..;.al  a~~!lomt"nt  rf\~'C'Jurt" m.a,·  l'C'  l.uJ J,,"' n 
where C'qUlpmcnl  \\hl~h h.&.,  ~n  U,4.-J torr""."'" ~,k.-Js 
in  a free  &one  v. .b .aJrn !ttcJ tfft' ot t'llJ"trl  Jun~ .wJ 
taxes. 
AIOI mtl~  Ot A t1U1'  ZOSE 
27.  Staecbrd 
In the neat of the  abobtKJt1 uf a frft Zt'ifW. the f"t.·"• .,,, 
ronttmed shall  bt- (tlvcn  \Utfk:~nr runC"  ro  an.&~.;c- tor 
the- dl!oopoW of thnr gnuJs. 
28. 
The  cu~tonn .1uthonttn !-h.tll  tn'u~ rh.u  .l·~  rcln .1  •t 
information  r~rJu~~  :~c.- c."l:..-.h•m'  rt"~"J!.JtL···  ..  .t;-.··. 
cdhle  to frte  zones  f~  r~·.t.J,;,  .  .1\JJl..l~:c  to .1·:,  r\ -,. '" 
anrc.:rco.tcJ. ---- --- -- ---------------
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 17 March 1980 
acceptiag on behalf of the Community an Annex to the Intenational ConYentioll on the 
simplification and harmonization of customs procedures 
(80/391 /EEC) 
OJ  N°  L 100  of  17.4.1980, p.  97  -
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean Economic Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
Commission, 
Whereas,  in  accordance  with  Decision  75/199/ 
EEC (1  ), the Community is  a  party to the  Interna-
tional  Convention  on  the  simplification  and  har-
monization of customs procedures: 
Whereas the Annex to the said Convention concern-
ing reimportation in the same state can be accepted 
by the Community; 
Whereas  it  is  nevertheless  advisable to make  such 
acceptance subject to certain reservations in order to 
take account of the special requirements of the cus-
toms union, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
Annex  8.3  concerning  reimportation  in  the  same 
state to the International Convention on the simpli-
fication  and harmonization of customs procedures 
is  hereby  accepted  on  behalf of the  Community, 
with  reservations  on  standard  2  and  the  recom-
mended practices 8, II, 12 and 24. 
The text of the said Annex is annexed to this  Deci-
sion. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council shall designate the per-
son entitled to  notify the Secretary-General of the 
Customs Cooperation Council of the acceptance by 
the Community, subject to the reservations referred 
to in  Article l, of the Annex concerning reimporta-
tion in the same state. 
Done at Brussels, 17 March 1980. 
For the Council 
The President 
J.SANTER Edition  N°  I  page  X-C-69  I 
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ANNEX B.3 
ANNEX CONCERNING REIMPORTATION IN THE SAME STATE 
INTRODUCTION 
Goods are often reimported into the country whence they 
were exported in the same state as they were before expor-
tation. In many cases. this reimportation was foreseeable at 
the time of exportation, in which case the goods may have 
been exported with  notification of intended return.  How-
ever,  in  certain cases, goods are' reimported owing to cir-
cumstances which arise after their exportation. 
The national legislation of most States includes provisions 
enabling such  reimported  goods  to enter free  of import 
duties and taxes  and  provides for  the  repayment of any 
export duties and taxes paid on exportation. The customs 
procedure which  provides  for  such duty-free  importation 
and repayment is  that of reimportation in  the same state. 
This procedure is granted subject to the condition that the 
identity of the goods can be established. Any sums charge-
able as a result of repayment or remission of or conditional 
relief from  duties and taxes or of any subsidies or other 
amounts granted at exportation, must be paid. 
This  Annex  does  not  apply  to  the  reimportation  of 
travellers' personal effects or of means of transport for pri-
vate use. 
DEFINITIONS 
For the purposes of this Annex: 
(a) the  term  'reimportation  in  the  same state'  means  the 
customs  procedure  under  which  goods  which  were 
exported and were in free circulation or were compen-
sating  products  may  be  taken  into  home  use  free  of 
import daties and taxes,  provided that they  have  not 
undergone  any  manufacturing,  processing  or  repairs 
abroad. Any sums chargeable as a result of repayment 
or remission  of or conditional relief from  duties and 
taxes or of any subsidies or other amounts granted at 
exportation, must be paid; 
(b) the term  'clearance for  home  use'  means the  customs 
procedure  which  provides  that  imported  goods  may 
remain permanently in  the custom'>  territory. This pro-
cedure  implies the payment of any import duties and 
taxes  chargeable  and  the  accomplishment  of all  the 
necessary customs formalities; 
(c) the term  'import duties and taxes' means the customs 
duties and all  other duties, taxes, fees  or other charges 
which are collected on or in connection with the impor-
tation  of goods,  but  not  including  fees  and  charges 
which are limited in amount to the approximate cost of 
services rendered; 
(d) the term 'export duties and taxes' means customs duties 
and all other duties, taxes. fees or other charges which 
are collected on or in connection with the exportation 
of goods, but not including fees and charges which are 
limited in amount to the approximate cost of services 
rendered; 
(e) the term 'goods exported with notification of intended 
return'  means  goods  specified  by  the  declarant  as 
intended for reimportation. in respect of which identifi-
cation measures may be taken by the customs to facili-
tate reimportation in the same state; 
Note: 
Goods  exported  with  notification  of intended return 
may be regarded as placed under a customs procedure 
described as 'temporary exportation'; 
(t) the term 'goods in free circulation' means goods which 
may be disposed of without customs restriction; 
(g) the term  'compensating products' means the products 
obtained  during or as  a  result of the  manufacturing. 
processing or repair of the goods temporarily admitted 
for inward processing; 
(h) the term 'goods declaration' means a statement made in 
the form  prescribed by the customs. by which the per-
sons  interested indicate the customs procedure to be 
applied to the goods and furnish the particulars which 
the customs require to be declared for the application 
of  that procedure; 
(ij) the term 'person' means both natural and legal persons. 
unless the context otherwise requires. 
PRINCIPLES 
I.  Standard 
Reimportation in the same state shall be governed by the 
provisions of this Annex. 
2.  Stalldard 
National legislation shall specify the conditions to be ful-
filled and the customs formalities to be  accomplished for 
reimportatior:t in the same state. 
Note: 
Reimportation in the same state is subject to identification 
of the goods as the exponed goods to the satisfaction of 
the customs authorities. Edition  N°  lpage X-C-70  J 
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GENERAL PROVISIONS 
3.  Standard 
Reimportation in  the same state shall  be allowed even if 
only a part of the exported goods is reimported. 
4.  Recommended practice 
When circumstances so justify, reimportation in the same 
state should be allowed even if the goods are reimported 
by a person other than the person who exported them. 
5.  Standard 
Reimportation in the same state shall not be refused on the 
grounds that  the  goods have  been  used or damaged,  or 
have deteriorated during their stay abroad. 
6.  Standard 
Reimportation in the same state shall not be refused on the 
grounds  that,  during  their  stay  abroad,  the  goods  have 
undergone operations necessary  for  their  preservation  or 
maintenance  provided,  however,  that  their  value  at  the 
time of exportation has not been enhanced by such opera-
tions. 
7.  Standard 
Reimportation  in  the  same state shall  not  be  limited  to 
goods  imported  directly  from  abroad  but  shall  also  be 
authorized  for  goods  which  are  under  another  customs 
procedure. 
8.  Recommended practice 
Economic  prohibitions  and  restrictions  on  importation 
should  not be applied to goods reimported  in  the  same 
state which were in free circulation when exported. 
9.  Recommeaded practice 
Reimportation in the same state should not be refused on 
the grounds of the country whence the goods were  con-
signed. 
10.  Standard 
Reimportation in the same state shall not be refused on the 
grounds that the goods were exported without notification 
of intended return. 
TIME LIMIT FOR REIMPORTATION IN THE SAME 
STATE 
II.  Recommended practice 
Where time limits are fixed in national legislation beyond 
which reimportation in the same state will  not be granted, 
such limits should be of  sufficient duration to take account 
of the differing circumstances pertaining to each type of 
case  in  which  reimportation  in  the  same  state  may  be 
granted and should not be less than one year. 
REPAYMENT OF EXPORT DUTIES AND TAXES 
12.  ReconuneDded practice 
Any export duties and taxes paid should be repaid as soon 
as possible after the goods have been reimported in the 
same state. 
COMPETENT CUSTOMS OFFICES 
13.  Standard 
Customs offices at which goods may be declared for home 
use shall also be competent to grant reimportation in the 
same state. 
14.  Staadanl 
Provision shall be made to permit goods reimported in the 
same state to be declared at a  customs office other than 
that through which they were exported. 
GOODS DECLARATION 
15.  Recomlllellded practice 
Goods  declaration  forms  used  for  reimportation  in  the 
same state should be harmonized with those used for clear-
ance for home use. 
Notes: 
I.  In some countries the goods declaration for exportation 
with notification of intended return may also be used 
for reimportation in the same state. 
2.  Where  goods have been exported under cover of an 
ATA carnet in accordance with the Customs Conven-
tion on the AT  A camet for the temporary admission of 
goods. done at Brussels on 6 December 1961, reimpor-
tation in the same state takes place under cover of that 
carnet. 
16.  Recea~meaded practice 
No written goods declaration should be required for the 
reimportation  in the same state of packings. containers, 
pallets and commercial road vehicles which are in  use for 
the international transport of  goods, subject to the satisfac-
tion of the customs authorities that they were in free circu-
lation at the time of exponation. 
17. 
DOCUMENTATION TO BE PRESENTED IN 
SUPPORT OF THE DECLARATION FOR 
REIMPORTATION IN THE SAME STATE 
Standard 
In support of  the declaration for reimportation in the same 
state the customs authorities shall require the production 
of only such  documents  as  are considered  necessary  to 
ensure that the conditions laid down for the application of 
the procedure are fulfilled.  M  '  • Edition  N°  fpage  x-c-71  J 
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Note: 
The  customs  authorities  may  require  production  of the 
export declaration, other export documents, invoices, con-
tracts, etc. relating to the exported goods, and correspon-
dence exchanged in respect of  the return of the goods. 
18.  Recommended practice 
Where  goods  to  be  reimported  in  the  same  state  were 
exported with notification of intended return, the customs 
authorities should normally not require  in support of the 
declaration of reimportation in the same state any docu-
ment other than the goods declaration or the identification 
document issued at exportation. 
Notes: 
I.  In certain countries the declaration for exportation with 
notification of intended return  is  the only  document 
required for reimportation in the same state. 
2.  The  identity of the goods may  be  established  by  the 
customs authorities  on the  basis of the identification 
measures taken on exportation. 
GOODS  EXPORTED  WITH  NOTIFICATION  OF 
INTENDED RETURN 
(a) Goods to be exported with notification of intended return 
19.  Recommended practice 
The  customs  authorities  should,  at  the  request  of  the 
declarant, allow goods to be exported with notification of 
intended return,  and should  take any  necessary  steps  to 
facilitate reimportation in the same state. 
(b) Customs offices competent for exportation with notifica-
tion of intended retum 
20.  Standard 
Customs offices at which goods may be exported outright 
shall also be competent to authorize exportation with noti-
fication of intended return. 
(c) Goods  declaration  for exportatioo  with  ootification  of 
iotended return 
21.  Recommended practice 
The goods declaration forms used for exporting goods with 
notification of intended return should be harmonized with 
those used for outright exportation. 
Note: 
Exportation with notification of intended return may also 
be authorized under cover of an AT  A carnet in  lieu of a 
national customs document. 
(d) Documentatloa to be praeated ia support of the declara-
tioa for ex:portatloD with aotlflcatloa of iateatletl retun 
22.  Standard 
In support of the declaration for exportation with notifica-
tion  of  intended  return  the  customs  authorities  shall 
require  only  those  documents  considered  necessary  by 
them to permit control of the operation and to ensure com-
pliance with all requirements relating to the application of 
relevant restrictions or other regulations. 
(e) ldentificatioa  of  goods  exported  witla  aotiflcatioa  of 
intended return 
23.  Stalldard 
When  determining  the  nature  of  the  identification 
measures to be taken with respect to goods exported with 
notification  of intended  return,  the  customs  authorities 
shall take account in particular of the nature of the goods 
and the revenue interests involved. 
Note: 
For the identification of go_ods to be exported with notifi-
cation  of intended  return,  the  customs  authorities  may 
affix customs marks (seals, stamps, perforations, etc.),  or 
rely on marks, numbers or other indications permanently 
affixed  to the goods or on the description of the goods, 
scale plans or photographs, or take samples. 
(f)  Facilities granted to goods exported with notification 
of intended return 
24.  Recommended practice 
Goods  exported  with  notification  of  intended  return 
should be granted conditional relief from any export duties 
and taxes applicable. 
Note: 
The  declarant  may  be  required  to  provide  security  for 
recovery of the sums that would be chargeable if the goods 
were not reimported within any time limit specified. 
25.  Standard 
At  the  request  of  the  person  concerned,  the  customs 
authorities  shall  allow  exportation  with  notification  of 
intended return to be converted to definitive exportation, 
subject to compliance with the relevant conditions and for-
malities. 
Notes: 
I.  Any export duties and taxes not paid become charge-
able. 
2.  Normally, any repayment of or exemption from duties 
and taxes  which  could  not be obtained  because  the 
goods  were  exported  with  notification  of  intended 
return is allowed. Edition  No  (page  X-C-72  l . 
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26.  Recommended practice 
Where the same goods are to be exported with notification 
of intended return and reimported in the same state several 
times, the customs authorities should, at the request of the 
declarant, allow the declaration for exportation with notifi-
cation of intended return lodged on the first exportation to 
cover the subsequent reimportations and exportations of 
the goods during a specified period. 
Note: 
The  subsequent reimportations  and exportations may be 
recorded  on  the  goods  declaration  by  the  customs 
authorities, by stamping or by appropriate endonement. 
INFORMATION  CONCERNING  REIMPORTATION 
IN THE SAME STATE 
27.  Sta ...  rd 
The customs authorities shall ensure that all relevant infor-
mation regarding reimportation in the same state is readily 
available to any person interested.  . t 
I 
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 7 March 1985 
accepting, on behalf of the Community, three Annexes to the international convention on the 
simplification and harmonization of customs procedures 
(85/204/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
Commission, 
Whereas,  under  Decision  75/199/EEC (
1
),  the 
Community is a party to the international convention on 
the  simplification  and  harmonization  of  customs 
procedures; 
Whereas the Annexes to the said convention concerning 
entry for home use, outright exportation and repayment 
of  import  duties  and  taxes  can  be  accepted  by  the 
Community; 
Whereas it is  appropriate, however, to accompany this 
acceptance  with  certain  reserv.ations  in  order  to  take 
account of the special requirements of  the Customs Union 
and of the present state of harmonization in the area of 
customs legislation, 
HAS  DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The following Annexes to the international convention 
on  the  simplification  and  harmonization  of  customs 
procedures  are  hereby  accepted  on  behalf  of  the 
Community, subject to the reservations indicated: 
Annex B.1 concerning clearance for home use (Annex 
I to this  Decision),  with a general  reservation and 
reservations  with  regard  to  Standard  28  and 
Recommended Practices 19 and 52, 
Annex C.1 concerning outright exportation (Annex II 
to  this  Decision),  with  a  general  reservation  and 
reservations  with  regard  to  Standard  21  and  to 
Recommended Practice 10, 
Annex F. 6 concerning the repayment of  import duties 
and taxes (Annex III to this Decision), with a general 
reservation  and  a  reservation  with  regard  to 
Standard 7. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council shall designate the person 
entitled to notify the Secretary-General of the Customs 
Cooperation Council of the acceptance, on behalf of the 
Community, of the  Annexes  referred  to  in  Anicle  1, 
together with the reservations indicated in  that Article. 
Done at Brussels, 7 March 1985. 
For the Council 
The President 
A.  BIONDI Edition  No  I  page X-c-74  -, 
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ANNEX I 
ANNEX B.l 
ANNEX CONCERNING CLEARANCE FOR HOME USE 
Introduction 
Goods  which  are  imported  outright  for  use  or 
consumption  within  the  customs  territory  must  be 
declared for home use. 
They  may  be  declared  for  home  use  either directly on 
importation or after another customs procedure such as 
warehousing, temporary admission or customs transit. 
The main obligations to be fulfilled  by the declarant to 
obtain  the  clearance  of goods  for  home  use  are  the 
lodgment  of  a  goods  declaration  with  supporting 
documents (import licence, certificates of  origin, etc.) and 
the payment of any import duties and taxes chargeable. 
Under certain conditions the payment of import duties 
and taxes may be deferred. Where appropriate, security 
may be required by the customs to guarantee payment of 
the import duties and taxes. 
The measures taken by  the customs in connection with 
clearance  are:  checking  of the  goods  declaration  and 
accompanying  documents,  examination  of the  goods, 
assessment and collection of import duties and taxes and 
release  of  the  goods.  Depending  upon  national 
administrative practice, these operations may be carried 
out  in  a  different  order  from  that shown  above.  The 
customs may also be responsible for obtaining the data 
required for trade statistics and for  the enforcement of 
other statutory or regulatory provisions relating to the 
control of imported goods. Other competent authorities 
may  also carry out certain controls (veterinary, health, 
phytopathological,  etc.)  on  goods  declared  for  home 
use. 
The  prov1s1ons  of  this  Annex  apply  to  the  various 
formalities and measures (customs formalities) involved 
in  the clearance of goods for home use,  whatever their 
mode of importation. 
The Annex does not apply to the clearance for home use 
of  goods  imported  by  post  or  carried  in  travellers' 
baggage. 
Definitions 
For the  pu~poses of this Annex: 
(a)  the term 'clearance for home use' means the customs 
procedure which provides that imported goods may 
remain permanently in  the customs territory.  This 
procedure implies the payment of an import duties 
and taxes chargeable and the accomplishment of all 
the necessary customs formalities; 
(b)  the  term 'import duties  and taxes' means  customs 
duties and all other duties, taxes, fees or other charges 
which  are  collected  on  or in  connection  with  the 
importation  of goods,  but not  including  fees  and 
charges  which  are  limited  in  amount  to  the 
approximate cost of services rendered; 
(c)  the term 'goods declaration' means a statement made 
in the form prescribed by the customs, by which the 
persons interested indicate the customs procedure to 
be applied to the goods and furnish the particulars 
which  the  customs  require  to  be  declared  for  the 
application of that procedure; 
(d)  the term 'declarant' means the person who signs a 
goods declaration or in whose name it is signed; 
(e)  the term 'checking of  the goods declaration' means the 
action taken by the customs to satisfy themselves that 
the goods declaration is properly made out, that the 
supporting documents required are attached and that 
they  fulfil  the  conditions  laid  down  as  to  their 
authenticity and validity; 
(f)  the term 'examination of goods' means the physical 
inspection  of  goods  by  the  customs  to  satisfy 
themselves  that  the  nature,  origin,  condition, 
quantity and value of the goods are in  accordance 
with  the  particulars  furnished  in  the  goods 
declaration; 
(g)  the  term  'assessment  of import  duties  and  taxes' 
means  th~ determination of the amount of import 
duties and taxes payable; 
(h)  the term 'release' means the action by the customs to 
permit goods undergoing clearance to be placed at the 
disposal of the persons concerned; 
(ij)  the term 'security' means that which ensures to the 
satisfaction of the customs that an obligation to the 
customs  will  be  fulfilled.  Security  is  described as 
'general' when it ensures that the obligations arising 
from several operations will  be fulfilled; 
(k)  the  term  'person'  means  both  natural  and  legal 
persons, unless the context otherwise requires. I 
I 
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Principles  The declarant 
1.  Standard 
Clearance  for  home  use  shall  be  governed  by  the 
provisions of this Annex. 
2.  Standard 
National  legislation  shall  specify  the  conditions  to  be 
fulfilled and the customs formalities to be accomplished 
for the clearance of goods for home use. 
Notes 
1.  National legislation may include prohibitions and 
restrictions  in  respect  of  the  importation  of certain 
categories of goods. 
2.  The obligations to be fulfilled to effect the clearance 
of goods for home use include the lodgment of a goods 
declaration, the production of  supporting documents and 
the  payment  of  any  import  duties  and  taxes 
chargeable. 
Competent customs offices 
3.  Standard 
The  customs  authorities  shall  designate  the  customs 
offices at which goods may be cleared for  home use.  In 
determining  the  competence  of these  offices  and  their 
hours of business, the factors to be taken into account 
shall  include  the  particular  requirements  of trade  and 
industry. 
Notes 
1.  The customs  authorities  may  allow  goods  to  be 
cleared for home use  at inland customs offices. 
2.  The competence of certain customs offices may be 
restricted in  terms of the mode of transport used or to 
specified categories of goods or to goods consigned to a 
specified  region  (e.g.  the frontier zone or an industrial 
zone). 
3.  The customs authorities may  require that certain 
categories of goods (e.g., diamonds, antiques, works of 
art) be cleared for home use at customs offices designated 
for that purpose. 
4.  Recommended practice 
Where  corresponding customs offices  are  located on  a 
common  frontier,  the  customs  authorities  of the  two 
countries concerned should, as far as possible, correlate 
the  business  hours  and  the  competence  of  those 
offices. 
(a)  Persons entitled to act as declarant 
5.  Standard 
National  legislation  shall  specify  the conditions  under 
which a person is entitled to act as declarant. 
Note 
The declarant need not be the owner of  the goods; he may 
be, for example, the carrier, the forwarding agent, the 
consignee or an agent approved by the customs. 
6.  Recommended practice 
Any  person  having  the  right  to  dispose  of the  goods 
should be entitled to act as declarant. 
Note 
The  customs  authorities  may  require the declarant  to 
establish his right to dispose of the goods. 
(b)  Responsibilities of the declarant 
7.  Standard 
The declarant shall be  held responsible to the customs 
authorities for the accuracy of the particulars given in the 
goods declaration and payment of the import duties and 
taxes. 
(c)  Rights of the declarant 
8.  Standard 
Before lodging the goods declaration the declarant shall 
be authorized, under such conditions as may be laid down 
by the customs authorities: 
(a)  to inspect the goods and 
(b)  to draw samples. 
9.  Recommended practice 
The customs authorities should not require a separate 
goods  declaration  for  home  use  in  respect  of samples 
allowed  to  be  drawn  under  customs  supervision, 
provided  that such  samples  are  included  in  the goods 
declaration  for  home  use  concerning  the  relevant 
consignment and that this declaration is lodged within the 
prescribed time limit. 
10.  Recommended practice 
In  cases of special difficulty, and if so requested by the 
declarant,  the customs  authorities should  provide  any 
necessary information available to them to assist him in 
completing the goods declaration for home use. 
l 
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The goods declaration for home usc 
(a)  Goods declaration form and contents 
11.  Standard 
Forms  for  the  goods  declaration  for  home  use  shall 
conform to the official model laid down by the competent 
authorities. 
The  competent  authorities  shall  require  the  goods 
declaration  to  provide  only  such  particulars  as  are 
deemed  necessary  for  the assessment  and coiJection  of 
import duties and taxes, the compilation of statistics and 
the application of the other laws and regulations which 
the customs are responsible for enforcing. 
Notes 
1.  The customs authorities generally require: 
(a)  particulars relating to persons: 
name and address of declarant, 
name and address of importer, 
name and address of consignor; 
(b)  particulars relating to transport: 
mode of transport, 
- identification of means of transport; 
(c)  particulars relating to the goods: 
country  whence  consigned  and  country  of 
origin, 
description  of  the  packages  (number,  nature, 
marks and numbers, weight), 
tariff description of the goods; 
(d)  particulars for the assessment of import duties and 
taxes (for each description of goods): 
tariff heading, 
rates of import duties and taxes, 
gross weight, net weight or other quantity, 
dutiable value; 
(e)  other particulars: 
statistical  item  number  applicable  to  each 
description of goods, 
area  whence  the  goods  were  consigned  or 
reference  to  applicable  legal  provisions  (where 
preferential treatment is claimed), 
reference to documents submitted in support of 
the goods declaration; 
(f)  place, date and signature of the declarant. 
2.  When  they  are  considering  revision  of  present 
forms or preparation of new forms for goods declarations 
for home usc, Contraaing Parties may use the layout key 
in Appendix I to this Annex, having regard to the Notes in 
Appendix II. 
12.  Recommended practice 
Where,  for  reasons  deemed  valid  by  the  customs 
authorities,  the  declarant  does  not  have  all  the 
information required to make the goods declaration for 
home usc, he should be allowed to lodge a provisional or 
incomplete  declaration  provided  that  it  contains  the 
particulars deemed necessary by the·customs and that he 
undertakes to complete it within a specified period. 
If  the  customs  authorities  accept  a  provisional  or 
incomplete  declaration,  the  tariff  treatment  to  be 
accorded to the goods should not be different from that 
which would have  been accorded had a  complete and 
correa declaration been lodged in the first instance. 
Note 
Where  release  is  granted  before  all  the  necessary 
particulars  have  been  supplied,  the declarant  may  be 
required to furnish security for the payment of any sums 
that may become chargeable. 
(b)  Number of copies to be submitted 
13.  Recommended practice 
The customs authorities should reduce, so far as possible, 
the number of copies of the goods declaration for home 
use required to be submitted by the declarant. 
14.  Recommended practice 
Where several copies of the goods declaration for home 
usc  are  required,  it  should  be  made  possible  for  the 
declarant to complete all of them in one run. 
(c)  Documents to be submitted in support of 
the goods declaration 
15.  Standard 
In  support  of  the  goods  declaration  the  customs 
authorities shall require only those documents considered 
necessary  by  them  in  order to permit  control  of the 
operation and ensure that all requirements relating to the 
application of relevant restriaions or other regulations 
have been complied with. 
Note 
The customs authorities· frequently require produaion of 
the  following  documents  in  support  of  the  goods 
declaration for home usc:  import licence, documentary 
evidence  of  origin,  health  or  phytopathological 
certificate, commercial invoice, transport documents. Edition  NO  lpageX-C-77  l 
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16.  Recommended practice 
Where certain supporting documents cannot be lodged 
with  the  goods  declaration  and  the  declarant  gives 
reasons  deemed  valid  by  the  customs  authorities,  the 
latter should authorize him to produce those documents 
within a specified period. 
Note 
Where release  is  granted before the missing documents 
are produced, the declarant may be required to furnish 
security for the payment of any sums that may become 
chargeable. 
17.  Recommended practice 
Where the documents produced in  support of a goods 
declaration  are  made  out in  a  language  that is  not  a 
language  of the  country  of importation,  the  customs 
authorities should not require, as  a matter of course, a 
translation of the particulars given in those documents. 
(d)  Amendment of the goods declaration 
18.  Standard 
The customs  authorities  shall  permit  the  declarant  to 
amend a goods declaration already lodged, provided that 
when his request is received they have commenced neither 
the checking of  the declaration nor the examination of the 
goods. 
19.  Recommended practice 
A request to amend a goods declaration, submitted by the 
declarant after either the checking of the declaration or 
the examination of the goods has commenced, should be 
accepted by the customs authorities if the reasons given by 
the declarant are deemed valid. 
Note 
Amendment of the goods declaration for home use does 
not  prevent  the  customs  authorities  from  taking  any 
necessary action if an offence has been discovered during 
the checking of the declaration or the examination of the 
goods. 
(e)  Withdrawal of the goods declaration 
20.  Recommended practice 
The declarant should be authorized to withdraw a goods 
declaration for home use and request the application of 
another customs procedure, provided that his request is 
made to the customs authorities before the goods have 
been released and his reasons are deemed valid. 
Note 
Withdrawal of the goods declaration for home use does 
not  prevent  the  customs  authorities  from  taking  any 
necessary action if an offence has been discovered during 
the checking of the declaration or the examination of the 
goods. 
Lodgment of the goods declaration 
(a}  Choice of the office of clearance 
21.  Standard 
The goods declaration for home use shall be lodged at the 
competent  customs  office  where  the  goods  are 
presented. 
Note 
If standing authority has been given  for the release of 
goods  before presentation of a goods declaration, the 
customs authorities may require the goods declaration to 
be lodged at a specified customs office. 
(b)  Time  allowed  for  lodgement  of  the 
declaration 
22.  Standard 
Where  national legislation  lays  down a  time  limit  for 
lodgment of the  goods  declaration for  home  use  at  a 
competent customs office, the time allowed shall enable 
the  declarant  to  assemble  the  particulars  needed  for 
making  the  declaration  and to  obtain the supporting 
documents required. 
Notes 
1.  National  legislation  may  provide  that  the  time 
limits for lodgment of  the goods declaration shall run, for 
example, from  the time when the goods are unloaded, 
from  the time when they are presented at the customs 
office or from the time when they are released. 
2.  When the goods declaration has not been lodged on 
expiry of the time limit, the customs authorities may take 
such action as may be deemed necessary, in particular to 
protect the interests of the Revenue. 
23.  Recommended practice 
At the request of the declarant, and for reasons deemed 
valid by the customs authorities, the latter should extend 
a  time  limit  prescribed  for  lodging  the  goods 
declaration. 
24.  Recommended practice 
The declarant should  be  authorized to lodge  a  goods 
declaration for home use at a competent customs office 
before the goods arrive at that office. 
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N~  N~ 
Authority  may  also  be  given  for  lodgment  of  the 
declaration  before  the  goods  arrive  in  the  customs 
territory. 
(c)  Periodic lodgment of declarations 
25.  Recommended practice 
Where goods are imported frequently by the same person, 
the  customs  authorities  should  allow  a  single  goods 
declaration to cover all importations by that person in a 
given period. 
Notes 
1.  The  customs  authorities  may  make  the  facility 
subject to the condition that the importer keeps proper 
commercial records (e.g., by  means of computers) and 
that the necessary control measures can be taken. 
2.  If the customs authorities grant this facility,  they 
may  require  the  declarant  to  produce,  at  each 
importation,  a  commercial  or  official  document 
(commercial invoice, waybill, dispatch note, etc.) giving 
the main particulars of the consignment concerned. 
(d)  Lodgment  of  the  goods  declaration 
outside  the  business  hours  of  the 
customs office 
26.  Standard 
The goods declaration shall be lodged during the business 
hours of the competent customs office. 
27.  Recommended practice 
At the request of the declarant, and for reasons deemed 
valid by the customs authorities, the latter should, so far 
as  possible,  allow  the goods declaration  to  be  lodged 
outside  the  business  hours  of the  competent  customs 
office; any expenses which this entails may be charged to 
the declarant. 
Acceptance of the goods declaration 
28.  Standard 
A goods declaration shall be taken to be accepted when 
the customs office at which it was lodged has ascertained 
that  it  contains  all  the  necessary  particulars  and  is 
accompanied by all the documents required. 
29.  Standard 
Where  the customs  authorities  cannot accept  a  goods 
declaration for home use lodged at a customs office, they 
shall state the reasons to the declarant. 
A goods declaration may be refused, for example, when 
the  customs  office  does  not  have  the  necessary 
competence or when the immediate produaion of  missing 
documents is deemed essential. 
Checking of the goods declaration 
30.  Standard 
The checking of the goods declaration shall be effected as 
soon  as  possible  after  the  declaration  has  been 
accepted. 
31.  Standard 
For the purpose of checking the goods declaration the 
customs authorities shall take only such action as they 
deem essential to ensure compliance with the laws and 
regulations  which  the  customs  are  responsible  for 
enforcing. 
Note 
As  a general rule, the customs: 
satisfy  themselves  that  the  tariff  heading  shown 
corresponds to the description of the goods and that 
the rates of  import duties and taxes indicated are those 
in force, 
check that the particulars in the goods declaration 
tally  with  those  in  the  documents  produced,  in 
particular as  regards identification of the packages 
and the quantity and value of the goods declared, 
check the authenticity and validity of the documents 
produced in support of the declaration. 
Examination of the goods 
(a)  Time required for examination of goods 
32.  Standard 
Where the customs authorities decide that goods declared 
for home use  shall be examined this examination shall 
take place as soon as possible after the goods declaration 
has been accepted. 
33.  Recommended practice 
Priority  should  be  given  to  the  examination  of live 
animals,  perishable  goods  and  other  urgent 
consignments. 
34.  Recommended practice 
If  the goods must also be inspected by other competent 
authorities  (for  the  purpose  of  applying  veterinary, I 
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health,  phytopathological,  etc.,  controls)  the  customs 
should, where practicable, perform their examination at 
· the same time. 
Note 
The customs authorities may  require that goods to  be 
examined by other competent authorities be declared at 
customs offices designated for that purpose. 
(b)  Examination  of  goods  outside  the 
business hours of the customs office 
35.  Standard 
At the request of the declarant, and for reasons deemed 
valid by the customs authorities, the latter shall, so far as 
possible,  allow  goods  declared  for  home  use  to  be 
examined  outside  the  business  hours  of the  customs 
office; the expenses entailed by such examination may be 
charged to the declarant. 
Note 
Examination outside the business hours of the customs 
office may be  arranged for, e.g., perishable goods, live 
animals and other urgent consignments. 
(c)  Examinations of goods  at  a  place other 
than the customs office 
36.  Standard 
At the request of the declarant, and for reasons deemed 
valid by the customs authorities, the latter shall, so far as 
possible,  allow  goods  declared  for  home  use  to  be 
examined at a place other than the customs office where 
the goods declaration was lodged; the expenses entailed 
by such examination may be charged to the declarant. 
Notes 
1.  Goods  may  be  examined,  according  to  the 
circumstances, at the premises of the person' concerned, 
on premises with  appropriate equipment,  at any  place 
within  the  customs  surveillance  zone  or at a  customs 
office other than that at which the goods declaration was 
lodged. 
2.  The cases in which arrangements may be made for 
examination  at  a place  other than  the  customs  office 
where the goods declaration was lodged include: 
goods  which  cannot  readily  be  examined  until 
unloaded at destination (for example:  wheat, oil or 
ores imported by ship or barge; bulk consignments of 
parts in  containers; furniture and  household effects 
imported on transfer of residence), 
goods  which  cannot  be  examined  without 
appropriate equipment (such as a dark room or a cold 
chamber), 
goods  which  cannot  usefully  be  required  to  be 
produced at a customs office (for example, products 
obtained from the working of  border lands or  quarries 
near the frontier, imported by the shortest route). 
(d)  Presence of the declarant at examination 
of goods 
37.  Standard 
The declarant shall  have the right to attend or to  be 
represented  at  the  examination  of the  goods.  If the 
customs authorities deem it useful, they may require him 
to be present or to be represented at the examination of 
the goods  in  order that he  may  give  the customs any 
assistance necessary to facilitate die examination. 
Notes 
1.  The  declarant  may  be  required  to  group  the 
packages, open them, sort the goods by description and 
tally them. 
2.  If goods  declared  for  home  use  are  dangerous, 
delicate  or fragile,  the  declarant  may  be  required  to 
provide experts to assist the customs. 
3.  The declarant may also be required to furnish the 
customs  with  the  technical  specifications  of imported 
goods. 
(e)  Extent of examination of goods 
38.  Standard 
When  examining goods,  the customs  authorities shall 
take only such  action as they deem essential to ensure 
compliance  with  the  laws  and  regulations  which  the 
customs are responsible for enforcing. 
Notes 
1.  The examination of goods may be either summary 
or detailed. In a summary examination the customs may 
carry  out  some,  though  not  necessarily  all,  of  the 
following checks  - counting the packages, noting their 
marks and numbers and ascertaining the description of 
the  goods.  Detailed  examination  involves  thorough 
inspection  of the  goods  to determine as  accurately  as 
possible their composition, quantity, tariff heading, value 
and, where necessary, origin. 
2.  Detailed examination of the goods is warranted, in 
particular, where the customs authorities are not satisfied 
about  the  accuracy  of  particulars  furnished  in  the 
declaration or in the supporting documents. 
3.  Goods liable to high  import duties and/or taxes 
may  be regularly subjected to detailed examination. 
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39.·  Recommended practice 
The  customs  authorities  should  in  as  many  cases  as 
possible  be  content  with  a  summary  examination  of 
goods declared for home use. 
Note 
Summary examination may be considered  suff~cient, for 
example,  where  goods  of  the  same  description  are 
imported frequently by a person known by the customs to 
be reliable, where the accuracy of the particulars given in 
the  declaration can  be  checked  against the supporting 
documents or against other evidence, or where the import 
duties and taxes involved are low. 
40.  Recommended practice 
Where  the  customs  authorities  carry. out  a  detailed 
examination of goods shown in a declaration relating to a 
consignment consisting of many packages and covered by 
a  packing  list  or  other  similar  document,  such 
examination should normally be undertaken on a random 
basis. 
Note 
The customs authorities may decide, having regard to the 
staff available, that consignments of goods declared for 
home use will be subjected to detailed examination by a 
selective technique. 
(f)  Sampling by the customs 
41.  Standard 
Samples shall be taken only where deemed necessary by 
the  customs  authorities  ro  establish  the  description 
and/  or value of goods declared for home use or to ensure 
the application of other provisions of national legislation. 
Any samples drawn shall be as  small as possible. 
Errors in the declaration 
42.  Standard 
If the customs authorities find  that errors in  the goods 
declaration or in the assessment of the import duties and 
taxes  will  cause  or have  caused  the  collection  of an 
amount  of import  duties  and  taxes  greater  than  that 
legally chargeable they shall repay or remit the amount 
overcharged, or shall inform the declarant so that he may 
amend the declaration or lodge a claim for repayment or 
remission, as the case may be. 
43.  Standard 
If the customs authorities find  that errors in  the goods 
declaration entail liability to additional import duties and 
taxes,  the  production  of  additional  supporting 
documents  or  the  application  of additional  laws  or 
regulations, and there is no evidence of  illegal intent, they 
shall inform the declarant without delay. Where they are 
satisfied that the errors were inadvertent and that there 
has not been gross negligence on the part of  the declarant, 
they  shall  allow  him  to  amend  his  declaration  and 
accomplish the necessary additional formalities without 
imposing a penalty. 
44.  Standard 
National legislation shall provide that where errors found 
in the goods declaration or in the assessment of  the import 
duties and taxes entail either the collection of additional 
import  duties  and  taxes  in  an  amount  regarded  as 
negligible, or the refund of such an amount, the customs 
shall not collect or refund that amount. 
Assessment of import duties and taxes 
(a}  Factors to be taken into consideration 
45.  Standard 
National legislation shall specify the factors on which the 
assessment of import duties and taxes is  based and the 
conditions under which these factors are determined. 
Notes 
1.  The factors  on which  the  assessment  of import 
duties and taxes is  based are generally the following: 
tariff classification, 
value or quantity, according to whether the import 
duties  and  taxes  applicable  are  ad  valorem  or 
specific, 
country of  origin or  country whence consigned, where 
liability depends upon these factors. 
2.  The  rules  for  determining  tariff  classification, 
dutiable value or quantity, and origin may be set out in 
explanatory  notes  drawn  up  by  the  competent 
authorities. 
(b)  Rates  of  import  duties  and  taxes 
applicable 
46.  Standard 
The rates of import duties and taxes chargeable on goods 
taken into home use  shall  be  set out in official  tariffs 
which shall be given adequate publicity. i 
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47.  Standard 
National legislation shall specify the point'in time to be 
taken into consideration for the purpose of determining 
the rates of import duties and taxes chargeable on goods 
declared for home use. 
Note 
The  point  in  time  taken  into  consideration  for 
determining the rates chargeable may be, for example, the 
time when the goods  arrive, the time when the goods 
declaration is  lodged, the time when the declaration is 
accepted by the customs, the time when the import duties 
and  taxes  are  paid,  or the  time  when  the  goods  are 
released. 
Payment of import duties and taxes 
(a)  Methods of payment accepted 
48.  Standard 
National legislation shall specify the methods that may be 
used to pay the import duties and taxes chargeable. 
49.  Recommended practice 
The customs  authorities should  permit payment other 
than in cash. 
Notes 
1.  Authorized  methods of pay~ent other than cash 
may  include  bank  or  postal  cheques,  payments  or 
transfers. 
2.  If  cheques drawn on a foreign bank are accepted it 
may be required that the bank must have an office in the 
country of importation. 
(b)  Date and place of payment 
50.  Standard 
The customs authorities shall determine the date when 
payment  of the  amount  of import  duties  and  taxes 
chargeable is due and the place where payment must be 
made. 
Notes 
1.  Import duties and taxes are normally paid at the 
customs office where the goods declaration was lodged. 
Payment may also  be made through another agency or 
office designated by the customs authorities. 
2.  Import duties and taxes are generally required to be 
paid at the rime when the goods declaration is lodged or 
accepted  or before  the  goods  are  released.  In  certain 
circumstances, payment may be deferred. 
(c)  Deferred payment of import duties  and 
taxes 
51.  Recommended practice 
Persons who regularly clear goods for home use should be 
authorized to defer payment of import duties and taxes 
without interest charges. 
Notes 
1.  A person given the benefit of this facility may be 
required to furnish security in an amount determined by 
the customs authorities. 
2.  Any  person  wishing  to  defer  payment  may  be 
required  to  submit  an  application  in  writing  to  the 
customs. 
52.  Recommended practice 
If  security is required for deferred payment, persons who 
regularly clear goods for home use at different customs 
offices in the customs territory should be authorized to 
provide a general security. · 
53.  Recommended practice 
The amount of the security to be provided for deferred 
payment should not exceed  the amount of the import 
duties and taxes potentially chargeable in respect of the 
goods imported during the period for which the payment 
of import duties and taxes is deferred. 
Note 
The customs authorities may determine the amount of  the 
security on the basis of the amount of the import duties 
and taxes  paid  during  a  previous  period of the  same 
duration. In  the event of changes in, for example, the 
rates applicable or the volume of the importations, the 
amount of the security may be adjusted accordingly. 
54.  Standard 
Any  person  required  to  provide  security  for  deferred 
payment shall  be  allowed to choose whatever form  of 
security  presaibed  by  national  legislation  is  most 
convenient to him. 
55.  Recommended practice 
The period for which payment of  import duties and taxes 
can be deferred should be at least 14 days following the 
date when payment of the amount of import duties and 
taxes chargeable is otherwise due. 
Notes 
1.  Different periods may  be  fixed  for  each  type  of 
tax. 
2.  The customs authorities may agree that the import 
duties  and taxes in  respect of imports during a given 
period shall be payable on a fixed date. 
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(d)  Proof of payment 
56.  Standard 
When the import duties and taxes have been paid a receipt 
constituting  proof of payment  shall  be  issued  to  the 
payer. 
Note 
The receipt may be given on the declarant's copy of the 
declaration. 
(e)  Period of limitation for the collection of 
import duties and taxes 
57.  Standard 
National legislation shall specify the period within which 
the customs authorities may  take legal action to collect 
import duties and taxes not paid when due. 
(f)  Interest on arrears 
58.  Standard 
National legislation shall determine the rate of interest 
chargeable on amounts of import duties and taxes that 
have  not  been  paid  when  due  and  the  conditions  of 
application of such interest. 
Release of goods 
59.  Standard 
Goods declared for home use shall be released as soon as 
the customs authorities have examined them, or decided 
not to examine them, provided that no offence has been 
found and that any import duties and taxes chargeable 
have been paid or that appropriate action has been taken 
to ensure their collection. 
60.  Recommended practice 
If the customs authorities are satisfied that the declarant 
will subsequently accomplish all the formalities in respect 
of clearance for home use they should release the goods, 
provided  that the declarant produces a commercial or 
official  document  giving  the  main  particulars  of the 
consignment concerned and acceptable to the customs. 
Notes 
1.  The customs authorities may make it a condition 
for  release  that  the  supporting  documents  deemed 
essential  have  been  produced  and  that  the  controls 
provided for in  national legislation (veterinary, health, 
.phytopathological, etc., controls) have been carried out 
by the competent authorities. 
2.  The declarant may be required to furnish security to 
ensure  compliance  with  his  undertakings  to  the 
customs. 
61.  Recommended practice 
When  the  goods  cannot  be  examined  promptly,  for 
instance when experts have to be called in or when the 
goods must be analyzed in specialized laboratories, and 
examination is possible on the basis of  samples or  detailed 
technical documentation, the customs authorities should 
not wait for the examination to be completed before they 
release the goods. 
Note 
The customs authorities may grant release on condition 
that  security  is  furnished  to ensure  collection  of any 
additional  import duties and taxes that might become 
chargeable. 
62.  Recommended practice 
Where  an  offence  has  been  discovered  during  the 
checking of the goods declaration or the accompanying 
documents or during the examination of the goods, the 
customs authorities should not wait for the offence to be 
regularized before they release the goods, provided that 
the declarant furnishes security to ensure collection of  the 
additional import duties and taxes and of the penalties to 
which  he  is  liable and that the goods are not liable to 
confiscation. 
Destruction or abandonment of ~ds 
63.  Recommended practice 
On condition that no offence has been discovered during 
the checking of the declaration or the examination of the 
goods, the declarant or the person interested should not 
be required to pay the import duties and taxes or should 
be entitled to repayment thereof: 
where at his request goods that have been declared for 
home use but have not been released are abandoned to 
the Revenue or destroyed or rendered commercially 
valueless  under  customs  control,  as  the  customs 
authorities  may  decide.  Such  abandonment  or 
destruction  shall  not  entail  any  cost  to  the 
Revenue., 
where goods that have been declared for home use are 
destroyed or irrecoverably lost by  accident or force 
majeure, provided that such destruction or loss occurs 
before the goods are released and is duly established to 
the satisfaction of the customs authorities. Edition  N°  (page X-C-83  I 
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Any waste or scrap remaining after destruction shall be 
liable, if taken into home use, to the import duties and. 
taxes that would  be  applicable to such  waste or scrap 
imported in  that State. 
Note 
Where  an  offence  has  been  discovered,  the  customs 
authorities may allow this facility subject to payment of 
the penalties laid down in  national legislation. 
64.  Recommended practice 
Where the customs authorities sell goods which have not 
been  declared within the time allowed or could not be 
released  although  no  offence  has  been  discovered,  the 
proceeds of the sale, after deduction of the import duties 
and taxes and all other charges and expenses incurred, 
should be made over to the person(s) entitled to receive 
them, when this is possible, or be held at their disposal for 
a specified period. 
Note 
This procedure may be followed, in panicular, where a 
goods declaration has been accepted but the declarant has 
been unable to pay the import duties and taxes and has 
not  requested  that the  goods  be  assigned  to  another 
customs procedure. 
Information concerning clearance for home use 
65.  Standard 
The customs  authorities shall  ensure  that all  relevant 
information  concerning  the  clearance  for  home  use 
procedure is readily available to any person interested. 
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LAYOUT KEY 
for goods declaration for home use 
Declaration No 
(Free disposal)  Customs office 
Importer (name and address)  Declarant (name and address) 
Country whence consigned  Import licence No 
Country of origin  Preference claimed 
(Free disposal) 
Other documents attached 
(Free disposal) 
Mode of transport and identification of means of transport 
Description of packages (marks and numbers, number and kind); description of goods; gross weight 
Tariff heading, statistical No, net weight, quantity, dutiable value, nature, rates and amount of duties and taxes 
(Free disposal) 
~~cean~at;------------
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  Signature of declarant Edition  No  Jpagex-c-85  I 
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Appendix II to Annex B.1 
Notes 
1.  The size of the layout key is ISO size A4 (210 x 297 mm, 8,27 x 11,69 inches). The form 
should be provided with a 10-mm top margin and a 20-mm left-hand filing margin. Line 
spacing should be based on multiples of 4,24 mm (  1  I 6 inch) and width-spacing on multiples of 
2,54 mm (  1  I 10 inch). The layout should be in conformity with the Economic Commission for 
Europe (ECE) layout key, as illustrated in Appendix I. Minor deviations in the exact size of 
boxes etc., are permissible if required for panicular reasons in the issuing country, such as the 
existence  of non-metric  measurement  systems,  features  of national  aligned  systems  of 
documents, etc. 
2.  Countries may determine standards concerning the weight per m
2 of the paper, and the 
use of a machine-turned background to prevent falsification. 
3.  The standardization comprises only questions of size and layout; guiding words included 
in the layout key are intended only to indicate the nature of the information which should 
appear in a given place. Accordingly each country remains free to replace these words in its 
national form by such wording as it considers more appropriate provided that this wording 
does not affect the nature of the information as indicated in the layout key. 
4.  In addition it is open to administrations to omit from their forms items in the layout key 
which they do not require. The spaces which thus become vacant may be used for official 
purposes. 
5.  Additional items required by administrations which are not provided for by the layout 
key may be allocated to the 'free disposal area'. --- ----- ----
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ANNEX II 
ANNEX C.l 
ANNEX CONCERNING OUTRIGHT EXPORTATION 
Introduction 
The  outright exportation  of goods  generally  involves 
relatively simple customs formalities.  While normally a 
goods declaration is required, in some cases the exporter 
need only produce to the customs a commercial document 
containing the information required about the goods to 
be exported. Under certain conditions, the exporter may 
be  authorized to  lodge a single  goods declaration or a 
consolidated  return  covering  all  his  exportations  in  a 
given period. 
Apart from the collection of any export duties and taxes 
applicable,  the  purposes  of customs  control  are,  in 
particular,  to  ensure  the  enforcement  of  national 
legislation  concerning  export  prohibitions  and 
r~strictions and to check the particulars used to determine 
the amount of any internal duties and taxes from which 
repayment can be allowed or from which exemption can 
be  granted.  In  addition,  the  customs  are  normally 
responsible for collecting the information needed for the 
preparation of external trade statistics. 
Goods  to  be  exported may  also  be  subject  to  certain 
controls by competent authorities other than the customs, 
for  example  veterinary,  phytopathological  and  other 
health controls. 
·~ 
This  Annex  deals  with  the  various  formalities  and 
measures  (customs  formalities)  involved  in  outright 
exportation, irrespective of the mode of transport. 
In  accordance  with  the  definition  of  'outright 
exportation',  this  Annex  does  not  deal  with  goods 
exported  under  the  drawback  procedure  or  under  a 
processing procedure or with repayment of import duties 
and taxes. Nor does it cover goods which are carried by 
post or in  travellers' baggage. 
Definitions 
For the  purpos~s of this Annex: 
(a)  the  term  'outright exportation' mean·s  the customs 
procedure applicable to goods which,  being in  free 
circulation,  leave  the  customs  territory  and  are 
intended to remain permanently outside it, excluding 
goods exported  under the drawback procedure or 
under a processing procedure or with repayment of 
import duties and taxes; 
(b)  the  term  'goods  in  free  circulation'  means  goods 
which  may  be  disposed  ·of  without  customs 
restriction; 
(c)  the term 'customs territory' means a territory in which 
the customs law of a State applies in full; 
(d)  the  term  'export duties  and taxes' means  customs 
duties and all other duties, taxes, fees or  other charges 
which  are  collected  on or in  connection  with  the 
exportation  of goods  but  not  including  fees  and 
charges  which  are  limited  in  amount  to  the 
approximate cost of services rendered; 
(e)  the term 'goods declaration' means a statement made 
in the form prescribed by the customs, by which the 
persons interested indicate the customs procedure to 
be applied to the goods and furnish the particulars 
which  the customs  require  to  be  declared  for  the 
application of that procedure; 
(f)  the  ~erm 'examination of goods' means the physical 
inspection  of  goods  by  the  customs  to  satisfy 
themselves  that  the  nature,  origin,  condition, 
quantity and value of the goods are in  accordance 
with  the  particulars  furnished  in  the  goods 
declaration; 
(g)  the  term  'person'  means  both  natural  and  legal 
persons, unless the context Qtherwise requires. 
Principles 
1.  Standard 
Outright exportation shall be governed by the provisions 
of this Annex. 
2.  Standard 
National  legislation  shall  specify  the conditions  to  be 
fulfilled  and the customs formalities to be accomplished 
for outright exportation. 
Notes 
1.  National legislation may include prohibitions and 
restrictions  in  respect  of the  exportation  of  certain 
categories of goods. 
2.  The obligations to be fulfilled in connection with 
outright exportation include, in particular, the lodgment 
of a covering document and the payment of any export 
duties and taxes chargeable. Edition  N°  (page X-C-87  I 
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Competent customs offices 
3.  Standard 
The  customs  authorities  shall  designate  the  customs 
offices  at  which  goods  may  be  cleared  for  outright 
exportation.  In  determining  the  competence  of these 
offices and their hours of business, the factors to be taken 
into account shall include the particular requirements of 
trade, industry and transport. 
Notes 
1.  The competence of certain customs offices may be 
restricted to exportations by certain modes of transport 
or to specified categories of goods or to goods coming 
from  a  specified  region  (e.g.  the  frontier  zone  or  an 
industrial zone). 
2.  The  customs  authorities  may  require  that  the 
outright  exportation  of  certain  categories  of  goods 
subject  to  special  control  measures  (e.g.  diamonds, 
antiques, works of art) or to controls by other competent 
authorities be effected at customs offices designated for 
that purpose. 
4.  Standard 
The customs authorities shall allow goods for outright 
exportation to be declared at inland customs offices. 
Notes 
1.  Where justified by the circumstances, the customs 
authorities may authorize a customs post to be set up on 
the premises of a commercial undertaking. 
2.  Examination  of the  goods,  where  necessary,  is 
normally carried out at the inland customs office where 
the goods were declared for outright exportation. 
3.  The customs  authorities  may  require  that goods 
declared for outright exportation at an inland customs • 
office  be  conveyed  to  the  office  of exit  in  customs 
transit. 
5.  Standard 
Where  corresponding customs  offices  are  located on  a 
common frontier, the customs authorities of  the countries 
concerned shall as far as possible correlate the business 
hours and the competence of those offices. 
Clearance  of goods  outside  the  business  hours  of the 
customs office 
6.  Standard 
At  the  request  of the  declarant,  and  for  reasons  they 
deem  valid,  the  customs  authorities  shall,  as  far  as 
administrative  organization  permits,  allow  goods  for 
outright exportation to be cleared outside the business 
hours of the customs office; the expenses entailed by such 
clearance may be charged to the declarant. 
The declarant 
7.  Standard 
National legislation  shall  specify  the conditions under 
which a person is entitled to act as declarant, the extent of 
this responsibility and his rights. 
Documentation to be submitted on outright 
exportation 
(a)  Goods declaration form and content 
8.  Standard 
Forms for the goods declaration for outright exportation' 
shall  conform to the official  model  laid down  by  the 
customs authorities. 
The  customs  authorities  shall  require  only  such 
particulars as  are deemed necessary for the assessment 
and collection of  any export duties and taxes chargeable, 
any repayment of, or  exemption from, internal duties and 
taxes, the compilation of statistics and the application of 
the other laws  and  regulations which  the customs are 
responsible for enforcing. 
Note 
The customs authorities generally require: 
(a)  particulars relating to persons: 
name and address of declarant, 
name and address of exporter, 
name and address of consignee; 
(b)  particulars relating to transport: 
mode of transport, 
- identification of means of transport; 
(c)  particulars relating to the goods: 
country of destination, 
description of the packages (marks and numbers, 
number and kind), 
description of the goods, 
gross weight, 
net weight or other quantity, 
value; 
(d)  particulars for  the assessment of any export duties 
and taxes chargeable: 
tariff heading, 
rates of export duties and taxes, 
amount of export duties and taxes; Edition  N°  Jpagex-c-88  I 
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(e)  other particulars: 
statistical  item  number  applicable  to  each 
description of goods, 
reference to documents submitted (for example, 
export licence, health or other certificate); 
(f)  place, date and signature of the declarant. 
9.  Recommended practice 
When  they are considering revision of present forms or 
preparation of new forms for the goods declaration for 
outright exportation, the customs authorities should use 
as  far  as  possible  the  layout  key  in  Appendix  I  in 
accordance with the Notes in Appendix II. 
(b)  Acceptance of a commercial document in 
lieu of an official form 
10.  Recommended practice 
The  customs  authorities  should,  as  far  as  possible, 
provide  that,  instead  of  using  an  official  form,  the 
declaration  of the  goods  may  be  made  by  lodging  a 
- commercial  document  (for  example,  the  invoice) 
containing the necessary particulars relating to the goods 
to be exported.  · 
Notes 
1.  The customs authorities are usualJy satisfied with a 
commercial document where the goods to be exported are 
not liable to export duties and taxes and do not give rise to 
repayment of  or exemption from internal duties and taxes 
and the goods declaration is not used for the compilation 
of statistics. 
2.  A recommendation on  an  aligned  invoice  layout 
key for international trade has been adopted within the 
Economic Commission for  Europe (ECE).  This layout 
key  is  reproduced at Appendix III. 
3.  The customs  authorities may  accept  commercial 
documents  produced  by  automatic  data-processing 
techniques. 
11.  Recommended practice 
The customs authorities should, in  agreement with the 
other authorities competent in matters of external trade, 
ensure that all the documents required in connection with 
outright exportation can be included in a standard series 
of external trade documents. 
Note 
By  using a standard series of external trade documents 
aligned on the layout key of the Economic Commission 
for  Europe  (or  compatible  with  it)  the  information 
common to these documents can be reproduced by the 
one-run method on pre-printed or blank forms. 
(c)  Number of copies to be submitted 
12.  Recommended practice 
The customs authorities should reduce, so far as possible, 
the number of copies of the goods declaration or the 
commercial  document  required  to  be  lodged  by  the 
declarant. 
(d)  Documents to be submitted in support of 
the  goods  declaration  or  commercial 
document 
13.  Standard 
In  support  of  the  goods  declaration  or  commercial 
document to  be  lodged  by the declarant, the customs 
authorities shall require only those documents considered 
necessary by them to permit control of the operation and 
to  ensure  compliance  with  all  requirements  relating 
to  the  application  of  rdevant  restrictions  or  other 
regulations. 
Note 
The customs authorities may require, where appropriate, 
production of an export licence and a phytopathological 
or other health certificate. 
(e)  Periodic lodgment of goods declaration 
or commercial documents 
14.  Standard 
Where a person frequendy exports goods, the customs 
authorities shall allow, under such conditions as may be 
laid  down  by  them,  a  single  goods  declaration,  or  a 
consolidated return setting out the necessary particulars, 
to  cover  all  exportations  by  that  person  in  a  given 
period. 
Notes 
1.  The  customs  authorities  may  grant  this  facility 
subject to the conditions that the exporter keeps proper 
commercial  records  and  that  the  necessary  control 
measures can be taken. 
2.  The customs authorities may require the declarant 
to produce, at each exportation, a copy of the transport 
document or some other supporting document. 
3.  The customs authorities may accept consolidated 
returns  produced  by  automatic  data-processing 
techniques. Edition  N°  JpageX-C-89  l 
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Examination of the goods 
(a)  Extent of the examination 
15.  Standard 
The customs authorities shall limit the examination of  the 
goods to cases  where they  deem it  essential  to ensure 
compliance  with  the  laws  and  regulations  which  the 
customs are responsible for enforcing. 
Note 
The examination of  the goods by the customs authorities, 
when undertaken, is in general confined to counting the 
packages and verifying the description of the goods and 
the quantities exported. 
(b)  Examination of the goods at a place other 
than the customs office 
16.  Standard 
Where the customs authorities undertake examination of 
the goods they shall, at the request of the declarant, and 
for reasons deemed valid, allow the examination to take 
place, so far as possible, at a place other than the customs 
office; the expenses entailed by such examination may be 
charged to the declarant. 
Note 
The goods may be examined at the premises of the person 
concerned, at the time when the container or means of 
transport is loaded. 
(c)  Sampling by the customs 
17.  Standard 
Where samples have to be taken to ensure the application 
of the  provisions  of national  legislation,  any  samples 
drawn shall be as  small as possible. 
Assessment  and  payment  of expon  duties  and  taxes 
chargeable 
18.  Standard 
National legislation shall specify the rules to be followed, 
the  formalities  to  be  accomplished  and  the  facilities 
granted in connection with the assessment and payment 
of  export  duties  and  taxes  chargeable  on  outright 
exportation. 
Exportation of the goods 
(a)  Permission to export 
19.  Standard 
The exportation of  the goods shall be permitted as soon as 
the  necessary  controls  by  the  customs  and  other 
competent  authorities  have  been  completed,  provided 
that: 
- no offence has been found, 
- the export licence or any other documents required 
have been produced, and 
- the export duties and taxes chargeable have been paid 
or appropriate action has been taken to ensure their 
collection. 
Notes 
1.  Goods which are not exported immediately after 
exportation has been  permitted may be  placed  under 
customs control until they are in fact exported. 
2.  Countries may specify the customs routes, that is to 
say, the roads, railways, waterways and any other routes 
(pipelines, etc.) which must be used for the exportation of 
goods.  · 
20.  Recommended practice 
The exportation of goods should not be delayed on the 
grounds that the goods declaration is incomplete or minor 
irregularities  have  been  found  in  documentation, 
provided  that  the  interests  of the  Revenue,  essential 
controls or any export prohibitions or restrictions in force 
are not affected. 
(b)  Evidence of arrival at destination 
21.  Standard 
The customs authorities shall not require evidence of the 
arrival of the goods abroad as a matter of course. 
Notes 
1.  In general, such evidence is required only in respect 
of  goods  for  which  evidence  of  exportation  is  not 
otherwise available and which qualify for repayment of  or 
exemption from a considerable sum of  internal duties and 
taxes, and there is reason to fear abuse, or in respect of 
certain goods which are subject to special controls (for 
example, anns and ammunition). 
2.  Where such evidence is required, it may consist of a 
statement supplied by the consignee and certified by the 
customs authorities in the country of destination. Edition  NO  l 
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(c)  Repayment of or exemption from internal 
duties and taxes 
22.  Standard 
National legislation shall specify the rules to be followed 
and the formalities to be accomplished in respect of any 
repayment  of or exemption  from  internal  duties  and 
taxes. 
23.  Recommended practice 
Goods which, on being exported outright, qualify  for 
repayment of  or exemption from internal duties and taxes 
should benefit from such repayment or  exemption as soon 
as possible after exponation. 
Information concerning outright exportation 
24.  Standard 
The customs authorities shall  ensure that all  relevant 
information concerning outright exponation is  readily 
available to any person interested. Appendix I to Annex C. 1  page  X-C-91 
LAYOUT KEY 
for goods declaration for outright exportation 
Exporter/Consignor (name and address) 
Consignee (name and address) 
Declaration No 
Customs office 
Declarant (name and address) 
Export licence No  I Country of destination 
I 
-----------1 
I 
I 
Mode of transport and identification of means of transport  Other documents attached 
Description of packages (marks and numbers, number and kind); description of goods; gross weight 
Tariff heading, statistical No, net weight or other quantity, value, nature, rates and amount of duties and taxes 
(Free disposal) 
I  Declaration for export 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Place, and date and signature of declarant ----------------- ----------
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Appendix II to Annex C.1 
Notes 
1.  The size of the layout key is ISO size A4 (21 0  x  297 mm, 8,27 x  11,69 inches). The 
form should be provided with a 10 mm top margin and a 20 mm left-hand filing margin. Line 
spacing should be based on multiples of  4,24 mm (1/6 inch) and width-spacing on multiples of 
2,54 mm (1/10 inch). The layout should be in conformity with the Economic Commission for 
Europe (ECE) layout key, as illustrated in Appendix I. Minor deviations in the exact size of 
boxes etc., are permissible if required for panicular reasons in the issuing country, such as the 
existence  of  non-metric  measurement  systems,  features  of  national  aligned  systems  of 
documents, etc. 
2.  Countries may determine standards concerning the weight per m1 of the paper, and the 
use of a machine-turned background to prevent falsification. 
3.  The standardization comprises only questions of  size and layout; guiding words included 
in the layout key  are intended only to indicate the nature of the information which should 
appear in a given place. Accordingly each country remains free to replace these words in its 
national form by such wording as it considers more appropriate provided that this wording 
does not affect the nature of the information as indicated in the layout key. 
4.  In addition it is open to adminisuations to omit from their forms items in the layout key 
which they do not require. The spaces which thus become vacant may be  used for official 
purposes. 
5.  Additional items required by administrations which are not provided for by the layout 
key may be allocated to the 'free disposal area'. Seller 
Consignee 
Transport information 
Appendix Ill to Annex C.1 
LAYOUT KEY 
to invoice 
Invoice date and No 
Other references 
Buyer (if other than consignee) 
Country of origin of goods 
page  X-C-93 
Terms and conditions of delivery and payment 
Marks and numbers, number and kind of packages. Description of goods 
(in full and/or in code) 
Gross weight,  Cube, ms 
kg 
-----------------------------------------------
Specification of commodities (in code and/or in full)  Quantity  Unit price  Amount 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
(Free disposal)  I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  I 
I  I 
I  I 
~----------jTncluded--INot  inCiUCied 
1  I above  I  above 
L~Cki~-------~-----~------
1  I  I 
LFr~~-------~-----~------
1 Other costs  I  I 
L(speci_2:) _______  ~  _____  _J _____  _ 
I  I  I 
LJnsurance ------~-----~------
1  I 
I Total invoice amount  I Edition  N°  I  page X-C-94  I 
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ANNEX m· 
ANNEX F.6 
ANNEX CONCERNING THE REPAYMENT OF IMPORT DUTIES AND TAXES 
Introduction 
During the dearance of goods declared for home use, or 
after their release,  it may  be  discovered,  either by  the 
importer himself or by the customs authorities, that the 
basis upon which the customs charges were calculated 
was incorrect owing inter alia to an error on the part of 
the  customs  authorities,  the  declarant  or some  other 
person concerned (e.g., the consignor or shipper), and 
that for this reason the import duties and taxes charged or 
to be charged are greater than those which were actually 
chargeable. It may also happen that goods are damaged, 
destroyed  or  irrecoverably  lost  by  accident  or force 
majeure, in particular before release for home use; in this 
case also, for reasons of equity, the import duties and 
taxes already charged might be refunded in whole or in 
part. 
It  should  be  possible  for  the  person  concerned,  after 
verification of the facts,  to  obtain a refund of import 
duties and taxes overpaid, or, if payment has not yet been 
made, the remission of import duties and taxes which are 
in excess of the amount actually chargeable. 
It is important, particularly where the overcharge arose 
from errors on the part of the customs authorities or has 
been occasioned by circumstances beyond the control of 
the importer or other person concerned, that repayment 
should be made without undue delay and with minimum 
formalities. In some cases, however, it may be necessary 
to  make repayment subject  to certain conditions or to 
special safeguards against fraud or abuse. 
The provisions of this Annex do not apply to repayments 
made under the drawback procedure or to the refund of 
deposits  taken  as  security  for  the  payment  of import 
duties and taxes. 
Definitions 
For the purposes of this Annex: 
(a)  the  term  'repayment  of import  duties  and  taxes' 
means  the  refund,  in  whole or in  part, of import 
duties and taxes paid on goods declared for home use 
and the remission, in whole or in part, of such duties 
and taxes where payment has not been made; 
{b)  the term 'import duties and taxes' means customs 
duties  and  all  other duties,  taxes,  fees  or other 
charges which are collected on or in connection with 
the importation of goods, but not including fees and 
charges  which  are  limited  in  amount  to  the 
approximate cost of services rendered; 
(c)  the term 'release' means action by which the customs 
permit goods undergoing clearance to be placed at 
the disposal of the persons concerned; 
(d)  the  term  'person'  means  both  natural  and  legal 
persons, unless the context otherwise requires. 
Principle 
1.  Standard 
The  repayment  of import  duties  and  taxes  shall  be 
governed by the provisions of this Annex. 
Scope 
2.  Standard 
National  legislation  shall  prescribe  the  cases  and 
conditions in which, where the amount of import· duties 
and taxes paid  or assessed  to  be  payable exceeds  the 
amount legally due, repayment of  import duties and taxes 
shall be granted. 
Note 
Repayment is not granted of import duties and taxes that 
have been, 'or will be, repaid under other provisions. 
Cases  in  which  repayment of import duties and taxes 
should be granted 
Errors in assessment 
3.  Standard 
Repayment of import duties and taxes shall be granted 
where it is established that they have been overcharged as 
a result of an error in their assessment. Edition  N°  lpage X-C-95  l 
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Goods having a lower value than decJared 
4.  Standard 
Repayment of import duties and taxes shall be granted 
where it is found that import duties and taxes had been 
assessed on the basis of a value which is higher than the 
dutiable value, provided that the facts are established to 
the satisfaction of the customs authorities. 
Incorrect tariff classification 
5.  Standard 
Repayment of import duties and taxes shaH be granted if 
they  are  overcharged  as  a  result  of  incorrect  tariff 
classification of  the declared goods provided that the facts 
are  established  to  the  satisfaction  of  the  customs 
authorities. 
Goods damaged, destroyed or lost 
6.  Standard 
Repayment of import duties and taxes shall be granted in 
respect of  goods damaged, destroyed or irrecoverably lost 
by accident or  force majeure before release for home use, 
provided  that  the  facts  are  duly  established  to  the 
satisfaction of the customs authorities. 
7.  Standard 
Where goods which  have  been  granted total or partial 
exemption from  import duties and taxes by reason of a 
specific use are damaged, destroyed or irrecoverably lost 
by accident or force majeure after their release for home 
use,  remission  shall  be granted of that amount of the 
import duties and taxes from which exemption has been 
granted provided that such damage, destruction or loss is 
duly  established  to  the  satisfaction  of  the  customs 
authorities. 
Note 
Remnants of goods covered by standards 6 and 7 may 
be: 
(a)  cleared for home use in their existing state as if they 
had been imported in  that state; or 
(b)  re-exported; or 
(c)  abandoned free of all expenses to the Revenue; or 
(d)  rendered  commercially  valueless  under  customs 
control, without expense to the Revenue; 
as the customs authorities may require. 
Goods not in accordance with agreed 
specifications 
8.  Standard 
Repayment of import duties and taxes shall be granted in 
respect of imported goods which are found to have been 
defective or otherwise not in accordance with the agreed 
specifications at the time of importation, which have not 
been  worked,  repaired  or  used  in  the  country  of 
importation,  and  which  are  re-exported  within  a 
reasonable  time  either  to  the  foreign  supplier  or  to 
another person designated by the supplier. The use of the 
goods shall however not hinder the repayment if such use 
was  indispensable  to  discover  the  defects  or  other 
circumstances which  caused  the  re-exportation  of the 
goods. As an alternative to re-exportation the goods may 
be abandoned to the Revenue or destroyed or rendered 
commercially  valueless  under customs  control,  as  the 
customs authorities may decide. Such abandonment or 
destruction shall not entail any cost to the Revenue. 
Note 
Repayment of import duties and taxes on goods of the 
kind referred to in the first sentence of this standard can 
also be considered under the provisions of standards 4 
and 5 if such goods are not re-exported. 
Shortages 
9.  Standard 
Repayment of import duties and taxes shall be granted in 
respect of goods declared to be in a consignment where it 
is established to the satisfaction of  the customs authorities 
that those goods  were  not in  fact  imported  into  the 
customs territory. 
Goods placed under another customs 
procedure 
10.  Recommended practice 
Where permission is given by the customs authorities for 
goods originally declared for home use to be placed under 
another customs procedure repayment should be made of 
any import duties and taxes consequently overcharged. 
Repayment procedure 
11.  Standard 
The  procedure  laid  down  for  claiming  repayment  of 
import duties and taxes shall be as simple as possible. 
Note 
The repayment procedure may be initiated either at the 
request of  the person concerned or on the initiative of the 
customs. 
12.  Standard 
Decisions on claims for repayment shall be reached, and 
notified  in  writing to the persons concerned, without 
undue delay, and repayment of  amounts overpaid shall be 
made  as  soon  as  possible  after  the  verification  of 
claims. ---------
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13.  Standard 
Where it is established by the customs that the overcharge 
is a result of  an error on the pan of  the customs authorities 
themselves  in  assessing  the  import  duties  and  taxes, 
repayment shall be granted as a matter of priority. 
Time limit 
14.  Recommended practice 
Where  time  limits  are  fixed  beyond  which  claims  for 
repayment  of  import  duties  and  taxes  will  not  be 
accepted, such limits should be of sufficient duration to 
take account of the differing circumstances pertaining to 
each type of  case in which repayment of  import duties and 
taxes may be granted. 
Information concerning repaymen·t 
15.  Standard 
The customs authorities shall  ensure that all  necessary 
information  regarding  the  provisions  relating  to  the 
repayment of import duties and taxes is readily available 
to any person interested. Edition  N°  Jpage X-C-97  I 
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RECOMMENDATION  OP THE CUSTOMS  COOPERATION COUNCIL 
of 15  June 1.983 
concerning action against customs fraud relating to containers 
THE CUSTOMS  COOPERATION  COUNCIL, 
Considering that Customs  fraud  is  prejudicial  to  the 
economic  and  fiscal  interests· of  States  and  Customs 
and Economic Unions, and to the legitimate interests 
of  trade, 
Noting  that  Customs  fraud  relating  to  containers  is 
giving  increasing cause  for  concern,  · 
Noting that containerization  has· become  one  of  the 
most commonly used means of facilitating the carriage 
of  goods,  · 
Noting that containers are  being used in illicit traffic 
in high-duty goods and prohibited or restricted goods, 
such  as  arms  and  ammunition, 
Noting  also  that containers  are  being  used  in  illicit 
traffic  in  nationally  and  internationally  controlled 
narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances which are 
an ever-growing danger .to human health and society, 
Considering that the· Customs authorities are  respon-
sible  for  checking gaods  at  importation  and exporta-
tion  to  ensure  that  Customs  and  related  laws  and 
regulations  are  applied,  whilst  at  the  same  time 
endeavouring to facilitate the rapid passage of goods, 
Having  regard  to  the  international  Convention  on 
mutual  administrative  assistance  for  the  prevention, 
investigation,  and  repression  of  CU;Stoms  offences 
(Nairobi,  9  June 1977), 
Having regard to  the international Convention on the 
simplification  and  harmonization  of  Customs  proce-
dures  (Kyoto,  18  May  1973), 
Having  regard  to  th~ Customs  Convention  on  Con-
tainers,  1972  (Geneva,  2  December  1972~ 
Having regard to  the recommendation of the Customs 
Cooperation  Council  on  mutual  administrative  assis-
tance  (5  December  1953), 
Having regard to  the recommendation of the Customs 
Cooperation  Council  on  Customs  sealing systems  in 
connection  with  the  international  transport  of goods 
(11  June  1968~ 
Having regard to  the recommendation of the Customs 
Cooperation  Council  on  the  pooling  of  information 
concerning Customs  fraud  (22  May  197  5), 
RECOMMENDS 
that States,  whether or not Members  of  the  Council, 
and  Customs  or Economic  Unions,  should : 
· 1.  P.rovide  for  the possibility of examining containers 
and  their contents,  to  the extent that it is  consi-
dered necessary, at the places  where the goods  are 
packed into or unpacked. from  the containers or at 
any other appropriate place designated or approved 
by  the  Customs  authorities ; 
2.  employ  methods  for  selection  of  containers  for 
examination  which  take  into  account  physical, 
documentary and  intelligence  factors  and  random 
and systematic  selection· procedures. The basis  for 
selection  should  be  flexible  enough  to  adapt  to 
changes  in  fraud  patterns  and  the flow  of goods. 
The  number  of  containers · examined  should  be 
consistent with  adjudged  risk  and capacity  of  the 
authorities  concerned  to  carry  out such  examina-
tion; 
3.  examine the selected containers and their contents 
to  a  degree  compatible with  the objectives  of  the 
search  and  method  of  packing used ; 
4.  pay  adequate  attention  to  the value  of  post facto 
controls of documentation relating to goods carried 
in  containers,  particularly  those  which .have  not 
been  physically  examined ; 
5.  check,  if  appropriate,  in  connection  with  the 
Customs examination, that containers still  comply 
with  the  technical  conditions  of  approval ; 
6.  ensure,  for  the  purposes  of  Customs  control,  the 
provision  of appropriate  levels  of security  in  port 
installations  and container storage  areas; --------------------- ----- -------
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7.  promote the highest effective degree of exchange of 
information  between  the  country  of  exportation, 
countries of transit and country of destination, with 
a view to ensuring a proper control and security of 
containers  and  the  goods  carried; and 
conclude, where the need exists,  bilateral or multi-
lateral  arrangements  for  the communication of  all 
relevant  details  in  respect  of  containers  carried, 
including,  wherever  possible,  place  of  loading, 
name  and  address  of  the  carrier,  the exporter and 
the  real  consignee,  list  of  goods  carried  in  the 
container,  place  of  unloading,  and  nature  of  seals 
affixed  to  the  container,  to  achieve  the  highest 
degree  of  effectiveness  of  control ; 
8.  ensure  that  Customs  officials  concerned  with  the 
control  and  examination  of  containers  receive 
training  which  takes  particular  account  of  the 
specific  nature of the transport and  the  control of 
containers; 
9.  promote  the  closest  possible  cooperation  between 
Customs  authorities  and  professional  bodies  and 
authorities  concerned with  container operation, 
REQUESTS 
States,  whether  or  not members  of  the  Council,  and 
Customs  or  Economic  Unions  which  accept  this 
recommendation  to  notify  the  Secretary-General  of 
their acceptance, and of the date from which they will 
apply  the  recommendation  and  the  conditions of its 
application.  The  Sec~tary-General will  transmit  this 
information  to  the  Customs  administrations  of  all 
members.  He  will  also ·transmit  it  to  any  Customs 
administrations  of  non-members  or any  Customs  or 
Economic  Unions  which  have  accepted  this  recom-
mendation. Edition  N°  Jpage x-c-99  I 
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RECOMMENDATION  OF THE CUSTOMS  COOPERATION  COUNCIL 
of 16 June  1.982 
concerning the establishment of links between customs transit systems 
THE  CUSTOMS  COOPERATION  COUNCIL, 
Desiring  to  promote  international  cooperation  in 
customs  matters, 
Bearing  in  mind  that  the  facilitation  of  international 
trade  by  improving the conditions under which goods 
in  customs transit cross  frontiers  is  one of  the objec-
tives  of  such  cooperation, 
Observing that countries or certain groups of countries 
apply within their territories systems of customs transit 
with structures and procedures specific to each system,. 
and that at frontiers this situation can impede the flow 
of  goods  when  they  move  from  one  customs  transit 
system  to  another, 
Noting  that  the  various  customs  transit  systems  are 
based  on  principles and  involve  techniques,  in  parti-
cular  in  documentation, seals  and security which  are 
not  conceptually  different  from  each  other and  that 
there are  therefore  points  of similarity between  them 
that might make it possible to  establish links between 
these  customs  transit  systems,  for  example  by  the 
mutual  recognition  of  measures  taken  within  the 
framework  of  another  customs  transit  system, 
Convinced  that  establishment  of  such  links  would 
simplify formalities  and facilitate  the crossing of fron-
tiers  by  goods  when  they  move  from  one  customs 
transit"  system  to  another,  thereby  avoiding  costly 
delays, 
Bearing  in  mind the established  cooperation  between 
the  United  Nations  bodies  concerned  and  the 
Customs  Cooperation  Council,  and  in  particular  the 
joint  effort  undertaken  with  the  Economic  Commis-
sion for Europe with a view to finding solutions to  the 
problems ·posed  by  the  transfer  of  goods  from  one 
customs  transit  system  to  another, 
Drawing  attention  to  the  facilitation  measures 
included  in Annex  E.l  to  the  International  Conven-
tion  on  the  simplification  and  harmonization  of 
customs  procedures  (Kyoto  Convention)  concerning 
customs transit, in  particular, its Recommended Prac-
tice  13  relating to  the descriptive  part of the customs 
document and  Recommended Practice  26  relating  to 
· the  acceptance  of  customs  seals, 
RECOMMENDS 
that States,  whether or not members  of  the  Council, 
and  customs  or  economic  unions  should  attempt, 
wherever it proves possible and necessary, to  establish 
a link between the customs transit systems in force  in 
their respective territories and, to th,is end, to conclude 
bilateral or multilateral agreements if required for this 
purpose, 
REQUESTS 
States,  whether or not members  of  the  Council,  and 
customs or economic unions which accept this recom-
mendation  to  notify  the  Secretary  General  of  their 
acceptance, and of the date from which they will apply 
the recommendation and the conditions of its applica-
tion. The Secretary General will transmit this informa-
tion  to  the  customs  administrations  of  all  members. 
He will also transmit it to any customs administrations 
of  non-members or any customs or economic unions 
which  have  accepted  this  recommendation. Edition  NO  Jpage X-C-100  I 
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RESOLUTION  OF  THE  INLAND  TRANSPORT  COMMI1TEE  OF  THE 
ECONOMIC COMMISSION  FOR  EUROPE 
Establishment of links between customs transit systems 
THE  INLAND  TRANSPORT  COMMITTEE, 
Desiring  to  promote  international  trade  in  goods  by 
strengthening  international  cooperation  in  customs 
matters, 
Bearing  in  mind that the  facilitation  of  international 
trade  by  improving the conditions under which goods 
in  customs  transit cross  frontiers  is  one of  the objec-
tives  of  such  cooperation, 
Observing that countries or certain groups of countries 
apply within their territories systems of customs transit 
with structures and procedures specific to each system, 
and that at frontiers this situation can impede the flow 
of  goods  when  they  move  from  one  customs  transit 
system  to  another, 
Noting  that  the  various  customs  transit  systems  are 
based  on  principles  and  involve  techniques,  in parti-
cular  in  documentation,  seals  and  security  which  are 
not conceptually  different  from  each  other  and  that 
there  are  therefore  points of  similarity between  them 
that might make  it possible to  establish links between 
these  customs  transit  systems,  for  example  by  the 
mutual  recognition  of  measures  taken  within  the 
framework  of  another  customs  transit  system, 
Convinced  that  establishment  of  such  links  would 
simplify formalities and facilitate  the crossing of fron-
tiers  by  goods  when  they  move  from  one  customs 
transit  system  to  another,  thereby  avoiding  costly 
delays, 
Bearing  iq.  mind the  established cooperation between 
the  Economic  Commission  for  Europe  and  the 
Customs  Cooperation  Council,  and  in  particular  the 
joint effort undertaken by these two organizations with 
a view  to  finding solutions to  the problems posed by 
the transfer of goods from  one customs transit system 
to  another, 
Drawing  attention  to  the  facilitation  measures 
included  in  Annex  E.l  to  the  International  Conven-
tion  on  the  simplification  and  harmonization  of 
customs  procedures  (Convention  of  the  Customs 
Cooperation  Council  called  Kyoto  Convention) 
concerning  customs  transit.  in  particular,  its  recom-
mended Practice  13  relating to  the descriptive  pan of 
the customs document and Recommended Practice 26 
relating  to  the  acceptance  of  customs  seals, 
RECOMMENDS 
that Governments should attempt, wherever it proves 
possible and necessary, to establish a link between the 
customs  transit  systems  in  force  in  their  respective 
territories  and,  to  this  end,  to  conclude  bilateral  or 
multilateral  agreements  if  required  for  this  purpose ; 
REQUESTS 
Governments to  inform the Executive Secretary of the 
Economic  Commission  for  Europe,  if  possible  by  1 
January  1984,  whether  they  accept  this  resolution; 
REQUESTS 
.the Executive Secretary to circulate the replies received 
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 24  March 1986 
accepting,  on  behalf  of  the  Community,  Annex  P  2  to  the  International 
Convention. on the simplification and Hannonization of Customs Procedures 
(86/1 03/EEq 
THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community; 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas,  by  Decision  75/199/EEC  (
1~ the  Community 
concluded the International Convention on the Simplifi-
cation  and  Harmonization  of  Customs  Procedures ; 
Whereas Annex F 2 concerning the processing of goods 
for  home  use  can  be  accepted  by  the  Community ; 
Whereas acceptance should, however, be accompanied by 
certain reservations to  take account of the specific  requi-
rements  of  the  customs  union  and  the  stage  currently 
reached  in the  harmonization  of  customs  legislation, 
HAS  DECIDED  AS  FOLLOWS : 
Article  1 
Annex F 2, concerning the processing of goods for  home 
use, to the International Convention on the Simplification 
and  Harmonization  of  Customs  Procedures  is  hereby 
accepted on behalf of the Community, subject to a reser-
(')  OJ  L  100,  21.  4.  1975,  p.  1. 
vation of a general nature and a reservation with regard to 
Recommended  Practice  7. 
The text of the Annex, together with the reservations, is 
attached  to  this  Decision. 
Artick 2 
The  President  of  the  Council  is  hereby  authorized  to 
designate the penon empowered to notify the Secretary-
Geneial  of  the  Customs  Cooperation  Council  of  the 
acceptance by the Community, subject to the reservations 
referred to in Article  1, of the Annex referred to  in that 
Article (1). 
Done  at  Brussels, ·  24  March  1986. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
G.  BRAK.S 
(Z)  The date of entry into force  of Annex F2 will be published in 
the  Official joumal of the  European  Communities  by  the 
General  Secretariat  of  the  Council. Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88 
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Reservations entered by the Community in respect of Annex F 2 to the International 
Convention on the Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures 
1.  Resert~ation of a  general  na~ure (obsertJation  of a  general  nature) 
'Community legislation covers only part of the provisions of this Annex. In the areas not covered 
by  Community legislation,  the  Member States  enter their own  reservations  if  necessary.' 
2.  Recommended Practice  7 
'Under normal circumstances the Community applies the provisions of this Recommended Prac-
tice.  However, authorization is  only granted where the placing of the goods under the arrange-
ments cannot result in distortion of the effects of the origin rules or of quantitative restrictions 
applicable  to  imported goods.'  · 
ANNEX F  2 
CONCERNING PROCESSING  OF GOODS FOR  HOME  USE 
INTRODUCfiON 
In general the duties and taxes chargeable on goods imported for 
home  use  are  well  adapted  to  the  tariff  policy  of the country 
concerned.  However,  in  certain  cases,  the  level  of  the  import 
duties apd taxes  chargeable on imported goods is  such that any 
intended  manufacture,  processing  or  further  working  of  the 
goods  after  clearance  for  home  use  would  render  the  overall 
commercial  operation  unprofitable  with  a  resultant  loss  to  the 
country  because  of  the  transfer  of such  economic  activities  to 
another country. 
On the other hand, these economic activities can be encouraged 
by  permitting  certain  goods  to  be  processed  under  customs 
control  prior to  being  taken  into  home use. 
The purpose of the customs procedure of processing of goods for 
home  use  is  to  provide  for  the  possibility  where  it  is  in  the 
national economic interest, of processing certain imported goods 
under customs control to such an extent that the amount of the 
import duties and taxes applicable to the products thus obtained 
is  lower  than  that which would  be applicable  to the  imported 
goods. 
DEFINITIONS 
For  the  purposes  of  this  Annex : 
(a)  the  term  'processing  of  goods  for  home  use'  means  the 
customs  procedure  under  which  imported  goods  may  be 
manufactured,  processed  or  worked,  before  clearance  for 
home use and under customs control, to such an  extent that 
the amount of the import duties and taxes applicable to  the 
products  thus  obtained  is  lower  than  that  which  would  be 
applicable  to  the  imported goods ; 
(b)  the term "clearance for home use' means the customs proce-
dure which provides that imported goods may remain perma-
nendy in the customs territory. This procedure  implies the 
payment of any import duties and taxes charpble and the 
accomplishment of all  the  necessary  customs  formalities; 
(c)  the term 'import duties and taxes' means customs duties and 
all  other  duties,  taxes,  fees  or  other  charses  which  1ft 
collected on or in connection with the importation of goods. 
but  not  including. fees  and  charses  which  are  limited  in 
amount to the approximate  cost  of services  r_endered ; 
(d)  the term "goods  declaration' means a statement made in the 
form  prescribed  by  the  custo~ by which  the  persons  in-
terested indicate the customs procedure to be applied to the 
goods and furnish  the particulars which  the customs require 
to  be  decllftd for  the application  of that procedure ; 
(e)  the term "customs control' means meuures applied to ensure 
compliance with the laws and regulations which the customs 
are  responsible  for  enforcing ; 
(f)  the term "security'  means that which ensures to the satisfac-
tion of the customs that an obligation to the customs will be 
fulfilled. Security is described as "general' when it ensures that 
the  obligations  arising  from  several  operations  will  be 
fulfilled; 
(g)  the  term  'person  •  means  both  natural  and  legal  persons, 
unless  the  context otherwise  requires. 
PRINCIPLES 
1.  Standard 
Processing of goods for home use shall be sovemed by the provi-
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2.  Standard 
I  page X-C-103 
National  legislation  shall  specify  the conditions  to  be  fulfilled 
and the customs formalities to be accomplished for  processing of 
goods  for  home  u~. 
Notes 
1.  The granting of approval for  processing of goods for  home 
use  may  be  made  subject  to  the  condition  that  the  proposed 
.processing operations are  regarded  by  the competent authorities 
as  beneficial  to  the  national  economy. 
2.  The right to process goods for home use may be reserved to 
persons established in the customs territory and whose operations 
meet the  requirements  of  the  customs  authorities. 
3.  The  customs  authorities  normally  give  approval  for  the 
processing operations to be carried out at a particular place (e. g. 
the  importer's  premises)  and  by  specified  persons. 
4.  The customs authorities  ~ay set standard rates of yield for 
the operations involved in the processing of goods for home use. 
3.  Standard  "' 
The granting of the procedure of processing of goods  for  home 
use shall be subject to  the condition that the customs authorities 
are able to satisfy themselves that the products resulting from the 
processing  have  been  obtained  from  the  imported  goods. 
4.  Standard 
The granting of the procedure of processing of goods  for  home 
use shall be subject to the condition that the original state of the 
goods  cannot  be  economically  recovered  after  the  processing. 
SCOPE 
S.  Standard 
Processing of goods for  home use shall be allowed in respect of 
specified  categories  of  goods  undergoing  approved  processina 
operations. 
Note 
Approval may be restricted to processing operations which result 
in  products  classifiable  under specified  tariff  headings. 
6.  Standard 
Processing of goods  for  home use shall not be limited to goods 
imported  directly  from  abroad  but  shall  also  be  granted  in 
respect  of goods  ex  customs  transit,  ex  customs warehouse  or 
from  a  free  zone. 
7.  Recommended Practice 
Processing of goods for home use should not be refused solely on 
the grounds of the country of origin of the goods or the country 
whence  consigned. 
8.  Standard 
The right to process goods  for home use shall not be limited to 
the  owner  of  the  imported goods. 
9.  Recommended Practice 
Persons  who  carry on large-scale  and continuous  processing of 
the same  type  of goods  for  home should be granted  a general 
authorization  covering such  operations. 
DECLARATION  FOR PROCESSING OF GOODS FOR HOME USE 
10.  Standard 
National legislation shall specify the conditions under which the 
goods  declaration for  processing of_ goods  for  home use shall be 
lodged  and  under  which  the  goods  shall  be  produced  at  the 
competent customs  office. 
Note 
The goods declaration  is  generally lodged  before  the goods  are 
processed  for  home  use  but,  in  cases  where  the  operations 
involved  are  relatively  simple,  approval  may  be  given  for  the 
processing to be carried out prior to the lodgment of  the goods 
declaration. 
SECURilY 
11.  Standard 
The form  in which security, if any, is to be  provided in respect of 
processing of goods for  home use shall be laid down in  national 
legislation  or determined  by  the  customs  authorities  in  accor-
dance  with  national  legislation. 
12.  Recommended Practice 
The  choice  between  the  various  acceptable  forms  of  security 
should  be  left  to  the  person  concerned. 
13.  Standard 
The customs authorities shall, in accordance with  national legis-
lation, determine the amount in which security is  to be provided 
in  respect  of  the  processing  of goods  for  home  use. 
14.  Recommended Practice 
The  amount of  any  security  should  be  set  as  low  as  possible 
having  regard  to  the  import  duties  and  taxes  potentially 
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Note 
This Recommended Practice does not prevent the amount of the 
security  from  being  determined  on  the  buis of  a  single  rate 
where  the goods  fall  in a  wide  range  of tariff  headings. 
15.  Standard 
When security is  to  be provided  to  ensure that the obligations 
arising from several operations under the procedure of processing 
of goods  for  home use will. be fulfilled,  the customs authorities 
shall  accept  a general  security. 
16.  Recommended Practice 
Customs  authorities  should  waive  the requirement for  security 
where they are satisfied that payment of any sums that might fall 
due  can  be ensured by  other means. 
TERMINATION OF PROCESSING  OF GOODS  FOR  HOME  USE 
17.  Standard 
Processing of goods  for  home use shall be terminated when the 
products resulting from the processing are cleared for l)ome use. 
18.  Standard 
National  legislation shall  specify the point in time to  be  taken 
into consideration for the purpose of determining the value and 
quantity of goods declared for home use and also the rates of the 
import duties ·and  taxes  applicable  to  them. 
19.  Recommended Practice 
Where justified  by  the circumstances and at the request of the 
person concerned, the customs authorities should approve termi-
nation  of  the  procedure  when  the  products obtained from  the 
processing or working are  exported,  placed  in  a  customs ware-
house  or introduced  into  a  free  zone. 
20.  Standard 
Any  waste  or scrap  resulting from  the  processing of goods  for 
home use  shall be  liable, if cleared for  home use, to the import 
duties and rues that would be applicable to such waste or scrap 
imported  in  that state. 
Note 
Approval  may be given for  such waste  or scrap to be  rendered 
commercially  valueless  under  customs  cootrol  or  to  be 
re-exported. 
21.  Standard 
Goods inteaded for  processing for home use or products result-
ing therefrom which are destroyed or irrecovenbly lost by acci-
dent or force  majturt before they are cleared for home use shall 
not be subjected to import duties and rues, provided  that such 
destruction  or loss  is  duly established to  the satisfaction of  the 
customs authorities. Any waste or scrap remaining after destruc-
tion sh.all  be liable, if cleared for home use, to the import duties 
and  taxes  that  would  be  applicable · to  such  waste  or  sctap 
imported  in that state. 
DISCHARGE  OF  SECURITY 
22.  Standard 
Any security. furnished  shall  be  discharged  as  soon  as  possible 
after  processing of goods  for  home use  bas  been  terminated. 
INFORMATION  CONCERNING  PROCESSING  OF GOODS  FOR  HOME  USE 
23.  Standard 
The customs authorities shall ensure that all  relevant information concerning processing of goods for home 
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COUNCIL 
COUNCIL DECISION 
of 30 November 1987 
accepting, on behalf of the Community, Annex E.S to the International Convention on the 
simplification and harmonization of customs procedures 
(87 I 5931EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular Articles  28,  43 
and 235 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from  the Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament (  1 ), 
Whereas,  pursuant  to  Decision  7  5  I 199 I EEC ( 
2 
),  the 
Community  has  concluded  the  International  Convention 
on  the  simplification  and  harmonization  of  customs 
procedures; 
Whereas,  the  acceptance  of annexes  to  the  International 
Convention  on  the  simplification  and  harmonization  of 
customs  procedures  effectively  contributes  to  the 
facilitation and development of international trade; 
Whereas  Annex  E.5  concerning  temporary  admission 
subject to re-exportation in the same state may be accepted 
by the Community; 
Whereas  such  acceptance  should,  however,  be 
accompanied by certain reservations to take account of the 
specific requirements of the Customs Union  and the stage 
currently  reached  in  the  harmonization  of  customs 
legislation, 
( 1)  OJ No C 318, 30.  11.  1987. 
e)  OJ No L 100, 21.  4.  1975, p.  1. 
HAS  DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article  1 
Annex  E.5  to  the  International  Convention  on  the 
simplification  and harmonization of customs  procedures, 
concerning temporary admission subject to re-exportation 
in  the  same  state,  is  hereby  accepted  on  behalf  of the 
Community,  subject  to  a  reservation  of a general  nature 
and reservations with regard to standards 14 and 23  and 
recommended practices 33, 37 and 38. 
The text of the said Annex, together with the reservations, 
is attached to this Decision. 
Article  2 
The  President  of the  Council  shall  designate  the  person 
empowered to notify the Secretary-General of the Customs 
Cooperation Council of the acceptance by the Community 
of  the  Annex  referred  to  in  Article  1,  subject  to  the 
reservations referred to in that Article. 
Done at Brussels, 30 November 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
N. WILHJELM --------------------- - -
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ANNEX 
ANNEX E.S 
ANNEX CONCERNING TEMPORARY ADMISSION SUBJECT TO RE-EXPORTATION IN 
THE SAME STATE 
INTRODUCTION 
There  are  many  economic,  social  and  cultural  reasons 
which may lead a country to encourage the temporary stay 
of goods. 
Moreover, when goods have to stay only temporarily in the 
customs territory of a State, to require final payment of the 
import duties and taxes applicable to them would as a rule 
be  unjustified  since  the  effect  would  be,  for  example,  to 
subject goods to payment of import duties and taxes every 
time  they  were imported, on  a temporary  basis, into one 
country or another. 
The  national  legislations  of  most  countries  accordingly 
contain provisions allowing conditional relief from  duties 
and  taxes  for  certain  categories  of  goods  temporarily 
imported. 
The  customs  procedure  under  which  conditional  relief 
from import duties and taxes may be granted in respect of 
goods  imported  for  a  specific  purpose  and  intended  for 
re-exportation in the same state is the temporary admission 
procedure. 
As  a  general  rule,  temporary  admission  involves  total 
conditional relief from  import duties and taxes.  In  certain 
special  cases,  however,  for  example  when  the  goods  are 
used  for  purposes  such  as  production,  work  projects  or 
internal  transport,  the  conditional  relief  granted  may  be 
only partial. 
The present Annex does not apply to articles temporarily 
imported by travellers for their personal use nor to private 
conveyances. 
DEFINITIONS 
For the purposes of this Annex: 
(a)  the  term  'temporary  admission'  means  the  customs 
procedure  under  which  certain goods can  be  brought 
into  a  customs  territory  conditionally  relieved  from 
payment of import duties and taxes; such  goods must 
be  imported  for  a  specific  purpose  and  must  be 
intended  for  re-exportation  within  a  specified  period 
and  without  having  undergone  any  change  except 
normal  depreciation  due  to  the  use  made  of  the 
goods; 
{b) the  term 'import duties and taxes' means the customs 
duties and all other duties, taxes, fees or other charges 
which  are  collected  on  or  in  connection  with  the 
importation  of  goods,  but  not  including  fees  and 
charges  which  are  limited  in  amount  to  the 
approximate cost of services rendered; 
(c)  the term 'customs control' means the measures applied 
to  ensure  compliance  with  the  laws  and  regulations 
which the customs are responsible for enforcing; 
{d)  the  term  'security'  means  that  which  ensures  to  the 
satisfaction  of the  customs  that  an  obligation  to  the 
customs  will  be  fulfilled.  Security  is  described  as 
'general'  when  it ensures  that the  obligations  arising 
from several operations will  be fulfilled; 
(e)  the term 'person' means both natural and legal persons, 
unless the context otherwise requires. 
PRINCIPLE 
1.  Standard 
Temporary admission shall be governed by  the provisions 
of this Annex. 
FIELD OF APPLICATION 
2.  Standard 
National  legislation  shall  enumerate  the  cases  in  which 
temporary admission may be granted and shall lay  down 
the requirements which must be met. 
3.  Standard 
Goods  temporarily  admitted  shall  be  afforded  total 
conditional relief from import duties and taxes.  However, 
the  conditional  relief  from  import duties  and  taxes  may 
be  only  partial  in  the cases  referred to in  Recommended 
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4.  Standard 
Temporary  admission  shall  not  be  limited  to  goods 
imported directly from abroad but shall also be authorized 
for  goods  ex  customs  transit,  ex  customs  warehouse  or 
from  a free port or a free  zone. 
5.  Recommended practice 
Temporary admission should be granted without regard to 
the country of origin of the goods, the country whence they 
arrived or their country of destination. 
GRANT OF TEMPORARY ADMISSION 
(a)  Formalities prior to grant of temporary admission 
6.  Standard 
National legislation shall  specify  the cases  in  which  prior 
authority  is  required  for  temporary  admission  and  the 
authorities empowered to grant such authority. 
7.  Recommended practice 
The  cases  in  which  prior  authority  is  required  for 
temporary admission should be as few  as possible. 
(b)  Declaration for temporary ·admission 
8.  Standard 
National  legislation  shall  specify  the  conditions  under 
which goods for temporary admission shall be produced at 
the  competent  customs  office  and  a  goods  declaration 
shall be lodged. 
9.  Recommended practice 
National  forms  used  for  temporary  admission  should  be 
harmonized with  those used for the goods declaration for 
home use. 
{c)  Security 
10.  Standard 
The form in which security is to be provided on temporary 
admission  shall  be  laid  down  in  national  legislation  or 
determined by  the customs authorities in accordance with 
national legislation. 
11.  Recommended practice 
The  choice  between  the  various  acceptable  forms  of 
security should be left to the declarant. 
12.  Standard 
The customs  authorities shall, in accordance with national 
legislation, determine the amount in which security is to be 
provided on temporary admission. 
13.  Recommended practice 
The amount of the security to be provided on temporary 
admission  should  not  exceed  the  amount of the  import · 
duties and taxes  from  which the goods are conditionally 
relieved. 
Note 
This recommended practice does not prevent the amount 
of the  security  from  being  determined  on the  basis  of a 
single rate where the goods fall  in  a wide range of tariff 
headings.  · 
14.  Standard 
Persons  who  regularly  use  the  temporary  admission 
procedure  at  one  or  more  customs  offices  in  a  given 
customs  territory  shall  be  authorized  to provide  general 
security. 
15.  Recommended practice 
Customs  authorities  should  waive  the  requirement  for 
security where they are satisfied that payment of any sums 
that might fall due can be ensured by other means. 
(d)  ATA carnets 
16.  Recommended practice 
Contracting Parties should give careful consideration to the 
possibility of acceding to the Customs Convention on the 
AT A earner for the temporary admission of goods done at 
Brussels  on  6  December  1961  and  thus  accepting  ATA 
earners  in  lieu  of national  customs  documents  and  as 
security for the import duties and taxes in respect of goods 
granted temporary admission with total conditional relief 
from import duties and taxes. 
(  e}  Examination of the goods 
17.  Recommended practice 
At the request of the importer, and for reasons deemed to 
be valid, the customs authorities should, so far as possible, 
allow  goods  for  temporary  admission  to  be  examined 
on  private  premises,  the  expenses  entailed  by  such 
examination being borne by the importer. 
{f)  Identification measures 
18.  Recommended practice 
For the purpose of identifying goods temporarily admitted, 
the  customs  authorities  should  have  recourse  to  the 
affixing  of customs  marks  (seals,  stamps,  perforations, 
etc.) only where the goods cannot readily be identified by 
means  of  foreign  seals,  by  marks,  numbers  or  other 
indications permanently affixed to them, by a description, 
or by sampling. ·----------·-------·-----·  ---
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STAY OF THE GOODS IN THE CUSTOMS TERRITORY 
19.  Standard 
The time limit for temporary admission shall be fixed, for 
each type of case, by reference to the time necessary for the 
temporary admission, up to the maximum period, if any, 
laid down in national legislation. 
20.  Recommended practice 
At  the  request of the person  concerned,  and for  reasons 
deemed to be valid, the customs authorities should extend 
the period initially fixed. 
TERMINATION OF TEMPORARY ADMISSION 
21.  Standard 
National  legislation  shall  specify  the  conditions  under 
which goods on temporary admission shall be produced at 
the  competent  customs  office  and  a  goods  declaration 
shall be  lodged. 
(a)  Re-exportation 
22.  Standard 
Provision  shall  be  made  to  permit  temporarily  admitted 
goods to be re-exported in one or more consignments. 
23.  Standard 
Provision  shall  be  made  for  terminating  temporary 
admission  by  placing  the  goods  in  a  free  port  or  free 
zone. 
24.  Standard 
Provision  shall  be  made  to  permit  temporarily  admitted 
goods  to  be  re-exported  through  a  customs office  other 
than that through which they were imported. 
25.  Recommended practice 
At  the request of the exgorter, and for  reasons deemed to 
be valid, the customs authorities should, so far as possible, 
aHow  goods for  re-exportation to be  examined on private 
premises, the expenses entailed by  such examination being 
borne by  the exporter. 
(b) Other methods of disposal 
26.  Standard 
Provision  shall  be  made  for  terminating  temporary 
admission by declaring the goods for home use, subject to 
compliance with the conditions and formalities applicable 
in such case. 
27.  Standard 
National legislation  shall specify  the point in  time  to be 
taken into consideration for the purpose of determining the 
value and quantity of goods declared for home use and the 
rates of the import duties and taxes applicable to them. 
28.  Recommended practice 
Provision  should  be  made  for  terminating  temporary 
admission by deposit of the _goods in a ·customs warehouse 
with a view to subsequent exportation or other authorized 
disposal. 
29.  Recommended practice 
Provision  should  be  made  for  terminating  temporary 
admission  by  placing the goods  under a  customs  transit 
procedure with a view to their subsequent exportation. 
30.  Standard 
Provision  shall  be  made  for  temporary  admission  to be 
terminated where, at the request of the person concerned, 
the goods are abandoned to the Revenue or destroyed or 
rendered commercially valueless under customs control, as 
the customs authorities may decide. Such abandonment or 
destruction shall not entail any cost to the Revenue. 
Any  waste or scrap  remaining  after  destruction  shall  be 
liable,  if taken into home use,  to the import duties  and 
taxes  that  would  be  applicable  to  such  waste  or  scrap 
imported in that state. 
31.  Standard 
Temporarily  admitted  goods  which  ate  destroyed  or 
irrecoverably lost by accident or force majeure shaH  not be 
subjected to import duties and taxes, provided that such 
destruction or loss is duly established to the satisfaction of 
the customs authorities. 
Any  waste or scrap  remaining  after destruction  shall  be 
liable,  if  taken into home  use,  to the import duties  and 
taxes  that  would  be  applicable  to  such  waste  or scrap 
imported in that state. 
Note 
In the case of partial conditional relief from import duties 
and taxes,  Standards 30 and 31  are applicable provided 
that the portion of import duties and taxes payable at the 
time of the abandonment, destruction or loss of the goods 
is  paid. 
DISCHARGE OF SECURITY 
32.  Standard 
Any  security  furnished  shall  be  discharged  as  soon  as 
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33.  Recommended practice 
If security  has  been  given  in  the  form  of a cash  deposit, 
provision should be made for it to be repaid at the office of 
re-exportation,  even  if  the  goods  were  not  imported 
through that office .. 
INFORMATION CONCERNING TEMPORARY ADMISSION 
34.  Standard 
The  customs  authorities  shall  ensure  that  all  relevant 
information  regarding  temporary  admission  is  readily 
available to any  person interested. 
SCOPE 
(a)  Temporary admission with total conditional relief from 
import duties and taxes 
35.  Recommended practice 
Temporary admission should  be  granted to the following 
goods: 
(  1) 'Packings'  referred  to  in  Article  2  of the  Customs 
Convention on the temporary importation of packings 
(Brussels,  6 October 1960). 
(2) 'Goods  for  display  or  use  at  exhibitions,  fairs, 
meetings  or similar  events'  referred  to  in  Article  2, 
paragraph 1, of the Customs Convention concerning 
facilities  for  the importation of goods for  display  or 
use  at  exhibitions,  fairs,  meetings  or similar  events 
{Brussels; 8 June 1961).  . 
(3) 'Professional equipment' referred to in Annexes A to C 
of  the  Customs  Convention  on  the  temporary 
importation  of  professional  equipment  {Brussels, 
8 June 1961). 
(4) 'Welfare material for seafarers' referred to in Article 1, 
paragraph (a), of the Customs Convention concerning 
welfare  material  for  seafarers  (Brussels,  1 December 
1964). 
(5) 'Scientific  equipment'  referred  to  in  Article  1, 
paragraph  {a),  of  the  Customs  Convention  on  the 
temporary  importation  of  scientific  equipment 
(Brussels,  11  June 1968). 
(  6) 'Pedagogic  material'  referred  to  in  Article  1,  para-
graph  (a),  of  the  Customs  Convention  on  the 
temporary  importation  of  pedagogic  material 
(Brussels,  8 June 1970). 
(7) 'Samples'  and  'advertising  films'  referred  to  in 
Articles III  and V of the International Convention to 
facilitate  the importation of commercial samples and 
advertising material (Geneva, 7 November 1952). 
(  8) 'Tourist publicity material' referred to in  Article 3 of 
the Additional Protocol to the Convention concerning 
customs  facilities  for  touring,  relating  to  the 
importation  of  tourist  publicity  documents  and 
material I  (New York, 4 June 1954). 
(9) 'Containers' referred to in Article 1 (c) of the Customs 
Convention  on  containers  (Geneva,  2  December 
1972). 
(10) 'Pallets'  referred  to  in  Article  1  of  the  European 
Convention on Customs treatment of pallets used  in 
international transport (Geneva, 9 December 1960). 
(  11) 'Commercial road vehicles' referred to in Article  1 of 
the  Customs  Convention  on  the  temporary 
importation of commercial road vehicles (Geneva,  18 
May 1956). 
Contracting Parties are invited to consider the possibility of 
acceding to the above international instruments. 
36.  Recommended practice 
Customs  authorities  should  waive  the  requirement  of a 
dedaration  in  writing  and  of security  in  the  cases  of 
temporary admission referred to in items 1  , 9, 10 and 11 of 
Recommended practice 35. 
37.  Recommended practice 
Temporary admission should be granted in respect of the 
following  goods  unless  they  are  eligible  for  outright 
duty-free admission under national legislation: 
(1)  Used  removable  artides belonging  to  a  person  who 
takes  up  temporary  residence  in  the  country  of 
importation. 
(2) Articles (including vehicles) which, by their nature, are 
unsuitable for  any  purpose other than advertising of 
specific articles or publicity for a specific purpose. 
(  3) Data-carrying  media  for  use  in  automatic  data 
processing. 
(  4) Drawings,  plans  and  models  to  be  used  in  the 
manufacture of goods. 
(5) Matrices, blocks, plates and similar articles, on loan 
or  hire,  for  printing  illustrations  in  periodicals  or 
books. 
(  6) Matrices, blocks, plates, moulds and similar articles, 
on  loan  or hire,  to be  used  in  the  manufacture  of 
articles that are to be delivered abroad. 
(7) Instruments, apparatus and machines to be  tested  or 
checked. 
(8)  Instruments, apparatus and machines made available 
free of charge to a customer by or through a supplier 
or repairer, pending the delivery  or repair of similar 
goods. _____  ......:.._ ___  .  __  -------
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{9) Costumes and scenery items sent on loan or on hire to 
dramatic societies or theatres. 
(  10) Goods which  have  to undergo  a  change  of packing 
prio~ to their delivery abroad. 
(  11) Goods  such  as  apparel,  anicles  of  jewellery  and 
carpets, sent on 'sale or return' terms to persons not 
engaged in trade in such goods. 
{12) Animals, spons requisites and other anicles belonging 
to a person resident abroad, for use by that person in 
spons contests or demonstrations. 
{  13) Works  of  an,  collectors'  pieces  and  antiques  for 
display  in  exhibitions,  including  those  organized  by 
the anists themselves. 
(  14) Books sent on loan to persons resident in the country 
of imponation. 
{15) Photographs, transparencies and films to be shown in 
an exhibition or at a competition for  still or cinema 
photographers. 
(  16) Draught animals  and equipment  for  the  working of 
lands  adjacent  to  the  border  by  persons  resident 
abroad. 
(  17) Animals brought to pasture on lands adjacent to the 
border worked by persons resident abroad. 
(  18) Horses  and  other animals  imponed  for  shoeing or 
weighing,  or  for  treatment  or  other  veterinary 
purposes. 
(  19) Specialized  equipment  arriving by  ship  and  used  on 
shore at ports of call for the loading, unloading 1md 
handling of cargo. 
(b) Temporary  admission  with  panial  conditional  relief 
from impon duties and taxes 
38.  Recommended practice 
Goods,  other  than  those  referred  to  in  Recommended 
practices 35  and 37, which are to be temporarily used for 
puposes  such  as  production,  work  projects  or  internal 
transpon,  should  be  granted  temporary  admission  with 
partial conditional relief from impon duties and taxes. 
Note 
National legislation may provide that, for the purposes of 
calculating  the  amount of any  duties  and  taxes  payable 
upon such goods, account shall be taken of the duration of 
their  stay  in  the  customs  territory,  of the  depreciation 
consequent  upon  the  use  made  of them  or of the  hire 
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Reservations  to be  entered  by  the  Community  in  respect  of Annex  E.S  to  the  International 
Convention on the simplification and harmonization of customs procedures 
1.  Reservation of  a general nature (observation of  general 
nature) 
'Community  legislation  only  partly  covers  the 
provisions of this Annex.  In  the areas not covered  by 
Community legislation, the  Member States enter their 
own reservations, if necessary.' 
2.  Standard 14 
'This  Standard  is  not applied  when  the  procedure  is 
carried  out  at  customs  offices  situated  in  different 
Member States.' 
3.  Standard 23 
'In  the  Member  States  where  free  zones  exist,  this 
Standard  is  only  applied  if  the  goods  concerned  are 
placed  in  a free  zone with a view  to their subsequent 
exportation  from  the  customs  territory  of  the 
Community.' 
4.  Recommended practice 33 
'This Recommended practice is not applied in all cases, 
in  particular  where  the  procedure  is  carried  out  at 
customs  offices  situated  in  different  Member  States 
except  in  certain  cases  concerning  the  Benelux 
Economic Union.' 
5.  Recommended practice 3 7 
'The  goods  covered  by  point  3  are  admitted  under 
temporary  admission  arrangements  if  recorded  and 
made available free  of charge to a person whether or 
not  established  in  the  customs  territory  of  the 
Community. 
For  the  goods  listed  in  points  4  and  5  of  the 
Recommended  practice,  Community  legislation 
provides  for  temporary  importation  with  total  relief 
from  import  duties  where  at  least  7  5 %  of  the 
production resulting from their use is exported from the 
customs territory of the Community. 
The  tests  and  checks  set  out  in  point  7  must  not 
constitute a gainful activity. 
The operation referred to in  point 10 is  not provided 
for  in  Community  legislation  under  the  temporary 
importation relief  arrangements.  However,  it  may  be 
carried out (for example) as a usual form of handling in 
a customs warehouse or in  a free  zone, or under the 
inward processing relief arrangements. 
Community  legislation  does  not  provide  for  the 
operation referred to in point 19.' 
. 6.  Recommended practice 38 
'Partial  relief  does  not  apply  for  value-added  tax 
purposes.  Temporary  admission  under  partial 
suspension  of import duties is  not applied  as  regards 
goods,  the  use  of which  might  cause  harm  to  the 
Community  economy  in  particular  because  of  the 
relationship  between  their economic life-span  and  the 
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 30 November 1987 
accepting on behalf of the Community Annex F  .3  to the International Convention on the 
simplification and harmonization of customs procedures 
(871 594/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic Community, and in  particular Articles  28, 43, 
113 and 235 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from  the Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament (  1), 
Whereas  by  Decision  7  511991 EEC (  1)  the  Community 
concluded  the  International  Convention  on  the 
simplification and harmonization of customs procedures; 
Whereas,  the  acceptance  of annexes  to  that  Convention 
effectively  contributes to the facilitation  and development 
of international trade; 
Whereas Annex F.3concerning customs facilities applicable 
to travellers may  be accepted by  the Community; 
Whereas  such  acceptance  should,  however,  be 
accompanied by certain reservations to take account of the 
specific requirements of the Customs Union and the stage 
currently  reached  in  the  harmonization  of  customs 
legislation, 
( 1)  OJ No C 318, 30. 11. 1987. 
(2)  OJ No 100, 21. 4. 1975, p. 1. 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article  1 
Annex  F  .3  to  the  International  Convention  on  the 
simplification  and  harmonization  of customs  procedures, 
concerning  customs  facilities  applicable  to  travellers,  is 
hereby accepted on behalf of the Community, subject to a 
reservation  of  a  general  nature  and  reservations  with 
regard  to  Standards  21,  38  ~d  44  and  Recommended 
practice 4  5. 
The text of the Annex, together with the reservations, is 
attached to this Decision. 
Article  2 
The  President  of the  Council  shall  designate  the  person 
empowered to notify the Secretary-General of the Customs 
Cooperation Council of the acceptance by the Community 
of  the  Annex  referred  to  in  Article  1  ,  subject  to  the 
reservations referred to in that Article. 
Done at Brussels, 30 November 1987 
For the Council 
The President 
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be  imported  for  a  specific  purpose  and  must  be 
intended  for  re-exportation  within  a  specified  period 
and  without  having  undergone  any  change  except 
normal  depreciation  due  to  the  use  made  of  the 
goods; 
(g)  the  term  'security'  means  that  which  ensures  to  the 
satisfaction  of  the  customs  that  an obligation  to  the 
customs will  be fulfilled; 
(h)  the term 'customs control' means measures  applied  to 
ensure compliance with the laws and regulations which 
the customs are responsible for enforcing. 
PRINCIPLES 
1.  Standard 
The  customs  facilities  applicable  to  travellers  shall  be 
governed by the provisions of this Annex. 
2.  Standard 
National  legislation  shall  specify  the  conditions  to  be 
fulfilled and the customs formalities to be accomplished for 
the clearance  of travellers' goods  and means  of transport 
for private use. 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
3.  Standard 
The customs authorities shall designate the customs offices 
at which  customs formalities  relating to travellers may  be 
accomplished. In determining the location, competence and 
hours of business  of such  offices,  the  factors  to be  taken 
into  account  shall  include  the geographical  situation  and 
the volume of passenger traffic. 
Notes 
1)  Such  customs  offices  may  be  located  either  at  the 
border or inland  (e.g.  at  an  airport or main  railway 
station). 
2)  In  some  instances it may  be  possible  for  travellers  to 
accomplish  all  the  necessary  customs  formalities  on 
international trains, ferries, cruise ships, etc. 
3)  Another method of expediting the passage of travellers 
through  customs  control  is  that  of  providing 
pre-clearance facilities in  the country of departure. 
4.  Recommended practice 
On prior request by the person concerned, and for reasons 
deemed valid by  the customs authorities, the latter should, 
insofar as  their administrative organization permits, allow 
customs  formalities  applicable  to  travellers  to  be 
accomplished  at  places  other  than  the  customs  offices 
designated for this purpose; any expenses which this entails 
may be charged to the person concerned. 
5.  Standard 
The  main  customs  offices  at  which  customs  formalities 
applicable to travellers may be accomplished shall be open 
24 hours a day where the needs of traffic so warrant or, if 
this  is  not .  necessary,  at  specified  hours  during  which 
travellers may be expected to enter or leave the country. 
6.  Recommended practice 
Where  corresponding  customs  offices  are  located  on  a 
common frontier, the customs authorities of the countries 
concerned  should  correlate  the  competence  and  the 
business hours of those offices. 
Note 
In  some  cases  )Otnt  controls  have  been  established  at 
common  frontiers  with  customs  offices  of the  countries 
concerned installed at the same place and sometimes in the 
same building. 
7.  Standard 
Without  prejudice  to  their  right  to  apply  full  customs 
control  to  all  travellers,  the  customs  authorities  shall 
normally apply such control on only a selective or sampling 
basis. 
8.  Standard 
Personal searches of travellers for  customs purposes shall 
be carried out only in exceptional cases and when there are 
reasonable  grounds  to  suspect  smuggling  or  other 
offences. 
9.  Standard 
Travellers entering or leaving the country by  road vehicle 
or  train  shall  be  permitted  to  accomplish  all  necessary 
customs formalities without, as a matter of course, having 
to  leave  the  means  of  transport  in  which  they  are 
travelling. 
10.  Recommended practice 
At major international airports the dual-channel system as 
outlined in Appendix I to this Annex should be used for the 
clearance inwards of travellers and their baggage. 
11.  Recommended practice 
At  suitable international seaports, particularly those used 
by passenger vessels making short sea voyages (such as the 
regular ferry services), the dual-channel system as outlined 
in  Appendix  II  to  this  Annex  should  be  used  for  the 
clearance  inwards  of travellers,  their  baggage  and  their 
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12.  Standard 
The  customs  facilities  provided  for  in  this  Annex  shall 
apply  to  travellers  irrespective  of  their  citizenship/ 
nationality. 
13.  Recommended practice 
Regardless of the mode of transport used, a list of travellers 
or a  list  of their  accompanying  baggage  should  not  be 
required for customs purposes. 
Note 
This  provision  does  not  preclude  the  customs  from 
requesting information concerning the number of travellers 
arriving or departing on a particular means of transport. 
14.  Standard 
Travellers shall be permitted to make an oral declaration in 
respect  of the  goods  accompanying  them.  However,  the 
customs  may  require  a  written  declaration  for  goods 
carried  by  travellers  which  constitute  an  importation  or 
exportation of a  commercial  nature  or which  exceed,  in 
value  or  quantity,  the  limits  laid  down  in  national 
legislation. 
Note 
The written declaration envisaged in  this Standard may be 
the declaration usually required for clearance for home use 
or a simplified goods declaration. The customs may require 
as an alternative the production of a commercial invoice or 
other commercial document. 
15.  Standard 
Goods carried by travellers shall be stored or kept, subject 
to  the  conditions  prescribed  by  the  customs  authorities, 
pending  clearance  under  the  appropriate  customs 
procedure, re-exportation or other disposal  in  accordance 
with national legislation, in  the following cases: 
16. 
at the traveller's request; 
when  rhe  goods  concerned  cannot  be  cleared 
immediately; 
where the other provisions of this Annex do not apply 
to such goods. 
Standard 
Unaccompanied  baggage (i.e.  baggage  arriving or leaving 
before  or after  the  traveller)  shall  be  cleared  under  the 
procedure  applicable  to  accompanied  baggage  or  under 
another simplified customs procedure. 
Notes 
1)  The  admission  free  of  import  duties  and  taxes 
applicable  to  goods  other  than  personal  effects 
contained in accompanied baggage does not necessarily 
apply  to  those  goods  contained  in  unaccompanied 
baggage. 
2)  Where  admission  free  of impor:t  duties  and  taxes  is 
claimed  in  respect  of  goods  in  a  traveller's 
unaccompanied baggage, the customs authorities may 
require  proof  that  the  person  concerned  is  in  fact 
arriving from abroad. 
3)  The provisions outlined in Appendix III  to this Annex 
may provide useful guidance in  the customs treatment 
of registered baggage carried by rail. 
17.  Standard 
Provision  shall  be  made  for  a  traveller's  unaccompanied 
baggage  to  be  cleared  by  a  person  other  than  the 
traveller. 
18.  Recommended practice 
A system of flat-rate assessment should be applied to goods 
declared  for  home  use  under  the  facilities  applicable  to 
travellers,  provided  that  the  importation  is  of  a 
non-commercial  nature  and  that  the  aggregate  value  or 
quantity of the goods  does  not exceed  the  amounts  laid 
down in national legislation. The flat-rate system: 
should lay  down rates that cover  all  types  of import 
duties and taxes; 
should  not  deprive  the  goods  of the  benefit  of any 
duty-free  admission  facilities  to  which  they  are 
otherwise entitled; 
should  provide  that  goods  may,  if  the  traveller  so 
requests, be charged at their own appropriate rates of 
import duties and taxes,  in  which case,  however,  the 
customs authorities may  require that all  dutiable and 
taxable goods shall be so charged; and 
should  not  rule  out  the  possibility  for  customs 
authorities  to  determine  special  rates  for  high  duty 
goods or even to exclude soine goods from  the benefit 
of the flat-rate system. 
Note 
An  importation  is  usually  considered  to  be  of  a 
non-commercial nature when it is occasional and consists 
only  of goods  for  personal  use  or consumption  by  the 
traveller or his family or to be disposed of by  the traveller 
as gifts in the country and not suggesting, by their nature or 
quantity,  that  they  are  imported  for  commercial 
purposes. 
PROVISIONS CONCERNING ENTRY 
(a)  Non-residents 
19.  Standard 
The  personal  effects  of  non-residents  shall  be  granted 
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high  amount  of import  duties  and  taxes,  such  personal 
effects shall be admitted without any documents or security 
being required. 
20.  Standard 
In  addition  to  clothing,  toilet  articles  and  other  articles 
obviously  of  a  personal  nature,  the  following  shall  in 
particular be considered to be personal effects: 
21. 
personal jewellery; 
still  and  motion  picture  cameras  together  with  a 
reasonable supply of films  and accessories therefor; 
portable  slide  or  film  projectors  and  accessories 
therefor together with a reasonable quantity of slides of 
films; 
binoculars; 
portable musical instruments; 
portable gramophones with records; 
portable  sound  recorders  and  reproducers  (including 
dictating machines) with tapes; 
portable radio receivers; 
portable television sets; 
portable typewriters; 
portable calculators; 
perambulators; 
wheel-chairs for invalids; 
sports  equipment  such  as  tents  and  other  camping 
equipment,  fishing  equipment,  climbing  equipment, 
sporting  firearms  with  ammunition,  non-motorised 
bicycles,  canoes, or kayaks  less  than 5,5 metres long, 
skis, tennis racquets. 
Standard 
In  addition  to  the  consumable  products  allowed  to  be 
imported free  of import duties and taxes within specified 
quantitative  limits,  non-residents  shall  be  permitted  to 
import, free of import duties and taxes, goods of a strictly 
non-commercial  nature  up  to  an  aggregate  value  of 
75 SDRs.  A lower  amount may  be  fixed  for  persons  less 
than 15 years of age or for persons who cross the frontier 
frequently. 
Notes 
1)  The  facilities  provided  for  in  this  Standard  may  be 
made  subject  to  the condition  that the goods shall  be 
for personal use or consumption by the traveller or his 
family  or are to be disposed of by  the traveller as gifts 
in  the  country  and  that  they  be  carried  in  his 
accompanied  baggage,  on  his  person  or in  his  hand 
baggage. 
2)  Non-residents  who  are  only  passing  through  the 
country may  be allowed greater facilities. 
22.  ·Standard 
The quantities of tobacco goods, wine, spirits and perfume 
allowed to be imported free of import duties and taxes by 
non-residents shall be as follows: 
(a)  200 cigarettes or 50 cigars or 250 grams of tobacco, or 
an  assortment of these products of a total weight not 
exceeding 250 grams; 
(b)  2 litres of wine and 1 litre of spirits; 
(c)  1 I 4 litre of toilet water and 50 grams of perfume. 
The facilities provided for in respect of tobacco goods and 
alcoholic beverages may, however, be restricted to persons 
who have reached a certain age and may not be granted, or 
may be granted in reduced quantities only to persons who 
cross  the border frequently  (e.g., persons  living  near the 
frontier,  workers  who  live  in  one  country  but  work  in 
another,  professional  drivers  and  crew  members  in 
international transport). 
Note 
The facilities  provided for in  this Standard may  be  made 
subject  to  the_  condition  that  the  products  shall  be  for 
personal consumption by the traveller or his family  or are 
to be disposed of by the traveller as gifts in the country and 
that they  be  carried  in his  accompanied  baggage,  on  his 
person or his hand baggage. 
23.  Standard 
Where  it  is  necessary  to  lodge  a  temporary  admission 
declaration for  non-residents' personal effects  the amount 
of any security to be provided shall not exceed the amount . 
of import duties and taxes chargeable. 
24.  Recommended practice 
Where  it  is  necessary  to  lodge  a  temporary  admission 
declaration for non-residents' personal effects, Contracting 
Parties to the Customs Convention on the AT  A carnet for 
the  temporary admission  of goods  (Brussels,  6 December 
1961 )  should  accept  AT A  carnets  in  lieu  of  national 
customs  documents  and  as  security  for  the  payment  of 
import duties and taxes. 
25.  Standard 
Where  it  is  necessary  to  lodge  a  temporary  admission 
declaration  for  non-resident's  personal  effects,  the  time 
limit for temporary admission shall be fixed by reference to 
the length  of the traveller's stay in  the country, provided 
that  any  limit  laid  down  in  national  legislation  is  not 
exceeded. 
26.  Standard 
At  the  request  of the  traveller,  and  for  reasons  deemed 
valid by the customs authorities, the latter shall extend the 
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27.  Standard 
Provision shall be made for temporarily admitted goods to 
be  re-exported  through  a  customs  office  other than  that 
through which they were imported. 
28.  Standard 
Non-residents  shall  be  granted  temporary  admission  iA 
respect of their means of transport for private use. 
Note 
Temporary  admission  may  also  be  granted  in  respect  of 
animals and non-self-propelled vehicles used as  a· means of 
transport by non-residents. 
29.  Standard 
Fuel carried in the normal tanks of the means of transport 
shall be admitted free  of import duties and taxes. 
30.  Standard 
The facilities granted in  respect of means of transport for 
private use shall apply whether the means of transport are 
owned  by  non-residents  or rented  or borrowed  by  them 
and  whether  they  arrive  with,  before  or  after  the 
traveller. 
31.  Recommended practice 
The customs authorities should require neither  a customs 
document  nor  security  for  the  temporary  admission  of 
non-residents' means of transport for private use. 
32.  Recommended practice 
Where customs documents or securities are required for the 
temporary admission of non-residents' means of transport 
for  private  use,  the  customs  authorities  should  accept 
standard international documents and securities as  set out 
in, for example, the Customs Convention on the AT A carnet 
for  the  temporary  admission  of  goods  (Brussels,  6 
December  1961), the New York Customs Convention on 
the temporary importation of private road vehicles (  4 June 
1954)  and  the  Customs  Convention  on  the  temporary 
importation for private use  of aircraft and pleasure boats 
(18  May  1956). 
33.  Standard 
The  general  time  limit  for  the  temporary  admission  of 
non-residents' means  of transport for  private use  shall  be 
not less than six months. 
34.  Standard 
At  the  request of the  person concerned,  and for  reasons 
deemed  valid  by  the customs  authorities,  the  latter shall 
extend the period of temporary admission-initially fixed. 
35.  Standard 
Any replacement parts required for the repair of a means of 
transport for private use temporarily in the country shall be 
granted temporary admission. 
I 
36.  Recommended practice 
Subject  to compliance  with  the  conditions  laid  down  in 
national  legislation,  the  customs  authorities  should  not 
require  the  re-exportation  of  non-residents'  means  of 
transport  for  private  use  or personal  effects  which  have 
been  seriously damaged or destroyed through accident or 
force majeure. 
(b)  Returning residents 
37.  Standard 
Returning residents shall  be  permitted to reimport free  of 
import duties and taxes any articles which the took with 
them at the time of their departure from the country and 
which were in free circulation in that country. 
38.  Standard 
In  addition  to  the  consumable  products  allowed  to  be 
imported free  of import duties and taxes within specified 
quantitative limits, returning residents shall be permitted to · 
import, free of import duties and taxes, goods of a strictly 
non-commercial  nature  up  to  an  aggregate  value  of 75 
SDRs.  A lower amount may be fixed for persons less than 
15  years  of  age  or  for  persons  who  cross  the  frontier 
frequently. 
Note 
The facilities  provided for in this Standard may  be  made 
subject to the condition that the goods shall be for personal 
use or consumption by the traveller or his family or are to 
be disposed of by the traveller as gifts in  the country and 
that they  be  carried  in  his  accompanied  baggage,  on  his 
person or in his hand-baggage. 
39.  Standard 
The quantities of tobacco goods, wine, spirits and perfume 
allowed to be imported free of import duties and taxes by 
returning residents shall be as follows: 
(a)  200 cigarettes or 50 cigars or 250 grams of tobacco, or 
an  assortment of these products of a total weight not 
exceeding 250 grams; 
(b)  2 litres of wine and 1 litre of spirits; 
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The facilities  provided for in respect of tobacco goods and 
alcolholic beverages may, however, be restricted to persons 
who have reached a certain age and may not be granted, or 
be granted in reduced quantities only, to persons who cross 
the  border  frequently  (e.g.,  persons  living  near  the 
frontier,  workers  who  live  in  one  country  but  work  in 
another,  professional  drivers  and  crew  members  in 
international transport). 
Note 
The facilities  provided for  in  this Standard may  be made 
subject  to  the  condition  that  the  products  shall  be  for 
personal consumption by  the traveller or his family  or are 
to be disposed of by the traveller as gifts in the country and 
that they  be  carried  in  his  accompanied  baggage,  on  his 
person or in his hand baggage. 
PROVISIONS CONCERNING DEPARTURE 
40.  Standard 
The customs formalities  applicable to  departing travellers 
shall be  as  simple as possible, and eliminated when this is 
feasible. 
Note 
Customs  formalities  may  be  necessary,  for  example,  to 
obtain  exemption  from,  or  repayment  of,  international 
duties and taxes. 
41.  Standard 
Travellers  shall  be  permitted  to  export  goods  for 
commercial  purposes,  subject  to  compliance  with  the 
necessary formalities and payment of any export duties and 
taxes chargeable. 
42.  Standard 
At the request of residents leaving the country, the customs 
authorities shall  take the necessary  identification measures 
in  respect of certain articles where the free reimportation of 
those articles will  be facilitated thereby. 
Note 
The usual  measures taken in  this respect consist of noting 
the particulars needed to ensure identification by recording 
a description of the articles or the marks, numbers or other 
indications  permanently  affixed  to  them,  or  by  affixing 
customs identification marks or seals. 
43.  Standard 
The  application  of  a  temporary  exportation  procedure 
under  cover  of  customs  documents  in  respect  of  the 
personal effects and private means of transport of residents 
leaving the country shall  be  required in  exceptional cases 
only. 
44.  Standard 
Any security furnished by non-residents in respect of goods 
admitted on a temporary basis shall be  discharged at the 
time  when  the  goods  are  re-exported,  regardless  of the 
customs office through which re-exportation takes place. 
45.  Recommmended practice 
If security has  been given  in the form  of a cash  deposit, 
provision should be made for it to be repaid at the office of 
re-exportation,  even  if  the  goods  were  not  imported 
through that office. 
TRANSIT PASSENGERS 
46.  Standard 
Transit passengers who do not leave the transit area shall 
not be required to pass through any customs control. 
Note 
This  provision  does  not  preclude  the  customs  from 
maintaining general surveillance of transit areas and from 
taking  any  action  necessary  when  a  customs  offence  is 
suspected. 
INFORMATION CONCERNING THE CUSTOMS FACILITES 
APPLICABLE TO TRAVELLERS 
47.  Standard 
The  customs  authorities  shall  ensure  that  all  relevant 
information regarding the  customs  facilities  applicable to 
travellers is readily available to any person interested. 
48.  Standard 
Information  concerning  the  exemptions  from  duties  and 
taxes allowed to traveHers  and the customs formalities  to 
be accomplished shall be made available to travellers, upon 
request, prior to their departure from their own country or, 
when practicable, during the journey. 
Notes 
1)  Such  information may  be  made available to travellers 
on ships, aircraft or international trains. 
2)  Such  information  may  also  be  made  available  to 
trave1lers  in  pamphlet form  and  may  be  displayed  as 
appropriate at points of arrival and departure. 
49.  Recommended practice 
Information concerning the customs facilities applicable to 
travellers  should  be  printed  in  the  official  language  or 
languages  of  the  country  concerned  and  in  any  other 
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Provisions  concerning  the  dual-channel  system  for  the  clearance  or travellers  and  their  baagage  arriving 
by  air 
The dual-channel or red/  green  system  is  a simplified customs control which enables customs authorities to 
improve the flow of passenger traffic at international airports and to deal efficiently with the increasing number 
of passengers without reducing the effectiveness of the  control and without a corresponding increase in  the 
number of customs staff. It is not necessarily incompatible with the application of other controls, for example, 
exchange controls, unless the circumstances require full  control of all  passengers and their baggage. 
The dual-channel system should be operated as outlined below: 
1.  The system shall allow the passengers to choose between two types of channel: 
(a)  one (green channel) for passengers having with them no goods or only goods which can be admitted free 
of import duties and taxes and which are not subject to impon prohibitions or restrictions; and 
(b)  the other (red channel) for other passengers. 
2.  Each  channel  shall  be  dearly  and  distinctively  marked  so  that  the  choice  between  them  can  easily  be 
understood by  pa~sengers. The basic distinctive marking shall be: 
(a)  for the channel referred to under 1 (a), green, in the shape of a regular octagon, and the words 'Nothing 
to declare' ('Rien a  declarer'); 
(b)  for the channel referred to under 1 (b), red, in the shape of a square, and the words 'Goods to declare' 
('Marchandises a  declarer'). 
In  addition, the channels should be identified by  an inscription including the word 'customs' ('Douane'). 
3.  The texts  referred  to in  paragraph  2 shall  be  in  English  and/or French  and in  any  other language  or 
languages deemed useful  for  the airport concerned. 
4.  Passengers  must  be  sufficiently  well  informed  to  choose  between  the  channels.  For  this  purpose  it  is 
importam: 
(a}  that  passengers  be  informed  about  the  functioning  of the  system.  and  about  the  descriptions  and 
quantities of goods they may have with them when using the green channel. This may be done by means 
of posters or panels  at  the  airport or by  means of leaflets  available  to the  public  at the airpon or 
distributed through tourist agencies, airlines and other interested bodies; 
(b) that the route to the channels he  clearly sign posted. 
5.  The channels shall  be  located beyond the baggage delivery  area so that passengers have all  their baggage 
with  them  when choosing their channel. Moreover, the channels shall be so arranged that the passenger 
flow  from  that area to the exits from  the airport is  as direct as possible. 
6.  The distance between the baggage delivery area and the entrances to the channels shall be sufficient to alJow 
passengers to decide which channel to choose and to move into that channel without causing congestion. 
7.  Passengers who have selected the green channel shall not be subject to any other customs formalities unless 
they are the subject of a spot check; in the red channel passengers shall accomplish the formalities required 
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Provisions concerning the dual-channel system for the clearance of travellers, their baggage and their vehicles 
arriving by sea 
The dual-channel or red/  green system is a simplified customs control which can be used in connexion with the 
clearance of passengers, their baggage and their vehicles arriving by sea. The system is particularly applicable to 
the control of passengers making short sea voyages, such as those using regular ferry  services. It can assist in 
improving the flow  of passenger traffic at international seaports and in dealing efficiendy with an increasing 
number  of passengers  without reducing  the  effectiveness  of customs  control  and  without a  corresponding 
increase in the number of customs staff. It is not necessarily incompatible with the application of other controls, 
e.g.,  exchange  control  and  control  of  international  motor  vehicle  insurance  certificates,  unless  the 
circumstances require full control of all passengers and their baggage or vehicles. 
The dual-channel system should be operated as outlined below: 
1.  The system  shall allow the passengers, whether or not travelling in their vehicle, to choose between two 
types of channel: 
(a)  one (green channel) for passengers having with them no goods or only goods which can be admitted free 
of import duties and taxes and which are not subject to import prohibitions or restrictions; and 
{b)  the other (red channel) for other passengers. 
2.  Each  channel  shall  be  clearly  and distinctively  marked so  that the choice  between  them  can  easily  be 
understood by passengers. The basic distinctive marking shall be: 
(a)  for the channel referred to under 1 (a), green, in the shape of a regular octagon, and the words 'Nothing 
to declare' ('Rien a  declarer');  . 
(b)  for the channel referred to under 1 (b), red, in the shape of a square, and the words 'Goods to declare' 
('Marchandises a  declarer'). 
In  addition, the channels should be identified by  an inscription including the word 'Customs' ('Douane'). 
3.  The  texts  referred  to  in  paragraph  2 shall  be  in  English  and/or French  and in  any  other language or 
languages deemed necessary. 
4.  In  the case of passengers travelling in  their vehicle, and where the marshalling of vehicles into the proper 
lanes  and  the  clearance  procedure  will  be  facilitated  thereby,  the  driver  of each  motor vehicle  may  be 
provided  with  red  and  green  stickers  bearing  the  markings  referred  to in  paragraph 2  (a)  and (b),  and 
instructed to attach to the windscreen of the vehicle: 
(a)  the green sticker where the motor vehicle itself and any goods it contains, including goods belonging to, 
or carried  by,  passengers  in  the  vehicle,  can  be  admitted  without customs  formalities  and are not 
subject to import prohibitions or restrictions; and 
(b)  the red sticker in  other cases. 
5.  Passengers  must  be  sufficiently  well  informed  to choose  between  the  channels  and  where  appropriate 
between the red  and green stickers.  For this purpose it is  important: 
(a)  that  passengers  be  informed  about  the  functioning  of  the  system  and  about  the  description  and 
quantities of good!> they may have with them when using the green channel. This may be done by means 
of posters  or  panels  at  the  seaport  or  by  means  of leaflets  available  to  the  public  at  the  port of 
embarkation,  on  board  ship  or distributed  through  tourist  agencies,  shipping companies  and other 
interested bodies; 
(b)  that, where the  red  and green  stickers  referred  to  in  paragraph 4 are to be  used,  the  driver of each 
vehicle should be provided with the stickers before arrival at the port of destination; 
(c)  that the route to the channels be dearly indicated. 
6.  The channels shall  be  located beyond any  baggage delivery area so that passengers have all  their baggage 
with  them  when  choosing  the  appropriate channel.  Moreover,  the channels shall  be  situated in  such  a 
position that the passenger-flow to the exits from the seaport is as direct as  possible. Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88 
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7.  The distance between  the ship, or the  baggage delivery  area, and the entrances to the channels shaD  be 
sufficient to  allow  passengers to decide which channel  to choose and to move into the chan'nel without 
causing congestion. 
8.  Passengers who have selected the green channel shall not be subject to any other customs formalities unless 
they  are  the  subject of a spot check;  in  the  red  channel  passengers shall  accomplish  all  the formalities 
required by  the customs. 
9.  A system which involves the use of only one lane, but under which vehicles displaying the red sticker, or 
those selected for spot checks, are directed to a designated parking area, niay be regarded as meeting the 
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Provisions concerning the customs treatment of registered baggage carried by rail 
The efficient and expeditious handling of registered baggage carried by rail can be facilitated by the application 
of the following provisions: 
1.  When having their baggage  registered by  the railway authorities passengers shall have tbe possibility of 
making a declaration in  the appended form  (or in  an appropriately agreed to adaptation ofthis form) in 
order to expedite customs formalities. 
2.  Customs  authorities  shall  attach  real  advantages  to the  use  of the written  declaration  thereby  giving 
passengers an incentive to use a procedure which affords fuller safeguards to the customs. 
3.  The declaration shall be presented by the railway authorities to the customs authorities of the countries of 
departure and destination where so required. 
4.  The written declaration shall be regarded as being in substitution for, and shall have the same effect as, the 
declaration normally required from  passengers. 
5.  The customs authorities shall, as far as possible, waive the examination of the contents of baggage covered 
by  a written declaration. 
6.  The customs authorities shall endeavour to release, as soon as the frontier is crossed, the greatest possible 
proportion of registered  baggage covered  by  written declarations and not required  for examination or 
other checks,  in  order  that  it  may  immediately  be  made  available  to  the  railways  for  forwarding  to 
destination. 
7  .·  Where baggage is selected by  the customs authorities for examination or other checks, it shall be possible 
for such examination or checks to be carried out at the customs office nearest to the passenger's place of 
destination. for this purpose, as many customs offices as possible shall be empowered to dear registered 
baggage. 
8.  Baggage shall be held up at the frontier only in very exceptional cases, for example, where an offence has 
been committed or there is serious suspicion of fraud. 
9.  The  customs  authorities  remain  free  to  adopt  any  control  measures  they  deem  necessary  in  order to 
prevent  abu1>es. 
10.  In order to facilitate retrieval of baggage by  passengers, cooperation between the customs authorities and 
the railways !>hall  be strengthened, particularly as  regards scheduling of the hours during which  baggage 
can  be cleared. 
11.  Consideration  ~hall be given  to making the railways responsible for checking the accuracy of the written 
declaration, particularly where the release of registered  baggage is  requested when  the customs office is 
closed or at a station not serviced  by  the customs. Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88 
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Declaration en douane pour bagages enreglstres 
Zollerklirung fi.ir Reisegepick 
Dichlarazione doganale per bagagli reglstratl 
Customs Declarat_ion for registered baggage 
------------------~ 
a)  Je declare que les bagages designes ci-dessous ne contiennent que des objets personnels de Ia nature de ceux 
que les voyageurs utlllsent normalement au cours de leurs deplacements, tels que: vttements, llnge de matson, 
objets de toilette, livres, articles de sport, a !'exclusion des apparells de prise de vues clnematographlques ou 
photographlques et des recepteurs de radiodiffuslon et de television. 
b)  Je declare que ces bagages ne contlennent: 
- ni denrees alimentaires, tabacs, boissons alcoollques, armes, munitions, stupeflants ou devises; 
- ni marchandises destlnees a  litre cedees a titre onereux ou gratult; 
- ni objets achetes ou  r~us hors du pays de ma residence habltuelle et qui n'ont jamals ete ~lares a Ia 
douane de ce pays (cette restriction ne s'appllque que tors du retour dans le pays de residence habltuelle). 
c)  Je donne procuration aux services du chemin de fer pour effectuer toutes les formalites douanl~res. 
d)  Je reconnais que je m'expose a  des poursuites en cas de declaration lnexacte. 
a)  lch erkiare,  daB die unten bezeichneten GepackstOcke nur Gegenstlnde des Oblichen persOnllchen Gebrauchs 
wahrend  der Reise enthalten, wte  Kleidung,  HaushaltswAsche, Tollettengegenstande, BOcher unci  Sportgerate, 
ausgenommen Film- oder Photoapparate, Radio- und Femsehempfangsgerate. 
b)  lch erktare, daB die GepAckstOcke nicht enthalten: 
- Lebensmlttel, Tabak oder Tabakwaren, alkoholische Getranke, Waffen, Munition, Rauschgifte oder Devlsen; 
- Waren, die zur entgeltllchen oder unentgeltlichen Abgabe bestlmmt sind; 
- Geaenstande, die auBerhalb des Landes melnes gewOhnlichen Wohnsltzes gekauft oder sonstwle erworben 
und bei der Zollverwaltung dleses Landes noch nicht angemeldet worden stnd (diese Beschrlnkung gilt nur bel 
der ROckkehr in das Land des gewOhnllchen Wohnsitzes). 
c)  lch bevollmachtige die Eisenbahn, aile ZollfOrmlichkeiten zu  erledigen. 
d)  lch weiB, daB lch mich durch unzutreffende Angaben strafbar mache. 
a)  Dlchlaro che I bagagli sottolndlcatl contengono esclusivamente oggettl personal! del genere normalmente In uso 
durante i viaggi, come: abiti, biancherla di casa, artlcoll da toeletta, llbrl, articoll per sport, tranne apparecchl da 
presa cinematogratica o fotografica e apparecchl radio e televisione. 
b)  Dichiara che detti bagagli non contengono: 
- ne generl allmentari, tabacchi, bevande alcoliche, armi, munlzloni, stupefacentl e valute; 
- ne mercl destinate ad essere cedute sia a tltolo oneroso che gratuito; 
- ne oggetti compratl o ricevutl fuori dal paese di mia abltuale residenza e .che non siano mal stall dlchlaratl alia 
dogana del paese lnteressato (questa limltazione si  applica solo nel caso dl rtentro nel paese dl resldenza 
abituale). 
c)  Delego I servizi ferroviari ad effettuare tutte le formallta doganali. 
d)  So di esporml a sanzioni in caso di dichlarazlone lnesatta. 
a)  I declare that the baggage specified hereunder contains only personal belongings of the kind normally used by 
passengers  while  away  from  home,  such  as  clothing,  household  linen,  toilet  requisites,  books  and  sports 
equipment, oth_er than cameras (photographic or cinematographic), radio and television sets. 
b)  I declare that this baggage does not contain: 
- foodstuffs, tobacco goods, alcoholic beverages, arms, ammunition, narcotics or currency; 
- goods to be disposed of to other persons, whether or not against payment; 
- articles purchased or otherwise acquired outside my country of normal residence and not yet declared to the 
Customs of that country (this restriction applies only on return to country of normal residence). 
c)  I authorize the railway authorities to carry out all Customs formalities. 
d)  I am aware that a false declaration renders me liable to prosecution.  · 
Espanot al dorso- Nederlands z.o.z.- Dansk p6 bagslden-Svenska pA baklklan-Jugoslavenskl na potedJinl 
Pays de destination  Lieu de destination 
Sestimmungsland  Bestlmmungsort 
Paese dl destlnazlone  Localltl dl destlnazlone 
Country of destination  ................ ........ ....................... .....  Place of destination  .........................................•••.•......••.. 
Nombre de bagages  D  Nornbre de personnes accompagnant 1e voyageur  D 
Zahl der Gepickstilcke  Zahl der Mltrelsenden 
Numero del bagagll  Numero dl persone che accompagnano II vlagglatore 
Number of items  Number of persons accompanying the paasenger 
en lettres MAJUSCULES  - In  DRUCKBUCHSTABEN  - In caratterl STAMPATELLO  - In BLOCK-LmERS 
NOM NAME NOME SURNAME  Prenom Vorname Cognome Christian ume 
Residence habltuelle:  Rue StreBe 
Gew6hnllcher Wohnsltz:  VIa Street  ....... ..... .......................................................................  No  ......................... . 
Resldenza abltuale:  Locallte  Pays 
Nonnal residence:  Stadt  Land 
Locallti  PaeH 
Town ...... ............... ................ .. ...................  Country ..................................................  . 
Tagesstempel des Versandbahnhols  •  -t 
i! I  I !!  J!  i~ 
!!  It 
- Dat•stamp of departure station  r;: ;-
Bulletin d'exp(KIItlon 
Gepickscheln 
Scontrlno dl bagagllo 
Consignment note 
No 
Signature du voy8g8UI': 
Unterachrlft des Rellenden: 
Flnna del vlagglatore: 
Signature of pauenger: Edition  N  •  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  x-c-125 
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Declaracion de aduana para equipajes facturados 
a)  Declaro que los bultos que flguran al dorsa contlenen excluslvamente objetos personales, de los que se suelen 
utillzar durante el viaje, tales como prendas de vestir, ropa blanca, objetos de aseo, IIbras, material deportlvo, a 
excepcl6n de camaras clnematograficas y fotograflcas y receptores de radlodlfusl6n y televls6n. 
b)  Declaro que dichos bultos no contlenen: 
- comestibles, tabacos, bebldas alcoh61icas, armas, municlones, estupefaclentes nl dlvlsas; 
- mercanclas para vender o ceder gratuitamente; 
- objetos comprados o recibidos fuera del pals de resldencla habitual y que nunca han sldo declarados a Ia 
aduana  de  dicho  pals  (esta  restrlccl6n  es  vallda  unicamente en  caso de  regreso  al  pals de resldencla 
habitual). 
c)  Autorlzo a los servicios ferroviarios a efectuar las formalldades de aduana en caso necesarlo. 
d)  Reconozco que toda declaraci6n falsa lmpllca una sanci6n. 
Douaneverklaring voor ingeschreven bagage 
a)  lk verklaar, dat de aan ommezljde omschreven bagage aileen voorwerpen bevat voor persoonlljk gebrulk ttjdens de 
rels, zoals kleding, hulshoudlinnen, tolletbenodlgdheden, boeken en sportultrustlng, met ultzonderlng van film- en 
fotocamera's en  radio- en televlsie-ontvangtoestellen. 
b)  lk verklaar, dat de bagage nlet bevat: 
- voedingsmlddelen,  tabaksfabrikaten,  alcoholische  dranken,  vuurwapens,  munitie,  verdovende  mlddelen  of 
deviezen; 
- goederen bestemd om al dan nlet gratis te worden afgestaan; 
- voorwerpen die bulten het land van mijn normaal verblijf gekocht of verkregen zijn en nog niet In dat land ten 
invoer warden  aangegeven  (deze  beperklng  Is  aileen  van  toepassing bij terugkeer in  het land van  normaal 
verblijf). 
c)  lk machtlg de spoorwegautoriteiten tot het doen van aile douaneformallteiten. 
d)  lk ben ervan op de hoogte dat lk mlj, In geval van onjulste aanglfte, blootstel aan vervolging. 
Tolderklsering for indskrevet rejsegods 
a)  Jeg  erklcerer,  at de  pA  bagslden anf0rte bagagestykker kun indeholder personllge ejendele af den art, rejsende 
normalt  anvender,  sAsom  beklcedningsgenstande,  llnned,  tolletsager,  beger  og  sportsredskaber,  undtagen 
kameraer (kinematografiske og fotograflske) samt radio- og fjemsynsmodtagere. 
b)  Jeg erklcerer, at den ncevnte bagage ikke indeholder: 
- levnedsmldler, tobaksvarer, alkoholiske drikke, vAben, ammunition, narkotlka eller valuta; 
- varer,  som er bestemt til overdragelse til andre (mod eller uden betallng); 
- genstande, der er k0bt eller pA anden mAde erhvervet uden for mit normale opholdsland, og sam endnu aldrig 
har  vceret  klareret  af  toldvcesenet  i  dette  land  (denne  begrcensnlng  gaelder  kun  ved  tllbagerejsen  til det 
scedvanlige opholdsland). 
c)  Jeg  bemyndinger jembanemyndlghederne til at udf0re aile toldformafiteter. 
d)  Jeg er lndforstAet med, at urlgtlge anglvelser kan gere mig hjemfalden til straf. 
Tulldeklaration for polletterat resgods 
a)  Jag fOrsAkrar, att omstAende sida fOrtecknade resgodskollin endast lnneMIIer personliga tlllhOrlgheter av sAdant 
slag  som vanllgen  anvands av  personer pA  resa,  sllsom kladesplagg,  hushAIIslinne, toalettartiklar, bOcker och 
sportutrustnlng, med undantag av film· och fotokameror, radio- och televisionsmottagare; 
b)  Jag fOrsakrar,  att dessa resgodskollin inte innehaller: 
- Livsmedel, tobaksvaror, alkoholhaltiga drycker, vapen, ammunition, narkotika eller valutor; 
- varor avsedda att saljas eller bortskAnkas; 
- fOremAI, som kOpts eller pA annat satt torvarvats utanfOr det land dar jag stadlgvarande bor och som Annu lnte 
tulldeklarerats I detta land (denna inskrankning gAIIer endast vld Aterresa til nyssnamnda land); 
c)  Jag befullm!ktigar jarnvagsmyndlgheterna att tullgOra samtllga tullformallteter. 
d)  Jag ar medveten om att en oriktig deklaratlon kan fOranleda Atal  mot mig. 
Carlnska deklaraclja za otpravljeni prtljag 
a)  lzjavljujem  da  prtljag  koja  se  ralazi  na  poledjini  sadrtl  samo  predmete  ll~ne prlrode  koje  putnici  redovno 
upotrebijavaju za vreme svojih putovanja, kao: odelo, rubije, toaletne predmete, knjige, sportske rekvizite, lzuzev 
fotografske Ill kinematografske kamere I radiodifuzne i televlzljske prijemnlke. 
b)  lzjavljujem da ovaj prtljag ne sadrti: 
- ~ivotne namirnice, duvan, alkoholna pita, oru~je, munlciju, opojne droge Ill valutu; 
- robu namenjenu za otudivanje, uz naknadu IIi besplatno; 
- predmete kupljene Ill dobljene lzvan zemlje mag stalnog boravka I kojl vet nlsu bill prljavljenl carlnarnlcl ove 
zemlje (ovo ogranll:enje prlmenjuje se samo prolikom povratka u zemlju stalnog boravka). 
c)  OviaA¢ujem !eleznll:ku slu~bu da lzvrsl sve carinske formalnosti. 
d)  Poznato ml je da ce se u slul:aju netal:ne lzjave povesti protlv mene kaznenl postupak. --------------·------ -------------
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Reservations  to  be  entered  by  the  Community  in  respect  of Annex  F  .3  to  the  International 
Convention on the simplification and harmonization of customs procedures 
1.  General Reservation (general remark) 
Community legislation generally covers the provisions of this annex. However, the Member 
States  shall,  if  appropriate,  enter  their  own  reservations  to  the  extent  that  Community 
legislation leaves them the possibility to maintain, in certain cases, their national provisions, 
2.  Standards 21  and 38 
3. 
'Community legislation provides for the granting of relief from import duties on the goods in 
question up to a total value of 45 ECU {European Currency Units) for each traveller coming 
from  a State situated outside the European Community. In  addition to the quantitative limits 
set  out  in  Standards  22  and  39,  Community  legislation  provides  for  relief  from  tax  at 
importation in  respect of the following maximum quantities of coffee- and tea: 
a)  coffee:  500 grammes 
or 
coffee extracts and essences:  200 grammes 
b)  tea:  100 grammes 
or 
tea extracts and essences:  40 grammes'. 
Standard 44 and Recommended practice 45 
'These provisions are not applied in all cases, in particular where the procedure is carried out·at 
customs offices situated in different Member States. For the application of these provisions, the 
territory of the Benelux Economic Union is  to be considered as the territory of one Member 
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 7 June 1988 
accepting, on behaH of the Community, Annex 8.2 to the International Convention on the 
Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures 
(88/355/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic Community, and in particular Articles 28, 43 and 
235 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament (  1 ), 
Whereas,  by  Decision  75/199/EEC (2),  the  Community 
concluded  the  International  Convention  on  the 
Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures; 
Whereas the acceptance of the Annexes to the International 
Convention  on  the  Simplification  and  Harmonization  of 
Customs Procedures  effeaively contributes to  facilitation 
and development of international trade; 
Whereas Annex B.2, concerning relief from import duties 
and taxes in respect of goods declared for home use, may be 
accepted by the Community; 
Whereas acceptance should, however, be accompanied by 
certain  reservations  to  take  account  of  the  specific 
requirements of the customs union and the stage currently 
reached in the harmonization of customs legislation_, 
( 1)  OJ No C 167, 27. 8. 1968. 
(1)  OJ No L 100,21. 4. 1975, p. 1. 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
Annex  B.2  to  the  International  Convention  on  the 
Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures, 
concerning relief from import duties and taxes in respect of 
goods declared for home use, is hereby accepted on behalf of 
the Community, subject to a reservatio~ of a general nature 
and reservations with regard to Standards 3, 21, 28 and 34 
and recommended practices 10, 16, 18, 19, 20, 23, 27, 29, 
32, 33 and 35. 
The text of Annex B.2, together with the reservations, is 
attached to this Decision. 
Article 2 
The President  of the  Council  ~all designate  the  person 
empowered to notify the Secretary-General of the Customs 
Cooperation Council of the acceptance, by the Community, 
of the  Annex  referred  to  in  Article  1,  subject  to  the 
reservations referred to in the said Article. 
Done at Luxembourg, 7 June 1988. 
For the Council 
The President 
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ANNEX B.2 
ANNEX CONCERNING RELIEF FROM IMPORT DUTIES AND TAXES IN RESPECT 
OF GOODS DECLARED FOR HOME USE 
INTRODUCTION 
Most countries experience the need to relieve from impon 
duties  and  taxes  certain  goods  cleared  for  home  use, 
irrespective of their normal tariff classification or normal 
liability,  provided  that  they  are  imported  in  specified 
circumstances and for specified purposes. This relief may be 
provided  for  in  the  customs  tariff or may  be  set  out in 
separate legislation or regulations. 
Relief  may  be  granted on philanthropic or humanitarian 
grounds, or may be based on considerations of  equity. It may 
be  intended to encourage  the  development  of education, 
science  and culture, or to foster harmonious international 
relations,  or  be  introduced  simply  for  administrative 
convenience,  to  avoid  expenditure  that would  be  out of 
proportion  to  the  amounts  collected.  Occasionally, 
economic  considerations may  also  have  to be  taken  into 
account when granting relief. 
The relief referred to here is outright inasmuch as the goods 
are taken into home use and are not placed under a customs 
procedure  affording  only  conditional  relief  from  import 
duties and taxes. 
However,  though  the  relief is  outright,  there  are  usually 
certain conditions to be met and the facility may, for a time at 
least, be subject to constraints: use for approved purposes, 
prohibition on sale, etc. 
The relief may apply to both import duties and import taxes 
or, in certain cases, to customs duties only. 
This Annex does not contain an exhaustive list of  the various 
reliefs granted by all countries. It does not cover, inter alia, 
goods  reimported  in  the  same  state, goods  consumed  on 
board  ships,  aircraft  and  international  trains  or  goods 
contained  in  travellers'  baggage.  Nor does  it cover tariff 
preferences, whether granted unilaterally or under bilateral 
or multilateral agreements. 
DEFINITIONS 
For the purposes of this Annex: 
(a)  the term 'relief from import duties and taxes' means the 
clearance of goods for home use free  of import duties 
and  taxes,  irrespective  of  their  normal  tariff 
classification or normal liability, provided that they are 
imported in  specified  circumstances and for  specified 
purposes; 
(b)  the term 'clearance for  home  use' means the customs 
procedure  which  provides  that  imported  goods  may 
remain  permanendy  in  the  customs  territory.  This 
procedure implies the payment of  any import duties and 
taxes  chargeable  and  the  accomplishment  of all  the 
necessary customs formalities; 
(c)  the term 'import duties and taxes' means customs duties 
and all other duties, taxes, fees or other charges which 
are collected on or  in connection with the importation of 
goods  but not including  fees  and charges which  are 
limited in amount to the approximate cost of services 
rendered; 
(d)  the term 'customs duties' means the duties laid down in 
the customs tariff, to which goods are liable on entering 
the customs territ_ory; 
(e)  the  term 'security'  means  that which  ensures  to  the 
satisfaction of the customs that an obligation  to the 
customs will be fulfilled; 
(f)  the term 'person' means both natural and legal persons, 
unless the context otherwise requires. 
PRINCIPLES 
1.  Standard 
Relief from  import duties  and taxes  in respect  of goods 
declared for home use shall be governed by the provisions of 
this Annex. 
2.  Standard 
National  legislation  shall  specify  the  circumstances  and 
enumerate the cases in which relief from import duties and 
taxes is granted and shall lay down the requirements which 
must be met to qualify for such relief. 
3.  Standard 
Relief from import duties and taxes shall be authorized not 
only for goods imported directly from abroad but also for 
goods which are under another customs procedure. 
4.  Recommended practice 
Except  where  an  international  instrument  provides  for 
reciprocity, relief from  import duties and taxes should be 
granted without regard to the country of  origin of the goods 
or the country whence they arrived. 
FORMAL111ES 
(a)  Prior authority 
5.  Standard 
National legislation shall  specify the cases in which prior 
authority is required for relief from import duties and taxes 
and shall designate the authorities empowered to grant such 
authority. ----------------------
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6.  Recommended practice 
The cases in which prior authority is required for relief from 
import duties an~ taxes should be as few as possible. 
(b)  Declaration 
7.  Standard 
National legislation shall specify the conditions under which 
goods qualifying for relief from import duties and taxes shall 
be  produced at the competent customs office and a goods 
declaration shall be lodged. 
8.  Recommended practice 
When a goods declaration is required, the form used should 
be that normally used for the goods declaration for home 
use. 
(c)  Security 
9.  Standard 
The form in which security, if any, is to be provided for the 
purposes of relief from import duties and taxes shall be laid 
down in national legislation or determined by the customs 
authorities in accordance with national legislation. 
10.  Recommended practice 
Where security is  required to ensure compliance with any 
conditions laid down in respect of relief from import duties 
and taxes, the customs authorities should be satisfied with a 
written undertaking alone. 
11.  Recommended practice 
Where, in special cases, security is required in the form of a 
deposit or a surety must be provided, the amount should be 
as small as possible and should not exceed the amount of the 
import duties and taxes that would have been involved if no 
relief had been granted. 
12.  Standard 
Where security has been furnished, it shall be discharged as 
soon  as  possible  aher the  customs  are  satisfied  that  the 
conditions under which relief from import duties and taxes 
has been granted have been duly fulfilled during any period 
laid down. 
SCOPE 
Cases covered by international instruments 
13.  Recommended practice 
Relief from import duties and taxes or from customs duties 
only, as appropriate, should be granted for goods specified in 
the  following  international  instruments  and  under  the 
conditions laid down therein: 
(a)  goods  referred  to  in  the  Annexes  to  the  Unesco 
Agreement on the Importation of  Educational, Scientific 
and Cultural Materials (New York, 22 November 1950) 
and to the Protocol  thereto (Nairobi,  26  November 
1976) as well as in the Unesco Agreement for Facilitating 
the International Circulation of Visual  and Auditory 
Materials of an  Educational, Scientific  and  Cultural 
Character (Beirut, 1948); 
(b)  equipment  or material  referred  to in  Recommended 
practices 4.39 and 4.41 of Annex 9 (7th edition) to the 
Convention on International Civil Aviation (Chicago, 7 
December 1944); 
(c)  commercial samples of negligible value and advertising 
material referred to in the International Convention to 
Facilitate the Importation of Commercial Samples and 
Advertising Material (Geneva, 7 November 1952); 
(d)  tourist publicity documents and material referred to in 
the Additional Protocol to the Convention Concerning 
Customs  Facilities  for  Touring,  Relating  to  the 
Importation  of  Tourist  Publicity  Documents  and 
Material (New York, 4 June 1954); 
(e)  products referred to in Anides 6 and 7 of the Customs 
Convention Concerning Facilities for the Importation of 
Goods  for  Display  or  Use  at  Exhibitions,  Fairs, 
Meetings or Similar Events  (Brussels,  8 June  1961); 
and 
(f)  goods imported under diplomatic or consular privileges 
as referred to in the Vienna Conventions on Diplomatic 
Relations (18 April 1961) and Consular Relations (24 
April 1963). 
Contracting parties are invited to consider the possibility of 
acceding to the above international instruments. 
Samples of no commercial value 
14.  Standard 
Relief from  import duties  and  taxes and from  economic 
prohibitions or restrictions shall  be  granted in  respect of 
samples of no commercial value (samples of  negligible value 
within  the  meaning  of the  International  Convention  to 
Facilitate  the  Importation  of  Commercial  Samples  and 
Advertising Material (Geneva, 7 November 1952). 
15.  Recommended practice 
The  following  should  be  regarded  as  samples  of  no 
commercial value: 
(a)  raw materials and products of  such dimensions that they 
are useless except for purposes of demonstration; 
(b)  articles of  non-precious materials affixed to cards or put 
up as samples in the manner usual in the trade, provided 
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(c)  raw· materials  and  products,  and  articles  of  such 
materials  or  products,  rendered  useless,  except  for 
purposes of demonstration,  by  slashing,  perforation, 
indelible marking or by any other effective method; 
(d)  products which  cannot  be  put up  as  samples  of no 
commercial value in accordance with paragraphs (a) to 
(c) and which consist of: 
(i)  non-consumable goods of an individual value not 
exceeding US  $ 5, and provided there is not more 
than one sample of each kind or quality; 
(ii)  consumable  goods  of  an  individual  value  not 
exceeding US  $ 5, even if they consist wholly or 
partly  of samples  of the  same  kind  or quality, 
provided the quantity and the manner in which they 
are put up preclude their being used otherwise than 
as samples.  · 
Human  therapeutic  substances,  blood-grouping  and 
tissue-typing reagents 
16.  Recommended practice 
Relief  from  import duties  and  taxes  and from  economic 
prohibitions or restrictions should be granted in respect of 
the  following  substances,  where  they  are  consigned  to 
institutions  or  laboratories  approved  by  the  competent 
authorities: 
(a)  therapeutic substances of human origin; human blood 
and its derivatives (whole blood, dried plasma, albumin, 
gamma-globulin, fibrinogen); bodily organs; 
(b)  blood-grouping reagents of human, animal,  plant or 
other origin; and 
(c)  tissue-typing reagents of human, animal, plant or other 
origin. 
Removable articles imported on transfer of residence 
17.  Standard 
Relief  from  import duties  and  taxes  and  from  economic 
prohibitions or restrictions  shall  be  granted in  respect  of 
removable  articles  belonging  to  a  natu~;al  person  or to 
members  of his  household  imported on  transfer  of their 
residence to the country of importation. 
18.  Recommended practice 
For the purposes of Standard 17 the expression 'removable 
articles' should be taken to include, in particular: 
(a)  furniture and furnishings; 
(b)  household appliances and audio-visual equipment; 
(c)  personal effects; 
(d)  means of transport for private use e.g.: motor vehicles 
and  trailers  therefor,  cycles,  motor cycles,  caravans, 
pleasure boats and light aircraft; 
(e)  household provisions normally kept in stock; 
(f)  collector's pieces; 
(g)  household pets and saddle horses; and 
(h)  equipment necessary for the calling, trade or profession 
of the persons transferring their residence, other than 
industrial,  commercial  or  agricultural  plant  or 
equipment. 
Note 
In  some  countries,  relief  from  customs  duties  and  from 
economic prohibitions or restrictions is granted in respect of 
industrial, commercial or agricultural plant or equipment 
imported by natural persons in connection with the transfer 
of their undertaking to the country of importation. 
19.  Recommended practice 
The relief provided for in Standard 17 should not be made 
subject to conditions more restrictive than the following: 
(a)  that the articles are appropriate, in kind, number and 
value, to the circumstances of the case: 
(b)  that in the case of persons returning to the country of 
importation, there has been an appropriate period of 
residence abroad. This period should not be  fixed  at 
more than one year; 
(c)  that except for  household  provisions,  the removable 
articles have been owned or possessed, and used  abroad 
by the importer or the members of his household for a 
reasonable period. This period should not be fixed  at 
more than six months except in the case of  articles liable 
to large amounts of  import duties and taxes, for which it 
should not exceed one year; 
(d)  that except for  household  provisions,  the  removable 
articles  granted  relief  will  continue  to be  owned  or 
possessed, and used by the importer or the members of 
his household for a reasonable period after importation. 
This period should not be fixed at more than six months 
except in the case of articles liable to large amounts of 
import duties and taxes, for which it should not exceed 
one year; 
(e)  that  the  removable  articles  be  imported  within  an 
appropriate period starting from the date on which the 
importer  establishes  residence  in  the  country  of 
importation.  This period should not be less  than six 
months; 
(f)  that any alcoholic beverages and tobacco goods do not 
exceed  the  quantities  laid  down  in  national 
legislation;  ' 
(g)  that the importer submits a list (inventory) of all  the 
articles being imported. 
Furniture and household articles for furnishing secondary 
residences 
20.  Recommended practice 
Relief from  import duties  and taxes and from  economic 
prohibitions or restrictions should be granted in respect of 
furniture and household articles imported for the purpose of ----------------------------
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furnishing a secondary residence by a person whose normal 
residence  is  in  another country, under the conditions laid 
down by national legislation.  · 
Note 
Relief  is  normally  made  subject  to  the  following 
conditions: 
(a)  the furniture and household articles must: 
1)  have been used before by the person concerned for a 
reasonable period; 
2)  be imported to furnish the secondary residence and 
be for the personal use of a private person and the 
members of his family living with him during their 
stay in the secondary residence; 
3)  be appropriate, in kind and quantity, to the normal 
furnishing of the secondary residence in question; 
4}  be retained in the possession of the person concerned 
for a reasonable period; 
(b)  relief may be granted on one occasion only for one and 
the same secondary residence; 
(c)  the secondary residence must be owned by the person 
concerned or have been rented by him for a reasonable 
period. 
Trousseaus and wedding presents 
21.  Standard 
Relief  from  impon duties  and  taxes  and from  economic 
prohibitions  or restrictions  shall  be  granted  in  respect  of 
trousseaus  and  wedding  presents  for  a  person  resident 
abroad who transfers residence to the country of importation 
on, or with a view to marriage to a person already residing in 
that country. 
22.  Standard 
Trousseaus  and  wedding  presents  shall  be  taken  to 
include: 
(a)  household linen and clothing, whether or not new, for 
the personal use of  the person concerned or for use in his 
household; 
(b)  any  anicles  customarily  given  on  the  occasion  of a 
wedding. 
23.  Recommended practice 
The relief provided for in Standard 21  should not be made 
subject to conditions more restrictive than the following: 
(a)  that  the  person  concerned  has  lived  abroad  for  an 
appropriate period. This period should not be fixed at 
more than one year; 
(b)  that the goods be imponed no earlier than three months 
before the scheduled date of the wedding and no later 
than six months after the wedding; 
(c)  that the person granted the relief will continue to own or 
possess the goods imported as trousseaus and wedding 
presents for a reasonable period after importation. As a 
rule, this period should not be fixed  at more than one 
year; 
(d)  that the goods are intended for the personal use of the 
couple; 
(e)  that any alcoholic beverages and tobacco goods do not 
exceed  the  quantities  laid  down  in  national 
legislation; 
(f)  that a list (inventory) of all the goods being imported be 
submitted,  together  with  any  supporting  documents 
required by the customs authorities. 
Personal  effects  and  educational  articles  for  persons 
attending educational establishments 
24.  Standard 
Relief from  import duties  and taxes  and from  economic 
prohibitions or restrictions shall be granted in respect of the 
personal  effects  and educational  articles  used  by  persons 
normally resident abroad who are duly enrolled as full-time 
pupils or students in  an educational establishment in  the 
country of importation. 
25.  Recommended practice 
The relief provided for in Standard 24 should not be made 
subject to conditions more restrictive than the following: 
(a}  that the goods  be  for  the personal use  of the person 
concerned; 
(b)  that a list (inventory) of the goods to be imported be 
submitted,  together with  any  supporting documents 
required by the customs authorities. 
Effects acquired by inheritance 
26.  Standard 
Relief from  import duties  and  taxes and from  economic 
prohibitions or restrictions shall  be  granted in  respect  of 
effects inherited by a person who, at the time of  the death of 
the deceased, has his principal residence in the country of 
importation provided that such effects were for the personal 
use of the deceased. 
27.  Recommended practice 
The relief provided for in Standard 26 should not be made 
subject to conditions more restrictive than the following: 
(a)  that the deceased was resident abroad at the time of 
death; 
(b)  that the effects be imported within one year of the date 
on  which  the  person  concerned  became  entitled  to 
dispose of them; 
(c)  that, except in  the case of household provisions,  the 
person granted relief retain ownership or possession of 
the  goods  inherited  for  a  reasonable  period  after 
importation. As a rule, this period should not be fixed at 
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(d)  that any alcoholic beverages and tobacco goods do not 
exceed  the  quantities  laid  down  in  national 
legislation; 
(e)  that a list (inventory) of the goods to be imported be 
submitted, together \vi.th any supporting documentary 
proof required by the customs authorities. 
Personal gifts 
28.  Standard 
Relief  from  import duties  and  taxes  and from  economic 
prohibitions or restrictions shall  be  granted in  respect  of 
personal gifts (excluding alcohol, alcoholic beverages and 
tobacco goods) the aggregate value of which, determined on 
the basis of the retail prices in the country of dispatch, does 
not  exceed  US  $  25.  Where  several  consignments  are 
dispatched at the same time by the same sender to the same 
addressee, the aggregate value shall be taken to be the total 
value of all those consignments. 
Note 
A gift is usually considered to be personal if it: 
(a)  is  sent to a private person by or on behalf of another 
private person resident abroad; 
(b)  is occasional; and 
(c)  consists only of goods for personal use by the addressee 
or his family, and the nature and quantity of the goods 
imported are such that the consignment is obviously not 
of a commercial nature. 
Goods sent to charitable or philanthropic organizations 
29.  Recommended practice 
Relief  from  import duties  and  taxes  and  from  economic 
prohibitions or restrictions should be granted in respect of 
basic necessities (such as foodstuffs, medicaments, clothing 
and blankets) sent as gifts to an approved organization for 
distribution  free  of  charge  to  needy  persons  by  the 
organization or under its control. 
Awards 
30.  Recommended practice 
Relief  from  import duties  and  taxes  and from  economic 
prohibitions  or restrictions  should  be  granted  in  respect 
of: 
(a)  decorations  presented  by  foreign  governments  to 
persons resident in the country of importation; 
(b)  objets  d'art,  trophies,  medals  and  similar  articles 
presented abroad either as prizes in a competition or as a 
reward for acts of courage or self-sacrifice, to persons 
resident in the country of importation, or such articles 
donated  by  authorities  or  non-profit-making 
organizations abroad with a view to presentation for the 
same purposes in the country of  importation to persons 
resident in that country, subject to the production of  any 
supporting  documents  required  by  the  customs 
authorities. 
Materials for the construction, upkeep or ornamentation of 
military cemeteries; coHins, funerary urns and ornamental 
funerary articles 
31.  Recommended practice 
Relief from  import duties  and taxes  and from  economic 
prohibitions  or restrictions  should  be  granted  in  respect 
of: 
(a)  goods,  imported  by  organizations  approved  by  the 
competent authorities of  the country of  importation and 
appropriate  for  the  construction,  upkeep  or 
ornamentation of military cemeteries; 
(b)  coffins containing the bodies, and urns containing the 
ashes, of deceased persons, and the flowers,  wreaths 
and other ornamental objects accompanying them; 
(c)  flowers, wreaths and other ornamental objects brought 
by persons attending a funeral or mourners coming to 
decorate graves in the country of importation. 
Documents  and miscellaneous  articles  of no commercial 
value 
32  ..  Recommended practice 
Relief from  import duties  and taxes  and from  economic 
prohibitions or restrictions should be granted in respect of 
consignments containing the following items when they are 
clearly,  by  their  quantity  or  nature,  of no  commercial 
value: 
(a)  publications of foreign governments and publications of 
official international organizations; 
(b)  printed forms issued by foreign governments; 
(c)  voting papers for foreign nationals; 
(d)  documents sent free of charge to the public services of 
the country of importation; 
(e)  objects  to  be  submitted  as  evidence  or  for  similar 
purposes to the courts or other official agencies of the 
country of importation; 
(f)  printed  circulars  concerning  signatures  addressed  to 
public  services  or  banks  in  the  country  of 
importation; 
(g)  securities  in  foreign  currencies,  cheque  books  and 
travellers' cheques of banks established abroad; 
(h)  reports, statements and notes drawn up by companies 
established abroad; 
(ij}  recorded  media  such  as  punched  cards,  sound 
recordings, magnetic tapes, microfiches, mircofilms and 
magnetic  discs,  for  the  international  exchange  of 
information; ------------------~- ---- -~-------------------·. 
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(k)  publications of  chambers of  commerce of the country of 
importation abroad; 
(I)  plans, technical drawings, traced designs, specifications 
and other documents imported solely  with  a view  to 
placing  orders  abroad  or  to  participating  in 
competitions  or calls  for  tenders  in  the  country  of 
importation; 
(m)  documents relating to trade marks, patterns or designs 
and patent applications submitted to the agencies in the 
country of importation which deal with the protection of 
copyrights or the protection of  industrial or commercial 
property; 
(n)  printed forms and tickets sent by transport and travel 
undertakings  located  abroad  to  their  offices  and 
agencies in the country of importation; 
(o)  printed forms and tickets, bills of lading, waybills and 
other  commercial  documents  which  have  been 
processed; 
(p)  press  photographs  and  stereotype  mats  for  press 
photographs sent to press agencies or to publishers of 
newspapers or periodicals. 
Religious objects 
33.  Recommended practice 
Relief  from  import duties  and  taxes  and  from  economic 
prohibitions or restrictions should be granted in respect of 
objects  used  for  religious worship, subject to compliance 
with the conditions laid down in national legislation. 
Products imported for testing 
34.  Standard 
Relief  from  import duties  and  taxes  and  from  economic 
prohibitions or restrictions  shall  be  granted in  respect  of 
products imported for testing, provided that the quantities 
imported do not exceed those sttictly necessary for testing 
and that: 
(a)  they are products that will be completely used up during 
testing; 
(b)  if not so used up, they will be re-exported, destroyed or 
rendered commercially valueless under official control, 
without expense to the revenue. 
Products and materials for the protection of goods during 
transport 
35.  Recommended practice 
Relief from  import duties  and taxes and from  economic 
prohibitions or restrictions should be granted in respect of 
packing materials (straw, paper, fibre glass, wood shavings, 
etc.)  and  various  products  such  as  rope,  paper  and 
paperboard which have been used to stow and protect goods 
during transport. 
Fodder and other feed  for animals in the course of being 
transported 
36.  Recommended practice 
Relief from  import duties  and taxes and from  economic 
prohibitions or restrictions should be granted in respect of 
fodder and other feed accompanying imported animals and 
intended for use during transport. 
INFORMATION CONCERNING RELIEF 
37.  Standard 
The  customs  authorities  shall  ensure  that  all  relevant 
information concerning relief from import duties and taxes is 
readily available to any person interested. Edition  N•  3  of  31.12.1988  I  page  X-C-135 
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Commentaries and reservations to be entered by the Community in respect of Aimex B. 2 to the 
International Convention on the Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures 
1.  General reservation (general remark) 
'Community legislation generally covers the provisions 
of this Annex.  However, the Member States shall, if 
appropriate, enter their own reservations to the extent 
that Community legislation leaves them the possibility 
to  maintain,  in  certain  cases,  their  national 
provisions! 
2.  Standard 3 
'Community law provides the possibility of excluding 
from  relief those goods declared  for  free  circulation 
after being placed under another customs procedure. 
This exclusion has only been applied in respect of the 
entiy for free circulation of consignments of negligible 
value.' 
3.  Recommended practice 10 
'In certain cases, relief may  be  granted if the person 
concerned undertakes to respect certain conditions (for 
example, to actually install himself in the Community 
or to  furnish  a  supporting  document  for  his  rdief 
request).  This  undertaking  is  accompanied  by  a 
security,  the  form  and  amount  of which  shall  be 
determined by the competent authorities.' 
4.  Recommended practice 16 
'The  importation  of the  substances  concerned  as  a 
commercial operation is excluded from relief.' 
5.  Recommended practice 18 
'Community  legislation  excludes  from  relief  the 
following items: 
(a)  alcoholic products; 
(b)  tobacco or tobacco products; 
(c)  commercial means of transport; 
(d)  articles  for  use  in  the  exercise  of a  trade  or 
profession, other than portable instruments of the 
applied or liberal arts.' 
6.  Recommended practice 19 
'The period for  which  the beneficiary must keep the 
property or possession of  the articles in question is set at 
12 months.' 
7.  Recommended practice 20 
'Community legislation does not provide for exemption 
from value-added tax on goods imported for furnishing 
a secondary residence imported &om countries outside 
the European Community.' 
8.  Standard 21 
'The exemption from  value-added  tax (1)  applies  to 
presents of a unit value of not more than 200 ECU. 
Member States  may,  however, grant exemption  for 
more than 200 ECU, provided that the value of each 
exempt present does not exceed 1 000 ECU. The relief 
from import duties applies to presents when the value of 
each present does not exceed 1 000 ECU' 
(See also reservation to Recommended practice 23.) 
9.  Recommended practice 23 
'Community legislation provides no relief for alcoholic 
products, tobacco or tobacco products. 
Save  in  exceptional  circumstances,  relief  shall  be 
granted  only  in  respect  of goods  entered  for  free 
circulation: 
- not earlier than two months before the date fixed for 
the wedding (in this case the relief shall be subject to 
the lodging of appropriate security, the form  and 
amount  of  which  shall  be  determined  by  the 
competent authorities), and 
not later than four  months after the date of the 
wedding.' 
10.  Recommended practice 2 7 
'Community  legislation  excludes  from  relief  the 
following items: 
(a) alcoholic products; 
(b) tobacco and tobacco products; 
(c)  commercial means of transport; 
(d) articles  for  use  in  the  exercise  of  a  trade  or 
profession, other than portable instruments of the 
applied or liberal arts, which were required for the 
exercise  of  the  trade  or  profession  of  the 
deceased; 
(e)  stocks  of  raw  materials  and  finished  or 
semi-finished products; 
(f)  livestock  and  stocks  of  agricultural  products 
exceeding  the  quantities  appropriate  to  normal 
family requirements.' 
11.  Standard 28 
'Community legislation  provides relief for  goods the 
total value of which does not exceed 45 ECU forming ---~~----- --- - ,----~~-----
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small  consignments of a non-commercial nature sent 
without payment by a private person to another private 
person  living  in  the  customs  territory  of  the 
Community. 
Besides quantitative restrictions applicable to tobacco, 
alcohol  and  alcoholic  beverages,  Community 
legislation  provides  for  the  following  maximum tax 
allowances for  imports of coffee,  tea, perfumes  and 
toilet water: 
(a)  coffee:  500 grammes 
or coffee extracts and essences:  200 grammes 
(b)  tea:  100 grammes 
or tea extracts and essences:  40 grammes 
(c)  perfumes:  50 grammes 
or toilet waters:  0,25 litre' 
12.  Recommended practice 29 
'The goods referred to in the Recommended practice are 
admitted free of import duties in so far as this does not 
give  rise  to  abuses  or  major  distortions  of 
competition. 
Community  legislation  provides  that  the  following 
goods are excluded from  relief for  duty and taxes at 
importation: 
(a)  alcoholic products; 
(b)  tobacco or tobacco products; 
(c)  coffee and tea; 
(d)  motor vehicles other than ambulances.' 
13.  Recommended practice 32 
'For the  operations  covered  by  points  (a)  and  (b), 
Community legislation provides that the relief applies 
to documents addressed or distributed free of charge. 
Community  legislation  does  not  provide  for  the 
operations envisaged under points (g) and (k) of this 
Recommended practice. 
The importations covered by point (ij)  are permitted 
under  Community legislation  in  so  far  as  duty-free 
admission does not give  rise to abuses  or to major 
distortions of  competition and that these goods are used 
for the transmission of information sent free of charge 
to the addressee.' 
14.  Recommended practice 33 
'Community legislation does not provide for the relief 
covered by this Recommended practice.' . 
15.  Standard 34 
'Goods covered by this Standard are entitled to relief 
only if the examination, analysis or tests concerned do 
not  in  themselves  constitute  sales  promotion 
operations.' 
16.  Recommended practice 35 
'Community legislation provides for the relief envisaged 
in this Recommended practice in so far as the materials 
in question are not normally reusable and on condition 
that their value is included in the imposable base of the 
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COUNCIL DEOSION 
of 7 June 1988 
accepting, on behaH of the Community, Annex E.4 to the International Convention on the 
Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures 
(88/356/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic Community, and in panicular Articles 28, 43, 113 
and 235 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament (  1 ), 
Whereas,  by  Decision  75/199/EEC (2),  the  Community 
concluded  the  International  Convention  on  .the 
Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures;_ 
Whereas the acceptance of the Annexes to the International 
Convention  on the  Simplification  and  Harmonization  of 
Customs  Procedures  effectively  contributes  to  the 
development and easing of international trade in goods; 
Whereas Annex E.4 concerning drawback may be accepted 
by the Community; 
Whereas acceptance should, however, be accompanied by 
certain  reservations  to  take  account  of  the  specific 
requirements of the customs union and the stage currently 
reached in the harmonization of customs legislation, 
( 1)  OJ No C 167,27. 6. 1988. 
( 2 )  OJ No L 100, 21. 4. 1975, p. 1. 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
Annex  E.4  to  the  International  Convention  on  the 
Simplification and Harmonization of Customs Procedures, 
concerning drawback, is hereby accepted on behalf of the 
Community, subject to a reservation of  a general nature and 
a reservation with regard to Standard 5. 
' 
The text of Annex E.4, together with the reservations, is 
attached to this Decision. 
Article 2 
The President  of the  Council  shall  designate  the  person 
empowered to notify the Secretary-General of the Customs 
Cooperation Council of the acceptance by the Community, 
subject to the reservations referred to in Article 1, of the 
Annex referred to in Article 1. 
Done at-Luxembourg, 7 june 1988. 
For the Council 
The President 
M. BANGEMANN Ed i t i on  N  •  3  of  31.12.1988  I  page  x-c- 139 
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ANNEX E.  4 
ANNEX CONCERNING DRAWBACK 
INTRODUCTION 
When imported materials which have borne import duties 
and taxes are subjected to manufacturing or processing (or, 
in certain circumstances, repair) and are then exported, they 
can ohen  be  offered  for  sale  in  foreign  markets  at more 
competitive prices if the import duties and taxes are refunded 
at exportation. The drawback procedure provides facilities 
for such a refund. 
Since, however, such refunds may encourage the importation 
of foreign  goods for which equivalents are available from 
domestic  sources,  some  restriction  on  the  granting  of 
such  refund  may  be  considered  necessary  in  respect  of 
particular categories of goods or particular processing or 
manufacturing operations. The extent to which drawback 
may  be  granted will  have to be  specified  as  necessary  by 
individual countries. 
This Annex covers not only the granting of  drawback in cases 
where the goods have undergone processing, manufacture or 
repair, but also the possibility of granting drawback in cases 
where  goods  have  been  imported  and  are  subsequently 
re-exported in the same state. The Annex does not cover, 
however,  repayment  made  on  grounds  of  equity,  for 
example, when goods are returned to the supplier as being 
not in  accordance with contract. Neither does the Annex 
cover the repayment on exportation of  duties and taxes other 
than import duties and taxes. 
DEFINITIONS 
For the purposes of this Annex: 
(a)  the  term  'drawback  procedure'  means  the  customs 
procedure which, when goods are exported, provides 
for a refund (total or partial) to be made in respect of  the 
import duties and taxes charged on the goods, or on 
materials  contained  in  them  or  used  up  in  their 
production; 
(b)  the term 'drawback' means the amount of import duties 
and taxes repaid unter the drawback procedure; 
(c)  the term 'impo~  duties and taxes' means customs duties 
and all other duties, taxes, fees or other charges which 
are collected on or in connection with the importation of 
goods, but not including fees  and  charges  which  are 
limited in  amount to the approximate cost of services 
rendered. 
PRINCIPLE 
1.  Standard 
The drawback provisions shall be governed by the provisions 
of this Annex. 
SCOPE 
2.  Standard 
National  legislation  shall  specify  the  cases  in  which 
drawback may be claimed and the conditions under which it 
is paid. 
Note 1 
The cases where drawback may be claimed may be specified 
by reference to certain goods or classes of  goods or to certain 
uses of goods. Drawback may also be restricted to certain 
categories of import duties and taxes or to cases where the 
goods have undergone processing, manufacture or repair or 
other authorized uses. Drawback in respect of  goods used up 
in  the  production  of exported goods  does  not normally 
extend  to mere  aids  to manufacture,  such  as  lubricants, 
but  may  apply  to  waste  or  loss  resulting  from  such 
manufacture. 
Note 2 
Repayments under the drawback procedure are ~ot  granted 
in cases where import duties and taxes have been, or will be, 
repaid under other provisions. 
3.  Recommended practice 
The drawback procedure should also  be  applied  in cases 
where the goods or materials which have borne import duties 
and  taxes  have  been  replaced  by  equivalent  goods  or 
materials used in the manufacture or production of  exported 
goods. 
CONDmONS TO BE FULFillED 
4.  Standard 
The  interested  parties  shall  maintain  records  or  stock 
accounts enabling the validity of  the claim for drawback to be 
verified. 
5.  Standard 
When it is known or anticipated at the time of  importation of 
the goods for home use that drawback will be claimed, the 
declarant may be required, in order to facilitate a later claim, 
to state this intention; however, payment of drawback shall 
not be withheld solely because such a statement has not been 
made, nor shall exportation be required because of such a 
statement. -----·------------------------- --------- --------···-·--------
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Note 
The customs may require that goods on which drawback is to 
be claimed be segregated from other goods or be processed or 
manufactured under customs supervision. 
DURATION OF STAY  OF THE GOODS IN 1HE CUSTOMS 
TERRITORY 
6.  Standard 
Where a time limit for the exportation of the goods is fixed 
beyond  which  they  no  longer qualify  for  drawback,  due 
account shall be taken in fixing such limit of the nature of  the 
process or manufacture to which the goods may be subjected, 
and of the commercial or other factors involved. 
7.  Recommended practice 
Where a time limit for the exportation of the goods is fixed, 
this  should, upon request, be  extended  if the reasons are 
deemed by the customs authorities to be valid. 
DECLARATION  ON  EXPORTATION  AND  CLAIM  FOR 
DRAWBACK 
8.  Standard 
A declaration of exportation on drawback accompanied by 
supporting  documents  shall  be  lodged  at  a  competent 
customs office. 
9.  Recomme11ded practice 
At the request of the exporter, and for reasons deemed to be 
valid,  the  customs  authorities  should,  so  far  as  possible, 
allow  goods  for  exportation  to  be  examined  on  private 
premises, the expenses entailed by such examination being 
borne by  the exporter. 
The customs authorities may themselves require goods for 
exportation  to  be  produced  for  examination  at  private 
premises. 
10.  Recommended practice 
Where  the  exportation  of  goods  under  the  drawback 
procedure  is  controlled  through  the  exporter's  records, 
production of the goods at exportation should normally be 
dispensed with. 
11.  Standard 
The claim  for  drawback shall contain (or provide in  the 
accompanying documents) such proof as is required to show 
that the conditions laid down for the payment of drawback 
have been fulfilled. 
Note 
The  particulars  that  may  be  required  by  the  customs 
authorities  for  the  payment  of  drawback  include  the 
following: 
(a)  the claimant; 
(b)  the  initial  clearance of the goods  for  home  use  (for 
example, the number and date of the goods declaration 
for home use); 
(c)  the import duties and taxes paid; 
(d)  the nature or tariff description, and the quantity of the 
goods; 
(e)  the use, process or manufacture to which the goods have 
been subjected; 
(f)  details of exportation. 
12.  Recommended practice 
Where  a  time  limit  is  fixed  beyond  which  claims  for 
drawback will not be accepted, provision should be made for 
its extension for commercial or other reasons deemed by the 
customs authorities to be valid. 
PAYMENT OF DRAWBACK 
13.  Standard 
Drawback shall be paid as soon as possible after the claim has 
been verified. 
14.  Recommended practice 
Drawback should also be paid on deposit of the goods in a 
customs warehouse on condition that they are to be exported 
subsequently. 
15.  Recommended practice 
The  customs  authorities  should,  if  so  requested,  pay 
drawback periodically, on goods exported during a specified 
period. 
INFORMATION CONCERNING DRAWBACK 
16.  Standard 
The  customs  authorities  shall  ensure  that  all  relevant 
information regarding the drawback procedure is  readily 
available to any person interested. Ed i t i on  N  •  3  of  31.12.1988 
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1.  General Reservation (general remark) 
Community legislation generally covers the provisions of this Annex. However, in the areas not 
covered  by  Community  legislation,  the  Member  States  enter  their  own  reservations,  if 
necessary. 
2.  Standard 5 
The declaration for release for free circulation must contain certain details regarding the use of  the 
inward  processing  relief  arrangements-drawback  system.  Furthermore,  use  of this  system 
pre-supposes  that an inward processing  authorization has been  issued  or, in certain cases, 
requested before this release for free circulation. Edition  N°  I  page  x-o-1  l 
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COUNCU.. DECISION 
of 10 December 1979 
concerning the conclusion of the Multilateral A~~ments resulting &om the 1973 to 1979 
trade negottauons 
(80~271/EEC) 
- OJ  No  L 71  of 17.3.1980, p.  1 
N.B.  This  compendium  contains only  the Agreement  on  the  implementation  of 
Article VII  of  the General  Agreement  on  Tariffs and  Trade  based  on  the 
regulations  concerning  customs  value  of  goods. Edition  N°  I  page X-D-3  J 
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DECISION 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
Commission, 
Whereas  the  multilateral  trade  negotiations  under  the 
GA TI opened  pursuant to the Ministerial Declaration 
adopted in Tokyo on 14 September 1973 resulted in the 
following Multilateral Agreements: 
- Geneva  (  1979)  Protocol  to  the  General Agreement 
on tariffs and trade and the Protocol supplementary 
to  the  Geneva  (1979)  Protocol  to  the  General 
Agreement on tariffs and trade, 
- Arrangement regarding bovine meat, 
International Dairy Arrangement, 
- Agreement on technical barriers to trade, 
- Agreement on government procurement, 
- Agreement on trade in civil aircraft, 
- Agreement  on  interpretation  and  application  of 
Articles  VI,  XVI  and  XXIII  of  the  General 
Agreement on tariffs and trade, 
- Agreement on implementation of Article  VI  of the 
General  Agreement  on  tariffs  and  trade  and  the 
Addenda annexed thereto, 
- Agreement on import licensing procedures, 
- Agreement on implementation of Article VII  of the 
General  Agreement  on  tariffs  and  trade  and  the 
Protocol annexed thereto; 
Whereas all the reciprocal concessions and undertakings 
negotiated  by  the  Community  and  the  countries 
participating  in  the  negotiations,  as  embodied  in  the 
above Multilateral Agreements, constitute an acceptable 
result, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article  1 
1.  The Geneva  (1979)  Protocol  supplementary to  the 
General  Agreement  on  tariffs  and  trade  and  the 
Protocol  to the Geneva  (1979)  Protocol to the GATf 
are  hereby  approved  on  behalf  of  the  European 
Economic Community. Edition  N°  I  page  X-D-4  J 
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2.  The following Agreements are hereby approved on 
behalf of the European Economic Community: 
- Arrangement regarding bovine meat, 
- International Dairy Arrangement, 
- Agreement on techni\:31 barriers to trade, 
- Agreement on government procurement, 
- Agreement on trade in civil aircraft, 
- Agreement  on  interpretation  and  application  of 
Articles  VI,  XVI  and  XXill  of  the  General 
Agreement on tariffs and trade, 
- Agreement on implementation of Article VI  of the 
General· Agreement  on  tariffs  and trade  and  the 
Addenda annexed thereto, 
- Agreement on import licensing procedures, 
- Agreement on implementation of Article VII  of. the 
General  Agreement  on  tariffs  and  trade  and  the 
Protocol annexed thereto. 
3.  The  texts  of the  Agreements  referred  to  in  this 
Article are annexed to this ~ 
Article  2 
The President of the  Council  is  hereby  authorized  to 
designate the person empowered to take such steps  as 
are required by the Agreements referred to in Article  J 
in order to bind the European Economic Community. 
Done at Brussels, 10 December 1979. 
For the Council 
The President 
T.HUSSEY Edition  N°  lpage  x-o-s  I 
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AGREEMENT  ON  IMPLEMENTATION  OF  ARTICLE  VII  OF  lHE  GENERAL 
AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND lRADE 
GENERAL INfRODUCTORY COMMENTARY 
1.  The  primary  basis  for  customs  value  under  this 
Agreement is  'transaction value' as defined in  Article  l. 
Article  1  is  to  he  read  together  with  Article  8  which 
provides inter alia  for adjustments to the price actually 
paid or payable in cases where certain specific elements 
which  are  considered  to form  a  part of the  value  for 
customs purposes arc incurred hy  the huyer but are not 
ltllllldnl  ill  rlw  rric.:c  drtu.tlly  fl·"''  01'  lhty.thll'  tell  rlu• 
imported goods. Article 8 also provides for the inclusion 
in the transaction value of certain considerations which 
may  pass  from  the  buyer to the  seller  in  the  form  of 
specified  goods  or services  rather than in  the form  of 
money.  Articles  2  to  7,  inclusive,  provide  methods  of 
determining  the customs  value  whenever  it cannot be 
determined under the provisions of Article 1. 
2.  Where  the  customs  value  cannot  be  determined 
under the provisions of Article  1 there should normally 
be  a  process  of  consultation  between  the  customs 
administration and importer with a view to arriving at a 
basis of value under the provisions of Articles 2 or 3. It 
may  occur,  for  example,  that  the  importer  has 
information  about  the  customs  value  of identical  or 
similar  imported  goods  which  is  not  immediately 
available  to  the customs administration in  the port of 
importation.  On  the  other  hand,  the  customs 
administration may have information about the customs 
value  of identical  or similar imported goods which  is 
not  readily  available  to  the  importer.  A  process  of 
consultation  between  the  two  parties  will  enable 
information  to  be  exchanged,  subject  to  the 
requirements of commercial confidentiality, with a view  · 
to  determining  a  proper  basis  of  value  for  customs 
purposes. 
J.  Artides 5 anJ 6 provide two bases for  dcterminiug 
the customs value where it cannot be determined on the 
basis of the transaction value of the imported goods .or 
of identical or similar imported goods. Under Article 5 
(  1)  the customs value is determined on the basis of the 
price at which  the goods are sold in  the condition  as 
imported  to  an  unrelated  buyer  in  the  country  of 
importation.  The importer also  has  the  right to  have 
goods  which  are  further  processed  after  importation 
valued  under  the  provisions  of  Article  5  if  he  so 
requests.  Under  Article  6  the  customs  value  is 
determined  on the  basis  of the computed value.  Both 
these methods present certain difficulties and because of 
this the importer is given the right, under the provisions 
of Article 4, to choose the order of application of the 
two methods. 
4.  Article  7  sets  out how  to determine  the  customs 
value in cases where it cannot be determined under the 
provisions of any of the precediilg Articles. Edition  N°  Jpage  X-D-6  I 
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PREAMBLE 
Having regard to the multilateral trade negotiations, THE PARTIES TO lHIS AGREEMENT (herein-
after referred to as 'Parties'), 
DESIRING to further the objectives of the General Agreement on tariffs and trade (hereinafter refened 
to as 'General Agreement' or 'GATT') and to secure additional benefits for the international trade of 
developing countries ; 
RECOGNIZING the importance of the provisions of Article VII of the General Agreement and desiring 
to elaborate rules  for  their application in  order to provide greater uniformity and certainty in their 
implementation; 
RECOGNIZING  the  need  for  a  fair,  uniform  and  neutral  system  for  the valutation  of goods  for 
customs purpose!> that precludes the use of arbitrary or fictitious customs values; 
RECOGNIZING that the basis for  valuation of goods  for customs purposes should, to the greatest 
extent possible, be the transaction value of the goods being valued; 
RECOGNIZING that customs value should be  based on simple and equitable criteria consistent with 
commercial practices and that valuation procedures should be of general application without distinction 
between sources of supply; 
RECOGNIZING that valuation procedures should not be used to combat dumping; 
HEREBY AGREE AS  FOLLOWS: 
PART  I 
RULES ON CUSTOMS VALUATION 
Article  1 
1.  The  customs  value  of imported goods  shall  be  the 
transaction  value,  that  is  the  price  actually  paid  or 
payable  for  the  goods  when  sold  for  export  to  the 
country of importation adjusted in accordance with the 
provisions of Article 8, provided: 
(a)  that there are no restrictions as to the disposition or 
use of the goods by the buyer other than restrictions 
which: 
(i)  are imposed or required by law or by the public 
authorities in the country of importation, 
(ii)  limit the geographical area in which  the goods 
may be resold, or 
(iii)  do  not  substantially  affect  the  value  of  the 
goods; 
(b)  that  die  ~ale  or  price  is  not  subject  to  some 
condition or consideration for which a value cannot 
be  determined  with  respect  to  the  goods  being 
valued; 
(c)  that  no  part  of  the  proceeds  of  any  subsequent 
resale, disposal or use of the goods by the buyer will 
accrue ·directly or indirectly to the seller, unless  an 
appropriate adjustment can be  made in accordance 
with the provisions of Article 8; and 
(d)  that the buyer and seller are not related, or where 
the buyer and seller are related, that the transaction 
value is  acceptable for customs purposes under the 
provisions of paragraph 2 of this Article. 
2.  (a)  In  determining whether the transaction value  is 
acceptable for the purposes of paragraph 1, the 
fact  that the  buyer  and  the  seller  are  related 
within  the  meaning  of Article  15  shall  not  in 
itself be  grounds  for  regarding  the  transaction 
value  as  unacceptable.  In  such  case  the 
circumstances  surrounding  the  sale  shall  he 
examined  and  the  transaction  value  shall  be 
accepted provided that the relationship did not 
influence the price. If, in the light of information 
provided  by  the  importer  or  otherwise,  the 
customs  administration  has  grounds  for 
considering that the relationship influenced the 
price,  it shall  communicate  its  grounds  to  the 
importer  and  he  shall  be  given  a  reasonable_ 
opportunity  to  respond.  If  the  importer  so 
requests,  the  communication  of  the  grounds 
shall be in writing. Edition  N°  fpage  X-D-7  I 
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(b)  In  a  sale  between  related  persons,  the 
transaction  value  shall  be  accepted  and  the 
. goods valued in  accordance with the provisions 
of  paragraph  1  whenever  the  importer 
demonstrates  that  such  value  closely 
approximates to one of the following occurring 
:it or about the same time: 
(i)  the  transaction  value  in  sales  to  unrelated 
buyers  of  identical  or  similar  goods  for 
export to the same country of importation ; 
(ii)  the  customs  value  of  identical  or  similar 
goods as determined under the provisions of 
Article 5; 
{iii) the  customs  value  of  identical  or  similar 
goods as determined under the provisions of 
Article 6; 
(iv) the  transaction  value  in  sales  to  unrelated 
buyers  for  export  to  the  same  country  of 
importation  of  goods  which  would  be 
identical  to the imported goods  except  for 
having  a  different  country  of  production 
provided  that  the  sellers  in  any  two 
transactions being compared are not related. 
In  applying  the  foregoing  tests,  due  account 
shall  be  taken  of demonstrated  differences  in 
commercial levels,  quantity levels,  the elements 
enumerated  in  Article  8  and  costs  incurred  by 
the seller in sales in  which he and the buyer are 
not related that are not incurred by  the seller in 
sales in which he and the buyer are related. 
(c)  The  test set forth  in  paragraph 2  (b)  are  to be 
used at the initiative of the importer and only for 
comparison purposes. Substitute values may not 
be established under the provisions of paragraph 
2 (b). 
Article  2 
1.  (a) If the  customs  value  of  the  imported  goods 
cannot  be  determined  under  the  provisions  of 
Article  1,  the  customs  value  shall  be  the 
transaction  value  of  identical  goods  sold  for 
export to  the  same country of importation and 
exported at or about the same time as the goods 
being valued. 
of; 
(b)  In applying this Article, the transaction value of 
identical goods in a sale at the same commercial 
ltW.el  and  in  substantially  the same  quantity  as 
the  goods  being  valued  shall  be  used  to 
determine  the  customs  value.  Where  no  such 
sale  is  found,  the  transaction value of identical 
goods  sold  at  a  different  commercial  level 
and/or in  different quantities, adjusted to take 
account  of  differences  attributable  to 
commercial  level  and/or  to  quantity,  shall  be 
used,  provided  that  such  adjustments  can  be 
made  on  the  basis  of demonstrated  evidence 
which dearly establishes the reasonableness and  ·"· 
accuracy  of  the  adjustment,  whether  the 
adjustment leads to an increase or a decrease in. 
the value. 
2.  Where  the  costs  and  charges  referred  to  in 
Article 8 (2)  are  included  in the transaction  value,  an 
adjustment shall be made to take account of significant 
differences  in  such  costs  and  charges  between  the 
imported  goods  and  the  identical  goods  in  question 
arising  from  differences  in  distances  and  modes  of 
transport.  · 
3.  If,  in  applying  this  Article,  more  than  nne 
transaction value of identical goods. is found, the lowest 
such value shall be used to determine the customs value 
of the imported goods. 
Article 3 
- 1.  (a)  If the  customs  value  of  the  imported  goods 
cannot  be  determined  under  the  provisions  of 
Articles 1 and 2, the customs value shall be  the 
transaction  value  of  similar  goods  sold  for 
export to the same country of importatiOft  and··--
exported at or about the same time as the goods 
being valued. 
. (b)  In applying this Article, the transaction value of 
similar goods in a sale at the same commercial 
level  and in  substantially  the same quantit}  as 
the  goods  being  valued  shall  be  used  to 
determine  the  customs  value.  Where  no  ~uch 
sale  is  found,  the  transaction  value  of similar 
goods  sold  at  a  different  commercial  level  , 
and/or in different quantities, adjusted  to take 
account  of  differences  attributable  to 
commercial  level  and/or to quantity,  shall  be 
used,  provided  that  such  adjustments  can  be 
made  on  the  basis  of demonstrated  evidence 
which dearly establishes the reasonableness and 
accuracy  of  the  adjustment,  whether  the 
adjustment leads to an increase or a decrease in 
the value. 
2.  Where  the  costs  and  charges  refereed  to  in 
Article 8 (2)  are included  in  the  transaction  value,  an 
adjustment shall be made to take account of significant Edition  N°  I  page X-D-8  I 
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differences  in  such  costs  and  charges  between  the 
imported  goods  and  the  similar  goods  in  question 
arising  from  differences  in  distances  and  modes  of 
transport. 
3.  If,  in  applying  this  Article,  more  than  one 
transaction value of similar goods  is  found,  the lowest 
such value shall be used to determine the customs value 
of the imported goods. 
Article  4 
If the  customs value  of the imported goods  cannot be 
determined  under the provisions of Articles  1, 2 and  3 
the  customs  value  shall  be  determined  under  the 
provisions  of Article  5  or,  when  the  customs  value 
cannot  be  determined  under  that  Article,  under  the 
provisions of Article 6 except that, at the request of the 
importer,  the  order of application  of Articles 5 and 6 
shall be  reversed. 
Article  5 
l.  (a)  If  the  imported  goods  or  identical  or  similar 
imported  goods  are  sold  in  the  country  of 
importation  in  the  condition  as  imported,  the 
customs value of the imported goods under the 
provisions  of this  Article  shall  be  based  on  the 
unit  price  at  which  the  imported  goods  or 
identical or similar imported goods  are so  sold 
in  the  greatest aggregate  quantity,  at or about 
the  time of the importation of the goods  being 
valued,  to  persons  who  are  not related  to  the 
persons  from  whom  they  buy  such  goods, 
subject to deductions for the following: 
(i)  either  the  commissions  usually  paid  or 
agreed  to  be  paid or the  additions  usually 
made  for  profit  and  general  expenses  in 
connection  with  sales  in  such  country  of 
imported goods of the same class or kind; 
(ii)  the  usual  costs  of transport and  insurance 
and  associated  costs  incurred  within  the 
country of importation; 
(iii) where  appropriate,  the  costs  and  charges 
referred to in Article 8 (2);  and 
(iv) the customs duties and other national taxes 
payable  in  the  wuntry  of importation  by 
reason  of  the  importation  or  sale  of the 
goods. 
(h)  If neither  the imported goods  nor identical  nor 
similar imported goods are sold at or about the 
time of importation of the goods being valued, 
the customs value shall, subject otherwise to the 
provisions of par~graph 1 (a)  of this Article, be 
based  on the  unit price  at which the imported 
goods or identical or similar imported goods are 
sold  in  the  country  of  importation  in  the 
condition as imported at the earliest date after 
the importation of the goods  being  valued  but 
before  the  expiration  of  90  days  after  such 
importation. 
2.  If neither  the  imported  goods  nor  identical  nor 
similar  imported  goods  are  sold  in  the  country  of 
importation in  the condition as  imported, then,  if the 
importer so requests,  the customs value shall  be  based 
on  the  unit price  at which  the  imported goods,  after 
further  processing,  are  sold  in  the  greatest  aggregate 
quantity to persons in the country of importation who 
are not related to the persons from whom they buy such 
goods, due allowance being made for  the value  added 
by  such processing and the deductions provided for  in 
paragraph 1 (a)  of this Article. 
Article  6 
1.  The  customs  value  of imported  goods  under  the 
provisions of this Article shall be based on a computed 
value. Computed value shall consist of the sum of: 
(a)  the  cost  or value  of materials  and  fabrication  or 
other  processing  employed  in  producing  the 
imported goods; 
(b)  an amount for profit and general expenses equal to 
that usually  reflected in  sales of goods of the same 
class or kind as  the goods being valued  which  are 
made by producers in the country of  exportation for 
export to the country of importation; 
(c)  the cost or value of all  other expenses necessary to 
reflect  the  valuation  option  chosen  by  the  Party 
under Article 8 (2). 
2.  No  Party  may  require  or compel  any  person  not 
resident in its own territory to produce for examination, 
or to allow access  to, any account or other record  for 
the  purposes  of  determining  a  computed  value. 
However, information supplied by  the producer, of the 
goods  for  the  purposes  of determining  the  customs 
value  under  the  provisions  of  this  Article  may  be 
verified  in  another  country  by  the  authorities  of the 
country  of  importation  with  the  agreement  of  the Edition  N°  Jpage X-D-9  I 
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producer  and  provided  they  give  .,ufficiem  advance 
notice to the government of the country in question and 
the latter does not object to the investigation. 
Article  7 
1  .  If  the customs value of the imported goods cannot 
be determined under the provisions of Articles  1 to 6, 
inclusive,  the customs value shall be  determined using 
reasonable  means  consistent  with  the  principles  and 
general provisions of this Agreement and of Article VII 
of the  General  Agreement  and  on  the  basis  of data 
available in the country of importation. 
2.  No  customs  value  shall  be  determined  under  the 
provisions of this Article on the basis of: 
(a)  the  selling  price  in  the  country  of importation  of 
goods produced in  such country; 
(b)  a  system  which  provides  for  the  acceptance  for 
nt!.toms  purpose:-.  of the  higher  of two  alurnative 
valut·"; 
(c)  the  price  of goods  on  the  domestic ,market of the 
country of exportation; 
(d)  the cost of production other than computed values 
which have been determined for  identical or similar 
~DoJs in  accordan..:e  w1th  the provisions  of Artidl' 
6; 
(e)  the price of the goods for export to a country other 
than the country of importation; 
(f)  minimum customs values; or 
(g)  arbitrary or fictitious values. 
3.  If he  so requests, the importer shall be informed in 
writing  of  the  customs  value  determined  under  the 
provisions  of  this  Article  and  the  method  used  to 
determine such value. 
Article  8 
1.  In  determining  the  customs  value  under  the 
provisions of Article 1, there shall be added to the price 
actually paid or payable for the imported goods: 
(a)  the following, to the extent that they are incurred by 
the buyer but are not included in  the price actually 
paid or payable for the goods:  · 
(i)  commissions  and  brokerage,  except  buying 
commissions, 
(ii)  the cost of containers which are treated as being 
one  for  customs  purposes  with  the  goods  in 
question, 
(iii) the  cost  of  packing  whether  for  labour  or 
materials; 
(h)  the  value,  apportioned  as  appropriate,  of  the 
following goods and services where supplied directly 
or  indirectly  by  the  buyer  free  of  charge  or  at 
reduced  cost  for  use  in  connection  with  the 
production  and  sale  for  export  of the  imported 
goods, to the extent that such  value has not been 
included in the pfi:ce actually paid or payable:  · 
(i)  materials, components,  partS  and similar items 
incorporated in the imported goods, 
(ii)  tools, dies, moulds and similar items used in the 
production of the imported goods, 
(iii) materials  consumed  in  the  production  of the 
imported goods, 
{iv) engineering,  development,  artwork,  design 
work,  and  plans  and  sketches  undenaken 
elsewhere  than  in  the  country  of importation 
and  necessary  for  the  production  of  the 
imported goods; 
(r)  my,1hics  and  lia-nc.t!  fe~ll rrlarrd  tn  rhe  goodli  hein~ 
valued  that  the  buyer  must  pay.  either  dircc.:tly  o• 
indirectly~ as  a condition of sale of the goods being 
valued, to the extent that such royalties and fees are 
not included in the price actually paid or payable; 
(d)  the  value  of  any  part  of  the  proceeds  of  any 
subsequent resale,  disposal  or use  of the imported 
goods that accrues directly or indirectly to the seller. 
2.  In framing  its  legislation,  each Party shall  provide 
for the inclusion in or the exclusion from  the customs 
value, in whole or in part, of the following: 
(a)  the cost of transport of the imported goods to the 
port or place ?f importation; 
(b)  loading, unloading and handling charges associated 
with the transport of the imported goods to the port 
or place of importation; and 
(c)  the cost of insurance. 
3.  Additions to the price actually paid or payable shall 
be made under this Article only ori the basis of objective 
and quantifyable data. 
4.  No additions shall  be  made  to  the  price  actually 
paid or payable in determining the customs value except 
as provided in this Article. 
Article  9 
1.  Where the conversion of currency  is  necessary  for 
the  determination  of the  customs  value,  the  rate  of Edition  N°  (page  X-D-10  I 
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exchange to be used shall be that duly published by the 
competent  authorities  of  the  country  of  importation 
concerned and shall  reflect as effectively as  possible,  in 
respect of the period covered by  each such document of 
publication,  the  current  value  of  such  currency  in 
commercial transactions in  terms of the currency of the 
country of importation. 
2.  The conversion rate to be used shall be that in effect 
at the time of exportation or the time of importation, as 
provided by each Party. 
Article  10 
All  information  which  is  by  nature  confidential  or 
which  is  provided  on  a  confidential  basis  for  the 
purposes of customs valuation shall be treated as strictly 
confidential by  the authorities concerned who shall not 
disclose it without the specific permission of the person 
or government  providing  such  information,  except  to 
the extent that it may be  required to be disclosed in the 
context of judi1..:ial proceedings. 
Article  11 
1.  The legislation of each Party shall provide in regard 
to  a  determination  of customs  value  for  the  right  of 
appeal,  without penalty,  by  the importer or any other 
person liable for the payment of the duty. 
2.  An  initial right of appeal without penalty may be to 
an authority within the customs administration or to an 
independent body, but the legislation of each Party shall 
provide  for  the  right  of appeal  without penalty  to  a 
judicial authority. 
3.  Notice  of the decision  on appeal  shall  be  given  to 
the. appellant and the reasons for such decision shall  be 
provided  in  writing.  He  shall  also  be  informed  of his 
rights of any further appeal. 
Article  12 
Laws,  regulations, judicial decisions and administrative 
rulings  of  general  application  giving  effect  to  this 
Agreement shall be published in conformity with Article 
X  of  the  General  Agreement  by  the  country  of 
importation concerned. 
Article  13 
If,  in  the  course  of determining  the  customs  value  of 
imported goods, it becomes necessary to delay the final 
determination of such customs value, the importer shall 
nevertheless  be  able  to  withdraw  his  goods  from 
customs  if,  where  so  required,  he  provides  sufficient 
guarantee in  the  form  of a  surety,  a  deposit or some 
other  appropriate  instrument,  covering  the  ultimate 
payment of customs duties for which the goods may be 
liable.  The  legislation  of  each  Party  shall  make 
provisions for such circumstances. 
Article  14 
The notes at Annex I to this Agreement form an integral 
part  of  this  Agreement  and  the  Articles  of  this 
Agreement  are  to  be  read  and applied in  conjunction 
with their respective notes. Annexes II and III also form 
an integral part of this Agreement. 
Article  15 
1.  In this Agreement: 
(a)  'customs value of imported goods' means the value 
of goods  for  the  purposes  of levying  ad  valorem 
duties of customs on imported goods; 
(b)  'country of importation' means country or customs 
territory of importation; and 
(c)  'produced'  includes  grown,  manufactured  and 
mined. 
2.  (a)  In this Agreement 'identical goods' means goods 
which  are  the  same  in  all  respects,  including 
physical  characteristics, quality and reputation. 
Minor  differences  in  appearance  would  not 
preclude  goods  otherwise  conforming  to  the 
definition from being regarded as identical. 
(b)  In  this Agreement 'similar goods' means  good~ 
which, although not  alike  in  all  respects,  have 
like characteristics and like component material~ 
which  enable  them  to  perform  the  same 
functions  and  to  be  commercially 
interchangeable. The quality of the goods, their 
reputation and the existence of a trademark are 
among  the  factors  to  be  considered  1  n 
determining whether goods are similar. 
(c)  The terms  'identical goods' and 'similar goods' 
do not include, as the case may be, goods which 
incorporate or reflect engineering, development, 
artwork,  design  work,  and plans  and  sketches 
for  which  no adjustment has  been  made unJcr 
Article 8 (1) (b)  (iv)  because such elements were 
undertaken in the country of importation. Edition  N° 
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(d)  Goods shall not be regarded as 'identical goods' 
or 'similar goods' unless  they were produced in 
the same country as the goods being valued. 
(e)  Goods produced  by  a different person shall  be 
taken  into  account  only  when  there  are  no 
identical goods or similar goods, as the case may 
be,  produced by  the  same person  as  the  goods 
being valued. 
3.  In this Agreement 'goods of the same class or kind' 
means  goods  which  fall  within  a  group  or range  of 
goods  produced  by  a  particular  industry  or industry 
sector, and includes identical or similar goods. 
4.  For the purposes of this Agreement, persons shall be 
deemed to be related only if: 
(a)  they  are  officers  or  directors  of  one  another's 
business; 
(b)  they  are legally recognized partners in business; 
(c)  they are employer and employee; 
(d)  any person  directly  or indirectly owns,  controls or 
holds 5 % or more of the outstanding voting stock 
or shares of both of them; 
(e)  one of them directly or indirectly controls the other; 
(f)  both of them are directly or indirectly controlled by 
a third person; 
(g)  together  they  directly  or indirectly  control  a  third 
person; or 
(h)  they are members of the same family. 
5.  Persons  who  are  associated  in  business  with  one 
another in that one is the sole agent, sole distributor or 
sole  concessionaire,  however  described,  of  the  other 
shall  be  deemed  to  be  related  for  the purposes of this 
Agreement if they fall within the criteria of paragraph 4 
of this Article. 
Artidt•  /6 
Upon  written request, the importer shall have the right 
to  an  explanation  in  writing  from  the  customs 
administration of the country of importation as to how 
the  customs  value  of  his  imported  goods  was 
determined. 
I 
Article  17  . 
Nothing  in  this  Agreement  shall  be  construed  as 
restricting or calling into question the rights of customs 
administrations to satisfy themselves  as  to the truth or  .,. 
accuracy  of any  statement,  document  or declaration 
presented for customs valuation purposes. 
PART  II 
ADMINISTRATION, CONSULTATION AND DISPUTE 
SETTLEMENT 
Institutions 
Article  18 
There shall be established under this  Agreement: 
1.  a  Committee  on  Customs  Valuation  (hereinafter 
referred  to  as  'the  Committee')  composed  of 
representatives  from  each  of  the  Parties.  The 
Committee shall  elect  its  own chairman and  shall 
normally  meet  once  a  year,  or  as  is  otherwise 
envisaged  by  the  relevant  provisions  of  this 
Agreement, for the purpose of affording Parties the 
opportunity  to  consult  on  matters  relating  to  the 
administration of the  customs  valuation system  hy 
any  Party  as  it might  affect  the operation  of this 
Agreement or the furtherance of its  objectives  and 
carrying out such other responsibilities  as  may  be 
assigned to it by the Parties. The GA 1T secretariat 
shtlll  •tct  aH  the arc:rrrariat  to 1hr Cununirtrr: 
2.  a  Technical  Committee  on  Customs  Valuation 
(hereinafter  referred  to  as  'the  Technical 
Committee')  under  the  auspices  of the  Customs 
Cooperation  Council,  which  shall  carry  out  the 
responsibilities  described  in  Annex  II  to  this 
Agreement and shall operate in accordance with the 
rules of procedure contained therein. 
Consultation 
Artidt!  1  CJ 
1.  If any Party considers that any benefit ,,c,ruing to it, 
directly  or  indirectly,  under  this  Agreement  is  being 
nullified  or impaired,  or that  the  achievement  of anv 
objective of this Agreement is being impeded, as a result 
of the  actions  of another Party or of other Parties,  it 
may,  with  a  view  to  reaching  a  mutually  satisfal.'tory 
solution  of the  matter,  request consultations  with  the 
Party or Parties  in  question.  Each  Party  shall  afford --- -----·-~  ....  --·  ~-------- ------··-----
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sympathetic consideration to any  request from  another 
Party for consultations. 
2.  The  Parties  concerned  shall  initiate  requested 
consultations promptly. 
3.  Parties  engaged  in  consultations  on  a  particular 
matter affecting  the  operation of this  Agreement  shall 
attempt  to  conclude  such  consultations  within  a 
reasonably  short  period  of  time.  The  Technical 
Committee  shalL  provide,  upon  request,  advice  and 
assistance to Parties engaged in consultations. 
Dispute setdement 
Article  20 
1.  If  no  mutually  satisfactory  solution  has  been 
reached  between the Parties concerned in  consultations 
under Article 19 above, the Committee shall meet at the 
request of any  party to the dispute,  within 30 days  of 
receipt of such  a request, to investigate the matter, with 
a view  to facilitating a mutually satisfactory solution. 
2.  In  investigating  the  matter  and  in  selecting  its 
procedures,  the  Committee  shall  take  into  account 
whether the issues in dispute relate to commercial policy 
considerations  or  to  questions  requiring  detailed 
technical consideration. The Committee may request on 
its  own  initiative  that the  Technical  Committee carry 
out an examination, as provided in paragraph 4 below, 
of any question requiring technical consideration. Upon 
the request of any party to the dispute that considers the 
issues  to  relate to questions  of a  technical  nature, the 
Committee  shall  request  the  Technical  Committee  to 
carry out such an examination. 
3.  During any phase of a dispute settlement procedure, 
<.:ompctcnt  bodies  and  experts  in  matters  under 
consideration  may  be  consulted;  appropriate 
information and assistance may be requested from such 
bodies  and  experts.  The  Committee  shall  take  into 
consideration the  results of any  work of the Technical 
Committee that pertain to the matter in dispute. 
Technical issues 
4.  When  the Technical Committee  is  requested  under 
the  provisions  of paragraph 2 above,  it shall  examine 
the  matter and report to the  Committee no later than 
three  months  from  the  date  the  technical  issue  was 
referred  to  it,  unless  the period is  extended by  mutual 
agreement between the parties to the dispute. 
Panel proceedings 
5.  In cases  where  the  matter  is  not referred  to  the 
Technical  Committee,  the  Committee shall establish  a 
panel upon the request of any party to the dispute if no 
mutually satisfactory solution has  been reached within 
three  months  from  the  date  of  the  request  to  the 
Committee to investigate the matter. Where the matter 
is  referred to the Technical Committee, the Committee 
shall establish a panel upon the request of any party to 
the dispute if no mutually satisfactory solution has been 
reached  within  one  month  front the  date  when  the 
Technical  Committee  presents  its  report  to  the 
Committee. 
6.  {a)  When a panel is established, it shall be governed 
by the procedures as set forth in Annex III. 
{b)  If the Technical  Committee has  made a  report 
on the technical aspects of the matter in dispute, 
the panel shall use this report as the basis for its 
consideration  of  the  technical  aspects  of the 
matter in dispute. 
Enforcement 
7.  After  the  investigation  is  completed  or  after  the 
report of the Technical Committee or panel is presented 
to the Committee, the Committee shall give the matter· 
prompt consideration. With respect to panel reports, the 
Committee  shall  take  appropriate  action  normally 
within 30 days of receipt of the report. Such action shall 
include: 
{i)  a statement concerning the facts of the matter; and 
{ii)  recommendations  to  one  or more  Parties  or any 
other ruling which it deem~ appropriate. 
8.  If a Party to which  recommendations are addressed 
considers  itself  unable  to  implement  them,  it- should 
.promptly furnish  reasons in  writing to the Committee. 
In that event, the Committee shall consider what further 
action may be appropriate. 
.?·.I{ the Committee considers  that the  circumstance~ 
are  serious  enough  to  justify  such  action,· it  may 
authorize  P.!'e  or  more  Parties  to  s~spend  the 
application  to  any  other  Party  or  Parties  of  such 
obligations under this Agreement as it determines to be 
appropriate in the circumstances. Edition  N°  Jpage  X-D-13  1 
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10.  The Committee shall  keep  under surveiiKmce  any 
matter on which it has made recommendations or given 
rulings.  ·  ·  ' 
11.  If a dispute arises between Parries relating to rights 
and  obligations  under  this  Agreement,  Parties  should 
complete  the  dispute settlement procedures  under this 
Agreement  before  availing  themselves  of  any  rights 
which  they  have  under the GA TI, including invoking 
Article XXIII thereof. 
PART  III 
SPECIAL AND DIFFERENTIAL TREATMENT 
Article  21 
1.  Developing country Parties may delay application of 
its provisions for\a period not exceeding five years from 
the date of entry into force of this Agreement for such 
countries.  Developing  country  Parties  who  choose  to 
delay  application  of this  Agreement  shall  notify  the 
Director-General  to  the  Contracting  Parties  to  the 
GAIT accordingly 
2.  In  addition  to  paragraph  1  above,  developing 
country Parties  may  delay  application of Article  1  (2) 
(b)  (iii)  and Article 6 for a period not exceeding three 
years following their application of all  other provisions 
of  this  Agreement.  Developing  country  Parties  that 
choose to delay  application of the  provisions specified 
in  this  paragraph shall  notify  the  Director-General  to 
the Contracting Parties to the GA TI accordingly. 
3.  Developed  .:ountry  Parties  shall  furnish,  on 
mutually  agreed  terms,  technical  assistance  to 
developing  country  Parties  that  so  request.  On  this 
basis  developed  country  Parties  shall  draw  up 
programmes of technical assistance  which  may  include 
inter alia  training of personnel, assistance in  preparing 
implementation  measures,  access  to  sources  of 
information regarding customs valuation methodology, 
and advice  on the application of the provisions of this 
Agreement. 
PART  IV 
FINAL PROVISIONS 
Acceptance and accession 
Article  22 
1.  This  Agreement  shall  be  open  for  acceptance  by 
signature  or  otherwise  by  Government  Contracting 
Parties  to the GA TI and  by  the  European  Ecortom11.: 
Community. 
2.  This  Agreement  shall  be  open  for  acceptance  by 
signature  or  otherwise  by  governments  having 
provisionally acceded to the GA TI, on terms related to 
the effective application of rights and obligations under 
this  Agreement,  which  take  into  account  rights  and 
obligations  in  the  instruments  providing  for·  their 
provisional accession. 
3.  This Agreement shall  be  open to accession  by  any 
other  government  on  terms,  related  to  the  effectiv~ 
application  of  rights  and  obligations  under  this 
Agreement, to be agreed between that government and 
the Parties, by  the deposit with the Director-General to 
the Contracting Parties to the GAIT of an instrument 
of accession which states the terms so agreed. 
4.  In  regard  to  acceptance,  the  provisions  of  Articl~ 
XXVI  (5)  (a)  and (b)  of the General Agreement would 
be applicable. 
Reservations 
Article 23 
Reservations may not be entered in respect of any of the 
provisions of this Agreement without the consent of tht.· 
other Parties. 
Entry into force 
Article 24 
This  Agreement  shall  enter  into  force  on  1 January 
1981  for  the governments (1)  which  have  accepted .or 
acceded to it by that date. For each other government it 
shall enter into force on the 30th day. following the date 
of its acceptance or accession to this Agreement. 
National legislation 
Article 25 
1.  Each  government  accepting  or  acceding  to  this 
Agreement shall ensure, not later than the date of entry 
into force of this Agreement for it, the conformity of its 
laws,  regulations  and  administrative  procedures  with 
the provisions of this Agreement. 
(1)  The term 'governments' is deemed to include the competent 
authorities of the European Economic Community. Edition  N°  I  page  X-D-14  J 
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2.  Each  Parry  shall  inform  the  Committee  of  any 
changes  in  its  laws  and  regulations  relevant  to  this 
Agreement and in  the administration of such laws  and 
regulations. 
Review 
Article  26 
The  Committee  shall  review  annually  the 
implementation and operation of this Agreement taking 
into  account  the  objectives  thereof.  The  Committee 
shall  annually  inform  the  Contracting  Parties  to  the 
GA TI of developments  during the  period  covered  by 
such  reivews. 
Amendments 
Article  27 
The  Parties may amend this Agreement, having regard 
inter alia  to the experience gained in its implementation. 
Such an amendment, once the Parties have concurred in 
accordance  with  procedures  established  by  the 
Committee, shall not come into force for any Party until 
it has been accepted by such Party. 
Withdrawal 
Article  28 
Any  Party  may  withdraw  from  this  Agreement.  The 
withdrawal shall  take effect upon the expiration of 60 
days  from  the  date  on  which  written  notice  of 
withdrawal  is  received  by  the  Director-General  to the 
Contracting Parties t~the GAlT. Any Parry may, up-on 
the receipt of such notice, request an immediate meeting 
of the Committee.· 
Secretariat 
Article  29 
This  Agreement  shall  be  serviced  by  the  GATT 
secretariat  except  in  regard  to  those  responsibilities 
specifically assigned to the Technical Committee, which 
will  be  serviced  by  the  secretariat  of  the  Customs 
Cooperation Council. 
Deposit 
Article 30 
This  Agreement  shall  be  deposited  with  the 
Director-General  to  the  Contracting  Parties  to  the 
GATT, who shall promptly furnish  to each  Party and 
each  contracting  party  to the GA  1T a  certified  copy 
thereof  and  of each  amendment  thereto  pursuant  to 
Article 27, and a notification of each acceptance thereof 
or accession thereto pursuant to Article 22 and of each 
withdrawal therefrom pursuant to Article 28. 
Registration 
Article 31 
This Agreement shall be  registered  in  accordance with 
the  provisions  of Article  102  of the  Charter  of' the 
United Nations. 
Done at Geneva  this  twelfth  day  of April  nineteen  hundred and seventy-nine  in  a  single 
copy, in the English, French and Spanish languages, each text being authentic. Edition  N°  lpage  X-D-15  J 
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~NNEX I 
INTERPRETATIVE NOTES 
GENERAL NOTE 
Sequential application of valuation methods 
I.  Articles 1 to 7, inclusive, define how the customs value of 
imported  goods  is  to be  determined  under the provisions  of 
this  Agreement.  The  methods  of valuation  are  set  out in  a 
sequential  order  of  application.  The  primary  method  for 
customs valuation  is  defined  in  Article 1 and imported goods 
arc  to  be  valued  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of this 
Article whenever the conditions prescribed therein are fulfilled. 
2.  Where the customs value  cannot be  determined under the 
provisions  of Article  1,  it is  to he  determined  by  proceeding 
sequentially  through  the  succeeding  Articles  to  the  first  such 
Article  under  which  the  customs  value  can  be  determined. 
Except  as  provided in  Article  4, it is  only  when the  customs 
value  cannot  be  determined  under  the  provisions  of  a 
particular Article that the provisions of the next Article in  the 
sequence can be used. 
3.  If the importer does not request that the order of Articles 5 
and  6 be reversed,  the normal  order of the sequence is  to  be · 
followed.  If the  importer  doe!>  so  request  but it  then  proves 
impossible to determine the customs value under the provisions 
of Article  6,  the customs value is to be  determined  under the 
provisions of Article 5, if it can be so determined. 
4.  Where the customs value cannot he  determined  under the 
provisions of Articles  I to 6,  inclusive,  it is  to be  determined 
under the provisions of Article 7. 
Use of gcneraUy accepted accounting principles 
l.  'Generally  accepted  accounting  principles'  refers  to  the 
recogmzed  consensus  or  substantial  authoritative  support 
within  a  country  at a  particular time  as  to  which  economic 
resources  and  obligations  should  be  recorded  as  assets  and 
liabilities,  which  changes  in  assets  and  liabilities  should  be 
recorded,  how the assets  and  liabilities  and changes  in  them 
should be measured, what information should be disclosed and 
how  it  should  be  disclosed  and  which  financi.1l  !>tatements 
should be prepared. These standards may  be  broad guidelines 
of  general  application  as  well  as  detailed  practices  and 
procedures. 
2.  For  the  purposes  of  this  Agreement,  the  customs 
administration of each party shall utilize information prepared 
in  a  manner  consistent  with  generally  accepted  accounting 
principles in the country which is appropriate for the Article in 
question.  For example,  the determination of usual  profit and 
general  expenses  under the  provisions  of Article  5  would  be 
carried  out  utilizing  information  prepared  in  a  manner 
consistent with generally accepted accounting principles of the 
country of importation. On the other hand, the determination 
of usual  profit and general  expenses under the provisions of 
Article 6 would be  carried out utilizing information prepared 
in  a  manner  consistent  with  generally  aCcepted  accounting 
principles of the country of production. As a further example, 
the determination of an element provided for in  Article 8  (  1) 
(b)  (ii)  undertaken  in  the  country  of importation  would  he 
carried out utilizing information in  a manner consistent with 
the generally accepted accounting principles of that country. 
Note to Article  1 
Price actually paid or payable 
The price actually paid or payable is  the total payment made 
or to be made by the buyer to or for the benefit of the seller for 
the imported goods. The payment need not necessarily take the 
form of a transfer of money. Payment may be made by way of 
letters  of credit  or negotiable  instruments.  Payment  may  he 
made directly or indirectly. An example of an indirect payment 
would be the settlement by the buyer, whether in whole or in 
part, of a debt owed by the seller. 
Activities undertaken by the buyer on his own account, other 
than those for  which  an adjustment is  provided in  Article  8, 
are not considered to be an indirect payment to the seller, even 
though they might be regarded as of benefit to the seller. The 
costs  of such  activities  shall  not,  therefore,  be  added  to  the 
price  autually  paid  or payable  in  determining  the  customs 
value. 
The customs value shall  not include the following charges or 
costs,  provided  that  they  arc  distinguished  from  the  prin· 
actually paid or payable for the imported good.,: 
(a)  charges for construction, erection,  assembly,  maintenan~c 
or technical  assistance,  undertaken  after  importation  on 
imported  goods  such  as  industrial  plan;  machinery  or 
equipment; 
(b)  the cost of transport after importation; 
(c)  duties and taxes of the country of importation. 
The price actually paid or payable refers  to the price  for  the 
imported goods. Thus the flow of dividends or other payment~ 
from the buyer to the seller that do not relate to the imported 
goods are not part of the customs value. 
Paragaph  1 (a)  (iii) 
Among  restrictions  which  would  not render a  price actually 
paid  or payable  unacceptable  are  restrictions  which  do  not 
substantially affect the value of the goods. An example of such -------------------- ----
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restrictions would be the case where a seller requires a buyer of 
automobiles not to sell  or exhibit them  prior to a fixed  date 
which represents the beginning of a model year. 
Paragra{1h  1 (b) 
If  the  sale  or  price  is  looubjel."t  to  some  condition  or 
consideration  for  which  a  value  cannot  be  determined  with 
respect  to the goods being valued, the transaction value shall 
not be acceptable for customs purposes. Some examples of this 
include: 
(a)  the  seller  establishes  the price  of the  imported  goods  on 
condition  that  the  buyer  will  also  buy  other  goods  in 
specified quantities; 
(b)  the price of the imported goods is dependent upon the price 
or prices  at  which  the  buyer of the  imported goods sells 
other goods to the seller of the imported goods; 
(c)  the price  is  established on the basis  of a form  of payment 
extraneous  to  the  imported  goods,  such  as  where  the 
imported  goods  are  semi-finished  goods  which  have  been 
provided  by  the seller  on  condition  that he  will  receive  a 
specified quantity of the finished goods. 
However,  conditions  or  considerations  relating  to  the 
production or marketing of the imported goods shall not result 
in rejection of the transaction value. For example, the fact that 
the  buyer  furnishc!>  the  seller  with  engineering  and  plans 
undertaken  in  the country  of importation shall  not  result in 
rejection of the transaction value  for  the purposes of Article 1. 
Likewtse,  if the  buyer  undertakes  on  his  own account,  even 
though  by  agreement with the seller,  activities  relating to the 
marketing of the imported goods, the value of these activities is 
not part of the customs value nor shall such activities result in 
rejection of the transaction value. 
Paragruph 2 
1.  Paragraphs  2  (a)  and  (b)  provide  different  means  of 
establi~hing the acceptability of a transa1.."tion  value. 
2.  Paragraph  2  (a)  provides  that  where  the  buyer  and  the 
seller  are related, the circumstances surrounding the sale shall 
be examined and the transaction value shall be accepted as the 
customs value provided that the relationship did not influence 
the  pncc.  It  is  not  intended  that  there  should  be  an 
examination of the circumstances in  all  cases  where the buyer 
and  the  seller  arc  related.  Such  examination  will  only  be 
required where there are doubts about the acceptability of the 
price.  Where the customs administration have no doubts about 
the  acceptability  of the  price,  it  should  be  accepted  without 
requesting  further  information  from  the  importer.  For 
example,  the  ~ustoms administration  may  have  previously 
examined  the  relationship,  or  it  may  already  have  detailed 
inform.1tion  concerning  the  buyer  and  the  seller,  and  may 
alreaJy be satisfied from  ~uch examination or information that 
the relationship did not influence the price. 
3.  Where the customs administration is  unable to accept the 
transaction  value  without further .inquiry,  it should  give  the 
importer  an  opportunity  to  supply  such  further  detailed 
information as  may be necessary to enable it to examine the 
circumstances  surrounding  the  sale.  In  this  context,  the 
customs  administration  should  be  prepared  to  examine 
·relevant aspects of the transaction, including the way in which 
the buyer  and seller  organize  their commercial  relations  and 
the way in which the price in question was arrived at, in order 
to  determine  whether  the  relationship  influenced  the  price. 
Where  it can  be  shown  that the  buyer  and seller,  although 
related under the provisions of Article 15, buy from and sell to 
each other as if they were not related, this would demonstrate 
that the price had not been influenced by the relationship. As 
an example of this,  if the price had been settled in a manner 
consistent with the normal pricing practices of the industry in 
question or with the way the seller  settles  prices  for  sales to 
buyers  who are  not  related  to him,  this  would demonstrate 
that the price had not been influenced by the relationship. As a 
further example, where it is shown that the price is adequate to 
ensure recovery of all costs plus a profit which is representative 
of the firm's overall profit realized over a representative period 
of time (e,g. on an annual basis) in sales of goods of the same 
class  or kind, this  would demonsuate that the  price had not 
been influenced. 
4.  Paragraph 2 (b)  provides an opportUnity for the importer 
to demonstrate that the transaction value closely approximates 
to  a  'test'  value  previously  accepted  by  the  customs 
administration and is therefore acceptable under the provisions 
of Article 1. Where a test under paragraph 2 (b) is met, it is not 
necessary  to  examine  the  question  of  influence  under 
paragraph  2. (a).  If the  customs  administration  has  already 
sufficient information to be satisfied, without further detailed 
inquiries, that one of the tests provided in paragraph 2 (b)  has 
been  met,  there  is  no reason for it to require the importer to 
demonstrate that the test can be met. In  paragraph 2 (b)  the 
term 'unrelated buyers'  means  beyers who are  not related to 
the seller in any particular case. · 
Paragraph  2 (b) 
A  number  of  factors  must  be  taken  into  consideration  in 
determining  whether  one  value  •closely  approximates'  to 
another value. These factors include the nature of the imported 
goods, the nature of the industry itself, the season in which the 
goods  are imported, and, whether the difference  in  values  is 
commercially  significant.  Since  these  factors  may  vary  from 
case  to  case,  it  would  be. impossible  to  apply  a  uniform 
standard such as a fixed percentage, in each case. Fot examplt·, 
a  small  difference  in  value  in  a  case  involftng one  type  ot 
goods could be unacceptable while a large difference in a case 
involving  another  type  of  goods  might  be  acceptable  in 
determining  ·whether  the  transaction  value  closely 
approximates to the 'test' values set forth in Article 1 (2)  (b). 
Note to Article  2 
1.  In  applying  Article  2,  the  customs  administration  shall, 
wherever possible,  use  a sale  of identical  goods  at the same Edition  N°  (page  X-D-17  J 
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commen.:iallevel and in substantially the same quantities as the 
goods  being valued.  Where  no such sale  is  found,  a  sale of 
identical goods that takes place under any nne of the following 
three conditions may be used: 
(a)  a  sale  at  the  same  commercial  level  but  in  different 
quantities; 
(b)  a o;ale  at a  different comme.rcial  level  but in substantially 
the same quantities; or 
\C)  a  sale  at  a  different  commercial  level  and  in  different 
quantities. 
2.  Having  found  a  sale  under  any  one  of  these  three 
condition"  adjustment~ will  then he made, as  the case may be 
ior: 
(a)  quantity factors only; 
{b)  commercial level  factors only; or 
(c)  both commercial level and quantity faL"tors. 
3.  The  expression  'and/or'  allows  the  flexibility  to  use  the 
sales  and  make the  necessary  adjustments  in  any  one of the 
three conditions described above. 
4.  For  the  purposes  of Article  2,  tht·  transaction  value  of 
identic1l  imported goods means a  customs value,  adjusted as 
provided  for in paragraphs  l  (h)  and 2 of this Article, which 
has already been accepted under Article 1. 
5.  A  condition  for  adjustment  because  of  different 
commercial  levels  or  different  qu.mnties  is  that  such 
adjustment, whether it leads to an increase or a decrease in the 
valut·, he made only on the basis of demonstrated evidence that 
dearly  establishes  the  reasonableness  and  accuracy  of  the 
adjustment, e.g.  vahd  price lists containing prices referring to 
different levels or different quantities. As an example of this, if 
the imported goods being valued  consist of a  shipment of 10 
units  and  the  only  identical  imported  goods  for  which  a 
transaction value exists involved a  sale of 500 units, and it is 
recognized  that  the  seller  grants  quantity  discounts,  the 
required  adjustment may  be  accomplished by  resorting to the 
seller's price list and using that price applicable to a sale of 10 
units. This docs not require that a sale had to have been made 
in  quanmies of lO as long as the price list has been established 
as  bemg  bona  fide  through  sales  at other quantities.  In  the 
absence  of  such  an  objective  measure,  however,  the 
determination  of  a  customs  value  under  the  provisions  of 
Article 2 is  not appropriate. 
Note to Article  3 
I.  In  applying  Article  3,  the  ~.:u~toms  administration  shall, 
wherever  possible,  use  a  sale  of similar  goods  at  the  same 
commercial level and in substantially the same quantities as the 
goods  being  valued.  Where  no such  sale  is  found,  a  sale  of 
similar goods that takes place under any one of the following 
three conditions may be used: 
(a)  a  sale  at  the  same  commercial  level  but  in  different 
quantities; 
(b)  a  sale  at a  different commercial level  but in  substantiallv 
the same quantities; or  ' 
(c)  a  sale  at  a  different  commercial  level  and  in  different 
quantities. 
2.  Having  found  a  sale  under  any  one  of  these  three 
conditions adjustments will then be made, as the case may be, 
for: 
(a)  quantity factors only; 
(b)  commercial level factors only; or 
(c)  both commercial level and quantity factors. 
3.  The expression  'and/or' allows  the  flexibility  to use  the 
sales  and  make the necessary  adjustments in any one of the 
three conditions described above. 
4.  For  the  purposes  of Article  3,  the  transaction  value  of 
similar  imported goods  means  a  customs  value,  adjusted as 
provided for in paragraphs 1 (b)  and 2 of this Article, which 
has already been accepted under Article 1. 
5.  A  condition  for  adjustment  because  of  different 
commercial  levels  or  different  quantities  is  that  sw.:h 
adjustment, whether it leads to an increase or a decrease in the 
value, be made.only on the basis of demonstrated evidence that 
dearly  establishes  the  reasonableness  and  accuracy  of  the 
adjustment, e.g.  valid price lists containing prices referring to 
different levels or different quantities. As an example of this, if 
the imported goods  being valued consist of a  shipment of lO 
units  and  the  only  similar  imported  goods  for  which  a 
transaction value exists involved a  sale of 500 units, and it is 
recognized  that  the  seller  grants  quantity  discounts,  the 
required adjustment may  be accomplished by resorting to the 
seller•s price list and using that price applicable to a sale of 10 
units. This does not require that a sale had to have been made 
in quantities of 10 as long as the price list has been established 
as  being bona  fide  through  sales  at other quantities.  In  the 
absence  of  such  an  objective  measure,  however,  the 
determination  0f  a  customs  value  under  the  provisions  of 
Article 3 is not appropriate. 
Note to Article  5 
1.  The term 'unit price at which  ... goods arc sold  in  the 
greatest  aggregate  quantity'  means  the  price  at  which  the 
greatest number of units is sold in sales to persons who are not 
related to the persons from whom they huy such goods at the 
first  commercial  level  after  importation  at which  such  sales 
take place. 
2.  As  an example of this,  goods are sold  from  a  price  list 
which  grants  favourable  unit  prices  for  purchases  made in 
larger quantities. Edition  N°  Jpage  X-D-18  I 
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Sale quantity  Umt pnce 
1 to  10 units  100 
11  to 25  units  95 
over 25  units  90 
The greatest number of units sold at a price is  80; therefore, 
the unit price in the greatest aggregate quantity is 90. 
J.  As another example of this, two sales occur. In the first sale 
500 units are sold at a price of 95 currency units each. In the 
second sale 400 units are sold at a price of 90 currency units 
each.  In  th1s  example,  the greatest number of units sold at a 
particular price is  500; therefore, the unit price in the greatest 
aggregate quantity is  95. 
4.  A third  example would  be the following  situation where 
various quantities are sold at various prices. 
(a)  Sales 
Sale quantity 
40 units 
30 units 
15  units 
50 units 
25 units 
35 units 
5 units 
(b)  Totals 
Total quantity sold 
6.5 
50 
60 
25 
Unit price 
100 
90 
100 
95 
105 
90 
100 
Unit price 
90 
95 
100 
105 
In  this  example,  the  greatest  number  of  units  sold  at  a 
particular price is  65; therefore, the unit price in  the greatest 
aggregate quantity is 90. 
5.  Any  sale  in  the  importing  country,  as  described  in 
paragraph  1  above,  to  a  person  who  supplies  directly  or 
indire~,;tly  free  of  charge  or  at  reduced  cost  for  use  in 
connection  with  the  production  and  sale  for  export of the 
imported goods any of the elements specified in Article 8 (  1) 
(b),  should not be  taken into  a~,;count in  establishing the unit 
pri.:c for the purposes of Article  5. 
6.  It  should  be  noted  that  'profit  and  general  expenses' 
referred  to in  Article  5.1  should  be  taken  as  a  whole.  The 
Number of sales 
10 sales of 
5 units 
5 sales of 
3 units 
5 sales of 
11  units 
1 sale of 
30 units 
1 sale of 
50 units 
Total quant1ty 
sold at each 
price 
65 
55 
80 
fi&Ure  for the purposes of this deduction should be determined 
on the basis of information supplied  by  or on  behalf of the 
importer  unless  his  figures  are  inconsistent  with  those 
obtaining in sales  in  the country of importation of imported 
goods of the same class or kind. Where the importer's figures 
are inconsistent with such figures,  the amount for  profit and 
general  expenses  may  be  based  upon  relevant  information 
other than that supplied by or on behalf of the importer. 
7.  The 'general expenses' include the direct and indirect costs 
of marketing the goods in question. 
8.  Local taxes payable by reason of the sale of the goods for 
which a deduction is  not made under the provisions of Article 
5 (  1) (a)  (iv) shall be deducted under the provisions of Article 5 
(1)  (a)  (i). 
9.  In determining either the commissions or the usual profits 
and general expenses under the provisions of Article 5 ( l ), the 
question whether certain goods are 'of the same class or kind' 
as other goods must be determined on a case·by·case basis by 
reference to the circumstances involved. Sales in the country of 
importation  of the  narrowest  group  or  range  of imported 
goods  of the  same  class  or kind,  which  includes  the  good., 
being  valued,  for  which  the  necessary  information  can  he 
provided, should be  examined. For the purposes of Article  5, 
'goods of the same class or kind' includes goods imported from 
the same country as the goods being valued as  well  as  good~ 
imported from other countries. 
10.  For the purposes of Article  5  (1)  (b),  the 'earliest date' 
shall be the date by which sales of the imported goods or of 
identical  or similar  imported  goods  are  made  in  sufficient 
quantity to establish the unit price. 
11.  Where  the  method  in  Article  5  (2)  is  used,  dedUI  ..  "tion!> 
made for the value added by further processing shall be based 
on objective and quantifiable data relating to the cost of such 
work.  Accepted  industry  formulas,  recipes,  methods  of 
construction,  and  other  industry  practices  would  form  the 
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12.  It is recognized that the method of valuation provided for 
in  Article 5 (2)  would normally not be  applicable when, as  a 
result of the further processing, the imported goods lose  their 
identity. However, there can be  instances where, although the 
identity of the imported goods  is  lost, the value added by  the 
prnn~~~ing em he determined accurately without unreasonable 
difficulty. On the other hand, there can also be instances where 
the  imported  goods  maintain  their  identity  but form  such  a 
minor dement in the goods sold in  the country of importation 
that the use of this valuation method would be unjustified.  In 
view  of  the  above,  each  situation  of  this  type  must  be 
considered on a ca">c-by-case basis. 
Note to Article  6 
I.  As  a general  rule, customs value  is  determined under this 
Agreement on the basis of information readily available in the 
country  of  importation.  In  order  to  determine  a  computed 
value,  however,  it may  be  necessary  to  examine  the  costs of 
prodlh:ing the goods being valued and other information which 
has  to be  obtained from  outside the  country  of importation. 
Furthermore, in  most cases the producer of the goods will  be 
outside  the  jurisdiction  of the  authorities  of the  country  of 
importation.  The  use  of  the  computed  value  method  will 
generally  be  limited to those cases where the buyer and seller 
are  related,  and  the  producer  is  prepared  to  supply  to  the 
authorities of the country of importation the necessary costings 
.md  to provide facilities  for  any  subsequent verification which 
may  be necessary. 
2.  The 'cost or value'  referred to in  Article 6  (1)  (a)  is  to be 
determined  on  the  basis  of  information  relating  to  the 
production of the goods being valued supplied by or on behalf 
of  the  producer.  It  is  to  be  based  upon  the  commercial 
accounts  of the  producer,  provided  that  such  accounts  are 
consistent  with  the  generally  accepted  accounting  principles 
applied in the country where the goods are produced. 
3.  The  \:ost  or  value'  shall  include  the  cost  of  elements 
specified in  Article  8 (  1)  (a)  (ii)  and (iii).  It shall  also include 
the value,  apportioned as appropriate under the provisions of 
the  rek·vant  note  to  Article  8,  of any  clement  specified  in 
:\m,  It- S (I\ (hl  whid1  h<l!'>  hn·n supplied directly or indirectly 
by  IlK  buyl·r tor U'il'  in ,conncl·titm with  the production of the 
imported  goods.  The  value  of  the  elements  specified  in 
.-\rricle  8  (1)  (b)  (iv)  which  are  undertaken  in  the country of 
import.ltlon  shall  he  included  only  to  the  extent  that  such 
clements  are charged  to the  producer.  lt .it;  to  be  understood 
that  no  cost  or  value  of  the  clements  referred  to  in  this 
paragraph shall be counted twice in  deterr,nining the computed 
value. 
4.  The 'amount for profit and general expenses' referred to in 
Article 6 (1) (b)  is to be determined on the basis of information 
supplied by or on behalf of the producer unless his figures are 
inconsistent with thme usually reflected in sales of goods of the 
same  das~ or kind as  the goods being valued which are made 
by  producers in  the country of exportation for  export to the 
country of importation. 
5.  It  should  be  noted  in  this  context  that  the  'amount  for 
profit  and  general  expenses'  has  to  be  taken  as  a  whole.  It 
follows  that if,  in  any  particular case,  the  producer's  profit 
figure is  low and his  general expenses are high, his profit and 
general expenses taken together may nevertheless be consistent 
with that usually reflected in sales of goods of the same class 
or  kind.  Such  a  situation  might  occur,  for  example,  if  a 
product were being launched in the country of importation and 
the producer accepted a nil or low profit to offset high general 
expenses associated with the launch. Where the producer can 
demonstrate that he is  taking a low profit on his sales of the 
imported  goods  because  of  particular  commercial 
circumstances,  his  actual  profit  figures  should  be  taken  into 
account  provided  that  he  has  valid  commercial  reasons  to 
justify them and his pricing policy reflects usual pricing policies 
in  the branch of industry concerned. Such a  situation might 
occur, for example, where producers have been forced to lower 
prices  temporarily  because  of  an  unforeseeable  drop  in 
demand, or where they sell  goods to complement a  range of 
goods being produced in the country of importation and accept 
a  low profit to maintain competitivity. Where the producer's 
own figures for profit and general expenses are not consistent 
with those usually reflected in sales of goods of the same class 
or  kind  as  the  goods  being  valued  which  are  made  by 
producers  in  the  country  of exportation  for  export  to  tht· 
country  of importation,  the  amount  for  profit  and  general 
expenses may be based upon relevant information other than 
that supplied by or on behalf of the producer of the goods. 
6.  Where  information  othl·r  than  that  supplied  by  or  on 
behalf of the producer  i~ used for the purposes of dctcrminin~ 
a  computed  value,  the  authorities  of the  importing country 
shall inform the importer, if the latter so requests, of the source 
of such information, the data used and the calculations based 
upon such data, subject to the provisions of Article 10. 
7.  The 'general expenses' referred to in Article 6 (1) (b)  covers 
the direct and indirect costs of producing and selling the goods 
for export which are not included under Article 6 (1) (a). 
8.  Whether certain goods are 'of the same class or kind'  as 
other goods  must be  determined on a case-by-case basis with 
reference  to  the  circumstanct·s  involved.  In  determining  the 
usual  profits  and general  expenses  under  the  provisions  of 
Article 6, sales for export to the country of importation of the 
narrowest group or range of goods, which includes the goods 
being  valued,  for  which  the  necessary  information  can  be 
provided, should be  examined.  For the purposes of Article 6, 
'goods  of the  same  class  or  kind'  must  be  from  the  &arne 
country as the goods being valued. 
Note to Article  7 
1.  Customs  values  determined  under  the  prov1s1ons  of 
Article 7  should, to the greatest extent possible,  be  based  on 
previously determined customs values. 
2.  The methods of valuation to be employed under Article 7 
should  be those laid down in Articles 1 to 6, inclusive,  but a --------------·- -- --·  .  ----·=-' . ---
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reasonable flexibiltty m the application of such method!> would 
be in conformity with the aims and provisions of Article 7. 
3.  Some examples of reasonable flexibility are as  follows: 
(a)  Identical goods - the requirement that the identical goods 
should be exported at or about the same time as the goods 
heing  valued  could  be  flexibly  interpreted;  identical 
1mported  goods  produced  10  a  country  other  than  the 
country of exportation of the goods being valued could be 
the basis for customs valuation; customs values of identical 
imported goods already determined under the provisions of 
Articles 5 and 6 could be used. 
(b)  Simrlar f!.oods  -- the  requirement  that the  simtlar  goods 
should be exported at or about the same time as  the goods 
being valued could be flexibly interpreted; similar imported 
goods  produced  in  a  country  other  th.w  the  country  of 
exportation uf  the goods  ht'1ng  v.1lued  could  be  the  bJ.sts 
for  customs valuation; customs values of similar imported 
goods  already  determined  under  the  provisions  of 
Articles 5 and 6 could be used. 
(c)  Deductive method- the requirement that the goods shall 
have  been  sold  in  the  'condition  as  imported'  in 
Article 5 (1) (a)  could be flexibly  interpreted; the '90 days' 
requirement could be administered flexibly. 
Note to Article  8 
Paragraph  1 (a)  (i) 
The term 'buying commissions' means fees  paid by an importer 
to his  agent for  the service of representing him abroad in  the 
purchase of the goods being valued. 
1.  There are two factors involved in the apportionment of the 
dements specified in  Article 8 (I) (b)  (ii)  to the imported goods 
- the value of the element itself and  the  way  in  which  that 
value  is  to  be  apportioned  to  the  imported  goods.  The 
apportiOnment  of  these  elements  should  be  made  in  a 
reasonable  manner  appropnate  to  the  circumstances  and  in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. 
2.  Concerning  the  value  of  the  element,  if  the  importer 
acquires the element from  a seller not related to htm at a given 
cost,  the  value of the element is  that cost. If the element was 
produl:ed  hy  the  importer or  by  a  person  related  to him,  its 
value  would  be  the  cost  of producing  it.  If the  element  had 
been  previously used  by the importer, regardless of whether it 
had  been acquired or produced by  such importer, the original 
cost  of acquisition  or production would have  to be  adjusted 
downward to reflect  its  use  in order to arrive at the value of 
the element. 
3.  Once  a  value  has  been  determmed  for  the  clement,  it  IS 
necessary  to  apportion  that  value  to  the  imported  goods. 
Variou~ possibilities  exist.  For  example,  the  value  mtght  be 
apportioned to the first shipment if the importer wishes to pay 
duty on the entire value at one time.  As  another example, the 
importer may  request that the value be appomoned over the 
number of units produced up to the time of the fist shipment. 
As  a  further  example,  he  may  request  that  the  value  be 
apportioned  over  the  entire  anticipated  production  where 
contracts or firm  commitments exist for that production. The 
method  of  apportionment  used  will  depend  upon  the 
documentation provided by the importer. 
4.  As  an illustration of the above,  an importer provides the 
producer with  a  mould  to be  used  in  the production of the 
imported goods and contracts with  him to buy  10 000 units. 
By the time of arrival  of the first shipment of 1 000 units, the 
producer has already produced 4 000 units. The importer may 
request the customs administration  to apportion the value of 
the mould over 1 000 units, 4 000 units or 10 000 units. 
Paragraph  1 (b)  (iv) 
1.  Additions for  the elements specified in Article 8 (1) (b)  (iv) 
should be based on objective and quantifiable data. In order to 
minimize  the  burden  for  both  the  importer  and  custom!' 
administration  in  determining  the  values  to  be  added,  dat.l 
readily  available  in  the  buyer's  commercial  record  system 
should be used in so far as possible. 
2.  For  those  elements  supphed  by  the  buyer  which  were 
purchased or leased  by  the buyer,  the addition would  be  the 
cost of the purchase or the lease. No addition shall be made for 
those elements  available in the public domain, other than the 
cost of obtaining copies of them. 
3.  The ease  with  which  it  may  be  possible  to calculate  the 
values to be added will  depend on a particular fim's structure 
and management practice, as well  as its accounting methods. 
4.  For  example,  it  is  possible  that  a  firm  which  imports  a 
variety  of  products  from  several  countries  maintains  the 
records of its design centre outside the country of importation 
in such a way as to show accurately the cost<; attrihutahlc to  .1 
given  product.  In  such  cases,  a  direct  adjustment  rna: 
appropriately be made under the provisions of Article 8. 
5.  In  another case,  a  firm  may  carry  the cost of the design 
centre  outside  the  country  of  importaoon  as  a  general 
overhead  expense  without allocation to specific  products.  In 
this  in~tance, an appropriate adjustment could be made under 
the  provi~ions of Article 8 with  rcspe1.:t  to the imported guod, 
by apportioning total design centre wsts over total production 
benefiting from the design centre and adding such apportioned 
cost on a unit basis to imports. 
6.  Variations  in  the  above  circumstances  will,  of  course, 
require different  factors  to be considered  in  determining  the 
proper method of _jocation. 
7.  In  cases  where the production of the element in question 
involves a number of countries and over a period of time, the Edition  No  Jpage  X-D-21  l 
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adju~tmcm ~houlJ be  limited  to  the  value  actually  added  to 
that dement outside the country of importation. 
1\Iragra{Jh  I (c) 
I.  The royalties and liccncr fcc.,  referred to in  Arttde 8 (l) (c) 
may  1ndude,  among  other  thmg,,  payments  in  respect  to 
patents, trademarks and copyrights. However, the charges for 
the  right  to reproduce the imported goods  in  the country  of 
importation shall  not be  added to the  price  actually  paid or 
payable  for  the  imported  goods  in  determining  the  customs 
value. 
2.  Payments made by the buyer for the right to distribute or 
resell  the  imported  goods  shall  not  be  added  to  the  price 
a(tually  paid  or  payable  for  the  imported  goods  if  such 
payments  are  nut  a  condition  of the  ~ale  for  export  to  the 
country of importation of the imported goods. 
Paragra{1h  3 
Where objective and quantifiable data do not exist with regard 
to the  additions  required to be  made under the provisions of 
Artide l), the tramaction value cannot be determined under the 
provis1nn.,  of Article 1.  As  an  illustr.ltion  of thi,.,  a  royalty  i~ 
pa1d on the ba~i~ IJf the price 111  .1  -..1k  i11  the unpornng country 
uf  .1  lnre  of a  p.utlcular  product  th.lt  wa~ imported  hy  the 
kilogram and made up into a ..,olution .1fter importation. If the 
royalty  1s  based partially on the imported goods and partially 
on other factors which  have nothing to do w1th  the imported 
good\  '·  ~uch  as  \\ ht:n  the  1mportt:d  good~  arc  mixed  with 
dome~tH.: ingredients and an: no longer  ~cp.lratdy Identifiable, 
or  wht:n  the  ro) .llty  cannot  he  d1stmgU1shed  from  special 
finanCJ.d  arrangements  between  the  buyer  and  the  seller),  it 
would he inappropnate to attempt to make an addition for the 
royalty.  Huwever, if the amount of tlm  royalty is  ba~ed only 
on  the  imported  goods  and  can  be  readily  quantified,  an 
addition to the price actually paid or payable can be made. 
Note to Article  9 
For  the  purposes  of  Article 9,  'time  of  importation'  rna) 
include ~he time of entry for customs purposes. 
Note to Article i 1 
1.  Article ll provides  the importer with  the right to appeal 
against  a  valuation  determination  made  by  the  custom~ 
administration for the goods being valued. Appeal may first be 
to  a  higher  level  in  the  customs  administration,  but  thl 
importer shall have the right in the final instance to appeal to 
the judiciary.  · 
2.  'Without  penalty'  means  that  the  importer  shall  not  be 
subject to a  fine  or threat of fine  merely because he chose to 
exercise his right of appeal. Payment of normal court costs and 
lawyers' fees shall not be considered to be a fine. 
3.  However, nothing in Aride  11  shall prevent a Party from 
requiring full  payment of assessed customs duties prior to an 
appeal. 
Note to Article 15 
Paragraph  4 
For the  purposes  of this  Article,  the term  'persons'  indudl''-
legal persons, where appropriate. 
Paragraph  4 (e) 
For  the  purposes  of  this  Agreement,  one  person  shall  b,· 
deemed  to  control  another  when  the  former  is  legally  ,,r 
operationally  in  a  position  to exercise  restraint  or dirt'ction 
over the latter. Edition  N°  lpage X-D-22  I 
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ANNEX  II 
TECHNICAL COMMITTEE ON CUSTOMS VALUATION 
1.  In  accordance  with  Article 18  of  this  Agreement,  the 
Technical Committee shall be established under the auspices of 
the Customs Cooperation Council with a view, at the technical 
level,  towards uniformity in interpretation and application of 
this Agreement. 
2.  The  responsibilities  of  the  Technical  Committee  shall 
include the following: 
(a)  to  examine  specific  technical  problems  ansmg  in  the 
day-to-day administration of the customs valuation systems 
of Parties  and  to  give  advisory  opinions  on  appropriate 
solutions based upon the facts presented; 
(b)  to  study,  as  requested,  valuation  laws,  procedures  and 
practices as  they  relate  to this  Agreement and to prepare 
reports on the results of such studies; 
(c)  to  prepare  and  circulate  annual  reports  on  the  technical 
aspects of the operation and status of this Agreement; 
(d)  to  furnish  such  information  and  advice  on  any  matters 
concerning  the  valuation  of imported  goods  for  customs 
purposes  as  may  be  requested  by  any  Party  or  the 
Committee.  Such  information  and  advice  may  take  the 
form  of advisory -opinions,  commentaries  or explanatory 
notes; 
(e)  to  facilitate,  a~  requested,  technical  assistance  to  Parties 
with  a  view  to  furthering  the  international  acceptance  of 
this Agreement; and 
(f)  to  exercise  such  other  responsibilities  as  the  Committee 
may assign to tt. 
General 
3.  The  Technical  Committee  shall  attempt  to  conclude  its 
work  on  specific  matters,  especially  those  referred  to  it  by 
Parties or the Committee, in a reasonably short period of rime. 
4.  The Technical Committee shall  be  assisted  as  appropriate 
in  its activities by  the Secretariat of the Customs Cooperation 
Council. 
Representation 
.5.  Each  Party shall  have  the  right  to  be  represented  on  the 
Technical  Committee.  Each  Party  may  nominate one delegate 
and  one  or more  alternate!>  to  be  its  representatives  on  the 
Technical  Committee.  Such  a  Party  so  represented  on  the 
Technical Committee is hereinafter referred to as a member of 
the  Technical Committee.  Representatives  of members of the 
Technical Committee may be assisted by  advisers. The GAn· 
secretariat may also attend such meetings with ob.-ver status. 
6.  Members  of the  Customs  Cooperation  Council  who  arc 
not Parties  may  be  represented  at  meetings  of the  Technical 
Committee by  one delegate and one or mor:e  alternates. Such 
representatives  shall  attend  meetings  of  the  Technical 
Committee as observers. 
7.  Subject to the approval of the Chairman of the Technical 
Committee, the Secretary-General of the Customs Cooperation 
Council (hereinafter referred to as 'the Secretary-General')  ma~ 
invite  representatives  of  governments  which  are  neithn 
Parties nor members of the Customs Cooperation Council and 
representatives  of  international  governmental  and  trade 
organizations to attend meetings of the Technical Committee 
as observers. 
8.  Nominations  of  delegates,  alternates  and  advisers  to 
meetings  of the  Technical  Committee  shall  be -made  to .  the 
Secretary-General. 
Technical Committee meetings 
9.  The Technical  Committee shall  meet  as  necessary  but ;lt 
least two times a  year. The date of each meeting shall be fixeJ 
by the Technical Committee at its preceding session. The date 
of the  meeting  may  be  varied  either  at the  request  of any 
member of the Technical Committee concurred in  by a simple 
majority  of the  members  of the  Technical  Committee  or,  in 
cases  requiring  urgent  attention,  at  the  request  of  the 
Chairman. 
10.  The meetings of the Technical Committee shall be held .H 
the headquarters of the Customs Cooperation Council  unJe,, 
otherwise decided. 
11.  The  Secretary-General  shall  inform  all  member~ of thl' 
Technical  Committee and those included under paragraphs fl 
and 7 at least 30 days in advance, except in urgent easel>, of the 
opening date of each session of the Technical Committee. 
Agenda 
12.  A provisional agenda for each session shall  be  drawn up 
by the Secretary-General and circulated to the members of .the 
Technical Committee and to those included under paragraphs 
6 and 7 at least 30 days in advance of the session, except in 
urgent  cases.  This  agenda  shall  comprise  all  items  whose 
inclusion  has  been  approved  by  the  Technical  Committl'e 
during  its  preceding  sessions,  all  items  included  by  the 
chairman on his own initiative, and all items whose inclusion 
has been requested by the Secretary-General, by the Committee 
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13.  The Technical  Committee shall  determine  its  agenda  at 
the opening of each session. During the session the agenda may 
be altered at any time by the technical Committee. 
Officers and conduct of business 
14.  The  Technical  Committee  shall  elect  from  among  the 
delegates  of  its  members  a  chairman  and  one  or  more 
vice-chairmen.  The  chairman  and  vice-chairmen  shall  each 
hold office for a period of one year. The retiring chairman and 
vice-chairmen  are  eligible  for  re-election.  A  chairman  or 
vice-chairman  who  ceases  to  represent  a  member  of  the 
Technical Committee shall automatically lose his mandate. 
15.  If the  chairman  is  absent  from  any  meeting  or  part 
thereof, a vice-chairman shall preside. In that event, the latter 
shall have the same powers and duties as the chairman. 
16.  The  chairman  of  the  meeting  shall  participate  in  the 
proceedings of the Technical Committee as such and not as the 
representative of a member of the Technical Committee. 
17.  In  addition to exercising the powers conferred upon him 
elsewhere  by  these  rules,  the  chairman  shall  declare  the 
opening  and  do-.ing  of each  meeting,  direct  the  discussion, 
•  Kl'md  tht•  right  to "peak, and, pur!>uant  tt>  thest:  rules,  have 
coiJtrul  of  the  procet:ding!>.  The  chairman  may  also  call  a 
spl·akn to order if hi!>  remarb are not relevant. 
1  X.  During dis1.:U!>sion  of any matter a delegation may raise a 
point of order.  In  this event,  the chairman shall  immediately 
state his ruling. If this ruling is  challenged, the chairman shall 
submit it to the meeting for decisions and it shall stand unless 
overruled. 
19.  The  Secretary-General,  or  officers  of  the  Secretariat 
designated  by  him,  shall  perform  the  secretarial  work  of 
meetings of the Technical Committee. 
Quorum and voting 
20.  Representatives of a  simple  majority of the members of 
the Technical Committee shall constitute a quorum. 
21.  Each member of the Technical Committee shall have une 
vote. A decision of the Technical Committee shall be taken by 
a  majority  comprising  at  least  two-thirds  of  the  membt:rs 
present. Regardless of the outcome of the vote on a particular 
matter, the Technical Committee shall be  free  to make a  full 
report  to  the  Committee  and  to  the  Customs  Cooperation 
Council on that matter indicating the different views expressed 
in the relevant discussions. 
Languages and records 
22  ..  The official  languages of the Technical Committee sh.tll 
be English, French and Spanish. Speeches or statements made 
in any of these three languages shall be immediately translated 
into the other official languages unless all delegations agree ro 
dispense with translation. Speeches or statements made in  any 
other language  shall  be  translated  into  English,  French  and 
Spanish, subject to the same conditions, but in that event the 
delegation concerned shall provide the translation into Engli~h, 
French or Spanish. Only English, French and Spanish shall  lw 
used  for  the official  documents of the Technical  Cnmmittl'c  . 
Memoranda and correspondence for  the.·  ~onsidcr:.uion ut  till· 
Technical Committee must be presented in  one of the offill.d 
languages. 
23.  The Technical Committee shall draw up a report of al11ts 
sessions and, if the chairman considers it necessary, rDinutcs or 
summary records of its meetings. The chairman or his designl·c 
shall report on the work of the Technical Committee at ea~:h 
meeting of the Committee and at each meeting of the Customs 
Cooperation Council. Edition  N°  Jpage  X-D-24  J 
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ANNEX III 
'Ad hoc• panels 
1.  Ad hoc  panels  established  by  the  Committee  under  this 
Agreement shall have the following responsibilities: 
(a)  to examine the matter referred to it by the Committee; 
(b)  to  consult  with  the  parties  to  the  dispute  and  give  full 
opportunity  for  them  to develop  a  mutually  satisfactory 
solution; and 
(c)  to make a statement concerning the facts of the matter as 
they  relate  to  the  application  of the  provisions  of  this 
Agreement  and,  make  such  findings  as  will  assist  the 
Committee  in  making recommendations  or giving  rulings 
on the matter. 
2.  In  order  to  facilitate  the  constitution  of  panels,  the 
chairman  of  the  Committee  shall  maintain  an  informal 
indicative  list  of government  officials  knowledgeable  in  the 
area of customs valuation and experienced in the field  of trade 
relatiom and economic development. This list may also include 
person-;  other  than  government  officl<lk  In  this  connection, 
c·a<.h  1'.111 y .. h.rlllw lflvirc·d  to  IIHIII.II\'  .11  !111·  hq~illlllll~'. of  rvrry 
yc:.ll  lo fill· d!clltrll,lll of  the ( .fllllllllttt•r· the  IIJilll'(lo) of  the  Oflt• 
or  two  govt·rnmenul  experts  whom  the  Partie~  would  be 
willing  to  make  available  for  such  work.  When  a  panel  is 
established,  the chairman, after  consultation  with  the Parties 
concerned,  shall,  within  seven  days  of  such  establishment 
propo~e the compo~ition of the panel consisting of three or five 
members  and  prdcrably  government  officials.  The  Parties 
directly  concerned  shall  react  within  seven  working  days  to 
nominations of panel members by the  ~o:hairman and shall  not 
oppose nommations except for wmpcllmg reasons. 
Citizens  of  countries  whose  governments  an:  parties  to  a 
dispute  ~hall  not  be  eligible  for  membership  of  the  panel 
concerned with that dispute. Panel members shall serve in their 
individual  capacinc.,  and  not as  government  representatives, 
nor  as  representatJvl's  of any  organization.  Governments  or 
organizations shall  therefore  not give  them  instru~-rions with 
regard to matters before a panel. 
3.  Ea~.::h  panel  shall  develop  it~ own working procedures. All 
Partief-1  having  a sub\tantial interest in  the  matter and having 
notified this to the Committee shall have an opportunity to 1:-l· 
heard.  Each  panel  may  consult  and  seek  information  and 
technical advice from any source it deems appropriate. Befon· 
a  panel  seeks  such  information  or  technical  advice  from  ·' 
source within  the jurisdiction of a  Party, it shall  inform  the 
government of that Party.  Any  Party shall  respond  prompt!~ 
and fully  to any request by a panel for such information as the 
panel  considers  necessary  and  appropriate.  Confidential 
information  provided  to  the  panel  shall  not  be  disclosed 
without the specific  permission  of the person or government 
providing  such  information.  Where  such  information  i~ 
requested  from  the panel but release of such information  b~ 
the panel is not authorized, a non-confidential summary of the 
information,  authorized  by  the  person  or  government 
providing the information, will be provided. 
4.  Where  the  parties  to  the  dispute  have  failed  to  rca~.::h  .1 
satisfactory  solution,  the ·panel  shall  submit  its  findings  in 
writing.  The  report  of a  panel  should  normally  set  out thr 
rationale behind its findings. Where a settlement of the matte! 
i~  rca~:hcd hetWt'l'll thr partit''i, the report of the pant'!  may lw 
,.,nfmnl  ro  .1  bnd  dc11~riprum  nl  rt..:  thiiJlllh'  .wei  to  .t 
~tatement that a solution has been reached. 
5.  Panels shall use such report of the Technical Committee as 
may have been issued under Article 20 (4) of this Agreement a' 
the basis for their consideration of issues that involve question). 
of a technical nature. 
6.  The time required by  panels will  vary with the particular 
case.  They  should  aim  to  deliver  their  findings,  and  where 
appropriate,  recommendations,  co  the  Committee  without 
undue delay,  normally within a  period of three months from 
the date that the panel was established. 
7. 'To  encourage  dev_elopment  of  mutually  satisfactory 
solutions between the parties to a dispute and With  a view to 
obtaining their comments, each  panel should first  submit the 
descriptive  part  of its  report  to  the  Parties  concerned,  and 
should  subsequently submit to  the  parties  to the  dispute  its 
conclusions, or an outline thereof, a reasonable period of time 
before they arc circulated to the Parties. Edition  N°  I  page X-D-25  I 
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PROTOCOL TO THE AGREEMENT ON IMPLEMENTATION OF ARTICLE VU  OF 
THE GENERAL AGREEMENT ON TARIFFS AND TRADE 
The  Parties  to  the  Agreement  on  implementation  of 
Article  VII  of  the  General  Agreement  on  tariffs  and 
trade (hereinafter referred to as 'the Agreement'), 
Having  regard  to  the  multilateral  trade  negotiations 
and to the desire expressed  by  the Trade Negotiations 
Committee  at  its  meeting  of ll and  12  April  1979 
to  arrive  at  a  single  text  of  an  Agreement  on 
implementation of Article VII of the General Agreement 
of tariffs and trade; 
Recognizing  that  developing  countries  may  have 
partKular problems in applying the Agreement; 
Con~iJering that  the  provisions  of Article  27  of  the 
Agreement relating to amendments have not yet entered 
into force;· 
Hereby: 
1.  Agree  to the deletion  of the  provision of Article 1 
(2)  lh) (iv)  of the Agreement; 
2.  Recognize that the five-year dday in the application 
of  the  provisions  of  the  Agreement  by  developing 
countries provided for in Article 21  (1)  may, in pra(tice, 
be insufficient for certain developing countries.  In  such 
cases  J  developing country Party to the Agreement may 
requc~t  before  the  end  of  the  period  referred  to  in 
Arnck  21  (  1)  an  extension  of  such  period,  it  being 
understood that the Parties to the  Agreement will  give 
sympathetic  consideration  to  such  a  request  in  cases 
where  the  den~loping country  in  question  can  show 
good cause; 
3.  Recognize that developing countries which currently 
value  goods  on  the  basis  of  officially  established 
.,.minimum  value~ may  wish  to  make  a  reservation  to 
enable  them  ro  retain  such  values  on  a  limited  and 
transitional  basis  under  such  terms  and  conditions  as 
may  be agreed to by the Parties to the Agreement; 
4.  Rt>cognize  that developing countries which consider 
that the reversal of the sequenn.1l order at the request of 
the unporter provided for in ArtKic 4 of the Agreement 
may  give  rise  to real difficulties  tor them  may  wish to 
make a reservation to Article 4 in  the following terms: 
'lhe  Government  of  ..... reserves  the  right  to 
provide  th:lt  the  relevant provision of Article  4  of 
the Agreement shall  apply  only when the customs 
authorities agree to the request to reverse the ordn 
of Articles 5 and 6.' 
If developing  countries  make  such  a  reservation,  the 
Parties  to  the  Agreement  shall  consent  to  it  under 
Article 23  of the Agreement; 
5.  Recognize  that  developing  countries  may  wish  to 
make a  reservation with resp&ct  to Article 5  (2)  of the 
Agreement in the following terms:  . 
'The  Government  of  . . . . .  reserves  the  right  to 
provide that Article 5 (2)  of the Agreement shall be 
applied  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of the 
relevant note thereto whether or not the importer -.o 
requests.' 
If developing  countries  make  such  a  reservation,  the 
Parties  to  the  Agreement  shall  consent  to  it  und~..·r 
Article 23  of the Agreement; 
6.  Recognize  that  certain  developing  countries  ha' e 
expressed  concern that there  may  be  problems in  the 
implementation of Article 1 of the Agreement in so br 
as it relates to importations into their countries by sole 
agents,  sole  distributors  and sole  concessionaires.  The 
Parties  to the  Agreement agree that, if such problems 
arise  in  practice  in  developing  countries  applying  the 
Agreement,  a  study of this question shall  be  made,  .lt 
the  request  of such  countries,  with  a  view  to  finding 
appropriate solutions; 
7.  Agree that Article 17 recognizes that in applying tltc 
Agreement, customs administrations may need to make 
enquiries  concerning  the  truth  or  accuracy  of  any 
statement, document or declaration presented to tht·m 
for customs valuation purposes. They further agree tl1.1t 
the  Article  thus  acknowledges  that enquiries  may  he 
made which  are,  for  example, aimed at verifying th.tt 
the elements of value declared or presented to customs 
in connection with a determination of customs valut> are 
complete and correct. They recognize that Parties to the 
Agreement,  subject  to  their  national  laws  and  pro\  t'-
dures,  have the right to expect the full  cooperation  of 
importers in  these enquiries; 
8.  Agree  that  the  price  actually  paid  or  payable 
includes all payments actually made or to be made as a 
condition of sale of the imported goods, by the buyer h> --------------
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the seller, or by the buyer to a third party to satisfy an 
obligation of the seller. 
II 
1.  Upon  the  entry  into  force  of  the  Agreement  die 
provisions of this Protocol shall be deemed to be part of 
the Agreement. 
2.  This  Protocol  shall  be  deposited  with  the 
Director-General  to  the  Contracting  Parties  to  the 
GA TI.  It  is  open  for  acceptance,  by  signature  or 
otherwise,  by  signatories  of  the  Agreement  on 
implementation of Article VII of the General Agreement 
on tariffs and trade and by other governments accepting 
or acceding to the Agreement pursuant to the provisions 
of Article 22 thereof. 
Done at Geneva this first day of November nineteen hundred and seventy-nine in a single 
copy in the English,  French and Spanish languages, each text being authentic. Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-E-1 
INTERNATIONAL  COFFEE  AGREEMENT 
COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 37/80 
of 9  January 1980 
laying down measures applying the system of certificates of origin provided for 
under the International Coffee Agreement 1976  when quotas are in effect 
- O.J.  n•  L 6  of  10.01.1980,  p.  13  -
1.  modified  by  the  Greek  Act  of  Accession  of  28.05.1979 
CO.J.  n•  L 291  of  19.11.1979> 
2.  modified  by  the  Spanish  and  Portuguese  Act  of  Accession  of 
12.06.1985 
<O.J.  no  L 302  of  15.11.1985,  p.  152) Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-E-3 
INTERNATIONAL  COFFEE  AGREEMENT 
Article  1 
The certificate  of  re-export  provided  for  in  Article  3 
(1)  of Regulation (EEC) No 2436/79 shall be presented 
at the customs office where the customs export formal-
ities are carried out. Where that office is  not the office 
by which the goods in question leave the Community, 
that certificate shall  also  be  presented at the customs 
office  by  which  the  goods  leave.  Such  latter  office 
shall stamp the certificate and channel it as  provided 
for  by the rules in the Annex to Regulation (EEC)  No 
2436/79. 
Article  2 
Where  the  customs  office  at  which  the  customs 
export  formalities  are  carried  out is  not  in  the  same 
Member  State  as  the  customs  office  by  which  the 
goods leave  the Community, the goods shall be placed 
under a  customs  transit  procedure  which  shall  cover 
their  movement  between  the  two  customs  offices  in 
question. 
The customs office where the customs export formali-
ties  are  carried  out  shall  ensure  that  one  of  the 
following statements is entered in  the box  reserved for 
the  description  of  the  goods  on  all  copies  of  the 
transit documents  used: 
- 'International  Coffee  Organization  - Certificate 
of  re-export  R  No .. .', 
- 'Den  internationale  Kaffeorganisation 
Re-eksportcertifikat  R  l0benummer .. .', 
- 'lnternationale Kaffee-Organisation  - Wiederaus-
fuhrzeugnis  R  N r.  . . .', 
- 'Organisation internationale du cafe - certificat R 
de  reexportation  n°  .. .', 
- 'Organizzazione intemazionale del  caffe  - certifi-
cate  R  di  riesportazione  n ...  .', 
- 'Internationale  Koffieorganisatie  - certificaat  van 
heruitvoer  R  nr  .... 
'- "Organizaci6n Internacional del Cafe- Certi-
ticado R de reexportacion no  ...  ", 
- .. Organiza<;ao lnternacional do Cafe- Certifi-
cado R de reexporta9ao n? ...  ".' 
Article 3 
By· way  of derogation from Article  1,  where goods are 
placed under the procedure laid down in Section  1 of 
Title  IV  of  Regulation  (EEq No 223/77  for  carriage 
to  a railway station of destination outside the customs 
territory  of  the  Community,  the  certificate  of 
re-export referred to  in Article  1 shall be  present~d at 
the  office  of  departure.  That  office  shall  stamp  the 
certificate and channel it as  provided for  by the rules---
in  the  Annex to Regulation (EEq No 2436/79. 
Permission  to  vary  the  contract  of  carriage  so  that 
carriage ends in the Community shall be granted only 
after  the stamped certificate  has been surrendered  to 
the  office  of  departure. 
Article 4 
This ~egul_ation sh~ll ~nte~ into force on the third day 
followmg  1ts  pubhcatton  In  the  Official journal of 
the European  Communities. 
(1)  OJ  No  L 282,  12.  I I. 1979  p  I 
(1)  OJ  No  L 38,  9.  2.  1977,  p.'20  . 
(l) OJ  No L 227,  7.  9.  1979,  p.  1i. Ed i t i on  N  •  2  of  31 • 1 •  88  I  page  X-E-5 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 678/87 
of 26 January 1987 
on the application of the system of certificates of origin provided for under the International 
Coffee Agreement 1983 when quotas are suspended 
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APPLICATION  OF  THE  SYSTEM  OF  CERTIFICATES  OF  ORIGIN  PROVIDED  FOR  UNDER  THE  INTERNATIONAL 
COFFEE  AGREEMENT  1983  WHEN  QUOTAS  ARE  SUSPENDED 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof,  · 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 288/82 of 
5 February 1982 on common rules for  imports (1), as last 
amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No  899 I 83 (2 ),  and  in 
particular Article 16 (  1) (b) thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas  pursuant  to  Decision  83/539/EEC (
3
)  the 
Community  has  been  provisionally  applying  the 
International Coffee Agreement  1983 since  its  provisional 
entry into force on 1 October 1983; 
Whereas Regulation (EEC) No 3761/83 (4 )  introduced the 
system  of  certificates  of  origin  provided  for  by  the 
International Coffee Agreement  1983 when  quotas are  in 
effect; 
Whereas  the  Executive  Board  of the International  Coffee 
Organization has established rules for the application of a 
system of certificates of origin under the Agreement when 
quotas are suspended; 
Whereas  the  rules  laid  down  in  Regulation  (EEC) 
No  2686/76 (5)  concerning  the  system  of certificates  of 
origin provided for  by the International Coffee Agreement 
1976  have  been  replaced  by  the  abovementioned  rules; 
whereas Regulation (EEC) No 2686/76 should, therefore, 
be repealed; 
( 1)  OJ  No L 35, 9. 2. 1982, p.  1. 
( 2)  OJ  No L 103, 21. 4.  1983, p.  1. 
( 3)  OJ  No L 308, 9. 11. 1983, p. 1. 
( 4 )  OJ  No L 379, 31. 12. 1983, p.  1. 
( 5)  OJ  No L 309, 10. 11. 1976, p.  1. 
Whereas appropriate measures must be taken to implement 
the new system of certificates within the Community and to 
provide that it be applied without discrimination between 
Community importers; 
Whereas in  order to ensure the efficient admilfistration of 
the system and to clarify the position regarding the periods 
during  when  this  Regulation  will · actually  apply  and  in 
order  to  conform  to  Rule  11  of  the  Annex  to  this 
Regulation  and  to  Rule  17 of the  Annex  to  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  3761183,  provision  should  be  made  for  the 
Commission, in accordance with the decisions taken by the 
competent bodies of the International Coffee Organization 
and  at  the  time  when  quotas  are  suspended  or 
reintroduced, to specify the date on which the measures in 
question  b~come applicable or cease to be applicable, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article  1 
For the purposes of implementing the International Coffee 
Agreement 1983, the rules for the application of the system 
of  certificates  of  origin  when  quotas  are  suspended, 
adopted by the Executive Board of the International Coffee 
Organization and set out in  the Annex to this Regulation, 
shall apply. 
Article  2 
Imports  into  the  Community  of coffee  and  of extracts, 
essences  or  concentrates  of  coffee  falling  within 
subheadings  09.01  A  'and  21.02  A  of  the  Common 
Customs  Tariff,  originating  in  or  coming  from  either 
members or non-members of the Agreement,  shall  not be 
subject to submission of the certificates provided for in the 
said Agreement. 
Article  3 
Exports  from  the  Community of coffee  and  of extracts, 
essences  or  concentrates  of  coffee  falling  within Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-E-8 
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Article  5  subheadings  09.01  A  and  21.02  A  of  the  Common 
Customs Tariff shall  not be  subject to submission  of the 
certificates provided for in the Agreement.  Regulation (EEC) No 2686/76 is hereby repealed. 
Article  4  Article  6 
The Commission shall fix the date from which the measure 
provided for in  this Regulation shall become applicable or 
cease to be applicable. 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  third  day 
following  its  publication  in  the  Official  Journal  of the 
European Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  m  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 26 january 1987. 
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ANNEX 
RULES  FOR THE APPLICATION  OF A SYSTEM  OF CERTIFICATES OF ORIGIN WHEN 
QUOTAS ARE SUSPENDED 
Rule 1 
DEFINITIONS 
For the purposes of these Rules: 
Valid  Certificate  of Origin  in  Form  0  for  exports  to 
member countries means a Certificate of Origin in Form 0 
prescribed  in  Annex  1,  issued  in  accordance  with  these 
Rules  by  a  certifying  agency  of the  producing  member 
country from  which  the coffee described therein  has  been 
exported provided that: 
(a)  the  destination shown on the Certificate  is  a member 
country; 
(b)  the  Certificate  is  marked  'ORIGINAL'  and  bears  the 
cachet of the customs service of the producing member 
country  from  which  the  coffee  described  in  the 
Certificate has been  exported; 
(c)  the  Certificate  shall  be  valid  to  cover  only  the  coffee 
described therein at the time it  was issued; and 
(d)  the  Certificate  has  not  previously  been  completed  m 
Part B nor declared invalid by  the Organization. 
Valid  certificate  of Origin  in  Form  X  for  exports  to 
non-member countries  means  a  Certificate  of  Origin  in 
Form X prescribed in  Annex 2, issued in  accordance with 
these Rules by a certifying agency of the producing member 
from which the coffee described therein has been exported, 
provided that: 
(a)  the  Certificate  is  marked  'ORIGINAL'  and  bears  the 
cachet of the customs service of the producing member 
country  from  which  the  coffee  described  in  the 
Certificate has been exported; 
(b)  the  Certificate  shall  be  valid  to  cover only  the coffee 
described therein at the time it was issued. 
Export of  coffee means any coffee which leaves the customs 
territory of the country in which  the coffee is grown. 
Import of coffee  means  ~ny coffee  which  enters  into  the 
customs territory of any  country or customs union and  is 
released  by  the  customs  and,  if  necessary,  by  other 
competent  authorities  so  that  the  coffee  has  been  fully 
cleared for processing and/  or domestic consumption. 
Coffee under customs control means coffee which  cannot 
be  moved outside the area of jurisdiction of the customs 
service without its consent. 
Customs service means the customs authority of a member 
or the authority designated by the member for that purpose 
and accepted by the Executive Director. 
The cachet of the customs service means a customs stamp, 
preferably  embossed,  which  is  accompanied  by  the 
signature or equivalent of the officer responsible for its use 
together with the date of its use. 
Certifying  agency  means  an  agency  approved  under  the 
provisions of Article 43 (1 ), {2) and (5) of the International 
Coffee  Agreement  1983  to  administer  and  perform  the 
functions specified in paragraphs 1 and 2 of that Article. 
Rule 2 
TYPES  OF  CERTIFICATES  AND  SPECIFICATIONS  FOR 
PRINTING 
Certificates of Origin 
1.  Certificates of Origin for exports to Members shall be 
printed  in  Form  0  prescribed  in  Annex  1  and  shall  be 
completed  and  issued  in  accordance  with  these  Rules. 
General guidance on the completion of such Certificates is 
contained in Annex 1 B. 
2.  Certificates of Origin for exports to non-members shall 
be  printed in Form X prescribed in Annex 2 and shall  be 
completed  and  issued  in  accordance  with  these  Rules. 
General guidance on the completion of such Certificates is 
contained in Annex 2 B. 
3.  Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 
of this Rule, box 10 of the Certificate of Origin in Form 0 
and box 11  of the Certificate of Origin in Form X may be 
modified to allow a maximum of five  International Coffee 
Organization identification marks to be entered therein: Ed i t i on  N  •  2  of  31 • 1  •  88  I  page  X-E-10 
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EXAMPLE: 
Certificate of Origin in Form 0 
10.  Shipping marks  11.  Number of bags or  12.  Description of  13.  Net weight of shipment 
other containers  coffee 
a.  ICO Identification Mark  D  Green (Crude) 
---1----1---- .................................... D  Roasted  .  ................................. 
b.  Other marks 
15.  Other relevant information 
Specifications for printing Certificates 
4.  Certificates shall  be  of ISO  size  A4  (210 x  297 mm: 
81/3  x  11  lJ  3 in) with a maximum tolerance of ±  2 mm 
(1/ 16  in). 
5.  Certificates shall  be  issued  in  an original  and at least 
two  copies.  Certifying  agencies  may  issue  as  many 
additional  copies  for  internal  use  as  may  be  found 
convenient or necessary. 
6.  For the originals of Certificates white paper of chemical 
pulp, weighing not less  than 70 g/m
2  shall be used.  Each 
original shall be clearly marked 'ORIGINAL'. 
7.  The first copy of Certificates of Origin in Forms 0  and 
X shall be clearly marked 'FIRST COPY - for use by ICO 
London' and shall be printed on green paper. 
8.  Each additional copy, which shall be of a colour other 
than green, shall be clearly marked 'COPY - for  internal 
use  only' and may  contain such  additional instructions as 
considered desirable by the agency issuing the Certificate. 
9.  Except as otherwise agreed between a member and the 
Executive  Director, each  member shall  be  responsible  for 
printing the Certificates it uses in  the manner prescribed in 
Annexes 1 and 2. To ensure that all Certificates are printed 
to a  uniform  standard, the  measurements  to  be  used  by 
printers are shown in  Annexes 1-A and 2-A. 
10.  On the first and subsequent copies of Certificates, the 
space  allocated  to  Part  B  on  the  forms  of  Certificates 
prescribed in Annexes 1 and 2 may be left blank or may be 
used by the member concerned for information required by 
it  o~ by  the Organization for statistical or other purposes. 
14.  Unit of  D  kg 
D  Soluble  weight 
D  Other  D lb 
11.  Certificates may be printed in two languages, one of 
which, except as otherwise agreed between a member and 
the Executive Director, must be English. When more than 
one language is used, the second language shall be printed 
if possible in italics. 
Rule J 
PERIOD OF VALIDITY OF CERTIFICATES OF ORIGIN 
Certificates of Origin in Form 0  and Form X shall have no 
specified period of validity. 
Rule 4 
MARKING  OF  BAGS  AND  OTHER  CONTAINERS  FOR 
EXPORT 
Every export of coffee  shall  be  allocated an International 
Coffee  Organization  identification  mark  which  shall  be 
unique to the parcel of coffee concerned. The identification 
mark shall be printed inside a box on all the bags or other 
containers or stamped on a metal strip affixed to the bags 
or other containers,  and  shall  be  shown  on the  relevant 
Certificate of Origin. It shall be composed of the country 
code  number  of the  member  (up  to  three  digits  to  be 
allocated by the Organization (1)), the code number of the 
grower or exporter (up to four digits to be allocated by the 
member to each grower or exporter) and the serial number 
of the parcel of coffee (up to four digits to be supplied by 
the  grower  or  exporter  for  each  parcel  he  exports, 
beginning ~ith the number '1' for the first parcel exported 
on or after 1 October each year and proceeding in sequence 
to 30 September the following year). 
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EXAMPLE: 
27  1  17 
(Exporter's or  (Parcel 
(Country code)  grower's code)  number) 
To permit mechanical processing by the Organization it is 
essential  that  the  identification  mark  should  not  in  any 
circumstances be composed of more than eleven digits. 
Rule 5 
EXPORTS OF COFFEE TO MEMBERS 
1.  Subject to the exceptions described in paragraph 10 of 
this Rule, every export of coffee from  any member to any 
other  member  shall  be  covered  by  a  valid  Certificate  of 
Origin in Form 0  completed and issued in accordance with 
these Rules. 
2.  All  bag~  or  other  containers  shall  bear  an  ICO 
identification  mark  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of 
Rule4. 
3.  The original  and the first  copy  of each  Certificate of 
Origin  in  Form  0  shall  bear  the  cachet  of the  customs 
service of the issuing member. This shall be applied by the 
customs service when it is  satisfied that export is  about to 
take place. 
4.  The original of each  Certificate of Origin  in  Form  0 
shall be given to the exporter or his agent to accompany the 
shipping documents. The ICO identification mark and the 
reference number of the Certificate of Origin (composed of 
the  country  code,  port  code  and  serial  number)  shall, 
except  as  otherwise  agreed  between  a  member  and  the 
Executive Director, be  included on the invoice and/or the 
bill(s) of lading. 
5.  The first copy of each Certificate of Origin in Form 0 
together with  a copy of the relevant bill  of lading shall be 
forwarded by the safest and quickest possible means to the 
Organization  by  the  issuing  member  as  soon  as  possible 
and in any case within 21  days of the date of shipment. If  a 
parcel of coffee moves  overland to its destination, instead 
of a bill  of lading a copy of the relevant way-bill or other 
equivalent document shall accompany the first copy of the 
Certificate  of  Origin  in  Form  0  forwarded  to  the 
Organization. 
6.  First  copies  of Certificates  of Origin in  Form  0  and 
bills  of lading or equivalent  documents  forwarded  to the 
Organization under the provisions of paragraph 5 of this 
Rule shall  be sent in securely packed batches of not more 
than 50 sets (1). Each batch shall contain only documents 
issued to cover exports made in the same month. 
7.  Each  .  batch  of  Certificates  and  bills  of  lading  or 
equivalent documents shall be accompanied by a covering 
note  listing  the  reference  number  of  each  document 
enclosed therewith and the net quantity of coffee covered 
by  each  document.  Each  batch  of documents  and  the 
accompanying covering note shall bear a serial number. A 
copy  of  the  covering  note  shall  be  forwarded 
simultaneously to the Organization under separate cover. 
8.  Except as otherwise agreed between a member and the 
Executive  Director,  the  Executive  Director  shall 
acknowledge  receipt  of  each·  batch  of  documents  by 
stamping and returning the covering note. 
9.  Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 3 
of this Rule, if the maritime port of shipment is not in the 
country of origin of the coffee and the member finds that it 
is impracticable to issue completed Certificates of Origin in 
Form 0 prior to export from origin, the member may make 
arrangements  for  the  necessary  Certificates  of Origin  in 
Form  0  to  be  issued,  either  partially  or wholly,  by  an 
agency  located in  the maritime port of shipment and for 
completed first copies of Certificates and the relevant bills 
of lading to be  forwarded  to the  Organization.  All  such 
arrangements shall be agreed between the member and the 
Executive Director. 
10.  Certificates of Origin in Form 0  need not be issued to 
cover: 
(a)  small  quantltles  of coffee  for  direct  consumption  as 
stores  on  ships,  aircraft  and  other  international 
commercial carriers; and 
(b)  samples and parcels up to a maximum net weight of 60 
kilograms  of green  coffee  or  the  equivalent  thereof 
namely: 
(i)  120 kilograms of dried coffee cherry; or 
(ii)  75 kilograms of parchment coffee; or 
(iii)  50,4 kilograms of roasted coffee; or 
(iv)  23 kilograms of soluble or liquid coffee. 
11.  Certifying  agencies  shall  maintain  records  of  all 
Certificates of Origin  in  Form  0  which  they  issue  for  a 
( 1)  A set shall consist of the first copy of a Certificate of Origin in 
Form 0  and a copy of the relevant bill of lading or equivalent 
document or the original and the first copy of a Certificate of 
Origin in  Form X and a copy of the relevant bill  of lading or 
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period  of not less  than four  years.  Such  records  shall  be 
made available to the Executive Director on request. 
12.  Each exporting member shall furnish to the Executive 
Director  any  information  he  may  request  in  connection 
with exports of coffee covered by Certificates of Origin in 
Form 0  including port records and customs records.  The 
Executive  Director  may  establish  a  procedure  for  the 
inspection of such information. 
Rule 6 
RESPONSIBILITIES  OF  EXPORTERS  IN  EXPORTING 
MEMBER COUNTRIES 
1.  The  responsibility  for  ensuring  the  proper  use  of 
Certificates of Origin rests with exporting members. 
2.  Each  exporting  member  shall  be  responsible  for 
requiring  exporters  to seek  the  cooperation  of buyers  in 
ensuring that the original of each Certificate of Origin in 
Form 0  covering a parcel of coffee imported into a member 
country is presented to the customs service of the importing 
country and that the original of each Certificate of Origin 
in  Form  0  covering  a  parcel  of coffee  the destination of 
which was changed to a non-member country is forwarded 
immediately to the Organization by  the  trader selling  the 
coffee  to  the  non-member  country  marked  'withdrawn, 
destination  changed  to  (name  of  non-member 
country)'. 
Rule 7 
EXPORTS OF COFFEE TO NON-MEMBERS 
1.  Subject to the exceptions described in paragraph 10 of 
this Rule every  export of coffee from  any  member to any 
non-member  shall  be  covered  by  a  valid  Certificate  of 
Origin in Form X completed and issued in accordance with 
these Rules. 
2.  All  bags  or  other  containers  shall  bear  an  ICO 
identification  mark  in  accordance  with  the provisions  of 
Rule 4. 
3.  Producing Members shall ensure that all  bags or other 
containers  in  shipments  destined  directly  or indirectly  to 
non-members are clearly marked 'NON-MEMBER' in bold 
red lettering. 
4.  The original  and the first  copy  of each  Certificate of 
Origin  in  Form  X  shall  bear  the  cachet  of the  customs 
service of the issuing member. This shall be applied by the 
customs service when it is  satisfied that export is  about to 
take place.  Originals of Certificates of Origin in  Form X 
shall  be  withdrawn  and, together with  the  first  copy  of 
each Certificate and a copy of the relevant bill  of lading, 
shall be sent by  the safest and quickest possible means to 
the Organization by the issuing member as soon as possible 
and in any case within 21 days of the date of shipment. If  a 
parcel of coffee moves overland to its destination, instead 
of a bill  of lading a copy of the relevant way-bill or other 
equivalent document shall accompany the original and first 
copy of the Certificate of Origin in Form X forwarded to 
the Organization. 
5.  Originals and first  copies  of Certificates of Origin  in 
Form  X  and  bills  of  lading  or  equivalent  documents 
forwarded  to  the  Organization  under  the  provisions  of 
paragraph 4 of this Rule shall  be sent in  securely  packed 
batches  of not  more  than  50  sets (1).  Each  batch  shall 
contain only documents issued to cover exports made in the 
same month. 
6.  Each  batch  of  Certificates  and  bills  of  lading  or 
equivalent documents shall be accompanied by a covering 
note  listing  the  reference  number  of  each  document 
enclosed therewith and the net quantity of coffee covered 
.by  each  document.  Each  batch  of documents  and  the 
accompanying covering note shall bear a serial number. A 
copy  of  the  covering  note  shall  be  forwarded 
simultaneously to the Organization under separate cover. 
7.  Except as otherwise agreed between a member and the 
Executive  Director,  the  Executive  Director  shall 
acknowledge  receipt  of  each  batch  of  documents  by 
stamping and returning the covering note. 
8.  Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 4 
of this Rule, if the maritime port of shipment is not in 'the 
country of origin of the coffee and the member finds that it 
is impracticable to issue completed Certificates of Origin in 
Form X prior to export from origin, the member may make 
arrangements  for  the  necessary  Certificates  of Origin  in 
Form  X  to  be  issued,  either  partially  or wholly,  by  an 
agency  located  in  the maritime port of shipment and for 
completed first copies of Certificates and the relevant bills 
of lading to be  forwarded  to the  Organization.  All  such 
arrangements shall be agreed between the member and the 
Executive Director. 
9.  The ICO identification mark and the reference number 
of the Certificate of Origin (composed of the country code, 
( 1 j  A  set  shall  consist  of the  original  and  the  first  copy  of a 
Certificate of Origin in Form X and a copy of the relevant bill 
of  lading  or  equivalent  document  or  the  first  copy  of  a 
Certificate of Origin in Form 0 and a copy of the relevant bill 
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port code  and  serial  number)  shall,  except  as  otherwise 
agreed between a member and the Executive Director, be 
included on the invoice and/  or the bill(s) of lading. 
10.  Certificates of Origin in Form X need not be issued to 
cover: 
(a)  small  quantities  of coffee  for  direct  consumption  as 
stores  on  ships,  aircraft  and  other  international 
commercial carriers; and 
(b)  samples and parcels up to a  maximum net weight of 
60  kilograms  of  green  coffee  or  the  equivalent 
thereof namely: 
(i)  120 kilograms of dried coffee cherry; or 
(ii)  75 kilograms of parchment coffee; or 
(iii)  50,4 kilograms of roasted coffee; or 
(iv)  23  kilograms of soluble or liquid coffee. 
11.  Certifying  agencies  shall  maintain  records  of  all 
Certificates  of Origin  in  Form  X  which  they  issue  for  a 
period of not less  than four  years.  Such  records shall  be 
made available to the Executive Director on request. 
12.  Each exporting member shall furnish to the Executive 
Director  any  information  he  may  request  in  connection 
with exports of coffee covered by  Certificates of Origin in 
Form X  including port records and customs records.  The 
Executive  Director  may  establish  a  procedure  for  the 
inspection of such information. 
Rule 8 
COFFEE  IMPORTED  BY  MEMBERS  OR PLACED  UNDER 
CUSTOMS CONTROL 
1.  As  provided  for  in  Article  2  (5)  of the  International 
Coffee Agreement  1983, importing members, while under 
no  obligation  to  demand  that  Certificates  accompany 
consignments when quotas are not in effect, shall cooperate 
fully  with  the  Organization  in  the  collection  and 
verification  of Certificates  relating  to  shipments  received 
from  exporting member countries in  order to ensure that 
the maximum information is  available to all  members. 
2.  In accordance with paragraph 1 of this Rule, whenever 
coffee is  imported into a member country or placed under 
custom  control  and  an  original  Certificate  of Origin  in 
Form 0  is presented to the customs service, the latter shall 
verify  the quantity of coffee  imported and shall  complete 
the  left-hand  section  of  Part  B  of  the  Certificate  in 
accordance with the instructions contained in paragraph 18 
of Annex 1-B.  Whenever check-weighing is carried out the 
customs service shall enter the actual net weight imported 
under  'Observations'  in  box  18  in  Part  B  of  the 
Certificate. 
3.  Originals  of  Certificates  of  Origin  collected  in 
accordance with paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Rule shall be 
forwarded to the Organization by the safest and quickest 
possible means as soon as possible and in any case within 
30 days of the close of the month of collection. 
4.  Originals of Certificates  of Origin  forwarded  to  the 
Organization under the provisions of paragraph 3  of this 
Rule shall be sent in securely packed batches of not more 
than 100. 
5.  Except as otherwise agreed between a member and the 
Executive  Director,  each  batch  of  Certificates  shall  be 
accompanied  by  a  covering  note  listing  the  reference 
numbers of the Certificates of Origin enclosed therewith. 
The list shall also show the net quantity of coffee covered by 
each  document.  Each  batch  of  documents  and  the 
accompanying covering note shall bear a serial number. A 
copy  of  the  covering  note  shall  be  forwarded 
simultaneously to the Organization under separate cover. 
6.  Except as otherwise agreed between a member and the 
Executive  Director,  the  Executive  Director  shall 
acknowledge  receipt  of  each  batch  of  documents  by 
stamping and returning the covering note. 
7.  Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1 to 6 of 
this Rule, any member wishing to cooperate further and to 
provide information in respect of coffee imported without 
the  presentation  of a  Certificate  of Origin  in  Form  0 
should contact the Executive Director in order to establish 
appropriate procedures to be followed. 
Rule 9 
RETURN OF UNUSED COFFEE EXPORT STAMPS 
On  the  day  on  which  quotas  are  suspended  exporting 
members  shall  cease  to validate  Certificates of Origin  in 
Form 0  with coffee export stamps. Within 30 days of the 
date of the suspension of quotas certifying agencies  shall 
return unused coffee export stamps to the agent appointed 
by  the Executive Director to hold such  stamps and shall 
advise  the  Executive  Director  of  the  value  and 
denominations of the stamps returned to the agent. If no 
agent has been appointed the certifying agency shall return 
unused  stamps  direct  to  the  Executive  Director.  Within 
45  days of the date of the suspension of quotas the agent 
shall forward to the Executive Director a final  account on 
the stamps received and issued during the coffee year. The 
agent shall retain all  unused stamps pending the receipt of 
instructions  from  the  Executive  Director  on  their 
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Rule 10 
RETURN OF UNUSED COFFEE TRANSIT STAMPS 
(T AND NT) 
Within  30 days  of the  date of the  suspension  of quotas 
certifying  agencies  shall  return  aU  unused  transit  stamps 
(T and NT) to the agent appointed to receive such stamps. 
Within 45 days of the date of the suspension of quotas the 
agent shall  report to the Executive Director on the transit 
stamps (T  and NT) received  and issued during the coffee 
year.  The  agent  shall  retain  all  unused  transit  stamps 
(T and  NT) pending the receipt of instructions from  the 
Executive Director on their disposal. 
Rule 11 
APPLICATION AND SUSPENSION 
Unless  elsewhere  provided  for  or otherwise  deferred  by 
resolution of the International Coffee Council, these Rules 
shall be applied on the date on which quotas are suspended 
and shall  cease to be applied on the date on which quotas 
are  reintroduced.  Thereafter,  unless  the  Council  decides 
otherwise, they shalJ be applied again on the date on which 
quotas are suspended and shall cease to be applied on the 
date on which quotas are reintroduced. 
Rule 12 
TRANSITIONAL ARRANGEMENTS 
1.  Whenever  quotas  are  suspended,  each  importing 
Member shall continue to collect and verify all Certificates 
issued in accordance with the Rules for the Application of a 
System of Certificates of Origin when quotas are in effect 
to cover coffee exported prior to the date of suspension. 
2.  Certificates  collected  under  the  provasaons  of 
paragraph 1 of this Rule shall be dealt with in  the manner 
described in Rule 8. 
Rule 13 
IMPLEMENTATION 
The  Executive  Director  shall  have  the  responsibility  for 
taking such action as he considers necessary to ensure the 
effective  implementation  of  the  measures  relating  to 
Certificates of Origin provided for in the Agreement and in 
these Rules. 
Rule 14 
AMENDMENTS 
The Executive Board shall keep these Rules under review 
and may  make such  amendments to them as  it considers 
desirable. 
Rule 15 
COMPLIANCE 
If after the entry into effect  of these  Rules  an exporting 
member issues Certificates of Origin in Form 0  purporting 
to cover exports to importing member countries and  it  is 
establi~hed that the Certificates cover coffee not produCed 
by  that member, the Council may deduct a corresponding 
amount  from  the first  annual  quota established  for  that 
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ANNEX 1 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN IN FORM 0 --------- ---~ ---------· --~----
page  X-E-16 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN FORM  0 
FOR EXPORTS TO MEMBIM 
8 
Form approved by the:  INTERNATIONAL COFF-EE ORGANIZATION 
22 Berners Street, London W1 P 4 DD, England 
1.  Valid for importation or repleQIIMRt until  . 
PART A:  FOR USE BY ISSUING AUTHORITY 
...................... I  ............................ I  ·-··-·-·-.. -- .. 
2.  Reference No.  Country Code 
3.  Producing country 
4.  Country of destination 
5.  Name of ship/other carrier  6.  Port of loading/intermediate ports 
9.  Port or point of destination 
10.  Shipping marks  11.  Number of bags or other containers 
a.  ICO  identification mark 
___ ,  ____ ,  ___ _ 
b.  Other marks 
1  5.  Other relevant information 
Port Code 
7.  Date of shipment 
12. Description of coffee 
0 
0 
0 
'1 
Green (Crude) 
Roasted 
Soluble 
Other 
Serial No. 
8.  Leave blank 
13.  Net weight of shipment 
14. Unit of weight D 
kg. 
Dlb. 
It is hereby certified that the coffee described above was grown in the abovementioned  producing country 
16.  Customs stamp of issuing country:  17.  Stamp of Certifying Agency: 
Date  Signature of authorized Customs Officer  Date of issue  Signature of authorized Certifying Officer 
PART B:  FOR  USE WHEN  CERTIFICATE IS COLLECTED.  COMPLETED CERTIFICATE TO  BE FORWARDED TO THE ICO. 
18.  NOTATION BY CUSTOMS SERVICE 
Certif1cate collected and coffee imported or placed under 
Customs control 
Customs entry number: ..........................................................................................  . 
Observations: .....................................................................................................................................  . 
Quantity (if different from boxes 11  or 13): ...........................................................  . 
Place  Date 
Customs stamp of collecting country 
Signature or equivalent of authorized Customs Officer 
19.  NOTATION BY CERTIFYING AGENCY OTHER THAN CUSTOMS 
Certificate collected and credited to Transit Stamp Account 
Observations: ...........................................................  _  .. _  ...................................................................  .. 
Place  Date 
Stamp of Certifying Agency 
Signature of authorized Certifying Officer 
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ANNEX 1 A 
MEASUREMENTS OF CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN IN FORM 0 Form approved by the:  INTERNATIONAL COFFEE ORGANIZATIO 
22 Berners Street, london W1 P 4 DO,  Engl  d 
52,5 mm 
page  X-E-18 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN FORM  0 
FOR EXPORTS TO MEMBERS 
1.  Valid for importation or replacement until 
_.  PART A:  FOR  USE BY ISSUING AUTHORITY  210 mm 
~---~-----------------------------------------~--------- -----------~  I  ~,  ······················I ····························I '"·-·····"''"'""""'''"' 
I  2.  Reference No.  Country Code  Port Code  •  Serial No.  I  ~~m 
I  3.  Producing country  8 5.  I  ,+mm 
I  4.  Country of destination  + 
1  8~m 
! 6.  Nome of oh;p/ot""' oanie<  6.  Port of toadlngt;ntennedlate poots  7.  Dote of oh;pment  i 
I 
I 
25,5 mm 
8.  Leave blank 
f- 20 mm -t::~<~~~~f------ 46 mm -----l._,,  .......... r----- 45,5 mm 
7 
-----t""H4~----- 46 mm •------:-1)1<~~•1---- 45,5 mm -----t""H~~I-'A  ..... 
E 
E 
r-. 
O'l 
N 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
9.  Port or point of destination 
10.  Shipping marks 
a.  ICO identification mark 
___ ; ____ ; ___ _ 
.... 
b.  Other marks 
15.  Other relevant information 
11.  Number of bags or other containers 
+ 
8,~mm 
12.  Descript~ of coffee 
r--'1  Green  (~rude) 
__j  34mm 
13.  Net weight of shipment 
:J  Roastec:l  ···················································"···········  .. ····· 
------------t.,.H--,.,...=-----+34,5 mm~ 14.  Unit of weight D 
____J  Soluble  kg. 
103mm 
n  Other  ,  D lb. 
~ 
8,5mm  , 
It is hereby certified that the coffee described above was grown in the abovementioned  producing countrt 
16.  Customs stamp of issuing country:  17.  Stamp of Certifying~ gency: 
51mm 
I  ····················· .  ··························································································  .. ......  ········································  ........................... "  ....................................................................  ·-·-·~···  .. ·····" 
I  Date  Signature of authorized Customs Officer  Date of issue  Signature of authorized Certifying Officer 
I  , 
I  .  ~ 
:PART 8: FOR USE WHEN CERTIFICATE  IS COLLECTED.  COMPLETED CERTIFICATE TO  §!!;~WARDED  TO THE ICO. 
I  r 
18.  NOTATION  BY CUSTOMS SERVICE  19.  NOTATION  BY CER11 ~lNG  AGENCY OTHER THAN CUSTOMS 
Certificate collected and coffee Imported or placed under 
Customs control 
Customs entry number: ........................................................................................  . 
Observations: ..................................................................................................................................  . 
Quantity (if different from boxes 11  or 13): ..........................................................  . 
Place ................................................................................... .  Date 
Customs stamp of collecting country 
S1gnature or equivalent of authonzed Customs Off1cer 
Certificate collected  nd credited to Transit Stamp Account 
Observations: ....................................................................................................................  "  ............... . 
Place  83,5 mm 
Date  .....................................................  . 
Stamp of Certifying  gency 
si~~~t·~;~--~"f·~~~h"~~~~  ;;d··c;;;:;ii;i~~··c;fii~;;······················  .. ······················································· 
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ANNEX 1 B 
General guidance for completion of Certificate of Origin in Form 0 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN FOR EXPORTS TO MEMBERS 
PART A 
To be completed by  the certifying agency and the customs service of the issuing member 
1.  Leave  blank. 
2.  The reference number shall  include the code number of the 
member issuing the Certificate (see  Annex 3 to these  Rules) 
and  the code number of the  port or inland point of export 
(two digits to be supplied by  the member). This prefix of up 
to  five  digits  shall  be  followed  by  the  senal  number of the 
Certificate  (each  certifying  agency  shall  ensure  that  the 
numbering of the Certificates of Origin  in  Form  0  which  it 
issues  shall  begin  at '1' on  1 October each  year  and  shall 
proceed  consecutively  until  30  September  the  following 
year). 
3.  Enter  the  name  of  the  country  in  which  the  coffee  was 
produced. 
4.  Enter the name of the country of destination. 
5.  Enter the name of the vessel  on board which the coffee  is  to 
be shipped. If the coffee is not to be  forwarded by ship. enter 
appropriate  information  concerning  form  of transport,  for 
example, lorry, lighter, rail. 
6.  Enter the name of the port or other place at which the coffee 
is  to be loaded and the name of any port or point in transit at 
which the coffee will be  unloaded before reforwarding to the 
destination  shown  on  the  Certificate.  If  the  coffee  is 
proceeding direct to its destination enter the word 'direct'. 
7.  Enter the date on which the coffee is  to be shipped. 
8.  Leave  blank  (for  use  by  the  International  Coffee 
Organization). 
9.  Enter the name of the port or other place to which the coffee 
is  destined. 
10.  The bags or containers in  each parcel of coffee covered by  a 
single  Certificate  of  Origin  shall  bear  a  unique  ICO 
indentification  mark, printed inside  a  box  or stamped on a 
metal strip affixed to the bags or other containers. Enter the 
ICO  identification  mark and  any  additional shipping marks 
or other identification in  the spaces provided. 
Note: 
If the Member has opted for a Certificate of Origin on which 
box  10  has  been  modified  to  allow  more  than  one  ICO 
identification  mark to  be  entered  as  provided 'for  in  para" 
graph  3 of Rule  2  of these  Rules  and there  is  no  space  in 
which  to enter  additional  shipping  marks  in  this  box,  the 
additional shipping marks should, to the extent possible, be 
shown in full  in  box 15. 
11.  Enter the number of bags or other containers. 
12.  Mark 'X' in  the sppropriate box. If coffee other than green, 
roasted or soluble is  being exported, specify the form of such 
other coffee  in  box  15  (see  definitions  in  Article  J  of the 
International Coffee Agreement 1983  ). If an export of coffee 
includes more than one form of coffee, separate Certificates 
are  required  for  each  form  of  coffee  included  in  the 
shipment. 
13.  Enter net weight, rounded to the nearest whole unit of weight 
(one pound equals 0,4536 kilogram). 
14.  Specify  unit  of weight  by  marking  'X'  in  the  appropriate 
box. 
15.  Enter  any  additional  information  relevant  to  the  parcel  of 
coffee described in the Certificate. 
16.  The customs ser.vice in the port or other location from which 
the  coffee  is  exported  shaH  stamp  the  Cerificate  as 
confirmation  that  export  is  about  to  take  place.  The 
authorized customs officer applying the stamp shall sign and 
date the Certificate in the spaces provided. 
17.  The  certifying  officer  shaH  stamp  the  Certificate  with  the 
stamp of the  certifying  agency  and shall  sign  and date the 
Ceritificate in the spaces provided. 
IMPORTANT 
The first  copy of each  Certificate of Origin in  Form 0  shall  be 
forwarded to the International Coffee Organization together with 
a copy of the relevant bill of lading or equivalent document within 
21  days of the date of shipment. ·--------------
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PART B 
To be completed by the customs service withdrawing the Ceritificate 
18.  The customs service of the country of importation or in which the coffee is placed under customs control 
shall: 
(i)  withdraw the Certificate; 
(ii)  enter the customs entry number if the coffee has been imported and any  relevant observations; 
(iii)  enter the place date of importation or the location of the coffee and the date on which it was placed 
under its custody; and 
(iv)  affix its cachet as confirmation that the coffee has been imponed or placed under its control. 
IMPORTANT 
Each  original  Cenificate of Origin  in  Form  0  withdrawn by  a  customs service  shall  be  forwarded  to the 
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ANNEX 2 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN IN FORM X  . PART A:  FOR  USE BY ISSUING AUTHORITY 
1.  Name and address of exporter 
2.  Name and address of importer 
4.  Producing country 
5.  Country of destination 
6.  Name of ship/other carrier  7.  Port of loading/intermediate ports 
10.  Port or point of destination 
11.  Shipping marks  12.  Number of bags or other containers 
a.  ICO Identification mark 
---1---1---
b.  Other marks 
16.  Other relevant information 
page  X-E-22 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN FORM  X. 
FOR EXPORTS TO NON-MEMBERS 
Form approved by the: 
@) 
INTERNATIONAL COFFEE ORGANIZATION 
22 &erners Street, London W1 P 4 DO, England 
3.  Reference No. 
Country Code  I  Port Codo 
8.  Date of shipment 
1 3.  Description of coffee 
0 
Green (Crude) 
D 
Roasted 
0 
Soluble 
~ 
Other 
ISerioiNo 
9.  Leave blank 
14. Net weight of shipment 
15.  Unit of weight 0  kg. 
olb. 
It is hereby certified that the coffee described above was grown in the abovementioned country 
17.  Customs stamp of issuing country  18.  Stamp of Certifying Agency 
Date  Signature of authorized Customs Officer  Date of issue  Signature of authorized Certifying Officer 
PART  B:  FOR  USE BY SURVEYING AGENT 
19  CERTIFICATION BY SURVEYING  AGENT  IN THE CASE OF TRANSHIPMENT 
First port of transhipment  Transhipment date  Second port of transhipment  Transhipment date 
Destination  Name of ship or other carrier  Destination  Name of ship or other carrier 
Date  Signature of surveying agent  Date  Signature of surveying agent 
20.  CERTIFICATION OF IMPORTATION BY SURVEYING AGENT 
Country of import  Place of entry 
Date of entry 
Date  Signature of surveying agent 
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ANNEX 2 A 
MEASUREMENTS OF CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN IN FORM X /"}.. 
I PART A:  FOR  USE BY ISSUING AUTHORITY  page  X-E-24  --,------ ------- •  lOmm_  210 .!!!."'- ---> 
I 
I 
I 
... 
1  .  Name and address of exporter 
2.  Name and address of importer 
4.  Producing country 
5.  Country of destination 
6.  Name of  ship/other carrier 
91.5 mm 
~ 
25,5 mm 
Form approved by the: 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN  FOAM  X 
FOR EXPORTS TO  NON-MEMBERS 
8 
INTERNATIONAL COFFEE ORGANIZATION 
22 Bemers Street, london W1P 400, England 
25,5 mm  3.  Reference No 
..... 
lr 
} 
B.~mm 
Country Code  I  Port COO.  ,..,;,.No 
7.  Port of loading/intermediate pd \s  8.  Date of shipment  9.  Leave blank 
I  25,5 mm 
~...  ~...  .....  ...  t-20 mm-.r~~t----- 46 mm ----••----- 45,5 mm ---+---1~  .. ----
7 
46 mm -----1.- ..  lolllr-t---- 45.5 mm ----..  -~·m""'-~-. 
E 
E  ,.... 
0'1 
N 
1 
v 
10.  Port or point of destmation 
11.  Shippmg marks 
a.  ICC  Identification mark 
, 
~ 
8,5 mm 
+ 
12.  Number of bags·or other con ainers  13.  Description of coffee  14. Net weight of shipment 
~ 
Green (Crude) 
34mm  o 
103 mm _  .. _  ... _  .. _  ... _  .. _  .. _  .. _  ... _  .. _  .. _  .. _  .. _  ... _  .. _  .. _  .. _!""··-··_···-··-···-··-···-··_  .....  ~,R~=--:-:h-~:-:-·· 34.5 mm _..  ••.  ~~;;~;:;;,~; 8  :  m 
Roasted 
...  ---1---1---
"" b.  Other marks 
16.  Other relevant information  _+ 
8,5mm 
It IS  hereby cert1f1edthat the coffee descnbed above was grown in the ab  "-'ementioned country 
17.  Customs stamp of 1ssuing country 
Date  Signature of authorized Customs Off1cer 
PART 8:  FOR  USE  BY SURVEYING AGENT 
51  mm 
8,5 mm  •  19.  CERTIFICATION  BY  SURVEYING  AGENT  IN  THE  CASE  OF  TRANSHIPfd~-
•  ,mm 
F1rst  port of transhipment  Transhipment date 
Destinat1on  Name of ship or other carrier 
Date  Signature of surveying agent 
20  CERTIFICATION  OF IMPORTATION  BY  SURVEYING AGENT  83,5 mm 
Country of 1mport  Place of entry 
Date of entry 
Observat1ons 
18.  Stamp of Certifying Agency 
Date of issue  Signature of authorized Certifying Off1cer 
Second port of transhipment  Transhipment date 
Destination  Name of ship or other carrier 
Date  S1gnature of survey1ng agent 
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ANNEX 2 B 
General guidance for completion of Certificate of Origin in Form X 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN FOR EXPORTS TO NON-MEMBERS 
PART A 
To be completed by the certifying agency and the customs service of the issuing member 
1.  Enter the name and address of the exporter. 
2.  Enter  the  name  and  address  of  the  importer,  or  if  not 
available, the name and address of the buyer. 
3.  The reference  number shall  include the code number of the 
member issuing  the Certificate (see  Annex  3 to  these  Rules) 
and  the  code number of the  port or inland  point of export 
(two digits to be supplied by  the member). This prefix of up 
to  fi\e  digits  shall  be  followed  by  the  serial  number  of the 
Certificate  (each  certifying  agency  shall  ensure  that  the 
numbering of the Certificates of Origin  in  Form  X which  it 
issues  shall  begin  at '1' on  1 October each  year  and  shall 
proceed  consecutively  until  30  September  the  following 
year). 
4.  Enter  the  name  of  the  country  in  which  the  coffee  was 
produced. 
5.  Enter the name of the country of destination. 
6.  Enter the name of the  vessel  on board which  the coffee is  to 
be sh1pped. If the coffee is not to be forwarded by ship, enter 
appropriate information concerning the form of transport, for 
exam pie, lorry, lighter, rail. 
7.  Enter the name of the port or other place at which the coffee 
is to he loaded and the name of any port or point in transit at 
which the coffee will  be unloaded before reforwarding to the 
destination  shown  on  the  Certificate.  If  the  coffee  is 
proceeding direct to its destination enter the word 'direct'. 
8.  Enter the date on which the coffee  is  to be shipped. 
9.  Leave  blank  (for  use  by  the  International  Coffee 
Organization). 
10.  Enter the name of the port or other place to which the coffee 
is  destined. 
11.  The bags or containers in each parcel of coffee covered by  a 
single  Certificate  of  Origin  shall  bear  a  unique  ICO 
identification  mark,  printed  inside  a  box or stamped  on  a 
metal strip affixed to the bags or other containers. Enter the 
ICO identification mark and any  additional shipping marks 
or o~her identification in the spaces provided. 
Note: 
If the Member has opted for a Certificate of Origin on which 
box  11  has  been  modified  to  allow  more  than  one  ICO 
identification  mark to  be  entered  as  provided  for  in  para-
graph  3 of Rule  2  of these  Rules  and there  is  no space  in 
which  to enter  additional  shipping  marks  in  this  box,  the 
additional shipping marks should, to the extent possible, be 
shown in  full  in  box 16. 
12.  Enter the number of bags or other containers. 
13.  Mark 'X' in the appropriate box. If coffee other than green, 
roasted or soluble is being exported, specify the form of such 
other coffee  in  box  16 (see  definitions  in  Article  3  of the 
International Coffee Agreement 1983). If an export of coffee 
includes more than one form  of coffee, separate Certificates 
are  required  for  each  form  of  coffee  included  in  the 
shipment. 
14.  Enter net weight, rounded to the nearest whole unit of weight 
(one pound equals 0,4536 kilogram). 
15.  Specify  unit  of weight  by  marking  'X' in  the  appropriate 
box. 
16.  Enter  any  additional  information  relevant  to the  parcel  of 
coffee described in the Certificate. 
17.  The customs service in the port or other location from which 
the  coffee  is  expc;>rted  shall  stamp  the  Certificate  as 
confirmation  that  export  is  about  to  take  place.  The ---------- - -- --~-- -·---·  ---------- -- ------------------
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authorized customs officer applying the stamp shall sign and 
date the Certificate in the spaces provided. 
18.  The  certifying  officer  shall  stamp  the  Certificate  with  the 
stamp  of the  certifying  agency  and shall  sign  and date the 
Certificate in the spaces provided. 
IMPORTANT 
The original and the first  copy of each  Certificate of Origin in 
Form  X  shall  be  forwarded  to  the  International  Coffee 
Organization together with a copy of the relevant bill of lading or 
equivalent document within 21 days of the date of shipment. 
PARTB 
(For use by the agent of the Executive Director if measures for the verification of exports to non-members are 
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ANNEX 3 
LIST OF MEMBERS AND THEIR CODE NUMBERS 
Exporting members  Importing members 
Angola  158  Australia  51 
Benin  22  Austria  52 
Bolivia  1  Belgi~m/Luxembourg  53 
Brazil  2  Canada  54 
Burundi  27  Cyprus  86 
Cameroon  19  Denmark  56 
Central African Republic  20  Fiji  236 
Colombia  3  Finland  71 
Congo  21  France  58 
Costa Rica  5  Germany, Federal Republic of  57 
Cote d'Ivoire  24  Greece  91 
Cuba  6  Ireland  98 
Dominican Republic  7  Italy  59 
Ecuador  8  Japan  60 
El  Salvador  9  Netherlands  61 
Equitorial Guinea  167  New Zealand  70 
Ethiopia  10  Norway  62 
Gabon  23  Portugal  31 
Ghana  38  Singapore  132 
Guatemala  11  Spain  63 
Guinea  92  Sweden  64 
Haiti  12  Switzerland  65 
Honduras  13  United Kingdom  68 
India  14  United States of America  69 
Indonesia  15  Yugoslavia  148 
JamaJca  100 
Kenya  37 
Liberia  107 
Madagascar  25 
Malawi  109 
Mexico  16 
Nicaragua  F 
Nigeria  18 
Panama  29 
Papua New Guinea  166 
Paraguay  122 
Peru  30 
Philippines  123 
Rwanda  28 
Sierra Leone  32 
Sri  Lanka  83 
Tanzania  33 
Thailand  140 
Togo  26 
Trinidad and Tobago  34 
Uganda  35 
Venezuela  36 
Zaire  4 
Zambia  149 
Zimbabwe  39 
Note:  Members of OAMCAF are in  italics. Ed i t ion  No  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-E-29 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 1028/87. 
of 9  April  1987 
establishing  the date of implementation in the Community of the system of 
certificates ·of origin  provided for under the  International Coffee Agreement 
1983,  when quotas are suspended 
- O.J.  No  L 97  of  10  April  1987,  p.  25  -Ed i t ion  No  2  of  31 • 1 • 88  I  page  X-E-31 
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THE COMMISSION  OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNIDES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  Economic  Community, 
Having regard to Council Regulation (EEC) No 678/87 of 26 January 1987 on the application of 
the  system  of  certificates  of  origin  provided  for  under  the  International  Coffee  Agreement 
1983  ('~ and  in  particular  Article  4  thereof, 
Whereas the executive board of the International Coffee Organization decided at its meeting of 
20  to  24  January  1986  to  suspend  quotas  from  19  February  1986; 
Whereas  it  is  therefore  appropriate  to  implement the  above  provisions, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
Article  1 
For the implementation of the International Coffee Agreement 1983, the provisions of Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  678/87  shall  apply  from  16  March  1987. 
Article  2 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day of its publication in the Official journal of  the 
European  Communities. 
This Regulation shall be binding in its entirety and directly applicable in all Member States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  9  April  1987. 
(1)  OJ  No  L 69,  12.  3.  1987,  p.  1. 
For  the  Commission 
Lorenzo  NATALI 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 2896/87 
of 28 September 1987 
on the application of the system of cenificates of origin provided for under the International 
Coffee Agreement 1983, when quotas are in effect 
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THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  tl:te  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  113 
thereof, 
Having regard to Council Regulation {EEC) No 288/82 of 
5 February 1982 on common rules for  imports {1), as last 
amended  by  Regulation  {EEC)  No  1243/86 { 2),  and  in 
particular Article  16 {1) {b)  thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from  the Commission, 
Whereas,  pursuant  to  Council  Decision  83/  539/EEC of 
26  September  1983  on  the  notification  of  provisional 
application by the European Economic Community and its 
Member  States  of  the  International  Coffee  Agreement 
1983 (1),  the  Community  has  been  applying  the  said 
Agreement on a provisional basis since its entry into force 
on 1 October 1983; 
Whereas,  by virtue of Regulation (EEC) No 3761/83 (4), 
the Community applies the system 9f certificates of origin 
provided  for  under  the  International  Coffee  Agreement 
1983,  when  quotas  are  in  effect,  as  adopted  by  the 
Executive Board of the International Coffee Organization; 
( 1)  OJ No L 35, 9.  2.  1982, p.  1. 
(1)  OJ  No  L 113, 30. 4.  1986, p.  1. 
( 3)  OJ No L 308, 9.  11.  1983, p.  1. 
(•)  OJ No L 379, 31. 12.  1983, p.  1. 
Whereas  the Executive  Board of the International Coffee 
Organization amended  Rule  18  of the said system  at itS 
meeting on 26 and 27 November 1986; 
Whereas additional provisions have been enaaed in a large 
number of supplementary texts, repeatedly amended, and it 
is  therefore desirable in  the interests of greater clarity to 
bring all the rules governing the system together in a single 
text; 
Whereas appropriate measures must be taken to continue 
applying this system of certificates within the Community 
and  to provide  that it  be  applied  without discrimination 
between Community irpporters; 
Whereas  technical  measures should  be  laid down for  the 
supervision  of coffee  for  export which  has  to cross  the 
territory of two or more Member States before leaving the 
Community;  whereas  the  Commission  should  make  the 
necessary  adjustments  to  the  control  formalities  in 
accordance with the procedure laid down in Article 57 of 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 222/n of 13  December 
1976  on  Community  transit {5),  as  last  amended  by 
Regulation (EEC) No 1674/87 ('); 
11 
Whereas, in order to ensure the efficient administration of 
the system and to clarify the position regarding the periods 
during  which  this  Regulation  will  acrually  apply,  the 
Commission should, in accordance with the decisions taken 
by  the  International  Coffee  Organization  Council  or its 
Executive  Board  and  at  the  time  when  quotas  are 
introduced  or suspended,  specify  the  date  on  which  the 
measures  in  question  become  applicable  or cease  to  be 
applicable, 
( 5)  OJ No L 38, 9.  2.  1977, p. 1. 
(')  OJ No L 157, 17. 6. 1987, p.  1. .  --- ----------------------------------- ----------
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HAS  ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article  1 
For the purposes of implementing the International Coffee 
Agreement 1983, the rules for the application of the system 
of certificates of origin to be  applied when quotas are in 
effect, which were adopted by  the Executive Board of the 
International Coffee  Organization  and  are  set  out in  the 
Annex to this Regulation, shall apply subject to Articles 2, 
3 and 6. 
Article  2 
1.  Imports into the Community of coffee and of extracts, 
essences  or  concentrates  of  coffee  falling  within 
.subheadings  09.01  A  and  21.02  A  of  the  Common 
Customs  Tariff  shall  be  subject  to  production,  at  the 
customs  office  where  the customs  import formalities  are 
completed,  of the  certificate  prescribed  for  this  purpose 
under the rules referred to in Artide 1. 
2.  Imports from countries which  are not members of the 
International Coffee Agreement  1983 and not included in 
Annex 6 to the rules referred to in Article 1 shall be limited 
to  a  quantity  for  the  Community  and  each  Community 
Member State equal  to that indicated  in  Annex  7  to the 
rules in  question. 
3.  For the purpose of applying  Rule  18  (4)  (a),  imports 
into  the  Community  of coffee  and  extracts,  essences  or 
concentrates of coffee falling within subheading 09.01 A or 
21.02 A of the Common Customs Tariff shall be subject, 
for  a  transitional  period  of 60  days  from  the  entry  into 
force  of the  system,  to  the  presentation,  at the  customs 
office  where  the  import formalities  are carried  out, of a 
certificate of origin in Form 0  or, where a certificate is not 
available,  to  the  production  of an  import  certificate  in 
Form I corresponding to the model in Annex 8A and made 
out in accordance with the general directives in Annex 8B 
to  the  rules  in  question  or  to  the  application  of  any 
alternative  procedures  consistent  with  the  Community 
customs legislation,  to be  notified  by  the Commission to 
the Member States. 
Article  3 
1.  Exportation  from  the  Community  of  coffee  and 
extracts, essences or concentrates of coffee  falling  within 
subheading 09.01 A or 21.02 A of the Common Customs 
Tariff  shall  be  subject  to  production  to  the  customs 
authorities of the certificates prescribed for that purpose in 
the rules referred to in Article 1. 
2.  For the purposes of paragraph 1, the products referred 
to in that paragraph shall be deemed to have been exported 
from  the  Community  when  they  are  exported  from  the 
customs territory of the Community. 
3.  Provisions for the implementation of this Article shall 
be  adopted in  accordance with the procedure provided for 
in Article 57 of Regulation (EEC) No 222/77. 
Article  4 
Regulation (EEC) No 375/86 (1)  is hereby repealed. 
Article  5 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  3761 I 83  is  hereby  repealed.  All 
references  to  the  said  Regulation  shall  be  taken  to  be 
references to this Regulation. 
Article  6 
The  Commission  shall  fix  the  date  from  which  the 
measures  provided  for  in  this  Regulation  shall  apply  or 
cease  to  apply,  in  accordance  with  the  decisions  of the 
Council of the International Coffee Organization or of its 
Executive Board. 
Article  7 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day following 
its  publication  in  the  Official Journal  of the  European 
Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 28 September 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
B.HAARDER 
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ANNEX 
RULES  FOR THE APPLICATION OF A SYSTEM OF CERTIFICATES OF ORIGIN WHEN 
QUOTAS ARE IN EFFECT 
INTRODUCTION 
On 31 July 1978 the Executive Board, acting in accordance with the powers delegated to it by the 
Council under the provisions of Article 18 (Competence of the Board), of the International Coffee 
Agreement 1976 and of Resolution number 292 (Delegation of the powers of the Council to the 
Executive Board), approved the Rules  for  the Application of a System of Certificates of Origin 
when quotas are in effect (1 ). 
By  virtue of the provisions of subparagraph (a) of paragraph 2 of Article 70 of the International 
Coffee  Agreement  1983, the rules continue to be  applied  when quotas are in effect  during the 
lifetime of the 1983 Agreement. At a meeting on 26 and 27 November 1986 the Executive Board 
approved a new text of Rule 18 (Transitional arrangements) and requested the Executive Director 
to re-issue the rules, incorporating the new text of Rule 18 together with such other amendments as 
were  necessary  in  consequence of the entry into force  of the 1983 Agreement and of changes in 
membership (  2 ). The revised rules are attached. 
Rule 1 
DEFINITIONS 
For the purposes of these Rules: 
Valid certificate of origin for exports to members means a 
certificate  of origin  in  Form  0  prescribed  in  Annex  1, 
issued in accordance with these rules by a certifying agency 
of the producing member from which the coffee described 
therein has been exported and bearing coffee export stamps 
which in  total denomination correspond to the net weight 
of the green coffee or green coffee equivalent of the coffee 
covered, provided that: 
(a)  the country code  and  coffee  year  code on the  coffee 
export stamps correspond to the country of issue and 
coffee year of issue of the certificate; 
(b)  the country of destination shown on the certificate is a 
member; 
(c)  the  certificate  is  marked  'ORIGINAL' and  bears  the 
cachet of the customs service of the producing member 
from  which  the coffee described in  the certificate has 
been exported; 
( 
1
)  See  paragraphs  7  to  10  of Decisions  Adopted  number  112, 
document EB-1638/78. 
(2)  See  paragraph  15  of  Decisions  Adopted  number  170, 
document EB-2772/86. 
{d)  the certificate shall  be valid only for a net weight of 
coffee which, at the point of expon, is equal to, or not 
more  than  24  kilograms  in  excess  of,  the  total 
denomination  of  the  coffee  export  stamps  affixed 
to it; 
{e)  the certificate shall  be valid to cover only the coffee 
described therein at the time it was issued; 
{f)  the  certificate shall  not be  valid  for  more  than nine 
months after the end of the calendar quarter in which 
it was issued; 
(g)  the  certificate  has  not previously  been  completed  in 
Part B nor declared invalid by the Organization. 
Valid  certificate  of origin  for  exports  to  non-members 
means  a  certificate  of origin  in  Form  X  presaibed  in 
Annex  2,  issued  in  accordance  with  these  rules  by  a 
certifying agency of the producing member from which the 
coffee described therein has been exponed, provided that: 
(a)  the certificate  is  marked 'ORIGINAL' and  bears  the 
cachet of the customs service of the producing member. 
from  which the coffee described in the certificate has 
been exported; 
(b)  the certificate shall  be  valid  to cover only  the  coffee 
described therein at the time it was issued; 
{c)  the  certificate  shall  not  be  valid  to  cover  the 
importation of coffee by members nor shall it form the 
basis for the issuing of any other form of certificate. ---·--------------------------------- ..  -
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Valid  certificate  of  re-export  means  a  certificate  of 
re-export  in  Form  R  prescribed  in  Annex  3,  issued  in 
accordance with these rules  by  a certifying agency  of the 
member from  which  the coffee described therein has been 
re-exported, provided that: 
(a)  the  certificate  is  marked 'ORIGINAL' and  bears the 
cachet  of the  customs  service  of the  member  from 
which the coffee described in  the certificate has been 
re-exported; 
(b)  the certificate shall  be  valid  to cover only the coffee 
described therein at the time it was issued; 
(c)  the  certificate shall  not be  valid  for  more than nine 
months after the end of the calendar quarter in which 
it was issued; 
(d)  the  certificate  has  not previously  been  completed  in 
Part B nor declared invalid by the Organization. 
Valid  certificate  of re-shipment  means  a  certificate  of 
re-shipment in  Form  RS  prescribed in  Annex  4, issued  in 
accordance with these rules  by  a certifying agency  of the 
member from which the coffee described therein has been 
re-shipped, provided that: 
(a)  the  certificate  is  marked 'ORIGINAL'  and  bears  the 
cachet  of the  customs  service  of the  member  from 
which the coffee described in  the certificate has been 
re-shipped; 
(b)  the certificate shall  be  valid  to cover  only  the coffee 
described therein at the time it was issued; 
(c)  the  certificate  shall  not  be  valid  for  more  than  nine 
months after the end of the calendar quarter in which 
it  was issued; 
(d)  the  certificate  has  not  previously  been  completed  in 
Part B nor declared invalid by the Organization. 
Valid certificate of transit means a certificate of transit in 
Form  T prescribed in  Annex 5, issued in accordance with 
these rules by a certifying agency and bearing· coffee transit 
stamps which in total denomination correspond to the net 
weight of the green coffee or green coffee equivalent of the 
coffee covered, provided that: 
(a)  the  country  code  on  the  coffee  transit  stamps 
corresponds to the country of issue of the certificate; 
(b)  the certificate is marked 'ORIGINAL'; 
{c)  the certificate shall be valid only for  a net weight of 
coffee equal  to, or not more than four  kilograms in 
excess of, the total denomination of the coffee transit 
stamps affixed to it; 
(d)  the certificate shall  be  valid to cover only  the coffee 
described therein at the time it was issued; 
{e)  the certificate shall  not  be  valid  for  more  than  nine 
months after the end of the calendar quarter in which 
it was issued; 
{f)  the certificate has  not previously  been  completed in 
Part B nor declared invalid by the Organization. 
Valid certificate means a valid certificate of origin, a valid 
certificate of re-export,  a  valid  certificate  of re-shipment 
and a valid certificate of transit as defined above. 
Export of  coffee means any coffee which leaves the customs 
territory of the country irt which the coffee is grown. 
Import of coffee means  any  coffee  which  enters  into the 
customs territory of any  country or customs union and is 
released  by  the  customs  and,  if  necessary,  by  other 
competent  authorities  so  that  the  coffee  has  been  fully 
cleared for processing and/or domestic consumption. 
Coffee under customs control means coffee which cannot 
be  moved  outside the  area  of jurisdiction of the  customs 
service without its consent. 
Re-export of  coffee means any coffee which moves beyond 
the customs territory of a country or cu~toms union which 
has previously imported that coffee. 
Re-shipment  of coffee  means  any  coffee  which  moves 
beyond  the  territory  of a  country  which  has  placed  the 
coffee  under  customs  control  and  not  imported  that 
coffee. 
Customs service means the customs authority of a member 
or  other  authority  designated  by  the  member  for  that 
purpose and accepted by the Executive Director. 
The cachet of the customs service means a customs stamp, 
preferably  embossed,  which  is  accompanied  by  the 
signature or equivalent of the officer responsible for its use 
together with the date of its use. 
Certifying  agency  means  an  agency  approved  under  the 
provisions of paragraphs 1, 2 and 5 of Article  43  of the 
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perform the functions  specified  in  paragraphs 1 and  2 of 
that Article. 
Rule 2 
TYPES  OF  CERTIFICATES  AND  SPECIFICATIONS  FOR 
PRINTING 
Certificates of origin 
1.  Certificates of origin  for  exports to  members  shall  be 
printed  in  Form  0  prescribed  in  Annex  1  and  shall  be 
completed  and  issued  in  accordance  with  these  rules. 
EXAMPLE: 
(Certificate of origin in Form 0) 
10.  ICO Identification mark  11.  Number of bags 
or other containers 
---1----1----
---1----1----
---1----1----
---1----1----
---1----1----
15.  Other relevant information 
Certificates of re-export 
4.  Certificates  of  re-export  shall  be  printed  in  Form  R 
prescribed in Annex 3 and shall be completed and issued in 
accordance  with  these  rules.  General  guidance  on  the 
completion of such certificates is contained in  Annex 3 B. 
Certificates of re-shipment 
5.  Certificates of re-shipment shall be printed in  Form RS 
prescribed in Annex 4 and shall be completed and issued in 
accordance  with  these  rules.  General  guidance  on  the 
completion of such certificates is contained in  Annex 4 B. 
General guidance on the completion of such certificates is 
contained in Annex 1 B. 
2.  Certificates of origin for exports of non-members shall 
be  printed in  Form X presaibed in Annex 2 and shall be 
completed  and  issued  in  accordance  with  these  rules. 
General guidance on the completion of such certificates is 
contained in Annex 2 B. 
3.  Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 2 
of this rule,  box 10 of the certificate of origin in Form 0 
and box 11  of the certificate of origin in Form X may be 
modified to allow a maximum of five International Coffee 
Organization identification marks to be entered therein: 
12.  Description 
of coffee 
D Green (Crude) 
D  Roasted 
D Soluble 
D Other 
Certificates of transit 
13.  Not weight of shipment 
14.  Unit of weight  D  kg 
D Ib 
6.  Certificates  of  transit  shall  be  printed  in  Form  T 
prescribed in Annex 5·-and shall be completed and issued in 
accordance  with  these  rules.  General  guidance  on  the 
completion of such certificates is contained in Annex 5 B. 
Specifications for printing certificates 
7.  All  certificates  shall  be  of ISO  size  A  4  (210 mm  x 
297 ~m: 81/ 3 in.  x  112/3 in.) with a maximum tolerance 
of ±  2 mm  (1/  16  in.). - ---. ---------------------
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8.  All certificates shall be issued in an original and at least 
two  copies.  Certifying  agencies  may  issue  as  many 
additional  copies  for  internal  use  as  may  be  found 
convenient or necessary. 
9.  For the originals of all  types of certificates white paper 
of chemical pulp, weighing not less than 70 g/m2  shall be 
used.  Each original shall be clearly marked 'ORIGINAL'. 
10.  The first copy shall  be clearly marked 'FIRST COPY 
-for  use by ICO London' and shall be printed on paper of 
the following colours: 
(a)  Certificates of origin in  Forms 0  and X- green; 
(b)  Certificates of re-export - blue; 
{c)  Certificates of re-shipment - yellow; 
(d)  Certificates of transit - pink. 
11.  Each additional copy which shall be of a colour other 
than that of the first copy, specified in paragraph 10 of this 
rule,  shall  be  clearly  marked  'COPY  - for  internal  use 
only'  and  may  contain  such  additional  instructions  as 
considered desirable by the agency issuing the certificate. 
12.  Except as otherwise agreed between a member and the 
Executive  Director, each  member shall  be  responsible for 
printing the certificates it uses in  the manner prescribed in 
Annexes  1 to 5.  To ensure that all  certificates are printed 
to  a  uniform  standard,  the  measurements  to  be  used 
by  printers  are  shown  in  Annexes  1 A,  2  A,  3  A,  4  A 
and 5 A. 
13.  On the first and subsequent copies of certificates, the 
space  allocated  to  Part  B  on  the  forms  of certificates 
prescribed in Annexes 1 to 5 may be left blank or may be 
used by the member concerned for information required by 
it or by  the Organization for statistical purposes. 
14.  Certificates may be  printed in  two languages,  one of 
which, except as otherwise agreed between a member and 
the Executive Director, must be English. When more than 
one language is  used, the second language shall be printed 
if possible in  italics. 
Rule 3 
PERIOD OF VALIDITY AND EXTENSION OF THE 
PERIOD OF VALIDITY OF CERTIFICATES 
Period of validity of certificates 
1.  Certificate  of  origin  in  Form  0,  certificates  of 
re-export,  certificates  of  re-shipment  and  certificates  of 
transit shall cease to be valid  after nine  months from  the 
end  of the  .calendar  quarter  in  which  they  are  issued. 
Certificates  of origin  in  Form  X  shall  have  no  specified 
period of validity. 
Prohibition of importation of coffee covered by a certificacc 
the period of validity of which has lapsed 
2.  Members  shall  prohibit  the  importation  of  coffee 
covered by a certificate the period of validity of which has 
lapsed and shall neither credit such a certificate to a transit 
stamp account under the provisions of Rule 12 nor issue a 
certificate in replacement or exchange therefor without the 
express consent of the Executive Director (see paragraph 3 
of this rule). 
Extension of the period of validity of a certificate 
3.  The  holder  of a  certificate  of origin  in  Form  0, a 
certificate  of re-export,  a  certificate  of re-shipment  or a 
certificate of transit,  the  period of validity  of which  has 
lapsed prior to its surrender to the appropriate authorities 
in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of these  rules,  shall 
forward  the  certificate  to  a  certifying  agency  with  an 
application for the extension of its period of validity. In his 
application he shaJI  state the reasons for the failure to use 
or exchange the certificate before its expiration and  shall 
specify  the present location of the  coffee.  If the coffee  is 
held in a warehouse, he shall provide a written declaration 
by the manager of the warehouse identifying the coffee and 
confirming  the  period  of storage.  The  certifying  agency 
shall  forward the application together with the certificate 
to which it relates to the Executive Director. The Executive 
Director shall make such further enquiries as he may deem 
necessary and shall, within a reasonable time, authorize the 
certifying  agency  concerned  to  issue  the  appropriate 
certificate  or shall  advise  the  certifying  agency  why  the 
application cannot be granted. 
Rule 4 
MARKING  OF  BAGS  AND  OTHER  CONTAINERS  FOR 
EXPORT 
Every  export of coffee shall  be  allocated an  International 
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unique to the parcel of coffee concerned. The identification 
mark shall be printed inside a box on all  the bags or other 
containers or stamped on a metal strip affixed to the bags 
or other containers,  and  shall  be  shown on the  relevant 
certificate of origin.  It shall  be  composed of the country 
code  number  of  the  member  (up  to  three  digits  to  be 
allocated by  the Organization (  1 ), the code number of the 
grower or exporter (up to four digits to be allocated by the 
Member to each grower or exporter) and the serial number 
of the parcel of coffee (up to four digits to be supplied by 
the  grower  or  exporter  for  each  parcel  he  exports, 
beginning with the number '1' for the first parcel exported 
on or after 1 October each year and proceeding in sequence 
to 30 September the following year). 
EXAMPLE: 
27  1  17 
(Country code) 
(Exporter's or  (Parcel 
grower's code)  number) 
To permit mechanical processing by the organization it is 
essential  that  the  identification  mark  should  not in  any 
circumstances be composed of more than  11  digits. 
Rule 5 
EXPORTS OF COFFEE TO MEMBERS 
1.  Subject to the exceptions described in  paragraph 11  of 
this rule, every  export of coffee from  any  member to any 
other  member  shall  be  covered  by  a  valid  certificate  of 
origin in Form 0  completed and issued in  accordance with 
these rules. 
2.  All  bags  or  other  containers  shall  bear  an  ICO 
identification  mark  in  accordance with  the  provisions  of 
rule 4. 
3.  The original  of each  certificate  of origin  in  Form  0 
shall  be  validated  with  coffee  export  stamps  affixed  in 
accordance with the provisions of rule 15. 
4.  The original  and  the  first  copy  of each  certificate  of 
origin  in  Form  0  shaH  bear  the  cachet  of the  customs 
service of the issuing member. This shall be applied by the 
customs service when it is satisfied that export is  about to 
take place. 
(1)  See  Annex  6. 
5.  The original  of each  cenificate of origin  in  Form  0 
shall be given to the exporter or his agent to accompany the 
shipping documents. The ICO identification mark and the 
reference number of the certificate of origin (composed of 
the  country  code,  port  code  and  serial  number)  shall, 
except  as  otherwise  agreed  between the member and the 
Executive Director, be included on the invoice and/  or the 
bill(s) of lading. 
6.  The first copy of each certificate of origin in Form 0 
together with a copy of the relevant bill of lading shall be 
forwarded by the safest and quickest possible means to the 
Organization by  the issuing  member  as soon as  possible 
and in any case within 21  days of the date of shipment. If  a 
parcel of coffee moves overland to its destination, instead 
of a bill  of lading a copy of the relevant waybill or other 
equivalent document shall accompany the first copy of the 
certificate  of  origin  in  Form  0  forwarded  to  the 
Organization. 
7.  First copies of certificates of origin in Form 0  and bills 
of  lading  or  equivalent  documents  forwarded  to  the 
Organization under the provisions of paragraph 6 of this 
rule shall  be  sent in  securely packed batches of not more 
than 50 sets (1). Each batch shall contain only documents 
issued to cover exports made in the same month. 
8.  Each  batch  of  certificate  and  bills  of  lading  or 
equivalent documents shall be· accompanied by a covering 
note  listing  the  reference  number  of  each  document 
enclosed therewith and the net quantity of coffee covered 
by  each  document.  Each  batch  of documents  and  the 
accompanying covering  note shall  bear a  serial  number. 
A  copy  of  the  covering  note  shall  be  forwarded 
simultaneously to the Organization under separate cover. 
9.  Except as  otherwise agreed between the member and 
the  Executive  Director,  the  Executive  Director  shall 
acknowledge  receipt  of  each  batch  of  documents  by 
stamping and retUrning the covering note. 
10.  Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 6 
of this rule, if the maritime port of shipment is not in the 
country of origin of the coffee and the member finds that it 
is impracticable to issue completed Certificates of origin in 
Form 0  prior to expon from origin, the member may make 
( 1)  A set shall consist of the first copy of a certificate of origin in 
Form 0  and a copy of the relevant bill of lading or equivalent 
document or the original and the first copy of a cenificate of 
origin  in  Form  X and a copy of the relevant  bill of lading or 
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arrangements  for  the  necessary  certificate  of  origin  in 
Form  0  to  be  issued,  either  partially  or wholly,  by  an 
agency  located  in  the maritime port of shipment and for 
completed first copies of certificates and the relevant bills 
of lading  to  be  forwarded  to the  Organization.  All  such 
arrangements shall be agreed between the member and the 
Executive Director. 
11.  Certificate of origin in Form 0  need not be  issued to 
cover: 
(a)  small  quantities  of coffee  for  direct  consumption  as 
stores  on  ships,  aircraft  and  other  international 
commercial carriers; and 
(b)  samples and  parcels up to a maximum net weight of 
60 kilograms of green coffee or the equivalent thereof 
namely: 
(i)  120 kilograms of dried coffee cherry; or 
(ii)  75  kilograms of parchment coffee; or 
(iii)  50,4 kilograms of roasted coffee; or 
(iv)  23  kilograms of soluble or liquid coffee. 
12.  Certifying  agencies  shall  maintain  records  of  all 
certificates  of origin  in  Form  0  which  they  issue  for  a 
period of not less  than four  years.  Such  records  shall  be 
made available to the Executive Director on request. 
13.  Each exporting member shall furnish to the Executive 
Director  any  information  he  may  request  in  connection 
with  exports of coffee covered  by  certificates of origin in 
Form 0  including port records, customs records, contracts 
and other commercial documents.  The Executive Director 
may  establish  a  procedure  for  the  inspection  of  such 
information. 
Rule 6 
EXPORTS OF COFFEE TO NON-MEMBERS 
1.  Subject to the exceptions described in paragraph 10 of 
this  rule  every  export of coffee  from  any  member to any 
non-member shall be covered by a valid certificate of origin 
in  Form X completed and issued in  accordance with these 
rules. 
2.  All  bags  or  other  containers  shaH  bear  an  ICO 
identification  mark  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of 
rule 4. 
3.  Producing members shall ensure that aJI  bags or other 
containers  in  shipments  destined  directly  or indirectly  to 
non-members are clearly marked 'NON-MEMBER' in bold 
red lettering. 
4.  The original  and the first  copy  of each  certificate of 
origin  in  Form  X  shall  bear  the  cachet  of the  customs 
service of the issuing member. This shall be applied by the 
customs service when it is satisfied that export is about to 
take place.  Originals of certificates  of origin  in  Form  X 
shall  be  withdrawn  and,  together  with  the  first  copy  of 
each  certificate and a copy of the relevant  bill  of lading, 
shall be  sent by the safest and quickest possible means to 
the Organization by the issuing member as soon as possible 
and in any case within 21 days of the date of shipment. If  a 
parcel of coffee moves overland to its destination, instead 
of a bill  of lading a copy of the relevant waybill or other 
equivalent document shall accompany the original and first 
copy of the certificate of origin in Form X forwarded to the 
Organization. 
5.  Originals  and  first  copies  of certificates  of origin  in 
Form  X  and  bills  of  lading  or  equivalent  documents 
forwarded  to  the  Organization  under  the  provisions  of 
paragraph 4  of this  rule  shall  be  sent  in  securely  packed 
batches  of  not  more  that  50  sets (  1 ).  Each  batch  shall 
contain only documents issued to cover exports made in the 
same month. 
6.  Each  batch  of  certificates  and  bills  of  lading  or 
equivalent documents shall be accompanied by  a covering 
note  listing  the  reference  number  of  each  document 
enclosed  therewith and the net quantity of coffee covered 
by  each  document.  Each  batch  of  documents  and  the 
accompanying  covering  note  shall  bear  a  serial  number. 
A  copy  of  the  covering  note  shall  be  forwarded 
simultaneously to the Organization under separate cover. 
7.  Except as  otherwise agreed  between the member  and 
the  Executive  Director,  the  Executive  Director  shall 
acknowledge  receipt  of  each  batch  of  documents  by 
stamping and returning the covering note. 
8.  Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraphs 1 and 4 
of this rule, if the maritime port of shipment is  not in the 
country of origin of the coffee and the member finds that it 
is  impracticable to issue completed certificates of origin in 
Form X prior to export from origin, the member may make 
arrangements  for  the  necessary  certificates  of origin  in 
Form  X  to  be  issued,  either  partially  or wholly,  by  an 
( 1)  A  set  shall  consist  of the  original  and  the  first  copy  of  a 
certificate of origin in Form X and a copy of the relevant bill of 
lading or equivalent document or the first copy of a certificate 
of origin in Form 0  and a copy of the relevant bill of lading. or 
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agency  located  in  the  maritime port of shipment and for 
completed first copies of certificates and the relevant bills 
of lading to be  forwarded  to the  Organization.  All  such 
arrangements shall be agreed between the member and the 
Executive Director. 
9.  The ICO identification mark and the reference number 
of the certificate of origin (composed of the country code, 
port code and the serial number) shall, except as otherwise 
agreed between the member and the Executive Director, be 
included on the invoice and/  or the bill(s) of lading. 
1  0.  Certificates of origin in Form X need not be issued to 
cover: 
(a)  small  quantities of coffee  for  direct  consumption  as 
stores  on  ships,  aircraft  and  other  international 
commercial carriers; and 
(b)  samples and parcels up to a maximum net weight of 
60 kilograms of green coffee or the equivalent thereof 
namely: 
(i)  120 kilograms of dried coffee cherry; or 
(ii)  75 kilograms of parchment coffee; or 
(iii)  50,4 kilograms of roasted coffee; or 
(iv)  23  kilograms of soluble or liquid coffee. 
11.  Certifying  agencies  shall  maintain  records  of  all 
certificates  of origin  in  Form  X  which  they  issue  for  a 
period of not less  than four  years.  Such  records shall  be 
made available to the Executive Director on request. 
12.  Each exporting member shall furnish to the Executive 
Director  any  information  he  may  request  in  connection 
with exports of coffee covered  by certificates of origin  in 
Form X including port records, customs records, contracts 
and other commercial documents. The Executive Director 
may  establish  a  procedure  for  the  inspection  of  such 
information. 
Rule 7 
IMPORTS OF COFFEE 
1.  Subjects  to  the  exceptions  described  in  paragraphs  2 
and 10 of this rule, every import of coffee shall be covered 
by a valid.certificate in Form 0, R, RS or Tor by a special 
authorization  from  the  Executive  Director  given  under 
the  provisions  of  rule  14.  Members  shall  prohibit  the 
importation of all  coffee not so covered. 
2.  Provided  that  the  customs  service  of  a  member  is 
satisfied on the basis of information in the relevant valid 
certificate  and  other documents that other provisions  of 
these  rules  have  not  been  infringed,  it  may  permit  the 
importation of a parcel of coffee although: 
(a)  some  (or,  in  the  case  of coffee  processed  in  l!ld 
imported from an importing Member, all) of the bags 
or other containers bear no ICO identification marks 
or the ICO identification marks appearing on the bags 
or other containers are illegible or incomplete or the 
markings on some bags in the parcel do not accord in 
all  respects  with  those  shown  on  the  relevant 
certificate; 
{b)  the net weight of the parcel of coffee to be imported is 
not  identical  to  that  described  in  the  certificate 
provided the number of bags is equal to or less than 
that shown on the certificate and that the difference in 
weight is not more than 1 % above the weight given in 
the certificate; 
(c)  the  information  on  the  certificate  concerning  the 
country  of  destination  is  not  accurate  or  the 
information  concerning  the  port  or  point  of 
destination is  missing or is not accurate. 
3.  If  a  parcel  of  coffee  is  permitted  entry  under  the 
provisions of paragraph 2 of this rule, the customs service 
of the  member concerned shall,  in  the  box provided for 
observations  in Pan B on the certificate,  state  how the 
parcel  of  coffee  differs  from  that  described  in  the 
certificate. In particular it shall: 
(a)  in  the  case  of anomalies  of the  type  referred  to  in 
subparagraph  (a)  of paragraph 2  of this  rule,  enter 
when available such marks as appear on the bags or 
other containers;  ' 
(b)  enter the net weight of the parcel if it is  not identical 
to that shown on the cenificate; 
(c)  if  the  information  on  the  certificate  concerning  the 
country  of  destination  is  not  accurate  or  the 
information  concerning  the  port  or  point  of 
destination  is  missing  or is  not  accurate,  insen the 
correct information in the relevant box in Pan A of 
the certificate and apply its cachet thereto. 
4.  Valid  certificates  shall  be  withdrawn  by  the customs 
service  at the  rime  of imponarion of the coffee  covered 
thereby  and  shall  be  completed  by  the  insertion  of the 
information required in the left-hand section of Pan B. 
5.  Valid  certificates  withdrawn  and  completed  in 
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shall  be  forwarded  to the Organization by  the safest  and 
quickest possible means as soon as possible and in any case 
within 30 days of the close of the month of collection. 
6.  Except as  otherwise agreed  between the member and 
the  Executive  Director,  a  certificate  withdrawn  by  the 
customs  service  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of 
paragraph  4  of this  rule  may  not  be  used  in  part or in 
whole to obtain a credit of transit stamps. 
7.  Valid certificates forwarded to the Organization under 
the provisions of paragraph 5 of this rule shall be  sent in 
securely packed batches of not more than 100. 
8.  Except as  otherwise agreed  between  the member and 
the Executive Director, each batch of valid certificates shall 
be  accompanied  by  a  covering  note  listing  the  reference 
numbers of the certificates enclosed  there,Pth and the net 
quantity of coffee covered  by  each certificate.  Each  batch 
and  the  accompanying  covering  note  shall  bear  a  serial 
number.  A copy of the covering note shall  be  forwarded 
simultaneously to the Organization under separate cover. 
9.  Except as  otherwise agreed  between  the member and 
the  Executive  Director,  the  Executive  Director  shall 
acknowledge receipt of each  batch of valid  certificates  by 
stamping and returning the covering note. 
10.  No  certificates  shall  be  required  to  cover  the 
importation  of samples  and  parcels  up  to  a  maximum 
weight  of 60  kilograms  of green  coffee  or the  equivalent 
thereof namely: 
(i)  120 kilograms of dried coffee cherry; or 
(ii)  7  5 kilograms of parchment coffee; or 
(iii)  50,4 kilograms of roasted coffee; or 
(iv)  23 kilograms of soluble or liquid coffee. 
Rule 8 
LIMITATION  OF  IMPORTS  OF  COFFEE  FROM 
NON-MEMBERS 
1.  Each  importing member shall  limit  its annual imports 
of coffee from non-members to an amount not greater than 
that  shown  in  Annex  7.  Except  as  otherwise  agreed 
between an importing member and the Executive Director, 
the  procedure  to 'be  followed  shall  be  as  described  in 
paragraphs 2 to 6 of this rule. 
2.  Each  import  of coffee  from  a  non-member  shall  he 
covered by  a valid  certificate in Form T to be  issued  b}  ,1 
certifying  agency  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of 
paragraph 3 of this rule. 
3.  Each  importing  member  shall  appoint  an  agency  or 
agencies  responsible  for  controlling  the  issuing  of 
certificates for the purposes of paragraph 2 of this rule and 
shall adopt measures acceptable for the Executive Director 
to ensure compliance with the provisions of paragraph 1 of 
this rule. 
4.  The issuing of coffee transit stamps for the purposes of 
validating  certificates  of transit  to  cover  the  import  of 
coffee from  non~members  shall be subject to the provisions 
of rule 16 except that: 
(a)  the Executive Director shall, at the commencement of 
each  coffee  year,  notify  the  responsible  agency  or 
agencies in each importing member of the quantity of 
coffee  transit  stamps  which  may  be  issued  in  that 
coffee  year  to  cover  imports  of  coffee  from 
non~members in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of 
paragraph 1 of this rule; and 
(b)  the  responsible  agency  or  agencies  shall  establish 
procedures to ensure that coffee transit stamps used to 
validate  certificates  of  transit  issued  to  cover  the 
import  of  coffee  from  non-members  shall  be 
accounted for  separately from transit stamps used  in 
accordance with the provisions of rule 12. 
5.  Certificates  of transit  issued  to  cover  the  import  of 
coffee  from  non-members  shall  be  used  only  for  that 
purpose and shall not be used in part or in whole to obtain 
a credit of transit stamps. 
6.  On  each  certificate  of  transit  issued  under  the 
provisions of this rule, the certifying agency shall: 
(a)  enter in  box 15 the following words: 
'Coffee  from  (name of non-member)  charged  to  the 
non-member quota of (name of issuing member)'; 
(b)  clearly  write  at  the  top  of the  certificate  in  capital 
letters the words 'NON-MEMBER COFFEE'. 
Rule 9 
RE-EXPORTS OF COFFEE 
1.  Subject  to the exceptions described  in  paragraph 9 of 
this  rule,  every  re-export of coffee  shall  be  covered  by  a 
valid  certificate  of  re~export in  Form  R  completed  and 
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2.  The original  and  the  first  copy  of each  certificate  of 
re-export shall bear the cachet of the customs service of the 
issuing  member.  This  shall  be  applied  by  the  customs 
service  when  it  is  satisfied  that reexport is  about to  take 
place. 
3.  In the case of re-exports to members, the original of the 
certificate of re-export shall  be given  to the shipper or his 
agent  to  accompany  the  shipping  documents.  The  first 
copy of the certificate shall be forwarded by the safest and 
quickest possible means to the Organization by the issuing 
member as soon as possible and in any case within 30 days 
of the date of shipment. 
4.  In  the case of re-exports to non-members, the original 
of the certificate of re-export  shall  be  withdrawn  by  the 
customs  service  and  together  with  the  first  copy  of the 
certificate  shall  be  forwarded  by  the  safest  and  quickest 
possible means to the Organization by the issuing member 
, as  soon as  possible and in  any case within 30 days of the 
date of shipment. 
5.  First copies of certificates of re-export forwarded to the 
Organization under the  provisions of paragraph 3 of this 
rule  and  first  copies  and  originals  forwarded  under  the 
provisions of paragraph 4, shall be sent in securely packed 
batches of not more than 100. 
6.  Except as  otherwise agreed  between  the  member and 
the Executive Director, each  batch  of certificates shall  be 
accompanied  by  a  covering  note  listing  the  reference 
numbers of the certificates enclosed  therewith  and the net 
quantity of coffee covered by  each  certificate.  Each  batch 
of certificates  and  the  accompanying  covering  note  shall 
bear a serial  number. A copy of the covering note shall be 
forwarded  simultaneously  to  the  Organization  under 
separate cover. 
7.  Except as  otherwise agreed  between  the  member and 
the  Executive  Director,  the  Executive  Director  shall 
acknowledge  receipt  of  each  batch  of  documents  by 
stamping and  returning the covering note. 
8.  No  certifying  agency  of  an  exporting  member  may 
issue a certificate of re-export  unless,  in  each  case,  it has 
first  satisfied  the  Executive  Director  that  the  coffee 
concerned  has  been  imported  into  its  territory.  Proof of 
importation  shall  include,  among  other  things,  the 
furnishing to the Executive Director of the original of the 
certificate under cover of which  the  coffee  was imported, 
duly  completed  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of 
paragraph 4 of rule 7. 
9.  Certificates of re-export need  not be  issued  to cover: 
(a)  small  quantities of coffee  for  direct consumption  as 
stores  on  ships,  aircraft  and  other  international 
commercial carriers; and 
(b) samples and parcels up  to a  maximum  net weight of 
60 kilograms of green coffee or the equivalent thereof 
namely: 
(i)  120 kilograms of dried coffee cherry; or 
(ii)  75  kilograms of parchment coffee; or 
(iii)  50,4 kilograms of roasted coffee; or 
(iv)  23 kilograms of soluble or liquid coffee. 
1  0.  Certifying  agencies  shall  maintain  records  of  all 
certificates of re-export which they issue and, to the extent 
possible, of the reference numbers of the certificates under 
cover of which re-exported coffee was originally imported, 
for a period of not less than four years. Such records shall 
be made available to the Executive Director on request. 
Rule 10 
COFFEE PLACED UNDER CUSTOMS CONTROL 
1.  Except as otherwise agreed between a member and the 
Executive Director, a valid certificate in Form 0, R, RS or 
T shall  be wi£hdrawn by  the customs service at the time a 
parcel  of coffee  is  placed  under  its  control  but  is  not 
intended  for  immediate  importation.  Valid  certificates 
withdrawn by the customs service shall be completed by the 
insertion  of  the  information  required  in  the  left-hand 
section of Pan B. 
2.  Provided  that  the  customs  service  of  a  member  is 
satisfied  on the basis of information in  the relevant valid 
certificate  and  other documents  that other provisions  of 
these rules have not been infringed, it may permit a parcel 
of coffee to be placed under customs control although: 
(a)  some  (or,  in  the  case  of coffee  processed  in  and. 
received  from  an  importing member, all)  of the bags 
or other containers bear no ICO identification marks 
or the ICO identification marks appearing on the bags 
or other containers are illegible or incomplete or the 
markings on some bags in the parcel do not accord in 
all  respects  with  those  shown  on  the  relevant 
certificate; 
(b)  the  net  weight  of the  parcel  of coffee  to  be  placed 
under  customs  control  is  not  identical  to  that 
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bags  is  equal  to  or  less  than  that  shown  on  the 
certificate and that the difference in weight is not more 
than 1 %  above the weight given in the certificate; 
(c)  the  information  on  the  certificate  concerning  the 
country  of  destination  is  not  accurate  or  the 
information  concerning  the  port  or  point  of 
destination is  missing or is  not accurate. 
3.  If  a  parcel  of coffee  is  permitted to be  placed  under 
customs control under the provisions of paragraph 2 of this 
rule, the customs service of the member concerned shall, in 
the  box  provided  for  observations  in  Part  B  on  the 
certificate, state how the parcel of coffee differs from that 
described in the certificate. In particular it shall: 
(a)  in  the  case  of anomalies  of the  type  referred  to  in 
subparagraph  (a)  of paragraph  2  of this  rule,  enter 
when available, such marks as appear on the bags or 
other containers; 
(b)  enter the net weight of the parcel if it is  not identical 
to that shown on the certificate; 
(c)  if  the  information  on the  certificate  concerning  the 
country  of  destination  is  not  accurate  or  the 
information  concerning  the  port  or  point  of 
destination  is  missing  or  is  not  accurate,  insert  the 
correct information in  the relevant box in  Part A of 
the certificate and apply its cachet thereto. 
4.  Valid  certificates  withdrawn  and  completed  in 
accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1 of this rule 
shall  be  forwarded to the Organization by  the  safest and 
quickest possible means as soon as possible and in any case 
within 30 days of the dose of the month of collection. 
5.  A  certificate  withdrawn  by  the  customs  service  in 
accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1 of this rule 
may not be  used in  part or in  whole to obtain a credit of 
transit stamps. 
6.  Valid certificates forwarded to the Organization under 
the provisions of paragraph 4 of this rule shall  be  sent in 
securely packed batches of not more than 100. 
7.  Except as otherwise agreed  between the  member and 
the Executive Director, each batch of valid certificates shall 
be  accompanied  by  a  covering  note  listing  the  reference 
numbers of the certificates enclosed therewith and the net 
quantity of coffee covered by  each certificate.  Each  batch 
and  the  accompanying  covering  note  shall  bear  a  serial 
number.  A copy  of the covering note  shall  be  forwarded 
simultaneously to the Organization under separate cover. 
8.  Except an otherwise agreed between the member and 
the  Executive  Director,  the  Executive  Director  shall 
acknowledge receipt of each  batch of valid certificates by 
stamping and returning the covering note. 
9.  No certificates shall be withdrawn under the provisions 
of paragraph  1  of this  rule  to  cover  the  placing  under 
customs control of samples and parcels up to a maximum 
net weight of 60 kilograms of green coffee or the equivalent 
thereof, namely: 
(i)  120 kilograms of dried coffee cherry; or 
(ii)  75 kilograms of parchment coffee; or 
(iii)  50,4 kilograms of roasted coffee; or 
(iv)  23 kilograms of soluble or liquid coffee. 
Rule 11 
RE-SHIPMENT  OF  COFFEE  PLACED  UNDER  CUSTOMS 
CONTROL 
1.  Subject to the exceptions described in  paragraphs 8 of 
this rule, every re-shipment of coffee placed under customs 
control in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 1 of 
rule 10 shall be covered by a valid certificate of re-shipment 
in Form RS completed and issued in accordance with these 
rules. 
2.  The original  and the  first  copy of each  certificate of 
re-shipment shall bear the cachet of the customs service of 
the issuing member.  This shall be applied by  the customs 
service when it is satisfied that re-shipment is about to take 
place. 
3.  In case of re-shipments to members, the original of the 
certificate of re-shipment shall be given to the shipper or his 
agent  to  accompany  the  shipping  documents.  The  first 
copy of the certificate shall be forwarded by the safest and 
quickest possible means to the Organization by the issuing 
member as soon as possible and in any case within 30 days 
of the date of re-shipment. 
4.  In  the  case  of  re-shipments  to  non-members,  the 
original of the certificate of re-shipment shall be withdrawn 
by  the customs service and together with the first copy of 
the certificate shall be forwarded by the safest and quickest 
possible means to the Organization by the issuing member 
as  soon as possible and in any case within 30 days of the 
date of re-shipment. 
5.  First copies of certificates of re-shipment forwarded to 
the Organization  under the provisions of paragraph 3 of 
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provisions of paragraph 4 shall be  sent in securely packed 
batches of not more than 100. 
6.  Except as  otherwise agreed  between the  member and 
the Executive Director, each  batch of certificates shall  be 
accompanied  by  a  covering  note  listing  the  reference 
numbers of the certificates enclosed therewith and the net 
quantity of coffee covered by  each certificate.  Each batch 
of certificates  and  the  accompanying  covering  note  shall 
bear a serial number. A copy of the covering note shall be 
forwarded  simultaneously  to  the  Organization  under 
separate cover. 
7.  Except as  otherwise agreed  between the  member  and 
the  Executive  Director,  the  Executive  Director  shaH 
acknowledge  receipt  of  each  batch  of  documents  by 
stamping and returning the covering note. 
8.  Certificates  of  re-shipment  need  not  be  issued  to 
cover: 
(a)  small  quantities  of coffee  for  direct  consumption  as 
stores  on  ships,  aircraft  and  other  international 
commercial carriers; and 
(b)  samples and parcels up  to a maximum net weight of 
60 kilograms of green coffee or the equivalent thereof, 
namely: 
(i)  120 kilograms of dried coffee cherry; or 
(ii)  75  kilograms of parchment coffee; or 
(iii)  50,4 kilograms of roasted coffee; or 
(iv)  23  kilograms of soluble or liquid coffee. 
9.  Certifying  agencies  shall  maintain  records  of  all 
certificates  of  re-shipment  which  they  issue  and  of  the 
reference numbers of the certificates withdrawn when the 
re-shipped  coffee  was  originally  placed  under  customs 
control  for  a  period  of not  less  than  four  years.  Such 
records  shaH  be  made available do the executive Director 
on request. 
Rule 12 
COFFEE IN TRANSIT 
Coffee located within the territory of a member 
1.  If coffee  which  is  located  within  the  territory  of  a 
member but which  has not been imported is  covered by  a 
valid certificate in  Form 0, R,  RS  or T, the holder of the 
certificate  may,  on  surrendering  the  certificate  to  a 
certifying  agency,  apply  for  the  issue  of certificates  of 
transit in Form T in exchange therefor or may have the net 
weight of the green coffee or the green coffee equivalent of 
the coffee covered by the surrendered certificate credited to 
a  transit  stamp  account  opened  in  his  name,  save  that 
certificates  in  Form  T  issued  to cover  imports  of coffee 
from  non-members shall  not be  used  in  part or in  whole 
to  obtain  a  credit  of  transit  stamps.  Valid  certificates 
surrendered under this provision or under the provision of 
paragraph  11  of  this  Rule  shall  be  completed  by  the 
insertion  of the  information  required  in  the  right-hand 
section of Part B and shall  be forwarded  by  the member 
concerned to the Executive Director as soon as possible and 
in  any case  within  30 days of the close  of the  month of 
collection. 
2.  Certificates of transit in Form T issued in  accordance 
with  the  provisions  of this  rule  shall  be  validated  with 
coffee  transit  stamps  affiXed  in  ·accordance  with  the 
provisions of rule 16. 
3.  When the holder of a transit stamp account requires a 
certificate of transit he shall request the certifiying agency 
with which he holds his  account to issue him with such a 
document  and  shall  inform  the  certifying  agency  of the 
reference number of the surrendered certificate on the basis 
of which he is requesting the new certificate. The certifying 
agency,  having  satisfied  itself  that  the  applicant  has 
sufficient credit remaining from the surrendered certificate 
to permit the issuing of the new certificate, shall issue the 
certificate and validate it with coffee transit stamps which it 
shall charge to the account of the applicant. 
4.  A  certifying  agency  may  issue  certificates  of transit 
under the  pro~isions of this rule for the quantities of coffee 
and  for  the ' destinations  requested  by  the  applicant 
provided that: 
(a)  valid  certificates in  forms 0, R,  RS  or T  have  been 
surrendered; 
(b)  the sum  total of the coffee covered by the cenificates 
issued  shall  not exceed  the  quantity  covered  by  the 
surrendered certificate; 
{c)  the certifying agency is  satisfied that the coffee exists 
in the reported location and is the coffee described in 
the surrendered certificate at the time it was issued. 
5.  In  the case  of shipments to members,  the original  of 
each certificate of transit issued under the provisions of this 
rule shall be given to the shipper or his agent to accompany 
the shipping documents.  The first  copy  of the certificate 
'Shall  be  forwarded  by  the  safest  and  quickest  possible 
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as  possible and in  any case  within 30 days  of the date of 
issue. To the extent possible, the copies shall be attached to 
the originals of the certificates on which they are based. 
6.  In  the case of shipments to non-members, the original 
of the certificate of transit together with the first  copy of 
the certificate shall be forwarded by the safest and quickest 
possible means to the Organization by the issuing member 
as  soon as  possible and in  any case within 30 days of the 
date of issue. 
7.  First  copies  (and,  in  the  case  of  shipments  to 
non-members, originals) of certificates of Transit and the 
originals  of  the  certificates  on  which  they  are  based, 
forwarded  to  the  Organization  under  the  provisions  of 
paragraphs 5 and 6 of this rule,  shall  be  sent in  securely 
packed batches of not more than 50 sets (1). 
8.  Except as  otherwise agreed  between the member  and 
the Executive Director, each  batch  of certificates shall  be 
accompanied  by  a  covering  note  listing  the  reference 
numbers of the certificates enclosed therewith and the net 
quantity of coffee covered by  each  certificate.  Each batch 
and  the  accompanying  covering  note  shall  bear  a  serial 
number.  A copy  of the covering  note shall  be  forwarded 
simultaneously to the Organization under separate cover. 
9.  Except as  otherwise agreed  between  the  member  and 
the  Executive  Director,  the  Executive  Director  shaH 
acknowledge  receipt  of  each  batch  of  certificates  by 
stamping and returning the covering note. 
10.  Certifying  agencies  shall  maintain  records  of  all 
certificates  of transit  which  they  issue  and  the  basis  for 
their  issue  for  a  period of not less  than  four  years.  Such 
records shall  be  made available to the Executive Director 
on request. 
Coffee afloat 
11.  If the holder of a valid certificate in Form 0, R, RS or 
T  covering  a  parcel  of coffee  afloat  wishes  to  split  the 
parceL  he  may,  on  surrendering  the  certificate  and  any 
documents required for the purposes of subparagraph (c) of 
paragraph 4 of this rule, to a certifying agency,  apply  for 
the  issue  of certificates of transit in  Form T  in  exchange 
therefor.  Such  certificates  shall  be  issued  in  accordance 
with the provisions of paragraphs 1 to 10 of this rule. 
( 
1
)  A set shall  consist of the first  copy of a  certificate of transit 
(and  in  the case of shipments  to non-members,  the  original) 
and the original of the certificate on which it is  based. 
Rule 13 
CHANGE  OF  DESTINATION  FROM  A  MEMBER  TO  A 
NON-MEMBER 
If the destination of coffee covered by  a valid certificate in 
Form  0, R,  RS  or T  is  changed  from  a  member  to  a 
non-member, the holder shall surrender the certificate to a 
certifying  agency  which  shall  withdraw  the  certificate 
without  replacing  it  and  forward  it  immediately  to  the 
Executive  Director  marked:  'Withdrawn,  destination 
changed to non-member'. Whenever possible, the certifying 
agency  shall  specify  the non-member to which  the  coffee 
has been consigned. 
Rule 14 
LOSS OF VALID CERTIFICATES 
1.  Certifying  agencies,  customs  services  and  individuals 
handling  certificates  shall  take  all  reasonable  steps  to 
ensure the security of such certificates. 
2.  If a  valid  certificate  in  Form 0, R,  RS  or T  is  lost 
before  it  has  been  surrendered  to  a  certifying  agency  or 
withdrawn  by  a  customs  service  in  accordance  with  the 
provisions  of these  rules,  the  trader  holding  title  to  the 
coffee  covered  by  the  missing  certificate  shall  inform  a 
certifying Agency of the loss and shall provide as much  as 
possible  of  the  following  information  concerning  the 
missing certificate: 
(a)  its reference number and date of issue; 
(b)  the form and the net weight of the coffee it covers; 
(c)  the ICO identification mark and the other markings 
on the bags or other containers; 
(d)  the name of the vessel  or form of transport on which 
the coffee is  being carried or on which it arrived at its 
present location; 
(e)  the destination of the coffee; 
(f)  the  name  and  address  of the  importer  (including  if 
possible the telex and/or telephone number); 
(g)  written confirmation from the certifying agency which 
issued the certificate that it was issued in  accordance 
with the provisions of these rules; ! 
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(h)  in the case of a missing certificate of origin in Form 0 
or certificate of transit, written cofirmation from  the 
bank handling the transaction that the certificate was 
validated  with  coffee  export stamps or coffee  transit 
stamps,  as  appropriate,  in  accordance  with  the 
provisions of these rules; 
(i)  in  the  case  of coffee  held  in  a warehouse,  a written 
declaration  by  the  manager  of  the  warehouse 
identifying  the  coffee  and  confirming  the  period  of 
storage; and 
(j)  an explanation in writing of the loss of the certificate 
and the steps taken to recover it. 
3.  The  certifying  agency  shall  forward  the  relevant 
information to the Executive Director. On the basis of the 
information  so  provided,  the  Executive  Director  may 
decide to request the authorities in  the country into which 
the  coffee  is  to  be  imported,  as  an  exceptional  case,  to 
permit the entry of the coffee without the presentation of 
the  missing  certificate  which  shall  simultaneously  be 
declared invalid. 
4.  The  Executive  Director  shall  inform  members  of all 
certificates  declared  invalid  under  the  provisions  of 
paragraph 3 of this rule. 
5.  Should  a  certificate  declared  invalid  under  the 
provisions of paragraph 3 of this rule be found, the finder 
shall surrender it immediately to a certifying agency which 
shall  forward  it  to the Executive Director with  a letter of 
explanation. 
6.  The Executive Director shall carry out periodic checks 
to  ensure  that certificates  which  have  been  reponed lost 
and  in  respect  of which  the  above  procedures  have  been 
applied are not subsequently used to cover the importation 
of further coffee. 
Rule 15 
COFFEE EXPORT STAMPS 
Supply of stamps 
1.  Subject  to  the  payment  of any  levies  which  may  be 
imposed under the provisions of Articles 47, SO  and 55 of 
the  International  Coffee  Agreement  1983,  coffee  export 
stamps shall be supplied to each exporting member (and to 
the United States of America for use by Hawaii and to Fiji) 
at  quarterly  intervals  and  be  made  available  to  the 
authorities  concerned  at  least  15  days  before  the 
commencement of each quarter. 
2.  After  consultation  with  the  member,  the  Executive 
Director  shall  appoint  in  each  producing  member  or 
member group a bank or financial  institution (hereinafter 
referred  to  as  the  agent)  independent  of  the  cenifying 
agency  and  the  coffee  authority,  to  act  as  agent  of the 
International Coffee Organization in respect of the coffee 
export stamps allocated to the me~ber. The agent shall be 
acceptable to both the Executive Direaor and the member. 
The Executive Director may at any time, for cause, declare 
an  agent to be no longer acceptable and may appoint an 
alternative agent. 
3.  At  least  15  days  prior  to  the  beginning  of  each 
semester,  the  Executive  Direaor  shall  deposit  with  the 
agent a quantity of coffee export stamps equal to the total 
of the member's export entidement for the ensuing semester 
plus  an  additional  reServe  to  be  determined  by  the 
Executive  Director  to  cover  possible  increases  in  export 
entitlement and other contingencies. Any cost arising from 
the provision of this service by the agent shall be met by the 
member concerned. 
4.  The  agent  shall  supply  coffee  export  stamps  to  the 
certifying  agency  in  the  producing country  only  on  the 
instructions of the Executive director who shall stipulate 
the total quantity of coffee export stamps which shall be 
supplied for each quarter. 
5.  If no agent has been appointed under the provisions of 
paragraph 2 of this rule the Executive Direaor shall issue 
at quarterly intervals coffee export stamps equivalent to the 
total  of the  quarterly  export entidement of the  member 
concerned. Such quarterly supplies of coffee export stamps 
shall be dispatched to the certifying agency of the member 
concerned or to such other competent authority as may be 
designated for this purpose by the member. 
6.  Coffee export stamps shall not be transferable and shall 
bear an individual country or member group (OAMCAF) 
code (see Annex 6) as well as a code to indicate the coffee 
year in which they are valid for use. 
7.  Coffee export stamps shall be in denominations of 25, 
100,  150,  500,  1 000,  3 000,  10 000,  30 000,  100 000 
and 300 000  kilograms.  Each  denomination shall be  of a 
different  colour.  The  Executive  Direaor  may  add  such 
additional  denominations  as  experience  may  grove to be 
necessary and may withdraw such denominations as are no 
longer required. 
8.  At  least  90  days  before  the beginning of each  coffee 
year,  each  producing  member  shall  notify  the  Executive 
Director  of  any  changes  in  the  percentage  of  each 
denomination required to make up  the total of its exi?Ort 
entitlement for  the ensuing coffee  year.  In  the absence of --- -~-~~ ---- ----------- -~- -~-------------
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any  such  notification the  Executive  Director  shall,  when 
dispatching supplies of coffee export stamps for the ensuing 
coffee  year,  adopt  the  percentages  used  during  the 
preceding year. 
9.  Members  may  on  application  to the  agent  or to the 
Executive Director be  supplied with coffee export stamps 
of lower or higher denomination in exchange for stamps of 
the  same  total  value  surrendered  during  the currency  of 
any coffee year provided that the stamps surrendered bear 
the  same  country  code as  those  by  which  they  are to  be 
replaced. 
Adjustment of export entitlements 
10.  If an  upward  adjustment  of export  entitlements  is 
made  during  any  quarter,  the  Executive  Director  shall 
immediately  authorize  the  agent  to  release  an  additional 
quantity  of  coffee  export  stamps  corresponding  to  the 
amount of the adjustment. If no agent has been appointed 
the appropriate quantity shall be dispatched immediately to 
the authority mentioned in paragraph 5 of this rule. 
11.  If a downward adjustment of export entitlements  is 
made  in  respect  of any  quarter  for  which  coffee  export 
stamps have already been supplied, the exporting members 
concerned  shall  each  surrender  to  the agent,  where  such 
exists, or alternatively to the Executive Director, a quantity 
of coffee  export stamps corresponding to the  amount by 
which its quarterly export entitlement has been reduced. If 
the surrender of the full  quantity of stamps is  not possible 
owing to the existence of outstanding bona jide contracts 
for  the  quarter  in  question,  the  member  concerned  shall 
notify  the  Executive  Director  who  shall  arrange  a 
corresponding  reduction  in  the  quantity  of stamps  to  be 
supplied for  the ensuing quarter. 
Payment of levies 
12.  As  soon  as  coffee  expert  stamps  are  supplied  to  a 
member, the Executive Director shall notify the member of 
any levies which may be payable on such stamps. 
13.  The member shall remit the total amount of any such 
levies in  United States dollars to the Executive Director on 
notification by the Executive Director of the amount due. 
14.  If any  member  falls  to pay  the full  amount due  the 
executive  Director  shall  withhold,  from  the  next  supply, 
coffee export stamps coresponding to the amount of levies 
remaining unpaid. 
Withholding of stamps by the Executive Director 
15.  In arranging for the supply of coffee export stamps for 
any  quarter  the  Executive  Director  shall  in  addition  to 
taking into account any adjustment which may have been 
made in the quarterly export entitlement of each member, 
make appropriate deductions in respect of: 
(a)  any  previous  understamping  of certificates  of origin 
for  which  the  appropriate  stamps  have  not  been 
recovered; 
(b)  any  penalties  or  deductions  applied  under  the 
provisions  of Article  42 of the  International  Coffee 
Agreement 1983; 
(c)  any levies which may remain unpaid on coffee export 
stamps previously supplied to the member. 
16.  The  Executive  Director  may  withhold  10% of the 
coffee  export stamps to be  released  to a member  for  the 
succeeding quarter if such .member fails to fulfil any of the 
following conditions: 
(a)  to forward: 
(i)  first copies of certificates of origin in Form 0  and 
copies  of the  relevant  bills  of lading within  the 
period prescribed in paragraph 6 of rule 5; 
(ii)  first copies and originals of certificates of origin 
in  Form  X  and  copies  of  the  relevant  bills 
of  lading  within  the  period  prescribed  in 
paragraph 4 of rule 6; 
(b)  to advise the Executive Director on or before the 15th 
day of each month, of the total value in  kilograms of 
coffee export stamps used during the preceding month 
as  required under the provisions of paragraph 19 of 
this rule; 
(c)  to comply  with its  obligations under paragraph 2 of 
Article  53  of  the  International  Coffee  Agreement 
1983. 
17.  The  Executive  Director  shall  inform  the  Executive 
Board when  stamps are withheld  under the provisions of 
paragraphs 14 and 16 of this rule. Stamps so withheld shall 
be released as soon as the member fulfils all the outstanding 
conditions and in any case not later than 30 days before the 
end of the coffee year. If  a member fails to fulfil any of the 
outstanding conditions by  the end  of the coffee  year  the 
Executive Director shall withhold an equivalent amount of 
stamps from  the first  quarterly allocation for  the ensuing 
year for the member concerned. 
Report and accounting by  producing members 
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coffee  export  stamps  shall  be  responsible  for  the  safe 
custody of the stamps. 
19.  Each member which receives a supply of coffee export 
stamps shall advise the Executive Director on or before the 
15th day of each month, of the total value in  kilograms of 
the  coffee  export  stamps  used  during  the  preceding 
month. 
20.  After  the  end of the coffee  year  and  not later  than 
30 October, each  producing member shall  render a  final 
report,  in  a  form  to  be  agreed,  to the agent  where  such 
exists or alternatively to the  Executive Director, showing 
the  total  value  in  kilograms  of the coffee  export stamps 
received  and  used  during  the  preceding  coffee  year  and 
shall  surrender with  such  report the  full  quantity  of any 
balance  of  coffee  export  stamps  which  may  remain 
unused. 
Accounting  by  banks  or  financial  institutions  handling 
coffee export stamps 
21.  Each agent supplied with coffee export stamps under 
the  provisions  of paragraph  3  of this  rule  shall  account 
quarterly and annually for all coffee export stamps received 
and issued  on the authority of the Executive Director and 
shall  surrender  with  the  annual  account  any  balance  of 
unused stamps. Such  accounting returns shall be  furnished 
to the Executive Director not later than 45 days after the 
end of the quarter or coffee year to which they relate. 
22.  If the  final  accounts  together  with  the  balance  of 
unused stamps have not been received 45 days after the end 
of  the  coffee  year  to  which  they  relate,  the  Executive 
Director shall  request  the agent concerned  to  explain  the 
reason for the delay. If, within 21  days of the date of such 
enquiry, the agent has not given a satisfactory explanation, 
the  Executive  Director  shall  report  the  matter  to  the 
Executive Board. 
Reporting and accounting for levies 
23.  On receipt of the final  report referred to in paragraphs 
20 and 21  of this rule the Executive Director shall, subject 
to the provisions of paragraph 1 of this rule, prepare and 
submit  to  each  member  a  statement  showing  the  total 
amount  of levies  due  and  paid  for  the  preceding  coffee 
year. 
24.  If the total amount paid by  the member is  more than 
the  amount due  the  Executive  Director  shall  refund  the 
difference. 
Use of coffee export stamps 
25.  Each Certificate of origin in Form 0  issued to cover 
coffee exported to a member shall have firmly affixed to it 
(on  the  reverse)  coffee  export  stamps  which  in  total 
denomination  correspond  to the  net  weight  of the  green 
coffee or the green coffee equivalent of the coffee covered 
by  the  certificate  except  that any  excess  above  the  last 
whole  multiple  of  25  kilograms  need  not  be  covered 
although  such  excess  (of 24  kilograms  or less)  shall  be 
counted  as  part  of  quota  exports.  (For  example,  a 
consignment of 399 kilograms requires stamps to the value 
of 37  5 kilograms whereas a consignment of 400 kilograms 
requires stamps to the value of 400 kilograms).  Under no 
circumstances  shall  coffee  export  stamps  be  affixed  to 
sheets of paper attached to certificates of origin. In other 
respects, certificates of origin in Form 0 shall be completed 
and issued in accordanee with the general guidance given in 
Annex 1 B and in  rule 5. 
26.  In  the  case  of  a  certificate  of origin  in  Form  0  · 
covering a shipment of coffee in a form other than green, 
the net weight in green coffee equivalent shall be indicated 
in  box  15.  To  find  the  green  coffee  equivalent,  the 
following conversion factors shall be applied: 
Dried coffee cherry: multiply the net weight of the dried 
coffee cherry by 0,50, 
Parchment  coffee:  multiply  the  net  weight  of  the 
parchment coffee by 0,80, 
Roasted coffee:  multiply the net weight of the roasted 
coffee by  1,19, 
Liquid  coffee:  multiply  the  net  weight  of the  dried 
coffee solids contained in the liquid coffee by  2,60, 
Soluble  coffee:  multiply the net weight of the soluble 
coffee by 2,60, 
Decaffeinated  coffee:  multiply  the  net  weight  of the 
decaffeinated coffee  in green, roasted or soluble form 
by  1 ,00, 1,19 or 2,60 respectively. 
27.  Prior to export, the coffee  export stamps affixed  to 
each  certificate  of origin  in  form  0  shall  be  cancelled, 
either by  the certifying agency or the customs authorities 
whichever may  be  more convenient, in  such  manner that 
the stamps cannot be used again but can still be identified 
without difficulty. 
28.  Coffee  export  stamps  shall  be  valid  for  use  only 
during the coffee year to which they are related by the year 
code printed thereon (for example, the first coffee year in 
which quotas are introduced will be indicated by the code 
'1 ').  For the  purpose of these  rules  the year of shipment 
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producing member on the certificate of origin or the date of 
issue of the relevant bill of lading or equivalent document, 
whichever  is  the  earlier,  provided  always  that  the  latter 
date is  not subsequent to 5 October. 
Replacement of coffee export stamps 
29.  If a  certificate of origin  in  Form  0  is  spoiled  or is 
withdrawn  after  coffee  export stamps  have  been  affixed 
thereto,  the  certifying  agency  concerned  may  obtain 
replacement stamps from the agent on presentation of the 
certificate  with  the  stamps  affixed.  The  agent  shall 
withdraw  the  certificate  and  forward  it  to  the Executive 
Director as  soon  as  possible.  Alternatively,  if there  is  no 
agent  the  certifying  agency  may  obtain  replacements  by 
forwarding the certificate direct to the Executive Director. 
Damaged stamps may be exchanged in like manner. 
30.  The loss of any coffee export stamps must be reported 
immediately  to  the  Executive  Director  who,  after  such 
enquiries  as  he  may  deem  necessary,  may  authorize their 
replacement. 
31.  If coffee export stamps are inadvertently affixed to a 
certificate of origin in  Form 0  greatly in excess of the net 
weight of the green coffee or the green coffee equivalent of 
the coffee covered thereby and this is  not discovered until 
after  the  opportunity  to  withdraw  the  document  has 
passed,  the  producing  member  concerned  may  make 
application,  giving  all  relevant  details,  to  the  Executive 
Director who may  replace the excess stamps after making 
such enquiries as he may deem necessary. 
32.  Subject to the provisions of paragraph 1 of this rule, 
any  refund  of the  levies  arising  from  the  loss  of coffee 
export stamps will  be made at the end of the coffee year 
once  the  statement  referred  to  in  paragraph  23  is 
prepared. 
Audit and publication of accounts 
33.  As soon as possible after the close of each coffee year 
the  Executive  Director shall  prepare coffee  export stamp 
accounts  which  shall  be  independently  audited.  The 
accounts  and  the  report  of the  auditor  thereon  shall  be 
presented  to  the  Executive  Board  for  approval  and 
publication. 
Rule 16 
COFFEE TRANSIT STAMPS 
Supply of stamps 
1.  Coffee  transit  stamps  shall  be  supplied  to  each 
importing member, which shall be responsible for  the safe 
custody of the stamps. 
2.  After  consultation  with  the  member,  the  Executive 
Director shall appoint in each importing member an agent 
to receive  coffee  transit  stamps  allocated  to  the  member 
and to administer the coffee transit stamp system on behalf 
of the International Coffee Organization. The agent shall 
be  acceptable  to  both  the  Executive  Director  and  the 
member.  The  Executive  Director  may  at  any  time,  for 
cause, declare an agent to be no longer acceptable and may 
appoint an alternative agent. 
3.  At  least  21  days  before  the  beginning  of each  coffee 
year  the  Executive  Director  shall  deposit  with  the  agent 
appointed to administer the coffee transit stamp system  a 
quantity  of coffee  transit  stamps  equal  to  the  estimated 
requirements  of  the  Member  for  one  year  plus  an 
additional  reserve  to  be  determined  by  the  Executive 
Director to cover contingencies. 
4.  The Agent may advance to certifying agencies an initial 
quantity of coffee transit stamps not exceeding one quarter 
of  the  annual  estimated  requirements  referred  to  in 
paragraph 3 of this rule. 
5.  Coffee transit stamps shall not be transferable and shall 
bear an individual country code (see Annex 6) and shall be 
overprinted with the letter 'T'. Coffee transit stamps for use 
in  accordance with the provisions of rule  8 of these rules 
shall be overprinted with the letters 'NT'. 
6.  Coffee transit stamps shall be  in  denominations of 5, 
25,  100,  150,  500,  1 000,  3 000,  10 000,  and  30 000 
kilograms.  Each  denomination  shall  be  of  a  different 
colour.  The Executive  Director may  add  such  additional 
denominations  as  experience  may  prove  to  be  necessary 
and may  withdraw such  denominations as  are  no  longer 
required. 
Use of coffee transit stamps · 
7.  Each certificate of transit shall have firmly affixed to it 
(on  the  reverse)  coffee  transit  stamps  which  in  total 
denomination correspond to the  net weight  of the  green 
coffee or the green coffee equivalent of the coffee covered 
by  the  certificate  except  that  any  excess  above  the  last 
whole  multiple  of  five  kilograms  need  not  be  covered 
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charged to the transit stamp account of the recipient of the 
certificate.  In  other respects, certificates of transit shall  be 
completed  and  issued  in  accordance  with  the  general 
guidance given  in  Annex 5 B and in  rule 12. 
8.  In  the  case  of  a  certificate  of  transit  covering  a 
shipment  of coffee  in  a  form  other  than  green,  the  net 
weight  of green  coffee  equivalent  shall  be  indicated  in 
box 15. To find the green coffee equivalent, the conversion 
factors  shown  in  paragraph  26  of  rule  15  shall  be 
applied. 
9.  Coffee transit stamps affixed to a certificate of transit 
shall be  cancelled by the certifying agency in such  manner 
that  the  stamps  cannot  be  used  again  but  can  still  be 
identified without difficulty. 
Replenishment of coffee transit stamps 
10.  At  intervals to  be  agreed  upon,  agents  appointed to 
administer the coffee transit stamp system may apply to the 
Executive  Director  for· the  replenishment  of stamps.  The 
Executive  Director  shall  authorize  the  replenishment  of 
stamps only on receipt of valid certificates in Forms 0, R, 
RS  or T collected and credited to transit stamp accounts. 
Accounting  procedures  of  the  agents  appointed  to 
administer the coffee transit stamp system 
11.  Each agent supplied with coffee transit stamps under 
the  provisions  of paragraph  3  of this  rule  shall  account 
quarterly and annually for all coffee transit stamps received 
and issued on the authority of the Executive Director. Such 
accounting  returns,  in  a  form  to  be  agreed,  shall  be 
provided to the Executive Director not later than 30 days 
after the  end  of the quarter or coffee  year  to  which  they 
relate. 
12.  Subject  to arrangements  to  be  agreed  between  each 
agent and the Executive Director an annual audit shall  be 
conducted and the report of the auditor shall be submitted 
to the Executive Director. 
Replacement of stamps 
13.  At the request of a certifying agency an agent supplied 
with  coffee  transit  stamps  under  the  provisions  of 
paragraph 3 of this rule may: 
(a)  exchange coffee transit stamps for stamps of lower or 
higher  denomination  having  the  same  total  value 
provided  that the stamps surrendered bear the same 
country  code  as  those  by  which  they  are  to  be 
replaced; 
(b)  replace the full  value of any stamps affixed to spoiled 
certificates  of transit or certificates  which  for other 
reasons  have  been  surrendered  before  use.  Such 
certificates  shall  be  forwarded  to  the  Executive 
Director and the stamps thereon accounted for in the 
quarterly and annual returns of account referred to in 
paragraph 11  of this rule. 
Audit and publication of accounts 
14.  As soon as possible after the close of each coffee year 
the Executive Director shall  prepare coffee  transit stamp 
accounts  which  shall  be  independendy  audited.  The 
accounts  and  the  report  of the  auditor thereon  shall  be 
presented  to  the  Executive  Board  for  approval  and 
publication. 
Rule 17 
ENTRY INTO FORCE AND SUSPENSION 
Unless  elsewhere  provided. for  or otherwise  deferred  by 
resolution of the International Coffee Council, these rules 
shall enter into force  on the date on which quotas come 
into  effect  and  shall  cease  to  be  applied  on the date on 
which  quotas are suspended. 
Rule 18 
TRANSffiONAL ARRANGEMENTS 
For all coffee imported on or after the date on which these 
rules  enter into effect  it shall  be  the  responsibility of the 
importer to prove to the satisfaction of the customs service 
of the  importing  country  the  date  on  which  the  coffee 
was  exported  and  to  surrender  the  appropriate 
documentation. 
Coffee exported on or after the date on which these rules 
enter into effect 
2.  For  imports  of  coffee  from  producing  members 
exported on or after the date on which  these  rules  enter 
into  effect,  the  customs  service  shall  require  a  valid 
certificate in Form 0, R, RS or T to be surrendered. -----------------------
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3.  Imports of coffee from non-members shall be subject to 
the provisions of rule 8 of these rules. 
Coffee exported before the date on which these rules enter 
into effect 
4.  For  imports  of  coffee  which  customs  services  are 
satisfied was exported before the date on which these rules 
enter into effect, the following procedures shall apply: 
(a)  For  coffee imported up to 60  days after the date  on 
which these rules enter into effect 
Customs  services  shall  require  the  surrender  of the 
original of the certificate of origin in Form 0  issued in 
accordance with the provisions of rule 5 of the rules in 
document  EB-2690/86 (1)  or,  if  a  certificate  is  not 
available,  shall  require  the  surrender  of an  import 
return in Form I (see Annex 8)  printed in  accordance 
with the specifications in Annex 8 A and completed in 
accordance  with  the  general  guidance  contained  in 
Annex 8 B or shall apply an alternative procedure to 
be established between the member and the Executive 
Director.  No  certificates  or  import  returns  shall  be 
required  to  cover  the  importation  of  samples  and 
parcels up to a maximum net weight of 60 kilograms 
of green coffee, or the equivalent thereof, as specified 
in paragraph 10 of rule 7 of these rules nor in the case 
of  the  importation  from  an  importing  member  of 
coffee  processed  in  an  importing  member  country. 
Import returns in Form I collected by customs services 
shall  be  forwarded to the Organization following the 
procedure laid down for the forwarding of certificates 
in  paragraphs 5 to 8 of rule 7 of these rules. 
(b)  For coffee imported more than 60 days after the date 
on which these rules enter into effect 
Except as  otherwise agreed between the member and 
the  Executive  Director,  not later than 60  days  after 
the date on which these rules enter into effect, traders 
holding title to coffee not yet imported shall apply to a 
certifying  agency  for  the  issuing  of  a  certificate  of 
transit to cover the importation of the coffee. 
5.  The procedure for  issuing certificates of transit in  the 
circumstances  described  in  subparagraph  (b)  of  para-
graph 4 of this rule shaH  be as folJows.  The trader holding 
title to the coffee  shall  provide the certifying agency  with 
the  following  information  concerning  each  parcel  of 
coffee: 
( 1)  Rules  for  the  application of a  system  of certificates of origin 
when quotas are suspended. 
(a)  the reference number and date of issue of the relevant 
certificate of origin (if known) (2 ); 
(b)  the form and the net weight of the coffee; 
(c)  the ICO  ident~fication mark and the other markings 
on the bags or other containers (  3 ); 
(d)  the name of the vessel or form of transport on which 
the coffee is being carried or on which it arrived at its 
present location (if known); and 
(e)  in  the case of coffee  held  in  a warehouse, a written 
declaration  by  the  manager  of  the  warehouse 
identifying the coffee  and  confirming the  period  of 
storage. 
6.  On the basis of the information provided in accordance 
with  paragraph  5,  the  certifying  agency  shall  issue  the 
certificate  of  transit  and  credit  the  quantity  of  coffee 
concerned  to  a  transit  stamp  account.  The  certifying 
agency  shall  forward  the  relevant  information  to  the 
Executive Director. 
Rule 19 
IMPLEMENTATION 
The  Executive  Director  shall  have  the  responsibility  for 
taking such action as he considers necessary to facilitate the 
effective implementation of the controls provided for in the 
Agreement  and in  these ·rules,  including the issuing from 
time  to  time  of any  administrative instructions which  he 
may consider necessary. 
Rule 20 
AMENDMENTS 
The Executive Board  shall  keep  these  rules  under review 
and may  make such  amendments to them  as  it  considers 
desirable. 
{ 2 )  Not  applicable  in  the  case  of coffee  from  non-members  or 
coffee re-exported from one importing member to another. 
( 3 )  Not  applicable  in  the  case  of coffee  from  non-members  or 
coffee  processed  by  and  imported  from  an  importing 
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ANNEX I 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN IN FORM 0 page  X-E-58  CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN FORM  Q 
FOR EXPORTS TO  MEMBERS 
Form approved by the:  INTERNATIONAL COFFEE ORGANIZATION 
22 Berners Street, London W1 P 4  DO,  England 
PART A: FOR  USE BY ISSUING AUTHORITY 
2.  Reference No.  Country Code 
3.  Producmg country 
4.  Country of destination 
5.  Name of ship/other carrier  6.  Port of loading/intermediate ports 
9.  Port or point of destination 
10.  Shipping marks  11.  Number of bags or other containers 
a.  ICO  Identification mark 
___ ; ____ ; ___ _ 
b.  Other marks 
15.  Other relevant information 
Port Code 
7.  Date of shipment 
12.  Description of coffee 
0 
0 
0 
I 
Green  (Crude) 
Roasted 
Soluble 
Other 
1.  \laird for importat1on or replacement until 
······················  ··········· ...........  I  ............................  . 
Serial No. 
8.  Leave blank 
13.  Net weight of shipment 
14.  Unit of weight Dkg. 
Dlb. 
It is hereby certified that the coffee described above was grown in the abovementioned  producing country 
16.  Customs stamp of issuing country:  1  7.  Stamp of Certifying Agency: 
Date  S1gnature of authorized Customs Off1cer  Date of issue  Signature of authorized Certifying Officer 
PART 8: FOR  USE WHEN CERTIFICATE  IS  COLLECTED. COMPLETED CERTIFICATE TO  BE FORWARDED TO THE ICO. 
18.  NOTATION  BY CUSTOMS SERVICE 
Cert1f1cate collected and coffee imported or placed under 
Customs control 
Customs entry number: .........................................................................................  .. 
Observations: ............................................................................................................  . 
Quantity (if different from boxes 11  or 13): ..........................................................  .. 
Place  Date 
Customs stamp of collecting country 
Signature or equivalent of authonzed Customs Off1cer 
19.  NOTATION BY CERTIFYING AGENCY OTHER THAN CUSTOMS 
Certificate collected and credited to Transit Stamp Account 
Observations: .......................................................................................................  . ...........................  .. 
Stamp of Certifying Agency 
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ANNEX I A 
MEASUREMENTS OF CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN IN FORM 0 page  X-E-60 
Form approved by the:  INTERNATIONAL COFFEE ORGANIZATIO 
22 Berners Street, london W1 P 4 DO,  Engl  d 
52,5 mm 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN FORM  0 
FOR EXPORTS TO MEMBERS 
1.  Vahd for importation or replacement  until 
<-----4.fri.RI~:_fQ.f!..l§f~Y_J§_SJ:!!t:J§.~lll!!Q..R.LTy _________  ~~~~----------------- -----------~ 
1 r  ...................... I  ···························· I  ·······---·············· 
2.  Reference No.  Country Code  Port Code  Serial No. 
3.  Producing country 
4.  Country of destination 
5.  Name of ship/other carrier  6.  Port of loading/intermediate ports  7.  Date of ..  _  i  8.  Leave blank 
25,5 mm  7 
+  20 mm-l:~~t<~~~  ... r------ 46 mm  -----l•~l'e-,--- 45,5 mm 
•  IT\ffi 
-----1-!',...~----- 46 mm 1------t""'"<~~~oft---- 45,5 mm ____  ..,  ...  ,...~  ..  ~ 
E 
E  ,.... 
en 
N 
I 
I 
I 
I 
9.  Port or point of destination 
10.  Shipping marks 
a.  ICO Identification. mark 
___ ; ____ ; ___ _ 
-, 
b.  Other marks 
1  5.  Other relevant information 
11.  Number of bags or other containers 
, 
12.  Descriptit of coffee 
0 
Green  (~rude) 
34mm 
13.  Net weight of shipment 
D  Roaste<l  ......................................................................  .  ------------...... o  ..... =-----+34,5 mm+  14.  Unitofweight D 
&~~  ~ 
:J.  Other  D lb. 
103mm 
It is hereby certified that the coffee described above was grown in the abovementioned  producing country'~ 
16.  Customs stamp of issuing country:  1  7.  Stamp of Certifying J gency: 
51 mm 
I  ....................................  ..........................................................................................................................  ........................................  .  ...................................................................................................................... . 
I  Date  Signature of authorized Customs Officer  Date of issue  Signature of authorized Certifying Officer 
I  , 
1~--------------------------------------_.------------~--------------------------~ 
1  PART B:  FOR  usE WHEN CERTIFICATE 1s coLLECTED. coMPLETED cERTIFICATE To §.¢~wARDED  To THE 1co. 
1~----------------------------------------,-------------~--------------------------~  f  1  8.  NOTATION  SY CUSTOMS SERVICE  19.  NOTATION BY CERT1 ~lNG  AGENCY OTHER THAN CUSTOMS 
Certificate collected and coffee imported or placed under 
Customs control 
Customs entry number: ..........................................................................................  . 
Observations: ....................................................................................................................................  .. 
Quantity (if different from boxes 11  or 13): ..........................................................  .. 
Place ..................................................................................  ..  Date  ................................................  .. 
Customs stamp of collecting country 
Signature or equivalent of authorized Customs Officer 
Certificate collected  nd credited to Transit Stamp Account 
Observations: .....................................................................................................................................  . 
83,5 mm 
Place  ............................................................................. .  Date  ..............................................  ,_  ...  . 
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ANNEX I B 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN FOR EXPORTS TO MEMBERS 
General guidance for completion of cenificate of origin in form 0 
PART A 
To be completed by the certifying agency and the customs service of the issuing member 
1.  Enter  the  date  on  which  the  period  of  validity  of  the 
certificate lapses (nine months from  the end of the quarter in 
which the certificate is issued). 
2.  The reference number shall  include the code number of the 
member issuing the certificate (see Annex 6 to these rules) and 
the code number of the port or inland point of export (two 
digits to be supplied by the member). This prefix of up to five 
digits shall be hollowed by the serial number of the certificate 
(each certifying agency shall ensure that the numbering of the 
certificates of origin in Form 0  which it issues shall begin at 
'1' on  1 October each  year  and shall  proceed  consecutively 
until 30 September the following year). 
3.  Enter  the  name  of  the  country  in  which  the  coffee  was 
produced. 
4.  Enter the name of the country of destination. 
5.  Enter the name of the vessel  on board which the coffee is  to 
be shipped. If the coffee is not to be forwarded by ship, enter 
appropriate information concerning the form of transport, for 
example, lorry, lighter, rail. 
6.  Enter the name of the port or other place at which the coffee 
is to be loaded and the name of any port or point in transit at 
which the coffee will be unloaded before re-forwarding to the 
destination  shown  on  the  certificate.  If  the  coffee  is 
proceeding direct to its destination enter the word 'direct'. 
7.  Enter the date on which the coffee is  to be  shipped. 
8.  Leave  blank  (for  use  by  the  International  Coffee 
Organization). 
9.  Enter the name of the port or other place to which the coffee 
is  destined. 
10.  The bags or containers in  each parcel of coffee covered by  a 
single  certificate  of  origin  shall  bear  a  unique  ICO 
identification  mark,  printed  inside  a  box  or stamped  on  a 
metal strip affixed to the bags or other containers. Enter the 
ICO identification mark and any additional shipping marks 
or other identification in rhe spaces provided. 
Note: 
If the member has opted for a.certificate of origin on which 
box  10  has  been  modified  to  allow  more  than  one  JCO 
identification  mark to be entered  as provided for  in  para-
graph 3 of rule 2 of these rules and there is no space in which 
to enter additional shipping marks in this box, the additional 
shipping marks should, to the extent possible, be shown in 
full  in  box 15. 
11.  Enter the number of bags or other containers. 
12.  Mark 'X' in  the appropriate box. If coffee other than green, 
roasted or soluble is being exported, specify the form of such 
other coffee  in  box  15  (see  d~finitions in  Article  3  of the 
International Coffee Agreement 1983  }. If  an expon of coffee 
includes  more than one form  of coffee, separate certificates 
are  required  for  each  form  of  coffee  included  in  the 
shipment. 
13.  Enter net weight,  rounded to nearest whole unit of weight 
(one pound equals 0,4536 kilograms}. 
14.  Specify  unit  of  weight  by  marking  'X' in  the  appropriate 
box. 
15.  Enter  any  additional  information  relevant  to  the  parcel  of 
coffee described in  the certificate. 
16.  The customs service in the port or other location from which 
the  coffee  is  exported  shall  stamp  the  certificate  as 
confirmation  that  export  is  about  to  take  place.  The 
authorized customs officer applying the stamp shall sign and 
date the certificate in  the spaces provided. 
17.  The  certifying  officer  shall  stamp  the  certificate  with  the 
stamp of the certifying  agency  and  shall  sign  and date  the · 
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IMPORTANT 
The first  copy  of each  certificate  of origin  in  Form  0  shaD  be 
forwarded to the International Coffee Organization together with 
a copy of the relevant bill of lading or equivalent document within 
21  days of the date of shipment. 
Each  original certificate of origin  in  Form 0  shall  be  validated 
with coffee export stamps affixed to the reverse in accordance with 
the provisions of rule 15 of these rules. 
PART 8 
To be completed by the certifying agency or the customs service withdrawing the certificate 
18.  (a)  If the coffee covered by  the certificate is  imported, the 
customs service of the country of importation shall: 
(i)  withdraw the certificate; 
(ii)  enter the customs entry number and any relevant 
observations,  including  the  information  required 
in  accordance with  the provisions of paragraph 3 
of rule 7 of these rules; 
(iii)  enter the place and date of importation; and 
(  iv)  affix its cachet as confirmation that the coffee has 
been imported; 
(b)  except as  otherwise agreed  between  a member  and  the 
executive Director in  accordance with the provisions of 
paragraph  1  of  rule  10  of these  rules,  if  the  coffee 
covered  by  the  certificate  is  placed  under  customs 
control, the customs service in whose custody the coffee 
is  placed shall: 
(i)  withdraw the certificate; 
(ii)  enter  any  relevant  observations,  including  the 
information  required  in  accordance  with  the 
provisions  of paragraph  3  of rule  10  of  these 
rules; 
(iii)  enter  the  location  of the  coffee  and  the  dare  on 
which it was placed under custody; and 
(iv)  affix its cachet as confirmarion that the coffee has 
been placed under its control. 
19.  If the certificate is  presented for crediting to a transit stamp 
account,  the  certifying  officier  withdrawing  the  certificate 
shall enter the place and date of collection and shall  stamp 
and sign the certificate. 
IMPORTANT 
Each valid ceritificate of  origin in Form 0  withdrawn by a customs 
service  or  a  certifying  agency  shaD  be  forwarded  to  the 
International Coffee Organization within 30 days of the close of 
the mon'th of collection. • 
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ANNEX 2 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN IN FORM X PART A:  FOR USE BY ISSUING AUTHORITY 
1.  Name and address of exporter 
2.  Name and address of importer 
4.  Producing country 
5.  Country of destination 
6.  Name of ship/other carrier  7.  Port of loading/intermediate ports 
1  0.  Port or point of destination 
11.  Shipping marks  1  2.  Number of bags or other containers 
a.  ICO Identification mark 
---1---1---
b.  Other marks 
16.  Other relevant information 
Form approved by the: 
page  X-E-64 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN  FORM  X 
FOR EXPORTS TO  NON-MEMBERS 
@) 
INTERNATIONAL COFFEE ORGANIZATION 
22 ~erners Street, London W1 P 4 DO,  England 
3.  Reference No. 
Country Code  I  Port Codo 
8.  Date of shipment 
1 3.  Description of coffee 
:J 
Green (Crude) 
:J 
Roasted 
0 
Soluble 
n 
Other 
I  Soriol No. 
9.  leave blank 
14. Net weight of shipment 
15.  Unit of weight D  kg. 
Dlb. 
It is hereby certified that the coffee described above was grown '" the abovementioned country 
17.  Customs stamp of issuing country  18.  Stamp of Certifying Agency 
Date  Signature of authorized Customs Officer  Date of issue  Signature of authorized Certifying Officer 
PART B:  FOR  USE  BY SURVEYING AGENT 
19.  CERTIFICATION  BY  SURVEYING AGENT IN THE  CASE OF TRANSHIPMENT 
First port of transhrpment  Transhipment date  Second port of transhipment  Transhipment date 
Destination  Name of ship or other carrier  Destination  Name of ship or other carrier 
Date  Signature of surveying agent  Date  Signature of surveying egent 
20  CERTIFICATION  OF IMPORTATION  BY SURVEYING AGENT 
Country of rmport  Place of entry 
Date of entry 
Date  Signature of surveying agent 
Observatrons 
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ANNEX 2 A 
MEASUREMENTS OF CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN IN FORM X page  X-E-66 
210~m-
1.  Name and address of exporter 
---> 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN FORM  X 
FOR EXPORTS TO  NON- MEMBERS 
Form approved by the: 
8 
INTERNATIONAL COFFEE ORGANIZATION 
22 Berners Street, London Wl P 4 DO,  England 
3.  Reference No. 
7 
mm 
46 mm -----I  ..  MIIIII.,f----- 45.5 mm ____  ...,..  ::  ....  ~  ...  -. 
I  10.  Port or pomt of destination 
8
•5  ~mm 
~~------------------------------~·------~----------~~--------------~ 
11.  Sh1ppmg marks  12.  Number of bags or other con ~iners  1 3.  Description of coffee  14. Net weight of sh1pment 
I 
I 
I 
a.  ICO Identification mark  ~ 
Green (Crude) 
34mm  - Roasted 
~  :  J-1-..f-b--~-th-~-r--m~~-r:-s--_-_/:.---------- 103 m·m··-···-···-··-···-···-·-···-···-··-···-··-··-···-···-··-···+·-··-·  ·-···-··-···-···-·  -~;=E;_- 5
- 0
- 1
u-b-le 34,5 mm __.  15.  Unit of weight 0  ... ~~:·········· 
~I  ,  n  Other  Dlb. 
I  ~,-6-.-0-t-h-er_r_e-le_v_a-nt_i_n-fo_r_m_a-ti-on-------------------------------8-.-5~~-m-m---------L--~----------------~----------------------------~ 
~~-----------------------------------~·~-----------------------------------------------~  I  It IS  hereby certified that the coffee descnbed above was grown In  the ab: rvementioned country 
I 
I 
I 
I 
17.  Customs stamp of issuing country  18.  Stamp of Certifying Agency 
51mm 
~  ~o_·~-~~_···_···_···_··_···_···_···_····_··  ______  5_·;~_··~-·~-·~-·~-·~·-~_1·-~-~~-~-~_;;_~~_···_···c_···_~~-·~-~~_···-~·_o_.i_f;~_e_·;_···_···_···_··_··_···_··_····_··l~·-···_··~-o-··~-·~_~·-~_1  ..  _;~_··~_··~_···_···_···-···_· _____  s_i~-·~-~-~-·~_~·-~_i·_~u_··~-·~-~_;;~_·~_···_  ..  c_··~_  ...  _.~_~_·;~_·~_···_o_ff_~_·~_;_···_··_···_···_···_···_···_···_···_···_··~ 
•  I PART B:  FOR  USE BY SURVEYING AGENT  8,5+mm 
l~-------------------------------7------------------------------------~  19  CERTIFICATION  BY SURVEYING  AGENT IN  THE  CASE  OF  TRANSHIPMENt 
F1rst  port of transhtpment  Transhtpment date  Second port of transhipment  Transhipment date 
Destination  Name of ship or other carrier  Destination  Name of sh1p or other earner 
Date  S1gnature of surveying agent  Date  Signature of surveymg agent 
20.  CERTIFICATION  OF  IMPORTATION BY SURVEYING AGENT  83,5 mm 
Country of trnport  Place of entry 
Date of entry 
Date  Signature of surveying agent 
Observatton~ 
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CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN FOR EXPORTS TO NON-MEMBERS 
General guidance for completion of certificate of ori~  in Form X 
PART A 
To be completed by the certifying agency and the customs service of the issuing member 
1.  Enter the name and address of the exporter. 
2.  Enter  the  name  and  address  of  the  importer,  or  if  not 
available, the name and address of the buyer. 
3.  The reference number shall  include the code number of the 
member issuing the certificate (see Annex 6 to these rules) and 
the code number of the port or inland point of export (two 
digits to be supplied by the member). This prefix of up to five 
digits shall be followed by the serial number of the certificate 
(each certifying agency shall ensure that the numbering of the 
certificates of origin in Form X which it issues shall begin at 
'1' on 1 October each  year and shall  proceed consecutively 
until 30 September the following year). 
4.  Enter  the  name  of  the  country  in  which  the  coffee  was 
produced. 
5.  Enter the name of the country of destination. 
6.  Enter the name of the vessel  on board which the coffee is to 
be shipped. If the coffee is not to be forwarded by ship, enter 
appropriate information concerning the form of transport, for 
example, lorry, lighter, rail. 
7.  Enter the name of the port or other place at which the coffee 
is to be loaded and the name of any port or point in transit at 
which the coffee will be unloaded before re-forwarding to the 
destination  shown  on  the  certificate.  If  the  coffee  is 
proceeding direct to its destination enter the word 'direct'. 
8.  Enter the date on which the coffee is  to be shipped. 
9.  Leave  blank  (for  use  by  the  International  Coffee 
Organization). 
10.  Enter the name of the port or other place to which the coffee 
is  destined. 
11.  The bags or containers in each parcel of coffee covered by a 
single  certificate  of  origin  shall  bear  a  unique  ICO · 
identification  mark, printed inside  a  box or stamped  on a 
metal strip affixed to·the bags or other containers. Enter the 
ICO identification mark and any additional shipping marks 
or other identification .in  the spaces provided. 
Note: 
If the Member has opted for a certificate of origin on which 
box  11  has  been  modified  to  allow  more  than  one  ICO 
identification  mark to be  entered  as  provided for in  para-
graph 3 of rule 2 of these rules and there is no space in which 
to enter additional shipping marks in this box, the additional 
shipping marks should, to the extent possible, be shown in 
fulJ  in box 16. 
12.  Enter the number of bags or other containers. 
13.  Mark 'X' in the appropriate box. If  coffee other than green, 
roasted or soluble is being exported, specify the form of such 
other coffee  in  box  16 (see  definitions  in  Article  3  of the 
International Coffee Agreement 1983). If  an export of coffee 
includes more than one form of coffee,  separate certificates 
are  required  for  each  form  of  coffee  included  in  the 
shipment. 
14.  Enter net weight, rounded to nearest whole unit of weight 
(one pound equals 0,4536 kilograms). 
1  S.  Specify  unit  of weight  by  marking 'X'  in  the  appropriate 
box. 
16.  Enter  any  additional  information relevant  to  the parcel  of 
coffee described in the certificate. 
17.  The customs service in the port or other location &om which 
the  coffee  is  exported  shall  stamp  the  certificate  as Edition  N  •  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-E-68 
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confirmation  that  export  is  about  to  take  place.  The 
authorized customs officer applying the stamp shall sign  and 
date the certificate in  the spaces provided. 
18.  The  certifying  officer  shall  stamp  the  certificate  with  the 
stamp  of the  certifying  agency  and  shall  sign  and  date  the 
certificate in  the spaces provided. 
IMPORTANT 
The original and the first copy of each certificate of origin in Form 
X  shall  be  forwarded  to the  International Coffee  Organization 
together with a copy of the  relevant bill of lading or equivalent 
document within 21  days of the date of shipment. 
PARTB 
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CERTIFICATE OF RE-EXPORT IN FORM R page  X-E-70  CERTIFICATE OF RE-EXPORT FORM  R 
Form approved by the:  INTERNATIONAL COFFEE ORGANIZATION 
22 Berners Street, London W1 P 4 00, England 
1.  Valid for importation pr replacement until 
PART A:  FOR  USE BY ISSUING AUTHORITY 
...................... I  ............................ I  ............................  . 
2.  Reference No.  Country Code  Port Code  Serial No. 
3.  Country of re-export 
4.  Country of destination 
5.  Name of ship/other carrier  6.  Port of loading/intermediate ports  7.  Date of shipment  8.  Leave blank 
9.  Port or point of destination 
1  0.  ICO Identification mark  11.  Number of bags or other containers  12.  Description of coffee  13.  Net weight of shipment 
---1----1----
Green (Crude) 
Total  ~ 
0 
0  n 
---1----1----
---1----1----
---1----1----
---1----1----
15.  Other marks and other relevant information 
Roasted 
Soluble 
Other 
14.  Unit of weight Dkg. 
Dlb. 
It is hereby certified that the coffee descnbed above IS being re-exported from the country issuing this Certificate. 
16.  Customs stamp of issuing country:  17.  Stamp of Certifying Agency: 
Date  Signature of authorized Customs Officer  Date of issue  Signature of authorized Certifying Officer 
PART B:  FOR  USE WHEN  CERTIFICATE IS COLLECTED. COMPLETED CERTIFICATE TO  BE FORWARDED TO THE ICO. 
18.  NOTATION BY CUSTOMS SERVICE 
Certificate collected and coffee imported or placed under 
Customs control 
Customs entry number: ..........................................................................................  . 
Observations: .................................................................................................................................  .. 
Quantity (if different from boxes 11  or 13):  .........................................................  .. 
Place  Date 
Customs stamp of collecting country 
Signature or equivalent of authorized Customs Officer 
19.  NOTATION BY CERTIFYING AGENCY OTHER THAN CUSTOMS 
Certificate collected and credited to Transit Stamp Account 
Observations: .......................................................................................................................................  . 
Place  Date 
Stamp of Certifying Agency 
Signature of authorized Certifying Officer Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88  !page  X-E-71~ 
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MEASUREMENTS OF CERTIFICATE OF RE-EXPORT IN FORM R page  X-E-72  CERTIFICATE OF  RE-EXPORT FORM  R 
Form approved by the:  INTERNATIONAL COFFEE ORGANIZATIO 
22 Berners Street, London Wl P 4 DO,  Engl  nd 
52,5mm  1.  Vahd for Importation or replacement until 
----l..f~R.I8:.£Q.f!_~f..ll'U§.SJJlli~~l:!J!iQ_RJJY _________  ~~~~-------~--------- -----------~ 
r  ..................... ,  ................  .  ..................... ······ 
2.  Reference No.  Country Code  Port Code  Serial No. 
3.  Country of re-export 
4.  Country of destination 
5.  Name of ship/other carrier  6  Port of loading/intermediate ports  7.  Date of shipment  i 
8.  Leave blank 
25,5 mm  iT 
20 mm-4:::~<~~~~1----- 46 mm  -------•·.,.~1----- 45,5 mm  ------1  ..  ..,.  .. _____ 46 mm 1-----..,_  ....  1----- 45,5 mm ---~  .....  ~~''!'..,_  y- ~- ..  ~ ... 
E 
E 
,..... 
0) 
N 
I 
I 
~ 
9  Port or pomt of destmation 
1  0. ICO ldent1ficat1on mark  11.  Number of bags or other containers  12.  Descriptir of coffee 
I  Green  (~rude) 
__j  34mm 
13.  Net weight of shipment 
---1----1---- o  Roaste<J 
103 :.-......  ,..,.  ....  :-:-:_.  ..  ,.,_.  .. _,..,._..,.,_.  ...  ,..,.  .....  :-:-:  .... -. ----:- ..  :-:-:  ..  -::- .. '""···""'··'""···:-:-:  ..  -:-:  .. :-:-:  ...  -::- .. ,..,  ... ~  .. 
0
F=--So-l-u-bl-+e 34,5 mm~  14.  Unit of weight 
---1----1----
Total 
---1----1----
---1----1---- n  Other 
15.  Other marks and other relevant mformatton 
8,5mm 
It 1s  hereby cert1f1ed  that the coffee descnbed above is bemg re-exported from the country 1ssumg this Cer ~ficate. 
16.  Customs stamp of 1ssumg country·  17.  Stamp of Certify1ng J gency: 
51  mm 
Dkg. 
o~b 
Date  S1gnature of authorized Customs Off1cer  Date of issue  Signature of authorized Certifying Officer  , 
PART B:  FOR  USE  WHEN CERTIFICATE  IS  COLLECTED.  COMPLETED CERTIFICATE TO  §f'~WARDED  TO THE  ICO.  , 
18.  NOTATION  BY CUSTOMS SERVICE 
Cert1f1cate collected and coffee 1mported or placed under 
Customs control 
Customs entry number: 
Observations: 
Ouant1ty (if different from boxes 11  or 13): 
Place  Date 
Customs stamp of collecting country 
S1gnature or equ1valent of authorized Customs Off1cer 
19.  NOTATION BY CERT1 ~YING AGENCY OTHER THAN CUSTOMS 
Certif1cate collected  ~nd cred1ted to Transit Stamp Account 
Observations: .......................................................................................................................  . 
83,5 mm 
Place  Date 
Stamp of Certifying  ~gency 
Signature of authoriz~ Certifymg Off1cer Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-E-73 
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CERTIFICATE OF RE-EXPORT 
General guidance for completion of cenificate of re-expon in form R 
PART A 
To be completed by  the certifying agency  and the customs service of the issui11g member 
1.  Enter  the  date  on  which  the  period  of  validity  of  the 
certificate lapses (nine months from the end of the quarter in 
which the certificate is issued). 
2.  The reference  number shall  include the code number of the 
member issuing the certificate (see Annex 6 to these rules) and 
the code number of the port or inland point of re-export (two 
digits to be supplied by  the member). This prefix of up to five 
digits shall be followed  by  the serial number of the certificate 
(each certifying agency shall ensure that the numbering of the 
certificates of re-export which it  issues shall  begin at '1' on  1 
October each  year  and shall  proceed  consecutively  until  30 
September the following year). 
3.  Enter  the  name of the country  in  which  the coffee  is  to be 
re-exported. 
4.  Enter  the  name  of  the  country  to  which  the  coffee  is 
destined. 
5.  Enter the name of the vessel  on board which the coffee is  to 
be shipped. If the coffee is not to be forwarded by ship, enter 
appropriate information concerning the form of transport, for 
example, lorry, lighter, rail. 
6.  Enter the name of the port or other place at which the coffee 
is to be loaded and the name of any port or point in transit at 
which the coffee will  be unloaded before re-forwarding to the 
destination  shown  on  the  certificate.  If  the  coffee  is 
· proceeding direct to its destination enter the word 'direct'. 
7.  Enter the date on which the coffee is  to be shipped. 
8.  Leave  blank  (for  use  by  the  International  Coffee 
Orgamzation). 
9.  Enter the name of the port or other place to which the coffee 
is  destined. 
10.  Enter the ICO identification marks appearing on the bags or 
other containers. 
11.  Alongside  each  ICO  identification  mark shown  in  box  10, 
enter  the  number of bags  or other containers bearing  that 
mark.  Also  enter  the  total  number  of  bags  or  other 
containers. 
12.  Mark 'X' in  the appropriate box. If coffee other than green, 
roasted  or soluble is  being re-exported,  specify the form  of 
such other coffee in box 15 (see definitions in Article 3 of the 
International Coffee Agreement 1983). If  a re-export includes 
more  than  one  form  of  coffee,  separate  certificates  are 
required for each form of coffee included in the shipment. 
13.  Enter  net  weight,  rounded  to nearest  whole  unit of weight 
(one pound equals 0,4536 kilograms). 
14.  Specify  unit  of weight  by  marking  'X'  in  the  appropriate 
box. 
15.  This space may be used for further identification of the coffee 
being  re-exported, for  example, the shipping marks, or for 
comments  relevant  to the  information  in  the  certificate.  If 
available, enter the type(s) and the reference number(s) of the 
certificate(s) under cover of which the coffee described in the 
certificate of re-expon was originally imported. 
16.  The customs service in the port or other place from which the 
coffee  is  re-exported  shall  stamp  the  certificate  as 
confirmation  that  re-export  is  about  to  take  place.  The 
authorized customs officer applying the stamp shall sign  and 
date the certificate in the spaces provided. 
17.  The  certifying  officer  shall  stamp  the  certificate  with  the 
stamp  of the certifying agency  and shall  sign  and date  the 
cenificate in the spaces provided. 
IMPORTANT 
The first copy of each certificate of re-export shall be forwarded to 
the International Coffee Organization within 30 days of the date of 
shipment. ------------------
---.---~--- ------- -- --- -·  --------·~  ~--------------- -----------
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PART B 
To be completed by  the certifying agency or the customs service withdrawing the certificate 
18.  (a)  If the coffee covered  by  the certificate is  imported, the 
customs service of the country of importation shall: 
(i)  withdraw the certificate; 
(ii)  enter the customs entry number and any  relevant 
observations,  including  the  information  required 
in  accordance with the provisions of paragraph 3 
of rule 7 of these rules; 
(iii)  enter the place and date of importation; and 
{iv)  affix its cachet as confirmation that the coffee has 
been imported; 
(b)  except as  otherwise agreed  between  a member  and  the 
executive Director in  accordance with the provisions of 
paragraph  1  of  rule  10  of these  rules,  if  the  coffee 
covered  by  the  certificate  is  placed  under  customs 
control, the customs service in whose custody the coffee 
is  placed shall: 
(i)  withdraw the certificate; 
(ii)  enter  any  relevam  observations,  including  the 
information  required  in  accordance  with  the 
provisions  of paragraph  3  of  rule  10  of these 
rules; 
(iii)  enter the  location  of the coffee  and  the date on 
which it was placed under custody; and 
(iv)  affix its cachet as confirmation that the coffee has 
been placed under its control. 
19.  If the certificate is presented for crediting to a transit stamp 
account,  the  certifying  officer  withdrawing  the  certificate 
shall enter the  place and date of collection  and shall  stamp 
and sign the certificate. 
IMPORTANT 
Each valid certificate of re-export withdrawn by a customs service 
or a  certifying  agency  shall  be  forwarded  to  the  International 
Coffee Organization within 30 days of the close of the month of 
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CERTIFICATE OF RE-SHIPMENT IN FORM RS page  X-E-76  CERTIFICATE OF RE-SHIPMENT FORM  RS 
Form approved by the:  INTERNATIONAL COFFEE ORGANIZATION 
22 Berners Street, London W1 P 4  DO,  England 
1.  Valid for importation or replacement until 
PART A:  FOR USE BY ISSUING AUTHORITY 
·········-··········· I  ............................ I  ········-·-················ 
2.  Reference No.  Country Code  Port Code  Serial No. 
3.  Country of re-shipment 
4.  Country of destination 
5.  Name of ship/other carrier  6.  Port of loading/intermediate ports  7.  Date of re-shipment  8.  Leave blank 
9.  Port or point of destination 
1  0.  ICO  Identification mark  11.  Number of bags or other containers  12.  Description of coffee  13.  Net weight of shipment 
---1----1----
Green {Crude) 
Total  D 
D 
---1----1----
---1----1----
---1----1----
---1----1----
15.  Other marks and other relevant information 
D  n 
Roasted 
Soluble 
Other 
14.  Umt of weight Dkg. 
Orb. 
It is hereby certified that the coffee described above is being re-shipped from the country issuing this Certificate. 
16.  Customs stamp of tssuing country:  17.  Stamp of Certifying Agency: 
Date  Signature of authorized Customs Officer  Date of issue  Signature of authorized Certifying Officer 
PART  B:  FOR USE WHEN  CERTIFICATE  IS COLLECTED.  COMPLETED  CERTIFICATE TO  BE FORWARDED TO THE ICO. 
18  NOTATION BY CUSTOMS SERVICE 
Certtficate collected and coffee imported or placed under 
Customs control 
Customs entry number: .........................................................................................  .. 
Observations: ...................................................................................................................................  .. 
Quanttty (if dtfferent from boxes 11  or 13): ..........................................................  .. 
Place  Date 
Customs stamp of collecting country 
Stgnature or eqwvalent of authonzed Customs Officer 
19.  NOTATION BY CERTIFYING AGENCY OTHER THAN CUSTOMS 
Certificate collected and credited to Transit Stamp Account 
Observations: ....................................................................................................................................  . 
Place  Date 
Stamp of Certifying Agency 
Signature of authorized Certifying Officer 
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MEASUREMENTS OF CERTIFICATE' OF RE-SHIPMENT IN FORM RS t 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  I  Form approved by the: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
page  X-E-78  CERTIFICATE OF  RE-SHIPMENT FORM  RS 
INTERNATIONAL COFFEE ORGANIZATIO 
22 Berners Street, london W 1  P 4  DO,  Eng I  nd 
52,5 mm  1.  Valid for 1mportat1on or replacement  until 
--~.f8BI.8:_fQJ!J§~!i'LI~SJJ!tJ~AIJJ!:!Qfl..!JY _________  ~~~"2._~------r---------- -----------~ 
I  r  .  .. , ......................... . 
I  2  Reference No.  Country Code  Port Code  ~  Serial No. 
I  ~~ 
lr-------------------~------------------~------------~·~----~------------------~  I  + 
I 
3.  Country of re-sh•pment  8 5  ,_i.mm 
1~--------------------------------------------------------•r---------------------------~ 
I  4.  Country of destmat1on  8 ~m 
I 
lr-------------------~----~---------------r------------+-------~-------------------4  I  5  Name of ship/other earner  6.  Port of loading/intermediate ports  7.  Date of re-shipment  <~•  8.  Leave blank 
I 
I 
I 
25,5 mm  7 
) mm-1::~4~----- 46 mm ---- ....  ••~<  ....  e---- 45,5 mm  46 mm  1---~·~~---- 45,5 mm 
... !!lm  .. 
E 
E 
,..... 
Ol 
N 
9.  Port or point of destination  ~ 
8,5mm  , 
1  0  ICO  ldent•f•cation mark  11.  Number of bags or other containers  12.  Descriptic ~  of coffee  13  Net we•ght of sh1pment 
---1----1----
---1----1----
Total 
Green (  rude) 
34mm 
Roastec 
I  - I  -
---1----1----
~ 
:J  103 mm ..  ~~,...,.,..,.,.,.,....----.- ..  ,.,.,  ..  .,..,.,.,.,  ...  ,.,.,  ..  .,.,._  ..  ,.,.,  ..  .,.,.  .. ,.,.,  ...  ,.,.,  .. ,.,  ...  ,....  .. 
0
F=----t-34,5 mm-+  14.  Umt of weight 
Soluble 
---1----1---- n 
Other 
1 5  Other marks and other relevant mformat1on 
8,5mm 
It 1s  hereby cert•f•ed that the coffee descnbed above •s  bemg re-sh1pped from the country •ssumg th1s  cerf  ~icate. 
16.  Customs stamp ot tssumg country  1 7.  Stamp of Cert1fymg  gency. 
51 mm 
Dkg. 
D•b. 
Date  Signature of authonzed Customs Off•cer  Date of ISSue  S1gnature of authorized Certifymg Off1cer 
r 
I PART  B·  FOR  USE WHEN CERTIFICATE  IS  COLLECTED.  COMPLETED  CERTI~ICATE TO  6.~:~WAROED  TO THE  ICO.  ,, 
18  NOTATION  BY CUSTOMS SERVICE 
Cert1f1cate collected and coffee 1mported or placed under 
Customs control 
Customs entry number 
Observat1ons. 
Quanttty (1f  d1fterent from boxes 11  or 13) 
Place  Date. 
Customs stamp of collectmg country 
S1gnature or eqUivalent of authonzed Customs Off1cer 
19.  NOTATION  BY CERr1  YING AGENCY OTHER THAN CUSTOMS 
Certif1cate collected  nd credited to Transit Stamp Account 
Observations: 
83,5 mm 
Place  Date 
Stamp of Certifying  l'gency 
..........  ·············  ........................ . 
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CERTIFICATE OF RE-SHIPMENT 
General guidance for completion of cenificate of re-shipment in Form RS 
PART A 
To be completed by the certifying agency and the customs service of the issuing member 
1.  Enter  the  date  on  which  the  period  of  validity  of  the 
certificate lapses (nine months from  the end of the quarter in 
which the certificate is  issued). 
2.  The reference  number shall  include the code number of the 
member issuing the certificate (see Annex 6 to these rules) and 
the code number of the port or inland point of re-shipment 
(two digits to be supplied by  the member). This preflx of up 
to five  digits  shall  be  followed  by  the serial  number of the 
certificate  (each  . certifying  agency  shalJ  ensure  that  the 
numbering of certificates of re-shipment which it issues shall 
begin  at  '1'  on  1  October  each  year  and  shall  proceed 
consecutively until 30 September the following year). 
3.  Enter the name of the country from which the coffee is to be 
re-shipped. 
4.  Enter  the  name  of  the  country  of  which  the  coffee  is 
destined. 
5.  Enter the name of the vessel  on  board which the coffee is to 
be shipped. If the coffee is not to be forwarded by ship, enter 
appropriate information concerning the form of transport, for 
example, lorry, lighter, rail. 
6.  Enter the name of the port or other place at which the coffee 
is to be loaded and the name of any port or point in transit at 
which the coffee will be unloaded before re-forwarding to the 
destination  shown  on  the  certificate.  If  the  coffee  is 
proceeding direct to its destination enter the word 'direct'. 
7.  Enter the date on which the coffee is  to be re-shipped. 
8.  Leave  blank  (for  use  by  the  International  Coffee 
Organization). 
9.  Enter the name of the port or other place to which the coffee 
is destined. 
10.  Enter the ICO identification marks appearing on the bags or 
other containers. 
11.  Alongside  each  ICO  identification  mark shown in  box  10, 
enter the number of bags  or other containers bearing that 
mark.  Also  enter  the  total  number  of  bags  or  other 
containers. 
12.  Mark 'X' in the appropriate box. If  coffee other than green, 
roasted  or soluble  is  being  re-shipped,  specify  the form  of 
such other coffee in box 15 (see definitions in Article 3 of the 
International  Coffee  Agreement  1983).  If a  re-shipment 
includes more than one form of coffee, separate certificateS 
are  required  for  each  form  of  coffee  included  in  the 
shipment. 
13.  Enter net weight,  rounded to nearest whole unit of weight 
(one pound equals 0,4536 kilograms). 
14.  Specify  unit  of weight  by  marking 'X' in  the  appropriate 
box. 
15.  This space may be used for further identification of the coffee 
being  re-shipped,  for  example,  the shipping  marks,  or for 
comments relevant to the information in the certificate. The 
type(s)  and  the  reference  number(s)  of  the  certificate(s) 
withdrawn  when  the  coffee  described  in  the  certificate  of 
re-shipment  was  placed  under  customs  control  shall  be 
entered in this space. 
16.  The customs service in the port or other place from which the 
coffee is re-shipped shall stamp the certificate as confirmation 
that  re-shipment  is  about  to  take  place.  The ·authorized 
customs  offlcer  applying  the stamp shall  sign  and  date the 
certificate in the spaces provided. 
17.  The  certifying  officer  shall  stamp  the  certificate  with  the 
stamp  of the certifying  agency  and shall  sign  and date  the 
certificate in the spaces provided. 
IMPORTANT 
The first copy of each certificate of re-shipment shall be forwarded 
to the International Coffee Organization wirhin 30 days of rhe date 
of re-shipment. ---:--..-----------------
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PART B 
To be completed by the certifying agency or the customs service withdrawing the certificate 
18.  (a)  If the coffee  covered  by  the certificate is  imported, the 
customs service of the country of importation shall: 
(i)  withdraw the certificate; 
(ii)  enter the customs entry number and any  relevant 
observations,  including  the  information  required 
in  accordance with  provisions of paragraph 3 of 
rule 7 of these rules; 
(iii)  enter the place and date of importation; and 
(iv)  affix its cachet as confirmation that the coffee has 
been  imported; 
(b)  except as otherwise agreed between the member and the 
Executive Director in accordance with the provisions of 
paragraph  1  of rule  1  0  of  these  rules,  if  the  coffee 
covered  by  the  certificate  is  placed  under  customs 
control, the customs service in whose custody the coffee 
is placed shall: 
(i)  withdraw the certificate; 
(ii)  enter  any  relevant  observations,  including  the 
information  required  in  accordance  with  the 
provisions  of paragraph  3  of rule  10  of  these 
rules; 
(iii}  enter the location of the coffee  and the date on 
which it was placed under custody; and 
(iv}  affix its cachet as confirmation that the coffee has 
been placed under its control. 
19.  If the certificate is presented for crediting to a transit stamp 
account,  the  certifiying  officer  withdrawing  the  certificate 
shall enter the place and date of collection and shall  stamp 
and sign the certificate. 
IMPORTANT 
Each  valid  certificate  of re-shipment  withdrawn  by  a  customs 
service  or  a  certifying  agency  shall  be  forwarded  to  the 
International Coffee Organization within 30 days of the close of 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSIT IN FORM T page  X-E-82  CERTIFICATE OF TRANSIT FORM  T 
Form approved by the:  8 
INTERNATIONAL COFFEE ORGANIZATION 
22 Berners Street. London W 1  P 4 DD,  England 
1.  Valid for importation or replacement unttl 
PART A:  FOR USE BY ISSUING AUTHORITY 
...................... I  ............................ I  ··-·-... -............... . 
2.  Reference No.  Country Code  Port Code  Serial No. 
3.  Issuing country 
4.  Country of destination 
5.  Name of ship/other carrier  6.  Port of loading/intermediate ports  7.  Date of shipment  8.  Leave blank 
9.  Port or point of destination 
10.  ICO Identification mark  11.  Number of bags or other containers  12.  Description of coffee  1 3.  Net weight of shipment 
---1----1----
---1----1----
---1----1----
---1----1----
---1----1----
15.  Other marks and other relevant information 
Total  0 
0 
0 
'1 
Green (Crude) 
Roasted 
Soluble 
14.  Unit of weight 
Other 
16.  It is hereby certified that this Certificate is issued on the basis of Certificate in Form ................... reference number .........................  . 
17.  Stamp of Certifying Agency: 
Date  Signature of authorized Customs Officer 
PART B:  FOR  USE WHEN CERTIFICATE  IS COLLECTED.  COMPLETED CERTIFICATE TO  BE FORWARDED TO THE ICO. 
Dkg. 
olb. 
18.  NOTATION  BY CUSTOMS SERVICE  19.  NOTATION BY CERTIFYING AGENCY OTHER THAN CUSTOMS 
Certificate collected and coffee imported or placed under 
Customs control  Certificate collected and credited to Transit Stamp Account 
Customs entry number: ...........................................................................................  Observations: .......................................................................................................................................  . 
Observations: ..............................................................................................................................  .. 
Quanttty (if different from boxes 11  or 13): ..........................................................  .. 
Place  Date  Place  Date 
Customs stamp of collecting country  Stamp of Certifying Agency 
S1gnature or equivalent of authorized Customs Officer  Signature of authorized Certifying Officer Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-E-83 
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MEASUREMENTS OF CERTIFICATE OF TRANSIT IN FORM T t  page  X-E-84  CERTIFICATE OF TRANSIT FORM  T 
Form approved by the:  INTERNATIONAL COFFEE ORGANIZATIO 
22 Berners Street, London W1 P 4 00, Engl  d 
52,5mm  1.  Valid for Importation or replacement unt1l 
<------IMRIA:...fQ.FUJS.E.fl.'US.S.U~G..AUJ.IiQRllY.  _________  ~~~----------------- -----------~ 
I  ,,  ······················I  .......... .  .  ...  I  ·•·•·•···~·················· 
I  2.  Reference No.  Country Code  Port Code  S n  Serial No.  I  .~mm 
lr-------------------~--------------------~------------·~------~------------------~  I  ~  I  3.  Issuing country  8,5..1..  mm 
1~--------------------------------------------------------•r---------------------------~ 
I  4.  Country of destination  8 ~m 
I  r 
lr-------------------~---------------------r------------+~------~--------------------~  I  5.  Name of ship/other carrier  6.  Port of loading/intermediate ports  7.  Date of shipment  r  8.  Leave blank 
I 
I 
I 
25,5mm 
+  20 mm  ....  ::• ..  ~~---- 46 mm  -----..,.:"~1---- 45.5mm  ..  .... 
46 mm  t---~·,.44---- 45,5 mm 
7 
~m  ....  ...  ,..  .... 
E 
E 
r-. 
en 
N 
I 
9.  Port or point of destmation  '  8,5mm  , 
1  0.  ICO Identification mark  11.  Number of bags or other containers  12.  Descriptic  ~ of coffee  13.  Net weight of shipment 
---1----1----
Total 
---1----1----
Green (  rude) 
34mm 
Roasted 
I -
---1----1----
:J 
:J  103 mm  ...  :":":  ...  ~  .. ~  ...  -::-:  ...  ~  ...  ~  .. :-. ----::-:  ...  ~  ...  ~  ..  :-::  ...  ~  ...  ~  .. :-:-:  ...  :-::  ...  ~  ...  :-:-t  .....  ~
0
=:.,._S_o_lu-b-+le 34,5 mm  .... 
n  ---1----1----
Other , 
15.  Other marks and other relevant information 
14.  Unit of weight 
16.  It •s  hereby certified that this Certificate 1s issued on the basis of Certificate in Form ................... referencefnumber .........................  . 
14mm 
17.  Stamp of Cert1fymg Agency: 
37mm 
Date  Signature of authorized Customs Officer 
PART  B:  FOR  USE WHEN CERTIFICATE  IS COLLECTED.  COMPLETED CERTIFICATE TO  g~:~WAROED  TO THE ICO.  ,, 
Dkg. 
Dlb. 
18.  NOTATION  BY CUSTOMS SERVICE  19.  NOTATION BY CERTf  YING  AGENCY OTHER THAN CUSTOMS 
Certificate collected and coffee 1mported or placed under 
Customs control 
Customs entry number. 
Observat•ons: 
Quantity (1f  d1fferent from boxes 11  or 13): .........................................................  . 
Place  Date 
Cert1f1cate collected  nd credited to Transit Stamp Account 
Observations: ................................................................................................................................  . 
~~------------------------------------------+-------------+---------------------------~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 
Customs stamp of collectang country  Stamp of Certifying  gency 
Stgnature or equivalent of authonzed Customs Officer  S1gnature of authoriz !KI Certifying Officer Ed i t ion  N  •  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-E-85 
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CERTIFICATE OF TRANSIT 
General guidance for completion of certificate of transit in Form T 
PART A 
To be completed by  the certifying agency of the issuing member 
1.  Enter  the  date  on  which  the  period  of  validity  of  the 
certificate lapses (nine months from the end of the quarter in 
which the certificate is issued). 
2.  The reference  number shall  include the code number of the 
member issuing the certificate (see Annex 6 to these rules) and 
the code number of the port or inland point of loading (two 
digits to be supplied by the member). This prefix of up to five 
digits shall be followed by the serial number of the certificate 
(each certifying agency shall ensure that the numbering of the 
certificates  of transit  which  it  issues  shall  begin  at '1' on 
1  October each  year  and  shall  proceed  consecutively  until 
30 September the following year). 
3.  Enter the name of the issuing country. 
4.  Enter  the  name  of  the  country  to  which  the  coffee  is 
destined. 
5.  Enter the name of the vessel  on board which the coffee is  to 
be shipped. If the coffee is not to be forwarded by ship, enter 
appropriate information concerning the form of transport, for 
example, lorry, lighter, rail. 
6.  Enter the name of the port or other place at which the coffee 
is to be loaded and the name of any port or point in transit at 
which the coffee will be unloaded before re-forwarding to the 
destination  shown  on  the  certificate.  If  the  coffee  is 
proceeding direct to its destination enter the word 'direct'. 
7.  Enter the date on which the coffee is  to be shipped. 
8.  Leave  blank  (for  use  by  the  International  Coffee 
Organization). 
9.  Enter the name of the port or other place to which the coffee 
is  destined. 
10.  Enter the ICO tdentification marks appearing on the  bags or 
other containers. The certifying agency shall ensure that the 
ICO identification marks and the shipping marks are the same 
as those appearing on the certificate on which the certificate 
of transit is  based. 
11.  Alongside  each  ICO identification  mark shown in  box 10, 
enter  the number of bags  or other containers bearing that 
mark.  Also  enter  the  total  number  of  bags  or  other 
containers. 
12.  Mark 'X' in the appropriate box. If coffee other than green, 
roasted  or soluble  is  being  forwarded,  specify  the  form  of 
such other coffee in box 15 (see definitions in Article 3 of the 
International Coffee Agreement 1983). 
13.  Enter net weight, rounded to nearest whole unit of weight 
(one pound equals 0,4536 kilograms). 
14.  Specify  unit  of weight  by  marking  'X' in  the  appropriate 
box. 
15.  This space may be used for further identification of ~e  coffee 
being  forwarded,  for  example,  the  shipping marks,  or for 
comments relevant to the information in the certificate. In the 
case of coffee from a non-member, the information specified 
in  subparagraph (a) of paragraph 6 of rule 8 of these rules 
shall  be  entered and the words 'NON-MEMBER COFFEE' 
shall be written in capital letters at the top of the certificate. 
16.  Enter the relevant information concerning the certificate on 
the  basis  of which  the  certificate of uansit is  being  issued 
namely, the type of certificate and its reference number. (Not 
applicable  in  the  case  of a  certificate  of transit  issued  in 
accordance  with  the  provisions of rule  8  of these  rules  to 
cover coffee from a non-member.) 
17.  The  certifying  officer  shall  stamp  the  certificate  with  the 
stamp of the certifying  agency  and shall  sign  and date the 
certificate in the spaces provided. 
IMPORTANT 
The first copy of each certificate of transit shall be forwarded to 
the International Coffee Organization within 30 days of the date of 
issue. 
Each  original certificate of transit shall be  validated with coffee 
transit  stamps  affixed  to  the  reverse  in  accordance  with  the 
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PART B 
To be completed by  the certifying agency or the customs service withdrawing the certificate 
18.  (a)  If the coffee  covered by  the  certificate is  imported, the 
customs service of the country of importation shall: 
(i)  withdraw the certificate; 
(  ii)  enter the customs entry number and any  relevant 
observations,  including  the  information  required 
in  accordance with the provisions of paragraph 3 
of rule 7 of these  rules; 
(iii)  enter the place and date of importation; and 
(iv)  affix its cachet as confirmation that the coffee has 
been imported; 
(b)  except as  otherwise agreed  between  a member  and the 
Executive Director in  accordance with the provisions of 
paragraph  1  of  rule  1  0  of  these  rules,  if  the  coffee 
covered  by  the  certificate  is  placed  under  customs 
control, the customs service in whose custody the coffee 
is  placed shall: 
(i)  withdraw the certificate; 
(ii)  emer  any  relevant  observations,  including  the 
information  required  in  accordance  with  the 
provisions  of paragraph  3  of  rule  10  of  these 
rules; 
(iii)  enter  the  location  of the coffee  and  the  date  on 
which it was placed under custody; and 
(iv)  affix its cachet as confirmation that the coffee has 
been placed under its control. 
19.  If the certificate is  presented for  crediting to a transit stamp 
account,  the  certifying  officer  withdrawing  the  certificate 
shall enter the place and date of collection  and shall  stamp 
and sign the certificate. 
IMPORTANT 
Each valid certificate of transit withdrawn by a customs service or 
a certifying agency shall be forwarded to the International Coffee 
Organization  within  30  days  of  the  close  of  the  month  of 
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UST OF MEMBERS AND THEIR CODE NUMBERS 
Exporting members  Importing members 
Angola  158  Australia  51 
Benin  22  Austria  52 
Bolivia  1  Belgium/ Luxemburg  53 
Brazil  2  Canada  54 
Burundi  27  Cyprus  86 
Cameroon  19  Denmark  56 
Central African Republic  20  Fiji  236 
Colombia  3  Finland  71 
Congo  21  France  58 
Costa Rica  5  Federal Republic of Germany  57 
C6te d'Ivoire  24  Greece  91 
Cuba  6  Ireland  98 
Dominican Republic  7  Italy  59 
Ecuador  8  Japan  60 
El Salvador  9  Netherlands  61 
Equatorial Guinea  167  New Zealand  70 
Ethiopia  10  Norway  62 
Gabon  23  Portugal  31 
Ghana  38  Singapore  132 
Guatemala  11  Spain  63 
Guinea  92  Sweden  64 
Haiti  12  Switzerland  65 
Hondura~  13  United Kingdom  68 
India  14  United States of America  69 
Indonesia  15  Yugoslavia  148 
Jamaica  100 
Kenya  37 
Liberia  107 
Madagascar  25 
Malawi  109 
Mexico  16 
Nicaragua  17 
Nigeria  18 
Panama  29 
Papua New Guinea  166 
Paraguay  122 
Peru  30 
Philippines  123 
Rwanda  28 
Sierra Leone  32 
Sri  Lanka  83 
Tanzania  33 
Thailand  140 
Togo  26 
Trinidad and Tobago  34 
Uganda  35 
Venezuela  36 
Zaire  4 
Zambia  149 
Zimbabwe  39 
Note:  Member~ of OAMCAF in italic type.  Coffee expon stamps issued to Members of OAMCAF will  bear 
the code number 155. 
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ANNUAL LIMITATION OF IMPORTS BY IMPORTING MEMBERS FROM NON-MEMBERS 
(60 kilogram bags) 
Total 
USA 
EEC 
Belgium I Luxembourg 
Denmark 
France 
Importing member 
Federal Republic of Germany 
Greece 
Ireland 
Italy 
Netherlands 
Portugal 
Spain 
United Kingdom 
Other Members 
Australia 
Austria 
Canada 
Cyprus 
Fij1 
Finland 
japan 
New Zealand 
Norway 
Singapore 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Yugoslavia 
Limitation 
297 694 
0 
170 198 
23 023 
16 593 
8 954 
4 884 
1611 
744 
39489 
11617 
9 891 
49 687 
3 705 
127,496 
1652 
163 
1805 
148 
4 
2 770 
10 503 
576 
7 269 
87060 
240 
15 306 
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IMPORT RETURN IN FORM I Form approved by the:  INTERNATIONAL COFFEE  ORGANIZATION 
22 Berners Street,  London W14 4DD, England 
page  X-E-90 
IMPORTS RETURN  FORM 
FOR  COFFEE IMPORTED WITHOUT THE 
PRESENTATION OF  AN ORIGINAL 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN 
PART A: FOR  USE BY THE IMPORTER OR  HIS AGENT 
1  .  Importing Country 
2.  Country of origin/imported from 
3.  Reference number of certificate of origin  4.  Leave blank 
5.  Port or place of importation 
6.  Shipping marks  7.  Number of bags or other 
containers 
8.  Description of coffee  9.  Net weight of sh•pment 
a.  ICO  Identification Mark 
............... ./  ............... ./  .. ············ .. 
b.  Other marks 
11 .  Other relevant information 
12. 
PART 8: FOR  USE WHEN DOCUMENT IS COLLECTED 
13.  NOTATION BY  CUSTOMS SERVICE 
Import return collected and coffee imported 
FREE  DISPOSAL 
tJ 
tJ 
D 
n 
Green (Crude) 
Roasted 
Soluble  10.  Unit of weight 
Other 
Customs entry number ..................................................................................................................................................  . 
or 
Import return serial number ............................................................................................................................................  . 
Observations  ...............................................................................................................................................................  . 
Customs 
Place  Date  Signature or equivalent of authorized customs officer 
Dkg. 
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MEASUREMENTS OF IMPORT RETURN IN FORM I -------------------------------------- ·--·· -----
~ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
1  Form approved by the:  INTERNATIONAL COFFEE  RGANIZATION 
I  22 Berners Street,  Londo'3  1~~DD, England 
I  , 
page  X-E-92 
IMPORTS RETURN  FORM 
FOR  COFFEE  IMPORTED WITHOUT THE 
PRESENTATION OF  AN ORIGINAL 
CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN 
I  PART A: FOR  USE BY THE IMPORTER OR  HIS AGENT  210 mm 
~---T--------------------------------~~----------------------------~ 
I  1 .  Importing Country  ~ • 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
2.  Country of origin/imported from 
3.  Reference number of certificate of origin 
5.  Port or place of importation 
6.  Shipping marks 
a.  ICO  Identification Mark 
7.  Number of bags or other 
containers 
25,5 mm 
17 mm 
lr 
25mm 
•-
~ ~ 
8,5mm 
u 
8.  Description of coffee 
Green  (Crude) 
Roasted 
4.  Leave blank 
9.  Net weight of shipment 
I  .... ! ...............  !................  .. ................ :  .............................  ~~-~m [] 
I  b.  Other marks  ~  Soluble  10.  Umt of weight  D  kg. 
7
mm 
<Ill  20  mm  ,, ..  H:..t------------- 103 mm ------------+lr-1  ...  ~~-==-- 34,5 mm ---t•.,.._  ... __  45,5 mm -;o=::::::;--
1
-b-. -- .....  ·H~  .. 
1  ___  J  Other 
~ I  11 .  Other relevant information 
Sil 
Nl 
I 
I  12. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I  PART 8: FOR  USE WHEN DOCUMENT IS COLLECTED 
I 
I  13.  NOTATION BY  CUSTOMS  SERVICE 
Import return collected and coffee imported 
~ ~ 
17 mm 
FREE  DISP~ilmm 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Customs entry number .................................................................................................................................................  . 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
or 
Import return senal  number .....................................................................................................................................  . 
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Place  Date 
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Sign  ture or equivalent of authorized customs officer 
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ANNEX 8 8 
IMPORT RETURN FOR COFFEE IMPORTED WITHOUT THE PRESENTATION OF AN 
ORIGINAL CERTIFICATE OF ORIGIN 
General guidance for completion of import retUrn in form I 
The following guidance for the completion of the import return may be printed on the reverse of 
each return 
PART A 
To be completed by the importer or his agent 
An import return shall be completed in respect of each parcel ( 
1
) of 
coffee imported without the surrender of an original certificate of 
origin. Its contents shall be verified by the customs service of the 
importing country. 
1.  Enter the name of the country of importation. 
2.  Enter  the  name  of  the  country  in  which  the  coffee  was 
produced or the name of the country of provenance. 
3.  Enter reference  number of the  certificate of origin  covering 
the coffee, if known. 
4.  Leave  blank  (for  use  by  the  International  Coffee 
Organization). 
5.  Enter the name of the port or place of importation. 
6.  In  box 6a enter the ICO identification mark printed inside a 
box on the bags or other containers, if available. If  the parcel 
of coffee consists of bags or containers bearing differing ICO 
identification  marks,  separate  import  returns  shall  be 
completed  for  each  lot of bags  or other containers bearing 
identical  ICO  identification  marks.  Additional  shipping 
marks or other identification shall be entered in  box 6b. 
( 1)  With the following exceptions: 
(a)  samples and parcels up to a maximum net weight of 60 kilograms 
of green coffee or the equivalent thereof namely: 
(i)  120 kilograms of dried coffee cherry; or 
(ii)  75  kilograms of parchment coffee; or 
(iii)  50,4 kilograms of roasted coffee; or 
(iv)  23 kilograms of soluble or liquid coffee; 
(b)  importations  from  importing  members  of  coffee  processed  in 
importing member countries. 
7.  Enter the number of bags or other containers imported. 
8.  Mark ·x·  in  appropriate  box.  If coffee  other than  green, 
roasted or soluble is being imported, specify the form of such 
coffee  in  box  11  (see  definitions  in  Article  3  of  the 
International Coffee Agreement 1983). If an import of coffee 
includes  more  than  one  form  of  coffee,  separate  import 
returns are required for each form of coffee included in the 
parcel. 
9.  Enter  net weight rounded  to nearest whole unit of weight 
(one pound equals 0,4536 kilograms).  , 
10.  Specify unit of weight by marking •x• in appropriate box. 
11.  Enter  any  comments  relevant  to  the  information  in  the 
return. 
12.  This  space  is  for  use  at  the  discretion  of  the  importing 
member printing the import retUrnS,  and might be used, for 
example,  to show  the  name of the  importer or his  agent 
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PARTB 
To be completed only when coffee is imported 
13.  The customs service or other designated authority in the port or place at which the coffee is imported shall 
withdraw the return, enter the customs entry number or the serial number of the import return (or both), 
any relevant observations and the place and date of importation and shall affix its cachet as confirmation 
chat the coffee has been imported. Whenever possible (and always when the customs entry number is not 
shown)  the  customs  service  shall  give  each  import  return  a  serial  number  (at  each  port or place  of 
importation the numbering of import returns shall begin at '1' on 1 October each year and shall proceed 
consecutively until 30 September the following year). Edition  N"  2  of  31.1.88  lpage  X-E-95 
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COMMISSION REGULATION (EEC)  No 2993/87 
of 6  October 1987 
establishing the date of implementation in the Community of the system of 
certificates of origin provided for under the 1983  International Coffee Agree-
ment when quotas are in force 
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THE  COMMISSION  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having regard  to  Council Regulation  (EEC)  No  2896/87 
of 28 September 1987 on the application of the system of 
certificates of origin provided for  under the 1983 Interna-
tional  Coffee  Agreement (1),  and  in  particular  Article  6 
thereof, 
Whereas the  Council of  the International Coffee Organi-
zation decided at its session of 21  September to 5 October 
1987,  to  reintroduce  quotas  from  6  October  1987; 
Whereas  the  above  .provisions  should  be  implemented, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS  REGULATION : 
'Article  1 
For the implementation of the 1983  Int~mational Coffee 
Agreement  the  provisions  of  Council  Regulation  (EEC) 
No 2896/87  shall  apply  from  6  October  1987. 
Article  2 
This Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  the  day  of  its 
publication  in  the  Official  journal  of the  European 
Communities. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding in  its  entirety and directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done  at  Brussels,  6  October  1987. 
(1)  OJ  No  L 176,  29.  9.  1987,  p.  1. 
For  the  Commission 
Lorenzo  NATALI 
Vice-President Edition  N°  fpage  X-F-1  ] 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1262/84 
of 10 April 1984 
concerning the conclusion of the International Convention on the Harmonization of 
Frontier Controls of Goods 
O.J.  N•  L126  of 12.05.1984,  p.  1 '  ' 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC) No 1262/84 
of 10 April 1984 
concerning the conclusion of the International Convention on the Harmonization of 
Frontier Controls of Goods 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament (  1), 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of the  Economic  and 
Social  Committee (2), 
Whereas  the  International  Convention  on  the 
Harmonization  of  Frontier  Controls  of  Goods, 
concluded at Geneva on 21  October 1982, introduces 
provisions  intended  to  facilitate  the  international 
movement  of goods,  to  contribute  to  the  progressive 
abolition  of  barriers  to  trade  and  to  promote  the 
development  of world trade, thus  attaining objectives 
consistent with  those  of the commercial  policy  of the 
European Economic Community; 
Whereas  the  Convention  allows  inter  alia  the 
Community on the one hand to apply its own legislation 
to checks carried out at its own internal frontiers and, 
on  the  other  hand,  as  regards  questions  within  its 
competence, to exercise on its own behalf the rights and 
to fulfil  the responsibilities which  the said Convention 
confers  on its  Member  States  which  are. Contracting 
Parties thereto; 
Whereas  the  International  Convention  on  the 
Harmonization of Frontier Controls of Goods should 
therefore be approved on behalf of the Community, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article  i. 
The International Convention on the Harmonization of 
Frontier  Controls  of  Goods  is  hereby  approved  on 
behalf of the European Economic Community. 
The  Community  shall  apply  the  Convention  to  the 
controls  carried  out  at  its  external  frontiers  in 
accordance with Article 15 of the Convention. 
The  text  of  the  Convention  is  attached  to  this 
Regulation. 
Article  2 
The President  of the Council  is  hereby  authorized  to 
deposit, on behalf of the Community, the instrument of 
ratification in accordance with Article 16 (3) (a) of the 
Convention (3). 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 10 April 1984. 
For the Council 
The President 
C. CHEYSSON 
i  (')  OJ  No C 46, 20. 2. 1984, p. 113.  LJ  No C 35, 9. 2. 1984, p. 3. 
( 3)  The  date  of entry  into  force  of the  Convention  will  be 
published  in  the  Official  Journal  of  the  Europe,m 
Communities by  the Council General Secretariat. ------·---------
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INTERNATIONAL  CONVENTION  ON THE  HARMONIZATION  OF  FRONTIER 
CONTROLS OF GOODS 
PREAMBLE 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES, 
DESIRING to improve the international movement of goods, 
BEARING IN MIND the need to facilitate the passage of goods at frontiers, 
NOTING that control  measu~es are applied at frontiers by different control services, 
ACKNOWLEDGING that the conditions under which such controls are carried out may be extensively 
harmonized without impairing their purpose, their proper implementation and their effectiveness, 
CONVINCED that the harmonization of frontier controls constitutes an important means for attaining 
these objectives, 
HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: 
CHAPTER I 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Article  1 
Definitions 
For the purposes of this Convention: 
(a)  'Customs' means  the Government Service  which  is 
responsible  for  the  administration  of customs  law 
and the collection of import and export duties and 
taxes  and  which  also  has  responsibility  for  the 
application  of other laws  and  regulations  relating 
inter alia to the importation, transit and exportation 
of goods; 
(b) 'Customs  control'  means  measures  applied  to 
ensure  compliance  with  the  laws  and  regulations 
which the Customs are responsible for enforcing; 
(c)  'Medico-sanitary  inspection' -means  the  inspections 
exercised for the protection of the life and health of 
persons,  with  the  exception  of  veterinary 
inspection; 
(d)  'Veterinary inspection' means the sanitary inspection 
applied to animals and animal products with a view 
to  protecting  the  life  and  health  of persons  and 
animals,  as  well  as  that carried out on  objects  or 
goods  which  could  serve  as  a  carrier  for  animal 
diseases; 
{e)  'Phytosanitary  inspection'  means  the  inspection 
intended to prevent the spread and the introduction 
across  national  boundaries of pests of plants  and 
plant products; 
{f)  'Control  of compliance  with  technical  standards' 
means  the  control  to ensure  that goods  meet  the 
minimum  international  or  national  standards 
specified by relevant laws and regulations; 
{g)  'Quality control' means any control other than those 
referred  to  above  to  ensure  that  the  goods 
correspond  to  the  minimum  international  or 
national definitions of quality specified by relevant 
laws and regulations; 
{h) 'Control services' means any service responsible for 
carrying out all or part of the controls defined above 
or  any  other  controls  regularly  applied  to  the 
importation, exportation or transit of goods.  ' 
Article  2 
Aim 
In  order  to  facilitate  the  international  movement  of 
goods,  this  Convention  aims  at  reducing  the 
requirements for  completing fonnaliries  as well  as  the 
number  and  duration  of  controls,  in  particular  by Edition  NO  lpage  X-F-5  l 
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national  and  international  coordination  of  control 
procedures and of their methods of application. 
Article  3 
Scope 
1.  This  Convention  applies . to  all  goods  being 
imported or exported or in transit, when being moved 
across one or more maritime, air or inland frontiers. 
2.  This  Convention applies  to all  coritrol  services  of 
the Contracting Parties. 
CHAPTER II 
HARMONIZATION OF PROCEDURES 
Article  4 
Coordination of controls 
The Contracting Parties shall  undertake, to the extent 
possible,  to  organize  in  a  harmonized  manner  the 
intervention  of  the  Customs  services  and  the  other 
control services. 
Article  5 
Resources of the services 
To  ensure  that  the  control  services  operate 
satisfactorily, the Contracting Parties shall see to it that, 
as far as possible, and within the framework of national 
law, they are provided with: 
(a)  qualified personnel in sufficient numbers consistent 
with traffic requirements;  . 
(b) equipment  and  facilities  suitable  for  inspection, 
taking  into  account  the  mode  of  transport,  the 
goods to be checked and traffic requirements; 
(c)  official  instructions  to  officers  for  acting  in 
accordance  with  international  agreements  and 
arrangements and with current national provisions. 
Article  6 
International cooperation 
The  Contracting  Parties  undertake  to  cooperate  with 
each other and to seek any necessary cooperation from 
the competent international bodies, in order to achieve 
the  aims  of  this  Convention,  and  furthermore  to 
attempt  to  arrive  at  new  multilateral  or  bilateral 
agreements or arrangements, if  necessary. 
Article  7 
Cooperation between adjacent countries 
Whenever  a  common  inland  frontier  is  crossed,  the 
Contracting  Parties  concerned  shall  take  appropriate 
measures, whenever possible, to facilitate the passage of 
the goods, and they shall, in particular: 
(a)  endeavour to arrange for the joint control of goods 
and  documents,  through  the  provision  of .shared 
facilities; 
(b) endeavour to ensure that the following correspond: 
opening hours of frontier posts, 
the control services operating there, 
the categories of goods, the modes of transport 
and  the  international  customs  transit 
procedures accepted or in use there. 
Article  8 
Exchange of information 
The  Contracting Parties  shall,  on request,  send  each 
other information necessary for the application of this 
Convention  under  the  conditions  specified  in  the 
Annexes. 
Article  9 
Documents 
1.  The Contracting Parties shall endeavour to further 
the  use,  between  themselves  and with  the  competent 
international  bodies,  of  documents  aligned  on  the 
United Nations Layout Key. 
2.  The  Contracting  Parties  shall  accept  documents 
produced  by  any  appropriate  technical  process, 
provided that they comply with official regulations as to 
their form, authenticity and certification, and that they 
are legible and understandable. 
3.  The  Contracting  Parties  shall  ensure  that  the 
necessary documents are prepared and authenticated in · 
strict compliance with the relevant legislation. i 
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CHAPTER III 
PROVISIONS CONCERNING TRANSIT 
Article  10 
Goods in transit 
1.  The  Contracting  Parties  shall,  wherever  possible, 
provide  simple  and  speedy  treatment  for  goods  in 
transit, especially for those travelling under cover of an 
international  customs  transit  procedure,  by  limiting 
their inspections to cases where these are warranted by 
the  actual  circumstances  or risks.  Additionally,  they 
shall  take  into  account  the  situation  of land-locked 
countries.  They  shall  endeavour  to  provide  for 
extension of the hours and the competence of existing 
customs  posts  available  for  customs  clearance  for 
goods  carried  under  an  international  customs  transit 
procedure. 
2.  They shall endeavour to facilitate to the utmost the 
transit of goods carried in containers or other load units 
affording adequate security. 
CHAPTER IV 
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS 
Article  11 
Public order 
1.  No provision in this Convention shall preclude the 
application of the prohibitions or restrictions relating to 
importation,  exportation,  or  transit,  imposed  for 
reasons of public order, and in particular public safety, 
morality,  and  health,  or  for  the  protection  of  the 
environment,  of  cultural  heritage  or  industrial, 
commercial and intellectual property. 
2.  Nevertheleis,  whenever possible  without prejudice 
to  the  effectiveness  of the  controls,  the  Contracting 
Parties  shall  endeavour  to  apply  to  the  controls  in 
connection  with  the  application  of  the  measures 
mentioned in  paragraph 1 above the provisions of this 
Convention  inter  alia  those  which  are  the  subject  of 
Articles 6 to 9. 
Article  12 
Emergency measures 
1.  The emergency  measures  which  the  Contracting 
· Parties  may  be  led  to  introduce because  of particular 
circumstances,  must  be  proportionate  to  the  reasons 
which  give  rise  to  their  introduction  and  must  be 
suspended or abrogated when  these  reasons no longer 
exist. 
2.  Whenever  possible  without  prejudice  to  the 
effectiveness  of the  measures,  the  Contracting Parties 
shall  publish  the  relevant  provisions  for  such 
measures. 
Article  13 
Annexes 
1.  The Annexes  to this  Convention  form  an. integral 
part of the Convention. 
2.  New  annexes  relating  to other sectors  of control 
may  be  added  to  this  Convention  according  to  the 
procedure specified in Articles 22 or 24 below. 
Article  14 
Relation to other treaties 
Without prejudice  to the  provisions  of Article  6, the 
Convention shall not override the rights and obligations 
arising  from  treaties which  the Contracting Parties  to 
the Convention concluded before becoming Contracting 
Parties to this Convention. 
Article  15 
This  Convention  shall  not prevent  the  application  of 
greater facilities which two or more Contracting Parties 
may  wish · fo  grant  to  each  other,  nor  the  right  of 
regional economic integration organizations referred to 
in  Article  16  which  are  Contracting Parties  to apply 
their  own  legislation  to  controls  at  their  internal 
frontiers, on condition that this does not reduce in any 
way the facilities deriving from this Convention. 
Article  16 
Signature,  ratification,  acceptance,  approval  and 
accession 
1.  This  Convention,  deposited  with  the  Secretary-
General  of the  United  Nations,  shall  be  open  to  the 
participation  of all  States  and  of regional  economic 
integration organizations constituted by sovereign States 
which  have  competence  to  negotiate,  conclude  and 
apply international agreements on matters covered  by 
the Convention. 
2.  The  regional  economic  integration  organizations 
referred to in paragraph 1 may, for the matters within 
their  competence,  exercise  on  their  own  behalf  the 
rights  and  fulfil  the  responsibilities  which  this 
Convention otherwise confers on their Member States 
which  are .Contracting Parties  to  this  Convention.  In Edition  N°  Jpage  X-F-7  I 
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such ca~  the Member Stares of the  ~.tid  org.mizarion~ 
shall not be enmled to excn:i~ mdiviJu.tlly such  n~hts, 
including the right to vote. 
J.  State~  and  the  reponal  economic  inregration 
organ11arion~  referred  to  above  may  become 
Contrac~tng Parttes to thas Convention: 
(a}  b~·  deposiung  an  ino;trument  of  ratification, 
acceptance or approval after \tgning it, or 
(b) by depositing an instrument of accession. 
4.  Tht.,  Convt"ntlnn ,h,tll  he opC"n  from  1  Apnl  19R.l 
until  .11  ~1.tr~o.h  l'JS4  andu\IH  tor  o;:gn.trure  ar  the 
Off1~o.e <•f  the- l:mtt:J !\:.ltinn., .1t (,cnn.J by  .1!1  StJtt''i .mJ 
thC'  n·~aon.tl c  ... on• •miC tnfq:r.ttlon oq.~.mi1.1ttoll\ rdcrrn.J 
to an  p.u.tgr.tph  I. 
S.  From  1  Apnl  1983  it  shall  be  open  for  their 
ACCt'S~IOn. 
6.  The  instruments  of  raufacation.  acceptance, 
approval  or  c~'"·..:~saon  sh.tll  he  depmated  wnh  the 
~rC't.uy-GC'nt·r.d of the l 1nttC'd  !\:.1t1ons. 
Artt~lt'  17' 
Entry into force 
1.  This Convention 'ih.1ll  enter anto force three months 
aher the date on whach  fn e Start·, have deposited their 
instrument'i  of  r.ltlfK.ttion,  JCI..t"rt.mce,  approval  or 
ac..:e-. .. aon. 
2.  After ftvt St.Hc' have dc.·po~ncd their instruments of 
rattfto...Jflon,  a~u·pt.tncC',  .appro\  .11  or  accc'"'on,  thJ'i 
Com cnttun  .. h.dl  enter  mto  force  for  further 
Contr  .11..11n~  P.trtJc.·~ three month' .tttcr the d.1te  of the 
dep<l.,lt  of the1r  mo;truments of r.HttlcJtihn, acceptance, 
appro..,,ll or accc,  .. aon. 
3.  Any  instrument  of  rauficatiort,  accrptance, 
approval  or  auc-.saon  depo.,Itcd  .tftcr  the  entry  into 
force  of an  amendment  to  tha ..  Convt-ntion  sh:1ll  be 
deemed to appl)· to this Convcntaon J\ amended. 
4.  Am su..:h  m'trument depo\ltt:d .tfta .m amcndmC'nt 
hJs  h·~n .KCtTtc:J  In  .lcCorJ.m  .. t  \\ ::h  the  rro~..<:durc 10 
An1 .. !c  2~ ~u:  ~C~tJrt'  1t  h.t\  cn~creJ mto t(•r-t·  .. h.dl  he 
deemed tl.l arrh tp thl\ Com•t•ntton .lS ,lmcndc:d on thC' 
d.nc \\!-ten  the amendment c.·nter<:  mto for.:c. 
Artie~ lB 
Dcnunciatioa 
1.  Any  Contracting  Pany  may  dmouncc  thn 
Convention by so notifying the Secretary-General of the 
United Nations. 
2.  Denunciation shall rake effect six months after the 
date  of  receipt  by  the  Secretary-General  of  the 
notificmon of denunciation. 
Article  19 
Termination 
If  after the  entrv  into  torce of this Convention, the 
n~mbcr of St.ne•: whH;h  are Contracting Partir\ j, for 
any  period of  12  con'oC:'CUti\"C'  month' redm:ed  to bs 
th.tn hH', the Comcnuon \ho~ll aa~  to have rftt"\.1 from 
the C'nJ  of thC'  12-month peru~. 
Amd~ 20 
Scttkmcat of disputes 
1.  Any  dispute  ~·«n two  or  mo~ Contracting 
Pantes  cnnccrnin~ the  tntr:rprrtation or aprlt,.ation of 
this Cunvcnuun \hJII,  ~o f.u  .a~ pct\'iblr, br \t'ttlrd by 
negotiation  bt-twecn  them  or  by  other  mr.m~  of 
senlcmcnt. 
2.  Any  dispute  between  two  or  more  Contracting 
Parties concerning the mterpretation or application of 
this Comention whu.:h  cannot be sntlcd by the means 
indlcJtcd  m  p.u.t~r.1ph  1  of this  Article  shall,  at  the 
reque-.t  of one of rhcm,  be  rrferred to an  arbarr.1t11'Jn 
tnhun.tl compo..ed as follows: C'a..:h  p.1rty  to the dt'ipute 
sh.all  appomt  o~n  arbitrator and  the~ arbttrator\ sh.tll 
arromt .lnother arbitrator. who  ~h.~JJ be  chaarman. If, 
thrl'e  month._  .1ttr:r  rcceapt  of  .1  rC'qUt\t,  one  of  tht 
p.trtiC''  h  .t..  t  .talc.·d  to  arpmnt  an  ..arbatr .nor  or  af  rht 
arh1tr.unr-, hJ\·e t.ulcd to cle~1 thC' ch.umun, an) ot tht 
p.trtie-. m.ay  rr:que't thC'  Secrct.lr)·Gcncul of the UmteJ 
N.mons to .tppomt Jn arbitutor or the ch.urm.m ot tht 
arbitration tnbun.tl. 
J.  The dc..:i~aon of the arbitration tribunal ntat-li-.hrd 
under thC'  provisions of paragraph 2 lhall be  fm.al  .1nd 
bindm~ on the partaes to the da~pute. 
4.  The  arbitration  tribunal  shall  determine  its  own 
rult"'i of procedure. 
5.  The .trb1rrat1on  rrabun.d  shall take its dC'\.·t,aons  ~y 
m.t 1 ~mtv vote JnJ on the b.lSis of the trc.utes  c~i,tm~ 
bt"t\H·c~  the  p.trues  to  the  di,putc  .Jr.J  of  t:enr:r.tl 
intcrn.ttinn.tl IJw. Edition  No  lpage  X-F-8  l 
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6.  Any  controversy  which  may  arise  between  the 
parties to the dispute as regards the interpretation and 
execution of the award may be submitted by any of the 
parties for judgement to the arbitration tribunal which 
made the award. 
7.  Each party to the dispute shall  bear the cost of its 
own appointed arbitrator and of its representatives in 
the arbitral proceedings; the cost of the chairman and 
the remaining costs shall be borne in equal parts by the 
parties to the dispute. 
Article  21 
Reservations 
1.  Any Contracting Party may, at the time of signing, 
ratifying,  accepting  or  approving  this  Convention  or 
acceding  to  it,  declare  that  it does  not consider  itself 
bound by Article 20 (2) to (7) of this Convention. Other 
Contracting  Parties  shall  not  be  bound  by  these 
paragraphs in  respect of any  Contracting Party which 
has entered such a reservation. 
2.  Any Contracting Party having entered a reservation 
as provided for in paragraph 1 of this Article may at any 
time  withdraw  such  reservation  by  notifying  the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations. 
3.  Apart  from  the  reservations  provided  for  in 
paragraph  1  of  this  Article,  no  reservation  to  this 
Convention shall be permitted. 
Article  22 
Procedure for amending this Convention 
1.  This  Convention,  including  its  Annexes,  may  be 
amended upon the proposal of a Contracting Party by 
the procedure specified in this Article. 
2.  Any  proposed amendment to this Convention shall 
be  considered  in  an  Administrative  Committee 
composed of all  the Contracting Parties in  accordance 
with  the  rules  of procedure set  out in  Annex  7.  Any 
such  amendment  considered  or  prepared  during  the 
meeting of the Administrative Committee and adopted 
by  it shall  be  communicated by  the Sectretary-General 
of the  United  Nations to  the  Contracting Parties  for 
their acceptance. 
3.  Any  proposed  amendment  communicated  in 
accordance  with  the  preceding  paragraph  shall  come 
into force  with respect to all  Contracting Parties three 
months  after  the  expiry  of  a  period  of  12  months 
following  the date of communication of the proposed 
amendment  during  which  period  no  objection  to  the 
proposed  amendment  has  been  communciated  to the 
Secretary-General  of  the  United  Nations  by  a  State 
which is a Contracting Party or by a regional economic 
integration  organization,  itself  a  Contracting  Party, 
which  then  acts  within  the  conditions  specified  in 
Article 16 (2) of this Convention. 
4.  If an objection to the proposed amendment has been 
communicated in accordance with paragraph 3 of this 
Article,  the  amendment  shall  be deemed  not to  have 
been accepted and shall have no effect whatsoever. 
Article  23 
Requests, communications and objections 
The  Secretary-General  of  the  United  Nations  shall 
inform  all  Contracting  Parties  and  all  States  of any 
request, communication or objection under Article  22 
and of the date on which  any amendment enters into 
force. 
Article  24 
Review conference 
After this Convention has been in  force  for  five  years, 
any  Contracting  Party  may,  by  notification  to  the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations, request that a 
conference be convened for the purpose of reviewing the 
Convention, indicating the proposals which  should be 
dealt with by the conference. In such a case: 
(i)  The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall 
notify all the Contracting Parties of the request and 
invite  them  to submit,  within  a  period  of three 
months, their comments on the original proposals 
and  such  other  proposals  as  they  may  wish  the 
conference to consider. 
(ii)  The Secretary-General of the United Nations shall 
also communicate to all the Contracting Parties the 
text of any other proposals made and shall convene 
a  review  conference  if,  within  a  period  of  six 
months from the date of that communication, not 
less than one-third of the Contracting Parties notify 
the  Secretary-General  of  the  United  Nations  of 
their  concurrence  with  the  convening  of such  a 
conference. 
(iii)  However,  if the  Secretary-General  of the United 
Nations considers that a review proposal may  be 
regarded  as  a  proposed  amendment  under 
paragraph 1 of Article 22, he may, by agreement 
with  the  Contracting  Party  which  has  made  the 
proposal,  implement  the  amendment  procedure 
provided for  by  Article  22  instead of the review 
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Article  25 
Notifications 
In  addition  to  the  notifications  and  communications 
provided  for  in  Articles  23  and  24,  the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations shall notify all 
States of the following: 
(a)  signatures, ratifications, acceptances, approvals and 
accessions under Article 16; 
(b) the dates of entry into force  of this Convention in 
accordance with Article 17; 
(c)  denunciations under Article 18; 
(d) the  termination  of  this  convention  under 
Article 19; 
(e)  reservations under Article 21. 
Article 26 
Certified true copies 
Aher  31  March  1984  the  Secretary-General  of  the 
United Nations shall transmit two certified true copies 
of this  Convention to each  of the Contracting Parties 
and to all States which are not Contracting Parties. 
Done  at  Geneva,  this  twenty-first  day  of  October  one  thousand  nine  hundred  and 
eighty-two, in a single original, of which the English, French, Russian and Spanish texts are 
equally authentic. 
In  witness whereof, the undersigned plenipotentiaries, being duly authorized thereto, have 
signed this Convention. Edition  N°  I 
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ANNEX 1 
HARMONIZATION OF CUSTOMS CONTROLS AND OTHER CONTROLS 
Article 1 
Principles 
1.  As the customs are present at all frontiers and as their interventions are of a general nature, other 
controls shall, as  far as possible, be organized in a harmonized manner with customs controls. 
2.  In application of this principle, it is possible if appropriate to carry out all or part of these controls 
elsewhere  than  at  the  frontier,  provided  that  the  procedures  used  contribute  to  facilitate  the 
international movement of goods. 
Article 2 
1.  The customs  shall  be  kept  fully  informed of the  requirements  prescribed by  laws or regulations 
which may lead to the operation of controls other than customs controls. 
2.  When  it  is  found  that other  controls  are  necessary,  the  customs  shall  ensure  that the  services 
concerned are informed and shall cooperate with them. 
Article 3 
Organization of controls 
1.  When several controls have to be carried out at the same place, the competent services shall make all 
appropriate arrangements to carry them out simultaneously, if possible, or with the minimum delay. 
They shall endeavour to coordinate their requirements as to documents and information. 
2.  In  particular,  the  competent  services  shall  make  all  appropriate arrangements  for  the necessary 
personnel and facilities to be available at the place where the controls are carried out. 
3.  The customs may,  through explicit delegation  of powers by  the competent services, carry out on" 
their behalf all or part of the controls of which these services are responsible. I·  \is case, these services 
will  see to it that the necessary means be furnished to customs. 
Article 4 
Result of controls 
1.  In  all  matters  dealt  with  by  this  Convention,  control  services  and  customs  shall  exchange  all 
relevant information as soon as possible so as to ensure that controls are efficient. 
2.  On the basis  of the results of the controls carried out, the competent service shall decide on  the 
subsequent  treatment of the goods,  and  if necessary,  shall  inform  the services  responsible for  other 
controls.  On  the  basis  of this  decision  customs  shall  subject the  goods  to  the  appropriate customs 
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ANNEX 2 
MEDICO-SANITARY INSPECTION 
Article 1 
Principles 
Wherever carried out, medico-sanitary inspection shall comply with the principles laid down in this 
Convention, and particularly in Annex 1 thereto. 
Article 2 
Information 
Each Contracting Party shall ensure that information on the following is readily available to any person 
interested: 
the goods subject to medico-sanitary inspection; 
the places where the goods in question may be presented for inspection; 
the requirements as set out in laws and regulations concerning medico-sanitary inspection as well as 
their procedures of general application. 
Article 3 
Organization of controls 
1.  The  control  services  shall  see  to  it  that  the  necessary  facilities  at  frontier  points  where 
medico-sanitary inspection may take place are provided. 
2.  Medico-sanitary inspection may also be carried out at places in the interior of the country, if it is 
clear from the certificates produced and from the transport techniques employed, that the goods cannot 
deteriorate or cause contamination during carriage. 
3.  Within the framework of Conventions in force the Contracting Parties shall endeavour to reduce, as 
far  as possible, the physical controls of perishable goods en route. 
4.  When  goods  have  to  be  held  pending  the  results  of medico-sanitary  inspection,  the  competent 
control  services  of the  Contracting  Parties  shall  arrange  that  such  storage  shall  be  in  conditions 
providing for the conservation of the goods and involving the minimum of customs formalities. 
Article 4 
Goods in transit 
Within the framework of Conventions in force the Contracting Parties shall, as far as possible, dispense 
with the medico-sanitary inspection of goods in transit in those circumstances where there is no risk of 
contamination. 
Article 5 
Cooperation 
1.  The medico-sanitary inspection  services  shall  cooperate with the corresponding services of other 
Contracting Parties  so  as  to expedite  the  passage  of perishable  goods  subjected  to medico-sanitary 
inspection inter alia through the exchange of useful information. 
2.  When  a  consignment  of  perishable  goods  is  intercepted  during  medico-sanitary  inspection,  the 
competent service shall  endeavour to  notify the corresponding service  of the country of exportation 
within as  short a time as  possible, indicating the reasons for the interception and the measures taken 
concerning the goods. Edition  No  Jpage X-F-13  I 
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ANNEX 3 
VETERINARY INSPECfiON 
Article 1 
Principles 
Wherever  carried  out,  veterinary  inspection  shall  comply  with  the  principles  laid  down  in  the 
Convention, and particularly in Annex 1 thereto. 
Article 2 
Definitions 
The veterinary inspection defined in Article 1 (d) of this Convention covers also the inspection of means 
and conditions of transport of animals and animal products. It may also include the inspections bearing 
on quality standards and the various  regulations~ such as the inspection aiming at the conservation of 
endangered  species,  which,  for  reasons  of effectiveness,  are  often  associated  with  the  veterinary 
inspection. 
Article 3 
Information 
Each Contracting Party shall ensure that information on the following is readily available to any person 
interested: 
the goods subject to veterinary inspection, 
the places where the goods may  be presented for inspection, 
the compulsorily notifiable diseases, 
the requirements as set out in laws and regulations concerning veterinary inspection as well as their 
procedures of general application. 
Article 4 
Organization of controls 
1.  The Contracting Parties shall endeavour: 
to  set  up,  where  necessary  and  possible,  appropriate  facilities  for  veterinary  inspection,  in 
conformity with traffic  req~irements, 
to facilitate the movement of goods, in particular through the coordination of working hours of the 
veterinary and customs services and agreement to effect clearance outside normal hours, where their 
arrival has been notified in advance. 
2.  The veterinary  inspection  of animal  products  may  be  undertaken  at points  within  the  country 
provided that it can be shown, and the means of transport used are such, that the products will  not 
deteriorate or cause contamination during their transport. 
3.  Within the framework of Conventions in force the Contracting Parties shall endeavour to reduce, as 
far as possible, the physical controls of perishable goods en route. 
4.  When goods have to be  held pending the results of veterinary inspection, the competent control 
services of the Contracting Parties shall arrange that such storage shall take place with the minimum of 
customs  formalities  and  in  conditions  providing  for  the  quarantine safety  and conservation of the 
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Article 5 
Goods in transit 
Within the framework of Conventions in force the Contracting Parties shall, as far as possible, dispense 
with the veterinary inspection of animal products in transit in those circumstances where there is no risk 
of contamination. 
Article 6 
Cooperation 
1.  The  veterinary  inspection  services  shall  cooperate  with  the  corresponding  services  of  other 
Contracting Parties so as  to expedite the passage of goods subjected to veterinary inspection inter alia 
through the exchange of useful  information. 
2.  When a consignment of perishable goods or live animals is intercepted during veterinary inspection, 
the competent service shall endeavour to notify the corresponding service of the country of exportation 
within as short a time as  possible, indicating the reasons for the interception and the measures taken 
concerning the goods. Edition  NO  lpage  X-F-15  l 
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ANNEX4 
PHYTOSANIT ARY INSPECTION 
Article 1 
Principles 
Wherever  carried  out, phytosanitary  inspection  shall  comply  with  the  principles  laid  down  in  this 
Convention, and particularly in Annex 1 thereto. 
Article 2 
Definitions 
The  phytosanitary  inspection  defined  in  Article  1  (e)  of the  present  Convention  covers  also  the 
inspection of means and conditions of transport of plants and plant products. It may  also cover the 
measures aiming at the conservation of endangered plant species. 
Article 3 
Information 
Each Contracting Party shall ensure that information on the following is readily available to any person 
interested: 
the goods subject to special phytosanitary conditions, 
the places where particular plants and plant products may be presented for inspection, 
the list of pests of plants and plant products for which prohibitions and restrictions are irr force, 
the list of requirements as  set out in  laws and regulations concerning phytosanitary inspection as 
well as their procedures of general application. 
Article 4 
Organization of controls 
1.  The Contracting Parties shall endeavour: 
to  set  up,  where  necessary  and  possible,  appropriate  phytosanitary  inspection,  storage,  and 
disinfestation and disinfection facilities, in conformity with traffic requirements, 
to facilitate the movement of goods, in particular through the coordination of working hours of the 
phytosanitar)'l and customs services and agreement to effect clearance of perishable goods outside 
normal hours where their arrival has been notified in advance. 
2.  The phytosanitary inspection of plants and plant products may be undertaken at points within the 
country provided that it can be shown, and the means of transport used are such, that the goods will not 
cause infestation during their transport. 
3.  Within the framework of Conventions in force the Contracting Parties shall endeavour to reduce, as 
far  as possible, the physical controls of perishable plants and plant products en route. 
4.  When goods have to be held pending the results of phytosanitary inspection, the competent control 
services of the Contracting Parti~s shall arrange that such storage shall take place with the minimum of 
customs  formalities  and  in  conditions  providing  for  the  quarantine safety  and  conservation  of the 
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Article 5 
Goods in transit 
Within the framework of Conventions in force the Contracting Parties shall, as far as possible, dispense 
with  the  phytosanitary  inspection  of goods  in  transit,  unless  such  measures  are  necessary  for  the 
protection of their own plants. 
Article 6 
Cooperation 
1.  The  phytosanitary services  shall  cooperate with the corresponding services  of other Contracting 
Parties so as to expedite the passage of plants and plant products subjected to phytosanitary inspection 
inter alia through the exchange of useful information. 
2.  When a consignment of plants or plant products is intercepted during phytosanitary inspection, the 
competent service  shall endeavour to notify the corresponding service  of the country of exportation 
within as short a time as possible, indicating the reasons for  the interception and the measures taken 
concerning the goods. • 
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ANNEX 5 
CONTROL OF COMPLIANCE WITH TECHNICAL STANDARDS 
Article 1 
Principles 
Wherever carried out, the control of compliance with technical standards relating to the goods covered 
by  this Convention, shall comply with the principles laid down in the Convention, and particularly in 
Annex 1 thereto. 
Article 2 
Information 
Each Contracting Party shall ensure that information on the following is readily available to any person 
interested: 
the standards applied by  it, 
the places where the goods may  be presented for inspection, 
the  requirements  as  set  out in  laws  and  regulations  concerning the control of compliance with 
technical standards as well  as their procedures of general application. 
Article 3 
Harmonization of standards 
In ·the  absence  of international  standards, Contracting Parties which  apply  national standards shall 
endeavour to harmonize them by way  of international agreements. 
Article 4 
Organization of controls 
1.  The Contracting Parties shall endeavour: 
to  set  up,  where  necessary  and  possible,  stations  for  the  control  of compliance  with  technical 
standards, in  conformity with traffic requirements, 
to facilitate the movement of goods, in particular through the coordination of working hours of the 
service responsible for the control of compliance with technical standards and the customs services 
and agreement to effect clearance of perishable goods outside normal hours where their arrival has 
been  notified in advance. 
2.  The control of compliance with technical standards may  also be undertaken at points within the 
country provided that it can be shown, and the means of transport used are such, that the goods, and 
especially perishable goods, will  not deteriorate during their transport. 
3.  Within the framework of Conventions in force the Contracting Parties shall endeavour to reduce, as 
far  as  possible, the physical controls en  route of perishable goods subjected to control of compliance 
with technical standards. 
4.  The Contracting Parties shall organize control of compliance with technical standards, harmonizing 
wherever possible the procedures of the service responsible for these controls with those of any services 
responsible for  other controls and inspections. 
5.  In  the  case  of perishable goods  held  pending  the results  of control of compliahce with technical 
standards, the competent control services of the Contracting Parties shall ensure that the storage of the 
goods or the parking of transport equipment shall take place with the minimum of customs formalities 
and in conditions providing for  the conservation ot the goods. Edition  No  fpage  X-F-18  ] 
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Article  5 
Goods in transit 
The controls  of compliance  with  technical  standards  do not normally  apply  to goods  in  through 
transit. 
Article 6 
Cooperation 
1.  The services responsible for the control of compliance with technical standards shall cooperate with 
the corresponding services of other Contracting Parries so as to expedite the passage of perishable goods 
subjected to control of compliance with technical  standards inter alia  through the exchange of useful 
information. 
2.  When a consignment of perishable goods is intercepted during control of compliance with technical 
standards, the competent service shall endeavour to notify the corresponding service of the country of 
exportation  within  as  short a  time  as  possible,  indicating the  reasons  for  the  interception  and  the 
measures taken concerning the goods. Edition  NO  J  page  X-F-19  ] 
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ANNEX 6 
QUALITY CONTROL 
Article 1 
Principles 
Wherever carried out, quality control of the goods covered by this Convention, shaU comply with the 
principles laid down in the Convention, and particularly in Annex 1 thereto. 
Article 2 
Information 
Each Contracting Party shall ensure that information on the foUowing is readily available to any person 
interested: 
the place where the goods may be presented for inspection, 
the  requirements  as  set  out in  laws  and  regulations concerning quality  control  as  well  as  their 
procedures of general application. 
Article 3 
Organization of controls 
1.  The Contracting Parties shaU endeavour: 
to  set  up,  where  necessary  and  possible,  quality  control  stations,  in  conformity  with  traffic 
requirements; 
to facilitate the movement of goods, in particular through the coordination of working hours of the 
quality control and customs services and agreement to effect clearance of perishable goods outside 
normal hours where their arrival has been notified in  advance. 
2.  The quality control may  be undertaken at points within the country provided that the procedures 
used contribute to facilitate the international movement of goods. 
3.  Within the framework of Conventions in force the Contracting Parties shall endeavour to reduce, as 
far  as  possible, the physical controls en route of perishable goods subjected to quality control. 
4.  The  Contracting  Parties  shall  organize  quality  control,  harmonizing  wherever  possible  the 
procedures of the service  responsible for  this control with those of any services  responsible for  other 
controls and inspections. 
Article 4 
Goods in transit 
Quality controls do not normally apply to goods in through transit. 
Article 5 
Cooperation 
1.  The quality control services shall cooperate with the corresponding services of other Contracting 
Parties so as to expedite the passage of. perishable goods subjected to quality control inter alia through 
the exchange of useful information. 
2.  When a consignment of perishable goods is intercepted during quality control, the competent service 
shall endeavour to notify the corresponding service of the country of exportation within as short a time 
as possible, indicating the reasons for  the interception and the measures taken concerning the goods. Edition  NO  J  page  X-F -20  J 
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ANNEX 7 
RULES  OF  PROCEDURE  OF  THE  ADMINISTRATIVE  COMMITTEE  REFERRED  TO  IN 
ARTICLE 22 OF THIS CONVENTION 
Article 1 
Members 
The members of the Administrative Committee shall be the Contracting Parties to this Convention. 
Article 2 
Observers 
1.  The Administrative Committee may decide  to invite the competent administrations of all  States 
which  are  not Contracting  Parties,  or  representatives  of international  organizations  which  are  not 
Contracting Parties,  to attend, for  questions  which  interest  them,  the  sessions  of the Committee  as 
observers. 
2.  However, without prejudice to Article 1, the international organizations referred to in paragraph 1 
which are competent for the subjects dealt with in the Annexes to this Convention, shall have the right 
to participate as observers in  the work of the Administrative Committee. 
Article 3 
Secretariat 
The  Secretariat  of the  Committee  shall  be  provided  by  the  Executive  Secretary  of the  Economic 
Commission for  Europe. 
Article 4 
Convocations 
The Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for  Europe shall convene the Committee: 
(0  two years after the Convention entered into force; 
(ii)  thereafter, at a date fixed  by the Committee, but not less frequently than every five  years; 
(iii)  at  the  request  of the  competent  administrations  of at  least  five  States  which  are  Contracting 
Parties. 
Article 5 
Officers 
The Committee shall elect a chairman and a vice-chairman on the occasion of every session. 
Article 6 
Quorum 
A quorum consisting of not less than one-third of the States which are Contracting Parties is required for 
the purposes of taking decisions. Edition  No  Jpage  X-F-21  l 
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Article 7 
Decisions 
(i)  Proposals shall be put to the vote. 
(ii)  Each State which is a Contracting Party represented at the session shall have one vote. 
(iii)  Where Article 16 (2) of the Convention applies, the regional economic integration organizations 
parties to the Convention shall have in case of voting only a number of votes equal to the total 
votes allotted to their Member States which are also parties to the Convention. In this latter case, 
these Member States do not exercise their right to vote. 
(iv)  Subject  to the  provisions  of subparagraph (v)  below,  proposals shall  be  adopted  by  a  simple 
majority  of the  members  present  and  voting  in  accordance  with  the  conditions  specified  in 
subparagraphs (ii) and (iii) above. 
(  v)  Amendments to this Convention shall be adopted by a two-thirds majority of the members present 
and voting in accordance with the conditions specified in subparagraphs (ii) and (iii) above. 
Article 8 
Report 
Before the closure of its session, the Committee shall adopt its repon. 
Article 9 
Supplementary provisions 
In  the  absence  of  relevant  provisions  in  this  Annex,  the  Rules  of  Procedure  of the  Economic 
Commission for Europe shall be applicable, unless the Committee decides otherwise. • 
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CUSTOMS  COOPERATION  COUNCIL:  Council  Decision  no  82/456 
COUNCIL DEOSION 
of 14 June 1982 
accepting  on behalf of the  Community  a  recommendation  of the  Customs  Cooperation 
Council concerning technical cooperation in customs matters 
(82/456/EEC} 
lHE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community,  . 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
Commission, 
Whereas  the  recommendation  of  the  Customs 
Cooperation Council concerning technical Cooperation 
in customs matters can be accepted by the Community 
with immediate effect; 
Whereas it is advisable, however, to indicate the special 
method  by  which  it will  be  implemented  taking  into 
account  the  particular  requirements  of  the  customs 
union, 
HAS DECIDED AS FOLLOWS: 
Article  1 
The recommendation of 18 June 1981 of the Customs 
Cooperation Council  concerning technical  cooperation 
in  customs matters is hereby accepted on behalf of the 
Community with immediate effect  using  the  following 
special method of implementation: 
the  European Economic  Community  intends· to carry 
out  the  technical  cooperation  provided  for  in  the 
recommendation· within  the framework  of. actions  by  .. 
die .\community, or by certain Member States, bearing. 
in mind that the institutions of the European Econo~nic; 
Communitx do not have a customs schOQl . 
The text of the said recommendation is attached to this 
Decision. 
Article 2 
The President of the Council shall designate the person 
empowered  to  inform  th·e  Secretariat-General  of  the 
Customs Cooperation Council of the acceptance by the ' 
Communi'ty ·  ·  with  immediate  effect  of  the 
recommendation,  and the special  method  by  which  it 
will be implemented referred to_ in Article 1. 
Done at Luxembourg, 14 June 1982. 
For the Council  . 
The President 
P. de KEERSMAEKER Edition  N°  f page X-G-2  I 
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in  customs  matters 
RECOMMENDATION OF THE CUSTOMS COOPERATION COUNCIL 
OF 18 JUNE 1981 
CONCERNING TECHNICAL COOPERATION IN CUSTOMS MA TIERS 
THE CUSTOMS COOPERATION COUNCIL, 
Having  regard  to  the general  aims  of the  Convention 
establishing  a  Customs  Cooperation  Council,  in 
particular  the  provisions  of  Article  III  concerning 
measures  for  attaining  the  highest  possible  degree  of 
harmony and uniformity in customs matters,  · 
Recalling  the  discussions  at  the  Council's  49th/50th 
Sessions in Nairobi (1977)  where it was confirmed that 
the Council should play a more active role  in  order to 
foster  technical cooperation between all  developed  and · 
developing countries and that it should expand its gen-
eral policy in technical cooperation, 
• 
Noting  that  a  steady  growth  of  wofld  trade  implies 
constant adaptation of customs methods of work, 
Noting  that  while  under  its  auspices  a  substantial 
number of international customs conventions have been 
concluded, further steps besides promoting accession to 
or  ratification  of  these  instruments  are  necessary  to 
facilitate international trade, 
Considering  the  satisfactory  results  obtained  by  its 
expanding cooperation  in  customs  matters  with  other 
governmental  and  non-governmental  international 
organizations, 
Convinced that it is also in  the interest of international 
trade to  promot~  technical cooperation, 
Convinced that adequate training of customs officials is 
one of the prerequisites for- the smooth functioning  of 
international trade and tourism, 
Desiring that its secretariat should continue 
1.  to collaborate with member and non-member States 
which  so  wish  in  organizing,  on  a  bilateral  or 
multilateral  basis,  seminars,  training  courses  and 
symposia  in  customs  matters,  in  particular 
concerning the conventions and other international 
instruments administered by  the Council, 
2.  to  cooperate  with  regional  and  international 
organizations  in  orgaruzmg  regional  and 
interregional seminars on customs matters, 
RECOMMENDS 
That States  whether  or not Members  of the  Council, 
and customs or economic unions should: 
1.  provide for the possibility of receiving trainees, and 
receiving, supplying, or exchanging customs experts 
and lecturers, utilizing the  channels of the Council 
for these purposes so far as may be possible, 
2.  consider, where appropriate and in so far as may be 
possible,  admitting  customs  officers  of  other 
customs  administrations  to  their  national  customs 
training schools, 
3.  organize seminars, courses or symposia  open to or 
intended  for  participants  of  other  countries  on 
national  and  international  customs  laws  and 
regulations, and on the application thereof, 
4.  consider the further promotion of activities aimed at 
achieving  wider  technical  cooperation  in  customs 
matters, 
REQUESTS 
States,  whether  or not Members  of the  Council,  and 
customs  or  economic  unions  which  accept  this 
recommendation to notify the Secretary-General of their 
acceptance, of the date from  which  they will  apply the 
recommendation,  and  of  the  conditions  of  its 
application.  The  Secretary-General  will  transmit  this 
information  to  the  customs  administrations  of  such 
States and to such unions. Edition  N°  f  page  X-G-3  I 
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 14 June 1982 
accepting on behalf of the Community the recommendation of the  Customs Cooperation 
Council concerning customs requirements regarding commercial invoices 
(82/457  /EEC) 
TilE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  recommendation  from  the 
Commission, 
Whereas  the  recommendation  of  the  Customs 
Cooperation Council  concerning customs  requirements 
regarding  commercial  invoices  can  be  accepted  by  the 
Community with immediate effect, 
HAS  DECIDED  AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article  1 
The  recommendation  of  the  Customs  Cooperation 
Council  of  16  May  1979  concerning  customs 
requirements  regarding  comme.rcial  invoices  is  hereby 
accepted on behalf of the  Community with immediate 
effect. 
The text of the said recommendation is attached to this 
Decision. 
Article  2 
The President of the Council shall designate the person 
empowered  to  inform  the  Secretari~-General  of  the 
Customs Cooperation Council of the. acceptance by the 
Community  with  immediate  effect  of  the 
recommendation referred to in Article 1. 
Done at Luxembourg, 14 June 1982. 
For the Council 
The President 
P.  de KEERSMAEKER Edition  N°  (page  X-G-4  l 
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regarding  commercial  invoices 
RECOMMENDATION OF TI:IE CUSTOMS COOPERATION COUNCIL 
OF 16 MAY 1979 
CONCERNING CUSTOMS REQUIREMENTS REGARDING 
COMMEROAL INVOICES 
11-IE CUSTOMS COOPERATION COUNCIL, 
Desiring  to  facilitate  international  trade  by  making  it 
possible for trade circles to employ modern methods of 
data reproduction and transmission, 
Taking into account inter alia  the efforts being made at 
international level  to enable all  the documents required 
for  an  international  trade  transaction  to  be  prepared 
from  a single master by  the one-run method, 
Taking · into  account  the  recommendation  concerning 
signarures and  authentication adopted in  March  1979 
by  the  Working  Party on  Facilitation  of International 
Trade  Procedures  of  the  Economic  Commission  for 
Europe,  which  notes  in  particular  that  the  general 
adoption  of mechanical  or electronic  methods  of data 
transfer  requires  changes  in  current practice regarding 
handwritten signatures, 
Considering that the requirements of a signarure on the 
commercial  invoice  for  customs  purposes  does  not 
afford  the  customs  any  particular  guarantee  of  its 
accuracy, 
RECOMMENDS 11-IAT MEMBER STATES SHOULD: 
1.  accept  commercial  invoices  produced  by  any 
process,  for  example the  one-run method,  in  cases 
where the presentation of the commercial invoice is 
required in  connection with the clearance of goods; 
2.  refrain  from  requiring  a  signarure,  for  customs 
purposes,  on  commercial  invoices  presented  in 
support of a goods declaration, 
REQUESTS 
Member  States  who  accept  this  recommendation  to 
notify the Secretary-General of their acceptance, of rhe 
date from  which  they  will  apply  the  recommendation, 
and  of  the  conditions  of  its  application.  The 
Secretary-General will  transmit this information to the 
customs administrations of Member Stares. Edition  N°  1  page  X-G- 5  ] 
CUSTOMS  CO-OPERATION  COUNCIL:  Council  Decision  no  85/187/EEC 
COUNCIL DECISION 
of 7  March  1985 
accepting, on behalf of the Community, the  recom~endation of the Customs 
Cooperation Council of 15  June 1983  concerning action against customs fraud 
relating  to containen 
(85/187  /BBC) 
Article  1 
The  recommendation  of  the  Customs  Cooperation 
Council  of  15  Ju.fe  1983  concerning  action  against 
customs fraud  relating to containers is hereby accepted · 
on  behalf  of  the  Community with  immediate  effect. 
The Community shall  apply this  recommendation  in 
respect of its external frontiers  in so  far  u  this  is  not 
contrary  to  Community  legislation. 
The  text  of  the  said  recommendation  is  attached  to 
this  Decision. 
The President of the Council  is  hereby authorized  to 
designate  the person  empowered  to  notify  the Secre-
tary-General  of  the  Customs  Cooperation  Council  of 
the  acceptance  by  the  Community,  with  immediate 
effect, of the recommendation referred to in Article  1. 
Done· at  Brussels,  7  March  1985. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
A.  BIONDI 
RECOMMENDATION  OF THE CUSTOMS  COOPERATION COUNCIL 
of 15  June 1983 
concerning action against customs fraud relating to containers 
THE  CUSTOMS  COOPERATION  COUNCIL, 
RECOMMENDS 
that  States,  whether or  not  Members  of  the  Council, 
and  Customs  or  Economic  Unions,  should : 
1.  provide  for  the  possibility of examining containers 
and  their  contents,  to  the  extent  that  it  is  consi-
dered  necessary,  at  the places  where  the goods  are 
packed into or unpacked from  the containers or at 
any other appropriate place designated or approved 
by  the  Customs  authorities ; 
2.  employ  methods  for  selection  of  containers  for 
examination  which  take  into  account  physical, 
documentary  and  intelligence  factors  and  random 
and  systematic  selection  procedures. The basis  for 
selection  should  be  flexible  enough  to  adapt  to 
changes  in  fraud  patterns  and  the  flow  of  goods. 
The  number  of  containers  examined  should  be 
consistent  with  adjudged  risk  and  capacity  of  the 
authorities  concerned  to  carry  out  such  examina-
tion; 
3.  examine the selected containers and their contents 
to  a  degree  compatible  with  the  objectives  of  the 
search  and  method  of  packing  used ; 
4.  pay  adequate  attention  to  the  value  of  post facto 
controls of documentation relating to goods carried 
in  containers,  particularly  those  which  have  not 
been  physically  examined; 
5.  check,  if  appropriate,  in  connection  with  the 
C~stoms examination, that containers still  comply 
With  the  technical  conditions  of  approval ; 
6.  ensure,  for  the  purposes  of  Customs  control,  the 
provision  of  appropriate  levels  of  security  in  port 
installations  and  container storage  areas ; Edition  N°  Jpage  X-G- 6  I 
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7.  promote the highest effective degree of exchange of 
information  between  the  country  of  exportation, 
countries of transit and country of destination, with 
a view  to  ensuring a proper cpntrol and security of 
containers  and  the  goods  carried ; and 
conclude, where  the  need exists,  bilateral or multi-
lateral  arrangements  for  the communication of  all 
relevant  details  in  respect  of  containers  carried, 
including,  wherever  possible,  place  of  loading, 
name  and address  of  the  carrier,  the exporter and 
the  real  consignee,  list  of  goods  carried  in  the 
container,  place  of  unloading,  and  nature  of  seals 
affixed  to  the  container,  to  achieve  the  highest 
degree  of  effectiveness  of  control ; 
8.  ensure  that  Customs  officials  concerned  with  the 
control  and  examination  of  containers  receive 
training  which  takes  particular  account  of  the 
specific  nature of  the  transport and the control  of 
containers; 
9.  promote  the  closest  possible  cooperation  between 
Customs  authorities  and  professional  bodies  and 
authorities  concerned  with  container ·operation, 
REQUESTS 
States,  whether or not members .  of  the  Council,  and 
Customs  or  Economic  Unions  which  accept  this 
recommendation  to  notify  the  Secretary-General  of 
their acceptance, and of the date from which they will 
apply  the  recommendation  and the conditions of  its 
application.  The  Secretary-General  will  transmit  this 
information  to  the  Customs  administrations  of  all 
members.  He  will  also  transmit  it  to  any  Customs 
administrations  of  non-members  or  any  Customs  or 
Economic  Unions  which  have  accepted  this  recom-
mendation. Edition  N°  1  page  X-G- 1  J 
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CUSTOMS  CO-OPERATION  COUNCIL:  Council  Decision  no  86/6/EEC 
COUNCIL  DECISION 
of 20  January  1986 
accepting 
on  behalf  of  the  Community,  the  Customs  Cooperation  Council 
recommendation  of  16  June  1982  concerning  the  production  of  goods 
declarations  by means  of computer or other automatic  printers 
(86/6/EEC) 
Article  1 
·The  Customs  Cooperation  Council  recommendation  of  16  June  1982  concerning  the 
production  of goods  declarations  by  means  of computer or other automatic  printers  is 
hereby  accepted  on  behalf of  the  Community with  immediate  effect. 
The  text  of  the  recommendation  is  annexed  to  this  Decision. 
Article  2 
The President of the Council is  hereby authorized to  designate the person empowered to 
notify  the Customs Cooperation Council's Secretary-General of the Community's accep-
tance  with  immediate  effect  of  the  recommendation  referred  to  in  Article  1. 
Done  at  Brussels,  20  January  1  986. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
G.  BRAKS 
RECOMMENDATION  OF THE  CUSTOMS  COOPERATION  COUNCIL 
of  16  June  1982 
concerning the production of goods declarations by means of computer or other 
automatic  printers 
TH F  CUSTOMS  COOPERATION  COUNCIL, 
Dc~irous  of  facilitating  the  accomplishment  of  formalities  in  international  trade  by 
enabling declarants to  make the greatest possible use of modern methods for  the produc-
tion  of  international  trade  documents, 
Considering that automatic data  processing techniques make it possible for declarants to 
proJuce Goods  declarations,  by  means of computer or other automatic  printers on  pre-
pnnted forms  or on plain  paper, which substantially conform to the official model speci-
trcd  by  the  Customs  or  other  competent  authorities, 
Rt:commends  that  States,  whether  or  not  Members  of  the  Council,  and  Customs  or 
Economic  unions should  authorize  declarants,  under conditions to  be  laid  down  by the 
Cu~toms or other competent authorities, to  produce their Goods declarations by means of 
com pute.r or other automatic printers, on pre-printed forms or on plain paper. Such autho-
rization may be  made subject, in particular, to  the condition that declarations produced in 
thi~ manner substantially conform to the official model specified by the Customs or other 
competent  authorities, 
Requests  States,  whether  or  not  Members  of  the  Council,  and  Customs  or  Economic 
unrons which accept this  recommendation to  notify the Secretary-General of their accep-
tance, of the date  from which they will  apply the recommendation, and of the conditions 
or  irs  application. The Secretary-General  will  transmit  this  information  to  the  Customs 
administrations of all Members. He will  also transmit it to any Customs administrations of 
non-members or any Customs or Economic unions which have accepted this recommen-
llatron. Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-G-9 
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 18  June 1986 
accepting, on behalf of the Community, the recommendation of the Customs 
Cooperation  Council  of  16  June  1982  concerning  the  use  of a  code  for  the 
representation of modes of transport 
\I 
(86/257  /BE C) 
- O.J.  No  L 167  of  24  June  1986,  p.  32  -I 
I 
'  J 
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THE  COUNCIL  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNmES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas, subject to· certain conditions of application, the 
recommendation of the Customs Cooperation Council of 
16  June  1982  concerning  the  use  of  a  code  for  the 
representation of modes of transport may be  accepted by 
the Community, 
HAS  DECIDED  AS  FOLLOWS : 
.Article  1 
The  recommendation  of  the  Customs  Cooperation 
Council of 16 June 1982 concerning the use of a code for 
the  representation  of  modes  of  transport  is  hereby 
accepted, subject to  certain conditions of application, 011 
behalf  of  the  Community. 
The  text  of  the  recommendation  is  attached  to  this 
Decision,  as  are  the  conditions  of  application. 
.Article  2 
The President of  the Council shall  notify  the Secretariat 
of the Customs Cooperation Council of the acceptance by 
the  Community  subject  to  certain  conditions  of  appli· 
cation  of  the  recommendation  referred  to  in  Article  1. 
Done  at  Luxembourg,  18  June  1.986. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
N. SMIT-KROES Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-G-13 
CUSTOMS  COOPERATION  COUNCIL:  Council  Decision 87/595/CEE 
COUNCIL DECISION 
of 30 November 1987 
accepting, on behalf of the Community, the Recommendation of the Customs Cooperation 
Council of 22 May 1984 concerning the use of codes for the representation of data elements 
and four of its Annexes 
(87/595/EEC) 
- O.J.  No  L 362  of  22  December  1987,  p.  22  -Ed i t i on  No  2  of  31 • 1 •  88  I  page  X-G-15 
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THE COUNCIL  OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic Community, and in  particular Articles 28, 113 
and 235 thereof, 
Having regard to the Proposal from the Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament (
1 
), 
Whereas  the  Customs  Cooperation  Council  Rec-
ommendation of 22 May 1984 is  intended to facilitate the 
interchange of data  between customs administrations and 
between  such  administrations  and  part1c1pants  in 
international trade using, during such interchange of data, 
internationally-agreed and universally-applicable codes for 
the  representation  of  data  elements;  whereas  this 
Recommendation,  given  recent  developments  in 
communications technology, deals with a subject of special 
intere~t  to  customs  and  consequently  for  the 
implementation of the common mmmercial policy  of the 
Community  smce  it  effectively  contributes  to  the 
facilitation of international trade; 
Where  a~. given  the  present  position  of Community  law, 
four  Annexes  to  the  abovementioned  Recommendation 
may be accepted at the same time as the Recommendation 
itself, 
( 1)  OJ No C 318,30. 11. 1987. 
HAS  DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article  1 
The  Customs  Cooperation  Council  Recommendation  of 
22  May  1984  concerning  the  use  of  codes  for  the 
representation of data elements as well as the four Annexes 
specified hereunder, are hereby accepted on behalf of the 
Community: 
Annex  II:  Container identifiers; 
Annex  V:  Description  of  goods,  and  tariff  or 
statistical headings; 
Annex  VI:  Customs procedures; 
Annex VII:  Units of measurement. 
The  text  of  the  Recommendation,  together  with  the 
Annexes mentioned above is attached to this Decision. 
Article  2 
The President  of the  Council  shall  designate  the  person 
empowered to notify the Secretary-General of the Customs 
Cooperation  Council  of the  Community's  acceptance of 
the  Recommendation  and  the  Annexes  referred  to  in 
Article 1. 
Done at Brussels, 30 November 1987. 
For  the Cotm(il 
The  Preside11t 
N.  WILHJEL!\1 Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88  I  page X-G-16 
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RECOMMENDATION OF THE CUSTOMS COOPERATION COUNCIL 
of 22 May 1984 
concerning the use  of codes for the representation of data elements 
THE CUSTOMS COOPERATION COUNCIL, 
desiring to facilitate the interchange of data among customs administrations and between customs 
administrations and participants in  international trade, 
considering that it is desirable that internationally agreed and universally applicable codes should 
be  used for the representation of data elements in such interchang'e of data, 
having  regard  to  and  supporting  International  Standards  adopted  by  the  International 
Organization for  Standardization (ISO)  concerning the use  of codes or coding structures for  the 
representation of data elements, 
having regard to and supporting Recommendations adopted by the Working Party on Facilitation 
of International  Trade Procedures  of the  Economic Commission  for  Europe (ECE/UN) which 
recommend  the  use  of codes  or coding  structures  for  the  representation  of data elements  for 
international trade purposes, 
considering that the codes or coding structures referred to in the Annexes to this Recommendation 
provide a suitable basis for the representation of data elements in the interchange of data, 
recommends  that  States,  whether or not Members of the  Council,  and  Customs  or Economic 
Unions should use the codes or coding structures specified in the Annexes to this Recommendation 
and future updated or revised versions of these codes or coding structures for the representation of 
data elements  in  the  interchange of data among customs  administrations  and  between  customs 
administrations  and  participants  in  international  trade  whenever  there  is  a  need  for  a  coded 
designation, 
points  out  that  acceptance  of  this  Recommendation  requires  the  acceptance  of  the 
Recommendation and of at least one Annex thereto, and that each Annex shall be taken to be a 
separate Recommendation, 
requests States, whether or not Members of the Council and Customs or Economic Unions which 
accept  this  Recommendation  to  notify  the  Secretary-Genera]  of the  Annex  or Annexes  being 
accepted, of the date from which they will apply the Recommendation, and of the conditions of its 
application. The Secretary-General will transmit this information to the customs administrations of 
all  Members.  He  will  also  transmit  it  to  any  customs  administrations of non-Members or any 
Customs or Economic unions which have accepted this Recommendation. Edition  No  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-G-17 
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ANNEX 11 
CONTAINER IDENTIFIERS 
Recommended codes 
1.  Attention is drawn to the ISO code contained in International Standard 6346 (Freight containers- Coding, 
identification and marking) for the representation of data concerning freight containers used in modes of 
transport other than air transport,  and  to the code developed  by  IAT  A  for  the representation' of data 
concerning air freight containers. 
2.  Whenever  container identification  data  are  seized  by  customs,  it  is  recommmended  that 17 characters 
should be provided for in ADP systems and associated documents in order to accommodate the ISO code (a 
possible total of 17 characters) and current and future  versions of the lATA code (9  and 12 characters 
respectively). 
Summary description 
ISO code 
3.  International  Standard  6346  establishes  a  17-character  alphanumeric  marking  code  system  for  freight 
containers and provides unique international identification by  means of an owner code, a serial number, 
and a country code, a check-digit system for verifying the accuracy of the recording of the owner code and 
serial number, and information concerning container size and type characteristics. 
lATA code 
4.  The code developed  by  lATA  for  the  representation of data concerning air freight  containers currently 
comprises 9 alphanumeric characters (unit type, size and compatibility, serial number, and owner code). In 
1990, the lATA code will consist of 12 alphanumeric characters including a check digit. Ed i t ion  N  •  2  o t  31.1.88  I  page X-G-18 
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ANNEX V 
DESCRIPTIONS OF GOODS, AND TARIFF OR STATISTICAL HEADINGS 
Recommended coding structure 
1.  The harmonized commodity description and coding system should be used. 
Summary description 
2.  The harmonized commodity description  and coding system  is  a six-digit multipurpose nomenclature for 
transportable goods, which  meets simultaneously the needs of customs authorities, statisticians concerned 
with external trade or production, carriers and producers. The harmonized system is suitable for automatic 
data  processing and  transmission  and  provides  a common terminology  and code specifically  identifying 
5019 groups of goods resulting from  a detailed expansion of 1241  four-digit headings.  The latter result 
from  a  very  extensive  revision  and  updating,  not  only  in  detail  but also  in  structure, of the  Customs 
Cooperation  Council  Nomenclature (CCCN).  The harmonized system  can  be  further subdivided, where 
necessary, to meet national or international requirements. 
ANNEX VI 
CUSTOMS PROCEDURES 
Recommended code 
1.  The general guidelines and one-digit code developed by the CCC Working Party in customs applications of 
computers should  be  used  for  the  representation of customs procedures.  The general guidelines and the 
one-digit code are contained in  the file on the computerization of customs operations. 
Summary description 
2.  The code for the representation of customs procedures developed  by the CCC Working Party on customs 
applications of computers is a broad level one-digit code within which the principal customs procedures are 
identified  and  within  which  users  can  develop  unique  codes  to  meet  national  or  international 
requirements. Ed i t i on  N  •  2  of  31.1.88  I  page X-G-19 
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ANNEX Vll 
UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 
Recommended codes 
1.  The  codes  contained  in  ECE/UN  Recommendation  No  20  (Codes  for  units  of measurement  used  in 
international trade) should be used  for  the representation of units of measurement. 
Summary description 
2.  The unit of measurement codes developed by the ECE/UN consist of a ftxed-length (three letter) alphabetic 
code, and a fixed-length  (three-digit) numerical code. Ed i t ion  N  •  3  of  31.12.1988  I  page X-G-21 
CUSTOMS  COOPERATION  COUNCIL:  Council  Decision  88/354/EEC 
COUNCIL 
COUNCIL DECISION 
of 7 June 1988 
accepting, on behalf of the Community, the recommendation of the Customs Cooperation 
Council of 13 June 1985 on the temporary admission of radio and television production and 
broadcasting equipment 
(88/  354/EEC) 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic Community, and in  particular Articles 28, 113 
and 235 thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of  the  European 
Parliament ( 
1 
), 
Whereas the recommendation on the temporary admission of 
radio and television production and broadcasting equipment 
was adopted by  the Customs Cooperation Council on 13 
June 1985; whereas it  is  necessary for the Community to 
adopt a position with regard to it; 
Whereas the said recommendation may be accepted by the 
Community with immediate effect; 
Whereas the first measure called for by the recommendation 
can be  implemented pursuant to  the existing Community 
provisions on temporary importation arrangements, namely 
the third indent of Article 13 (  1) and Annex I to Commission 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  1751184  of 13  June  1984  laying 
down  certain  provi~ions for  the  application  of  Council 
Regulation (EEC) No 3599 I 82 on temporary importation 
arrangements (2),  as  amended  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
3813185 ( 3), Articles 2, 3 (4) and 12 of Council Directive 
85 I 3621 EEC of 16 July 1985 on the harmonization of the 
laws  of  the  Member  States  relating  to  turnover 
taxes-Exemption from value added tax on the temporary 
importation of goods other than means of transport (
4
), and 
Article 4 of Council Directive  83 I 182  I EEC  of 28  March 
1983 on tax exemptions within the Community for certain 
(1)  OJ No C  167, 27.  H.  1968. 
( 2 )  OJ  L 171,29. 6.  19H4, p. 1. 
(3)  OJ  L 36H,  31. 12. 1985, p. 7. 
( 4 )  OJ  L 192, 24. 7.  19H5, p. 20. 
means of transport temporarily imported into one Member 
State from another (5); 
Whereas the second and third measures called for  b)  the 
recommendation  could  require  particular  implementing 
arrangements, to be specified by the Member States, 
HAS DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: · 
Article 1 
The recommendation of the Customs Cooperation Council 
of 13 June 1985 on the temporary admission of radio and 
television production and broadcasting equipment is hereby 
accepted on behalf of the Community with immediate effect, 
subject to the conditions of application set out in Annex I. 
The text of the recommendation is set out in Annex II. 
Article 2 
The  President  of the  Council  shall  designate  the  person 
empowered  to  notify  the  General-Secretariat  of  the 
Customs  Cooperation  Council  of the  acceptance  of  the 
recommendation by the Community, with immediate effect, 
subject  to  the  conditions  of  application  referred  to  in 
Article 1. 
Done at Luxembourg, 7 June 1988. 
(5)  OJ L 105, 23. 4.  1983, p. 59. 
For the Council 
The President 
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ANNEX I 
CONDITIONS OF APPLICATION 
Community legislation covers only some of the matters dealt with by the recommendation. 
For matters not covered by Community legislation, Member States shall provide information on any implementing 
arrangements of their own, until Community rules are introduced. 
ANNEX II 
RECOMMENDATION OF THE CUSTOMS COOPERATION COUNCIL 
of 13 June 1985 
on the temporary admission of radio and television production and broadcasting equipment 
THE CUSTOMS COOPERATION COUNCIL, 
considering that, in general, temporary admission facilities 
are  granted  to  radio  and  television  production  and 
broadcasting equipment, 
having regard to the Customs Convention on the temporary 
importation of professional equipment (8.June 1961), 
having regard to the Customs Convention on the AT  A camet 
for the temporary admission of goods (6  December 1961), 
having  regard  to  the  recommendation  of  the  Council 
concerning  the  use  of temporary  importation  papers  in 
respect of radio and television vans (1  December 1955), 
having regard to the recommendation of the Council on the 
temporary admission of radio and television vans (9 June 
1977), 
desiring  to  simplify  customs  formalities  with  a  view  to 
facilitating the admission of this equipment and the vehicles 
carrying it, 
recommends that members and customs or economic unions 
should require from approved public and private bodies or 
their  agents  neither  temporary  admission  documents  nor 
security for the temporary admission of radio and television 
production and broadcasting equipment, including radio or 
television vans, and that for the purposes of  customs control 
they should be content with the production in duplicate of a 
list or detailed inventory of such equipment, 
recommends that, wherever possible, members and customs 
or  economic  unions  should  require  neither  temporary 
admission  documents  nor  security  in  respect  of touring 
vehicles where these are used to transport such  radi<)  and 
television production and broadcasting equipment, 
recommends that members and customs or economic unions 
should  allow  such  equipment  and vehicles  to cross  their 
frontiers  outside  the  normal  business  hours  of cusroms 
offices in respect of  commercial traffic, including on Sundays 
and public holidays, against payment for special  services, 
where applicable, 
requests States, whether or not members of the Council, and 
customs  or  economic  unions  which  accept  this 
recommendation, to notify the Secretary-General of their 
acceptance,  of the date  from  which  they  will  apply  the 
recommendation, and of the conditions of its application. 
The Secretary-General will transmit this information to the 
customs  administrations  of  all  members.  He  will  also 
transmit it to any customs administrations of non-members 
or any customs or economic unions which have accepted this 
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THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the Euro-
pean  Economic  Community,  and  in  particular 
Article 235 thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commis-
sion (1), 
Having  regard  to  the  opinion  of the  European 
Parliament (2), 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic and 
Social Committee (3), 
Whereas  a  Convention  on  international  trade  in 
endangered  species  of wild  fauna  and flora  (here-
inafter referred to as  'the Conventon') was  opened 
for signature on 3 March  1973;  whereas the Con-
vention  is  intended  to  protect  endangered  species 
of wild fauna and flora by regulating international 
trade in these  species  and in  readily  recognizable 
parts and derivatives thereof; 
Whereas the resolution of the Council of the Euro-
pean  Communities  and  the  representatives  of the 
Governments of the Member States, meeting within 
the  Council,  of 17 May  1977  on  the  continuation 
and  implementation  of  a  European  Community 
policy  and  action  programme  on  the  environ-
ment (4)  stresses  that the protection of wild  fauna 
and flora  is  a matter which  concerns the Commu-
nity and that implementation of the Convention is 
an important measure for protecting these species; 
(I) OJ No C 243, 22. 9. 1980, p. 16. 
(2)  OJ No C 327,  14. 12. 1981, p. 105. 
(l) OJ No C 138, 9. 6. 1981, p. S. 
(4)  OJ No C 139,  13. 6. 1977, p.  1. 
Whereas,  to  attain  its  objectiv.es,  the  Convention 
mainly employs commercial  policy  instruments by 
laying down restrictions on and a strict control of 
international ·trade  in  specimens  of  endangered 
species of wild fauna and flora;  ~ 
Whereas, in order to protect endangered species of 
wild fauna and flora, it is necessary at Community 
lc.vel  to  ensure  that  certain  commercial  policy 
instruments to be employed under the Convention 
are  uniformly  applied;  whereas,  because  of  its 
scope,  this  Regulation  should  not  affect  national 
powers to adopt protective measures of a different 
nature; 
Whereas the measures relating to the application of 
the  Convention  to  trade  must  not  affect  the  free 
movement of products within the Community and 
must apply only to trade with third countries; 
Whereas  the  existence  of national  implementing 
measures  which  were  not  uniform  might  lead  to 
distortions of competition within the Community; 
Whereas  the  Convention  concerns  animals  and 
plants, whether alive or dead, and readily recogniz-
able  parts  and  derivatives  thereof;  whereas,  to 
make the application of the Convention effective, a 
common  list  of  the  most  important  parts  and 
derivatives  must  be  drawn  up  and  the  conditions 
under  which  other aoods  fall  within  the  scope of 
this  Regulatio~ must be laid down; 
I 
Whereas the state of conservation of certain species 
makes desirable the adoption by the Community of 
stricter con~ation  measures than those laid down 
in the  Conven~ion; 
Whereas  in  certain  cases  it  may  be  necessary,  in 
order  to  permit  the  most  effective  conservation 
possi~le  of  wild  flora  and  fauna,  for  Member 
States to ·maintain or take, in compliance with the 
Treaty,  stricter  measures  than  those  laid  down  in 
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Whereas implementation of this Regulation necessi-
tates  the  introduction of a  Community  procedure 
for  the  issue  and  presentation  of permits  for  the 
export, re-export, import and introduction from the 
sea  of specimens  of the  species  covered  by  the 
Convention; whereas implementation of this Regu-
lation also involves the designation of management 
and scientific authorities in the Member States; 
Whereas, to ensure that the prohibition of importa-
tion  is  fully  effective,  rules  should  be  drawn  up 
concerning the conditions of trade in specimens of 
the species listed in Appendix I  to the Convention 
and in Part I  of Annex C to this Regulation; 
Whereas  certain  imported  specimens  sent  to 
another  Member  State  must  undergo  a  specific 
check as to their place of destination; 
Whereas, in order to simplify the formalities  relat-
ing to the introduction, into the Community, of the 
species  listed  in  Appendices  II  and  II I  to  the 
Convention that are not contained in  Annex  C to 
this Regulation, it seemed possible to give  Member 
States the  option of applying a  simpler procedure 
than that of import permits; 
Whereas,  to  facilitate  customs  procedures,  there 
must  be  provision  to  permit  Member  States  to 
designate  one  or  more  places  of entry  and  exit 
where the goods in question must be presented; 
Whereas the marks, seals and stamps used to iden-
tify  goods  must  conform  to  standard  models  in 
order to facilitate controls; 
Whereas  the  conservation  of endangered  species 
still  raises  problems  calling  for  scientific  work; 
whereas  this  work  will  also  make  it  possible 
to  assess  the  effectiveness  of the  measures  taken; 
whereas methods must also be developed for  moni-
toring  trade  in  certain  parts  and  derivatives  of 
these species; 
Whereas it is  essential to ensure the uniform appli-
cation of this  Regulation  and to  lay  down  to  this 
end  a  Community  procedure  enabling  the  neces-
sary implementing provisions to be adopted within 
a suitable period; whereas a committee must be set 
up to  permit  close  and  effective  cooperation  bet-
ween  the  Member  States  and  the  Commission  in 
this field; 
Whereas the aims of the Convention coincide with 
some of the Community's environmental objectives 
as set out in the environmental action programmes; 
whereas  the  rules  of the  Convention  should  be 
applied  uniformly  throughout  the  Community; 
whereas,  since  the  Treaty  has  not  provided  the 
necessary specific powers,  recourse must be  had to 
Article 235 thereof, 
HAS ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
Article 1 
The Convention, as set out in Annex A,  shall apply 
throughout  the  Community  under  the  conditions 
laid down in the following Articles. 
The  objectives  and  principles  of the  Convention 
shall be respected in the application of this Regula-
tion. 
Article 2 
The specimens to which this Regulation applies are : 
(a)  any  animal or plant, whether alive  or dead, of  the 
species listed in Appendix I to the Convl'ntion, any 
part or product thereof "'?'t.Iich  is  listed in  Annex B 
to  this  Regulation,  as  well  as  any  other  goods 
which  appear  from  an  accompanying  document, 
the packaging or a mark or label, or from any other, 
circumstances, to be  parts or derivatives of animals 
or  plants  of  these  species ; 
(b)  any animal or plant, whether alive  or dead, of the 
species  listed  in  Appendices  II  and  III  to  the 
Convention, any  part  or product  thereof whkh ia 
listed in Annex B to this Regulation, as well as any 
other goods which appear from  an  accompanying 
document,  the  packaging  or  a  mark  or  label,  or 
from  any other (in:umstanu:s, to be parts or deriva-
tives  (,f  animals  or  plants  of  these  species  unless 
su(h  parts  or derivatives  are  specifically exempted 
from the provisions of the Convention by means of 
an  indication  to that effect in the Interpretation of 
Appendices  II  and  III  to  the  Convention.' 
Article 3 
1.  The specimens of species  listed  in  Part  1 of 
Annex  C  shall  be  considered  as  specimens  of the 
species listed in Appendix I to the Convention. ~,... ··•·· 
~ 
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2.  The  introduction  into  the  Community  of 
specimens  of species  listed  in  Part  2 of Annex  C 
shall require an import permit in  accordance with 
Article 10 (1) (b). 
Article 4 
Amendments  to  Annexes  A,  B  and  C  to  this 
Regulation  which  are  required  as  a  con-
sequence  of  amendments  which  have  been 
decided  on by  the  parties  to  the  Convention 
and agreed  to  by the  Community,  as  well  as 
any  additions  to  Annex  B,  shall  be  made  in 
accordance  with  the  procedure  prescribed  in 
Article 21  (2) and (3).' 
Article 5 
I.  The  introduction  into  the  Community  of 
specimens  covered  by  Articles  2  and  3  shall  be 
subject  to  presentation  of  an  import  permit  or 
import certificate provided for in Article  l 0 at the 
customs office at which the customs formalities are 
completed. 
2.  The export or re-export  to  destinations  out-
side the Co~munity of the specimens referred to in 
Article  2  shall  be  subject  to  presentation  of the 
document  provided  for  in  Article  l 0  (3)  at  the 
customs office at which the customs formalities are 
completed. 
3.  Customs offices  at which permits have been 
presented  in  accordance  with  paragraphs  l  and 2 
shall  forward  the  permits  to  the  management 
authority  of the  Member  State  in  which  they  are 
situated. 
4.  By way of derogation from paragraphs 1 and 
2,  where  specimens  are  brought into  the  Commu-
nity  and  placed  under  either  a  customs  transit 
procedure or a  temporary storage procedure, pres.-
entation to the  appropriate customs service  of the 
permits  referred  to  in  Article  l 0  shall  not  be 
required, provided that an export document for the 
specimens  is  issued  by  the  management  authority 
of the  exporting  country.  In  this  case  Member 
States may require presentation of the export docu-
mentation provided for by the Convention or satis-
factory proof of its existence. 
Article 6 
l.  The  display  to  the  public  for  commercial 
purposes and the sale, keeping for sale, offering for 
sale  or  transporting  for  sale  of  the  specimens 
referred  to  in  Articles  2  (a)  and  3  (1)  shall  be 
prohibited,  subject  to  exemptions  which  may  be 
granted  by  the  Member  States  for  the  following 
reasons,  account  being  taken  of the  objectives  of 
the  Convention  and  the  requirements  of Council 
Directive  79/409/EEC  of  2  April  1979  on  the 
conservation of wild birds (I) : 
(a)  the  specimens entered,  in  accordance  with  the 
Convention  and  before  this  Regulation  came 
into  force,  the  territory  to which  this  Regula-
tion applies; 
(b) the  specimens  of an  animal  or  plant  species 
were  bred  in  captivity  or  artificially  propa-
gated, or are parts of such animals or plants or 
derived therefrom; 
(c)  the specimens are intended for research, teach-
ing, breeding or propagation purposes; 
(d) specimens  originating  from  a  Member  State 
were  removed  from  the  natural  state  under 
legal  provisions in  force  in  that Member State 
or with the approval of the competent authori-
ties of that Member State; 
(e)  the  specimens  entered,  in  accordance  with  the 
Convention and after this Regulation came into 
force,  the  territory  to  which  this  Regulation 
applies and  were  not used  for  purposes essen-
tially commercial in nature. 
'2.  The prohibitions referred to in  paragraph 1 shal.l 
als~ apply to  the specimens referred to in Article 2 (b). 
whJCh  arc  not  covered  by  paragraph  1  if  they  Wille 
introduced  in  violation  of  Article  5.' 
3.  Having  regard  in  particular to  Article  VIII 
of the Convention, the competent authorities of the 
Member  States  shall  have  discretion  to  sell  any 
specimens  they  have  seized  under this  Regulation 
or under  national  laws,  and such  specimens  may 
then be treated for all purposes as if they had been 
brought in legally. 
Article 7 
Member  States  shall  forward  to  the  Commission 
the  names  and addresses  of the  management  and 
scientific authorities referred to in Article IX of the 
Convention  and,  where  appropriate,  of the  other 
competent  authorities  referred  to  in  this  Regula-
tion.  The Commission  shall  publish  this  informa-
tion in the  Official Joumal of the  European  Com-
munities. 
Article 8 
The  competent  authorities  of the  Member  States 
shall: 
(a)  issue  the  permits and certificates  provided  for 
in  Article  10 or endorse the  import certificates 
referred to in Article l 0 (2); 
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(b) authorize the exemptions referred to in  Article 
6; 
(c)  issue  the  certificates  referred  to  in  Article  11 
and the label referred to in Article 12; 
(d) return  to  the  management  authorities  which 
have issued them the permits which  have been 
sent to them  by the  customs  offices  in  accor-
dance with Article 5; 
(e)  communicate to the Commission all the infor-
mation required for drawing up the  recor~s and 
reports referred to in Article VIII (6) and (7) of 
the Convention. 
Article 9 
1.  .Without prejudice to Article  15,  each  Mem-
ber State shall recognize the decisions of the com-
petent authorities of the other Member States. 
2.  With the exception of the document referred 
to in Article 11  (a), permits and certificates referred 
to  in  this  Regulation  issued  by  a  Member  State 
shall be valid throughout the Community. 
3.  The applications for import permits referred 
to  in  Article  10  (I)  shall  be  submitted  to  the 
management authority responsible for the place of 
destination of the specimen. 
4.  Application for permits for the introduction 
of specimens  from  the  sea  shall  be  sent  to  the 
management authority responsible for the place of 
introduction of specimens. 
5.  The applications for the  export permits  and 
re-export  certificates  referred  to  in  Article  I 0  (3) 
for the export or re-export of live  specimens shall 
be sent to the management authority of the Mem-
ber State in whose territory the specimen is located. 
Article 10 
I. (a)  The introduction into the  Community  from 
third countries or from the sea of the speci-
mens referred to in Articles 2 (a) and 3 shall 
be subject to the  presentation of an import 
permit. 
(b)  The  import  permit  referred  to  in  Article  3 
(2) -shall be issued only where : 
- it  is  clear,  or  where  the  applicant  pre-
sents  trustworthy evidence,  that the  cap-
ture or collection of the specimen in the 
wild  will  not  have  a  harmful  effect  on 
the  conservation  of species  or  on  the 
extent  of the  territory  occupied  by  the 
populations in question of the species, 
- the applicant provides proof by means of 
documents  issued  by  the  competent 
authorities  of the  country of origin  that 
the specimen has been obtained in accor-
dance  with  the  legislation  on protection 
of the species in question, 
- in the case of the importation of a living 
animal,  the  applicant  provides  evidence 
that  the  intended  recipient  possesses 
adequate facilities  suitable for accommo-
dating the species and suited to  its beha-
viour and that the  animal  will  be  prop-
erly cared for, 
- there  are  no  other requirements  relating 
to conservation of the species which mili-
tate against issue. 
The permits shall,  if need  be,  contain addi-
tional stipulations to ensure compliance with 
these conditions. 
2.  The  introduction  into  the  Community  from 
third countries or from  the sea of specimens of all 
other  species  covered  by  the  Regulation  shall  be 
subject to presentation either of an import permit 
or of an import certificate endorsed by the customs 
services and certifying that the formalities required 
under the Convention have been fulfilled. 
The import permit  and import certificate  shall  be 
issued on identical forms. 
3.  Export or re-export from  the Community of 
the  specimens  referred  to  in  Article  2  shall  be 
subject to the presentation of an export permit or 
re-export  certificate  or,  in  the  case  of artificially 
propagated plants, of either of these  permits or of 
the document referred to in Article II (b). 
Article 11 
On receiving  an application,  together  with  all  the 
requisite  supporting  documents  from  the  person 
concerned, the competent authorities shall isue the 
following certificates : 
(a)  a  document  stating  that  a  given  specimen 
entered,  in  accordance  with  the  Convention, 
the  territory  to  which  this  Regulation  applies, 
before the  Regulation came  into  force,  or that 
the specimen was  acquired  before the Conven-
tion became applicable to it; 
(b) a  document  stating  that  a  specimen  of  an 
animal species was born and bred in captivity, 
that  a  specimen  of a  plant species  was  artifi-
cially  propagated or that a  specimen  is  a  part 
of such  an  animal  or  plant  or  was  derived 
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Article 12 
By  way  of derogation  from  Article  5,  presentation 
to  the  customs  services  of the  documents  referred 
to in  Article  10  shall  not  as  a rule  be  required  in 
the  case  of non-commercial  loans,  donations  and 
exchanges  between  scientists  and scientific  institu-
tions registered by a management authority of their 
State, of herbarium specimens and other preserved, 
dried or embedded museum specimens, and of live 
plant material bearing a label the model for  which 
has been determined in  accordance with the proce-
dure  laid  down  in  Article  21  or  a  similar  label 
issued  or approved by  a management authority of 
a third country. 
Article 13 
I.  Where specimens referred to in  Articles 2 (a) 
and 3 ( l) which are required under the terms of the 
import permit to be kept at a specified address are 
sent to  another  Member  State  after being  released 
for  free  circulation,  the  competent  authorities  of 
the  despatching  Member  State  must  be  provided 
with  proof that the  goods  have  been  delivered  to 
the address specified. 
2.  Any transportation within the Community of 
live animals of the species referred to  in  Articles  2 
(a)  and  3  (l)  from  the  address  specified  in  the 
import  permit  shall  be  subject  to  prior authoriza-
tion  from  the  management  authority  or  manage-
ment authorities concerned. 
3.  Where specimens referred to in  paragraphs 1 
and  2  are  placed  under  the  Community  transit 
procedure,  t_he  principal  shall  enter  one  of  the 
following· phrases  in  the  box  reserved  for  the  des-
cription  of the  goods  on  the  Community  transit 
declaration form: 
- 'Udryddelsestruede arter', 
- 'Gefihrdete Arten', 
- 'Ef.&q1tOU a1t&tAoOvtat  J.LS  t;aq)clV1.0TJ', 
- 'Endangered species', 
- 'Especes menacees d'extinction', 
- 'Specie minacciate di estinzione', 
- 'Bedreigde soorten'. 
Article 14 
Derogations from  Articles 5 and 10 may be granted 
by  the  Member  States  in  respect  of  specimens 
which  are  personal  effects  or which  are  intended 
for household use. 
Article 15 
1.  In respect of the species to which this Regu-
lation  applies,  Member  States  may  maintain  or 
take stricter measures,  providing  that they  comply 
with  the  Treaty,  and  in  particular  Article  36  the-
reof, for one or more of the following PlU'POses: 
(a)  improvement of conditions of survival of living 
specimens in recipient countries; 
(b)  the conservation of native species; 
(c)  the conservation of a species or a population of 
a species in the country of origin. 
Such  measures,  which  may  in  no  case  stem  from 
commercial  policy  considerations,  when  adopted 
by  a  Member  State  in  accordance  with  this  para-
graph,  must  also  apply  to  trade  with  third  coun-
tries. 
2.  If a  Member  State  intends  to  have  recourse 
to  paragraph  1,  it  shall  immediately  inform  the 
Commission of the measures it intends to take. 
3.  For the purpose of protecting the health and 
life of animals or plants, Member States may take 
measures similar to those provided for in the Regu-
lation  in  respect  of species  not  covered  by  the 
Regulation. 
Article 16 
The  places  of entry  and  exit  designated,  where 
appropriate,  by  the  Member  States  in  accordance 
with  Article  VIII  (3)  of the  Convention  shall  be 
notified to  the Commission, which  shall  publish a 
list of them  in the  Official Journal of the European 
Communities. 
Article 17 
l.  The  Member  States  and the  Commission shall 
communicate to one another the information neces-
sary for implementing this Regulation. 
2.  Information supplied in implementation of this 
Regulation  may  not  be  divulged  or  used  for  a 
purpose other than that for which it was requested, 
unless the  supplier has  expressly  agreed  and in  so 
far as  the  provisions in  force  in the  Member State 
which has received it do not prohibit such use. 
Any  information  communicated  which  is  covered 
by an obligation of professional secrecy shall enjoy 
the  protection extended to such information under 
both the  national law  of the  Member  State which 
has  received  it  and  the  corresponding  provisions 
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Information  covered  by  an  obligation  of profes-
sional secrecy  may  not in  particular be  communi-
cated  to  persons  other than  those  working  in  the 
Member  States  or within  the  Community  institu-
tions whose duties require that they  have access  to 
it. 
Article 18 
Member States shall forward to the Commission all 
necessary information relating to research into the 
situation  regarding  endangered  species  and  into 
methods  of controlling trade in  parts  or products 
of animals  and  plants,  so  that  the  Commission 
may, where necessary, take suitable steps to coordi-
nate such research. 
In this  connection  Member  States  shall  take  into 
account  the  work  of any  international  organiza-
tions active in this field. 
Article 19 
A  Committee  on  the  Convention  (hereinafter 
referred  to  as  'the  Committee')  is  hereby  esta-
blished,  consisting  of representatives  of the  Mem-
ber States and presided over by a representative of 
the Commission. 
Article 20 
The Committee shall examine any question relating 
to the  application  of this  Regulation  raised  by  its 
chairman  either  on  his  own  initiative  or  at  the 
request of the representative of a Member State. 
Article 21 
1.  In accordance with  the procedure laid down 
in paragraphs 2 and 3, the Commitee shall: 
(a)  determine the design of the documents referred 
to in Articles  10 and 11, the model of the labels 
referred  to  in  Article  12  and  the  marks,  seals 
and  stamps  referred  to  in  Article  VI  of the 
Convention; 
(b) lay  down  uniform  conditions  for  the  issue  of 
the  documents  referred  to  in  Articles  I  0  and 
11; 
(c)  establish  the  principles  governing  the  validity 
and use of the documents referred to in Article 
II  (a)  and  the  granting  of  the  derogations 
referred to in Article 14. 
2.  The  representative  of the  Commission  shall 
submit to the  Committee a draft of the provisions 
to  be  adopted.  The  Committee  shall  deliver  its 
opinion  on the draft within the  time  limit  set  by 
the chairman, having regard to the urgency  of the 
matter  concerned.  Decisions  shall  be  taken  by  a 
majority  of 45  votes,  the  votes  of the  Member 
States being weighted as provided in Article 148 (2) 
of the Treaty. The chairman shall not vote. 
3.  (a)  The  Commision  shall  adopt  the  provisions 
envisaged if they are in accordance with the 
opinion of the Committee. 
(b) If  the provisions envisaged are not in accor-
dance with the opinion of the Committee, or 
if no  opinion  is  delivered,  the  Commission 
shall without delay submit a proposal to the 
Council with  regard to the  provisions to  be 
adopted.  The  Council  shall  act  by  a  quali-
fied majority. 
(c)  If,  within  three  months  of  the  proposal 
being  submitted  of it,  the  Council  has  not 
acted,  the  proposed  provisions  shall  be 
adopted by the Commission. 
Article 22 
Each Member State shall notify the Commission of 
the provisions which it adopts for the implementa-
tion of this Regulation. 
The  Commission  shall  communicate  this  infomia-
tion to the other Member States. 
Article 23 
This Regulation shall enter into force on the day of 
its  publication  in  the  Official Journal of the  Euro-
pean Communities. 
Articles  I to  17 shall apply from  I January 1984. 
This Regulation shall be binding in  its entirety and directly applicable in  all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 3 December 1982. 
For the Council 
The President 
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ANNEX A 
CONVENTION 
on international trade in endangered species of wild fauna anti flora 
THE CONTRACTING STATES, 
RECOGNIZING that wild fauna and flora in their many beautiful and varied forms are 
an irreplaceable part of the natural systems of the earth which must be protected for 
this and the generations to come; 
CONSCIOUS  of  the  ever-growing  value  of  wild  fauna  and  flora  from  aesthetic, 
scientific, cultural, recreational and economic points of view; 
RECOGNIZING  that peoples and States are and should be the best  protrctors of their 
own wild fauna and flora; 
RECOGNIZING,  in addition, that international cooperation is  essential for the protec-
tion  of certain  species  of wild  fauna  and  flora  against  over-exploitation  through 
international trade; 
CONVINCED of the urgency of taking appropriate measures to this end,  , 
HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article  I 
Definitions 
For the purpose of the present Convention, unless 
the context otherwise requires: 
(a)  'species' means any species, sub-species, or geo-
graphically separate population thereof; 
(b)  'specimen' means: 
(i)  any  animal  or  plant,  whether  alive  or 
dead; 
(ii)  in  the  case  of  an  animal:  for  species 
included in Appendices I and II, any read-
ily  recognizable part or derivative thereof; 
and for species  included in  Appendix  III, 
any readily  recognizable part or derivative 
thereof specified  in  Appendix  lll in  rela-
tion to the species, and 
(iii)  in the case of a  plant: for species included 
in  Appendix  I,  any  readily  recognizable 
part or derivative thereof; and for  species 
included  in  Appendices  II  and  III,  any 
readily  recognizable  part  or  derivative 
thereof specified  in  Appendices II and Ill 
in relation to the species; 
(c)  'trade'  means  export,  re-export,  import  and 
introduction from the sea; 
(d) 're-export' means export of any specimen that 
has previously been imported; 
(e)  'introduction  from  the  sea'  means  transporta-
tion  into  a  State  of specimens  of any species 
which  were  taken  in  the  marine  environment 
not under the jurisdiction of any State; 
(f)  'scientific authority' means a  national scientific 
authority  designated  in  accordance  with 
Article IX; 
(g)  'management authority' means a national man-
agement.  authority  designated  in  accordance 
with Article IX; 
(h) 'party'  means  a  State  for  which  the  present 
Convention has entered into force. 
Article  II 
Fuadaaaental priaciples 
1.  Appendix  I  shall  include all  species  threat-
ened with  ~xtinction which are or may be  affected 
by trade. Trade in specimens of these species must 
be subject to particularly strict regulation in order 
not  to  endanger  further  their  survival  and  must 
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2.  Appendix II shall include: 
(a)  all species  which although not necessarily  now 
threatened  with  extinction  may  become  so 
unless  trade  in  specimens  of such  species  is 
subject  to  strict  regulation  in  order  to  avoid 
utilization incompatible with their survival; and 
(b) other species  which  must be subject  to  regula-
tion in order that trade in specimens of certain 
species  referred  to  in  subparagraph (a)  of this 
paragraph may be brought under effective con-
trol. 
3.  Appendix III shall  include all  species which 
any party identified  as  being subject to  regulation 
within its jurisdiction for the purpose of preventing 
or  restricting  exploitation,  and  as  needing  the 
cooperation of other parties in the control of trade. 
4.  The  parties  shall  not  allow  trade  in  speci-
mens  of species  included  in  Appendices  I,  II  and 
III except in accordance with the provisions of the 
present Convention. 
Article  III 
Regulation of trade in specimens of species 
included in Appendix I 
1.  Alt trade in specimens of species included in 
Appendix I  shall be in accordance with  the provi-
sions of this Article. 
2.  The  export  of  any  specimen  of  a  species 
included  in  Appendix  I  shall  require  the  prior 
grant  and  presentation  of an  export  permit.  An 
export  permit  shall  only  be  granted  when  the 
following conditions have been met: 
(a)  a scientific authority of the State of export has 
advised that such export will not be detrimental 
to the survival of that species; 
(b) a  management authority of the State of export 
is  satisfied that the specimen was  not obtained 
in  contravention  of the  laws  of that  State  for 
the protection of fauna and flora; 
(c)  a management authority of the  State of export 
is  satisfied that any living specimen  will  be  so 
prepared  and shipped  as  to  minimize  the  risk 
of injury, damage to health or cruel treatment; 
and 
(d)  a  management authority of the  State of export 
is  satisfied  that  an  import  permit  has  been 
granted for the specimen. 
3.  The  import  of any  specimen  of a  species 
included  in  Appendix  I  shall  require  the  prior 
grant  and  presentation  of an  import  permit  and 
either  an  export  permit  or a  re-export  certificate. 
An import permit shall  only be  granted  when  the 
following conditions have been met: 
(a)  a scientific authority of the State of import has 
advised  that  the  import  will  be  for  purposes 
which are not detrimental to  the survival of the 
species involved; 
(b) a  scientific authority  of the  State  of import  is 
satisfied that the proposed recipient of a living 
specimen  is  suitably  equipped  to  house  and 
care for it; and 
(c)  a management authority of the State of import 
is  satisfied that the specimen  is  not to be  used 
for primarily commercial purposes. 
4.  The  re-export  of any  specimen  of a  species 
included  in  Appendix  I  shall  require  the  prior 
grant and presentation of a re-export certificate.  A 
re-export certificate shall only be granted when  the 
following conditions have been met: 
(a)  a  management  authority  of  the  State  of  re-
export  is  satisfied  that  the  specimen  was 
imported into that State in accordance with  the 
provisions of the present Convention; 
(b)  a  management  authority  of  the  State  of  re-
export is  satisfied that any living specimen  will 
be so  prepared and shipped as  to minimize the 
risk of injury, damage to  health or cruel  treat-
ment: and 
(c)  a  management  authority  of the  State  of  re-
export  is  satisfied  that  an  import  permit  has 
been granted for any living specimen. 
5.  The  introduction  from  the  sea  of any  speci-
men  of a  species  included  in  Appendix  I  shall 
require  the  prior  grant  of  a  certificate  from  a 
management authority of the State of introduction. 
A certificate shall only be granted when the follow-
ing conditions have been met: 
(a)  a  scientific  authority  of the  State  of introduc-
tion  advises  that  the  introduction  will  not  be 
detrimental  to  the  survival  of  the  species 
involved; --T 
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(b)  a  management  authority  of the  State of intro-
duction  is  satisfied that the  proposed  recipient 
of a  living  specimen  in  suitably  equipped  to 
house and care for it; and 
(c)  a  management authority  of the  State  of intro-
duction  is  satisfied  that the specimen  is  not  to 
be used for primarily commercial purposes. 
Article  IV 
Regulation of trade in spec:imeas of species 
included in Appendix II 
1.  All trade in specimens of species included in 
Appendix II shall be in  accordance with the provi-
sions of this Article. 
2.  The  export  of  any  specimen  of a  species 
included  in  Appendix  II  shall  require  the  prior 
grant  and  presentation  of an  export  permit.  An 
export  permit  shall  only  be  granted  when  the 
following conditions have been met: 
(a)  a scientific authority of the State of export has 
advised that such export will  not be detrimental 
to the survival of that species; 
(b) a management authority of the  State of export 
is  satisfied that the specimen  was  not obtained 
in  contravention  of the  laws  of that  State  for 
the protection of fauna and flora; and 
(c)  a management authority of the State of export 
is  satisfied that any living specimen  will  be so 
prepared  and  shipped  as  to  minimize  the  risk 
of injury, damage to health or cruel treatment. 
3.  A  scientific  authority  in  each  party  shall 
monitor  both  the  export  permits  granted  by  that 
State  for  specimens  of  species  included  in 
Appendix  II and the actual exports of such speci-
mens.  Whenever  a  scientific  authority  determines 
that the  export  of specimens  of any  such  species 
should be limited in order to  maintain that species 
throughout its  range  at  a  level  consistent  with  its 
role  in  the ecosystems  in  which  it  occurs and  well 
above the level at which that species might become 
eligible  for  inclusion  in  Appendix  I,  the  scientific 
authority shall advise the appropriate management 
authority of suitable measures to be taken to limit 
the  grant of export  permits  for  specimens  of that 
species. 
4.  The  import  of any  specimen  of a  species 
included  in  Appendix  II  shall  require  the  prior 
presentation  of either  an  export  permit  or a  re-
export certificate. 
5.  The  re-export  of any  specimen  of a  species 
included  in  Appendix  II  shall  require  the  prior 
grant and presentation of a re-export certificate.  A 
re-export certificate shall only be granted when the 
following conditions have been met 
(a)  a  management  authority  of the  State  of  re-
export  is  satisfied  that  the  specimen  was 
imported into that State in accordance with the 
provisions of the present Convention; and 
(b) a  management  authority  of the  State  of  re-
export is  satisfied that any living specimen will 
be so  prepared and shipped as to minimize the 
risk  of injury, damage to health or cruel treat-
ment. 
6.  The introduction from  the sea  of any speci-
men  of a  species  included  in  Appendix  II  shall 
require  the  prior  grant  of  a  certificate  from  a 
management authority of the State of introduction. 
A certificate shall only be granted when the follow-
ing conditions have been met: 
(a)  a  scientific  authority of the  State of introduc-
tion  advises  that  the  introduction  will  not  be 
detrimental  to  the  survival  of  the  species 
involved; and 
(b)  a  management authority of the  State of intro-
duction  is  satisfied  that  any  living  specimen 
will  be  so  handled as  to  minimize  the  risk  of 
injury, damage to health or cruel treatment. 
7.  Certificates referred to in paragraph 6 of this 
Article may be granted on the advice of a scientific 
authority,  in  consultation  with  other  nationai  sci-
entific  authorities  or,  when  appropriate,  interna-
tional  scientific  authorities,  in  respect  of periods 
not exceeding one year for total numbers of speci-
mens to be introduced in such period. 
Article  V 
Regulation of trade ia speclmeas of species 
included ia Appeadix III 
1.  All  trade in specimens of species included in 
Appendix  III  shall  be  in  accordance  with  the 
provisions of this Article. ------------- -- ---- -·~--------------------
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2.  The  export  of any  specimen  of  a  species 
included in Appendix III from any State which has 
included that species in Appendix III shall require 
the  prior  grant  and  presentation  of  an  export 
permit.  An  export  permit  shall  only  be  granted 
when the following conditions have been met: 
(a)  a  management authority of the State of export 
is satisfied that the specimen: was not obtained 
in contravention  of the laws  of that State  for 
the protection of fauna and flora; and 
(b) a  management authority of the State of export 
is  satisfied that any living specimen will  be so 
prepared and shipped as  to minimize  the  risk 
of injury, damage to health or cruel treatment. 
3.  The  import  of any  specimen  of a  species 
included in Appendix  III shall  require,  except  in 
circumstances to which paragraph 4 of this Article 
applies,  the  prior  presentation  of a  certificate  of 
origin and, where the import is  from a State which 
has  included  that  species  in  Appendix  III,  an 
export permit. 
4.  In the case of re-export, a certificate granted 
by  the  management  authority  of the  State  of re-
export  that  the  specimen  was  processed  in  that 
State or is  being  re-exported shall  be  accepted  by 
the State of import as  evidence that the provisions 
of the present Convention have been complied with 
in respect of the specimen concerned. 
Article  VI 
Permits aod certificates 
1.  Permits  and  certificates  granted  under  the 
provisions  of Articles  III,  IV  and  V  shall  be  in 
accordance with the provisions of this Article. 
2.  An export permit shall contain the informa-
tion  specified  in  the  model  set  forth  in 
Appendix  IV,  and  may  only  be  used  for  export 
within  a  period  of six  months  from  the  date  on 
which it was granted. 
3.  Eac)l  permit  or certificate  shall  contain  the 
title of the present Convention, the name and any 
identifying  stamp  of  the  management  authority 
granting it  and a  control number assigned  by  the 
management authority. 
4.  Any  copies of a  permit or certificate  issued 
by a management authority shall be clearly marked 
as copies  only and no such  copy may  be used  in 
place of the original, except to the extent endorsed 
thereon. 
5.  A  separate  permit  or  certificate  shall  be 
required for each consignment of specimens. 
6.  A  management  authority  of  the  State  of 
import of any specimen shall cancel and retain the 
export permit or re-export certificate and any cor-
responding  import  permit  presented  in  respect  of 
the import of that specimen. 
7.  Where  appropriate  and  feasible  a  manage-
ment authority may affix a  mark upon any speci-
men to assist in identifying the specimen. For these 
purposes 'mark' means any indelible imprint, lead 
seal or other suitable means of identifying a speci-
men,  designed  in  such  a  way  as  to  render  its 
imitation  by  unauthorized  persons  as  difficult  as 
possible. 
Article  VII 
Exemptions aod other special provisions 
relating to trade 
1.  The  provisions  of  Articles  III,  IV  and  V 
shall  not  apply  to  the  transit  or transhipment  of 
specimens  through  or  in  the  territory  of a  party 
while the specimens remain in customs control. 
2.  Where a  management authority of the State 
of export or re-export is  satisfied that a  specimen 
was  acquired  before the  provisions of the  present 
Convention  applied  to  that  specimen,  the  provi-
sions of Articles  III, IV  and V shall  not apply to 
that  specimen  where  the  management  authority 
issues a certificate to that effect. 
3.  The  provisions  of Articles  III,  IV  and  V 
shall  not apply  to  specimens  that are  personal  or 
household effects.  This  exemption  shall  not  apply 
where: 
(a)  in the case  of specimens of a  species  included 
in  Appendix  I,  they  were  acquired  by  the 
owner outside his State of usual residence, and 
are being imported into that State; or 
(b) in the case of specimens of species included in 
Appendix II: 
(i)  they  were  acquired  by  the  owner  outside 
his State of usual residence and in a State 
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(ii)  they  are  being  imported  into  the  owner's 
State of usual residence, and 
(iii) the  State  where  removal  from  the  wild 
occurred requires the prior grant of export 
permits  before  any  export  of such  speci-
mens, 
unless a management authority is  satisfied that the 
specimens  were  acquired  before  the  provisions  of 
the present Convention applied to such specimens. 
4.  Specimens  of an  animal  species  included  in 
Appendix  I  bred  in  captivity  for  commercial  pur-
poses, or of a plant species included in  Appendix  I 
artificially  propagated  for  commercial  purposes, 
shall  be  deemed  to  be  specimens  of  species 
included in Appendix II. 
5.  Where  a  management authority  of the State 
of export  is  satisfied  that  any  specimen  of  an 
animal species  was  bred in captivity or any speci-
men of a plant species was  artificially propagated, 
or is  a  part  of such  an  animal  or  plant  or  was 
derived therefrom, a certificate by  the management 
authority to  that effect shall be  accepted in  lieu  of 
any of the permits or certificates required under the 
provisions of Article III, IV or V. 
6.  The  provtstons  of Articles  III,  IV  and  V 
shall not apply to the non-commercial loan, dona-
tion  or  exchange  between  scientists  or  scientific 
institutions  registered  by  a  management  authority 
of their State,  of herbarium specimens,  other  pre-
served, dried or embedded museum specimens, and 
live  plant  material  which  carry  a  label  issued  or 
approved by a management authority. 
7.  A  management  authority  of any  State  may 
waive  the  requirements  of Articles  Ill,  IV  and  V 
and allow the movement without permits or certifi-
cates of specimens which  form  part of a travelling 
zoo,  circus,  menagerie,  plant  exhibition  or other 
travelling exhibition provided that: 
(a)  the exporter or importer registers full  details of 
such  specimens  with  that management  author-
ity; 
(b) the  specimens  are  in  either  of the  categories 
specified  in  paragraph  2  or 5 of this  Article; 
and 
(c)  the management authority is  satisfied  that any 
living  specimen  will  be  so  transported  and 
cared  for  as  to  minimize  the  risk  of injury, 
damage to health or cruel treatment. 
Article  VIII 
Measures to be takea by the parties 
I.  The  parties  shall  take  appropriate  measures 
to enforce the provisions of the present Convention 
and  to  prohibit  trade  in  specimens  in  violation 
thereof. These shall include measures: 
(a)  to  penalize  trade  in,  or  possession  of,  such 
specimens, or both; and 
(b) to provide for the confiscation or return to the 
State of export of such specimens. 
2.  In  addition  to  the  measures  taken  under 
paragraph  1 of this  Article,  a  party  may,  when  it 
deems  it  necessary,  provide  for  any  method  of 
internal  reimbursement for  expenses  incurred  as  a 
result  of the  confiscation  of a  specimen  traded  in 
violation  of the measures  taken  in  the  application 
of the provisions of the present Convention. 
3.  As  far  as  possible,  the  parties  shall  ensure 
that specimens  shall  pass  through  any  formalities 
required  for  trade  with  a  minimum  of delay.  To 
facilitate such passage, a party may designate ports 
of exit and ports of entry at which specimens must 
be presented for clearance. The parties shall ensure 
further that all living specimens, during any period 
of transit, holding or shipment, are properly cared 
for so as to minimize the risk of injury, damage to 
health or cruel treatment. 
4.  Where  a  living specimen  is  confiscated as  a 
result  of measures  referred  to  in  paragraph  I  of 
this Article: 
(a)  the  specimen  shall  be  entrusted  to  a  manage-
ment authority of the State of confiscation; 
(b)  the management authority shall, after consulta-
tion with  the State of export,  return the  speci-
men  to  that State at the expense of that State, 
or to a rescue centre or such other place as the 
management  authority  deems  appropriate  and 
consistent  with  the  purposes  of  the  present 
Convention; and 
(c)  the  management  authority  may  obtain  the 
advice  of a scientific authority, or may,  when-
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tariat in  order to  facilitate  the  decision  under 
subparagraph  (b)  of this  paragraph,  including 
the choice of a rescue centre or other place. 
5.  A rescue centre as referred to ·in paragraph 4 
of this Article means an institution designated by a 
management authority to  look after the  welfare  of 
living specimens,  particularly those that have  been 
confiscated. 
6.  Each party shall maintain records of trade in 
sP.eclmens  of species  included in Appendices  I,  II 
and III which shall cover: 
(a)  the  names  and  addresses  of  exporters  and 
importers; and 
(b) the number and type of permits and certificates 
granted;  the  States  with  which  such  trade 
occurred;  the  numbers  or quantities  and types 
of specimens,  names  of species  as  included  in 
Appendices I, II and III and, where applicable, 
the size and sex of the specimens in question. 
7.  Each party shall prepare periodic reports on 
its  implement,ation  of the  present Convention  and 
shall transmit to the secretariat: 
(a)  an  annual report containing a summary of the 
information specified in paragraph 6 (b) of this 
Article; and 
(b) a biennial report on legislative,  regulatory and 
administrative  measures  taken  to  enforce  the 
provisions of the present Convention. 
8.  The  information  referred  to  in  paragraph 7 
of this Article shall be available to the public where 
this  is  not inconsistent  with  the  law  of the  party 
concerned. 
Article  IX 
Management and scientific authorities 
I.  Each party shall designate for the purpose of 
the present Convention: 
(a)  one or more management authorities competent 
to grant permits or certificates on behalf of that 
party; and 
(b) one or more scientific authorities. 
2.  A State depositing an instrument of ratifica-
tion, acceptance, approval or accession shall at that 
time inform the depositary government of the name 
and  address  of the  management  authority  autho-
rized  to  communicate with  other parties  and with 
the secretariat. 
3.  Any  changes in  the designations or authori-
zations under the provisions of this Article shall be 
communicated by the party concerned to the secre-
tariat for transmission to all other parties. 
4.  Any  management  authority  referred  to  in 
paragraph 2 of this Article shall, if so  requested  by 
the  secretariat  of  the  management  authority  of 
another  party,  communicate  to  it  impression  of 
stamps, seals  or other devices  used  to  authenticate 
permits or certificates. 
Article  X 
Trade with States not party to the Convention 
Where export or re-export is  to, or import is  from, 
a  State  not  a  party  to  the  present  Convention, 
comparable  documentation  issued  by  the  compe-
tent  authorities  in  that  State  which  substantially 
conforms  with  the  requirements  of  the  present 
Convention  for  permits  and  certificates  may  be 
accepted in lieu thereof by any party. 
Article  XI 
Conference of the parties 
1.  The  secretariat  shall  call  a  meeting  of the 
conference of the  parties  not later than  two  years 
after the  entry  into  force  of the  present  Conven-
tion. 
2.  Thereafter the secretariat shall convene regu-
lar meetings  at least once  every  two  years,  unless 
the  conference  decides  otherwise,  and  extraordi-
nary meetings at any time on the written request of 
at least one-third of the parties. 
3.  At  meetings,  whether  regular  or  extraordi-
nary, the parties shall review the implementation of 
the present Convention and may : 
(a)  make  such  provision  as  may  be  necessary  to 
enable the secretariat to carry out its duties and 
adopt financial provisions (I); 
(I) The  text  in  italics  has  not  yet  entered  into  force  nor 
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(b)  consider  and  adopt  amendements  to 
Appendices  I  and  II  in  accordance  with 
Article XV; 
(c)  review  the  progress  made towards the  restora-
tion  and  conservation  of the  species  included 
in Appendices I, II and III; 
(d)  receive  and consider any reports  presented  by 
the secretariat or by any party; and 
(e)  where appropriate, make recommendations for 
improving the effectiveness of the present Con.: 
vention. 
4.  At  each  regular  meeting,  the  parties  may 
determine  the  time  and venue  of the  next  regular 
meeting  to be  held  in  accordance  with  the  provi-
sions of paragraph 2 of this Article. 
5.  At  any  meeting,  the  parties  may  determine 
and adopt rules of procedure for the meeting. 
6.  The United  Nations, its  specialized  agencies 
and  the  International  Atomic  Energy  Agency,  as 
well as  any State not party to the present Conven-
tion, may be represented at meetings of the confer-
ence  by  observers,  who  shall  have  the  right  to 
participate but not to vote. 
7.  Any body or agency technically qualified in 
protection,  conservation  or  management  of wild 
fauna and flora, in the following categories, which 
has  informed  the  secretariat  of its  desire  to  be 
represented at meetings of the conference by obser-
vers,  shall be admitted unless at least one-third of 
the parties present object: 
(a)  international agencies  or bodies, either govern-
mental or non-governmental, and national gov-
ernmental agen6es and bodies; and 
(b)  national  non-governmental  agencies  or bodies 
w_hich  have been approved for this  purpose by 
the State in which they are located. 
Once admitted, these observers shall have the right 
to participate but not to vote. 
Article  XII 
lbe secretariat 
1.  Upon  entry  into  force  of the  present  Con-
vention,  a  secretariat  shall  be  provided  by  the 
Executive Director of the United Nations Environ-
ment Programme. To the extent and in the manner 
he  considers  appropriate,  he  may  be  assisted  by 
suitable  inter-governmental  or  non-governmental 
international or national agencies and bodies tech-
nically  qualified  in  protection,  conservation  and 
management of wild fauna and flora. 
2.  The functions of the secretariat shall be: 
(a)  to  arrange  for  and  service  meetings  of  the 
parties;  · 
(b)  to  perform the  functions  entrusted to  it under 
the  provisions of Articles  XV  and XVI  of the 
present Convention; 
(c)  to undertake scientific and technical studies in 
accordance with programmes authorized by the 
conference  of the  parties as  will  contribute to 
the implementation of the present Convention, 
including  studies  concerning  standards  for 
appropriate preparation and shipment of living 
specimens and the means of identifying speci-
mens; 
(d) to study  the  reports  of parties  and to  request 
from parties such further information with res-
pect  thereto  as  it  deems  necessary  to  ensure 
implementation of the present Convention; 
(e)  to  invite  the  attention  of the  parties  to  any 
matter  pertaining  to  the  aims  of the  present 
Convention; 
(f)  to  publish  periodically  and  distribute  to  the 
parties current editions of Appendices I, II and 
III  together  with  any  information  which  will 
facilitate  identification of specimens of species 
·included in those Appendices: 
(g)  to prepare annual reports to the parties on its 
work and on the implementation of the present 
Convention and such other reports as meetings 
of the parties may request; 
(h)  to make recommendations for the implementa-
tion of the  aims and provisions of the present 
Convention,  including  the  exchange  of infor-
mation, of a scientific or technical nature; 
(i)  to  perform  any  other  function  as  may  be 
entrusted to it by the parties. 
Article  XIII 
International measures 
1.  When the secretariat in the light of informa-
tion  received  is  satisfied  that any species  included 
in Appendices I or II is being affected adversely by 
trade  in  specimens  of  that  species,  or  that  the 
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effectively implemented, it shall communicate such 
information to the authorized management author-
ity of the party or parties concerned. 
2.  When any party receives a communication as 
indicated in paragraph 1 of this Article, it shall, as 
soon  as  possible,  inform  the  secretariat  of  any 
relevant  facts  in  so  far  as  its  laws  permit  and, 
where appropriate, propose remedial action. Where 
the  party  considers  that  an  inquiry  is  desirable, 
such  inquiry  may be carried  out by  one or more 
persons expressly authorized by the party. 
3.  The  information  provided  by  the  party  or 
resulting  from  any  inquiry  as  specified  in 
paragraph 2 of this Article shall be reviewed by the 
next  conference  of the  parties  which  may  make 
whatever recommendations it deems appropriate. 
Article  XIV 
Effect on domestic legislation 
and international Conventions 
1.  The  provisiOns  of the  present  Convention 
shall in no way affect the right of parties to adopt: 
(a)  stricter domestic measures  regarding the condi-
tions  for  trade,  taking possession  or transport 
of  specimens  of  species  included  in 
Appendices  I,  II  and  III,  or  the  complete 
prohibition thereof; or 
(b) domestic  measures  restricting  or  prohibiting 
trade, taking possession, or transport of species 
not included in Appendices I, II or III. 
2.  The  provisions  of  the  present  Convention 
shall in no way  affect the provisions of any domes-
tic measures  or the  obligations  of parties  deriving 
from any treaty, convention, or international agree-
ment  relating  to  other  aspects  of  trade,  taking 
possession,  or transport  of specimens  which  is  in 
force or subsequently may enter into force  for any 
party including any measure pertaining to the cus-
toms, public health, veterinary or plant quarantine 
fieids. 
3.  The  provisions  of the  present  Convention 
shall  in  no  way  affect  the  provisions  of,  or  the 
obligations  deriving  from,  any  treaty,  convention 
or  international  agreement  concluded  or  which 
may be concluded between States creating a union 
or regional  trade  agreement  establishing  or main-
taining  a  common  external  customs  control  and 
removing  customs  control  between  the  parties 
thereto in so  far as  they  relate to trade among the 
States members of that union agreement. 
4.  A  State  party  to  the  present  Convention, 
which  is  also  a  party to  any other treaty,  conven-
tion or international agreement which is. in  force at 
the  time  of the  coming  into  force  of the  present 
Convention  and  under  the  provisions  of  which 
protection is afforded to marine species included in 
Appendix  II,  shall  be  relieved  of the  obligation 
imposed  on it  under the  provisions  of the  present 
Convention  with  respect  to  trade  in  specimens  of 
species  included  in  Appendix  II that are taken  by 
ships  registered  in  that  State  and  in  accordance 
with the provisions of such other treaty, convention 
or international agreement. 
5.  Notwithstanding  the  provtstons  of Articles 
Ill, IV  and  V,  any export of a  specimen  taken  in 
accordance  with  paragraph  4  of this  Article  shall 
only  require  a  certificate  from  a  management 
authority of the State of introduction to  the effect 
that the specimen was taken in  accordance with the 
provisions of the other treaty, convention or inter-
national agreement in question. 
6.  Nothing  in  the  present  Convention  shall 
prejudice  the  codification  and development  of the 
law  of the  sea  by  the  United  Nations  Conference 
on  the  Law  of  the  Sea  convened  pursuant  to 
resolution 2750  C (XXV) of the General  Assembly 
of the  United  Nations  nor  the  present  or  future 
claims and legal  views  of any State concerning the 
law of the sea and the nature and extent of coastal 
and flag State jurisdiction. 
Article  XV 
Amendments to Appendices I and II 
I.  The following  provisions shall  apply in  rela-
tion  to  amendments  to  Appendices  I  and  I I  at 
meetings of the conference of the parties: 
(a)  Any  party  may  propose  an  amendment  to 
Appendix  I or II for consideration at the next 
meeting. The text of the proposed amendments 
shall be communicated to the secretariat at least 
150  days  before  the  meeting.  The  secretariat 
shall  consult  the  other  parties  and  interested 
bodies  on the  amendment  in  accordance  with 
the  provisions  of paragraph  2  (b)  and  (c)  of 
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to all  parties not later than 30  days before the 
meeting. 
(b)  Amendments shall be  adopted by  a  two-thirds 
majority  of  parties  present  and  voting.  For 
these  purposes  'parties  present  and  voting' 
means  parties  present and casting  an affirma-
tive  or negative  vote.  Parties  abstaining  from 
voting  shall  not  be  counted  among  the  two-
thirds required for adopting an amendment. 
(c)  Amendments adopted at a  meeting  shall  enter 
into  force  90  days  after  that  meeting  for  all 
parties except  those  which  make a  reservation 
in accordance with paragraph 3 of this Article. 
2.  The following provisions shall apply in rela-
tion  to  amendments  to  Appendices  I  and  II  bet-
ween meetings of the conference of the parties: 
(a)  Any  party  may  propose  an  amendment  to 
Appendix  I  or  II  for  consideration  between 
meetings  by  the postal procedures set  forth  in 
this paragraph. 
(b)  For marine species,  the  secretariat shall,  upon 
receiving the text of the proposed amendment, 
immediately  communicate  it  to  the  parties.  It 
shall  also  consult  inter-governmental  bodies 
having  a  function  in  relation  to  those  species 
especially  with  a  view  to  obtaining  scientific 
data these bodies  may  be able to provide and 
to ensuring coordination with any conservation 
measures enforced by such bodies. The secreta-
riat shall communicate the views expressed and 
date  provided  by  these  bodies  and  its  own 
findings and recommendations to the parties as 
soon as possible. 
(c)  For species  other than marine species,  the sec-
retariat  shall,  upon  receiving  the  text  of the 
proposed  amendment,  immediately  communi-
cate it to the  parties and,  as  soon as  possible 
thereafter, its own recommendations. 
(d)  Any  party  may,  within  60  days of the date on 
which  the  secretariat communicated its  recom-
mendations to the  parties, under subparagraph 
(b)  or  (c)  of this  paragraph,  transmit  to  the 
secretariat  any  comments  on  the  proposed 
amendment together with any relevant scientific 
data and information. 
(e)  The  secretariat  shall  communicate  the  replies 
received  together  with  its  own  recommenda-
tions to the parties as soon as possible. 
(f)  If no objection to the proposed amendment is 
received by the secretariat within 30 days of the 
date  the  replies  and  recommendations  were 
communicated under the provisions of subpara-
graph  (e)  of this  paragraph,  the  amendment 
shall  enter  into  force  90  days  later  for  all 
parties  except those  which  make a  reservation 
in accordance with paragraph 3 of  th~s Article. 
(g)  If an objection by any party is  received by the 
secretariat,  the  proposed  amendment  shall  be 
submitted to  a  postal  vote  in  accordance with 
the provisions of subparagraphs (h), (i)  and (j) 
of this paragraph. 
(h) The  secretariat  shall  notify  the  parties  that 
notification of objection has been received. 
(i)  Unless  the  secretariat  receives  the  votes  for, 
against or in  abstention from  at least one-half 
of the  parties  within  60  days  of the  date  of 
notification  under  subparagraph  (h)  of  this 
paragraph,  the  proposed  amendment  shall  be 
referred  to  the next  meeting of the conference 
for further consideration. 
(j)  Provided that votes  are received  from  one-half 
of the parties, the amendment shall be adopted 
by  a  two-thirds  majority  of parties casting an 
affirmative or negative vote. 
(k)  The  secretariat  shall  notify  all  parties  of the 
result of the vote. 
(I)  If the proposed amendment is  adopted it shall 
enter into  fol'(:e  90  days  after  the  date of the 
notification by the secretariat of its  acceptance 
for all parties except those which make a reser-
vation  in  accordance with  paragraph 3 of this 
Article. 
3.  During the period of 90 days provided for in 
paragraph  l  (c)  or 2 (l)  of this  Article,  any  party 
may,  by  notification  in  writing  to  the  depositary 
government, make a reservation with respect to the 
amendment.  Until  such  reservation  is  withdrawn, 
the party shall be treated as a State not party to the 
present Convention with respect to trade in species 
concerned. 
Article  XVI 
Appeadix 01 aad ameodmeats thereto 
l.  Any  party  may  at  any  time  submit  to  the 
secretariat  a  list  of species  which  it  identifies  as 
being  subject  to  regulation  within  its  jurisdiction 
for  the  purpose  mentioned  in  Article  II·  (3). 
Appendix III shall include the names of the parties ------------ ----- -- -----
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submitting  the  species  for  inclusion  therein,  the 
scientific  naines  of the  species  so  submitted,  and 
any  parts  or derivatives  of the  animals  or plants 
concerned  that  are  specified  in  relation  to  the 
species for the purposes of Article I (b). 
2.  Each  list  submitted  under the  provisions  of 
paragraph  I of this  Article shall be communicated 
to the parties by  the secretariat as soon as possible 
after receiving  it.  The  list shall  take effect  as  part 
of Appendix  III  90  days  after  the  date  of such 
communication. At  any time after the communica-
tion of such  list,  any  party may  by  notification  in 
writing to the depositary government enter a reser-
vation with  respect to  any species  or any  parts or 
derivatives,  and  until  such  reservation  is  with-
drawn,  the  State  shall  be  treated  as  a  State  not 
party  to  the  present  Convention  with  respect  to 
trade in the species or part or derivative concerned. 
3.  A  party  which  has  submitted  a  species  for 
inclusion in Appendix III may withdraw  it  at  any 
time  by  notification  to  the  secretariat  which  shall 
communicate  the  withdrawal  to  all  parties.  The 
withdrawal shall take effect 30 days  after the date 
of such communication. 
4.  Any party submitting a list  under the provi-
sions of paragraph 1 of this Article shall submit to 
the  secretariat  a  copy  of all  domestic  laws  and 
regulations  applicable  to  the  protection  of  such 
species, together with any interpretations which the 
party may deem appropriate or the secretariat may 
request. The party shall, for as  long as  the species 
in  question  is  included  in  Appendix  III,  submit 
any  amendment  of such  laws  and  regulations  or 
any new interpretations as they are adopted. 
Article  XVII 
Amendment to the Convention 
1.  An extraordinary meeting  of the  conference 
of the parties shall  be  convened by  the secretariat 
on the  written  request  of at least  one-third  of the 
parties  to  consider  and adopt amendments  to  the 
present  Convention.  Such  amendments  shall  be 
adopted by  a two-thirds majority of parties present 
and voting.  For these purposes 'parties present and 
voting' means parties present and casting an affir-
mative  or  negative  vote.  Parties  abstaining  from 
voting  shall  not be counted among the two-thirds 
required for adopting an amendment. 
2.  The  text  of any  proposed  amendment shall 
be communicated by the secretariat to all parties at 
least 90 days before the meeting. 
3.  An amendment shall enter into force  for the 
parties  which  have  accepted  it  60  days  after two-
thirds of the  parties have  deposited  an  instrument 
of acceptance  of the  amendment  with  the  deposi-
tary  government.  Thereafter,  the  amendment  shall 
enter into  force  for  any other party 60  days  after 
that party deposits  its instrument of acceptance  of 
the amendment. 
Article  XVIII 
Resolution of disputes 
1.  Any dispute which may arise between two or 
more parties,  with  respect  to  the  interpretation  or 
application  of the  provisions  of the  present  Con-
vention, shall be subject to negotiation between the  · 
parties involved in the dispute. 
2.  If the  dispute  cannot  be  resolved  in  accor-
dance with paragraph  1 of this  Article, the parties 
may,  by  mutual  consent,  submit  the  dispute  to 
arbitration,  in  particular  that  of  the  Permanent 
Court of Arbitration at The Hague and the parties 
submitting the dispute shall  be  bound by the arbi-
tral decision. 
Article  XIX 
Signature 
The present Convention shall be open for signature 
at Washington until 30 April  1973 and thereafter at 
Berne until 31  December 197 4. 
Article  XX 
Ratification, acceptance, approval 
The present Convention shall be subject to ratifica-
tion, acceptance or approval. Instruments of ratifi-
cation,  acceptance  or approval  shall  be  deposited 
with  the  Government  of the  Swiss  Confederation 
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Article  XXI 
Accession 
The present Convention shall be open indefinitely 
for  accession.  Instruments  of accession  shall  be 
deposited with the depositary government. 
Article XXII 
Eotry into force 
1.  The  present  Convention  shall  enter  into 
force  90  days  after  the  date  of deposit  of  the 
lOth  instrument of ratification, acceptance, appro-
val or accession, with the depositary government. 
2.  For  each  State  which  ratifies,  accepts  or 
approves the present Convention or accedes thereto 
after the deposit of the lOth  instrument of ratifica-
tion, acceptance, approval or accession, the present 
Convention shall enter into force 90 days after the 
deposit by such State of its instrument of ratifica-
tion, acceptance, approval or accession. 
Article  XXIII 
Resenadoos 
l.  The  provisions  of the  present  Convention 
shall not be subject to general reservations. Specific 
reservations may be entered in accordance with the 
provisions  of  this  Article  and  Articles  XV 
and XVI. 
2.  Any State may, on depositing its instrument 
of ratification,  acceptance,  approval or accession, 
enter a specific reservation with regard to: 
(a)  any species included in  Appendix I,  II or III; 
or 
(b) any parts or derivatives specified in relation to 
a species concluded in Appendix III. 
3.  Until  a  party  withdraws  its  reservation 
entered under the provisions of this Article, it shall 
be  treated  as  a  State  not  a  party  to  the  present 
Convention with  respect to trade in the particular 
species  or  parts  or  derivatives  specified  in  such 
reservation. 
Article XXIV 
Denulldadoa 
Any  party may  denounce the present  Convention 
by  written  notification  to  the  depositary  govern-
ment  at  any  time.  The  denunciation  shall  take 
effect  12  months  after the  depositary  government 
has received the notification. 
Article XXY 
Depositary 
1.  The original  of the  present  Convention,  in 
the Chinese, English, French, Russian and Spanish 
languages,  each  version  being  equally  authentic, 
shall be deposited with the depositary government, 
which shall transmit certified  copies thereof to all 
States that have signed it or deposited instruments 
of accession to it. 
2.  The depositary  government  shall  inform  all 
signatory and acceding States and the secretariat of 
signatures,  deposit  of instruments  of ratification, 
acceptance, approval or accession, entry into force 
of the  present  Convention,  amendments  thereto, 
entry and withdrawal of reservations and notifica-
tions of denunciation. 
3.  As  soon  as  the  present  Convention  enters 
into force,  a  certified  copy thereof shall  be trans-
mitted by the depositary government to the Secre-
tariat of the  United  Nations  for  registration  and 
publication in accordance with  Article  102  of the 
Charter of the United Nations. 
In witness whereof, the undersigned Plenipotentiaries, being duly authorized to that 
effect, have signed the present Convention. 
Done  at  Washington  this  third  day  of March,  one thousand  nine  hundred  and 
seventy-three. ~-~~---------------------------- ---- -------------------------------------
~ 
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ANNEX A 
Appendices I and II (  t) (  2) 
Interpretation 
1.  Species included in these appendices are referred to: 
(a)  by  the name of the species; or 
(b) as being all of the species included in  a higher taxon or designated part thereof. 
i.  The abbreviation 'spp.' is used to denote all  species of a higher taxon. 
3.  Other references to taxa higher than species are for  the purposes of information or classification only. 
4.  The abbreviation 'p.e.' is used  to denote species that are possibly extinct. 
5.  An  asterisk  '( • )'  placed  against  the  name  of a  species  or  higher  taxon  indicates  that  one  or  more 
geographically  separate  populations.  subspecies  or  species  of  that  species  or  taxon  are  included  in 
Appendix I and that these populations, subspecies or species are excluded from  Appendix II. 
6.  Two asterisks  '( *  •  )'  placed  against  the  name  of a  species  or higher  taxon  indicate  that one  or more 
geographically  separate  populations,  subspecies  or  species  of that  species  or  taxon  are  included  in 
Appendix II  and that these populations, subspecies or species are excluded from  Appendix I. 
7.  The symbol ' -'  followed by  a number placed against the name of a species or higher taxon denotes that 
designated geographically separate populations, species, groups of species  or families  of that species or 
taxon are excluded from  the appendix concerned, as  follows: 
-101  Population of West Greenland 
- 102  Populations of Bhutan, India, Nepal and Pakistan 
- 103  Population of China 
- 104  Population of Australia 
-105 Population of the  United Statt:"s of America 
-106  Chile:  part of the population of Parinacota Province, Ia.  Region  of Tarapaca 
Peru:  populations of Pampa  Galeras  National  Reserve,  Pedregal, Osccoma and  ~awacocha 
(Province  of  Lucanas),  Sais  Picotani  (Province  of  Azangaro),  Sais  Tupac  Amaru 
(Province  of Junin),  and  of Salinas  Aguada  Blanca  National  Reserve  (Provinces  of 
Arequipa and Cailloma) 
-107 Populations of Afghanistan, Bhutan, Burma, India, Nepal and Pakistan 
- 108  Cathartidae 
-109 Population of the United States of America 
-110 Melopsittacus undulatus, Nymphicus hollandicus, and Psittacula krameri 
-111  Population of the Congo subject to an annual export quota of 600 (in  1987, 1988 and 1989) 
(I)  The entries '(Cl )'and '(C2)' after the name of species or a higher taxon show that one or more subspecies or species, of that 
species or taxon, appear in part l  or 2 of Annex C to the Regulation. 
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- 112.  Population of Zimbabwe and populations of the following countries subject to die specified annual 
export quotas: 
1987  1988  1989 
Botswana  2 000  2 000  2 000 
Cameroon  100  100  100 
Congo  150  150  150 
5 000  5 000  (1  000:  wild  specimens;  others: 
Kenya  5 000 
ranched specimens and captive bred 
specimens 
Madagascar  1 000  1000  1 000 
Malawi  900  1 000  1 300  (700:  wild  specimens;  others: 
ranched specimens) 
Mozambique  1000  1 000  4 000  {1  000:  wild  specimens;  others: 
ranched specimens) 
Sudan  5 000  5 000  5 000 
United 
Republic of 
Tanzania  2000  2000  2 000 
Zambia  3 350  5 600  8 200  (2 000:  wild  specimens;  ochers: 
ranched specimens) 
-113 Populations of Australia and Papua New Guinea and population of Indonesia subject to specified 
annual export qu~tas (1987: 2000; 1988: 4000; 1989: 4000) 
-114 .Population of the Congo subject to an annual export quota of 500 (in  1987, 1988 and 1989) 
-115 Population of Chile 
-116 All  species that are not succulent 
8.  The symbol '+' followed by  a number placed against the name of a species or higher taxon denotes that 
only  designated geographically  separate populations, subspecies or species of that species or taxon are 
included ·in the appendix concerned, as  follows: 
+ 201  Population  of  South  America  (populations  outside  South  America  are  not  included.  in  the 
appendices) 
+ 202  Populations of Bhutan, India, Nepal and Pakistan 
+ 203  All  North American subspecies and population of Europe, except the USSR 
+ 204  Populations of Cameroon and Nigeria 
+ 205  Population of Asia 
+ 206.  Population of India 
+ 207  Populauons of Central and North America 
+ 208  Population of Australia 
+ 209  - Chile (as  -106) 
Peru  (as  - 106) 
+ 210  Populations of Afghanistan, Bhutan, Burma, India, Nepal and Pakistan 
+ 211  Population of Mexico 
+212  Populations  of Algeria,  Burkina  Faso,  Cameroon,  the  Central  African  Republic,  Chad, Mali, 
Mauritania, Morocco, Niger, Nigeria, Senegal and the Sudan 
+ 213  Population of Europe, except the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics 
+ 214  All  New Zealand species 
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9.  The symbol '='followed by  a number placed against the name of a species or higher taxon denotes that 
the name of that species or taxon o.;hall  be  interpreted as follows: 
= 301  Includes family  Tupmid,11• 
= 302  Includes generic synonym Leontideus 
=  303  Includes synonym Saguinus geo//royi 
= 304  Includes synonym Cercopithecus roloway 
= 305  Includes synonym Colobus badius kirki 
= 306_  Includes synonym Colobus badius rufomitratus 
= 307  Includes generic synonym Simias 
= 308  Includes generic synonym  Mand!illus 
= 309  Includes generic synonym  Rhinopithecus 
=  310  Includes synonyms Bradypus boliviensis  and Bradypus griseus 
= 311  Includes synonym Priodontes giganteus 
= 312  Includes synonym Physeter catodon 
=  313  Includes synonym Eschrichtzus glaucus 
= 314  Includes generic synonym Eubalaena 
= 315  Includes synonym Dustcyon fulvipes 
= 316  Includes generic synonym Fennecus 
=  317  Also  referen~:ed as  Ursus  thibetanus 
= 318  Includes generic synonym  Thalarctos 
= 319 Also referenced as  Aonyx microdon or Paraonyx microdon 
=  320  Includes synonyms Lutra .  .mnectens, Lutra enudris, Lutra incarum and Lutra platensis 
=  321  Includes synonym Eupleres major 
= 322  Also referenced as  Lynx caracal;  includes generic synonym Caracal 
= 323  Also referenced as Lynx rufus escuinapae 
=  324 Includes synonyms Equus kiang and Equus onager 
= 325  Includes generic synonym Dama 
= 326  Includes generic synonyms Axis and Hyelaphus 
=  327  Includes synonym Bos frontalis 
= 328  Includes synonym Bos Kru11nzens 
= 329  Includes generic synonym Novibos 
= 330  Includes generic synonym Anoa 
=  331  Includes synonym Oryx tao 
= 332  Includes synonym Ovts anes ophion 
=  333  Also referenced as  Anas platyrhynchos laysanensis 
= 334  Includes synonym Cygnus hewickii jankowskii 
= 335  Includes synonyms Falw f'elegrinoides snd Falw babylonicus 
=  336  Includes generic synonym  Pipile 
= 337  Includes generic synonym  Mitu 
= 338  Includes synonym Rheinartia nigrescens 
= 339  Also referenced as  Eupodotis bengalensis 
= 340 Often traded under the incorrect designation Ara caninde 
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=  342  Formerly included in  genus Galli rex 
=  343  Also referenced as  Mimizuku gurneyi 
=  344  Formerly included in  genus Ramphodon 
= 345  Also  referenced as Muscicapa  ruecki 
= 346  Formerly included in  genus Spinus 
= 347  Includes generic synonym Nzcoria and Geoemyda (part) 
= 348  Also referenced in  genus Testudo 
= 349  Formerly included in  Podocnemzs spp. 
=  350  Includes Alligatoridae. Crocodylidae and Gavialidae 
= 351  Formerly included in  Chamaeleo spp. 
=  352  Also referenced as  Constrictor nmstrictor occidentalis 
= 353  Includes synonym Pseudoboa cloelia 
= 354  AJso  referenced as  Hydrodynastes gigas 
= 355  Includes generic synonym Megalubatrachus 
= 356  Sensu  D'Abrera 
= 357  Also referenced in genus Dysnomia 
= 358  Includes generic synonym Proptera 
= 359  Formerly included in genus Carunculina 
= 360  Includes generic synonym M icromya 
= 361  Includes generic synonym Papuzna 
= 362 Also referenced in  genus Echinocactus 
=  363  Also referenced in  genus Escobaria 
= 364 Also referenced in genus Neolloydia 
=  365  Also referenced as Solisia pectznata 
= 366  Also referenced as Lobeira macdougallii 
= 367  Includes subfamilies Apostasioideae and Cypripedioideae 
= 368  Also referenced as Lycaste virginalis var. alba 
= 369  Includes synonym Stangeria paradoxa 
=  370  Includes synonym Basiloxylon excelsum 
= 371  Includes synonym  W  elwitschza bainesii 
10.  Pursuant to decisions  taken  at the sixth  meeting of the Conference of the Parries  (Ottawa, 1987), the 
symbol '( 0 )' followed  by  a number placed against the name of a species shall  be  interpreted as follows: 
0501  Dead specimens only are subject ro  CITES documentation and controls 
0 502  For the exclusive purpose of allowing international trade in  doth made from  wool sheared from 
live vicunas of the populations mcluded in Appendix II (see  + 209), and of items made thereof. The 
reverse side of the cloth must bear the logotype adopted by  the range states of the species, which 
are signatories  ro  the Convenio  para  Ia  Conservaci6n  y Manejo de  Ia  Vicuna, and the selvages 
either the words 'Vicuiiandes-Chile' or the. wordst 'Vicunandes-Peru' depending on the country of 
origin of the cloth 
11.  In accordance with Article I, paragraph (b) (iii), of the Convention, the symbol'¢' followed by a number 
placed against the name of a species or higher taxon included in Appendix II designates parts or derivatives 
which  are specified in  relation thereto for the purposes of the Convention as follows: ··---------------------------------------
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:1::1  Designates all parts and derivatives, except: 
(a)  seeds, spores and pollen (including pollinia); and 
(b)  tissue cultures and flasked seedling cultures 
:1::2  Designates roots and readily recognizable parts thereof 
:1::3  Designates all  pans and derivatives, except: 
(a)  seeds, spores and pollen (including pollinia); 
(b)  tissue cultures and flasked seedling cultures; 
(c)  fruits and parts and derivatives thereof of naturalized or artificially propagated plants; and 
(d) separate  stem  joints  (pads)  and  parts  and  derivatives  thereof  of  naturalized  or  artificially 
propagated Opuntia subgenus Opuntia spp. 
:1::4  Designates all  parts and derivatives, except: 
(a)  spores and pollen (including pollinia); and 
(b) tissue cultures and flasked seedling cultures 
:1::5  Designates all  parts and derivatives, except: 
(a)  seeds, spores and pollen (includmg pollinia); 
(b)  tissue cultures and flasked  seedling cultures; and 
(c)  separate leaves  and parts and  derivatives  thereof of naturalized or artificially  propagated Aloe 
vera 
:1::6  Designates all parts and derivatives, except: 
(a)  seeds and pollen (including pollima); 
(b) tissue cultures and flasked seedling cultures; 
(c)  cut flowers of artificially propagated plants; and 
(d) fruits and parts and deri~atives thereof of artificially propagated (Vanilla spp.) Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-H-23 
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MONOTREMATA 
Monorremes 
T  achyg/ossidae 
Echidnas or spiny ant-eaters 
MARSUPIAL/A 
Marsupials 
Dasyuridae 
Marsupial mice 
Thylacmidae 
Thylacines 
Peramelidae 
Bandicoots 
Thylacomyidae 
Pha/angeridae 
Phalangers and cuscuses 
Burramyidae 
Pygmy possums 
Vombatidae 
Wombats 
Macropodidae 
Wallabies and kangaroos 
Appendix I 
Sminthopsis longicaudata 
FAUNA 
ANIMALS 
MAMMALIA 
MAMMALS 
Long-railed cunnan or long-railed 
marsupial-mouse or long-tailed sminrhopsis 
Sminthopsis psammophila 
Sandhill  dunnart  or  sandhill  sminthopsis  or 
large desert marsupial-mouse 
Thylacmus cynocephalus p.e. 
Tasmanian  wolf  or  Thylacine  or  Tasmanian 
Tiger 
Chaeropus ecaudatus p.e. 
Pig-footed bandicot 
Perameles bougainvzlle 
(Western) barred bandicoot or {little) marl 
M acrotis lagotis 
Rabbit bandicoot or greater bilby  or dalgite or 
rabbit-eared bandicoot 
Macrotis leucura 
White-tailed  rabbit  b:mdicoot  or  lesser  rabbit 
(-eared) bandicoot or yallara or lesser bilby 
Lasiorhinus krefftii 
Queensland or Nothern hairy-nosed wombat 
Bettongia spp. 
All  rat-kangaroos or benongs 
Caloprymnus campestris p.e. 
Desert  rat-kangaroo or plains  rat-kansaroo or 
bluff-nosed rat-kangaroo 
Appendix II 
Zaglossus spp.  (C 2) 
All  long-nosed  echidnas  (New  Guinea  echidnas), 
including egg-laying ant-eaters or longsnouted echidnas 
Phalanger  maculat~ 
Spotted cuscus or spotted phalanger 
Phalanger orienta/is 
Grey cuscus or common phalanger 
Burramys parvus 
Mountain pygmy possum or burramys or Broom's pygmy 
possum 
Dendrolagus bennettianus  (C 2) 
Bennett's  tree  kangaroo'  or  dusty  tree  kangaroo  or 
rcharibbeena 
Dendrolagus inustus  (C 2) 
Grizzled grey tree kangaroo 
Dendrolagus lumholtz.i  (C 2) 
Lumholtz's tree kangaroo or boongary 
Dendrolagus ursinus  (C 2) 
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CHIROPTERA 
Bats 
Pteropodidae 
PRIMATES 
Primates 
Lemuridae 
Lemurs 
Cheirugaleidae 
Indriidae 
Indris, sifakas and avahis 
Daubentoniidae 
Ayes-ayes 
Callithricidae 
T amarins and marmosets 
Appendix I 
Lagorchestes hirsutus 
Rufous or Western hare-wallaby or wurrup or 
ormala  · 
Lagostrophus fasciatus 
Band-hare-wallaby or munning 
Onychoga/ea fraenata 
Bridled nail-tailed wallaby or merrin or bridled 
wallaby 
Onychoga/ea lunata 
Crescent nail-tailed wallaby or wurrung 
Lemuridae spp. 
All  lemurs or sportive lemurs or gentle lemurs 
Cheirogaleidae spp. 
All  dwarf and mouse lemurs 
Indriidae spp. 
All  indris, sifakas, avahis and woolly lemurs 
Daubentonia madagascariensis 
Aye-aye 
Ca//ithrix jacchus aurita 
White-eared  marmoset, 
marmoset 
Callithrix jacchus flaviceps 
Buff-headed marmoset 
Leontopithecus spp.  = 302 
Buffy-tufted-ear 
Golden (lion) tamarins or golden marmosets or 
maned tamarins 
Saguinus bicolor 
Pied or bare-faced tamarin 
Appendix  II 
Pteropus insu/aris 
0 501 
Truk fruit-bat 
Pteropus macrotis 
0 501 
Big-eared flying fox 
Pteropus mariannus 
0 501 
Mariana fruit bat 
Pteropus molossinus 
0 501 
Ponape fruit bat 
Pteropus phaeocephalus 
0 501 
Mortlock fruit bat 
Pteropus pilosus 
0 501 
Large palau fruit bat 
Pteropus samoensis 
0 501 
Samoan fruit bat 
Pteropus tokudae 
0501 
Little mariana fruit bat 
Pteropus tonganus 
0 501 
Insular flying fox 
PRIMATES spp. (*)  301 
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Cal/imiconidae 
Cebidae 
New world monkeys 
Cercopithecidae 
Old world monkeys 
Appendix I 
Saguinus leucopus 
White-footed tamarin 
Saguinus oedipus  = 303 
Cotton-headed tamarin or cotton-top marmoset 
or  pinche  marmoset  or  Liszt  monkey  or 
cotton-top tamarin (Geoffroy ramarin inclused), 
Rufous-naped tamarin 
Callimico goeldii 
Goeldi's marmoset, Goeldi's tamarin or Goeldi's 
Monkey 
Alouatta pal/iata 
Mantled howler and Guatemalan howler 
Ateles geof/royi frontatus 
Black-browed spider monkey 
Ateles geoffroyi panamensis 
Red  (bellied)  spider monkey or Panama spider 
monkey 
Brachyteles arachnoides 
Wooly spider monkey, muriqui 
Caca;ao spp. 
All  uakaris 
Chiropotes albinasus 
White-nosed saki, Red-nosed saki 
Lagothrix flavicauda 
Yell ow laired woolly  monkey 
Saimini oerstedii 
Red-backed  squirrel  monkey  or  Central 
American squirrel monkey 
Cercocebus galeritus galeritus 
Tana river mangabey (monkey) 
Cercophitecus diana  =  304 
Diana  monkey  {Roloway  monkey  included) 
Diana guenon 
Colobus,  pennantit kirki = 305 
Kirk's or Zanzibar red colobus 
Colobus rufomitratus  =  306 
Tana river red colobus 
Macaca silenus 
Lion-tailed macaque or wanderoo 
Nasalis spp.  = 307 
Proboscis monkeys 
Papio  leucophaeus  =  308 
Drill 
Papio sphinx = 308 
Mandrill 
Presbytis entellus 
Entellus,  true,  hanuman,  grey  or  common 
langur 
Presbytis geei 
Golden langur 
I)resbytis pileata 
Capped langur or capped monkey or bonneted 
langur 
Presbytis potenziani 
Memawai leaf monkey or long-tailed langur 
Pygathrix spp.  = 309 
Douc langur and snub-nosed monkey 
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Hylobatidae 
Gibbons 
Pongidae 
Great apes 
EDENTATA 
Edentates 
Myrmecophagidae 
Ant-eaters 
Bradypodidae 
Sloths 
Dasypodidae 
Armadillos 
PHOLIDOTA 
Pangolins or scaly ant-eaters 
Manidae 
Pangolins 
LAGOMORPHA 
Lagomorphs (double-toothed 
rodents) 
Leporidae 
Rabbits and hares 
RODENTIA 
Rodents 
Sciuridae 
Squirrels and marmots 
Muridae 
Rats and mice 
Chinchillidae 
Chinchillas 
Hylobatidae spp. 
All gibbons 
Pongidae spp. 
Appendix I 
All  great  apes  (gorilla,  orang-utan  and 
chimpanzees) 
Priodontes maximus =  311 
Giant armadillo 
Manis temminckii 
South  African  or  Cape  pangolin  or  scaly 
ant-eater, Temminck's ground pangolin 
Caprolagus hispidus 
Assam rabbit or hispid hare 
R omerolagus diazi 
Volcano rabbit or Teporingo 
Cynomys mexicanus 
Mexican  prairie  dog  or  Mexican  prairie 
marmot 
Leporillus conditor 
Greater stick-nest rat or house-building rat 
Pseudomys praeconis 
Shark Bay (false) mouse 
Xeromys myoides 
False water-rat 
Zyzomys pedunculatus 
Central  thick-tailed  rat  or  Macdonnell  Range 
rock-rat 
Chinchilla spp.  + 201 
All  chinchillas 
Appendix II 
Myrmecophaga tridactyla 
Giant ant-eater 
(C 1) 
Tamandua tetradactyla chapadensis  (C 1) 
Mato  grosso  tamandua  or  Mato  grosso  collared 
ant-eater 
Bradypus variegatus  =  310 
Bolivian three-toed sloth or Brown-throated sloth 
Manis crassicaudata 
Indian pangolin 
Man  is javanica 
Malayan pangolin 
Manis pentadactyla 
Chinese pangolin 
Ratufa spp. 
All  giant squirrels 
(C 1) 
(C 1) 
(C 1) 
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CETACEA 
Cetaceans (whales, dolphins and 
Porpoises 
Platanistidae 
River dolphins 
Ziphiidae 
Physeteridae 
Delphinidae 
Dolphins 
Phocoenidae 
Eschrichtidae 
Grey whales 
Balaenopteridae 
Rorquals 
Ba/aenidae 
Right whales 
CARNIVORA 
Carnivores 
Canidae 
Dogs, wolves and foxes 
Appendix  I 
Lipotes vexillifer 
White  flag  dolphin  or  white  fin  dolphin  or 
Chinese  river  dolphtn  or  Yangtze  River 
dolphin 
Platanista spp. 
Susus or Ganges and Indus river dolphins 
Berardius spp. 
Four-toothed whales 
Hyperoodon spp. 
Bottle-nosed whales 
Physeter macrocephalus =  312 
Sperm whale or spermacet whale or cachalot or 
pot whale 
Sota/ia spp. 
All  South American river dolphins 
Sousa spp. 
All  humpbacked dolphins 
Neophocaena phocaenoides 
(Indian)  finless  porpoise  or  finless  black 
porpoise or black  finle~s porpoise 
Phocoena sinus 
Cochito  or  vaguita  or  Gulf  of  California 
harbour porpoise or Gulf porpoise 
Eschrichtius robustus =  313 
Grey whale or gray whale or California gray or 
devil  fish  or hard head or mussel digger or gray 
back or rip sack 
Balaenoptera acutorostrata (,....)  - 101 
Minke  whale  or lesser  rorqual  or little  piked 
whale 
Balaenoptera borealis 
Sei  whale  or  Rudolphi's  rorqual  or  pollack 
whale or coalfish whale 
Balaenoptera edeni 
Bryde's whale or Tropical whale 
Balaenoptera musculus 
Blue  whale  or  Sibbald's  rorqual  or  sulphur 
bottom 
Balaenoptera physalus 
(True)  fin  whale  or  (common)  finback  or 
common rorqual or finner or herring whale or 
razorback or fin-backed  whale 
Megaptera novaeangliar 
Humpback  (whale)  or  humpbacked  whale  or 
hump whale or bunch or hunchbacked whale 
Balaena spp.  = 314 
Right whale 
Caperea marginata 
Pygmy  right whale 
Canis lupus ( • •) + 202 
Grey wolf or wolf or grl·y wolf or common wolf 
or timber wolf 
Appendix  II 
CETACEA spp. (•) 
All whales, dolphins and porpoises 
Canis lupus ( •) - 102 
Grey wolf 
Chrysocyon brachyurus 
Maned wolf 
Cuon a/pinus 
Asiatic wild 'dog or dhole or Indian wild dog 
Dusicyon cu/paeus 
Colpeo fox or colpeo, red fox or Andean wolf 
Dusicyon griseus  = 315 
(C 1} 
(C 2} 
(C2) 
Chico grey or chilla or Argentine grey  fox, little fox or 
Pampa fox -- ---~-----------------------------
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Ursidae 
Bears 
Procyonidae 
Raccoons 
Mus  teiidae 
Weasels, badgers, skunks and 
others 
Viverridae 
Genets, civets and mongooses 
Appendix I 
Speothos venaticus 
Bush dog or savannah dog 
Ailuropoda melanoleuca 
Giant panda 
Helarctos malayanus 
Sun  bear 
Selenarctos thibetanus  = 317 
Asiatic black bear of Himalayan (black) bear 
Tremarctos ornatus 
Spectacled bear or Andean bear 
Ursus  arctos isabellinus 
Himalayan brown bear or red  bear 
Ursus arctos nelsoni 
Mexican (grizzly) bear 
Ursus  arctos pruznosus 
Tibet(an) brown bear 
A onyx congiga ( **)  + 204  = 319 
Cameroon clawless otter or small-toothed 
clawless otter or small-clawed otter 
Enhydra lutris nerezs 
Southern sea otter or Califonian sea otter 
Lutra felina 
Marine  otter  or  chungungo  or  sea  cat  or 
chingungo 
Lutra longicaudis  =  320 
Long-tailed  otter  (La  Plata  otter  or  South 
American  otter  or  lobito  de  rio  and  Central 
American otter included) 
Lutra lutra 
Eurasian  or  European  (river)  otter  or  Old 
World otter or common otter 
Lutra provocax 
Southern river otter or Huillin 
Mus  tela nigripes 
Black-footed ferret 
Pteronura brasilzensis 
Giant otter or Brazilian otter 
Dusicyon gymnocerus 
Pampas fox 
Vulpes cana 
Appendix II 
Dog fox, coasac or steppe for or Afghan fox, Blandford's 
fox or hoary fox 
V ulpes zerda  = 316 
Fennec fox 
Ursus arctos (,.)  + 203 
Brown  bear or grizzly  bear 
Ursus maritimus  = 318 
Polar bear 
Ailurus fulgens 
Lesser panda or red panda or red cat-bear 
Conepatus humboldtii 
Patagonian (hog-nosed) skunk 
Lutrinae spp. (•) 
All  otters 
Cryptoprocta ferox 
Fossa (cat) 
Cynogale bennettii 
Otter civet 
(C2) 
(C2) 
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Hyaenidae 
Hyaenas 
Felidae 
Cats or felines 
App~ud1x I 
Prionodon pardicolor 
Spotted linsang or tiger-civet 
Hyaena  brunnea 
Brown hyaena 
Acinonyx jubatus 
Cheetah or hunting leopard 
Felis  bengalensis bengalensis (  • •)  - 103 
Bengal leopard cat 
Felis caracal (  • •)  + 205 =  322 
Asian caracal (lynx) or desen lynx 
Felis  concolor coryi 
Florida  puma  or  Florida  cougar  or 
Florida panther 
Felis concolor costaricensis 
Costa Rican puma or Central American 
puma 
Felis  concolor cougar 
Eastern  puma  or  Eastern  cougar  or 
Eastern panther 
Felis jacobita 
Andean or mountain cat 
Felis  marmorata 
Marbled cat 
Felis  nigripes 
Black-footed car or small-spotted car 
Felis  pardalis mearnsi 
Costa Rican ocelot 
Appendix  II 
Eupleres goudotii  =321  (C 1) 
Fanalouc  or fanalouc  (mongoose)  or Malagasy 
mongoose or slender fanalouc 
Fossa fossa  (C 1) 
Malagasy civer, fanaloka (civet) 
Hemigalus derbyanus 
Banded  palm  civet  or Hardwick•s  civet  banded 
musang 
Prionodon linsang 
(Banded) linsang 
Felidae spp. ( •) 
AlJ  cats 
(C 1) 
[C2:  Felis  bengalensis (•) 
Leopard cat 
Felis canadensis 
Canadian lynx 
Felis colocolo 
Pampas car 
Felis  concolor (  •} 
Puma or cougar 
Felis geo/froyi 
Geoffroy•s cat 
Felis  iriamotensis 
Iriomote cat 
Felis  lynx 
Eurasian lynx 
Felis  pardalis (  •) 
Ocelor 
Felis pardina 
Spanish lynx 
Felis serval 
Serval 
Felis silvestris 
Wild cat 
Felis  tigrina (  •} 
Tiger  · cat  or  litde 
spotted cat 
Felis wiedii (  •} 
Margay 
Felis  yagouaroundi (  •)] 
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PINNIPEDIA 
Seals and walruses 
Otariidae 
Eared seals 
Phocidae 
True seals 
TUBULIDENTATA 
Aardvarks or ant bears 
Orycteropodidae 
Aardvarks 
Appendix I 
Felis  pardalis mitis 
Brazilian ocelot 
Felis  planiceps 
Flat-headed cat 
Felis  rubiginosa ( *  *) + 206 
Rusty-spotted cat 
Felis  rufa escuinapae =  323 
Mexican bobcat 
Felis  temm,inckz 
Asiatic  golden  cat  or  Temminck's 
(golden) cat 
Felis  tigrina oncilla 
Costa Rican little spotted cat or tiger cat 
(sub-species) 
Felis  wiedii nicaraxuae 
Central  American  or  Nicaraguan 
margay 
Felis  wiedii salvinia 
Guatemalan margay 
Felis  yagouaroundi ( *  •)  + 207 
Jaguarundi 
Neofelis nebulosa 
Clouded leopard 
Panthera leo persica 
Asiatic lion or Indian lion 
Panthera onu1 
Jaguar 
Panthera pardus 
Leopard 
Panthera tigris 
Tiger 
Panthera unzcu 
Snow leopard 
Arctocephalus townsendi 
Guadelupe fur se.II or Lower Californian 
fur  seal 
Monachus spp. 
All  monk seals 
Appendix II 
Arctocephalus spp. (  *) 
All  (Southern) fur seals 
Mirounga spp. 
Elepham seals 
Orycteropus afer 
Aardvark or ant bear 
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PROBOSCIDEA 
Proboscideans 
Elephantidae 
Elephants 
SIREN  lA 
Sea cows 
Dugongidae 
Dugongs 
Trichechidae 
Manatees 
PERISSODACTYLA 
Odd-toed ungulates 
Equidae 
Horses 
Tapiridae 
Tapirs 
R hinocerotidae 
Rhinoceroses 
ARTIODACTYLA 
Even-toed ungulates 
Suidae 
Old World pigs or swine 
Appendix  I 
Elephas maximus 
Asian elephant or Indian elephant 
Dugong dugon ( • •)  - 104 
Dugong or sea cow 
Trichechus inunguis 
Amazonian or South American manatee 
Trichechus manatus 
West  Indian  or  North ·American 
Caribbean manatee 
Equus africanus 
African  wild Ass 
Equus grevyi 
Grevy's zebra 
Equus hemionus hemionus 
or 
Mongolian  wild  ass  or  Dziggetai  or 
kulan 
Equus hemionus khur 
Indian wild ass or khar or ghor-khar) 
Equus przewalsku 
Przewalski's  horse  or  Mongolian  wild 
horse 
Equus zebra zebrLI 
Cape mountain 7.ebra 
T  apiridae spp. ( '"') 
Tapirs 
Rhinocerotidae spp. 
All  rhinoceroses or rhinos 
Babyrousa babyrussa 
Babirusa or deer hog or Babiroussa 
Sus salvanius 
Pygmy hog 
Appendix  II 
Loxodonta africana  (C 2) 
African elephant 
Dugong dugon ( •) + 208  (C 1) 
Dugong or sea cow 
Trichechus senegalensis  (Cl) 
West African manatee 
Equus hemionus (•) =324  (C 1) 
Asiatic wild ass or Asian wild ass 
Equus zebra hartmannae 
Hartmann's mountairi zebra 
(C 1) 
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T  ayassuidae 
Hippopotamidae 
Hippopotamuses 
Camelidae 
Camels and lamas 
Cervidae 
True deer 
Bovidae 
Cattle, sheep, goats, ante-
lopes, etc. 
Appendix I 
Catagonus wagneri 
Chacoan peccary, chaco peccary 
Vicugna vicugna (*"')  -106 
Vicuna or vicugna 
Blastocerus dichotomus 
Marsh deer or guascu pucu 
Cervus dama mesopotamicus  = 325 
Persian  fallow  deer  or  Mesopotamian 
fallow deer 
Cervus duvauceli 
Swamp deer or barasingha 
Cervus elaphus hanglu 
Kashmir  stag  or  hanglu  or  Kashmir 
deer 
Cervus eldi 
Brow-antlered  deer  or  Eld's  deer  or 
thamin 
Cervus porcinus annamiticus  = 326 
Ganges or Thai hog deer 
Cervus porcinus calamianensis  =  326 
Calamian (hog) deer or Philippine deer 
Cervus porcinus kuhli  = 326 
Kuhl's (hog) deer or Bawean (hog) deer 
Hippocamelus spp. 
Andean, Chilean or Peruvian huemal or 
taruca or Chilean or Peruvian guemal or 
Andean huemul  or Chilean or Peruvian 
huemul 
Moschus spp. (**) + 210 
Musk deer 
Muntiacus crimfrons 
Black  muntjac 
Ozotoceros bezoarticus 
Pampas deer 
Pudu pudu 
Southern or Chilean pudu 
Addax nasomaculatus 
Addax 
Antilocapra americana peninsularis 
Lower  California  pronghorn  or 
peninsular pronghorn 
Antilocapra americana sonoriensis 
Sonoran pronghorn 
Bison bison athabascae 
Wood bison 
Appendix II 
Tayassuidae spp. (•)  -105 
Peccaries 
Choeropsis liberiensis 
Pygmy hippopotamus 
Lama guanicoe 
Guanaco 
Vicugna vicugna (•)  +209 °502 
Vicuna or vicugna 
Cervus elaphus bactrianus 
(C2) 
Bactrian (red) deer or Bokharan deer or Bactrian 
wapiti 
Moschus spp. (*)  -107 
Musk deer 
Pudu mephistophiles 
Northern pudu 
Ammotragus lervia 
Barbary sheep, Aoudad or Uaddan 
Antilocapra americana mexicana 
Mexican pronghorn 
(C 2l 
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Appendix I 
Bos gaurus  =  327 
Gaur  or saladang  or  seladang,  Indian 
wild ox or Indian bison 
Bos mutus = 328 
Wild yak 
Bos sauveli  = 329 
Kouprey 
Bubalus depressicornis  = 330 
Lowland anoa 
Babalus mindorensis  = 330 
Tamaraw or tamarou 
Babalus quarlesi =  330 
Mountain anoa 
Capra falconen chzaltanensis 
Chiltan markhor 
Capra falconeri jerdoni 
Straight-homed markhor 
Capra falconeri megaceros 
Kabul markhor 
Capricornis sumatraensis 
Serow 
Gazella dama 
Dama gazelle 
Hippotragus niger g:zriani 
Giant sable antelope 
Nemorhaedus goral 
Goral 
Appendix  II 
Budorcas taxicolor 
Takin (Bovid) 
Capra falconeri ( •) 
Markhor 
Cephalophus dorsalis 
Bay  duiker 
Cephalophus jentinki 
jentink•s duiker 
Cephalophus monticola 
Blue duiker (antelope) 
Cephalophus ogilbyi 
Ogilby•s duiker 
Cephalophus sylvicultor 
Y  ellow-backcd duiker 
Cephalophus zebra 
Banded or zebra duiker 
Damaliscus dorcas dorcas 
Bonrebok (antelope)  · 
Hippotragus equinus 
Roan antelope 
Kobus leche 
Lechwe (antelope) 
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STR  UTHIONIFORMES 
Struthionidae 
RHEIFORMES 
Rheas 
Rheidae 
Rheas 
TINAMIFORMES 
Tinamous 
Tinamidae 
Tinamous 
SPHENISCIFORMES 
Penguins 
Spheniscidae 
Penguins 
Appendix J 
Oryx dammah  =  331 
Scimitar-horned or white oryx 
Oryx leucoryx 
Arabian oryx 
Ovis ammon hodgsoni 
Great Tibetan sheep, nyan or Tibetan argali 
Ovis orienta/is ophion  = 332 
Cyprian mouflon 
Ovis vignei 
Urial or shapu or shapo 
Pantholops bodgsoni 
Chiru or orong or Tibetan antelope 
Rupicapra rupicapra ornata 
Abruzzi chamois 
Struthio came/us  + 212 
North African Ostrich 
Pterocnemia pennata 
AVES 
BIRDS 
Lesser or Darwin's rhea or Puna rhea 
Tinamus solitarius 
Solitary nnamou 
Spheniscus humboldti 
Humb pinguin 
Appendix II 
Ovis ammon ( •)  (C 2) 
Argali or Marco Polo Sheep 
Ovis canadensis  + 211 
Mountain or bighorn sheep, Mexican big horn sheep 
Rhea americana a/bescens 
Argentine (greater) rhea or Argentine (common) rhea 
Rhynchotus rufescens maculicollzs 
Bolivian red-winged tinamou; Bolivian  rufous tinamou 
Rhynchotus rufescens pallescens 
Argentine  rufous  tinamou  or  Argentine  red-winged 
tinamou 
Rhynchotus rufescens rufescens 
Bra1.ilian  rufous  tinamou  or  Brazilian  red-winged 
tinamou 
Spheniscus demerus  (C 1) 
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PODICIPEDIFORM ES 
Grebes 
Podicipedidae 
Grebes 
PROCELLARJIFORMES 
Tube-nosed swimmers 
Diomedeidae 
Albatrosses 
PELECANJFORMES 
Pelicans and kin 
Pelecanidae 
Pelicans 
Sulidae 
Boobies and gannets 
Fregatidae 
Frigate birds 
CICONIIFORM ES 
Wading birds (herons and kin} 
Balaenicipitidae 
Ciconiidae 
Storks 
Threskiornithidae 
Ibises and spoonbills 
Phoenicopteridae 
Flamingos 
Appendix  I 
Podilymbus gig.Js 
Atidan  (pied-billed)  grebe  or giant  pied-billed 
grebe 
Diomedea albatrus 
Short-tailed albatross or Steller's albatross 
Pelecanus crispus 
Dalmatian pelican 
Sula abbotti 
Abbon's booby 
Fregata andrewsi 
Christmas Island  frigate bird 
Ciconia ciconia boyciana 
Japanese white stork or white oriental stork 
]abiru mycteria 
Jabiru stork 
M ycteria cinerea 
Milky swrk, milky  wood stork 
Gerontit:us eremita 
Hermit ibis or Northern bald ibis 
Nipponia nippon 
Japanese crested ibis 
Appendix  II 
Balaeniceps rex 
Shocbill, whale-headed stork 
Ciconia nigra 
Black stork 
Eudocimus ruber 
Scarier ibis 
Geronticus calvus 
(Southern) bald ibis 
Platalea leucorodia 
Whate  or Eurasian spoonbilJ 
(C l) 
(C 1) 
Phoenicoptendae spp.  [C 1:  Phoenicoparrus andinus 
Andean flamingo 
Phoenicoparrus jamesi 
James' flamingo 
Phoenicopterus chilensis 
Chilean flamingo 
Phoenicopurus  ruber 
ruber 
Caribbean  flamingo  or 
Amerian  flamingo  or 
Cuban  flamingo  or  rosy 
flamingo  or  West  Indian 
flamingo  or  R~ate 
flamingo] .  1-.-....  ·-··  ...  .., 
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ANSERIFORMES 
Waterfowl 
Anatidae 
Ducks, geese and swans 
FALCON/FORMES 
Birds of prey 
Cathartidae 
New World vultures 
Accipitridae 
True hawks 
Appendix I 
Anas aucklandica nesiotis 
Campbell  Island  brown  or  Campbell  Island 
flightless  teal 
Anas /aysanensis  = 333 
Laysan duck or Laysan teal 
Anas ousta/eti 
Marianas (Island) duck or Oustalet's grey duck 
or Marianas mallard (duck) 
Branta canadensts leucopareia 
Aleutian Canada goose 
Branta sandvicensis 
Hawaiian goose or m~ne 
Cairina scutulata 
White-winged wood duck 
Rhodonessa caryophy//acea p.e. 
Pink-headed duck 
Gymnogyps californianus 
California condor 
Vultur gryphus 
Andean condor 
Aquila heliaca 
Imperial eagle 
Chondrohierax uncinatus wilsonii 
Cuba(n) hook-billed kite 
Haliaeetus albicil/a 
White-tailed (sea) eagle or grey sea eagle 
Appendix II 
Anas aucklandica aucklandica 
Auckland Island fightless teal 
Anas aucklandica chlorotis 
New Zealand brown teal 
A nas  bernieri 
Madagascaar teal 
Branta ruficollis 
Red-breasted goose 
(C 2) 
(C 2) 
(C 2) 
(C 1) 
Coscoroba coscoroba  (C 1) 
Coscoroba (swan) 
Cygnus columbianus jankowskii  = 334  (C  1) 
Eastern Bewick's swan or Jankowski's swan 
Cygnus melanocoryphus 
Black-necked swan 
Dendrocygna arborea 
Black-billed  whistling  duck,  Cuban-tree  duck  or  W~st 
Indian whistling duck 
Oxyura leucocephala 
Sarkidiornis melanotos 
Comb duck or know-billed duck 
FALCON/FORMES spp. (•) -108  (C  1) 
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Falconidae 
Falcons and caracaras 
' 
GALLIFORMES 
Game birds of fowl-like  birds 
Megapodiidae 
Mound or builders 
Cracidae 
Curassows and guans 
Phasianidae 
Pheasants, panridges, quails and 
peacocks 
Appendix  I 
Haliaeetus leucocephalus 
American  bald eagle 
Harpia harpyja 
Harpy eagle 
Pithecophaga jefferyi 
Monkey-eating or Philippine eagle 
Falco  araea 
Seychelles kestrel 
Falco jugger 
Laggar falcon 
Falco  neu•toni aldabranus 
Aldabra kestrel 
Falco  peregrinus  =  335 
Peregrine  falcon  (Barbary  falcon/Shaheen 
included) 
Falco  punctatus 
Mauritius kestrel 
Falco  rusticolus 
Gyrfalcon 
Macrocephalon ma/eo 
Malco (bird) or maleo megapode 
Aburria ;acutinga =  336 
Black-fronted piping guan or black-faced piping 
guan or black-faced curassow or tacutinga 
Aburria pipi/e pipile  = 336 
Trinidad  white-headed  curassow  or  Trinidad 
white-headed piping guan 
Crax blumenbachi 
Red-billed curassow or mutum 
Crax mitu mitu =  337 
(Eastern) Razor-billed curassow, mitu 
Oreophaszs derbianus 
Horned guan 
Penelope albipennzs 
White-winged guan 
Catreus wa//ichzi 
Cheer pheasant 
Colinus virginianus rzdgwayi 
Masked bobwhite 
Crossoptilon crossoptilon 
White-eared  pheasant  or  Tibetan-eared 
pheasant 
Crossoptilon mantchuricum 
Brown-eared pheasant 
Argusianus argus 
Great argus pheasant 
Appendix  II 
(C 1) 
Cyrtonyx montezumate mearnsi  -109  (C  1) 
Mearn's Montezuma quail·or Mearn's harlequin quail 
Cyrtonyx montezumae montezumae  (C 1) 
Montezuma quail or Massena harlequin quail ------------------------------------------- --- ---------------------------------------------------------- r,.,... 
1-"{ 
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Appendix I  Appendix II 
Franco/inus ochropectus  (C 1) 
GRUIFORMES 
Cranes, rails and km 
Turnicidae 
Pedionomidae 
Lophophorus spp. 
Monals or mona! phe.tsants 
Lophura edwardsi 
Edward's pheasant 
Lophura imperialis 
Imperial pheasant 
Lophura swinhoii 
Swinhoe's pheasant 
Po/yplectron emphanum 
Palawan or peacock pheasant 
Rheinartia ace/lata  =  338 
Rheinhart's crested argus pheasam 
Syrmaticus e/lioti 
Elliot's pheasant 
Syrmaticus humiae 
Hume's  pheasant  or  (Hume's)  bar-tailed 
pheasant 
Syrmaticus mikado 
Mikado pheasant 
Tetraogallus caspius 
Caspian snowcock 
Tetraogal/us tibetanus 
Tibetan snowcock 
Tragopan blythii 
Blyth's tragopan 
Tragopan cabotii 
Cabot's tragopan 
Tragopan melanocet'halus 
Western (horned) tragopan 
Tympanuchus cupido attwu1.eri 
Attwater's (greater) prairie chicken 
Pale-bellied francolin; T adjoura francolin 
Franco/inus swierstrai 
Swierstra's francolin 
Gallus sonneratii 
Grey  jungle fowl; Sonnerat's jungle fowl 
Ithaginis cruentus 
Blood pheasant 
Pavo mutzcus 
Green peafowl 
Polyplectron bicalcaratum 
Grey or common peacock-pheasant 
Po/yp/ectro11 germaini 
Germ.tin's peacock pheasant 
Polyplectron malacense 
Malay(sian) peacock pheasant 
Turnix me/anogaster 
Black-breasted button quail 
Pedionomus torquatus 
Plains wanderer 
(C 1) 
(C  1) 
(C  1) 
(C  1) 
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Cruidae 
Cranes 
Rallidae 
Rails 
Rhynochetidae 
Kagu 
Otididae 
Bustards 
CHARADRIIFORMES 
Waders, gulls and auks 
Scolopacidae 
Sandpipers 
Laridae 
Gulls and terns 
COLUMBIFORMES 
Pigeons, sand$feuse and dodos 
Columbidae 
Pigeons and doves 
Crus americana 
Whooping crane 
Appendix I 
Crus canadensis nesiotes 
Cuba sandhill crane 
Crus canadensis pulla 
Mississhippi sandhill ..:ranc 
Crus japonensis 
Manchurian or red-crowned crane or Japanese 
crane 
Crus leucogeranus 
Siberian white crane or snow crane 
Crus monacha 
Hooded crane 
Crus nigricollis 
Black-necked crane or Tibetan crane 
Crus vipio 
White naped crane or white-necked crane 
Tricho/imnas sylvestris 
Lord  Howe  rail  or  Lord  Howe  Island  wood 
hen 
Rhynochetos jubatus 
Kagu 
Chlamydotis undu/ata 
Great Indian bustard 
Choriotis nigriceps 
Houbaro bustard 
Houbaropsis bengalensis  = 339 
Bengal  florican or Bengal  bustard 
Numemus borealis 
Eskimo curlew 
Numenius tenuirostns 
Slender-billed or long-billed curlew 
Tringa guttifer 
Nordmann's or spotted greenshank 
Larus re/ictus 
Relict gull or khar turunt tsakhiai 
Ca/oenas nicobarica 
Nicobar dove or pigeon 
Cruidae spp. (  .. ) 
AU  cranes 
All  cranes 
Appendix  II 
[C 1:  Crus canadensis pratensis 
[C 1:  Florida sandhill crane] 
Gallirallus australis hectori  (C 2) 
New Zealand wood rail or Eastern or Buff Weka rail 
Otididae spp. (  .. ) 
Bustards 
[C 1:  Otis tarda 
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PSITTACIFORMES 
Parrots and kin 
Psittacidae 
Parrots 
Appendix I 
Ducula mindorensts 
Mindoro imperial pigeon or Mindoro zone-
tailed pigeon 
Amazona arausiaca 
Red-necked  amazon  or  jacquot  or  blue-faced 
amazon or lesser Dominican amazon 
Amazona barbadensis 
Yellow-shouldered amazon 
Amazona brasiliensis 
Red-tailed amazon 
Amazona dufresnz,ma  rhodocorytha 
Red-crowned  amazon  or red-browed parrot or 
red-crowned parrot 
Amazona guildingu 
St Vincent parrot or St  Vincent amazon 
Amazona imperialis 
Imperial amazon or imperial parrot 
Amazona leucocepha/,, 
Cuban  amazon  or  Bahamas  amazon  or 
Bahaman amazon or Cayman amazon 
Amazona pretrei 
Red-spectacled  amazon  or  red-spectacled 
parrot 
Amazona versicolor 
St Lucia amazon or St  Lucia parrot 
Amazona vinacea 
Vinaceous  amazon  or  vinaceous  (breasted) 
parrot 
Amazona vittata 
Puerto Rican amazon or Puerto Rico parrot or 
Puerto Rican parrot or red-fronted amazon 
Anodorhynchus spp. 
Macaws 
Ara  ambz~ua 
Buffon's macaw 
Ara glauwgularis  = 340 
Blue-throated  Macaw,  Wagler's  Macaw  or 
Caninde Macaw 
Ara macao 
Scarlet macaw 
Ara militaris 
Military macaw 
Ara rubrogenys 
Red-fronted macaw 
Aratinga guarouba 
Golden parakeet or golden conure or Queen of 
Bavaria or Queen of Bavaria's conure 
Cyanopsitta spixii 
Litte blue or Spix's macaw 
Cyanoramphus auriaps jorbesi 
Forbes parakeet or Forbes' kakariki or Chatham 
island yellow-fronted parakeet 
Appendix II 
Gallzcolumba luzonica 
Luzon bleding heart pigeon or 
bleeding heart dove 
Goura spp. 
.A.Il  crowned pigeons or gouras 
(C2) 
(C 1) 
PSITTACIFORMES spp. ("")  -110  (C 2) 
Parrots and related  birds (except:  budgerigar, cockatiel 
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CUCULIFORMES 
Cuckoos and kin 
M usophagiiJ:ae 
T uracos or plantain eaters 
STRIGIFORMES 
Owls 
Tytonidae 
Bam owls 
Strigidae 
Typical owls 
Appt"ndix  I 
Cyanoramphus novae;,e/andiae 
Red-fronted parakeet or red-fronted kakariki or 
New Zealand parakeet 
Geopsittacus occidentalis p.e. 
(Australian) night parrot 
Neophema chrysogaster 
Orange-bellied  parakeet  or  orange-bellied 
parrot 
Ognorhynchus icterotis 
Yellow-eared conure 
Opopsitta diophthalma coxeni =  341  ·. 
Coxens  blue-browed  fig  parrot  or  Coxen 
two-eyed  fig  parrot or Coxen  double-eyed  fig 
parrot 
Pezoporus wallicus 
Ground  parrot or ground  parakeet or swamp 
parakeet 
Pionopsitta pileata 
Pileated or red-capped parrot 
Probosciger aterrimus 
Palm  cockatoo,  great  black  cockatoo,  Cape 
York cockatoo, black  macaw 
Psephotus chrysopterygius 
Golden-shouldered  parakeet  and  hooded 
parakeet 
Psephotus pulcherrimus p.e. 
Paradise parrot or beautiful parakeet 
Psittacula echo 
Mauritius ring-necked parakeet 
Psittacus erithacus prmceps 
Fernando Po grey or Principe parrot 
Pyrrhura cruentata 
Blue-throated conure or ochre-marked parakeet 
or red-rumped conure 
Rhynchopsitta spp. 
Thick-billed parrot and  maroon-fronted parrot 
Strigops habroptilus 
Kakapo or owl  parrot 
Tyto soumagnei 
Madagascar  owl,  Soumagne's  owl  or 
Madagascar Red owl 
Athene bleu,itti 
Forest spotted owlet or forest little owl 
Ninox novaeseelandiae royana 
Norfolk Island boobook owl 
Ninox squamipila nata/is 
Christmas Island (hawk} owl 
Otus gurneyz  = 343 
Giant scops owl 
Appendix II 
T  auraco corythaix 
Helmeted or knysna.  turaco 
T  auraco porphyreolophus =  342 
Purple- or violet-crested turaco 
STRIGIFORMES spp. (•) 
Owls 
(C 1) 
(C 1) 
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APODIFORMES 
Swihs and hummingbirds 
Trochilidai! 
Hummingbirds 
TROGONIFORMES 
Trogons 
Trogonidae 
Trogons 
CORACIIFORMES 
Kingfishers and kin 
Bucerotidae 
Horn  bills 
PIC/FORMES 
Woodpeckers, toucans and kin 
Picidae 
Woodpeckers 
PASSER/FORMES 
Songbirds or perching birds 
Cotingidae 
Contingas 
Pittidae 
Pittas 
Atrichornithidae 
Scrub-birds 
Hirundinidae 
Swallows and martins 
Muscicapidae 
Old-World flycatchers 
Appendix I 
Glaucis dohrnii =  344 
Hook-billed hermit 
Pharomachrus mocinno 
Resplendent quetzal 
Buceros bicornis homrai 
Homrai  pied  hornbill  or Homrai  great  Indian 
hornbill or Northern great pied hornbill 
Rhinoplax vigil 
Helmeted hornbill 
Campephilus imfJerialis 
Imperial woodpecker 
Dryocopus javensis richardsi 
Tristam's or white-bellied black woodpecker 
Cotinga maculata 
Banded or spotted wtinga 
Xipholena atropurpurea 
White-winged cotinga 
Pitta kochi 
Koch's pitta 
Atrichornis clamosus 
Noisy scrub-bird or Western scrub-bird 
Dasyornis broadbentt littoralis p. e. 
Western  rufous  bristlebird  or  lesser  rufous 
bristlebird or rufous-headed bristlebird 
Trochilidae spp. (  *) 
Hummingbirds 
Aceros narcondami 
Narcondam hombill 
Appendix II 
(C 1) 
Buceros bicornis ( *)  (C 1) 
Great pied hornbill or great Indian hornbill 
Buceros hydrocorax hydrocorax  (C l) 
Luzon rufous hornbill or Philippine hornbill 
Buceros rhinoceros rhinoceros  (C  ~) 
Malayan rhinoceros hornbill 
Rupicola spp. 
Cock-of-the rocks 
Pitta  brachyura nympha 
Japanese fairy pitta or Fairy blue-winged pitta 
Pseudochelidon sirmtarae 
White-eyed river martin 
(C 2) 
(C i) 
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Zosteropidae 
White-eyes 
M eliphagidae 
Honey  eaters 
Emberizidae 
Cardinals 
Fringillidae 
Finches or New World seedeaters 
Estrildidae 
Sturnidae 
Starlings 
Paradisaeidae 
Birds of paradise 
TESTUDINA TA 
Chelonians, tortoises terrapms 
and turtles 
Dermatemydidae 
Emydidae 
Freshwater turtle 
Appendix I 
Dasyornis longirostris 
Western  (rufous)  bristlebird  or  long-billed 
bristlebird 
Picathartes spp. 
Rock-fowl 
Zosterops albogularis 
White-breasted silver-eye 
Meliphaga cassidix 
Helmeted honeyeater or subcrested honeyeater 
Carduelis cucullata  = 346 
Red siskin 
Leucopsar rothschildi 
Rothschild's  mynah  or Rothschild's starling or 
Bali  mynah or white starling 
Batagur baska 
REPTILIA 
REPTILES 
Common batagur or river terrapin or tuntong 
Geoclemys hami/tonii 
Black  pond  turtle  or  Hamilton's  terrapin  or 
spotted pond turtle 
Kachuga tecta tecta 
Indian  tent  turtle  or  India  roof(ed)  turtle  or 
India sawback turtle or dura turtle 
Melanochelys tricarinata  = 347 
Three-keeled turtle or Bengal  three-keeled land 
terrapin  or  Asian  three-keeled  turtle  or 
three-keeled land tortoise 
Appendix  II 
Niltava ruecki =  345 
Rueck's blue flycatcher or Rueck's niltava 
Gubernatrix cristata 
Yellow cardinal, green cardinal 
Paroaria capitata 
Yellow-billed cardinal 
Paroaria coronata 
Red-crested cardinal 
Carduelis ya"ellii =  346 
Y  elllow-faced siskin 
Poephila cincta cincta 
Black-throated finch or Parson Finch 
Paradisaeidae spp. (C 1) 
Birds of paradise 
Dermatemys mawii 
Central American river turtle 
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Testudinidae 
Land tortoises 
Cheloniidae 
Sea  turtles 
Dermochelyidae 
Leather-back turtles 
Trionychidae 
Soft-shelled turtles 
Pelomedusidae 
Side-necked turtles 
Chelidae 
Snake-necked turtles 
CROCODYLIA 
Crocodilians 
Alligatoridae 
Alligators and caimans 
Appendix I 
Morenia ocellata 
Burmese  swamp turtle or Bengal  eyed  terrapin 
or Burmese peacock turtle 
Terrapene coahuila 
Aquatic  box  turtle  or  water  box  turtle  or 
coahuila turtle 
Geochelone elephantopus  = 348 
Galapagos giant tortoise 
Geochelone radiata  =  348 
(Madagascar) radiated tortoise 
Geochelone yniphora  =  348 
Madagascar  tortoise  or  angulated  tortoise  or 
angonoka 
Gopherus flavomarginatus 
Bolson  tortoise  or  Mexican  giant  gopher 
tortoise 
Psammobutes geometricus  = 348 
Geometric tortoise 
Cheloniidae spp. 
(True) sea  turtles 
Dermochelys coriacea 
Leather-back  turtle  or  luth  turtle  or leathery 
turtle 
Lissemys punctata punctata 
India  flap-shell(ed)  turtle  or  flap-shell(ed) 
spotted turtle 
Trionyx ater 
Black soft-shell(ed) turtle or black mud turtle or 
Cuatro Cienages soft-shell(ed) turtle 
Trionyx gangetzcus 
Ganges  soft-shell(ed)  turtle  or  Indian 
soft-shell(ed) turtle 
Trionyx hurum 
Peacock-marked  soft-shell(ed)  turtle  or brown 
soft-shell(ed)  turtle  or  peacock  softshell(ed) 
turtle 
Trionyx nigricans 
Dark-coloured  soft-shell(ed)  turtle  or  sacred 
black mud turtle 
Pseudemydura umbrina 
Short-necked  (swamp)  turtle  or  (western) 
swamp turtle 
Alligator sinensis 
China alligator or Chinese alligator 
Caiman crocodilus apaporzensis 
Rio  apaporis  (spectadt·d)  caiman  or Apaporis 
river caiman 
Appendix II 
:----.: 
Testudinidae spp. ("")  (C  2) 
Land tortoises  [C  1:  Testudo graeca 
Spur-thighed  or  common  or 
Greek tortoise 
Testudo hermanni 
Hermann's tortoise 
T  estudo marginata 
Marginated Tortoise] 
Erymnochelys madagascariensis  =  349 
Madagascar side-necked turtle 
Peltocephalus dumeriliana  = 349 
Big-headed Amazon river turtle 
Podocnemis spp. 
River turtles or sideneck turtles 
CROCODYLIA spp.  ("")  = 350 
Crocodiles, Caiman, Alligator and Ghavials 
(C  2) 
(C 2) 
(C 2) 
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Crocodylidae 
True crocodiles and false gavial 
Gavialidae 
Gavials 
RHYNCHOCEPHALIA 
Mesozoic rhynchocephalia 
Sphenodontidae 
Tuatara 
SAURIA 
Lizards 
Gekkonidat 
Geckos 
Agamidae 
Agamids 
Chamaeleonidae 
Chameleons 
Appendix I 
Caiman lattrostris 
Broad-nosed caiman or broad-!!.nouted caiman 
Melanosuchus niger 
Black caiman 
Crocodylus acutus 
American crocodile 
Crocodylus cataphructus ( • •)  - 111 
African  slender-snouted  crocodile  or  African 
sharp-nosed crocodile 
Crocodylus intermedius 
Orinoco crocodile 
Crocodylus moreletii 
Morelct's crocodile 
Crocodylus niloticus (,....)  -112 
Nile crocodile or African crocodile 
Crocodylus novaegumeae mindorensis 
Philippine or Mindoro crocodile 
Crocodylus palustris 
Mugger  (crocodile)  or  marsh  crocodile  or 
broad-snouted crocodile 
C  rocodylus porosus ( H) - 113 
Saltwater crocodile or estuarine crocodile 
Crocodylus rhombifer 
Cuban crocodile 
Crocodylus siamenszs 
Siamese crocodile 
Osteolaemus tetraspzs  ( • •)  - 114 
(African) dwarf crocodile 
Tomistoma schlegeliz 
False  gavial  or tomisroma  (crocodile)  or false 
gharial 
Gavialis gangeticus 
(Indian) gavial or gharial 
Sphenodon punctatus 
Tuatara 
Appendix II 
Cyrtodactylus serpensinsula 
Serpent Island gecko 
Phelsuma spp. 
Day geckos 
(C 2) 
Vromastyx spp.  (C 2) 
Spiny-tailed lizards or mastigures or spiny-tailed agamids 
or dabb lizards or palm lizards 
Bradypodion spp. =  351 
Dwarf chameleons 
Chamaeleo spp. 
Chameleons 
[C  1:  Chamaeleo chamaeleon 
Common  or  Mediterranean 
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lguanidae 
lguanids 
Lacertidae 
Cordylidae 
Teiidae 
T  eiid lizard 
Helodermatidae 
Gila manster or beaded lizards 
Varanidae 
Monitors 
SERPENTES 
Snakes 
Appendix I 
Brachy/ophus spp. 
Banded and Fiji  crested iguanas 
Cyclura spp. 
Ground iguanas or West Indian rock iguanas 
Sauroma/us varzus 
San Esteban Island Cuckwalla 
Ga//otia simonyr 
Hierro giant lizard 
Varanus  benga/en~rs 
Bengal  or Indian monitor 
V  aranus flavescms 
Yellow  monitor or ruddy  snub-nosed  monitor 
or  yellow  land  lizard  or  (Indian)  oralgrain 
lizard 
V aranus griseus 
Desert or grey monitor 
Varanus komodoensrs 
Komodo dragon or Komodo (Island) monitor or 
ora 
---------- --
Appendix II 
Amblyrhynchus cristatus 
Galapagos marine iguna 
(C 2) 
Conolophus spp.  (C 2) 
(Galapagos) land iguanas or land lizards 
Iguana spp. 
(Common) iguanas 
Phrynosoma coronatum blainvillei 
San Diego or BlainviUe horned lizard 
Podarcis lilfordi 
Lilford's wall lizard 
Podarcis pityusensis 
lbiza wall lizard 
Cordylus spp. 
Cirdled lizards 
Pseudocordylus spp. 
Crag lizards 
Cnemidophorus hyperythrus  (C 1) 
Orange-throated whiptail (lizard) or orange-throated race 
runner 
Crocodilurus lacertinus 
Dragon lizard or dragon lizardet 
Dracaena guzanensi 
Caiman  lizard  or armoured  teyou  or four-foot  caiman 
lizard or croco-teju 
Tupinambis spp. 
T  egus or regu lizards 
Heloderma spp.  (C  1) 
Gila monster and beaded lizard or poisonous luards 
Varanus  spp. (*) 
Monitors or goannas 
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Boidae 
Snakes (boas and pythons) 
Colubridae 
Colubrid snakes (water snakes, 
grass snakes and tree snakes 
Elapidae 
Viperidae 
CAUDATA 
Tailed amphibians 
Ambystomidae 
Mole salamanders 
Cryptobranchidae 
Giant salamanders 
ANURA 
Tail-less amphibians (frogs and 
toads) 
Acrantophis spp. 
Madagascar boas 
Appendix I 
Boa constrictor oet:.identalis  = 352 
Argentine boa constrictor 
Bolyeria multocarznata 
Round Island boa 
Casarea dussumierz 
Keel-scaled  boa or Round Island boa 
Epicrates inornatus 
Yellow  tree  or  Puerto  Rican  boa  or culebra 
grande 
Epicrates monensis 
Virgin  Island tree boa or Mona Island  boa 
Epicrates subf/ar,us 
Jamaica(n) boa 
Python mo/urus molurus 
Indian (rock) python or tiger python 
Sam:inia madagas(.Jriensis 
Sanzinia or Madagascar tree boa 
Vipera ursinii + 2 I  ~ 
Orsini's viper, meadow viper 
i;\ndrias spp.  = 355 
Giant salamanders 
AMPHIBIA 
AMPHIBIANS 
Appendix II 
Boidae spp. (•)  [C 2:  Boa constrictor (•) 
Giant  snakes  or  boids  or  Boa constrictor 
boas  and  pythons or giant 
constricting snakes 
Cle/ia delia =  353 
Mussurana (snake) or usurana 
Eunectes spp. 
Anaconda 
Python spp. ( •) 
Pythons 
Eryx jaculus 
(Spotted) sand boa] 
Cyclagras gigas  = 354  (C 2) 
South  American  false  cobra  or South  American  water 
cobra or beach cobra or surucucu 
Elachistodon westermanni 
Indian . egg-eating  snake  or  Indian  egg-cater  or 
Westermann's snake 
Hoplocephalus bungaroides 
Broad-headed snake 
Ambystoma dumerilii 
Lake Patzcuaro salamander or achoque 
Ambystoma mexicanum 
Axolotl (salamander) --~-----------------------
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Bufonidae 
True toads 
M yobatrachidae 
Dendrobatidae 
Ranidae 
Microhylidae 
CERA  TODIFORMES 
Appendix I 
Ate/opus varius zetekt 
Zetek's  frog  or  (Panamanian)  golden  frog  or 
golden arrow poison frog 
Bufo superciliaris 
Cameroon toad 
Nectophrynoides spp. 
Viviparous African toads 
Dyscophus antongzlii 
Madagascar tomato frog 
PISCES 
FISH 
Bufo retiformis 
Sonoran green toad 
Appendix II 
Rheobatrachus spp. 
Gastric brooding frogs 
Dendrobates spp. 
Poison arrow frogs, poison dart frogs 
Phyllobates spp. 
Poison dart frogs, point arrow frogs 
Rana hexadactyla 
Six-fingered frog 
Rana tigerina 
Indian bullfrog 
Neoceratodus forsteri 
(C2) 
Ceratodidae 
Ceratodes  Australian lungfish or ceratodus or Queensland lungfish 
COELACANTHIFORMES 
Coelacanthidae 
A CIPENSERIFORM  ES 
Sturgeon and paddlefishes 
Acipenseridae 
Sturgeons 
OSTEOGLOSSIFORMES 
Bonytongues and kin 
Osteoglossidae 
Bony-tongues 
Acipenser bret,irostrum 
Shortnose sturgeon 
Acipenser sturio 
Common sturgeon or Baltic sturgeon 
Scleropages formosus 
Asiatic  bony-tongue  or  Asian  bony-tongue  or 
kelesa  or  golden  dragon  fish  or  golden 
arowana 
Latimeria chalumnae 
Coelacanth 
Acipenser oxyrhynchus 
Atlantic sturgeon 
Arapaima gigas 
Arapaima or pirarucu .. _  .....  , ... 
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CYPRINIFORMES 
Carp and carp-like-fish 
Cyprinidae 
Carp 
Catastomidae 
SILURIFORMES 
Catfish 
Schilbeidae 
Schilbeid catfish 
A THERINIFORMES 
Silversides 
Cyprinodontidae 
toothed carp 
PERCIFORMES 
Perch-like fish 
Sciaenidae 
Drumfish or croakers 
LEPIDOPTERA 
Butterflies and moths 
Papilionidae 
Swallowtails and parnassian 
Appendix I 
Probarbus Jullieni 
lkan  remoleh  or  pia  eesok  (Thai)  or  ikaa 
temelian (Malay) 
Chasmistes cujus 
Cui-ui 
Pangasianodon gigas 
Giant catfish 
Cynoscion macdonaldz 
T otoaba or MacDonald weakfish 
Ornithoptera alexandrae 
Queen Alexandra's birdwing 
Papilio chtkae 
Luzon peacock swallowtail 
Papilio homerus 
Homerus swallowtail 
Papilio hospiton 
Corsican swallowtail 
INSECTA 
INSECTS 
Appendix II 
Calcobarbus geertsi 
African blind barb fish  or Congo blind barb 
Cynolebias constanciae 
Annual tropical killifish or pearlfish 
Cynolebias marmoratus  ,. 
Annual tropical killifish or ginger pearlfish 
Cynolebias minimus 
Annual tropical killifish  or minute pearlfish 
Cynolebias opalescens 
Annual tropical killifish or opalescent pearlfish 
Cynolebias splendens 
Annual tropical killifish or Splendid pearlfish 
Bhutanitis spp. 
Bhutan glories 
Ornithoptera spp. ( •) =  356 
Birdwing butterflies 
Parnassius apollo 
Appollo butterfly or mountain apollo 
Teinopalpus spp. 
Kaiser-1-hind, Golden Kaiser-1-hind 
(C 2) 
(C 1) ~~~~--------------------,------------ ----------
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ARANEAE 
Theraphosidae 
ARHYNCHOBDELLAE 
Hirudinidae 
Leeches 
VENEROIDA 
Tridacnidae 
Giant clams 
UNIONOIDA 
Naiads or freshwater bivalves 
Unionidae 
Freshwater mussels 
Appendix I 
Conradi/la caelata 
ARACHNIDA 
ANNELIDA 
MOLLUSCA 
MOLLUSCS 
Birdwing pearl  mu~sel or rimosa naiad 
Dromus dramas 
Dromedary pearly mussel or Dromedary naiad 
Epiob/asma curtisi  =  357 
Curtis pearly mussel or Curtis' naiad 
Epioblasma florentina  =  357 
Yellow-
blossom  pearly  mussel  or  yellow-blossom 
naiad 
Epioblasma sampsoni  == 357 
Sampson's pearly mussel or Sampson's naiad 
Epioblasma sulcata perobliqua =  357 
White  catspaw  mussel  or  white  eat's  paw 
mussel 
Epioblasma torulosu gubernaculum  = 357 
Green-
blossomed  pearly  mmsel  or  green-blos~omed 
naiad 
Appendix II 
Trogonoptera spp.  = 356 
Birdwing butterflies 
Troides spp.  =  356 
Birdwing butterflies 
Brachypelma smithi 
Mexican red-legged or red  kneed tarantula 
Hirudo medicinalis 
Medicinal leech 
Tridacnidae spp. 
Giant clams 
Cyprogenia aberti 
Edible pearly mussel  or edible naiad 
Epiob/asma torulosa rangiana  = 357 
(C 2) 
(C 2') 
Tan blossom naiad or tan-blossomed pearly mussel 
Epioblasma torulosa torulusa  = 357 
Tuberculcd  blossom  pearly  mussel  or 
tuberculed-blossom nai.td 
Epioblasma turgidulu  =  357 
Turgid blossom pearly mussel or turgid-blossom 
naiad 
Epioblasma walkeri =  357 
Brown  blossom  pe.uly  mussel  or  brown-
blossom naiad or tan ritfle shell 
Fusconaia cuneolus 
Fine-rayed  pigtoe  pearly  mussel  or  fine-rayed 
pigtoe 
Fusconaia edgariana 
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STYLOM  MA TOPHORA 
Land snails 
Achatinellidae 
Camaenidae 
American land snails 
Paryphantidae 
ANTIPA  THARIA 
SCLERACTINIA 
Pocilloporidae 
Acroporidae 
Appendix I 
Lampsilis higginsi 
Higgin 's eye pearly mussel 
Lampsilis orbiculata orbiculata 
Pink mucket pearly mussel 
Lampsilis satura 
Plain pocketbook pearly mussel 
Lampsilis virescens 
Alabama lamp pearly mussel or Alabama lamp 
naiad 
Plt>thobasus  cicatricosus 
White wartyback pearly mussel 
Plethobasus cooperiunus 
Orange-footed pimpleback mussel 
Pleurobema plenum 
Rough pigtoe pearly  mussel 
Potamilus capax =  358 
Fat pocketbook pearly mussel 
Quadrula  intemzedi.:~ 
Cumberland monkey face pearly mussel 
Quadrula sparsa 
Appalachian monkey face pearly mussel 
Toxolasma cylindre/la  = 359 
Pale lilliput pearly mussel or pale liJliput naiad 
Unio nickliniana 
Nicklin's pearly mussel 
Unio  tampicoensis tecomatensis 
Tampico pearly mussel (sub-species) 
Villosa  trabalis  = 360 
·Cumberland bean pearly mussel 
Achatinella spp. 
Little agate snails, oahu tree snails 
ANTHOZOA 
Appendix II 
Fusconaia subrotunda 
Long solid mussel or long solid naiad 
Lampsilis brevicula 
Ozark lamp pearly mussel or ozark lamp naiad 
Lexingtonia dolabelloides 
Slab sided naiad or slab sided pearly mussel 
Pleurobema clava 
Club pearly mussel 
Papustyla pulcherrima  = 361 
Manus green tree snail or emerald green snail 
Paryphanta spp.  +  214 
New Zealand amber snails 
ANTIPA  THARIA spp. 
Black corals or antipatharians 
Seriatopora spp. 
Birds nest corals 
Pocillopora spp. 
Brown stem cluster corals 
Stylophora spp. 
Cauliflower corals 
Acropora spp. 
Branch corals 
(C 2) ·--------------------------- ------
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Agariciidae 
Fungiidae 
Faviidae 
M erulinidae 
Mussidae 
Pectiniidae 
Caryophylliidae 
ATHECATA 
M il/eporidae 
COENOTHECALIA 
Helioporidae 
STOLONIFERA 
Tubiporidae 
AGAVACEAE  Agave arizonica 
Agave parviflora 
Appendix I 
HYDROZOA 
ALCYONARIA 
FLORA 
Pavona spp. 
Cactus corals 
Fungia spp. 
Mushroom corals 
Halomitra spp. 
Bowl corals 
Po/yphyllia spp. 
Feather corals 
Favia  spp. 
Brain corals 
Platygyra spp. 
Brain corals 
Merulina spp. 
Merulina corals 
I.obophy/lia spp. 
Brain root corals 
Pectinia spp. 
Lettuce corals 
Euphy//ia spp. 
Brain trumpet corals 
Millepora spp. 
Wello fire corals 
He/iopora spp. 
Blue corals 
Tubipora spp. 
Organpipe corals 
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APOCYNACEAE 
ARACEAE 
Arum family 
ARAUACEAE 
ARA  UCARIACEAE 
Monkey-puzzle family 
ASCLEPIADA  CEAE 
BYBLJDACEAE 
CACTACEAE 
Cactus family 
Appendix  I 
No/ina mterrata 
Pachypodium namaquanum 
Alocasia sanderiana 
Arum 
Alocasia zebrina 
Arum 
A raucaria araucana ( ,.,. ) + 215 
Monkey-puzzle tree or hardy monkey-puzzle 
Ancistrocactus tobuschii 
Ariocarpus agavozdes 
Living rock cactus 
Ariocarpus scapharostrus 
Living rock cactus 
A riocarpus trigon  us 
Astrophytum asterias  = 362 
Star cactus, sea-urchin cactus 
Aztekium ritteri . 
Aztec cactus 
Backebergia mi/ztaris 
Coryphantha minzma  = 363 
Coryphantha sneedii  = 363 
Coryphantha werdrrm,mnii 
Echinocereus lindsayz 
Lindsay's cactus 
Echinomastus erectocentrus  =  364 
Echinomastus mariposensis  = 364 
Leuchtenbergia principis 
Mammillaria pectini/era  =  365 
Mammillaria plumosa 
Mammillaria solisioides 
Appendix  II 
A.1:ave  t'ictoriae-reginae  :1: 1 
Pachypodium spp. ( •)  :1: 1 
Elephant's trunks or halfmen 
Panax quinquefolius  :1: 2 
American ginseng or celery-leaved panax 
Araucana araucana ( •) - 115  :1: 1 
Monkey-puzzle tree or hardy monkey-puzzle 
Ceropegia spp.  :1: 1 
Rosary vines 
Frerea  indica  :1: 1 
Milkweed 
Byb/is spp.  :1: 1 
Byblis or rainbow plants 
CACTACEAE spp. (•)  :~:3 
Cacti -·~ . - "'  -~ 
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CAR YOCARACEAE 
CEPHALOTACEAE 
COMPOSITAE 
Composite family 
CRASSULACEAE 
CUPRESSACEAE 
Cypress family 
CYATHEACEAE 
Appendix  I  Appendix  II 
----------··-----+--------------------
Nopalxochia macduugallii  = 366 
Obregonia denegrii 
Peyote or artichoke cactus 
Pediocactus bradyi 
Pediocactus despainii 
Pediocactus knowltoniz 
Pediocactus papyracanthus 
Pediocactus paradinei 
Pediocactus peeblesianus 
Pediocactus sileri 
Pediocactus winkleri 
Pelecyphora spp. 
Sclerocactus glaucus 
Sclerocactus mesae-verdae 
Sclerocactus pubzspinus 
Sclerocactus wrightiae 
Strombocactus disciformis 
Turbinicarpus laui 
Turbinicarpus Lophophoroides  = 364 
Turbinicarpus pseudomacrochele =  364 . 
Turbinicarpus pseudopectinatus  = 364 
Turbinicarpus schmiedickeanus  = 364 
Turbinicarpus valdezianus  = 364 
Wilcoxia schmollii 
Caryocar costaricense 
Saussurea lappa 
Costas 
Dudleya stolonifera 
Dudleya traskiae 
Fitz-Roya cupressoides 
Chilean false  larch, <tlerce 
I'tf.~,·rodt'lltiroll tll't/•·rum 
Cephalotus follicularis *  1 
Albany pitcher plant 
CY  A THEACEAE spp.  *- 1 
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CYCADACEAE 
Cycad!; 
DIAPENSIACEAE 
DICKSONIACEAE 
Dicksonia family 
DIDIEREACEAE 
DJOSCOREACEAE 
Yams 
ERICACEAE 
EUPHORBIACEAE 
Euphorbias 
FAGACEAE 
Beech  family 
FOUQUIERIACEAE 
GENTIANACEAE 
Gentian family 
Cyc.Js  lu·ddomei 
RedJome's cycad 
Appendix  I 
Fcmquieriu jasciculut.J 
Fuuquierra  purpusu 
Prepusa hookeriana 
Scarier  Aowered  prepusa  or  white  Aowered 
prepu~a 
HUMIRJACEAE  Vantanea barbourii 
Ira chiricana 
JUGLANDACEAE  Engelhardti.; pteroc.;rfl.l 
Walnut, hickory and pecan fam1ly 
LEGUMINOSAE  Cynumetra hmutonwpl•ylla 
Laburnum family 
L/LIACEAE 
Lily  family 
Platymiscium pleiostachvum 
Quira macawood 
T  achigalia versicolor 
Aloe albida 
Aloe pillansii 
Aloe polyphylla 
Spiral aloe 
Aloe thorncroftii 
Aloe vossii 
Appendix  II 
CYCADACEAE spp. (•)  .e:4 
Shortza galacifolia  .e: 1 
DICKSONIACEAE spp  .  .e: 1 
Tree ferns 
DJDIEREACEAE spp.  :1: 1 
Tree ferns 
Dioscorea deltoidea  .e: 1 
Elephant's foot 
Kalmia cuneata  .e: 1 
Euphorbia spp.  - 116  :1: 1 
Euphorbias 
Quercus copeyensis  :1: 1 
Copey oak 
Fouquieria columnaris  ¢  1 
Aloe spp.  (•) .e:5 
Aloes ----~------------- --------------------------------
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MELASTOMATACEAE 
MELIACEAE 
Mahogany family 
MORACEAE 
NEPENTHACEAE 
ORCHIDACEAE 
Orchid family 
PALMAE 
P,alm family 
PINACEAE 
Pine family 
PODOCARPACEAE 
Podocarpus family 
Appendix I 
Lavoisiera itambana 
Guarea longipetiola 
Musk-wood 
Batocarpus costaricensis 
A mulberry 
Nepenthes khasiana 
Indian pitcher plant 
Nepenthes rajah 
Giant tropical pitcher-plant 
Catt/eya skinneri 
Skinner's cattleya or white nun 
Cattleya trianae 
Winter cattleya or Christmas orchid 
Didiciea cunnmghamii 
Laelia jongheana 
Laelia lobata 
Lycaste skinneri var. alba  = 368 
White nun 
Paphiopedilum druryi 
Drury's slipper orchid 
Peristeria elata 
Holy  Ghost or dove  orchid or dove  flower  or 
Holy Ghost flower 
Renanthera imschootiana 
Red vanda 
V  and  a coerulea 
Blue  vanda 
Abies guatemalens1s 
Guatamalan fir  or pinabete 
Podocarpus costulis 
Podocarpus parlatorei 
Parlatore's podocarp 
Appendix II 
Swietenia humilis *  1 
Honduras mahogany or baywood 
Nepenthes spp. (  *) *  1 
Pitcher plants 
ORCHIDACEAE spp. (*)  =367  =F6 
Orchide (C 1:  105 species) 
Areca ipot *  1 
Chrysa/idocarpus decipiens *  1 
Butterfly palm 
Neodypsis decaryi *  1 
Phoenix hanceana var. philippinensis *  1 
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POR TULACACEAE 
Purslane family 
PRIM ULACEAE 
Primrose family 
PROTAECEAE 
Protea family 
RUBIACEAE 
Madder family 
SARRACENIACEAE 
STANGERIACEAE 
Cycad family 
STERCULIACEAE 
Sterculia family 
THEACEAE 
WEL WITSCHIACEAE 
ZAMJACEAE 
Cycad (palm) family 
ZINGIBERACEAE 
Ginger family 
ZYGOPHYLLACEAE 
Lignum vitae family 
Appendix  I 
Orothamnus zeyhert 
Marsh-rose 
Protea odorata 
Balmea stormiae 
Ayugue 
Sarracenia alabamensis spp. alabamensis 
Sarracenia jonesii 
Sarracenia oreophila 
Stangeria eriopus  =  369 
Hottentot's head 
Welwitschia mirabilis  = 371 
Ceratozamia spp. 
Enceph~lartos spp. 
Bread-palms or brc.Jd trees 
M icrocycas calocoma 
Palma corcho 
Hedychium philippinense 
Philippine garland-flower 
Appendix II 
Anacampseros spp.  ¢1 
Purselanes 
Lewisia cotyledon  ¢  1 
Lewisia maguirei  :1:- 1 
Lewisia serrata  :1:- 1 
Lewisia tweedyi  :1:- 1 
Cyclamen spp.  :1:- 1  (C 2) 
Cyclamens  (C 1:  Cyclamen graecum 
(incl.  Cyclamen mindleri) 
Cyclamen creticum 
Cyclamen balearicum] 
Darlingtonia californica  :1:- 1 
Sarracenia spp. ( •)  ¢  1 
Pitcher plants, bog-bugles, eve's cups, frog bonnets 
Pterygota excel5a  = 370  :1:-1 
Camellia chrysantha  :F 1 
ZAMIACEAE spp. (•)  :~:-4 
Cycas 
Guaiacum sanctum  ¢  1 
Lignum-vitae or holy wood or tree of life ---------- ------------------
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APPENDIX lll (1)  ( 2 ) 
interpretation: 
1.  References to taxa higher than  specie~ are for the purpose of information or classification only. 
2.  Two  asterisks  ( * *)  placed  against  the  name  of a  species  indicate  that  one  sub-species  is  included  m 
Appendix II  and that this sub-species is excluded from  Appendix III. 
3.  The symbol'=' followed by  a number placed against the name of a species denotes that the name of that 
species shall be interpreted as follows: 
= 372  Includes synonym  T amandu.J me:xicana 
=  373  Includes synonym Cabassous !{ymnurus 
= 374  Includes synonym Manis longicaudata 
= 37  5  Includes generie synonym ( .'oendou 
= 376  Includes generic synonym Ctmrculus 
= 377 Includes synonym Nasua naric.z 
= 378  Includes synonym Galictis .11/amandi 
= 379  Includes generic synonym  Vzverra 
= 380  Also referenced  a~ Tragelaphus eurycerus;  include~ generie synonym  Taurotragus 
= 381  Also referenced as  Ardeola this 
= 382  Also referenced as  Egrett.z .z/b,J 
= 383  Also referenced as  Spatula cly{Nat,z 
= 384  Also referenced as  Nyroca nyroca 
= 385  Includes synonym Dendrocygna /alva 
= 386  Also referenced as  C.ztrina  hartlauhii 
= 387  Includes synonym Arborophr/,, orienta/is 
= 388  Also referenced as  Turturoe,til triditorques or Columba malherbiz (in part) 
= 389  Also referenced as  Columba mayerr 
= 390  Also referenced as  Treron Justr.Jiis  (in  part) 
= 391  Also referenced as  Calopelia hrehmeri; includes synonym Ca/ope/ia puella, 
=  392  Also referenced as  Tympamstrza tympanistria 
= 393  Also referenced as  Terpsiphonc bourbonnensis 
= 394  Also referenced as  Estrilda subjl.wa or Sporaeginthus subflavus 
= 395  Also referenced as  Estrilda lawata; includes synonym Lagonosticta vinacea 
= 396  Includes generic synonym Spamestes 
=  397  Also referenced as Euodice c,mt.ms 
= 398  Also referenced as  llypargos nitidulus 
= 399  Includes synonym Parmoptila  rulmfrons 
( 1)  The en trier '(C 1  )' '(C 2)' after the name of .1  spe..:ies or a htgher taxon ~how that one or more sub-species or species, of that 
species or taxon, appear in  part  I or 2 of Annex C to the Regulation. 
( 2)  The translations of the Latin names ate given  .1s  a guide only. ·edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-H-59 
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= 400  Includes synonyms Pyrenestes frommi and Pyrenestes rothschildi 
= 401  Also referenced as Estrilda  beng.:zla 
= 402  Includes synonym Bubalornzs niger 
=  403  Also referenced as Euplectes Jjr.J 
=  404  Also referenced as Coliuspasser ardens 
= 405  Also referenced as Coliuspasser macrourus 
= 406  Includes synonym Euplectes franciscanus 
=  407  Also referenced as  Anaplectes melanotis 
= 408  Includes synonyms Passer dtflusus,  Passer gongonensis,  Passer suahelicus and Passer swainsonii 
= 409  Includes synonym Ploceus  mgriceps 
= 410  Includes synonym Ploceux atrogularis 
=411  Also referenced as Sitagra Luteola 
= 412  Also referenced as Sitagra mdanocephala 
= 413  Includes synonyms Ploceus katangi:le,  Ploceus  reichardi,  Ploceus ruweti and Ploceus vitellinus 
=  414  Also referenced as Hypocher.J ch11lybeata; includes synonyms Vidua amauropteryx, Vidua centra/is, 
Vidua neumanni,  Vidua okavangoensis and  Vidu.:z  u/tram.:zrina 
=  415  Includes synonym  V  idua orienta/is 
= 416  Also referenced a  !I  Pe/usios  mlmiger 
=  417  Formerly included in  genus t\atrix 
4.  The names of the counrries placed  against the names of species  are those of the Parties submitting these 
spectes for  inclusion in  this appendix. 
5.  Any animal or plant, whether live or dead, of a species listed in this appendix, is covered by the provisions. 
of the Convention, as  is  any  readily  recognizable  part or derivative thereof, except plant seeds,  spores, 
pollen (including pollinia), tissue cultures and flasked seedling cultures (Resolutions Conf. 4.24 and Conf. 
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CHIROPTERA 
Bats 
Phyllostomidae 
New World leaf-nosed bats 
EDENTATA 
Edendates 
Myrmecophagidae 
Choloepidae 
Sloths 
Dasypodidae 
Armadillos 
PHOLIDOTA 
Pangolins or scaly ant-eaters 
Manidae 
Pagolins 
RODENTIA 
Rodents 
Sciuridae 
Squirrels and marmots 
Anomaluridae 
Scaly-tailed squirrels 
Hystricidae 
Old World porcupines 
Erethizontidae 
New World porcupines 
Vampyrops lineatus 
False vampire bat 
Species 
FAUNA 
ANIMALS 
MAMMALIA 
MAMMALS 
Tamandua tetradactyla (.,.) = 372 
Collared ant-eater 
Choloepus hoffmanni 
Hoffmann's sloth 
Cabassous centra/is 
Northern naked-tailed armadillo 
Cabassous tatouay  = 373 
Eleven-banded or broad-banded armadillo 
Manis gigantea 
Giant pangolin 
Manis tetradactyla  =374 
Long-tailed pangolin 
Mams tricuspis 
Small-scaled tree pangolin 
Epixerus ebii 
Ebian's palm squirrel 
Sciurus deppei 
Deppe's squirrel 
Anomalurus beecrofti 
Beecroft's flying  squirrel 
Anomalurus derbianus 
Lord Derby's flying  squirrel 
Anomalurus pelt 
Pel's flying squirrel 
Idiurus macrotis 
Long-eared flying  squirrel 
Hystrix cristata 
North African porcupine 
Sphiggurus mexicanus = 375 
Mexican porcupine 
Sphiggurus spinosus  = 37  5 
South American tree-porcupines 
Uruguay 
Guatemala 
Costa Rica 
Costa Rica 
Uruguay 
(C  1)  Ghana 
(C  1)  Ghana 
(C  1)  Ghana 
Ghana 
Costa Rica 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Honduras 
Uruguay 
Country 
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Agoutidae 
Dasyproctidae 
CARNIVORA 
Carnivores 
Procyonidae 
Raccoons 
Mustelidae 
Weasels, badgers, skunks and 
others 
Viverridae 
Genets, civets and mongooses 
Pro teiidae 
Hyaenas 
PINNIPEDJA 
Seals and walruses 
Odobenidae 
Walruses 
ARTIODACTYLA 
Even-toed ungulates 
Hippopotamidae 
Hippopotamuses 
Traguilidae 
Chevrotains 
Cervidae 
True deer 
Agouti paca  = 376 
Paca or spotted cavy 
Dasyprocta punctata 
Agouti 
Bassaricyon gabbii 
Olingo 
Bassariscus sumichrasti 
Mexican cacomistle 
Nasua nasua =  377 
Southern coati 
Nasua nasua solitaria 
Ring-tailed or red coati 
Potos flavus 
Kinkajou 
Eira  barbara 
Tayra 
Galictis 11ittata  =  378 
Grison 
Mellivora capensis 
Rate!  or honey-badger 
Civettictis civetta  = 379 
African civet or civet cat 
Proteles cristatus 
Aardwolf 
Odobenus rosmarus 
Atlantic walrus 
Hippopotamus amphthius 
Common hippopotamus 
Hyemoschus aquatzcus 
Water chevrotain 
Cervus elaphus barbarus 
Barbary deer 
Mazama americana cerasina 
Costa Rican red  brocket 
Odocoileus virginianus mayensis 
Bovidae  Anti/ope cervicapra 
Cattle, sheep, goats, antelopes, etc.  Blackbuck or Indian antelope 
Boocercus eurycerus  =  380 
Bongo 
Bubalus bubalis 
Asiatic or water buffalo, or ama 
Damaliscus lunatus 
Swih topi or sassaby 
Country 
Honduras 
Honduras 
Costa Rica 
Costa Rica 
Honduras 
Uruguay 
Honduras 
Honduras 
Costa Rica 
Ghana, Botswana 
Botswana 
Botswana 
Canada 
(C  2)  Ghana 
Ghana 
Tunisia 
Guatemala 
Guatemala 
Nepal 
Ghana 
Nepal 
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RHEIFORMES 
Rheas 
Rheidae 
Rheas 
CICONIIFORMES 
Wading birds (herons and kin) 
Ardeidae 
Herons and bitterns 
Ciconiidae 
Storks 
Threskiornithidae 
Ibises and spoonbJ!Js 
ANSERIFORMES 
Waterfowl 
Anatidae 
Ducks, geese and swans 
Species 
Gazella cuvieri 
Cuvier's gazelle 
Gazella dorcas 
Dorcas gazelle 
Gazella /eptoceros 
Slender-horned or Loder's gazelle 
Tetracerus quadricornis 
Four-horned antelope or chousingha 
Tragelaphus spekei 
Sitatunga or marshbuch 
AVES 
BIRDS 
Tunisia 
Tunisia 
Tunisia 
Nepal 
Ghana 
Rhea americana ( *  *)  Uruguay 
Common  rhe.1  or  nandu,  so  South  American 
ostrich 
Ardea golzath  Ghana 
Goliath heron 
Bubu/cus ibis  = ]81  (C  1)  Ghana 
Cattle egret 
Casmerodius .dims  = 382  (C  I)  Ghana 
Common or grcar egret 
Egretta garzett,t  (C  1)  Ghana 
Little egret 
Ephippiorhyndms senegalensis  Ghana 
Saddle-billed stork 
Leptoptilos crumNziferus  Ghana 
Marabou (adjutant) stork 
Hagedashia hagedash  Ghana 
Hadad&  ibis 
Lampribis raru  (;hana 
Spotted-breasrt·d ibis 
Threskiornis aethwpicus  Ghana 
Sacred ibis 
A/opochen aeg:vptwcus  (C 1)  Ghana 
Egyptian goose 
Anas ..Jcuta  Ghana 
Common pintail 
Anas capensis  Ghana 
Cape teal 
Anas clypeata  =383  Ghana 
Northern Shoveller 
Country 
... 
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FALCONJFORMES 
Cathardidae 
GALLIFORMES 
Gamebirds or fowl-like birds 
Cracidae 
Phasianidae 
Pheasants, partrigdes, quails and 
peacocks 
A11as  crecca 
Common teal 
Anas penelope 
Eurasian wigeon 
Anas querquedu/a 
Garganey 
Species 
Aythya nyroca =  384 
Ferruginous duck 
Cairma moschata 
Muscovy duck 
Dendrocygna autumnalis 
Red-billed whistling dude 
Dendrocygna bicolor =  385 
Fulvous whistling duck 
Dendrocygna viduata 
Write faced  tree duck 
Nettapus auritus 
African pygmy goose 
Plectropterus gwmhmsis 
Spur-winged goose 
Pteronetta hartlaubri  = 386 
Hartlaub's duck 
Sarcoramphus papa 
King vulture 
Crax rubra 
Great curassow 
Ortalis vetula 
Plain chachalaca 
Penelope purpurascens 
Crested guan 
Penelopina nigr.2 
Highland guan 
Agelastes meleagrides 
White-breasted guinea fowl 
Agriocharis oceilata 
Ocellated turkey 
Arborophila brunneopectus =  387 
Brown-breasted tree partridge 
Arborophila charlt011ii 
Chesnur-breasted tree partridge 
Caloperdix oculea 
Ferruginous wood partridge 
Lophura erythrophthalma 
Crestless fireback  pheasant 
Lophura ignita 
Crested fireback  pheasant 
Country 
Ghana 
Ghana 
(C  1)  Ghana 
(C 1)  Ghana 
Honduras 
Honduras 
Ghana, Honduras 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Honduras 
(C  2)  Costa Rica, Guatemala, 
Honduras 
(C 2)  Guatemala, Honduras 
Honduras 
(C  2)  Guatemala 
Ghana 
Guatemala 
Malaysia 
Malaysia 
Malaysia 
Malaysia 
Malaysia ·~  '  ' 
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CHARADRIIFORMES 
Burhinidae 
COLUMBIFORMES 
Pigeons, sandgrouse and dodos 
Columbidae 
Species 
Melanoperdix nigra 
Black wood partridge 
Polyplectron mopinatum 
Rotschild's  peacock-pheasant, 
peacock-pheasant 
Rhizothera longirostris 
Long-billed wood partridge 
Rollulus rouloul 
Crested wood partridge or roulroul 
Tragopan satyra 
mountain 
Horned tragopan or pheasant, satyn tragopan 
Burhinus bistriatus 
Double striped thick-knee 
Columba guinea 
Speckled pigeon or Guinea pigeon 
Columba iriditorques  = 388 
Bronze-naped pigeon 
Columba Iivia 
Rock dove 
Columba unicincta 
African wood pigeon or Afer pigeon 
Nesoenas mayeri =  389 
Pink pigeon 
Oena capensis 
Masked, cape or namaqua dove 
Streptopelia decipiens 
Mourning dove 
Streptopelia rvseogrisea 
Pink-headed dove 
Streptopelia semitorquata 
Senegal, palm or laughing dove 
Streptopelia senegalensis 
Red-eyed dove 
Streptopelia turtur 
Turtle dove 
Streptopelia vmacea 
Vinaceous dove 
Treron calva  =  390 
African green pigeon 
Treron waalia 
Yell ow-bellied green pigeon 
Turtur abyssinicus 
Black-billed wood dove 
Turtur afer 
Blue-spotted wood dove 
(C  1) 
Malaysia 
Malaysia 
Malaysia 
Malaysia 
Nepal 
Guatemala 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Mauritius 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Country ~ ., 
'.;  .,_ 
------------------------------------------
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PSITTACIFORMES 
Parrots and kin 
Psittacidae 
Parrots 
CUCUUFORMES 
Cuckoos and kin 
M usophagidae 
Turacos or plantain eaters 
PICIFORMES 
Ramphastidae 
PASSERIFORMES 
Song birds or perching birds 
Pittidae 
M uscicapidae 
Old World flycarchers 
Icteridae 
Icterids 
Fringillidae 
Finches or New World seed-eaters 
Estrildidae 
Species 
Turtur brehmert  =  391 
Blue-headed wood dove 
Turtur tympanistria =  392 
Tambourine dove 
Psittacula krameri 
Ring-necked parrakeet 
Corythaeola cristata 
great blue turaco 
Crinifer piscator 
Western grey plantain-eater 
M usophaga violacea 
Violet turaco 
Tauraco macrorhynchus 
Crested turaco 
Ramphastos sulfuratus 
Keel-billed toucan 
Pitta guajana 
Blue tailed pitta or banded pitta 
Pitta gurneyi 
Gurney's pitta 
Bebrornis rodericanus 
Rodrigues warbler 
Tchitrea bourbonnensis  = 393 
Mascarene paradise flycatcher 
Xanthopsar flavus 
Saffron-cowled bi..Jckbird 
Serinus gularis 
Streaky-headed seed-eater 
Serinus leucopygius 
Grey-fronted canary or grey singing finch 
Serinus mo:uzmbicus 
Yellow-fronted canary or green singing finch 
Amadina fasciata 
Cut-throat weaver. cut-throat or ribbon finch 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Guatemala 
Thailand (  1) 
Thailand (  1) 
Mauritius 
Mauritius 
Uruguay 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Amandava subflava  = 394  Ghana 
Zebra  waxbill,  golden  or  orange-breasted 
wax bill 
(1)  Entry into force on 7 December 1987. 
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Species  Country 
Estrilda astrild  Ghana 
Common waxbill or St Helena waxbill 
Estrilda caerulescens  Ghana 
Lavender finch  or lavender waxbill 
Estri/da me/pod.J  Ghana 
Orange-cheeked waxbill 
Estri/da troglodytes  Ghana 
Grey, red-eared, pink-cheeked or black-romped 
wax  bill 
Lagonosticta /arvata  =  395  Ghana 
Black-faced or masked-firefinch 
Lagonosticta  r<~ra  Ghana 
Black-bclliedmarant firefinch 
Lagunosticta rubricata  Ghana 
Blue-billed firefinch 
Lagonosticta rufopicta  Ghana 
Bar-breasted firefinch 
Lagonosticta snzegula  Ghana 
Senegal or red-billed firefinch 
Lonchura bico/or =  396  Ghana 
Black-and-white, black-breasted or rufous-
backed mannikin 
Lonchura cucu//ata =  396  Ghana 
Bronze mannikin 
Lonchura frmgi//oides  =  396  Ghana 
Magpie mannikin 
Lonchura ma/abarica =  397  Ghana 
Silverbill, white-throated munia 
Mandingoa nitidu!.J  =  398  Ghana 
Green-backed twimpot 
Nesocharis capistrata  Ghana 
Grey-headed oliveback 
Nigrita bicolor  Ghana 
Chesnut-breasted negro finch 
Nigrita canicapi//a  Ghana 
Grey-crowned negro-finch 
Nigrita fusconota  Ghana 
White-breasted negro finch 
Nigrita /uteifrons  Ghana 
Pale-fronted negro finch 
Ortygospiza atri,.:o//is  Ghana 
African quailfim:h 
Parmopti/a woodhousei =  399  Ghana 
Flowerpecker weaver finch 
Pholidornis rushwe  Ghana 
Tit-hylia 
Pyrenestes ostrinus =  400  Ghana 
Black-bellied seedcracker 
Pytilia hypogrammica  Ghana 
Yellow-winged or Red-faced Pytilia 
Pytilia  phoenicoptera  Ghana 
Crimson-winged Pytilia or Aurora finch 
Spermophaga haemati11a  Ghana 
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Ploceidae 
Weaverbird 
Species 
Uraeginthus bengalus =  401 
Cordon-bleu 
Amblyospiza ulbifruns 
Grosbeak weaver 
Anomalospiz.a imberbis 
Cuckoo weaver 
Bubalornis albirostris  =  402 
White-billed buffalo weaver 
Euplectes afer =  403 
Yellow-crowned  bishop, 
Napoleon weaver 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
bishop, 
Euplectes ardens  = 404  Ghana 
Red-collared widow-bird or whydah 
Euplectes hordeaceus  Ghana 
Black~winged red  bishop 
Euplectes macrourus  = 405  Ghana 
Yellow-mantled  widow-bird,  yellow-backed  or 
yellow-mantled whydah 
Euplectes orix  = 406  Ghana 
Red  bishop, orange or grenadier weaver 
Malimbus cassini  Ghana 
Black-throated malimbe 
Malimbus malimbicus  Ghana 
Crested malimbe 
Malzmbus nitens  Ghana 
Blue-billed malimbe 
M alimbus rubricef'S  =  407  Ghana 
Red-headed weaver 
Malimbus rubrical/is  Ghana 
Red-necked weaver 
Malimbus scutatus 
Red-vemed malimbe 
Passer griseus  =  408 
Grey-headed sparrow 
Petronia dentata 
Bush-sparrow 
Plocepasser superczliosus 
Chestnut-crowned  ~p.1rrow-weaver 
Ploceus albinucha 
Maxwell's black weaver 
Ploceus aurantius 
Orange weaver 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ploceus cucullatus  = 409  Ghana 
Rufous-necked,  black-headed,  spotted-backed 
of village weaver 
Ploceus heuglini  =  410  Ghana 
Heuglin's masked weaver 
1'/oceus luteolus  ;::: 411  Ghana 
Little weaver 
Ploceus me/anocephalus  = 412 
Black-headed weaver 
Ploceus nigerrimus 
Vieillot's black weaver 
Ploceus nigricollis 
Black-necked weaver 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
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TESTUDINA TA 
Chelonians (tortoises, terrapins 
and turtles) 
Trionychidae 
Woft-shelled turtles 
Pelomedusidae 
Side-necked turtles 
Species 
Ploceus pelzelm 
Stender-billed weaver 
Ploceus preussi 
Yellow-capped weaver 
Ploceus superciliosus 
Compact weaver 
Ploceus tricolor 
Y  ellow-mamled weaver 
Ploceus velatus  = 413 
Vitelline or half-masked weaver 
Quelea erythrops 
Red-headed quelea 
Sporopipes frontalis 
Speckle-fronted weaver 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Vidua chalybeata =  414  Ghana 
Village  indigobird,  steel  finch,  Senegal 
combassou 
Vidua interjecta 
Uelle  paradise whydah 
Vidua larvatico/,z 
Bako indigobird 
Vidua macroura 
Pin-tailed whydah 
V idua paradisaea  = 415 
Broad-tailed paradise whydah 
Vidua raricola 
Jambandu indigobird 
Vidua togoensis 
Togo paradise whydah 
Vidua wilsom 
Pale-winged  indigobird, Wilson's indigobird 
Trionyx triunguis 
Nile soft-shelled turtle 
Pelomedusa !-ttbru_(a 
Helmeted turtle 
REPTILIA 
REPTILES 
Pelusios adansonit 
White-breasted side-necked turle 
Pelusios castaneus 
West African mud turtle 
Pelusios gabonensis  = 416 
Stripe-backed side necked turtle 
Pelusios niger 
Black side-necked turtle 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Ghana 
Country .... 
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Species  Country 
SERPENTES 
Colubridae  Atretium schistosum  India 
Olive kcelback water snake 
Cerberus rhynchops  India 
Dog-faced water snake 
Ptyas mucosus  India 
Indian rat snake 
Xenochrophis piscator = 417  India 
Checkered water snake 
Elapidae  Micrurus diastema 
Atlantic coral snake 
Honduras 
Micrurus nigrocinctus  Honduras 
Black-banded coral snake 
Naja  naja  India 
Indian cobra 
Ophiophagus hannah  India 
King cobra 
Viperidae  Agkistrodon bilzneatus  Honduras 
Cantil 
Bothrops asper  Honduras 
Yellow-jawed  tommygoff or Barba  amarilla or 
Fer-de-lance 
Bothrops nasutus  Honduras 
Bothrops nummifer  Honduras 
jumping viper 
Bothrops ophryomegas  Honduras 
Comiz 
Bothrops schlegeliz  Honduras 
Homed palm viper or eyelash viper 
Crotalus durissus  Honduras 
Neotropical rattlesnake 
Vipera  russellii  India 
Russell's viper 
FLORA 
PLANTS 
GNETACEAE  Gnetum montanum  Nepal 
MAGNOUACEAE  Talauma hodgsomi  Nepal 
Magnolia family  Sa fan 
PAPA VERACEAE  Meconopsis regia  Nepal 
Poppy family 
PODOCARPACEAE  Podocarpus neriifolius  Nepal 
Podocarpus family  Yellow wood 
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ANNEX C 
LIST OF SPECIES 
given special treatment by the Community 
N.B. 
An  asterisk("') placed after the name of a species or a higher taxon shows that one or more geographically 
separate populations, sub-species or species, of that species or taxon, are already included in Appendix I to the 
Convention. 
EDENTATA 
Myrmecophagidae 
Myrmecophaga tridactyla 
Tamandua tetradactyla chapadensis 
PHOLIDOTA 
Manidae 
Manis spp. ("') 
RODENTIA 
Sciuridae 
Ratufa spp. 
CETACEA spp. (*) (t} 
CARNIVORA 
Viverridae 
Cynogale bennettii 
Eupleres goudotii =  321 
Fossa fossa 
Prionodon linsang 
PART 1 
SPECIES REFERRED TO IN ARTICLE 3 (1) 
FAUNA 
MAMMALIA 
PINNIPEDIA 
Phocidae 
Mirounga spp. 
SIREN/A 
Dugongidae 
Dugong dug  on ( "')  + 208 
Trichechidae 
Trichechus senegalensis 
PERISSODACTYLA 
Equidae 
Equus hemionius ( "')  =  324 
Equus zebra hartmannae 
Tapiridae 
T apirus terrestris 
ARTIODACTYLA 
Bovidae 
Atttilocapra americana mexicana 
Capra falconeri ("') 
( 1)  With the exception of specimens of the species listed in Appendix II  to the Convention, and the products and denvatives 
thereof, taken by the people of Greenland under licence granted by the competent authorities of Greenland or Denmark. 
Statement on Article 2: 
'The  Council  and  the  Commission  state  that,  in  view  of the  predominantly  cultural  nature of the  making of certain 
handicraft articles in Grf'enland from spec1me& of  Cet<~cea anJ of tht: low voh.nne of such activity, it shall not be regarded as 
consistent with the relevant provisions of the Regulation. 
The management authorittes in  Denmark will, in  consultation with the Commission, monitor such exports and imports, 
which must not significantly exceed the present low  level.' Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-H-63.8 
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SPHENSJSCJFORM ES 
Spheniscidse 
Spheniscus demersus 
CICONIIFORMES 
Ardeidae 
Bubulcus ibis  =  381 
Casmerodius a/bus =  382 
Egretta garzetta 
Ciconiidae 
Ciconia nigra 
Thnskiornitbidae 
Platalea leucorodia 
Pbocnicopteridae 
Phoenicoparrus andinus 
Phoenicoparrus jamesi . 
Phoenicopterus chilensis 
Phoenicopterus ruber ruber 
ANSERJFORMES 
Anatidae 
Branta ru/icol/is 
Coscoroba coscoroba 
Cygnus columbianus jankowskii = 334 
Alopochen aegyptiacus 
Anas querquedula 
Aythya nyroca 
FALCONJFORMES spp. (•) -108 
GAWFORMES 
Plusisnidae 
A rgusianus argus 
Cyrtonyx montezumae mearnsi  - 109 
Cyrtonyx montezumae montezumae 
Francolinus ochropectus 
TESTUDINA TA 
Tesrudillidae 
Testudo gr4eca 
Testudo hermanni 
Testudo marginata 
OSTEOGLOSSIFORMES 
Osteog/ossidae 
Arapaima gigas 
AVES 
Gallus sonneratii 
lthaginis cruentus 
Polyplectron bicalcaratum 
Polyplectron germaini 
Polyplectron malacense 
GRUIFORMES 
Gruidae 
Grus canadensis pratensis 
Otididae 
Otis tarda 
COLUMBJFORMES 
Columbidae 
Columba Iivia 
Goura spp. 
CUCUUFORMES 
Musophasidae 
T auraco corythaix 
T auraco porphyreolophus = 342 
STRJGJFORMES spp. (•) 
CORACIIFORMES 
Bucerotidae 
Aceros narcondami 
Buceros bicornis ( •) 
Buceros hydrocorax hydrocorax 
Buceros rhinoceros rhinoceros 
PASSER/FORMES 
Hirundinidae 
Pseudochelidon sirintarae 
Paradisaeidae spp. 
REPTILIA 
SAURJA 
Cbamadeonidae 
Chamaeleo chamaeleon 
Teiidae 
Cnemidophorus hyperythrus 
Hdodermatidae 
Heloderma spp. 
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REPTILIA 
TESTUDINA TA 
Testudinidae spp.  (except for  Testudo graeca,  Testudo hermanni 
and  Testudo marginata,  which  are  included  in  part 1 of Annex 
C) 
lguanidae 
Amblyrhynchus cristatus 
Conolophus spp. 
Varinidae 
Pelomedusidae 
Erymnochelys madagascariensis  =  349 
Peltoceophalus dumeriliana  =  349 
Podocnemis 
CROCODYLIA spp.(•) = 350 
SAURIA 
Gekkonidae 
Phelsuma spp. 
Agamidae 
Uromastyx spp. 
ANURA 
Bufonidae 
Bufo retiformis 
LEPIDOPTERA 
Papilionidae 
Ornitophtera spp. (•) = 356 
Trogonoptera spp.  = 356 
Troides  = 356 
ANTIPA  THARIA spp. 
PRIMULACEAE 
V  aranus spp. ( •) 
SERPENTES 
Boidae 
Boa Constrictor ( •) 
Eunectes spp. 
Phyton spp. (•) 
Eryx jaculus 
Colubridae 
Cyclagras gigas  = 354 
AMPHIBIA 
INSECTA 
ANTHOZOA 
FLORA 
Cyclamen spp. (with the exception of C. graecum, C.  creticum and 
C.  balearicum which are included in part 1  ). Edition  N°  2  of 31.1.88  ) page  X-H-64  1 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION  (EEC)  No  3418/83 
of 28 November 1983 
laying down  provisions for the uniform Issue aad use of the documents required for the 
implementation  in  the  Community  of  the  Convention  on  international  trade  in 
endangered species of wild fauna and nora 
- O.J.  N•  L 344  of 07.12.1983,  p.  1  -Edition  N°  J page  X-H-65  I 
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THE COMMISSION OF THE  EUROPEAN 
COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to  the Treaty establishing the  Euro-
pean Economic Community, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
3626/82 of 3 December 1982 on the implementation 
in  the  Community of the  Convention  on  interna-
tional trade in endangered species of wild fauna and 
flora (1), and in particular Article 21  thereof, 
Having  regard  to  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
348/81  of 20  January  1981  on  common  rules  for 
imports of whale or other catacean products (2), and 
in particular Article 2 (2) thereof, 
Whereas  provtstons  are  required  to  implement 
Regulation (EEC) No 3626/82; 
Whereas, in order to ensure uniformity of the forms 
on which  documents used for  the  purposes of that 
Regulation are drawn up, it is necessary to lay down 
the conditions which must be satisfied for their com-
pletion,  issue  and  use;  whereas  it  is  accordingly 
appropriate to  have specimens or models to which 
the said forms must correspond; 
Whereas  this  Regulation  covers  inter alia  the  field 
hitherto covered by  Commission Regulation (EEC) 
No  3786/81  of 22  December  1981  laying  down 
provisions  for  the  implementation  of the  common 
rules  for  imports of whale  or other cetacean  prod-
ucts (3); whereas that Regulation should therefore be 
repealed; 
(•)  OJ No L 384,31. 12. 1982. p. 1. 
(2)  OJ No L 39; 12. 2.  1981, p.  1. 
(3)  OJ No L 377,31. 12.  1981, p. 42. 
Whereas the measures provided for  in  this  Regula-
tion are in accordance with the opinion of the Com-
mittee on the Convention on international trade in 
endangered species of wild fauna and flora and that 
of the Committee on Cetacean Products, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
TITLE I 
PROVISIONS RELATING TO FORMS AND 
THEIR USE 
Section I 
FORMS 
Article 1 
I.  The  forms  on  which  Community  import  per-
mits,  import  certificates,  export  permits  and 
re-export certificates are drawn up shall correspond, 
except as regards spaces reserved for national use, to 
the specimens shown in Annex I. These permits and 
certificates shall be issued and used in accordance 
with  the  provisions  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
3626/82 and of this Regulation. 
2.  The  forms  to  be  completed  as  the  certificates 
referred  to  in  Article  11  of Regulation  (EEC)  No 
3626/82 shall correspond, except as regards spaces 
reserved for national use, to the specimens shown in 
Annex II. These certificates shall be issued and used 
in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of Regulation 
(EEC) No 3626/82 and of this Regulation. 
Their use  shall  be without prejudice to  formalities 
relating  to  export  and re-export  and to  the  forms 
used for such formalities. 
3.  The label for which provision is made in Article 
12  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  3626/82  shall  be  as ---- --------------------------------------
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shown  in  the  specimen  in  Annex  III.  It shall  be 
issued and used in accordance with  the  provisions 
of Regulation (EEC) No 3626/82 and of this Regu-
lation. 
Article 2 
The forms and the label referred to in Article 1 shall 
be  supplied  on  request  by  the  management 
authorities and, where appropriate, other authorities 
designated by the Member States. 
Artic/e3 
1.  The paper used for the permits and certificates 
referred to in  Article  1 (1)  and (2)  shall  be  free  of 
mechanical pulp, dressed for  writing purposes and 
weigh at least 55 g/m2. 
2.  For the  permits  and  certificates  referred  to  in 
Article 1 (1) the paper shall be: 
white for the original, 
pale blue for the copy for the permittee, bearing 
the number '1', 
pink for the copy for the exporting or re-export-
ing country or for return by customs to the issu-
ing authority, as appropriate, bearing the num-
ber'2', 
yellow  for  the  copy  for  the  issuing  authority, 
bearing the number '3', 
white for the application. 
3.  The form for the import certificate shall consist 
only of an original, a copy for the issuing authority 
and a copy for the importer. 
4.  For the certificates referred to in Article I (2) the 
paper shall be: 
pale blue for the original, 
yellow for the copy for the issuing authority, 
white for the application. 
5.  The paper used for the originals of permits and 
re-export certificates shall have a guilloche pattern 
background, printed in  grey  on  the  front,  so  as  to 
reveal  any falsification  by mechanical  or chemical 
means. 
6:  The size of the forms shall be 210  x  297  milli-
metres. 
7.  (a)  The form  shall be printed and completed in 
one of the official Community languages as 
specified  by  the  competent  authorities  of 
each  Member  State.  Where  necessary  the 
competent authorities of a Member State in 
which  the  document  is  produced  may 
require a translation of it into the or one of 
the official languages of  that Member ~tat~~ 
.......  ~.~.{  ,,.~~ .....  - ~' 
(b)  Where appropriate a translation of headings 
I to  20  into  another Community lanpage 
and/or  one  of the  official  working  lan-
guages  of the  Convention may  be  printed 
on the back of the original and of all copies 
of  the  import  permit,  import  certificate, 
export permit and re-export certificate. 
8.  Import permits, import certificates, export per-
mits and re-export certificates shall show the name 
and address of the printer or a mark enabling the 
printer to be identified. 
9.  Member  States  shall  be  responsible  for  the 
printing of the forms. 
10.  The  forms  shall  be  completed  by  typewriter. 
The separate application forms  and import certifi-
cates  may,  however,  be completed in  typescript or 
legibly in manuscript; in the latter case they shaU be 
completed in  ink and in  block capitals.  They may 
not contain any erasures or alterations. 
Section II 
USE  OF FORMS 
Import permits 
Article 4 
I.  Import permits shall  be  issued by  the manage-
ment  authorities  of the  Member  State!\  in  accord-
ance with  the provisions and under the  oonditions 
laid down in Regulation (EEC) No 3626/82. 
2.  A  separate  import  permit  shall  be  issued  for 
each consignment. 
Article 5 
I.  The applicant must complete boxes I, 4 and 6 to 
20 of the application form  and boxes  I, 4 and 6 to 
18  of the  original  and  all  copies.  Member  States 
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form  is  to  be  completed  and  that  the  latter  may 
relate to more than one consignment. 
2.  The duly completed form  must be submitted to 
the management authority referred to in Article 9 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 3626/82. 
3.  Applications for the introduction into the Com-
munity of specimens  of the  species  referred  to  in 
Articles  2  (a)  and  3  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
3626/82 shall contain and be accompanied by suffi-
cient information, in  particular, regarding the pur-
pose of and necessity for such introduction and in 
the case of live specimens their proposed housing so 
as to enable the management authority to determine 
whether a permit should be issued. 
4.  Member States may also require the applicant to 
provide proof that the State of (re-)exportation will 
allow the export or re-export of the specimens con-
cerned.  Presentation  of  an  export  permit  or 
re-export certificate does not necessarily imply that 
an import permit will be issued. 
Article 6 
Import permits for specimens of the species referred 
to in Article 2 (a) and 3 (I) of Regulation (EEC) No 
3626/82  shall  impose  conditions  designed  to  pre-
vent the specimens being used, or sold or otherwise 
disposed of commercially  for  purposes  other than 
that  for  which  the  permit  was  issued,  after  the 
importation has taken place. 
Article 7 
The copy for the exporting or re-exporting country 
of an import permit issued for specimens of the spe-
cies listed in Appendix I to the Convention and Part 
1  of Annex  C  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3626/82 
shall be returned to the applicant for submission to 
the management authority of the State of exporta-
tion or re-export. An undertaking by the competent 
management authority that an import permit will be 
issued  can  be  given  directly  to  the  management 
authority of  the country of exportation or re-export. 
Article 8 
I.  Without prejudice  to  Article  15  (I) of Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  3626/82,  import  permits  shalJ  be 
valid throughout the Community. 
2.  The period of validity of an import permit shall 
not exceed six months. An import permit shall, how-
ever,  not be  valid  after  the  date  of expiry  of the 
requisite  corresponding  documentation  from  the 
country of (re-)export. 
3.  If expired, the  holder shall  immediately return 
the original and all copies of an unused import per-
mit  in  his  possession  to  the  issuing  management 
authority. 
Article 9 
The importer or his  authorized representative shall 
surrender the  original,  the  copy  for  the  permittee 
and  any  documentation  from  the  (re-)exporting 
country, as  specified in the import permit, together 
with  the  relevant  customs  entry,  to  the  customs 
office at which customs import formalities are com-
pleted. 
Article 10 
The  customs  office  referred  to  in  Article  9  shall, 
after completing box 20, forward the original of the 
import  permit  and  any  documentation  from  the 
country of (re-)export, to the management authority 
in its country and return the copy for the permittee 
to the importer or to his authorized representative. 
Import certificates 
Article 11 
Member States  may  provide that introduction  into 
the Community from  third  countries of specimens 
of the species which are not covered by Article 2 (a) 
or 3 of Regulation (EEC) No 3626/82 shall be sub-
ject  to  the  presentation  of  an  import  certificate 
instead of an import permit. 
Article 12 
The importer or his authorized representative must 
complete boxes 1,  4 and 7 to  18  and bar box 19  of 
the original and of the copies of the import certifi-
cate and surrender them together with the requisite 
documentation from  the (re-)exporting country and 
the relevant customs entry to  the customs office at 
which the customs import formalities are completed. r---. --
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Article 13 
Article 10 shall also apply to import certificates. 
Export permits 
Article 14 
1.  Export permits shall be  issued  by  the manage-
ment authorities  of the  Member States  in  accord-
ance with the provisions and under the conditions 
laid down in Regulation (EEC) No 3626/82. 
2.  A  separate  export  permit  shall  be  issued  for 
each consignment. 
Article 15 
I.  The applicant must complete boxes I, 4 and 7 to 
20 of the application form  and boxes I, 4 and 7 to 
18  of the  original  and  all  copies.  Member  States 
may,  however,  provide  that  only  the  application 
form  is  to  be  completed  and  that  the  latter  may 
relate to more than one consignment. 
2.  The duly completed form  must be submitted to 
the management authority referred to in Article 9 of 
Regulation (EEC) No 3626/82. 
3.  Applications for the exportation of live animals 
shall  be  accompanied  by  sufficient  information 
regarding the preparation  for  and shipment of the 
specimens concerned so  as  to  enable the  manage-
ment  authority  to  determine  whether  the  require-
ments of  the Convention are met. 
Article /6 
I.  The period of validity of an export permit shall 
not exceed six months. 
2.  On expiry, the holder shall immediately return 
the original and all copies of an unused export per-
mit  in  his  possession  to  the  issuing  management 
authority. 
Article 17 
The exporter or his  authorized representative shall 
surrender the  original,  the  copy  for  the  permittee, 
and  the  copy  for  return  to  the  issuing  authority, 
together with the export declaration, to the customs 
office at which  the  customs export  formali_ties  are 
completed. 
Article 18 
The  customs  office  referred  to  in  Article 17  shall, 
after completing box 20, forward the copy for return 
to the issuing authority to the management authority 
in its country and return the original and the copy 
for the permittee to the exporter or to his authorized 
representative. 
Article 19 
In the case of artificially propagated plants Member 
States may provide that the certificate referred to in 
Article  22  (e)  or,  where  appropriate, a plant health 
certificate shall be used instead of an export permit. 
Re-export certificates 
Article 20 
The provisions of Articles  14 to  19 shall also apply 
to re-export certificates. 
Article 21 
I.  Applications for  a re-export certificate shall  be 
accompanied  by  documentary  evidence  that  the 
specimens concerned were introduced into the Com-
munity  in  accordance  with  Regulation  (EEC) 
No 3626/82  or,  before  that  Regulation  came  into 
force, with the provisions of the Convention, or that 
the specimens are parts or derivatives of such  pre-
viously introduced specimens. 
2.  In  the  case  of specimens  acquired  before  the 
Convention became applicable to them  in  a Mem-
ber State, the certificate referred to in Article 22  (c) 
shall  be  the  export  permit  or  re-export  certificate 
within the meaning of Article I  0 (3)  of Regulation 
(EEC) No 3626/82. 
Certificates 
Article 22 
The  certificates  referred  to  hereinafter  shall  be 
issued by the management authorities of the Mem-
ber States: Edition  N°  I  page X  -H-69  J 
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(a)  certificates stating that a  specimen entered the 
territory  to  which  Regulation  (EEC) 
No 3626/82  applies,  before  that  Regulation 
came  into  force,  but  in  accordance  with  the 
provisions of the Convention; 
(b)  certificates  stating  that  a  specimen  was  intro-
duced  into  the  Community  in  accordance 
with  the  provisions  of Regulation  (EEC)  No 
3626/82; 
(c)  certificates stating that a specimen was acquired 
before the Convention became applicable to it; 
(d)  certificates stating that a specimen of an animal 
species was  born and bred in  captivity or is  a 
part of such  an  animal  or was  derived  there-
from; 
(e)  certificates  stating that a  specimen  of a  plant 
species was artificially propagated or is a part of 
such a plant or was derived therefrom; 
(f)  certificates stating that a specimen was removed 
from the natural state under provisions in  force 
in a  Member State or with  the approval of the 
competent authorities of that Member State. 
Article 23 
Where  consignments  which  are  covered  by  an 
import  permit  or  i,mport  certificate  in  accordance 
with  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3626/82  are  split,  or 
where  parts  or  derivatives  from  such  previously 
imported specimens are concerned, one of the certi-
ficates referred to in  Article 22  (a) and (b) shall be 
issued for the purposes of Articles 21  and 29. 
Article 24 
I.  The applicant must complete boxes I  and 4 to 
13  of the  application  form  and,  where  applicable, 
boxes I and 4 to 12 of  the original and the copy. 
2.  Applications  shall  contain  or be  accompanied 
by documentary evidence so  as  to  allow  the  man-
agement authority to determine whether a certificate 
should be issued. 
Labels 
Article 25 
The  label  referred  to  in  ·Article 12  of  Regulation 
(EEC)  No 3626/82  shall  be  supplied  by  manage-
ment authorities to registered  scientists  and scien-
tific institutions. It shall  bear the registration  num-
ber of the scientist or scientific institution and bear 
a serial number as a means of identifi.cation. 
Article 26 
Registered scientists and scientific institutions shall 
immediately  provide  the  competent  management 
authority  with  full  details  about  the  use  of every 
label. 
TITLE  II 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
Article 27 
Where  a  management  authority  receives  permits 
or  certificates  issued  in  another  Member  State  it 
shall forward them together with any corresponding 
(re-)export documentation to the management auth-
ority in  that Member State within one month of the 
date of receipt. 
Article 28 
Management authorities shall keep applications for, 
and originals of permits and certificates and other 
relevant documentation for at least two years. 
Article 29 
I.  For  the  movement  of  specimens  within  the 
Community for  the purpose of Article 6 of Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No 3626/82, proof that  the  conditions 
prescribed by Regulation (EEC) No 3626/82 and by 
this  Regulation  have  been complied  with  shall  be 
furnished by the production of the copy for the  p~r­
mittee  of the  import  permit  or  the  copy  for· the 
importer of the import certificate, after endorsement 
by customs, or by one of the certificates referred to 
in Articles 19 and 22. 
2.  Pursuant  to  the  provisions  of Article 9  (2)  of 
Regulation (EEC) No 3626/82, the competent auth-
orities  of a  Member  State  shall  not be  obliged  to 
accept certificates issued  by  another Member State 
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TITLE  III 
FINAL  PROVISIONS 
Article 30 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3786/81  is 
hereby repealed. 
Article 31 
I.  Permits  and certificates  issued  under national 
legislation concerning implementation of the Con-
vention before  1 January 1984  may  continue to be 
used until their last day of validity. 
2.  Until1 March 1984, Member States in which the 
forms  provided for  in  this  Regulation  are  not yet 
available  may  use  the  documents  previously  used 
for the implementation of the Convention provided 
that they insert therein the items provided for in the 
Community forms  and that the documents comply . 
with the rules laid down in this Regulation. 
Article 32 
Each Member State shall inform the Commission of 
any provisions which it adopts in the field  covered 
by this Regulation. The Commission shall commu-
nicate this information to the other Member States. 
Article 33 
This  Regulation shall enter into force  on  I January 
1984.  . 
This Regulation shall be binding it its entirety and directly applicable in all  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 28 November 1983. 
For the Commission 
Karl-Heinz NARJES 
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ANNEX I 
PERMITS AND  CERTIFICATES  PROVIDED  FOR IN  ARTICLE  1 (1) ------·  ---------------
page  X-H-72  -- ·-- .,  ---
CITES 
l! 
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY  D  IMPORT  PERMIT  D  IMPORT  CERTIFICATE 
1 Exporter or re-exporter 
D  EXPORT PERMIT  D  CE-EXPOIIT  CERTIFICATE 
ORIGINAL 
2 Number  3 last day  of  validity 
4 Importer (consignee)  5 ISSUING  AUTHORITY 
6 Permanent  address  at which  live  animals  are  to  be  kept  7 Country of (re-)exportation  8 Country  of destination 
9 Full description  of  goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.)  1  0 Customs tariff number  11  Net mass  12  Quantity 
(kg) 
13  Country  of origin 
.A 
14 Permit  no.  country  of  origin  15 Appendix/  16  Source  (*) 
Annex  No. 
17 Scientific name  118  Common-name 
9 Full description  of  goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.)  1  0 Customs tariff number  11  Net  mass  12  Quantity 
(kg) 
13  Country  of  origm 
I 
14  Permit  no.  country  of origm  15  Appendix/  16  Source  (*) 
Annex  No. 
17 Scientific  name  118 Common  name 
9 Full  description  of goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.)  10 Customs tariff  number  11  Net  mass  12  Quantity 
(kg) 
13  Country  of  origin 
c 
14  Permit  no.  country  of  origin  15 Appendix/  16 Source(*) 
Annex  No 
17  Scientific name  118  Common  name 
18 THE U  IMPORTATION  U  (RE-)EXPORTATION  OF  THE  GOODS  DESCRIBED  ABOVE  IS  HEREBY  PERMITTED 
The  (re-)export  documentation  from  the  country  of  (re-)exportation  D  has  been  presented D  must  be  presented  to the  customs  office  of importation. 
S  p e c i a I ·c o n d i t i o n s : 
(Place  and  date)  (Signature)  (Official  stamp) 
20  FOR  CUSTOMS  PURPOSES 
Goods D  imported  D  (re-)exported:  D  The  (re·)export  documentation from the  country  of 
(re-)exportation  has  been  presented. 
Net mass  (kg)  Quantity  Customs  document 
A 
type: 
B 
number: 
c 
date: 
(Stgnature)  (Oihciat stamp) 
-- - --- ·--- -----·  - -·  page  X-H-73 
CITES 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY  D  IMPORT PEIIIIT  D  IMPOilGRTifiCATE 
1 Exporter or re-exporter 
D  EXPORT  PERMIT  D  r.E-EXPORT  cEmFICATE 
COPY for the permittee  •  2 Number  3 Last  day  of validity 
4 Importer (consignee)  5 ISSUING  AUTHORITY 
8 Permanent  address  at  which  live  animals  are  to  be  kept  7 Country  of (re-)exportation  8 Country  of  destination 
9 Full  description  of  goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.)  1  0 Customs tariff number  11  Net mass  12 Quantity 
(kg) 
13  Country  of  origin 
A 
14 Permit  no.  country  of  ongin  15  Appendix/  16  Source  (*) 
Annex  No. 
17 Scientific  name  118  Common  name 
9 Full  description  of  goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.)  1  0 Customs tariff number  11  Net mass  12 Quantity 
(kg) 
13  Country  of  origin 
B 
14 Permit  no.  country  of  origin  15 Appendix/  16  Source (*) 
Annex  No. 
17 Scientific name  118  Common  name 
9 Full  description  of goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.)  1  0 Customs tariff  number  11  Net mass  12  Quantity 
(kg) 
13  Country  of  origin 
c 
14 Permit  no.  country  of origin  15  Appendix/  16  Source  (*) 
Annex  No. 
17 Scientific  name  J  18  Common  name 
19  THE U  IMPORTATION  U  (RE-)EXPORTATION  OF  THE  GOODS  DESCRIBED  ABOVE  IS  HEREBY  PERMITIED. 
The  (re-)export  documentation  from  the  country  of  (re-)exportation  D  has  been  presented D  must  be  presented  to the  customs  office  of  Importation. 
Special conditions: 
(Place  and  date)  (Signature)  (OffiCial  stamp) 
20  FOR  CUSTOMS  PURPOSES 
Goods D  imported  D  (re-)exported:  D  The  (re-)export documentation from  the  country  of 
(re-)exportation  has  been  presented. 
Net  mass  (kg)  Quantity  Customs  document 
A 
type: 
B 
number: 
.· 
c 
date: 
(Signature)  (Official  stamp) ------ --
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY 
1 Exporter or re-exporter 
4 Importer (consignee) 
6 Permanent  address  at  which  live  animals  are  to  be  kept 
9 Full  description  of  goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing marts,  etc.) 
A 
17 Scientific  name  118  Common  name 
9 Full  description  of  goods  (sex, age,  distinguishing  marts,  etc.) 
8 
17 Scientific  name  118  Common  name 
9 Full  description  of  goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marts,  etc.) 
c 
17 Scientific  name  -----·--·--·- 118  Common  name 
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CITES 
D  IMPORT  PERMIT  D IMP8RT  CERTIFICATE 
COPY  for the (ra-)exportlng countb 
D  EXPORT  PERMIT  RE-EXPORT  CERnffCJtE 
COPY for retum  lay customs to tbe issuing authority 
2 Number 
5 ISSUING  AUTHORITY 
1 Country  of  (re-)exportation 
1  0 Customs  tariff  number 
13  Country  of  origin 
14 Permtt  no.  country  of  origin 
1  0 Customs tariff number 
13  Country  of  origin 
14 Permit  no.  country  of origm 
10 Customs  tariff number 
13  Country  of  origin 
14  Permtt  no.  country  of  origrn 
3 Last  day  of  validity 
I  Country of destination 
11  Net mass 
(kg) 
15  Appendix/ 
Annex  No. 
11  Net  mass 
(kg) 
15  Appendtx/ 
Annex  No. 
11  Net  mass 
(kg) 
15 Appendtx/ 
Annex  No. 
12  Ouanttty 
1  6 Source  (*) 
12  Quantity 
16  Source  (*) 
12  Quantity 
16  Source  (*) 
111  THE U  IMPORTATION  U  (RE-)EXPORTAT!ON  OF  THE  GOODS  DESCRIBED  ABOVE  IS  HEREBY  PERMITIEO. 
The  (re·)export  documentation  from  the  country  of (re-)exportation  D  has  been  presented D  must  be  presented  to  the  customs  office  of  tmportatton. 
Special conditions: 
(Place  and  date) 
20  FOR  CUSTOMS  PURPOSES 
Goods D  imported  D  (re·)exported: 
Net  mass  (kg)  Quantity 
A 
I 
c 
Customs  document 
type: 
number: 
date: 
(Signature) 
(Signature) 
(Official  stamp) 
D  The  (re·)exp~rt documentatton  from  the  country  of 
(re-)exportatton  has  been  presented. 
IOff1ctal  stamol 
,.,.,.,. 
• 
I page  X-H-75 
CITES 
EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY  D  IMPORT PERIIt  D IMPORT  CERnFICATE 
f Exporter or re-exporter 
D  EXPORT  PERMIT  D  RE-EXPORT  CEmFICATE 
COPY  for tbe  issuing authority  •  2 Number  3 last day of valid.ity 
4 Importer (consignee)  5 ISSUING  AUTHORITY 
8 Permanent  address  at  which  Jive  animals  are  to  be  kept  7 Country  of (re-)exportation  8 Country  of destination 
·' 
I 
9 Full  description  of. goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.)  1  0 Customs  tariff number  11  Net mass  12  Quantity 
(~g) 
13  Country  of  origin 
A 
14 Permit no.  country  of origin  15 Appendix/  18  Source  (•) 
Annex  No. 
17 Scientific  name  118  Common  name 
9 Full  description  of  goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.)  1  0 Customs  tariff number  11  Net mass  12  Quantity 
(kg) 
13  Country  of  origin 
a 
14 Permit  no.  country  of origin  15  Appendix/  16  Source  (•) 
Annex  No. 
17 Scientific name  118  Common  name 
9 Full  description  of  goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.)  1  0 Customs  tariff number  11  Net mass  12  Quantity 
(kg) 
13  Country  of  origin 
c 
14 Permit  no.  country  of origm  15 Appendix/  16  Source  (*) 
Annex  No. 
17 Scientific  name  118  Common  name 
19  THE U  IMPORTATION  U  (RE·)EXPORTAnON  OF  THE  GOODS  DESCRIBED  ABOVE  IS  HEREBY  PERMITTED. 
The  (re-)export documentation  from the  country  of  (re-)exportation  D  has  been  presented D  must be  presented  to the  customs  office  of  importation. 
Special conditions: 
-
c  (Place  and  date)  (Srgnature)  (Official stamp) - --- page  X-H-76 
--- ----
CITES  -, 
EUIIIPEAN COMIIUJfllY  D  IMPORT PERMIT  D  IMPORT CERTIFICAtE 
1 
1 Exporter or re-exporter  t  D  EXPORT PEIIIIT  D  RE-EXNII CIIRFIIME 
APPUCATION 
2 Number  3 last day  of  validity 
4 Importer (consignee)  5 ISSUING  AUTHORITY 
~ 
8 Permanent  address  at which  live  animals will be  kept  7 Country  of  (re·)exportation  I  Country  of destination  ·~ 
; 
9 Full  description  of  goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks, etc.)  1  0 Customs tariff number  11  Net  mass  12 .Quantity 
(kg) 
13  Country  of origin  ! 
A 
1 
14 Permit no.  country  of origin  15 Appendix/  US  Source  (*)  I 
Annex  No. 
17 Scientific  name  118 Common  name 
I 
9 Full description  of goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing marks,  etc.)  10 Customs tariff number  11  Net mass  12  Quantity 
(kg) 
13  Country of  origin 
; 
I 
14 Permit no.  country  of  ongin  11 Appendix/  1t_ Source (*) 
Annex  No.  I 
17 Scientific  name  118  Common  name 
I 
9 Full  description  of goods (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks, etc.)  10  Customs tariff number  1.1  Net  mass  12 .Quantity 
(kg) 
13  Country  of  origtn 
c 
; 
14 Permit  no.  country  of  ongin  15  Appendix/  1AJ  Source.(*) 
Annex  No. 
-
17 Scientific name  ~1-8 Common  name 
19  (A)  In  the  case  of  importation  of Appendix  l·and Annex C  1 specimens:  (B)  In  the  case  of (re·)exportation: 
.. 
- Purpose  for which. the importation  is  requirid :  - I have  acquired  the  specimens  on  (-*).  D  The  goods  were  introduced  i~t~  .. ·~···c~~~~~j~···~--~~~orda~~  ...  With .the 
provisions  applicable to  them  at that  time  (**). 
: 
.~ 
: 
(**) En.close dDcumentary evidence. 
~ 
20 APPUCAT181 
I hereby  apply  for  a(n)  D  import  permit  D  e~port  permit  D  re-export certificate for the  goods described  above. 
I declare  that  I am  aware  of  the  legislation  on  wild~fe conseMtion  in  the  country  of  impertation/(re·)exportation  and  that  to  the  best  of  my  knowledge  and  belief  all  the 
particulars  in  this  application  and  in  any  supporting doucments are  correct 
(Place and .dale)  (Signlhlfl) 
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AND  FLORA 
ANNEX II 
CERTIFICATES  PROVIDED  FOR  IN  ARTICLE  1 (2) EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY 
1 Holder 
4 Full  description uf  g~ods (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.) 
A 
11  Scientific  name  112  Common  name 
4 Full  description  of  goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.) 
8 
11  Scientific  name  112  Common  name 
4 Full  description' of  goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.) 
c 
11  Scientific  name  112  Common  name 
4 Full  description  of goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.) 
D 
11  Scientific  name  112  Common  name 
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CITES 
CERTIFICATE 
2 Number 
0Rf.81NAL 
3 ISSUING  AUTHORITY 
5 Country  of origin  and permit no. 
8 Date  of  acquisition 
5 Country  of origin  and  permit no. 
8 Date  of  acquisition 
5 Country  of  origin  and  permit  no. 
8 Date  of  acquisition 
5 Country  of  origin  and  permit  no. 
8 Date  of acquisition 
8 Net  mass 
(kg) 
9 Appendix/ 
Annex  No. 
6 Net  mass 
(kg) 
9 Appendix/ 
Annex  No. 
6 Net  mass 
(kg) 
9 Appendix/ 
Annex  No. 
8 Net  mass 
_(kg) 
I  Appendix/ 
Annex  No. 
7 Quantity 
1G  Souree (*) 
7 Quantity 
1 1  0 Source  (*) 
7 Quantity 
1  0 Source  (*) 
7 Quantity 
1  e  Source  C') 
13  IT  IS  HEREBY CERTIFIED  THAT  THE  SPECIMENS  DESCRIBED  ABOVE: 
D  entered  the  territory  to  which  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3626/82  applies,  before  that  Regulation  came  into  force,  but  in  accordance  whith  the  provisions  of  the  Convention. 
D 
D 
were  introooced into the  Community in  accordance  with the  proVIsions  of Regulation  (EEC)  No  3626/82. 
were  acquired  before  the  Convention  became  applicable  to  them m  ............................... . 
D  were  born  and  bred in  captivity,  are  parts  of  such  animals,  or  were  derived therefrom. 
D  were  artificially propagated,  are  parts  of  such  plants.  or were  derived therefrom. 
D  were  removed  from  the  natural state under the  legal  proVIsions  in  forCi!. 
D  were  removed  from  the  natural state  with the  approval  of  the  competent  authorities. 
(Place and date) 
.  ..  (Member State). 
(Offtcial stamp) 
.. 
4 EUROPEAN  COMMUNITY 
1 Holder 
4 Full  description  of goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.) 
A 
11 ,Scientific name  112  Common  name 
4. Full description  of  goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.) 
B 
11  Scientific  name  112  Common  name 
4 Full description  of goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.) 
c 
11  Scientific  name  112  Common  name 
4 Full  description  of  goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.) 
D 
11  Scientific  name  112  Common  name 
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CITES 
CERTIFICATE 
2 Number 
3 ISSUING  AUTHORITY 
5 Country  of  origin  and  permit  no. 
8 Date  of acquisition 
5 Country  of origin  and  permit  no. 
8 Date  of acquisition 
5 Country  of  origin  and  permit  no. 
8 Date  of  acquisition 
5 Country  of origin  and  permit no. 
8 Date  of  acquisition 
6 Net  mass 
(kg) 
9 Appendix/ 
Annex  No. 
6 Net  mass 
(kg) 
9 Appendix/ 
Annex  No. 
6 Net mass 
(kg) 
9 Appendix/ 
Annex  No. 
6 Net  mass 
(kg) 
9 Appendix/ 
Annex  No. 
COPY 
7 Quantity 
1  0 Source  (*) 
7 Quantity 
1  0 Source  (*) 
7 Quantity 
1  0 Source  (*) 
7 Quantity 
1  0 Source  (*) 
13  IT  IS  HEREBY  CERTIFIED  THAT  THE  SPECIMENS  DESCRIBED  ABOVE: 
D  entered  the  territory  to  which  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3626/82  applies,  before  that  Regulation  came  into  force,  but  in  accordance  whith  the  provisions  of  the  Convention. 
D 
D 
were  introduced into the  Community  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3626/82. 
were  acquired  before  the  Convention  became  applicable  to  them  in  ................................................................................. (Member  State). 
D  were  born  and  bred  in  captivity,  are  parts  of  such  animals,  or  were  derived therefrom. 
D  were  artificially  propagated,  are  parts  of  such  plants,  or were  derived therefrom. 
D  were  removed  from  the  natural state  under the  legal  provisions  in  force. 
D  were  removed  from the  natural  state  with  the  approval  of the  competent  authorities. 
(Place .and  date)  (Signature)  (Official stamp) -- ---------- ----- ----------------------
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.  EUROPEAN  COIIIIUIITY 
1 Holder 
CITES 
CERTIFICAT£ 
2 Number  APPLI-CATION 
3 ISSUING  AUTHORITY 
4 full description  of goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.)  5 Country of origin  and  permit no. 
A 
8 Date  of acquisition 
11  Scientific  name  112  Common  name 
4 full  description  of  goods  (sex.  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.)  5 Country  of  origin  and  permit  no. 
B 
8 Date  of acquisition 
11  Scientific  name  112  Common _name 
4 full description  of  goods (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks,  etc.)  5 Country  of origin  and  permit no. 
c 
8 Date  of  acquisition 
11  Scientific name  112  Common name 
4 Full  ~cription of  goods  (sex,  age,  distinguishing  marks.  etc.)  5 Country  of  origin  and  permit  no. 
D 
8 Date  of acquisition 
11  Scientific name  112  Common  name 
13 I HEREBY  APPLY  FOR  A  CERTIFICATE  THAT  THE  SPECIMENS  DESCRIBED  ABOVE: 
8 Net  mass 
(kg) 
9 Appendix/ 
Annex  No. 
8 Net  mass 
(kg) 
9 Appendix/ 
Annex  No. 
6 Net  mass 
(kg) 
9 Appendix/ 
Annex  No. 
6 Net  mass 
(kg) 
9 Appendix/ 
Annex  No. 
7 Quantity 
10 Source  (*) 
7 Quantity 
1  0 Source  (*) 
7 Quantity 
10 SQUfce (i 
7 Quantity 
10  Source h 
D  entered  the  territory  to  which  Regulation  (EEC)  No  3626/82  applies,  before  that  Regulation  came  into  force,  but  in  accordance  whith  the  provisiORS  of  the  Coo.ventton. 
D 
D 
were  introduced into the  Community in  accordance  with  the  prov1sions  of Regulation  (EEC)  No 3626/82. 
were  acquired before the  Convention  became  applicable  to them m  ................................................. .............  .  ..................... (Member State). 
D  were  born  and  bred in  captivity,  are  parts  of such  animals,  or were  derived therefrom. 
D  were  artificially propagated,  are  parts  of  such  plants,  or were  derived therefrom. 
D  were  removed from  the  natural  state  under the  legal  provisions m  force. 
D  were  removed  from  the  natural state with  the  approval  of the  competent authorities. 
(Place and da-)  (Signature) 
r~------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------
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ANNEX III 
LABEL  PROVIDED  FOR IN  ARTICLE  1 (3) 
CITES 
SCIENTIFIC MATERIAL I MATERIEL SCIENTIFIQUE I WISSENSCHAFTSGUT 
...................... 1 ...................... 19 ....... . 
Convention on international trade in endangered species of wild fauna 
and flora. 
Convention sur le commerce international des especes de faune et de 
flore sauvages menacees d'extinction. 
Obereinkommen  Ober  den  internationalen  Handel  mit  gefahrdeten 
Arten freilebender Tiere und Pflanzen. 
Article VII (6) 
Regulation (EEC)  No ........................  . 
~------------------------------------· 
CITES 
SCIENTIFIC MATERIAL I MATERIEL SCIENTIFIQUE I WISSENSCHAFTSGUT 
...................... I ...................... 19 ....... . 
Convention on international trade in endangered species of wild fauna 
and flora. 
Convention sur le commerce international des especes de faune et de 
flore sauvages menacees d'extinction. 
Obereinkommen  Ober  den  internationalen  Handel  mit  gefahrdeten 
Arten freilebender Tiere und Pflanzen 
Article VII (6) 
Regulation (EEC) No .......................  .. 
RETURN  CONSIGNMENT I RETOUR I R0CKSENDUNG 
+------------------------10,4cm----------------------~ 
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SUBSTANCES  OF  HUMAN  ORIGIN 
COUNCIL 
COUNCIL DECISION 
of 26 January 1987 
accepting on behalf of the Community the European Agreement on the Exchange of 
Therapeutic Substances of Human Origin 
(87/67/EEC) 
- O.J.  No  L 37  of  7  February 1987,  p.  1  -
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COUNCIL  DECISION  87/67/EEC:  EUROPEAN  AGREEMENT  ON  THE  EXCHANGE  OF  THERAPEUTIC 
...  ~ .. 
SUBSTANCES  OF  HUMAN  ORIGIN 
THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Community, and in particular Article 28  thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas Article 5 (I) of the European Agreement on 
the  Exchange  of Therapeutic  Substances  of Human 
Origin provides that the Contracting Parties shall take 
all necessary measures to exempt from all import duties 
the therapeutic substances of human  origin  placed at 
their disposal by the other Parties; 
Whereas  any  derogation  from  the  Common Customs 
Tariff,  whether  autonomous  or  conventional,  falls 
within the sole competence of the Community; 
Whereas the entry into force of an additional Protocol 
to  the  Agreement  enabling  the  European  Economic 
Community  to  become  a  Contracting  Party  to  that 
Agreement  allows  the  Community  to  exercise  its 
competence  in  this  matter;  whereas  the  derogations 
provided for in the Agreement are already granted by 
Community rules of relief from customs duty; 
Whereas the Community ought therefore to become a 
Contracting Party to the Agreement, 
HAS DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article I 
The  European Agreement on the  Exchange of Thera-
peutic Substances of Human Origin is hereby accepted 
on behalf of the European Economic Community. 
The text of the Agreement is attached to this Decision. 
Article 2 
The  President of the Council  is  hereby  authorized to 
designate  the  persons  empowered  to  sign  the  Agree-
ment in  order to bind the Community. 
Done at Brussels, 26 January 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
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EUROPEAN AGREEMENT 
on the Exchange of Therapeutic Substances of Human Origin 
THE  GOVERNMENTS  SIGNATORY  HERETO,  BEING  MEMBERS  OF THE  COUNCIL OF 
EUROPE, 
Considering that therapeutic substances of human origin are by their very nature the result of an act of 
the human donor and therefore not available in unlimited quantities; 
Considering that it  is  most desirable that member countries, in a spirit of European solidarity, should 
assist one another in the supply of these therapeutic substances, should the need arise; 
Considering that such  mutual assistance is  only possible if the character and use of such therapeutic 
substances are subject to rules laid down jointly by the member countries and if the necessary import 
facilities and exemptions are granted, 
HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article I 
For  the  purposes  of this  Agreement,  the  expression 
'therapeutic  substances  of  human  origin·  refers  to 
human blood and its derivatives. 
The provisions of this Agreement may be extended to 
cover other therapeutic substances of human origin by 
exchange  of  letters  between  two  or  more  of  the 
Contracting Parties. 
Article 2 
The Contracting Parties undertake, provided that they 
have sufficient stocks for their own needs, to make ther-
apeutic substances of human origin available to other 
Parties who are in  urgent need of them and to charge 
only those costs involved in the collection, processing 
and carriage of such substances. 
Article 3 
Therapeutic substances of human origin shall be made 
available to the other Contracting Parties subject to the 
express condition that no profit is  made on them, that 
they shall be used solely for medical purposes and shall 
be delivered only to bodies designated by the govern-
ments concerned  . 
Article 4 
The Contracting Parties shall certify that the minimum 
requirements with regard to the properties of the thera-
peutic  substances,  and  the  regulations  on  labelling, 
packing and dispatch, as laid down in  the Protocol to 
this Agreement, have been observed. 
They  shall  also  comply with  any  rules  to  which  they. 
have subscribed with regard to international standardi;-
zation in this field. 
All  consignments of therapeutic substances of human 
origin  shall  be  accompanied  by  a  certificate  to  the 
effect that they were prepared in  accordance with'  the-
specifications in the Protocol. This certificate shall: btr 
based  on  the  model  to  be  found  in  Annex  I'  to  th-e' 
Protocol. 
The  Protocol  and  its  Annexes  may  be  amended  or 
supplemented by the Governments of the Parties to thi$ 
Agreement. 
Article 5 
The Contracting Parties shall take all necessary meas-
ures to exempt from  all  import duties the therapeutic 
substances of human origin placed at their disposal by 
the other Parties. 
They shall also take all necessary measures to provide 
for the speedy delivery of these substances, by the most 
direct route, to the consignees referred to in Article 3 of 
this Agreement. 
Article 6 
The Contracting Parties shall  forward to one another, 
through  the  Secretary-General  of  the  Council  of 
Europe, a list of the bodies empowered to issue certifi-
cates as provided in Article 4 of this Agreement. 
They shall also forward a list of bodies empowered to 
distribute  imported  therapeutic  substances  of human 
origin. Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-H-87 
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Article 7 
The present Agreement shall be open to the signature of 
Members of the Council of Europe, who  may  become 
Parties to it either by: 
(a)  signature without reservation in  respect of ratifica-
tion; or 
(b) signature with reservation in  respect of ratification 
followed by ratification. 
Instruments of ratification shall be deposited with  the 
Secretary-General of the Council of Europe. 
Article 8 
The  present  Agreement  shall  enter into  force  on  the 
first day of the month following the date on which three 
Members  of the  Council  shall,  in  accordance  with 
Article 7,  have signed the Agreement without reserva-
tion in respect of ratification or shall have ratified it. 
In the case of any  Member of the Council  who  shall 
subsequently sign the Agreement without reservation in 
respect of ratification, or who shall ratify it, the Agree-
ment shall enter into force on the first day of the month 
following such signature or deposit of the instrument of 
ratification. 
Article 9 
The Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe 
may  invite  any  non-member  State  to  accede  to  the 
present Agreement. Such accession shall take effect on 
the first day of the month following the deposit of the 
instrument of accession  with  the Secretary-General of 
the Council of Europe. 
Article IO 
The Secretary-General of the Council of Europe shall 
notify Members of the Council and acceding States: 
(a)  of the date of entry into force  of this  Agreement 
and of the names of any Members who have signed 
without reservation in respect of ratification or who 
have ratified it; 
(b)  of the  deposit  of any  instrument  of accession  in 
accordance with Article 9; 
(c)  of any  notification  received  in  accordance  with 
Article  11  and its effective date; 
(d) of any amendment to the Protocol or its  Annexes 
under Article 4, paragraph 4. 
Article II 
The present Agreement shall remain in force indefinit-
ely. 
Any Contracting Party may terminate its own applica-
tion  of the  Agreement  by  giving one year's  notice to 
that effect to the Secretary-General of the Council of 
Europe. 
In  witness  whereof the  undersigned,  duly  authorized thereto by  their respective Govern-
ments, have signed the present Agreement. 
Done at Paris, this  15th  day. of December 1958, in the English and French languages, both 
texts  being  equally  authoritative,  in  a  single  copy  which  shall  remain  deposited  in  the 
archives of the Council of Europe. The Secretary-General shall transmit certified copies to 
each of the signatory and acceding Governments  . i 
.J 
l 
,j 
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PROTOCOL TO THE EUROPEAN AGREEMENT 
on the Exchange of Thenpeutic Substances of Human Origin 
PART I 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
A.  LABELLING 
A label printed in English and French, based on the 
appropriate model to be found in Annexes 2 to  10 to 
the  Protocol, shall  be affixed  to each .container or 
giving-set. 
B.  PACKING AND DISPATCH 
Whole  human  blood  shall  be  dispatched  in 
containers in  which  a  temperature  of 4  to  6 oc  is 
maintained throughout the period of transport. 
This  condition  is  not  required  for  the  derivatives 
mentioned in the Protocol. 
C.  PRODUCTS AND APPARATUS 
The products and apparatus referred to in  Part II of 
this  Protocol  shall  be  sterile,  non-pyrogenic  and 
non-toxic. 
It is recommended that the giving-set, as well  as the 
solvents required for the dried products, be sent with 
each consignment. 
D.  FREEDOM  FROM  TOXICITY OF  PLASTIC  BLOOD 
TRANSFUSION EQUIPMENT 
Equipment shall comply with the provisions set out 
in Annex II to this Protocol. 
PART II 
SPECIFIC PROVISIONS 
I.  WHOLE HUMAN BLOOD 
Whole human blood is blood which has been mixed 
with a suitable anticoagulant, after collection from a 
human subject in normal health. 
The  blood  shall  not  be  obtained  from  a  human 
subject: 
(a)  who  is  known to be suffering from  or to  have 
suffered from syphilis; or 
(b)  whose blood has not been  tested  with  negative 
results for evidence of syphilitic infection; or 
(c)  who  is  not,  as  far  as  can  be  ascertained  after 
medical examination and the study of his ante-
cedents,  free  from  disease  transmissible  by 
blood transfusion. 
The blood shall be withdrawn aseptically through a 
closed  system  of  sterile  tubing  into  a  sterile 
container in  which  the  anticoagulant  solution  has 
been  placed  before the container is  sterilized. The 
equipment used  must be pyrogen-free.  When  with-
drawal  is  complete  the  container  shall  be  imme-
diately  sealed  and  cooled  to  4  to  6°C  and  not 
opened  thereafter  until  immediately  before  the 
blood is to be used. 
The blood will be collected into a citrate solution of 
acid reaction containing dextrose.  No  antiseptic or 
bacteriostatic substance shall be added. The volume 
of the anticoagulant solution must not exceed 220 ml 
per litre of the whole human blood and the haemo-
globin  concentration  must  not  less  than  97  grams 
per litre. 
Blood group 
The blood group under the ABO  system  shall have 
been determined by examination of both corpuscles 
and serum and that under the Rh  system by exami-
nation of the corpuscles, using a separate sample of 
the donor's blood. When  there  is  a national stand-
ard, or nationally recommended technique of blood 
grouping, that technique shall be used. 
The  term  Rh  negative  is  only  to  be  used  when 
specific tests have shown the absence of the antigens 
C, D, ou and E. All other blood must be labelled Rh 
positive. 
Blood exchange under this  agreement should only 
be  used  for  recipients  of the  corresponding  ABO 
group. 
Storage 
Whole  human  blood  shall  be  kept  in  a  sterile 
container sealed  so  as  to exclude  micro-organisms 
and  stored  at  a  temperature  of 4  to  6 oc  until 
required for use, except during any period necessary 
for  examination  and  transport  at  higher  tempera-
tures, any such period not to exceed 30 minutes after 
which the blood must immediately be cooled again 
to 4 to 6°C. 
Labelling 
The label on the container shall give all the informa-
tion  shown  on  the  model  label  (Annex  2).  The 
Rhesus group shall be written as 'Positive' or 'Nega-
tive' or, in abbreviated form, 'POS' or 'NEG'. \ 
:;: 
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Ia. HUMAN RED CELL CONCENTRATE 
A  human  red  cell  concentrate  is  a  unit  of whole 
human blood from  which  most of the  plasma has 
been removed. 
It contains most of the red cells  of the  unit  from 
which it has been prepared; other cell components 
may  be  present  or  may  have  been  partially 
removed. 
The liquid  content of the concentrate will  consist 
either of the residual plasma, or of an appropriate 
isotonic artificial aqueous solution added after the 
plasma was removed. The volume of red cells should 
constitute between 65  and 75% of the total volume 
of  the product, but if  a greater red cell concentration 
is applied the approximate percentage of  erythrocyte 
volume  (haematocrit)  shall  be  indicated  on  the 
label. 
All  operations required in the preparation shall be 
carried  out  under  aseptic  conditions:  decantation 
shall be carried out using a sterile, closed system and 
by compression only. No antiseptic or bacteriostatic 
agents should be added. 
Blood group and storage 
as for whole human blood. 
Labelling 
The label on the container shall give all the informa-
tion  shown  on  the  model  label  (Annex  2a).  The 
Rhesus group shall be written as 'Positive' or 'Nega-
tive' or, in abbreviated form, 'POS' or 'NEG'. If an 
artificial aqueous solution has been added, the label 
shall also indicate its volume and composition. 
2.  DRIED HUMAN PLASMA 
Dried  human  plasma  is  prepared  by  drying  the 
supernatant fluids  which  are  separated  by  centri-
fuging or by sedimentation from quantities of whole 
human blood. 
During preparation no antiseptic or bacteriostatic or 
other  substance  shall  be  added.  Dried  human 
plasma shall be obtained by freeze-drying or by any 
other  method  which  will  avoid  denaturation  of 
proteins. The dried product shall be readily soluble 
in a  quantity of water equal to  the volume of the 
liquid from which the substance was prepared. The 
protein concentration of the solution thus obtained 
must not be less  than 45  grams per litre, and must 
not show visible evidence of the products of haemo-
lysis.  The haemaglutinin  titre  shall  not  be greater 
than I: 32. 
Dried human plasma prepared from oae or two dona-
tions of blood 
Donations shown to contain dangerous levels of iso-
haemolysins  (determined  using  a  sample of fresh 
serum)  or  any  immune  haemaglutinins  shall  be 
excluded.  Unless the plasma is  pooled and frozen 
within 48  hours of collecting the blood, the sterility 
of each unit shall be tested by culturing not less than 
10 mi. 
Dried  human  plasma  prepared  from  pools  of more 
than two donations 
Pools shown to contain dangerous levels of immune 
haemaglutinins  or  of isohaemolysins  shall  be  ex-
cluded. To avoid untoward effects due to the pro-
ducts of bacterial growth in the plasma no individ-
ual donation shall be used if there is any evidance of 
bacterial  contamination,  and the  sterility  of each 
pool shall be tested by culturing not less than 10 mi. 
To minimize the risk of  transmitting serum hepatitis, 
plasma should be prepared from pools which should 
contain not more than 12 donations, or by any other 
method that has been shown to diminish the risk in 
comparable manner. 
Solubility in  water 
Add a quantity of water equal to the volume of the 
liquid  from  which  the  sample  was  prepared;  the 
substance dissolves completely within I 0 minutes at 
15 to 20°C. 
Identification 
Dissolve  a  known  quantity  of  the  product  in  a 
volume of water equal to the volume of the liquid 
from which it was prepared; the solution passes the 
following tests: 
(i)  by  precipitation  tests  with  specific  antisera,  it 
must be shown to contain only human plasma 
proteins; 
(ii)  to  I  ml  add a  suitable amount of thrombin or 
calcium chloride; coagulation occurs, which can 
be accelerated by incubation at 37°C. 
Loss of  mass on drying 
When  dried over phosphorus  pentoxide at a  pres-
sure not exceeding 0,02 mm of mercury for 24 hours, 
dried human plasma must not lose more than 0,5% 
of its weight. 
Sterility 
The  final  product,  after  reconstitution,  shall  be 
sterile when examined by a  suitable bacteriological 
method. ·.----------------------------------- ·---- -----
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Storage 
Dried human plasma must be kept in an atmosphere 
of nitrogen  or in  a  vacuum  in  a  sterile  container 
sealed so as to exclude micro-organisms and, as far 
as  possible, . moisture,  protected  from  light  and 
stored at a temperature below 20 oc. 
Labelling 
The label on the container shall give all the informa:.. 
tion shown on the model label (Annex 3). 
3.  HUMAN  ALBUMIN  AND  HUMAN  PLASMA 
PROTEIN FRACTION 
Human albumin and human plasma protein fraction 
are preparations of that protein  component which 
forms  about 60 o/o  of the total  protein mass  in  the 
plasma of whole human blood. 
The method of preparation used shall be one which 
produces a material meeting the requirements herein 
described. Regardless of whether the final product is 
liquid or dried, the preparation, after the addition of 
a suitable stabilizing agent or agents, must have been 
heated  in  the liquid  state  in  the  final  container at 
60 oc  ±  0,5 oc  for  10  hours, in  order to  inactivate 
the agent causing serum hepatitis.  During prepara-
tion no antiseptic or bacteriostatic substance shall be 
added. 
In  preparations  of human  albumin,  not  less  than 
95%  of the  mass  of the  proteins  present  shall  be 
albumin. In preparations of human plasma protein 
fraction, not less than 85% of the protein mass shall 
be  albumin.  In  both  preparations,  more  than  10 
milligrams  of  immunoglobulin  G  per  gram  of 
product shall be present. 
When  the  final  product  is  freeze-dried,  it  must 
contain not less  than 950 milligrams of protein per 
gram of product. 
When human plasma protein fraction is prepared as 
a solution it shall have a total protein concentration 
of between 45  and 50 grams per litre. 
When  human albumin is  prepared as  a  solution it 
shall have a total protein concentration of not less 
than 45 grams per litre. 
Solubility of  the dried product 
Add water to the recommended  volume;  the dried 
preparation must be completely soluble. 
Stability 
By comparison of the solutions before and after heat 
treatment no evidence of significant denaturation of 
the proteins in  solution shall have been detected as 
estimated by  viscosity and turbidity measurements, 
ultracentrifugation and electrophoresis. The solution 
shall be substantially free from visible particles after 
heating at 57 oc and after agitation in a mechanical 
shaker for six  hours at this temperature. 
Identification 
i)  By precipitation tests with specific antisera, both 
preparations  must  be  shown  to  contain  only 
human plasma proteins. 
ii)  By  electrophoresis,  using  the  moving  boundary 
technique  under  acceptable  and  appropriate 
conditions,  it  must  be  shown  that  the  protein 
fraction  having  the  mobility  of  the  albumin 
component of normal human· plasma, is  not less  .. 
than 95% of the protein mass in preparations of 
human  albumin,  or not  less  than  85 o/o  of the 
protein mass  in  preparations of human.  plasma 
protein fraction. 
Sodium content and sodium concenlrotion 
The sodium content of salt-poor ham an albvmiB 
must  not  exceed  0,61  millimoles  per  gram  of 
albumin.  In  other  preparations  of  human 
albumin and in human plasma protein framion, 
the sodium concentration must  not exceed  ~IS 
moles per litre of solution or reconstituted dried 
product. 
Potassium concentration 
The  potassium  concentration of human  plasma 
protein fraction must not exceed 2 millimoles per 
litre of solution or reconstituted dried product. 
Acidity 
The pH of either preparation shall be 6,8  :t 0,2 
when measured at a temperature of 15 to 25 °C in 
a solution diluted to a  protein concentration of 
I 0  grams  per  litre  by  means  of  a  solution 
containing 0, IS moles sodium chloride per litre. 
Loss of  mass-on drying 
Dried preparations, when dried over phosphorus 
pentoxide at a pressure not exceeding 0,62 mm of 
mercury for 24  hours, must  not lose  more than 
0,5 o/o of their weight. 
Sterility 
The final product shall be sterile when examined 
by a suitable bacteriological method. 
Storage 
Dried human albumin must be kept in  an atmos-
phere of nitrogen  or in  a  vacuum  in  a  sterile 
container, sealed so as  to exclude micro-organ-
isms and, as  far as possible, moisture, protected 
from  light  and  stored  at  a  temperature  below 
20°C. ,.. 
,. 
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Solutions of human albumin and human plasma 
protein  fraction  must  be  kept  in  sterile 
containers, sealed so as to exclude micro-organ-
isms, protected from light and stored at a temper-
ature of 4 to 6 °C. 
Labelling 
The label on the container shall give all the infor-
mation  shown  on  the  appropriate  model  label 
(Annex 4). For solutions, the date of preparation 
is  the  date  of  heat  treatment  in  the  final 
container. 
4.  HUMAN NORMAL IMMUNOGLOBULIN 
Human normal immunoglobulin is a preparation of 
the  plasma  proteins  prepared  from  whole  human 
blood, containing the antibodies of normal adults. It 
is obtained from  pooled liquid human plasma from 
not less than 1 000 donors. 
The  method  of  preparation  used  should  be  one 
which produces a material meeting the requirements 
herein prescribed and which  prevents the transmis-
sion of serum hepatitis by the final product. In addi-
tion the method of preparation shall be such that the 
antibodies contained in the starting material shall be 
concentrated  in  an  adequate  amount  in  the  final 
product.  The  procedure  shall  be  shown,  for  each 
final preparation, to be satisfactory in this respect by 
titrating  in  the  starting  material  and  in  the  final 
product  antibodies  to  at  least  one  virus  and  one 
bacterial toxin. The antibodies chosen shall be those 
for which there are recognized methods of titration. 
During  preparation  no  antiseptic  or bacteriostatic 
substance  shall  be  added;  a  suitable  preservative 
and a  stabilizing agent  may  be  added to  the  final 
preparation  to  maintain  bacterial  sterility  and 
stability of the final product. 
The final product is issued as a solution in which the 
immunoglobulin concentration shaH be between  I  00 
and 170 grams per litre. 
Identification 
(i)  By  precipitation tests  with  specific  antisera,  it 
must be shown to contain only  human  plasma 
proteins. 
(ii)  By  electrophoresis, using the  moving boundary 
technique  under  acceptable  and  appropriate 
conditions, not less than 90% of the mass of the 
proteins  have  the  mobility  of  the  gamma 
component of the  globulins  of normal  human 
plasma. 
Stability 
Both before and after heating the  final  solution at 
37 °C  for  seven  days  there  should  be  no  visible 
evidence of precipitation or turbidity. It is advisable 
also to  carry out tests  using an  ultracentrifugation 
method to  determine the extent  of degradation of 
the  product  to  smaller  molecular  weight  compo-
nents. The method used should be one approved by 
the national control authority. 
Acidity 
The pH of  the final solution shall be 6,8  ±  0,4 when 
measured at a temperature of 15  to 25 oc  in  a solu-
tion diluted to a protein concentration of l 0 grams 
per  litre  by  means  of a  solution  containing  0,15 
moles sodium chloride per litre. 
Sterility 
The final product shall be sterile when examined by 
a suitable bacteriological method. 
Storage 
Human immunoglobulin solution must be kept in a 
sterile ·container,  sealed  so  as  to  exclude  micro-
organisms,  protected  from  light  and  stored  at  a 
temperature of 4 to 6 °C. 
Labelling 
The label on the container shall give all the informa-
tion shown on the model label (Annex 5). The date 
of  preparation  is  the  date  of  filling  the  final 
container. 
5.  HUMAN SPECIFIC IMMUNOGLOBULINS 
Human  specific  immunoglobulins  contain  anti-
bodies against designated viral  or bacterial agents. 
Therefore  they  may  be  prepared  from  pools  of a 
limited number of donations. 
The following human specific immunoglobulins are 
included in these requirements: 
- Human immunoglobulin anti-tetanus 
- Human immunoglobulin anti-vaccinia. 
Other specific immunoglobulins may  be developed 
and when the appropriate international standard is 
in  existence, they should be  assayed  in  relation to 
that standard and their potency expressed in  inter-
national units. 
Human immunoglobulin anti-vaccinia shall contain 
not less than 500 IU per ml of vaccinia antibody as 
determined by  a neutralization test on chorio-allan-
toic  membranes  or  in  tissue  culture.  Human  im-
munoglobulin  anti-tetanus  shall  contain  not  less 
than 50 IU per ml of tetanus antitoxin as determined 
by a neutralization test in animals. 
Human specific immunoglobulins must further meet 
the requirements as  described in  section 4,  Human 
normal immunoglobulin. ,-.--------------------- -
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Depending on  the  antibody  content,  the  immuno-
globulin  concentration  of the  final  solution  may 
vary between  I  00 and 170 grams per litre. 
Labelling 
The label on the container shall give all the informa-
tion shown on the model label (Annex 5).  In addi-
tion the label shall state the potency in international 
units  in  terms  of  the  appropriate  International 
Standard or International Reference Preparation. 
6.  DRIED HUMAN FIBRINOGEN 
Dried  human  fibrinogen  is  a  dried  preparation 
which  contains  the  soluble  constitutent  of liquid 
human plasma which, on the addition of thrombin, 
is transformed to fibrin. The method of preparation 
used  should  be  one  which  produces  a  material 
meeting  the  requirements  herein  prescribed  and 
which  minimizes  the  risk  of  transmitting  serum 
hepatitis.  Plasma pools used  in  the  preparation of 
fibrinogen  should  contain  as  few  donations  as 
possible. 
· During  preparation  no  antiseptic  or bacteriostatic 
substance shall be added. The final product shall be 
freeze-dried. 
Solubility 
Add water to the recommended  volume; the  dried 
preparation must be completely soluble. No precipi-
tation shall  occur within  60 minutes of reconstitu-
tion. 
Identification 
(i)  By  precipitation tests  with  specific antisera, it 
must be shown to contain only human plasma 
proteins. 
(ii) The  freshly  reconstituted  product  has  the 
property  of  clotting  on  the  addition  of 
thrombin.  When  thrombin  is  added to  a  solu-
tion of human fibrinogen of the same concen-
tration as  that in fresh  normal plasma, clotting 
shall  occur  in  not  more  than  twice  the  time 
taken  for  clotting  to  occur  in  fresh  normal 
plasma after the addition of thrombin. 
(iii) Clottable protein. Not less than 50% of the total 
protein shall be clottable by thrombin. 
Loss of  mass on drying 
Preparations,  when  dried  over  phosphorus 
pentoxide at a  pressure not exceeding 0,02  mm  of 
mercury for 24 hours, must not lose more than 0,3% 
of their weight. 
Sterility 
The final product after reconstitution shall be sterile 
when  examined  by  a  suitable  bacteriological 
method. 
Storage 
Human fibrinogen shall be kept in an atmosph,e.re of 
nitrogen or in a vacuum in a steri-le container, &etle4 
so  as  to  exclude  micro-organisms  and,  a.s  far  as 
possible, moisture, protected from  light alld e,tored 
at the temperature recommended.  · 
lAbelling 
The label on the container shall give all th.e infonna-
tion shown on the model label (Annex 6). The date 
of preparation is the date of placing into final solu-
tion before freeze-drying. 
7.  DRIED  OR  FROZEN  HUMAN  COAGULATION 
FACTOR VIII 
I.  Requiremeats applyiiJI to doaors 
Donors must be in aood health and, in  pani~  .. 
ular,  free  of  any  comma.micable  disease,  in 
accordance with the criteria adopted for drH;d 
human plasma. 
II. Requirements ••plylDa to pl'fparaUoo$ 
Sterility and atoxicity 
The final  product must be sterile and PYfQSim-
free.  Where  cryoprecipitation  is  performed  in 
plastic  bags,  the  product  mu~t  not  COJ1tBin 
organic  solvent  or  other  foreip  syb$ttnC.tS 
present in the freezing mixt&Jre.  The  Ptli'iJ• of 
such  produ~s through  the  walls of the  pl~ic 
bag can  be prevented by  placing the  ba' Jn  Iii 
second  impermeable  ba&  during  tb~  whoh: 
period of immersion. The ris" of the  pJ~stie ba8 
tearing during storage in the frozen stat' can be 
reduced  by  keepillg  each  b•J in  a prQte«ive 
box. 
Erythrocytes, leukocytes and platelets 
Centrifuging ~hould be such as to eliminate the 
formed  elements of the  blood as  soon  and as 
completely as possible after its collection. 
Solubility 
The addition of the indicated quantity of appro-
priate solvent must result in the complete solu-
tion of  the dry product in less than 30 minutes at 
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37 °C.  Small  and easily separable aggregates of 
fibrinogen may persist. 
Stability 
The  prepar.ation  conserved  at  20 °C,  must  not 
show  any  sign  of precipitation  within  three 
hours after it has been dissolved. 
Potency 
The  reconstituted  preparation  should  contain 
the indicated minimum quantity of factor VIII, 
one unit corresponding to the potency of I ml of 
average normal fresh plasma, the potency being 
determined  by  a  method  approved  by  the 
competent national authority. 
Abense of irregular antibodies and, if the prepa-
ration  is  intended  for  patients  of  any  ABO 
group,  a  titre of anti-A  and anti-8 antibodies 
not exceeding 32. 
Identification 
Precipitation  tests  with  specific  antisera  shall 
show  that  the  product  contains  only  human 
plasma proteins. 
Loss of  mass on drying 
Freeze-dried  preparations,  when  dried  over 
phosphorus  pentoxide  at  a  pressure  not 
exceeding  0,02  mm  of mercury  for  24  hours 
must not lose more than  I  ,5 % of their weight. 
Storage 
Human factor VIII shall be stored in  the deep-
frozen state at a temperature under -30  oc, and 
in  the  freeze-dried  state  below  5 °C,  and 
protected  from  light.  The  dried  preparation 
shall be kept in an atmosphere of nitrogen or in 
vacuo,  in  a  sterile  vial,  stoppered  so  as  to 
exclude  all  micro-organisms  and,  as  far  as 
possible,  all  humidity.  Storage  in  the  frozen 
state shall not exceed six  months,  in  the  dried 
state one year, unless the preparation has been 
retested for minimum required potency. 
III. Labelling 
The label  on the  preparation shall give  all  the 
information  shown  on  the  model  label  (An-
nex 7). 
8.  DRIED HUMAN COAGULATION FACTOR IX 
I.  Requirements applying to donors 
Donors must  be in  good health  and, in  partic-
ular,  free  from  any  communicable  disease  in 
accordance with  the criteria adopted for  dried 
human plasma. 
I I. Requirements applying to the concentrate 
Sterility and atoxicity 
The  final  product,  tested  by  appropriate 
methods must  be sterile, pyrogen-free and free 
from  undesirable vaso-depressor or respiratory 
effects.  The test  for absence of vaso-depressor 
effects should be performed on a dog or cat. 
Solubility 
The addition  of the  indicated  quantity  of the 
solvent must  result  in  complete solution  in  I  0 
minutes at 37 oc. 
17Jrombop/astin  activity  and  absence  of free 
thrombin 
The  recalcification  time  of a  normal  plasma 
measured at 37 oc  in  the  presence of an  equal 
volume of various dilutions of the reconstituted 
product, must not be less than 40 seconds. The 
reconstituted product, with an equal volume of 
fibrinogen (3  g/1) added to  it, must not coagu-
late within six hours at 37 oc. 
Potency 
The reconstituted preparation must contain the 
indicated minimum  quantity of factor  IX, one 
unit corresponding to  the  potency  of l  ml  of 
average normal fresh plasma, the potency being 
determined  by  a  method  approved  by  the 
competent national authority. 
Yield and stability in vivo 
The  method  of preparation  must  be  such  that 
the injection of a dose of 50  units per kg  body 
weight,  rapidly  administered  intravenously, 
using  several  batches  of  material  given  to 
several  patients, shall  cause,  in  15  minutes,  in 
the absence of a specific inhibitor and in  basal 
conditions. an average rise of not less  than 300 
units per litre of plasma, and of the persistence, 
after  24  hours;  of an  average  rise  of not  less 
than 60 units per litre of plasma. 
Identification 
Precipitation  tests  with  specific  antisera  shall 
show  that  the  product  contains  solely  human 
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Loss of  mass on drying 
When  dried  over  phosphorus  pentoxide  at  a 
pressure not exceeding 0,02 mm of mercury for 
24 hours, the product must not lose more than 
1,5 o/o  of its weight. 
Storage 
The  preparations  must  be  stored  dry  at  a 
temperature below 5 °C.  The  period of storage 
must not exceed two years, unless the potency 
of the preparation has been retested. 
II  I. Labelling 
The label on the preparation sl)-a)l  ~v  q aJf. .... 
information  shown  on  the  mpde); ~  (A,tl-
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ANNEX£ I AU PROTOCOL£ 
ANNEX I  TO THE PROTOCOL 
CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
ACCORD EUROPEEN RELATIF A L'ECHANGE DE SUBSTANCES 
THERAPEUTIQUES D'ORIGINE HUMAINE 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF THERAPEUTIC 
SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN 
CERTIFICAT 
(Article 4) 
CERTIFICATE 
A NE PAS DETACHER DE L'ENVOI 
NOT TO BE SEPARATED FROM THE SHIPMENT 
Nombre de colis 
Number of 
packages 
Designation 
Marked 
N° des lots 
Batch  No 
.....•••.....•.•.•••••.•....... 19 .... 
(lieu) 
(place) 
Le soussigne declare que !'envoi specifie en marse 
The undersigned certifies that the shipment in  the margin 
(date) 
prepare sous Ia responsabilite de .......................................  . 
prepared under the responsibility of ....................................  . 
organisme vise  a !'article 6  de  !'accord,  est  conforme aux  specifications  du 
protocole a !'accord et  qu'il  peut etre delivre  immediatement au  destinataire 
(nom et lieu) .........................................................  . 
one of the bodies referred to in Article 6 of the Agreement, is in conformity with 
the specifications of the Protocol to the Aareement and can be delivered imme-
diately to the consignee 
(name and place) .....................................................  . 
(cachet) 
(stamp) 
(signature) 
(signature) 
(titre) 
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ANNEX£ 2 AU PROTOCOL£ 
ANNEX 2 TO THE PROTOCOL 
CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
ACCORD EUROPEEN RELATIF A L'ECHANGE DE SUBSTANCES 
THERAPEUTIQUES D'ORIGINE HUMAINE 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE Of THER.t\PEUTIC 
SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN 
I.  Nom et adresse du producteur: ..........................................................  . 
Name and address of the producer: ......................................................  . 
2.  Sang humain total 
Whole human blood 
3.  Numero de reference: ..................................................................  . 
Reference number:  ....................................................................  . 
4.  Groupe sanguin: .......................................................................  . 
Blood group: .......................  .' ..................................................  . 
5.  Groupe Rh: ...........................................................................  . 
Rh group:  ................................................  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
6·  ............  ml 
............  g 
solution anticoagulante 
anti-coagulant solution 
(glucose/1) 
citrate disodique/1 
· · · · · · · · · · · · mole  disodium citrate/1 
............  ml  de sang 
blood 
7.  Titre d'iso-hemolysines (determine) 
lso-haemolysin titre  (determined) 
8.  Date de prelevement: 
(non determine) 
(not determined) 
Date of collection: .....................................................................  . 
Date de peremption: ...................................................................  . 
Date of expiry: ........................................................................  . 
9.  Conserver de 4 a  6 oc. 
Store at 4 to 6°C. 
I  0.  Ne pas utiliser en cas de signe visible quelconque d'alteration. 
Not to be used if there is  any visible evidence of deterioration. 
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ANNEXE 2 bis AU PROTOCOL£ 
ANNEX 2a  TO THE PROTOCOL 
CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
ACCORD EUROPEEN RELATIF A L'ECHANGE DE SUBSTANCES 
THERAPEUTIQUES D'ORIGINE HUMAINE 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF THERAPEUTIC 
SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN 
I.  Nom et adresse du producteur: ............................................................  . 
Name and address of the producer: ........................................................  . 
2.  Concentre de globules rouges humains 
Human red cell concentrate 
3.  Numero de reference:  ....................................................................  . 
Reference number: .......................................................................  . 
4.  Groupe sanguin: .........................................................................  . 
Blood group: ...........................................................  · .. · · ......  · · · · · · · 
5.  Groupe Rh:  ............................................................  · .. · · ......  · · · . · · · 
Rh group: .................................................................  ·. · ..... ·. · .. · · 
6.  . ...........  ml prepare a partir de ............ ml de sang  . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . ml prepared from ............ ml of blood. 
7.  Volume et composition de !'anti-coagulant utilise:  ...........................................  . 
Volume and composition of anti-coagulant used:  ............................................  . 
8.  Date de prelevement: ...  · ..................................................................  . 
Date of collection:  .......................................................................  . 
Date de preparation:  .....................................................................  . 
Date of preparation: ......................................................................  . 
Date de peremption:  ......................  _  ...............................................  . 
Date of expiry:  ..........................................................................  . 
9.  Conserver de 2 a  6°C. 
Store at 2 to 6 oc. 
I  0.  Solute artificiel ajoute  volume:  ............................................  . 
Artificial aqueous solution added  composition: ........................................  . Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-H-98 
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ANNEX£ 3 AU PROTOCOL£ 
ANNEX 3 TO THE PROTOCOL 
CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
ACCORD EUROPEEN RELATIF A L'ECHANGE DE SUBSTANCES 
THERAPEUTIQUES D'ORIGINE HUMAINE 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF THERAPEUTIC 
SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN 
I.  Nom et adresse du producteur: ..........................................................  . 
Name and address of the producer: ......................................................  . 
2.  Plasma humain desseche: 
Dried human plasma: 
3.  Numero de reference: ..................................................................  . 
Reference number:  ....................................................................  . 
4.  Reconstituer avec ...... ml  d'eau distillee, sterile et apyrogene. 
Reconstitute with ...... ml  sterile, pyrogen-free, distilled water. 
5.  Le  plasma reconstitue contient: 
The reconstituted plasma contains: 
............  g  glucose/1 
citrate disodique/1 
· · · · · · · · · · · · mole  disodium citrate/1 
............  g/1 
concentration de proteines (au moins) 
protein concentration (at least) 
6.  Nombre de prelevements individuels dans le melange: .....................................  . 
Number of individual donations in  pool: ..................................................  . 
7.  Date de preparation : ...................................................................  . 
Date of preparation: ...................................................................  . 
Date de peremption: ...................................................................  . 
Date of expiry: ........................................................................  . 
8.  Proteger de Ia lumiere et conserver a une temperature inferieure a 20 "C. 
Store, protected from light, below 20 'JC. 
9.  A utiliser immediatement apres Ia  reconstitution. 
To be used immediately after reconstitution. 
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ANNEX£ 4 AU PROTOCOL£ 
ANNEX 4 TO  THE PROTOCOL 
CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
ACCORD EUROPEEN RELATIF A L'ECHANGE DE SUBSTANCES 
THERAPEUTIQUES D'ORIGINE HUMAINE 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF THERAPEUTIC 
SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN 
l.  Nom et adresse du producteur: ..........................................................  . 
Name and address of the producer: ......................................................  . 
2.  Albumine humaine dessechee 
Dried human albumin 
3.  Numero du lot:  .......................................................................  . 
4. 
Batch number:  ······················  ···················· ..............................  . 
Albumine: 
Albumin:  · · · · · · · · · · · · g 
Stabilisateur:  1 (en solution reconstituee) 
Stabilizer:  nature · · · · · · · · · · · · '  · · · · · · · · · · · · g/  (in reconstituted solution) 
.  (d'albumine) 
SodiUm ............ mmol/g (albumin) 
5.  Date de preparation: ...................................................................  . 
Date of preparation: ...................................................................  . 
Date de peremption: ...................................................................  . 
Date of expiry: ........................................................................  · 
6.  Reconstituer avec ...... ml  d'eau distillee, sterile et apyrogene. 
Reconstituted with ...... ml sterile, pyrogen-free, distilled water. 
7.  Proteger de Ia lumiere et conserver a  une temperature inferieure a  20°C'. 
Store, protected from  light, below 20 oc . 
8.  A injecter immediatement apres reconstitution. 
To be used immediately after reconstitution. Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-H-100 
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ANNEXE 4 (suite I) 
ANNEX 4 (continued 1) 
CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
ACCORD EUROPEEN RELATIF A L'ECHANGE DE SUBSTANCES 
THERAPEUTIQUES D'ORIGINE HUMAINE 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF THERAPEUTIC 
SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN 
I.  Nom et adresse du producteur: ..........................................................  . 
Name and address of the producer: ......................................................  . 
2.  Solution d'albumine humaine  ml 
Human albumin solution  · · · · · · · · · · · · 
3.  Numero du lot:  .......................................................................  . 
Batch number:  ........................................................................  . 
4.  Albumine: 
Alb 
.  . ........... g/1 
umm: 
Stabilisateur: 
S  b
.
1
.  nature ............  , ............ g/1 
ta  1 tzer: 
.  (d'albumine) 
Sodtum: ............ mmol/g  (  lb  .  )  a  umm 
5.  Date de preparation: ...................................................................  . 
Date of preparation: ...................................................................  . 
Date de peremption: ...................................................................  . 
Date of expiry: ........................................................................  . 
6.  Proteger de Ia lumiere et conserver de 4 a  6 oc. 
Store, protected from light, at 4 to 6 °C. 
7.  A injecter seulement si  le liquide est clair et sans depOt. 
Not to be used unless clear and free from deposits  . Edition  N•  2  of  31.1 .88  I  page  X-H-101 
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ANNEX£ 4 (suite 2) 
ANNEX 4 (continued 2) 
C'ONSEIL DE L'EUROPE 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
ACCORD EUROPEEN RELATIF A L'ECHANGE DE SUBSTANCES 
THERAPEUTIQUES D'ORIGINE HUMAINE 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF THERAPEUTIC 
SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN 
I.  Nom et adresse du producteur: ..........................................................  . 
Name and address of the producer: ......................................................  . 
2.  Solution stable de proteines plasmatiques humaines: 
............ ml 
Plasma protein fraction: 
3.  Numero du lot:  .......................................................................  . 
Batch number:  ..........................................................  -...........  ---
4.  Albumine: . ........... g/1 
Albumin: 
Stabilisateur: nature ............  , ............  g/1 
Stabilizer: 
Sodium: ............ mmol/1 
5.  Date de preparation: ...................................................................  . 
Date of preparation: ...................................................................  . 
Date de peremption: ...................................................................  . 
Date of expiry: ......  _  ..................................................................  . 
6.  Proteger de Ia lumiere et conserver de 4 a  6 oc. 
Store, protected from light, at 4 to 6 oc. 
7.  A  injecter seulement si  le liquide est clair et sans depot. 
Not to be used unless clear and free from deposits. Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-H-102 
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ANNEX£ 5 AU PROTOCOL£ 
ANNEX 5 TO  THE PROTOCOL 
CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
ACCORD EUROPEEN RELATIF A L'ECHANGE DE SUBSTANCES 
THERAPEUTIQUES D'ORIGINE HUMAINE 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF THERAPEUTIC 
SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN 
I.  Nom et adresse du producteur: ...........................................................  . 
Name and address of the producer: .......................................................  . 
2.  lmmunoglobuline bumaine normale 
Human nonnal immunoglobulin 
3.  Numero du lot: .........................................................................  . 
Batch number: ..........................................................................  . 
4.  Proteines totaJes: 
Total protein:  · .. · .. · · · .. · g/l 
Autres substanoes ajoutees: 
Other material introduced:  nature · · · · · · · · · · · · ' · · · · · · · · · · · · gil 
Volume total: ...... ml 
Total volume: 
5.  Date de preparation:  ...................•................................................. 
Date of preparation: .......•.............................................................. 
Date de peremption.:  ....................................................................  . 
Date of expiry: 
6.  Proteger de Ia lumiere et conserver de 4 o  a 6 oc. 
Store, protected from light, at 4 to 6 OC. 
7.  Ne pas injecrer par voie intraveineuse. 
Not for intravenous injection. Ed i t ion  N  •  2  of  31 • 1 •  88  I  page  X-H-103 
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ANNEX£ 6 AU PROTOCOL£ 
ANNEX 6 TO THE PROTOCOL 
CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
ACCORD EUROPEEN RELATIF A L'ECHANGE DE SUBSTANCES 
THERAPEUTlQUES D'ORIGINE HUMAINE 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF THERAPEUTIC 
SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN 
I.  Nom et adresse du producteur: ..........................................................  . 
Name and address of the producer: ......................................................  . 
2.  Fibrinogene humain desseche 
Dried human fibrinogen 
3.  Numero du lot:  .......................................................................  . 
Batch number:  .............................................  · ...........................  . 
4.  Proteine coagulable:  g 
Clottable protein:  · · · · · · · · · · · · 
Autres substances ajoutees:  t  /I  de Ia solution reconstituee. 
Other material introduced:  na ure · · · · · · · · · · · · ' · · · · · · · · · · · · g  reconstituted solution. 
5.  Date de preparation: ...................................................................  . 
Date of preparation: ...................................................................  . 
Date de peremption: ...................................................................  . 
Date of expiry: ........................................................................  . 
6.  Reconstituer avec ...... ml  d'eau distillee, sterile et apyrogene. 
Reconstitute with ....  : . ml  sterile, pyrogen-free, distilled water. 
7.  Nombre de prelevements individuels dans le melange: 
Number of individual donations in  pool:  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ~  · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 
8.  Proteger de Ia  Jumiere et conserver a  une temperature inferieure a  20 oc. 
Store, protected from light, below 20 oc. 
9.  A injecter immediatement apres Ia  reconstitution. 
To be used immediately after reconstitution. ------------------------·  - ------
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ANNEX£ 7 AU PROTOCOL£ 
ANNEX 7 TO  THE PROTOCOL 
CONSEIL DE L•EUROPE 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
ACCORD EUROPEEN RELATIF A L'ECHANGE DE SUBSTANCES 
THERAPEUTIQUES D'ORIGINE HUMAINE 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF THERAPEUTIC 
SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN 
I.  Nom et adresse du producteur: ..........................................................  . 
Name and address of the producer: ......................................................  . 
2.  Facteur VIII de coagulation humain congeJe  ou 
Facteur VIII de coagulation humain desseche 
Frozen human coagulation factor VIII 
Dried human coagulation factor VIII  or 
Methode de preparation: ...............................................................  . 
Method of preparation:  ................................................................  . 
3.  Numero du lot:  .......................................................................  . 
Batch number: .........................................................................  . 
4.  Quantile minimale de  facteur  VIII,  quantile  de  proteines  totales,  nature  et  quaotite de  toute 
substance ajoutee:  .....................................................................  . 
Minimum quantity of factor VIII, quantity of total  proteins, nature and quantity of any added 
substance:  ............................................................................  . 
5.  Nature et volume du solvant: ...........................................................  . 
Nature and volume of solvent: ..........................................................  . 
6.  Nombre de donneurs par lot: 
Number of donors per batch: 
7.  Titre des hemagglutinines non superieur a I : 32 ou Groupe sanguin ABO 
Haemaglutinin titre not greater than 1 : 32 or ABO  blood group 
8.  Date de preparation : ...................................................................  . 
Date of preparation: ...................................................................  . 
9.  Date de peremption: ...................................................................  . 
Date of expiry: ........................................................................  . 
10.  Proteger de Ia  lumiere et conserver congele a une temperature inferieure a -30°  C ou desseche a 
une temperature inferieure a  5 oc. 
Store,  protected from  light  and frozen  at a  temperature below  -30°C or in  the dry state at a 
temperature below 5 oc. 
II.  Apres reconstitution du produit, injecter immediatement par v-::-;,.  intraveineuse .ou au plus tard 
a pres 3 heures de conservation a  20 oc. 
After reconstitution of the product, inject intravenously, immediately or at the latest after three 
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ANNEX£ 8 AU PROTOCOL£ 
ANNEX 8 TO THE PROTOCOL 
CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
ACCORD EUROPEEN RELATIF A L'ECHANGE DE SUBSTANCES 
THERAPEUTIQUES D'ORIGINE HUMAINE 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF THERAPEUTIC 
SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN 
I.  Nom et adresse du producteur: ..........................................................  . 
............... ........... .........................  ...... ··············· ..............  . 
Name and address of the producer: ......................................................  . 
2.  Facteur IX de coagulation humain desseche: ..............................................  . 
Autres facteurs de coagulation presents: ..................................................  . 
Dried human coagulation factor IX: .....................................................  . 
Other blood coagulation factors present:  .................................................  . 
Methode de preparation: ...............................................................  . 
Method of preparation:  ................................................................  . 
3.  Numero du lot:  .......................................................................  . 
Batch number:  ...................................................................  · · · ·. · 
4.  Quantite  minimale  de  facteur  IX,  quantite  de  proteines  totales,  nature  et  quantile  de  toute 
substance 
ajoutee:  ..............................................................................  . 
Minimum  quantity of factor  IX,  quantity of total  proteins,  nature and quantity  of any  added 
substance:  ............................................................................  . 
5.  Nature et volume du solvant:  ...........................................................  . 
Nature and volume of solvent: ..........................................................  . 
6.  Nombre de donneurs par lot: ...........................................................  . 
Number of donors per batch: ...........................................................  . 
7.  Date de preparation: ...................................................................  . 
Date of preparation: ...................................................................  . 
8.  Date de peremption: ...................................................................  . 
Date of expiry: ........................................................................  . 
9.  Proteger de Ia lumiere et conserver a  une temperature inferieure a  5 oc. 
Store, protected from  light, at a temperature below 5 oc. 
10.  Apres reconstitution du produit, injecter immediatement par voie intraveineuse. 
After reconstitution of the product, inject immediately by the intravenous route. -----------------------------
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ANNEXE 9 .AU PROTOCOL£ 
ANNEX 9 TO THE PROTOCOL 
CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
ACCORD EUROPEEN RELATIF A L'EcHANGE DE SUBSTANCES 
THERAPEUTIQUES D'ORIGINE HUMAINE  . 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF THERAPEUTIC 
SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN 
1.  Nom et adresse du producteur: ...........................................................  . 
Name and address of the producer: .......................................................  . 
2.  Eau distillee, sterile et ap~ 
Sterile, pyrosen-free distilled water 
Pour ta reconstitution du plasma humain desseche 
de t'albumine humaine dessechee 
du fibrioogene humain desseche 
ou des facteurs VIII et IX bumains de coagulation desseches 
FOT the rec.onstitution of dried human plasma 
of dried human albumin 
of dried human fribrinogen 
or dried human .coagulation factors VIII and IX 
3.  Quantite: ............ ml 
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ANNEX£ JOAU PROTOCOL£ 
ANNEX /0 TO THE PROTOCOL 
CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
ACCORD EUROPEEN RELATIF A L'ECHANGE DE SUBSTANCES 
THERAPEUTIQUES D'ORIGINE HUMAINE 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF THERAPEUTIC 
SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN 
I.  Nom et adresse du producteur: .........................................................  . 
Name and address of the producer: .....................................................  . 
2.  Dispositif a  injection 
Giving-set 
Dispositif pour l'administration du sang humain total, du plasma humain desseche reconstitue, de 
l'albumine humaine,  des  solutions  stables  de  proteines  plasmatiques  humaines, du  fibrinogene 
humain ou du facteur VIII de coagulation humain congele ou desseche ou du facteur IX de coagu-
lation humain desseche. 
Giving-set  for  the  administration  of whole  human  blood,  reconstituted  dried  human  plasma, 
human albumin, human plasma protein fraction, human fibrinogen or of dried or frozen  human 
coagulation factor VIII or dried human coagulation factor IX. Ed i t ion N  •  2  of  31 • 1 • 88  I  page  X-H-108 
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ANNEX II TO  THE PROTOCOL 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF THERAPEUTIC 
SUBSTANCES OF HUMAN ORIGIN 
FREEDOM FROM TOXICITY OF PLASTIC BLOOD-TRANSFUSION EQUIPMENT 
I. CHEMICAL TESTS 
The tests are intended to be appli-ed to plastic blood·transfu· 
sion equipment. This equ~t  consists of two main  categ· 
ories: 
I. plastic containers for the collection, separation and storage 
of blood: and blood products~ 
2.  plastic sets for taking and giving blood. 
The tests shall be carried out on the materials after they have 
been sterilized by the method to be used in the final steriliza. 
tion of the equipment. These materials shall include: 
I.  the plastics used to make the con·tainers; 
2.  the tubing used in the containers; and 
3.  the blood·taking and ·giving sets. 
The  tests  on  containers  shall  be  carried  out  before  the 
containers are filled with anticoa.gulant solution. However, if 
the tests are carried out on containers which have been fii.I"ed 
with anticoagulant solution, the limit tests in Section I I I on the 
anticoagulant sol-ution itself shall be taken into account when 
evaluating the results of the tests on the container. 
The manufacturer of the transfusion equipment is  required to 
disclose  to  the  appropriate  health  authority  the  detailed 
formulatio111s  of the  plastic  material  or materials and other 
materials  used  in  the  manufacture  of the  equipment,  the 
source of the  components of the  material  or materials and 
their methods of manufacture (or alternatively, the compound 
reference numbers), details of manufacture of the equipment, 
the nature of any processing additives and adhesives and the 
method of sterilization. No change shall be permitted in any of 
the foregoing without prior submission to and approval of the 
appropriate health authority. 
Each batch of raw  material used in the  manufacture of the 
equipment shall be identified by a batch numer, which shalt be 
recorded by the manufacturer of the equipment together with 
the identification numbers of all batches of transfusion equip-
ment made from it and the results of all tests relevant to these 
batches. 
Every practicable precaution must be taken to reduce the risk 
of adventitious contamination at each stage of the manufac-
turing process. 
A.  Preparatioa of extract aad blaak 
(a}A total  test as  decribed below  requires  1 25(}  {;rn2  plastic 
(total surface area, both sidti, of a plastic sample in  sheet 
fo-tm  with surface area of 625 cm2). The sample- without 
any printing or label on it - sbol.lld be cut into pieces of 
not more than I 0 cm2. 
For tubing the length (l) in em is calculated as follows: 
Where: 
0 1  -=  inner diameter in em, 
0 2  - outer diameter in em. 
The  tubing should be  cut lengthwise  into  sections  meas-
uring  approximately  I  0 em.  For  the  extraction  I  0 ml  of 
water is  used per 50 cm2 of surface area. 
(b  )The pieces of plastic film  or tubing should be placed in  a 
container  of borosilicate  glass  with  250 ml  pyrogen-free 
distilled water obtained from an effi-cient still  having glass 
condensation surfaces and collecting tubes (I). The opening 
of the container is covered with an inverted beaker and the 
container is then heated in saturated steam at II 0 o C for 30 
minutes  (autoclaving)  and  then  quickly  cooled  to  room 
temperature  and  the  vofume  adjusted  to  250 ml  with 
pyrogen-free distilled water.  It is of no  significance if the 
plastic specimens tend to stick together slightly. 
Heat-sensitive plastic material, instead of being  heated in 
an autoclave, may be heated at 70°C for 72  hours. 
A  blank  preparation  is  made in  a.  corresponding manner 
omitting the plastic. 
( 1) If the  plastic  has  been  in  contact  with  an  anticoagulant 
solution,  the  pieces  should  first  be  placed  in  a  similar 
contain·er  with  cold  distilled  water  (I 00 ml)  and  shaken 
several times. This should be repeated once. Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-H-109 
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B.  Tests on the extract 
l. Oxidizable matter 
To 20 ml of the extract in an Erlenmeyer flask of borosili-
cate glass add 20 ml of 2 millimole potassium permanga-
nate solution per litre and 1,0 ml of l  mole sulphuric acid 
per litre and boil the mixture for three minutes. Cool the 
solution rapidly and add 0,1  g  of potassium iodide and 
five  drops  of starch  solution.  Titrate  with  a  solution 
containing l 0 miilimole sodium thiosulphate per litre. At 
the same time carry out a blank titration. The difference in 
the volume of thiosulphate used in the two titrations does 
not exceed 2,00 ml of a  solution containing  l 0  millimole 
sodium thiosulphate per litre. 
2.  Chloride 
The extract complies with a suitable limit test for chloride 
equivalent to not more than 11,2 J.Lmole  chloride per litre. 
3.  Ammonia 
The extract complies with a suitable limit test for ammonia 
equivalent to not more than 120 J.Lmole  NH3 per litre. 
4.  Phosphoric acid - phosphate 
The extract complies with the limit test for phosphate. 
Limit test for phosphate 
Evaporate 25 ml of the extract almost to dryness in a Kjel-
dahl flask, cool the residue, add two drops sulphuric acid 
and  I ml  nitric acid, heat the mixture until white fumes 
appear, then cool. Add one drop of perchloric acid and 
heat gently for half an hour.  Cool the  residue and add 
water to 25 mi. Transfer 10 ml  of the solution to a  25 ml 
titration flask, add 8 ml  ammonium molybdate-sulphuric 
acid  solution  and  2 ml  of freshly  prepared  solution  of 
ascorbic acid, having a concentration of I 00 g/1. Heat on a 
water bath at 50 o C  for  30 minutes, cool and dilute the 
mixture to 25 mi. The green or blue colour of the solution 
is not more intense than that obtained by treating 25 ml of 
the blank solution in the same manner. 
5.  Acidity or alkalinity 
I  0 ml of the extract is not coloured red on the addition of 
two drops of phenolphthalein  solution and requires not 
more than 0,4 ml solution containing I  0 millimole sodium 
hydroxide per litre to produce a red colour. After removal 
of  the  colour  by  the  addition  of  0,08 ml  solution 
containing  l 0  millimole  hydrochloric  acid  per litre,  the 
addition of five drops of methyl red solution produces a 
red or orange-red colour. 
6.  Residue on evaporation 
Evaporate 100 ml of the extract to dryness on a water bath 
and dry at 105 oc to constant weight. The residue weighs 
not more than 5,0 mg. 
7.  Clarity and colour 
The extract when viewed through a  thickness of 5 em is 
clear and colourless when compared with the blank. 
8.  Taste and smell 
The  extract  compared  with  the  blank  is  odourless  and 
tasteless. 
9.  Special elements 
The extract complies with suitable limit tests for: 
(i)  any  of the  following  elements:  arsenic,  chromium, 
copper,  lead,  silicon,  silver  and  tin,  equivalent  to 
I J.Lg/g; 
(ii)  cadmium, equivalent to 0,1  J.Lglg. 
l 0.  Residue on ignition 
1,0 g  of the  plastic  material  when  ignited  to  constant 
weight leaves not more than I mg of residue. 
II. Heavy metals 
Dissolve the residue on ignition in  the minimum quantity 
of a solution of 2 mole hydrochloric acid per litre, heating 
if  necessary.  Carry  out  a  suitable  limit  test  for  heavy 
metals.  The  plastic  material  complies  with  a  limit  not 
exceeding 5 micrograms per gram as calculated as Pb. 
II. BIOLOGICAL TESTS 
l.  A test for undue toxicity shall be carried out in the initial 
evaluation of plastic formulations intended for the fabric-
ation  of  containers  and  taking- and  giving-sets,  using 
extract  A,  and  on  each  new  batch  of materials  of the 
approved formulations, using extract B.  by the procedure 
specified  in  the  national  pharmacopoeia  or  some  other 
method  approved  by  the  national  control  authority. 
(Extracts A and B are defined in the note below.) 
2.  A test for freedom from pyrogens shall be carried out in the 
initial evaluation of plastic formulations  intended for the 
fabrication of containers and taking- and giving-sets, using 
extract  A,  and  on  each  new  batch  of  materials  of the 
approved formulation, using extract C, and in  the routine 
control  of containers  and  taking- and  giving-sets,  using 
extract C, by the procedure specified in the national phar-
macopoeia or some other method approved by the national 
control authority. 
The incidence of pyrogen testing,  using extract C, shall be 
decided by the national control authority. (Extracts A and 
C are defined in the note below.) 
3.  A  test  for  haemolytic effects  in  buffered systems shall  be 
performed in  the initial evaluation of plastic formulations 
intended for the fabrication of containers and taking- and 
giving-sets  and  on  each  new  batch  of  materials  of the 
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graph I.  A  above.  (For method  and  acceptahle  limit,  see 
Appendix to the present Annex.) 
4.  A test for the in vivo survival of red cells shall be carried out 
in the initial evaluation of plastic formulations intended for 
the fabrication  of containers for  blood.  If any change is 
made in  the agreed formulation, the test shall be repeated. 
(For suggested methods and acceptable limit, see Appendix 
to the present Annex.) 
Note: 
Extract A 
is  prepared by adding to the extract described in  I. A above 
pyrogen-free  sodium  chloride to a  final  concentration of 9 
grams per litre. 
Extract B: 
Transfusion set Fill a transfusion set as completely as possible 
with sterile pyrogen-free solution containing 9 grams sodium 
chloride per litre,  clamp the  ends securely and immerse the 
filled  set  completely  for  one hour  in  water  maintained  at 
85°C. 
Plastic container. If the container is filled with anti-coagulant 
solution  it  should be  emptied  and  rinsed  twice  with  250-ml 
portions of sterile pyrogen-free distilled water at a temperature 
of 20 o C.  Fill  the container with  I  00 ml  sterile  pyrogen-free 
solution containing 9 grams sodium chloride per litre, close it 
securely and immerse it for one hour in  a horizontal position 
in  water  maintained  at  85 o C.  Collect  the  contents  of the 
container. 
Extract C: 
Transfusion  set.  Pass  40-ml  portions of sterile  pyrogen-free 
sodium chloride solution of a  concentration of 9 grams  per 
litre, at room temperature through not less than I 0 transfusion 
sets at a flow rate of approximately l 0 ml  per minute and pool 
the effluents. Test the solution obtained. 
Plastic  container.  Empty.  Pass  100-ml  portions  of  sterile 
pyrogen-free solution  containing 9,0 grams sodium  chloride 
per litre, at room temperature through the collecting tubes of 
not less  than four  plastic containers,  allow to  remain  in  the 
containers for 10 minutes and pool the effluent by discharging 
through the transfer tubes. Test the solution obtained. 
Plastic container with anticoagulant (See paragraph Ill). 
Ill. REQUIREMENTS FOR ANTICOAGULANT 
SOLUTION IN PLASTICS CONTAINERS 
Each container shall contain the quantity and formulation of 
anticoagulant solution indicated on the label for the volume of 
blood to be collected. 
The anticoagulant solution and/  or the ingredients used in  its 
preparation shall satisfy the requirements of the national phar-
macopoeia of the country concerned. 
The anticoagulant solution shall satisfy the requirements of the 
national pharmacopoeia of the country concerned with regard 
to limits for heavy  metals. the absence of particulate matter, 
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Appendix 
BIOLOGICAL TEST: LIMITS AND METHODS 
A.  Test for undue toxicity 
(See  Item  II,  I  of Annex  above):  limit  as  specified  in 
national pharmacopoeia. 
B.  Test for freedom from pyrogens 
(See  Item  II,  2  of Annex  above):  limit  as  specified  in 
national pharmacopoeia. 
C.  Test for haemolytic effects in buffered systems 
(See Item II, 3 of Annex above): 
(a)  Limit: 
A salt solution equivalent to a solution containing 5,0 
grams NaCI per litre, in  so far as electrolyte osmotic 
action  is  concerned,  shall  not  produce a  haemolysis 
value higher than 10% and a salt solution of 4,0 grams 
per litre shall not differ by more than 10% in  haemo-
lysis  value  from  that  caused  by  the  corresponding 
control solution. 
(b)  Method: 
From the primary buffer stock solution for haemolysis 
three solutions are prepared: 30  ml  buffer stock solu-
tion and 10  ml  water (solution~), 30 ml buffer stock 
solution and 20 ml water (solution ~)  and 15  ml buffer 
stock solution and 85  ml water (solution sJ 
To each of three centrifuge tubes (I, 2 and 3  ),  I ,40 ml 
extract is added. To tube I is added 0, I  0 ml  ~· to tube 
2, 0,10 ml  ~and  to tube 3, 0,10 ml s,. thus obtaining 
salt  solutions  equivalent  to  solutions  containing  5,0 
(tube 1), 4,0 (tube 2) and I ,0 grams NaCI per litre (tube 
3) in so far as electrolyte osmotic action is  concerned. 
To each tube is added 20 j.d  fresh, well mixed heparin-
ized human blood. The tubes are put into a water bath 
at 30 oc (  ± I 
0C) for 40  minutes. Then three solutions 
containing 3,0 ml  ~  and  12,0  ml  water (solution !!1), 
4,0 ml  ~and  11,0 ml  water (solution j11), and 4,75 ml 
~and  10,25 ml  water (solution y 1)  are prepared. 
To the first tube is  added 1,50  ml  of  ~ 1 ,  to the second 
I ,50 ml of Q 1 and to the third I ,50 ml of £1• The tubes 
are centrifuged for five minutes at 2 000 to 2 500 rpm in 
a  swing-out  centrifuge.  Concurrently,  control  solu-
tions, in  which the extract is  replaced with  water, are 
prepared for each of the concentrations. 
The extinction at 540  nm of the liquid layer is  meas-
ured.  Buffer stock  solution  for  haemolysis  is  used  as 
blank. The haemolysis value in  per cent is  calculated 
according to the following formula: 
where 
EexpxiOO 
E I00°,o 
E 
100o;. =- extinction  for  the  solution  containing  an 
equivalent of I ,0 grams salt per litre 
and 
E exp  extinction  for  the  solutions  containing  an 
equivalent of 4,0 and 5,0 grams salt per litre 
respectively 
Buffer stock solution for haemolysis 
90,0 g sodium chloride,  13,7 g anhydrous disodium phos-
phate and  I ,90 g  anhydrous  monosodium  phosphate are 
dissolved in distilled water and made up to I 000,0 mi. 
D. Test for the in riJIO survival of red cells 
(See Item  II, 4 of Annex above): 
(a)  Limit: 
Of the erythrocytes on whole human blood with ACD 
anticoagulant, which has been stored for 21  days at 4 to 
6°C, at least 70% shall have a post-transfusion survival 
time of 24 hours. This can be determined according to 
one of the methods proposed in (b) below. 
(b)  Suggested methods: 
I.  Method of ISO/TC/76/WGD/3, App. E. 
2.  Ashby Technique- Ashby,  W.  The determination 
of the length of life of transfused blood corpuscules 
in man. 
J.  Exp. Med. 29: 267-82. 1919. 
Young, L. E.,  Platzer, R.  F., and Rafferty, J. A.  Dif-
ferential agglutination of human erythrocytes. 
J.  Lab. Clin. Med. 32: 489-501, 1947. 
3.  The Gibson-Scheitlin method - Gibson, J. G.  and 
Scheitlin,  W.  A.  A  method  employing  radio-active 
chromium  for  assaying  the  viability  of  human 
erythrocytes returned to  the  circulation after refri-
gerated storage. 
J.  Lab. Clin. Med. 46: 679-88, 1955. 
4.  The Strumia method- Strumia, M. M ..  Taylor, L., 
Sample  A.  B.,  Colwell,  L. S.  and  Dugan,  A.  Uses ·Ed i t ion  N  •  2  o  t  31 • 1 .88  I  page  X-H-112 
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and limitations -of  survival  studies of erythrocytes 
tagged with Cr 51. 
Blood I 0: 429-40, 1955. 
5.  CrSl  - J12S  technique  - Button,  L. N.,  Gibson, 
J. G. and Walter, C. W. Simultaneous determination 
Done at Strasbourg, this 19th day of April  1982. 
of the volume of red cells and plasma for survival 
studies of stored blood. 
Transfusion 5: 143-48, 1965. 
6.  Recommended  metbod  for  radioisotope  red  cell 
survival studies Brit. J.  Haemat. 21: 241,  1971. 
Franz ARASEK. 
Secretary-General 
Certified a true copy of the sole original document in English and in French, deposited in 
the Archives of  the Council of Europe. 
Erik HARREMOES 
Director of  Legal Affairs of  the Council ·of Europe Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-H-113 
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ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL TO THE EUROPEAN AGREEMENT 
on the exchange of therapeutic substances of human origin 
THE MEMBER STATES OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE, 
Contracting Parties to the European Agreement of I 5 December  1958  on the exchange of therapeutic 
substances of human origin (hereinafter called 'the Agreement'), 
Having regard to the provisions of Article 5,  paragraph 1,  of the Agreement, according to  which  'The 
Contracting Parties shall take all  necessary measures to exempt from all import duties the therapeutic 
substances of human origin placed at their disposal by the other Parties'; 
Considering that so far as the Member States of the European Economic Community are concerned, the 
undertaking to grant this exemption falls within the competence of the Community, which possesses the 
necessary powers in this respect by virtue of the treaty which instituted it; 
Considering therefore that  for  the  purpose of the  implementation of Article  5,  paragraph  1,  of the 
Agreement, it is necessary for the European Economic Community to be able to become a Contracting 
Party to the Agreement, 
HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The  European  Economic Community  may  hecome  a 
Contracting  Party  to  the  Agreement  by  signing  it.  In 
respect of the Community, the Agreement shall  enter 
into force on the first day of the month following such 
signature. 
Article 2 
I.  This Additional Protocol shall be open for accep-
tance by the Contracting Parties to  the Agreement.  It 
shall  enter  into  force  on the  first  day  of the  month 
following the date on which the last of the Contracting 
Parties has deposited its instrument of acceptance with 
the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe. 
2.  However, this Additional Protocol shall enter into 
force on the expiration of a period of two years from 
the date on which it  has been opened for acceptance, 
unless one of the Contracting Parties  has  notified an 
objection to  the entry into force.  If such an objection 
has  been  notified,  paragraph l  of this  Article  shall 
apply. 
Article 3 
From  the date of its  entry into force,  this  Additional 
Protocol shall form  an integral part of the Agreement. 
From  that date,  no  State  may  become  a  Contracting 
Party  to  the  Agreement  without  at  the  same  time 
becoming  a  Contracting  Party  to  the  Additional 
Protocol. 
Article 4 
The Secretary-General of the Council of Europe shall 
notify the member States of the Council of Europe, any 
State having acceded to the Agreement and the Euro-
pean  Economic  Community  of  any  acceptance  or 
objection made under Article 2 and of the date of entry 
into  force  of this  Additional  Protocol  in  accordance 
with Article 2. 
The  Secretary-General shall  also  notify  the  European 
Economic  Community  of  any  act,  notification  or 
communication relating to the Agreement. 
Done at Strasbourg, the 29th day of September 1982, in English and in French, and opened 
for acceptance the  1st  day of January 1983.  Both  texts  are equally authentic and shall  be 
deposited in a single copy in the archives of the Council of Europe. The Secretary-General of 
the Council of Europe shall transmit certified copies to each member State of the Council of 
Europe, to any State invited to accede to  the Agreement and to  the European Economic 
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 26 January 1987 
accepting on behalf of the Community the European Agreement on the Exchange 
of Blood-grouping Reagents 
(87/68/EEC) 
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THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic  Community,  and  in  particular  Article  28 
thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal from the Commission, 
Whereas  Article 5 (I) of the  European  Agreement  on 
the  Exchange  of Blood-grouping  Reagents  provides 
that  the  Contracting  Parties  shall  take  all  necessary 
measures to exempt from  all  import duties the blood-
grouping reagents placed at their disposal by the other 
Parties; 
Whereas  any  derogation  from  the Common Customs 
Tariff,  whether  autonomous  or  conventional,  falls 
within the sole competence of the Community; 
Whereas the entry into force of an Additional Protocol 
to  the  Agreement  enabling  the  European  Economic 
Community  to  become  a  Contracting  Party  to  that 
Agreement  allows  the  Community  to  exercise  its 
competence  in  this  matter;  whereas  the  derogations 
provided for in  the Agreement are already granted by 
Community rules of relief from customs duty; 
Whereas the Community ought therefore to become a 
Contracting Party to the Agreement, 
HAS DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The European Agreement on the Exchange of Blood-
grouping Reagents is hereby accepted on behalf of the 
European Economic Community. 
The text of the Agreement is attached to this Decision. 
Article 2 
The  President of the Council  is  hereby  authorized to 
designate  the  persons  empowered  to  sign  the  Agree-
ment in order to bind the Community. 
Done at Brussels, 26 January 1987. 
For the Council 
The President 
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EUROPEAN AGREEMENT 
on the Exchange of Blood..grouping Reagents 
THE SIGNATORY GOVERNMENTS OF THE MEMBER STATES 
OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE, 
Cons.idering that blood-grouping reagents are not available in  unlimited quantities: 
Considering that it  is  most desirable that member countries, in  a spirit of European solidarity, should 
assist one another in  the supply of these blood-grouping reagents, should the need arise; 
Considering that such mutual assistance is only possible if the character and use of such blood-grouping 
reagents are subject to rules  laid  down jointly by  the member countries and if the necessary  import 
facilities and exemptions are granted, 
HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
For  the  purposes  of this  Agreement,  the  expression 
'blood-grouping reagents' refers to reagents of human, 
animal  and  plant and other  origin,  used  for  blood-
grouping and for the detection of blood incompatibili-
ties. 
Any Contracting Party may, by a declaration addressed 
to  the  Secretary-General  of the  Council  of Europe, 
when signing this Agreement or depositing its  instru-
ment of ratification or approval, or accession, limit the 
application  of  this  Agreement  to  blood-grouping 
reagents  of human  origin.  This  declaration  may  be 
withdrawn at any time, by notification addressed to the 
Secretary-General of the Council of Europe. 
Article 2 
The Contracting Parties undertake, provided that they 
have  sufficient  stocks  for  their  own  needs,  to  make 
blood-grouping reagents available to other Parties who 
are in  urgent need of them  and to  charge only  those 
costs  of collection,  processing  and  carriage  of such 
substances and the cost {if any) of their purchase. 
Article 3 
Blood-grouping reagents shall be made available to the 
other Contracting Parties subject to the condition that 
no profit is made on them, that they shall be used solely 
for  medical  purposes and shaH  be  delivered  only  to 
bodies designated by  the Government concerned. 
Article 4 
The Contracting Parties shall certify that the provisions 
as  laid down in  the  Protocol  to this Agreement have 
been observed. 
They  shall  also  comply with  any  rules  to  which  they 
have subscribed with regard to international standardi-
zation in this field. 
All  consignments of blood-grouping reagents shall be 
accompanied by a certificate to the effect that they were 
prepared in  accordance with  the specifications in  the 
Protocol. This certificate shall be based on the model to 
be found in the Annex to the Protocol. 
The Protocol and its  Annex constitute an administra-
tive  arrangement  and  may  be  amended  or  supple-
mented  by  the  Governments  of the  Parties  to  this 
Agreement. 
Article 5 
The Contracting Parties shall take all  necessary  meas-
ures  to  exempt  from  all  import  duties  the  blood-
grouping reagents placed at their disposal by  the other 
Parties. 
They shall also take all  necessary measures to provide 
for the speedy delivery of these substances, by the most 
direct route~ to the consignees referred to in Article 3 of 
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Article 6 
The Contracting Parties shall forward to one another, 
through  the  Secretary-General  of  the  Council  of 
Europe, a list of the bodies empowered to issue certifi-
cates as provided in Article 4 of this Agreement. 
They shall also forward a list of bodies empowered to 
distribute imported blood-grouping reagents. Wherever 
possible  these  bodies  should  be  the  same  as  those 
referred to in Article 6 of the European Agreement on 
the  Exchange  of Therapeutic  Substances  of Human 
Origin. 
Article 7 
The present Agreement shall be open to the signature of 
Members of the Council of Europe, who may become 
Parties to it either by: 
(a)  signature without reservation in respect of ratifica-
tion or approval; or 
(b) signature with reservation in  respect of ratification 
or approval, followed by ratification or approval. 
Instruments of ratification or approval shall be depo-
sited  with  the  Secretary-General  of the  Council  of 
Europe. 
Article 8 
The  present  Agreement  shall  enter  into  force  one 
month after the date on which three Members of the 
Council shall, in accordance with Article 7, have signed 
the Agreement without reservation in respect of ratifi-
cation or approval or shall have ratified or approved 
it. 
In the case of any Member of the Council  who  shall 
subsequently sign the Agreement without reservation in 
respect of ratification or approval or who shall ratify or 
approve it,  the Agreement shall  enter into force  one 
month after the date of such signature or the date of 
deposit of the instrument of ratification or approval. 
Article 9 
After  the  entry  into  force  of  this  Agreement,  the 
Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe may 
invite any non-member State to accede to the present 
Agreement. Such accession shall take effect one month 
after the date of deposit of the instrument of accession 
with the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe. 
Article 10 
The Secretary-General of the Council of Europe shall 
notify Members of the Council and acceding States: 
(a)  of the date of entry  into force  of this  Agreement 
and of the names of any Members who have signed 
without  reservation  in  respect  of ratification  or 
approval or who have ratified or approved it; 
(b) of the  deposit  of any instrument  of accession  in 
accordance with Article 9; 
(c)  of  any  declaration  or  notification  received  in 
accordance with  the provisions of Article I,  para-
graph 2; 
(d) of any  notification  received  in  accordance  with 
Article II and its effective date; 
(e)  of any amendment of the Protocol and of its Annex 
under Article 4, paragraph 4. 
Article 11 
The present Agreement shall remain in force indefini-
tely. 
Any Contracting Party may terminate its own applica-
tion of the Agreement by giving  one year's notice  to 
that effect to  the Secretary-General of the Council of 
Europe. 
In witness  whereof the undersigned,  duly authorized thereto  by  their  respective  Govern-
ments, have signed the present Agreement. 
Done at Strasbourg, this  14th  day of May  1962,  in  English and French, both  texts  being 
equally authoritative, in  a single copy which shall remain deposited in  the archives of the 
Council of Europe.  The  Secretary-General  shall  transmit  certified  copies  to  each  of the 
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PROTOCOL TO THE EUROPEAN AGREEMENT 
on tlae Exchange of Bloecl-greuping Reagents 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
1.  Spedfidty  priate medium. To each dilution is added an equal 
volume of  a suspension of red corpus.cles. The titre 
is  the  reciprocat  of the  figure  representing  the 
highest serum dilution in  which a reaction occurs, 
the- dilution being calculated without the inclusion 
of the volume of the corpuscular suspension in the 
total volume. 
A  blood·grou.ping(l)  reagent  must  react  witb  all 
blood sample.s  tested  which  contain  the  antigen 
homologous  to  the  antibody  or other  substance 
mentioned on the label. 
When a reasent is used according to the· technique 
recommended by the producer there must be  no 
evidence  of any  of  the  following.  factors  or 
phenomena: 
In  the  case  of anti-A~ anti-B  and other  reagents 
intended for use on slides, avidity is expressed by 
means of the time required for agglutination on a 
slide. 
(a) haemolytic properties; 
(b) antibodies  or other  substances  besides  those 
mentioned on the label;  3.  lnteroatioaal Standards au lnteraatieaal U  Bits 
International Standards have been  established  by 
the World Health Organization for anti-A and anti-
8  and incomplete anti-D blood-grouping reagents 
and are in process of being established for blood-
grouping reagents of other specificities.  An  Inter-
national Standard Preparntion contains, by defini-
tion, a  certain number of International  Units  per 
mg.  01" ml·  a-nd  this definition is  independent of tbe 
titres  observed  against  particular  red  corpuscle 
preparatrons(2). 
{c)  bacterial products liable to cause fatse  positive 
or false negative reactions;. 
{d) pseudo-agglutination through the formation of 
rouleaux~ 
(e)  prozone phenomena. 
2. Poteacy 
Titre is  measured by making successive  two-fold 
dilutions of the reasent under study in an appro-
(l)  At the time of approving the present version of  the Pro&ocol and its- Annexes.. it was understood by 
the representatives of tbe Contracting Parties that wben in the English text of the Agreement the 
expn:ssiott  'blOod  mcompatibiltties.'  was  mentioned,  'blood  grouping  incompatibifities'  was 
im-plied. 
lt was also· aareed that the expression 'blood-..group.i.ng'  with a  hyphen in the English text on the 
Agreement and of  ttl¢ Protocol should read. as 'bto.od grouping' without a hyphen. 
(2}  The poteney of ht0Qd:-youping reagents of most specificities is expressed as the agglutination titre 
observed in a dilution serie~ against a suspension· of red cells. The titre indicates. the dilution of 
reagent in the tast mi"tuce of the series w.bich shows agglutination microscopical-ly visible. 
The pQte~tcy of b~d-groupi;t:tg re-.tgents  for wbicb International Standard Preparations aist (at 
present  aati~A  and anti-S and i:Dcomplete anti-D) can be" ellpressed in International Units (se:e  Bull, 
Wl:d.  Hlth.  Org,  t%4.  lO,  ~U7,. 941-19-'50~ 3,  JiH) on:  the  basis of the titration of the unknown 
reagent in comparison wi-tb; the· International Standard. or a national sub-standard. 
The·  lnt-ernra.ti<:mal  SUnda:rd  Prepara.ti.om  of blood-grouping  sera  are  dispensed  i-n  ampoules 
containiDg dried l:m:rna.o  serum. Wh.en re:eoastituted to the volume of l ml, the anti-A and anti-8 
sera con.tai.n by definiti01!1 256· lntemational Units. per mi. They can be obtained free of charge, from 
~  lntcmatioaat Laboratocy  fOT  Biological· Standa,rds  of WHO,  Statens  Seruminstiuat,  Copen-
hapn. 
The.  following table shews an example of a  comparati\(e titration of the  lnternationa• Standard 
ami~A Serum (S) and an 'tmknown.' an.ti-A  reagent (U) agai-nst  A1  red corpuscles and AzB  red 
corp.uscles. 
Serlilm  S.  Reagent U  SerumS  Reagent U 
A1  corpusdes  I:  512  l: 128'  2.:>\J  64 
A.zB corpusdes.  t :  32  l:  l-6  256  l28 
tit  res  tit  res  Units  Units 
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4.  Stability and expiry date 
Each  reagent, when  kept  under the  conditions of 
storage recommended by the manufacturer, should 
retain the requisite properties for at least one year. 
The expiry date of a reagent in  the liquid form  as 
given on the label shall be not more than one year 
from  the date of the last satisfactory potency test. 
The expiry date can be extended for further periods 
of one year by repetition of potency tests. 
The  expiry date of reagents  in  the  dried  form  as 
given  on  the  label  shall  be  in  accordance  with 
evidence  obtained .from  experiments  on  stability 
and  shall  be  approved  by  the  national  control 
authorities. 
5.  Preservation 
Blood-grouping reagents  may  be preserved in the 
liquid or dried state. Dried reagents shall be kept in 
an atmosphere of an inert gas  or in  vacuo,  in  the 
glass container in which they were dried and which 
shall be closed so as to exclude moisture. A dried 
reagent must not lose more than 0,5% of its weight 
when  tested  by  further  drying  over  phosphorus 
pentoxide at a pressure not exceeding 0,02  mm  of 
mercury for 24 hours. 
Reagents shall be prepared with aseptic precautions 
and shall be free from bacterial contamination. In 
order to  prevent  bacterial  growth  the  competent 
national  authority  may  decide  that  an  antiseptic 
and/  or antibiotic shall be added to the reagent (or 
to any solvent issued with dried reagents), provided 
that,  in  the presence of the  added substance,  the 
reagent still fulfils the requirements for  specificity 
and potency. 
Blood-grouping sera of human origin must contain 
at least 2,5 mg of protein nitrogen per ml  of liquid 
or reconstituted serum. 
Reagents whether in the liquid state or after recon-
stitution  should  be  transparent  and  should  not 
contain any sediment, gel or visible particles. 
6.  Coloration 
Blood-grouping  reagents  for  international  ex-
changes  should  preferably  not  be  artificially 
coloured at least until an international agreement is 
reached on a uniform system. Any added colouring 
matter  must  not  interfere  with  the  specific  reac-
tion. 
7.  Dispensing and volume 
Blood-grouping reagents shall be dispensed in such 
a way and in such volumes that the reagent in  one 
container is  sufficient for the performance of tests 
with  pos1t1ve  and  negative  control  corpuscles  in 
addition  to  the  performance  of  tests  with  the 
unknown corpuscles. The volume in  one container 
shall be such that the contents can if necessary be 
used  for  the  performance of the  appropriate tests 
for potency described in this Protocol. 
8.  Records and samples 
Written  records  shall  be  kept  by  the  producing 
laboratory  of  all  steps  in  the  production  and 
control  of  blood-grouping  reagents.  Adequate 
samples of all  reagents issued shall be retained by 
the laboratory until it  can  be reasonably assumed 
that the batch is no longer in  use. 
9.  Classification of reagents 
Reagents  used  for  blood-grouping  may  contain 
substances  of  human,  animal,  vegetable  (or 
mineral) origin, of which some constitute the active 
principle and others are  adjuvants  for  enhancing 
the  activity  or  maintaining  the  stability  of  the 
reagent. 
For  technical  reasons  these  reagents  have  been 
divided into three categories according to the origin 
of their active  principle. This does  not  mean  that 
reagents  of  human  origin  contain  exclusively 
substances of human origin or that animal or vege-
table reagents cannot contain substances of human 
origin. 
I  0.  Labels, leaflets and certificates 
A label printed in  English and French, in  black on 
white paper, shall be affixed to each final container 
and shall contain the following information: 
I.  Name and address of producer; 
2.  Name of the reagent as it appears in the heading 
of the relevant specification; 
3.  Name  and  amount  of antiseptic  and/or  anti-
biotic, if present, or indication of absence; 
4.  The volume or,  where the  reagent  is  dried, the 
volume and composition of the fluid needed for 
reconstitution; 
5.  Expiry date; 
6.  Batch number. 
Moreover,  this  label  or  the  label  of the  carton 
enclosing  several  final  containers,  or  the  leaflet 
accompanying  the  containers,  shall  contain  the 
following information: 
I.  Full name and address of producer; 
2.  Name  of  the  reagent  as  it  appears  in  the 
heading of the relevant specification; -- .....  --=-,.,  .........  ~-~-~-~-:-=--~--::-""':":'""----.......,...,......-----~------
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3.  The volume, or, where the reagent is dried, the 
volume and  composition of the  fluid  needed 
for reconstitution; 
.4.  Date of last potency test; 
5.  Expiry dat-e (if any); 
6.  Batch number; 
7.  Adequate .description  of the  method  of use 
1'ecommended by the prooucer; 
8.  Co.nditions of storage of una~ed ampoules 
.an.d precautions to be taken after opening; 
9.  Exact composition, including antiseptic and/or 
antibiotic if any: 
10.  Statement whether the product conta1ns or does 
not contain material of human origin. 
Each  consignment  shall  be  accompanied  by  a 
certificate  as  provided  in  Article 4  of the  Agree-
ment and the Annex to the present Protocol. Exam-
ples  of  labels  and  leaflets  are  attached  to  the 
present Protocol. 
SPECIFIC PROVISIONS 
A.  BLOOD·GROUPING SERA OF HUMAN ORIGIN 
(a) SEllA OF HUMAN ORIGIN FOR AOO Gfl{)UPING 
Anti~A serum  is  derived  from  the  blood  of 
selected group B persons. who may or may not 
have been immunized by group A red corpus-
cles  or  .group  A  specific  s...Wstance.  Anti-A 
serum  agglutinates  human  red  corpuscles 
containing A antigen, i.e. -those of  blood groups 
A and AB,  including sub-groups A1•  A2•  A1'8 
and A2B,  and does not agglutinate human red 
corpusclei which do not contain A antijen. i.e. 
those of blood groups 0 and B. 
Potency 
Titration 
An  anti-A  serum  shall  'be_ titrated -separately 
against .suspensions of A  1• A2,  and AiB corpus-
des, in parallel with the reconstituted but undi-
luted  International  Standard  Preparation  of 
anti-A b.J.ood-vouping serum  or .an equivalent 
reference  preparation.  The  ,potency  of  the 
serum shall  in each case be not tess  than 64 
International Units per mt. 
Determination of avidity 
When anti-A serum is mixed on a slide with an 
equal volume of a  suspension of A 1•  A2  and 
A_,B cel1s with a volume .fraction of 0,05 to 0, I, 
agglutination  of -eaeb  sus.pensioo  should  first 
appear i'n  not mOf'e  than twice the time taken 
when the same teit is performed w.ith the recon  .. 
stituted b\tt  undiluted International  Standard 
Preparation of anti-A blood~  grouping serum or 
with  a  reference  standard  of  equivalent 
avldity. 
(ii)  A•ti-B ltlood..gJ"OUpiDC sentm ·(ltuman) 
Anti-B  serum  is  derived  from  the  blood  of 
selected group A persons., wlt.o may or may not 
have .been  immunized by  group B red corpus-
cles  or  group  B  specific  substance.  Anti-8 
serum  agglutinates  human  red  corpuscles 
containing 8  antigen~ i.e. those of blood groups 
B and AB, and does not agglutinate human red 
corpuscles which do not contain B antigen, i.e. 
those of blood groups 0 and A. 
Potency 
Titration 
An  anti-B  serum  shall  be  titrated  against  a 
suspension of group  B  corpuscles  in  parallel 
with  the  reconstituted  but  undiluted  Interna-
tional  Standard  Preparation  of anti-B  blood-
grouping· serum  or  an  equivalent  reference 
preparation. The potency of the serum shall be 
not Jess than 64 International Units per mi. 
Determination of avidity 
When anti-8 serum is mixed on a slide with an 
equal volume of a suspension of B cells with a 
volume  fraction  of 0,05  to  0,1,  agglutination 
should first appear in  not more than twice the 
time  taken  when  the  same  test  is  performed 
with  the  reconstituted but  undiluted  Interna-
tional  Standard  Preparation  of anti-B  blood-
grouping serum or with  reference standard of 
equivalent avidity. 
(iii)  Aati~A  +  Anti-8  (group  0)  blood-grouping 
serum (human) 
Anti-A  +  anti-B  (group  0)  serum  is  derived 
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may  or  may  not  have  been  immunized  by 
group A and group B red corpuscles or group 
A and group B specific substances. Anti-A  + 
anti-B (group 0) serum ·agglutinates human red 
corpuscles containing A or B agglutinogens or 
both,  i.e.  those  of  group  A  including  sub-
groups  A1  and  A2,  group  B  and  group  AB 
including subgroups  A1B and  A2B,  and does 
not agglutinate human red corpuscles which do 
not contain A or B agglutinogens, i.e.  those of 
group 0.  It agglutinates human red corpuscles 
containing the A" (A  or A0) antigen (which are 
not,  in  general, agglutinated  by  anti-A  serum 
derived from group B donors). 
Potency 
Titration 
An anti-A  +  anti-B (group 0) serum shall  be 
titrated  separately  against  suspensions  of A1, 
and A2 corpuscles in parallel with the reconsti-
tuted  but  undiluted  International  Standard 
Preparation of anti-A blood-grouping serum or 
an  equivalent  standard  preparation.  It  shall 
also be titrated against a suspension of group B 
corpuscles in parallel with the reconstituted but 
undiluted  International  Standard  Preparation 
of anti-B  blood  grouping  serum  or an  equi-
valent standard preparation. 
The potency of the serum shall in every case be 
not less than 64 International Units per mi. 
Anti-A  +  anti-B  (group  0)  blood-grouping 
serum  used  undiluted  shall  also  give  readily 
detectable agglutination of group A" (Av or A0) 
corpuscles. 
Determination of avidity 
When  anti-A  +  anti-B  (group  0)  serum  is 
mixed on a slide with equal volumes of  ... uspen-
sions of A1 and A2 cells with a volume fraction 
of  0,05 to 0, I, agglutination shall first appear in 
not more than twice the time taken when  the 
same tests are performed with the reconstituted 
but undiluted International Standard Prepara-
tion of anti-A blood-grouping serum or with a 
reference standard of equivalent avidity. When 
anti-A + anti-B (group 0) serum is mixed on a 
slide with an equal volume of a suspension of B 
cells  with  a  volume  fraction  of 0,05  to  0, I, 
agglutination  shall  first  appear  in  not  more 
than twice the time taken when the same test is 
performed with the reconstituted but undiluted 
International  Standard  Preparation  of anti-B 
blood-grouping serum or a  reference prepara-
tion of equivalent avidity. When anti-A + anti-
B (group 0) serum is  mixed on a slide with an 
equal volume of a suspension of A.,.  (AY  or A0 ) 
cells  with  a  volume  fraction  of 0,05  to  0, l, 
agglutination  shall  first  appear  in  not  more 
than five  minutes at a temperature between  18 
and 25°C. 
(b) SERA OF HUMAN ORIGIN FOR Rh GROUPING 
Anti-Rh blood-grouping sera, whatever their speci-
ficity,  may be of either of two varieties differing in 
the conditions under which agglutination of homo-
logous  corpuscles  is  obtained.  Certain  sera 
commonly known as 'complete' agglutinate corpus-
cles  suspended  in  saline.  With  others,  commonly 
known  as  'incomplete', agglutination  can  only  be 
obtained in the presence of certain colloids such as 
bovine albumin or by means of other special techni-
ques. The sera should be used under the conditions 
specified by the laboratory preparing them. 
Some 'incomplete' sera will  also agglutinate homo-
logous red corpuscles suspended in their own serum 
or plasma on slides. 
The  following  requirements  of  potency  for  Rh 
grouping sera may need to be revised when Interna-
tional Standard Preparations become available. 
(i)  Anti-D  (anti-Rh
0
)  blood-grouping  serum 
(human) 
Anti-D serum is derived from the blood of one 
or more persons immunized by  the  D  antigen 
of the  Rh  system.  It reacts  with  human  red 
corpuscles  containing the  D  antigen,  but  not 
with  human  red  corpuscles  which  do  not 
contain the D antigen. 
Potency 
Titration 
'Complete' anti-D sera shall have a titre of not 
less  than 32  against CcDee cells  in  a  solution 
containing 9 grams sodium chloride per litre. 
An  'incomplete' anti-D serum shall be titrated 
against CcDee corpuscles in  parallel  with  the 
reconstituted but undiluted International Stan-
dard  Preparation of Incomplete Anti-D (anti-
Rh0) or an equivalent reference preparation. It 
shall have a potency of not less than 32  Interna-
tional  Units.  Besides  reacting  with  all  red 
corpuscles containing the D antigen, the serum 
should, as far as possible, react with corpuscles 
containing the ou antigen. 
Determination of avidity 
Anti-D sera intended for use in the slide test of 
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a  slbde· with an.  equal voamre of a  4&  t01  54);%. 
suspmsion of Ccllee eospvsdes  ae  approxi-
mately  40f'C~ sh0w visible- agglutinatioo within· 
30  seconds~  and  agglutination  shourd  be 
oomplde ~  120> seconds. 
Anti-C serum is. dcme.d from the: blood o£ one 
Ot' more pusoas imrr.Nnized b-y.  the C atJha.ti-
nopn of the .Rh S)Jsteat_ h agl.mates.  suspen~ 
SW.S of human red corpusdes eontaini.nJ the C 
~y  but  aot  with  human red  catrpUscfes 
whidl do oot  COII'Din  tlW C  anti:g.eft.  ln this 
co.nned.iM  t~  C  antiaen  is  regarded  as 
irrdudin& the cw mfigen. 
Most diapostie anri-C sem oontam "-complete• 
anb-C' t0.&,dbev with "iltamplete' aati  .. o. Thes.e 
sen ate therao.re specifrc for the  C  antiJen 
only when the t:el.ts, -.mkr  test are suspended in 
a sott!lion contai&i11g. 9 pams. sodium chl0'ride 
per Htte. 
Titration 
Anti-C sera ('compl'ete' or 'incomplete•) should 
have, a  litre of not tess- than S:  against Ccddee 
corpuscles. 
Determiaation of aviditj' 
Anti-C sera intended for ust:' i.n the s.Ji* test oE 
Diamond and Abdsoa  ~and whtch  must  DOt. 
eo~~:tain  an.y  fona  ol anti-D)  s.ooakt..  when 
mixed on a  sli,de  with au eqwaf  vo.htmt.  ..  or a 
suspension of Ccddee cellS with a  votum~  frac-
tion of 0:,4 to.  OS~ at awoxi.matd)t .:Mr<-'.  show 
visible.  agghttinaticm  withln  30  seconds,  and 
agglv.tmatiou  should  be  complete  within  12'0 
seconds. 
ARti-E serum is daived from the blood ~)r one 
or II1QR' persons immvnized b:y the E antigen of 
the Rh system. It reacts with human red corpus-
cles containing the E antigen. 
P&fmcy 
Titration 
Artti-E sera fcomplete-• or. 'ineom.plete') should 
have a  titre of oot less than 8 against ccddEe 
corpuscles. 
Determination o-f avrdity 
Anti-E sera intended fCM'  use in the slide test of 
Diamond:  and  Abdson  (and  which  must 
contain  any  form  of  anti-D)  should,  when 
mixed on a  slide  with  an.  equal  volume of a 
suspensi0n of cedd:Ee  c~fts. with a volume frac-
tion of  ().4 to 0,.5,  a.t  approxi·ma.tely 40°C, show 
visible  agglatination.  within  30  seconds~ aad 
agglutination  shourd  be- complete within  120 
seconds. 
(iv)  Aati'-D + C (aati-Rh
0rlt') blootl-groaping serum 
(h.tunaa) 
Aati-D + E. (aotf  .. Rfl.rb") Woed-groupiag serum 
(hunta•) 
Sera of specificity  anti-0  +  C  and of speci-
ficity  anti-D  +  E  may  be ootained  directly 
from  the·  blood  of immunized  individuals  or 
may be prepared by m·ixing anti-D with anti-C 
or anri-E  serum.  In  a  given serum  both anti-
b0dies m·ost be simultaneously active under the 
conditions  of  reaction  specified  by  the 
producer. Each serum must react with all types 
of red corpusctes which woufd react with either 
of the component antibodies, and must fait to 
react with red corpuscles whi·~o.il contain neither 
the C  nor D antigen in  the case of an  ti-D +  C 
and neither D nor E antigen in the case of anti-
D + E.  The titres should not be less than those 
specifted' for the component antibodies, but in 
the case of anti-D  +  C  (which  is  a  frequent 
combimation  in  the  serum  of  immunized 
persons)  it  is  desirable  that  the  anti-C  titre 
shoutd be not tess than JZ an.d  in the case of 
anti!-D  +  E it is  desirable that the anti-E titre 
should be  not~  less  than 8.  Where  a  serum  is 
intended for  use  in  the  s-lide.  test of Diamond 
and Abelson, the times of agglutination for all 
reacting types of red corpusdes should be not 
less  than  those  specified  fOf  the component 
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B.  REAGENTS OF NON-HUMAN ORIGIN 
(a)  SERA OF ANIMAL ORIGIN 
(i)  Anti-A blood-grouping serum (animal) 
Anti-A  serum  is  derived  from  the  blood  of 
animals  which  may  or  may  not  have  been 
immunized  by  group  A  red  corpuscles  or 
group  A  specific  substances.  Anti-A  serum 
agglutinates human red corpuscles containing 
A  antigen,  i.e.  those  of blood groups  A  and 
AB,  including  sub-groups  A1,  A2,  A1  B  and 
A2B,  and  does  not  agglutinate  human  red 
corpuscles which do not contain A antigen, i.e. 
those of blood groups 0 and B. 
Potency 
Titration 
An  anti-A  serum  shall  be titrated  separately 
against  suspensions  of A1,  A2,  and  A2B  red 
corpuscles,  in  parallel  with  the  reconstituted 
but undiluted International Standard Prepara-
tion  of anti-A  blood-grouping  serum  or  an 
equivalent  reference  preparation ( t ).  The 
potency of the serum shall in each case be not 
less than 64 International Units per mi. 
Determination of avidity 
When anti-A serum is mixed on a slide with an 
equal volume of a  suspension of A1,  A2  and 
A2B cells with a volume fraction of 0,05 to 0~1, 
agglutination of each suspension shall in each 
case  first  appear in  not more than  twice  the 
time  taken  when  the  same test  is  tJerformed 
with  the  reconstituted  but undiluted  Interna-
tional  Standard Preparation of anti-A blood-
grouping serum or with a reference standard of 
equivalent avidity. 
(ii)  Anti-B blood-grouping serum (animal) 
Anti-B  serum  is  derived  from  the  blood  of 
animals  which  may  or  may  not  have  been 
immunized by group B red corpuscles or group 
B  specific  substances.  Anti-B  serum  aggluti-
nates  human  red  corpuscles  containing  B 
antigen, i.e.  those of blood groups B and AB, 
and does not agglutinate human red corpuscles 
which do not contain  B antigen, i.e.  those of 
blood groups 0 and A. 
(I)  The  International  Standard  Preparation  is  of  human 
origin; an equivalent reference preparation, if used, may 
be of human or non-human origin. 
Potency 
Titration 
An  anti-B  serum  shall  be  titrated  against  a 
suspension of group  B corpuscles  in  parallel 
with  the  reconstituted  but  undiluted  Interna-
tional  Standard  Preparation of anti-B blood-
grouping  serum  or  an  equivalent  reference 
preparation('). The potency of the serum shall 
be  not  less  than  64  International  Units  per 
mi. 
Determination of avidity 
When anti-B serum is mixed on a slide with an 
equal volume of a suspension of B cells with a 
volume fraction  of 0,05  to  0, I,  agglutination 
shall  first  appear in  not more than twice the 
time  taken  when  the  same test  is  performed 
with  the  reconstituted  but undiluted  Interna-
tional Standard  Preparation of anti-B  blood-
grouping serum or with a reference standard of 
equivalent avidity. 
(iii)  Anti-human-globulin serum (animal) (2) 
Anti-human globulin  serum  for  use  in  blood 
group  serology  must  contain  agglutinating 
antibodies against  IgG  globulin  and  aggluti-
nating antibodies against complement factors. 
It is  derived from the blood of animals immu-
nized by the injection of human serum protein. 
It  must agglutinate all  human red  corpuscles 
coated  with  human  lgG  and/  or complement 
factors.  Under the conditions specified by the 
manufacturers it does not agglutinate uncoated 
human red corpuscles, to whatever group they 
may belong. 
Specificity 
The  specificity  of  an  anti-human  globulin 
serum for use in blood group serology must be 
tested with human red corpuscles coated with a 
variety of antibodies i.e.  red corpuscles sensi-
tized with  human incomplete antibodies anti-
D.  anti-K and anti-fya, red corpuscles sensi-
tized  with  complement-binding  incomplete 
antibodies  anti-Lea  in  the  presence  of fresh 
human  serum,  and  red  corpuscles  sensitized 
with  socalled  •incomplete  cold  antibodies' 
(2)  Coombs, R.  R.  A.,  Mourant, A.  E.  and Race, R.  R.  (1945), 
Lancet, iii 5 
Coombs, R.  R.  A.,  Mourant, A.  E. and Race, R.  R.  ( 1945), 
Brit. J. exp. Path, 26, 255. -· 
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and with tanned red corpuscles sensitized with 
human  IgG  and,  finally,  with  I 0  different 
samples of non-coated human  red  corpuscles 
with and without A and B antigens. 
Potency 
Titration 
An anti-human globulin seru~  as supplied, or 
at the dilution recommended on the label, shalf 
strongly  agglutinate  human  red  corpuscles 
coated with a human incomplete anti-0 serum, 
having a titre of 4 (or less) against 0-positive 
corpuscles, when the titration is performed by 
the albumin replacement method. At the same 
dilution it shall agglutinate K-positive human 
red  corpuscles  sensitized  with  selected  weak 
anti-K antibodies and Fya positive red corpus-
des sensitized with selected weak anti-Fya anti-
bodies. 
It shall also, at tbe same or a different dilution, 
as  specified  on the  label,  agglutinate  human 
red  corpuscles  sensitized  with  weak  comple-
ment-binding  incomplete  anti-Lea  antibodies 
in the presence of fresh serum. 
For clinical use it is desirable that the coating 
of all the types of incomplete antibodies above 
shall be detectable with a single dilution of the 
anti-human globulin serum. 
(b)  BLOOD-GROUPING  REAGENTS  OF  VEGETABLE 
ORIGIN 
(i)  Aati-A blood-groapiDa reagent (tegetable) 
Anti-A reagent is prepared by extraction from 
the  seeds  or other  parts of a  suitable  plant, 
followed,  if necessary, by  purification. Anti-A 
reagent  agglutinates  human  red  corpuscles 
containing  A  antigen~  i.e.  those  of  blood 
groups A and AB, including sub-groups AI' A2 ~ 
A1 B and A2B. and does not agglutinate human 
red  corpuscles  which  do  not  contain  A 
antigens, i. e.  those of blood groups 0 and B. 
Potency 
Titration 
An  anti~A reagent shall  be titrated separately 
against suspensions of A1,  A2 and A2B corpus-
cles,  in  parallel with the reconstituted but un-
diluted  International Standard  Preparation of 
anti-A blood-grouping serum or an equivalent 
reference preparation (I). 
The potency of the reagent shaH in each case be 
not less than 64 International Units per ml. 
Determination of avidity 
When anti-A reagent is  mixed  on a  slide with 
an equal volume of a suspension of A 1,  A2 and 
A,B cells with a volume fraction of 0,05 to 0, I, 
agglutination  of  each  suspension  shall  first 
appear in not more than twice the  time taken 
when the same test is performed with the recon-
stituted  but  undiluted  International  Standard 
Preparation of anti-A blood-grouping serum or 
with  a  reference  standard  of  equivalent 
avidity. 
(ii) Anti-8 bloocl..groupiag reagent (veaetable) 
Anti-8 reagent is  prepared by  extraction from 
the  appropriate  part  of  a  suitable  plant, 
followed,  if necessary,  by  purification. Anti-B 
reagent  agglutinates  human  red  corpuscles 
containing  B  antigen,  i. e.  those  of  blood 
groups B  and  AB,  and  does  not  agglutinate 
human red corpuscles which do not contain B 
antigen, i.e. those of blood groups 0 and A. 
Potency 
Titration 
An  anti-8  reagent  shall  be  titrated  against  a 
suspension  of group B  corpuscles  in  parallel 
with  the  reconstituted  but  undiluted  Interna-
tional  Standard  Preparation  of anti-B  blood-
grouping  serum  or  an  equivalent  reference 
preparation (1). The potency of the reagent shall 
nqt be less than 64 International Units per mi. 
Determination of avidity 
When anti-B reagent is mixed on a slide with an 
equal volume of a suspension of B <.:ells  with a 
volume  fraction  of 0,05  to  0, l,  agglutination 
shall  first  appear in  not  more than  twice  the 
time  taken  when  the  same  test  is  performed 
with  the  reconstituted  but  undiluted  Interna-
tional  Standard  Preparation  of anti-B  blood-
grouping serum or with a reference standard of 
equivalent avidity. 
(I)  The  International  Standard  Preparation  is  of  human 
origin; an equivalent reference preparation, if used,  may 
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REAGENTS 
EXEMPLES D'ETIQUETTE 
EXAMPLES OF LABEL 
CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
ACCORD EUROPEEN RELATIF A L'ECHANGE DES REACTIFS POUR LA DETERMINATION 
DES GROUPES SANGUINS  -
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF BLOOD-GROUPING REAGENTS 
a)  serum liquide 
I.  Laboratoire X, Amsterdam 
2.  Serum anti-A (humain) 
3.  N3Na 0,1% 
4.  5 ml 
5.  7 septembre 1965 
6.  N° 1  2  3  4 
b)  serum desseche 
I.  Laboratoire X, Amsterdam 
2.  Serum anti-8 (animal) 
3.  Mersalate 0,1% 
4.  Reconstituer avec 5 m1  d'eau distillee 
5.  31  decembre 1968 
6.  N° 4  3  2  1 
(a) fluid serum 
I. . . . Laboratory, Amsterdam 
2.  Anti-A serum (human) 
3.  Sodium azide 0,1% 
4.  5 ml 
5.  7 September 1965 
6.  No I  2  3  4 
(b) dried serum 
1.  . .. Laboratory, Amsterdam 
2.  Anti-8 serum (animal) 
3.  Mersalate 0,1% 
4.  To be reconstituted with 5 ml  of distilled water 
5.  31  December 1968 
6.  No 4  3  2  1 •.  w~.QHW;:;:._ ma~  ..  ~  . 
COUNClL  ,QE£ISlON  87./,8./EE£:  .EUROPE:A'N  AGREEMENT  IJN  THE  EXCHAN.G'E  Of  BLOOD-GROUPING 
REA'GENTS 
EXEMPLE DE NOTICE 
CONS  ElL DE VEUROPE 
ACCOJtD:EUltOREENitELA'f:lF A.'L'~ECHANOE  DES RBACJlJ.FS OOUR. LA DET;BRMINAT>ION 
DES ·oROUPES SANGUINS 
.I.  Laboratoire .centr.al ·de ,tranSfusion .sanguine, 1 Main Street, Metropolis, ·Westland. 
2. '-86rum:anti..£ :(anti  .. th ":)'(humain). 
3.  :10 mi. 
4.  Date"'u·dernier .controle d'activite: JO-mai  1961. 
5.  :Date de peremption: 30-mai -1962. 
6.  No.S432. 
7.  Les .glObules· roqps.a  ;examiner \doivent ·'itre laves une ou :.plusieurs fois .avec ;une -solution saline .de 
·9:a/l. .Une .~ion  de _globules  rouges d'une fraction .de  volume .d'en.viron  0~00 .est ;preparee 
:ensuite en :m6langeant un ·volume ou .  une goutte de culot .,globutaire J&vec .30 .,.yolum.es ·.ou tBOUttes .de 
·solution ·saline ;isotcmique.  <Avec  un .peu d'habitude, la .eoncentrati.on .dtune ~pension  :,peut ,etre 
·evaluee -de ·f~n  .satisfaisante a  ··t'ccil nu. 
Une:petite;goutte de serum·est·.df:posee:dans un tube a hcmolyse·(6:mm  ll<  ·30-mm) a  l'atde·d~une 
pipette 'Pasteur.  1IDn ajoute -ensuite-·une:pctite·goutte·de suspension,de,.globules rouges. (A:Nec un .peu 
d'·habitude, .on peut miliser ,une ieonomie considerable en -distribuaDt 'le ·aemm  et Ia .suspension 
._globulaire a r.aide -,de pipettes craduees a Jll). 'Le contenu du tlibe .-est mete •.  ctt :mis-a jnauber deux 
,beures ;a ·3-7 ctC. ::Le .conterw .du :·tube est ,alors transporte et etalc .avec .precaution ·sur une llame de 
·microsCQpe ..  Si t~wlutination n!est pas clair.em.ent visible a·rtZil nu, la·tame .est exilminee.aumicros-
cope  ·pour .etablir si tl'-aglutination s  '.est produite et determiner son  ~intensite. 
·8.  Conserver a une =temperature inferieure ou ~le a -.20 o.c. ·Si ·ae ;produit ,n 'est pas· utilise le jour 
meme de l'ouverture, ajouter·O,l ·ml d'une solution de 'N31Na a concentration de IOOg/.1. 
9.  Serum ·humain  anti..-E·-.('~anti-rb~): S·ml, 
Albumine bovine,& 3.00g/l: s·mt. 
.t.O.  Ce reactif contient.uae -substance .-d'origine humaine. Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-H-129 
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REAGENTS 
EXAMPLE OF LEAFLET 
COUNCIL OF EUROPE 
EUROPEAN AGREEMENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF BLOOD-GROUPING REAGENTS 
l. Central Blood Transfusion Laborator)', I Main Street, Metropolis, Westland 
2.  Anti-E (anti-rh ") serum (human) 
3.  10 ml 
4.  Date du dernier co test: 30th May 1961 
5.  Expiry Date, 30th May  1962 
6.  No. 5432 
7.  The red blood cells to be tested are washed one or more times with a  NaCI solution of 9 g/1.  An 
erythrocyte suspension with  a  volume fraction  of approximately 0.03  is  prepared by mixing one 
volume or drop of packed red cells with 30 volumes or drops of isotonic NaCI-solution. With prac-
tice the strength of a suspension can be judged adequately by inspection. 
A small drop of serum is delivered into a precipitin tube (6 mm  x  30 mm) from a Pasteur pipette, 
and a similar drop of red corpuscle suspension is added. (With practice considerable economy can 
be achieved by delivering the serum and cell suspension from pipettes marked at a volume of I  0 J..LI). 
The contents of the tube are mixed and incubated at 37 o C for two hours. The contents of the tube 
are then cautiously transferred to a microscope slide and gently spread upon it. Unless agglutination 
is unmistakable to the unaided eye the slide is examined for the presence and degree of agglutination 
under the microscope. 
8.  Store at -20°C or below. If to be used after day of opening, add 0,1  ml of a solution containing 
I 00 gram sodium azide per litre. 
9.  Human anti-E (  .. anti-rh") serum:  5 ml;  solution  containing 300  gram  bovine  albumin  per litre: 
5ml. 
I  0.  This product contains material of human origin. ---~~~~--~----=-~--------- ----- -------------------------------
COUNCIL  l\EC!Sl'O»  871'68/EEC:  E\J.ROPE.AH  AGaEEMEMT  QN.  TME  EXCL+AMG£  QF  BLOOD-GROUPING 
REAGENTS. 
ANNEXE AU PROTOCOL£ 
ANNEX TO· THE PROTOCOL 
CONSEIL DE L'EUROPE 
COUNCIL OF EURQPE 
ACCQR:D- E.tJJ.OPEBN R:ELATIF A L'OCHANGE DES REACTIJOS POU&l.A DETEI.MlNATlON 
06 GROUPES SANGUINS 
EUROPEAN AGR.EIEM.ENT ON THE EXCHANGE OF BLOQI).GROUPING. REAGENTS 
C.EinlFICAT 
(Article 4) 
CEJtTI'FICATE 
A  N~  PAS DhACKER OE L'ENVOI 
NQTTO 81! SEPARATED FR.OM TH.E SHIPMENT 
Nmubft de coJi& 
N~llf 
paekas~ 
DOsl&nation 
Marked; 
....................................... 
(lieu) 
(placo). 
........................... t9 ......  . 
(date) 
Le· soeatsip.e declare que I'  cmvoi speeificit en m.arge •...................... 
Th.e undessigned certifies that the shipm-ent specified in. the margin  .........  . 
................................................ ······· .................  . 
pr.~  sous 1a respo.nsa.,ilite, de .......................................  . 
prepared Wld~  the responsibility of ..•.................................. 
........  , .......................................... ················. ········ 
············· ................................. ················· ········ 
organisme vise  a t'article 6  de l'accord  •.  est  c,onforme  aux.  speQft£ations  du 
pr.otocole. a.l'accord et qu'il peut etre. dc.livre  im·mCdiatement  8\,l des.tinataire 
(llom ett lieu) .........•................................................ 
ooe-of the- bodies. referred to in Article 6 of the Agreement. is in conformity with 
the speeifkiations of tile Protocel to the Agreement and can  be delivered im-
mediately to the consignee. (name and. place) ............................  . 
............ .... ................................. .... ······ ...............  . 
.......................  ,.  ·········· ·············  ························ 
(cac.bet)  (signattu:e)  (titre') 
.  (stamp)  (signature)  (title) .·  .. 
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~~~~~~~5 DECISION 87/68/EEC:  EUROPEAN  AGREEMENT  ON  THE  EXCHANGE  OF  BLOOD-GROUPING 
ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL TO THE EUROPEAN AGREEMENT 
on the Exchanges of Blood-grouping Reagents 
THE MEMBER STATES OF THE COUNCIL OF EUROPE, 
Contracting Parties to the European Agreement of 14  May  1962  on the exchanges of-blood-grouping 
reagents (hereinafter called •the Agreement'); 
Having regard to the provisions of Article 5,  paragraph I, of the Agreement, according to  which •The 
Contracting  Parties  shall  take  all  necessary  measures  to  exempt  from  all  import  duties  the  blood-
grouping reagents placed at their disposal by the other Parties'; 
Considering that so far as the Member States of the European Economic Community are concerned, the 
undertaking to grant this exemption falls within the competence of the Community, which possesses the 
necessary powers in this respect by virtue of the Treaty which instituted it; 
Considering therefore that for  the  purpose of the  implementation  of Article  5,  paragraph  I,  of the 
Agreement, it is necessary for the European Economic Community to be able to become a Contracting 
Party to the Agreement, 
HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The European  Economic Community  may  become a 
Contracting Party to the Agreement by  signing  it.  In 
respect of the Community, the Agreement shall enter 
into force on the first day of the month following such 
signature. 
Article 2 
1.  This Additional Protocol shall be open for accept-
ance by the Contracting Parties to the Agreement.  It 
shall  enter into  force  on the  first  day  of the  month 
following the date on which the last of the Contracting 
Parties has deposited its instrument of acceptance with 
the Secretary-General of the Council of Europe. 
2.  However, this Additional Protocol shall enter into 
force on the expiration of a  period of two years from 
the date on which it has been opened for acceptance, 
unless one of the Contracting Parties  has  notified an 
objection to the entry into force.  If such an objection 
has  been  notified,  paragraph l  of this  Article  shall 
apply. 
Article 3 
From the date of its  entry into force,  this  Additional 
Protocol shall form an integral part of the Agreement. 
From that date,  no State may  become a  Contracting 
Party  to  the  Agreement  without  at  the  same  time 
becoming  a  Contracting  Party  to  the  Additional 
Protocol. 
Article 4 
The Secretary-General of the Council of Europe shall 
notify the member States of the Council of Europe, any 
State having acceded to the Agreement and the  Euro-
pean  Economic  Community  of  any  acceptance  or 
objection made under Article 2 and of the date of entry 
into  force  of this  Additional  Protocol  in  accordance 
with Article 2. 
The Secretary-General shall  also  notify  the  European 
Economic  Community  of  any  act,  notification  or 
communication relating to the Agreement. 
Done at Strasbourg, the 29th day of September 1982, in English and in  French, and opened 
for acceptance the 1st  day of January 1983.  Both texts are equally authentic and shall be 
deposited in a single copy in the archives of the Council of Europe. The Secretary-General of 
the Council of Europe shall transmit certified copies to each Member State of  the Council of 
Europe, to any State invited to  accede to the Agreement and to the European  Economic 
Community. .  . 
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COUNCIL  DECISION  86/181/EEC:  AGREEMENT  ON  THE  TEMPORARY  IMPORTATION,  FREE  OF  DUTY,  OF 
MEDICAL,  SURGICAL  AND  LABORATORY  EQUIPMENT  FOR  USE  ON  FREE  LOAN  IN  HOSPITALS  AND  OTHER 
MEDICAL  INSTITUTIONS  FOR  PURPOSES  OF  DIAGNOSIS  OR  TREATMENT 
COUNCIL 
COUNCIL DECISION 
of 6  May  1986 
concerning  the  accession  of  the  European  Economic  Community  to  the 
Agreement on the temporary importation, free of duty, of medical, surgical and 
. laboratory  equipment  for  use  on  free  loan  in  hospitals  and  other  medical 
·  institutions for  purposes of diagnosis or treatment 
(86/181/EEC) 
- O.J.  No  L 131  of  17  May  1986,  p.  47  -Edition  N"  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-H-135 
COUNCIL  DECISION  86/181/EEC:  AGREEMENT  ON  THE  TEMPORARY  IMPORTATION,  FREE  OF  DUTY,  OF 
MEDICAL,  SURGICAL  AND  LABORATORY  EQUIPMENT  FOR  USE  ON  FREE  LOAN  IN  HOSPITALS  AND  OTHER 
MEDICAL  INSTITUTIONS  FOR  PURPOSES  OF  DIAGNOSIS  OR  TREATMENT 
THE  COUNCIL OF THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to'  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic  Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commission, 
Whereas  Articles  1  and  2  of  the  Agreement  on  the 
temporary  importation, free  of duty, of medical,  surgical · 
and laboratory equipment for use on free loan in hospitals 
and  other medical  institutions for  purposes of  diagnosis 
and  treatment, drawn  up on the initiative of the Council 
of Europe, provide that each Contracting Party shall grant 
all  possible  facilities  for  the  duty-free  importation  on  a 
temporary  basis  of such  equipment made  available  to  it 
by  another  Contracting  Party ; 
Whereas  any  derogation  from  the  Common  Customs 
Tariff,  whether autonomous or conventional, falls  within 
the  competence  of  the  Community ; 
Whereas  the  entry into  force  of  an  Additional  Protocol 
enabling the Community to  become a Contracting Party 
to the a~vementioned Agreement allows the Community 
to exercise its  power in  this  matter ; whereas the deroga-
tions  established by  that Agreement are  already  provided 
for  by  Community temporary  importation  rules ; 
Whereas  the  Community  ought  therefore  to  become  a 
Contracting  Party  to  the  Agreement  in  question, 
HAS  DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS : 
Article 
The Accession  of  the  Community to  the Agreement on 
the  temporary  importation,  free  of  duty,  of  medical, 
surgical and laborato_ry equipment for  use on free  loan in 
hospitals  and  other  medical  institutions  for  purposes  of 
diagnosis  or treatment  is  hereby  approved  on  behalf  of 
the  Community. 
The text of the Agreement is attached to this Decision. 
Article  2 
The  President  of  the  Council  is  hereby  authorized  to 
designate  the  persons empowered  to  sign  the Agreement 
in  order  to  bind  the  Community. 
Done  at  Brussels,  6  May  1986. 
For  the  Council 
The  President 
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COUNCIL  DECISION  86/181/EEC:  AGREEMENT  ON  THE  TEMPORARY  IMPORTATION,  FREE  OF  DUTY,  OF 
MEDICAl,  SURGICAL  AND  LABORATORY  EQUIPMENT  FOR  USE  ON  FREE  LOAN  IN  HOSPITALS  AND  OTHER 
MEDICAL  INSTITUTIONS.  FOR  PURPOSES  OF  DIAGNOSIS  OR  TREATftlENT 
AGREEMENT 
on the temporary importation, free of duty,_ of medical, surgical and laboratory 
equipment for use on free loan in hospitals and other medical institutions for 
purposes of Diagnosis or treatment 
THE GOVERNMENTS SIGNATORY  HERETO,  being members  of  the  Council  of  Europe, 
CONSI.OEIUNG  that a Scace  ma.y  in exceptional circwnstances find itsdf sud.dmly  to be  without 
sufficient stocks of medical,  SUIJical  and  laboratory equipment to satisfy  the  most  urgent  require-
ments  of  the  population; 
CONSIDEIUNG that it is desirable  to facilitate  the crossing of frontiers for  medial, surgical md 
laboRitOJ}'  equipmeat which cmc  Member s~  may be  able  to make nailable to another ; 
OONSIDER.IN~  further. that the aim of: the Council of Europe is to achieve a greater unity between 
its members  and to facilitate  their economic and social  pragras by ~  means  inctudins the 
conclusion of Eutopan apeemmts  ~ 
RECOGNIZING that a prac.ticaJ: way of achieving that aim would be the conclusion of an agreement 
providing for  the- free  palll8'e of  medical,  surJical  and  laboratOJy equipment on  loan, 
HAVE  AGREED  AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article  1 
1.  The  Contn£ting  Parties  shall,  provided  that  they 
have sufficient stocks for  their own needs,. make medical, 
surgical and laboratory equipment available  on  free  loan 
to such other Contracting Parties as  may, in exceptional 
circumstance~ have  urgent  need  of it ; such equipment 
shall, upon request, be sent to the Patty concerned and 
shaH  subsequently  be  returned. 
2.  Bach  Contracting Party  benefiting under the terms 
of the previous paragraph shall grant aU  possible facilities 
for  the importation  on a  temporary  ~is of the  equip-
ment loaned. 
Arti£k 1 
1.  The  period  of  temporary  importation  shall  not 
exceed six months in the fim instance but may, with the 
agreement  of  the  exporting  country.  be  extended  for  a 
·  further  period  subject  to  the same  t::onditions.. 
2.  The above facilities shall be panted only in respect 
of  medical. surgical and laboratory equipment for use  in 
hospitals  and  other  medical  institutions.  They  shall 
include the issue of any licences required for  the tempo-
rary  importatioa of such  eq11ipment and the suspension 
of  import duties  and  import  taxes  (including  all  dwties 
and toes whatsoever chargeable by reaaoa of importJLtion) 
other than  charFs for  actual  expenses  incurred  by  the 
authorities  of the country of  temporary  importation. 
Artick J 
Notwithstaading the provisions of Articles  I and 2 above, 
the competent authorities of the importing State may take 
such measures as may be necessary either to ensure the 
re-exportation  of  any  such  equipment  imported  on  a 
tem.porary basis, once the esceptional circumstances shaH 
have  ceased to aist or the time limit provided for under 
paragraph  1 of Article 2  ab4we  has elapsed, whichever is 
the earlier, or to ensure payment of any import duties and 
import tues which become  payable  in  the case  of my 
failure  to  re-export the  equipment. 
·.Artiele  4 
lbe  provtstons  of  this  Agreement  shall  not  prejudice 
more favourable provisions for the temporary importation 
of the equipment referred to in Article 1, contained in the 
laws  or  regulations  of  any  Contmcting Party  or in  any 
Convention, Treaty or Agreement in force between two or 
more  Contracting  Parties  to  the  present Agreement. 
.Article  5 
I.  This  Agreement  shall  be  open  to  the  signature  of 
members  of  the  Council  of  Europe,  who  may  become 
Parties  to  it by : 
(a)  signature without reservatio.n  in respect of ratification ; 
or 
(b)  signature  with  reservation  in  respect  of  ratification, 
followed  by  ratification. 
2.  Instruments  of  ratification  shall  be  deposited  with 
the Secretary·General  of  the  Council  of  Europe. 
Article 6 
1.  This Agreement shall enter into force  three months 
after  the  elate  on  which  three  members of  the Council 
shall, in accordance with Article S, have signed the Agree-
ment without reservation in respect of ratification or shall 
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2.  In  the  case  of  any  member  of  the  Council  who 
subsequently  shall  sign  tl)e  Agreement without  reserva-
tion  in  respect of ratification  or who  shall  ratify  it,  the 
Agreement  shall enter into force  three months after the 
date of such signature or of the deposit of the instrument 
of  ratification. 
Article  7 
The  Committee  of  Ministers  of  the  Council  of  Europe 
may invite any non-member State to accede to this Agree-
menL Such accession shall take effect three months after 
the date on which the instrument of accession was depo-
sited with the ~cretary-General of the Council of Europe. 
Article  8 
The  Secretary-General  of  the  Council  of  Europe  shall 
notify  members  of  the  Council  and  acceding  States : 
(a)  of  the date of entry into force  of  this Agreement and 
the names of any  members who have  signed without 
reservation  in respect of ratification or who  have  rati-
fied  it; 
(b)  of the deposit of any instrument of accession in accor-
dance  with  Article  7. 
Article  9 
1.  This Agreement shall remain in force  indefinitely. 
2.  Any  Contracting  Party  may  withdraw  from  the 
Agreement by giving one year's notice to that effect to the 
Secretary-General  of  the  Council  of  Europe. 
In  witness  whereof,  the  undersigned,  being  duly  authorized  thereto,  have  signed  this 
Agreement. 
l 
Done at Strasbourg, this 28th day of April  1960 in  English and French, both texts  being 
equally authoritative, in a single copy which shall remain deposited in the archives of the 
Council of Europe. The Secretary-General shall send certified copies to each of the signa-
tory  and  acceding  Governments.  · Edit ion _,.  2  of  31..1 •. 88  I  page  x-+t-138 
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MEDICAL  INSTITUTIONS  FOR  PURPOSES  OF  DIAGNOSIS  OR  TREATMENT 
ADDITIONAL PROTOCOL 
to the .agreement on the temporary importation, free of duty, of medical, surgical 
and laboratory equipment for use on free loan in hospitals and other medical 
institutions for  purposes of diagnosis or treatment· 
THE MEMBER STATES OF 11-IE COUNCIL OF EUROPE, Contracting Parties to the Agreement of 
28 April l 98>  on _the  temporar:y  importation, free  of duty, of medical, surJical and laboratory equip-
ment for  use .on  .free  loan  in hospitals  and other medical  institutions for  purposes of  diaanosis or 
tteacment (hereinafter called  'the Agreement'). 
HAV-ING REGARD to the ·provisions of Articles 1 and 2 of the Agreement, according to which such 
equipment sbaU,  under certain conditions, benefit &om  a .aystem  of temporary importation free  of 
duty, 
CONSIDERING  that  so  far  as  the  Member  States  of  the  European  Economic  Community  are 
concerned, the granting of such an exemption must in particular take account of the existence of the 
Common Customs  Tariff established  by  these  States  and  that any derogation  from  the  Common 
Customs Tariff fall:;  within the competence of the European Economic Community, which posaesses 
the  necessary  powers  in  this  respect  by virtue  of  the  Treaty  which  instituted  it ; 
CONSIDERING therefore  that for  the  purposes of the implementation of Articles  1 and 2 of  the 
Agreement, it  i&  necessary for the European Economic Community to be able to become a Contrac-
ting  Party  to  the  Agreement, 
HAVE  AGREED  AS  FOLLOWS : 
Article  1 
The  European  Economic  Community  may  become  a 
Contracting  Party  to  the  Agreem£nt  by  signing  it.  In 
respect of the Community, the Agreement shall enter into 
force  on the first day of the month following  the date of 
such  signature. 
Article  2 
1.  This  Additional  Protocol  shall  be  open  for  accep-
tance  by  the  Contracting  Parties  to  the  Agreement.  It 
shall enter into foice on the first day of the month folio- · 
wing the date on which the last of the Contracting Parties 
has deposited its instrument of acceptance with the Secre-
tary-General  of  the  Council  of  Europe. 
2.  However,  this  Additional  Protocol  shall  cuh·r  into 
force on the expiration of a period of  two  years  from  the 
date on which it has  been opened for  acceptance,  unless 
one of the Contracting Parties has notified an  objection to 
the entry into force.  If such .an  objection  has  been noti-
fied,  paragraph  1  of  this  Article  shall  apply. 
Articlt 3 
Prom  the  date  of  its  entry  into  force,  this  Additional 
Protocol  shall  form  an  integral  part  of  the  Agreement. 
Prom that date, no State may become a Contracting Party 
to  the Agreement without at  the  same  time becoming a 
Contracting Party  to  the  Additional  Protocol. 
Article  4 
The  Secretary-General  of  the  Council  of  Europe  shall 
notify  the Member States  of  the  Council  of  Europe, any 
State having acceded to the Agreement and the European 
Economic  Community  of  any  acceptance  or objections 
made under Article  2 and of the date ol entry into force 
of this Additional Protocol in accordance with Article 2. 
The  Secretary-General  shall  also  notify  the  European 
Economic Community of any act, notification or commu-
nication  relating  to  the  Agreement. 
Done  at  Strasbourg,  the  29th  day  of  September  1982,  in  English  and  in  French.  and 
opened for  acceptance the 1st day  of January 1983.  Both  texts are equally authentic and 
shall  be  deposited  in  a  single  copy  in  the  archives  of  the  Council  of  Europe.  The 
Secretary-General of the Council of Europe shall transmit certified copies to each Member 
State of the Council of Europe, to any State invited to accede to the Agreement and to the 
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COUNCIL DECISION 
of 7 April 1987 
coaceraiag  the  coadusioa  of the  Iateraatioaal  Coanatloa oa the  Harmoaized  Commodity 
Descriptio& aad Coding System aad of the Protocol of Ameadmeat thereto 
(87/369/EEC) 
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THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having regard to the Treaty establishing the European 
Economic  Community  and  in  particular  Articles  28, 
113 and 235 thereof, 
Having  regard  to  the  proposal  from  the  Commis-
sion (1), 
Having regard to the opinion of the European Parlia-
ment (2), 
Whereas  the  Customs  Cooperation  Council,  at  its 
plenary session in June 1983, adopted the International 
Convention on  the  Harmonized  Commodity  Descrip-
tion and Coding System; 
Whereas the purpose of this Convention is  to facilitate 
international trade and the collection, comparison and 
analysis of statistics applicable to such trade; 
Whereas this Convention is  intended to  replace, as the 
international  basis  for  customs  tariffs  and  statistical 
nomenclatures,  the  Convention on  Nomenclature sig-
ned in Brussels on  15  December 1950, which is curren-
tly  used  as the  basis for the Common Customs Tariff 
and NIMEXE; 
(I)  OJ No C 120, 4. 5.  1984, p. 2. 
(2)  OJ No C 300, 12. 11. 1984, p. 53. 
Whereas this Convention was  signed, on behalf of the 
Community,  subject  to  acceptance,  on  10  June  1985; 
whereas a Protocol of Amendment to that Convention 
was  adopted by  the Customs Cooperation Council on 
24 June 1986; whereas it is desirable that the instrument 
of acceptance of that Protocol be deposited at the same 
time  as  the  instrument  of acceptance  of the  Intern-
ational Convention on the Harmonized System; 
Whereas  the  Community  proposes  to  apply  the  har-
monized system from  I January 1988; 
Whereas it is of essential interest to  the Community to 
accede  to  this  Convention,  together  with  the  most 
important countries engaged in international trade, 
HAS DECIDED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
The  International  Convention  on  the  Harmonized 
Commodity  Description  and  Coding System,  done at 
Brussels on  14 June 1983, and the Protocol of Amend-
ment  thereto,  done  at  Brussels  on  24 June  1986,  are 
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The texts of the Convention  and of the  Protocol  of 
Amendment thento are attached to this Decision. 
'Ibis Decision shaH ia ao way prejudice the position of 
the  Community  in  the  DCJotiations  concerning  the 
a~ption of revised  tchedu1cs  of tariff  concessions 
based upon the Harmonized System. These negotiatioDS 
shall ooiltioue to be condac::ted ia ·strict accordance with 
the specific pidelines &peed by the GAIT with the aim 
of  seamns  neutrality  in the  tr:aAsposition  of tariff 
schedules. 
Article 3 
The President of the  Council is  ben:by authoriaod to 
desipate the person empowered to deposit the instru-
ments of acoeptance on 'behalf of the Community (1). 
Done at Luxembourg, 7 Apri·l  1987. 
For tJw Cmmcil 
The Praiderl 
Ph. MAYSTADT 
(1)  Tile date of entry into force of  the Convention and of the 
Protocol of Amendment dlen=to will be published in the 
OJ/icitil  ltJIImlll  of the ~  Communities  by  the 
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INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION 
on the Harmonized Commodity Description and Coding System 
(Done at Brussels on  14 Juae 1983) 
PREAMBLE 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES to this Convention, established under the auspices of the Customs 
Cooperation Council, 
DESIRING to facilitate international trade, 
DESIRING to facilitate  the  collection, comparison and analysis  of statistics,  in  particular 
those on international trade, 
DESIRING to reduce the expense incurred by redescribing, reclassifying and recording goods 
as they move from one classification system  to another in the course of international trade 
and to facilitate the standardization of trade documentation and the transmission of data, 
CONSIDERING that changes in technology and the  patterns of international trade require 
extensive modifications to the Convention on Nomenclature for the Classification of Goods 
in Customs Tariffs, done at Brussels on  15  December 1950, 
CONSIDERING also that the degree of detail required for Customs and statistical purposes 
by  Governments  and  trade  interests  has  increased  far  beyond  that  provided  by  the 
Nomenclature annexed to the abovementioned Convention, 
CONSIDERING  the  importance  of accurate  and  comparable  data  for  the  purposes  of 
international trade negotiations, 
CONSIDERING that the  Harmonized  System  is  intended  to be  used  for  the  purposes of 
freight tariffs and transport statistics of the various modes of transport, 
CONSIDERING that the Harmonized System is intended to be incorporated into commercial 
commodity description and coding systems to the greatest extent possible, 
CONSIDERING that the Harmonized System is intended to promote as close a correlation as 
possible between import and export trade statistics and production statistics, COMMODITY 
CONSIDERING  .that  a  close  cotrelatiofl  should  be  maintained  betweert  the  Harmonized 
S~stetn arid the Staridkrd  Interiiational Trade ttassiflcation (SITC) of the  United  Nations, 
CONSIDEfiiNG  the  desirabiiity  of meeting  the  af'oremeittiort~ heeds  thtotigfi  a cotn·bih'ed 
tiuiff/statigticitl  ft(jinei1clature,  suitable  for  use  by  ttfe  v~Jt1bus  itiiere~t~  Concerned  «rith 
intemation·at  trade~ 
CONSIDE~INd  ilte  ifuP.tittin~ of ertsurint that tlie, R·iumohit&i Systerii is kept up to  d~e  in 
the light or ch~Higes in iechnoiogy or in patterns or inrehiaiional tr4de, 
liAVING  t~t~fi iittc> cottsidetit16n. the wotit  a~colii(ltistied iri  t~fs spkete  6~  tfi~  Harmohiz~d 
Sysieirt  c6ttimi~e  s~1 oJ) i>y ttfe customs coopeHfitoti  ci>uficii~ 
coN'~Ihe·R.i~6 ttiilt  «rftn-t  tire  ~boveirtehtloneti Nomeitdiiiure c<>nvention  &d  prove-d  ·an 
e.(fettive  ih~trhitierit iii tke maiftriletit o-r soihe ()f ilfese  objecti~es.Hie best ~~y  t6  achie~e tHe 
desired resuits  i·n this respect is to conclude a rte., interrtatiottal Cdnverttiolt, 
HAVE  AbR~~D  AS FOLLOWS: 
Article 1 
For die purpose of this Convention : 
(a)  the  'liarmonized  Commodity  Description  an·d 
Cpdin.  Systein',  her~inarter  referr~rl  'to  as  the 
·H~iinbnized  Sys'tein',  trieans  the  No'rnenclature 
c~iftj,flsi~~  ..  ~h~ ~ead,~~&s a~:~ ~u~_h.e~ilings and  t~eir 
related  nnmerJcal  cod~. the  Sect1bn,  Chapter and 
su6headln&  Notes  arid  'ihe  Gen~ra'l Rules  fo'r  the 
inte·lpre'tatio'ft of the itarmoititetl System, set out in 
the Anhex to ·this convehtion; 
(b)  ·custo'ms tanff  notn~f.~iittite' riieans the nomen cia:. 
ture  e~tabllshed under tHe  iegis'lation of a  Contra:c~ 
ting .  P,~rty' ro~  .t~~ _'purf>oses  o'f  te'vyh1s  duties  df 
Customs on imported goods; 
(c)  'st~tistieal noritenctat:ures'  m'eans  go{)c:fs  norhencta:. 
tures  established  by  a Cdn.tractin·g  i>arty  for  the 
collection  of  data  ro:r  import  and  ex-port  trade 
stati~tics; 
(d) ·c:o'mbined  tirifT/stali~iidd rtbiriencf~ture· rriearts a 
nomenClature, i'rttegrlttiit CtiStt>irts tariff·and stalis-
ticill  rtdtrleiltlatures,  fe~Jilly  retl'\lir~d by a Contrac-
ti'ng  Party for  the dechiradon of goods  at  importa:.. 
tioi:t; 
(e)  'the ·cbfi'ventionestabti'shing the Coui1cil' means the 
Cd'nlitntfo:n  ~ibUsbing a  CQstoms  Cooperation 
Ctitificll, don'e a:t  b'russels on  15  December  t9SO; 
(Q  'the  Cotin.dl'  m~iris  tfie  cu-$toms  Coor)eration 
Counctl referted tb irt  p~i'tigrapb (~) above; 
-cs>  'the  s·ecretait·-aerleral'  me-ans  ihe  Se-cretiicy-Geri-
era:l of the Council; 
(h) the  term  'radrtcation'  ·means  ratificition,  accep:. 
taiice or aJ)prt>val. 
Artide 2 
Annex 
The  An'tiex. to  this  Convention  shall  form  an  integral 
part thereof, and any reference to the Convention shall 
include a reference to the Annex. 
ArtiCle 3 
·1.  SubjeCt to  the  exceptions enumerated  in  Article 
4: 
(a)  Each  Contracting  Party  undertakes,  except  as 
provided  in  subparagraph  (c)  of this  paraaraph, 
that frofil the date on whiCh 'this Convention enters 
into  force  in  res~ct CYf  it,  its  customs  tariff and 
statisti~al  nolitenclatures  ~ball  be  in  conformity 
with  the  Harmonized  Systeift.  It thus  undertakes 
that, in  .r~c~ct of its Custofus tariff and statistical 
rtotitenclatures : 
(i)  it dritn use all the hdtdink$ and subheadings of 
the  HarmoniZed  SyStem  iithout addition  or 
irtodfiteatio'h, together Mth their related nume-
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(ii)  it shall apply the General Rules for the inter-
pretation of  the Harmonized System and all the 
Section, Chapter and Subheading  Notes,  and 
shall  not  modify  the  scope  of the  Sections, 
Chapters, headings or subheadings of the Har-
monized System; and 
(iii) it shall  follow  the  numerical  sequence  of the 
Harmonized System; 
(b)  Each  Contracting  Party  shall  also  make  publicly 
available  its  import and export  trade  statistics  in 
conformity  with  the  six-digit  codes  of the  Har-
monized  System,  or, on the initiative of the  Con-
tracting Party, beyond that level, to the extent that 
publication is not precluded for exceptional reasons 
such  as  commercial  confidentiality  or  national 
security; 
(c)  Nothing in this Article shall require a Contracting 
Party  to  use  the  subheadings  of the  Harmonized 
System in its customs tariff nomenclature provided 
that it meets the obligations at (a) (i), (a) (ii) and (a) 
(iii) above in a combined tariff/statistical nomen-
clature. 
2.  In complying with the undertakings at paragraph 
1 (a) of this Article, each Contracting Party may make 
such textual  adaptations as  may  be  necessary  to give 
effect to the  Harmonized  System  in  its  domestic law. 
3.  Nothing in this  Article shall prevent a Contrac-
ting  Party from  establishing,  in its  Customs tariff,  or 
statistical  nomenclatures,  subdivisions  classifying 
goods  beyond  the  level  of the  Harmonized  System, 
provided that any such subdivision is added and coded 
at a level beyond that of the six-digit numerical code set 
out in the Annex to this Convention. 
Article 4 
Partial application by developing countries 
1.  Any developing country Contracting Party may 
delay its application of some or all of the subheadings 
of the Harmonized System for such period as  may  be 
necessary, having regard to its pattern of international 
trade or its administrative resources. 
2.  A developing  country  Contracting  Party  which 
elects to apply the Harmonized System  partially under 
the  provisions  of this  Article  agrees  to  make  its  best 
efforts  towards  the  application  of the  full  six-digit 
Harmonized  System  within  five  years  of the  date  on 
which this Convention enters into force in  respect of it 
or  within  such  further  period  as  it  may  consider 
necessary having regard to the provisions of paragraph 
1 of this Article. 
3.  A developing country  Contracting  Party  which 
elects to apply the Harmonized System partially under 
the provisions of this Article shall apply all or none of 
the  two-dash  subheadings  of  any  one  one-dash 
subheading or all or none of the one-dash subheadings 
of any one heading.  In such  cases  of partial applica-
tion, the sixth digit or the fifth and sixth digits of that 
part of the Harmonized System code not applied shall 
be replaced by '0' or '00' respectively. 
4.  A developing country which  elects to  apply the 
Harmonized System  partially under the  provisions  of 
this  Article  shall  on  becoming  a  Contracting  Party 
notify  the  Secretary-General  of  those  subheadings 
which  it  will  not apply on the date when this Conven-
tion  enters  into  force  in  respect  of it  and  shall  also 
notify  the  Secretary-General  of  those  subheadings 
which it applies thereafter. 
5.  Any developing country which elects to apply the 
Harmonized  System  partially  under the  provisions of 
this  Article  may  on  becoming  a  Contracting  Party 
notify the Secretary-General that it formally undertakes 
to  apply  the  full  six-digit  Harmonized  System  within 
three years of the date when this Convention enters into 
force in  respect of it. 
6.  Any developing country Contracting Party which 
partially  applies  the  Harmonized  System  under  the 
provisions  of this  Article  shall  be  relieved  from  its 
obligations  under  Article  3  in  relation  to  the 
subheadings not applied. 
Article 5 
Technical assistance for del'eloping countries 
Developed country Contracting Parties shall furnish to 
developing  countries  that  so  request,  technical  assis-
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trainina of  personnel, transposing their existing nomen-
clatures  to  the  Harmonized  System  and  advice  on 
keepiq their  systems so transposed  up to  date  with 
amendments to the Harmonized System or on applying 
the provisions of this Convention. 
Artkl~ 6 
1.  There shall bt established tttl<kor this Convention 
a  Committee to be kAOWA  as the Ha-tmoaized System 
Comminte, composed of repcesentatives from each of 
the Contraetina Pardes. 
l.  It shall normally meet at least twice each year. 
3.  Ita meetings shall be convened by the Secretary-
General &fld,  unless the Contracting Parties otherwise 
detride,  shall  be  held  at  the  Headquarters  of  the 
Coul\Ql. 
4.  In the Harmonized System Committee each Con-
tractina Party shall have the right to one vote;. never-
theless, for  the purposes of this  Conventioa and with-
out  prejudice  to  any  future  Convention,  where  a 
Customs or Economic Union as well as one or more of 
its  Member States are Contracting Parties such  Cont-
racting  Patties shall  toptber exercise  only  one  vote. 
Similarly, where all the Member States of a Customs or 
Economic Union which is eliJible to become a Contrac· 
ting Party under the provisions of Article 11  (b) become 
ContradiAg Parties,  they shall  together exercise  only 
one vote. 
S.  The  Harmonized System  Committee shall  elect 
its own Chairman and one or mo~  Vice-Chairmen. 
6.  It shall draw up its own Rules of Procedure by 
decision taken by not less than two-thirds of the votes 
attributed to  its  members.  The  rules  of Procedure so 
drawn up shall be approved by the Council. 
7.  It shan  invite  such  intergovernmental  or other 
international organizations as  it  may  consider appro-
priate to participate as observers in its work.. 
8.  lt sltall  set  up  Svb-Committees  or  Working 
Parties as naded, having regard, in  particular, to the 
provisions of paragraph 1 (a) of Artide 7, and it shall 
determine the membership, voting rights and Rules of 
Procedure for such Sub--Committees or Working Par-
ties. 
Article 7 
I.  The  Harmonized  System  Committee,  having 
regard  to the provisions  of Article  8,  shall  have the 
following functions: 
(a) to propose such amendmems to this Convention as 
may  be  considered  desirable,  having  regard,  in 
particular, to the needs of users and to changes in 
tedmoiOSY or in patterns of international trade; 
(b) to prepare Explanatory Notes, Classification Opi-
nions or other advice as guides to the interpretation 
of the Harmoni2:ed System; 
(c)  to  prepare recommendations to secure  uniformity 
in  tbe  interpretation  and  application  of the  Har-
monized System; 
(d) to collate and circulate information concerning the 
applation of tbe Harmonized System; 
(e)  on  its  own  initiative  or  on  request,  to  furnish 
information or pidance on any matters concernina 
the  classifiCation  of  goods  in  the  Harmonized 
System to Coatractina Parties, to Members of the 
Council  and  to suclt  interJOvemmental  or other 
international organizations as the Committee may 
consider appropriate; 
(f)  to present Reports to each Session of the Council 
concerning  its  activities~  including  proposed 
amendmen~  Explanatory  Notes,  Classification 
Opinions and other advice; 
(g)  to  exercice  such  other  powers  and  functions  in 
relation to the Harmonized System as the Council 
or the Contracting Parties may deem necessary. 
2.  Administrative decisions of the Harmonized Sys-
tem Committee having budgetary implications shall be 
subject to approval by the Council. 
Article 8 
Role of the  CouDCU 
I.  The Council shall examim: proposals for amend-
ment of this Convention, prepaTed by the Harmonized 
System Committee, and recommend them to the Con-
tracting Parties •  ..,der the procedure of  Article 16 unless 
any Cotmcil Member which is  a  Contracting Party to 
this Convention requests that the proposals or any part 
thereof be  referred  to  the Committee  for  re-examin-
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2.  'lbe Explanatory Notes, Classification Opinions, 
other advice on the interpretation of the Harmonized 
System and recommendations to secure uniformity in 
the interpretation and application of the Harmonized 
System, prepared during a session of the Harmonized 
System Committee under the provisions of paragraph I 
of Article 7,  shall be deemed  to  be  approved by the 
Council if, not later than the end of the second month 
following  the  month  during  which  that  session  was 
closed, no Contracting  Party to this  Convention has 
notified the Secretary-General that it requests that such 
matter be referred to the Council. 
3.  Where a matter is referred to the Council under 
the  provisions  of  paragraph  2  of  this  Article,  the 
Council shall approve such Explanatory Notes, Classi-
fication  Opinions,  other advice or recommendations, 
unless  any Council  Member  which  is  a  Contracting 
Party to this Convention requests that they be referred 
in whole or part to the Committee for re-examination. 
Article 9 
Rates of Customs duty 
The Contracting Parties do not assume by this Conven-
tion any obligation in relation to rates of Customs duty. 
Article 10 
Settlement of disputes 
1.  Any dispute between Contracting Parties concer-
ning the interpretation or application of this Conven-
tion shall, so far as possible, be settled by negotiation 
between them. 
2.  Any  dispute  which  is  not  so  settled  shall  be 
referred by the Parties to the dispute to the Harmonized 
System Committee which shall thereupon consider the 
dispute and make recommendations for its settlement. 
3.  If the Harmonized System Committee is unable 
to settle  the dispute,  it  shall  refer  the  matter  to  the 
Council which shall make recommendations in confor-
mity with Article III (e) of the Convention establishing 
the Council. 
4.  The Parties to the dispute may agree in advance 
to accept the recommendations of  the Committee or the 
Council as binding. 
Article 11 
Eligibility to become a Coatradiag Party 
The  following  are  eligible  to  become  Contracting 
Parties to this Convention : 
(a)  Member States of the Council; 
(b) Customs or Economic Unions to which competence 
has been transferred to enter into treaties in respect 
of some  or  all  of the  matters  governed  by  this 
Convention; and 
(c)  Any other State to which an invitation to that effect 
has been addressed by the Secretary-General at the 
direction of the Council. 
Article I 2 
Procedure for becoming a Contracting Party 
1.  Any  eligible  State  or  Customs  or  Economic 
Union may become a Contracting Party to this Conven-
tion: 
(a)  by signing it without reservation of ratification; 
(b)  by  depositing  an  instrument  of ratification  after 
having  signed  the  Convention subject to  ratifica-
tion; or 
(c)  by acceding to it after the Convention has ceased to 
be open for signature. 
2.  This Convention shall be open for signature until 
31  December 1986 at the Headquarters of the Council 
in  Brussels  by  the  States  and  Customs  or Economic 
Unions referred to in Article  11. Thereafter. it shall be 
open for their accession. 
3.  The instruments of ratification or accession shall 
be deposited with the Secretary-General. 
Article 13 
Entry Ia to force 
1.  This  Convention  shall  enter  into  force  on 
1 January which falls at least  12  months but not more 
than  24  months  after  a  minimum  of  17  States  or 
Customs or Economic Unions referred to in Article  11 
above have signed it without reservation of ratification 
or have  deposited their instruments of ratification of 
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2.  For any State .or Custom or Economic Uaiou 
signbl.a without reser:vatiGG  of ratification, ratifyinJ or 
ac.cedi:Ds to this C~  after the minimum number 
speeified iD paraaraph 1 of this Article is reached, this 
Coavention shall enter into force on  I January which 
falls at least  12  months but not more than 24 mont'hs 
after it has siped the Convention without reservation 
of  ratifiCation or .bas deposited its instrument of ratifi-
. catiOD  01"  accession,  ualess it specifies an earlier date. 
However,  the  date  .of  entry  into  force  under  the 
prorisions of this paTagraph shall not be earlier than 
the date of entry into f6tee provided for in paragraph I 
of tbis Article. 
1.  Any  State  m~y7  at  the  time  ·of  becoming  a 
Comractiq Party to  tkis  Convention, or at .any  time 
thereafter,  declare  by  notification  given  to  the  Sec-
retary-General .Olat dle Convention shaD  extend to all 
or any of the territGries for whose  international  rela-
tiens 'it is responsible, named in its notification. Such 
.notificatioa shall take effect on 1 January which .falls at 
.least 12 aonths .but not more than 24 mouths after the 
date of the  r.eceipt  thereof by ·tbe  Sccre.tary-GeneraJ, 
unless aa earlier date is  specified  in  the noti.fication. 
However,  this  Con,¥eDJtion  shaH  not  apply  to  such 
territories befor-e it has entered into force for the State 
concerned. 
2.  nus Collw:Dtion shall cease to have effect f« a 
named t«ritory on the date when the Contracting Pa.rty 
ceaalo i!le1'eSpOnsible for the ifttemational relations 
of drat  territory  ar on  such  earlier date  as  may  be 
notifiOd to the  Secretary~General under the procedure 
of Article 15. 
Article 15 
Dealua:ciattoa 
This Convention is of unlimited duratiOA.  Nevertheless 
any  Contracting  Party  may  dcaounce  it  and  such 
denunciation shall take effect one year after the receipt 
of the  instrument  of dmwnciatron  by ·the  Secretary-
Genel'al, unless a  later date is specified therein. 
Amcle 1'6 
1.  The  Council  may .recommend  amendments  to 
this Convention to the Contracting Parties. 
2.  Any Contracting Party may notify the Secretary-
General of an objection to a recommended amendment 
and many subsequently withdraw sud! objection within 
.the period specified in parqraph ·3  of  this Article. 
3.  Any recommended ameadment shall be deemed 
to be ·aocepeed six months after the date of its notifica-
tion by the Secretary..Qeocraj provided that there is no 
objection outstattdinJ at the end of this period. 
4.  Aa:epted amendJDCnts  shall enter into force for 
all Contracting Parties on one of tire following dates : 
(a)  Ylhere  the  recommended  amendlnent  is  notirted 
before I  April, the date shall  be  l  January of the 
second year foUow.iiJ.c the date of such notiti.catioa.. 
or 
(b) where the recommended ameodmeat is notified on 
or after I April. the date shall be 1 January of the 
third year foJJowin&  the~  of such notification. 
5.  The statistical nome.nclatuta of  each Conuactina 
Party and its customs tariff  .o&mencla.t.un! or, in the cue 
provided fnr  under paragraph  1 (c) d  Article  3,  ns 
combined  tariff  statistical  nomenclature,  shall  be 
br-euaht into conformity with the amended Harmonized 
System  on  the  date specified  in  paragraph 4  of this 
Article. 
6.  Any  State  or  Customs  or  Economic  Union 
signing without reservation of ratification, ratifying or 
acceding to this  Conventioo shall be deemed to have 
accepted  any amendments thereto  which,  at the date 
when it becomes a Contracting Party, have entered into 
force  or have been  accepted  under the provisions of 
·paragraph 3 of this Article. 
Article 17 
RigiUs of Ceatraeti~ac Parties 
ia respect of tbe Hamaoaized System 
On  any  matter  affectin&  the  Harmonized  System, 
paragraph 4 of Article 6, 1\mde 8 and paragraph 2 of 
Article  1'6  Shall C8llfer ripts an a  Contracting Party : 
(a) itt  TespeG  "'~f all parts of the Harmonized System 
which .it  applies under tbe ,provisions of this Con-
vention.; or 
(9~ until  the  date  when  this  'Cuvention  enten into 
fOI'ce  in  respect  of  it  m aQCOrdance  with  the Edition  N"  2  of  31.1.88  I  page  X-H-149 
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provisions of  Article 13, in respect of all parts of the 
Harmonized System which it is  obligated to apply 
at that date under the provisions of this  Conven-
tion; or 
(c)  in respect of all parts of the Harmonized System, 
provided that it has formally  undertaken to apply 
the  full  six-digit  Harmonized  System  within  the 
period of three years referred to in paragraph 5 of 
Article 4 and until the expiration of that period. 
Article 18 
Resenatioas 
No reservations to this Convention shall be permitted. 
Article 19 
Notification by the Secretary-General 
The Secretary-General shall notify Contracting Parties, 
other signatory States,  Member States of the Council 
which are not Contracting Parties to this Convention, 
and the Secretary-General of the United Nations, of the 
following: 
(a)  Notifications under Article 4; 
(b)  Signatures, ratifications and accessions  as  referred 
to in Article t  2; 
(c)  The date on which the Convention shall enter into 
force in accordance with Article 13; 
(d)  Notifications under Article 14; 
(e)  Denunciations under Article 15; 
(f)  Amendments  to  the  Convention  recommended 
under Article 16; 
(g)  Objections in respect of recommended amendments 
under  Article  i6,  and,  where  appropriate,  their 
withdrawal; and 
(h)  Amendments  accepted  under  Article  16,  and  the 
date of their entry into force. 
Article 20 
Registration with the United Nations 
This Convention shall be registered with the Secretariat 
of the  United  Nations in  accordance  with  the provi-
sions  of  Article  102  of  the  Charter  of  the  United 
Nations at the request of the Secretary-General of the 
Council. 
In  witness  thereof  the  undersigned,  being  duly  authorized  thereto,  have  signed  this 
Convention. 
Done at Brussels on the fourteenth day of June nineteen hundred and eighty-three, in  the 
English and French languages, both texts being equally authentic, in a single original which 
shall  be deposited  with  the  Secretary-General of the  Council  who  shall  transmit  certified 
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PROTOCOL OF AMENDMENT 
to. the lateraadeul CODYeatioa oa tbe Harmoaizecl C01D810dity Descri,doa aatl Codiaa Systua 
(Dolle at an.ela oa l4 Jue 1986) 
THE CONTRACTING PARTIES TO lliE CONVENTION establishing a Customs Cooperation 
Council, siped in Brussels on 1  S December 1950, 
and THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC COMMUNITY, 
CONSIDERING that it is desirable to brinJ the International Convention on the Harmonized 
Commodity Description and Coding System (done at Brussels on 14 June 1913) into force em 
1 January 1988, 
CONSIDERING that, unless Article  13  of the said Convention is amended, the entry into 
force of the Convention on thal date will remain uncertain, 
HAVE AGREED AS  FOLLOWS: 
Article. I 
Paragraph 1 of Article 13  oC the International Conven-
tion o.n  the Harmonized Commodity Description and 
Coding.  System  done  at  Brussels  on  14  June  1983 
(hereinafter referred  to  as  'the Convention')  shall  be 
replaced by the following : 
•t.  This Convention shall enter into  force oa 
the earliest  1 January  which  falls  at least  three 
months aft-er the date on which a minimum of 17 
States or Customs or Economic Unions referred to 
in Article  11  have signed it without reservation of 
ratification or have deposited their instruments of 
ratification. or accession. but not before 1 January 
1988.' 
Article 2 
A.  This  Protocol  shall  enter  into  force  at  the 
same  titne  as  the  Convention, provided that  a  mini-
mum  of 17  States  M  Customs  or  Economic  Unions 
referred  to  in  Article  11  of  the  Convention  have 
deposited their instruments of ~ptance  of the Proto-
col with the Secretary-General of the Customs Cooper-
ation Council. 
However,  no  State  or Customs  or  Economic  Union 
may deposit its instrument of acceptance of this Proto-
col unless it bas previously signed, or signs at the same 
time, the Convention without reservation of ratification 
or has  previously  deposited,  or deposits  at  the  same 
time, its instrument of ratification of, or of  accession to, 
the Convention. 
B..  Any  State  or  Customs  or  Economic  Union 
becoming a Contracting Party to the Convention after 
the entry into force of this Protocol under paragraph A 
shall  be  a  Contracting  Party  to  the  Convention  as 
amended by the Protocol. Edition  N°  JpageXI-A-1  j 
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COUNCIL  DIRECTIVE 
of  15  March  1976 
on  mutual  assistance for  the  recovery 
of  claims  resulting from  operations 
forming  part of  the  system  of 
financing  the  European  Agricultural 
Guidance  and  Guarantee  Fund,  and  of 
agricultural  levies  and  customs 
duties, and  in  respect  of  value 
added  tax. 
(76/308/EEC) 
- O.J.  L n°  73  of  19.3.1976, p.  18 
MODIFICATIONS  (within  the  text) 
1. Title and  Art.  2  :  modified  by  Directive 79/1071/EEC 
- (O.J.  L n°  331  of  27.12.1979, p.  10) 
2.  Art.  22  :modified by  the Act  of  Accession  of_  20~5.1979 
- (O.J.  L n°  291  of  19.11.1979,  p.  52) 
3.  Art.  22  para.  2 modified  by  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and  Portugal 
of  12.06.1985 
(O.J.  No  L 302  of  15.11.1985,  p.  139) Edition  N°  lpage  XI-A-3  ) 
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Article  I 
This  Directive  lays  down  the  rules  to  be  incorpor;.ted 
into  the  laws,  regulations  and  admini::.trative  provi-
sions of the Member States  to  ensure the  recovery  in 
each Member State of the claims referred  to in Article 
2 which  arise  in  another Member State. 
Artt'clt 1 
This  Directive  shall  apply  to  all  claims  relating  to : 
(a)  refunds,  interventions and other measures forming 
part  of  the system  of total  or partial  financing  of 
the  European  Agricultural  Guidance  and 
Guarantee Fund, including sums to be collected in 
connection with  these actions ; 
(b)  agricultural  levies,  within  the  meaning of  Article 
2 (a)  of Decision 70/243/ECSC, EEC, Euratom and 
Article  128 (a)  of the Act  of Accession ;  · 
(c)  customs duties, within the meaning of Article 2 (b) 
of the said  Decision and Article 128 (b) of the Act 
(ell  of  Acces&.i9n i 
~\u~ cac:W•ct  ·+-~ · 
(C)  interest and costs in'cidental  to the recovery of the 
claims  referred  to above. 
Article 3 
&n  this  Directive : 
- 'applicant  authority'  means  the  competent 
authority  of  a  Member  State  which  makes  a 
request  for  assistance  concerning a  claim  referred 
to in  Article  2 ; 
- 'requested  authority'  n:teans  the  competent 
authority of a Member State to which a request for 
assistance  is  made. 
.1rtide  .J 
I.  At  tht•  r~·qut'''  ol  the  applll"anr  .tuthontv.  rhr 
rntuc~tcd  .1uthonty  ~hall  prPvtdc  any  informat1on 
which  would  be  useful  to  tht'  applicant  authority  in 
the  recovery  of  its  daim. 
In  order  to  obt.1in  this  information,  tht.>  requested 
authority 5hall  nuke use of the powers provided un  .. ler 
the  laws,  regulations  or  administrative  provisions 
applying  to  the  recovery  of  similar  claims  aris1ng  in 
th(:  Member St.lte  where  that  authority  is  situated. 
2.  The  request  for  information  shall  indicate  the 
name and address of the person to whom the informa-
tion to  be  provided relates and the nature and amount 
of the claim  in  re!>pect  of which  the  request  is  made. 
3.  The  requested  authority  shall  not  be  c'bliged  to 
supply  information : 
(a)  whKh  it  would  not  be  able  to  ohtair  fer  the 
purpose of recovering similar claims arising in  the 
Member State  in  which  it  is  situated~ 
(b)  whirh  would  disclose  any  commc:r1.1al.  1ndustrial 
or  proflo:-.,ional  'l'CH:h ,  or 
(c)  the  disclosure  of  which  would  be  liable  to  preju-
di<..:e  the  security  of  or  be  contrary  to  the  puhlic 
policy  of  the  State. 
4.  The  requested  authority  shall  inform  the  appli-
cant authority of the grounds for  refusing a request for 
information. 
Article  ' 
1.  The  requested  authority  shall,· at  the  request  of 
the  applicant  authority,  and  in  accordance  with  the 
rules  of  law  in  force  for  the  notification  of  similar 
instruments  or  decisions  in  the  Member  State  in 
which  the requested authority is  !>ituateJ,  notify to  the 
addres!>ee  all  instruments  and  dl·cisions,  tncluding 
those  of  a  judi(ial  nature,  which  emanate  from  the 
Member State:  in  which the applicant authonty is  situ-
atl·J and which relate to  a claim and/or to  it::.  recovery. 
2.  The  request  t....  notification  shall  indi(ate  the 
name  and  address  of  .  ~  addrc:-.see  con(t:rned,  the 
natun:  and  the:  ~ubject of  lut'  in:-.trument  or  decision 
to  be:  nora!led,  1f  nece::.sary  the  name  and  address  of 
the  debtor and  the daim to  which  the  instrument or 
decision  relates,  and  any  other  useful  information. 
3.  The  requested  authority  shall  promptly  anform 
tht·  applicant  authority  of  the  adion  takl'n  on  its 
reque::.t  for  notification  and,  more  ~·~pcri::~lly.  of  the 
d.th·  on  whal h  thl'  an,tnanH·nt  or  dl·, 1\ton  wa!> 
ttlrw.mkd  to  thl·  .tddrc'!>l'l'. 
A rtidt 6 
I.  At  the  request  of  thl·  .lppla(ant  authority,  the 
rcquntt:d authority  ~1lall, Jn  oll\."(>flbnu:  with  the  laws, 
regulat1nn'  or  adrnini:-.tr<ttivc:  prova~wns  apply111R  to 
th1.·  n:covcry  of -.irnilar  claim~ ari.,ang  in  the  1\h:mbcr 
~'.ttl'  tn  whach  the  rt:qucstt:d  authonty  I'- Situated, 
r~;, ',ver daims which  are  the  ~ubJt'lt of an  anstrument 
rcrmirtlllg  their enforcement. 
2  For thiS  rurpo~e :my rlatm in  rl'"Pl'Ct  tlf which a 
rt·quL·-..r  kH  rt'I.."O\I..'f!  ha ...  been  m.1dr  ..,hall  he  trc.ttcd  as 
a  ll.tim  of  tht·  Mrmbt·r  State  in  whirh  tlw  requested 
authority  1s  ~ttu.tted, ex(cpt  where  Artt~lc  i 2  .1pplies. Edi-tion  N'0 
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Artidt 7 
t.  the request  for  re-covery  of  a  claim  which  tht 
applicant  authority  addresses  to  the  r~qw~tt·d 
authority must be  accompanied bv an official or rcni-
fied  copy  of  the  instrument  permitting  its  t:nf(1ft  , .. 
ment, issued in  the Member State in whtrh the aprii-
eant  authoritv  is  '-:tuated  :Jnd,  :f  a!"';'~·"'ri;Ht'.  h  ·  ·~_ 
origiilaJ  or a  ~t:r!Jh·d copy ot  ot:1t:f  ,:,)~._··••:H:nt:-.  n.-.r::>· 
sary  tot  recovery. 
2.  Tht applicant authority  mav  iwt m.litt·  .•  , ,·q• ,t  .... t 
fer  reco\IL'f)'  unll·~" : 
(a)  the  claim  and/or  th~  instrum~nt  fwrmittin_g  th 
efiforeerncnt  arc  not  contested  ifl  rht·  Mt·r'lh't 
State  in  which  it  is  sihi:Hl'd ; 
(b)  it lias, in  th~ Member Stare  itt  •hich it  is  situated. 
applied  the  recov~ry procedure  av<1ilable  to  it  on 
the  basis  of  th~::  instrument  reft:rred  to  in  para-
graph  1,  and the measures taken  have not  re~ulted 
it1  the  payment  irt  full  of  the  claim. 
3.  The  request  for  ret:OVd"f  shall ttidl!.:ate  the  llBillt.> 
and  address of  tht person l:OIKt'rtlCJ, thl' nature of the 
tlaim,  th~ amount  of  the  prinnpal  and  tht·  tnkrt·st 
afad  costs  due,  as  welt  as  an~ other  reh:vant  lnforma-
tion. 
4.  The  reque~t for  recovd"y  shall  contain  in  addi-
tion a statement by  the applicant authority indi..:ating 
the  date  from  which  enfon.:emeht  is  po!'sibk  under 
the  l:t ..  s  in  fore~ in  the Mernber State  in  ~-h  ..  :h  it  ts 
situated and  conflriftirtg that the  ,,:onJh10ns  :-d l)tn  in 
paragraph  2 arl'  fulfilled. 
5.  As  soe'li  as  ''ilV  1\.'l<.·vant  informatton  rd.tttP~  tP 
the fn8tler Wh'ich  ~;W rtSC  tO  tht  fl'(tllt:~t  for  fl'li.W4..'f)' 
comes to  the  knowl'ed~e of  the :tppfit:ant  autlwntv  it 
shah  foi'W~i'd  it  to  th\:  requt-sted  -authonty. 
Artidt 8 
The instruri\ent  permitting l..'l'tfo'n  .. -tmNt't  of  the claitfl 
shall,  where  a-pivro>priate,  an·d  in  an.·ordar"'<.T  wt'th  tht" 
provisions in  foru·  tn  fh~ M"t·mht'r  St;tk  an  Y.hidt  tlw 
rnpf<.'Sinl  ;ntt1tPilfV  t'  5ttu.th·d,  l't·  ·" u·ph ·I.  1\'H'g  · 
n&lt:d,  :-.upph.·n11. !ltl'd,  or  rt:pl.h:l·d  b-.·  .m  "'"ltllll'h'nt 
authorizing  cntt)rc~ment  10  rhc  territor)·  ot  th.tt 
Member State. 
Sw. h  ,1( u:pt.tllU.'.  fl"\:O~~nn  11'11.  !-11'ppk'nH·Il I" 
0 r  Ill 
n:pia"TtTYt·rH  nHl"t  take  filnl·  ,,,  "ll(lft  ;•.,  I'"''·"  ·k, 
followin~  thl·  d.th- of  rn \'IJ''  ot  du·  rnpH "'  t(lt 
rc~overv. Tht•v  mav  not  hl'  rdu.,t·d  tl  thl·  tn  ... tr:mlt·nt 
permitt·tn~ enfon:c~1eht in tht·  T\kmbl'r Statt·  an  "'hi,·h 
the  applicant  authority  is  ~itua!l'd  i-.  propt.·rly  dr.mn 
up. 
If a·nv of  thl'~t.·  form;1\itil·~ ~houhi  ~i'l' ri-;-.·  w  .:~1  • x.:•ni 
na'tidn  or  cor.t~.·~t:ltton  in  connt·dilm  \\ith  t~H.  1. · :;m 
and/-6r  tht.·  instrumr:rit  permitting en'fNrdth nt  i~-,u~·d 
by 'the  applicmt  authority.  Ar'tide  12  shall  ,l:'i .:v  .. 
i 
Artidt  9 
I.  Claims shall  be recovered  in  the currency of the 
Member Stare in which rhe  requested authoriry is situ-
ated. 
2.  The  requested  authority  mav.  whl rc  the  laws, 
rq~ul.tttons or admin& ... tr.triv~o:  pro  .. ,-;·il'lh tn  foH e in  the 
~1l'nih~r State  in  whH.:h  it  is  ~ltUJkd  M\  pt.:rmit,  and 
.tftcr  consuh.ttions  v.ith  the  .t~plicant authority, allow 
the dcbtur time to  p.t\  or .lllthorize paynh nt by  instal-
ment. Any  interest  dur~cJ b"  tht:  r.:~untcd authority 
1.:  :-v,r~·,:t ot  ~u'h t· ·.:~.~  t::~H:  to  p.1y  ~h::~!:  be  remitted 
w  t~ll.:  ~kmbl..'f St.lh.  1r1  winl..'h  tht:  ;lpplil.ll1t authoriry 
i~  ~ituatc:d. 
Any  other  int~rest charged  ~or late  i'·lYnh:nt  under the 
htws.  rl'gularions  and  admtnisrrative  provisions  in 
ior(l'  in  thtt  M~mbc:r StJtc:  in  whKh  the:  requested 
authority  is  situated  shall  also  be  remmed  ro  the 
Member  Stat~ in which the  appli~.:ant aurhoriry is situ-
•lted. 
l'hc ~hums  to~  re~owtt:d ... h.tll  nor ht· gtven preferen· 
ttal  tt1.·Jtmcnt  in  the  Munbcr  State  in  which  the 
n·questt.'d  authority  is  situated. 
Artidt' II 
The  n:questcd  authority  shaH  intorm  the  applicant 
authority  itnrntdiatdy of  the  action  it  has  taken  on 
the  request  for  r~cov~ry. 
Atttd~  12 
I.  If,  in  the course  of  the  r~overy pron·dure,  the 
(}aim  and/or  the  in~trurncnt  pcrmittin~  its  cnforce-
m<.·nt  issued  in  the Mcmhl't Sta·tl'  1n  whirh the appli-
unr  .utthorirv  i~  siru.ltl'd  .tr-t·  umrnkd  hy  an  inte-
tnrn~ p.•rly,  ll~~o·  .tdiiHI  ... lt.tll  l•c  I'IPII~~III  hy  rltt•  l;ltlt•r 
lwlor\.·  the  I..'Oillpt·tl·nt  hod\  ot  rlu:  Mt.·rllhcr  State  in 
whirh  the  appltl·.mt  .IUthonty  1~  ~ttlwh:J,  in  accor-
d.uKl'  with  the  laws  in  for<:e  tht'1"e.  Thi!- <Ktion  must 
be  rmtltit•d by  the applioml aurhority to  rht'  rt.·qucsted 
.luthon~·.  The  party  I..'O'Il4.'~o·rn  .. ·d  m.1y  also  notifv  the 
requl·:-.tni  authority  ot  th~o.  .r\lt,lll.  ' 
1 
:\..,  soon  il!>  th~.·  rl..''-lu~-.·-.tt.:d  .tuthority  ha:-.  rt·t:eived 
tht.  lllHtti~...lt&on  rdan.:d to  111  p.lr.tj.!r.tph  I urher from 
till·  ·•f'Pii,·.uft .nnhoraty or trllt·n  th~o·  rntt.·r~. :-tt·d  party.  it 
~!1.dl  ~.u:-pl'nd tht·  \.'l1tOr((.'t1h"tlt  pro~.nlurl' pl..'nding  the 
d~l+  i, •:1  of  th~ bod~ .:ompd-.·m  rtl  the  nutter. Should 
th~  r~.·,!u~sted a\Jthonry  d~:~.·m ·j·r  n~..·.:c:-.sar''· and without 
p;~.·judt~..·l..'  to :\rtide 13,  th.H  .nnhonry ma.y  take precau-
:tvnary  mc:asures  to gturamee n:.('OH·ry  in  so  far as  the ~------------------------------------------
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laws  or  regulations  in  force  in  the  Member  State  in 
which  it  is  situated  allow  such  action  for  similar 
claims. 
3.  Where  it  is  the  enforcement  mea:,ures  taken  in 
the Member State  in  which  the  reque~ted authority  is 
situated  that  are  being  contestl'd  the  action  :,lull  he 
brought  before  the  competeQt  body  ot  that  Mt.:mlwr 
State  in  accordann·  with  its  laws  and  n:gulatiom. 
4.  Wherl'  the  compc:tent  body  bdore  whid1  the 
action  has been  brou~ht in  accordann: with  parayuph 
1 is  a  judicial  or administrative  tribunal,  the  dl'~·~ll·rl 
of  that  tribunal,  in  :-.o  far  as  it  is  favourable  t·.  tilt' 
applicant authority  and  permits  rc:coverv  of  thl·  ~:.11m 
in  the Member State  in  which  the applicant auti.or1ty 
is  situated  shall  constitute the 'instrument  pcrr..:n•n~ 
enforcement' within  the meaning of Articles 6,  7  ..~nd 
8 and the  recovery  of  the claim  shall  proceed on  tht• 
basis  of  that decision. 
Artidt·  13 
On a  reasoned  requc:st  by  the appliunt authorit1..  t hl' 
requested  authority  shall  take  precautionary  ml··t'-llf\'" 
to  ensure  rccovc:ry  of  a claim  in  so  tar  a;;  the  law"  nr 
regulations in  force  in  the Member State  in  whith  11  ,., 
situated  so  permit. 
In  order  to  give  effect  to  the  provisions  of  th~.:  t.1 ~t 
paragraph, Articles 6, 7 ( 1  ), (3) and (5),  8,  11,  t 2 and  14 
shall  apply  mutatis  mutandis. 
Artidt  14 
The  requested  authority  shall  not  bt  obliged : 
(a)  to grant the ass1stam:c  providt·d  f(lr  1  n An,, It - h  to 
t] if  rc:covery  of  the  claim  would,  because:  oi  tht> 
situation  of the debtor, create  st:nous econon  i 1c  lH 
social  difficultit·s  in  the  Member  State  in  whil h 
that  authority  is  situated ; 
(b)  to  undt ll.tkt·  1novrry of  11  , L11111  d  thr  ·'l'l'11, .1111 
authority  has  nut  exhausted tiH·  ml'.tn~ ol  rn ·  ,,.~  r~ 
in  the h.'rritory  of  the Member St.ltl'  in  whH. h  it  1!-
situatcd. 
The  rc:qlll·~tcd  authority  shall  mtorm  thl·  appiH:.uu 
authority  of  the  _grounds  for  rdu  ... ng  a  n:qUl''-t  tor 
as:.istancc.  Sud1  rl·asoncd  rdu:-.al  shall  abn  bc 
communic•tt:d  ro  thc' Commi~:-.ion. 
Artidt  I 5 
I.  Quest1ons concerning periods of  limitation  :-.h.dl 
be governed solely by  the laws  in  force  111  the Mt·mbt·r 
State  in  whid1  the  applicant authority  i:,  !>ituatul. 
2.  Steps  taken  in  the  recovery  of  claims  by  the 
requested  authority  in  pursuance  of  a  n:quest  for 
assistance, which, if  they had  been  carried out by  the 
applicant  authority,  would  have  had  the  effect  of 
suspending  or  interrupting  the  period  of  limitation 
accC'rding  to the laws  in  force  in  the Membt·r State in 
which  the  applicant  authority  is  situated,  shall  be 
deemed  to  have  been  taken  in  the  latter  State,  in  so 
far  as  that  effel't  is  concerned. 
Article  16 
Documents  and  information  sent  to  the  requested 
authority  pursuant  to  this  Directive  may  only  be 
communicated by  the  latter  to: 
(a)  the  person  mentioned  in  the  request  for  assist-
ance; 
(b)  those  persons  and  authorities  responsible  for  the 
recovery of the claims, and solely for  that  purpose ; 
(c)  the  judicial  authorities  dealing  with  matters 
concerning the  recovery  of  the  claims. 
Artidt  17 
Requests  for  assistance  and  relevant  documents shall 
be  accompanied  by  a  translation  in  the  official 
language,  or  one  of  the  official  languages  of  the 
Member State in  which the requested authority is  situ-
at<.:d,  withcut prejudice to the latter authority's right to 
waive  the  translation. 
Articlt  18 
Member  States  shall  renounce  all  claims  upon  each 
other  for  the  rc:imbur~cment of  costs  resulting  from 
mutual  <bsistance  which  they  grant  e<Jch  other 
pur~uant to  this  Directive. 
However,  the  Member  State  in  which  the  applicant 
authority is  situated shall  remain  liable to  the:  M(·mber 
St.lle  in  which  tht:  retJllntl·d  authorit..,·  i~  ~~tu.ttnl  for 
lfl'.h  11111111\'"  ,1'1  ,1  lt"'.tlil  nf  ,1\  IIPII';  !J,  I,J  !U  hr 
un!\llllldcd, as  l.t~  .ts  l'ttht·r  thl'  sub:-t.tllll' ot  the daim 
or  rlll·  val~tlity of  the  imtrumt·nt  i~~unl by  tht'  appli-
(;ant  .tuthority  are  concerned. 
Artidt 19 
Ml·mher  States  :-.hall  provide  each  other with  a  list  of 
authoritle!\  authorizt:d  to  make or  rcct:ive  rl·qul·sts  for 
a:-.:-.t:,tanct·. 
Artidt 20 
1.  A  Committee  on  Recovery  (hereinafter  called 
'the 'ommittee') is  hereby set  up and shall  consist of ---------------------------------------- --- ---------
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representatives of the Member States with  J  Commi~­
sion  representative  as  chairman. 
2.  The committee shall adopt 1ts own rules of  po.<:~·-
dure. 
Article 21 
The committee may examine any matter concerning 
the application of this Directive raised by  its ch<llrman 
either on  his  own  initiative or at  t~ request  of  the 
representative  of a  M~mber State. 
Articlt 12 
I.  The  detailed  rules  for  implementing  Article.-, 
-4 (2)  and (-4),  5 (2)  and (.l),  7 (1 ),  {3)  and (5).  9,  J t  and 
12 (I) and  the  rules  on  conve~ion, tram  fer  of  .. utm 
recovered,  and  th~·  fixinR  of a  minimum  amount  t. If 
claims which  may gtw rise to a  rt:qut.·~t  tor  a~~i  ... r.uH •.. 
shall  be  adopted  in  anordan'-'e  with  the  pro~. nlurt· 
laid  down  in  paragraph  2 and  ·'· 
2.  Th-e  Commis~ion representative  shall  submit  to 
the commi.ttee a draft of the measures  to be  adl"~pted. 
The committee shaH  ddiver its  opinion on  the  dratt 
within a time limit set by  the chatrman.  ha\·in~ rl'~.uJ 
to  the  urgency  ot  the  matter  Opin11.m~  ~h.11l  l'c 
adopted  by  a  majont·.- of  54votes.  thl·  \t}tcs  ot  tl· ~ 
Member States being -weighted  as  pro'•11.h·d  in  Artii..'lc 
148 (l)  of  the  Tn·.Aty.  The  ch.urman  ~ha!l  not  wr.-. 
3.  (a)  The  Lomnll~~•on  sh.-11  .Hiopt  tht·  prop• · ·t, I 
measure:~ wht'rt:  tht·~· arc.·  111  at~,.ord.tnu: "'ith :l,l· 
opinion  of  thl·  l:ommittt:l' 
(b)  When: the proposed mt·a  .. ures are not an  :'ll, •.'r-
danc:c:  with  rht:  ~'f'!lliOn ct the ,·ommi!:t•t·. t'r  1t 
no opinwn  1  ...  ddiven:d.  the.·  C('l!nmt...~Jon  ,h.:'l 
without  dcla~  f'ropo~l.'  !o  the  CL'lHh.·d  d  t.' 
measure-.  tl'  h  adt.'r~rt·J.  Tht.·  Co1m~o:li  ~:~.d!  .\d 
by  a  qu.llilit·,l  m.IJ~mty. 
(c)  If  within  thrl·t·  months  t'f  thl'  pt<'l~~·  .... d  ! ,·1  ·  • 
~uhmittcd to  it.  rhl·  Cour..:il  hJ:->  :·,,:  .h.tl'·.:. tl: 
prot.w~cd  me.bures  shall  he  ad("~'tl !  h  ·: e 
Commission. 
Artidt·  13 
The  prov1saons  of  this  Oirecti  ..  ·e  shall  not  prevent  a 
greater  measure  of  mutual  assistance  being  afforded 
either  now  or  in  the:  future  by  particul.u  Member 
States  under  anv  ;tt!rc:~mcnts  or  arrJngements, 
including those  for  the  notlhcatton  of  legJl  or extra-
legal  acts. 
Mcmb~r States  shall  bring  into  fon.:t:  the:  measures 
ne(c~sary to comply with thai  Dire~ttve not later than 
I  J.1nll4lry  1978. 
Ltdl  Ml'tnbcr State:  ~haH in ~ ... ,r m  the:  Con; m  is~ion of 
th~ tnl'asures which  tt  has adopted to impkment this 
D1n:·, r:ve. The Con;misswn ~hJ!l forwJrd thls informa-
tion  t-:•  the other l\L,;1bl'r  StJtcs. 
Article 26 
This  Directive  is  addressed  to the  Member States. t/1  Edition  No  1  of  31.12.1986  lpage  XI-A-7  J 
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'Commission Directive of 4 November t9n laying 
down detailed rules for implementing certain provi-
sions of Council Directive 76/308/EEC on mutual 
assistance for the recovery of claims resulting frcmt 
operations forming part of the system of financing 
the European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee 
Fund, and of agricultural levies and customs duties, 
and  in  respect  of  value  added  tax'. 
- O.J.  L n°  333  of  24.12.1977, p.  11 
MODIFICATIONS 
Regulation  (EEC)  no  3308/80 
(O.J.  No  L3~S of  20.12.1980,  p.  1> 
- Title, :article 20<2>  and  Annex  I  replaced  by  Commission  Directive of 
14  October  1985  (85/479/EEC) 
CO.J.  No  L 285  of  25.10.1985,  p.65) 
- Art.  20(2)  modified  by  Commission  Directive  No  86/489/EEC  of 
24  September  1986 
(O.J.  No  L283  of 04.10.1986,  p.  23) Edition  NO  lpage  XI-A-9  ] 
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Article  1 
1.  This  Directive  lays  the  detailed  rules  for  im-
plementing Articles 4 (2)  and (4), 5 (2)  and (3), 7 ( 1), 
(3)  and  (5),  9  and  12  (1)  of Directive  76/308/F.EC, 
hereinafter called 'the basic Directive'. 
2.  This Directive  also  lays  down the  detailed  rule~ 
on  conversion,  transfer  of sums  recovered  and  the 
fixing  of a  minimum  amount for claims which  may 
give rise to a request for assistance. 
TITLE I 
Request for  information 
Article  2 
1;  The  request  for  information. referred  to  in 
_Anicle 4 of the basic Directive shall  be made out in 
writing in  accordance  with  the  model  in  Annex  I. 
The sa4d  request shall bear the official  stamp of the 
applicant authority and shall be signed by an official 
thereof duly authorized to make such a request. 
2.  The applicant authority shall, where appropriate, 
indicate  in  its  request  for  information  the  name  of 
any  other  requested  authority  to  \vhich  a  similar 
request for information has been addressed. 
Article  3 
The request for informat·ion may relate to 
(a)  the debtor; or 
(b)  any  person  Liable  for  settlement  of  the  claim 
under the law in force in the Member State· where 
the applicant authority is situate.d. 
Where  the  applicant  authority  knows  that  a  third 
party  holds  assets  belonging  to  one  of  the  persons 
mentioned  in  the  foregoing  paragraph,  the  n·qutst 
may also relate to that third party. 
Article  4 
The  requested  authority  shall  acknowledge  receipt 
of the request for information in writing (if possible 
by telex) as soon as possible and in any event within 
seven days of such receipt. 
Article  5 
1.  The requested authority shall  transmit each  item 
of requested  information to the  applicant authority 
as and when it is obtained. 
· 2.  Where  all  or part of the  requested  information 
c1nnot he obtained within a  reasonable time, having 
regard to the particular case, the  requested authority 
:;l-;all  so  inform  the  applicant  authority,  indicating 
toe reasons therefor. 
In  anv  C\ cnt,  at  the  end  of  six  month-..  from  the 
date  ~f Jcknowlcdgement  of  receipt  of  :he  request, 
the  requc:srcd  authority  shall  inform  the  applicant 
~uthority of the outcome of the investigations which 
it hJs conduc..:ted  in order to obtain the  information 
rcqtH,'o;ted. 
In  the  light  of  the  inform;-ttion  reccivcll  from  the 
n:qucstl·d  authority,  the  applicant  authority  may 
request  the  latter to continue its  investig.ttions.  This 
request shall be made in writing (if possible by telex) 
within  two  months  from  the  receipt  of  the  notifi-
cation  of the  outcome of the  im·estigarions  carried 
out by  the  requested  authority, and  shall  be  treated 
by  the  requested  authority  in  accordance  with  the 
provisions applying to the initial request. 
Article  6 
W:hen  the requested authority decides nor to comply 
Wlth  the  requrs~ for  in:orm:nion  addres)ed  to it,  it 
shall  notify the  .1ppJicanr  ~uthority in  writing of the 
rcas?n~ for  the  ref~sal to comply  with  the  request, 
spec16mg  the  particular  pt ovisions  of  Article  4  0f 
the basic Directive which it invDkes. This notification 
shall  be  given  by  the  requested  authoritY  as· soon as 
it has taken its  decision and in  any  eve~r within six 
months from  the date of the acknowledgemen~ of the 
receipt of the request. 
Article  7 
The applic:ant  authority  may at any  time withdraw 
the request for information  which it has sent to the 
requested  authority.  The decision  to withdr1.w  shall 
be  transmitted to the  requested  authority in  writin~ 
(if possihle by  telex). 
TITLE  lJ 
Request for  notification 
Article  8 
The request for  notification  referred  to in  Article s 
~f the  b~sic D~rective shall  be  made our in  writing 
lfi  duplacate  m  accordance  wirh  the  model  in 
Annex  II.  The  said  request  shall  h·Jr  the  offici:1l 
stamp of the applicant authority and shall  hr "iPncd 
by  an official tht:rcof duly aurhonLed to nuke s~~b a 
requco;r. 
T"':o  copies  ~f ~he instrument  (or  decision).  notifi-
cation of whlch ls  ~equesreJ. sh;-tll  be  attached :o the 
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Article 9 
The  request  for  notification  may  rebre  to  ---~:: 
natural or legal person  who, in  ac ..::xdance  with  t :1:· 
law in force in the ~fcmber State where the applio..Jn' 
authority  is  situated,  shall  he  informed  of  Jn~ 
instrument or decision which co11cerns him. 
Article  10 
1.  Immediately  upon  receipt  of  the  request  for 
notification,  the  requested  authority  shaH  take  thl' 
necessary  measures  to  effect  that  notific.ttion  in 
accordance  with  the  law  in  force  in  the  Member 
State in which it is situated.  -- -- -
2.  The  requested  authority shall  inform  the  appli-
cant authoriry of the date of notification as  soon as 
this  has  been  done,  by  returning  to  ir  one  of  the 
copies  of  its  request  with  the  certificate  on  the 
reverse side duly completed. 
TITLE JJI 
Request  for  recovery  and/or for  the  taking of 
precautionary measures 
Article  11 
.!.he  r~l1~:t·sr  for  n:covery  and/or  for  the  tJking 
,Jf  prt:-.:.wrionJry  meJsurcs  rdcrrcd  to in  Articles  6 
.md  13  vf the  basic  Directive  shall  be  nude out in 
writing  in  ~1.:-cordJnce  with  the  model  Annex  III. 
The  request,  ''  hich  shall  include a  dcdJrJtion  rhat 
the  conditions  laid  down  in  the  basic  Directive  for 
initiating  the  mutual  assistance  procedure  in  the 
r.lrti..:ular  C.tse  have  been  fulfllleJ,  shall  bear  thC' 
nffi,·i.d  5tamp  of  the  applicant  authority  and  shlll 
h.- -.Jg'll'd  by  an  official  thereof  duly  authorized  to 
m .• ~c such a request. 
2.  The  instrunwnt  permitting  enforcement  which 
,h,tll  .1\.'Ct)mp.tlly  tht  f<'~luest for rccm ny .md/or for 
the  t.1king  of  prcc.llltio&lJry  mc.1sures  may  be  issued 
in  r~·!->p~ct  of sever  Jl  claims  where  it  concerns  one 
Jnd the same person. 
For  the  purposes  of  Articles  12  to  19,  all  claims 
which  are covered by the same instrument permitting 
enforcement  sh.11I  be deemed  to constitute  a  single 
t.  c.JJm. 
Article  12 
1.  The  request  for  recovery  and/or for  the  taking 
of preclutionar) mc.lSures may relate to 
(a)  the debtor; or 
(h)  any  person  liable  for  settlement  of  the  claim 
under  the  law  in  force  in  the .Member  State  in  · 
which it is situated.  ; 
2.  Where  appropriate . the applicant authorirv shall 
inform  the  requested  authonry of any  as..;-ers ·of the 
persons  referred  to  in  paragraph  1  which  tO  -its 
knowledge are held by a thir4 parry. 
Artide 13 
1.  The  applicant  authority  shall  state  th~ amourirs 
,Jf  the  eLl im to be recovered  1--oth  in the currency <Jf 
rhc  ~1cmber State  in  whi~·h  it  is  situated  and  also 
m th~  ~·•trrcncy  of the  Member State  in  whiCh  the 
requc!)tcJ authority is situated. 
2.  The rate of exchange to be  used for the purposes 
of  paragraph  1  shall  be  the  latest  st:lling  ·ra:te 
recorded on the most representative exchange market 
or  markets  of  the  Member  State  in  whid\  the 
applicanr authority is  situated on the ·dare  when me 
request for recovery is signed. 
Article 14 
The  requested  authority  shall  acknowll'Jgc  receipt 
of the  rt'l}ucst  for recovery  and/or for thl.!  t:1king  of 
precautionary  measures  in  writing  (if  pOs!>ihle  by 
telex)  as  soon  as  possible  and  in  any  event  whhin 
seven days of its receipt. 
Article  15 
Where,  within  a  reasonable  time  having  regard  ro 
the  particular  case,  all  or part of the claim  carthot 
be  nxovered  or  precautionary  measure~ cann<1t  ht· 
taken,  the  n.'I.Jut'stcd  authority  shall  so  inform  the 
applicant  authority,  indicating  the  reasons  thch:for. 
In  any  event,  at the end of one year from  th~ date 
of acknowledgement of the receipt of the request, the 
requcste.l  authoriry  shall  inform  tht  appli~ant 
authority of the outcome of the  procedure which  it 
has undertaken for recovery and/or for the taking of 
precautionary measures. 
In  the  light  of  the  information  received  from  the 
requested  authority,  the  applicant  authority  may 
request  ~he latter to continue the procedure which it 
has  undertaken  for  recovery  and/or  for  the  taking 
of  prccllltion:uy  measures.  This  reque'>t  shall  be 
m:tde  in  wnring  (if  possible  hy  telex)  within  two 
months  from  the  receipt  of  the  notifil.llion  of the 
outcome  of  the  procedure  undertaken  by  the 
reque~ted  authority  for  recovery  and/or  for  the 
taking  of  precautionary  measures,  and  shall  be 
treated hy the requested authority in accordance with 
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Article  16 
Any  action  contesting  the  daim  or  the  in~srrument 
permitting  its  enforcement  which  is  taken  in  the 
Member  State  in  which  the  appli.:anc  authority  is 
situated shall  be notified  to the  requested  authority 
in  writing  (if  possible  by  telex)  by  the  applicant 
authority immediately after it has  been informed of 
such action. 
Article  17 
1.  If the request for recovery  anJ!or for the  raking 
of  precautionary  measures  becomes  nugatory  as  a 
result of payment of the claim or of its ca;H:cliation 
•or for any other reason, the applicant authority shall 
immediately..  inform  the  requested  authority  in 
writing  fjf possible by  telex)  so that the  latter may 
stop any action which it has undertaken. 
2.  Where  the  amount  of  the  daim  which  is  the 
subject  of  the  request  for  recovery  and/or  for  the 
taking of precautionary measures is  amended for any 
reason,  the  applicant  authority  shall  immediately 
inform the requested authority in writing (if  possible 
by tdex). 
If the  amendment  consists  of  a  reduction  in  the 
amount of the  claim,  the  requested  authoritv  shall 
continue  the  action  which  it  has  undcrta  ke;,  with 
a  view  to recovery  and/or to the taking of rrecau· 
tionary measures, but that action shall  be  lm1ited  to 
the  amount  still  outstanding  if,  at  the  time  the 
requested  authority  is  informed  of the  reduction  of 
the  amount  of the  claim,  the  origin,tl  amount  has 
alrcad~· been  recovered  by it but the  transkr pwce-
dure  referred  to  in  Article  18  has  not  vet  been 
iniri.1ted,  the  requested  authority  shall  r~·pay  the 
amount overpaid to the person entitled thereto. 
If the  amendment  consists  of  an  increase  in  the 
amount  of the  claim,  the  applicant  authority  shall 
a'i  soon as possible address to the rcqm.·stcd .mthority 
an  additional  request  for  recovery  and/or  for  the 
t.tking  of  precautionary  measures.  This  .tdditional 
r  rqur~ot  -.h.1ll,  .ts  far  as  possihl(·  he  dt'.tlt  wir h  hy 
the rcquc~ted authority at the same rune as the original 
request of the applicant authority. Wht:re, in  view of 
the  state  of  progress  of the  existing  prm:edure,  the 
joinder  of  the  additional  request  and  the  original 
request is  not possible, the requested authoritv shall 
only  be  required  to  comply  with  the  adJ,irional 
request  if  it concerns  an  amount nnt  less  than that 
referred to in  Article 20. 
3.  To  convert  the  amended  amount  of  the  claim 
into the  currency of the Member State in  which  the 
requested  authority  is  situated,  the  applicant 
authority  shall  use  the  exchange  rare  used  in  its 
original request. 
Article  18 
Any  sum  recovered  hy  the  requested  authority, 
including,  where  applic:~blc,  the  intl'rcsr  referred  to 
in  ;\rtide 9  (!) of the  basic  Direct~Yc,  shall  be  the 
'-'lbjc:cr  of  a  transfer  to  the  :tpplicmt  .luthority  in 
thl·  currency  of  the  !\.femhcr  St.IIL'  in  which  the 
rcqtu.·sted  authority  is  <~itu:ucJ.  Thi"  transfer  shall 
rake  pbce within  on!!  month of the  date  on  which 
the recovery was effected. 
Article  19 
Irrespective  of  any  amounts  collected  by  the 
requested  authority  by  way  of  interest  referred  to 
in Article 9 (2)  of the basic Directive, the claim shall 
be deemed  to have been reco' ercd  in proportionto 
the recovery of the amount ex:--:-essed  in  the national 
currency of the  ~tcmber  State in  whirh the requested 
authority  is  situ.ued,  on  the  bJsis  of the exchange= 
rate referred to in Article 13  \2). 
TITLE IV 
General  and final  provisions 
Article  20 
1.  A  request  for  assistance  may  be  made  by  the 
applicant authority in  respect of either a single claim 
or several  claims  where  these  are  recoverable  from 
one and the same Krson.  __  _  __ 
~· ·.r-rom  1 !anuary 1987 no request for  assistance  may 
be made 1f  the amount of the relevant claim of claims 
i1  less  than  1 500  ECU.'  . 
This  amount  shall  be  reduced  to  200 
ECU if the request relates to the recovery of a claim 
payable .as  a result of an irregularity committed in 
the course  of or in connection with  an  o~ration 
carried  out under arrangements  for  movement of 
goods  within  the  Community  introduced  by 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3/84.'  · 
Article  21 
Information  and other p.trticulars  cominu~ticarcd hv 
the  requested  authority  to  the  applicant  aurhorih-
shall he made our in  the official  language or one  ~f 
the official  languages of the  Member State  in  whirh 
the requested authority is situated. 
Article  22 
The Member States  shall  bring into force  nor later· 
than  1  January  1978  the'  measures  necessary  ro: 
comply with this Directive. --- - --------------
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Article 23 
Each Member State shall inform the Commission ('It 
the  measures  which  it ukes  for  implementing  thi  ... 
Directive.  The Commission  sh.1ll  cf'mmunicatt'  sud~ 
information to the other Member States. 
Article 24 
This Directive is addr.:sscd to the :Member Sr:ttc<:.. Edition N°  lpage  XI-A-13  I 
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~NNEX  I 
DIRECTIVE 76/308/E.EC 
(Article  4) 
(D~scription  of  the  applicant  authority,  address,  tele-
,  phone,  telex  and  bank  account  n~bers, etc.  . ..  ) 
(Pltce ud date of sendins request) 
(PUe  refemlce of applicant  authority) 
To  (Space  reserved  for  the authority  to  whom  the  request 
is  sent) 
, (Name  of the authority to whom  the request  is  sent.  Post  Box. 
place,  etc.) 
REQUEST  FOR  INFORMATION 
I,  the  under&igned,  .....................•.......................... .............•....  actiq as  the  agent  duly  authorized  by  the  applicant  authority 
(Name  and official  capacity) 
indicated a~ove, hereby re~uest the following information to be obtained in accordance with Article 4 of Directive 76/308/BEC: 
Information  relatins  to the 
person  concemed (1) 
Information  relatins 
to the claim(s) 
- Amount  of  the  relevant  claim  or 
claims  (including  possible  intelest 
and  costs) 
(b)  Other  relevant  information  con- - Ex~ct nature  of the  ~laim(s) 
ceming tile  above  person 
- principal  debtor 
- co-debtor  - Other information 
~-- third  party  holding assets 
Other requested  authorities 
(")  Delete  as  appropriate  . 
. r) Natural  or lesal  person.' 
Information  requested 
(Sisnature) 
(Official  stamp) Edition  N° 
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Directive 77/794/EEC 
. ANNEX II 
DIRECTIVE 76/308/EEC 
(Anidc 5) 
(Description  of  the  applicant  authority,  address, 
telephone,  telex  and bank account numbers, etc  .•••  ) 
(Place and date of Kndina request) 
To 
(l':ame  uf the  authority to whom the rcqunt is  ~ent, Post  Box, 
place etc ...  )  · 
..................................  ,. .................................... . 
(File reference of  applicant authority) 
(Space reserved for the authority to whom the request 
is  sent) 
REQUEST  FOR  NOTIFICATION 
1, rhe undersigned .................  : ........................... acting as the agent duly authorized by the applicant authority mdicated 
iNamc and otfic:ial  caracity) 
.1bove,  hereby request notification, pursuant to Article 5 of Directive 76/308/EEC,  of the following instrument/deetsion (,.): 
Information relallnft to the 
pcrwn con.:erned (1) 
(a)  ~.\me and{known (,.) 
.lddr~·.,s  a"umcd (,.) 
(b)  N.amc  .lllJ  .1Jdrcss  of 
rlu·  prin" 1p.1l  "khror  if 
Jllkrcnt from Jddr"~..:e 
(c)  Oth<:r  information 
(•)  Delete as aprropriate. 
(1)  Natural or lesal perwn. 
Nature and subject of the 
insrrument (or decision) 
to be  notified 
Information relatina 
to the claim(s) 
- Amount of the claim(s) 
(including  any  interest 
and costs) 
Exact  n.tture  of  the 
claint(!l) 
- Other information 
Other information 
(Offacaal  stamp) Edition  N°  Jpage  IX-A-16  I 
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CERTIFICATE 
The undersigned hereby cenifies: 
- that the  instrument/decision (•)  attached' to the  request overleaf has  been  notified  to  the 
addressee  referred  to  in  the  said  request  dated  . . . .  . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .  . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . .  The 
notification was  made in  the following manner (I)  (•): 
- tlaat the instrument/decision (•)  attached to the request overleaf was not able to be  ~oriBec:l 
to the addaasec referred to in  the said request for the following reasons (•): 
··················································•···  {Date) 
...................................................... 
(Offk1:tl  ~ramr' 
('t)  Delete u  appropriate. 
, (l)  Indicate exactly whether the notification  .,. aa  mack ro the adcllctlet ill peqoa or b, UGther PIOC*Iuft. Edition  No  Jpage  XI-A-17 l 
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ANNEX Ill 
DIRECTIVE  76/308/EEC 
(Articles 6  to 13) 
(!>n(r iption  of  the  applicant  authority,  .address, 
tdc.·phone,  tde,.:  Jnd  bank account  numbc:rs,  c::tc ....  ) 
(Place and date of sending request) 
(file reference of appli.:.anr  authoruy' 
"1'  •  l)  (Space reserved for the authority to whom the request 
is  sent) 
~  ..  me  <lf  the authority to whom tbc  requc:~t i• sc:nt,  Po•t Box, 
l'•.& .. e etc ....  ) 
REQUEST  FOR RECOVERY I PRECAUTIONARY MEASURES  TO BE  TAKEN (•) 
I, the  undersigned  ................................................... acting as the agent duly  authoriz~d by the applicant authority 
(N.1me  and nfficial capa.:itT) 
indicated  above,  hereby  request: 
- recovery of the following d.1im(s) covered by the attached unit of execution pursuant to Arti_clc 7 of Directive 76/308/EEC; 
the conditions of Article 7 (2)  (a)  and (b) are satisfied (•) 
- precautionary measures to be taken, pursuant to Article 13  of Directive 76/30H/EEC, in  respect of the person mentioned 
below concerning the claim(s}  covered by  the attached unit of execution; I attach hereto a statement of the reasons for 
this  request (•) 
Information relatin11 to rhc 
~rson concerned (•) 
(a}  N.tme and {known (•) 
address  assumed (•) 
(b)  Other  relevant 
information 
- principal debtor 
- co-debtor 
- third  party  holding 
assets 
Exact nature 
nf the 
cl.mn(•) 
Dcr Jils of documents att.achcd:  ,-
1 
(")  ll< krc:  a• approrn.uc. 
Information rclattng ro the daim(s) 
Amount expressed 
an  the currency 
uf the  M~mhcr  ~rate 
in wlu.:h thc ·'1'1'"' .anr 
•u•hunry •• ..  w.urd 
Amount ~xprc~sed 
tn rhc c-urr.:ncy 
of rhc·  Mcmh.-r State 
111"-hh h rhl' h"•JUc-rtd 
o1111hu111y  II lllll.&ltd 
Amount of principal (2) 
Amount  of  interest  up  to  the  date  of 
signature of this document (2) 
Amount  of  costs  up  to  the  date  of 
signature  of  this  document (2) 
Total 
1 1\  :•  .... rur.il or lq•JI  l'~·r,on.  !  ~~)  \l.: , re  the  u•.•t  of  c:xca;uuon  i!l  gcnn  .• l,  wJi.:ate the amounra of the different da1m1. 
Rate of 
~x~hanac 
"'"J 
Other 
m(urmauun 
Date on  which 
enforcement 
becomes  possible 
Period of 
limitation 
As,cts  of  the 
debtor held  by  a 
third parry 
(Sign.ature) 
(Official stamp) 
·~-----·---------------------------------------------------------------------~ .  . 
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COUNCIL REGULATION (EEC)  No 1468/81 
of 19 May  1981 
on  mutual  assistance  between  the  administrative  authorities  of the  Member 
States and cooperation between  the  latter and the Commission to ensure the 
correct application of the law on customs or agricultural matters 
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MODIFICATIONS  (within the  text> 
1.  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  N°  945/87  of 30.03.87 
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Article  1 
1.  This Regulation lays down the ways  in which the 
administrative  authorities  responsible  in  the  Member 
States  for  the  application  of  the  law  on  customs  or 
agricultural  matters  shall  cooperate  with  tho~e .in  t~e 
other  Member  States  and  with  the  Commtsston  tn 
order to  ensure  compliance with  the  law. 
2.  The provisions of this  Regul~tion shall not apply 
to  the extent that they overlap wtth  those  of  Regula-
tions (EEC)  No 283/72 and (EEC)  No 359/79. 
Article  2 
1.  For  the  purposes of  this  Regulation : 
- 'the  law  on  customs  matters'  shall  mean  all 
Community  provisions  and  provisions.  which 
contribute to  the application  of  Commumty rules 
governing the import, export, transit and presence 
of goods  forming the subject of  trade between the 
Member  States  and  between  the  latter  and  third 
countries, 
- 'the  law  on  agricultural  matters'  shall  mean  all 
provisions  adopted in the  conte~t. of  the common 
agricultural  policy  and  all  spectftc  rules.  adopted, 
pursuant to  Article  235  of  the  Trea~, wtth  re~ard 
to  goods  resulting from  the  processmg of  agncul-
tural  products,  . 
_  'applicant  authority'  shall  mean  the  competent 
authority  of  a  Member  State  which  makes  a 
request for  assistance, 
- 'requested  authority'  shall  mean  the  competent 
authority of a Member State to which a request for 
assistance  is  made. 
2.  Each  Member  State  shall  nHnnnmicat('  to  the 
other Member States  and  to  the  Commission  a list of 
the competent authorities which are  appointed to  act 
as  correspondents  for  the  purposes  of  applying  this 
Regulation. 
In  this  Regulation 'competent authorities' shall  mean 
those  authorities  appointed  to  act  as  correspondents 
under the first  subparagraph. 
Article 3 
The obligation to  provide assistance  ~a~d dow~ by this 
Regulation  shall  not cover  the  provtston  of  ~n!orm~­
tion  or  documents  obtained  by  the  admmtstrattve 
authorities  referred  to  in  Article  1 (1)  under  powers 
exercised  by  them  at  the  request  of  the  judicial 
authority. 
However,  in the case  of an  application  for  assistance, 
such  information  or documents  shall  be  provided  in 
all  cases  where  the judicial  authority,  which  must  be 
consulted  to  that effect, gives  its  consent. 
TITLE  I 
Assistance on request 
Article 4 
1.  At  the  request  of  the  applicant  authority,  the 
requested  authority shall  communicate to  it  all  infor-
mation  likely to  enable the former to  ensure compli-
ance  with  the  provisions  laid  down  by  the  law  on 
customs or agricultural matters and in particular those 
concerning : 
- the  application  of  customs. duties  and  charges 
having  equivalent  effect  as  well  as  agricultural 
levies  and  other  charges  laid  down  within  the 
framework  of  the  common  agricultural  policy  or 
of  the  specific  arrangements  applicable,  pursuant 
to  Article  235  of  the  Treaty,  to  certain  goods 
resulting  from  the  processing  of  agricultural 
products, 
- operations forming part of the system of financing 
by  the  European  Agricultural  Guidance  and 
Guarantee  Fund. 
2.  In  order  to  obtain  this  information,  the 
requested  authority  or  the  administrative  authority 
which it has addressed shall proceed as though it were 
acting on its own account or at the request of another 
authority  in  its  own  country. 
Article  5 
At  the  request  of  the  applicant  authority,  the 
requested  authority shall  supply  to  it  any  attestation, 
document or official copy of a document which it has 
or  which  it  obtains  in  the  manner  referred  to  in 
Article  4  (2)  and which  relates  to  operations covered 
by  the  law  on customs or agricultural  matters. 
Article  6 
1.  At  the  request  oi  the  applicant  authority,  the 
requested  authority shall, while observing the rules in 
force  in  the  Member  State  in  which  it  is  situated, 
notify the addressee or have him notified of all  instru-
ments or decisions which emanate from  the  adminis-
trative  authorities and  concern  the  application  of  the 
law  on  customs  or agricultural  matters. ---------------
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2.  Requests for  notification, mentioning the subject 
of  the act or decision  to  be  commu.1icated,  shall  be 
accompanied by a translation  in the official  language 
or one of  the official  languages  of the  Member State 
in which  the  requested  authority  is  situated,  without 
prejudice  to the latter's  right to waive  such a transla-
tion. 
Article 7 
At  the  request  of  the  applicant  authority,  the 
requested  authority  shall  as  far  as  possible  keep  a 
special watch or arrange for a special watch to be kept 
within  its  operational  area : 
(a)  on persons of whom there are  reasonable grounds 
for  believing that they are  contraveners of the law 
on customs or agricultural matters and, more parti-
cularly, on· the movements of such  persons ; 
(b)  on  places  where  stocks  of  goods  have  been 
assembled in  such a way that there are  reasonable 
grounds  for  supposing  that  they  are  intended  as 
supplies  for  operations  contrary  to  the  law  on 
customs or agricultural  matters ; 
(c)  on movements of goods notified as  possibly consti-
tuting operations contrary to the law on customs or 
agricultural  matters ; 
(d)  on means of transport for which there are  reason-
able  grounds  for  believing  that  they  are  used  for 
carrying  out  operations  contrary  to  the  law  on 
customs or agricultural  matters. 
Article 8 
At  the  request  of  the  applicant  authority,  the 
requested authoriey shall supply to it any information 
in its  possession or which it can obtain as  prescribed 
in  Article  4  (2~ in  particular in  the  form  of  reports 
and other documents or official  copies  of  or extracts 
from  such  reports  or documents,  concerning  opera-
tions detected or planned which  are  or appear to  the 
applicant  authority  to  be  contrary  to  the  law  on 
customs  or agricultural  matters. 
However, such communication shall be in the form  of 
original  documents  and  property  only  if  the  provi-
sions  in  force  in  the  Member  States  in  which  the 
requested  authority  has  its  headquarters  do  not 
preclude this. 
Article  9 
1.  At  the  request  of  the  applicant  authority,  the 
requested authority shall  carry out appropriate enqui-
ries  or arrange  for  such  enquiries  to  be  carried  out 
concetning  operatio.ns  which  are  or  appear  to  the 
applicant  authority  to  be  contrary  to  the  law  on 
customs  or agricultural  matters. 
In  order  to  carry  out  these  enqumes  the  requested 
authority or the administrative authority which  it has 
addressed shall proceed as though it were acting on its 
own account or at the request of another authority in 
its  own  country. 
The requested authority shall communicate the r~ults 
of these  enquiries to  the applicant authority. 
2.  By  agreement  between  the  applicant  authority. 
and the requested authority; officials <k:signated by  th~ 
applicant  authority  ~y  be  present  at  the  enquiries 
referred  to  in  paragraph  1. 
Article  10 
By agreement between the applicant authority and the 
requested  authority  and  in  accordance  w~tb  the 
arrangements  laid  down  by  the  latter,  officia~  dt.dy. 
authorized  by  the  applicant  authority  may  o.bb\i~ 
from  the  offices  where  the  administrative  aut!lo.ritR 
of the Member State in whi~h the reques~d au.thoo.cJ: 
is  situated  exercise  their  functions,  information 
concerning the application of the law on customs Qi 
agricultural  matters which is  need~d by the  app~icaQt 
authority and which is derived from  documentation tO. 
which the staff of those officies have access. These o~ 
cials  shall  be  authorized  to  take  copies  of·  the  ~d 
documentation. 
TITLE  li 
Spontaneoqs assi$tance 
Article  11 
The  competent  authorities  of  each  Member  S~~ 
shall, as  laid down in Articles 12 and 13,  provi<1~ ass\~-:­
tancc  to  the  competent  authorities  Qf  ttw  othCf 
Member States  without  prior request of tbe  latte~. 
Article 12 
Where  they  consider  it  U$eful  in  cQnn"tiP.n  with 
compliance  with  the  law  on  customs  Qr.  aBficultuad 
matters,  the  competent  authorities  of  each·  Member 
State shall : 
(a)  as  far  as  possible keep the special  watcil  provided 
for  in  Article  7  or arrange  for  such  watch  to  be 
kept; 
(b)  communicate to  the competent authorities  of  the 
other Member States concerned all  available infor-
mation,  in  particular  in  the  form  of  reports  and 
other  documents  or  copies  of  or  extracts  from 
~uch reports or documents, concerning operations 
which  are  or appear to be contrary to  the law  on 
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Article  13 
'The competent authorities of each Member State shall 
·  immediately send to  the competent authorities of the 
other: Member States concerned all informatiol'l of use 
in connection with  operations which  are  contrary or 
appear to them to  be contrary to the law  on customs 
or agricultural  matters  and  in  particular  information 
concerning  goods  that  are  covered  by  it  and  new 
means or methods used  to  carry out such operations. 
TITLE  Ill 
Final provisions 
Article 14 
1.  The competent authorities of each Member State 
shall communicate to the Commission as soon as  it is 
availa~le to  them: 
(a)  any  information they consider useful  concerning : 
- goods  which  have  been  or  are  suspected  of 
· having  been  the  subject  of  transactions 
contrary to  the law on customs or agricultural 
. matters; 
- the methods or processes used or suspected of 
having  been  used  to  contravene  the  law  on 
customs or agricultural  matters ; 
(b)  any information on deficiencies of,  or lacunae in, 
the rules on customs or agricultural matters which 
their application  has  revealed  or suggested. 
2.  The  Commission  shall  communicate  to  the 
competent authorities of each Member State,  as  soon 
as  it is  available  to it,  any information which is  such 
as  to  enable compliance with  the law  on customs or 
agricultural  matters to  be  enforced. 
tA_ rticle  14a 
1.  Where  the  competent authorities  of  a  Member 
State become aware of operations which are, or appear 
to  be, contrary to  the  law  on customs or agricultural 
matten  and  which  are  of  particular  intcrc.-st  at 
Community  level,  and  in  particular: 
- where  they  have,  or might have,  ramifications  111 
other  Member States,  or 
- where it appears to  the said authorities likely that 
similar operations  have  been  also  carried  out  in 
other Member States, 
they shall  pass  on to  the  Commission  as  quickly  as 
possible,  either  on  their  own  initiative  or  at  the 
reasoned  request  of  the  Commission,  all  relevant 
information, where appropriate  in  the  form  of docu-
ments or copies or extracts from documents, necessary 
to determine the facts so as  to enable the Commission 
to  coordinate  the  action  undertaken  by  the  Member 
States. 
The Commission shall pass this information on to the 
competent authorities  of  the  other Member  States. 
2.  Information  relating  to  natural  or legal  persons 
shall be communicated as  provided for  in paragraph  1 
only to  the extent strictly necessary  to  enable  opera-
tions  which  are  contrary  to  the  law  on  customs  or 
agricultural  matters  to  be  noted. 
3.  Where  the  competent  authorities  of  a  Member 
State make use of paragraph  1,  they need not commu-
nicate information as  provided in Article ll  (b) and in 
Article  13  to  the competent authorities  of  the  other 
Member States  concerned.' 
tA_ rticle  1  5 
The  Commission  shall  organize  meetings  with  the 
representatives  of  the  Member  States  during  which.: 
- the  operation  of  the  mutual  assistance  arrange-
ments  provided  for  in  this  Regulation  shall  be 
examined  in  general  terms, 
- a  practical  procedure for  forwarding  the  informa-
tion referred to in Articles 14 and 14a shall be laid 
down, 
- the information sent to  the Commission pursuant 
to Articles  14  and  14a  shall  be  examined with  a 
view to drawing the relevant conclusions, determi-
ning the measures required  to  put an  end to  any 
operations  found  to  be  contrary  to  the  law  on 
customs or agricultural  matters and, where  neces-
sary, suggesting amendments to  existing Commu-
nity  provisions  or  the  drawing  up  of  additional 
ones.' 
'Article  1 5a 
Provided  the  third  country  concerned  has  given  a 
legal undertaking to provide the assistance required to 
gather  proof  of  the  irregular  nature  of  operations 
which appear to be contrary to the law on customs or 
agricultural  matters  or  to  determine  the  scope  of 
operations which have been noted as being contrary to 
such law, the information obtained pursuant to Article 
14a  may  be  communicated  to  the  third  country 
concerned,  with  the  agreement  of  the  competent 
authorities of the Member State which supplied it and, 
if  necessary,  with  the  agreement  of  the  person 
concerned  in  so  far  as  this  does  not  jeopardize  the 
successful  outcome  of  the  investigation. 
The communicaion may be made by the Commission, 
which  in  that case shall by appropriate means ensure 
protection equivalent to  that laid  down  in Article  19 
(1 ). 
Article  15b 
1.  For  the  purposes  of  attaining  the  objectives  of 
this  Regulation  the  Commission  may,  under  the 
conditions  laid  down  in  Article  15a,  carry  out 
Community administrative and investigative  missions 
in  third countries in coordination and close coopera-
tion  with  the  competent  authorities  of  the  Member 
States. 
2.  The  Community  missions  in  third  countries 
referred  to in paragraph  1 shall  be  carried out under 
the  following  conditions : 
(a)  missions may be undertaken on the Commission's 
initiative or at the request of one or more Member 
States; Edition  N•  2  of  01.10.87  I  page  XI-B-6 
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(b)  missions  shall  be  carried  out  by  Commission 
representatives designated for  that purpose and by 
officials  designated  for  that  purpose  by  the 
Member  State  or  Member  States  concerned ; 
(c)  a  mission  may  also,  with  the  agreement  of  the 
Commission and the Member States concerned, be 
carried out in the Community interest by officials 
of a Member State,  in  particular under a bilateral 
assistance agreement with a third country; in that 
event  the  Commission  shall  be  informed  of  the 
results  of  the  mission ; 
(d)  mission  expenses  shall  be  paid  by  the  Commis-
sion. 
3.  The  Commission  shall  inform  the  Member 
States of the results of missions carried out in  pursu-
ance  of  this  Article. 
Article  J5c 
The findings established and the information obtained 
in the context of the Community missions referred to 
in Article  15b, particularly in the form  of  documents 
passed.  on by  the  competent  author~ties. of  the  third 
countries concerned, shall be dealt wtth tn accordance 
with  Article  19. 
Original  documents  obtained  or  cert~fi~d  copies 
thereof shall  be  delivered  by  the  Commtsston  to  the 
competent  authorities  of  the  Me~ber State~,  at  t.he 
said  authorities'  request,  for  use  m  connection  wtth 
judicial  proceedings  or  proceedings  instituted.  for 
failure  to comply with the law on customs or agncul-
tural  matters.' 
Article  16 
For the purposes of applying this Regulation, Member 
States  shall  take  all  the  necessary. steps  to : 
---,.------ ·---·-···-------··-·- . 
(a)  ensure  sound  internal  coordination  between  the 
administrative  authorities  referred  to  in  Article  1 
(1); 
(b)  establish  direct  cooperation  in  their  mutual  rela-
tions  as  necessary,  between  the  authorities 
specially em powered  to  this end ; 
(c)  decide  jointly, to  the  extent necessary,  on  suitable 
arrangements  for  ensuring  the  smooth  operation 
of the mutual assistance arrangements provided for 
in this  Regulation. 
Article 17 
1.  This  Regulation .  shall  not bind  the  administra-
tive  authorities  of  the  Member  States  to  grant  each 
other  assistance  where  to  do  so  would  be  likely  to 
prejudice public policy or any other fundamental inter-
ests of the  State  in  which  they are  situated. 
2.  Reasons  shall  be  stated  for  any  refusal  to  grant 
assistance. 
Article ·18 
The documents  provided  for  in  this  Regulation  r¥~ 
be replaced by computerized information produced 'til 
any form  for  the same  purpose.  .. 
Article 19 
.  .  '  .  ..  ; ..  "(.;'~~. 
1.  Any  information  commumcated  10  wh:a~~r 
form  pursuant to  this Regulation  ~iiall .be  9~  --~. ·cC:A~-:­
dential nature. It shall be c.qvered .~Y the  obliiatio~-~f 
professional  secrecy  and  shall.  enJOy  .~he ,protecqp~ 
extended to like  information  ur:tde~ both thF  n.atio}l~l 
law  of  the  Member  Stitte  which' r~ceived  ~t_ a'•?A 1-1'-e 
corresponding provisions applying to  the  Commun'ft\r 
authorities. 
The information  referre~ to  in the first  su*~~~ 
may  not in  particular be sent to  persons  othe~  .. ~ 
those in the Member States or within  !~e ~()~m,~?Jit 
institutions whose duties. require  ~~t  t~~Y  ~~ve.  a~$' 
to  it.  Nor  may  it  be .  used  for  pu9?~~s ~~~~.  ~~q. 
those  provided  for  in  this  Regulation,  ,  unl~s~ . tne 
authority  suppl>:i~B it  ~.a5  ~xl?re~~ty a~.  ·~~A 9,ij~  ii!tt~. 
~ar  as  the  pro\'ls~ons  ~~ force' ~~  ..  th~  ~e~~~;· s~ 
where  the  authonty whtch  rece1ved  1t  ts  sttuated :ao 
not preclude such communication or use. 
t~gal ~:!:P!  ~ro"c~i;;~:.~~t,i~~lli 
respect of  non-c;ompha~~~  w~th,  -~~~ l~Vf  .~.n  ~~~~~~~~r 
agricultural  matters, of mformat10n  obtamed pursuant 
to this  Regulation. 
The-:mpete:~- ~~~hori~ of  th~ Mem~-r  ..  $.Jat~  .,*~~~ 
supplied this information shall be informed forthWith 
of  such  utilization. 
Article 20 
·  1  ·  ••  '  ·  •'l  c)'·l'l'l>l'  1·· 
Member States shall communicate to the  <:Qmmtf.$~91'1 
the  bilateral  riuitual  assistance  ,,ajreem~~~  . ...  ~~~~~p 
customs  administrations  concluded  with  tiiii:d  coun-
tries. 
Ariicle 21 
Member Sta~es sha!l  wai~e all  Clai~~  fo_r,.t~~  J!.~~~~~.~~-
ment of expenses mcurred pursuant to thts ReAulatton 
e~cept,  as  app'ioptiate,  iri  respect  of  ie~s  paid  tt; -
experts. 
Article 22 
This Regulation shall not affect  the application in the 
Member  States  of  the  rules  on  mutual  assistance  in 
criminal  matters. 
Article 23 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on 1 July 1981. Edition  N°  lpage XII-A-1  J 
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concerning the conditions of accession of the Kingdom of Spain and the Portuguese Republic 
and the adjustments to the Treaties 
1.Arts.  51/1  and  211/1 
2.Annex  XXXII 
3.Annex  XXXV 
.,..Protocol  n°  2 
5.Protocol  n°  3 
6.Joint declarations 
Implementing  measures 
- O.J.  No  L 302  of  15  November  1985  -
implementation  of  customs 
Legislation dispositions 
specific derogations 
postponed  application of 
certain acts 
Canary  Islands,  Ceuta  and 
Melilla 
exchanges  Spain/Portugal 
XII-A-3 
XII-A-4  to 
XII-A-5 
XII-A-7  to 
XII-A-8 
XII-B-1  to 
XII-B-9 
XII-C-1  to 
XII-C-12 
XII-D-1 
1.Regulation  (EEC)  n°  296/86:  implementation  of  arrangements  for  inward 
processing,  outward  processing  and  processing  under  Customs  control 
XII-E-1  to 
XII-E-5 
2.Regulation  (EEC)  n°  409/86:  free  movement  of  goods 
3.Regulation  (EEC)  n°  526/86:  compensatory  Levy 
XII-F-1  to 
XII-F-9 
XII-G-1  to 
XII-G-77 Edition  N°  I  pagexii-A-3  J 
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SPAIN 
Article 51 
I.  Save as  otherwise provided in  this  Act,  the provi-
sions  in  force  with  regard  to  customs  legislation  for 
trade with  third countries shall  apply ·under the same 
~  conditions  to  trade  within  the  Community  for  such 
time as customs duties are levied in that trade. 
For the  purpose of establishing the customs  value  in 
respect of trade within the Community, and trade with 
third countries, until: 
31  December 1992 for industrial products, 
3 I December I  995 for agricultural products, 
the  customs  territory  to  be  taken  into  consideration 
shall be that defined by the provisions existing in the 
Community  and  in  the  Kingdom  of  Spain  on 
31  December 1985. 
PORTUGAL 
Article 2Jl 
I.  Save as  otherwise provided in  this Act,  the  provi-
sions  in  force  with  regard  to  customs  legislation  for 
trade with 'third countries shall  apply under the  same 
conditions  to  trade  within  the  Community,  for  such 
time as customs duties are levied in that trade. 
For the  purpose of establishing the  customs  value  in 
respect of trade within the Community, and trade with 
third countries, until: 
- 3 J December 1992 for industrial products, and 
- _ 31  December 1995 for agricultural products, 
the  customs  territory  to  be  taken  into  consideration 
shall be that defined by the provisions existing in  the 
Community  and · in  the  Portuguese  Republic  on 
31  December 1985. Edition  No  lpage XII-A-4 l 
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ANNEX XXXII 
List provided for in Article 378 of the Act of Accession 
I.  CUSTOMS LEGISLATION 
I.  Council Directive 69/73/EEC of 4 March 1969 (OJ 
No L 58. 8. 3.  1969, p. 1), as amended hy: 
the 1972  Act of Accession (OJ  No L 73,  27. 3. 
1972, p.  14), 
Council  Directive  72/242/EEC  of  27 June 
1972 (OJ No L 151, 5. 7.  1972, p. 16), 
Council  Directive 76/119/EEC of 18 Decem-
ber 1975 (OJ No L 24, 30.  1.  1976, p. 58), 
the  1979  Act  of  Accession  (OJ  No  L 291, 
19.11.1979,p.l7), 
Council  Directive  83/89/EEC  of 7 February 
1983 (OJ No L 59, 5. 3.  1983, p.  I). 
Council  Directive  83/307 /EEC  of  13 June 
1983  (OJ  No L 162,  22. 6.  1983,  p. 20),  as cor-
rected in OJ No L 272, 5.  I  0.  1983, p. 22, 
Commission Directi've 84/444/EEC of 26 July 
1984 (OJ No L 245, 14. 9.  1984, p. 28). 
(a)  The Kingdom of Spain is  authorized to retain 
the authorizations for inward processing traffic 
issued  before  accession  under the  conditions 
subject to  which  they  were  granted.  until  the 
~xpiry  of  their  validity  but  not  later  than 
31  December 1987. 
With regard to inward processing traffic carried 
out in  free  zones, this derogation  shall  apply 
only to the undertakings appealing on the fol-
lowing list. 
If conditions  of competition  are  affected  by 
the  derogations  laid  down  in  the  preceding 
subparagraphs,  appropriate  measures  will  be 
taken under the procedure fixed by that Direc-
tive. 
Free zone of Vigo 
Citroen Hispania SA 
Authorized  by  the  Ministerial  Order  of 
31  July 1957  for the manufacture of motor 
vehicles, engines and parts. 
Jndustrias  Mecanicas  de  Galicia  SA 
INDUGASA 
Authorized  by  the  Ministerial  Order  of 
29 October  1973  for  the  manufacture  of 
Hooke's joints for motorcars. 
Ferroplast SA 
Authorized  by  the  Ministerial  Order  of 
8 March  1967  for the manufacture of arti-
cles relating to locks and of products made 
of plastic. 
Porcelanas de Vigo SA- PO VISA 
Authorized  by  the  Ministerial  Order  of 
2 March 1974 for the manuf~cture of china 
and ceramic transfers. 
Free wne of Barceloaa 
Sociedad Espanola de Automovile.s de  Tur.-
ismo-SEAT 
Authorized  by  the  Ministerial  Order  of 
16 April  1952  for the manufacture of p~s­
senger vehicles and parts. 
Motor Iberica SA - M /SA 
Authorized  by  the  Ministerial  Order  of 
13 January 1959 for the manufacture of lor-
ries.  tractors,  agric~ltural  and  industrial 
machinery, engines and parts. 
Fabricacion  de  Envases  Meuilic:Qs  ~A -
FEMSA 
Authorized  by  the  Ministerial  Order  of 
14 January  1963  for  cutting  contin'-'o~s 
strips  intended for  the  production of t~ 
bottoms and sides of drums. 
Free zone of Cadiz 
Factorias  0/eico/as  Industriales  SA 
FOISA 
Authorized  by  the  Ministerial  Order  of 
23  March 1961  for the refining and mixiAg. 
of oils, vegetable fats and animal fats. 
Dragados y Constru.cciones SA 
Authorized  by  the  Ministerial  Or<ter  of 
27  March  1979  for  the  repair  of its  OW.Q 
machinery used abroad. 
Jose Belmonte Sanchez- imJ~stria a~#i«< 
del mueble 
Authorized  by  the  Ministeria,l  Ordtrr  of 
30 July 198 J for the production of sections 
of reconstituted wood covered with  a PVC 
film  and intended for  the  manufac~~~e of 
drawers. 
(b)  Notwithst~nding Articles 24 and 25,  the  King-
dom of Spain is  authorized to  introdvce pro-
gressively, that is to say in a manner ~dapted to 
each  individual  case,  the  C omm  upity  rules 
applicable  in  equivalent  compensation  pro-
cessing. 
The  authori~ations  containing  a  derogation 
from  Articles 24  and  25  of  the  Directive 
referred  to  above  may  be  issued  until 
31  December 1987.  Any  operation undertaken 
under  these  authorizations  will  have  to  be 
entirely executed before I January 1990. Edition  N°  J  page XII-A-5  J 
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If the  conditions of competition  are  affected 
by the derogations provided for in  the preced-
ing subparagraphs, appropriate measures shall 
be  taken  under  the  procedure  fixed  by  that 
Directive. 
(c)  The Portuguese Republic is authorized: 
to retain authorizations for inward process-
ing  traffic  issued  before  accession  under 
the conditions subject to which  they  were 
granted, 
to issue authorizations for inward process-
ing traffic after accession under the condi-
tions provided for in  the provisions exist-
ing in Portugal on 31  December 1985. 
In  any  event,  the  period  of validity  of  the 
abovementioned  authorizations  may  not  go 
beyond 31  December 1987. 
If conditions  of competition  are  affected  by 
the  derogations  laid  down  in  the  preceding 
paragraphs, appropriate measures will be taken 
under the procedure fixed by that Directive. 
2.  Council Directive 69/75/EEC of  4 March  1969 (OJ 
No L 58, 8. 3.  1969, p. II), as amended by: 
the 1972  Act of Accession (OJ  No L 73,  27. 3. 
1972, p. 14), 
Council Directive 76/634/EEC of 22 July 1976 
(OJ No L 223,  16. 8.  1976, p. 17), 
the  1979  Act  of  Accession  (OJ  No  L 291, 
19.  I I. 1979, p. 1  7). 
The  capital  equipment  installed  in  Spanish  Free 
Zones before accession by undertakings appearing 
in  the  following  list  and .intended  to  be  used  in 
those zones  need  not comply with  the  conditions 
set out in the Directive. 
Should the capital equipment referred to in the pre-
vious subparagraph no longer be used on those free 
zones but be definitively imported into the territory 
of the  enlarged  Community,  the  customs  duties 
relevant to them shall apply. 
Free zone of Vigo 
Citroen Hispania SA 
I 
Authorized by the Ministerial Order of 31  July 
1957  for  the  manufacture  of motor  vehicles, 
engines and parts. 
Indus  trias  Mecanicas de  Galicia  SA - IN  D  U-
GASA 
Authorized  by  the  Ministerial  Order  of 
29 October  1973  for  the  manufacture  of 
Hooke's joints for motor cars. 
Ferroplast SA 
Authorized  by  the  Ministerial  Order  of 
8 March  1967  for  the  manufacture of articles 
relating to locks and of products made of plas-
tic. 
Porcelanas de Vigo SA- PO VISA 
Authorized  by  the  Ministerial  Order  of 
2 March 1974 for the manufacture of china and 
ceramic transfers. 
Free zone of Barcelona 
Sociedad Espaiwla de A utomciviles de  Turismo 
-SEAT 
Authorized by the Ministerial Order of 16 April 
1952  for the manufacture of passenger vehicles 
and parts. 
Motor Iberica SA- MISA 
Authorized by the Ministerial Order of 13 Jan-
uary  1959  for the manufacture of lorries, trac-
tors,  agricultural  and  industrial  machinery, 
engines and parts. 
Fahric:adcjn  de  Envases  Metalicos  SA  -
FEMSA 
Authorized by the Ministerial Order of 14 Jan-
uary  1963  for  cutting  continuous  strips 
intended for the production of the bottoms and 
sides of drums. 
Free zone of Cadiz 
Facroritis Oleicolas Industriales SA- FOISA 
Authorized  by  the  Ministerial  Order  of 
23  March  1961  for the refining and mixing of 
oils, vegetable fats and animal fats. 
Dragados y Construcciones SA 
Authorized  by  the  Ministerial  Order  of 
27  March  1979  for the repair of its own machi-
nery abroad. 
Jose Belmonte Sanche=- Industria auxiliar del 
mueble 
Authorized by the Ministerial Order of 30 July 
1981  for the production of sections of reconsti-
tuted  wood  covered  with  a  PVC  film  and 
intended for the manufacture of drawers. 
3.  Council  Directive  71/235/EEC  of  II June  1971 
(OJ  No  L 143,  29. 6.  1971,  p. 28),  as  amended  by 
Council Directive 76/634/EEC of 22 July 1976 (OJ 
No L 223,  16. 8.  1976, p.  17). 
The Kingdom of Spain is  authorized lo continue. 
until 31  December 1987, to apply its national legis-
lation  with  reference to  'usual  forms  of handling' 
for operations not covered by that Direcrive. 
4.  Council Regulation (EEC) No 754 '76 or 25  March 
1976 (OJ No L 89, 2. 4.  1976, p.  I). 
By  way  of derogation  from  Article  16  and  until 
31  December  1992,  in  respect  of  the  goods  for 
which the period of application of the transitional 
measures laid down in the Act concerning the Con-
ditions of Accession of Spain and  Portugal  to the 
Communities  ends  on  that  date  and  until 
31  December  1995,  in  respect of other goods, this 
Regulation shall not apply: 
(a)  with  regard  to  the  Community  as  at  present 
constituted,  unless  the  returned  goods  were Edition  N°  lpage  Xli-.A"'!'6  I 
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previously  exported  from  a  Memh~:r State  of 
that Community; 
(b)  with  regard to Spain and  Portugal,  unless  the 
returned goods were previously exported from 
the  Member State  into  which  they  have been 
reimported.  Where  an  export  drawback  has 
been granted on these goods, the arrangements 
for  returned  goods  shall  apply  to  them  only 
when the drawback has been refunded. 
5.  Council  Regulation (EEC) No2102/77 of 20Sep-
tember 1977 (OJ No L 246,27. 9.  1977, p.  I) 
The  Kingdom  of  Spain  and  the  Portuguese 
Republic  are  authorized  to  use  their  national 
export ·declaration forms  until  the implementation 
of  Council  Regulations  (EEC)  No 678/85  and 
(EEC)  No 679/85  of  18  February  1985  (OJ 
No L 79,  21. 3.  1985),  it  being  understood  that 
those declaration forms_furnish the same details as 
those provided for in the forms annexed to Regula-
tion (EEC) No 2102/77. 
6.  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3599182  of 
21  December 1982 (OJ No L376, 31.  12.  1982, p.  1). 
The  Kingdom  of  Spain  is  authorized  to  retain 
authorizations  for  temporary  entry  issued  before 
accession  under the  conditions  subject  to  which 
they  are  granted  until  the  expiry  of their validity 
but not hiterthan 31  December 1987. 
,.':'  .. "•:.-. 
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ANNEX XXXV 
List prol'ided for in Article 393 fo the Act of Accession 
I.  CUSTOMS LEGISLATION 
I.  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 222/77  of 
13 December 1976 (OJ No L 38, 9. 2.  1977, p.  1), as 
amended by: 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 983/79  of 
14 May 1979 (OJ.No L 123, 19. 5.  1979, p.  1), 
the  1979  Act  of  Accession  (OJ  No  L 291, 
19. II. 1979, p. 17), 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3813/81  of 
15 December 1981  (OJ No L 383, 31. 12.  1981, 
p. 28), 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3617/82  of 
17 December 1982 (OJ No L 382, 31. 12.  1982, 
p. 6): 
I March 1986. 
2.  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 223/77  of 
22 December 1976 (OJ No L 38, 9. 2.  1977,  p. 20), 
as amended by: 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 160 I /77 of 
II July 1977 (OJ No L 182,22. 7.  1977, p.  1), 
Commission  Regulation (EEC)  No 526/79 of 
20 March 1979 (OJ No L 74, 24. 3.  1979, p.  I), 
the  1979  Act  of  Accession  (OJ  No  L 291, 
19. II. 1979, p. 17), 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 1964/79 of 
6 September  1979  (OJ  No  L 227,  7. 9.  1979, 
p. 12), 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC) 'No 137/80 of 
9 January 1980 (OJ No L 18, 24. I. 1980, p.  13), 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 902/80 of 
14 April  1980 (OJ No L 97,  15. 4.  1980,  p. 20), 
as corrected in oj  No L 254, 27. 9.  1980, p. 47, 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 3298/80 of 
18 December 1980 (OJ  No L 344,  19.  12.  1980, 
p. 16), 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 1664/81 of 
23 June 1981  (OJ No L 166, 24. 6.  1981, p. II), 
as corrected in OJ No L 243, 26. 8.  1981, p. 18, 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 2105/81 of 
16 July 1981  (OJ No L 207,27. 7.  1981, p.  I), 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 3220/81 of 
II November 1981  (OJ No L 324,  12.  12.  1981, 
p. 9), 
Commission  Regulation  No 1499/82  of 
II June 1982 (OJ No L 161, 12. 6.  1982, p.  I~). 
Commission Regulation No 1482/83 of 8 June 
1983  (OJ  No  L 151,  9. 6.  1983,  p. 29),  as  cor-
rected in OJ No L 285, 18.  10.  1983, p. 24: 
I March 1986. 
3.  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 2826/77  of 
5 December 1977 (OJ No L 333, 24.  12.  1977, p. I), 
as amended by: 
Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 607/78 of 
29 March 1978 (OJ No L 83, 30. 3.  1978, p. 17), 
the  1979  Act  of  Accession  (OJ  No  L 291, 
19.  11.  1979, p. 17), 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 1653/79 of 
25 July 1979 (OJ No L 192,31. 7.  1979, p. 32), 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 1976/80 of 
25 July 1980 (OJ No L 192, 26. 7.  1980, p. 23), 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 2966/82 of 
5 November  1982  (OJ  No  L 310,  6.  11.  1982, 
p. II), 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 3026/84 of 
30 October  1984  (OJ  No  L 287,  31.  10.  1984, 
p. 7): 
I March 1986. 
4.  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3177/80  of 
5 December 1980 (OJ No L 335, 12.  12.  1980, p. 1): 
(a)  l January 1993 for industrial products; 
(b)  I January 1996 for agricultural products. Edition  N°  lpage  XII-A-8  I 
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5.  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3178/80  of 
5 December 1980 (OJ No L 335, 12.  12.  1980, p. 3): 
(a)  I January 1993 for industrial products: 
(b)  I January 1996 for agricultural products. 
6.  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No 1577/81  of 
12 June  1981  (OJ  No  L 154,  13. 6.  1981,  p. 26),  as 
amended by: 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 3523/81 of 
8 December 198l (OJ  No  L 355,  10.  12.  1981~ 
p. 26), 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 3063/82 of 
18 November 1982 (OJ No L 323,  19.  11.  1982,  • 
p. 8), 
Commission Regulation (EEC) No 1012/84 of  . 
10 April 1984 (OJ No LIOI, 13. 4.  1984, p. 2S): 
I January 1996. Edition  N°  lpage  XII-B-1  I 
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PROTOCOL  No  2 
Protocol2 
concerning the Canary Islands and Ceuta and Mel  ilia 
Article 1 
I.  Products originating in  the  Canary  Islands  or in 
Ceuta  and  Melilla  and  products  coming  from  third 
countries  imported  into  the  Canary  Islands  or  into 
Ceuta and Melilla under the arrangements which are 
applicable there to  them  shall  not  be  deemed,  when 
rele.ased for free circulation in  the customs territory of 
the Community, to be goods fulfilling the conditions of 
Articles 9 and 10 of the EEC Treaty, nor goods in free 
circulation under the ECSC Treaty. 
2.  The customs territory of the Community shall not 
include the Canary Islands and Ceuta and Melilla. 
3.  Except where otherwise provided for in this Proto-
col,  the  acts  of the  institutions  of the  Community 
regarding  customs  legislation  for  foreign  trade  shall 
apply under the same conditions to trade between the 
customs territory of the Community, on the one hand, 
and the Canary Islands and Ceuta and Melilla, on the 
other. 
4.  Except where otherwise provided for in this Proto-
col,  the  acts  of the  institutions  of the  Community 
regarding  the  common  commercial  policy,  be  they 
autonomous or enacted by agreement, directly  linked 
to the import or export of goods, shall  not be appli-
cable to the Canary Islands or to Ceuta and Mel ilia. 
5.  Except where otherwise provided for in  the Act of 
Accession,  including  this  Protocol,  the  Community 
shall  apply in  its  trade  with  the Canary  Islands  and 
with  Ceuta  and  Melilla,  for  products  falling  within 
Annex II to the EEC Treaty, the general arrangements 
which it applies in its foreign trade. 
Article 2 
I.  Subject to  Articles 3 and 4 of this  Protocol,  prod· 
ucts originating in the Canary Islands and in Ceuta and 
Melilla, shall, when released for free circulation in  the 
customs territory of the Community, qualify for exemp· 
tion from customs duties under the conditions defined 
in paragraphs 2 and 3. 
2.  In that part of Spain which is included in  the cus· 
toms territory of the Community, the exemption from 
customs -duties  referred  to  in  paragraph 1 shall  bt 
granted as from  I January 1986. 
With regard to the remainder of the customs territory of 
the Community, customs duties on the import of prod· 
ucts originating in the Canary Islands or in  Ceuta and 
Melilla shall be abolished in accordance with the same 
timetable and under the same conditions as those pro,·· 
ided for in  Articles 30, 31  and 32 of the Act of AcctS· 
sion. 
3.  By  way  of derogation  from  paragraphs I  and 2, 
manufactured tobacco falling within heading No 24.02 
of the Common Customs Tariff which is  processed in 
the Canary  Islands shall qualify, in  the customs terri-
tory of the Community, for exemption  from  customs 
duties within the limit of tariff quotas.  _ 
These  quotas  shall  be  opened  and  allocated  by  the 
Council, acting by a  qualified majority on a  proposal 
from the Commission, taking as the reference base the 
average of the three best of the last five years for which 
s~atistics are avail.able.  The Council shall  act in  good 
t1me so as to prov1de for the opening and aJJocation of 
these quotas on I January 1986. 
In ord~r to avoid a situation whereby this arrangement 
results m economic difficulties in one or more Member 
States because of the reconsignment of manufactured 
tobacco imported into another Member State. the Com-
mission  shall  adopt,  after  consulting  the  Member 
States,  all  methods  of  administrative  co-operation 
which prove necessary. 
Article 3 
I.  Fishery products falling within heading Nos 03.01, 
03.02, 03.03.  16.04,  16.05 and subheadings 05.15 A and 
23.01  B of the Common Customs Tariff and originating 
in  the  Canary  Islands  or  Ceuta  and  Melilla  shall 
within  the limit of tariff quotas calculated by  ;roduci 
and  on  the  average  quantities  actually  disposed  of 
during  198.:!.  1983  and  1984, benefit from  the arrange-
ments  hereinafter  defined,  intended  respectively  for 
that part of Spain which is included in the customs ter-
ritory  of the  Community,  on  one  hand,  and  for  the 
Community as at present constituted, on the other: Edition  N°  fpage  XII-B-2  I 
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Where the said products are imported into that part 
of·Spain which is  included in the customs territory 
of the  Commun-ity,  they  shall  qualify  for  exemp-
tion from customs duties. They may not be deemed 
to be in free circulation in that part of Spain within 
the meaning of Article I  0 of the EEC Treaty when 
they are reconsigned to another Member State. 
Where the said products are released for free circu-
lation in  the remainder of the customs territory of 
the Community, they shall qualify for the progres-
sive  reduction  of customs duties according to the 
same timeable  and under the same conditions as 
those  provided  for  in  Article 173  of the  Act  of 
Accession,  provided  that the. reference  prices  are 
complied with. 
2.  As  from  I January  1993  for  the  fishery  products 
referred to in  paragraph I, and from  I January 1996 for 
the sardine preparations and preserved sardines falling 
within  subheading  16.Q4 D  of the  Common  Customs 
Tariff, the products concerned shall qualify for exemp-
tion from  customs duties in  the  whole of the  customs 
territory of the Community up to the limit of the tariff 
quotas calculated by product and on the average quant-
ities actually disposed of during 1982,  19~3 and  19~4 in 
that part of Spain which is included in the customs ter-
ritory of the Community or exported to the Community 
as at present constituted. The release for  free  circula-
tion for products imported into the customs territory of 
the Community, under these tariff quotas, shall be sub-
ject to compliance with the rules laid down by the com-
mon organization of markets and in particular with res-
pect to reference prices. 
3.  The Council, acting by qualified majority on a pro-
posal  from  the  Commission,  shall  each  year  adopt 
provisions  opening  and  allocating  tariff  quotas  in 
accordance with the detailed rules laid down in  para-
graphs 1 and 2.  For 1986 the Council shall act in  good 
time so as to provide for the opening and allocation of 
the quotas by I January 1986. 
Article 4 
I.  The  agricultural  products  appearing  in  Annex A, 
originating in  the Canary Islands, shall, when they are 
released for free  circulation in  the customs territory of 
the  Community,  qualify  under  the  conditions  laid 
down  in  this  Article,  for  exemption  from  customs 
duties within the limit of tariff quotas calculated on the 
average  quantities  actually  disposed  of during  1982, 
1983  and  1984  respectively,  intended  for  that  part of 
Spain which is  included in the customs territory of the 
Community, on the one hand, and for the Community 
as at present constituted on the other: 
(a)  until  31  December 1995,  for those of the products 
referred to above falling within  Regulation (EEC) 
No 1035/72  and  until  31  December  1992  for  the 
other products referred to, the products in question 
shall qualify: 
in  that part of Spain which is  included in the 
customs  territory  of the  Community,  for  an 
exemption from customs duties, without appli-
cation, where this arises. of the system of refer-
ence prices, 
in the remainder of the customs territory of the 
Community, for  the same conditions as those 
adopted  for  the  same  products  coming  from. 
that part of Spain which is included in the cus-
toms territory of the Community, as long as tk,t ·· 
system  of reference  prices  is  complied,  with.~ 
where they are applicable; 
(b)  as  from  I January  1996  for  those oJ tbe  products 
referred to above falling  within  Regula,tion  (E~C). 
No I  035/72 and from  J January  1~3 for the othef 
products referred to, the products in question shall 
qualify for exemption from  customs duties in  the 
whole of the customs territory of the C  omm~nity  as. 
long as the system of reference prices  is.  comp.l~ 
with, where they are applicable. 
The Council, acting by a qualified majority on ~ propo-
sal  from  the  Commission,  shall  adopt  in  goo<l  •ilne 
measures so as to  provide for the opening ~nd aUoc"~ 
tion of those quotas by I January 1986. 
2.  (a)  By  way  of derogation from  paragraph I,  ~hen 
bananas fallins  within  subheadiQg 08.0  ~  Q Qf 
t~c Common Customs Tariff. origin~tins in the 
Canary Islands, are released for fret: circulation 
in  that part of Spain which  is  included in  the 
customs territory of the Community, they shall 
qualify  for  exemption  from  custom~  duti~s. 
Bananas imported under the  abovemen~iP.ned 
arrangements may not be deemed to. be in free 
circulation in the said part of Spain within the 
meaning of Article I  0 of the EEC Treaty when 
they are reconsigned to another Member State. 
(b)  Until  31  December  1995,  the  Kingdom  of 
Spain may  maintain, for  the bananas referrad 
to  in  (a)  which  are  imported  from  the  ot~er 
Member  States,  the  quantitative  restrictions 
and measures having equivalent effect which it 
applied on the import of these products under 
the previous national arrangements. 
Notwithstanding  Article 76  a>  of the  Act  of 
Accession  and until  the setting up of a  cQm-
mon organization of the market for that prod-
uct,  the  Kingdom of Spain  may retain, to· the 
extent  that  is  strictly  necessary  to  ensure  the 
maintenance  of  the  national  organization, 
quantitative restrictions on imports of bananas 
referred to in (a) imported from third countries. Edition  N°  lpage XII-B-3 l 
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Article 5 
I.  Where application of the arrangement referred to in 
Article 2 (2) could lead to a substantial increase in  the 
import of certain  products originating in  the  Canary 
Islands or in Ceuta and Melilla such as might prejudice 
Community producers, the Council, acting by qualified 
majority on a proposal from the Commission, may sub-
ject the access of  these products to the customs territory 
of  the Community to special conditions. 
2.  Where,  because the Common Commercial  Policy' 
and the Common Customs Tariff are not applied to the 
import of raw materials or intermediate products into 
the Canary Islands or Ceuta and Melilla, imports of a 
product originating in  the Canary Islands or in Ceuta 
or Melilla cause, or may cause, serious injury to a prod-
ucer activity exercised in one or more Member States, 
the Commission, at the request of a  Member State or 
on  its  own  initiative,  may take the appropriate  mea-
sures. 
Article 6 
1.  On import into the.  Canary Islands or into Ceuta 
and Melilla, products originating in  the customs terri-
tory  of the  Community  shall  qualify  for  exemption 
from the customs duties and charges having equivalent 
effect under t~e conditions defined in paragraphs 2 and 
3. 
2.  ~he customs duties existing in  the Canary 1  slands 
~nd  .~~ c.euta and Me~  ilia and the charge known as the 
arb1trto msular- ta~1fa general' existing in  the Canary 
Islands shall be abohshed progressively, with regard to 
·  products  originating  in  the .customs  territory  of the 
Community, according to the same timeable and under 
the  same  conditions  as  those  provided  for  in  Arti-
cles 30, 31  and 32 of  the Act of Accession. 
3.  The so-called ·arbitrio insular - tarifa especial' of 
the Canary  Islands shall  be abolished  with  regard  to 
products  originating  in  the  customs  territory  of  the 
Community on I March 1986. 
However, the said charge may be maintained  on the 
import of the products listed in  Annex B,  at a ;ate cor-
responding to 90 % of the rate indicated opposite each 
of the products on the said list and on condition that 
this reduced rate is  applied on a  uniform basis to  all 
imports of the  products concerned originating in  the 
whole of the customs territory of the Community. The 
said charge will be abolished by I January 1993  at the 
latest unless the Council, acting by qualified  majority 
on  a  proposal  from  the Commission,  decides  that  it 
should be prolonged on the basis of the  trend  in  the 
e~onom~c situation in the Canary Islands for each of 
the products concerned. 
The said charge may at no time be higher than the level 
of the Spanish customs tariff as modified with  a  view 
to  the  progressive  introduction of the  Common  Cus-
toms Tariff. 
Article 7 
The customs duties and charges having an effect equi-
valent  to  such  duties  and  the  trade  arrangements 
applied, on  the  import to the Canary  Islands and to 
Ceuta and Melilla, of goods coming from a third coun-
try may not be less favourable than those applicable by 
the  Community  in  accordance  with  its  international 
commitments  or  its  preferential  arrangements  with 
regard to such third country, providing that the same 
third  country  grants,  to  imports  from  the  Canary 
Islands and from  Ceuta and  Melilla,  the  same treat-
ment as that which it grants to the Community. How-
ever,  the  arrangements  applied  to  imports  into  the 
Canary Islands and into Ceuta and Melilla with regard 
to goods coming from  such third country may not be 
more favourable than those applied with regard to the 
imports of products originating in the customs territory 
of the Community. 
Article 8 
The arrangements applicable to trade in goods between 
the Canary Islands, on the one hand, and Ceuta and 
Melilla, on the other, shall be at least as favourable as 
those applicable pursuant to Article 6. 
Article 9 
I.  The Council, acting by a  qualified  majority on a 
proposal  from  the Commission, shall, before  I March 
I 986, adopt the rules for the application of this Proto-
col and in  particular the rules of origin  applicable to 
trade, as referred to in Articles 2,  3, 4, 6 and 8,  includ-
ing the provisions concerning the identification of ori-
ginating products and the control of origin. 
The  rules  will  include,  in  particular,  provisions  on 
marking and/or labelling of products, on  the  condi-
tions of registration of vessels, on the application of the 
rule  on  mixed  origin  for  fishery  products,  and  also 
provisions enabling the origin of products to be deter-
mined. 
2.  The following shall remain applicable until 28 Feb-
ruary 1986: 
the rules of origin provided for by the 1970 Agree-
ment between the European Economic Community 
and Spain, to trade between the customs territory 
of the Community as at present constituted, on the 
one hand, and the Canary Islands and Ceuta and 
Melilla, on the other, 
the  rules  of origin  provided  for  by  the  national 
provisions  in  force  as  at  31  December  1985,  to 
trade between  that  part of Spain  included  in  the 
customs  territory  of the  Community,  on  the  one 
hand, and the Canary Islands and Ceuta and Mel-
ilia  on the other. Edition  No  fpage XII-B-4  I. 
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CCT heading No 
06.01 
ANNEX A 
List referred to in Article 4 (1) 
Description 
Bulbs, tubers. tuberous roots, corms, crowns and rhizomes, dormant, in growth 
or in flower: 
ex A.  Dormant: 
- Other than hyacinths, narcissi, tulips and gladioii 
06.02  Other live plants, including trees, shrubs, bushes, roots, cuttings and slips: 
A.  Unrooted cuttings and slips: 
II.  Other 
ex  D.  Other: 
- Roses (all the species ·Rosa'), neither budded nor grafted: 
- with stock of a diameter of 10 mm or less 
- other 
- other than mycelium (spawn of mushrooms and other edible fungi), 
rhododendrons (azaleas), vegetable and strawberry plants: 
- Outdoor plants: 
- Trees, shrubs, and bushes, other than  fruit  trees  and bushes 
and forest tr;es: 
- Rooted cuttings and young plants 
- Other 
- Other: 
- Perennial plants 
- Other 
- Indoor plants: 
- Rooted cuttings and young plants, excluding cacti 
- Other than flowering  plants with  buds or flowers,  excluding 
cacti 
06.03  Cut flowers and flower buds of ;t kind suitable for bouquets or for ornamentai 
purposes, fresh, dried, dyed, bleached, impregnated or otherwise prepared: 
07.01 
A.  Fresh: 
I.  From  I June to 31  October: 
- Roses 
- Carnations 
- Orchids 
- Gladioli 
- Chrysanthemums 
- Other 
II.  From I November to 31  May: 
- Roses 
- Carnations 
- Orchids 
- Gladioli 
- Chrysanthemums 
- Other 
Vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
A.  Potatoes: 
I I.  New potatoes 
F.  Leguminous vegetables, shelled or unshelled: 
rl.  Beans (of the species 'Phaseolus') 
- .,--,1  ---··  ,.,.,,.. 
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CCTheading No 
07.01 
(cont'd) 
Description 
ex H.  Onions, shallots and garlic: 
- Onions 
M.  Tomatoes 
P.  Cucumbers and gherkins: 
I.  Cucumbers 
S.  Sweet peppers 
T.  Other: 
II.  Aubergines 
08.01  Dates, bananas, coconuts, Brazil nuts, cashew nuts, pineapples, avocados, man-
goes, guavas and mangosteens, fresh or dried, shelled or not: 
D.  Avocados Edition  N°  lpageXII-8-6  J 
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CCT heading No 
02.01 
04.01 
04.05 
ANNEX B 
List referred to in Article 6 (3) 
Description 
Meat and edible offals of the animal falling within heading 
No 01.01, 01.02, 01.03 or 01.04, fresh, chilled or frozen: 
A.  Meat: 
I I.  Of bovine animals: 
a)  Fresh or chilled 
Ill.  Of swine: 
a)  Of domestic swine: 
ex  I.  Carcases or half-carcases: 
- Fresh or chilled 
ex 2.  Legs and pans thereof: 
- Fresh or chilled 
ex 3.  Fore-ends or shoulders; parts there-
of: 
- Fresh or chilled 
ex 4.  Loins and pans thereof: 
- Fresh or chilled 
ex 5.  Bellies and parts thereof: 
- Fresh or chilled 
ex 6.  Other: 
bb) Other: 
- Fresh or chilled 
ex b)  Other: 
- Fresh or chilled 
Milk and cream, fresh, not concentrated or sweetened: 
A.  Of a fat content, by weight, not exceeding 6 %: 
I.  Yoghoun,  kephir, curdled milk,  whey,  buttermilk 
and other fermented or acidified milk: 
ex a)  In  immediate packi'ngs of a net capacity of 
two litres or less: 
- Yoghoun 
Birds'  eggs  and  egg  yolks,  fresh,  dried  or otherwise  pre-
served, sweetened or not: 
A.  Eggs in shell, fresh or preserved: 
I.  Poultry eggs: 
ex b)  Other: 
- Ofhens 
09.01  Coffee, whether or not roasted or freed of caffeine; coffee 
husks and skins: coffee substitutes containing coffee in any 
proponion: 
A.  Coffee: 
II.  Roasted: 
a)  Not freed of caffeine 
19.03  Macaroni, spaghetti and similar products: 
B.  Other 
20.02  Vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar 
or acetic acid: 
ex C.  Tomatoes: 
Tomato concentrate, with  a  dry  matter content 
of more  than  30%  by  weight,  in  hermetically 
Rate 
(o/o) 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
12.5 
9 
19 
12 
sealed containers  10 Edition  N°  J  page XII-B-7  J 
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CCT heading No 
21.04 
21.07 
Description 
Sauces; mixed condiments and mixed seasonings: 
B.  Sauces with a basis of tomato puree 
Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included: 
D.  Prepared yoghoun; prepared milk in  powder form, for 
use as infants' food or for dietetic or culinary purposes: 
I.  Prepared yoghoun: 
b)  Other 
22.09  Spirits (other than those of heading No 22.08); liqueurs and 
other spirituous  beverages;  compound alcoholic prepara-
tions (known as  'concentrated extracts') for the manufac-
ture of beverages: 
C.  Spirituous beverages: 
I.  Rum, arrack and tafia, in containers holding: 
ex a)  Two litres or less: 
-Rum 
ex b)  More than two litres: 
-Rum 
39.02  Polymerization and cop6lymerization  products (for exam-
ple, polyethylene, polytetrahaloethylenes, polyisobutylene, 
polystyrene,  polyvinyl  chloride,  polyvinyl  acetate,  polyvi-
nyl  chloroacetate  and  other  polyvinyl  derivatives,  poly-
acrylic and polymethacrylic derivatives, coumarone-indene 
resins): 
C.  Other: 
ex  IV.  Polypropylene: 
- In strips, of a width exceeding 0,1  mm 
VII.  Polyvinyl chloride: 
ex b)  In other forms: 
- In tubes 
39.07  Articles of materials of the kinds described in heading Nos 
39.01  to 39.06: 
B.  Other: 
V.  Of other materials: 
ex d)  Other: 
Plates with a diameter of between 17 and 
Rate 
(%) 
9 
12,5 
39, I Ptas/litre 
39,1  Ptas/litre 
10,5 
10,5 
21  em and 'glasses' of polystyrene  15 
Bags, sachets and similar anicles, of po-
lyethylene  I  0,5 
Containers  other  than  carboys,  bottles 
and jars of polystyrene  15 
Tube  and  pipe  fittings,  and  finished 
pipes of polyvinyl chloride  10,5 
42.02  Travel  goods  (for  example,  trunks,  suit-cases,  hat-boxes, 
travelling-bags,  rucksacks),  shopping-bags,  handbags, 
satchels, brief-cases, wallets, purses, toilet-cases, tool-cases, 
tobacco-pouches,  sheaths,  cases,  boxes  (for  example,  for 
arms,  musical  instruments,  binoculars, jewellery,  bottles, 
collars, footwear, brushes) and similar containers, of leath-
er or of composition leather, of vulcanized fibre, of anifi-
cial plastic sheeting, of paperboard or of textile fabric: 
ex A.  Of anificial plastic sheeting: 
- Bags of polyethylene sheeting  10,5 Edition  No  jpage  XI I-B-8  j 
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CCT heading No  Description 
48.05  Paper and paperboard, corrugated (with or without flat sur-
face  sheets), creped, crinkled, embossed or perforated,  in 
rolls or sheets: 
A.  Paper and paperboard, corrugated 
ex  B.  Other: 
Rate 
(%) 
14 
Creped  household  paper of a  wcigJU  per  m~ of 
15 g or more and less than 50 g  ·  12,5 
ex 48.14  Writing blocks. envelopes, letter cards. plain postcards. cor-
respondence  cards:  boxes,  pouches,  wallets  and  writing 
compendiums, of paper or paperboard, containing only an 
assonment of paper stationery: 
- Writing blocks 
48.15  Other paper and paperboard, cut to size or shape: 
ex B.  Other: 
15 
Toilet paper in, rolls  12 
Paper in  strips or rolls  for  office  machines and 
the like  12 
48.16  Boxes. bags and other packing containers, of paper or pap-
erboard; box files, letter trays and similar anicles, of paper 
or paperboard, of a kind commonly used in  offices, shops 
and the like: 
ex48.18 
ex 48.19 
ex A.  Boxes, bags and other packing containers: 
Boxes, of corrugated paper or paperboard 
Bags and sacks, of kraft paper 
Boxes for cigars and cigarettes 
Registers,  exercise  book!.,  note  books,  memorandum 
blocks, order books,  receipt  books, diaries,  blotting-pads, 
binders  (loose-leaf  or  other),  file  covers  and  other 
stationery of paper or  paperboard; sample  and  other al-
bums and book covers, of paper or paperboard: 
- Memorandum blocks and exercise books 
Paper  or  paperboard  labels,  whether  or  not  printed  or 
gummed: 
- Labels of all kinds, excluding cigar bands 
48.21  Other anicles of paper pulp, paper, paperboard or cellulose 
wadding: 
B.  Napkins and napkin liners for babies: 
ex  I.  Not put up for retail sale: 
- Of cellulose wadding 
ex  II.  Other: 
- Of cellulose wadding 
ex D.  Bed  linen, table linen, toilet linen (including hand-
kerchiefs  and  cleaning  tissues)  and  kitchen  linen: 
garments: 
15 
II 
14 
13 
14,5 
14 
14 
- Hand towels and table napkins  14 
ex  E.  Sanitary towels and tampons: 
- Sanitary towels, of cellulose wadding  14 Edition  N°  lpage  XII-B-9  ] 
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CCT heading No 
48.21 
(cont'd) 
Description 
F.  Other: 
ex  I.  Articles of a  kind  used for surgical, medical 
or  hygienic  purposes,  not  put  up  for  retail 
sale: 
Napkins and napkin liners of a kind used 
for  hygienic  purposes, of cellulose  wad-
ding 
ex II.  Other: 
Napkins and napkin liners of a kind used 
for  hygienic  purposes, of cellulose wad-
Rate 
(%) 
14 
ding  14 
70.10  Carboys, bottles. jars, pots, tubular containers and similar 
containers, of glass, of a kind commonly used for the con-
veyance or packing of goods: stoppers and other closures, 
of  glass: 
ex 76.08 
Excluding containers of a kind commonly used for the 
conveyance or packing of goods made from glass tub-
ing of a  thickness of less than  I mm and stoppers and 
other closures 
Structures  and  parts  of structures  (for  example,  hangars 
and  other  buildings.  bridges  and  bridge-sections,  towers, 
lattice masts, roofs, roofing frameworks, door and window 
frames,  balustrades,  .. pinars  and  columns), of aluminium: 
plates,  rods,  angles,  shapes·.  sections." tubes  and the  like, 
prepared for use  .. in'structures, of aluminium:· 
Doors, windows, and door and window frames 
Plates, rods. angles, shapes, sections, tubes and the like, 
prepared for use in. structures, of aluminium alloy 
94.03  Other furniture and parts thereof: 
ex B.  Other: 
Beds of base metal 
- Shelving and parts thereof, of base metal 
94.04  Mattress supports; articles of bedding or similar furnishing 
fitted  with  springs or stuffed or internally fitted  with  any 
material or of expanded, foam or sponge rubber or expand-
ed, foam  or sponge artificial  plastic  material,  whether or 
not  covered  (for example,  mattresses,  quilts,  eiderdowns, 
cushions, pouffes and pillows): 
A.  Articles of bedding of similar furnishing of expand-
ed, foam or sponge artificial plastic material, wheth-
9 
8,4 
8,4 
13 
11,5 
er or not covered  12 
ex B.  Other: 
- Mattress supports, mattresses and pillows  13 Edition  N°  J  page  XI I-C-1  ) 
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PROTOCOL  No  3 
Protocol3 
concerning the exchange of goods between Spain and Portugal for the period during which the 
transitional measures are applied 
Article 1 
I.  Except for products falling within Annex I I of the 
EEC Treaty and subject to the provisions of this Proto-
col, Spain and Portugal shall  apply in  their trade the 
treatment agreed upon between each of them, on the 
one  hand,  and  the  Community ·as  at  present  consti-
tuted,  on  the  other,  as  such  treatment  is  defined  in 
Chapter 1 of Title II  and in  Chapter I  of Title II I  of 
Part Four of the Act of Accession. 
2.  The Kingdom of Spain shall apply to products ori-
ginating in  Portugal and falling within Chapters 25  to 
99 of the Common Customs Tariff, with the exception 
of those falling within Regulations (EEC) No 2783/75, 
(EEC)  No 3033/80 and (EEC)  No 3035/80, the  same 
arrangements as those applied by the Community as at 
present constituted, with  regard  to  Portugal,  in  parti-
cular  with  reference  to  the  elimination  of  customs 
duties  and  charges  having  equivalent  effect  and  of 
quantitative  restrictions  on  imports  and  exports,  and 
measures  having  equivalent  effect,  to  goods  falling 
within the EEC Treaty and fulfilling,  in  Portugal, the 
conditions of Articles 9 and  I  0 of the said Treaty and 
to goods falling within the ECSC Treaty which  are  in 
free circulation, in accordance with this Treaty, in  Por-
tugal. 
The  Portuguese  Republic shall  apply  to  products ori-
ginating in Spain falling within Chapters 25 to 99 of the 
Common Customs Tariff, with  the exception of those 
falling  within  Regulations  (EEC)  No 2783/75, ( EEC) 
No 3033/80  and  (EEC)  No 3035/80,  the· same  treat-
ment as it applies with respect to the Community as at 
present constituted. 
3.  The Council, acting  by a  qualified  majority on  a 
proposal  from  the  Commission,  shall  adopt  before 
I March 1986 the rules of origin applicable to the trade 
between Spain and Portugal. 
Article 2 
For the purposes of applying Article 48  of the Act con-
cerning the conditions of accession, with regard to the 
products listed in  Annex A,  the abolition of exclusive 
import duties in  Spain provided for in  paragraph 3 of 
the said Article shall be carried out by the progressive 
opening, as  from  I March  1986,  of import quotas  for 
products originating in  Portugal. The amounts of the 
quotas for 1986 shall be indicated in the said list. 
The Kingdom of Spain shall  increase the amounts of 
the  quotas  under  the  conditions  given  in  the  same 
Annex.  Increases  expressed  in  percentages  shall  be 
added to each quota and the following increase shall 
be  calculated  on  the  basis  of the  total  figure  thus 
~btained. 
Article 3 
I.  By  way of derogation from Article  1,  the Kingdom 
of Spain  shall  introduce,  for  products  originating  in 
Portugal and listed in Annex B,  from  1 March  1986 to 
31  December 1990, zero rate tariff ceilings. Should the 
quantities  provided  for  each  of the  said  ceilings  be 
attained, the  Kingdom of Spain may, until  the end of 
the current calendar year, reintroduce customs duties: 
in this event these customs duties shall be identical to 
those  which  it  applies at  the  same time  to  the Com-
munity as at present constituted. 
The amount of the ceilings for  I  986 shall be indicated 
in Annex B and the rate at  which the annual progres-
sive increase is carried out shall be the following: 
1987, 10%, 
1988, 12%, 
1989, 14%, 
1990,  16 'Yo. 
The increase shall be added to each quota and the sub-
se~uent increase shall be calculated on the basis of the 
total figure obtained. 
2.  The  arrangements  for  the  tariff ceilings  provided 
for  in  paragraph I  will  also be applicable for  1990  to 
the textile products which appear in Annex C. 
3.  The  Kingdom  of  Spain  and  the  Portuguese 
Republic  may,  until  31  December  1990,  submit  the 
imports  of  products  appearing  in  Annex 8  to  prior 
monitoring for purely statistical purposes. 
The  Kingdom  of Spain  may  submit  the  imports  of 
products referred  to in  Annex C  during  1990  to  prior 
monitoring for purely statistical purposes. 
At  all  events,  the  import of the  products  referred  to 
above may not be held up in any way as a result of the 
application of this statistical monitoring. 
Article 4 
I.  Until  31  December  1990,  the  Kingdom  of Spain 
may subject to prior monitoring on import, purely for Edition  N°  fpage XII-C-2  J 
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statistical  purposes, the following products originating 
in Portugal: 
CCT heading No 
47.01 
48.01 
Description 
Pulp derived by  mechanical or chem.i-
cal  means from  any  fibrous  vegetable 
material 
Paper or paperboard (including  cellu-
lose wadding), in  rolls~lr sheets 
At  all  events,  the  import  of the  products  referred  to 
above may not be held up in  any way as a result of the 
application of this statistical monitoring. 
2.  Under  the  conditions  and  within  the  time  limit 
referred  to  in  paragraph I,  the  Portuguese  Republic 
may submit the products referred to in paragraph I, ori-
ginating  in  Spain,  to  prior monitoring  on ·import  for 
purely statistical purposes. 
Article 5 
I.  Until  31  December 1988,  the  Portuguese  Republic 
may subject to prior monitoring on  import, purely for 
statistical purposes, the following products originating 
in Spain: 
(a)  products falling within the ECSC Treaty; 
CCT heading No 
73.14 
73.15 
Description 
Iron  or steel  wire,  whether or not 
coated, but not insulated 
Alloy steel and high carbon steel in 
the  forms  mentioned  in  heading 
Nos 73.06 to 73.14: 
A.  High carbon steel: 
ex VIII.  Wire,  whether  or  not 
coated,  but  not  insu-
lated: 
- Not coated 
73.18  Tubes and pipes and blanks there-
for, of iron (other than of cast iron) 
or  steel,  excluding  high-pressure 
hydro-electric conduits 
(b)  At all events, the import of the products referred to 
above may not be held up in any way as a result of 
the application of this statistical monitoring. 
The two  parties may agree to extend this  arrangement 
for statistical  monitoring for a  period which  does not 
go beyond 3 I December I  990. Where there is  no agree-
ment, and at the request of one of the two States, the 
Commission may decide to extend the arrangement if it 
notes  that  there  are  major  disturbances  on  the 
Portuguese market. 
2.  Under the  conditions  provided  for  in  the  second 
subparagraph of paragraph I, the  Portuguese Republic 
may, until 31  December 1992, submit to prior monitor- ' 
ing on import, purely for statistical  purposes, the fol-
•  lowing products originating in Spain: 
CCT heading No 
22.02 
22.03 
Description 
Lemonade,  flavoured  spa  waters  and 
flavoured  aerated  waters,  and  other 
non-alcoholic beverages. not induding 
fruit and vegetable juices falling within 
heading No 20.07 
Beer made from  matt 
3.  Under the conditions provided for in  the first sub-
paragraph of paragraph  I, the Kingdom of Spain may, 
until  31  December  1992,  subject  to  prior  monitoring, 
purely for statistical  purposes, the products appearing 
in  Annex VII  of the  Act  of Accession  and spirituous 
beverages  falling  within  subheading  22.09 C  of  the 
Common Customs Tariff originating in Portugal. 
Article 6 
I.  Until  31  December  I  990  and  for  the  products 
referred  to  in  Article 4,  where  there  are  abrupt  and 
major changes  in  their  traditional  trade  patterns,  the 
Kingdom of Spain and the  Portuguese Republic shall 
consult, within a maximum of five  working days from 
the  date  of request  made  by  one  of these  Member 
States to examine the situation, in  order to arrive at an 
agreement on the possible measures to be adopted. 
2.  Until  3 I December  1988  and  for  the  products 
referred to in  Article 5 (I), where  there are  abrupt and 
major changes in  the import into Ponugal of products 
originating  in  Spain, the  Kingdom  of Spain  and  the 
Portuguese Republic shall consult each other, within a 
maximum of five working days from  the date on which 
the request by the  Kingdom of Spain, to  examine the 
situation, is received, in order to arrive at an agreement 
on the possible measures to be adopted. 
3.  Should  it  prove  impossible,  in  the  consultations  ' 
provided for in  paragraphs I and 2, for the Kingdom of 
Spain  and  the  Portuguese  Republic  to  arrive  at  an 
agreement. the  Commission, bearing  in  mind the cri-
teria  governing  the  safeguard  clause  referred  to  in 
Article 379 of the Act of Accession, shall, by an emer-
gency  procedure  lay  down  the  safeguard  measures 
which it deems necessary, defining the conditions and 
means of application. 
Article 7 
I.  In cases where the compensatory amounts referred 
to in  Articles 72 and 240 of the Act of Accession or the 
compensatory  amounts  mechanism  referred  to  in 
Article 270 are applied in trade between Spain and Por-
tugal to one or more of the commodities considered as 
having been used in  the manufacture of goods covered Edition  N°  (page XII-C-3  J 
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by Council  Regulation (EEC) No 3033/80 of II  Nov-
ember 1980 fixing the trade arrangements applicable to 
certain goods resulting from  the processing of agricul-
tural  products,  the  transitional  measures  applicable 
shall  be determined in  accordance with  the rules  laid 
down in Articles 53  and 213  of that Act. The com  pen-
satory amounts applicable in  trade between  the  King-
dom  of Spain  and  the  Portuguese  Republic  shall  be 
levied or granted by the State in which the prices of the 
agricultural commodities concerned are the higher. 
2.  The customs duty constituting the fixed component 
in the taxation applicable, on the date of accession, to 
imports to Portugal from Spain and vice versa of goods 
covered  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 3033/80,  shall  be 
determined in accordance with the provisions of Arti-
cles 53 and 213 of the Act of Accession. 
However,  in  cases  where,  for  the  products  listed  in 
Annex XIX of that Act, the customs duty constituting 
the fixed component in the taxation applicable by Por-
tugal  to  imports from  Spain,  calculated  according  to 
the above  provisions, is  less  than  the  duties  given  in 
that Annex, the latter shall apply. 
In cases  where, for these same products, this customs 
duty is  higher than the customs duty constituting the 
fixed component of the taxation applicable by Portugal 
to imports from  the Community as  at  pre~ent consti-
tuted, the latter shall apply. 
The  previous  paragraph  shall  not  apply  to  chocolate 
and other food preparations containing cocoa of head-
ing  No 18.06  of the Common Customs Tariff.  In  res-
pect of such products, the fixed component in  the taxa-
tion applicable by Portugal to imports from  Spain may 
not be higher than 30 %. 
Article 8 
I.  The Commission, taking due account of the provi-
sions  in  force,  in  particular  those  relating  to  Com-
munity transit, shall determine the methods of adminis-
trative cooperation designed to ensure  that  the goods 
fulfilling the conditions required for that purpose ben-
efit from the treatment laid down by this Protocol. 
These  methods  will  include  inter  alia  the  measures 
necessary  to  ensure  that goods  which  have  benefiCed 
from  the above treatment in  Spain or Portugal, at the 
time of their further dispatch to  the Community as at 
present constituted, are subject to the same treatment 
as that which would have been applicable to them had 
they been imported directly. 
2.  Until 28 February 1986, the arrangements currently 
governing  trade  relations  between  the  Kingdom  of 
Spain and the Portuguese Republic shall remain appli-
cable to trade between Spain and Portugal. 
3.  The  Commission  shall  determine  the  prov1s1ons 
applicable from  I March 1986 to trade, between Spain 
and Portugal, in  goods obtained in  Spain or Portugal, 
in the manufacture of which were used: 
products which  have not been subject to  the  cus-
toms  duties and  charges  having  equivalent  effect 
which  were applicable to  them  in  Spain or  Portu-
gal, or which have benefited from a total or partial 
refund of such duties or charges, 
agricultural products which do not satisfy the con-
dition~ required to be admitted for free  circulation 
in  Spain or Portugal. 
In  adopting  these  provisions,  the  Commission  shall 
take account of the rules laid down in the Act of Acces-
sion for the elimination of customs duties between the 
Community  as  at  present  constituted  and  Spain  and 
Portugal and for the gradual application, by the King-
dom  of Spain  and  the  Portuguese  Republic,  of the 
Common Customs Tariff and of the provisions relating 
to the common agricultural policy. 
Article 9 
I.  Unless the Act of Accession and this Protocol pro-
vide otherwise, the customs legislation in force relating 
to trade with third countries shall apply under the same 
conditions to trade between Spain and PortugaL for as 
long  as  customs  duties  are  levied  in  respect  of such 
trade. 
For  fixing  the  customs  valuation  in  trade  between 
Spain and  Portugal. and in  trade with  third  countries 
until: 
3 I December  1992  in  the  case of industrial  prod-
ucts. 
) I December 1995 in  the case of agricultural prod-
ucts, 
,the  customs  territory  to  be  taken  into  consideration 
shall  be that defined by the  legislation  in  force  in  the 
Kingdom of Spain and in  the Portuguese Republic on 
31  December 1985. 
2.  In  their  trade.  the  Kingdom  of  Spain  and  the 
Portug~ese  Republic  shall  apply,  a::,  from  I March 
1986, the nomenclature of the Common Customs Tariff 
and that of the ECSC unified tariff. 
Article 10 
The Portuguese Republic shall apply, m the context of 
its trade with the Canary Islands and Ceuta and  Mel-
ilia. the specific arrangements agreed therefor between 
the Community as at present constituted and the King-
dom of Spain and referred to in  Protocol 2. 
Arlicle I I 
Without  prejudice  to  the  second  subparagraph  of 
Article I en  the Commission shall  on accession  adopt 
every  measure of application  which  may  prove neces-
sary with a view to implementing the provisions of this 
Protocol, and in  particular the procedures for applying 
the monitoring referred to in Articles 3. 4 and 5. Edition  N°  I  P a 9 e X  I I-C  -4  J 
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ANNEX A 
List pro"ided for in Article 2 of ProtocoiJ 
I 
Annual rate of  ·  Basic quota  Quota No  CCT headmg No  Description  ( 1986)  increase 
I  (u,o;  --I' '4 0'  Manufactured tobacco; tobacco extracts and essences:  300 000 000 units  20 
-·---·  - .  - ----+--A_._c  __  ig_a_re_t_te_s-----------------+--------+------
1  ~4.02 
24.02 
B.  Cigars 
C.  Smoking tobacco 
D.  Chewing tobacco and snuff 
E.  Other. including agglomerated tobacco in the form of 
sheets or strip 
3 510 000 units  20 
60tonnes  20 
------------- --··-----+---------------------------+--------"--+------
4 
6 
7 
27.10 
27.10 
:7.10 
27.10 
Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous miner-
als, other than crude: preparations not elsewhere speci-
fied or included, containing not less than 70% by weight 
of petroleum  oils  or of oils  obtained  from  bituminous 
minerals,  these  oils  being  the  basic  constituents of the 
preparations: 
ex  A.  Light oils: 
Excluding  spirits  for  motors  and  excluding 
kerosenes 
ex  A.  Light oils: 
- Spirits for motors 
ex  A.  Light oils: 
- Kerosenes 
C.  Heavy oib: 
I. Gas oils 
C.  Heavy oils: 
II. Fuel oils 
C.  Heavy oils: 
Ill. Lubricating oils: other oils 
.\4.03  Lubncating  preparations,  and  preparations  of a  kind 
used  for  oil  or  grease  treatment  of textiles,  leather  or 
other materials, but  not including preparations contain-
ing  70 
11 v or more  by  weight of petroleum oils or of oils 
obtained from bituminous minerals: 
ex  A.  Containing petroleum oils  or oils  obtained from 
bituminous minerals: 
Excluding  lubricating  ·preparations  for  the 
treatment of textiles, leather, skins and furs 
7 427 tonnes  10 
9 531  tonnes  10 
6 OOOtonnes  10 
7 400 tonnes  18.5 
13 600 tonnes  1:!.5 
850 tonnes  10 Edition  N°  I  page XI I -c-s  J 
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Quota No  CCT heading No  Description  Basic quota 
( 19861 
Annual rate of 
increase 
(''o) 
-- --------f----------------r--------------------------+---------+---
10 
II 
27.11  Petroleum gases and other gaseous hydrocarbons 
27.12  Petroleum jelly 
27. I 3  Paraffin wax, nitro-crystalline wax, slack wax, ozokerite, 
lignite wax,  peat wax and other mineral waxes, whether 
or not coloured 
17 000 tonnes  10 
400 tonnes  10 
-----------+----------f------------------------------+-----------1-------------
12  27.14  Petroleum  bitumen,  petroleum coke and other residues 
of petroleum  oils or of oils obtained  from  bituminous 
minerals 
27 .IS  Bitumen and asphalt, natural; bituminous shale, asphal-
tic rock and tar sands 
27.16  Bituminous mixtures based on natural asphalt, on natur-
al  bitumen, on petroleum bitumen, on mineral tar or on 
mineral tar pitch (for example, bituminous mastics. cut-
backs) 
6 000 tonnes Edition  N°  lpage XII-C-6  J 
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ANNEX B 
List of products referred to in Article 3 of Protocol 3 
-=:-:-G:;:::~,:~~l  Dmdpt;o, 
I  I  ex  5~Ul4 
1
1 
Woven pile fabric<;  and chenille fabrics (other than terry towelling or sim-
!  ilar terry  fabrics  of cotton  falling  within  heading  No 55.08  and  fabrics 
falling within heading No 58.05: 
- Of cotton 
5X.09  Tulle and other net fabrics (but not including woven, knitted or crochet-
! 
ed  fabrics).  figured:  hand  or mechanically  made  lace.  in  the  piece.  in 
1  strips or in motifs: 
I 
B.  Lace: 
ex  I.  Hand-made: 
i  - Exduding lace of cotton, wool and man-made fibres 
I
,  II.  Me~.:hanically made 
1  60.0 I  Knitted or crocheted fabric, not elastic or rubberized: 
Basic volume 
11986) 
65 tonnes 
)  C.  Of other textile materials: 
------+-------+---'-·  __  o_f_co_t_to  __ n  ______  ·---------·-----------+--------
2  I  60.04  Under garments. knitted or crocheted. not elastic or rubberized:  6 tonnes 
A.  Babies·  garments:  girts·  garments  up to and  including  commercial 
si;e So: 
I  a)  Of cotton 
II.  Lightweight fine  knit roll.  polo or turtle-neck jumpers and  pul-~ 
~~ve~;  cotton  I 
Ill.  Other: 
b)  Of cotton 
B.  Other: 
IV.  Other:  ~ 
d)  Of cotton  l 
I  I.  Men\ and ooys·: 
bh)  Pyjamas 
Women'"· girls' and infant:-.': 
aa)  Pyjama~ 
hh)  Nightdres"es 
60.05  Outer garments and other articles. knitted or crocheted, not elastic or rub-
berized: 
A.  Outer garments and clothing accessories: 
1  II.  Other: 
I 
I 
ex a)  Outer garments of knitted or crocheted  textile  fabrics of l 
heading No 59.08:  I 
- Of cotton 
b)  Other:  I 
I.  Babie~  · garments. girls' garments up to and including I 
commercial size 86: 
cc)  Of cotton 
..,  Bathing costumes and trunks: 
bb)  Of cotton 
3.  Tracksuits: 
bb)  Of cotton 
4.  Other outer garments: 
cc)  Dresses: 
44.  Of cotton 
dd)  Skins. including divided skirts: 
33.  Of cotton  · -------------..-----.... 
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6!l.05  e)  4.  ee)  Trousers: 
1 nmt'd;  ex 33.  Of other textile materials: 
- Of cotton 
'  ff)  Suits  and  coordinate  suits  (excluding  ski-suits).  1 
B.  Other 
for men and boys: 
ex :!2.  Of other textile materials: 
- Ofcotlon 
gg)  Suits  and  coordinate  suits  (excluding  ski-suits l. 
and costumes, for women, girls and infants: 
44.  Of cotton 
hh)  Coats, jackets: (excluding anoraks.  windcheaters. 
waister jackets and the like) and blazers: 
44.  Of cotton 
ijij)  Anoraks.  windcheaters.  waister  jackets  and  the 
like: 
ex II.  Of wool  or of fine animal hair. of cotton 
or of man-made textile fibres: 
- Ofcotton  I 
kk)  Ski-suits consisting of two or three p1eces: 
1  ex  II.  Of wool  or fine  animal hair. of cotton or I 
of man-made textile fibre!:>: 
- Of cotton 
1
, 
Other outer garment!:>: 
44.  Of cotton 
II) 
5.  Clothing acl:c~:-.oric:~: 
e.x  cc)  Of other textile materials: 
- Of cotton 
ex Ill.  Of other textile: materials: 
- Ofcotton 
------~  -- 61.0 I  -+-rv-t_e_n-·s_a_n_d_b_o  _-v._s_o_u-te_r_g_,a_r_m_e_n_t_s  :----------------1----1-0_t_o_n_nt.:-.-~--
1 
A.  Garment!'~ of the 'cowboy' type and other similar garment~ for amu!:>e-
1, 
ment and play, less than commercial size 158; garments of textile fah-
ric of heading No 51J.08,  51}.11  9r 59.1:!: 
1  II.  Other 
I
I  ex a)  Coats: 
- or  cotton 
I  ex b)  Other: 
I 
- Of cotton 
i  B.  Other: 
I 
I.  Industrial and occupational clothing: 
1  a)  0'verall:-.. including boiler suits and hibs and brace::.: 
- Ofcotton 
b)  Other: 
I.  Of cotton 
II.  Swimwear: 
ex b)  Of other textile materials: 
- Of cotton 
Ill.  Bath  rohe!:>.  dressing gowns. smoking jackeb and similar indoor 
wear: 
b)  Of cotton 
IV.  Parkas, anoraks. windcheaters, \\-aister jackets and the like: 
b)  Of cotton 
V.  Other: 
a)  Jackets (excludmg waister Jackets) and blazers: 
3.  Of cotton 
b)  Overcoats, raincoats and other coats; cloaks and capes: 
3.  Of cotton 
c)  Suits and coordinate suit~ (excluding ~ki-~uits): 
3.  Of cotton Edition  No 
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Description  I  _coihog "n ~TT  hoadiog No  I 
I 
oUll  B.  v. 
ICOn!'dj 
f)  Ski-suits consisting of two or three pieces:  ! 
ex  I.  Of wool or of fine animal hair, of cotton or of man- I 
made textile fibres: 
61.02 
- Of cotton 
g)  Other garments: 
3.  Of cotton  I 
Women·~. girls' and infants' outer garments: 
A.  Rabies'  garments;  girls'  garments  up to  and  including  commercial I 
size 86: garments of the ·cowboy' type and other similar garments for 
amusement and play, less than commercial size 158: 
I.  Babies' garments: girls' garments up to and including commercial 
size 86: 
a)  Of cotton 
B.  Other: 
I.  Garments of textile fabric of heading No 59.08. 59.11  or 59.1:!: 
exa)  Coats: 
- Ofcouon 
ex b)  Other 
- Ofcotton 
II.  Other: 
a)  Aprons. overalls, smock-overalls and other industrial and oc- I 
cupational clothing (whether or not also suitable for domestic ! 
use):  , 
I.  Of cotton 
b)  Swimwear: 
I  ex 2.  Of other textile materials 
I 
- Of cotton 
c)  Bath  robes. dressing gowns. bed jackets and similar indoor 
wear: 
2.  Of cotton 
d)  Parkas: anorak!.. windcheaters. waister jackets and the like: 
:!.  Of cotton 
e)  Other: 
I.  Jackets (excluding waisrer jackets) and blazers: 
<.:C)  Of cotton 
.,  Coat~ and raincoat!.. cloaks and capes: 
cc)  Of cotton 
3.  Suits  and coordinate suits (excluding ski-suits).  and cos-
tumes: 
cc)  Of cotton 
4.  Dre~ses: 
ec)  Of cotton 
5.  Skirts, including divided skirts: 
cc)  Of cotton 
8.  Ski-suib consisting of two or three pieces: 
ex aa)  Of wool  or of fine  animal  hair.  of cotton  or of 
man-made textile fibres: 
- Of cotton 
'  i 
! 
! 
'  I 
I 
I 
I 
Basic\ olume 
t 1986! 
j 
I 
3 tonnes 
I  1  9.  Other garments: 
__ -----+---------1--------=-cc:.!.)--=O..:.f-=c:..:o..:.tt:.=o..:.n:....._ _________________  ~--------
4  J  61.03  j  Men·!> and boy~· under garments, including collars, shirt fronts and cuffs: 
i 
I 
I 
! 
I 
I 
! 
:  !  B.  Pyjamas: 
'I  I C  ~th~:,  couon 
II.  Of cotton 
61.04  ! Women's, girls' ..tnd infants' under garments: 
I 
A.  Babies'  garments:  girls'  garments  up  to  and  including  commercial 
size R6: 
I.  Of cotton  i 
- .. 
. 
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1  61.04  B.  Other:  I 
h0.04 
i 
I.  Pyjamas and nightdresses:  I 
b)  Of cotton 
II.  Other: 
b)  or  cotton 
under garments, knitted or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized: 
B.  Other: 
IV.  Otha: 
b)  or synthetic textile fibres: 
I.  Men's and boys·: 
cc)  Underpants and briefs 
Women's. girls' and infants': 
dd)  Knickers and briefs 
d)  Of cotton: 
I.  Men's and hoys·: 
cc)  Underpants and briefs 
Women\. girls' and infants": 
cc)  Knicker~ and briefs 
I million 
art ide:-. 
-------·--r--------- -------------------------·------------------------+---------
7 
X 
1  I 
I  ' 
\ 
I 
I 
I 
i 
:N.O~  Polymerization  and copolymerization  products (for example.  polyethy-
lene.  polytetrahaloethylenes,  polyisobutylene.  polystyrene.  polyvinyl 
chloride, polyvinyl  acetate, polyvinyl  chloroacetate and other  polyvin~l 
derivatives,  polyacrylic  and  polymethacrylic  derivati\·es.  coumarinein-
denc resins) 
I 
i 
I 
! 
i 
I~ 000 tonnes 
--j-- - -- -------------------------------------+------------
1 
Natural cork m  blocks, plates. sheet!. or strips (including cubes or square I  i  45.02  I tonnt' 
slab~. cut to -;ize  for cork:-. or !>toppers)  I 
---- i  ---------------- ------------------- ------------ -----------i-----------
1  I 
1  45.03  Art ides of natural cork  200 tonnes 
!  j 
.  - -:----~  -45 04_J_  - ~:gl:~e~a-ted-~:::i  ng  cork  agglomerated  ~  ith  or without a binding i 
i  sub~tance) and article~ of agglomerated cork:  I 
L_  i 
- ------- ---- ------------ •  _  __J,_ ______  _ 
500 tonnes Edition  N°  fpage XII-C-10 ) 
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ANNEX C 
List of products referred to in Article 3 of Protoco13 
--------------------------------------.---------- ----~---
( eilmg  ~o  C ( T heading ~o 
I 
Ba~•~· \Olume 
11990) 
245 
De!>cription 
---------4-------------~---------------------------------------------------------+----·-----------
55.05  Cotton yarn. not pur up for retail sale 
tonnes 
·- -------'---·----------f------------------------------------------+------____:_~----
2  55.1)9  Other wov~n  f..thnl:~ of cotton  245 
tonne~ 
----··---~------------+-------------------------------------------+------__:_:_  ___  _ 
3  56.07  Woven fabrics of man-made fibres (discontinuous or waste):  325 
A.  Of  synth~tic textile fibres  tonnes 
--------------------------------------+-------------
4  60.04  Under garments. knitted or crocheted, not elastic or rubberized: 
B.  Other: 
I.  T-shirt~ 
II.  Lightweight tine knit roll. polo or turtle-ned. jumpers and pull-
overs: 
I  a)  Of cotton 
h)  Of :.ynthetic textile fibres 
c)  Of regenerated textile fibres 
IV.  Other: 
hi  Of ~ynthetic textile tibres: 
I.  Men's and hoys': 
aa)  :Shirts  li 
dd)  Other 
..,  Women·~.  girb' and infants·:  I, 
I 
t:C)  Other 
I  d)  Of conon:  I 
I  I  ~:·~h~~: bo)':  I 
1  dd)  Other  1 
I  2.  Women's, girb' and infants':  i 
i 
dd)  Other  I 
h0.05  Outt:r garments and other articles. knitted or crocheted. not elastic or rub- 1 
henzed:  I 
I A.  Outer garmt:nts and clothing accessories:  II_ 
I
I  I.  Jersey!. and pullovers. containing at least 50 "·o  by weight of wool 
and weighing 600 g or more per article: garments of the ·cowboy'  , 
I  d  h  .  ·1  .  . 
1  type  an  ot  er  ~1m1 ar garments  lor amusement  and  play,  less  i 
I  than commercial size 158:  j 
i 
I 
a)  Jersey~ and  pullovers, containing at least 50'!·.,  by  weight  of 
wool and weighing 6110  g or more per article 
II.  Other: 
hl  Oth~:r: 
4.  Other outt:r garments: 
bhl  Jcr"e~"·  pullovers  .  .,Jip-m·cr~.  \\aish:o;ll~.  twin.,cr:.. 
cardiga1h, hcd _jadct~ .md jump1.·r~: 
II.  Men·~ and boys': 
aaa)  Ofwool 
,, 
hhh)  Of tine animal hair 
ccc)  Of synthctil' texlile lihrt::-. 
ddd)  Of regenerated textile fibres 
eee)  Of cotton 
Women's, girls' and infants': 
hhb)  Ofwool 
ccc)  Of tine animal hair 
f 
l 
i 
i 
I  ; 
j  i 
ddd)  Of synthetic textile fibres 
eee)  Of regenerated textile fibres 
'  I  i 
~14000 
articles 
652 000 
articles 
__ _l  _______ ----- ---_.L- - ITf)  Of cotton  ----- __ _j_ _______  _ Edition  N°  fpage XII-C-11 l 
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-~~~~~~~a~~~- _______  D_e_K_ri_p_t~-n------------~-~-u-;~-;~-:~-m-e--
-- _6___  :~----~ten's  and boys' outer garments:  40? 000 
B.  Other:  articles 
7 
61.02 
V.  Other: 
d)  Shorts: 
I.  Of wool or of line animal hair 
"  Of man-made textile fibres 
3.  of cotton 
e)  Trousers: 
I.  Of wool or of fine animal hair 
2.  Of man-made textile fibres 
3.  Of cotton 
I  Women's. girls' and infant< outer garments: 
B.  Other: 
II.  Other: 
e)  Other: 
6.  Trousers and slacks:  1 
aa)  Of wool or of line animal hair  I 
bb)  Of man-made textile fibres 
cc)  Of cotton 
Outer garments and other articles knitted or crocheted not elastic or rub-
berized: 
A.  Outer garments and clothing accessories: 
II.  Other: 
b)  Other: 
4.  Other outer garments: 
aa)  Blouses  and  shirt-blouses  for  women.  girls  and  in-
fants: 
2:!.  Of wool or of fine animal hair 
33.  Of synthetic'textile fibres 
44.  Of regenerated textile fibres 
55.  Of cotton 
61.02  Women's, girls' and infants' outer garments: 
B.  Other: 
II.  Other: 
e)  Other: 
7.  Blouses and shirt-blouses: 
bb)  Of man-made textile fibres 
cc)  Of cotton 
ex dd)  Of other textile materials: 
- Of wool or of line animal hair 
:!93 000 
articles 
·---------···t-----------+--------------------------------+---------
g  ;  h I.(J3  Men·~ and boys· under garments, including collars. shirt fronts and cuffs:  !i 14 000 
j  A.  Shirts:  articles 
I  I.  Of synthetic textile fibres 
I  - Of wool or of fine animal hair 
- Of regenerated textile fibres 
1  _l~ II.  Of cotton 
J  .  ex  Ill.  Of other textile materials: 
__________  ;~----- I 
9  55.08  Terry towelling and similar terry fabrics, of cotton 
tonnes Edition  N°  lpage XI I -C-12 J 
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Ceiling No  CCT heading No  Description 
10 
- ------------1----
II 
12 
62.02  Bed linen. table linen, toilet linen and kitchen linen; curtains and other 
furnishing articles: 
61.05 
62.02 
51.04 
B.  Other: 
Ill. Toilet linen and kitchen linen: 
a)  Of cotton: 
I.  Of terry towelling and similar terry fabrics 
Handkerchiefs: 
A.  Of cotton: 
ex C.  Of other textile materials: 
of wool or of fine animal hair 
of man-made textile fibres 
Bed linen. table linen. toilet linen and kitchen linen: curtains and other 
furnishing articles: 
B.  Other: 
I.  Bed linen: 
a)  Of cotton 
ex c)  Of other textile materials: 
Of ";OOI or of fine animal hair 
- Of man-made textile fibres 
Woven fabrics of man-made fibres (continuous). including woven fabrics 
of monofil or strip of heading No 51.01  or 51.02: 
A.  Woven fabrics of synthetic textile fibres: 
II  I.  Fabrics made from  strip or the like or polyethylene or polypro-
pylene. of a width of: 
a)  Less than 3 m 
62.03  Sach and bags. of a kind used for the packing of goods: 
B.  Of other textile materials: 
II.  Other: 
b)  Of fabric of synthetic textile fibres: 
I.  Made from polyethylene or polypropylene strip 
Basic \'Oiume 
(1990) 
1,6 
tonnes 
407 
tonnes 
325 
tonnes Edition  N°  [page XII-D-1  J 
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JOINT  DECLARATIONS 
Joint declaration 
on Protocol 2 concerning the Canary Islands and Ceuta and Melilla 
In  the  event  of  difficulties  ansmg  concerning  the 
maintenance of traditional trade Oows for Canary agri-
cultural products, the Community is  prepared to exam-
ine,  within  the  context  of the· adjustment  measures 
referred to in  the second subparagraph of Article 25 (4) 
of the Act of Accession, the possibility of: 
altering the tariff quotas between the various prod-
ucts within the overall volume of trade, 
substituting, whilst bearing in mind the absorption 
capacity of the Community market, for certain of 
the products covered by the tariff quotas other agri-
cultural products originating in the Canary Islands, 
following the same criteria as those used for fixing 
the present tariff quotas. 
However,  the Community recalls that deliveries  under 
the tariff quotas will  follow the rate of traditional trade 
nows,  without  thereby jeopardizing the  possibility of 
exhausting the quotas. 
Moreover the  Community does  not  exclude develop-
ments in  tariff quotas for  fishery  products of Canary 
origin related to the reported development of the local 
Canary fishing neet. 
For the tariff quotas referred to  in  Article 3 of Proto-
col 2,  administration 'by product' may include group-
ings of products in relation to the general structure of 
production and trade of the products concerned  with 
respect  to  the  relevant  destinations.  These  groupings 
should not lead to a substantial alteration in traditional 
trade nows between the Canary Islands and Ceuta and 
Melilla, and, on the one hand, that part of Spain which 
is  included in  the customs territory of the Community. 
and, on the other, the other Member States. 
Joint declaration 
on Protocol 2 
I.  For the application of Article I 0 of Protocol 3,  the 
Portuguese  Repuhlic shall  eliminate, for  products ori-
ginating in  the Canary Islands and Ceuta and Melilla. 
cu~tom~ dutie~ on  import~ and  charge~ having equiva-
lent effect under the same condition<; and according to 
the same timetable  a~ those laid down in  Article 190 of 
the Act concerning the conditiom of accession. 
2.  The application of Articles 88 and 256 of the Act of 
Accession shall concern all  the products falling within 
Annex II  of the EEC Treaty and shall also include any 
special  measures  applicable  to  those  products  under 
Protocol 2. 
Joint declaration 
on Article 9 of Protocol 2 
I 
The  rules  of  application  which  will  be  adopted  by  the  Council  in  accordance  with 
Article 9 (I) of Prowcol 2 will comply with the details agreed upon during negotiations. Edition N°  )page XI I-E-1  1 
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COMMISSION  REGULATION (EEC)  No 296/86 
of 10  February  1986 
on  the  implementation  of  the  arrangements  for  inward  processing,  outward 
processing  and  processing  under customs  control  in  trade  between  Member 
States  of  the  Community as  constituted on  31  December  1985  and  Spain or 
Portugal and also in trade between the two new Member States for such time as 
customs duties are levied  in such  trade 
- O.J.  No  L 36  of  12.02.1986,  p.  5  -
MODIFIED  BY: 
1.  Commission  Regulation  (EEC)  No  1981/88  of  5  July 1988 
CO.J.  No  L 174  of  6.7.1988,  p.  28) Edition N°  fpageXII-E-3  J 
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I.  Introductory  provisions 
Article  1 
1.  Without  prejudice  to  other  Community  prov1s1ons 
which may apply, this  R~.:gulation lays down special provi-
sions  for  the  application  of : 
(a)  inward processing relief arrangements in respect of : 
- goods  traded  within  the  Community, 
- non-Community goods, where  some or all  of the 
compensating  products  or  intermediate  products 
are  sent  to  a  Member  State  other  than  that  in 
which  processing  was  carried  out ; 
(b)  outward  processing  relief  arrangements  in  respect  of 
goods  traded  within  the  Community ; 
(c)  the  arrangements  for  processing  under  customs 
control in  respect of goods traded within the Commu-
nity. 
2.  For  the  purposes  of  this  Regulation : 
(a)  The Member States  of the  Community as  constituted 
on  31  December 198.5.  hereinafter  referred  to  as  the 
'ten-member Community'. shall  be  deemed to  consti-
tute  a  single  Member  State ; 
(b)  Member  State  means : 
- in  the case  of Spain, the territory of the Kingdom 
of  Spain  not  including  the  Canary  Islands  and 
Ceuta  and  Melilla, 
in  the case  of  Portugal,  the territory of  the  Portu-
guese  Republic, 
- in  the  case  of  the  ten-member  Community,  the 
customs territory of  the Community as  defined in 
Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  21 S 1  /84 (2),  not 
including  the  territories  listed  in  the  first  and 
second  indents. 
(')OJ  No  L  188,  20.  7.  1'::185,  p.  I. 
II.  Provisions relating to the inward processing of 
Community goods 
Article  2 
The inward  processmg relief  arrangements  referred  to  in 
the first indent of Article 1 (1) (a) shall allow working in a 
Member State,  without  imposition  of, 
(a)  customs  duties, 
(b)  - as  regards products covered by Council Regulation 
(EEC)  No  3033/80 (3); 
- for  Spai~  and  the  ten-member  Community, 
the  fixed  component referred  ro  in  Article  53 
(2)  and  (5)  of  the  Act  of Accession. 
- for  Portugal  and the ten-member Community, 
the fixed  ,·omponcnt referred  to  in  Arridl· 213 
(2)  and  (5)  of  the  said  Act, 
for  Spain  and  Portugal,  the  fixed  component 
referred  to  in  Article 7 (2)  of Proto<.:ol  No 3 of 
the  said  Act, 
as  regards  products covered  by the common orga-
nization  of  markets in the rice  and cereal  sectors, 
the  component  for  protection  of  the  processing 
industry referred  to  in  Articles 78  and  27 3  of  the 
said  Act.  and 
(2)  OJ  No  l  197,  27.  7.  1984,  p.  1. 
(l)  OJ  No  L  323,  29.  II.  1980,  p.  1. 
~rticle 2a 
The suspension system  as  defined in Article  1 (3)  (n) 
of  Regulation (EEC)  No  1999/85 shall  be  applicable 
in  all  cases.  . 
The  release  .for  free  circulation  of  compensating 
products  obtamed  is  justified  in  all  cases.' ; Edition No  lpage XII-E-4  J 
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(c)  other  charges  imposed  in  trade  between  Member 
States  under  the  Common  Agricultural  Policy  or 
under  specific  arrangements  applicable  to  certain 
goods  resulting  from  the  processing  of  agricultural 
products 
in  respect of goods imported from  another Member State 
which  meet the conditions laid down in Articles 9 and 10 
of the Treaty, where all or part of such goods are intended 
for  export  from  the  customs  territory  of  the  processing 
Member  States  in  the  form  of  compensating  products. 
The inward processing relief arrangements shall, however, 
not  be  applicable  when  the  goods  are  only  subject  to 
monetary  compensatory  amounts. 
Article 3 
The rules established in  Directive 69/73/EEC and imple-
menting  directives  with  the  exception  of  Commission 
Directtve 84/318/EEC of 23  May  1984 on the application 
of  Articles  13  and  14  of  Directive  69/73/EEC (')  shall 
apply  to  the  inward  processing  relief  arrangements 
referred  to  in  Article  1 (I) (a)  as  provided in  this Regula-
tion. 
A rt£clt:  4 
I.  The  inward  processing  relief  arrangements  referred 
to in the first indent of Article 1 (1) (a) shall be deemed to 
contribute  towards  providing the  most  favourable  condi-
tions  for  the  export  of  products  resulting  from  such 
processing without conflicting  with  essential  interests  of 
produL·ers  within  the  Community. 
2.  Regulations prohibiting the use of inward processing 
relief  arrangements  in  respect of  certain  goods shall  not 
apply  to  the  arrangements  referred  to  in  paragraph  1. 
Article  5 
For the purpose of applying the rules laid down in Article 
15 of  Directive 69/73/EEC to the inward processing relief 
arrangements  referred  to  in  the  first  indent  of  Article 
1 (1)  (a) : 
(a)  'the  Community  market'  means  the  market  of  the 
Member State  where  inward  processing  takes  place ; 
(b)  'external markc:ts'  means not only the markets of third 
countries  bur  also  the  markets  of  other  Member 
States; 
Article  6 
For  the  purposes  of  applying  the  rules  laid  down  in 
Article 22 of Directive  69/73/EEC to  the inward  proces-
sing  relief  arrangements  referred  to  in  Article  1  (1)  (a), 
tern porary  exportation  for  further  processing  in  another 
Member State  shall  be  treated  as  analogous  to  temporary 
exportation  for  further  processing  in  a  third  country. 
Article  7 
Where  the  goods  placed  under  the  inward  processing 
relief  arrangernnts are  sent in  the  form  of compensating 
(')OJ  No  L  166,26.  6.  !984,  p.  !'1. 
or  intermediate  products  to  another  Member  State,  the 
following  shall  be  applied  in  the  Member  State  where 
processing  arrangements  are  authorized : 
- the charges set out in  the first  paragraph of Article 2, 
at (c)  relating to goods imported from  the originating 
Member State ; 
the amounts provided for  at  dispatch, to  the Member 
State of destination, of compensating or intermediate 
products. 
Account  shall  not  be  taken  in  applying  this  Article  of 
monetary  compensatory  amounts,  without  prejudice  to 
Article 8 of Commission Regulation (EEC) No 315·4/85 of 
11  November  1985  laying  down  detailed  rules  for  the 
administrative  application  of  monetary  compensatory 
amounts (2). 
III.  Provisions  concerning  inward  processiQg  of 
non-Community goods 
Article 8 
1.  The  inward  processing  relief  arrangt·ments  as 
defined  in  A·rticle  2  (1)  of  Directive  69/73/EEC shall  be 
considered  as  terminated  when,  except  for  the  cases 
provided  for  in Article  13  of the abovementioned Direc-
tive,  these  compensating  products  are : 
(a)  sent  to  another  Member  State  either  under  the 
Community  transit  system  (external  procedure)  or 
covered by a T2  ES  or T2 PT document, or by a docu-
ment  having  equivalent  effect. 
or 
(b)  placed  in  a  free  zone  or  under  the  customs  ware-
housing arrangements in order to be  dispatched later 
in  accordance  witb  sub-paragraph  (a). 
2.  Directive  84/  318/EEC shall  not  apply. 
IV.  Provisions  relating. to outward processiQg 
Article  9 
1.  The  outward  processing  relief  arrangemems  rn 
Article  1  (1)  (b)  shall  allow  the  temporary  dispatch  of 
goods from  one Membc.:r  State  to  another with  a  viey.r  to 
their  reintroduction  in  the  form  of  compensating 
products  with  partial  or total  exemption  from : 
(a)  customs  duties,  and 
(b)  - as  regards  products  covered· by  Regulation  (E~C) 
No  3033/80: 
- for  Spain  and  the  ten-member  Community, 
the fixed  component referred  to  in  Article  53 
(2)  and  (5)  of  the  Act  of  Accession. 
- for  Portugal and  the ten-member Community, 
the fixed  component referred to  in Article 213 
(2)  and  (5)  of  the  said  Act, 
- for  Spain  and  Portugal,  the  fixed  component 
referred  to  in Article 7 (2)  of Protocol  No 3 of 
the  said  Act, 
(l)  OJ  No  L  310,  21.  II.  1985,  p.  9. Edition  N  •  3  of  31.12.1988  I  page  XII-E-5 
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as  regards  produns covered  by  the common orga-
nization  of  markets  in  the  nee and cereal  sectors, 
the  component  for  protection  of  the  processing 
industry  referred  to  in  Articles  78  and  273  of  the 
said  Act, 
after  these  goods  have  been  the  subject,  in  another 
Member  State,  of  one  or  more  processing  operations. 
2.  The  rules  set  out  in  Directive  76/119/EEC  and 
implementing directives  shall  apply  to  the arrangements 
provided  for  in  paragraph  1. 
3.  The arrangements provided  for  in  paragraph  I  shall 
be  deemed  not  to  conflict  with  essential  interests  of 
producers  within  the  Community. 
4.  When  goods  are  placed  under the  outward  proces-
sing relief arrangements, the amounts instituted under the 
Common  Agricultural  Policy  or  under  specific  arrange-
ments applicable  to  certain  goods  resulting from  proces-
sing  of  agricultural  products  shall  not  be  applied,  as 
regards goods dispatched to the processing Member State. 
However, monetary compensatory amounts shall be appli-
cable. 
'Article  9a 
For the purpose of Article 23  of Regulation (BBq No 
2458/87 (1),  •products  not  originating  in  the 
Community" shall  mean those  not originating in the 
part  of  the  Community  (new  Member  Sta~ . or 
Community of Ten) in which the outward processmg 
authorization  was  issued  .. 
(1)  OJ  No  L  230,  17.  8.  1987,  p.  1.' 
V.  Provisions relating to processing under customs 
control 
Article  10 
1.  Community goods imported from  one Member State 
may be worked in another Member State under the arran-
gements for  processing under customs control  referred  to 
in  Article  1 (  1)  (c). 
2.  The  rules  laid  down  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
2763/83 and implementing regulations shall  apply to  the 
arrangements  referred  to  in  paragraph  1. 
3.  The arrangements referred to in paragraph  1 shall be 
deemed to contribute toward creating or maintaining the 
activity  of  processing goods  in  the  Community without 
the essential interests of Community producers of similar 
goods  being adverserly  affected. 
VI.  Final  provisions 
Article  11 
This  Regulation  shall  enter into  force  on  the  third  dav 
following  its  publication  in  the  Official Journal of th.e 
European  Communities. 
It shall apply, for so long as  charges other than the mone-
tary  compensatory  amounts  are  levied  on  inter-
Community  trade, 
(a)  on goods in  the unaltered state subject to one or other 
of  these charges,  in  the case  of  application  under II, 
IV  and  V, 
(b)  on compensating products subject to  one or other of 
these  charges,  in  the  case  of  application  under  III. Edition N°  Jpage XII-F-1  I 
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TITLE  I 
GENERAL  PROVISIONS 
A rtide  I 
l.  This Regulation  lays  down the methods of adminis-
trative  cooperation  intt~nded to  ensure  that goods  fulfil-
ling  the  requisite  conditions  shall  benefit  in  trade 
between  the Community as  constituted on  31  December 
19H5.  hereinafter  referred  to  as  'the  Community of Ten' 
on the one hand and Spain and Portugal on the other and 
in  tradc  between  those two  new Member States, from  the 
arran~ement  involving  the  abolition  of  customs  duties 
and charges having equivalent effect and the abolition of 
quantitative  restrictions  and  measures  having  equivalent 
effect  provided  for  in  the  Act  of  Accession. 
2.  For the purposes of this Regulation, the Community 
of Ten  shall  be  regarded  as  a  single  Member  State. 
Article  2 
The arrangements referred  to  in  Article  1 (l) shall  apply 
under  th<:  conditions  laid  down  by  this  Regulation  to : 
(a)  goods  produced  in  a  Member  State  including  those 
wholly or partly obtained from  products in  respect of 
which  import formalities  have  been complied with  in 
a  Member State,  and on which  have  been  charged  as 
appropriate : 
customs  duties  and  charges  having  equivalent 
dft:ct, 
compensatory amounts as  prescribed in Articles 53 
and  72  or  in  Articles  21J  and  240  of  the  Act  of 
Accession, 
levies and other import charges provided for  under 
the  common  agricultural  policy or under specific 
arrangements applicable to  certain goods resulting 
from  the  processing  of  agricultural  products 
to  which  they  were  liable  in  that  Member  State,  and 
which have  not benefited from  a total or partial drawback 
of such  duties,  charges,  amounts,  levies  or  other import 
charges; 
(b)  goods from third countries, in respect of which import 
formalities  have  been  complied  with  in  a  Member 
State and on which have been charged as  appropriate : 
customs  duties  and  charges  having  equivalent 
effect, 
levies and other import charges provided for under 
the  common agricultural  policy or under specific 
arrangements applicable to  certain goods resulting 
from  the  processing of  agricultural  products, 
to  which they were  liable  in  that Member State, and 
which have  not benefited from  a total or partial draw-
back  of  such  duties,  charges,  levies  or  other  import 
charges; 
(c)  goods obtained in a Member State, in the manufacture 
of which  have  been  incorporated  products  on  which 
have  not  been  charged : 
customs  duties  and  charges  having  equivalent 
. effect, 
compensatory amounts as  prescribed in Articles 53 
and  72 or in Articles  213  and  240  of the  Act  of 
Accession, 
- levies and other import charges provided for under 
the common  agricultural  policy or under specific 
arrangements applicable to  certain goods resulting 
from  the  processing  of  agricultural  products 
to  which  they  were  liable  in  that  Member  State,  or 
which have  benefited from  a total  or partial drawback 
of  such  duties,  charges,  amounts,  levies  or  other 
import charges,  provided  that any compensatory levy 
due by virtue of the provisions to be laid down by the 
Commission, pursuant to Articles 50 (3)  and 210  (3) of 
the  Act  of  Accession,  has  been  charged. 
Article 3 
1.  Goods  to  which  the  arrangements  referred  to  in 
Article 1 (1) apply shall move under the internal Commu-
nity  transit  procedure  or,  if  that  procedure  is  not  used, 
under cover of a document establishing their Community 
status. 
2.  Subject to  Article 20, goods referred to in  paragraph 
1  which  move  under  the  internal  Community  transit 
procedure  shall  be  covered  by : 
a  T2  or T2  ES  or T2  PT document,  or 
an  International  Consignment  Note  or  an  Interna-
tional  Express  Parcels  Consignment  Note  having 
equivalent  effect  to  a  T2  or T2  ES  or T2  PT docu-
ment,  or 
a Community Transit Transfer Note having equivalent 
effect  to  a  T2  or T2  ES  or T2  PT document. 
3.  Subject to Article 20, goods referred  to  in paragraph 
1  which  do  not  move  under  the  internal  Community 
transit  procedure  shall  be  covered  by: 
- a  T2L  or  T2L  ES  or T2L  PT document,  or 
- a  Community  movement  carnet  validated  in 
accordance with the provisions of Council Regulation 
(EEC)  No  3/84 ('),  or 
a document T2M issued in accordance with  the provi-
sions of Commission Regulation (EEC) No 137/79 (2). 
(I)  0 J No  L  2,  4.  1.  1984,  p.  1. 
(2)  OJ  No  L  20,  27.  I.  1979,  p.  I. Edition N° 
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TITLE  II 
PROVISIONS  CONCERNING GOODS  WHICH  MOVE 
UNDER  THE  INTERNAL  COMMUNITY  TRANSIT 
PROCEDURE 
Section  I 
Procedure  laid  down  by  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
222/77, Title  III. 
Artide 4 
Goods shall, in order to move under the internal Commu-
nity  transit  procedure,  be  covered  by : 
(a)  a  T2  declaration : 
- when  the goods are  dispatched from  the Commu-
nity of Ten where  they satisfy  the conditions laid 
down  in  Article  2  (a)  or (b), 
- when the goods are dispatched from  the Commu-
nity  of  Ten  into  which  they  were  originally 
brought from  Spain  or Portugal  and  when, where 
appropriate, 
- customs  duties  and charges  having  equivalent 
effect, 
- compensatory  amounts  as  prescribed  in 
Articles  53  and 72 or in  Articles  213  and 240 
of  the  Act  of  Accession 
to  which  they were  liable  have  been levied  in  the 
Community of Ten and the goods have not bene-
fited  from  a  total  or  partial  drawback  of  such 
duties,  charges  or amounts ; 
(b)  a  T2  ES  declaration : 
- goods  dispatched  from  Spain 
1.  where  they satisfy  the conditions laid  down  in 
Article  2  (a),  (b)  or (c), 
2.  where  they  were  originally  brought  in  from 
another  Member  State  when,  where  appro-
priate: 
- customs duties  and  charges  having  equiva-
lent effect, 
- compensatory  amounts  as  prescribed  in 
Articles 53  and 72 of the Act of Accession 
to  which  they were  liable,  have  been levied  in 
Spain and the goods have not benefited from a 
total or partial drawback of such duties, charges 
or  amounts; 
- goods dispatched to Spain from  the Community of 
Ten where  they satisfied the conditions laid down 
in  Article  2  (c). 
However,  goods  falling  within  Chapters  25  to  99  of 
the  Common  Customs Tariff  and  originally  brought 
into  Spain  under  cover  of  a  T2  PT document  or  a 
document having  the same effect for  the  purposes of 
implementing the arrangements referred  to  in  Article 
1 (1),  which do  not acquire Spanish origin within  the 
meaning of  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No  802/68 (1), 
and  of  its  implementing Regulations  may  be  recon-
signed from  Spain only under cover of a T2 PT docu-
ment or a document having  equivalent effect  for  the 
purposes  of  implementing the arrangements  referred 
to  in  Article  1 (  1  ). 
(c)  a  T2 PT  declaration : 
- goods  dispatched  from  Portugal 
1.  where  they satisfy  the conditions laid  down  in 
Article  2  (a),  (b)  or (c), 
2.  where  they  were  originally  brought  i.n  from 
another  Member  State  when,  where  ap~ro­
priate: 
- customs duties  and  charges  having  equiva-
lent effect, 
- compensatory  amounts  as  prescribed  in 
Articles  213  and  240  of  the  Act  of  Acces-
sion, 
- amounts  applied  in  accordance  with  t.Qe 
compensatory  mechanism  referrt:d  to  in 
Article  270  of  the  Act  of  Accession, 
to  which  they were  liable  have  been  l~vied in 
Portugal and the goods have not benefited from 
a  total  or  partial  drawback  of  such  duties, 
charges  or amounts ; 
- goods dispatched to Portugal from  the Community 
of  Ten  where  they  satisfied  the  conditions  Iajd 
down  in  Article  2  (c). 
However,  goods  falling  within  Chapters  2.5  to  99  of 
the  Common  Customs Tariff and  originally  br<:>ugh.t 
into Portugal  under cover of a T2 ES  document or a 
document having the same effect for  the  purposes of 
the  provisions  of Article  J  (1)  which  do  not  acquire 
Portuguese  origin  within  the  meaning  of  Council 
Regula~ion (EEC)  No 802/68, and of its implementing. 
Regulations  may  be  reconsigned  from  Portugal  only 
under  cover  of  a  T2 ES  document  or  a  document 
having  equivalent  effect  for  the  purposes  of  imple~ 
menting the arrangements referred to in Article 1 (J). 
Article  5 
The T2 ES  or T2 PT document or the document  having 
equivalent  effect  for  the  purposes  of  implementing,.  the 
arrangements  referred  to  in  Article  l  (  1)  under cover.  of 
which  the goods which  satisfy  the conditions  laid  down 
in Article 2 (c)  move  within  the Community, shall  bear, 
in the box provided for  the description of the goods, one 
of  the  following  endorsements : 
- I.P.  Goods, 
- A.F.  Varer, 
- A.V.  Waren, 
- E~1topeu~a.ta T.E., 
- Mercandas  P  A., 
- Marchandises  P A., 
- Merci  PA., 
- A.V.  Goederen, 
- Mercadorias  AA., 
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followed  by the name of the Member State of processing. 
A rticie  6 
1.  The competent customs authorities shall issue a new 
T2  document,  or  a  new  document  having  equivalent 
effect for the purposes of implementing the arrangements 
referred to in Article  t (t ),  for goods which enter Spain or 
Portugal  under cover of a  T2 document or a  document 
having equivalent effect for the purposes of implementing 
the  arrangements  referred  to  in  Article  l  (1)  and  which 
after  being  placed  in  Spain  or  Portugal  in  temporary 
storage or in a free zone, in a customs warehouse or under 
the  arrangements  for  inward  processing  or  processing 
under customs control,  are  reconsigned  in  the  unaltered 
state  to  another  Member  State. 
2.  The competent customs authorities shall issue a new 
T2 ES  document, or a  new  document having equivalent 
effect for the purposes of implementing the arrangements 
referred  to  in  Article  l  (1),  for  goods  which  enter  a 
Member State  other than  Spain  under cover  of  a T2 ES 
document or a document having equivalent effect  for  the 
purposes of implementing the arrangements referred to in 
Article  t  (1)  and which, after being placed in the Member 
State  of  reconsignment  in  temporary  storage,  in a  free 
zone, in  a customs warehouse or under the arrangements 
for  inward  processing  or  processing  under  customs 
control , are  reconsigned in the unaltered state to another 
Member State. 
3.  The compete1nt customs authorities shall issue a new 
T2 PT document,  or  a  new document having  equivalent 
effect for  the purposes of implementing the arrangements 
referred  to  in  Article  1  (1),  for  goods  which  enter  a 
Member State other than Portugal under cover of a T2 PT 
document or a document having equivalent effect for  the 
purposes of implementing the arrangements referred to  in 
Article  I  ( l) and which, after being placed in  the Member 
State  of  reconsignment  in  temporary  storage,  in  a  free 
zone, in  a customs warehouse or under the arrangements 
for  inward  processing  or  processing  under  customs 
control, are  reconsigned  in  the unaltered state  to  another 
Member  State. 
4.  The  new  documents  referred  to  in  paragraphs  l, 2 
and 3 shall  refer  to  the documents produced on entry of 
the  goods  into  the  Member State  of  reconsignment and 
shall  contain  any  special  endorsements  shown  on  those 
documents. 
Article  7 
1.  A T2 ES  or T2 PT declaration is a declaration made : 
on  a  form  corresponding,  except  as  regards  the 
content of  the spaces reserved  for  national  use  and of 
boxes  wholly  or  partly  delineated  by  dotted  lines,  to 
the  specimen  shown  in  Annex  I  or  Annex  III  to 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  223/77,  accompanied,  where 
appropriate,  by  one or  more  sheets  corresponding  to 
the specimens shown in  Annex II or Annex IV  to the 
said  Regulation,  or 
- on a  form  corresponding  to  the  specimen  shown  in 
Annex  I  to  Regulation  (EEC}  No  2826/77. 
2.  The  principal  shall  indicate  whether  the  internal 
Community transit declaration  is  made on a form Tl ES 
or  T2 PT,  accompanied,  where  appropriate,  by  one  or 
more T2 ES  bis or T2 PT bis sheets, by inserting either in 
typescript  or  legibly  and  indelibly  handwritten,  in  the 
space following the T symbol on these forms, the symbols 
'l-1WO ES'  or 'l-1WO PT',  as  appropriate. 
Article 8 
Save  as  otherwise  provided  in  this Regulation,  the provi-
sions  relating  to  the  internal  Community  transit  pro-
cedure laid down in  Regulation (EEC)  No 222/77 and in 
the provisions adopted for  its implementation shall apply 
to  goods  moving  under  cover  of  a  T2 ES  or  T2 PT 
document. 
Section  II 
Simplified procedure applicable to goods carried by 
rail 
Article  9 
For the purpose of  implementing the  provisions of  Title 
IV,  Section  I  of  Regulation  (EEC)  No  223/77: 
1.  - The  International  Consignment  Note  or  Interna-
tional  Express  Parcels  Consignment  Note  drawn 
up in respect of goods accepted for carriage by one 
of the railway  authorities of the Member States  of 
the  Community of Ten, or 
- the  Community Transit Transfer  Note  drawn  up 
for  goods  accepted  for  carriage  by  one  of  the 
national  representatives  of  the  transport  under-
·taking  in  the  Community of  Ten, 
shall  be  treated  as  equivalent  to  a  T2  declaration  or 
document as  appropriate provided it does not bear the 
symbol T1  in  accordance with Article 42 (2)  or 50i (2) 
and  (3)  of  the  aforesaid  Regulation,  or  the  symbol 
T2 ES  or T2 PT in  accordance  with  Article  1  0  (2)  or 
(3). 
2.  - The  International  Consignment  Note  or  Interna-
tional  Express  Parcels  Consignment  Note  drawn 
up in  respect of goods accepted for  carriage by the 
Spanish  railway  authorities,  or 
the  Community Transit Transfer  Note  drawn  up 
for  goods  accepted  for  carriage  by  the  Spanish 
national representative of the transport undertaking 
shall be  treated as  equivalent to  a T2 ES  declaration or 
document as  appropriate provided it does  not bear the 
symbol Tl  in  accordance with Article 42 (2)  or 50i  (2) 
and (3)  of the aforesaid  Regulation, or the symbol T2 
in accordance with Article  10  (I) or the symbol T2 PT 
in  accordance  with  Article  10  (3). Edition N°  lpage  XII-F-6  ) 
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3.  - The  International  Consignment  Note  or  Interna-
tional  Express  Parcels  Consignment  Note  drawn 
up in  respect of goods accepted for  carriage by  the 
Portuguese  railway  authorities,  or 
- the  Community Transit Transfer  Note  drawn  up 
for  goods  accepted  for  carriage  by  the  Portuguese 
national representative of the transport undertaking 
shall be treated as  equivalent to  a T2 PT declaration or 
document as  appropriate provided it does  not bear the 
symbol Tl in accordance with Article 42 (2)  or 50i  (2) 
and  (3)  of  the aforesaid  Regulation, or the symbol T2 
in accordance with Article  10  (1) or the symbol T2 ES 
in  accordance  with  Article  10  (2). 
Article  10 
1.  When goods  covered  by  one of  the  transport docu-
ments  having  equivalent  effect  to  a  T2  document 
pursuant to  Article  6 (1)  are  accepted  for  carriage  by  the 
Spanish  or Portuguese  railway  authorities  or the Spanish 
or  Portuguese  national  representative  of  the  transport 
undertaking, the office of departure shall add  the symbol 
'T2',  clearly  and  visibly,  in  box  25  of  the  International 
Consignment  Note  or  the  International  Express  Parcels 
Consignment  Note  or  in  the  box  of  the  Community 
Transit Transfer Note reserved for the customs authorities. 
The symbol T2 shall be authenticated by the stamp of the 
office  of  departure. 
2.  When goods covered by  one of the  transport docu-
ments  having  equivalent  effect  to  a  T2 ES  document 
pursuant  to  Article  4  (b)  second  indent  or  6  (2)  are 
accepted  for  carriage  by  the  railway  authorities  of  the 
Member States of  the Community of Ten or of Portugal, 
or by  one of  the national  representatives of  the transport 
undertaking in the Community of Ten or in Portugal, the 
office  of  departure  shall  add  the  symbol  'T2 ES',  clearly 
and visibly,  in  box  25  of  the  International  Consignment 
Spain, Note or the International Express Parcels Consign-
ment  Note  or  in  the  box  of  the  Community  Transit 
Transfer  Note  reserved  for  the  customs  authorities. 
The symbol T2 ES  shall be authenticated by the stamp of 
the  office  of  departure. 
3.  When goods  covered  by  one of  the  transport docu-
ments  having  equivalent  effect  to  a  T2 PT  document 
pursuant  to  Article  4  (c)  second  indent  or  6  (3)  arc 
accepted  for  carriage  by  the  railway  authorities  of  the 
Member States of  the Community of Ten or of  Spain, or 
by  one  of  the  national  representatives  of  the  transport 
undertaking  in  the  Community of  Ten  or in  Spain,  the 
office  of  departure  shall  add  the  symbol  'T2 PT',  clearly 
and  visibly,  in  box  25  of  the  International  Consignment 
Note or the  International Express Transfer Note reserved 
for  the  customs  authorities. 
The symbol T2 PT shall be authenticated by the stamp 
of  the  office  of  departure. 
TITLE  III 
PROVISIONS CONCERNING GOODS THAT DO NOT 
MOVE  UNDER  THE  COMMUNITY  TRANSIT  PRO-
CEDURE 
Article  11 
1.  Subject to  paragraph 3,  where the goods  referred  to 
in Articles 4 (a) and 6 (1) do not move under the Commu-
nity transit procedure, the document used to  establish the 
Community status of the said goods shall be drawn up on 
a  T2L  form  corresponding  to  the  specimen  shown  in 
Annex  XI  to  Regulation  (EEC)  No  223/77. 
2.  Subject  to  paragraph  3 
- where  the goods  referred  to  in  Articles  4  (b)  first 
subparagraph or c) second subparagraph or 6 (2) do 
not move under the Community transit procedure, 
the  document  used  to  establish  the  Communiry 
status  of  the  said  goods  shall  be  drawn  up  on  a 
T2L ES  form, 
- where the goods referred to in Articles 4 (b) second 
subparagraph  or (c)  first  subparagraph  or 6 (3)  do 
not move under the Community transit procedure, 
the  document  used  to  establish  the  Community 
status  of  the  said  goods  shall  be  drawn  up  on  a 
T2L PT form. 
3.  Goods moving under cover of a Community mo-.e-
ment carnet validated by an office of departure situated in 
the  Community  of  Ten  shall  be  deemed  to  be  goods 
falling  within  the  category  referred  to  in  Article  4  (a). 
'Goods  moving  under cover  of  a  Community  movement 
carnet validated by an office of departure situated in Spain 
shall  be deemed  to  be goods  falling  within  the  category 
referred  to  in  Article  4  (b)  first  indent. 
Goods  moving under cover  of  a  Community movement 
carnet  validated  by  an  office  of  departure  situated  in 
Portugal  shall  be deemed to  be goods  falling  within the 
category  referred  to  in  Article  4  (c)  first  indent. 
Article  12 
1.  , The forms on which the internal Community transit 
documents T2L ES and T2L PT are drawn up shall be the 
forms  specified  in  Article  II  (1 ),  the symbol  'ES'  or  'PT' 
being added to  the 'T2L' symbol as  appropriate, either in 
typescript or legibly and  indelibly handwritten, when the 
document is  made out. The symbol 'ES' or 'PT  may also 
be  pre-printed  on  such  forms. 
2.  Articles  2 (2),  (5)  (a),  (6)  first  two  subparagraphs, (9) 
and (10) and Title V of Regulation (EEC)  No 223/77 shall 
apply  to  the  T2L  ES  and  T2L  PT documents. Edition  NO  Jpage XII-F-7  I 
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Article  13 
If, in  accordance with the provisions of Regulation (EEC) 
No  137/79,  a  T2M  document  is  used,  the  catches 
concerned shall  be deemed to satisfy  the conditions laid 
down  in  Article  9 (2)  of the EEC Treaty in  the Member 
State in  which the customs office that issued  the booklet 
of  T2M  forms  used  is  located. 
Article  14 
Where, in accordance with the provisions of Commission 
Regulation (EEC) No 2695/77 of 7 December 1977 deter-
mining  the  conditions  under  which  goods  for  certain 
categories of aircraft and ships are eligible upon importa-
tion  for  a  favourable  tariff  arrangement (1),  an  air waybill 
or equivalent  document  is  used,  the goods  in  question 
shall  be  deemed  to  be : 
- goods falling within the category referred to in Article 
4  (a)  where  the  airport  of  departure  belongs  to  a 
Member State  of  the  Community of  Ten, 
- goods falling within the category referred to  in  Article 
4  (b)  first  indent  where  the  airport  of  departure 
belongs to Spain except airports situated in the Canary 
Islands  or at  Melita, 
- goods falling within the category referred to in Article 
4  (c)  first  indent  where  the  airport  of  departure 
belongs  to  Portugal. 
Article  15 
1.  Postal  consignments (including  postal  parcels)  shall 
be  deemed  to  fall  within : 
(a)  the category of goods referred to  in Article 4 (a)  when 
the  consignments  are  dispatched  from  a  post  office 
located  in  the  Community  of  Ten ; 
(b)  the category of goods  referred  to  in  Article 4 (b)  first 
indent when the consignments are  dispatched from  a 
post office located in Spain, except post offices located 
in  the  Canary  Islands  or  in  Ceuta  and  Melita ; 
(c)  the  category  of  goods  referred  to  Article  4  (c)  first 
indent when  the consignments are  dispatched from  a 
post  office  located  in  Portugal, 
provided that no yellow label of the type shown in  Annex 
XII to  Regulation (EEC) No 223/77 is  affixed to the pack-
ages  or  the  accompanying  documents. 
2.  The  competent authorities  of  the  Member State  of 
dispatch  must affix  the  yellow  label  referred  to  in  para-
graph  1,  or ensure  that it  is  affixed,  to  the  packages  and 
accompanying  documents  when :  · 
(a)  the goods are dispatched from a post office located in 
a Member State  and, had  they been placed under the 
Community  transit  procedure,  could  not  have  been 
covered  by  a  T2,  T2 ES  or T2 PT declaration ; 
(')OJ  No  L  314,  8.  12.  1977,  p.  14. 
(b)  the goods are dispatched from  a post office  located in 
the Community of Ten or in Portugal  and, had they 
been  placed  under  the  internal  Community  transit 
procedure, would  have  had to be covered  by a T2 ES 
declaration  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of 
- Article  4  (b)  first  subparagraph, second  indent, or 
(c)  second  subparagraph,  or 
- Article  6 (2) ; 
(c)  the goods are dispatched from a post office  located in 
the  Community  of  Ten  or  in  Spain  and,  had  they 
been  placed  under  the  internal  Community  transit 
procedure, would have  had to  be covered  by a T2 PT 
declaration  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of 
- Article  4  (b)  second subparagraph or (c)  first  sub-
paragraph,  second  indent, or 
- Article  6  (3). 
The goods concerned may benefit from  the arrangements 
referred  to  in  Article  1 (1)  only  if : 
or 
in  the  case  referred  to  in  (b),  a  T2L ES  document  is 
produced, 
in  the  case  referred  to  in  (c),  a  T2L PT  document is 
produced. 
Article  16 
Goods  accompanying  travellers  or  contained  in  their 
luggage may benefit from  the arrangements referred to in 
Article  1  (1)  provided  that  they  are  not  intended  for 
commercial  use : 
(a)  if  they  are  declared  as  goods  fulfilling  the  necessary 
conditions so  to  benefit and there  is  no  doubt as  to 
the  accuracy  of  that  declaration ; 
(b)  in other cases,  if a T2L, T2L ES  or T21 PT  document, 
as  appropriate,  is  produced. 
TITLE  IV 
PROVISIONS  CONCERNING  TRADE  BETWEEN 
SPAIN AND PORTUGAL 
Article  17 
I.  Goods  falling  under  Chapters  25  to  99  of  the 
Common  Customs  Tariff,  except  those  falling  under 
Council  Regulations  (EEC)  No  2783/75 (2),  (EEC)  No 
3033/80 (3)  and (EEC)  No 3035/80 (4)  and  moving  under 
the internal Community transit procedure under cover of 
(2)  OJ  No  L  282,  I.  I I.  1975,  p.  104. 
(l)  OJ  No  L  323,29.  II.  1980,  p.  1. 
(•)  0 J  No  L  323.  29.  11.  1980,  p.  27. Edit  ion  JltO  ~Xll-f·-1  I 
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a T2 ES  or T2 PT document or,  where  that procedure is 
not applied, under cover of a document having equivalent 
effect  for  the  purposes  of  implementating  the  arrange-
,  ments  referred  to  in  Article  1  (1)  shall  not benefit  from 
the arrangements provided. for  in Article  1 (1) of Protocol 
No  3  to  the  Act  of  Accession  unless, 
- on  entry to  Spain  the T2 PT  document or the docu-
ment having equiva.lent  effect  bears  the endorsement 
'origin  Portugal', 
on  entry  into  Portugal  the  T2 ES  document  or  the 
document having equivalent effect bears  the endorse-
ment  'origin  Spain'. 
This  endorsement  shall  follow  the  description  of  the 
goods  in  the box  provided for  that purpose and  shaH  be 
authenticate.d  by  the  customs  office  o£  departur-e.  The 
originating  status  of  these  goods  shall  be  defined  by 
provisions  adopted  or  to  be  adopted  by the  Council  in 
accordance with Article  1 (3) of Protocol  No 3 to the Act 
of  Accession. 
2.  Goods moving under cowr of one of  the documents 
referred  to  in  Title  II,  Section  II  and  having  equivalent 
effect for  the purposes of implementing the arrangements 
referred  to in  Article  1 (1)  as  a T2 ES  or T2 PT document 
shall benefit from  the provisions laid down in  Article 1 (2) 
of Protocol No 3 to the Act of A<CeeSSion  only on presen-
tation  of  a  T2L ES  or  T2L PT  document  bearing  the 
endorsement  relating  to  origin  as  provided  for  in  para-
graph  I, authenticated by  the customs authorities. In  this 
case  the  provisions of Article 41 (4:)  or 50i (5)  of Regula-
tion  (EEC)  No  223/77  shall  not  apply. 
TITLE V 
FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article  18 
Without  prejudice  to  any  special  provisions  provided  for 
under the common agricultural policy or specific arrange-
ments  applicable  to  certain  goods  resuhing  from  the 
processing  of  agricultural  products : 
I.  Goods  in  respect  of  which  an  AE 1  movement certifi-
cate  or AE2  form  has  been  issued  in  accordance with 
the  agreements  concluded  between  Spain  and  the 
Community and which on  1 March  1986 are either in 
transit  or  have  been  placed  in  the  Community  in 
temporary storage,  in  a  free  zone,  in  a customs ware-
house or under the arrangements for  processing under 
customs  control  befor,e  the  final  date  for  presentation 
of  the  said  certificate  or  form  shaU  benefit  from  the 
arrangements  referred  to  in  Article  1 (I)  without  the 
necessity to produce a T2L or T2L ES.document issued 
retrospectively. 
2.  Goods in  respect of which an  EUR  1 movement certi-
ficate  or  EUR  2  form  has  been  issued  in  accordance 
with  the agreements  concluded  IJ.etween  Portugal  and 
the Community and which on I  March  1986 are either 
in  transit or have  been placed in temporary storage, in 
a  free  zone,  in  a  customs  warehouse  or  under  the 
arrangements  for  processing  under  customs  control 
befoFe the final date for presentation of the said certifi-
cate  or  form,  shall  benefit  from  the  arrangements 
referred  to  in  Article  1  (1)  without  the  necessity  t-o 
produce a T1L or T2L PT document issued retrospec-
tively 
3.  Goods traded between Spain and Portugal in respect of 
which an  EUR  1 movement certificate or EUR  2 form 
endorsed  with  the expression  'EfTA-SPAIN-TRADE' 
has  been  issued  in  accordance  with  the  agreements 
govem.ing  trade  between  those  two  countries  and 
which  on  1 March  19-86  are  eith·er  in transit o.r  have 
been placed in the country of destination in  temporary 
storage,  in  a  fref!  zone,.  in  a  customs  warehouse  or 
under the arrangements for  processing under customs 
control  before  the finaL  date  for  presentation  of the 
said certificate or form, shall benefit from the arrange-
ments referred to in  Aaicle 1 (1) without the necessity 
to  produce  a  T2L ES  Of  T2L Pf document  issued 
retrospectively. 
4.  Where the. goods referred  to in pamgraphs  1,  2 and 3 
are reconsigned after rumng. been pJ,aced in temporary 
storage,  in  a  free  zone~  in  a  QJ.Stoms  wa,rebousc  or 
under the arrangements for  processing und« customs 
control, they shaU  move- under cover, as appropriate, of 
a  T2, TI ES  or T2 PT document  or  oi a  document 
having equivalrnt effect for the purposes of implemen-
ting  the  arrangements  referred  to  in  Article  1  (1). 
However,  these  goods  shall  no  longer  benefit  from 
those  arrangements  after  31  December  19~6. 
Article  19 
Without pTejudice  to  any  special  provislons  that  may  be 
laid  down  in  the framework  of  the common agricultural 
policy  or  specific  arrangements  applicable  to  certain 
goods  resulting  from  the  processing  of  agricultural 
products, 
1.  Goods  £raded  between  Spain  and  fhe  Community  of 
Ten in  respect of which an  AE1  movement certificate 
or  AE2  form  has  not  been  issued·  and  which  on  1 
March  1986 are either in transit or have  btten  placed in 
the Community in  temporary  storage,  in  a  free  zone, 
in  a customs warehouse or under the arrangements for 
processing under customs control may  bt: covered by : 
(a)  a T2L document issued retrospectively  if  the goods 
were  exported  to  Spain  from  the  Community  of 
Ten, where  they satisfied  the necessary  conditions 
for  the  issue  of  the  document. 
However, a T2L document may not be  issued retro-
spectively  for  agricultural  products  covered  by  a 
common orgamza\:.:::"!  of  the  market or  for  certain 
goods resulting from  the  processing of  agricultural 
products, in  respect of which formalities have been 
completed before  I  March  198{; with a view  to  the 
grant  of  refunds  on  export  to  Spain  within  the 
frame.work  of  the  common  agricultural  policy ; Edition N° 
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(b)  a  T2L ES  document  issued  retrospectively  if  the 
goods  were  exported  to  the  Community  of  Ten 
from  Spain,  where  they  satisfied  the  necessary 
conditions  for  the  issue  of  the  document. 
2.  Goods traded between Portugal and the Community of 
Ten in  respect of which  an  EUR  1 movement certifi-
cate or EUR 2 form  has  not been issued and which on 
I  March  1986 are either in  transit or have been placed 
in  the  Community  in  temporary  storage,  in  a  free 
zone,  in  a  customs  warehouse  or under  the  arrange-
ments  for  processing  under customs  control  may  be 
covered  by: 
(a)  a T2L document issued retrospectively if the goods 
were exported to  Portugal from  the Community of 
Ten, where  they satisfied  the necessary conditions 
for  the  issue  of  the  document. 
However, a T2L document may not be issued retro-
spectively  for  agricultural  products  covered  by  a 
common organization of the market or for  certain 
goods resulting from  the processing of agricultural 
products, in respect of which formalities have been 
completed before  1 March  1986 with a view to the 
grant of  refunds  on  export to  Portugal  within  the 
framework  of  the  common  agricultural  policy ; 
(b)  a  T2L PT  document  issued  retrospectively  if  the 
goods  were  exported  to  the  Community  of  Ten 
from  Portugal,  where  they  satisfied  the  necessary 
conditions  for  the  issue  of  the  document. 
3.  Goods traded between Spain and Portugal in  respect of 
which an EUR  1 movement certificate or EUR 2 form 
endorsed  with  the  expression  'EFTA-SPAIN-TRADE' 
has  not  been  issued  and which on  l  March  1986  are 
either in  transit  or have  been  placed  in  the Member 
State  of  destination  in  temporary  storage,  in  a  free 
zone,  in  a  customs  warehouse  or under  the  arrange-
ments  for  processing  under customs  control  may  be 
covered  by: 
(a)  a  T2L ES  document  issued  retrospectively  and 
bearing, where appropriate, the endorsement relat-
ing to origin referred  to  in Article  17  if  the goods 
were exported to  Portugal  from  Spain, where  they 
satisfied  the  necessary  conditions  for  the  issue  of 
the  document; 
(b)  a  T2L  PT  document  issued  retrospectively  and 
bearing, where  appropriate,  ~he endorsement  rela-
ting to origin referred to in Article  17  if  the goods 
were  exported  to  Spain  from  Portugal, where  they 
satisfied  the  necessary  conditions  for  the  issue  of 
the  document. 
Article  20 
For the purposes of implementing this Regulation, goods 
moving under cover of a T2 GR document or a document 
having  equivalent  effect  pursuant  to  the  provisions  of 
Regulation (EEC)  No 49/81  shall be assimilated to goods 
moving  under cover  of  a  T2  document  or a  document 
having equivalent effect for  the purposes of implementa-
tion  the  arrangements  referred  to  in  Article  I  ( 1  ). 
Article  21 
With  effect  from  1 January  1988  the  provisions  of  this 
Regulation regarding forms shall be adopted where neces-
sary,  in  accordance  with  the  provisions  of  Regulations 
(EEC)  No  678/85,  (EEC)  No  679/85  and  (EEC)  No 
2855/85. 
Article  22 
This Regulation shall enter into force  on  I  March  1986. Edition  N°  2  of  31.1.1988  lpageXII-G-1  J 
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THE COMMISSION OF THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITIES, 
Having  regard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European 
Economic Community, 
Having  regard  to  the  Act  of  Accession  of  Spain  and 
Portugal,  and  in  particular  Articles 50  (3)  and  210  (3) 
thereof, and Article 8 (3) of Protocol 3 thereto, 
Wherea~ it  is  necessary  to determine the conditions under 
which  goods  obtained  in  the  Community  under  a 
procedure  for  the  relief  from,  or drawback  of,  customs 
duties  or  other  import  charges  may  benefit  from 
Community  arrangements  in  trade  between  Spain  and 
Portugal on the one hand, and the other Member States on 
the other hand, and in trade between the two new Member 
~tJtes; 
Whereas there is  J  danger that admission of the said goods 
to the benefit of the Community arrangements may distort 
the conditions of competition in the common market, in so 
Ltr  as  the  products  used  in  their  manufacture  are  third 
country  products,  unless  that admission  is  subject  to the 
collection  of  a  levy,  hereinafter  referred  to  as  a 
'compensatory levy', so designed as  to compensate for the 
effects of those arrangements; 
Whereas that danger is  not likely to prove serious as  long 
Js the reduction in  customs tariffs in  trade between Spain 
and  Portugal,  and  in  trade  between  those  two  Member 
Stares  on  the one hand, and the other Member States on 
the other, does  not reach  a significant level;  whereas it is 
accordingly  unnecessary  to  prescribe,  in  principle,  the 
collectton  of a  compensatory  levy  unless  that  reduction 
exceeds roughly 25 %  to 30 %  of the basic duties; 
Whereas,  leaving  aside  the  special  tariff  resulting  from 
agreements conduded between the Community and certain 
third  countries,  goods  in  the  manufacture  of  which 
products from  other  third  countries  have  been  used  are 
admitted to free circulation only if the appropriate customs 
duties  of the  Common  Customs  Tariff or of the  ECSC 
unified tariff have been levied in full  on those products; 
Whereas for these reasons the compensatory levy that will 
be a condition for the admission of goods to the benefit of 
the  Community  arrangements  should  be  based  on  the 
duties  of the  Common  Customs  Tariff or of the  ECSC 
unified tariff applicable in  respect of the products used  in 
the manufacture of the aforesaid goods, where at the time 
of importation of those goods the customs duties or charges 
having  equivalent  effect  which  were  applicable  to  those 
products  in  Spain,  in  Portugal  or  in  the  other  Member 
States  have  not  been  levied,  or where  the  products have 
benefited from a total or partial drawback of such duties or 
charges; 
Whereas  the  rate  of  the  compensatory  levy  should,  in 
principle, be such  as to correspond to the percentage tariff 
reduction applied in the importing Member State~ whereas 
straightforward  conversion  of  the  reductions  concerned 
into compensatory levy rates would be likely, on account, 
in  particular, of the number and diversity of arrangements 
adopted for dismantling duties, to lead to the adoption of 
measures  that would  be  very  complex  and  consequently 
virtually  inapplicable;  whereas  it  is  accordingly  necessary 
to group together the categories of products in  respect of 
which  the  tariff reductions are  similar in  order to  reduce 
considerably  the  number  of  compensatory  levy  rates, 
without,  however,  losing  sight  of the  need,  in  order  to 
avoid deflections of trade, to limit the gap between those 
rates and those which would result from strict application 
of the reductions laid down in  the Act of Accession; 
Whereas,  moreover,  to  simplify  arrangements,  a  100 % 
compensatory  levy  should  be  collected  where  the  levy Edition  N°  I  page XII-G-4  J 
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resulting  from  strict  application  of the  Act  of Accession 
would  exceed  7S 
1}/o,  and  in  all  cases  in  which  Portugal 
applied  to  Community  products,  before  31  December 
J9g S,  a low specific duty; 
Whereas the application of a procedure for the relief from, 
or drawback of, the levies  and other charges provided for 
under  the  common  agricultural  policy  on  agricultural 
products and on certain goods processed from  agricultural 
products obtained within  the Community is  incompatible 
with  the  arrangements  for  compensatory  amounts  as 
prescribed in Artide!> 53 and 72 or in Articles 213 and 240 
ot tht:  Act  of Accession; 
Whereas ~l method should be determined for calculating the 
compensatory levy  on agricultural products subject in  the 
Community  to  the common organization of markets and 
on processed agricultural products subject to specific rules 
consequent  upon  the  implementation  of  the  common 
agricultural  policy  where  such  products  are  used  in  the 
manubcture of goods that are listed neither in Annex II  to 
the  EEC  Treaty  nor  in  Council  Regulation  (EEC)  No 
3033/~0 of  11  November  1980  laying  down  the  trade 
arrangements applicable to certain goods resulting from the 
pro<.:essing  of  agricultural  products ( 
1 
),  nor  in  Council 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  303S/80  of  11  November  1980 
laying down general  rules  for  granting export refunds on 
certain agricultural products exported in the form of goods 
not covered by  Annex  II  to the Treaty, and the criteria for 
fixing the amount of such  refunds (2), as  last amended by 
Regulation (EEC)  No  1982/85 (l), under a procedure for 
the  relief  from,  or  drawback  of,  the  charges  levied  on 
them; 
Whereas,  in  ~o far  as  the  products  so  used  are  subject 
exclusively  to levies and Dthcr charges provided for  under 
the  common  agricultural  polic~,  the  amount  of  the 
compensatory  levy  that will  be  a  condition for  admitting 
the  goods  obtained  to  the  benefit  of  the  Community . 
arrangements  could,  in  the  interests  of  simplifying 
administrative formalities, be the total amount drawn back 
or in  respect of which relief has been granted; 
Whereas, for such time as customs duties or the component 
designed  to protect the processing industry  referred  to  in 
Artide~ 78 and 27.3  of the Act of Accession continue to be 
charged  in  trade between Spain  and  Portugal  on the one 
hand, and the other Member States on the other hand, in 
certain  agricultural  products and  certain goods processed 
from  .tgri-cultur.tl  product~. a compensatory levy  should be 
applied  both  to  a  pt.·rcentagt•  of the  Common  Customs 
Tanff duties or of the component designed  to  protect the 
1l OJ No L 323,29. 11.  l'JRO,  p.  1 
2 \  OJ No L 323, 29. 11. 19RO,  p.  27. 
1)  OJ  No .L  186, 19. 7. 1985, p.  8. 
proce.,o;in~  industry  and  to  the  full  amount  of  the 
agriculturallevy·or variable component drawn back or in 
respect of which relief has been granted; 
Whereas,  in  respect  of products  on  the  importation  of 
which  into  the  Community  provision  is  made  for  the 
abolition  of customs  duties  under  agreements  concluded 
between the Community and certain third countries, it is 
not  necessary  to  provide  for  the  collection  of  the 
compensatory  levy  when  such  products  are  used  in  the 
manufacure of goods under a procedure for the relief from, 
or drawback of, those duties; whereas, however, as regards 
agricultural products subject to a common organi1ation of 
the  market,  and  goods  processed  from  agricultural 
products, it is necessary to provide for collection of the full 
amount  of the  agricultural  levy  or  variable  component 
drawn back or in  respect of which relief has been granted 
in order to avoid damaging the price mechanism; 
Whereas  it  is  necessary  to ensure  that the compensatory 
levy  system is  not used with the sole aim of circumventing 
the  provisions relating to the charging of duties  or other 
commercial  policy  measures  applicable  to  third  country 
products, by  subjecting such products to minor processing 
under  a  procedure  for  the  relief  from~ or drawback  of, 
customs duties on imports; 
Whereas  th:e  trend  of trade  in  the  said  goods  must  be 
monitored  closely  with  a  view  to  taking  appropriate 
measures  should  the  detailed  arrangements  for  the 
admission  of such  goods  to  the  benefit  of Community 
arrangements give rise to difficulties; 
Whereas the charges referred to in Article 194 of the Act of 
Accession  applied  by  Portugal  in  trade  with  the  other 
Memb.er States and the customs duties of a fiscal  nature or 
the fiscal component of customs duties applied by Portugal 
under Article 196  (2)  of the said Act are not regarded as 
customs duties for the purposes of this  Regulation~ 
Whereas  it  is  advisable  to  fix  the  percentages  of  the 
compensatory levy  only  for  a limited  period, so  as  to be 
able to take account of experience gained when fixing the 
percentages applicable subsequently, 
HAS  ADOPTED THIS REGULATION: 
TITLE I 
GENERAL 
Article  1 
1  .  Goods  obtained  in  a  Member  State  and  in  the 
manufacture of which  have been  used  products on which 
have not been charged, as appropriate: Edition  N°  2  of  31.1.1988  f page XII-G-5  f 
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customs  duties  and  charge~ having  equivalent  effect, 
or 
compensatory amounts as prescribed in Articles 53 and 
7 2 or in  Articles 213 and 240 of the Act of Accession, 
any  amounts  applied  in  accordance  with  the 
compensatory mechanism referred to Article 270 of the 
said  Act  or any  other  amounts  provided  for  in  Part 
Four, Title II  Chapter 3 or Title III  Chapter 3 of the 
said Act, 
levies and other import charges provided for under the 
common  agricultural  policy  or  under  specific 
arrangements applicable to certain goods resulting from 
the processing of agricultural products, 
to which they  were liable in  that Member State, or which 
have  benefited  from  a  total  or partial  drawback of such 
duties,  charges,  amounts,  agricultural  levies  or  other 
import  charges,  shall  benefit  from  Community 
arrangements  under the conditions of this  Regulation  on 
importation into another Member State. 
2.  The Community arrangements referred to in paragraph 
1 shall consist of: 
(a)  the  application  of  the  compensatory  amounts 
prescribed in  Articles 53  and 72 or in  Articles 213 and 
240 of the Act of Accession,  any  amounts applied  in 
accordance with the compensatory mechanism referred· 
to in  Article 270 of the said Act or any other amounts 
provided for in Part Four, Title II Chapter 3 or Title III 
Chapter  3  of  the  said  Act,  and  the  progressive 
abolition: 
(i)  in  respect  of the  products  covered  by  Regulation 
(EEC) No 3033/80: 
by  Spain and the Community as  constituted on 
31  December  1985,  hereinafter  referred  to  as 
'the  Community  of  Ten',  of  the  fixed 
component referred to in  Anicle 52 (2)  and (5) 
of the said Act, 
by  Portugal and the Community of Ten, of the 
fixed component referred to in Article 213 (2) of 
the said Act, 
by  Spain  and Portugal, of the fixed  component 
referred to in  Article 7 (2) of Protocol 3 to the 
said Act, 
by  the  Community  of  Ten,  of  the  fixed 
component  referred  to  in  Article  53  (5)  and 
Article 213  (5) of the said Act, 
(i1)  in  respect of the products covered  by  the common 
organization of the markets in  cereals and rice:  by 
Spain, Portugal and rhe Community of Ten, of the 
component  for  the  protection  of  the  processing 
industry  referred  to  in  Articles 78  and  273  of the 
said  Act; 
(b) the progressive abolition of customs duties and charges 
having equivalent effect and of quantitative restrictions 
and  measures  having  equivalent  effect  in  respect  of 
goods subject thereto. 
3.  For the purposes of this Regulation, the Community of 
Ten shall be regarded as a single Member State. 
Article  2 
In cases where products from a third country are subjected 
to a treatment insufficient to be regarded as  manufacture, 
the goods so obtained shall benefit from the arrangements 
referred  to  in  Article 1  only  on  condition  that  the  said 
products  are  in  free  circulation  in  accordance  with  the 
provisions of rhe EEC Treaty or the ECSC Treaty and the 
Act of Accession. Member States shall regularly ·inform the 
Commission  of  those  cases  in  which  they  have  ruled 
treatments  to  be  insufficient  within  the  meaning  of this 
Article. 
Article  3 
Without  prejudice  to  the  conditions  governing  the 
application by Spain and Portugal of the inward processing 
arrangements  laid  down  in  Annex  XXXII  to the  Act  of 
Accession,  products  which,  under  Council  Directive 
69/73/EEC of 4  March  1969 on the  harmonization  of 
provisions laid down by  law, regulation or administrative 
action  in  respect  of inward  processing (  1 ),  are  imported 
into  the  Member  State  of manufacture  with  relief  from 
customs  duties,  charges  having  equivalent  effect, 
compensatory amounts, agricultural levies or other import 
charges referred to in  Article 1 (  1) to which they .ue liable, 
in place of the same quantity of products of the same kind, 
quality  and  having  the  same  technical  characteristics  as 
products from the home market of that Member State used 
in  the manufacture of goods exported to another Member 
State  in  the  context  of  an  equivalent  compensation 
operation, shall  be regarded as  used, in  the circumstances 
referred to in  Article 1 ( 1 ),  in  the manufacture of goods. 
TITLE II 
COMPENSATORY LEVY PROVISIONS 
Section I 
Principles 
Article  4 
Subject to the exceptions set out in Title III, goods obtained 
in  a  Member  State  in  the  circumstances  referred  to  in 
Article  1  ( 1)  shall  benefit  from  the  Community 
arrangements on importation  into another Memher State 
on condition  that a  compensatory  levy  is  ch~uged in  the 
Member State of manufacture in  respect of each  product 
used in  such manufacture. 
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A.rtide  5  those referred to in Section 3  used in  the  manufacture of 
goods shall be based, as appropriate, on! 
1.  The compensatory levy  shall  be determined according 
to  the  description  and  value  (or,  where  applicable,  by 
refcren(e to any other charging basis prescribed therefor) of 
the  produch  used  in  the  manufacture  as  they_  were 
acknowledged or accepted by Customs in the context of the 
arrangements under  whi~.:h such  manufacture was effected 
or, in  the  circumstances  referred  to in Article  3, as  they 
were  acknowledged  or  accepted  by  Customs  on 
importation  of products  of the  s.ame  kind,  quality  and 
having the same technical characteristics as products from 
the  home  marker  used  in  the  manufacture  of  goods 
exported  to  anot~r Member State  in  the context  of an 
'equivalent compensation operation. 
2.  Where  the  processing  of  products  results  in  several 
kinds  uf goods,  the quantity, or, where appropriate, the 
value of the products u~ed in the manufacture of each kind 
of  goods,  shall  be  dcrermined  tn  accordance  with  the 
principles  laid  down  in  Articles  17  and  18 of Directive 
69/73/FEC. 
Art1de  6 
1.  fhc  date  which  determines  the  rate  of  the  duties 
refc:rrt'ti  to an  Artide 7 s.haU  be that which would apply if 
the good~ obtained were entered for free circulation in the 
Member ~tate of manufacture in completion of a procedure 
for the relief from, or drawback of, duties or other import 
charges  rn~tead  of  being  expo-ned  to  dnother  Member 
State. 
However, that date shJII  be  1  March  1986 in  re~pect of 
products,  entered  in  Spain  or  Portugal  before  that  date 
under a  procedure involVIng  relief from, or drawback of, 
duties or other charge~, which are uwd in  those countries 
in the manufacture of goods. 
2.  The  date  which  determines  t~ percentage  of  the 
compen-.ator~  Jevy  shall be that on which  the  competent 
customs  authority  accepts  the da:laration  by  which  the 
person conct>rned states his i-ntention to export the good!. rn 
que..,tion  to another  Member Stare.  However.  where  the 
said  goods  are  placed  1n  a  customs warehouse or a  free 
zone  in  the  Member  ~tate of  manufa'-I:Ure  before  being 
exported  to  another  Member  State·,  the  date  for  the 
determination of the percenrage ~hatl be that on which the 
competent  customs  authority  accepcs  the  declaration  by 
which the person concerned stat~ his intention to place the 
good<~ in  question under one of the pnx:edures referred to 
above. 
~l·ctinn 2: 
Compen..,atory  levy  applit:abfe  whrn products otfm- than 
tnt)se referred to in  Section·  3 an used 
Article  7 
The compematory levy  in  respect  nf products other than 
the Common Customs Tariff duty if the products .ue 
covered by the EEC Treaty, or 
the  customs duty  of the  ECSC  unified  tariff~  if  the 
products are covered by the ECSC Treaty. 
•Article 8 
1 .  The  rate  of  the  compensatory  levy  shall  be 
a  percentage of the rate of the  duties  referred  to in 
Article 7. 
2.  In  trade  between  the  Community  of Ten  and 
Spain~ 
(a)  where goods obtained in Spain: 
are listed in Annex I, the percentage shall be-: 
35 for the period from 1 january 1988 to 31 
December 1988, 
50 for the period from 1 January 1989 to 31 
December J 989, 
65 for the period from 1 january 1990 to 31 
December 1990, 
100 for the period from 1 January 1991 to 31 
December 199  2, 
are not listed in Annex 1,.  the percentage shall 
be: 
70 for  the period from 1 January 1988 to 31 
December 1988, 
7 5 for the period from 1 January 1989 to 31 
December 1989, 
100 for the period from 1 January 1990 to 31 
December 19'92; 
(b)  where goods obtained in the Community of Ten: 
are listed in  Annex II, the percentage shall be: 
75 for the period from  1 January 1988 to 31 
December 1988, 
100 for t~  period from 1 january 19  8 9 to 31 
December 199  2. 
are not fisted  in Anne-x  U, rbe percentage shall 
be: 
45 for the period from  1 January 19'88 to 31 
December 1988, 
60 for the period from  l  January 1989 to 31 
December 1989, 
70 for the period from  t january 1990 to 31 
December 1990, 
100 for the period from 1 January 1991  to 31 
December 199  2. 
3.  In  rrade  between  the  Commtm:ity  of  Ten  and 
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(a)  where goods obtained in Portugal: 
are  listed  in  Annex  UI,  the  percentage  shall 
be: 
45  for  the  period from  1 January 1988 to 31 
December 1988, 
55  for  the period from  1 January 1989 to 31 
December 1989, 
65  for  the period from  1 January 1990 to 31 
December 1990, 
100 for the period from  1 January 1991 to 31 
December 1992, 
are not listed in Annex Ill, the percentage shall 
be  100; 
(b)  where goods obtained in  the Community of Ten: 
are  listed  in  Annex  IVa,  the percentage shall 
be: 
35 for the period from  1 January 1988 to 31 
December 1988, 
50 for  the period from  1 January 1989 to 31 
December 1989, 
60 for  the period from  1 January 1990 to 31 
December 1990, 
70 for  the period from  1 January 1991  to 31 
December 1991, 
100 for the period from  1 january 1992 to 31 
December 1992, 
are listed  in  Annex  IVb,  the percentage shall 
be: 
64 for  the period  from  1  March  1988  to 31 
December 1988, 
73  for  the period from  1 January 1989 to 31 
December 1989, 
100 for the period from 1 January 1990 to 31 
December 1992, 
are not listed in Annex IV, the percentage shall 
be  100. 
4.  In  trade between Spam and Portugal: 
(a)  where  goods  are  obtained  in  Spain,  the 
compensatory  levy  shall  be  that  prescribed  m 
paragraph 3 (b); 
(b)  where  goods  are  obtained  in  Portugal,  the 
compensatory  levy  shall  be  that  prescribed  in 
paragraph 3 (a). 
However,  where  goods  obtained  in  Portugal,  falling 
within  Chapters  25  to  99  of the  Common  Customs 
Tariff, with  the exeption of those covered by  Council 
Regulations (EEC) No 2783175 of 29 October 1975 on 
the  common  <;ystem  of  trade  for  ovalbumin  and 
lactalbumin (
1
),  (EEC)  No  3033180  and  (EEC)  No 
3035 I 80, fulfil  the  conditions laid  down in  the  rules 
adopted or to be adopted by the Council in accordance 
with Article 1 (  3) of Protocol 3 to the Act of Accession 
such that they obtain the status of  products originating in 
Portugal, the percentage shall be  100. Edition  N°  2  of  31.1.1988  1  page XII-G-7 1 
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Article  9 
The  compensatory  levy  in  respect  of goods  covered  by 
Regulation (EEC) No 3033/80, used in the manufacture of 
other  goods,  shall  be  equal  to  the  full  amount  of  the 
variable  component  drawn  back  or  in  respect  of which 
relief  is  given  and  a  percentage  of the  fixed  component 
applicable to  imports of those goods into the Community 
ofT  en from third countries. That percentage shall be fixed 
in  accordance with Article 8. 
'Section 3 
Compensatory  levy  applicable  when  agricultural 
products subject to customs duties or the system of levies 
and  other  charges  laid  down  under  the  common 
agricultural  policy,  with  the  exception  of  products 
covered by  Regulation (EEC) No 3033/80, are used'. 
( 1 )  OJ  No I  282, 1.  II. 1975, p.  104. 
Article  10 
1.  The  compensatory  levy  in  respect  of  agricultural 
products subject to the system of levies and other charges 
laid  down  under  the  common agricultural  policy  and of 
products  covered  by  Council  Regulations  (EEC)  No 
2730175, of 29 October 1975 on glucose and lactose {2), 
or (EEC) No 2783/75, used in the manufacture of goods, 
shall be equal to the full amount of the charge drawn back, 
or in  respect of which relief is  given. 
However, the compensatory levy applicable to the products 
referred to in  Articles 78 and 273 of the Act of Accession 
shall be equal to the full  amount of the variable component 
drawn back, or in  respect of which  relief is  given,  and a 
percentage  of  the  component  for  the  protection  of the 
processing  industry  used  for  calculating  the  duty  on 
imports  of those  products  from  third  countries  into  the 
Community of Ten. 
2.  Where products used in  the manufacture of goods are 
subject  to customs  duties  and  to levies  or other charges 
provided  for  under  the  common  agricultural  policy,  the 
compensatory levy  shall be equal to the full  amount of the 
agricultural  levy  or charge drawn back,  or in  respect  of 
which  relief  is  given,  and  a  J)ercentage  of the  Common 
Customs Tariff duty. 
3.  Monetary  compensatory  amounts  shall  not  be  taken 
into  account when determining the compensator)  levy  in 
rhe cases referred to in  paragraphs 1 and 2;  however, the 
monetary coefficient shall  apply to import duties  fixed  in 
ECll. 
'Article  11 
Without prejudice to Article 9, the percentage referred to 
in the second subparagraph of Article 10 ( 1) and Article 
10 (2) shaH  be: 
1.  in  trade  between  the  Community  of  Ten  and 
Spain: 
(a)  where goods obtai_ned  in  Spain: 
are listed in Annex V, that prescribed in the 
same Annex, 
are not listed in Annex V: 
35 for the period from 1 January 1988 to 31 
December 1988, 
48 for the period from 1 January 1989 to 31 
December 1989, 
60 for the period from 1 January 1990 to 31 
December 1990, 
75 for the period from 1 January 1991 to 31 
December 1991 , 
(2)  OJ  No L 281, 1. 11. 1975, p.  20. / 
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1  00 forthe period from 1 January 199  2 to 31 
December 1992 or 1995, according to the 
timetable for tariff reductions laid down for 
the  products  concerned  in  the  Act  of 
Accession; 
(h)  where  goods  obtained  in  the  Community  of 
Ten: 
are listed in Annex VI, that prescribed in the 
same Annex, 
are not listed in  Annex VI: 
35 for the period from 1 January 1988 to 31 
December 1988, 
48 for the period from 1 January 1989 to 31 
December 1989, 
60 for the period from 1 January 1990 to 31 
December 1990, 
7  S for the period from 1 January 1991 to 31 
December 1991, 
100 for the period from 1 January 1992 to 31 
December 199  2 or 199 5, according to the 
timetable for tariff reductions laid down for 
the  products  concerned  in  the  Act  of 
Accession; 
2.  in  trade  between  the  Community  of  Ten  and 
Portugal: 
(a)  where goods obtained in  Portugal: 
are listed in Annex VII, that prescribed in the 
same Annex, 
are not listed in  Annex VII: 
40 for the period from 1 January 1988 to 31 
December 1988, 
55 for the period from 1 January 1989 to 31 
December 1989, 
70 for the period from 1 January 1990 to 31 
December 1990, 
100 for the period from 1 January 1991 to 31 
December 1991, 199  2 or 199  3, according to 
the timetable for tariff reductions laid down 
for  the  products  concerned  in  the  Act 
Accession; 
(b)  where  goods  obtained  in  the  Community  of 
Ten: 
are listed in Annex VIII,  that prescribed in 
the same Annex, 
are not listed in  Annex VIII: 
35 for the period from 1 January 1988 to 31 
December 1988, 
45 for the period from 1 January 1989 to 31 
December 1989, 
55 for the period from 1 January 1990 to 31 
December 1990, 
65 for the period from 1 January 1991 to 31 
December 1991, 
100 for the period from 1 January 199  2 to 31 
December 1992 or 1995, according to the 
timetable for tariff reductions laid down for 
the  products  concerned  in  the  Act  of 
Accession; 
3.  in trade between Spain and Portugal: 
(a)  where  goods  are  obtained  in  Spain,  that 
prescribed in  point 2 (b); 
(b)  where goods obtained in Portugal: 
are listed in Annex IX, that prescribed in that 
Annex, 
are not listed in  Annex IX: 
35 for the period from 1 January 1988 to 31 
December 1988, 
48 for the period from 1 January 1989 to 31 
December 1989, 
60 for the period from 1 January 1990 to 31 
December 1990, 
75 for the period from 1 January 1991 to 31 
December 1991, 
100 for the period from 1 January 199  2 to 31 
December 1992 or 1995, according to  the 
timetable for tariff reductions laid down for 
the  products  concerned  in  the  Act  of 
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TITLE III 
EXCEPTIONS 
Article  12 
1.  Goods  obtained  in  a  Member  State  in  the 
circumstances  referred  to  in  Article  1  (1)  shaU,  on 
importation into another Member State,  benefit from  the 
Community  arrangements,  without  collection  of  the 
compensatory  levy  on  the  ,products  used  in  their 
manufacture, where the products: 
(a)  come under Anide 9 (2) of the f.EC Treaty; or 
(b) come under the ECSC Treaty and have been released 
for  free circulation in a Member Sta,te; or 
(c)  have been obtained in another Mem~r  State and meet 
the  necessary  conditions  to  benefit  from  the 
Community arrangements. 
2.  However, goods subject to a common organization of 
the  market  or  to  the  provisions  of Council  Regulation 
(EEC)  No  3035/80,  manufa~""tured  or  obtained  from 
product~ falling wtrhin Sect-ion 3 of T.iwe II, imported from 
a  Member  State,  shall  not  benefit  from  the  Community 
arrangements  unless  a  compensatory  levy  equal  to  the 
accession compensatory amounts drawn back or in  respect 
of which  relief has been given  has been collected on those 
prodm:ts in the Member State of manufacture. 
Article  JJ 
1.  By  way of derogation  frNm  Article 4, and subject to 
an}'  prov.isions  that  might  be  enacted  in  the  future  to 
obviate distortions of comperi~ion within the Community, 
no  compensatory  levy  shall  be  charged  on  .products 
imported from  third countries with which the Community 
has concluded preferential tadff agreements, provided that 
the said products fulfil  the conditions necessary to qualify 
for such arrangements in  the ·Community. 
2.  However,  in  respect  of  products  falling  within 
~ection 3 of Title II,  the ruleh .Jaid  down in  Article  10 ( 1) 
,md (  2) shall apply to the agricultural levy  or the variable 
component resulting from  those agreements. 
TITLE IV 
FINAL PROVISIONS 
Article  14 
Proof of the customs status of the products used and of the 
gQods obtained shall be established in accordance with the 
methods of administrative cooperation laid  down for that 
purpose in  Commission Regulation {EEC) No 409/86 (1 ). 
Article  15 
Goods  in  the  manufacture  of  :which  have  been  used 
products  which,  if  .they  had  been  released  for  free 
circulation on being placed under a procedure for the rdief 
from,  or  drawback  of, ·Customs  daties  or other  import 
charges, would  have  been  liable to anti-dumping duties, 
shall  not  benefit  from  the  Community  arrangements 
referred  to  in  Article  1  (  1  ) on importation  into  another 
Member State unless those amti  .. dumping duties have been 
collected in the Member State of maDufacture in respect of 
each product used  in  the man:ufactu:re  to which  they  are 
applicable. 
Article  16 
Where  application  of the  provisions  of this  Regulation 
'leads or seems ·likely  to lead, to economic difficulties,  in 
particular  because  of  any  incr:ease  in  the  full  customs 
charges  applicable  to  the  goods  produced,  the 
Commisssion shall decide, either on its own initiative or at 
the  request  of  a  Member  State,  what  adjustments  it 
.considers necessary to remedy this situation. 
Article  17 
Member  States  shall  inform  the  Commission  of  the 
measures which they take for the purpose of applying this 
Regulation and of any problems raised by its application. 
Article  18 
This  Regulation  shall  enter  into  force  on  the  day  of its 
publication  in  the  Official  Journal  of  the  European 
Communities. 
It  shall  apply  from  1  March  19:86  until  31  December 
1987. 
This  Regulation  shall  be  binding  in  its  .entirety  and  directly  applicable  in  aU  Member 
States. 
Done at Brussels, 28 February 198·6. 
For the Commisjon 
COCKFIE-LD 
Vice-President 
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CN code 
0403 
0403 10 
0403 10 19 
0403 10 31 
0403 10 33 
0403 10 39 
0403 10 51 
0403 10 53 
0403 10 59 
0403 10 91 
0403 10 93 
0403 10 99 
0403 90 
0403 90 71 
0403 90 73 
0403 90 79 
0403 90 91 
0403 90 93 
0403 90 99 
0407 
0407 00 30 
0407 00 90 
0408 
0408 99 
0408 99 10 
0710 
0710 40 00 
ANNEX I 
List of goods referred to in the first indent of Article 8  ~2) (b) 
Description 
Buttermilk, curdled milk and cream, yogurt, kephir and other fermented or acidified milk and 
cream, whether or not concentrated or containing added sugar or other sweetening matter or 
flavoured or containing added fruit, nuts or cocoa: 
- Yogurt: 
Nor flavoured nor containing added fruit or cocoa: 
Not containing added sugar or other sweetening matter, of a fat content, by weight: 
- Exceeding 6% 
- Other, of a fat content, by weight: 
Not exceedmg 3% 
Exceeding 3 %  but not exceeding 6 % 
Exceeding 6% 
Flavoured or containing added fruit or cocoa: 
In  powder, granules or other solid forms, of a milkfat content by weight: 
Not exceeding 1 ,5% 
Exceeding 1  ,5 % but not exceeding 27% 
- Exceeding 27% 
Other, of a milk fat content, by weight: 
Other: 
Not exceeding 3% 
Exceeding 3% but not exceeding 6% 
Exceeding 6% 
Flavoured or containing added fruit or cocoa: 
In  powder, granules or other solid forms of a milk fat content by weight: 
Not exceedmg 1 ,5% 
Exceeding 1,5% bus not exceeding 27% 
- Exceeding 27% 
Other, or a milk fat content, by  weight: 
Not exceeding 3% 
Exceeding 3 %  but not exceeding 6% 
- Exceeding 6% 
Birds' eggs, in  shell, fresh, preserved or cooked: 
Of poultry: 
- - Other 
Other 
Birds' eggs, not in shell and egg yolks, fresh, dried, cooked by steaming or by boiling in water, 
moulded  frozen  or otherwise  preserved,  whether  or  not  containing added  sugar  or  other 
sweetening matter: 
Other: 
Other: 
- Suitable for human consumption 
I 
Vegetables (uncooked or cooked by steaming or boiling in  water), frozen: 
1 
- Sweet corn Ed i t i on  No  2  of  31 • 1  .. 1988  [page  XIHHO 
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CN code 
0711 
0711 90 
0711 90 30 
1517 
1.517 10 
1517 10 10 
15179<> 
1517'9<>10 
1702 
1702 lO 
1702 10 lO 
1702 30 
1702 30 51 
1702 30 59 
1702 40 
1702 40 90 
1704 
1704 10 
1704 10 11 
f704 1019 
1704 1'0 91 
1704 10 99 
1704 9{) 
1704 90 30 
1704 90 51 
1704 90 55 
1704 90 61 
1704 90 65 
170'4 90 71 
1704 90 75 
1704 90 81 
1704 90 9'9 
DeM:ription 
Vegerabtes provisionally preserved (for example, by sulphur dioJcide ·gas, in btm~,  in wlphur 
Water  Or  in  other  preservative  solutions),  but  Ul'lst'Jitable  in  that  state  for  ifnmeditfe 
consumption: 
Other vegetables; mixtures of vegetabtes: 
Vegetables: 
- - Sweet com 
Margarine; edibfe mixtures or ·p'r'epa'rations of animal or vtgetabie fats or  ~l's fir at frtctiOft's of 
different fats or oils of tttis cltapi:er, ot1-\e'r than edible fats or clls or mdr  fractions of  heading No 
1516: 
Margarine, e·xduding li$.rid m.-argarine: 
- Cont:\ining more than J 0% but not more than 15 % by weig:fott Of mrf'k  ~ars 
Other: 
- Containing tn()re  th~tn 10% but not more th:.n 15% by weight of milk ·fats 
Other sugars, tndoding chemically pure lactose, maltose, gtucose and fructose, ·m :sbtf.d f«tn; 
sugar syrups not containing added flavouring ort()louring·ma'tt~r; arri'fieiat hmiey,  \v~&r'hdt 
m1xed  with narural honey; caramel: 
- Lactose and •acrose syrup: 
- - Containing, ·in the dry state, 99% or mofe by Weight of the ;pure produt:'t 
Glu.cose and 'glucose syrup, not containing fructOse or  containing i'n the dry·state~than  ·2.0% 
by  weight offructose: 
- Other: 
Coritaini'tlg in  the dry state, 99% or more by weight o'f gluc<5se: 
- In  the form of white crystalline powdtr, whet~r  or not aggiorM'~ 
- Other 
Glucose and glucose syrup, containing in the dry state at least 20% but tess dtan 50% by 
weight of frucmse: 
- Other 
Sugar confectionery (including white chocolate), not containing cocoa: 
- Chewing gum, whether or not sugar-coated: 
Containtl1g ·less  than 60% by  weight  of socrme (including  invert stt'gar  -exp~ssed as 
sucrose): 
- Gum in  strips 
- Other 
- .;....  Containif'rg  ~0% or more  by  weight  of sucrose  (including  invert  suga'r ·~msed as 
sucrose): 
- Grim in strips 
- - Other 
- Odter 
White chocol-ate 
Other: 
Pastes, including marzipan, in  immediate packings of a net content of 1 kg or tnore 
Throat p8stil1es and cough drops 
- Sugar coated (panned) gdods 
- Other: 
Gum confecticmery and jelly confectionery including fruit pastes in d•e form of  sugar 
confectionery 
Boiled sweets whether or not filled 
Toffees, caramels and ·similar sweets 
Other: 
- Compressed tablets 
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CN code  Description 
1806  Chocolate and other food preparations containing cocoa 
Chapter 19  Preparations of cereals, flour, starch or milk; pastrycooks' products 
2001  Vegetables, fruit, nuts and other edible parts of plants, prepared or preserved by vinegar or acetic 
acid: 
200 I 90  Other: 
2001 90 30  - Sweet corn (Zea mays var,  sac,·h,lr,Jta) 
2004  Other vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by  vinegar or acetic acid, fro7.en: 
2004 10  Potatoes: 
2004 10 91 
2004 90 
2004 90 10 
2005 
2005 20 
2005 20 10 
2005 80 00 
2008 
2008 99 
2008 99 85 
2101 
2101  10 
2101  10 91 
2101  10 99 
2101  20 
2101 20 10 
2101 20 90 
2101  30 
210130 11 
2101  JO  19 
2101 JO 91 
2101 30 99 
Other: 
- In  the form of flour, meal or flakes 
Other vegetables and mixtures of vegetables: 
- Sweet corn (Zea mays var,  saccharata) 
Other veget.lbles prepared or preserved otherwise than by'.vinegar or acetic acid, not frozen: 
- Potatoes: 
- In  the form of flour, meal or flakes 
Sweet corn ( Zea mays t'ar,  saccharata) 
fru1t,  nuts ;md other edible parts of plants, otherwise prepared or preserved, whether or not 
containing  added  sugar  or  other  sweetening  matter  or  spirit,  not  elsewhere  specified  or 
included: 
Other, including mixtures other than those of subheading 2008 19: 
Other: 
Contaming added spirit: 
Ginger: 
- Maize (corn), other than sweet corn (Zea mays var.  saccharata) 
Extracts, cs~ences and concentrate~. of coffee, tea or mate and preparations wnh a basis of these 
products or w1th a ba!">is of  coffee, tea or m;te; roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes, 
and extracts, essences and concentrates thereof: 
- Extract~, essences and concentrates, of coffee, and preparation!> with a basis of these extracts, 
e~sences or concentr.ttcs or with a basis of coffee: 
Preparation!>: 
Contaimng  no  milk  fats,  milk  proteins,  sucrose,  isoglucose,  glucose  or  starch  or 
containing less than 1,5% milk fat, 2,5 'Yo  milk proteins, 5% sucrose or isoglucose, 5% 
glucose or starch 
Other 
Extracts, essences and concentrates, of tea or mare, and preparations with a basis of these 
extracts, essences or concentrates, or with a basis of tea or mate: 
Contaming no nulk fats, milk protems, sucrose, isoglucose, glucose or starch or containing 
less  than 1,5% milk fat, 2,5% milk proteins, 5% sucrose or isoglucose, 5 'Yo  glucose or 
starch 
Other 
- Roasted ch1cory and other roasted coffee substitutes, .md extracts, essen,es and concentrates 
thereof: 
Roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes: 
Roasted chicory 
- Other 
Extracts,  essences  and  concentrates  of  roasted  chicory  .md  other  roa-;ted  coffee 
substitutes: 
Of roasted chicory 
Other :COMPf?ftSAiORY  ·LfVY:  Re.gutat~on  .(Ef.C)  :No  526/&6 
CN cod(:  Descqption 
2102 
2102 10 
2102 10 31 
210210 39 
2102 10·90 
2105 00 
2lO.S 00 1'0 
2105 00 91 
21'05 00 99 
2106 
H06JO 
llOfl JO JO 
2106 10 90 
2106 90 
2106 9010 
2106 90 91 
2202 
2202 10 ()() 
2202 90 
2202 90 91 
2202 -90•95 
2202·90 99 
260'1  11  00 
.2601  12 ()() 
2602 00 00 
26.19 ()() 
2619 00 10 
2701 
2702 
Yc.1sts (active or inacti.ve); other single-cell micro-organisms, dead (but not including vacci»es of 
heading No 3001}; pr-epared ·baking powder&: 
Act~ve yeasts: 
'Bakers' yeast: 
Dried 
Other 
- Other 
lee cream .and "Jther e.dmk ice, whether or not containil:)g.cocll>a: 
·Ctrotatning -no mtlk .fats or containing less than 3% b.y  weight .of &uoh -fat& 
-Containmg :by  weight of ·milk fats: 
3 -o;o  or ·mor.e :but less rhan 7 'Yo 
7% or more 
:Fand ,p~QParatiGns  ·not elsewher.e specified or included: 
- Pr.6tein  concentrates aAd ·te«ture.d .protein substances: 
Containing no mil.k fats, milk .proteins, -sucroie,-isoglucose,-glucose.or-statc:hlor:containing 
)e!ls than I ,So;.,  milk fat, .2,5 'X,  mil-k  proteins, 5% ·sucr.os.e :or isoglw:ose, 5'% ~ucese  .or 
starch 
Other 
-Other: 
- - ·'Cheese ·fondues 
- -:Other: 
.Containing oo ,milk ·fats,  milk :proteins.,  suc11as.e,  .isoglucose, cl~  !€)r  6tarch  or 
containing less·than il ,5% milk fat,2,5% milk pl'oteins., 5%  sucl'()se.or.Ui~lucose, 5% 
glu.c.:ose or stan:h 
Other 
WatefS, including mineral wate-rs and ~ated  waters, containingadded-&ugar.or·siher·sweetening 
matter or -flavoured, and orher non-alcoholic.bever~es, not ,induding  frt~it .or .•  etable juices of 
~heading No 2009: 
- 'W:tters,  including  rnmeml waters  and  iterated W<Hers,  cont.tining  added -&u.gar  or other 
sweetening ·matter or flavoured 
- Other: 
Other  •. containing by  weight of fm  obtained ,from the products of heading 'No 0401 to 
0404: 
- J.e!lS :than 0,2 % 
0,2% or more .but Less  than 2% 
- 0,2% or more 
I 
•Iron  ores and con.centrates, .including roa6ted iron pyrites: 
- Iron .o~:e-s and-<:onc.em.rates, orher:·than roasted iTon  pyrites 
I - Not agglomerated (ECSC) 
Agglomerated {!ECSC) 
Manganese ores and concentrates, including manganiferous iron ores and concentrates with a 
manganese content of 20% or more, cakulated on the dry  w.ei~ht (ECSC) 
Slag, dro'i~ 'other than granulated slag), scalings and orher waste frum the manufacture of iron or 
1  '>tee!: 
- Blast-furnace dust (ECSCI 
Coal; briquettes, ovoid~ and si-milar solid fuels manufactured from co:tl 
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CN coJe 
2704 00 
2704 00 19 
2704 00 30 
2905 
2905 4J 00 
2905 44 
2905 44 11 
2905 44 19 
2905 44 91 
.HOt 
3501  10 
3501  10 10 
3501  10 50 
3501  10 90 
3501  90 
3501 90 90 
3502 
3502 10 
3502 10 91 
3502 10 99 
3502 90 
3502 90 51 
3502 90 59 
3505 
3809 
3809 10 
3809 10 10 
3809 10 30 
3809 lO 50 
3809 10 90 
3823 
3823 60 
Other 
Other 
- Contaimng  2%  or  less  by  weight  of  mannitol,  calculated  on  the  D-glucitol 
content 
Casein, caseinates and other casetn denv.nives; casein glues: 
-- Casein: 
For the manuf.Kture of regenerated textile fibres 
For industrial uses other than the manufacture of foodstuffs or fodder 
Other 
Other: 
- - Other 
Albumin!>,  albuminates and other albumin denvates: 
- Egg albumin: 
·- -- Other: 
- Dried {for example, in  sheets, scales, flakes, powder) 
- Other 
-·  Other: 
Albumins, other than egg albumin: 
Other: 
Milk albumin (lactalbumin): 
Dried (for example, in sheets, scales, flakes, powder) 
- Other 
Dextrins and other modified starches (for example, pre-gelatinized or esterified starches); glues 
based on starches, or on dextrins or other modified starches 
Fmishing agents, dye carriers to accelerate the dyeing or fixmg of  dyestuffs and other product!. and 
preparations (for example, dressings and mordants), of a kind used in the textile, paper, leather or 
like industries, not elsewhere specified or included: 
- With a basis of amylaceous substances: 
Containing by weight of such substances less than 55% 
- Containing by weight of such substances 55% or more but less than 70% 
- - Containing by  weight of such substances 70% or more but less than 83% 
Cont:uning by  we1ght  of such substances 83% or more 
Prepared bmders for foundry moulds or cores; chem1cal products and preparations of  the chemical 
or allied industries (including those consisting of mixtures of natural products), not elsewhere 
specified or included; residual products of the chemical or allied industries, not elsewhere specified 
or included: 
I 
=  s_·orbitol  other than that of subhe.lding 2905 44: 
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C:N  cod~ 
3R2J 60 19 
3823 60 'Jl 
38.23  60 9-9 
4so2 oo oo· 
4S03 
4504 
5508 
55.08  10 
Hos·w 11 
H08 10 19 
~508 20 
.1S08  20 10 
SS09 
5SW 
Hll 
5lW1 
58U2 
7201 
7202 
7202 ll 
720211  10 
7202 11  90 
7202 99 
7201 99 ll 
7203 
7201 10 00 
720.3 90 00 
72(}4 
7204 21  ()() 
7204 29 00 
- Orh~r 
om~r: 
Description 
Containing  2%  or  less  by  weight  of  D-mann.itol.,  ca:kulated  on  the  D-glLKitol 
content 
Other 
Natural cork, debacked or reughly squared. or in rectangular (including square) blocks, platts, 
sheers or strip (including sharp-edged blanks for corks or stopp~trs) 
Articles of natural cork 
Agglomerated cork (with or without a binding substan<.:e)  and articles of agglomerated cork 
Sewing thread of man-made staple fibres, whether or not put up for.  retail sale: 
- Of syntheuc stap-le  frbres: 
- Not pt:1t  up for retail sale: 
- Of polyesters 
Other. 
Of artificial  ~taple f1bres: 
- Not pur up  for retail safe 
Yarn (  othct rham. sewmg thread) of synthetic staple fibres, not put up for retail s-ale 
Yarn (other rhan sewing thrc:a.d) of artifi«:iaJ staple fibres, not put up  for reraiJ  sale 
Yarn (other rhan sewing tluead) of man-made stap-le  fibr~s, put up for retail sale 
Woven pile fabrili:s  and chenille faboo, other than fabrics of heading No 5802 or 5806 
Terry toweling and similar woven terry fabrics, other than narrow fabrics of headmg No 5806; 
tufted textile fabrtcs, other rhan products of heading No 5703 
Pig iron and spiegeleisen m pigs, blocks or other primary forms 
Ferro-dlloys: 
Ferro-mangJnese: 
- Containing by  weight more than 2% of carbon (ECSC): 
Wirh  .1  gra·nulometry  nor  exceeding  10 mm  and  a  manganese  content  by  weight 
exceedmg 65  hj,, 
Other 
Other: 
Other: 
Ferro-phfflpherus: 
- Containing by  weigbt more than 3% but Jess  than 15% of phosphorus (ECSC) 
Ferrous products obtained by direct reduction of iron ore and other spongy ferrous products, i.n 
lumps, pellets or similar forms; iron having a minimum purity by weight of 99,94%, in lumps. 
pellets or ~imi·lar forms: 
-- Ferrous pl'oducts ohtarned by direcr reduction of iron ore (ECSC) 
Other (ECSC) 
Ferrous W<lSte  and scrap; remelting scrap ingots of iton or steei: 
- W.1ste  and !>aap of aHoy  steel: 
Of stainles!> steel (l£SC} 
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CN code 
7204 30 00 
7204 41 
7206 
7207 
7207 11 
7207 11  11 
7207 1119 
7207 12 
7207 12  11 
72071219 
7207 19 
7207 19  11 
7207 19 15 
7207 19 31 
7207 19 90 
7207 20 
7207 20 11 
7207 20 15 
7207 20 17 
7207 20 31 
7207 20 33 
7207 20 51 
7207 20 55 
7207 20 57 
7207 20 71 
7207 20 90 
7208  . 
I  - D<>aip<;on 
- Waste and scrap of tinned iron or steel (ECSC) 
1- Othec waste and scrap' 
I - Turnings,  shavings,  chips,  milling  waste,  sawdust,  filings,  trimmings  and  stampings, 
1 
whether or nor in  bundles (ECSC) 
Iron and non-alloy steel in  ingots or other primary forms excluding iron of heading No 7203 
Semi-finished products of iron or non-alloy steel: 
- Containing by weight less than 0,25% of carbon: 
Of rectangular (including square) cross-section, the width measuring less than twice the 
thickness: 
Rolled or obtained by continuous casting (ECSC): 
Of free-cutting steel 
Other 
Other, of rectangu Jar (other than square) cross-section: 
Rolled or obtained by continuous casting (ECSC}: 
Of a thickness of 50 mm or more 
Of a thickness of less than 50 mm 
Other: 
Of circular or polygonal cross-section: 
Rolled or obtained by continuous casting: 
Of free-cutting steel  (ECSC) 
- Other (ECSC) 
Blanks for  angles, shapes and sections: 
- Rolled or obtained by conrinuous casting (ECSC! 
Other 
- Containing by weight 0,25% or more of carbon: 
Of rectangular (including square) cross-section, the width measuring less than twice the 
thickness: 
Rolled or obtained by continuous casting (ECSC}: 
Of free-cutting steel 
- Other, containing by weight: 
0,25% or more but less than 0,6% of carbon 
0,6% or more of carbon 
Other, of rectangular (other than square) cross-section: 
Rolled or obtained by continuous casting (ECSC): 
Of a thickness of 50 mm or more 
Of a thickness of less than 50 mm 
Of circular or polygonal cross-section: 
Rolled or obtained by continuous casting: 
- Of free-cutting steel (ECSC) 
Other (ECSC): 
- Containing by  weight 0,25% or more but Jess  than 0,6% of carbon 
Containing by  weight 0,6% or more of carbon 
Blanks for angles, shapes and sections: 
- Rolled or obtained by continuous casting (ECSC) 
Other 
I 
Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of  600 mm or more, hot-rolled, not clad, 
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CN code 
7209 
7210 
7210 11 
7210 II 10 
7210 12 
72101211 
721012 l'J 
7210 20 
7210 20 10 
7210 31 
7210 31  10 
7210 39 
72103910 
7210 41 
7210 41  10 
7210 49 
7210 49 10 
7210 50 
7210 50 lO 
7210 60 
Description 
I 
Flat-rolled  products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a  width  of 600 mm or more, cold-rolled 
(cold-reduced), not dad, plated or coated 
I 
Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of 600 mm or more, clad, plated or 
coated: 
1 - Plated or coated with tin: 
I  = - ~~  ~;:  ~:::::  :::~:d  7:.
0
:u:::trcated  ot  simply cut into shapes othet than tectangulat 
I  (including square) (ECSC) 
i 
Of a thickness of bs than 0,5 mm: 
Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than rectangular 
(including square): 
Tin plate (ECSC! 
Other (ECSC) 
-- Plated or coated with lead, including terne-plate: 
- - Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than rectangular 
(including square) (ECSC) 
- Electrolytically plated or coated with zinc: 
-- Of  steel of  .1 thickness of less than 3 mm and having a minimum yield point of  275 MPa or of 
a thickness of 3 mm or more and having a minimum yield point of 355 MPa: 
- Not further worked than surfilcc-treated or simply cut into shapes other than rectangular 
(including squ.ue) (ECSCI 
- Other: 
- Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than rectangular 
(includmg squ<tre) (ECSCJ 
Otherwise plated or coated with zinc: 
- Corrugated: 
- Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than rectangular 
(including square} (ECSC) 
Other: 
-- - - Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than rectangular 
(including square) (ECSC! 
-- Plated or coated with chromium oxides or with chromium and chromium oxides: 
1 
- - Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than rectangular 
(mcluding square) (ECSC) 
- Plated or coated with aluminium: 
- Not further workt·d than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than rectangular 
(indudin~ <;quare) (I:CSC): 
72 J 0 60 11  Plated or coated with aluminium-zinc alloys 
7210 60 19  - Other 
7210 70  Painted, varnished or coated with plastics: 
Not further worked than surface-treated or simply cut into shapes other than rectangular 
(including square): 
7210 70 II  Tln plate, varnished (ECSC) 
7210 70 19  -- Other (ECSC! 
7210 90  -- Other: 
7210 90 10  Silvered, gilded, platinium-plated or enamelled 
Other: 
1,  -- -- - Not further worked than surface-tre-ated, including cladding, or simply cut into shapes 
other than rectangular (including square) (ECSC): 
7 2 I 0  90 J 1  - Cl.1d 
7 2.10 90 .B  Tinned and printed 
7 2 I 0 90 35  - Plated or coated with chromium or nickel 
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7211  Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of less than 600 mm, not clad, plated or 
7211  11  00 
7211  12 
721112 10 
7211 12 90 
7211 19 
721119 10 
721119 91 
7211  19 99 
7211 21  00 
7211 22 
7211 22 10 
7211  22 90 
7211 29 
7211  29 10 
7211 29 91 
7211 29 99 
7211 30 
72113010 
7211 41 
721141 lO 
721141 91 
7211 49 
7211  49 10 
7211 90 
7211  90 11 
7212 
7212 10 
7212 10 10 
7212 10 91 
7212 21 
' coated: 
Not further worked than hot-rolled, of a thickness of less than 3 mm and having a minimum 
yield point of 275 MPa or of  a thickness of  3 mm or more and having a minimum yield point of 
355 MPa: 
Rolled on four faces or in a closed box pass, of  a widt.h exceeding 150 mm and a thickness of 
not less than 4 mm, not in  coils and without patterns in  relief (ECSC) 
Other, of a thickness of 4,75 mm or more: 
Of a width exceeding 500 mm (ECSC) 
Of a width not exceeding 500 mm (ECSC) 
Other: 
Of a width exceeding 500 mm (ECSC) 
Of a width not exceeding 500 mm (ECSC): 
Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less  than 4,75 mm 
Of a thickness of less than 3 mm 
1  - Other, not further worked than hot-rolled: 
Rolled on four faces or in a closed box pass, of  a width exceeding 150 mm and a thickness. of 
not less than 4 mm, not in  coils and without patterns in  relief (ECSC) 
Other, of a thickness of 4,75 mm  or more: 
Of a width exceeding 500 mm (ECSC) 
Of a width not exceeding 500 mm (ECSC) 
- - Other: 
Of a width exceeding 500 mm (ECSC) 
Of a width not exceeding 500 mm (ECSC): 
Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than 4,75 mm 
Of a thickness of less than 3 mm 
- Not further worked than cold-rolled (cold-reduced), of a thickness of less  than 3 mm ,md 
having a minimum yield point of 275 MPa or of a thickness of 3 mm or more and having a 
minimum yield  point of 355 MPa: 
- Of a width exceeding 500 mm (ECSC) 
- Other, not further worked than cold-rolled (cold-reduced): 
Containing by weight less than 0,25% of carbon: 
- Of a width exceeding 500 mm (ECSC! 
- Of a width not exceeding 500 mm: 
- - In  coils intended for the manufacture of tin plate (ECSC! 
Other: 
- Of a width exceeding 500 mm (ECSC! 
- Other: 
Of a width exceeding 500 mm: 
- Not further worked than surface-treated (ECSC) 
Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of less than 600 mm, dad, plated or 
coated: 
- Plated or coated with tin: 
Tin plate, not further worked than surface-treated (ECSC) 
- - Other: 
- Of a width exceeding 500 mm: 
- - - - Not further worked than surface-treated (ECSC) 
- Electrolytically plated or coated with zinc: 
Of  steel of  a thickness of  less than 3 mm and having a minimum yield point of 275 MPa or of 
a thickness of 3 mm or more and having a minimum yield point of 355 MPa: 
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7212 21  11 
7212 29 
72122911 
7212 30 
7212 30 11 
7212 40 
7212 40 10 
7212 40 91 
7212 50 
7212 50 10 
7212 50 31 
7212 50 51 
7212 60 
7212 60 11 
7212 60 91 
7213 
7213 10 00 
7213 20 00 
7213 31  00 
7213 39 00 
7213 41  00 
7213 49 00 
7213 50 00 
7114 
7214 20 00 
7214 30 00 
7214 40 
7214 40 10 
7214 40 91 
7214 40 99 
7214 50 
Description 
Not further worked than surface-treated (ECSC) 
Other: 
Of a width exceeding 500 mm: 
- Not further worked than surface-treated (ECSC) 
Otherwise plated or coated with zinc: 
Of a width exceeding 500 mm: 
- Not further worked than surface-treated (ECSC) 
Patnted, varnished or coated with plastics: 
- Tin plate, not further worked than varnished (ECSC) 
Other: 
- Of a width exceeding 500 mm: 
- Not further worked than surface-treated (ECSC) 
Otherwise plated or co<lted: 
Of <1  width exceeding 500 mm: 
Silvered, gilded, platinum-plated or enamelled 
Lead-coated: 
- Not further worked than surface-treated (ECSC) 
- Other: 
I =  Clad 
Not further worked than surface-treated (ECSC) 
Of a width exceeding 500 mm: 
- Not further worked than surface-treated (ECSC) 
Of a width not exceeding 500 mm: 
- Not further worked than surface-treated: 
- Hot-rolled, not further worked than dad (ECSC) 
Bars and rods, hot-rolled. in irregularly wound coils, of iron or non-alloy steel: 
Containing indentations, ribs, grooves or other deformations produced during the rolling 
process (ECSC) 
Of free-cutting steel (ECSC) 
-- Other, containing by we1ght less than 0,25% of carbon: 
- - Of circular crOS!t-~ecrion measuring less than 14 mm in diameter (ECSC) 
Other (ECSC) 
Other, containing by  weight 0,25% or more but less than 0,6% of carbon: 
Of circular cross-section measuring less than 14 mm in diameter (ECSC! 
Other (ECSC) 
Other, containing by weight 0,6 "/o  or more of carbon (ECSC) 
Other bars and rods of iron or non-alloy steel, not further worked than forged,  hot-rolled, 
hot-drawn or hot-extruded, but including those twisted after rolling: 
Containing indentations, ribs, grooves or other deformations produced during the rolling 
process or twisted after rolling (ECSC) 
Of free-cutting steel (  ECSC) 
Other, containing by weight less than 0,25% of carbon (ECSC): 
Of rectangular (other than square) cross-section, rolled on four faces 
Other, with a maximum cross-sectional dimension of: 
80 mm or more 
Less than 80 mm 
Other. ~ont.tinm~ h'  wei~ht 0,2S "!.,  or more but less than 0,6% of carbon (ECSC): Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.1988  I  page  XII-G-19 
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7214 50 10 
7214 50 91 
7214 50 99 
7214 60 00 
7215 
7215 90 
7215 90 10 
7216 
7216 10 00 
7216 21  00 
7216 22 00 
7216 .31  00 
7216 32 00 
7216 33 00 
7216 40 
7216 40 10 
7216 40 90 
7216 50 
7216 50 10 
7216 so 90 
7216 90 
7216 90 10 
7218 
7218 10 00 
7218 90 
7218 90 11 
7218 90 13 
7218 90 15 
7218 90 19 
72189050 
7219 
7219 11 
7219 11  10 
7219 11  9o 
7219 12 
72191210 
7219 12 90 
Description 
Of rectangular (other than square) cross-section, rolled on four faces 
Other, with a maximum cross-sectional dimension of: 
80 mm or more 
Less than 80 mm 
Other, containing by  weight 0,6% or more of carbon (ECSC) 
Other bars and rods of iron or non-alloy steel: 
Other: 
- Hor-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, not further worked than clad (ECSC) 
Angles, shapes and sections of iron or non-alloy steel: 
U, I or H sections, nor further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, of a height of 
less than 80 mm (ECSC) 
L or T sections, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, of a height of less 
than 80 mm: 
- - L sections (ECSC) 
- T sections (ECSC) 
U, I or H sections, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded of a height of 
80 mm or more: 
U sections (ECSC) 
I sections (ECSC) 
H sections (ECSC) 
- L or T sections, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, of a height of 
80 mm or more (ECSC): 
L sections 
T sections 
Other angles, shapes and sections, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded 
(ECSC): 
With a cross-section which is  capable of being enclosed in a square the side of which is 
80 mm 
Other 
-- Other: 
-·  - Hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, not further worked than clad (ECSC) 
Stainless steel  in  ingots or other primary forms; semi-fmished products of stainless steel: 
Ingots and other primary forms  (ECSC) 
- Other: 
Of rectangular (including square) cross-section: 
Rolled or obtained by continuous casting (ECSC): 
Of a width measuring less than twice the thickness, containing by weight: 
- 2,5% or more of nickel 
- Less  than 2,5% of nickel 
Other, containing by weight: 
2,5 o;.,  or more of nickel 
Less  than 2,5% of nickel 
0Lher: 
- Rolled or obtained by continuous casting (ECSC) 
Flat-rolled products of stainless steel, of a width of 600 mm or more: 
- Not further worked than hot-rolled, in coils: 
-- Of ;1  thickness exceeding 10 mm (ECSC): 
- Containing by  weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
- - Containing by  weight less  than 2,5% of nickel 
Of a thickness of 4,75 mm  or more but not exceeding 10 mm  (ECSC): 
Containing by  weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
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CNwde 
7219 13 
72191310 
7219 13 90 
721914 
7219 14 10 
7219 14 90 
7219 21 
7219 21  10 
7219 21  90 
7219 22 
7219 22 10 
7219 22 90 
7219 23 
7219 2J 10 
7219 23 90 
7219 24 
7219 24 10 
7219 24 90 
7219 31 
7219 31  10 
7219 J1  90 
7219 32 
72193210 
7219 32 90 
7219 .B 
7219 33 10 
7219 33 90 
7219 34 
7219 34 10 
7219 34 90 
7219 35 
7219 35 10 
7219 35 90 
7219 90 
7219 90 II 
7219 90 19 
7220 
7220 II 00 
7220 12 00 
7220 20 
7220 20 10 
7220 90 
Description 
Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than 4,75 mm (ECSC): 
- Containing by  weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
- Containing by  weight less than 2,5% of nickel 
- Of a thickness of less than 3 mm (ECSC): 
Containing by  weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
Containing by  weight less than 2,5% of nickel 
- Not further worked than hot-rolled, not in coils: 
Of a thickness exceeding 10 mm (ECSC): 
Containing by weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
1  - - - Containing by  weight less than 2.5% of nickel 
Of a  thicknes~ of 4,75 mm or more but not exceeding 10 mm (ECSC): 
- Containing by  weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
- Containing by weight less than 2 ,5 %  of ni<:kel 
Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than 4,75 mm (ECSC): 
- Containing b)·  weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
- Containing by  weight less than 2,5% of nickel 
Of a thickness of less than 3 mm (ECSC): 
Containing b)·  weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
Containing by weight less than 2,5% of nickel 
- Not further worked than cold-rolled (cold-reduced): 
Of a thickness of 4,75 mm or more (ECSC): 
- Containing by  weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
- Containing by  weight less than 2,5% of nickel 
- Of a thickness of 3 mm or more but less than 4,75 mm (ECSC): 
- - Containing by  weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
- Containing by  weight less than 2,5% of mckel 
- - Of a thickness exceeding 1 mm  but less than 3 mm (ECSC): 
- Containing by  weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
-·  Containing by  weight less  than 2,5% of nickel 
- - Of a thickness of 0,5 mm or more but not exceeding 1 mm (ECSC): 
- Containing by  weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
- - - Containing by  weight less  than 2,5 %  of nickel 
Of a thickness of less than 0,5 mm (ECSC): 
- Containing by  weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
Containing by weight less than 2,5% of nickel 
Other: 
Not further worked than surface-treated, including cladding, or simply cut into shapes 
other than rectangular (including square) (ECSC): 
Contain.ng by  weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
- - - Containing by weight less than 2,5% of nickel 
Flat-rolled products of stainless steel, of a width of less than 600 mm: 
- Not further worked than hot-rollt·d: 
Of a  th~eknes!> of 4,75 mm or more (ECSC} 
01  ,t  tht~o·knes!> of less than 4,75 mm (ECSC) 
- NO(  further worked than cold-rolled (cold-reduced): 
- Of a width exceeding 500 mm  (ECSC) 
I= 
Other: 
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CN code 
1220 90 11 
7220 90 31 
7221 00 
7221 00 10 
7221 00 90 
7222 
7222 10 
7222 10 11 
7222 1019 
7222 10 91 
7222 10 99 
7222 30 
7222 30 10 
7222 40 
7222 40 11 
7222 40 19 
722i 40 30 
7224 
7224 10 00 
7224 90 
7224 90 11 
7224 90 30 
7225 
7225 10 
7225 10 10 
7225 10 91 
7225 10 99 
7225 20 
7225 20 11 
7225 20 19 
7225 20 30 
7225 30 00 
Description 
- Not further worked than surface-treated, including cladding (ECSC) 
Of a width not exceeding 500 mm: 
Not further worked than surface-treated, including cladding: 
- Hot-rolled, not further worked than dad (ECSC) 
Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly wound coils, of stainless steel (ECSC): 
Containing by  weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
Containing by weight less than 2,5% of nickel 
Other bars and rods of stainless; angles, shapes and sections of stainless steel: 
Bars and rods, not further worked than hot-rolled,.hot-drawn or extruded (ECSC}: 
Of circular cross-section of a diameter of 80 mm or more, containing by weight: 
2,5% or more of nickel 
Less than 2,5 % of nickel 
Other, containing by weight: 
2,5 % or more of nickel 
Less than 2,5% of nickel 
- Other bars and rods: 
- - Hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, not further worked than clad (ECSC) 
- Angles, shapes and sections: 
Not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded (ECSC}: 
Containing by weight 2,5% or more of nickel 
Containing by weight less than 2,5% of nickel 
Other: 
- Hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, not further worked than clad (ECSC) 
Other alloy steel in  ingots or other primary forms; semi-finished products of other alloy steel: 
- Ingots and other primary forms (ECSC) 
Other: 
Of rectangular (including square) cross-section: 
- - Hot-rolled or obtained by continuous casting (ECSC) 
Other: 
- - Hot-rolled or obtained by continuous casting (ECSC) 
Flat-rolled products of other alloy steel, of a width of 600 mm or more: 
Of silicon-electrical steel (ECSC): 
- Hot-rolled 
Cold-rolled: 
Grain oriented 
Non grain oriented 
- Of high speed steel: 
- Not further worked than rolled (ECSC}: 
Not further worked than hot-rolled 
Not furt~er worked than cold-rolled (cold-reduced) 
Other: 
- - - Not further worked than surface-treated, including cladding or simply cut into shapes 
other than rectangular (including square) (ECSC) 
Other, not further worked than hot-rolled, in coils (ECSC) ----- ---------------------------
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CNcodc 
7225 40 
7225 40 10 
7:?.25  40 30 
7225 40 50 
722S 40 70 
7225 40 90 
7225 50()() 
7225 90 
7225 90 10 
7226 
7216 10 
7226 10 10 
7226 10 30 
7226 20 
7226 20 10 
7.!26 20 31 
7226 20 51 
7226 20 59 
722(, 20 71 
7226 91  ()() 
7226 92 
7226 92 10 
7226 "}9 
72lh f.J'J  II 
722h 99 19 
7226 99 31 
7227 
Description 
Other, not further worked than hot-rolled, not in coils (ECSC) 
- Of il thickness exceeding 20 mm 
- - Of a thickness exceeding 15  mm bur not exceeding 20 mm 
Of a thickness of 4,75 mm or more but nor exceeding 15 mm 
Of  .a  thickness of J  mm or more but less than 4,  7 5 mm 
J - - Of a thickness of less than 3 mm 
1- Other, not further worked rh.m cold-rolled (cold-reduced) (ECSC! 
Other: 
Not further worked than surface-created, including cladding or simply cut into shapes  othec 
th-an  rectangular (including square) (ECSC) 
Flat-rolled products of other alloy seed, of a width of less than 600 mm: 
- Of silicon-electrical steel: 
Not further worked than hot-rolled (ECSC) 
Other: 
- Of a width exceeding 500 mm (ECSC) 
- Of high-speed steel: 
N<X  further worked than hot-rolled (ECSC} 
- Of a width exceeding 500 mm  (ECSC) 
Ocher: 
Of a width exceeding 500 mm: 
- Nor further worked than surface-created, including cladding (ECSC) 
-- - Other: 
- Of a width not exceeding 500 mm: 
Nor further worked than surface-treated, including cladding: 
- Hot-roUed, not further worked than dad (ECSC) 
- Other: 
J- - Not furrhcr worked than hot-ro-lled (ECSC) 
J  - - Not funher worked than cold-rollni (cold-reduced): 
j- - Of a width exceeding 500 rum  (ECSCJ 
I - - Other: 
1-
--- Of a width nceeding 500 mm: 
Not further worked than surface-treated, including cladding (ECSC) 
1- - Other: 
f -- - - Of ..1  width nor exc.:el·ding  SOO  mm: 
Nor funher worked than surface-treated, including cladding: 
- Hot-rolled, not further worked than clad (ECSC} 
Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly-wound coils, of other aUoy steel: 
7227 10 00  1- Of high-speed steel  (ECSC) 
72.!7 20 00  I - Of !>ilico-manganese steel (E::CSCI 
7 2.!7 90  j - Other (  E::C.')C): 
72.!7 90 10  1- Cont.uning by weight 0,0008% or more of boron 
7227 90 90 
722M 
-:-ns  to 
Other 
Other bitrS and rods of other alloy !.teel; angles, shapes and sections, of c .. !,er alloy steel; hollow 
drill bars and rods, of alloy or non-.11loy  steel: 
- Bars and rods, of high-spet.·d 'itcd: 
7 .!2X  I 0  I 0  j - - Not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded (ECSC) 
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CN code 
7228 10 30 
722R  10 90 
7228 20 
7228 20  11 
7228 20 19 
7228 20 30 
7228 30 
7228 30 10 
7228 30 90 
7228 60 
7228 60 10 
7228 70 
7228 70 10 
7228 70 31 
7228 RO 
7228 80 10 
7228 80 90 
7301 
7301  10 00 
7302 
7302 10 
7302 10 31 
7302 10 39 
7302 10 90 
7302 20 00 
7302 30 00 
7302 40 
7302 40 10 
7302 90 
7302 90 10 
Description 
,_  Hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, not further worked than clad (ECSC) 
Other 
Bars and rods, of silico-manganese steel: 
Not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded (ECSC): 
- - - Of rectangular (other than -;quare) cross-section, rolled on four faces 
- Other 
Other: 
- Hot-rolled. hot-drawn or extruded, not further worked than clad (ECSC): 
- Other bars and rods, not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded (ECSC) 
- - Of circular cross-section of a diameter of 80 mm or more 
- - Other 
Other bars and rods: 
- - Hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, not further worked than dad (ECSC! 
Angles, shapes and sections: 
Not further worked than hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded (ECSC) 
Other: 
- Hot-rolled, hot-drawn or extruded, not further worked than dad (ECSC) 
- Hollow drill b.m and rods: 
- - Of alloy steel ri:CSC) 
- - Of non-alloy •m·el  (ECSC) 
Sheet piling of iron or steel, whether or not drilled, punched or made from assembled elements; 
welded angles, shapes and sections, of iron or steel: 
- Sheet piling (ECSC) 
Railway or tramw.ty track construction m;tterial of iron_or steel, the following: rails, check-rails 
and  rack  r.ails,  switch  blades, am.sing  frogs,  pomt  rods and other crossing pieces,  sleepers 
(aoo;s-tie!>), fish-plates, chair-;, chair wedges, sole plates (base plates), rail clips, bedplates, ties and 
other material specialized for  jointing or fixing rails: 
1  Rails: 
I = - Other: 
New (ECSC): 
- Of a--weight  per m  of 20 kg or more 
-- Of a weight per m of less than 20 kg 
Used (ECSCJ 
Sleepers (cross-ties) (ECSC) 
Switch blades, crossing frogs, point rods and other cros!>in~ pieces 
- Fish-plates and sole plates: 
- - Rolled (ECSC) 
- Other: 
- -- Check-rails (ECSC) Ed i t ion  N  •  2  of  31 • 1.  1988  I  page  lfii-G-24 
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ANNEX II 
List of goods referred to in Article 8 (2) (b) 
CNcodt'  Des.cription 
--------+-----------------
1302 
130220 
1302 20 10 
ex  1302 20 90 
1.~0  I  00 
I SOl  00 11 
1502 00 
1.\02 00 10 
1505 
1506 ()()  10 
1522 00 
1522 00 10 
1704 
1905 
1905 10 00 
1905 20 
1905 30 
1905 4000 
1905 90 
1905 90 30 
1905 90 40 
190, 9() 50 
190, 90 60 
1905 9() 9() 
2101 
2102 
2103 
Vegetable saps and extracts; pectic substances, pectinates and pectates; agar-agar and other 
mucilages and thickeners, whether or not modified, derived from vegetable products.: 
Pectic suhstances, pectinates .md pectates: 
Dry 
Other: 
- Pectares 
l.ard;  other  pig  fat  .md  poultry  fat,  rendered,  whether  or  not  pressed  or 
solvent-extracted: 
Lard aAd other pig f<tt: 
For  industrial  ulies  other  than  the  manufacture  of  foodstuffs  for  human 
coo~>Umption 
Fats of bovine animal!., sheep or goats, raw or rendered, whether or nut pressed or solvent 
extracted: 
- For industrial use-. other than the manufacture of foodstuffs for human consumption 
Woul grease and fatty  o;;ubstances derived therefrom (including lanolin) 
Other anim.tl fats  <t.nd  oils and their fractions, whether or not refined. but not chemicaHy 
modified 
Degras;  residues  resulting from  rhe  treatment of fatty  substances or animal  or vegetable 
waxes: 
- Degras 
I  Sugar confecricmery (including white chocolate), not contdining cocoa 
I 
Bread, pastry, cakes, biscuits and orher bakers' wares, whether or not containing cm:oa; 
communion wafers, empty cachets of a kind suitable for phannaceurical use, sealing wafers, 
rice  paper and similar products: 
Crispbread 
Gingerbread and the lrke 
Sweet biscuits; waffles and wafers 
Rusks, toasted bread and simil.u toasted products 
Other 
Others:  ,_ 
Bread, not containing added honey, eggs, cheese or fruit, and containing by weight 
in  the dry matter state not more than 5% of sugar and not more than 5% of 
f.at 
Waffles and wafers with a water content exceeding 10% by  weight 
Biscuits; extruded or expanded products, savoury or salted 
- Other: 
With added sweetening matter 
Other 
Extracts, essences and concentrates, of coffee, tea or mate and preparations with a basi" uf 
these products or with .1  basis of coffee, tea or mate; roasted chicory and other roasted cufh:l' 
substitutes, .md extracts, essence~ and concentrates thereof 
Yeasts (active or inactive); other srnge-cell micro-organisms, dead (but not including vaccines 
of heading No 3002); prepared baking powders 
Sauces and preparations therefor; mixed condiments and mixed seasonings; mustard flour and 
meal and prepared mustard: Edition  N.  2  of  31.1.1988  I  page  XII-G-25 
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CN code 
2103 30 
2106 
2106 90 
ex 2106 90 lJI 
ex 2201 
2202 
2202 90 
2202 90 91 
2202 90 95 
2202 90 99 
2208 
2208 40 
2511 
2511  20 00 
2513 
2513 19 00 
2513 29 00 
2519 
2519 90 
2519 90 10 
2522 
2526 
2529 
2529 21  00 
2529 22 00 
2530 
2530 40 00 
2703 00 00 
Description 
Mustard flour and meal and prepared mustard 
Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included: 
Other: 
Other: 
Containing no milk fats,  milk proteins, sucrose, isoglucose, glucose or starch or 
containing less than 1,5% milk fat, 2,5% milk proteins, 5% sucrose or isoglucose, 
5% glucose or starch: 
Non-alcoholic compound preparations (often know as •concentrated extracts') 
used for making beverages 
Plant mixtures used for making beverages 
Waters, including natural or artificial  mineral  waters and aerated waters, not cont.tining 
added sugar or other sweetening matter nor flavoured; ice and snow 
Waters,  including  mineral  waters  and  aerated  waters, containing added  sugar or other 
sweetening matter or flavoured, and other non-alcoholic .beverages, not including fruits or 
vegetable juices of heading No 2009: 
Other: 
Not containing products of heading Nos 0401 to 0404 or fat obtained from products of 
heading Nos 0401  to 0404: 
Less than 0,2% 
0,2% or more but less than 2% 
2% or more 
Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume of less than 80% vol; spirits, 
liqueurs and other spirituous beverages; compound alcoholic preparations of a kind used for 
the manufacture of beverages: 
- Rum and raffia 
Natural barium sulphate (barytes);  natural barium carbonate (witherite), whether or not 
calcined, other than barium oxide of heading No 2816: 
- Natural barium carbonate (witherite) 
Pumice stone; emergy; natural corundum, natural garnet and other natural abrasives, whether 
or not heat-treated: 
Pumice stone: 
- Other 
Emery, natural corundum, natural garnet and other natural abrasives: 
- Other 
Natural  magnesium  carbonate  (magnesite);  fused  magnesia;  dead-burned  (sintered) 
magnesia, whether or not containing small quantities of other oxides added before sintering; 
other magnesium oxide, whether or not pure:  · 
Other: 
- Magnesium oxide, other than calcined natural magnesium carbonate 
Quicklime, slaked  lime  and hydraulic  lime,  other than calcium oxide and hydroxide of 
heading No 2825 
Natural steatite, whether or not roughly trimmed or merely cut, by sawing or otherwise. into 
blocks or slabs of a rectangular (including square) shape; talc 
Fel&·pJr; leucite; nepheline and nepheline syenite; fluorspar: 
Fluorspar: 
Containing by  weight 97% or lcs-; of calc.um fluoride 
Containing b}·  weight more than 97 'Yo  of calcium fluoride 
Mineral substances not elsewhere specified or included: 
- Natural micaceous iron oxides 
Peat (including peat licter), whether or not agglomerated £d i t i on  N- 2  at  31 • 1 • 1918  I  page  Xll-G-26 
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CN code 
2704 00 
ex 2704 00 90 
2710 00 
2711 
2712 
1712 10 
2712 20 00 
2712 90 
2712 90 11 
27129019 
2712 90 31 
27129033 
2712 90 39 
2712 90 90 
2713 
2713 90 
2713 90 90 
27150000 
2801 
2801  20 00 
2801  30 
2801  30 10 
2804 
2804 40 00 
2804 50 
2804 50 10 
2805 
ex 280.)  19 00 
ex  2805 21  00 
2805 40 
2813 
2813 90 
2813 90 10 
Description 
Coke and semi-coke  of coal, of lignite or of peat, whether or not agglomerated;  retort 
carbon: 
Other: 
- Retort carbon 
Petroleum oils and oils obtained from bituminous minerals, other than crude; preparations 
not elsewhere specified or included, containing by weight 70% or more of  petroleum oils or  of 
oils  ol!.tained  from  bituminous  minerals,  these  oils  being  the  basic  constituents  of the 
preparations 
Petroleum gases atld other gaseous hydrocarbons 
Petroleum jelly; paraffin wax, microcrystalline petroleum wax, slack wax, otok-erite, lignite 
wax, peat w.1x, other mineral waxes, and similar products obtained by synthesis or by orher 
processes, whether or not coloured: 
V;tseline 
P.1raifin  wax containing by weight less than 0,75% of oil 
Other: 
Ozok-erite, lignite wax or peat wax (natural products): 
Crude 
Other 
Other: 
- Crude: 
For undergoing a spect:ific  process 
Fot undergoing chemical transformation by a process other than those specified 
in  respect of subheading 1712 90 31 
For other purposes 
Other 
Petroleum coke, petroleum bitumen and other residues of petroleum oils or of oils obtained 
from  bituminous mmerals: 
Other residures of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from  bituminous mineral~: 
- Other 
Bituminous mixtures based on natural asphalt, on natural bitumen, on petroleum bitumen, on 
mineral tar or on mineral tar pitch (for example, bituminous mastics, cut-backs) 
Fluorine, chlorine, bromine and iodine: 
Iodine 
Fluorine; bromine: 
- - Fluorine 
Hydrogen, rare gases and other non-metals: 
-- Oxygen 
- Boron; tellurium 
- - Boron 
Alkali  or alkaline-earth metals; rare-earth metals, scandium and yttrium, whether or not 
intermixed or interalloyed; mercury: 
Alkali metals: 
Other: 
- Lithium, of nuclear quality 
- Alkaline-e.1rth metals: 
- Calcium: 
- Crude, of nuclear quality 
Mercury 
Sulphides of non-metals; commercial phosphorus trisulphide: 
Other: 
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CN codt> 
2825 
2825 90 
2825 90 30 
2845 
2851 00 
2851 00 10 
2903 
ex 29o.1  19 00 
2904 
2904 20 
ex 2904 20 90 
2907 
2907 13 00 
2914 
2914 23 00 
2917 
2917  12 
2917 12  10 
2917 12 90 
2918 
2918 II 00 
2918 12 00 
2918 13 ()() 
2919 00 
2919 00 II 
Description 
Hydrazine und hydroxylamine and their inorganic salts; other inorganic bases; other metal 
oxides, hydroxides and peroxides: 
Other: 
- Tin oxides 
Isotopes other than those of heading No 2844; compounds, inorganic or orgo.mic, of such 
isotopes, whether or not chemically defined 
Other inorganic compounds (including distilled or conductivit} ·water and water of similar 
purity}; liquid air (whether or not rare gases have been removed); compressed air; amalgams. 
other than amalgams of precious metals: 
- Distilled and conductivity water and water of similar purity 
Halogenated derivatives of hydrocarbons: 
Saturated chlorin.ued derivatives of acyclic hydrocarbons: 
Other: 
- Methylene chloride 
Sulphonated,  nitmted  or  nitrosared  derivatives  of  hydrocarbons,  whether  or  not 
halogenated: 
Derivatives containing only nitro or only nitroso groups: 
- Other: 
Trinitrobutylmetaxylene  (xylene  musk)  and  dinitrobutylparacymene  (cymene 
musk) 
Phenols; phenol-alcohols: 
Monophenols: 
- Octylphenol, nonylphenol and their isomers; salts thereof 
Ketones und quinone  ...  whether or not with other oxygen function, .md their halogen.ued, 
nitrated or nitrosated derivatives: 
- Acyclic  ketones without other oxygen function: 
- - lonones and methylionones 
Polycarboxyltc  .teids.  their  .mhydrides,  halides,  peroxide-.  and  pl·roxyacids;  their 
halogenated, sulphon.tted, nitr.ued or nitrosated deri\';ltive'>: 
-- Acyclic polycarboxyltc acids, their anhydrides, h.tlides, peroxides, peroxyacids and their 
deriv.uives: 
Adipic acid, its !.airs and esters: 
Adiptc acid .  .111d  its  ~.tits 
bters of adipic actd 
Carboxylic actds with additional oxygen function and their .mhydrides, halides, peroxides 
.md  perox~  <tcids;  their halogenated, sulphon.ned, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives: 
Carboxylic  .~eids  with  alcohol  function  but  without  other  oxygen  function,  their 
<tnhydrides, halides, peroxides, peroxy<~cids and their derivatives: 
Lactic acid, its s.tlts and esters 
T ana  ric acid 
Salt' and esters of tartam: acid 
Phosphoric esters and their salts, including lactophosph.nes; their halogenated, sulphon.tted, 
nitrated or nitrosated derivatives: 
Tributyl phosphate<;, triphenyl phosphate, trirolyl  phosphates, trixylyl  ph<r  .• phates, and 
tris(2-chlorethyl)phosph.ne: 
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CN codt.· 
2919 0019 
ex 2919 00 91 
t'\. 291900 99 
2920 
2920 90 
ex 2920 90 90 
2921 
De,cription 
Tributyl phosphates, triphenyl  phosphat~. trixylyl  phosphates and tris(2-chlorethyl) 
phosphate 
Other: 
Glycerophosphoric  acids  and  glycerophosphates;  o-methoxyphenyl  phosphate 
(guaiacol phosphate): 
- Glycerophosphate and its salts 
- Other: 
- Dimcthylphosph.ue and dibromodichlorethylene 
b~ters of other inorganic ac1ds  (excluding esters of hydrogen halides) and rhcir salts; their 
halogenated,  sulphon&t~d. nitrated or nitrosated deri\'atives: 
- Other~ 
Other products: 
Alpha-beta-! ,2,3,4,7  ,7-hexachlorbicydo-(2,2,1  )-hepcene-(2)-bi!>·\OX~ methylene)-
5 ,6-sulphite 
Amine-function compounds: 
- Acyclic mono.unines and their derivatives; salts thereof: 
ex 2921 29 00  '  Other: 
292.4 
2924 29 
ex 2924 29 90 
2930 
2.9.30 90 
t'\ 2930 90 90 
ell. 29.3 l 00 00 
2937 
293X 90 
2938 90 to 
2939 
293Y 21 
2939 21  10 
n  2939 21  90 
ex 29J9 2Y. 00 
2940 ()() 
- Ethylene amines 
j Carboxyamide-function compounds; amide-function compounts of carbonic acid: 
'  Acyclic amides (induding aq·clic carbamates) and their derivatives; salts thereof: 
j  - Other: 
I 
I  Other: 
-- L-Naphthyi-N-methykarbon.uc 
Organa-sulphur compounds: 
- Other: 
-- - Other: 
- Thiupho~phates 
Other org;)no-anorganic compHund!>: 
- Tetraethyl-lead 
Hormones,  natural  or  reproduced  by  synthesis;  derivati\'es  thereof,  used  primarily  as 
hormones• other steroids used primarily as hormones 
Gly(osides,  n;uur.tl  or reproduced  by  synthesis,  and  their s.tlts,  ethers, esters and other 
derivatives: 
- Other: 
-- - Digitalis glyws1des 
Veget.1bk alkJioids, natural or reproduced by  !>)'nthesis, and their salts, ether!>, esters and 
orh..-r  deri\'ati\'es: 
- - Quinine and 1ts  s.1lt~: 
Quinine and qutnine ~ulphate 
Other: 
- Salt~ of quimne other than sulph.ue 
Other: 
- Cinchonine and cinchomdine and their respective s.1lts 
~u~.lr'>,  chcmic.11l~ pure, other than !>Ucrose,  lacto!>e,  m.dtose, glucose and fructose; sug.ar 
ethers and sugar esters, and their  sah~. other than products of heading No 2937, 2938 or 
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CN code 
3001 
3001  10 
3001  10 10 
ex 3001  10 90 
3001 20 
ex 3001 20 90 
3002 
ex 3002 20 00 
3003 
3003 31  00 
3004 
3004 31 
3004 31  10 
3004 31  90 
3103 
ex 3103 10 00 
3203 00 
ex 3203 00 19 
3207 
3207 20 
3207 20 10 
3207 30 ()() 
Description 
Glands  and  other organs for  organo-therapeutic uses,  dried, whether or not powdered; 
extracts of glands or other organs or of their secretions for organo-therapeutic uses; heparin 
and its salts; other human or animal substances prepared for therapeutic or prophylactic uses, 
not elsewhere specified or included: 
Glands and other organs, dried, whether or not powdered: 
Powdered 
Other: 
- Anterior and posterior lobes of hypopysis 
Extracts of glands or other organs or of their secretions 
Other: 
Extracts of heart, prostate, cartilage, bone marrow, brain, duodenum and bone 
Human  blood;  animal  blood  prepared  for  therapeutic,  prophylactic or  diagnosti~ uses; 
antisera and other blood fractions; vaccines, toxins, cultures of micro-organisms (excluding 
yeasts) and similar products: 
Vaccines for  human medicine: 
- Anti-poliomyelitis and anti-rubella vaccines 
Medicaments {excluding goods of heading No 3002,3005 or 3006) consisting of two or more 
constituents which have been mixed together for therapeutic or prophylactic uses, not put up 
in  measured doses or in  forms of packing for retail sale: 
Containing  hormones  or  other  products  of  heading  No  2937  but  not  containing 
antibiotics: 
- Containing insulin 
Medicaments {excluding goods of heading No 3002, 3005 or 3006) consisting of mixed or 
unmixed products for therapeutic or prophylactic uses, put up in measured doses or in forms 
or packings for  retail sale: 
Containing  hormones  or  other  products  of  heading  No  2937  but  not  containing 
antibiotics: 
Containing insulin: 
Put up  in  forms or in  packings of a kind sold by retail 
Other 
Mineral or chemical fertilizers, phosphatic: 
Superphosphates: 
- Single superphosphates 
Colouring  matter of vegetable  or animal  origin  (including dyeing extracts but excluding 
animal black), whether or not chemically defined; preparations as specified in note 3 to this 
chapter based on colouring matter of vegetable or animal origin: 
Colouring matter of vegetable origin and preparations based thereon: 
Other: 
- Natural indigo 
Prepared pigments, prepared opacifiers and prepared colours, vitrifiable enamels and glazes, 
engobes  (slips),  liquid  lustres  and  similar  preparations,  of a  kind  used  in  the  cer.1mic, 
enamelling or glass industry; glass frit  and other glass, in  the form of powder, granules or 
flakes: 
Vitrifiable enamels and glazes, engobes (slips) and similar preparations: 
- Engobes (slips) 
- I iquid Ju,trl'' .1nd  'nnd.1r preparations Ed i t i on  N  •  2  of  31 • 1 • 1988  j  page  XII-G-30 
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CN code 
3212 
3212 10 
3301 
3]01 12 
3301 13 
3301 19 
33011910 
ex330l 1990 
HOI 29 
3301 29 11 
.HOI  29 51 
.HOI 29 53 
HOI 29 55 
.BOl 29 57 
3301 29 59 
.BOJ  29 91 
ex 3301  30 00 
Dcscr~ion 
Pigments(including metallic powders and flakes) dispersed in non-aqueous media, in liquid or 
paste form, of a kind used in the manufacture of .paints (including enamels); stamping foils; 
dyes and other colouring matter put up in forms or packings for retail sale: 
- Stamping foils 
Essential oils (terpeneJes.s or not), including concretes and absolutes; resinoids; concentrates 
of  essential oils in fats, in fixed oils, in waxes or the like, obtained by enfleurage or maceration; 
terpenic by-products of the deterpenation of essential oils; aqueous distillates and aqueous 
solutions of essential oils: 
Essential uils of citrus fruit: 
Of orange 
Of lemon 
Other. 
Not deterpenated 
Deterpenated: 
- Of mandarins {tangerines) 
Other: 
Of dove, niaouli .md yhlng-ylang: 
- Not deterpenated 
Other: 
Not:  deterpemued: 
Of citr-ondla 
Of eucalyptus 
Of rose 
Of pine needle 
Other 
Deterpenated 
Resinoids 
- Of labdanum or plum-tree essence 
.BOt 90  Other: 
.Hm 90 10  Terpenic by-products of the deterpenation of essential oils 
3301 90 90  Other 
3403  I  LubrK:ating preparations (including cutting-oil preparations, bolt or nut release preparations, 
anti-rust or anti-corrosion preparations and mould rekase preparations, based on lubricants) 
and preparations of a kind used for the oil or grea$e treatment of textile materials, leariaer  .. 
furskins of  other materials, but excluding prepa-rations containin&, as basic constituents, 70% 
or more by  weight of petroleum oils or of oils obtained from bituminous minerals: 
3403 11  00 
3403 19 
J403 19 91 
34()3  19 99 
3403 91  00 
34()3 99  1-
3403 99 10  1-
Containing petroleum oils or oils obtained from bitumiROus minerals: 
Preparations  for  the  treatment  of  textile  materials,  leather,  furskins  or  other 
materials 
Other: 
Other: 
- Preparation for lubricating machines, appliances and '·ehides 
Other 
Other: 
Preparations  for  the  tre.atmem  of  textile  materials,  leather,  furskins  or  odtcr 
materials 
Other: 
- Preparations for lubncating machines, appliances and vehicles Ed i t ion  N  •  2  of  31 • 1  • 1988  I  page  XII-G-31 
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CN code 
ex 3403 99 90 
3404 
3404 90 
ex 3404 90 10 
3501 
3501  10 
3501 90 
ex 3501 90 90 
3504 00 00 
3507 
3606 
3702 
3702 51 
3702 52 
3702 54 00 
3702 55 00 
3702 56 
3702 56 10 
ex 3702 56 90 
3704 00 
ex 3704 00 10 
3706 
3706 10 
3706 10 91 
3706 10 99 
3706 90 
3706 90 31 
3706 90 51 
Description 
Other: 
- Containing 50% or more by weight of petroleum or bituminous minerals 
Artificial waxes and prepared waxes: 
Other: 
Prepared waxes including sealing waxes: 
- Sealing wax (including bottle-sealing wax) in sticks, cakes or similar forms 
Casein, caseinates and other casein derivatives; casein glue: 
Casein 
Other: 
Other: 
- Caseinates 
Peptones and their derivatives; other protein substances and their derivatives, not elsewhere 
specified or included; hide powder, whether or not chromed 
Enzymes; prepared enzymes not elsewhere specified or included 
Ferro-cerium and other pyrophoric alloys in  all  forms; articles or combustible materials as 
specified in  not 2 to this chapter 
Photographic  film  in  rolls,  sensitized,  unexposed,  of  any  material  other  than  paper, 
paperboard or textiles; instant print film  in  rolls, sensitized, unexposed: 
Other film,  for colour photography (polychrome): 
Of a width not exceeding 16 mm  and of a length not exceeding 14 m, 
Of a width not exceeding 16 mm  and of a length exceeding 14 m 
Of a width exceeding 16 mm  but not exceeding 35 mm and of a length not exceeding 
30 m, other than for slides 
Of a width exceeding  16  mm  but not exceeding 35 mm  and of a length exceeding 
30m 
Of a width exceeding 35 mm: 
Of a length not exceeding 30 m 
Of a length exceeding 30 m: 
- Perforated, for polychromatic images 
Photographic plates, film  paper, paperboard and textiles, exposed but not developed: 
Other positives: 
- Newsreels 
Cinematographic film, exposed and developed, whether or not incorporating sound track or 
consisting only of sound track 
Of a width of 35 mm or more 
Other: 
Negatives; intermediate positives 
Other positives 
Other: 
Other: 
Negatives; intermediate positives 
Other positives: 
Newsreels 
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CN code 
3706 90 91 
3706 90·99 
3802 
ex 3802 90 00 
ex 3Rl5 
3R23 
3823 90 
ex 3112~ 9() 85 
3904 
J911 
ex 3911  10 00 
3913 
39U 90 
3913 90 10 
3926 
3926 90 
ex J926 90 99 
ex 4013 
I 
Less than 10 mm 
10 mm or more 
Desa-iption 
------------------
A1:tivated carbon; acrivated natural mineral products; animal black, including spent animal 
black: 
Other: 
- Animal black, including spent animal black 
Reacrion initiators, reaction accelerators and catalytic preparations, not elsewhere specifted 
or inclu<kd: 
- Supported catalysts 
Prepared binders f<U"  foundry moulds or cores; chemical products and preparations of the 
chemical or allied industries {including those consisting of mixtures of natural products), not 
elsewhere specified or included; residual products of the chemical or .tllied  industries~ not 
elsewhere specified or included: 
j-
Other: 
Other: 
Liquid polychlorobiphenyls, liquid chloroparaffins; mixed polyethylene glycols: 
- Octylphenol and nonylphenol, mixed 
Polymers of vinyl chloride or of other halogenated olefins, in primary forms: 
Fluoro-polymers: 
Polytetrafl uorethykne: 
- In  one of the forms mentioned in  note 6 to this chapter 
Petroleum resins, coumarone-indene resins, polyterpenes. polysulphidn, polysulphones and 
other products specified in  note 3 to this chapter, not elsewhere specified or included~ m 
primary forms: 
Petroleum resins, coumarone, indene or coumarone-indene resins and polyter~ 
- Coumarone-indene r~ns 
Natural p.~ymers (for example, alginic .u.:id) and modified natural polymers (for example,· 
hardened  proteins,  chemical  derivatives  of natural  rubber),  not elsewhere  specified  or 
included, in primary forms: 
Other: 
- - Chemical derivatives of natural rubber 
Other articles in  plastics and articles of other materials of heading Nos 3901 to 39 t 4: 
Other: 
Other: 
Other: 
- Other: 
- Fans and  h;~nd screens,  non-mechanical; frames and handles therefor and 
parts of such frames and handles 
Inner tubes, of rubber: 
- Inner rubes weighing more than 0,5 kg each 
4014  I  Hygienic or pharmaceutical arrides (including teats), of vulcanized rubber other than hard 
rubber, with or without fittings of hard rubber: 
40  14 90  Other: 
4014 90 10  - - Teats, nipple shields, and similar articles for babies 
4017 00  Hard rubber (for example, ebonite) in all forms, including waste and scrap; articles of hard 
rubber: 
Articles of hard rubber: 
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CN code 
4104 
4104 10 
4104 10 30 
4104 10 91 
4104 10 95 
4104 10 99 
4104 21  00 
4104 22 
4104 29 00 
4104 31 
4104 39 
4106 
4106 11 
4106 11  90 
4106 12 00 
4106 19 00 
4106 20 00 
4107 
4107 10 
4107 29 
4107 90 
4108 00 
4108 00 90 
4109 00 00 
4111 00 00 
4202 
4202 11 
420211 10 
ex 4202 11  90 
Description 
Leather of bovine or equine animals, without hair on, other than leather of  heading No 4108 
or 4109: 
Whole  bovine  skin  leather,  of  a  unit  surface  area  not  exceeding  28  square  feet 
(2,6 m2): 
Other skin leather not further prepared than chrome-tanned, in the wet-blue state 
Other: 
Not further prepared than tanned 
Otherwise prepared: 
Boxcalf 
Other 
Other bovine leather and equine leather, tanned or retanned but not further prepared, 
whether or not split: 
Bovine leather, vegetable pre-tanned 
Bovine leather, otherwise pre-tanned 
Other 
Ocher bovine leather and equine leather, parchment-dressed or prepared after tanning: 
Full grains and grain splits 
Other 
Goat or kid  skin  leather,  without  hair on, other than  leather  of heading No 4108 or 
4109: 
Tanned or retanned but not further prepared, whether or not split: 
Vegetable pre-tanned: 
- Other 
Otherwise pre-tanned 
Ocher 
Parchment-dressed or prepared after tanning 
Leather  of other  animals,  without  hair on, other  chan  leather of heading  No 4108  or 
4109 
Of swine 
Of reptiles: 
- Other 
Of other animals 
Chamois (including combination chamois) leather: 
- Of other animals 
Patent leather and patent laminated leather; metallized leather 
Composition leather with a basis of leather or leather fibre, in slabs, sheets or strip, whether or 
not in  rolls 
Trunks, suitcases, vanity-cases, executive-cases, briefcases, school satchels, spectacle cases, 
binocular cases, camera cases, musical  instruments cases, gun cases, holsters and similar 
containers; travelling-bags, toilet bags, rucksacks, handbags, shopping-bags, wallets, purses, 
map-cases, cigarette-cases, tobacco-pouches, tool bags, sports bags, bottle-cases, jewellery 
boxes,  powder-boxes,  cutlery cases  and similar containers, of leather or of composition 
leather. of sheeting of plastics, of textile materials, of vulcanized fibre or of paperboard, or 
wholly or mainly covered with such materials: 
Trunks, suitcases, vanity cases, executive-cases, briefcases, school satchels and similar 
containers: 
With outer surface of leather, of composition leather or of patent leather: 
Executive-cases, briefcases, school satchels and similar containers 
Other: 
- Of natural leather Ed i t ion  N  •  2  of  31 • 1 • 1988 
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CN code  Description 
42(}3 
420S 00 00 
4302 
4302 12 00 
4302 19 
43021941 
4302 19 49 
4302 1, 50 
4302 3() 
4302 30 H) 
4302 30 25 
Articles of apparel .md clothing accessories, of leather or of composition leather: 
Other anides of leather or of composition leather 
·I Aniclcs af IP'l (other than silkworm gut), of goldbcarers' skin, of bladden or af .........  , 
Tanned or dressed  furskins  (including  heads, tails,  paws and other pieces or cutrings}, 
unatsem.bled, or assembled  (without the addition of other materials) other than those of 
heading No 4303: 
- W.holoe skins, with or without head, tail or paws, not assembled: 
Of rabbit or hare 
Other: 
Of seal: 
- - Of whitecoat pups of harp seal and of pups of hooded seal (btue-backs') 
- - Other 
- - Of sea-otter or of nutria (coypu} 
- Whole skins and pieces or cuttings thereof, assembled: 
'Dropped' furskins 
- - Other: 
- - - Of rabbit m  hare 
Of seal: 
4302 30 51  - - - -- Of whitecoat pups of harp seal and of hooded seal (bitJe..b.adcs) 
430130 55  - Other 
4302 30 61  Of sea-otter or of nutria (coypu} 
440  l  Fuel wood, in logs, in billets, in twigs, in faggots or in similar forms; w90CI m  chips oc ~ 
4401 21 00 
4401 22 00 
4404 
4406 
4409 
4409 10 
4409 10 90 
4409 20 
4409 lO 99 
4411 
4416 00 
ex 4416 00 10 
• sawdust and wood waste and scrap, whether or not agglemetated in Jogs, bri-quenn, pcletsor 
similar forms: 
- Wood  in chips or particles: 
Coniferous 
- - Non.-.coniferous 
Hoopwood; split polei; piles, pickets and stakes ·of wood, pointed but not sawn lengthwiR; 
wooden sticks, roughly uimmed but not turned, bent or otherwise worked, witable .for the 
manufacture of walking-sticks, umbrellas, tool handles or the like; chipwood and the like 
Railway or tramway skepers (cto$s-ties} of wood 
Wood (including strips and friezes for parquet flooring, not assembkd) continuously~ 
(tongoed, grooved, rebated, chamfered, V-jointed, beaded, moulded, rounded or the tik) 
aiQ118  any of its edges or faces, whether or not planed, sanded or finger-jointed: 
- Coniferous: 
- - Other 
- Non-coniferous: 
Other: 
- - - Other 
Fibreboard of wood or ocher ligneous materials, whether or not bonded with resins Ql' other 
ocganic substances 
Casks, barrels, vats, tubs and other coopers' products and parts thereof, of woad, idcluding 
staves: 
Rivea staves of  wood, not funher prepared than sawn on o~  principal surface; sawn staves 
of wood, of which at least one principal surface has been cylindrically sawn, not further 
prepared than sawn: 
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4421 
4421 90 
ex 4421 90 99 
4501 
4601 
4601 20 
4601 20 90 
4601 91 
4601 91  90 
4601 91  90 
4601 99 
4601 99 90 
4602 
4823 
4823 90 
4823 90 30 
4907 00 
4907 00 10 
ex 4907 00 99 
4911 
4911  10 
ex49111090 
4911  91 
4911 91  10 
491191 91 
4911  99 
ex 4911  99 90 
Description 
Other articles of wood: 
Other: 
Other: 
Other: 
- Paving slabs of wood 
Natural cork, raw or simply prepared; waste cork; crushed, granulated or ground cork 
Plaits and similar products of plaiting materials, whether or not assembled into strips; plaiting 
materials, plaits and _similar products of plaiting materials, bound together in parallel strands 
or woven, in sheet form, whether or not being finished articles (for example, mats, matting, 
screens): 
Mats, matting and screens of vegetable materials: 
- Other 
Other: 
Of vegetable materials: 
- Other 
Other: 
- Other 
Basketwork, wickerwork and other articles, made directly to shape from plaiting materials or 
made up from goods of heading No 4601; articles of loofah 
Other paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs of cellulose fibres, cut to size or shape; 
other  articles  of paper pulp,  paper,  paperboard, cellulose  wadding or webs of cellulose 
fibres: 
Other: 
Other: 
- Fans and hand screens; frames therefor and parts of such frames 
Unused postage, revenue or similar stamps of  current or new issue in the country to which they 
are  destined;  stamp-impressed  paper;  cheque  forms;  banknotes,  stock,  share  or  bond 
certificates and similar documents of title: 
Postage, revenue and similar stamps 
Other: 
Other: 
- Stamp-impressed paper 
Other printed matter, including printed pictures and photographs: 
Trade advertising material, commercial catalogues and the like: 
Other: 
- Other: 
Catalogues, in languages other than Spanish, of articles manufactured other than in 
Spain; catJlogues in  .my  language of book in  print, and tourist publications in 
languages other than Sp.mish 
Pictures, designs and photographs: 
Sheets (not being trade advertising material), not folded, merely with illustrations or 
pictures not bearing a text or caption, for editions of books or periodicals which are 
published in different countries in one or more languages 
Other: 
- - Pictures and designs 
Other: 
Other: 
Printed  pictures  and  plates  on  paper,  paperboard  or  plastic  materials, 
recognizable as intended for insertion in books or articles covered by Chapter 49 ------------------ -
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CN code 
5001 00 00 
5102 
5102.20 00 
5J06 
5]07 
5308 
5308 20 
5.108  ~0 
530~ 
5310 
5311 ()() 
5·60.5 0000 
5809 00 00 
5901 
5904 
5905 00 
5905 ()()  10 
5905 00 31 
5905 00 39 
5905 00 50 
5905 00 70 
5905 00 90 
5907 00 00 
590H  00 00 
5910 00 00 
S911 
5911  20 00 
Description 
Silkworm cocoons suitable for reeling 
Fine or .coarse animal hair, not carded or combed: 
- Coarse animal hair 
Flax yarn 
Yarn of jute or of other textile bast fibres of heading No 5 303 
Yarn of Other vegetable textile fibres; paper yarn: 
True hemp yarn 
Other 
Woven f-abrics of flax 
Woven fabrtt.'S  of jure or of other textile bast fibres of heading No 5303 
Woven fabrics of oth~ vegetable textile fibres; woven fabrics of paper yam 
Metallized yarn, whether or not gimped, being textile yarn, or strip or the like of  heading No 
5404 or 5405, combined with metal in the form of thread, strip or powder or covered with 
met.al 
Woven fabrics of metal thread and woven fabrics of metallized yam  ·of ·l\eadi'llg No S  60:5, of  a 
kind used in appard, as furnishing fabrics or for similar purposes, not dsewher.e specified or 
included 
Textile fabri-Ls coated with gum or amylaceous substances, of  a kind used for the·ouler covers 
of books or the like; tracing cloth; prepared painting canvas; budc.ram and similar stiffeaed 
t"tile fabrics of a  kind used for hat foundations 
Linoleum, wl\ether or not cut to shape; floor coverings consisting of a roaring or cover.ing 
applied on a textile backing, whether or not ,cut ro shape 
Textile wall coverings: 
- Consisting of parallel yams, fixed on a backing of any mar.erial 
- Orher: 
Of flax: 
Unhleached 
Other 
Of jute 
Of man-made fibres 
Or  her 
Textile fabrics otherwise impregnated, coated or covered; painted canvas being theatrical 
scenery, studio back-cloths or the like 
Textile w4cks,  woven, plaited or knitted, for  lamps, stoves, lighters, candles or the like; 
mcandescent gas m.antles  and tubular knitted gas mantle fabric therefor. whether M  not 
impregnated 
Transmiss-ion or conveyor belts or belting, of  textiJe material, whether or not reinforced with 
metal or other material 
Textile products and articles, for technical uses, ~ificd in note 7 to tht~ .chapter: 
Bolting cloth, whether or not made up 
Textile  fabrico;  and  felts,  endless  or  fitted" with  linking  devices,  of a  kind  used  in 
paper-m.aking or similar m.tdlmc.·, lfor ex:tmpk. for pulp or asbestos-cement): Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.1988  I  page  XII-G-37 
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5911 31 
5911 31  11 
5911 31  19 
5911 31  90 
5911 32 
5911 40 00 
5911 90 
6307 
6307 90 
ex 6307 90 99 
ex 6405 
6406 
6406 10 
6406 10 11 
6406 10 19 
ex 6406 10 90 
6406 91  00 
6406 99 
6406 99 10 
6406 99 30 
ex 6406 99 50 
ex 6406 99 90 
6501 00 00 
6502 00 00 
6503 ()() 
ex 6504 00 00 
6505 
Weighing less than 650 g/m2 
Of silk or man-made fibres: 
Description 
Woven fabrics, felted or not, of synthetic fibres, of a kind used in paper-making 
machines 
Other 
Of other textile materials 
Weighing 650 g/m2  or more 
Straining cloth of a kind used in oil presses or the like, including that of human hair 
Other 
Other made up articles, including dress patterns: 
Other: 
Other: 
Other: 
- Fans and hand screens 
Other footwear: 
- Footwear made exclusively of wood or cork 
Parts of footwear (.including uppers whether or not attached to soles other than outer soles); 
removable in-soles, heel cushions and similar articles; gaiters, leggings and similar articles, 
and parts thereof: 
Uppers and parts thereof, other than stiffeners: 
Of leather: 
Uppers 
Parts of uppers 
Of other  mau~rials: 
- Other than of rubber or artificial plastic materials 
Of wood 
Of other materials: 
Gaiters, leggings and similar articles and parts thereof 
Assemblies of uppers affixed to inner soles or to other sole components, but without 
outer soles 
Removable in-soles and other removable accessories: 
- Other than of rubber or artificial plastic materials 
Other: 
- Other than of rubber or artificial plastic materials 
Hat-forms, hat bodies and hoods of felt,  neither blocked to shape nor with made brims; 
plateaux and manchons (including slit manchons), of felt 
Hat-shapes, plaited or made by assembling strips of any materials, neither blocked to shape, 
nor with made brims, nor lined, nor trimmed 
Felt hats and other felt  headgear, made from the hat bodies, hoods or plateaux of heading 
No 6501, whether or not lined or trimmed 
Hats and other headgear, plaited or made by assembling strips of any material, whether or not 
lined or trimmed 
Hats and other headgear, knitted or crocheted, or made up from lace, felt or other textile 
fabric,  in  the piece (but not in  strips), whether or not lined or trimmed; hair nets of any 
material, whether or not lined or trimmed Edit ion  H  •  2  ·of  31 • 1.  1988 
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CN code 
-ex 65()6 
6507 00 00 
66\H 
6-602 00 00 
660J 
ex 670100 00 
6702 
ex 6702 90 00 
6703 00 00 
6704 
6704 19 00 
6704 2000 
ex 6704 90 00 
el<  6801 00 00 
6814 
ex 6814 lO 00 
6815 
6815 91  00 
6815 99 
ex 6815 99 10 
6901 00 
690S 
ex 6906 00 00 
7002 
Description 
·Other headgear, whether or not lined or trimmed: 
- Excluding bonnets of rubber or artificial plastic materials and metal helmets 
Head-bands,  linings,  covers,  hat  foundations,  hat  frames,· peaks  and  chinstraps~ for 
headgear 
Umtmnas and sun  umbrellas (including  walking-stick  umbrellas, garden umbrellas and 
similar umbrellas) 
Walking-sticks, seat-sticks, riding-crops and the like 
Parts, trimmings and accessories of articles of heading No 6601 or 6602 
Skins and other pans of birds with their feathers or down, feathers. pans of feathers, down 
and  articles  thereof  (other  than  goods  of  heading  No  OS.OS  and  worked  quills  .and 
-scapes): 
- Manufactured articles, excluding feather dusters 
Artificial flowers, foJiage and fruit and parts  thereof; articles made of  artificial flowers, foliage 
or fruit: 
- Of orher matenals 
Human hair, dressed, thinned, bleached or otherwise worked; wool or other animal 'hair or 
otaer texti:le materials, prepared for use in making wigs or the like 
Wigs, false beards, eyebrows and eyelashes, swir~hes and the like, of human or  anim~  nair or 
of textile materials; articles of human hair not dsewbere specified or included: 
Of synthetic textile materials: 
- Other 
Of human hair 
Of other materials 
I 
Setu, curbstones and flagstones, of natural stone (except slate): 
- More than 20 mm thick 
I 
Worked m1ca and articles of mica, including agglomerated or reconstituted mica, whether oc 
not on a !>uppon of paper, paperboard or other materials: 
Piates,  sheets  and  strips of agglomerated or reconstitued mica,  whether or .not on .a 
support: 
-- Sheets made of mica powder, no more than 0,12 mm thick 
Articles of stone or of orher mineral substances (including articles of peat}, not elsewhere 
specified or included: 
Other articles: 
Containing magnesite, dolomite br chromite 
Other: 
- Of refractory materials, chemically bonded: 
- Fused refractory articles 
I Bricks, blocks, tile'i and other ceramic goods of siliceous fossil meals (for example, kieselguhr, 
tripolite or diatomite) or of similar siliceous earths 
Roofing  tiles,  chimney-pots,  cowls,  chimney-liners,  architectural  ornaments  and  other 
ceramic constructional goods 
Ceramic pipes, conduits, gutterings and pipe fittings: 
I  - Other than of !>toneware 
t Glass in balls (other than microspheres of heading No 7018), rods or tubes, unworked: Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.1988  I  page  XII-G-39 
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ex 7002 10 00  - Balls: 
CN ~~~~-~~-=--==-=--------
In  balls of low expansion coefficient, excluding tubes with an expansion coefficient 
higher than 40  x  40-7 
7003 
7003 19 
ex 7003 19 90 
/(1()3 20 
ex 7003 20 90 
7004 
7004 10 
7004 10 10 
7004 90 
ex 7004 90 10 
ex 7005 
7006 00 
ex 7006 00 10 
ex 7011 
ex 7014 00 00 
ex 7016 
Cast glass and rolled glass, in  sheets or profiles, whether or not having an absorbent or 
reflecting layer, but not otherwise worked: 
Non-wired sheets 
Other: 
Other: 
- Unworked plate glass more than 4 mm thick, the other dimensions not exceeding 
400 mm 
Wired  ~heets: 
Other: 
Unworked plate glass more than 4 mm thick, the other dimensions not exceeding 
400 mm 
Drawn glass and blown glass, in sheers, whether or not having an absorbent or reflecting layer, 
but not otherwise worked: 
Glass,  coloured  throughout  the  mass  (body  tinted),  opacified,  flashed  or having  an 
ab<;orbent or reflecting layer: 
- Optical glass 
Other glass 
Optical  gl.l~'>: 
- Excluding blanks for  spectacle lenses or perforated discs with a refraction index 
between  1,5  and  1,55  inclusive,  spherical  and  torice,  and transparent  on  one 
stde 
Float gla~s and surface ground or polished glass, in sheets, whether or not having an absorbent 
or reflecting layer, but not otherwise worked: 
Polished plate glass,  not wired, colourless or white, more than 4 mm thick, the other 
dimensions not exceeding 400 mm 
Glass of heading No 7003, 7004 or 7005, bent, edge-worked, engraved, drilled, enamelled or 
otherwi!>c  worked, but not framed or fitted with other materials: 
OpticJI glass: 
Excluding  blanks  for  spectacle  lenses  or  perforated  discs  with  a  refraction  index 
between 1,5 and 1,55 inclusive, spherical and torice, and transparent on one side 
Gl.tss envelopes (including bulbs and tubes), open, and glass parts thereof, without fittings, for 
electric lamps, cathode-ray tubes or the Jike: 
Bulbs, with or without anode fitting, moulded, without covering, not further worked, for 
cathode ray tubes 
I  ~~~:~::;g  ,!'~,~~~~~" and optical elements of glass (  otherthan those of  heading No 7015), not 
I 
1
-- Excluding blanks for spectacle lenses or perforated discs with a refraction index between 
1 ,5 and 1 ,55 inclusive, spherical and rorice, and transparent on one side 
Paving blocks, slabs, bricks, squares, tiles and other articles of pressed or moulded glass, 
whether or not wired, of J  kind used for building or construction purposes; glass cubes and 
other glass  smallwares,  whether or not on a  backing,  for  mosaics or similar decorative 
purposes; leaded lights and the like; multi-cellular or foam glass in  blocks, panels, plates, 
shell!.  or similar forms: 
- ~lultht:llul.n ~1.!'>  ...  in  hlocko;,  slabs, plates, panels and similar forms: Ed i t i on  N  •  2  of  31 • 1 • 1988  I  page  K  Il-G-40 
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CNcode 
7018 
7018 10 
7018 to 30 
7018 lO 51 
70181059 
ex 7018 20 00 
ex 7019 
ex 7020 00 
7102 
7101 10 00 
7102 29 (){) 
7103 
7103 91  00 
ex 7103 99 00 
7113 
7113 11  00 
ex 7113 19 00 
ex 71U 20 00 
7116 
71161000 
7116 20 
7116 20 19 
7116 20 90 
7217 
7217 31 00 
7217 32 00 
72173300 
Description 
Glass beads, imitation pearls, imitation precious or semi-precious stones and similar glass 
smaJiwares, and articles thereof other than imitation jewellery; glass eyes other than prosthetic 
art  ides; statuenes and other omamenrs of lamp-worked glass, other than imitation jeweDery; 
glass ·mit;rospheres nor exceeding 1 rnm in diameter: 
Glass beads, imitation pearls, imitation precious or semi-precious stones and similar glass 
sJru~llwares: 
Imitation pearls 
Imitation precious and semi-precious stones: 
- Cut and ·mec·hanically polished 
- Other 
- Glass mk:rospheres not exceeding 1 mm in  diameter: 
- With a refraction index of more than 1  ,9 
Glass fibres (iocluding glass wool) and artides thereof (for example, yarn, woven f.abrics): 
Continuous texnle glass fibres (  silium ), excludmg those in the form of  cur fibres and rovings 
('Rhovyl') 
Orher articles of glass: 
Apparatus  for  industrial  use  and  parts  thereof,  of  glass  with  a  low  expansion 
coefficient 
D1amonds, whether or not worked, but not mounted or set: 
Unsorted 
Industrial: 
- Other 
Pr~cious stones (other than diamonds) and semi-precious st.ones, whether or not worked or 
graded but not strung, mounted or set; ungraded precious stones (other rhan .diamoads) aad 
semi-precious stones, temporarily strung for  con~nience of transport: 
Otherwise worked: 
Rubies, sapphires and emeralds 
Other: 
- For j.ndusmal uses 
Articles of jewellery  and pam thereof, of precious metal  or of metal dad with precious 
metal: 
Of precious metal whether or not plated or clad with precious metal: 
Of silver, whether or not plat-ed or dad with other precious metal 
Ot ocher precious metal, whether or not plated or clad with precious metal: 
- With precious stones or pearls 
Of base metal dad with precious metal: 
- With precious stones or pearls 
Articles of natural or cultured pearls, precious or semi-precious stones (natural, synthetic or 
reconstructed): 
Of natural or cultured pearls 
Of precious or semi-precious stones (natural, synthetic or reconstructed): 
J  - - Made wholly of natural precious or semi-precious stones 
- Other 
Other 
Wire of iron or non-alloy steel: 
- Not plated or coated, whether or not polished 
I== 
Ptared or coated with zinc 
Plated or coated with other base metals Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.1988  I  page  XII-G-41 
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CN code 
ex 7217 39 00 
Chapter 81 
ex 8205 
ex 8206 00 00 
8401 
8407 
8407 10 
840710 90 
8409 
8409 10 
8409 10 90 
8409 91  00 
8409 99 00 
8411 
8411  11 
8411  11  90 
8411  12 
8411  12 90 
8411  91 
ex 8411  91  90 
8412 
8412 10 
8412 10 90 
8412 90 
8412 90 30 
8417 
8417 10 00 
8417 80 00 
8417 90 00 
Descriptton 
Other: 
- 5 mm or more in diameter 
Other base metals; cermets; articles thereof 
Hand tools (including glaziers' diamonds), not elsewhere specified or included; blowlamps; 
vices,  clamps and the like, other than accessories  for  and parts of, machine tools;  anvils; 
portable forges;  hand- or pedal-operated grinding wheels with frameworks: 
Remote manipulators for  radioactive products which can be controlled by  hand in  the 
manner of a tool 
Glaziers' diamonds 
Tools of two or more of heading Nos 8202 to 8205, put up in sets for retail sale: 
- Glaziers' diamonds 
Nuclear reactors; fuel  elements (cartridges), non-irradiated, for nuclear reactors; machinery 
and apparatus for isotopic separation 
Spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary internal combustion piston engines: 
Aircraft engines: 
- Other 
Parts c;unable for  use solely or principally with the engines of heading No 8407 or 8408: 
For aircraft engines: 
- Other 
Other: 
Suitable for use solely or principally with spark-ignition internal combustion piston 
engines 
Other 
Turbo-jets, turho-propellers and other gas turbines: 
Turbo-jet'>: 
Of a thru.,t not exceeding 25  kN: 
- Other 
Of a thrust not exceeding 25  kN: 
- Other 
Parts: 
Of turbo-Jets or turbo-propellers: 
Other: 
- Of reaction engines 
Other engines and motors: 
Reaction engines other than turbo-jets: 
- Other 
Parts: 
Other: 
- Of reaction engines other than turbo-jets 
Industrial or laboratory furnaces and ovens, including incinerators, non-electric: 
Furnaces and ovens for the roasting, melting or other heat-treatment of ores, pyrites or of 
metals 
- Other 
Parts ~-------- ------------------------------ -·1.-·tr.. 
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CN ctide 
842i 
84it 19 
84211991 
8421  19 9'9 
8421  21 
8421 11  90 
8421 22 00 
8421 23 
84it 23 9o 
8421  29 
8421  .29 90 
84-il 31 
8421 31  90 
8421 3'9 
8421 39 36 
8421  39 51 
8421  39 55 
8421 39 71 
8421 39 75 
8421  39 99 
8421  91  00 
ex ·s42't  99·oo 
8456 
8456 90 00 
8466 
8466 93 
8469 
8'4691000 
'8469 21 00 
ex 846919 00 
Description 
Ceiitrlfu~es, ihcluding centrifugal dryers; filtering ot purifyins machin~  add atJpataNS. fot 
liquid!! or gases: 
Centrifuge5, including centrifugal dryers: 
Oi:her: 
- Other: 
- - - Centrifuges of a kind used in  labora~s 
- - Other 
- Fifrering or purifying machinery and appa·ratus for  ~quids: 
For filtering or purifying water: 
- Ot~ 
for fiftermg or purifyi'ng  be~rages other thall watt!' 
- - Oti or petro1-fikei'5 for internal combustiOn engines: 
- - - Other 
-'- - Orhtt: 
..;._  Other 
Fifl'enn'g <ir purifying machinery and aj)parrus f<>r  g•S'tS: 
- ftn·rake air filters for intern·ai coinbusrion el'Jg'ines: 
- 'Other 
Other: 
Or'her: 
-Pam: 
Machinery and appantus (()r ftttering or purifying air: 
By  a liquid .process 
- By  an eleCtrostatic process 
By  a ca'tatyric process 
By a therridc process 
Other 
- - O'f -cetftrifuges, including centrifugal dryers 
- -'-'Other: 
·F<>r  the  .pt<>duction  of  products  mentioned  in  subheadin~s  2845 10 00  and 
2845 90 10 (deuterium and compounds of deut~riutn) 
Machine-toO'Js for  wor1dng any  material by removal of material, by 'laser or other light ·or 
phOton :bealn, ultr'llsot1ic, -electro~discharge, eJecrro--ch'emical, ·electron  beam~ ionic beam {llr 
plllsma ·arc processes: 
- other 
Parts ar'ld ·accc!Ssories suitable for use solely or principally with the ltut~hines of heading Nos 
8456 to  8465, including work or tool· holders, self--opening dieheads, dividing heads and oth~ 
speci'al attachments for machine-tools; tOol  holders for ltny type of tool  for working·in ·the 
hand: 
- Other: 
- - 'For machines of  heading Nos '8456 to  8461 
Typewriters and word;processing machines: 
- Automatic t-ypewriters and word-processing machines 
- Other typewriters, electric: 
- - ··weighing not mote than  12:kg, excluding case 
Other: 
- Electric, excluding portable typewriters 
'8470  Calctllating  ·machines;  accounting  machines,  cash  registers,  postage·frankihg  machi~, 
ticker>-issuing-machi'Oes and similar machines, inrorporarillg a cakutating device: Ed i t ion  N  •  2  of  31 • 1  • 1988  I  page  XII-G-43 
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CN code 
8470 10 00 
8470 21  00 
8470 29 00 
8470 30 ()() 
8470 40 00 
8470 50()() 
ex 8470 90 00 
8471 
8472 
ex 8472 10 00 
8473 
8473 30 00 
8475 
8479 
R479 81  00 
8520 
8520 90 
ex 8520 90 90 
8521 
8523 
8524 
8524 90 
8524 90 10 
85249091 
8524 90 99 
Dcscriprion 
Electronic calculators capable of operation without an external source of power 
Other electronic calculating machines: 
Incorporating a  printing qevice 
Other 
Other calculating m.Khines 
Accounting machines 
Cash registers 
Other: 
Postage-franking,  ticket-issuing  and  similar  machines  incorporating  a  calcul.uing 
mechanism 
Automatic data-processing machines and units thereof; magnetic or optical readers, machines 
for transcribing data onto data media in coded form and machines for processing such data, 
not elsewhere specified or included 
Other office machines (for example. hecrogr<tph or stencil duplicating machines, addressing 
machines, automatic banknote dispensers, coin-sorring machines, coin-couming or wrapping 
machines, pencil-sharpening machines, perforating or stapling machines): 
Duplicating machines: 
- Hectograph or stencil duplicating machines, with a soning device 
Pans and accessories (other than covers, carrying cases and the like) suitable"'for use solely or 
principally with machines of heading Nos 8469 to 8471): 
- Pans and accessories of the machines of heading No 8471 
Machines for assembling electric or electronic lamps, tubes or valves or flashbulbs, in  glass 
envelopes; machines for manufacturing or hot working glass or glassware 
Machines and mcchamcal applicances having individual functions, not specified or included 
elsewhere in  this ch.tpter: 
Other machmes and mechanical appliances: 
- For tre<tting metal, including electric ""ire coil-winders 
Magnetic tape re...:orders and other sound recording apparatus, whether or not incorporatmg a 
sound reproducing device: 
Other: 
Other: 
- Machines for recording on floppy disks 
Video recording or reproducing apparatus 
Prepared unrecorded media for sound recording or similar recording of other phenomena, 
other th<tn  products of Chapter 37 
Records, tapes and other recorded media for sound or other similarly recorded phenomena, 
1  including matrices and masters for  the  production of records, but excluding products of 
' Chapter 37: 
Other: 
Compact discs 
Other: 
Bearing data or instructions (mher than sound or vision recordings) of  ,1 kind used in 
automati...: data-processing machines 
Other Ed i t i .on  'f'if•  .2  of  31 ,.. ·1 • 1·98! 
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CN code 
8528 
8528 HI 
8528 JO  II 
RS28  10 19 
HS2·8  I 0  \0 
8\40 
8540 20 
8540 20 90 
n  8540 30 00 
8540 91  00 
8540 99 00 
8541 
8541 40 
H541  40 10 
8541  40·41 
85414093 
85414099 
8542 
8542 90 ()() 
HS43 
8S4.~ 80 
ex H543  80 ·90 
8704 
De,;cripti.un 
i 
f  Televi:sion  receivers  (including  video  monitors  and  video  projectors),  whetMr  or  not 
c!llmbined. in the same housmg, with radio·broadcast receivers or  sound or.video recording. or 
reproducing. apparatus: 
- Colour: 
Video recording or reproducing apparatus incorporating a video tuner: 
Using magnetic tape on reels or in cassettes: 
Qf  a.width not exceeding 1,3 em and allowing recording or reproduction at  a tape 
speed·not exceeding 50 mm/s 
Other 
Orhcr 
Thermionic, c.::old cathode or photocathude va~ves and tubel> (-for example, vacuum or vapoUT 
or gas .filled valves and tubes, mercury and rectifying valves and tubes, cathode--ray tubes, 
television camera,rubes): 
- Television camera ·tubes; im.tge converters and intensifiers; other photo<athode tub!s: 
- - Othcrphoto-cathode tubes 
Other cathnlle·nly tubes: 
- Photomuhapliers compri!>ing a photo"cathode producing a current equaho m least JO 
microampere'> per lumen.  wi~ a  mean amplification greater than 105,  or any ,other 
electric  multiplier  ..  ~stem  activated  by  positive  ions  and  intended  for  use  .with 
instruments for detecting nudear radiation  such as alpha or beta pani.des,,gamma·r.ays, 
neutrons and proton' 
Acceleratmg  .md  locaung  tubes  of  the  type  used  in  spectrmnet6I's  and  ,mass 
specrographs 
Interne electronic sources of positive ions, .intended for use .with panicle acceleratms, 
mas!l  spectrometers and other simjlar apparatus 
- ·ParES: 
0f cathodic-ray tubes 
Other 
D1odes, transistor;s ilnd s1mil.u semiconductor devices; photosensitive semiconductor devices, 
mdudingphotovolraic.cells whether or  not as§embled in modules  or made up into panels; light 
emitting diodes; mounted piezo-electric crystals: 
- Phorosel\iitive  \iemtconductor  de.~ces,  including .photovoltaic  cells  whether  or  not 
assembled in  modules or·made up into panels; light emiuing diode!>: 
Ltght emitting diodes 
Gther: 
Solar .cells whctllt.'r or not assembled in  modules or made up into p..1nels 
·Photodiodc:s,  photo~ram.i.stur!>, phutmhyril>tors or phutocouples 
Or  her 
EreL:tronic integrated circuits and  microa!>~;emblies: 
- Parr!> 
Elecu:ical  machines and apparatus, having individual functions, not specified or included 
dsewhere in  this chapter: 
Other m.tchmc:o; and apparatu!>: 
- - Other: 
Cyclutrom, 'van de Graaf or 'Cockroft and Walton' electrostatic generators, iinear 
accelerator!> .. md electro·nuclear machines, capable of imparcing energy in_excess of 
I 000 000 dectron·vohs to nuclear particles 
Mowr vehicles for the tr.msporr of guods: 
Other.  with  compression-ignnion  internal  combustion  piston  engine  (diesel  or 
<">'tlmi-dittsel ): Ed i t ion  N  •  2  of  31 • 1 • 1988  I  page  XII-G-45 
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8704 21 
8704 21  10 
8704 22 
8704 22 10 
8704 23 
8704 23 10 
8704 31 
8704 31  10 
8704 32 
8704 32 10 
ex 8801 
8802 
8802 11 
8802 11  90 
8802 12 
8802 12 90 
8802 20 
ex 8802 20 90 
8802 30 
ex 8802 30 90 
8802 40 
ex 8802 40 90 
8803 
8803 10 
8803 10 90 
8803 90 
8803 90 99 
Description 
Of a gross vehicle weight not exceeding 5 tonnes: 
- Specially designed for the transport of highly radioactive materials (Euratom! 
Of a gross vehicle weight exceeding 5 tonnes but not exceeding 20 tonnes: 
- Specially designed for the transport of highly radioactive materials (Euratom  1 
Of a gross vehicle weight exceeding 20 tonnes: 
- Specially designed for the transport of highly radioactive materials (Euratom) 
Other, with spark-ignition internal combustion piston engine: 
Of a gross vehicle weight not exceeding 5  tonne~: 
- Specially designed for the transport of highly  radtoactive materials (Euratom l 
Of a gros-;  vehicle weight exceeding 5 tonnes: 
- Specially designed for the transport of highly radioactive materials (Euratom: 
Balloons and dirigibles; gliders, hand gliders and non-powered aircraft: 
- Excluding sounding balloons for meteorology and other uses 
Other aircraft (for example, helicopters, aeroplanes); sp,tcecraft (including satellites) ,tnd 
spacecraft launch vehides: 
Helicopters: 
Of an unladen weight not exceeding 2 000 kg: 
- Other 
Of an unladen weight exceeding 2 000 kg: 
- Other 
Aeroplanes and other ,tircraft, of an unladen weight ilot exceeding 2 000 kg: 
Other: 
( ·~ ropl.l!les 
Othn, l'\duding those with one or t\\ o propeller or reaction engines, developing a 
m.tximum power or thrust at take-off of 550 horse-power or 500 kg respectively per 
motor 
Aeroplanes and other aircraft, of an unladen weight exceeding 2 000 kg but not exceeding 
15 000 kg: 
Other: 
- Gyroplanes 
Other, excluding those with one or two propeller or reaction engines, developing a 
maximum power or thrust at take-off of 550 horse-power or 500 kg respectively per 
motor 
Aeroplanes and other aircraft, of an unladen weight exceeding 15 000 kg: 
Other: 
Other, excluding those with one or two propeller or reaction engines, developing a 
maximum power or thrust at take-off of 550 horse-power or 500 kg respectively per 
motor 
Parts of goods of heading No 8801 or 8802: 
Propellers and rotors and parts thereof: 
- Other 
Other: 
Other: 
- Other --~--------· -------------·---------·--------
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CN code 
8805 
8805 10 
8805 20 
8805.20 90 
ex 9008 
9011 
ex 9017 
9030 
9030 39 
ex ·90.30 .39 30 
9030 39 91 
ex 9030 39 99 
9031 
ex 9031 20 00 
9031 80 
ex 9031  80 39 
ex 9031  80 99 
Delicription 
-'Air.craft .launching gear;  deck~arrestor or similar sear; ground .flying trainers; parts of the 
foregoing ·articles: 
- :Afrc:r.aft  launching  gear  and  parts  thereof;  deck-arrestor or simjlar  gear  and  parts 
thereof 
Ground flying trainers and parts thereof: 
- 'Other 
·l~e.project0fi, Other than cinematographic; photographic (other than cin.ematogr•phic) 
enlargers and reducers: 
Microfilm readers 
·PhotQgf'aphic enlargers and reducers with a built~in electronic device which .autGmaticaUy 
regulates. tlle filters or length of exposure, excluding special enl.rsen  .aRd reducers fur. the 
graphic .ans 
Compound  optical  microscopes,  including  those  for  photomicrography, 
cint:phGtomicmgr.aphy or microprorection 
Drawing,  marking-out  or mathematical  calculating  instruments  (for  e:xrample,  drafting 
madtfnes, ·pantographs, protractors, drawing sets, slide rules, disc caladarors); instrulmllftts 
for  measuriltg  length,  for  use  in  the  hand  (for  exam,Me, ·m"CUUring  ·rods  and  tapes, 
micrometers, callipers), not -specified or included elsewhere in  this chl!lpm: 
- Callipers and stop measures (of the johanson type) 
Oscilloscopes, spectrum analysers and other instruments .and  appatatus for ·measuring·· or 
checking  tlectrical  quantities,  excluding  meters  of heading  No  9028;  instmm-ents .aad 
apparatus for measuring or detecting alpha, beta, .gamma, X-ray, cosmic or·ocher ionizing 
radiations: 
Omer instruments-and apparatus, for measuring or  checking volt.ase, current, resistaru:e or 
power, without a recording dev-ice: 
0ther: 
'Other: 
Electronic: 
- 'Voltage, amperage and frequency regulators and stabilizers with a reaction 
time of Jess than 0,05 second and stability in excess of 0,05% 
Other: 
Voltmeters 
Other: 
- Vottage, amperage-and frequency regulators,and stabilizers with a reaction 
time of less than 0,05 second and stability in excess of 0,05% 
·Measuring or checking .instruments,  appliances and machines,  not specified  or included 
·elsowlrere in  this chapter; profile projectors: 
Test ·benches: 
- T  e'St ·benches for -aircl!aft and rookets 
Other instruments, appliances and machines: 
Other: 
Electronic: 
Other: 
Machines and .apparatus for measuring coordinates with automatic (ijgital 
read-out 
Automatic machines -for checking containers for leaks 
Other: 
Other: 
- Machines and apparatus for  measuring coordinates with automatic -digital 
read-out 
Automatic machines for  che~king containers for leaks 
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CNcode 
9104 00 
ex 9104 00 90 
9209 
9209 10 00 
9209 20 00 
ex 9209 91  00 
9209 99 
ex 9209 99 10 
ex 9209 99 90 
9306 
9306 30 
ex 9306 30 10 
9306 30 30 
ex 9306 30 91 
ex 9306 30 93 
9401 
ex 9401 50 00 
ex 9401 80 00 
9401 90 
ex 9401 90 90 
9403 
9403 80 00 
9403 90 
ex 9403 90 90 
Description 
Instrument  panel  docks and  docks of similar  type  for  vehicles,  aircraft,  spacecraft or 
vessels: 
Other: 
- Marine and similar chronometers 
Parts (for example, mechanisms for musical boxes) and accessories (for example, cards, discs 
and rolls for mechanical instruments) of musical instruments; metronomes, tuning forks and 
pitch pipes of all  kinds: 
Metronomes, tuning forks and pitch pipes 
Mechanisms for musical boxes 
Other: 
Parts and accessories for  pianos: 
- Upright and grand piano frames, piano mechanisms, accessories and equipment 
Other: 
Parts and accessories for the musical instruments of heading No 9204 
- Rongues or languets, whether mounted on their plates or not 
Other: 
Auxiliary mechanical devices  for  playing a musical instrument and perforated 
paper rolls or cards therefor 
Bombs, grenades, torpedoes, mines, missiles and similar munitions of war and parts thereof; 
cartridges  and  other  ammunition  and  projectiles  and  parts thereof, including  shot and 
cartridge wads: 
Other cartridges and parts thereof: 
For revolvers and pistols falling within heading No 9302 and for sub-machine-guns 
falling  within heading No 9301: 
For sub-machine-guns falling within heading Nr. 9301, including parts 
Metal ammunition for sporting and target shooting rifles 
Other: 
For military weapons 
Other: 
Sporting, hunting or target-shooting cartridges, cenrrefire 
- Metal ammunition for rifles 
- - - - Sporting, hunting or target-shooting cartridges, rimfire 
- Metal ammunition for rifles 
Seats (other than those of heading No 9402), whether or not convertible into beds, and parts 
thereof: 
Seats of cane, osier, bamboo or similar materials 
- Not upholstered or lined, and parts thereof 
Other seats: 
- Not upholstered or lined, and parts thereof, of vegetable materials other than wood 
(osier, reed, bamboo, etc.) 
Parts: 
Other: 
Not upholstered or lined, and parts thereof, of vegetable materials other than wood 
(osier, reed, bamboo, etc.) 
Other furniture and parts thereof: 
Furniture of other materials, including cane, osier, bamboo or similar materials 
Parts: 
Or other materials: 
- Of vegetable materials other than wood (osier, reed, bamboo, etc.) Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.198&  I  pa.g,e  XU-&-48 
CN codr 
9504 
9504 20 
ex 9504 20 90 
9601 
9601 90 
ex 9601 90 10 
ex 9601 90 90 
ex 9602 00 00 
9608 
9608 '1 00 
9609 
9609 90 
9609 CJO  10 
ex 9609 90 90 
9610 00 00 
9616 
9616 20 00 
RegtJlati on  CE·E-£)  No  526/86 
Descriprioo 
Articles for fl:mfair,  table! or parlour games, including pintables, bilJi.ar~ special tables for 
casino·.ganres and automatic bowling aUey equipment: 
- Articles and accessories for billiardi: 
Other: 
- billiards chalks 
Worked ivoryy bone, rortoiscshell, hom, antlers, coral, mother-of-pearl and other animal 
carving material, and articles of these materials (including articles obtained by moulding): 
Other: 
Worktd coral (natural or agglomerated), and articles of coral: 
- Worked, but not further prepared 
Other~ 
- Worked, but nor further prepared 
Woric.cd  vegetable or mineral carving material and articles of these materi.tis; moulded or 
c.und·  artidcs  .of wax, of stearin, of natural gums or natura! resins or of modelling pasta,  .and. 
o£ otheJ' moui.dedOT carved ilttides, not elsewhere specified or included; worked, unhardened 
gelatin (except gelatin of heading No 3503) and articles of unhardened gelatin: 
- Workt:d vegetabk or mineral carving material, not further prepared 
Bal~rnt pens;  feb-tipped  and  other  porous-tipped  pens  and  markers;  fownain  pens, 
stylograph pens and ocher pens; duplicating sty los; propelling or sliding pencils; pen-holders, 
pencil-holders and s·i-milar holders; parts (induding caps and clips.) of the foregoing articles, 
other tban those of heading No 9609: 
- Other: 
- - Pen  nibs and nib points 
Pencils  (other than pencils of heading No 9608), crayons,  pencil  leads,  pastels, drawing 
charcoals, writing or drawing chalks and tailors chalks: 
Other: 
Pastels and drawing charcoals 
Other: 
- Slate pencils 
Slates and boards, with writing or drawing surfaces, whether or not framed 
Scent sprays and similar toilet sprays, and mounts and heads therefor; powder-puffs and pads 
for the application of cosmetics or toilet preparations: 
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CN code 
0503 00 00 
0505 
0505 10 
0505 10 90 
0505 90 00 
0509 00 
0509 00 90 
1302 
1302 20 
1302 20 10 
ex 1302 20 90 
1401 
1501 00 
1501  00 11 
1502 00 
1502 00 10 
1505 
1506 00 00 
1518 00 
1518 00 90 
1519 
1519 11  00 
1519 12 00 
1519 13 00 
1519 19 00 
ex  1519 20 00 
1519 30 00 
ANNEX 111 
List of goods referred to in Article 8 (3) (a) 
Description 
Horsehair and horsehair waste, whether or not put up as a layer with or without supporting 
material 
Skins and other parts of birds, with  their feathers or down, feathers and parts of feathers 
(whether or not with trimmed edges) and down, not further worked than cleaned, disinfected 
or treated for preservation; powder and waste of feathers or parts of feathers: 
- Feathers of a kind used for stuffing; down: 
- Other 
Other 
Natural sponges of animal origin: 
- Other 
Vegetable saps and extracts; pectic substances, pectinates and pectates; agar-agar and other 
mucilages and thickeners, whether or not modified, derived from vegetable products: 
Pectic substances, pectinates and pectates: 
Dry 
Other: 
- Pectates 
Vegetable materials of a kind used primarily for  plaiting (for example, bamboos, rattans, 
reeds, rushes, osier, raffia, cleaned, bleached or dyed cereal straw, and lime bark): 
Lard;  other  pig  fat  and  poultry  fat,  rendered,  whether  or  not  pressed  or 
solvent-extracted: 
Lard and other pig fat: 
For  industrial  uses  other  than  the  manufacture  of  foodstuffs  for  human 
consumption 
Fats of bovine animals, sheep or goats, raw or rendered, whether or not pressed or solvent 
extracted: 
- For industrial uses other than the manufacture of foodstuffs for human consumption 
Wool grease and fatty substances derived therefrom (including lanolin) 
Other animal  fats and oils and their fractions, whether or not refined, but not chemically 
modified 
Animal  or  vegetable  fats  and  oils  and  their  fractions,  boiled,  oxidized,  dehydrated, 
sulphurized, blown, polymerized by heat in vacuum or in inert gas or otherwise chemically 
modified, excluding those of  heading No 1516; inedible mixtures or preparations of animal or 
vegetable fats  or oils or of fractions of different fats or oils of this chapter, not elsewhere 
specified or included: 
- Other 
Industrial monocarboxylic fatty acids; acid oils from  refining; industrial fatty alcohols: 
Industrial monocarboxylic fatty acids: 
Stearic acid 
Oleic acid 
- Tall oil fatty acids 
Other 
Acid oils from refining: 
- Excluding products obtained from  pine wood containing 90% or more by weight of 
fatty acid 
Industrial fatty  alcohols --..,.----- - ---------------------------------------- --
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CN code 
1520 
1520 10 00 
1520 90 00 
1521 
1521  10 
1521  10 90 
1521 90 
1521 90 10 
1521 90 91 
1521  90 99 
1522 00 
1522 00 10 
1704 
1704 90 
1704 90 10 
1803 
1804 00 00 
1805 00 00 
2101 
2101  10 
210110 11 
2101  10 19 
2101  10 91 
2101 10 99 
2101  20 
2101 20 10 
2101 20 90 
2101 30 
2101 3011 
2101 30 91 
Description 
Glycerol (slycerine), whether or not pure; glycerol waters and glycerol Jyes: 
GlyGUol  (glycerine), crude; glycerol waters and glycerollyes 
~ther, including synthetic glycerol 
Vegetable  waxes (other than triglycerides),  beeswax, other insect waxes and spermaceti, 
whether or not refined or coloured: 
Vegetable waxes: 
- Other 
Other: 
Spermaceti, whether or not refined or coloured 
Beeswax and other insect waxes, whether or not refined or coloured: 
Raw 
Other 
Degras;  resldues  resulting  from  the uearmem of fatty  substances or animal or vegetable 
waxes: 
- Degras 
Sugar confectionery (including white chocolate), not containing cocoa: 
Other: 
Liquorice extract containing more than 10% by weight of sucrose but not containing 
other added substances 
Cocoa paste, whether or not defatted 
Cocoa butter, fat and oil 
Cocoa powder, not containing added sugar or other sweetening matter 
Extracts, essences and concentrates, of coffee, tea or mate and preparations with a basis of 
these products or with a basis of coffee, tea or mate; roasted chicory and other roasted coffee 
substitutes, and extracts, essences and concentrates thereof: 
Extracts, essences  and concentrates, of coffee, and preparations with a  basis of these 
extracts, essen~  or concentrates or with a basis of coffee: 
Extracts, essences or concentrates: 
Solid 
Other 
Preparations: 
Containing no milk fats,  milk proteins, sucr.ose,  isoglucose, glucose or starch or 
containing less than 1,5% milk fat, 2,5% milk proteins, 5% sucrose or isoglucose, 
5 % glucose or starch 
Other 
Extracts, essences and concentrates, of tea or mate, and preparations with a basis of that 
extracts, essences and concentrates, or with a basis of tea or mare: 
Containing no milk  fats,  milk  proteins,  sucrose,  isoglucose, glucose  or starch or 
containing less than 1,5% milk fat, 2,5% milk proteins, 5% sucrose or isoglucose, 
5 % glucose or starch 
Other 
Roasted  chicory  and  other  roasted  coffee  substitutes,  and  extracts,  essences  and 
concentrates thereof: 
Roasted chicory and other roasted coffee substitutes: 
- Roasted chicory 
Extracts,  essences  and  concentrates  of roasted  chicory  and  other  roasted  coffee 
substitutes: 
- Of roasted chicory 
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CN code 
2102 
2102 10 
2102 10 10 
2102 10 90 
2102 20 
2102 20 11 
2102 20 19 
2102 20 90 
2102 30 00 
2103 
2104 
2106 
2106 10 
2106 10 10 
2106 90 
2106 90 91 
2201 
2201  10 00 
2202 
2202 90 
ex 2202 90 10 
2207 
ex 2207 10 00 
ex 2207 20 00 
2208 
2208 10 
2208 10 90 
Description 
Yeasts (active or inactive); other single-cell micro-organisms, dead (but not including vaccines 
of heading No 3002); prepared baking powders: 
Active yeasts: 
- Culture yeast 
Other 
Inactive yeasts; other single-cell micro-organisms, dead: 
Inactive yeasts: 
In  tablet, cube or similar form,  or in  immediate packings of a  net content not· 
exceeding 1 kg 
Other 
Other 
Prepared baking powders 
Sauces and preparations therefor; mixed condiments and mixed seasonings; mustard flour and 
meal and prepared mustard 
Soups and broths and preparations therefor; homogenized composite food preparations 
Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included: 
Protem concentrates and textured protein substances: 
Containing  no  milk  fats,  milk  proteins,  sucrose,  isoglucose,  glucose  or starch or 
containing less than 1,5% milk  fat, 2,5% milk proteins, 5% sucrose or isoglucose, . 
5% glucose or starch 
Other: 
Other: 
Containing no milk  fats,  milk  proteins, sucrose, isoglucose, glucose or starch or 
containing less than 1,5% milk fat, 2,5% milk proteins, 5% sucrose or isoglucose, 
5 'Yo  glucose or starch 
Waters, mcluding  natural or artificial  mineral  waters and aerated waters, not containing 
added sugar or other !>weetening matter nor flavoured; ice and snow 
- Mineral waters and aerated waters 
Waters,  including  mineral  waters  and  aerated  waters,  containing  added  sugar or other 
sweetening matter or flavoured, and other non-alcoholic beverages, not including fruit or 
vegetable juices of heading No 2009: 
Other: 
Not containing products of  heading Nos 0401 to  0404 or fats obtained from products of 
heading Nos 0401  to 0404 
- Not containing sugar (sucrose or invert sugar) 
Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alc.:oholic strength by  volume of 80% vol or higher; ethyl 
alcohol and other spirits, denatured, of any strength: 
Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by  volume of 80% vol or higher: 
- Not obtained from  agricultural products listed in  Annex II to the EEC Treaty 
Ethyl alcohol and other spirits, denatured, of any strength: 
- Not obtained from  agricultural products listed in  Annex II  to the EEC Treaty 
Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume of less than 80% vol; spirits, 
liqueurs and other spirituous beverages; compound alcoholic preparations of a kind used for 
the manufacture of beverages: 
Compound alcoholic preparations of a kind used for the manufacture of beverages: 
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CNcode 
2208 20 
ex 2208 20 10 
ex 2208 20 90 
2208 30 
2208 30 11 
2208 30 19 
2208 30 91 
2208 30 99 
2208 40 
2208 50 
2208 50 11 
2208 50 19 
2208 90 
2208 90 11 
2208 90 19 
2208 90 31 
2208 90 33 
2208 90 39 
ex  2208 90 51 
ex  2208 90 53 
ex 2208 90 55 
2208 90 59 
ex 2208 90 71 
ex 2208 90 73 
ex 2208 90 79 
Description 
Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine or grape marc: 
In containers holding 2 litres or less: 
- Excluding  those  containing  eggs  or egg  yolk  and/or sugar  (sucrose  or invert 
sugar) 
In containers holding more than 2 litres 
- Excluding  those  containing  eggs  or egg  yolk  and/  or sugar (sucrose  or invert 
sugar) 
Whiskies: 
Bourbon whiskey, in containers holding: 
2 litres or less 
More than 2 litres 
Other, in containers holding: 
2 litres or less 
More than 2 litres 
Rum and taffia 
Gin and Geneva: 
Gin, in containers holding: 
2 litres or less 
More than 2 litres 
Other: 
Arrack, in containers holding: 
2 litres or less 
More than 2 litres 
Vodka of an alcoholic strength by volume of  45,4% vol or less and plum, pear or  cherry 
spirit (excluding liqueurs), in containers holding: 
2 litres or less: 
Vodka 
- Plum, pear or cherry spirit (excluding liqueurs) 
More than 2 litres 
Other spirituous beverages in  containers holding: 
2 litres or less: 
Spirits {excluding liqueurs): 
Distilled from  fruit: 
- Excluding those containing eggs or egg yolk and/or sugar (sucrose or 
invert sugar) 
Other: 
- Excluding those containing eggs  or egg yolk and/or sugar (sucrose or 
invert sugar) 
- - - - Liqueurs: 
- Excluding those containing eggs or egg yolk and/or sugar (sucrose or invert 
sugar)  · 
Other spirituous beverages 
More than 2 litres: 
Spirits (excluding liqueurs): 
Distilled from  fruit: 
- Excluding those containing eggs  or egg  yolk and/or sugar (sucrose or 
invert sugar) 
Other: 
- Excluding those containing eggs  or egg  yolk  and/or sugar (sucrose or 
invert sugar) 
- - - - Liqueurs and other spirituous beverages: 
Excluding those containing eggs or egg yolk and/or sugar (sucrose or invert 
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CN code 
ex 2208 90 79 
(Cont'd) 
2208 90 91 
2208 90 99 
2402 
2403 
ex 2911 00 00 
2915 
ex 2915 13 00 
2915 39 
ex 2915 39 90 
ex 2915 50 00 
2915 60 
ex 2915 60 10 
ex 2915 60 90 
2915 70 
ex 2915 70 10 
ex 2915 70 30 
ex 2915 90 00 
2916 
2916 13 00 
ex 2916 14 00 
ex 2916 15 00 
2916 19 
ex 2916 19 10 
ex 2916 19 90 
Description 
Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume of  less than 80% vol, in 
containers holding: 
2 litres or less 
More than 2 litres 
Cigars, cheroots, cigarillos and cigarettes, of tobacco or of tobacco substitutes 
Other  manufactured  tobacco  and  manufactured  tobacco  substitutes;  'homogenized'  or 
'reconstituted' tobacco; tobacco extracts and essences 
Acetals and hemiacerals, whether or not with other oxygen function, and their halogenated, 
sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives: 
- Methyl glucosides 
Saturated  acyclic  monocarboxylic  acids  and  their  anhydrides,  halides,  peroxides  and 
peroxyacids; their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives: 
Formic acid, its salts and esters: 
Esters of formic acid: 
- Esters of mannitol or sorbitol 
Esters of acetic acid: 
Other: 
Other: 
- Esters of mannitol or sorbitol 
Propionic acid, its salts and esters: 
- Esters of mannitol or sorbitol 
Butyric acids, valerie acids, their salts and esters: 
Butyric acid and isobutyric acid and their salts and esters: 
- Esters of mannitol or sorbitol 
Valerie acid and its isomers and their salts and esters: 
- Esters of mannitol or sorbitol 
Palmitic acid, stearic acid, their salts and esters: 
Palmitic acid, its salts and esters: 
- Esters of mannitol or sorbitol 
Salts of stearic acid: 
- Esters of mannitol or sorbitol 
Other: 
- Esters of mannitol or sorbitol 
Unsaturated acyclic monocarboxylic acids, cyclic monocarboxylic acids, their anhydrides, 
halides, peroxides and peroxyacids; their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated 
derivatives: 
Unsaturated  acyclic  monocarboxylic  acids,  their  anhydrides,  halides,  peroxides, 
peroxyacids and their derivatives: 
Methacrylic acid and irs salts 
Esters of methacrylic acid: 
- Esters of mannitol or sorbitol 
Oleic, linoleic or linolenic acids, their salts and esters: 
- Esters of mannitol or sorbitol 
Other: 
Undecenoic acids and their salts and esters: 
- Esters of mannitol or sorbitol 
Other: 
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CN code 
2918 
2918 19 
ex29181990 
2934 
2934 90 
ex 2934 90 90 
3501 
3501  10 
3501  10 90 
3501  90 
3823 
3823 10 00 
3823 90 
ex 3823 90 99 
Description 
Carboxylic acids with additional oxygen function and their anhydrides, halides, peroxides 
and peroxyacids; their halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives: 
Carboxylic  acids  with  alcohol  function  but  without  other  oxygen  function,  their 
anhydrides, halides, peroxides, peroxyacids and their derivatives: 
Other: 
Other: 
Glyceric, glycolic, saccharic,  inosaccharic and  heprosaccharic acids  and their 
salts and esters 
Other heterocyclic compounds: 
Other: 
Other: 
- Anhydrous compounds of mannitol or sorbitol, excluding maltol and isomaltol 
Casein, caseinates and other ca!.ein derivatives; casein glues: 
Casein: 
- Other 
Other 
Prepared binders for  foundry moulds or cores; chemical products and preparations of the 
chemical or allied industries (including those consisting of mixtures of natural products), not 
elsewhere specified or included; residual products of the chemical or allied industries, not 
elsewhere specified or included: 
Prepared binders for foundry moulds or cores 
Other: 
Other: 
Other: 
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CN code 
0503 00 00 
0505 
0505 10 
0505 10 90 
0505 90 00 
0509 00 
0509 00 90 
1302 
1302 20 
130220 10 
ex 1302 20 90 
1401 
1501 00 
1501 00 11 
1502 00 
1502 00 10 
1505 
1506 00 00 
1518 00 
1518 00 90 
1519 
1519 11  00 
1519 12 00 
1519 13 00 
1519 19 00 
ex  1519 20 00 
1519 30 00 
ANNEX IV (a) 
List of goods referred to in Article 8 (3) (b) 
Description 
Horsehair and horsehair waste, whether or not put up as a layer with or without supporting 
material 
Skins and other parts of birds, with their feathers or down, feathers and parts ~(feathers 
(whether or not with trimmed edge<;} and down, not further worked than cleaned, dftifitected 
or treated for preservation; powder and waste of feathers or parts of feathers: 
Feathers of a kind used for stuffing; down: 
- Other 
Other 
Natural sponges of animal origin: 
- Other 
Vegetable saps and extracts; pectic substances, pectinates and pectates; agar-agar and other 
muctlages and thickeners, whether or not modified, derived from vegetable products: 
Pectic substances, pectinates and pectates: 
Dry 
Other: 
- Pectates 
Vegetable materials of a kind used  primarily for  plaiting (for example, bamboos, rattans, 
reeds, rushes, oster, raffia, cleaned, bleached or dyed cereal straw, and lime bark} 
Lard;  other  ptg  fat  and  poultry  fat,  rendered,  whether  or  not  pressed  or 
solvent-extracted: 
Lard and other pig fat: 
For  industrial  uses  other  than  the  manufacture  of  foodstuffs  for  human 
consumption 
Fats of bovine animals, sheep or goats, raw or rendered, whether or not pressed or solvent 
extracted:  · 
- For mdustnal uses other than the manufacture of foodstuffs for  human consumption 
Wool grease and fatty substances derived therefrom (including lanolin) 
Other animal fats  and oils and their fractions, whether or not refined, but not chemically 
modtfied 
Animal  or  vegetable  fats  and  oils  and  their  fractions,  boiled,  oxidized,  dehydrated, 
sulphurized, blown, polymerized by  heat in vacuum or in inert gas or otherwise chemically 
modified, excluding those of heading No 1516; inedible mixture or preparations of  animal or 
vegetable fats or oils or of fractions of different fats or oils of this chapter, not elsewhere 
specified or included: 
- Other 
lndumial monocarboxylic fatty acids; acid oils from  refining; industrial fatty alcohols: 
Industrial monocarboxylic fatty  acids: 
Stearic acid 
Oleic acid 
Tall oil  fatty acids 
Other 
Acid  oils from refining: 
- Excluding products obtained from pine wood cont.tining 90% or more by weight of 
f.my acid 
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CN code 
1520 
1521 
1521  10 
1521  10 90 
1521 90 
1521 90 10 
1521 90 99 
l.S22 00 
1522 00 10 
1803 
1803 10 00 
1803 20 00 
18040000 
1805 00 00 
2103 
2103 30 
2201 
2201  10 00 
2207 
ex 2207 10 00 
ex 2207 20 00 
2208 
2208 10 
2208 10 90 
2208 20 
ex 2208 20 10 
ex 2208 20 90 
2208 30 
2208 30 11 
Deo;cription 
Glycerol (glycerine), whether or not pure; glycerol waters and glycerollyes 
Vegetable waxes (other than triglycerides),  beeswax, other insect waxes and spermaceti, 
whether or not refined or coloured: 
Vegetable waxes: 
- Other 
Other: 
Spermaceti, whether or not refined or coloured 
Beeswax and other insect waxes, whether or not refined or ~.:oloured: 
- Other 
Degras;  residues  resulting  from  the  treatment of fatty  substances or animal  or vegetable 
waxes: 
- Degras 
Cocoa paste, whether or not defatted: 
Not defatted 
Wholly or partly defatted 
Cocoa butter, fat and oil 
Cocoa powder, not containing added sugar or other sweetening matter 
Sauces and preparations therefor; mixed cond1ments and mixed seasonings; mustard flour and 
meal and prepared mustard: 
- Mustard flour and meal and prepared mustard 
Waters, including natural or artificial  mineral waters and aerated waters, not containing 
added sugar or other sweetening matter nor flavoured; ice and snow: 
- Mineral waters and aerated waters 
Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic  stre~gth by volume of 80% vol or higher; ethyl 
alcohol and other spririts, denatured, of any strength 
Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume of 80% vol  or higher: 
- Not obtained from  agriwltural products listed in  Annex II to the EEC Treaty 
Ethyl Jkohol and other spirits, denatured, of any strength: 
- Not obtained from agricultural products listed in  Annex II to the EEC Treaty 
Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume of less than 80% vol; spirits, 
liqueurs and other spirituous beverages; compound alcoholic preparations of a kind used for 
the manufacture of beverages: 
Compound alcoholic preparations of a kind used for the manufacture of beverages: 
- Other 
Spirits obtained by distilling grape wine or grape marc: 
In  containers holding 2 litres or less: 
- Excluding  those  containing  eggs  or egg  yolk  and/  or sugar  (sucrose  or  invert 
sugar) 
In  containers holding more th<m  2 litres: 
- Excluding  those  containing  eggs  or egg  yolk  and/or sugar  (sucrose  or invert 
sugar) 
Whiskies: 
Bourbon wh1skey, in  containers holdmg: 
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2208 30 19 
2208 30 91 
2208 30 99 
2208 40 
2208 40 10 
2208 40 90 
2208 50 
2208 50  11 
2208 so 19 
2208 90 
2208 90 11 
2208 90 19 
2208 90 31 
2208 90 33 
2208 90 39 
ex 2208 90 51 
ex 2208 90 53 
ex 2208 90 55 
ex 2208 90 59 
ex 2208 90 71 
ex 2208 90 73 
ex 2208 90 79 
2208 90 91 
2208 90 99 
2402 
2403 
- More than 2 litres 
Other, in containers holding: 
2 litres or less 
More than 2 litres 
Rum and taffia: 
Description 
- In containers holding 2 litres or less 
- In  containers holding more than 2 litres 
Gin and Geneva: 
Gin, in containers holding: 
2 litres or less 
- More than 2 litres 
Other: 
Arrack, in containers holding: 
2 litres or less 
More than 2 litres 
Vodka of an alcoholic strength by  volume of 45,4% vol or less, and plum, pear or 
cherry spirit (excluding liqueurs), in containers holding: 
2 litres or less: 
Vodka 
Plum, pear or cherry spirit (excluding liqueurs) 
More than 2 litres 
Other spirituous beverages in containers holding: 
2 litres or less: 
Spirits (excluding liqueurs): 
Distilled from fruit 
- Excluding those containing eggs or egg  yolk and/or sugar (sucrose or 
invert sugar) 
Other: 
- Excluding those containing eggs  or egg  yolk and/or sugar (sucrose or 
invert sugar) 
- - - - Liqueurs: 
- Excluding those containing eggs or egg yolk and/or sugar (sucrose or inven 
suagar) 
Other spirituous beverages 
More than 2 litres: 
Spirits (excluding liqueurs): 
Distilled from fruit 
- Excluding those containing eggs or egg yolk and/  or sugar (sucrose or 
invert sugar) 
Other: 
- Excluding those containing eggs or egg yolk and or sugar (sucrose or invert 
sugar) 
- - - - Liqueuts and other spirituous beverages: 
- Excluding those containing eggs or egg yolk and/or sugar (sucrose or invert 
sugar) 
Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by volume of less than 80% vol, in 
containers holding: 
2 litres or less 
- More than 2 litres 
Cigars, cheroots, cigarillos and cigarettes, of tobacco or of tobacco substitutes 
Other  manufactured  tobacco  and  manufactured  tobacco  substitutes;· 'homogenized'  or 
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2803 00 
2917 
29171400 
2917 31  00 
2917 32 00 
2917 33 00 
2917 34 
2917 34 10 
ex 2917 34 90 
2917 35 00 
2941 
ex 2941 30 00 
2941 50 00 
3208 
3208 90 
ex 3208 90 10 
3402 
ex 3402 I 1 00 
3506 
3506 10 
ex 3506 10 90 
3506 99 
ex 3506 99 90 
Description 
Carbon (carbon blacks and other forms of carbon not elsewhere specified or included) 
Polycarboxylic  acids,  their  anhydrides,  halides,  peroxides  and  peroxyacids;  their 
halogenated, sulphonated, nitrated or nitrosated derivatives: 
Acyclic, polycarboxylic acids, their anhydrides, halides, peroxides, peroxyacids and their 
derivatives: 
- Maleic anhydride 
Aromatic polycarboxylic acids, their anhydrides, halides, perm. ides, peroxyacids and their 
derivatives: 
Dibutyl orthophthalates 
Dioctyl onhophthalates 
Dionyl or didecyl orthophthalates 
Other esters of orthophthalic acid: 
Diisooctyl-, diisononyl- and diisodecyl orthophthalates 
Other: 
- Other diisobutyl esters 
Phthalic anhydride 
Antibiotics: 
Tetracyclines and their derivatives; salts thereof: 
- Oxytethracycline 
Erythromycin and its derivatives; salts thereof 
Paints  and  varnishes  (including  enamels  and  lacquers)  based  on  synthetic  polymers  or 
chemically  modified  natural  polymers,  dispersed  or dissolved  in  non-aqueous  medium; 
solutions as defined in  note 4 to this chapter: 
Other: 
Solutions as defined in  note 4 to this chapter: 
Polyurethane solutions (as defined in  note 4 to this chapter) 
Organic  surface-active  agents  (other  than  soap);  surface-active  preparations,  washing 
preparations (including auxiliary washing preparations) and cleaning preparations, whether 
or not containing soap, other than those of heading No 3401: 
Orgamc surface-active agents, whether or not put up for retail sale: 
Anionic: 
Ethoxylates 
Sodium dodecan-1-yl sulphate 
- Triethanolamine dodecan-1-yl sulphate 
Sulphonic  acid  sodium  alkylbenzene  sulphonate  and  ammonium  alkylbenzene 
sulphonate 
- Mixtures and preparations of sodium sulphate dodecan-1-yl and triethanolamine 
sulphate 
Prepared glues and other prepared adhesives, not elsewhere specified or included; products 
suitable for use as glues or adhesives, put up for retail sale as glues or adhesives, not exceeding 
a net weight of 1 kg: 
- Products suitable for use as glues or adhesives, put up for retail sale as glues or adhesives, 
not exceeding a net weight of 1 kg: 
Other: 
- Polyurethane A system (chemical reaction) 
Other: 
- Other: 
Other: 
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3823 
3823 10 00 
3823 90 
ex 3823 90 93 
3901 
390110 
3901  10 10 
3901  10 90 
3901 20 00 
3901 90 00 
3902 
3902 10 00 
3904 
390410 00 
3904 21  00 
ex 3904 22 00 
ex 3904 30 00 
3907 
3907 20 
Description 
Prepared binders for  foundry moulds or cores; chemical products and preparations of the 
chemical or allied industries (including those consisting of  mixtures of natural products), not 
elsewhere specified or included; residual products of the chemical or allied industries, not 
elsewhere specified or included: 
Prepared binders for  foundry moulds or cores 
Other: 
Other: 
Auxiliary  products  for  foundries  (other  than  those  falling  within  subheading 
3823 10): 
Refractory coatings of a kind used  in  foundries for improving the surface of 
cast-iron pieces 
- Anti-sealing  and  similar  preparations for  boilers  and for  treating industrial 
refrigeration water 
Polymers of ethylene, in primary forms: 
Polyethylene having a specific gravity of less than 0,94: 
- Linear polyethylene 
- Other 
Polyethylene having a specific gravity of 0,94 or more 
Other 
Polymers of propylene or of other olefins, in primary forms: 
- Polypropylene 
Polymers of vinyl chloride or of other halogenated olefins, in primary forms: 
Polyvinyl chloride, not mixed with any other substances 
Other polyvinyl chloride: 
Non-plasticized 
Plasticized: 
- Moulding products 
- In  microsuspension 
- Emulsion type resins for pastes 
Vinyl chlonde-vinyl acetate copolymers: 
- Preparations for moulding gramophone records 
Polyacetals, other polyethers and epoxide resins, in  primary forms; polycarbonates, alkyd 
resins, polyallyl esters and other polyesters, in primary farms: 
Other polyethers: 
Polyether alcohol': 
3907 20 11  - - Polyethylene  ~~~  ~.:ol!> 
3907 20 19  - Other 
3907 20 90  Other 
ex 3907 30 00  Epoxide resins: 
- Epoxide (ethoxyline) resins, in powder form, containing additives and pigments, used 
for thermosetting coating or paints 
3907 40 00  - Polycarbonates 
ex 3907 50 00  · - Alknt resins: 
ex 3907 60 00 
lh·'m'· other than epoxide resins, in  one of the forms  mentioned in  note 6 to this 
~h.1ptcr: 
-- polyether  al~~>hols 
- systems for polyurethanes 
Polyethylene terephthalate: 
- Saturated polyethylene terephthalate, excluding black polymers, in one of the forms 
mentioned in  note 6 to this chapter, prepared for moulding or extrusion 
In powder form, containing additives and pigments, used for thermosetting coatings 01' 
paints 
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ex 3907 91 00 
3909 
ex 3909 10 00 
ex 3909 50 00 
3915 
3915 10 00 
3915 90 
3915 90 11 
3920 
3920 10 
3920 10 11 
3920 10 19 
ex 3920 10 90 
3920 20 
3920 20 10 
3920 20 so 
3920 20 79 
ex 3920 20 90 
ex 3920 30 00 
3920 41 
3920 41  10 
3920 41  90 
3920 42 
3920 42 10 
ex 3920 42 90 
3920 51  00 
ex 3920 59 00 
Description 
Unsaturated: 
Unsaturated non-alkyd polyesters in one of the forms mentioned in note 6 to this 
chapter, for polyurethanes, other than for moulding or extrusion 
Amino-resins, phenolic resins and polyurethanes, in primary forms: 
Urea resins; thiourea resins: 
- Urea  resins,  modified  with  furfuryl  alcohol  in  etherified  solutions,  for  use  in 
foundries 
Polyurethanes: 
- In one of the forms mentioned in  note 6 to this chapter 
Waste, parings and scrap, of plastics: 
Of polymers of ethylene 
Of other plastics: 
Of addition polymerization products: 
- Of polymers of propylene 
Other  plates,  sheets,  film,  foil  and  strip,  of plastics,  non-cellular  and  not  reinforced, 
laminated, supported or similarly combined with other materials: 
Of polymers of ethylene: 
Of a thickness not exceeding 0,1 mm and of a specific gravity of: 
- Less than 0,94 
- 0,94 or more 
Of a thickness exceeding 0,1  mm 
- Rigid plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m1,  whether or not 
printed 
Of polymers of propylene: 
Of a thickness of less than 0,05 mm 
Of a thickness of 0,05 mm  to 0,1  mm 
Of a thickness exceeding 0,1  mm 
Strips of a width exceeding 5 mm but not exceeding 20 mm of the kind UM;d  for 
packaging:  · 
- Other 
Other: 
- Rigid plates, sheets, foil and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m1, whether or not 
printed 
Of polymers of styrene: 
- Rigid  plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m1 ,  whether or not 
~~  ' 
- Of polymers of vinyl chloride: 
Rigid: 
- - Of a th1ckness not exceeding 1 mm 
- Of a thickness exceeding 1 mm 
Flexible: 
Of a thickness not exceeding 1 mm 
Of a thickness exceeding 1 mm: 
- Rigid plates, sheets, foil and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m1, whether or not 
printed 
Of acrylic polymers: 
Of polymerhyl methacrylate 
Other: 
- Rigid plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m1, whether or not 
printed 
Of polycarhonates, alkyd resins, polyallyl esters or other polyesters: Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.1988  I  page  Xll-G-61 
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ex 3920 61  00 
ex 3920 62 00 
ex 3920 63 00 
ex 3920 69 00 
3920 71 
3920 71  11 
ex39207119 
ex 3920 71  90 
ex 3920 72 00 
3920 73 
ex 3920 73  10 
ex 3920 73 90 
ex 3920 79 00 
Description 
Of polycarbonates: 
Rigid  plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m
1
, whether or not 
printed 
Other plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m
2
,  not printed 
Of polyethylene terephthalate: 
Rigid plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m2,  whether or not 
printed 
Other plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 .g/m
2
,  not printed 
Of unsaturated polyesters: 
Rigid plates, sheets, foil and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m1,  whether or not 
printed 
Other plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m
1
,  not printed 
Of other polyesters: 
Rigid plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m
1
,  whether or not 
printed 
Other plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m
2
,  not printed 
Of other plastics 
Of cellulose or its chemical derivatives: 
Of regenerated cellulose: 
Sheets, him or strip, coiled or not, of a thickness of less than 0,75 mm: 
Not printed 
Printed: 
Sheets,  foil  and  strip,  weighing  more  than  160 g/m1 ,  whether  or  not 
printed 
Other: 
- Rigid plates, sheets, foil and strip weighing more than 160 g/m
2
, whether or not 
printed 
Of vulcanized fibres 
Rigid  plates,  sheets,  foil  and  strip  weighing  more  than  160 g/m
1
,  whether  or not 
printed 
Of cellulose acetate: 
Film in rolls or in strips, for cinematography or photography: 
- Rigid, weighing more than 160 g/  m2 ,  whether or not printed 
Other: 
- Rigid plates, sheets, foil and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m
2
, whether or not 
printed 
Of other cellulose derivatives: 
Cellulose nitrates: 
Plasticized: 
With camphor or otherwise (celluloid, etc.): 
Film  in  rolls or in strips, for cinematography or phot~aphy: 
In  celluloid 
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ex 3920 79 00 
(Cont.) 
3920 91  00 
ex 3920 92 00 
ex 3920 93 00 
ex 3920 94 00 
3920 99 
ex 3920 99 11 
ex 3920 99 19 
ex 3920 99 50 
ex 3920 99 90 
4005 
ex 4005 99 00 
4006 
ex 4006 90 00 
ex 4007 00 00 
Description 
Ethylcellulose: 
- Rigid plates, sheets, foil and strip, weighing more than 160 g/  m2, whether or not 
printed 
Other: 
- Rigid plates, sheets, foil and strip, weighing more than 160 g/  m2, whether or not 
printed 
Of other plastics: 
Of polyvinyl butyral 
Of polyamides: 
Rigid plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m2,  whether or not 
printed 
Other plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m2 ,  not printed 
Of amino-resins: 
Rigid plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m2,  whether or nor 
printed  · 
Other plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m2 ,  not printed 
Of phenolic resins: 
Rigid plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m2 ,  whether or not 
printed 
Other plates, sheets, foil  and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m2,  not printed 
Of other plastics: 
Of  condensation  or  rearrangement  polymerization  products,  whether  or  not 
chemically modified: 
Of epoxide resins: 
- Other plates,  sheets,  foil  and strip,  weighing  more  than  160 g/m2,  not 
printed 
Other: 
Rigid  plates,  sheets,  foil  and  strip,  weighing  more  than  160 g/m2,  not 
printed 
Other plates, sheets, foil and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m2, whether or 
not printed 
of addition polymerization products: 
- Rigid plates, sheets, foil and strip, weighing more than 160 g/m2 , whether or not 
printed 
Other: 
Rigid plates, sheets, foil and strip, weighing more than 160 g/  m2 , whether or not 
printed 
Compounded rubber, unvulcanized, in  primary forms or in plates, sheets or strip: 
Other: 
Other 
- Patches for the repair of inner tubes or tyres 
Other forms (for example, rods, tubes and profile shapes) and articles (for example, discs and 
rings), of unvulcanized rubber: 
Other: 
- Patches for the repair of inner tubes or tyres 
Vulcanized rubber thread and cord: 
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CN code 
4010 
4010 91  00 
ex 4010 99 00 
4408 
5207 
5501 
550110 00 
5501 30 00 
5501 90 00 
5503 
5503 10 
55031011 
5503 10 19 
5503 10 90 
5503 30 00 
5503 40 00 
5503 90 
5505 
5505 10 
5505 10 10 
5505 10 30 
5505 10 50 
5505 10 70 
5505 10 90 
5506 
5506 10 00 
5506 30 00 
5506 90 
5506 90 10 
5506 90 91 
5506 90 99 
5603 00 
5603 00 91 
5603 00 93 
ex 5603 00 95 
6805 
Description 
Conveyor or transmission belts or belting, of vulcanized rubber: 
Other: 
Of a width exceeding 20 em 
Other: 
- Excluding those of trapezoidal cross-section 
Veneer  sheets  and  sheets  for  plywood  (whether  or not  spliced)  and  other wood  sawn 
lengthwise, sliced or peeled, whether or not planed, sanded or finger-jointed, of a thickness 
not exceeding 6 mm 
Cotton yarn (other than sewing thread) put up for retail sale 
Synthetic filament tow: 
Of nylon or other polyamides 
- Acrylic or modacrylic 
Other 
Synthetic staple fibres, nor carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning: 
Of nylon or other polyamides: 
- - Of aramids: 
- High tenacity 
- Other 
Other 
Acrylic or modacrylic 
Of polypropylene 
Other 
Waste (including noils, yarn waste and garnetted stock) of man-made fibres: 
Of synthetic fibres: 
Of nylon or other polyamides 
- Of polyesters 
Acrylic or modacrylic 
Of polypropylene 
Other 
Synthetic staple fibres, carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning: 
Of nylon or other polyamides 
Acrylic or modacrylic 
Other: 
Chlorofibres 
Other: 
- Of polypropylene 
Other 
Non-wovens, whether or not impregnated, coated, covered or laminated: 
Other, of a weight per square metre of: 
25 g or less 
More than 25 g but not exceeding 70 g 
More than 70 g but not exceeding 150 g: 
Bonded fibre fabrics in the piece or simply cut to rectangular shape, weighing at least 
17 g/m2  but not more than 80 g/m2 
Natural or artificial  abrasive powder or grain, on a base of textile material, of paper, of 
paperboard or of other materials, whether or not cut to shape or sewn or otherwise made 
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6902 
ex 7007 
7013 
7013 29 
ex 7013 29  10 
ex 7013 29 99 
7013 39 
ex 7013 39 10 
ex 7013 39 99 
7013 99 
ex 7013 99 90 
7019 
7019 10 
70191051 
7019 31  00 
7210 
7210 70 
ex 7210 70 90 
Description 
Refractory bricks, blocks, tiles and similar refractory ceramic constructional goods, other 
than those of siliceous fossil  meals or similar siliceous earths 
Safety glass, consisting of toughened (tempered) or laminated glass: 
- Laminated glass for vehicles or boats 
Glassware  of a  kind  used  for  table,  kitchen,  toilet,  office,  indoor decoration or similar 
purposes (other than that of heading No 7010 or 7018): 
Drinking glasses other than of glass-ceramics: 
Other: 
Of toughened glass: 
- Of soda glass, gathered mechanically, other than cut or otherwise decorated 
drinking glasses, sterilizing bottles and articles of toughened glass 
Other: 
Gathered mechanically: 
Other: 
Of  soda  glass,  gathered  mechanically,  other  than  cut  or  otherwise 
decorated drinking glasses, sterilizing bottles and articles of toughened 
glass 
Glassware of a kind used for table (other than drinking glasses) or kitchen purposes other 
than of glass-ceramics: 
Other 
Of toughened glass: 
- Of soda glass, gathered mechanically, other than cut or otherwise decorated 
drinking glasses, sterilizing bottles and articles of tou~ened  glass 
Other: 
Gathered mechanically: 
- Of soda glass, gathered mechanically, other than cut or otherwise decorated 
drinking glasses, sterilizing bottles and articles of toughened glass 
Other glassware: 
Other: 
Gathered mechanically: 
Of soda glass, gathered mechanically, other than cut or otherwise decorated 
drinking glasses, sterilizing bottles and articles of toughened glass 
Glass fibres (including glass wool) and articles thereof (for example, yam, woven fabrics): 
Slivers, ravings, yarn and chopped strands: 
Other: 
Of filaments: 
- Rovings 
Thin sheets (voiles), webs, mats, mattresses, boards and similar non-woven products: 
- Mats 
Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of 600 mm or more, clad, plated or 
coated: 
Painted, varnished or coated with plastics: 
Other: 
Other (for example, copper-plated, artificially oxidized, lacquered, nickel-plated, 
varnished, clad, parkerized, printed): 
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7210 90 
ex 7210 90 35 
ex 7210 90 39 
ex 7210 90 90 
7212 
7212 40 
ex 7212 40 93 
ex 7212 40 99 
7312 
7312 10 
7312 10 10 
7312 10 30 
7312 10 50 
7312 10 71 
7312 10 75 
7312 10 79 
7312 10 91 
7312 10 95 
7312 10 99 
7312 90 
ex 7312 90 90 
7320 
ex 7320 90 00 
Description 
Other: 
Other: 
Not further worked than  surface-treated, including cladding, or simply cut into 
shapes other than rectangular (including square) (ECSC):  · 
Plated or coated with chronium or nickel: 
- Nickel-plated: 
- Coated with polyvinyl chloride 
Other: 
Other  (for  example,  copper-plated,  artificially  oxidized,  lacquered, 
nickel-plated, varnished, clad, parkerized, printed): 
- Coated with polyvinyl chloride 
Other: 
Other  (for  example,  copper-plated,  artificially  oxidized,  lacquered, 
nickel-plated, varnished, dad, parkerized, printed:} 
- Coated with polyvinyl chloride 
Flat-rolled products of iron or non-alloy steel, of a width of less than 600 mm, clad, plated or 
coated: 
Painted, varnished or coated with plastics: 
Other: 
Of a width exceeding 500 mm: 
Other: 
Other  (for  example,  copper-plated,  artificially  oxidized,  lacquered, 
nickel-plated, varnished, dad, parkerized, printed): 
- Coated with polyvinyl chloride 
Of a width not exceeding 500 mm: 
Other  (for  example,  copper-plated,  artificially  oxidized,  lacquered, 
nickel-plated, varnished, clad, parkerized, printed): 
- Coated with polyvinyl chloride 
Stranded wire, ropes, cables, plaited bands, slings and the like, of  iron or steel, not electrically 
insulated: 
Stranded wire, ropes and cables: 
With fittings attached, or made up into articles, for use in civil aircraft 
Other: 
Of stainless steel 
Other, with a maximum cross-sectional dimension: 
Other: 
Not exceeding 3 mm 
Exceeding 3 mm: 
Stranded wire: 
Not coated 
Coated: 
- Plated or coated with zinc 
- Other 
Ropes and cables (including locked coil ropes): 
Not coated 
Coated: 
Plated or coated with Zlnc 
Other 
Other: 
- Other, excluding track cables, of fully  locked and  half~locked construction, for 
telepherics and reinforcing cables for pre-stressed concrete 
Springs and leaves for springs, of iron or steel: 
Other: 
Flat spiral springs of  round wire or rod with a diameter of  more than 8 mm, or of  square 
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7407 
ex 7407 10 00 
7408 
ex 7408 11  00 
7408 19 
ex 7408 19 10 
ex 7408 19 90 
ex 7411 
7604 
7604 10 
ex 7604 10 10 
7604 29 
ex 7604 29  10 
ex 7605 
7607 
7901 
7901  11  00 
7901  12 
ex 7901  12 10 
R201 
820110 00 
8201 20 00 
8201 30 00 
ex 8201 90 00 
8202 
8202 lO 00 
Description 
Copper bars, rods and profiles: 
Of refined copper: 
- Bars and rods of round cross-section of unalloyed copper, coiled 
Copper wire: 
Of refined copper: 
Of which the maximum cross-sectional dimension exceeds 6 mm: 
- Wires of round cross-section of unalloyed copper 
Other: 
Of which the maximum cross-sectional dimension exceeds 0,5 mm: 
- Wires of round cross-section of unalloyed copper 
Of which the maximum cross-sectional dimension does not exceed 0,5 mm: 
- Wires of round cross-section of unalloyed copper 
Copper tubes and pipes: 
Excluding  those  unworked  or  painted,  varnished,  enamelled  or  otherwise  treated 
(including  Mannesmann  tubes  and tubes  obtained by  swaging), whether or not with 
sockets or flanges,  but not otherwise worked, of a wall-thickness of more than 1 mm 
Aluminium bars, rods and profiles: 
Of aluminium, not alloyed: 
Bars and rods 
- Wire rod 
Of aluminium alloys: 
Other: 
Bars and rods: 
- Wire rod 
Aluminium wire: 
- Wire rod 
Aluminium foil (whether or not printed or backed with paper, paperboard, plastics or similar 
backing matc.-rials) of a thickness (excluding any backing) not exceeding 0,2 mm 
Unwrought zinc: 
Zinc, not alloyed: 
Containing by weight 99,99% or more of zinc 
Containing by  weight less than 99,99% of zinc 
Containing by  weight 99,9  5% or more but less than 99,99% of zinc 
- Electroplating zinc (in  ingots) with a Zn content of not less than 99,95% 
Hand tools, the following: spades, shovels, mattocks, picks, hoes, forks and rakes; axes, bill 
hooks and similar hewing tools; secateurs of any kind; scythes, sickles, hay knives, hedge 
shears,  timber  wedges  and  other  tools  of  a  kind  used  in  agriculture,  horticulture  or 
forestry: 
Spades and shovels 
Forks 
Mattocks, picks, hoes and rakes 
Other hand tools of a kind used in  agriculture, horticulture or forestry: 
- Scythes and sickles 
Hand  saws;  blades  for  saws  of all  kinds  (including  slitting,  slotting  or  roothless  saw 
blades): 
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8202 20 
8202 20 10 
8202 20 90 
8202 91 
82029111 
8202 91  19 
8202 91  30 
8202 91  90 
8202 99 
8202 99 11 
8202 99 19 
8202 99 90 
8205 
8205 10 00 
8205 20 00 
8205 30 00 
8205 59 
8205 59 10 
8205 59 30 
ex 8205 59 90 
ex 8207 
8301 
8302 
8309 
8311 
8401 
ex 8401 20 00 
Band saw blades: 
For working metal 
For working other materials 
Other saw blades: 
Description 
Straight saw blades, for working metal: 
With working part of steel: 
Straight saw blades with a fixing hole at each end, of a width: 
Not exceeding 16 mm 
Exceeding 16 mm 
Other 
With working part of other materials 
Other: 
With  working part of steel: 
- For working metal 
- For working other materials 
With working part of other materials 
Hand tools (induding glaziers' diamonds), not elsewhere specified or included; blowlamps; 
vices, ch1mps  and  the like, other than accessories for and parts of, machine tools;  anvils; 
portable forges;  hand- or pedal-operated grinding wheels with frameworks: 
Drilling, threading or tapping tools 
Hammers and sledge hammers 
Planes, chisels, gouges and similar cutting tools for working wood 
Other: 
~ools for masons, moulders, cement workers, plasterers and painters 
Cartridge-operated riveting, wallplugging, etc., tools 
Other: 
Hammers, morti'e chisels, stone-cutting chisels, heading chisels, centre-punches 
and chasing chisels 
Interchangeable cools for hand tools, whether or not power-operated, or for machine-tools 
(for  example,  for  pressing,  stamping,  punching,  tapping,  threading,  driiJing,  boring, 
broaching, milling, turning or screw driving), including dies for drawing or extruding metal, 
and rock-drilling or earth-boring tools: 
- Chisels 
Padlocks and locks  (key, combination or electrically operated), of base metal; clasps and 
frames with clasps, incorporating locks, of  base metal; keys for any of  the ftnegoing articles, of 
base metal 
Base  nwt.d mountings, fittings and similar articles suitable for furniture, doors, staircases, 
windo\\ '· blinds,  coachwork,  saddlery,  trunks,  chests,  caskets  or  the  like;  base  metal 
hat-rae.:!..,.  h.n-pegs,  brackets and similar fixtures;  castors with  mountings of base metal; 
automatic door closers of base metal 
Stoppers, caps and lids (including crown corks, screw caps and pouring stoppers}, capsules for 
bottles, threaded bungs, bung covers, seals and other packing accessories, of base metal 
Wire, rods, tube~>, plates, electrodes and similar products, of base metal or of metal carbides, 
coated or cored with flux material, of a kind used for soldering, brazing, welding or deposition 
of metal or of metal carbides; wire and rods, of agglomerated base metal powder, used for 
metal spraying 
Nuclear reactors; fuel elements (cartridges), non-irradiated, for nuclear reactors; machinery 
and apparatus for isotopic separation: 
Machinery and appar.ttus for  isotopic separation, and parts thereof (Euratom): 
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ex 8407 32 00 
8407 33 
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8407 90 
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8408 
8408 10 
8408 10 21 
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ex 8408 20 31 
ex 8408 20 51 
8408 90 
ex 8408 90 10 
4808 90 31 
ex 8408 90 35 
Description 
Spark-ignition reciprocating or rotary internal combustion piston engines: 
Reciprocating piston engines of a  kind used for the propulsion of vehicles of Chapter 
87: 
Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 50 cm3  but not exceeding 250 cm
3
: 
- Other, of  a power of  25 k  W or  less, excluding engines for cycles of  a cylinder capacity 
of not less than 50 cm3 
Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 250 cm 3 but not exceeding 1 000 cm
3
: 
For the industrial assembly of  pedestrian-controlled tractors of  subheading 8701 1  0; 
motor vehicles of heading Nos 8703, 8704 and 8705: 
- Of a power of 25 kW or less 
Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1 000 cm
3
: 
For the industrial assembly of  pedestrian-controlled tractors of  subheading 8701 1  0; 
motor vehicles of heading No 8703; motor vehicles of heading No 8704 with an 
engine of a cylinder capacity of less  than 2 800 cm3;  motor vehicles of heading 
No 8705 
- Of a power of 25  kW or less 
Other engines: 
Of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 250 cm
3
: 
- Of a power of 25 kW or less 
Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 250 cm
3
: 
For the industrial assembly of pedestrian-controlled tractors of  subheading 8701 1  0; 
motor vehicles of heading No 8703; motor vehicles of heading No 8704 with an 
engine of a cylinder capacity of less than 2 800 cm3;  motor vehicles of heading 
No 8705 
- Of a power of 25 k  W or less 
Compression-ignition internal combustion piston engines (diesel or semi-diesel engines): 
Marine propulsion engines: 
New, of a power: 
- Not exceeding 15 kW 
Exceeding 15  kW but not exceeding 50 kW: 
- Of a power of 25  k  W or less 
Engines of a kmd used for the propulsion of vehicles of Chapter 87: 
For the industrial assembly of pedestrian-controlled tractors of subheading 8701 10; 
motor vehicles of heading No 8703; motor vehicles of  heading No 8704 with an engine 
of a cylinder capacity of less than 2 500 cm 3;  motor vehicles of heading No 8705: 
- Of a power of 25  k  W or less 
Other: 
- For wheeled agricultural or forestry traaors, of a power: 
- Not exceeding 50 kW: 
- Of a power of 25 kW or less 
For other vehicles of Chapter 87, of a power: 
- - Not exceeding 50 kW: 
- Of a power of 25 k  W or less 
Other engines: 
For use in civil aircraft: 
- Of a power of 25 kW or less 
Other: 
Other: 
- New, of a power: 
Not exceeding 15  kW 
Exceeding 15  kW  but not exceeding 50 kW: 
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8415 
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Description 
Parts suitable for use solely or principally with the engines of heading No 8407 or 8408: 
For aircraft engines: 
For engines for use in civil aircraft: 
- Wet and dry cylinder liners, gudgeon pins, pistons and piston rings 
Other: 
- Wet and dry cylinder liners, gudgeon pins, pistons and piston rings 
Other: 
Suitable for  use solely or principally with spark-ignition internal combustion piston 
engines 
- Wet and dry cylinder liners, gudgeon pins, pistons and piston rings 
Other: 
- Wet and dry cylinder liners, gudgeon pins, pistons and piston rings 
Air-conditioning machines, comprising a motor-driven fan  and elements for changing the 
temperature  and  humidity,  including  those  machines  in  which  the  humidity  cannot  be 
separately regulated: 
- Excluding parts of subheading 8415 90 
Refrigerators, freezers and other refrigerating ot freezing equipment, electric or other; heat 
pumps other than air-conditioning machines of heading No 8415: 
Combined refrigerator-freezers, fitted with separate external doors: 
Incorporating an automatic control device: 
Excluding equipment mounted on a common base or with interdependent elements, 
for refrigerating cabinets, cabinets and other furniture imported with their respective 
refrigerating units 
Other: 
Excluding equipment mounted on a common base or with interdependent elements, 
for refrigeratmg cabinets, cabinets and mher furniture imported with their respective 
refrigerating units, and also parts 
Refrigerators, household type: 
Other: 
Excluding equipment mounted on a common base or with interdependent elements, 
for refrigerating cabinets, cabinets and other furniture imported with their respective 
refrigerating units, and also parts 
Freezers of the chest type, not exceeding 800 litres capacity: 
For use in civil  aircraft: 
Excluding equipment mounted on a common base or with interdependent elements, 
for refrigerating cabinets, cabinets and other furniture imported with their respective 
refrigerating units 
Freezers of the upright type, not exceeding 900 litres capacity: 
For use in civil aircraft: 
Excluding equipment mounted on a common base or with iiuerdependent elements, 
for refrigerating cabinets, cabinets and other furniture imported with their respective 
refrigerating units 
Other refrigerating or freezing equipment; heat pumps: 
Compression t¥pe units whose condensers are hear exchangers: 
For use  in  civil  aircraft: 
Excluding  equipment  mounted  on  a  common  base  or with  interdependent 
elements, for refrigerating cabinets, cabinets and other furniture imported with 
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ex 8418 61  90 
8418 69 
ex 8418 69 10 
ex 8423 
8426 
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ex 8426 12 00 
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8426 49 00 
8428 
8428 10 
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Description 
Other: 
Excluding  equipment  mounted  on  a  common  base  or with  interdependent 
elements, for refrigerating cabinets, cabinets and other furniture imported with 
their respective refrigerating units, and also parts 
Other: 
For use in civil aircraft: 
Excluding  equipment  mounted  on  a  common  base  or with  interdependent 
elements, for refrigerating cabinets, cabinets and other furniture imported with 
their respective refrigerating units 
Weighing machinery (excluding balances of a sensitivity of 5 cg or better), including weight 
operated counting or checking machines; weighing machine weights of all kinds: 
Automatic and semi-automatic balances, including scales weighing not more than 250 kg 
each, excluding parts 
Programmable electronic  proportioning and  bag-filling machines and other electronic 
instruments weighing out a constant amount, excluding parts  . 
Electronic machines for weighing and labelling pre-packaged products, excluding parts 
Electronic weighbridges with capacities of over 5 000 kg, excluding parts 
Electronic shop scales with digital read-out, excluding parts 
Electronic weighing machmes and platforms with digital read-out, other than personal 
weighing scales, excluding parts 
Ships' derricks; cranes, including cable cranes; mobile lifting frames, straddle carriers and 
works trucks fitted with a crane: 
Overhec~d travelling cranes, transporter cranes, gantry cranes, bridge cranes, mobile lifting 
frames and straddle carriers: 
Overhead travelling cranes on fixed support: 
- Cranes,  derricks,  locomotive  or  wagon  traversers,  and  mobile  lifting  frames 
excluding parts 
Mobile lifting frames on tyres and straddle carriers: 
- Cranes,  derricks,  locomotive  or  wagon  traversers,  and  mobile  lifting  frames 
excluding parts 
Other: 
- Cranes,  derricks,  locomotive  or  wagon  traversers,  and  mobile  lifting  frames 
excluding parts 
Tower cranes: 
- Cranes, derricks, locomotive or wagon traversers, and mobile lifting frames excluding 
parts 
Portal or pedestal jib cranes: 
- Cranes, derricks, locomotive or wagon traversers, and mobile lifting frames excluding 
parts 
Other m~chinery, self-propelled: 
On tyres 
Other 
Other lifting,  handling,  loading or unloading  machinery  (for  example,  lifts,  escalators, 
conveyors, teleferics): 
Lifts and skip hoists: 
Other: 
Electrical!}  operated 
Other: 
- Cranes, derricks,  locomotive or wagon  traversers, and mobile lifting frames 
excluding pares 
Mine wagon pushers, locomotive or wagon traversers, wagon tippers and similar railway 
wagon handling equipment 
Cranes, derricks, locomotive or wagon traversers, and mobile lifting frames excluding 
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ex 8452 90 00 
8453 
ex 8453 10 00 
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ex 8458 
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Description 
Sewing machines, other than book-sewing machines of heading No 8440; furniture, bases and 
covers specially designed for sewing machines; sewing machine needles: 
Other parts of sewing machines: 
- Sewing-machines parts, obtained by syntering 
Machinery for pn:paring, tanning or working hides, skins or leather or for making or repairing 
footwear or otha articles of hides, skins or leather, other than sewing machines: 
Machinery for  preparing, tanning or working hides, skins or le.nher: 
- Press-cutters for hides, skins, furskins or leather, excluding parts 
Other machinery: 
- Press-cutters for hides, skins, furskins or leather, excluding parts 
Machine-tools for working any material by  removal of material, by  laser or other light or 
photon  beam, ultrasonic, electro-discharge, electro-chemical, electro beam or plasma arc 
processes 
Lathes for removing metal: 
- Parallel lathes, weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Machine-tools  (including  way-type  unit  head  machines)  for  drilling,  boring,  milling, 
threading or tapping by removing metal, other than lathes of heading No 8458: 
Other drilling machines: 
Numerically controlled: 
Radial: 
- Drilling machines, weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
- Other: 
Mulli-broach: 
- Drilling machines weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Other: 
- Drilling machines weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Other: 
Radial: 
- Drilling machines weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Other: 
Multi-broach: 
- Drilling machines weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Other: 
- Drilling machines weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Other boring/ milling machines: 
Numerically controlled: 
Tool-milling machines: 
- Weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Other: 
Plano-milling _machines 
- Weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Other: 
- Weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Other: 
- Tool-milling machines: 
- Weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Other: 
Plano-milling machines: 
- Weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Other: 
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ex 8460 31  00 
ex 8460 39 00 
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ex 8471 
8477 
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Description 
Machine-tools for deburring, sharpenmg, grinding, honing, lapping, polishing or otherwise 
finishing metal, sintered metal carbides or cermets by means of grinding stones, abrasives or 
polishing products, other than gear cutting, gear grinding or gear finishing  machines of 
heading No 8461: 
Sharpening (tool or cutter grinding) machines: 
Numericall~ controlled: 
- Machmc~ for sharpening saws, weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Other: 
- Machines for sharpenmg saws, weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Honing or lapping machines: 
- Machines for sharpening saws, weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Other: 
Fitted with a micrometric system, in  wh•~  h rru.·  pc ~~itioning in any one axis can be set up 
to an accuracy of at least 0,01  mm: 
- Machines for sharpening saws, weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Other: 
- Machines for sharpening saws, weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Machine-tools for planing, shaping, slotting, broaching, gear cutting, gear grinding or gear 
finishing, sawing, cutting-off and other machine-tools working by removing metal, sintered 
metal carbides or cermets, not elsewhere specified or included: 
Planing machines: 
- Weighing more than 2 000 kg each 
Shaping or slottmg machines: 
- Weighing more than 2 000 kg each 
Sawing or cutting-off machines: 
Sawing machines: 
Circul,tr saws: 
- Shaping  machines  and  sawing  machines,  weighing  not  more than  2 000 kg 
each 
Other: 
- Shapmg  machines  and  sawing  machines,  weighing  not  more  than  2 000 kg 
each 
Cutnng-off machines: 
- Shaping machines and sawing machines, weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Other: 
- Shaping machines and sawing machines, weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Typewriters and word-processing machines 
Automatic data-processing machines and units thereof; magnetic or optical readers, machines 
for transcribing data onto data media in coded form and machines for processing such data, 
not elsewhere specified or included: 
Integrated operational digital units comprising a set, at least one central processor and one 
input-output  device,  for  use  in  industrial  electricity  generating,  transmission  and 
comsumption systems 
Modulator/demodulator (MODEM) units for data transmission 
Machinery for  working rubber or plastics or for the manufacture of products from these 
material~. not specifit>d  or included elsewhere in  this chapter: 
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8481 40 
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ex 8481 80 39 
8481 80 51 
8481 80 59 
8481 80 69 
Description 
Extruders 
Blow moulding machines 
Vacuum moulding machines and other thermoforming machines 
Other machinery for moulding or otherwise forming: 
Other: 
Presses: 
- Hydraulic presses weighing not more than 2 000 kg each 
Other 
Other machinery: 
Machines for the manufacture of foam products 
Other: 
- Injection  moulding machines, extrusion  moulding  machines, grinders and blow 
moulding machines, for the rubber and artificial plastic industries 
Moulding boxes for metal foundry; mould bases; moulding patterns; moulds for metal (other 
than ingot moulds), metal carbides,  ~lass, mineral materials, rubbe! or plastics: 
- Moulds and chills for machine work 
Taps, cocks, valves and similar appliances for pipes, boiler shells, tanks, vats or the like, 
including pressure-reducing valves and thermostatically controlled valves: 
Pressure-reducing valves: 
- Other 
Valves  for oleohydraulic or pneumatic transmissions: 
Valves for the control orf oleohydraulic power transmission: 
- Excluding those of iron or steel 
Valves of the control of pneumatic power transmission: 
- Excluding those of iron or steel 
Check valves: 
- Excluding those of iron or steel 
For pneumatic tyres and inner-tubes: 
- Excluding those of iron or steel 
Other: 
- - - Other 
Safety or relief valves: 
- Other 
Other appliances: 
- - Taps, cocks and valves for sinks, wash basins, bidets, water cisterns, baths and similar 
fixtures: 
Mixing valves: 
- Excluding those of iron or steel 
Other: 
- Excluding those of iron or steel 
Central heating radiator valves: 
Thermostatic valves: 
- Excluding those of iron or steel 
Other: 
- Excluding those of iron or steel 
Other: 
Process control valves: 
- Temperature regulators 
- Other 
Other: 
Gate valves: 
- - Other 
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- Other 
Ball  and plug valves: 
- Excluding those of iron or steel 
- - - - Butterfly valves: 
- Excluding those of iron or steel 
- - - - Diaphragm valves: 
- Excluding those of iron or steel 
Other: 
- Excluding those of iron or steel 
Ball or roller bearings: 
Ball  bearings: 
Other: 
Single row ball bearings, from which the balls cannot be manually removed, or from 
which the row of balls cannot be separated, or in which the faces of  the two rings are 
aligned in  the same plane, with an external diameter or more than 36 mm but not 
more than 72 mm 
Rings for  rolling-element bearings, obtained by sintering, for use in cycles 
Transmission shafts (including cam shafts and crank shafts) and cranks; bearing housings and 
plain shaft bearings; gears and gearing; ball screws; gear boxes and other speed changers, 
including torque converters; flywheels and pulleys, including pulley blocks; clutches and shaft 
couplings (including universal joints): 
Bearing housings, not incorporating ball or roller bearings; plain shaft bearings: 
Other: 
Plain-shaft bearing: 
- Plain-shaft bearings, obtained by  sintering: 
Weighing not more than 500 g each 
For gears, self-lubricating, of bronze or iron 
Electric generating sets and rotary converters: 
Generating sets with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engines (diesel or 
semi-diesel engines): 
Of an output exceeding 375 kVA: 
Other: 
Of an output exceeding 375 kVA, but not exceeding 750 kVA 
Generating sets with a compression or spark ignition piston engine, of an 
output not exceeding 750 kVA, including those which are not rated in kW or 
kVA, weighing more than 100 kg each 
Generating sets with spark-ignition internal combustion piston engines:  • 
Other: 
Of an output not exceeding 7,5 kVA: 
Generating sets with a compression or spark ignition piston engine, of an output 
not exceeding 750 kVA, including those which  are not rated in  kW or kVA, 
weighing more than 100 kg each 
Other generating sets: 
Other: 
Turbo-generators: 
AC generators weighing more than 100 kg each and of an output not exceeding 
750 kVA 
DC motors and generators weighing more than 100 kg eac;:h, excluding motors 
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Other: 
AC  generators  weighing  more  than  100 kg  each  and of outpUt  not exceeding 
750 kVA 
DC motors and generators weighing more than 100 kg each, excluding motors and 
other generators not rated in kW or kVA 
Electric rotary converters: 
Other: 
- Rotary converters weighing more than 100 kg each 
Electric accumulators, including separators therefor, whether or not rectangular (including 
square): 
Nickel-cadmium: 
Other: 
Other: 
- Nickel-cadmium accumulators, not sealed hermetically 
Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immersion heaters; electric space-heating 
apparatus and soil-heating apparatus; electro-thermic hair-dressing apparatus (for example, 
hair dryers, hair curlers, curling tong heaters) and hand dryers; electric smoothing irons; other 
electro-thermic appliances of a kind used for domestic purposes; electric heating resistors, 
other than those of heading No 8545: 
- Electro-thermic hair-dressing or hand-drying apparatus: 
Hair dryers: 
- Other 
Electrical  apparatus  for  line  telephony  or line  telegraphy,  including such  apparatus for 
carrier-current, line systems: 
Telephone sets: 
- Automatic electronic telephone sets, excluding parts thereof 
Telephonic or telegraphic switching apparatus: 
- Telephonic apparatus, excluding telephones, hand-sets and parts thereof 
Other apparatus, for carrier-current line systems: 
- Telephonic apparatus, excluding telephones, hand-sets and pans thereof 
Parts: 
Of apparatus of subheading 8517 40 
Other: 
- - - Of telephonic apparatus 
Transmission  apparatus  for  radio-telephony,  radio-telegraphy,  radio-broadcasting  or 
television,  whether  or  not  incorporating  reception  apparatus  or  sound  recording  or 
reproducing aparatus; television cameras: 
Transmission apparatus: 
Other: 
- Using the HF and MF bands 
Transmission apparatus incorporating reception apparatus: 
Other: 
Using the VHF band 
Portable mounts for VHF transmitter-receivers 
Rc~eption apparatus for radio-telephony, radio-telegraphy or radio-broadcasting, whether or 
not combined, in  the same hou!>ing,  with sound recordmg or reproducing apparatus or a 
dock: 
Other apparatus: 
Other: 
Other: 
Radiotelegraphic and radiotelephonic receivers: 
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CN code 
8530 
8530 80 00 
ex 8530 90 00 
8531 
8531 20 
85312090 
8531 80 
8531 80 90 
ex 8531 90 00 
ex 8537 
8544 
8544 11 
ex 8544 11  10 
8544 49 
ex 8544 49 10 
ex  8544 49 90 
8703 
Description 
Electrical signalling, safety or traffic control equipment for railways, tramways, roads, inland 
waterways,  parking facilities,  port installations or airfields (other than those of heading 
No 8608): 
Other equipment 
Parts: 
- Excluding equipment for railways and parts thereof 
Ele~tric sound or visual  signalling apparatus (for example, bells, sirens, indicator panels, 
burglar or fire alarms), other than those of heading No 8512 or 8530: 
Indicator  panels  incorporating  liquid  crystal  devices  (LCD)  or light  emitting  diodes 
(lED): 
- Other 
Other apparatus: 
- Other: 
Parts: 
- Excluding burglar, fire and similar alarms 
Boards,  panels  (including numerical  control panels), consoles, desks,  cabinets and other 
bases, equipped with two or more apparatus of heading No 85 35 or 8536, for electric control 
or the distribution of electricity, including those incorporating instruments or apparatus of 
Chapter 90, other than switching apparatus of heading No 8517: 
Switchboards and control panels: 
Fitted with apparatus and instruments: 
for  industrial  applications  orher  than  for  telecommunications  and  instrument 
applications: 
Not  less  than  1 000  V,  including  removable  cells  with  switches  or circuit 
breakers, for  metal-dad transformers 
1 000 V or less 
Insulated (including enamelled or anodized) wire, cable (including coaxial cable) and other 
insulated electric conductors, whether or not fitted with connectors; optical fibre cables, made 
up of individually sheared fibres, whether or not assembeld with electric conductors or fitted 
with connectors: 
Winding wire: 
Of copper: 
Lacquered or enamelled: 
- Copper winding wire, varnished or lacquered, of  a diameter of  0,40 mm or more 
but not exceeding 1 ,20 mm  (class F, grades I and II) 
Other electric  ~onductors, for  a voltage not exceeding 80 V: 
Other: 
Insulated with plastic material: 
Wires,  cabies  for  power distribution,  rated at 69  kV  or less,  not ready  for 
connectors  to  be  fitted  or already  provided  with  connectors, insulated  with 
polyethylene, excluding winding wire 
Insulated with other materials: 
Wires,  cables  for  power distribution,  rated  at 69 kV  or less,  not ready  for 
connectors to be  fitted  or already  provided  with  connectors,  insulated  with 
polyethylene, excluding winding wire 
Motor cars and other motor vehicles principally designed for the transport of persons (other 
than those of he.tding No R702), including station wagons and racing cars: 
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8703 23 
ex 8703 23 10 
8703 32 
ex 8703 32 10 
8704 
8704 21 
ex 8704 21  31 
8704 31 
ex 8704 31  91 
8708 
8708 70 
ex 8708 70 99 
8708 80 
ex 8708 80 90 
8708 99 
ex 8708 99 99 
Description 
Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1 500 cm3 but not exceeding 3 000 cml: 
New: 
With four-wheel drive, a ground clearance exceeding 205 mm, an unladen weight 
of more than 1 350 kg but less than 1 900 kg, total weight of 1 950 kg or more 
bur not exceeding 3 600 kg, a spark-ignition engine of  a cylinder capacity of  more 
than  1 560 cc  but less  than 2 900 cc or a compression-ignition engine with a 
cylinder capacity of more than 1 980 cc  but less than 2 500 cc 
- Other vehicles, with compression-ignition internal combustion piston engine (diesel  or 
semi-doesel ): 
Of a cylinder capacity exceeding 1 500 cm3 but not exeedding 2 500 cm 3: 
New: 
With  four-wheel  drive,  a  ground clearance  exceeding  205 mm,  an  unladen 
weight of more than 1 350 kg but less than 1 900 kg, total weight of 1 950 kg or 
more but not exceeding 3 600 kg, a spark ignition engine of  a cylinder capacity of 
more than 1 560 cc but less than 2 900 cc or a compression ignition engine with a 
cylinder capacity of more than 1 980 cc but less than 2 SQO cc 
Motor vehicles for the transport of goods: 
Other,  with  compression-ignition  internal  combustion  piston  engine  (diesel  or 
semi-diesel): 
Of a gross vehicle weight not exceeding 5 tonnes: 
Other: 
With engines of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 2 500 cml: 
-New: 
- With four-wheel drive, a ground clearance exceeding 205 mm, an unladen 
weight of more than 1 350 kg  but Jess  than 1 900 kg, total weight of 
1 950 kg  or more  but not exceeding 3 600 kg,  a compression-ignition 
engine  with  a  cylinder  capacity of more  than  1 980 cc  but less  than 
2 500 cc 
- Other, with spark-ignition internal combustion piston engine: 
Of a gross vehicle weight not exceeding 5 tonnes: 
- Other: 
With engines of a cylinder capacity not exceeding 2 800 cm3: 
New: 
- With four-wheel drive, a ground clearance exceeding 205 mm, an unladen 
weight  of more  than  1 350 kg  but less  than  1 900 kg,  total weight of 
1 950 kg or more but not exceeding 3 600 kg, a spark-ignition engine of a 
cylinder capacity of more than 1 560 cc but less than 2 900 cc 
Parts and accessories of the motor vehicles of heading Nos 8701 to 8705: 
Road wheels and parts and accessories thereof: 
Other: 
Other: 
- Wheel-balancing weights 
Suspensionshock-absorbers: 
Other: 
- Pistons and rod-guides for shock absorbers, obtained by sintering 
Other parts and accessories: 
Other: 
Other: 
Other: 
- Pans and accessories, obtained by sintering, other than parts and accessories 
for  bodies,  complete  gearboxes,  complete  rear  axles  with  differentials, 
wheels, wheel parts and accessories, non-driving axles, and disc-brake pad 
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CN code 
8714 
8714 93 
ex 8714 93 90 
8714 96 
ex 8714 96 30 
ex 8714 96 90 
8714 99 
ex 8714 99 SO 
9017 
9017 20 
9017 20 11 
ex 9017 20 19 
ex 9017 90 00 
9018 
9018 31 
ex 9018 31  10 
9026 
9026 20 
ex 9026 20 10 
9026 20 30 
9026 20 51 
ex 9026 20 59 
ex 9026 20 90 
9028 
9028 30 
Description 
Parts and accessories of vehicles of heading Nos 8711 to 8713: 
Other: 
Hubs,  other  than  coaster  braking  hubs  and  hub  brakes,  and  free-wheel 
sprocket-wheels: 
Free-wheel sprocket-wheels: 
- Toothed wheels, obtained by  sintering 
Pedals and crank-gear and parts thereof: 
Crank-gear: 
- Toothed wheels, obtained by sintering 
Parts: 
- Toothed wheels, obtained by  sintering 
Other: 
Derailleur gears: 
- Toothed wheels, obtained by sintering 
Drawing,  marking-out  or  mathematical  calculating  instruments  (for  example,  drafting 
machines, pantographs, protractors, drawing sets, slide rules, disc calculators); instruments 
for  measuring  length,  for  use  in  the  hand  (for  example,  measuring  rods  and  tapes, 
micrometers, callipers), not specified or included elsewhere in  this chapter: 
Other drawing, marking-out or mathematical calculating instruments: 
Drawing instruments: 
Drawing sets 
Other: 
- Compasses 
Parts and accessories: 
- Extension for compasses, mathematical drawing pens and similar instruments 
Instruments and appliances used in medical, surgical, dental or veterinary sciences, including 
scintigraphic apparatus, other electro-medical apparatus and sight-testing instruments: 
Syringes, needles, catheters, cannulae and the like: 
Syringes, with or without needles: 
- Of plastic 
Instruments  and  apparatus for  measuring or checking  the  Oow,  level,  pressure or other 
variables or liqu1ds  or gases  (for example,  flow  meters,  level  gauges,  manometers, heat 
meters), excluding instruments and apparatus of heading No 9014, 9015, 9028 or 9032: 
For measuring or checking pressure: 
For use in civil aircraft: 
- Pressure gauges 
Other: 
Electronic 
Other: 
Spiral or metal diaphragm type pressure gauges: 
Appliances for measuring and non-automatically regulating tyre pressure 
Other: 
- Pressure gauges 
Other: 
- Pressure gauges 
Gas,  liquid  or  electricity  supply  or  production  meters,  including  calibrating  meters 
therefor: 
Electricity meters: 
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ex 9028 30 11 
ex 9028 30 19 
ex 9028 30 90 
9030 
9030 31 
ex 9030 31  10 
ex 9030 31  90 
9030 39 
9030 39 10 
ex 9030 39 30 
9030 39 91 
ex 9030 39 99 
9032 
9032 20 
ex 9032 20 90 
9405 
9405 91 
ex 9405 9111 
ex 9405 91  19 
o~scription 
For single-phase: 
- Instruments  for  controlling  and  regulating  industrial  electricity  generating, 
transmission and consumption systems 
For multi-phase: 
- Instruments  for  controlling  and  regulating  industrial  electricity  generating, 
transmtssion and consumption systems 
Other: 
Instruments  for  controlling  and  regulating  industrial  eJectricicy  generating, 
transmission and consumption systems 
Oscilloscopes, spectrum analysers and other instruments and apparatus for  measuring or 
checking  electrical  quantities,  excluding  meters  of heading  No  9028;  instruments  and 
apparatus for measuring or detecting alpha, beta, gamma, X-ray, cosmic or other ionizing 
radiations: 
Other instruments and apparatus, for measuring or checking voltage, current, resistance or 
power, without a recording device: 
Multimeters: 
For use  in civil  aircraft: 
- Ammeters, voltmeters and wattmeters 
Other: 
- Ammeters, voltmeters and wattmeters 
Other: 
For use  in  civil ;tircraft 
Other: 
Electronic: 
- Ammeters, voltmeters and wattmeters 
Other: 
Voltmeters 
Other: 
- Ammeters and wattmeters 
Automatic regulating or controlling instruments and apparatus: 
Manos  tats: 
Other: 
- Regulators 
Lamps  and  lighung  fittings  including  searchlights  and  spotlights  and pans thereof,  not 
elsewhere  specified  or included;  illuminated  signs,  illuminated  name-plates and  the like, 
having  a  permanently  fixed  light  source,  and  parts  thereof not elsewhere  specified  or 
included: 
Parts: 
Of glass: 
Articles for electrical lighting fittings (excluding searchlights and spotlights): 
Facened glass, plates, b.tlls, pear-shaped drops, flower-shaped pieces, pendants 
and similar articles fot trimming chandeliers: 
- Of coloured,  matt,  engraved,  irisated, cut,  marbled,  opaque, opaline or 
painted glass or of moulded glass, with hollows or protruding parts 
- - - - Other (for example, diffusers, ceiling lights, bowls, cups, lampshades, globes, 
tulip-shaded pieces): 
Lamp glasses 
Other, of  coloured, matt, engraved, irisated, cut, marbled, opaque, opaline or 
painted glass or of moulded glass, with hollows or protruding parts Edition  N  •  2  of  31 • 1 • 1988  I  page  XII-G-80 
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ex 9405 91  90 
9606 
ex 9606 21  00 
ex 9606 22 00 
ex 9606 29 00 
ex 9606 30 00 
Description 
Other: 
Of coloured, matt, engraved, irisated, cut, marbled, opaque, opaline or painted 
glass or of moulded glass, with hollows or protruding parts 
Buttons, press-fasteners, snap-fasteners, and press-studs, button moulds and other parts of 
these articles; button blanks: 
Buttons: 
Of plastic, not covered with textile material: 
- Excluding cuff-links, collar studs, shirt studs and other such articles of  faience, glass, 
silk or other textile fibres 
Of base metal, not covered with textile material: 
- Excluding cuff-links, collar studs, shirt studs and other such articles of  faience, glass, 
silk or other textile fibres  · 
Other: 
- Excluding cuff-links, collar studs, shirt studs and other such articles of  faience, glass, 
silk or other textile fibres  · 
Button moulds and other parts of buttons; button blanks: 
Exduding cuff-links, collar studs, shirt studs and other such articles of faience, glass, 
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0403 
0403 90 
0403 90 91 
0403 90 93 
0403 90 99 
1519 
ex  1519 20 00 
1704 
1704 10 
1704 1011 
1704 10 19 
1719 10 91 
1704 10 99 
1704 90 
1704 90 30 
1704 90 51 
1704 90 55 
17049061 
1704 90 65 
1704 90 71 
1704 90 75 
1704 90 81 
1704 90 99 
1901 
1901  10 00 
1901  20 00 
1901  90 
1901 90 90 
ANNEX IV (b) 
List of goods referred to in the second subparagraph of Article 8 (  3) (b) 
Description 
Buttermilk, curdled milk and cream, yogurt, kephir and other fermented or  acidified milk and 
cream, whether or not concentrated or containing added sugar or other sweetening matter or 
flavoured or containing added fruit, nuts or cocoa: 
Other: 
Flavoured or containing added fruit oP cocoa: 
Other, of a milk fat content, by weight: 
Not exceeding 3 % 
Exceeding 3% but not exceeding 6% 
Exceeding 6% 
Industrial monocarboxylic fatty acids; acid oils from refining; industrial fatty alcohols: 
- Acid oils from  refining 
- Products obtained from pine wood containing 90% or more by weight of fatty acid 
Sugar confectionery (including white chocolate), not containing cocoa: 
Chewing gum, whether or not sugar-coated: 
Containing less than 60% by  weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose}: 
- Gum in strips: 
- Other 
Containing 60% or more by weight of sucrose (including invert sugar expressed as 
sucrose}: 
- Gum in strips 
- Other 
- Other: 
White chocolate 
Other: 
Pastes,  including marzipan,  in  immediate  packings of a  net content of 1 kg  or 
more 
- - Throat pastilles and cough drops 
- Sugar-coated (panned) goods 
Other: 
Gum confectionery and jelly confectionery including fruit pastes in the form of 
sugar confectionery 
Boiled sweets whether or not filled 
Toffees, caramels and similar sweets 
Other: 
Compressed tablets 
Other 
Malt extract; food preparations of flour, meal, starch or malt extract, not containing cocoa 
powder or containing cocoa powder in a proportion by weight ofless than 50%,  not elsewhere 
specified  or included;  food  preparations  of goods  of heading  Nos 0401  to 0404,  not 
containing cocoa powder or containing cocoa powder in a proportion by weight of less than 
10%, not elsewhere specified or included: 
Preparations for infant use, put up for retail sale 
- Mixes and doughs for the preparation of bakers' wares of heading No 1905 
Other: 
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1902 
1902 11  00 
1902 19 
1902 20 
19022091 
1902 20 99 
1902 30 
1902 40 
1904 
1904 10 
1904 10 10 
1905 
1905 10 00 
ex  1905 40 00 
1905 90 
1905 90 10 
1905 90 20 
1905 90 30 
2001 
2001 90 
2001 90 40 
2004 
2004 10 
2004 10 91 
2005 
200S 20 
200.5 20 10 
2008 
2008 11 
2008 11  10 
2008 91  00 
Regulation  (EEC)  No  526/86 
Description 
Pasta,  whether  or not cooked  or stuffed  {with  meat  or other substances) or otherwise 
prepared,  such  as  spaghetti,  macaroni,  noodles,  lasagne,  gnocchi,  ravioli,  cannelloni, 
couscous, whether or not prepared: 
Uncooked pasta, not stuffed or otherwise prepared: 
-·  - Containing eggs 
- - Other 
Stuffed pasta, whether or not cooked or otherwise prepared: 
Other: 
- Cooked 
Other 
Other pasta 
Couscous 
Prepared foods obtained by the swelling or roasting of  cereals or cereal products {for example, 
corn  flakes);  cereals,  other than  maize  (corn),  in  grain  form,  pre-cooked  or otherwise 
prepared: 
Prepared foods obtained by  the swelling or roasting of cereals or cereal products: 
- - Obtained from  maize 
Bread, pastry, cakes, biscuits and other bakers' wares, whether or not containing cocoa; 
communion wafers, empty cachets of a kind suitable for pharmaceutical use, sealing wafers, 
rice paper and similar products: 
Crispbread 
Rusks, toasted bread and similar toasted products: 
- Bolacha capitao (Ships' biscuits) 
Other: 
- Matzos 
Communion wafers, empty cachets of a kind suit.1hlc for pharmaceutical use, sealing 
wafers, rice paper and Similar products 
Other: 
Bread, not containing added honey, eggs, cheese or fruit, and containing by weight 
in  the  dry  matter state not more than 5% of sugar and not more than 5% of 
fat 
Vegetables, fruit, nuts and other edible parts of plants, prepared or preserved by vinegar or 
acetic acid: 
Other: 
Yams, sweet potatoes and  similar edible parts of plants containing 5% or more by 
weight of starch 
Other vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic acid, frozen: 
Potatoes: 
Other: 
- In  the form  of flour, meal or flakes 
Other  vegetables  prepared  or  preserved  otherwise  than  by  vinegar  or acetic  acid,  not 
fro1.en: 
Potatoes: 
- In  the form  of flour, meal or flakes 
Fruit, nuts and other edtble parts of plants, otherwise prepared or preserved, whether or not 
containing  added  sugar  or other sweetening  matter or spirit,  not elsewhere specified  or 
included: 
Nuts, ground-nuts and other seeds, whether or not mixed together: 
Ground-nuts: 
- Peanut butter 
- Other, including mixtures other than those of subheading 2008 19 
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2008 99 91 
·200H 99 99 
2101 
2101  10 
2101  10 91 
2101  10 99 
2101  20 
2101 20 10 
21012090 
2106 
2106 10 
2106 90 
2106 90 99 
2208 
2208 90 
2208 90 55 
ex 2208 90 79 
ex  .1102 
350) 
3505 20 
3505 20 10 
-
- -__  _- Not containing added spirit: 
I-
Not containing added sugar: 
Yams, sweet potatoes and similar edible parts of plants, containing 5% or 
more by weight of starch  I  1- -- --- Other 
I 
I 
Extract!., essences and concentrates, of coffee, tea or mate and preparations with a basis of 
these products or with a basis of  coffee, tea or mate; roasted chicory and other roasted coffee 
! subsitutcs, and extracts, essences and concentrates thereof: 
Extracts, essences and concentrates, of coffee, and preparations with a  basis of these 
extracts, essences or concentrates or with a basis of coffee: 
Preparations: 
Comaining no milk fats, milk  proteins, sucrose, isoglucose, glucose or starch or 
containmg less than 1,5% milk fat, 2,5% milk proteins, 5% sucrose or isoglucose, 
5 'Yo  glucose or starch 
Other 
Extracts, es!.ences and concentrates, of tea or mate, and preparations with a basis of these 
extr.JCt!., e!.sences or concentrates, or with a basis of tea or mate: 
- Contaming  no  milk  fats,  milk  proteins,  sucrose,  isoglucose,  glucose  or starch  or 
containing less than 1,5% milk fat, 2,5% milk proteins, 5% sucrose or isoglucose, 5% 
glucose or starch 
Other 
Food preparations not elsewhere specified or included: 
Protein concemratco; and textured protein substances: 
-- Other: 
Other: 
- Other 
Undcnaturated ethyl alcohol of an alcoholic strength by \'Oiumeofless than 80% vol; spinrs. 
liqueur~ and other spirituous beverages; compound alcoholic preparations of a kind used for 
the m.tnufacturc of heverages: 
Other: 
- Arr.tck, in  containers holding: 
2 litrcs or less: 
- Liqueurs 
More than 2 litres: 
Liqueurs and other spirituous beverages: 
- Liqueurs 
Mineral or chcma..:al  fertilizers, nitrogenous: 
Exdudmg urea, whether or not in aqueous solution, sodium nitrate, ammonium mtr.ue, 
._·.lklllm  nitr.lte  contaming  not  more  than  16%  b}'  weight  of  nitrogen,  calcium 
nm.llc-m.tgncsium  nitrate, and calcium  cy.mirmde containing not more than 45%  hy 
wl·ight of nitrogen when dry and anhydrous 
Dcxtrim .md other modified st.uches (for example, pre-gelatinized or esterified starche-.); 
glues based on <otarches,  or on dextrins or other modified starches: 
- Glue'>: 
Contarning,  by  weight,  less  rhan  25%  of starches  or dexrrins or other modified 
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3505 20 30 
3505 20 50 
3505 20 90 
3909 
ex 3909 40 00 
ex 3914 00 00 
4811 
4811 90 00 
ex 4811 90 90 
5503 
ex 5503 20 00 
5603 00 
ex 5603 00 10 
5903 
5903 10 
t.•x59031090 
5903 90 
ex 5903 90 91 
ex 5903 90 99 
ex .5907 00 00 
6H02 
ex 7004 
Containing, by weight, 25% or more bur less than 55% ofstarches•ordextrins or  other 
modified starches 
Containing by weight, 55% or more but less than 80% of starches or dextrins or other 
modified starches 
Containing  by  weight  80%  or  more  of starches  or dextrins  or  other  modified 
starches 
Amino·resins, phenolic resins and polyurethanes, in  primary forms: 
Phenolic resins: 
- Resins, exluding those of the 'Novolaque' type 
Ion-exchangers based on polymers of heading Nos 3901  to 3913, in  primary forms 
- Phenoplasrs, excluding those of the 'Novolaque' type 
Paper, paperboard, cellulose w  .tdding and webs  of cellulose fibres, coated, impregnated, 
covered, surface-coloured, surface-decorated or printed, in rolls or sheets, other than goods of 
heading No 4803, 4H09, 4810 or 4818: 
Other paper, paperboard, cellulose wadding and webs of soft cellulose: 
Other: 
- Flocked paper and paperboard 
Synthetic staple fibres, not carded, combed or otherwise processed for spinning: 
Of polyesters: 
Of  polyester,  less  than  65  mm  long  and  with  a  tensile  strength  greater  than 
53 cN/tex 
Non-woven~. whether or nm impregnated, coated, covered or laminated: 
Coated or covered: 
Bonded  fibre  fabrics  and similar bonded yarn  fabrics,  in  the piece or simply cut to 
rectangular shape, flocked 
Texule fabrics impregnated, coated, covered or laminated with plastics, other than those of 
heading No 5902: 
With polyvinyl chloride: 
Coated, covered or laminated: 
- Not impregnated, flockt·J  with  polyvinyl chloride 
Other: 
Coated, covered or lamin.ncd: 
With  cellulose  derivauve~ or other  plastics,  with  the  fabric  forming  the  right 
side: 
Not  impregnated,  other than  those  the  textile  material  of which  forms  the 
coating, flocked w1th  preparations of cellulose derivatives or of other artificial 
plastic materials excluding polyurethane 
Other: 
Not  Impregnated,  mher than  those  the  textile  material  of which  forms  the 
coating, flocked with preparations of cellulose derivatives or of other artificial 
plastic materials excluding polyurethane 
Textile fabrics otherwise impregnated, coated or covered; painted canvas being theatrical 
scenery, studio back-cloths or the like: 
- Flocked 
Worked monumental or building stone (except slate) and articles therefor, other than goods of 
heading No 6801; mosaic cubes and the like, of natural stone (including slate), whether or not 
on .1 backing; artificially coloured granules, chippings and powder, of  natural stone (including 
slate) 
Drawn gla-;s and hlown gl.1ss, in  ... hcets, whl'ther or not having an absorbent or reflecting layer, 
but not other\\ ise  worked: 
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ex 7020 00 
ex 7217 
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ex 7229 
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ex 8413 
ex 8418 
ex 8450 
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Description 
Float glass and surface ground or polished glass, in sheets, whether or not having an absorbent 
or reflecting layer, but not otherwise worked: 
Not wired, not more than 5 mm thick 
Floated glass, not wired, excluding glass which is surface ground but not further worked, 
more than 2 mm  but not more than 10 mm  thick 
Other articles of glass: 
Of  coloured, dull, etched or engraved, iridescent, cut, marbled, opaque, opaline or painted 
glass, or of moulded glass with hollowed or raised relief 
Wire of iron or non-alloy steel: 
Not coated with textiles 
Not coated with textiles or with other metals and not referred to in subheading (a) of the 
additional note to this chapter 
Wire of stainless steel: 
Not coated with textiles or with other metals and not referred to in subheading (a) of the 
additional note to this chapter 
Wire of other alloy steel: 
Not coated with textiles or with other metals and not referred to in subheading (a) of the 
addi~ional note to this chapter 
Tubes, pipes and hollow profiles, seamless, of iron (other than cast iron) or steel: 
Straight .md  of uniform wall-thickness, of a maximum length of 4,50 m, of alloy steel 
containing by weight not less than 0,90% but not more than 1,15% of carbon, not less 
than  0,50 o;.,  but  not  more  than  2%  of chromium  and  not  more  than  0,50%  of 
molybdenum 
Excluding  tubes  and  pipes  which  are  unworked,  painted,  varnished,  enamelled  or 
otherwise  prepared  (including  Mannesmann  tubes  and  tubes  produced  by  swaging) 
whether or not fitted with joints or collars, but not further worked, seamless 
Sanitary ware and parts thereof, of iron or steel: 
Baths: 
Other: 
- Of iron or steel sheet not more than 3 mm thick, enamelled 
Pumps for liquids, whether or not fitted with a measuring device; liquid elevators: 
- Centrifugal pumps, dipped, excluding dosing pumps 
Refrigerators, freezers and other refrigerating or freezing equipment, electric or other; heat 
pumps other than air-conditioning machines of heading No 8415: 
Refrigerators  and  refrigerating  equipment  (excluding  parts  thereof},  for  use  in  civil 
aircraft: 
lee-boxes and other refrigerator bodies imported with their refrigerating equipment, 
weighing more than 200 kg each 
- Refrigerators of a capacity of more than 340 litres excluding parts thereof 
Other, excluding  evaporators  and  condensers  other than those  for  the  household 
type 
Household or laundry-type washing machines, including machines which  both  wash  and 
dry: 
Clothes-washing machines, each  of a dry  linen  capacity not exceeding 6 kg;  domestic 
wringers: 
- Clothes-washing machines, excluding parts thereof 
Electric motors and generators (excluding generating sets): 
Asynchronous  three-phased  motors;  single-phased  motors, generators  and  converters 
(rotary or static), excluding rectifiers, not weighing more than 100 kg each 
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CN code 
ex 8502 
ex 8504 
ex 8506 
8516 
85165000 
8516 60 
8516 60 10 
85166051 
8516 60 59 
8516 60 70 
8516 60 80 
ex 8516 60 90 
8517 
8517 10 00 
8517 30 00 
8517 40 00 
8517 81 
8517 81  10 
8517 81  90 
8517 90 
8517 90 10 
ex 8517 90 91 
8535 
ex 8535  10 00 
Description 
Electric generating sets and rotary converters: 
- Generating machines and rotary converters, weighing not more than 100 kg each 
Electrical transformers, static converters (for example, rectifiers) and inductors: 
Static  converters,  weighing  more  than  100 kg  each,  and  rectifiers,  other than  those 
specially designed for soldering 
Three-phased transformers, without liquid dielectric, of  an output of not less than SO kVA 
and not more than 2 500 k  VA 
Instrument transformers; other transformers weighing not more than 500 kg each; static 
converters (excluding rectifiers), weighing not more than 100 kg each 
Primary cells and primary batteries: 
- Dry cells 
Electric instantaneous or storage water heaters and immersion heaters; electric space-heating 
appartus and soil-heating apparatus; electro-thermic hair-dressing apparatus (for example, 
hair dryers; hair curlers, curling tong heaters) and hand dryers; electric smoothing irons; other 
electro-thermic appliances of a kind used  for domestic purposes; electric heating resistors, 
other than those of heading No 8545: 
Microwave ovens 
Other ovens; cookers, cooking plates, boiling rings; grillers and roasters: 
Cookers (incorporating at least an oven and a hob) 
Cooking plates, boiling rings and hobs: 
Hobs for building-in 
Other 
Grillers and roasters 
Ovens for building-in 
Other: 
Electric cooking stoves, ranges, ovens <tnd food warmers (excluding parts thereof), 
for  use in  civil aircraft 
- Portable stoves, cookers, stoves and similar cooking appliances for domestic use 
Electric  apparatus  for  line  telephony  or  line  telegraphy,  including  such  apparatus  for 
carrier-current line systems: 
1-
Telephone sets 
Telephonic or telegraphic switching apparatus 
Other apparatus, for earner-current line systems 
Other apparatus: 
Telephonic: 
Parts: 
Entry-phone systems 
Other 
Of apparatus of subheading 8517 40 00 
Other: 
Of telephonic apparatus: 
- T elcphone apparatus; telephone receivers and parts thereof 
Electrical apparatus for switching or protecting electrical circuits, or for making connections 
to or in  electrical circuits (for example, switches, fuses,  lighting arresters, voltage limiters, 
surge suppressors, plugs, junction boxes), for a voltage exceeding 1 000 V: 
1-
Fuses: 
- Fuses, from  6 kV  to 36 kV  inclus1ve, of the HT type 
Automatic circuit breakers: Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.1988  I  page  XII-G-87 
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ex-8~~~  1- -=lt~ge  ofl~  than  72,SkV~~oo 
- Automatic switches, circuit-breakers and contact-makers, weighing more than 3 kg 
i  but not more than 500 kg each, excluding parts thereof 
ex 8535 29 00  Other: 
HBS 30 
ex 8535 .30  10 
ex 8535 30 90 
8.B6 
ex 8536 10 00 
85.36 20 
ex 8536 20 10 
ex 85]6 20 90 
ex 8536 50 00 
ex 8539 
ex 8544 
- Automatic switches, circuit-breakers and contact-makers, weighing more than 3 kg 
but not more than 500 kg each, excluding parts thereof 
Isolating switches and make-and-break switches: 
For a voltage of less than 72,5 kV: 
For industrial use, excluding equipment for making connections: 
- Of 1 000 V or more: 
-- Disconnecting  switches  and  make-and-break  switches,  including _those 
operating line switches from  1 kV to 60 kV exclusive 
Other: 
For industrial use, excluding equipment for making connections: 
Of 1 000 V or more: 
Disconnecting  switches  and  make-and-break  switches  including  those 
operating line switches from  1 kV to 60 kV exclusive 
Electrical apparatus for switching or protecting electrical circuits, or for making connections 
to or in electrical circuits (for example, switches, relays, fuses surge suppressors, plugs sockets, 
lamp-holders, junction boxes), for a voltage not exceeding 1 000 V: 
Fuses: 
- NH type fuses 
Automatic circuit breakers: 
For a currellt not exceeding 63 A: 
- Automatic switches, circuit-breakers and contact-makers, weighing more than 3 kg 
but not more than 500 kg each, excluding parts thereof 
For a current exceeding 63 A: 
- Automatic switches, circuit-breakers and contact-makers, weighing more than 3 kg 
but not more than 500 kg each, excluding parts thereof 
Other switches: 
For industrial use, excluding equipment for making connections: 
Of leso;  th,m  I 000 V: 
- Three or four-pole double break switches, from 63 A to 1 000 A 
Electric filament or dtscharge lamps, including sealed-beam lamps units and ultraviolet or 
infra-red lamps; <trc-lamps: 
Fil.unent lamps for lighting 
·- Other lamps: 
- For lighting 
Parts: 
- Electric lamps for lighting 
Insulated (including enamelled or anodized) wire, cable (including coaxial cable) and other 
msulated electric conductors, whether or not fitted with connectors; optical fibre cables, made 
up of individually sheathed fibres, whether or not assembled with electric conductors or fitted 
with connectors: 
With a metal sheath, whether or not covered with other materials, excluding coaxial and 
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0305 
ANNEX V 
List of goods refered to in the first indent of Anicle 11  (1) (a) 
Description 
Fish, dried, salted or in brine; smoked fish, whether or not cooked before or 
during the smoking process; fish  meal fit  for human consumption: 
Dried fish, whether or not salted but not smoked: 
Other: 
ex ()305 59 50  I  - Anchovies (Engraulis spp.) 
0305 63 00 
0306 
0306 11  00 
0306 12 
0306 1210 
0306 12 90 
0306 21  00 
0306 22 
0306 22 10 
0306 22 91 
0306 22 99 
0307 
0307 31 
0307 31  10 
0307 31  90 
0307 39 
0307 39 10 
0307 39 90 
0'709 
0709 60 
0709 60 99 
0710 
0710 80 
0710 80 59 
0711 
- put up m barrels or other containers of a net capactiy of 10 kg or 
more 
Fish, salted but not dried or smoked and fish  in  brine: 
- Anchovies (Engraults spp.) 
Crustaceans, whether in shell or not, live, fresh, chilled, frozen, dried, salted 
or in brine; crustaceans, in shell, cooked by steaming or by boiling in water, 
whether or not chilled, frozen, dried, salted or in brine: 
Frozen: 
Rock lobster and other sea crawfish (Palinurus spp., Panulirus spp., 
j,ISUS spp.) 
Lobsters (Hon~<lrus spp.): 
Whole 
Other 
Not frozen 
Rock lobster and other sea crawfish (Pa/inurus spp., Panulirus spp., 
Jasus spp.} 
Lobsters (Homarus spp.): 
Live 
Other: 
Whole 
Other 
Molluscs, whether m shell or not, live, fresh, chilled, frozen, dried, salted or 
in  brine;  aquatic invertebrates other than crustaceans and molluscs, live, 
fresh, chilled, frozen, dried, salted or in  brine: 
Mussels (Myti/us spp., Perna spp.): 
Live, fresh or chilled: 
- Mytilus spp. 
- Perna spp. 
Other: 
Mytilus spp. 
Perna spp. 
Other vegetables, fresh  or chilled: 
Fruits of the genus Capsicum or of the genus Pimenta: 
-- Other: 
- Other 
Vegetables (uncooked or cooked by steaming or boiling in water), frozen: 
Other vegetables: 
Fruits of the genus Capsimm or of the genus Pimenta: 
- Other 
Vegetables provisionally preserved (for example, by sulphur dioxide gas, in I 
brine, in sulphur water or in other preservative solutions), bur unsuitable in 
that state for immediate consumption: 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
(') 
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CN code  Description  compensatory 
levy 
0711 90  Other vegetables; mixtures of vegetables: 
- Vegetables: 
0711 90 10  - Fruits of the genus Pimenta, excluding sweet peppers  (I) 
0713  Dried leguminous vegetables, shelled, whether or not skinned or split  (1) 
0714  Manioc, arrowroot, salep, Jerusalem artichokes, sweet potatoes and similar 
roots and tubers with high starch or inulin contem, fresh or dried, whether or 
not sliced or in  the form  of pellets; sago pith: 
0714 90  Other: 
0714 90 90  - Other  (1) 
• 
0801  Coconuts, Brazil nuts and cashew nuts, fresh or dried, whether or not shelled 
or peeled: 
0801 10  - Coconuts  (1) 
0802  Other nuts fresh  or dried, whether or not shelled or peeled: 
Almonds: 
0802 31  00  In  shell  (4) 
0802 32 00  Shelled  (4) 
0802 90  - Other: 
0802 90 10  - Pecans  (4) 
0804  Dates, figs, pineapples, avocados, guavas, mangoes and mangosteens, fresh 
or dried: 
0804 10 00  Dates  (I) 
0804 20  Figs: 
ex 0804 20 90  Dried: 
- In immediate containers of a net capacity of 15 kg or less, imported 
in  accordance with a tariff quota  (2) 
0804 40  - A\ocados  (I) 
0804 50()()  - GuJvas, mangoes and mangosteens  (1) 
0806  Grapes, fresh  or dried: 
ex 0806 20  Dried: 
- In  immediate comainers of a net capacity of 2 kg or Jess: 
- Imported in  accordance with a tariff quota  (2) 
0813  Fruit, dried, other than that of heading Nos 0801 to 0806; mixtures of nuts or 
dried fruits of this chapter: 
0813 10 00  - Apricots  (1) 
0813 30 00  Apples  (I) 
0813 40  - Other fruit: 
0813 40 10  - - Peaches, including nectarines  (I) 
0813 40 30  Pears  (I) 
081] 40 50  Papaws (papayas)  (I) 
0813 40 90  Other  (I) 
0813 50  Mixtures of nuts or dried fruits of this chapter: 
Fruit salads of dried  fruit, other than that of heading Nos 0801  to 
0806: 
0813 5011  - Not containing prunes  (I) Edition  N•  2  of  31.1.1988 
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CNcode 
0902 
0902 10 00 
0902 30 00 
0904 
0904 11 
0904 11  90 
0904 12 00 
0904 20 
0904 20 39 
0904 20 90 
0909 
0909 10 
0909 10 10 
0909 10 90 
0909 30 
0909 30 19 
0909 30 90 
0909 40 
0909 40 19 
0909 40 90 
0909 50 
0909 50 19 
0909 50 90 
0910 
0910 20 
0910 20 10 
0910 20 90 
0910 40 
0910 40 13 
0910 40 19 
0910 40 90 
0910 91 
0910 91  10 
0910 91  90 
0910 99 
0910 99 91 
0910 99 99 
Description 
Tea: 
Green  tea  (nor  fermented)  in  immediate  packings  of a  content  not 
exceeding 3 kg 
Black tea (fermented) and partly fermented tea, in immediate packings of  a 
content not exceeding 3 kg 
Pepper of the genus  Piper;  dried or crush or ground fruits  of the genus 
Capsicum or of the genus Pimenta: 
Pepper: 
Neither crushed nor ground: 
- Other 
Crushed or ground 
Fruits of  the genus Capsicum or of the Genus Pimenta, dried or crushed or 
ground: 
Neither crushed nor ground: 
- Other: 
- - Other 
Crushed or ground 
Seeds of anise, badian, fennel, coriander, cumin, caraway or juniper: 
Seeds of anise or badian: 
- Seeds of anise 
- Seeds of badian 
Seeds of cumin: 
Neither crushed nor ground: 
- Other 
Crushed or ground 
- Seeds of caraway: 
Neither crushed nor ground: 
- Other 
Crushed or ground 
Seeds of fennel  or juniper: 
Neither crushed nor ground: 
- Other 
Crushed or ground 
Ginger, saffron, turmeric (curcuma),  thyme, bay  leaves, curry and other 
spices: 
Saffron: 
- - Neither crushed nor ground 
1-
- Crushed or ground 
Thyme; bay leaves: 
Thyme: 
Neither crushed nor ground: 
- Other 
- Crushed or ground 
Bay  leaves 
Other spices: 
Mixtures reft·rred to in  note  I (h) to this chapter: 
-- - Neither cru~hed nor ground 
- Crushed or ground 
Other: 
Other: 
Neither crushed nor ground 
- Cru~hcd or ground 
... 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
(') 
(') 
(') 
(') 
(') 
(') 
(') 
(') 
(1) 
(') 
(') 
(') 
(') 
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CN code 
0902 
0902 10 00 
0902 30 00 
0904 
0904 11 
0904 11  90 
0904 12 00 
0904 20 
0904 20 39 
0904 20 90 
0909 
0909 10 
0909 10 10 
0909 10 90 
0909 30 
0909 30 19 
0909 30 90 
0909 40 
0909 40 19 
0909 40 90 
0909 50 
0909 50 19 
0909 50 90 
0910 
0910 20 
0910 20 10 
0910 20 90 
0910 40 
0910 40 13 
0910 40 19 
0910 40 90 
0910 91 
0910 91  10 
0910 91  90 
0910 99 
0910 99 91 
0910 99 99 
Description 
Tea: 
Green  tea  (not  fermented)  in  immediate  packings  of a  content  not 
exceeding 3 kg 
- Black tea (fermented) and partly fermented tea, in immediate paclcings of  a 
content not exceeding 3 kg 
Pepper of the genus  Piper;  dried  or crush  or ground fruits  of the genus 
Capsicum or of the genus Pimenta: 
Pepper: 
Neither crushed nor ground: 
- Other 
Crushed or ground 
- Fruits of the genus Capsicum or of the Genus Pimenta, dried or crushed or 
ground: 
Neither crushed nor ground: 
- Other: 
- - Other 
Crushed or ground 
Seeds of anise, badian, fennel, coriander, cumin, caraway or juniper: 
Seeds of anise or badian: 
- - Seeds of anise 
- - Seeds of badian 
Seeds of cumin: 
Neither crushed nor ground: 
- - Other 
- Crushed or ground 
Seeds of caraway: 
Neither crushed nor ground: 
- Other 
Crushed or ground 
- Seeds of fennel  or juniper: 
I= 
Neither crushed nor ground: 
- Other 
Crushed or ground 
Ginger, saffron, turmeric  (curcuma),  thyme,  bay  leaves,  curry and other 
spices: 
Saffron: 
- Neither crushed nor ground 
- - Crushed or ground 
- Thyme; bay leaves: 
Thyme: 
Neither crushed nor ground: 
- Other 
Crushed or ground 
Bay  leaves 
- Other spices: 
Mixtures referred to in  note 1 (b)  to this chapter: 
- Neither crushed nor ground 
- Crushed or ground 
Other: 
Other: 
Neither crushed nor ground 
- - Crusht·d or ground 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
(') 
(1) 
(I) 
(1) 
('} 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(I) 
(') 
(1) 
(1) 
(I) 
(1) 
(1) 
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1211  10 00 
1211  90 
1211  90 10 
1211  90 30 
1212 
1212 10 
1212 10 10 
1212 10 91 
1212 10 99 
1214 
1214 90 
1214 90 10 
1302 
1302 20 
1302 20 10 
1302 20 90 
1504 
1504 10 
1504 10  tO 
1507 
1508 
1511 
1511  10 
1511  10 10 
1512 
1513 
1514 
1515 
1516 
1516 10 
1516 10  ){) 
1516 10 90 
Liquorice roots 
Other: 
Description 
------·---· 
Pyrethrum (flowers, leaves, stems, peel and roots) 
T onquin beans 
Locust beans, seaweeds and other algae, sugar beet and sugar cane, fresh or 
dried, whether dr not ground; fruit stones and kernels and other vegetable 
products (including unroasted chicory roots of the variety Cichorium intybus 
sativum) of a kind used primarily for  human consumption, not elsewhere 
specified or included: 
I= 
Locust beans, including locust bean seeds: 
Locust beans 
Locust bean seeds: 
Not decorticated, crushed or ground 
Other 
Swedes,  mangolds,  fodder  roots,  hay,  lucerne  (alfalfa),  clover,  sainfoin, 
forage kale, lupines, vetches and similar forage products, whether or not in 
the form of pellets: 
Other: 
- Mangolds, swedes and other fodder roots 
Vegetable  saps  and  extracts;  pectic  substances,  pectinates  and  pectates; 
agar-agar and other mucilages  and thickeners,  whether or not modified, 
derived from veglatable products: 
Pectic substances, pectinates and pectates: 
Dry 
Other 
fats and oil~ and their fractions, of fish or marine mammals, whether or not 
refined, but not chemically modified: 
Fish-liver oils and their fractions: 
- - Of a vitamin A content not exceeding 2 \00 IU/g 
Soya-bean oil and its  fractions, whether or not refined, but not chemically 
modified 
Ground-nut oil and its fractions, whether or not refined, but not chemically 
modified 
Palm  oil  and  its  fractions,  whether  or  not  refined,  but  not chemically 
modified: 
Crude oil: 
For  technical  or  industrial  uses  other  than  the  manufacture  of 
foodstuffs for human consumption 
Sunflower-seed, safflower or cotton-seed oil and fractions thereof, whether or 
not refined, but not chemically modified 
( :oconut (copra), palm kernel or babassu oil and fractions thereof, whether or 
·not refined, but not chemically modified 
Rape, colza or mustard oil and fractions thereof, whether or not refined, but 
nor chemically modified 
Other fixed vegetable fat!>  and oils (including jojoba oil) and their fractions, 
whether or not refined, but not chemically modified 
Animal  or  vegetable  fats  and  oils  and  their  fractions,  partly  or wholly 
hydrogenated,  inter-esterified,  re-esterified  or elaidinized,  whether or not 
refined, but not further prepared: 
Animal fats and oils and their fractions: 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
- Other 
Rate of 
compensatory 
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CN code 
1516 20 
1516 20 91 
1516 20 99 
1517 
1517 10 
1517 10 90 
1517 90 
1517 90 91 
1517 90 99 
1518 00 
1518 00 31 
1518 00 39 
1605 
1605 20 00 
1605 30 00 
. 1605 40 00 
1605 90 
1605 90 10 
ex  1605 90 90 
2001 
ex 2001  10 00 
2001 90 
2001 90 20 
2001 90 50 
2001 90 90 
2003 
2003 10 
2003  lO 10 
2003 10 90 
2004 
2004 10 
2004 10 99 
2004 90 
Description 
Vegetables fats and oils and their fractions: 
Other: 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
Other 
Margarine; edible mixtures or preparations of animal or vegetable fats or oils 
or of fractions of different fats or oils of this chapter, other than edible fats or 
oils or their fractions of heading No 1516: 
Margarine, excluding liquid margarine: 
- Other 
Other: 
Other: 
- Fixed vegetable oils, fluid, mixed 
Other 
Animal  or vegetable  fats  and  oils  and  their fractions,  boiled,  oxidized, 
dehydrated, sulphurized, blown, polymerized by heat in vacuum or in inen 
gas or otherwise chemically modified, excluding those of heading No 1516; 
inedible  mixtures or preparations of animal or vegetable fats or oils or of 
fractions of different fats or oils of this chapter, not elsewhere specified or 
included: 
Fixed vegetable oils, fluid,  mixed, for technical or industrial uses other 
than the manufacture of foodstuffs for human consumption: 
Crude 
- Other 
Crustaceans,  molluscs  and  other  aquatic  invertebrates,  prepared  or 
preserved: 
Shrimps and prawns 
Lobster 
Other crustaceans 
Other: 
Molluscs 
Other aquatic invertebrates: 
Simply boiled in water and shelled excluding Norway lobsters and 
freshwater crawfish 
Vegetables, fruit, nuts and other edible parts of plants, prepared or preserved 
by  vinegar or acetic acid: 
Cucumbers and gherkins: 
- Cucumbers 
Other: 
Fruit of the genus Capsicum other than sweet peppers or pimentos 
Mushrooms 
Other 
Mushrooms and truffles, prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or 
acetic acid: 
Mushrooms: 
Cultivated 
- Other 
Other vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic 
acid, frozen: 
- Potatoes: 
- Other: 
- -- - Other 
Other vegetables and mixtures of vegetables: 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
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2004 90 30  Sauerkraut, capers and olives 
Other, including mixtures: 
2004 90 95 
ex 2004 90 99 
2005 
2005 10 00 
2005 20 
2005 20 90 
2005 51  00 
2005 70 00 
2005 90 
2005 90 10 
2005 90 30 
2005 90 50 
ex 2005 90 90 
2302 
2302 50 00 
Artichokes 
Other: 
Excluding  artichoke  hearts  and  bottoms,  carrots  and 
mixtures 
Other vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic 
acid, not frozen: 
Homogenized vegetables 
Potatoes: 
- Other 
Beans (Vigna spp., Phaseolus spp.): 
- Beans, shelled 
Olives 
Other vegetables and mixtures of vegetables: 
f'ruit of the genus Capsicum other than sweet peppers or pimentos 
Capers 
Artichokes 
Other: 
- Excluding artichoke hearts and bottoms, carrots and mixtures 
Bran, sharps and other residues, whether or not in the form of pellets derived 
from  the  sifting,  milling  or  other  working  of cereals  or of leguminous 
plants: 
- Of leguminous plants 
R,ue of compensatory levy: 
( 1)  From 1 January 1988 to 31  December 1988: 68; 
From  1 January 1989 to 31  December 1989: 74; 
hom 1 J.muary 1990 to 31  December 1992:  100. 
(21  From  I Janu.1ry  1988 to .31  December  1992:  100. 
( ')  hom I January 1988 to .H  December 1988: 53; 
hom I January 1989 to 31  December 1989: 62; 
l'rom  I January 1990 to 31  December 1990: 71; 
From  I January 1991  to 31  December 1992:  100. 
(•)  From  1 Janu.try  1988 to 31  December 1988: 64; 
hom I janu.1ry 1989 to 31  December !989: 68; 
From  I January 1990 to 31  December  I 990: 7 3; 
From  1 January 1991  to 31  December 1995:  100. 
( 5)  From  I January 1988 to 31  December 1991: 0; 
hom 1 January 1992 to 31  December 1992: 35; 
From  I January 1993 to 31  December 1993: 50; 
From  I January 1  994 to 31  December 1994: 6 7; 
From  I january 1995 to 31  December 1995: 100. 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
(I) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(I) 
(1) 
(1) 
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0305 
0306 
0306 11  00 
0306 21  00 
0603 
0604 
0710 
0711 
0712 
0713 
0713 10 
0713 10 90 
0713 50 
0713 50 90 
0713 90 
0713 90 90 
0714 
0714 90 
0714 90 90 
0811 
0812 
0813 
0814 
ANNEX VI 
List of goods referred to in the first indent of Article t t (1) (b) 
Rare of 
Description  compensatory 
levy 
Fish, dried, salted or in brine; smoked fish, whether or not cooked before or 
during the smoking process; fish  meal fit for human consumption  (1) 
Crustaceans, whether in shell or not, live, fresh, chilled, frozen, dried, salted 
or in brine; crustaceans, in shell, cooked by steaming or by boiling in water, 
whether or not chilled, frozen, dried, salted or in  brine: 
Frozen: 
- Rock lobster and other sea crawfish (Palinurus spp., Panulirus spp., 
]asus spp.) 
Not frozen: 
Rock lobster and other sea crawfish (Palinurus spp., Panulirus spp., 
Jasus spp.) 
Cut flowers and flower buds of  a kind suitable for bouquets or  for ornamental 
purposes, fresh, dried, dyed bleached, impregnated or otherwise prepared 
Foliage, branches and other parts of plants, without flowers or flower buds, 
and grasses, mosses and lichens, being goods of a kind suitable for bouquets 
or for  ornamental purposes, fresh, dried, dyed, bleached, impregnated or 
otherwise prepared 
Vegetables (uncooked or cooked by steaming or boiling in  water), frozen 
Vegetables provisionally preserved (for example, by sulphur dioxide gas, in 
brine, in sulphur water or in other preservative solutions), but unsuitable in 
that state for immediate consumption 
Dried vegetables, whole, cut, sliced, broken or in powder, but not further 
prepared 
Dried leguminous vegetables, shelled, whether or not skinned or split: 
Peas (Pisum sativum): 
- Other 
Broad  beans (Vicia /alva var.  major) and horse beans (Vicia faba var. 
equina,  Vicia faba var.  minor): 
- Other 
Other: 
- Other 
Manioc, arrowroot, salep, Jerusalem artichokes, sweet potatoes and similar 
roots and tubers with high starch or inulin conrent, fresh or dried, whether or 
not sliced or in  the form of pellets; sago pith: 
Other: 
- - Other 
Fruit and nuts, uncooked or cooked by steaming or boiling in water, frozen, 
whether or not containing added sugar or other sweeting matter 
Fruit and nuts, provisionally preserved (for example, by sulphur dioxide gas, 
in brine, in sulphur water or in other preservative solutions), but unsuitable in 
that state for immediate consumption 
Fruit, dried, other than that of  heading Nos 0810 to 0806; mixtures of  nuts or 
dried fruits of this chapter 
Peel of citrus fruit or melons (including watermelons), fresh, frozen, dried or 
provisionally preserved  in  brine, in  sulphur water or in  other preservative 
solutions 
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CN code 
0901 
0901 21  00 
0901 22 00 
0901 30 00 
0901 40 00 
0904 
0906 
0907 00 00 
0908 
0910 
1106 
II 06 10 00 
1108 
11082000 
121 l 
1212 
1212 10 
1212 10 10 
12121091 
1212 10 99 
1212 30 00 
1212 99 
1212 99 10 
1214 
1214 90 
1214 90 10 
Description 
Coffee,  whether or not roasted or decaffeinated;  coffee  husks and skins; 
coffee substitutes containing coffee in  any proportion: 
Coffee, roasted: 
Not decaffeinated 
Decaffeinated 
Coffee husks and skins 
Coffee substitutes containing coffee 
Pepper of the genus Piper;  dried or crushed or ground fruits of the genus 
Capsicum or of the genus Pimenta 
Cinnamon and Cinnamon-tree flowers 
Cloves (whole fruit, cloves and stems) 
Nutmeg, mace and cardamoms 
Ginger,  saffron, turmeric (curcuma),  thyme,  bay  leaves,  curry and other 
spices 
Flour and meal of the dried leguminous vegetables of heading No 0713, of 
sago or of roots or tubers of heading No 0714; flour, meal and powder of the 
products of Chapter 8: 
Flour  .md  meal  of the  dried  leguminous  vegetables  of heading  No 
071.3 
Starches; inulin: 
- Inulin 
Plants and pans of pldnts (including seeds and fruits), of  a kind used primarily 
I 
in perfumery, in pharmacy or for insecticidal, fung1cidal or similar purposes, 
fresh  or dried, whether or not cut, crushed or powdered 
Locust beans, seaweeds and other algae, sugar beet and sugar cane, fresh or 
dried, whether or not ground; fruit stones and kernels and other vegetable 
products (including unroasted chicory roots of the variety Cichorium intybus 
sativum) of a kind  used  primarily for human consumption, not elsewhere 
~pecified or included: 
1-
- Locust beans, including locust bean seeds: 
Locust beans 
Locust bean seeds: 
- Not decorticated, crushed or ground 
- Other 
- Apricot, peach or plum stones and kernels 
Other: 
Other: 
Chicory roots 
Swedes,  mangolds,  fodder  roots,  hay,  lucerne  (alfalfa),  clover,  sainfoin, 
forage kale, lupines, vetches and similar forage products, whether or not in 
the form of pellets: 
Other: 
- - Mangolds, swedes and other fodder roots 
1502  Fats of bovine animals, sheep or goats, raw or rendered, whether or not 
1502 0091 
1502 00 99 
I  pressed or solvent-extracted: 
- Other: 
Of bovine  ammal~ 
Of sheep or goats 
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1504 
1504 10 
1504 10 10 
1507 
1508 
1511 
1511 10 
151110 10 
1512 
1513 
1514 
1515 
1516 
1516 10 
1516 10 10 
1516 10 90 
1516 20 
1516 20 91 
1516 20 99 
1517 
1517 10 
1517 10 90 
1517 90 
1517 90 91 
1517 90 99 
1518 00 
Description 
Fats and oils and their fractions, or fish or marine mammals, whether or not 
refined, but not chemically modified: 
Fish-liver oils and their fractions: 
- Of a vitamin A content not exceeding 2 500 IU I g 
Soya-bean oil  and its fractions, whether or not refined, but not chemically 
modified 
Ground-nut oil and its fractions, whether or not refined, but not chemically 
modified 
Palm  oil  and  its  fractions,  whether  or  not  refined,  but  not chemically 
modified: 
Crude oil: 
For  technical  or  industrial  uses.  other  than  the  manufacture  of 
foodstuffs for human consumption 
Sunflower-seed, safflower or cotton-seed oil and fractions thereof, whether or 
not refined, but not chemically modified 
Coconut (copra), palm kernel or babassu oil and fractions thereof, whether or 
not refined, but not chemically modified 
Rape, colza or mustard oil and fractions thereof, whether or not refined, but 
not chemically modified 
Other fixed vegetable fats and oils (including jojoba oil) and their fractions. 
whether or not refined, but not chemically modified 
Animal  or vegetable  fats  and  oils  and  their  fractions,  panly or  wholly 
hydrogenated,  inter-esterified, re-escerified  or elaidinized, whether or not 
refined, but not further prepared: 
Animal  fats  and oil'>  and their fractions: 
In  immediate packings or a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
Other 
Vegetable fats and otis and their fractions: 
Other: 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
Other 
Margarine; edible mixtures or preparations of animal or vegetable fats or oils 
or of fractions of different fats or oils of this chapter, other than edible fats or 
oils or their fractions of heading No 1516: 
Margarine, excluding liquid margarine: 
- Other 
Other: 
Other: 
fixed vegetable oils, fluid, mixed 
Other 
Animal  or vegatable  fats  and  oils  and  their  fractions,  boiled,  oxidized, 
dehydrated, sulphurized, blown, polymerized by heat in vacuum or in inen 
gas or otherwise chemically modified, excluding those of heading No 1516; 
inedible mixtures or preparations of animal or vegetable fats or oils or of 
fractions of different fats or oils of this chapter, not elsewhere specified or 
included: 
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1518 00 
(Cont'd) 
1518 00 31 
1518 00 39 
1602 
16{)2  10 00 
1602 20 
1602 20 10 
1602 41 
1602 42 
1602 49 
1602 so 
1602 90 
1604 
1604 12 
1604 12 10 
1604 12 90 
1604 13 
1604 13  10 
1604 13 90 
1604 14 
1604 14 10 
1604 14 90 
1604 15 
1604 15  10 
1604 15 90 
1604 16 00 
1604 19 
1604 19 10 
1604 19 99 
1604 20 
1604 20 10 
1604 20.30 
1604 20 40 
ex  1604 20 50 
Rate of 
Description  compensatory 
Fixed vegetable oils, fluid, mixed, for technical or industrial uses other 
than manufacture of foodstuffs for human consumption: 
levy 
Crude  (3) 
- Other  (l) 
I 
Other prepared or preserved meat, meat offal or blood: 
- Homogenized preparations  (  1) 
Of liver of any animal: 
- Goose or duck liver 
- Of swine: 
Hams and cuts thereof 
Shoulders and cuts thereof 
- - Other, including mixtures 
- Of bovine animals 
Other, including preparations of blood of any animal 
Prepared or preserved fish; caviar and caviar substitutes prepared from fish 
eggs: 
- Fish, whole or in  pieces, but not minced: 
Herrings: 
Filets, raw, coated with batter or breadcrumbs, deep frozen 
Other 
Sardines, sardinella and brisling or sprats: 
Sardines 
Other 
- - Tunas, skipjack and Atlantic bonito (Sarda  spp.): 
Tunas and skipjack 
Atlantic bonito (Sarda  spp.J 
Maquereaux: 
Of the species Scomber scomhrus and Scomber japonicus 
Of the species Scomber australasicus 
Anchqvies 
Other: 
Salmonidae, other than salmon · 
Other: 
- Other 
- Other prepared or preserved fish: 
Of salmon 
Of Salmonidae, other than salmon 
Of anchovies 
Of sardines, bonito, mackerel of the species Scomber scombrus and 
Swmber japonicus,  fish  of the species Orcynopsis unicolor: 
(1) 
(1) 
(I) 
,~) 
(I} 
(I} 
(') 
(2) 
(I) 
(1) 
of sardines  (4) 
of bonito, mackerel of the species Scomber scombrus and Scomber 
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CN wde 
1604 20 70 
1604 20 90 
1604 30 
1604 30 10 
1604 30 90 
1801  00 00 
1802 00 00 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2004 10 
2004 10 99 
2004 90 
2004 90 30 
2004 90 50 
2004 90 95 
ex 2004 90 99 
2005 
2005 30 00 
2005 40 00 
2005 51  00 
2005 59 00 
2005 60 00 
2005 70 00 
200S 90 
2005 90 10 
zoos 90 30 
2005 90 50 
2005 90 90 
2006 00 
2006 00 90 
2007 
200M 
Rate of 
Description  compens.nory 
levy 
- Of tunas, skipjack or other fish of the genus Euthynnus  (I) 
- Of other fish  {  1) 
Caviar and caviar substitu'tcs: 
Caviar {Sturgeon roe}  (  1) 
Caviar substitutes  (  1} 
Cocoa beans, whole or broken, raw or roasted  {
2
} 
Cocoa shells, husks, skins and other cocoa waste  (
2
) 
Vegetable, fruit, nuts and other edible parts of plants, prepared or preserved 
by  vinegar or acetic acid  ( 
1
) 
Tomatoes prepared or preserved otherwise than by  vinegar or acetic acid  ( 
1
) 
Mushrooms and truffles, prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or 
acetic acid  (1) 
Other vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic 
I 
acid, frozen: 
- Potatoes: 
- - Other: 
- - Other 
Other vegetables and mixtures of vegetables: 
Sauerkraut, capers and olives 
Peas (Pisum satit,um) and immature beans of the genus Phaseolus. in 
pod 
Other including mixtures: 
Artichokes 
Other: 
- Asparagus 
Other vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic 
.tcid, not frozen: 
- Salll."rkraut 
Peas (Pisum sutivum) 
- Beans (Vigna spp., Phaseolus spp.): 
Beans, shelled 
- - Other 
A'>paragus 
Olives 
Other vegetables .md mixtures of vegetables: 
fruit of the genus C.1psicum other than sweet peppers or pimentos 
Capers 
- Artichokes 
Other 
Fruit, nuts, fruit-peel and other parts of plants, preserved by sugar {drained, 
glace or crystalhzed): 
Other: 
- - Other 
Jams, fruit jellies, m.trmalades, fruit or nut puree .tnd fruit or nut pastes, being 
cooked  preparations,  whether  or  not  containing  ,tdded  sugar  or  other 
sweetening maner 
.
1 
Fruit, nuts and other edible parts of plants, otherwise prepared or preserved, 
whether or not containing added sugar or other sweetening matter or spirit, 
1  not elsewhere specified or included 
(') 
(') 
(') 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(I) 
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2009 
Description 
Fruit juices (including grape must) and vegetable juices, unfermented and not 
containing added spirit, whether or not containing added sugar or other 
sweetening matter 
2301  Flour'i, meals and pellets, of meat or meat offal, of fish  or of crustaceans, 
molluscs  or  other  aquatic  invertebrates,  unfit  for  human  consumption; 
greaves 
2302 
2307 00 
2308 
Bran, sharps and other residues, whether or not in the form of pellets derived 
from  the  sifting,  milling  or  other  working  of cereals  or of leguminous 
plants 
Wine lees; argol 
Vegetable materials and vegetable waste, vegetable residues and by-products, 
whether or not in  the form of pellets, of a kind used in  animal feeding, not 
elsewhere specified or included 
Rate of compem.nory levy: 
( 1)  From  I .January  1988 to 31  De..:ember  1988: 5.1; 
hom I .January 1989 to 31  December 1989: 62; 
From  I Janu.1ry  1990 to 31  December 1990: 71 ; 
From  I January 1991  to 31  December 1992:  100. 
(l)  From I J.muary 1988 to 31  December 1988: 75; 
From 1 January 1989 to 31  December 1992:  JOO. 
( 1)  From  1 Janu.uy 1988 to 31  December 1991: 0; 
From  I J.wuary 1992 to 31  December 1992: 35; 
hom I January 1993 to 31  December 1993: SO; 
From 1 January 1994 to 31  December 1994: 67; 
From  I January 1995 w  31  December 1995:  100. 
(')  From  I January 1988 to .H  De..:ember  1988: 45; 
From  I January 1989 to 3 I  December  1989: 52; 
!-rom  1 Janu:lry 1990 to 11  December  1990: 59; 
From I January 1991  to 31  December 1991: 66; 
From 1 Janu.uy 1992 to 31  Det.:ember  1992: 7.3; 
From  I janu.uy 1993 to 31  Decemher  !995: 100. 
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0307 
0307 10 
0307 10 90 
0307 99 
ex 0307 99 13 
ex 0307 99 90 
0709 
0709 90 
0709 90 31 
0710 
0710 80 
0710 80 10 
0711 
0711  20 
0711  20 10 
0712 
0712 90 
ex 0712 90 90 
0713 
0802 
0802 31  00 
0802 32 00 
0802 90 
0802 90 10 
ex 0802 90 90 
0804 
0804 30 00 
1208 
1208 10 00 
ANNEX VII 
List of goods referred to in  the first indent of Article 11  (2) (a) 
Description 
Molluscs, whether in shell or not, live, fresh, chilled, frozen, dried, salted or 
in  brine;  aquatic invertebrates other than crustaceans and molluscs,  live, 
fresh, chilled, frozen, dried, salted or in-brine: 
Oysters: 
- Other 
Other: 
- Other: 
Fro?.Cn: 
- Striped venus and other species of the family Veneridae 
- Carpet shells or grooved carpet shells (Scobicularia plana) 
Other: 
- Carpet shells or grooved carpet shells (Scobicularia plana) 
Other vegetables, fresh or chilled: 
- Other: 
- Olives: 
- For uses other than the production of oil 
Vegetables (uncooked or cooked by steaming or boiling in water), frozen: 
Other vegetables: 
- Olives 
Vegetables provisionally preserved (for example, by sulphur dioxide gas. in 
brine, in sulphur water or in other preservative solutions), but unsuitable in 
that state for  immediate consumption: 
- Olives: 
- - For uses other than the production of oil 
Dried vegetables, whole, cut, sliced, broken or in powder, but not further 
prepared: 
Other vegetables; mixtures of vegetables: 
Other: 
- Olives 
Dried leguminous vegetables, shelled. whether or not skinned or split 
Other nuts, fresh or dried, whether or not shelled or peeled: 
- Walnuts: 
In  shell 
Shelled 
Other: 
Pecans 
Other: 
- Pignolia nuts 
Dates, figs, pineapples, avocados, guavas, mangoes and mangosteens, fresh 
or dried: 
- Pineapples 
Flours  and  meals  of oil  seeds  or oleaginous  fruits,  other than  those  of 
mustard: 
- Of soya beans 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
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CN code 
1211 
1211  10 00 
1211 90 
1211 90 10 
1211 90 30 
1212 
1212 10 
1212 10 10 
1212 10 91 
1212 10 99 
1302 
1302 20 
1302 20 10 
1302 20 90 
1504 
1504 10 
1504 10 10 
1507 
1508 
1509 
Description 
Plants and parts of plants (including seeds and fruits), of  a kind used primarily 
in perfumery, in pharmacy or for insecticidal, fungicidal or similar purposes, 
fresh or dried, whether or not cut, crushed or powdered: 
Liquorice roots 
Other: 
Pyrethrum (flowers, leaves, stems, peel and roots) 
T onquin beans 
Locust beans, '>cawceds and other algae, sugar beet and sugar cane, fresh or 
dried, whether or not ground; fruit stones and kernels and other vegetable 
products (including unroasted chicory roots of  the variety Cichorium intybus 
sativum) of a  kind used primarily for  human consumption, not elsewhere 
specified or included: 
Locust beans, including locust bean seeds: 
Locust beans 
Locust bean seeds: 
Not decorticated, crushed or ground 
Other 
Vegetable  saps  and  extracts;  pectic  substances,  pectinates  and  pectates; 
agar-agar and other mucilages and thickeners,  whether or not modified, 
derived from  vegetable products: 
Pectic substances, pectinates and pectates: 
Dry 
Other 
Fats and oils and their fractions, of fish or marine mammals, whether or not 
refined, but not chemically modified: 
Fish-liver oils and their fractions: 
- Of a vitamin A content not exceeding 2 500 IU I g 
Soya-bean oil and its fractions, whether or not refined, but not chemkally 
modified 
Ground-nut oil and its fractions, whether or not refined, but not chemically 
modified 
Olive  01l  ,md  its  fractions,  whether  or  not  refined,  but  not chemically 
I 
modified: 
ex 1509 90 00  - Other: 
1510 00 
ex 1510 00 90 
1511 
1511  10 
1511  10 10 
- For human consumption 
Other 
Other oils and their fractions, obtained, solely from olives, whether or not 
refined,  but  not  chemically  modified,  including  blends  of these  oils  or 
fractions with oils or fractions of heading No 1509: 
Other: 
For human consumption 
- Other 
Palm  oil  ,md  its  fractions,  whether  or  not  refined,  but  not chemically 
modified: 
Crude oil: 
For  technical  or  indu~trial  uses  other  than  the  manufacture  of 
foodstuffs for human consumption 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
(') 
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1511 90 
ex 1511  90 11 
ex 1511 90 19 
1512 
Description 
Other: 
Solid fractions: 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less: 
For human consumption 
Other 
Other: 
- For human consumption 
- Other  ' 
Sunflower-seed, safflower or  cotton-seed oil and fractions ther<nf, whether or I 
not refined, but not chemically modified 
1513  Coconut (copra), palm kernel or babassu oil and fractions thereof, whether or 
1513 19 
ex 1513 19 II 
ex  1513 19 19 
1513 29 
ex 15132911 
ex 1513 29 19 
1514 
1515 
1516 
151610 
ex  1516 to 10 
ex 1516 10 90 
1516 20 
- not refined, but not chemically modified 
- Co~onut (copra) oil and its fractions: 
Other: 
Solid fractions: 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less: 
- For human consumption 
Other 
Other: 
- For human consumptiion 
Other 
Palm Kernel or babassu oil and fractions thereof: 
- Other: 
Solid fractions: 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less: 
For human consumption 
Other 
Other 
For human consumption 
Other 
Rape, colza or mustard oil and fractions thereof, whether or not refined, but 
not chemically modified 
Other fixed vegetable fats and oils (including jojoba oil) and their fractions, 
whether or not refined, but not chemically modified 
Animal  or vegetable  fats  and  oils  and  their  fractions,  partly  or wholly 
hydrogenated, inter-esterified, re-esterified or elaidinized, whether or not 
refined, but not further prepared: 
Animal fats and oils and thetr fractions: 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less: 
For human consumption 
Other 
Other: 
- For human consumption 
- Other 
Vegetable fats .md oils and their fractions: 
- Other: 
R.tte of 
compensatory 
levy 
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ex  1516 20 91 
1Sl6 20 99 
1517 
1517 10 
1517 10 90 
1517 90 
1517 90 91 
1517 90 99 
!SIR 00 
] 518 00 31 
151R 00 39 
1603 00 
ex 1603 00 10 
ex  1603 00 30 
1605 
2001 
2001  10 00 
2001  90 
ex  2001  90 90 
2002 
2004 
2004 90 
Descnptmn 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or Jess: 
- For human consumption 
- Other 
Other: 
- For human consumption 
- Other 
Margarine; edible mixtures or. preparations of animal or vegetable fats or oils I 
1  or of fractions of different fats or oils of this chapter, other than edible fats or 
1  oils or their fractions of heading No 1516: 
Margarine, excluding liquid margarine: 
- - Other 
Other: 
Other: 
-- Fixed vegetable oils, fluid, mixed 
Other 
Anim,tl  or  vegetable  fats  and  oils  and  their  fractions,  boiled,  oxidized, 
dehydr,tted, sulphurized, blown, polymeriled by  heat in vacuum or in inert 
gas or otherwi~c chemically modified, exduding those of heading No 1516; 
inedible  mixture~ or preparations of amm~tl or vegetable fats or oils or of 
fractions of different fats or oils of this chapter, not elsewhere specified or 
included: 
- Fixed vegetable oils, fluid,  mixed, for technical or industrial uses other 
than the manufacture of foodstuffs for human consumption: 
Crude 
Other 
Extracts and juices of meat, fish  or crustaceans, molluscs or other aquatic 
invertebrates: 
- In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less: 
- Whale meat extracts 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of more than 1 kg but less than 
20 kg: 
- Wh,tle me,tt extracts 
Crustaceans,  molluscs  and  other  aquatic  invertebrates,  prepared  or 
preserved 
Vegetables, fruit, nuts and other edible parts of plants, prepared or preserved 
by  vinegar or acetic acid: 
- Cucumbers .tnd  gherkin~ 
- Other: 
Other: 
Sweet peppers 
Cauliflowers 
Olives 
T omatoe'i prep,ued or preserved otherwise than by  vinegar or acetic acid 
Other vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by  vinegar or acetic 
acid, frozen: 
-- Othn veget,tbles and mixtures of vegetables: 
I 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
{') 
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ex 2004 90 30 
ex 2004 90 99 
2005 
2005 90 
ex 2005 90 90 
Description 
Sauerkraut, capers and olives: 
- Capers and olives 
Other, including mixtures: 
Other: 
- Sweet peppers 
Other vegetables prepared or preserved otherwise than by vinegar or acetic 
acid, not frozen: 
Other vegetables and mixtures of vegetables: 
Other: 
- Sweet peppers 
2309 
2309 90 
Preparations of a kind used in animal feeding: 
ex 2309 90 10 
Other: 
Fish or marine mammal solubles: 
- Fish solubles 
Rate of compensatory levy: 
( 1)  From  I January 1988 to31 December 1992:100. 
( 2)  From  I January 1988 to 31  December 1988: 0; 
From 1 January 1989 to .11  December 1989: 36; 
From  I janu.1ry  1990 to .ll December I 990:  45; 
From  I j.mu.lr)  1991  to 31  December 1991: 55; 
From  I January 1992 to 31  December 1992: 64; 
From  I January 1993 to 31  December 1993: 73; 
From  I January 1994 to 31  December 1995:  100. 
( 3)  From  1 January 1988 to 31  December  1988: 71; 
From  I january 1989 to .H  December 1992:  100. 
( 4)  From  I January 1988 to .H  December 1988: 67; 
From  1 January 1989 to 31  December 1989: 71; 
From  I January 1990 to 31  December 1994:  100. 
( 1)  From  I J.muary 1988 to 31  December 1988: 83; 
From  I January 1989 to 31  December  1994:  100. 
(')  From  I January 1988 to 31  December 1988: 60; 
From  1 January  1989 to 31  December 1989: 70; 
From  1 January 1990 w J I December 1993:  100. 
(')  From  I  Janu.~ry I 988  to 31  December 1988: 72; 
from  I January 1989 to J 1 December  )990:  100. 
( 8 )  hom I January 1988 to 31  December 1988: 0; 
From  1 January  I 99Z to 31  December  1992: 33; 
From  I janu.1ry  199] to .H  December  I 99.1:  .50; 
From  I janu.lf~ I 994 to .ll December 1994: 67; 
From  I .Januar>  199.5  to 31  December 1995:  100. 
R.1te of 
compens.uory 
le\} 
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CN code 
1507 
1507 10 
1507 10 90 
1507 90 
1507 90 90 
1508 
1508 10 
1508 10 90 
1508 90 
15089090 
1509 
ex 1509 90 00 
1510 00 
ex 1510 00  90 
1511 
1511  10 
1511 10 90 
1511  90 
ex 1511 90 11 
ex 1511 90 19 
1511 90 99 
1512 
1512 11 
1512 11  91 
1512 11  99 
1512 19 
1512 19 91 
1512 19 99 
ANNEX Vlll 
List of goods referred to in the first indent of Article 11 (2) (b) 
Description 
Soya-bean oil and its fractions, whether or not refined, but not chemically 
modified: 
- Crude 01l,  whether or not degummed: 
- Other 
Other: 
- Other 
Ground-nut oil and its fractions, whether or not refined, but not chemically 
modified: 
Crude oil: 
- Other 
Other: 
- Other 
Olive  oil  and  its  fractions,  whether  or  not  refined,  but not chemically 
modified: 
- Other: 
- For human consumption 
Other oils and their fractions, obtained solely from olives, whether or not 
refined,  but  not chemically  modified,  including  blends  of these  oils  or 
fractions with oils or fractions of heading No 1509: 
Other: 
- For human consumption 
Palm  oil  and  its  fractions,  whether  or  not  refined,  but  not chemically 
modified: 
Crude oil: 
- Other 
Other: 
Solid fractions: 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less: 
- For human consumption 
Other: 
- For human consumption 
Other: 
- Other 
Sunflower-seed, safflower or cotton-seed oil and fractions thereof, whether or 
not refined, but not chemically modified: 
Sunflower-seed or safflower oil and fractions thereof: 
- Crude oil: 
Other: 
Sunflower-seed oil 
Safflower oil 
Other: 
Other: 
Sunflower-seed oil 
Safflower oil 
Cotton-seed oil  and its fractions: 
Rare of 
compensatory 
levy 
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CNcode 
1512 21 
1512 21  90 
151219 
1SJ2 29 90 
1513 
1513 11 
151311 91 
1513 11  99 
1513 19 
ex 1513 19 11 
ex 1513 19 19 
15131991 
1513 19 99 
1513 21 
1513 21  30 
1513 21  91 
1513 21  99 
1513 29 
ex 1513 29 11 
ex 1513 29 19 
1513 29 50 
1513 29 91 
1513 29 99 
1514 
1514 90 
1514 90 90 
1515 
Description 
Crude oil, whether or not gossypol has been removed: 
- Other 
Other: 
- Other 
Coconut (copra), palm kernel or  babassu oil and fractions thereof, whether or 
not refined, but not chemically modified: 
Coconut (copra) oil and its fractions: 
Crude oil: 
Other: 
- - In immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or Jess 
- Other 
Other: 
Solid fractions: 
In immediate packings of a net capacity of l  kg or less: 
- For human consumption 
Other: 
- For human consumption 
- Other: 
Other: 
- In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
- Other 
- Palm kernel or babassu oil and fractions thereof: 
- - Crude oil: 
- Other: 
In immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
Other: 
- Palm kernel oil 
- Babassu oil 
- - Other: 
- Solid fractions: 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less: 
- For human consumption 
Other: 
- For human consumption 
- Other: 
Other: 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
- - Other: 
Palm kernel oil 
Babassu oil 
Rape, colza or mustard oil and fractions thereof, whether or not refined, but 
not chemically modified: 
- Other: 
- - Other 
Other fixed vegetable fats and oils (including jojoba oil) and their fractions, 
whether or not refined, but not chemiCally modified: 
- Linseed oil and its fractions: 
Rate of 
compensatory 
·fevy 
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CN code 
1515 11  00 
1515 19 
1515 19 90 
1515 21 
1515 21  90 
1515 29 
1515 29 90 
1515 50 
15155019 
1515 50 99 
1515 90 
1515 90 29 
1515 90 39 
1515 90 59 
1515 90 99 
1516 
1516 10 
ex  1516 10 10 
ex  1516 10 90 
1516 20 
ex 1516 20 91 
ex  1516 20 99 
1517 
1517 90 
1517 90 91 
Crude oil 
Other: 
- Other 
Description 
Maize (corn) oil  and its fractions: 
Crude oil: 
- Other 
Other: 
- Other 
Sesame oil and its fractions: 
Crude oil: 
- Other 
Other: 
- Other 
Other: 
Tobacco-seed oil and its fractions: 
Crude oil: 
- Other 
Other: 
- Other 
Other oils and their fractions: 
Crude oils: 
- Other: 
- - Solid, other; fluid 
Other: 
Other: 
- Solid, other; fluid 
Animal  or vegetable  fats  and  oils  and  their  fractions,  partly or wholly 
hydrogenated, imer-esterified,  re-esterified  or elaidinized, whether or not 
refined, but not further prepared: 
Animal fats and oils and their fractions: 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less: 
- For human consumption 
Other: 
- For human consumption 
Vegetable fats and oils and their fractions: 
Other: 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less: 
- For human consumption 
Other: 
- For human consumption 
Margarine; edible mixtures or preparations of animal or vegetable fats or oils 
or of fractions of different fats or oils of this chapter, other than edible fats or 
oils or their fractions of heading No 1516: 
Other: 
Other: 
- Fixed vegetable oils, fluid,  mixed 
Rate of compensatory levy: 
( 1)  From  1 January 1988 to 31  December 1991:  0; 
From  I January 1992 to 31  December 1992:  33; 
From  1 January 1993 to 31  December 1993:  50; 
From  I january 1984 to 31  December 1994:  67; 
From  1 January 1995 to 31  December 1995:  100. 
Rare of 
compensatory 
levy 
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C:N code 
0301 
0301  91  00 
0301 92 00 
0301 93 00 
0301  99 
0301  99 11 
0301 99 19 
ANNEX IX 
List of goods referred to in  the first indent of Article 11 (  3) (b) 
Description 
Live  fish: 
Other live fish: 
Trout (Salmo  trutta,  Salmo gairdneri,  Salmo clarki,  Salmo aguabonita, 
Salmo gilae) 
Eels (Anguilla spp.) 
Carp 
Other: 
Freshwater fish: 
Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.), Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) 
and Danube salmon (Hucho hucho) 
Other 
0302  Fish,  fresh  or chilled,  excluding  fish  filkts  and other  fish  meat of heading 
No 0304: 
0302 11  00 
0302 12 00 
0302 19 00 
0302 21 
0302 21  10 
0302 21  30 
0302 21  90 
0302 22 00 
0302 23 00 
0302 29 00 
0302 31 
0302 31  10 
0302 31  90 
0302 32 
0302 32 10 
0302 32 90 
0302 33 
0302 33 10 
0302 33 90 
0302 39 
0302 39 10 
0302 39 90 
Salmonidae, excluding livers and roes: 
Trout (Salmo  trutta,  Salmo gaird~eri, Salmo clarki,  Salmo aguabonita, 
Salmo gilae) 
Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.), Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) and 
Danube salmon (Hucho hucho) 
Other 
- Flat fish (Pieuronectidae, Bothidae, Cynoglossidae, Soleidae, Scophthalmidae 
and Citharidae), excluding livers and roes: 
Halibut  (Remhardtius  hippoglossoides,  Hippoglossus  hippoglossus, 
Hippoglossus stenolepis): 
Lesser or Greenland halibut (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides) 
Atlantic halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus) 
Pacific halibut (Hippoglossus stenolepis) 
Plaice (Pieuronectes platessa) 
Sole (Solea  spp.) 
Other 
Tunas (of the genus Thunnus), skipjack or stripe-bellied bonito (Euthynnus 
(Katsuwonus) pelamis), excluding livers and roes: 
Albacore or longfinned tunas (Thunnus alalunga): 
For  the  industrial  manufacture  of products  falling  within  heading 
No 1604 
Other 
Yellowfin tunas (Thunnus albacares): 
For  the  industrial  manufacture  of products  falling  within  heading 
No 1604 
Other 
Skipjack or stripe-bellied bonito: 
- For  the  industrial  manufacture  of products  falling  within  heading 
No 1604 
Other 
Other: 
- For  the  industrial  manufacture  of products  falling  within  heading 
No 1604 
Other 
Rate of 
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CN code 
0302 40 
0302 40 90 
0302 50 
0302 61 
0302 61  30 
0302 61  99 
0302 62 00 
0302 63 00 
0302 64 
0302 64 90 
0302 65 
0302 65 10 
0302 65 90 
0302 66 00 
0302 69 
0302 69 11 
0302 69 21 
0302 69 25 
0302 69 31 
0302 69 33 
0302 69 35 
0302 69 41 
0302 69 45 
0302 69 51 
0302 69 55 
03026961 
0302 69 65 
0302 69 71 
0302 69 75 
0302 69 81 
0302 69 85 
0302 69 95 
0302 70 00 
Description 
Herrings (Ciupea harengus, Clupea pallasii), excluding livers and roes: 
- From 16 June to 14 February 
- · Cod (Gadus morhua, Gadus ogac,  Gadus macrocephalus), excluding livers 
and roes 
Other fish, excluding livers and roes: 
Sardines (Sardina pilchardus, Sardinops spp.), sardinella (Sardinella spp.), 
brisling or sprats (Sprattus sprattus): 
Sardines of the genus Sardinops; sardinella (Sardinella spp.J 
Brisling or sprats (Sprattus sprattus): 
- From 16 June to 14 February 
Haddock (  M elanogrammus aeglefinus) 
Coalfish (Pollachius virens) 
- - Mackerel  (Scomber  scombrus,  Scomber  australasicus,  Scomber 
japonicus): 
-- From  16 June to 14 February 
Dogfish and other sharks: 
Dogfish (Squalus acanthias und Scyliorhinus spp.) 
Other 
Eels (Anguilla spp.) 
Other: 
Freshwater fish: 
- Carp 
- Saltwater fish: 
- - - Fish of the genus Euthynnus, other than the skipjack or stripe-bellied 
bonitos  (Euthynnus  (Katsuwonus)  pelamis)  mentioned  in 
subheading 0302 33: 
For the industrial manufacture of products falling within heading 
No 1604 
Other 
Redfish (Sebastes spp.): 
- Of the species Sebastes marinus 
Other 
Fish of the species Boreogadus saida 
Whiting (Mer/angus mer/angus) 
Ling (Molva spp.) 
Alaska pollack (Theragra chalcogramma) and pollack (Pollachius 
pollachius) 
Anchovies (Engraulis spp.) 
Sea  bream (Dentex dentex and Pagellus spp.) 
Hake (Merluccius spp., Urophycis spp.) 
Megrim (Lepidorhombus spp.) 
Ray's bream (Brama  spp.) 
Monkfish (l.ophius spp.) 
- Blue whitmg (Micromesistius poutassou or Gadus poutassou) 
Other 
Livers and roes 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(') 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(') 
(1) 
(1) 
(') 
(1) 
(1) 
(') 
(1) 
(1) 
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CNcode  Description 
0303  Fish, frozen, excluding fish  fillets and other fish  meat of heading No 0304: 
0303 10 00 
0303 21  00 
0303 22 00 
0303 29 00 
0303 31 
0303 3110 
0303 31  30 
0303 31  90 
0303 32 00 
0303 33 00 
0303 39 
0303 39 10 
0303 39 90 
0303 41 
0303 4111 
0303 41  13 
0303 4119 
0303 41  90 
0303 42 
0303 42 11 
0303 42 19 
0303 42 31 
0303 42 39 
0303 42 51 
0303 42 59 
0303 42 90 
0303 43 
0303 43 11 
0303 43 13 
0303 43 19 
0303 43 90 
- Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp  .. l, excluding livers and roes 
- Other salmonidae, excluding livers and roes: 
Trout (Salmo  trutta,  Salmo gairdneri,  Salmo clarki,  Salmo aguabonita, 
Salmo gilae) 
Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) and Danube salmon (Hucho hucho) 
Other 
- Flat fish (Pieuronectidae, Bothidae, Cynoglossidae, Soleidae, Scophthalmidae 
and Citharidae), excluding livers and roes: 
- Halibut  (Reinhardtius  hippoglossoides,  Hippoglossus  hippoglossus, 
Hippoglossus stenolepis): 
Lesser or Greenland halibut (Reinhardtius hippoglossoides) 
Atlantic halibut (Hippoglossus hippoglossus) 
- Pacific halibut (Hippoglossus stenolepis) 
Plaice (Pleuronectes platessa) 
Sole (Solea spp.) 
Other: 
Flounder (Piatichthys flesus) 
- Other 
- Tunas (of the genus Thunnus), skipjack or stripe-bellied bonito (Euthynnus 
(Katsuwonus) pelamis), excluding livers and roes: 
Albacore or longfinned tunas (Thunnus alalunga): 
For  the  industrial  manufacture  of products  falling  within  heading 
No 1604: 
Whole 
- Gilled and gutted 
- Other (for example 'heads off) 
- Other 
- - Yellowfin tunas (Thunnus albacares): 
For  the  industrial  manufacture  of products  falling  within  heading 
No 1604: 
Whole: 
- Weighing not more than 10 kg each 
- Other 
- Gilled and gutted: 
- Weighing not more than 10 kg each 
- Other 
- Other (for example 'heads off): 
Other 
Weighing not more than 10 kg each 
Other 
Skipjack or stripe-bellied bonito: 
- For  the  industrial  manufacture  of products  falling  within  heading 
No 1604: 
- - Whole 
- Gilled and gutted 
- Other (for example 'heads ofr) 
Other 
Race of 
compensatory 
levy 
(1) 
(1) 
(I) 
(1) 
(I) 
(I) 
(I) 
(I) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(I) 
(1) 
(I) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
{I) 
(1) 
(1) 
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CNcode 
0303 49 
0303 49 11 
OJOJ 49 13 
0303 49 19 
0303 49 90 
0303 50 
0303 50 90 
0303 60 
0303 60 10 
0303 60 90 
0303 71 
0303 71  30 
0303 71  99 
0.303 72 00 
0303 73 00 
0303 74 
0303 74 19 
0303 74 90 
0303 75 
0303 75 10 
0303 75 90 
0303 76 00 
0303 77 00 
0303 78 
0303 78 10 
0303 78 90 
0303 79 
0303 79 11 
0303 79 19 
0303 79 21 
0303 79 23 
0303 79 29 
Description 
Other: 
For the industrial manufacture of products falling within heading No 
1604: 
Whole 
Gilled and gutted 
Other (for example 'heads off) 
Other 
-- Herrings (Ciupea harengus,  Clupea pa/lasii), excluding livers and roes: 
- From  16 june to 14 February 
Cod (Gadus morhua, Gadus ogac, Gadus macrocephalus), excluding livers 
and roes: 
- - Of the species Gadus morhua and Gadus ogac 
Of the species Gadus macrocephalus 
- Other fish, excluding livers and roes: 
Sardines (Sardina pilchardus, Sardinops spp.), sardinella (Sardinella spp.), 
brisling or sprats (Sprattus sprattus): 
Sardines of the genus Sardinops; sardinella (Sardinella spp.) 
Brisling or sprats (Sprattus sprattus): 
-- From 16 june to 14 February 
- - Haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) 
Coalfish (Pollachius virens) 
Mackerel  (Scomber  scombrus,  Scomber  australasicus,  Scomber 
japonicus}: 
Of the species Scomber scombrus and Scomber japonicus: 
- From 16June to 14  February 
Of the species Scomber australasicus 
Dogfish and other sharks: 
Dogfish (Squalus acanthias and Scyliorhinus spp.) 
Other 
Eels (Anguilla spp.) 
Sea  bass (Dicentrarchus labrax,  Dicentrarchus punctatus) 
Hake (Merluccius spp., Urophycis spp.): 
Hake of the genus Merluccius 
Hake of the genus Urophycis 
Other: 
Freshwater fish: 
Carp 
- Other 
Saltwater fish: 
Fish of  the genus Euthynnus, other than the skipjack or stripe-bellied 
bonitos  (Euthynnus  (Katsuwonus)  pelamis)  mentioned  in 
subheading 0303 43: 
For the industrial manufacture of products falling within heading 
No 1604: 
- Whole 
Gilled and gutted 
- - Other (for example 'heads off) 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
(') 
(') 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(1) 
(') 
(1) 
(') 
(') 
{  1) 
(1) 
(I) 
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CN code 
0303 79 31 
0303 79 35 
0303 79 37 
0303 79 41 
0303 79 45 
0303 79 51 
0303 79 55 
0303 79 63 
0303 79 65 
0303 79 71 
0303 79 73 
0303 79 75 
0303 79 81 
0303 79 83 
0303 79 99 
0303 80 00 
Description 
- Other 
Redfish  (Sebastes spp.J: 
Of the species Sebastes marinus 
Other 
Fish  of the species Boreogadus saida 
Whiting (Mer/angus mer/angus) 
Ling (Molva spp.J 
Alaska pollack (Theragra chalcogramma) and pollack (Po/lachius 
pollachius) 
Fish  of the species Orcynopsis unicolor: 
- From  16 June to 14 February 
Anchovies (Engraulis spp.) 
- Sea  bream (Dentex dentex and Pagellus spp.) 
- Megrim (Lepidorhombus spp.J 
- Ray's bream (Brama spp•J 
Monkfish (Lophius spp.) 
- Blue whiting (Micromesistius poutassou or Gadus poutassou) 
- Other 
- Livers and roes 
0304  Fish  fillets  and  other  fish  meat  (whether  or not  minced),  fresh,  chilled  or 
frozen: 
0304 10 
0304 10  11 
0304 10 13 
0304 10 31 
0304 10 39 
0304 20 
0304 20 11 
0304 20 13 
0304 20 19 
0304 20 21 
0304 20 29 
0304 20 31 
0304 20 33 
0304 20 35 
0304 20 37 
- Fresh or chilled: 
Fillets: 
- Of freshwater fish: 
Of  trout  (Salmo  trutta,  Salmo  gairdneri,  Salmo  clarki,  Salmo 
aguabonita, Salmo gilae) 
- Of Pacific salmon  (Oncorhynchus spp.), Atlantic salmon (Salmo 
salar) and Danube salmon (Hucho hucho) 
Other: 
- Of cod (Gadus morhua, Gadus ogac, Gadus macrocephalus) and of 
the species Boreogadus saida 
Other 
- Frozen fillets: 
Of freshwater fish: 
Of  trout  (Salmo  trutta,  Sa/mo  gairdneri,  Salmo  clarki,  Salmo 
aguabonita, Salmo gilae) 
Of Pacific salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.), Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar) 
and Danube salmon (Hucho hucho) 
Of other freshwater fish 
Of cod (Gadus morhua, Gadus macrocephalus, Gadus ogac) and of  fish of 
the species Boreogadus saida: 
Of cod of the species (Gadus macrocephalus) 
Other 
Of coalfish (Pollachius virens) 
Of haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) 
Of redfish (Sebastes spp.): 
Of the species Sebastes marinus 
Other 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
(1) 
(I) 
(1) 
(I) 
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CNcode 
0304 20 41 
0304 20 43 
0304 20 45 
0304 20 51 
0304 20 53 
0304 20 57 
0304 20 59 
0304 20 61 
0304 20 69 
0304 20 71 
0304 20 73 
0304 20 75 
0304 20 79 
0304 20 81 
0304 20 83 
0304 20 99 
0304 90 
0304 90 10 
0304 90 25 
0304 90 31 
0304 90 35 
0304 90 37 
0304 90 41 
0304 90 45 
0304 90 47 
0304 90 49 
0304 90 51 
0304 90 55 
0304 90 57 
0304 90 59 
0304 90 99 
0305 
Description 
Of whiting (Mer/angus mt•rlangus) 
Of ling (Molva spp.) 
- - Of tuna (of the genus Thunnus) and of fish  of the genus Euthynnus 
Of  mackerel  (Scomber  scombrus,  Scomber  australasicus,  Scomber 
japonicus) and of fish of the species Orcynopsis unicolor: 
Of mackerel of the species Scomber australisicus 
Other 
Of hake (Merluccius spp., Urophycis spp.): 
Of hake of the genus Merluccius 
Of hake of the genus  Urophycis 
Of dogfish and other sharks: 
- Of dogfish (Squalus acanthias and Scyliorhinus spp.) 
- Of other sharks 
Of plaice (Pieuronectes platessa) 
Of flounder (Piatichthys flesus) 
Of herring (Ciupea harengus, Clupea pallasii) 
Of megrim (Lepidorhombus spp.) 
Of Ray's bream (Brama spp.) 
- - Of monkfish (Lophius spp.) 
Other 
- Other: 
Of freshwater fish 
Other: 
Of herring (Ciupea harengus, Clupea pallasii): 
- From  16 June to 14  February 
Of redfish  (Sebastes spp.) 
Of  cod (Gadus morhua, Gadus ogac, Gadus macrocephalus) and of fish 
of the species Boreogadus saida: 
- - - - Of cod of the species Gadus macrocephalus 
Other 
Of coalfish (Pollachius virens) 
Of haddock (Melanogrammus aeglefinus) 
Of hake (Merluccius spp., Urophycis spp.): 
- Of hake of the genus Merluccius 
Of hake of the genus Urophycis 
Of megrim (Lepidorhombus spp.) 
- Of Ray's  bream (Brama spp.} 
Of monkfish (Lophius spp.) 
Of blue whiting (Micromesistius poutassou or Gadus poutassou) 
Other 
Fish, dried, salted or in  brine; smoked fish,  whether or not cooked before or 
during the smoking process; fish  meal  fit  for  human consumption 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
(1) 
(I) 
(1) 
(l) 
(1) 
(1) 
(') 
(1) 
(I) 
(1) 
(I} 
(•) 
(I) 
(1) 
(I) 
(I) 
(I) 
(I) 
(I) 
(1) 
(I) 
(') 
(l) 
(') 
(1) 
(I) 
(') 
(I} 
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0306  Crustaceans, whether in shell or not, live, fresh, chilled, frozen, dried, salted or in 
brine; crustaceans, in shell, cooked by steaming or by boiling in water, whether or 
not chilled, frozen, dried, salted or in  brine: 
0306 11  00 
0306 12 
0306 12 10 
0306 12 90 
0306 13 
0306 13 10 
0306 13 30 
0306 13 90 
0306 14 
0306 14 10 
0306 14 30 
0306 14 90 
0306 19 
0306 19 10 
0306 19 30 
0306 19 90 
0306 21  00 
OJ06 2.2. 
0306 22 10 
0306 22 91 
0306 22 99 
0306 23 
0306 23  10 
0306 23 31 
0306 23 39 
0306 23 90 
0306 24 
0306 24 10 
0306 24 30 
0306 24 90 
0306 29 
0306 29 10 
0306 29 30 
0306 29 90 
Frozen: 
Rock lobster and other sea crawfish (Pa/inurus spp., Panu/irus spp.,]asus 
spp.J 
Lobsters (Homarus spp.): 
Whole 
Other 
Shrimps and  prawns: 
Of the family panda/idae 
Shrimps of the genus Crangon 
Other 
- Crabs: 
Crabs of the species Paralithodes camchaticus, Chionoecetes spp. and 
Callinectes sapidus 
Crabs of the species Cancer pagurus 
Other 
Other: 
Freshwater crayfish 
Norway lobsters (Nephrops norvegicus) 
Other 
- Not frozen: 
Rock lobster and other sea crawfish (Palinurus spp., Panulirus spp.,Jasus 
spp.) 
Lobsters (Homarus spp.): 
Live 
- Other: 
Whole 
Other 
Shrimps and prawns: 
Of the family  pandalidae 
Shrimps of the genus Crangon: 
fresh, chilled or cooked by steaming or by boiling in water 
Other 
Other 
Crabs: 
Crabs of the species Paralithodes camchaticus, Chionoecetes spp. and 
Calinnectes sapidus 
Crabs of the species Cancer pagurus 
- Other 
- - Other: 
Freshwater crayfish 
Norway lobsters (Nephrops norvegicus) 
Other 
0307  Molluscs, whether in shell or not, live, fresh, chilled, frozen, dried, salted or in 
brine;  aquatic invertebrates other than  crust<tceans  and molluscs, live,  fresh, 
chilled, frozen, dried, s:thed or in  brim·: 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
(') 
(') 
(1) 
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CN c;ode 
0307 10 
0307 10 90 
0307 21  00 
0307 29 
0307 29 10 
0307 29 90 
0307 31 
0307 31  10 
0307 31  90 
0307 39 
0307 39 10 
0307 .19 90 
0307 41 
0307 41  10 
0307 41  91 
0307 41  99 
0307 49 
0307 49 11 
0307 49 19 
0307 49 31 
0307 49 .B 
0307 49 39 
0307 49 51 
0307 49 59 
0307 49 71 
03074991 
0307 49 99 
0307 51  00 
Oysters: 
- Other 
Description 
- Scallops,  including  queen  scallops,  of  the  genera  Pecten,  Chlamys  or 
Placopecten: 
Live,  fresh  or chilled 
Other: 
Coquilles Saim Jacques (Pecten maximus), frozen 
Other 
- Mussels (Mytilus spp .•  Perna  spp.): 
Live,  fresh  or chilled: 
Mytilus spp. 
Perna  spp. 
Other: 
Mytilus spp. 
Perna  spp. 
Currie  fish  (Septa  officina/is,  Rossia  macrosoma,  Sepiola  spp.)  and squid 
(Ommastrephes spp., Loligo spp., Nototodarus spp., Sepioteuthis spp.): 
Live, fresh  or chilled: 
Cuttle fish  (Sepia officina/is,  Rassia macrasma, Sepiola spp.) 
Squid  (Ommastrephes  spp.,  Loligo  spp.,  Nototodarus  spp., 
Sepiateuthis spp.): 
Laligo spp., Ommastrephes sagittatus 
Other 
Other: 
- Frozen: 
Curtle fish  (Sepia  officina/is,  Rossia mucrasama, Sepia/a spp.): 
Of the genus Sepia/a other than Sepiola ro_ndeleti 
Other 
Squid  (Ommastrephes  spp.,  Loligo  spp.,  Nototadarus  spp., 
Sepioteuthis spp.): 
- - - - - Laligo spp.: 
- - Loligo z•ulgaris 
- l.of1go ,,,.,,{,., 
Otha 
- Other 
Other: 
- Cuttle fish  (Sepia offion,lfis, Rossia macrosama, Sepiola spp.) 
Squid  (Ommastrepht•s  spp.,  l.olzgo  spp.,  Natatadarus  spp., 
Sepwteuthzs spp.): 
Loligo spp., Ommastrepht•s sagittatus 
- Other 
- Octopus (Octopus spp.): 
- Live,  fresh  or chilled 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
(') 
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0307 59 
0307 59 10 
0307 59 90 
0307 91 00 
0307 99 
0307 9911 
0307 99 13 
0307 99 19 
0307 99 90 
1504 
1504 10 
1504 10 10 
1507 
1508 
1511 
1511 10 
1511  10 10 
1512 
1513 
1514 
Other: 
Frozen 
Other 
Other: 
Live, fresh or chilled 
Other: 
Frozen: 
lllex spp. 
Description 
Striped venus and other species of the family V  eneridae 
Other aquatic invenebrates 
Other 
Fats and oils and their fractions, of fish  or marine mammals, whether or not 
refined, but not chemically modified: 
Fish-liver qils and their fractions: 
- Of a vitamin A content not exceeding 2 500 IU I g 
Soya-bean  oil  and  its  fractions,  whether or not refined,  but not chemically 
modified 
Ground-nut oil  and its  fractions, whether or not refined,  but not chemically 
modified 
Palm  oil  and  its  fractions,  whether  or  not  refined,  but  not  chemically 
modified: 
Crude oil: 
For technical or industrial uses other than the manufacture of  foodstuffs for 
human consumption 
Sunflower-seed, safflower or cotton-seed oil and fractions thereof, whether or not 
refined, but not chemically modified 
Coconut (copra), palm kernel or babassu oil and fractions thereof, whether or not 
refined, but not chemically modified 
Rape, colza or mustard oil and fractions thereof, whether or not refined, but not 
chemically modified 
1515  Other fixed  vegetable  fats  and oils (including jojoba oil) and their fractions, 
whether or not refined, but not chemically modified: 
1515 11 00 
1515 19 
1515 19 10 
1515 19 90 
1515 21 
1515 21  10 
1515 21  90 
1515 29 
1515 29 10 
1515 29 90 
Linseed oil and its fractions: 
Crude oil 
Other: 
For technical or industrial uses other than the manufacture of  foodstuffs 
for human consumption 
Other 
Maize (corn) oil  and its fractions: 
Crude oil: 
For technical or industrial uses other than the maunfacture of foodstuffs 
for human  ~:nnsumption 
Other 
Other: 
For technical or industrial uses other than the maunfacture of  foodstuffs 
for human comsumption 
Other 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
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CN code 
1515 30 
1515 30 90 
1515 40 00 
1515 50 
1515 50 11 
1515 50 19 
1515 50 91 
1515 50 99 
1515 90 
1515 90 10 
1515 90 21 
1515 90 29 
1515 90 31 
1515 90 39 
1515 90 40 
1515 90 51 
ISIS 90 59 
1H5 90 60 
1515 90 91 
1515 90 99 
1516 
1516 10 
1516 10 10 
1516 10 90 
1516 20 
1516 20 91 
1516 20 99 
Castor oil  and its fractions: 
- Other 
Tung oil and its fractions 
Sesame oil and its fractions: 
Crude oil: 
De~ription 
For technical or industrial uses other than the manufacture of  foodstuffs 
for  human consumption 
- Other 
Other: 
For technical or industrial uses other than the manufacture of  foodstuffs 
for human consumption 
Other 
Other: 
Oiticica oils; myrtle wax and Japan wax; their fractions 
Tobacco - seed oil  and its fractions: 
Crude oil: 
For  technical  or  industrial  uses  other  than  the  manufacture  of 
foodstuffs for  human consumption 
Other 
-- Other: 
For  technical  or  industrial  uses  other  than  the  manufacture  of 
foodstuffs for human consumption 
Other 
Other oils and their fractions: 
Crude oils: 
For  technical  or  industrial  uses  other  than  the  manufacture  of 
foodstuffs for  human consumption 
- Other: 
Solid, in  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
- Solid, other; fluid 
- Other: 
For  technical  or  industrial  uses  other  than  the  manufacture  of 
foodstuffs for human consumption 
Other: 
Solid, in immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
Solid, other; fluid 
Animal  or  vegetable  fats  and  oils  and  their  fractions,  partly  or  wholly 
hydrogenated,  inter-esterified,  re-esterified  or  elaidinized,  whether  or  not 
refined, but not further prepared: 
- Animal fats and oils and their fractions: 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
Other 
Vegetable fats  and oils and their fractions: 
Other: 
In  immediate packings of a net capacity of 1 kg or less 
- Other 
Rate of 
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1517 
151710 
1517 10 90 
1517 90 
1517 90 91 
1517 90 99 
Description 
Margarine; edible mixtures or preparations of  animal or vegetable fats or oils or 
of fractions of  different fats or oils of this chapter, other than edible fats or oils or 
their fractions of heading No 1516: 
Margarine, excluding liquid margarine: 
- Other 
- Other: 
Other: 
Fixed vegetable oils, fluid, mixed 
Other 
1518  Animal  or  vegetable  fats  and  oils  and  their  fractions,  boiled,  oxidized, 
dehydrated, sulphurized, blown, polymerized by heat in vacuum or  in inert gas or 
otherwise chemically modified, excluding those of heading No 1516; inedible 
mixtures or preparations of animal or vegetable fats  or oils or of fractions of 
different fats or oils of this chapter, not elsewhere specified or included: 
1518 00 31 
1518 00 39 
1604 
1604 11  00 
1604 13 
1604 13 90 
1604 14 
1604 14 90 
1604 15 
1604 15  10 
1604 15 90 
1604 19 
1604 19 10 
1604 19 50 
1604 19 91 
1604 19 99 
1604 20 
1604 20 10 
1604 20 30 
1604 20 50 
1604 20 90 
1604 30 
1604 30 10 
1604 30 90 
Fixed vegetable oils, fluid, mixed, for technical or industrial uses other than 
the manufacture of foodstuffs for human consumption: 
Crude 
Other 
Prepared  or preserved  fish;  caviar and caviar substitutes prepared from  fish 
eggs: 
- Fish, ·whole or in  pieces, but not minced: 
Salmon 
Sardines, sardinella and brisling or sprats: 
- Other 
Tunas, skipjack and Atlantic bonito (Sarda spp.): 
- Atlantic bonito (Sarda spp.) 
Mackerel: 
Of the species Scomber scomlmt;;. ;lnd Sc:omber japonicus 
Of the species Scomber austra/,zsicus 
Other: 
Salmonidae, other than salmon 
Fish  of the species Ocrynopsis unicolor 
Other: 
Fillets, raw, coated with batter or breadcrumbs, deep frozen 
Other 
- Other prepared or preserved fish: 
Of salmon 
Of salmonidae, other than salmon 
Of sardines,  bonito,  mackerel  of the  species  Scomber scombrus  and 
Scomber japonicus, fish of the species Orcynopsis unicolor 
Of other fish 
C~viar .md caviar substitutes: 
- - Caviar (sturgeon roe) 
- Caviar substitutes 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
(Z) 
(Z) 
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CN code  Description 
1605  Crustaceans, molluscs and other aquatic invertebrates, prepared or preserved: 
1605 10 00 
1605 20 00 
1605 30 00 
1605 40 00 
1605 90 
1605 90 10 
2301 
2301  20 00 
Crab 
Shrimps and prawns 
Lobster 
Other crustaceans 
Other: 
- Molluscs 
Flours, meals and pellets, of  meat or meat offal, of  fish or of  crustaceans, molluscs 
or other aquatic invertebrates, unfit for  human consumption; greaves: 
Flours, meals and pellets, of fish or of crustaceans, molluscs or other aquatic 
invertebrates 
R.w::  of compensatory levy: 
( 1)  from  I jJnuilry 191!8  to 31  December  t988: 43; 
from  I Janu.Iry  1989 to 31  December  191!9:  57; 
from  I January 1990 to .ll  December 1990: 71; 
from  I .January  1991  to .ll  December 1991: 100. 
(l)  from  1 J.muary  1981!  to 31  December 1991: 0; 
from  I January 1992 to J I  December 1992: .H; 
from  1 J.muary  1993 to J I  December  199.1:  50; 
from  I Januilry 1994 to 31  December 1994: 67; 
from  I January 1995 to 31  December 199S:  100. 
Rate of 
compensatory 
levy 
(1) 